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Students Given Option In

The Maine Citizenship
Clearing House Program

15,

KENDRICK POINTS TO NEED
OF HAZING IMPROVEMENT

Established At College

Describing the hazing period at Bowdoin as a perennial problem.
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick pointed out that the type of hazing is
The Maine Citizenship Clearing more important than its timing in a recent interview with the ORIENT.
House, a program to encourage the
The Dean, commenting on the proposal to change the fraternity
The present sophomore fifth course requirement was made optional State's young college students
for either the sophomore or junior year for all men enrolled in the and graduates to participate ac- initiations to later in the year, stated that any move to hold these
tively in political affairs, has been initiations at a later date would be of little use unless it was accomKOTC program at the faculty meeting held Monday afternoon.
Accepted at the meeting was the resignation of Assistant Professor- established with 'headquarters at panied by an improvement in the way the hazing program was, carried, out.
31 Ait Albert S. Roe.
This resignation will take effect at the close Bowdoin College.
The announcement was made
Distinction Made Clear
ed that the problem of 'hazing was
af the current academic year.
jointly today by Judge Arthur T.
Dean "Kendrick made it clear always going up and down. ExChanges were also made in the requirements for the Dean's List.
Vanderbilt, Chief Justice of the
that he was concerned with hazing plaining that time lost during the
In order to be eligible for the list now the student must have a "B"
and
Supreme Court of New Jersey
average but may have one"C".
only, stating that he was in most fall to hazing often could be very
chairman of the National Citizen- ways in favor of the rushing harmful, the Dean said that stuHowever no man can have any
ship Clearing House program, and
grade lower than a "C" and still
system. He said that Bowdoin's dents entering Bowdoin came with
S. Coles of
James
President
by
be eligible. The requirement ap- Storer
Lecture
rushing system had the virtues of very uneven preparation. Since the
Bowdoin.
plies to all classes but all do not
simplicity and speed, and he added College assumes in their work that
The Citizenship Clearing House that there couldn't be much com- they are all on the same footing,
the
same
privileges.
receive
Philippine Islands
was originated at New York Uni- plaint of any "crookedness" since some can coast while others have
Juniors and seniors get unlimited
versity in 1947 by Judge Vander- the system is not tied down with some difficulty in catching up if
cuts from being on the Dean's list
April
bilt, who at that time was Dean
any time is lost, he added.
but only those sophomores having
rules.
Assistant Professor James A. of the NYU School of Law. It is
straight "A's" receive unlimited
Time consumed in something
The hazing period was another
Storer will speak on the present intended to stimulate political incuts.
such as a quest could easily get
matter,
the
Dean
said.
Student
Freshmen meeting the Dean's ecorfomic and political conditions terest, especially at the commun- difficulties derived from the end someone hopelessly sunk, Dean
young
level,
talented
among
ity
in
the
Philippines
on
Monday;
List requirements will get four
of rushing to initiation, he explain- Kendrick said. He pointed out that
cuts in each course rather than April 27 at 8:15 p.m. in the Moul- people.
ed, came as a
combination of the missing of a week's work in
Pelletier To Direct
the usual three. Sophomores pass- ton Union Lounge in an address
events
the opening and begin- mathematics could often place the
sponsored
by
the
Political
Pelletier,
Forum.
L.
Professor
Lawrence
ing the requirements but not renig of College, the football season, student in an unenviable position.
ceiving all "A's" will be allowed
Augmenting his lecture with Director of the Bureau of Research and the hazing itself.
The Dean told the ORIENT that
v
Government at
Municipal
five cuts a semester in each course slides. Professor Storer plans to for
things
had
T
n„„„ °mentioning
»;«„:.,„ that
*u„* he
».„rsom c ..objectionable
B
_•.
The
Dean,
..
,
emphasize the position of the Bowdoin, will direct the Maine
rather than four.
been eliminated from the hazing
received
plenty
of
complaints
Huks, the local communist group program.
Can Be Withdrawn
period, but he warned that an acciThe Maine Citizenship Clearing every year from parents, said that dent involving some phase of hazThe privilege can be withdrawn which is quite active at present.
one might put it this way, "Why
by the Dean in case of complaint The slides will serve to contrast House will serve as a liason agency
ing could* bring an attack, an attake them into College and then
by any instructor. This require- the economic conditions of urban between the state's political leadtack which the College could have
areas such as Manila with those of ers and teachers of political and start them off under such serious some difficulty in answering.
ment is in effect now.
social science in Maine's colleges handicaps and distractions?" He
The effect of these changes is to rural sections.
pointed out that difficulties often
A General Trend
Professor
Peluniversities,
and
enlarge the Dean's List as an
Had Fullbright Scholarship
arose from just worrying and
letier said Sunday.
Dean Kendrick stated that
honor. Freshmen and Sophomores
Professor Storer spent the acaHe pointed out that the Maine thinking about hazing during this there was a general trend away
gain a slight privilege from these
demic year of 1951-1952 in the program is the outgrowth of a con- period. The freshman, although frpm the interference caosed by
alterations.
Philippines on a. Fullbright Scholference of participation of col- not actually burdened by hazing as hazing. He said that the least that
It was also decided to establish
arship. While working on a thesis,
lege graduates in political life at far as time went, could easily be could be done was to substitute a
more stringent regulations governhe also taught at the University of Bowdoin last December 5 and 6. upset "by what his mind is on," more constructive form of activity
ing the dropping of courses. Howthe Philippines.
such as "help-week" instead of
The meeting brought together col- the Dean explained.
ever the change that will be made
Graduating from Bard College in lege administrators, political leadSome Restraint Shown
hell-week." The Dean pointed out
and the time limit that will be set
1943, Professor Storer served as a ers, and teachers of political sciAlthough Dean Kendrick said that the .National Interfraternity
were not determined.
lieutenant in the U.S. Navy, from ence throughout the state.
that some houses have emphasized Council this year went on record
Art Changes
considerable restraint, he mentionResponsibility Of College**
(Continued nu Page ?)
Changes in the Art curriculum 1943 to 1946. In 1948 he received
Commenting on the importance
were also made at the meeting. his A.M. from Harvard and the
Art 12 has been abolished and the same year he came to Bowdoin.as of the program's concepts, Proan
instructor in economics.
fessor Pelletier said: "Education
material from the course has been
The lecture w*ill be the third for citizenship is a serious responincorporated into the two semester
course Art 7, 8. The first semester sponsored by the revitalized Poli- sibility which the colleges are
If
of
this
course will consist of tical Forum this semester. Previ- anxious to fulfill creditably.
The 19th annual Interfraternity Sing Contest, including intermodern painting and sculpture, ous speakers were Dr. Carl An- young college men and women are
while modern architecture will be thon and Professor Leland M. to be prepared and encouraged to mission entertainment by two Deering High School pianists and by
obvious
that
enter
politics,
it
is
Bowdoin's Meddiebempsters, will be held over three evenings, April
Riven in the second semester. The Goodrich of Columbia University.
the colleges must develop closer 21 through
first part of the second semester
23, in Memorial Hall.
relations with public officials and
course will lead up to twentieth
A new and better system of judging will also be employed this
party leaders, that they must utilcentury architecture.
year, with the first judging taking place the second night, when the
the
know-how
experience and
The most important change in Captain Duncan, Marine ize
of the practitioners, and that they four finalists will be chosen.
the Art curriculum is that the
Two identical twins, Esther and Barbara Sohn, will present a
must make their courses in poliAgain
studio course Art 9, 10 wWl agoin Recruiter
tics more realistic and dynamic." program of two-piano, semi-popular music on the first two nights, and
be given next year. In this course
Captain Edward F. Duncan,
Future plans for the Maine the Meddiebempsters will entertain while the judges are making their
the students do iheir own partU.S.M.C. will be in Conference Citizenship Clearing house will be decision on the night of the finals. The
twins, who are from Portland
ing in the studio provided and .he
Room A. Moulton Union, from 1 announced within the next few and are seniors at Deering High School, will
course enrollment has to be limitplay a bolero and a
p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday, April 20, weeks.
rhumba.
ed to twenty men. However ail inW*
and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesterested are urged to enroll.
Defends Cup
ual. which is also undecided.
day, April 21, to interview stuOriental Art which is now listed
Psi
Upsilon, which won
the
"A'-Roving" will be sung by
in the Marine
in the catalog will not be offered dents interested
coveted Wass Cup last year, will Alpha Tau Omega along with their
In 1868
next year.
vie for another win this year, fraternity song. "Old Alpha."
Corps Officer Training Program.
Contest;
Second, which would result in permanent
Alpha Rho Upsilon will present
possession of the Cup. President "That Old Black Magic" and a
Next
James S. Coles will present the Bowdoin song, which has not been
President'^ Cup to the Fraternity decided upon as yet.
Brace Wald '53, speaking on which has shown the most imDelta Sigma will sing "Deep
"The Scientist and Society," was provement over the past year.
Purple" and their fraternity song,
awarded
first
in
place
the
Class
Before an interested crowd of stated that the most important
Alpha Delta Phi will sing a "Hail Delta Sigma."
over 200 people. Dr. Yi-Pao Mei was the doctrine of "jen" or of 1868 prize speaking contest travesty on "Comin' through the
History of "Sing"
opened his series of three Tallman benevolent, "human-hearted" love held in Memorial Hall last night. Rye" and the AD marching song,
The Interfraternity Sing was
Finishing second to Wald was "We Come."
Foundation Lectures on "Chinese of all men. Only if one expresses
originated by Dr. Alfred Brinkler.
'51,
Edward
Cogan
while
awarded
Communism and the History this benevolence in "li", or apPsi Upsilon will sing "Inrensc a Portland organist, while he was
Thought" with a talk on "Con- propriate decorum, can he hope to honorable mention was Anthony from Golden Censers" and "Hoo- filling in on the
Bowdoin faculty
'53. Others in the field
fucianism and its Influence oi> approach
the
"chun-tzu".
or K. Kennedy
dah Day."
following th» death of Professor
six
of
contestants
were
Jay
A.
Chinese Life and Culture."
superior man, who has no perplexiChi Psi will sing "The Peat Bog Edward H. Wass in 1935. Dr.
Carson '53, Geoffrey P. Houghton
ties or 'anxieties..
Cultural Unity Described
Brinkler
is
the
d'noor
of the Wass
Soldiers"
and their fraternity
'53, and Roy G. Levi '54.
After a brief introduction by
Dr. Mei summed up the ConCup.
song. "Alpha Nu."
President Coles. Dr. Mei explained fucian conception of the ideal
"Cool Water" will be sung by
The .judges of the competition
his reasons for thinking that Con- government in the words of his
Delta Kappa Epsilon along with may assign up to ten points each
fucian philosophy had a direct disciple Mencius, who as early as
the_."Deke Marching Song."
Stearns
[to the effects of onthusiasm, die
bearing on the future success of 300 B.C. said that "heaven sees
Theta Delta Chi will sing "Don- tion, attack, release, shading and
Communism in China. He said as the people see." Combined Of
key Serenade" and a fraternity tonal quality, intonation, rhythm,
Glee Club
that whether or not Communism with this democratic ideal was
song, which is as yet undecided.
balance, general, effect and enlasts depend upon "the seeds of the idea that the most capable
Elected President of the Glee
Zcta Psi will sing "Joshua Fit semble. Judges for the final com
Communism" and "the sqjl of people, those with most character Club at their annual elections the
Battle of Jericho" and an petition between the four leading
Because of and knowledge, should govern. Tuesday night was
Chinese intellect".
Gordon W. original version of "Beneath the Houses, to be held on Wednesday,
close Chinese cultural unity over Practical application of this idea
Stearns, Jr. '54, recent winner of Pines."
jthc 22nd, will be Mrs.'C. Warren
the centuries, the ideas of Con- was made as early as the fifth
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Cup.
Kappa Sigma will sing Rogers; Ring; Mr. D. Robert Smith, Chairfucius still shape Chinese mental century A.D., when a kind of civil
Manager of the club is Richard and Hammerstcin's "You'll Never man of the Department of Music
attitude today.
service was instituted in China.
C. Gibson '54, while the Librarian Walk Alone" and their fraternity at Bates; and
Professor E. ComDr. Mei then gave a brief acAfter a brief reference to the for the coming year will be Allen song, "In This Little College," by
paretti, of Colby.
count of Confucius' life, stressing admiration
for
Confucius
on G. Wright '54. Assisting Wright Hoagy Carmichael.
The drawings for the prchis piety and wisdom.
Confucius the part of such liberal thinkers will be Terry D. Stenberg '56.
"Marching Along in Beta Theta liminarics. to determine the order
at 70 said that he could follow his as Liebniz and Voltaire, Dr. Mei
Also named was a committee of
and "Old Man Noah" will be of fraternities to sing, will be held
hearts desire and still be within closed his lecture with a summary representatives from each
of the sung by the Beta's.
in Assistant Professor Russell F.
the right.
of Confucianism today.
He said fraternity houses and the InThe Sigma .Nu's will sing their Locke's office at 1:30 on Monday
Of Confucius' teachings, Dr. Mei
(Continued on Page 4)
dependents.
marching song and a negro spirit(Cotltinued on Page 3)
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Juniors Pick Elliot Lawrence
For Ivy Week Formal Dance
Elliot Lawrence and his Orchestra have been selected by the Ivy
Weekend Committee, composed of members of the Junior Class, to
play at the annual formal dance to be held this year on Friday night

Three Alpha Delt's

To Business
Board Of The ORIENT
Elected

Named Head

j

Bowdoin

j

;

;

ifc*

i^M

May

22.

Allen F. Hetherington Jr., President of the Class of 1954, heads
the central committee while sub-chairmen will be working under him.
Horace A. Hildreth, Class Treasurer, will be in charge of arranging
all Ivy Day ceremonies.
These usually include the reading of a Class
Poem, a speech by a faculty member, and the giving of awards to
outstanding students.
Heading the various committees are Barrett C. Nichols, Dance

Bruce N. Cooper '54 was appointed Business Manager of the
ORIENT at a recent meeting of
the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
Cooper succeeds Albert F. LilCommittee; Robert W. Pillsbury, Decorations; Albert F. Lilley, Busiley '54 as Business Manager and
will also serve as a director of ness'Manager; and Gordon W. Stearns, Band Committee.
The ticket price for the dance
the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
has been set by the committee at
His former position of Assistant
Business Manager will be filled by Request
$6.00. This figure is $2.00 above
Delayed
that of the Winter Houseparties,
James A. Cook, Jr. '54. Peter M.
Pirnie '55 will take Cook's vacated Initiation Discussion
but it is only slightly higher than
position of Advertising Manager.
those of previous formals. Also set
In Student Council is the time of the dance on May
A graduate of The King School
22. It will run from 9 p.m. to 1
in Stamford, Connecticut, Cooper,
A request to members of the a.m.
is a member of the Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity.
He has been a Student Council by Council ViceThe price, time of dance, and
member of the Varsity Track President Richard B. Salsman '54 final approval was decided at a
that
the question of delayed In
'Team and was Captain of the
meeting of the committee Monday
Freshman Track Team in 1951. itiation be returned to the houses night, April 13.
His home is in Darien, Connecti- for discussion at tonight's meet
Chairman of the central comcut and he is an economics major. ings was made at the Council's mittee
Hetherington
told
the
weekly session Monday.
Golf Captain
t
ORIENT yesterday that he was
Cook, who is Treasurer of the
The proposal to delay initiation very pleased with the work of the
Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, pre- until after Christmas or the be- committee and with the selection
pared for Bowdoin at Shadyside ginning of the second semester of the band. He mentioned that he
Academy in Pittsburg, Pennsyl- was originally proposed by the had the fullest confidence that the
vania. He is Captain of the Var- Beta
Theta Pi representative, remaining arrangements would be
sity Golf Team and is a govern- taken to the various fraternity made
as easily.
ment major.
houses for discussion, and finally
Although full details on the
The new Advertising Manager, soundly defeated in a Council vote. motif for the decorations were not
Pirnie, lives in Concord, Massachu- However, at the last meeting be- yet available, one suggestion was
setts.
He graduated from the fore the spring vacation it was re- that of an Atlantic Seacoast scene
South Kent School and at Bow- ported that Dean Nathaniel C. with a lighthouse, lobster pots,
doin he has been a member of the Kendrick wanted further discus- and similiar objects.
Glee Club and the Varsity Track sion on the issue.
In this plan the ceiling of the
Team.
Pirnie is an economics
A proposal made by Delta Sigma gym, where the dance will be held,
major and also is a member of
representative Thomas Otis, Jr. would be of blue, gray, and green
Alpha Delta Phi.
'54 which would enable delinquent which would represent the sky and
Richard C. Thurston '54 will
fraternity bills, when necessary, to water
continue in his capacity as CircuImportant Development
be collected by the College was
lation Manager.

For

Made

I

.

discussed
.,

all

Robert N. Thurston '54
In

Plummer Speaking
Wednesday

Prize Win,

.

The engagement of Lawrence
The bonding of
and his band is the most important
I
.
was reported
by development made so far by the

briefly.'

..

brothers

.

,

several representatives as having Ivy Committee.
As yet fraternity
been successful, and any action on plans are incomplete.
the proposal was postponed to a
Other members of the Ivy Weekend Committee are as follows:
later date.
James A. Cook, Jr., Alpha Delta
The absence of the representa- Ph i Peter
B. Powell. Chi Psi;
tives from Delta Kappa Epsilon Hugh R. Dunphy, Delta Kappa
and Sigma Nu made it impossible! Epsilon; H. Payson Dowst and H.
for the Council to consider the re- Davison Osgood, Jr., Theta Delta

Robert N. Thurston '54, won the
Stanley Plummer Speaking Prize
in the Smith Auditorium.
President James Stacy Coles
copending of proc^ tor n*x«
presided over the program which
saw four members of the Junior year
Class compete for the prize conA letter was received from San
sisting of the annual income of a
Angelo. Texas, requesting
spray
B a "*"
fund of $1,055. The prize is
:
,
,
,
,vy for
of
a new h,gh school buildawarded "for excellence in original

on April 8

.

and

spoken composition in
."
English language
(Continued ou Page 2)
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Theta
Beta

Pi;

Donald G. Bean,

Jr ->

Sigma" Nu; Donald P. Hayha Tau Omega; and
Gerald D. Goldstein, Alpha Rho
Upsilon Hetherington represents
p si Upsilon on the Committee.
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Seldes

To Lecture On

Glee Club Tour Rated Success;
Trip Includes Dances, Sightseeing

Mass Media Tonight
Gilbert Seldes,
critic,

will

film

speak on

By Timothy
The 1952-53 season

and

radio
doin
"From the

Lively Arts to the Mass Media"
tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the Smith

Auditorium.
Mr. Seldes has had experience
in several fields of communication,
including newspapers, magazines,
the drama, movies, books, and
television.
Jrfe was a foreign correspondent during World War I
and was a Washington correspondent after the war.
He has also
served as Associate Editor of Colliers and as Director of Television
at
the
Columbia Broadcasting
System.
The speaker is the author of

numerous

books,

including

"The

of the

Polytechnical Institute.
The concert was a great success
and the audience showed no restraint in applauding. This gave
the Club a good boout and proved
to be a good beginning for the
tour. An excellent write-up of
the
concert appeared in the Worcester
paper the following morning.
After the last number on the
program, Professor Tillotson conducted the Club in "Yamma Man",
which has become the Club's victory cry and is often heard several
times after a good concert.
Many of the men attended a
dance after the concert where they
were entertained by the girls from

Great Audience" and several murder mysteries, written under the
He
pen name of Foster Johns.
also edited the "Portable Ring
Lardner."
Mr. Seldes ajso wrote "Lysistrata," a play, and "This Is America," a historical motion picture.
He will discuss the impact of
Becker Junior College.
mass media on our society.

_

G. Greene '54
Bow- was well provided for afterwards
by individual families and various
fraternities on the "Tech'' campus.

Glee
Club was
brought to a climax during Spring
vacation by the annual Spring
tour. Leaving Brunswick at noon,
Friday, March 27, the bus and
seven autos proceeded to Worcester, Massachusetts. Here the first
concert was given at Becker Junior
College, situated near Worcester
College

The Club

The "Big City"
Thursday morning the wellgroup embarked for New
York City. After checking in at
rested

the Biltmore Hotel. Professor
lotson's

Til-

settled

"lumberjacks"

down

to accustom themselves to
the big city. (The title was given
them by a loyal Smith student
earlier in the year.)

That night, the Club gave
second concert,
Jersey.

in Rutherford,

The audience

it's

New

again acapplause.

corded the group warm
That night the Club was free to
enjoy their stay in New York City.
The following morning the club
journeyed up the Hudson to West
Point Military Academy. They
were guided around the campus
that afternoon, and that night
dinner was served "army style" in

'

West Point's massive dining hall.
The marching plebes brought back
(Continued on Page

2)
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j
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ipniuiTro
('alUer
-

Drama

Bo«TON

-

NEW YORK,

!.o« ANor.i.M

-

In

Contest

Waterville and Brunswick High
Schools were awarded trophies
for first and second places in the

PMiiheri Rtprtienlativt

MADISON AVK.

Cwicwtn

Win Top Awards
State

ton national /vovtaTlftiNO iy

National Advertising Service, Inc.
420

Brunswick

N. Y.
S»n Fbanciaco

PaMiahad weakly when elaaaaa are lield during- th* Fall and Spring Triracatcr by
•tedrnu of Bowdoin Collec*. Addrtu new* ronuaaaicationa to tho Editor and saa»
icription rommanication* to the Bnalneaa Mana»er of the Bowdoin PaMiahing- Cora»a«r at the ORIF.KT Office in Moore Hall. Bowdoin Colter* Brunawirk. Maine. Entered
na aeeond claaa matter at the poet office at Brunawlck. Maine. The labarriptlon rata
»•» ojm rear la three (U) dollar*.
the

College, Fraternity Relations Close

Interscholastic

Drama

Tourna-

ment finals for the state, Saturday night, at Memorial Hall.
The Waterville and Brunswick
players will next go to Connecticut to compete in the New Englang High School Drama Festival.
Each state sends rwo representatives.

Miss

Frances

Parker of

Although known as a fraternity college, the close relation- Sahford High School was commended for the best individual
Bowdoin between the fraternities and the College itself performance.
is not always understood.
Attempts to distinguish and separate
Waterville's winning play was
their interests can usually only end in failure, so close is this a comedy, "The Dear Departed".

ship at

Two

scenes from "Harriet" were
presented by the Brunswick school.

relationship.

many

but an appendage.
In these institutions fraternity memberships may be held by a
minority of the students, while the influence of the fraternities
In

colleges the fraternity system

is

on the social, academic, and financial sides of the college may
be of little or no importance. The administrative officials of
these colleges are often able to minimize or forget the fraternities in

making

their decisions.

This is not the situation at Bowdoin where the fraternity
system constitutes one of the major parts of the College, a part
which is withdrawn would leave Bowdoin but as a shell of its
self.
One can say that the College provides the instrucwhile the fraternities provide a base for the social life.

present
tion,

Better Hazing

the

to close the
concert. Afterwards, light refreshments were served with entertain-

ment by the Meddies and the Forsberg-Graham piano duo. According to plans, the Club turned in
early in the Army style bunks to
rest up for the Town Hall concert.

Town

his simplified distinction quickly

.

The Senior

took
and recently abolished

Would Solve Timing
hazing at Bowdoin in

in

made here. Projects carried out by two houses
are perhaps the most obvious and publicized examples.

The fraternities have more frequently realized that it
responsibility to safeguard the interests of the College
aid the freshmen in their period of adjustment.

is

by the fraternities or by the administration,
must be remembered at all times.

Robert N. Thurston '54

BOWL-MOR

On the ranches of Uruguay
there are more than three cattle
and nine sheep for every person.

Plummer Prize Winner

BILL'S

Thurston's speech. "The Greater
Church", was judged the best by
Jeffrey
Professor
J.
Assistant
Carre, Professor Robert P. T. CofThomas Means.
fin and Professor
Thurston is a member of the Alpha

Our

mittee chairmanship.

Elm

St.

Specialties

«

Student Patronage

186 Maine

Street

Three- Year

pay Course

Member

American Law

Schools
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transscript

a

-»f

can)

$2.25
$3.38

T-Shirts (Bowdoin)

CO-EPUCATIONAL
of Assn. of

in

Tennis Sneakers

otir-Vear Evening Course

28.

'

New York 7. N.

T-Shirts (Fraternity)

Apr. 19-20-21

Have

Vis-Ed Cards
for French

German

Latin

Spanish

Russian

W. CHANDLER

F.
150 MAINE

&

BRUNSWICK

STREET

SON
PHONE 234

Every club has identical
contact feel.. amazing

aa"

.

Heather Plaque Sport

Shirt

—

$2.45

Cartoon

Let us help you plan your printing

Apr. 22-2S

SINGING

$1.25

$1.56

ease of shot control

as well as produce

it

.

.

.

Lauritz Melchior
also

News

Short Subject

producing the following and other

in time

men can show you

with

Rook Hudson

-

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
TICKETS

•

Short Subjects

Using an entirely new and exclusive scientific
formula, Spalding creates these c^ubs with
centers of gravity in absolutely coordinated sequence. Every

wood, every

iron,

has identical contact

amazing ease of shot

The Record Office
Paul K. Niven

Jerry Wilkes

• Printers

Of The Orient •

Barbara Hale

also

short cuts

and save you money.

Apr. 24-25

Fri.-Sat.

News

in

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

with

will do jimmm awe you strokes than
any clubs you ever played.

They

Our long experience

Rosemary Clooney

SEMINOLE

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
Y.

We

THE STARS ARE

1953

FOKOHAM I'MVKRSITY
sM'HOOL OF LAW
wav
302 Broad

Wrapping

fclift

learning vocabularies

Wed.-Thur.

information address
Kor further

RE<ilSTKAK

Free

These are a great help in

THE NAKED SPUR

$1.19

College record

agsfS BEGIN SEPT.

Greeting, Cards --* Gifts

also

Tennis Balls (3 balls

NEW YORK

Row

Short Subjects

News

Kordham University

Law

185 Park

with
James Stewart
Janet Leigh

What Do You Need For Tennis?

School of

Sensational New Advance
in Golf Clubs

Merrymeeting Gift Shop

also

Sun.-Mon.-Tue

Brunswick

Tel. 876

Smith

Montgomery )Cllit
Anne Baxter

News

Welcomed

John H. Manningham '55, Lor'55. and Jerome P.
ing G. Pratt
Solomon '54 were the other
speakers.

S

with

Beer and Ale on Draft
and in Bottle*
• ';

DAYS

cluded.

.

Apr. 16-17-18

CONFESS

I

Fizsa Pie
Hot Past romi

Fraternity. He is on
the Dean's List and the Student
Council. He is the past chairman

of his house social committee, and
the rushing comat present holds

SPA

Italian Spaghetti

Tau Omega

S

Alleys
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Brunswick, Maine
Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

The second characteristic, which
Reverend Reckard applied the
as
image of journey and exploration Reverend Reckard described
"odd" was that the men who
that is found in many places in
travel never really do enjoy themliterature to the Christian religion.
He stated that the stories is liter- selves. The third was that at the
end of the journey the explorer is.
ature of journey and exploration
never satisfied. Yet, he observed,
that have gained "enduring in"he is never discouraged."

Bank

.

CUMBERLAND

i

In his chapel talk last Sunday. the explorer's inner life. In apApril 12, 1953, Reverend Edgar C. plying this idea to Christianity ho
Reckard Jr., Chaplain of Brown observed. "Physical expression is
University, spoke on the Christian the spiritual passion," of ChrisLife as an "adventure" and an tianity.
While looking at several stories
"exploration."
Reverend Reckard spoke of the of, exploration and adventure,
"particular deadness" of religion Reverend Reckard stated that he
among Christians during the week found three significant characterafter Easter. He stated that many istics that all possessed. The first
clues to the secret of keeping the was that all the men in the stories
Christian experience on a "hori- traveled in their explorations into
zontal plane," without a decline a strange land. He said that "life
directly after Easter, could be as a spiritual journey requires a
found in literature, particularly in pushing-out into the unknown"
the "images" that literature pre- just as the men in the stories pushout into a strange land.
sents to us.

Solicited

this

close relationship

The concert that evening was
well attended, and the audience in-

To Christian

In Sunday Chapel

Senator Margaret Chase
of Maine, Senator and Mrs."
Frederick Paine, and Senator Paul
Douglas '13. Also present were
Representative and Mrs. Hale of terest" are more than just adAmherst or any other men's colMaine, and Mrs. Harold. Marsh, venture stories that deal with
lege, and for receiving men in
The &utch once ruled Formosa,
chairman of the concert commit- geography and time. They are the
.society rooms."
reflection of what is happening in being driven out in 1662.
tee.
A more liberal trend was noted
"Tilly" raised the spirits of the
during the First World War when
Club and that evening the last of
the rules were relaxed and the
six concerts was considered a sucgirls came into their own.
At
cess. A dance followed, at which
one time "the wearing of men's
"lumberjacks"
tried
their
costume's on stage" was allowed the
and "knickers appeared on the hand at impressing southern belles.
Fini
campus for the first time."
The tour finished on Thursday
But is was a mere 25 years ago
that a Mt. Holyoke professor had with 'a tour through the White
the courage to refute the state- House, Supreme Court and Capitol,
well as a trip to the Lincoln
as
ment that students are: "over indulged young animals, expensively and Jefferson Memorials. The Club
clothed, much given to love mak- was guided by Mrs. Hale and Mrs.
ing, and drinking, good natured Marsh.
The Club heard a short talk by
and carefree, generous and reckless,
always in hot water and Associate Justice Harold Burton
'09 and met Senator and Mrs.
never getting scolded."
First National
The Brown Daily Herald re- Paine and May Craig, columnist
cently ran the following classified •for the Portland Press Herald.
Brunswick, Maine
The tour, as a whole, was a
ad.
LOST
One Hughbert
Rogovin somewhere in the vicin- definite musical and social success.
ity of New England.
If found Credit should be given to the hard
please return to Pi Lambda Phi. work of managers Herbert A. UrCaution,
may be armed and weider '54 and Richard C. Gibson
dangerous.
If not armed,
talk j '54 as well as to the fine direction
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
may be worse weapon. No re- [ and inspiration of Professor TilMember of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
ward.
Motson.
-p

now

are introduced

TV.

all

By Brown Chaplain

Patronage

to

still

fraternities are

.

Life

Student

their

and

.

To Washington

On,

.

selection this year included the
Dean, President Coles. Philip S.
Wilder, Raymond S. Petterson, '53
president of Alpha Delta Phi, and
Richard B. .Salsman '54, VicePresident of the Student Council.

Exploration, Adventure Applied

Wednesday found" the Club en
route to Washington. After a delicious dinner at the Mount Vernon
Seminary, the Bowdoin Alumni
Club outlined its plans for a tour
of Washington for the Club. During the dinner, the Meddiebempsters sang two songs over WMAL-

social
entertainments
hint
Tap ended by 9:40 p.m.; que dance a
Day. Any new system of election year was given to which men were
will probably be designated not to
invited, (the Junior Prom), and
chaperons were required for driving with men, for all affairs at
".

command public respect and approval, respect and approval
connected closely financially with the
which will far exceed any scattered criticism which might arise.
holding the mortgage on five fraternity houses.
No new fraternities could be recognized at Bowdoin without This revamped hazing program must aid those men who have
administrative approval.
Even the rushing strategy of a fra- the hardest time adjusting, even though some of these men
would have difficulty under any situation. This program
must
ternity is determined indirectly by the number of students acbe lived up to both in letter and spirit.
cepted by the Admissions Department each year.
In the consideration of various problems, whether they
and the

College

W.

|

already been

The problem

though not as relaxed as usual, the
Stearns *54
Gordon
enthusiasm more than made up
Accompanists Roosevelt Cup for 1953 in Chapel,
tension.
the
Gordon W. Stearns '54 and David Monday.
W. Holmes performed excellently
The presentation was made by
and the soloists did a fine .job. President Coles. Stearns was in
Many alumni stepped up from the
audience to sing the College Med-

sylvania. Due to the Spring recess, the concert was not too well
attended, though those present
showed their appreciation. Afterwards the individual was left to
his own devices, which amounted in
most cases to a long night's sleep.

a former
has done

The cup was awarded in 1951 to
Gordon J. Milliken '53 and in 1952
to Alden E. Horton '53.
The Committee which made the

for

The Club left for Philadelphia on
Tuesday morning where the members were lodged at the fraternity
houses at the University of Penn-

is

and

for that group.

Last semester he served as
President of the Student Council,
is at present a member of
the Junior Ivy Day Committee.
His home is in West Hartford,
Connecticut.

with the Hall almost
The club sang well, and

ley.

He

Tillotson.

and he

p.m.

filled.

'

T.

some arranging

The concert began sharply at
8:30

R. Anderson '55
Tap Day, one of Yale's most [ attract criticism of the recent
famous traditions, has come to an anti-Society nature,
The Meddiebempsters leave for
end after a colorful 75 year history.
On this May day all Yale Mt. Holyoke this weekend to apUniversity juniors gathered to pear on the program of the girls'
The Meddies will
await the whack on the back that Junior Prom.
would indicate election to one of be on stage with Ralph Stewart
Yale's Senior Societies.
Scull & and his band and the Mt. Holyoke
Bones, Scroll & Key, and the other Junior Class singing group, the
four 15 member groups will have Treble Tones. They will perform,
to devise a substitute for the well says the Mount Holyoke News,
known w,hack of the cane, their "in a land of pink and silver cirway of pledging new members.
cus tents," supplemented by "a
To Yalemen Tap Day had be- huge clown, a crystal ball, and a
come something of a rjightmare. merry-go-round effect with life
Dink Stover, the University's best size horses".
known fictional character, deThis gay atmosphere contrasts
scribed the experience this way: } considerably to the one which pre"The morning was interminable, vailed at Mt. Holyoke at the turn
a horror. They did not even joke Q f the century. In a column enabout the approaching ordeal. No titled "Much Ado" and editor deone was so sure of election but scribes the conditions which existthat the possible rejection of some ed in 1900, beginning by quoting
chum cast its gloom over the day." the then president: "social' life
The juniors accepted the cere- should be distinctly a means to an
mony until the post war years. end and not an end in itself; a
Then the student group adopted recreation relieving the strain,
an openly sceptical attitude to- rather than adding to It, an amusewards the process. Many under- ment, not a business
."
graduates
believed
the
social
The following regulations were
niceities ol" the Societies pointpresumably intended to "relieve
less and at times ludicrous.
the strain" on the administration.
Societies
the

recent years, the manner in which it is carried out still is a problem, a problem which the fraternities will have to deal with. An
advance to a better and a more objective hazing program has

,

breaks down.

E.

Meddiebempster

Hail Concert

On Monday, March 30, the climax of the tour and season was
reached at Town Hall in New

By David

remains a major one, however.
The
The administration insists that the fraternities follow certain Dean reports that each year he receives a substantial number
of protests from parents of freshmen.
An
accident
resulting
rules of conduct, and it depends on them to maintain and to
improve the name of Bowdoin before, parents, the alumni, and from some hazing activity, as unavoidable and as unintentional
the public at large.
The administration looks for the fraternities as it might be, could bring a large amount of unfavorable and
adverse publicity.
to provide much of the spark necessary for a student body if
One proposed solution has been that the date of initiait is to benefit most greatly from the education offered.
The
tion be moved to the start of the second semester.
Proponents
administration relies on the fraternities for sleeping and dining
have
said that it would enable the freshmen to adjust easier,
accommodations. Without the fraternity houses Bowdoin would
that it would make hazing more relaxed.
The idea cannot be
require approximately five additional dormitories.
The housing
dismissed without thought, but it is hard to see that this would
of competitors for the Bowdoin Interscholastic Track Meet in
be a desirable move. It would not necessarily change the type
the Houses is another example of this dependency.
of hazing which is the heart of the problem.
Neither would it
Not being a one sided proposition, the dependency of the
do away with the strain and the nervous tension for the freshfraternities on the administration is as strong in as many ways.
The College collects the room and board bills and operates a men accompanying this period.
The solution is to create a hazing program which will
centralized dining service for the houses.
The administration
I

Delta Phi Fraternity in 1945.
Stearns is a member of th*
Delta Sigma Fraternity. He, is a
music major and at present has
Dean's list status. As accompanist
for the Bowdoin Glee Club, he has
served two years and has drawn
the praise of Professor Frederic

Club with a portion of the

York. A short rehearsal was held
in the afternoon with Frederick
Weidner III '50 who sang the solo
in "Russian Picnic" that evening.

Despite a decided improvement

last fall

Cup

wasj absentia due to an ailment which
Delano has kept him hospitalized recently.
The cup is awarded each year to
Winner the member of the three lower
classes whose vision, humanity and
courage most contributed to making Bowdoin a better College, The
cup was furnished by the Alpha
'54

West Point Glee Ciub

Donald M. Zuckert

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Pirnie '55

Roosevelt

The concert was well received by
the cadets, who seemed to favor
the lighter numbers on the program. "Army Blue" was sung by

'56

ham, graduated from Brunswick
High School as President of the
class of 1950. He was also President of the Student Council. At
Bowdoin Mitchell was a laboratory
Circulation Manager assistant in the Chemistry DepartRichard Thurston '54 ment, and was serving as house
steward for Psi Upsilon.

Gordon W. Stearns Jr.
awarded the Franklin

Pickard Field.

led

Business Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54
Assistant Business Manager

Philadelphia

{Continued from Pag* 1}

31.

by Ransom B. Kelly, another
F. Kierstead, Jr. '56
and Clayton
Carroll E. Pennell *56 brother-in-law,
'56 Mitchell, brother of Martin, have
been
carried on ever since the
Allan F. Wright
tragedy took place. Members of
Sports Staff
Curtis Webber '55 Mitchell's fraternity, Psi Upsilon,
Barret C. Nichols, Jr. '54
•'anus I.. Doherty '35
James S. Carter '56 have been aiding in the search.
Joseph Y. Rogers "55
Herbert E. Hammons. Jr. '56
Mitchell, a resident of Bowdoin-

Stearns '54 Named Winner
Of Franklin D. Roosevelt Cup

Stops In Washington

Mitchell and his brother-in-law,
Ro\ ton A. Browne, were attempting to salvage some logs in the
swollen river near Merrymeeting
Bay above tho entrance to the
Kennebec River. When the pair
failed to return, that evening a
search plane was sent out the fol*
Baaawaal
lowing morning. Mitchell's boat
Brunswick Record
'55 was discovered overturned several Taken from just below the Brunswick-Topsham Bridge this shows the
'55 miles from
where the two men swollen Androscoggin River during the flood which hit Maine the last
'55
itself
March.
The
bridge,
day,
was
not actually
of
one
week
closed
were last seen.
'55
the structure was someAs yet no trace of either man covered although the Topsham approach to
'56
what washed out.
has
been
found.
Searching
parties,
'56

Raymond

Richard M. Catalano '55
Anthony I.. Funncll '55
David K. Anderson '55

Gwdon

Tour Rated Success;

C, Mitchell '54

'55
'55

'53

mm

1953

Martin t\ Mitchell '54. son of
Mr. and Mj-s. Caleb Mitchell of
Bowdoinhara\__has been missing
since his disappearance on the
Androscoggin River on Tuesday,

March

Editor*

Blackman 55

15,

Missing After Accident
In

IAXXIII

Vol.

mmmuwmm
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feel
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gives

yon

control!

You make tough shots look easy. Your timing is uniform.
You get the ball away straighter. You shoot for the pin.u>
stead of the green. You get lower scores, consistently.
^
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yew
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BEARINGS

Baseball Picture Looks Good,

Catching Major Difficulty

including home runs by Jack Cosgrove and Fred Flemming.
Anthony gave up two hits in his
Bobcats last Saturday afternoon, six-inning stretch, both of them
9-4, in a practice game played on scratch hits. The third Bates hit
came off Clifford in the ninth.
Pickard Field at Brunswick.
Bj, Robert M- Hurst '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
Flemming, Coukos, and Corby
After whetting the appetites of the northern baseball fans for
Wolfe each collected two hits for
Belts
Bowdoin,
Flemming adding a
six weeks in the climes of the sunny south, the major league clubs
triple to his homer.
have finally returned home to their summer fans to get down to the
Box Score:
process o/ deciding who will play who in the World Series next SepBOWDOIN (I)
o
ab
h
tember. It will take 154 games for both the winners and losers in the
Bartlt-tt.
If
3
2
McGovera, c
8
3
pennant races to decide the final standings in the league and while
Kit- mniinjf. cf
3
2
3
Cosjrrove. l b
3
the season is still young the veteran sportswriters, ex-major leaguers,
Antkony.
3
S
and other assorted personages who follow the national pastime specuClifford, p
1
»
Vectlta, 2b
3
2
late as to how the teams will finish.
As an assorted personage I
Coukos. 2b
2
2
Fttterson. rf
3
would like to pick how I think the clubs will finish in the majors

With Hal Anthony and

Paul

Clifford on the mound for Bowdoin,
the Polar Bears tamed the Bates'

f

j

With

Outlook For Freshman

>

Baseball Bright; First

'

Of 12 Games Friday
The

Nichols, rf

land Indians, logical successors to the Yankees, are the second place
rhoice. They have the pitching of Garcia, Lemon, Wynn and the aging
Bob Feller. Behind the plate is the best handler of pitchers perhaps
in either league in the form of Jim Hegan. Although the infield is

weak

fielding it should be improved over last year.
Luke Easter,
bothered by injuries last year, is reported in better shape than ever.
Dale Mitchell and Larry Doby give the Indians a solid outfield.

The Chicago White Sox strengthened by the additions of Ferris
Fain, American League batting champ, and Junior Stephens could
Their pitching isn't quite as good as the Yankees or Indians
and that department might be their downfall. In fourth place the
Boston Red So* stand with Lou Boudreau at the helm. This choice
obviously is questionable hut a certain amount of favoritism admittedly
is involved here.
If the Red Sox are to finish even this high their
miserable pitching staff will almost have to perform miracles. Veterans Hell, Goodman, Dimaggio, and White will have to be the mainstays
in a relatively untried lineup.
After the Red Sox, Washington, Philadelphia. St. Louis, and Detroit in that order. Either Boston, the Sena-

surprise.

have the potentiality to finish in the first division.
In the National League, Brooklyn once again rates the nod over
Philadelphia and the Giants. Man for man the Dodgers seem to have
tors or the Athletics

over all the other clubs in the league. The addition of Junior Gilliam
at second shifting the aging Jackie Robinson to third plugs a gap in
it

With a pitching staff centered around Joe Black, Preacher
Roe, Russ Meyer, and Billy Loes the Bums should be able to compete
on even footing with anyone. One thing that plagued the Dodgers
last year was their ability to lost to the other top teams in the league
and consistently throttle their weaker brothers especially the Braves
and Pittsburgh. With the lower clubs irnproved over last year the
Dodgers might be in for trouble. The Phils with Roberts and company
are more than likely to outlast Duroeher's Giants and could easily
take the pennant.
The whiz kids have slowed down a lot but they
play steady ball now and have excellent pitching in Robin Roberts,
Curt Simmons, and Karl Drews whom manager Steven O'Neil is counting on to win 70 games between them.
The boys from the Polo Grounds of course can't be counted out
of pennant contention but are not quite as good on paper as the
Dodgers or Phils. Leo will have to depend on Hoyt Wilhelm a good
deal on the mount backed up by veterans Sal Maglie, Jim Reams,
I. airy Jansen, and Max Lanier.
Daryl Spencer, who recently got hit
in the face by one of Mike Garcia's fast balls, is a rookie whom the
C.iants expect a lot from at third base.
Fourth place or a chance for
the first division is a toss up Milwaukee against my better judgment
ending up there. The Braves aren't too strong on the mound but have
benefited by acquisition of Andy Pafko and Joe Adcock.
Following
the Braves will be the Cardinals, Chicago, Cincinnati, and Pittsburgh
the

Trussell*.

BATES
Raia.

•

•

•

•

•

Fred Flemming was recently voted Maine's outstanding amateur
Maine AAU for the year 1952.

athlete by the

Psi Upsilon

Coverted

Dean said that he hoped that some
action on improving the situation
would come from the students or
the fraternities.

Defends

Wass Cup

In

and Clifford. Bowdoin gathered
eight hits off four Bobcat hurlers,

[

ARU

Championships;

Bates

t

10
•

9

2

M

consolation round)
ARU 65

Siiiiiia

•">*

Sigma Nu 45

BOWLINC.

Stem Nu

Psi

Kappa

SiaktMt 2
Delta Sixma 2

Sigma

Volleyball

8
2

II

ARU

(72)

F P
8
10
8

If

II

Kudinan. rf

2

2

:(

7

4!

Rutstein

1

4

6

"

Werks'n,

4

3 11

0|

Forman, rg
Wies

1

(1

1

1

u

14

rK

Bailey

•

Jenaky

11

Pi
7 29!

Ik

Totals

42 Major Warnings

Heselton
Ladd. rf

51

Dabney

1

3

4

P. Brink'n. t 9
t I4| C. Brin'n. In 1
61
1

Packard

q F
3

12
3
P. Brin'n. c 4
3
Dabney, lg

Bowdoin
now have such a regulation which

Dean Points To Need
i

ii

61

fraternities

at

Of Hazing Improvement
[Continued from l»«g# /]

The

Proposal History
proposal to delay initiation

unanimously opposed to was originally submitted to the
"hell-week."
Student Council by the representaReiterating that any change in tives of Beta Theta Pi. Referred
the time of the initiations to after back to the various fraternity
Christmas or to the start of the houses, the proposal which would
second semester would have to be have moved the initiation date
accompanied by less emphasis on from home-coming weekend to
the objectional side of hazing, the after the mid-year exam period.
as being

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL j
Founded 1906
CO-EDUCATIONAL

r

1)
(I

w

y

I
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4 12!

1
1

r
5

If

rf

P. Weiner,

Solomon

<

>

1>

11
1

4

i

1

2

4

1

<i

3

1

7

4

1
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•
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1
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II

1

1

Book Room.
Parker Cleaveland Hall
Letters of French astronomers
and mathematicians.
be-

and
the
ex-

President.

Can you "take it" 6 days a week? For 52 weeks? Can
you meet the high standards required
tion Cadet? If you can
tunity!

Matchless Service"

An

to be

your opportunities for advancement are unlimited.

an Avia-

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE?

— then here's a man-size oppor-

opportunity to serve your country and

build a personal career that will

fit

you

for responsible

positions both in military and commercial aviation.

To qualify as an

Aviation Cadet, you must have com-

two years of college. This

pleted at least

requirement— it's best
ate. In addition,

It

FORD

— MERCURY

Cadets

and

is rigid.

hard— especially
over, you'll be a
will

Sales

won't be easy! Training discipline for Aviation

Service

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

for the

first

few weeks. But when

pro— with a career ahead of you

take you as far as you want to go.

$5,300.00 a year.

And

this is

New Aviation

USED CARS
1.

is

a minimum

stay in school

and gradu-

you must be between 19 and

years, unmarried,

and

in

26>/i

good physical condition.

You

YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN
OR AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

it's

PILOT

that

graduate

only the beginning—

If

you choose to>be an Aircraft Observer, your drain-

ing will be in

Navigation, Bombardment, Radar

Operation or Aircraft Performance Engineering.

Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!
HERE'S WHAT TO DO:

Take a

transcript of your college credits and a copy
of your birth certificate to your nearest Air Force
Base or Recruiting Station. Fill out the application

they give you.

2,

if you

You'll wdriHiard, study hard, play

as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air Force, with pay of

Force
for you to take a physical examination.
If application is accepted, the Air

will

arrange

3. Next,

tude

4.

If

you

will

be given a written and manual apti-

test.

you pass your physical and other

tests,

you

will

be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet Training Class.
Selective Service Act allows you a four-month

The

deferment while waiting class assignment.

Complete Front End

and

Frame Alignment

Catalogue, containing full information concerning
olered and requirements

for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on
request.

School,

=
la

2

tuition, curriculum, courses

Law

ii

U

J\

Address, Suffolk University

«« ...»». ai

1

i)

1

Body Repair and Paint Shop

20 Derne

Boston 14, Mass., Beacon Hill, opposite State
House. Telephone CA 7-1040.

food

27

ANNOUNCES

Day Division Classes are held from 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes axe held on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00 to 8:50 P.M.

in

2

!i

Maine's Most Modern Auto

that tee fall semester will open on
Moaaaj, Saotoeher 21, 1953.
Applicants who have successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
are eligible to tatcr three year day course or four year
•Teniae course.

a bird" would mean

own weight

|

compels a prospective initiate to
maintain
certain
scholastic
a
standing.

'eat like

(C5)

Rodman.
Wies.
Levin

6,

:t

15

1

Pi

6 30

1
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Two

To

to eat one's
every day.

n
1
2
4
7 Rutstein. lg
Forty-two undergraduates were
2
2
Goodman
West man
put on major probation at the Stearns, rg i 4 14: Goldstein, rg « 2 ii
Totals
27 11 Kf.
80 15 75'
Totals
mid-semester review of ranks and
154* students were put on minor Kappa Sig-ma (5C>
Sigma Nu (45)
F Pi
G F (•
<;
probation.
6 1 II
Cosgrove. If « 2 14 Vwjln. If
Alpha Rho Upsilon and Alpha Plasse
» Lilley. if
5
1
1
1
Lagueux, r 5 3 131 Roux
Tau Omega had the lowest num- Dean
0| Payne, e
4
2 10
ber of men placed on major pro- Ctulezian. c 3 1 ' O'Rourke
1
rg
Boss,
1
21
Bailey
1
bation each having but one mem1
(on'lan, lg 4 4 12'Levine
warnings. Sacco
ber
receiving major
MiinV'ni. lg 2 4 8
m
4
Alpha Delta Phi. Chi Psi. Delta Ware, re
0|
Ureenwood
Kappa Epsilon, Delta Sigma, and Walsh
01
14 17 H
10
56!
Totals
Totals
23
the Independents each had two
men receiving major warnings.
Three members of Zeta Psi and
Sigma Nu went on major proba- Latest College Exhibits
tion at the mid-term review, while
four members of Beta Theta Pi
Walker Art Building
Kappa
received major warnings.
Forty Old Master drawings
Sigma had five members placed selected from the collection of
on major probation and Psi Upsilon the Museum.
Hubbard Hall
had seven. Theta Delta Chi finFine bindings from the Rare
ished the lisl with eight.

a fraternity not initiating layed initiation.
a student who was flunking a subject or who was not maintaining a
certain average, Dean Kendrick
replied that he was highly in favor
of such an idea. He said that the
fraternity was not helped much
by a man who might only remain
*i
at Bowdoin for one semester.

,

very possible that the can- action this spring.

ARE YOU TOUGH ENOUGH FOR

1

3

20 l|

For two months in 1933,
tion period it was reported that tween the death of Coolidge
Dean Kendrick desired further the retirement of Hoover,
Approves Of Suggestion
When asked about the possi- discussion on the question of de- United States had no living

bility of

It is

.;.«.-

u

1

Stearns
Totals

ABU

If

race's.

IP

M

1

llStimets. rg
0:

19 17 55'

Ladd. rf
Carlton

1

1
ti

1

(75)

Hamlin.
Vose

will

G f f
If

0'

Payn*. \g

Bowdoin Students Given

Hamlin.

01

6

Ss

e

the biggest question
as far as competition goes
be the catching department
Once over this hurdle, the team
where there are no experienced should have easier going. MacFayden feels. He picks the University
didates mentioned first at each
of Maine, a strong hitting club, as
position above may be in the startthe team the Big White will have
ing line-up this Friday.
beat if they are to win their
The team has a 12 game sched- to
fifth straight championship.

mark

Paul S.
are Peter J. Rigby,
Doherty, and Paul G. Kirby. Outfield candidates are Alfred I. Mur- ule to fulfill
this spring. Ten of
Jose ray, Edward M. Kenney, John L.
these contests are to be played at
Dick Berkly, Peter A. Chapman, and
home, so there will be ample opBeveridge.
Frank D.
portunities to watch the team in

Connecticut.

Starr skippered all five
Serving
as
crew
were
Eoperena,
Paul
Kenyon,

Perhaps

Gracey, Gilley, and Bob Lilley.
The other two starting positions
will be decided next week when
the team makes its southern trip,
playing Amherst, Williams, MJT.
and Harvard. Between the 20th
and the 29th, the Polar Bears will
play six games in ten days, which
should give their pitching staff a
good workout.

Deke (53)

(55)

If

rf

Boss, rg
Iiovey
Totals

DKE

the Coast Guard Academy in an
team race at the Coast Gareth S. Gelinas are at shortGuard Academy* in New London, stop. Guarding the "hot corner"
eight

ing.

Coukos. Jim Hebert, who did not
participate last year because of a
sore arm, Barry Nichols. Jerry

i

1

Levin

27 18 72;

ORuurke

Sigma

Bowdoin sailors, led by
Starr, finished second behind

Goodman

Man'gham,
Roux

1

4

6 20' Miller, e

U F

(championship)

II

2

Levin*

1

16

2

Lilley.

Sigma Nu

4

7

Plasse,

The

Hank

patrol center field, while right
field duties will be divided among
Barry Nichols, Ray Petterson. «and
Hal Anthony when he is not pitch-

the slot vacated by Bishop. Lou
Audet. a senior, and Paul Clifford,
junior, are the other two starters
at present. Battling for the other
berths will be sophomore Fred

1 1

s

Sirma Nu

round)

6

Solomon

Dean

5

Team Race

At New London, Conn.

F. Orsie, Albert R. Marshall, Richard H. Sargent, and James M. Belknap will handle the pitching
chores. At first base Ronald A.
Golz and Ronall F. Harris will take
responsibilities.
John
A.
the
Kreider and Timothy B. Stearns
play second base, while John T.
Libby, Leanord G. Plasse, and

will
will

pitchers, three are already certain,
Anthony, top pitcher on last year's
freshmen club-, is expected to fill

PP»«
(J

!

been able to eliminate 17 recruits down first with Frank Vecella at
from the squad. He hopes to cut second base. At shortstop position
more in the near future.
is Captain Corby Wolfe. "Biggie"
The following boys form the McGovern will play third, backed
up by Phil Trussell. who will also
team
represents
the
group which
be used as a general utility man.
at this time. Behind .the plate are

(50)

6 22 P. Weiner.
4

replacements for pitcher the success of the team.
Bishop and catcher Andy
Of the five regularly starting

team Art

five

Kurtz, and Dave Gardner.
Raven Class boats were used.

L«-Kueux. rl
Gulezian. r
Con'lon. 1b

Vecella,

I

2 Delta

5,

Bean 2, HiKlfins 2. Crowley 2.
2. Winner- Anthony. Loser- Bean.
-Harrington and Hall.

U

i

ARU
(consolation)
Nu 2 ARU

Kappa Sixma

Anthony

Clifford 2.

Totals

VOLLEYBALL

(qualifyinir

7

—

•

1
•
Hall.

1

2.

BB—off

!

3 Beta 1
(championship)

3 Zeta

z—

Morton

Walsh

(qualifying round)
£cta Psi :! Beta 1
ARU :s Sterna Nu 1
(consolation)

ARU

•

TruMwll

SchroeUer.

Cosgrgve,

(championship)

Kappa

24

3

12

2

—

Durke,

Ware

">.">

i

Deke 75

28

McGovern, Marshall. R-MeGovern 2. Flemininir 2. Cosurove 2. Wolfe 2. Purdy 2.
Coukos. Fisher. Morton. 3B Flemminir.
HR - Cossrrove. Flemminit. RBI -FlemminK
I!.
Cosurove. Petterson, Anthony, Trussell.
3.

I.

M

round)

Kappa Sigma, ?2 ARU
Sitma Nu
Deke 53

In Eight

1

3

Kappa Sirma

(playoff for fourth place)
43 Tbeta Delta Chi
(quiililyink'

Sailors Finish Second

Cops Bowling League Cup

BASKETBALL

ARU

1

3

lb

Bowdoin

baseball

schedule this Friday ver- La no.

In the outfield Walt Bartlett
George W. Heselton and David L.
Tamminen. Leroy E. Dyer, Wayne cover left, Fred Flemming

4

2

trouble from this possible source.

Last Year's *esu|b»

The winners of last year's contest,
which Professor Tillotson
judged the best in its history, were
the Psi U's, who sung "Po' Old
Lazrus," a negro work song, and
"Bowdoin Forever," a College
song. Delta Sigma took second
place, and Theta Delta Chi was
awarded the President's Cup for
showing the most improvement
over the previous year..

3

Kappa Sigma Wins Both Basketball,

on the grounds that it votes.
might cause broken pledges. He
However, at the last Council
said that he would anticipate little meeting before the spring vaca-

afternoon.

17
10
12
10
10
10

p

E— Atwater

Anthony

1

3

4

Totals

the offerings of

o

3

p

Fisher,

Bates could collect only three

h

3

Crowley, p

hits off

Photo by Gaston
Bill Fraser, center for the Bowdoin Basketball Team, and recently elected captain of that team for
next year.

3

Hiifvrins,

Jack CosgTQve

27

its

Westbrook High School.
With less than a week of
There is a wealth of talent on practice before the season opens
this year's freshman club. Of 40 most of the infield and outfield
who reported for practice before positions have already been deterEaster, Coach Coombs has only mined. Jack Cosgrove will hold

2

8

3
4

ss

Beitn.

itiation

Continued From Pagt 1}

Mb

<4>

Burke. 3b
Harking, r
Redding, c

The Dean stated that in the past finally met defeat in the Council
some had opposed the delayed in- as it received only two affirmative

Interfraternity Sing

11

::.',

If

Hall,

2

2

players to replace Lano. pick Marshall, who won a letter last year
as an infielder. is currently the
number one catcher. How well he
can fill Lano's shoes and how well

problem facing Coach Danny Mac- Anthony can measure up to BisFayden at present is the job of hop's ability may well determine

sus

2

4
3

Atwuter. 2b
Morton, lb
Purdy. rf
Schroeder. cf

infield.

in that order.

2

<

Wolfe, s*
Mar-hall. 3b
3b
Total*

American League this year it looks like Casey Stengel
has his fifth straight pennant and probably world series.
No one
ran match his pitching except perhaps the Cleveland Indians. Starting for the Yankees are Allie Reynolds, Ed Lopat, Vic Raschi and
Whitey Ford, recently returned from Uncle Sam. To back up these
four in relief are three ex-National League twenty game winners
Ewell Blackwell, who could be inserted as a starter, Johnny Sain, and
Johnny Schmifc. Bob Kuzava can also be counted on to either start
or relieve whenever needed.
No need be mentioned of the rest of the team, for players like
Mantle, Berra, Rizzuto, and Bauer speak for themselves. The Cleve-

freshman

opens

17

In the

11

last year's

finding

\i

this season.

lettermen returning
State Champion^
season
1953
ship
team,
the
promises to be a good one for the
varsity baseball team. The biggest

from

Homer

.

»

ae

ti

Bowdoin Stops Bates, 9-4;
Anthony, Clifford Hurlers
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s
Houseparty Player

Cast For Ivy Weekend

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Wife Expected
To Return On May 26
After Extensive Tour
Sills,

Play "The Hasty Heart"

Announced By Quinby
•
By E. Ward Oilman '53
order of business the Ohio Flood". From the genthis week, we would like to re- eral tone of the group, we assumed
Port that absolutely nothing hap- it to be the same one that extolled
pened on other college campuses the virtues of Mother Fletcher's
this past week.
Paper Plates. The result was no
We don't very often listen to better, except for the ending, in
the radio, an even less often to which the trio tried a deliberate
our own college radio station, but discord and came closer to harWednesday last we happened to mony than anything else they did.

As our

.

1

lar broadcast

1

]

Matches. These
matches, claimed
one or another of
t h e announcers,
only

dnot
anywhere,

is,

whom

but. to

it

concern, you know nothing
Another gem of
about, cooking.
a character, this one supposedly
a Down East salt called Uncle
Bob, and who seemed to know
English except the interlittle
jection "ayuh", tried in a halfhearted manner to enlighten the
listening public concerning the
virtues of 8 dish called "Lobster
It
was an interesting
Crush".
recipe, as much of it as we were
It involved
able to understand.

strike

but

with
a
"burn
and gem
hard
like
flame".
Then the character tried to burn the microphone
(or so it seemed) with one.

But Garnet Matches were not
the only thing that the denizens
of Upper Moulton Union are trying to foist off on a gullible public.
The program opened with a trio
singing, if the discords that group
produced can be granted the name
of "singing", something (we are
at a loss to describe it any further) that ran like this:
Oh, I haven't washed dishes in
quite a spell.
They're stacked in the sink and

some

sounded
unctuous

studio).

lobsters,

some

bricks,

and an

We

a good one), in an
tone of voice, singing
(figuaratively) the praises of a
product known only as "Mother

somebody

Thereupon

whispered, "Kick it!" and there
was a loud yelp. Then there was
nothing further from o«tr canine
The dog seemed to be
friend.
the only intelligent member of the

We
it

sounded frightfully like a lift
from Jackie Gleason.
must
It

A trip to the Maine State Legislature in Augusta under the auspices of the Bowdoin Young Republican Club on April 8 enabled
approximately twenty-five undergraduates to meet the Governor
and to get an understanding of
Phe operation of the State Govern-

tives. A visit to a hearing by the
Legal Affairs Committee took up
the entire afternoon. The hearing,
involving an amendment to the
Lewiston City Charter, was as entertaining as it was instructive
due to the dramatic bursts of
oratory by two of the city's exmayors which often had the committee and visitors roaring.
The next meeting of the Young
Republican Club will be held
a
Thursday, April 16 at 7 a.m. in
Conference A of the Moulton dent assistant in the Government
Department, a member of Alpha
Union.

Tau Omega

fraternity, The Bowdoin Christian Association, and the

!

gest the use of a script, or a reaThis
sonable facsimile thereof.

commercial, but that was about
as far as he got. There seemed
Maybe
to be a little confusion.
the script got in the way of one
of those Garnet Matches.

broadcast seemed to have been ad
Pity.

libbed.

We

Aside from the commercials, the
rest of the program was poor too.
There were assorted musical selections, of which only those that
were recorded bore any resemblance to what we uneducated
Other than
would call 'music.
records, there was the unavoidable trio, doing their idea of a
ballad called "1 Lost My Love In

§

ROTC Parade

it

was

Law Journal, and the
Board of Directors of the Barris- First

ter's Union.

He

tively^

day night at

8:15,

May

18,

Samuel A. Ladd that Brown had
seen the Sills in Rome, and that
mal dance was Elliot Lawrence during a visit to the zoo he was
and his Orchestra. The selection fascinated to see Bowdoin's former
was made by the committee com- President feeding the polar bears
posed of representatives of the and completely ignoring the black
for the Ivy

Weekend

for-

Class of 1954.

Marines Open Schools

For O.C. Graduates

and

then again Friday afternoon

bears in the next cage.
Silk' Travels
After first visiting England, the
Sills traveled to the Continent,
where they spent some time in
Nice, France, and then in Rome.
In Rome they saw Leonard Tennyson, '42 who is with the American
Embassy, and Norman Seagrave'37, who is with the Mutual Security Agency.

his

appointment

1909.

year

Troubh
period

will

as

in

begin his one

an assistant
be engaged in

in
re-

June, and will
search and other legal work.
He is presently serving as clerk
to Judge Thomas W. Swan of the
United States Second Circuit
Court of Appeals.

to be entirely

voluntary.
The request came as the result
of a recent meeting of the Bruns-

Bowdoin To Compete

wick Memorial Day Parade Committee at which the College rep- In
resentative was asked
whether the Bowdoin R.O.T.C.
Unit would participate in the

Forensic Festival

will

May

at

22.

Previous Production
"The Hasty Heart", by

—1820-

Tallman Lecture

On Confucianism Given

(

Zealand, Australia,

Banking Services

and Basuto, the latter knowing
only one word of English, make up
the other patients. They attempt
to cheer up the Scotsman, but he

Student Accounts

England,

New

wish to associate veryanyone. He finally befriendly only
to
turn
against them later when he learns
of his condition.
doesn't

much with

Welcomed

comes

Brunswick Branch

The fine turnout
made selections for

of candidates
the parts difProfessor Quinby is very
satisfied with the cast which is
ficult.

composed largely of Freshmen.
{Continued From Page /]
although its hold on the
The Panama Canal is 300 feet
Chinese mind has broken down
somewhat under contact with west wide and 45 feet deep.
and Communist "brain-washing",
it still will determine to a large
extent the fate of Communism in
China.
Dr. Mei will deliver the second
lecture next Thursday evening in
the Moulton Union lounge.
His
topic will be "Chinese Communism
in Theory and in Practice."

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

that

pretative reading and extemporaneous speaking. Individual awards
are given for excellence in the

At Emerson College
Bowdoin College

4:15,

compete

various events.
Bowdoin is entering in Debate,

for the first time in the New Eng- Paul P. Brountas '54, William C.
"General Clinton" could refer to land Forensic Festival to be held Hays '55, Charles E. Orcutt '54,
any one of three generals in the at Boston and April 17 and 18 and Bruce Wald '53.
Frederick
Harry
American Revolution: Sir
with Emerson College acting as C. Wilkins '56 will compete in inClinton, the British commander, or host.
terpretive reading; Paul A. Du-,
George Clinton the patriot governA Festival Trophy is presented Brule Jr. '56, in oratory; and
or of iNcw York, or George's to that college with the highest Brountas,
i n
extemporaneous
younger brother James.
rating in debate, oratory, inter- speaking.*
!

I

I

HOW CAN THEy
TELL 90 SOON ?
HE JUST
MET HER.

BEAUTIFUL...
\

AND INTELLIGENT]

1

BROTHER THIS

DOLL
you WITH/

received

from Justice Harold H. Burton,

who graduated from Bowdoin

parade.

Students of war point out that
weapons always have been costly,
the army of Achilles being a great
prize and a modern big gun costing a fortune, and they conclude
that only comparatively wealthy
communities can wage war effec-

of 1890, Professor Mitchell returned to join the Faculty in 1893.
Little Professor of
Rhetoric and Oratory, Emeritus,
he was receflffly honored by the
New England Society in the City
of New York, for his essay, "A Re-

Now Edward

on the Yale

to find out

are not available for duels.

Wilder and to Placement Director

{Named

<

At Yale Law School he was a markable Bowdoin Decade
member of the Moot Court Ad- 1830."
visory Board, the Editorial Board

the lack of interest
shown bv the undergraduates in
the Bowdoin R.O.T.C. unit it will
be impossible to sponsor a representative group to participate in
Brunswick Memorial Daythe
Parade. May 30, Colonel Kennett
i
recently announced.
R.O.T.C. students were asked
whether they wished to participate
in the local Memorial Day parade.
Only 24 favorable replies have
been received thus far. Since this
is not a regular R.O.T.C. function

attendance

Advisory Committee on

Curricullum.

to

'Only Time wffllkll...
BEAUTIFUL

Student

Squelched

By Student Rejection
Due

'55 as stage manager and
the part of the orderly, Allan F.
'56 as Digger, Calvin B.
Kendall '56 as Kiwi, Theodore H.
Howe as Blossom Benjamin G. M.
'56
Priest
as Tommy, Timothy F.
P. Holy '56, a foreign student, as
the colonel, and Fredrika Joy as
the nurse.
Thus far Philip E.
Shakir '56 is the only one picked
to handle props.

"Sixteen schools are open to
newly commissioned Marine Corps
officers who graduate from the
John Officer Candidate Course and PlaLeaders Class programs,"
Patrick, was done at Bowdoin dur- toon
A cruise from Naples to Athens
Edward
Duncan, via Alexandria, Cairo, Beirut and
F.
ing the summer session of 1946 Captain
at the same time it was running USMC, said recently.
other cities was then taken on the
on Broadway. The New York City
"Included are courses for flight American export liner "Excamproduction featured Richard Base- training, photographic interpreta- bion."
hart and John Lund.
Professor tion, naval gunfire spotting, armorThey reached Athens on FebruQuinby feels that the play will be ed motor officer, supply officer, ary 13. where they remained for
as enthusiastically received as it communication officer, engineer two weeks, before heading west
Appointed To Clerkship ing as hosts. Topics will be an- was in 1946.
«
officer and others," he said.
again and eventually reaching
nounced at Chapel on the day of
"Assignments to these schools Spain.
"The Hasty Heart" is a three
A Bowdoin graduate Raymond each scheduled contest. The deact play set in a British Army hos- are made according to the College
S. Troubh, a member of the Class hates, brief and informally conbackground of the individual offi- basis," Captain Duncan added.
of 1950, is one of five Yale Law ducted, will be followed by group pital located in Southeast Asia.
Newly commissioned reserve
The setting will be almost identi- cer, the needs of the Marine
School graduates who have re- discussions.
cal with the one used in the earlier Corps, and the preferences of the officers
may also qualify for
cently received one year legal
The trophy will be known as the production. All of the scenes take individual. Assignment to aviation regular commissions while attendclerkship appointments to work Wilmot Brookings Mitchell
trophy, place in the same hospital ward. training is made on the same ing the Special Basic Course.
with Supreme Court Justices.
and recognizes Professor Mitchell's
Varied Characters
Troubh, a cum laude graduate contribution to the growth of inThe play deals with one of the
of the College, is now 27 years old terest in the speech arts, particumen,
Scott
named Lachlen, who
a
and during his college days was larly in debating, during his fortyis doomed to die, a fact which he
President of the Student Council six years of teaching at Bowdoin.
Complete and Friendly
doesn't know, although the others
and Managing Editor of the BowAn undergraduate in the Class do. Soldiers from America Yank),
doin Orient. He was also
stu-

cast in remaining silent.

Of course, we are far from behave been a funny commercial;
ing anything that even resembles
everybody in the studio seemed to
a radio critic, but we thought, in
enjoy it. The accompaniment was
the public interest, that we would
terrible.
give it a try this week, especially
In<lis|H'iisinlc, Indeed
since our man Gunther is at presWe can only recall, thank ent indisposed. And in order to
heavens, one more commercial. be correctly critical, we must find
This was another one of indispen- something good to say about the
sible Mother Fletcher's products, program.
We will. The ana pill, a Little Kidney Pill. There nouncer that closed the broadcast
was drama involved in this worthy was in good voice. And another
presentation. It commenced with good thing: the show was only one
several cries of immense pain, half hour long.
which gave us the distinct impresIf we may stoop to being serious
sion that we were listening to an
Australian
tag team wrestling for a moment, we are almost in
match. We heard no falls, how- favor of this sort of thing, even
ever.
Just exactly what followed though it will cut the WBOA apthese cries of pain is a mystery propriation next year by fifty perwould like to sugto us. The announcer began the cent. But we

THAT WAS

and to stimulate informal debate
and discussion on the campus.
When approached with this suggestion of an intramural debating
program, the Bowdoin Student
Council and the several fraternities expressed their interest and
encourage undergraduate inter- set up an interfraternity council
est in topics of current concern to aid in formulating plans. Tentatively, a series of weekly fireside
debates will be run off between
Class Of '50 Graduate
the Thanksgiving and Easter Recesses, with the fraternities act-

Senate and

Talking Dog, Yet!

recently visited Madrid, Spain.
Letters from Professor Herbert
Ross Brown, who is now on sabbatical leave in Europe, to Assistant to the President Philip S.

Wright

Rehearsals will begin as soon as
possible, the first readings having
already taken place.
The play will be performed Mon-

President James S. Coles has
announced the -gift by an anonymous donor of a trophy to be
awarded annually to a fraternity
or to the Independent group in
intramural debating competition.
It is the wish of the donor to

is

sters plain.

like

Plates".
boys, but

Trophy For Fraternity Debating
Honors Professor W. B. Mitchell

Just how ment.
transUpon arrival in Augusta the
formed into the culinary treat it group met with Governor Burton
is supposed to be is a mystery to
M. Cross and spent the remainder
Until we are further en- of the morning on a tour of the
us.
lightened, we will take our lobHouse of Representa-

paraphanalia

this

are indeed fortunate in being unable to remember anything
further other than the talking dog,
who. we fear, died in the course
beginning to smell.
At any rate,
of the* broadcast.
This musical gem was followed by when called upon to speak, the dog
a few assorted snickers and one remained adamant (if, indeed,
member of the party (it sure there even was a dog in the

Fletcher's
Paper
hate to say this,

Young Republican Trip
To Legislature Draws
25 Last Wednesday

assorted set of kettles.

all

European tour which started last
October 15. The sius have most

dral".

Brewer

1

and see whether or not a Dave. No matter what river Dave Among the group of Bowdoin Young Republicans participating in the trip to the Capitol in Augusta were
news broadcast would follow One originated from, he added nothing (left to right): Kneeling: Herbert E. Hammons '56; Willis H. Durst Jr. '56. Front row: Robert P. Bergdidn't
man '55; Donald W. Rayment '54; William A. Fickett '54, President of Bowdoin Young Republican Club;
at all to the program.
Governor Burton M. Cross; Fred O. Smith II *56, Secretary Y.R.C.; Herbert T. Caveriy II "56; H. Payson
Instead of a competent digest
Beginning To Smell
Dowst '54. Back row: Leon Sanbon. Governor's Council; John R. Hovey '56; James E. Bail lie '55; Ronald
of the news, our ear was assaulted
bothered
try
to
haven't
to
C. Todd '56; David A. Mitchell '54; John Kevin Hughes '56; Leon A. Gorman '56; Robert W. Mathews '56;
We
by a number of giggling fools
W. Philbrook Jr. '55; Russell M. Hird *53; Whitmore B. Garland '55; State Rep. Lewis P. Fickett '26.
Wilbur
find out whose fault this particu-

may

on the 26th.
England, France, Italy. Greece,
and finally Spain were all visited
by the Sills on their extensive

Donn C. Winner '56 was chosen
for the lead part of Lachlen. He
played in "Murder in the CathYank will be portrayed
edral".
by Charles W. Schoeneman '53
who has appeared in the one-act
plays and "Murder in the CatheOthers chosen were Donald M.

listen

trying to sell a
spurious product
as Garnet

"SS Gibraltar," will arrive ia New
York on the 21st of that month,
and will be back home in Portland

Heart".

when we ran across WBOA. A acter known variously as Red
broadcast was in the act of sign- River Dave, Dead River Dave, and
ing off, and we thought we would once as we recall, Deep River"

(known

M

day night. Professor George H.
Quinby announced! those selected
for the Masque and Gown Ivy
Houseparty play, "The Hasty

be doing both (quite by accident,
The other "musical" offering
of course). We had hoped to get deserves no mention, but inchage
some news, it being around 11:30 is inchage, so we shall pan it. It
PJn., and we were twisting one of consisted of several minor snickthe knobs with reckless abandon ers and a pseudo-western char-

]

President Emeritus Kenneth C.
Sills and Mrs. Sills will sail
from Spain on May 15 aboard the
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Anyone here named "Cannonball" Frobisher?
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THERE MUST BE A REASON
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WHY Camel is

America's most popular cigarette— lead*
ing all other brands by billions! Camels

€

Bases full. Fat part of the opposi-

have ihe two things smokers want most
—rich, full flavor and cool, cool mildness
. . . pack aker pack! Try Camels for 30
days and see how mild, how flavorful,
how thoroughly enjoyable they are as
your steady smoke!

w

coming up. The
manager needs a new pitcher — fast!

tion batting order

So he did what most everybody does
an emergency — reached for the
It connects bull pen and
dugout. "Cannonball" was fleeted to

a tribute to
Bell System.

They are forever working-on new ideas
or improving old ones to give the

in

nation the best telephone service in
the world.

fire.

much

The

interesting

and rewarding work

they do could be yours as well.

Ever wonder why people place so
faith in telephones in time of

emergency? It's because they know
it is dependable — a real friend.

19
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men and women of the
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This dependability
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Your

Placement Officer will be happy to

many opemployment in the

give you details about the
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Committee Declines To Back
Radical Requirement Moves

Kirkland To Lecture

On ROTC Graduates

'Academic Freedom In
Peril',

Monday, May 4

Edward C. Kirkland, Frank
The Student Curriculum Committee submitted a report to the
President Monday concerning the science requirement, jreoommenOlng Munsey, Professor of American
sugno radical changes in the present requirement, but making four
will speak on "Academic
gestions which

it

felt to

History,

be desirable.

The Committee disapproved of a general science course
It felt that such a course would
the science requirement.
discuss science and not be in itself study in a science". Such
would not achieve the objectives of the science requirement in

to

...
fulfill

tend to
a p°urs*
a liberal

arts college such as Bowdoin.

New

Course Soughs

The Committee did recommend,
though, that a course in the his- Dr. Mei Outlines Chinese
tory and methodology of science
In Practice
be given, to be accepted for the
second science of those students
Lecture
choosing the science option in the In
general requirements. It was sugDr. Yi-Poa Mei delivered the
gested that such a course have a
three Tallman lectures
year of laboratory science as a pre- second of
night in the Moulton
requisite and require Junior stand- Thursday
before an attentive
Lounge
Union
ing.
recommend- crowd of students and faculty

Communism

2nd Tallman

The Committee

also

1

ed that Professor Little's Astronomy 1-2 be accepted for the science
requirement after certaiq changes
were instituted. It suggested that
more problem and laboratory work
be incorporated in order that the
course have the same rigor and
difficulty as the other elementary

1

members
Speaking on "Chinese Communism in Theory and in Practice,"
Dr. Mei pointed out some of the
between Communist
differences
ideology and practice. He said
that the greatest departure from
the ideals were apparent in civil

liberties. The Communists claim
that all people have the right to
Astronomy Good Alternate
The Committee felt that astron- vote, and that freedom of religion,
omy would be a useful alternative speech, and the press are granted
for the student and would have the to all people.
IVople Are Not "People" s
advantage of economy, as the inIn practice, Dr. Mei pointed
structor and facilities were al-

science courses.

ready available.
A plan suggested by Professor
Root received support from the
Committee. This plan involves the
division of Chemistry 2 into two
groups, one for those who plan to
major in chemistry and one for
those who plan to go no further
with the subject. Professor Root
already instituted the plan on an
experimental basis in the present
Chemistry 2 class.

The

Committee

recommended

that the same plan be studied for
possible application to the other
sciences. It was felt, however, that

a course which was divided in this
way for the whole year would have
serious shortcomings. 'First, the
student who had not yet made up
his mind about a major would be
at a disadvantage, and second,
such a course would again have
the difficulty of discussing science

and not actually applying
methods.

scientific

Open To Freshmen
The Committee also suggested
that

Biology 1-2 be opened to
Apparently, it was

Freshmen.

closed because of a shortage of
space, and now that a new lecture
hall is being used, there is apparently no reason for continuing
the restriction. The elimination of
Freshmen from the course also
gave the student who intended, to
major in Biology a serious handicap.

out, the term "people" includes
only persons in certain groups determined by the government. The
fact that the number of universities has dwindled from "13 to
gives some indication of the actual
conditions. "In China today," said
Dr. Mei, "there is scarcity of free
speech and an abundance of free
speeches."
Before analyzing the present
Communist government, Dr. Mei
explained its place in history. He
first gave a brief historical sketch
of China from the Opium War in
1840 down to .the entrance of the
China's
stressing
Communists,
humiliation at the hands of foreign countries in the late nineteenth century. The Communist
Party originated in China in 1921
but did not gain control of the
government until the Marshall
Plan was declared a failure and
open fighting broke out in 1947.
Two years later on October 1,
1949, the "Central .People's Government" came into power.
Dr. Mei emphasized the fact
that the Communist beginning was
a" good one, at least- in the eyes of
the people. Unlike the old Nationalist soldiers, the new Communist
soldiers were somewhat respected

Freedom

in Peril"

pices of the

All

Will

Have Commissions

In Transportation Corps
Despite rumors to the effect
that the number of commission^
unit
alloted to the Bowdoin

under the aus- of the Transportation Corps

DKE, ATO, Beta

Zete,

Each

sition.

detail

qualifications

falls

the

Awards
To Cover Whole Year

tions;

New Student Aid Plan

tential.

Scholarship

requires

and the

certaia
selectioi

based on four considera-

will be

student's

preference,

his major field of study, the academic standing of the student m
the College, and his leadership po-

Quotas For Details
-j^g quo t a for the Infantry is
The Committee on Student Aid
at a recent meeting voted to award four; the Medical Service Corps,
scholarships once a year, at the three; the Armored Corps, one;
beginning of each summer, for the the Artillery, four; and Ordnance,
entire ensuing academic year.
quota for the Corps of
?

two.

The

Engineers was changed from four
to three due to the limited qualifi-

cation of Bowdoin students for
that particular branch, while the
quota for. the Infantry was changed from three to four because of
ed at Mr. Wilder's office on and specific requests for that branch
after Thursday, April 23. Appli- from four qualified students.
blanks
their
secure
should
(Continued on Page 3)
cants
early so that information from
home, if necessary, may be obtained without delay. Late applications
may be rejected or the award be
reduced.
Awards will be based on acaworking
hard
by the people.
and
governmental core was set up to demic achievement, character,
qualify for an
uncover graft and to establish in- financial need. To
obmust
upperclassman
an
award
made
were
ternal order. Attempts
tain an average grade of C or betat reconstruction, and for once
in his courses of the present
the railroads ran on time. How- ter
semester. For a freshman (Class
ever, these beginnings have deof 1956) an average grade of Cteriorated to thought control, recourses of the pre"knowledge," and or better in the
of
learning
sent semester is required.

Coles

Meet Eight Schools In
Annual Spring Tour

Photo by Gaston

One of Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings Don T. Potter's
worthies is shown painting the newly erected barrier across the
Parker Cleaveland Chemistry Building driveway. The sign in the
aackground, "Do Not Park On Oval", failed to stop student parking
an the roadway. The "Iron Curtain" is proving a successful alternative.

Chem Driveway

Barrier Designed

I

_

Epsilon,

Reached

A short discussion by the Student Council, at their regular meeting Monday, over the Dean's request for more thought on the
plan to delay initiation bought
out no definite conclusions.
The group, however, decided to
ask the Dean if he had any definite proposal which he wished to
offer or suggest.
Council VicePresident Richard B. Salsman '54
was delegated to do this.
A suggestion that all undergraduates wear suit coats and
shirts to Sunday Chapel, instead
of the "grubby T-shirts" which a
few have worn from time to time
in the past, was approved by the

To Halt Student Parking

Professor

Fritz C.

A.

Koelln.

Mr. Ronald Hurle, president of
the Brunswick Choral Society, and
Miss Mary O'Donald judged the
Monday and Tuesday night contests.

Professor Frederic E. T. Tillitson was very enthusiastic over
the outcome. He said, "It was the
best decision we've had in the 17
years I've listened to the event."
Tillotson
Professor
continued,
"The change in the system of
judging has proved that the best
houses came out on top." Formerly. oh each night three houses

were selected

to enter the finals.
All the positions were picked last
night. The number was held to
because
Alpha
five
Rho Upsilon
Council

Council.

T,here

Also approved by the
was a request that the Union didn't compete.
Kappa Sigma Begins
Bookstore and the Bursar's office
Kappa Sigma sang first Monbe
allowed to cash ROTC checks.
driveway
were
iron posts blocking each end of the Chemistry Building
designed to prevent students from parking cars in -front of the new A $25 limit on checks which can day night. Under the direction of
Parker Cleaveland Hall.
now. be cashed by these two cam- John A. Miller '54, they presented
In the eyes of President James S. Coles, the parked cars detract pus agencies makes it impossible Rogers and
Hammerstein and
greatly from the beauty of Vie building. In an interview yesterday for students to cash most of their I..You'll Never Walk Alone" by
with tiie ORIENT, he said that a great deal of money had been spent ROTC checks, checks which fre- their Fraternity song, "In This
building.
oval
of
the
new
the
in
front
on landscaping and decorating
just Little College" by Hoagy CarHe thought that the iron posts were the easiest means of preventing quently amount to a figure limit michael.
slightly more than this top
the front drive from becoming a parking lot.
"Incense from Golden Censers"
The request was taken by SalsIntended For Walk
and "Hoodah Day" were conductAccording to President Coles, man to the administration.
by Psi Upsilons Allen F. Hethed
for
The
selection
of
proctors
the asphalt pavement was originalStofer
Lecture
erington '54.
ly intended to be a walk, but was next year was again delayed.
"Cool Water" and the "Deke
made wide enough for cars. He
Philippine Islands
Marching Song" were sung by Delsaid that the signs erected last fall
ta Kappa Epsilon. Robert R. Forsthe
Political requesting students not to park on Robert K. Beckwith Of
by
Sponsored
berg '53 led them.
Forum, Assistant Professor James the oval had been completely
The Sigma Nu's sang their
A. Storer will speak on the pres- ignored. He pointed out the large Amherst
Replace
marching
song, 'Time Touches
ent political and economic condi- numbers of unused parking spaces
Thee in Vain" and "White Star".
tions in the Phillippines on Mon- across from the heating plant and Locke As Music Asst.
They were directed by John H.
day, April 27 at 8:15 p.m. in the parking places along the Bath
'55.
Robert K. Beckwith, present Manningham
Moulton Union. Lounge.
Road as possible parking places.
Denis W. King '55 led Delta
conductor of the Amherst College
Professor Storer spent the acaNew Improvements Planned
singing "Deep Purple"
demic year' of 1951-1952 on a FullPresident Coles also revealed Glee Club, will be Bowdoin Col- Sigma in

Dubbed the "Iron Curtain" by many Bowdoin

students, the four

To

On

To

in the Philippines. While there, he worked on
a thesis and taught at the Univer{Cuntinued on Page 5;

bright Scholarship

lege's

some improvements in parking
areas which are being considered
by the college. He mentioned the
possibility of planting grass between the dormitories with the exception of a narrow strip on the
road side which could be used for
improvement
parking.
Another
would be a parking lot immediately behind the chemistry building.

For Advancements In
Bowdoin-Tech Plan
Dan E.
professor
the Department of
is in charge of the
certain
which
program under
Bowdoin students proceed to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology at the close of their junior
year for two years' work at the
Institute in anticipation of the
joint receipt of the A.B. degree
from Bowdoin and the B.S. degree
Associate

Christie
Physics,

from the
the

of

who

Institute, has

names

announced

of four current under-

new

Music, it
essor of

Assistant Professor of and "Hail Delta Sigma".
Chi Psi sang "The Peat Bog SolFrederic E. T. diers" and their fraternity song

was announced by ProfMusic,

"Alpha Nu". They wei? led by
Bebkwith was born in Brooklyn, Douglas S. Relfl *54.
Tuesday Night
York. He majored in ChemiZeta Psi began the evening with
cal Engineering at Lehigh University and received his B.S. Deg- "Beneath the Pines" and "Joshua

Tillotson.

New

.

1

Four Juniors Accepted

ree with honors. After serving
four years as a research chemist
and supervisor t>f laboratory assistants for the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, he decided
to take up music as a profession.

Fit the Battle of Jericho". The
Zete's were conducted by Lawrence E. Dwight "54.

Alpha

Tau

Omega

followed

them with "A-Roving" and "Old
Alpha" under the direction

of Ed-

Beckwith received his M.S. Deg- ward Piraino '54.
Theta Delta Chi sang "Rise
in Choral
Conducting and
Composition from Julliard School Sons of Bowcjoin" and "Donkey
of Music. He also has studied at Serenade". H. David Osgood, Jr.
the Berkshire Music Center and '54 led them
New York University where he
"Marching Along in Beta Theta
was a guest lecturer. He has con- Pi" and "Old Man Noah" were
ducted eight different choral or- sung by Beta Theta Pi while Herganizations in New York State bert T. Kwouk '53 conducted.
where he taught choral conducting
The final selections were sung
and musical history at Merri- by Alpha Delta Phi. They presentree

[

Continued on Page 2

(Continurd on Page

}
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Teachers Told Bowdoin Will Have
To Meet High School Programs

graduates who have been approved
Warning that Bowdoin and liberal arts colleges like it "will have
under this program.
to alter what they believe the best kind of education to be" if they
These men, all of them now wish to meet changed conditions, Paul V. Hazelton '42, Assistant Dicompleting their third year at rector of Admissions, told a recent gathering of Bowdoin graduates
Bowdoin, will enroll at the In- now in the teaching profession in Maine that Bowdoin has a definite
All responsibility to the non-college preparatory students in high schools.
stitute in the fall of 1953.
Mr. Hazelton told the group this alteration was not a question
four men have been taking selectAlbert and Girard Bellerose, who for the last two years have been ed courses at Bowdoin in anticipa- of choice for the liberal arts college since the point is being approached at which a revised high school curriculum and a greater
studying two piano music under Professor of Music Frederic E. T. tion of the transfer to M.I.T.
of competition among colleges In admissions would make
Tillotson, will give a concert on Wednesday, April 29, in Memorial
The list includes A. Allen Gass, amount
this change mandatory.
Hall.
Robert C. Grout, Charles C. Ladd,
Has A Responsibility
the very
liberal
arts college,
and Girard, 17, are both
The two brothers, Albert, who is 15
Joseph T. O'Connor.
The speaker introduced his sub- epitome of the educational police
They plan to make Jr. and
students at Biddeford High School in Maine.
There is a possibility that one ject on "the responsibility of
music their career.
a col- state which is Bowdoin is to be
students
may
additional
more
or
He said, "If
Tillotson claims that both' boys have great talent.
lege such as Bowdoin to the group found in the"* outrageous notions
the Union doesn't intervene, the boys will play Mozart's Two Piano be approved for certification to that has neither the particular
that an educated man may be exConcerto with the Boston Pops. Arthur Fiedler conducting, on Bow- the Institute at the close of the talent nor the particular interest
pected to have some knowledge of
doin Night, May 21."
academic year.
for a liberal arts college. He said* a language other than his own and
25 Piece Orchestra
enrolled
at
now
are
men
Eleven
that he doubted that anyone would
experience in the fields of
A small 25 piece orchestra has M.I.T. under the terms of the dispute Bowdoin's responsibility to some
mathematics or classics."
Secretary Of Near East been organized to accompany the Bowdoin-MJ.T. combined plan.
this group, but he added that probGulf Inevitable
Bellerose brothers. Mrs. Rebecca
ably most were uncertain as to
Mr. Hazelton said that this gulf
Society Chapel Speaker Dulfer, Supervisor of Music of
was this responsi'37 what precisely
between the liberal arts colleges
public schools in Brunswick, will Dr.
Christie
E.
bility or how it was to be fulfilled.
Speaking in Chapel on Sunday, be the concert master.
and the secondary schools was
Mr. Hazelton pointed out the
Mr. Alvah L. Miller, General Sec-j
doubtless inevitable. "But," he
Of Fellowship,
Memljers of the orchestra from
sometimes narrow view which the
retary of the Near East Society,
added, "if it has been evitable that
the
Bowdoin
community
are
ty
e
liberal arts college has towards
related his experiences in Jerusthe influence of the liberal arts
s
Study At Princeton
Fr»
the modern high school curricualem as Secretary of the Young structor in
college has been steadily reduced
Jones,
violin!*
V
Ronald
A.
Straight
worst,"
their
he
lum.
"At
said,
"the
half
Men's Christian Association.
Dan Edwin Christie. Associate liberal arts colleges have taken a within the schools in the p»*t
'54, violin: David Holmes '56, viothe
Mr. Miller urged the congregaMathecentury,
and
it is less clear that
Physics
of
Professor
'54, flute; Donshamefully narrow view of what
the
tion to remember the real signif- lin; Joel H. Hupper
on
college
hw
influence
advised
of
the
of
has been
'55, trumpet; Wil- matics,
a modern school curriculum should
icance of the Holy Land, the set- ald M. Coleman
award
schools should have been reduced
'53, trumpet; David selection for a fellowship
liamF.
Wyatt
be
and
have
indulged
themselves
in
ting of the birth of Christianity.
Advancein the same proportion.
the
for
Fund
the
from
'55,
clarinet;
the worst kind of highhanded imThe old landmarks of the work of B. Starkweather
(Ford FoundaThe speaker pointed out that 50
'54.
bass; i n - ment of Education
patience with some of the grimly
Christ and his followers greatly Richard H. Allen
practice
W.(tion) for the academic year 1953- serious porblems that face the high years ago in this state the
inspired him. He felt more con- structor in History, Robert
of some students taking a year out
54
schools."
vinced, in his travels of the Near Winter. viola; J. Ward Kennedy
college
their
ChrisDr.
In
made
of
to
is
the
middle
award
The
'55 and Ernest G. Flint '56, horn
View fiUsort-SicMed
East, that Jesus was right when
career In order to teach in the high
—
tie to afford him an opportunity to
parts.
he said "I am the way."
Pointing out that such a narrow schools,
fitseveral Bowdoin
increase his effectiveness as a colthe
The speaker stated that, in addiview was quite likely short-sighted, ting schools that were specially
The Program:
lege teacher.
tion, the Holy Land is the center
Hazelton said that, "For in the designated for Bowdoin preparaGroup On*
Dr. Christie expects to spend the Mr.
Bach
of the three great monotheistic Four two part inventions of
what
end.
happens to American tory work,
and Teaching Institutes
j£h academic year as a visiting postreligions. Mohammedanism, Juda- Jesus Joy of Men's Desiring
»»<* doctoral fellow in the Department colleges will depend on what hap- conducted
Little Fiirue in G Minor
by Bowdoin faculty
ism, and Christianity. Mr. Miller Rondo Cupricciono
Mendi e »ohn
every aspect of American members,
college to
Qf MaUjgnmticg at Princeton Uni- pens to
all aided the
Group Two
asserted that we must learn more
high
schools."
Pouiene versity.
Concerto for Two Pianos
He will study topology
reach the schools in many importabout the Moslem religion, for it
Such a view is sometimes match- ant ways.
Group Three
statistical mechanics, working
and
Dubussy
in a common Fetes
is united with us
Chopin with the Departments of Mathe- ed by an equally narrow view that
Professional Educators
cause, the worship of one God. To Minute Waltz
Espar.a
Univer- some professional educators take
This relationship between the
^ h w?£ matics and Physics at the some
the Jew he expressed gratitude F.nU*, on B~u«ful B.ue
Of of the colleges such as Bowdoin, schools and the colleges has been
gfeo audit
He
for the discovery of one God.
Four
the courses offered at the Institute the speaker added. He said that, supplanted by "the professional
The choir sang "Adoramus Te" Mozart ConcertoGroup
in E Flat for Two Pianos
"For some of these critics of the
for Advanced Study.
(Continued on Page 2)
and Orchestra
by Clemens non Papa.
,

Dan
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Winner
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Kappa

decisions.
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Four debate teams will repreBoston at Hotel Statler, April 16.
week, also sent Bowdoin in contests with
The President of Bowdoin, during his short tour last
eight
colleges and universities on
ChemCollege
of
Association
addressed a meeting of the Pennsylvania
the annual Varsity Spring Tour
University
istry Teachers at Bucknell
to 29.
justified. next week, from April 27
fully
is
support
such
that
Difficult To Finance
Roger E. Gordon '54, Elliot S.
Dependence Of Industry
In his Boston address President
'55,
Loring G. Pratt '55
he said, Palais
business,
in
American
only
that
plain
it
made
'56
Coles
will debate
and Henry D. Shaw
use of all the knowledge
the most unusual circumstances makes
Trinity College, Smith College.
advanced by the existence at
can any student now finance his which is
Cross Coleducation; Amherst College, Holy
own college education, even with of institutions of higher for most lege, and Wellesley College.
avail- it calls on the colleges
the maxium scholarship aid
Paul P. Brountas '54, Charles E.
it
personnel;"
drawer
"top
audience of its
able. He told his Alumni
Orcutt '54. William C. Hays'55
the colleges for a numthat during the first decade of the calls on
Bruce Wald '53 will debate at
services and it turns and
twentieth century the average ber of direct
Lafayette
University.
Princeton
the
of
education
the
was
for
to
them
Bowdoin scholarship award
College
and Harvard University.
its employees. L«ss
one-third times the annual tuition children of
The topic of most of the despecific, but even more important,
the
of
one-third
that
and
charge,
bates will be the national college
the dependence of instudent body of that day received he said, is
debate question, Resolved: that
dependence of industry upon the
such assistance.
the Congress of the United States
responsible society, nurToday, in contrast, President free and
Should Enact a Compulsory Fair
higher education throughColes stated, something less than tured by
Employment Practices Law. Howout American history.
thirty percent of the undergraduever, the debaters at Wellesley
The subject of President Coles' wiu'probably'selec't a" topic" such
ates receive assistance averaging
current
the
New
of
was
"The
Bucknell speech
only about half
as, Resolved: that a man who obcharge for tuition and fees. If the Curriculum in Chemistry at Brown tains a divorce from his wife on
colleges are to continue to serve University."
the grounds of alienation of the
there
did,
they
Associate
as
Coles
was
President
their students
affections should not be required
must be a material increase in en- Professor of Chemistry and Execudowment for scholarship aid. he tive Officer of the Chemistry De- to pay alimony.
Forensic Contest
was
he
Brown
when
partment
at
said.
Bowdoin competed in the New
the called to the Presidency of Bowpraised
President Coles
England Forensic Tournament at
state universities for the service doin a year ago and played a major
with seventeen
which they render, but stressed the part in the reorganization of the Emerson College
on April 17 and 18.
need for "a nucleus of colleges in- chemistry program between 1947 other colleges
Paul P. Brountas '54, Charles E.
dependent of any kind of govern- and 1949.
A physical chemist, President Orcutt '54, Bruce Wald '53, Paul
ment support and independent of
'56, Frederick C. Wilany threat of government control." Coles served actively during the A. DuBrule
'55
He urged an increase in the sup- war as a specialist in underwater kins '56 and William C. Hays
Bpwdoin in the second
port of independent education by explosives, receiving the U.S. Navy represented
tournament.
annual
claiming
(Continued
on
Page
2)
American corporations,

.,

and Alpha Tau Omega.

No
By
On

Bellerose Brothers Will Present
Piano Concert In Memorial Hall

af

Pi,

WGAN

Payable In Quarters

aid for college underStating that the availability of scholarship
college costs during the
graduates had lagged behind the increase in
stressed the need of increaspast fifty years, President James S. Coles
the Bowdoin Alumni Club
ing this form of assistance at a meeting of

,

The positions for the Fraternities in tonight's competition for the Wass Cup were drawn at
1:30 today. A recording will be made of the contest and may be used
on station
in Portland and on WBOA.
Contest Judging
Tonight the President's Cup for
the Fraternity showing the most
Conclusion
improvement over the year will also be awarded. The MeddiebempStudent Council
sters will provide the entertainment while the judges make their
Delayed Initiation

The Committee on Student Aid

Debaters Scheduled To

morial Hall last night.
_ _ „
Picked In the following order were Zeta Psi, Delta

Beta Theta

has voted that awards shall be
government "agrarian", beAt its last meeting, the Com- new
payable in four equal installments.
of its attempts at land remittee decided to discuss the cause
The first quarter of the award will
its ideals
of
nature
by
is
it
forms,
and
scheduling of English courses
be paid at the beginning of the
Tse
Mao
Its leader,
various aspects of the cal require- communist.
College year. Continuation of the
a bourgeoisie revoment. It also decided to ask the Tung, foresees
scholarship through the year will
a
by
followed
the
future,
in
lution
year's
next
fraternities to elect
be contingent upon satisfactory rethe promembers of the Committee at least socialistic revolution of
ports for eich quarter. A student
two weeks before final examina- leteriat.
whose .record should fall below the
Connecting the two lectures, Dr. required standards stated in the Girard (left) and Albert Bellerose, piano pupils of Professor Frederic
tions in order that the new ComE. T. Tillotson for the past two years, who will give a Memorial Hall
Page
1)
on
(Continued
College catalogue may lose his concert on Wednesday, April 29. The two Bellerose boys will be acmittee might meet with the oid.
scholarship at the close of any companied by a 25 piece orchestra.
quarter.

Behind Increased College Costs

Qualify In

Led by Douglas A. Chalmers "53, the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
was judged number one in the Interfraternity Sing Contest in Me-

The "Iron Curtain"

A

Warns Scholarships Lag

2

Interfraternity Sing Final Tonight

of the number of senior
students, and that thus

the American Association of Uni- ROTC
in eth«r
versity Professors in Smith Audit- students will be placed
wbj>
orium, Monday, May 4, at 8:15 branches of the Army, all
reROTC
the
completed
have
p.m.
The local chapter of the AAUP quirements at Bowdoin will rehopes that both students and ceive commissions in the TC.
The rumors started on two actownspeople will take the opporsenior
tunity to hear a uniquely qualified counts. The number of
speaker on a developing crisis ROTC students does exceed the
important not only to professors number of commissions to be
summer becauae
granted this
but to all citizens.
Professor Kirkland has been many students enrolled in the
long and vigorously concerned course have either not fulfilled
with the defense and definition of their Bowdoin requirements or
academic freedom. He is a former have not attended the TC summer
national president of the AAUP; camp. Four seniors have yet to
thro*
summer camp,
he has served as chairman of that attend
enrolled in the senior
organization's committee on Aca- juniors
demic Freedom and Tenure; and ROTC program because of prehave
training
military
he was chairman of its cominittee vious
aca- another year at Bowdoin, and four
investigating breaches of
others will graduate in February.
demic freedom in the United
Rumors Of Transfer
States.
Quotas for details to othar
Attacked By Buckley
have been
William F. Buckley, Jr.. a con- branches of the Army
fulfillment by the
troversial figure far removed from received for
Transportathe thinking of Professor Kirk- Bowdoin unit of the
not, howland, ranged out of the confines tion Corps. This does
will be
of Yale in "God and Man at Yale" ever, mean that students
other
these
to
to square off against the Bowdoin transferred
request
they
unless
Professor. It is certain that large branches,
numbers of teachers see in Buck- transfer. All will be commissioned
ley's extended attack a testimonial in the TC, and it is expected thaj
to Professor Kirkland's effective- all details assigned will be the
a
ness as a spokesman for their po- choice of qualified students.

This report was the fourth to be
submitted by the Committee to the
Administration. The previous ones
concerned the final examination
period, the typing course, and the
propaganda.
requirement of the empty
five course
Dr. Mei made It clear that alSophomore year in addition to the
though many have labelled the
ROTC non-credit course.

NUMBER

1953

ROTC

Bowdoin Chapter of short

Applications for scholarships for
the coming academic year (195354) must be filled at Mr. Wilder's
office in Massachusetts Hall not
later than Wednesday, April 29.
Application forms may be obtain-
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Much Materia* Wiitem Recently

James Bowdoin,

On Concept Of 'Academic

Johnson Collections

Education Principles

Currently On Display
By T. Ellis MeKinnegr, Jr. '54
What does academic freedom knowledge is important, and beThe drawings currently being
mean today? This is a question cause the spirit of the search of

w
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Need Of Barrier Not Proved

situation could have been handled in a more dignified
Last fall the College erected signs forbidding parking on
the drive, but no strong effort was otherwise made to prohibit
this parking.
Without any compulsion, students, naturally
wishing to save a few steps, continued to use the driveway for
a parking place when having classes in Sills Hall or the Parker
Cleaveland Chemistry Building. No penalty Vwas invoked until,
without a public warning, the posts were installed Thursday.
It is up to the College to decide where it wants to permit
parking and where it doesn't. Other colleges have established
traffic and parking regulations, regulations which have been accepted without the necessity of closing a road or drive. The
problem could have been taken to the Student Council or it
could have been tied to the regulation that requires student
cars to be registered with the Dean's office.
posiThe closing of the drive was a negative solution.
tive one would be to reopen the drive for traffic and to handle
the general parking regulations in a more concrete way.

whole
way.

A

To The Editor

Beckwith Appointment
(Continued from Page 1)

To

the Editor:
have "been noticing, for a semester and a half now, the gold
cross on the wall in back of the
organ in Chapel. I have thought
about it and tried to think of a
reason for its presence, but I
can't see one. Maybe it was put
up to show visitors that there are
no Communists here, but only God
fearing Christians. I doubt though
the validity of this answer even in
pressured times as these.
I

when

In the past

objection to
it is a

Chapel on the grounds that

religious service were raised the
Administration said that the services were secular. This can no

.

but we,
is
that the Daily Princetonian
picked Friday the 13th of March
against
that
campaign
to launch a
university's 100% rushing system.
In a rather smug editorial the
paper took the stand that some of

that the administration might not
be serving the better interests of
he school by admitting students
from New York and New Jersey
high schools who did not have the
proper social background to fit into the club system.
and
-undergraduate
Faculty
protest alike forged the student
paper to retract its haughty stand.
Faculty members blew their tops
at the "sheer smugness" of the

ious

today's undergraduates just

were

mount College and the Gilmont
Organ School. For the past three
years he has taught at Amherst
where he is an Assistant Professor.

The Second Reason
schools to offer to its college preThe second reason the responsiparatory students the fundamental
grammer of at least one foreign

bility of the liberal arts college to

the general student in high school
was one of greater immediate self-

language, enough mathematics to
permit the college freshman to do
interest, Mr. Hazelton said. He
serious work in that subject or
pointed Out that many high school
enough science and social science
students are now going to some
to give him before he comes to
kinds of colleges every year withcollege some sense of the scope and
out many of the requirements
discipline of those subjects.
usually associated with the liberal
said that "unless the liberal arts college is to
spend more and more of its time
in elementary instruction
something which it now does much
more than it did 25 or 50 years
ago
Bowdoin and colleges like
it will have to alter what they believe the best kind of education to
be. Pointing out that they were approaching the point where they
would "not be free to choose
whether they will alter their ideas
of education," Mr. Hazelton said
that "as one or several kinds of
colleges change what they demand
from secondary schools, the whole
structure of education inevitably
shifts, and it may be that the
foundation cracks."
Competition In Admissions
Turning to what ho called the
"serious matter of competition
among colleges in admissions," the
speaker mentioned that the different varieties of colleges that have
grown up since 1900 in America

—

—

Next September at Bowdoin,
Beckwith will take over the duties were almost equal to the change
of Assistant Professor of Music in high school enrollment.
He said, "But it Is significant
Russell F. Locke who is leaving
to become Professor of Music at that no new colleges have grown
Emma Willard Academy.
up during this time which impose
greater demands on school preparation. One college or one kind
to take part. Its hard to believe of college then cannot continue to
that there is still religious com- require more school preparation, if
pulsion and even harder to realize all the other colleges are requiring
that it is taking place in this col- less
or at least a very different
lege, which is supposedly a cen- order of preparation.

"Social

criterion.

and Henry
?

III

"74.

James

Bowdoin

obtained the
drawings which are a portion of
this exhibit; while he was in t hediplomatic service for the United
States Government in Europe. He
brought them back with him when
he returned in 1808. and they were
given to tbe College through the
terms of his will when he died in
1811. There were 142 drawings in
the collection which the College
received in 1813.
At the time of his death the
collection was evaluated at $7.50
by the appraises of his estate. The
current value of the group is, of
course, many times what it was
J 40 years ago.
,

its

col-

Magazine article leges and universities the right
"The Freedom To Search of a man to think for himself, to
For Knowledge" defines academic inquire, to have his own opinions,
freedom as "the freedom of the would lack any sure foundation.
educator to do his proper work, Democracy in a world of incesto fulfill his function, to render to santly whirling propaganda, would
his society the special service that have no strong defense. And civilhe has to offer." Maclver also ization, what remained of it, would
says "his work is to learn and to become no more than- a mesh of
teach and this is what every gen- techniques designed for the enuine scholar wants above all to do. slavement of body and mind, as
That is what he is appointed to it was in Hitler's Germany, as it
do. That is what the institution of is in Soviet Russia.
Spirit Kadaagered
learning is for. Here lies its unique function its primary mission
"Only the spirit that animates
in society."
the endless search for knowledge
Real Meaning
can save us from these things.
Several days before Maclver's This spirit must continue to flourarticle was published, The As- ish outside our universities as well
Universities
sociation of America
as within their walla. It is the
issued
statement on
"The same spirit that keeps, the press
a
Rights and Responsibilities of free. It is back of the democratic
Universities and Their Faculties." willingness to let the view of
Speaking for its 37 members, the every group be decently heard...

Johnson (ollertion

The remainder

of the drawings
the exhibit are from the col-

in

lection of

Henry Johnson who was

the Art Collections
from, 1881 to 1887 and from 1892
to 1914. He served as Director of
tbe Museum from 1914 to 1918.
Before his death in 1932 the drawings were on a long term loan to
the College, and following this
event they were acquired by the
College.
The drawings have not been on
exhibit as a group for about ten
years.

Curator of

of legitimate fears of
and the deliberate
exploitation of those fears. Communism has at this stage no influence whatever in our institutions of learning, and even in the
hey-day of the thirties its influence was insignificant in the great
majority of these institutions.

direction

communism

53 year ok) association defined
"It (this spirit) is now endan"academic freedom with these gered. In every society there are
always those, who fearful for
/"A university must be hospit- their interests or secure in their
able to an infinitive variety of domaticisms. are ready to supwhole press or to control the search for
skills' and viewpoints.. .Its
spirit requires investigation, cri- knowledge. In ours today they
ticism; and presentation of ideas have found a formidable new weain an atmosphere of freedom and pon.
"Under the guise of protecting
mutual confidence. This is the
real meaning of academic free- us from communism they employ
dom. It is essential that tbe fac- a Communist technique to further
own interest to acquire
ulty of a university be guaranteed their
this
freedom by its governing political capital or economic adboard, and that the reasons for vantage. They brand as "red* or
the guarantee be understood by "pink" or "subversive" or at the
least
"un-American" everything
the public."
they happen to dislike (regardless
Legal Limits
.

"Attacks on academic freedom
have increased on the suspicious
ground that faculties need protection from Communist infiltration.

Our

colleges are perfectly capable
of protecting themselves... These
institutions have shown the light
to more than a few students who
came to them as Communists and
there learned the error of their
way...

"We cannot defend democracy
abroad if we undetermine our own
at home. It is the free world or
rather the freedom of all mankind
that America is now carted
upon to guard. But our defense
of it will be in vain if it is not unthe
fundamental
freedom
of
the freedom to "act" according to
dertaken in the spirit as well as
your conclusions, if such action is thought, opinion, and inquiry in
in the name of democracy."
against the law. It is emphatically every form comes from the misnot a freedom to conspire to overthrow the government or to incite
*
•
*
»
others to do so. But it embraces
Yes, they're off and running at
of the serious stuBrown University, turtles that is. the freedom
dent of government to reach and
Faced with the problem of too

Less A Matter Of Promise
"Neither can Bowdoin and the

liberal arts colleges expect to re-

main academically healfhy if they
are forced lo draw their students
only from a withered college preparatory program. That would
make admissions less and less a
matter of academic promise and
more and more a totalling up of
particular school credits.

Mr. Hazelton said "that things
are not yet as "black as this at
present," but he warned that it
would be foolish to choose to
ignore it in the hope that it would
go away. "I think," he concluded,
"many of you will agree that we
may in a very short time be approaching this if the liberal arts
colleges do not take their proper
place in forming the best education
for all the students of secondary

acceptibility"

Pointing out that the Princetonattitude
could result in
another blast of the "country
club" brand of criticism which is
frequently aimed at Princeton.
The undergraduates protested that
"sociability" ought not to be a
admission.
The
prerequisite
to
Princetonian then hung its head
and said they did not really mean
it, at least not all of it. The paper
now *being criticized for its
is
"equivocating stand."
ian's

Bowdoin

Johnson

.

New York Times

stitious,

The speaker then

.

entitled

DRAY'S ALMANAC

arts college.

.

Hem?

exhibited at the Walker Art Building are from the collections of

James

.

unites them.
Freedom For Knowledge
"Without that belief and
Robert M. Maclver in a current triumphant vindication in our

The speaker said that "the college as an institution consists of
teachers
men who are in a very
real sense professional educators."
He added that these men should be
Portland Preaa Herald
"prepared to judge this process of
pupils of Professor Frededucation not only in college but Esther and Barbara Sohn. identical twins and
eric E. T. Tillotson, who presented a program of two-piano, semiin the years before college for both
popular music at the Tuesday night session of the Interfraternity Sing.
those who will continue their eduThe Meddiebempsters will provide the intermission entertainment at
cation and those who will not."
tonight's finals.
"In short," Mr. Hazelton stated,
"this responsibility of the liberal
arts college is to the total educational system of the nation and because of the central position of the
liberal arts in the educational process it is a special responsibility."
By David K. Anderson '55
It means the speaker said "that
Personally, we are not super- not the old eating club type. The
the liberal arts college through its
cur- Princetonian went on to suggest
do think it
teachers and through its graduates
are teachers with interest, experience, and educational judgment should criticize and assist the
other parts of the educational
system in those problems not directly related to college prepara-

.

.

tion.

—

who

knowledge is most important of
Knowledge is power and
On
knowledge is opportunity
knowledge alone can intelligen t
policy be based and successful action be carried through
all...

"The one institution supremely
Recently many articles and
books have been written in news- dedicated to the spread of eniiflhtpapers and magazines regarding enment is the institution of learn*
the subject. Much news has ap- ing. Its individual members have
peared in print and over the radio interests and prejudices like other
about the conduct of various, in- men. They go wrong like other
News columnists, men. But together, each in his
vestigations.
educators, and scholars have at- own field they seek for knowledge
tempted to examine the concept and thus the institution is reof "Academic Freedom" in order deemed. It is the belief in. the
to determine what it means to us supreme importance of the freein view of tbe current world situa- dom
to seek knowledge which

.

—

Freedom'

versities.

tion."

The barrier across the Chemistry Building U-drive. the
object of frequent comment, most of it unfavorable, since its
erection last week, has perhaps received more attention than it
has deserved.
The need, however, for such a barrier has not yet been
proved to the ORIENT'S satisfaction. It would seem that the

Letter

.

upon which the attention of the
American public has become focused within the last few weeks
as a result of the spread of congressional investigations into the
activities of our colleges and uni-

—

'54

Assistant Business Manager
James A. Cook '54

^

A<]vert1ning\lanager
Peter M. Pirnie '5">

[Continued from Page /]
educators of the teachers' colleges
and the state departments of
education" Mr. Hazelton said.
Then turning back to the responsibility of tbe liberal arts college to the general student in high
school, the speaker stated that he
believed that there were two clear
reasons for this. "First." he said,
"a liberal arts college is part of
the whole system of education in
the country. It is not the only part
nor does it exist for all students
But the liberal arts by their
very nature are at the center of
the educational process."
Mr.
these
Hazelton
defined
liberal arts as "those fields of
knowledge that have been gradually
and most certainly not arbitarily
developed by men through
the ages as the most significant
organization of the knowledge, the
ideas, and the values that one
generation must transmit to another."

Business Manager

Bruce N. Cooper
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showers, the

A

express conclusions regarding its
the good or

evil results of this or that

form of

government."

story in the Brown Daily Herald
The following significant excarried'with it a picture of a group
cerpts also appeared in Maclver's
of students huddled around a sixessay "Freedom To Seek Knowturtle handicap.
ledge":
•

*

•

•

Meanwhile, Amherst men are in
trining for what has been called
the "world's most urgent scientific
schools.
experiment," their first annual
Registration List
Chapel Dash. The Chapel Dash
The meeting held »on Saturday, Committee
has
announced
a
April 11, drew an attendance of purse of $20 which will be divided
over 40, 14 of which are now con- equally between the first man to
nected
with
Bowdoin
itself. sit in the balcony and the dasher
Several others attended the ses- who succeeds in getting the first
sions but did not formally register. downstairs seat. In order to qualMr. Hazelton 's address was given ify a student must submit a Dean's
in the morning preceeding a lunch Office notice that he has over cut
in the Moulton UnionT^
chapel at least once this year. The
!

—

—

members nature and regarding

of one of Brown's fraternities instigated turtle racing.
front page

—

Academic freedom according to of what it is)...
Real Danger
Maclver is the freedom to reach
"The real danger besetting
conclusions through scholarly inacademic freedom
and indeed
vestigations.. "It does not imply

Student

Patronage
Solicited

"Academic freedom is important
to us all because knowledge is
important, because the search of

Dash is the creation of the committee which wished to make a
estimation of what is the best time
to leave breakfast and still make
chapel." The tipsters are predicting that the times will take from
30 seconds to 4 minutes. The fact
that only one Amherst student
said he didn't know where the
chapel was indicates that the event
will be wide open.

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

—

longer be claimed because the
very presence of the cross (and a ter of thinking people.
"Bowdoin, to be specific, willnot
particular denominational cross at
Charles E. Coakley '54 be able to continue to expect
turns what could, by a
that)
stretching of the imagination, be
called a secular service into a religious one. The fact is that Chapel
was a religious service anyway because of the hymns, the responsive readings and the prayers. And
the cross

makes

so.

Summer
Employment

nice place to wander into to
out of the rain and if the
isn't too good, you can always look at the murals or the
keeps catchflags. But the cross

a

<*tt

Speech

remind-

ing your eye, constantly
is a religious
ing you that this
service in which you are compelled

(a rap Men a torn a
Keats

Hill,

Maine

in
athletics, swimming, dramatics, photography, canoeing,

secretary.

Warns Of

Alleys

Leading boys' summer camp
has openings for men qualified

camping. Also groundsmen and

President

BOWL-MOR

too bad. Its

isn't

itself

Chapel

more

it

Student Patronage
I

Welcomed

I
I

Write giving age and qualifications.
Interview will be ar-
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Westbroek

BEARINGS

The Bowdoin Junior Varsity John Kreider and Pete Rigby
nine jammed five hits with three shined in their infield play. In a
Westbrook High errore for seven strategic move Coach Coombs
runs in the sixth inning to rout shifted Togo Plasse from his cus-

By Robert M. Hunt '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
Wfth the passing of the Boston Braves to Milwaukee. Boston
the services of sportscaster Jim
Whether Jim will be missed as much as the Braves is object
Britt.
During the yean when the Red Sox were being
of fireat speculation.
picked for the pennant, the early postwar yean, Jim Britt, Torn Husgey, and a colleague who escape* memory at the moment, held forth
at Fenway Park. When "the voice of the Red Sox" Curt Gowdy took
over, Jim packed his bags and headed for Braves Field to carry on
with one Leg Smith, who previously had a sports program on a local
Boston radio station consulting of announcing the day's scores of the
baseball games. So the "long drives" that were either going for extra.
)ases or into the stands and for some- unknown reason got caught by
he outfielders could only be ascribed to the Braves. Tom Hussey is
low doing telegraphic recreations and other assorted jobs for Messer
Jowdy
* r
-"-4la**'safl
Although quite a few of the fans thought Mister Britt was prone
lo the glittering generalities of the game, compared to Bill Stern, he
is a bush-leaguer. Every man that plays for any team is a Frank
'MerriweH and there is a story of some phenosninal event or coincidence
(connected with him. Either the lad had polio when a child or was
advised by the President or some other noted dignitary to quit throwing rivets and try throwing a baseball.
Slam has told so many fantastic yarns that it is hard to pin one down as being outstanding.

the schoolboys 7-1 in the Jayvee's tomary shortstop slot to centerfield where Togo seemed at home
first encounter.
making a circus catch on a ball
Westbrook was leading 1-0 in
UiMtaMnJtr Tsillasll
destined for extra bases.
the sixth, when the Polar Bears
Pal UpsUon 4. CM Pli 12
The prospect of an' undefeated
Deke* 17. InSstssttdsats 5
sent 11 men to the plate. Mtsseason already looms, since the
Ktiw Sitrma-Zotes
plays on two sacrifice attempts a
Siicma. Nu-ATO
pasrtpossad.i m
team has a strong pitching staff
Pfi Upaiion 1. Inajaainiknts • (forfeit)
dropped outfield fly and five
centered around Dyer and MarDelta Sigma 5. AD 1
singles produced seven Bowdoin
Deke 10. Chi P si 8
shall. Wayne Orsie, a respected
Theta Delta Chi 6. ARU 3
runs.
twirler, has been temporarily dis7xUl PsUBeU (postponed)
Leroy Dyer limited the opposing abled with an injured foot, but he
side to one hit, stricking out 12 should be in action soon. The
L
Pec ca
2
and walking seven in the six in- fielding of the infield borders on Dekee
nings he pitched, while Al Mar- the sensational for this early in
shall was touched for four singles the spring, while the hitting is
Getchell, Milliken Lead
in the last three frames.
adequate.

told quite often

Abner

told

to

W

Track Team To 79-56
Oyer Univ. Of Vermont

And he

it,"

Burlington.
Dick Getchell led the invaders
to the win with a triple win in the
high and low hurdles and the 220
yard dash.. Gordon Milliken, sprint
star, collected in the 100 yard dash
and the 440, also running second to
Getchell in the 220. He finished off
the afternoon with a second in the

back on the pillow and expired.

most flabbergasting story ever told is quesThere is hardly an American

this tale is the

tionable, but

fell

typical -of all of them.

it is

who is not connected to the world of sports by Stern.
Thomas Alva Edison, for instance, would have .been greatly surPhoto by Gaston
prised to hear that his deafness was the result of a pitched ball that Dutfielder Al Murray fouls one back into
the stands during the Freshhit him when he was a semi-pro ball player, which he never was.
•nan-Westbrook game at Pickard Field Friday afternoon. The FreshEdison's deafness is pretty generally attributed to a conductor who- man team went on to win the game in the late innings after the Blue
boxed his ears when he was a candy seller on a train. The pitcher Blazers had held a scant one run lead for most of the game.
who threw the ball, according to Stem, was Jessie James. Stern
oi

renew**

generally keeps the name of his hero a secret until the very last line
and then by a sentence which has become almost a trademark with
."
him, Stern says, "And. that man was
Then the name.

—

ROTC Graduates
All

Interfraternity Stog

Will

Have Commissions

Finals Set For Tonight

has been said that one of. Stern's former writers confessed that
[Continued from Page 7]
quite often he left the last part blank to be filled in at the last moment
All remaining ROTC graduates
by whoever happened to be prominent in the news that week.
One type of yarn that Stern seems to have an obsession for is will stay in the Transportation
Corps and will not be detailed to
that which concerns a famous person redirecting another younger
any other branch.
man's career who is later to become equally famous. In one such
Senior's Hasty Decision
instance Grantland Rice was hanging around a gym one afternoon
Questionnaires were distributed
watching a skinny kid sparring in the ring.
Later he heard the last Thursday to those seniors fulyoungster singing in the shower room. Rice, claims Stern, took the filling their requirements
this!
young man aside and told him to get out of boxing and try singing. year, asking them to list, in order
And that boy was .... Frank Sinatra. Fiction or fact it makes a of preference, the branch which
they wished to enter, and to state
good story anyway.
the month, between July 1, 1953
•
•
•
»
»
and June 1, 1954, in which they
Freshman Dave Bird of Rockland paced the class B golfers Sat- wished to enter the service. The
urday afternoon in the Brunswick Golf Club's annual Patriot's Day students, who had previously exgolf tournament with an 89. Al Noyes of the University of Maine led pected to be required to enter in
the Class A field with a 78 ... Colby College began a drive to raise July, were only given 48 hours to
$100,000 for an^ outdoor artificial hockey rink which is expected to be fill out the questionnaires. This
"one of the finest in the East". It is contemplated that the rink will request from 1st Army Headquarters made it necessary for those
be 200 x 90 feat the standard NCAA size ...
Bowdoin renews its
who desired to go to graduate
rivalry with Harvard in Spring sports after a lapse of several years.
'school to hurried plans, some of
The baseball team has the best chance to win on their road trip in whom were not assured of acBoston against the Crimson nine. Earlier this year Amherst beat ceptance.
Harvard 7*4 -This year's Bowdom team is- improved over last year's
team which was Maine state champions.
It

!

.

[Continued From Page 7]

ed the

AD

marching song, "We

Come" and "Comin' Through

the

Rye".

Twins Perform

broad jump.
Vermont's Don Blach, with wins
in the pole vault and high jump
was high man for the home team,
but Don Doorndosch set a new
Vermont record in the shot put as
he threw the brass ball 43 feet one
half inch bettering the old record
by inches. He also had two thirds
the
throw.

Dr. Mei Outlines Chinese
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Outing Club Schedules

well known or
the Bowdoin
looking forward to
an active spring season after a
winter season which included a;
number of ski trips.
The group, whese activities are
supported by a Blanket Tax appropriation, plans to climb Mount

Although

publicized

net

on campus,

Outing Club

Katahdin
spring,

is

sometime

while

Washington

later

times.

Fred Flemrning. hitting star of
the opening exhibition game, was
held to a walk and a pop fry double
in five official tries to the plate.

this

The box score:
BOWDOIN <14)

possible.

still

Hushes.
B.

Getchell.

3.

inches.

—

Shot Put
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Arnold, Sb
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Novick. 2b
McGwire, If

Wolfe, Bowdoin baseball
whose three hits sparked
Bowdoin to a 14-9 victory over
Maine in an exhibition game, Sat-

Corby

captain,

2

2
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I
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I

I

1

4
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t
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for French

Storer To Lecture
[Continued From Page 7]
sity of the Philippines.
The talk will be

with

slides,

and

German

Latin

Spanish

Russian

augmented

will

These are a great help in

emphasize
learning vocabularies

the position of the Huks, an active
local Communist group.

The

lecture will be third of the
semester sponsored by the revitalized Political Forum this semester, the previous speakers having;
been Dr. Carl Anthon and Professor Lalaud M. Goodrich.

F.
150 MAINE

W. CHANDLER

& SON
PHONE 234

BRUNSWICK

STREET
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Bowdoin Men
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SINGING
Kosemary Clooney

3

1

Audet. p
VectHs. 2b
Trtaiaa.ll. 2b

M arshall

President of the club, Nevin, stat"We feel that there
is unlimited possibilities for enjoyment, in the Outing Club. The
potential is tremendous."

Shop

New!

•

2
1

i

Merrymeeting

k

s
4

ed recently,

Farrinir-

Distance. 43 feet i

sb

If

rsasirar.it>

5 feet 7,

2. Milliken.

Distance,

Doorndosh.

Little. B.

V:

T

Bsrtlett.

Hs 3h
flamming-., ef
GossTOve. lb

Mafis

Unacider.

New Vermont Record)
Totman. B 2. AROStinelli. B
Discus —
feet 8
3. Doorndosh. V. Distance. 125
manism, pluralism in government,
inches.
Hammer Throw — 1. Asrostinelli. B: 2.
and jen, or love.
Doorndosh, V: 3. Wragg-, B. Distance.
Dr. Mei will give the final lec134 feet 4 inches.
ture tomorrow night in the Moul- Javelin — I. Schrenley. V; 2. Wraior. B:
B. Distance. 161 feet 6
3. Farrington,
ton Union Lounge at 8:15. His
feet.
topic will be "Sinification of Buddhism and the Future of CommunA United States Senator must
in China."

more

Mount

on

skiing
is

.

Several fishing excursions are also planned.
The* winter the Outing Club
took three trips to Stowe, Vermont and.- one trip to Jackson,
New Hampshire.
In an attempt to supplement
their equipment, the dub has added' a new ski rack and a Coleman
Additional cooking gear
lantern.
is the next project along that line.
Those who would enjoy participating in the club's activities are
urged to contact any of the officers before the reorganization

s

e

1

1
1

'

2

Lea*i»s

Delta

.JO*

.500
.900
.000
.000
.000

1

•

feet.

1.

1.

V:

Graves.

2.

Balch. V: 2.
Sauerweia. V. Height.

Broad Jump

B

Field Events

Saunders. V. Height. 11

3.

Htrh Juiwp

G01F BALLS ARE
e

Brunswick, Maine

THE STARS

1. Huleatt." B: 2. Joyner,
Wrisley V. Time. 4:44.4.
Mile Run
1.
Wrisley, V:

3.

Cameron,

2 :30 p.m.
3:00 IMD.

CUMBERLAND
\Ved.-Tmir.

Run

Mile

Tws

retti.

Confucianism. Materialism, a closed system of government, and an
emphasis on force and conflict oppose the Confucian ideals' of hu-

3:00 p.m.

A

—

;

ton.
inch,

fundamental Communist philosophies which conflict directly with

H

1

•

Siirma

:

While the judges were deciding,
Portland's twin sister, Ester and
Barbera Sohn played a two- piano
Program of semi-popular music,
Their first selection was a rhumba
by Shaw, followed by Maleguena
by Lecuona, a bolero by Martin
Gould,, and then as an encore,
two part inventions by Bach. The
girls are seniors at Deering High
School.
Judges for tonight's event are
Mrs. C. Warren Ring of Bath.
Professor of Music at Bates D.
Robert Smith, and Professor of
Music at Colby Ernano Compa-

ism

1

Kappa

:

[Continued from Page t"\
Mei stated that there are three
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VARSITY TENNIS

3:00 p.m.
2:30"p.m.
3:00 p.m.
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p.m.
3:15 p.m.
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4 :00

A 3:00
A 1:30
H 3:00
Oakley CC.
H 2:00
A 1:30

State Meet at Colby

BASKBAL1

L'l

A.

May

P,m.

,

Amhent

A
A

Williams

23
24

Communism

Bowdoin won its second straight
The Polar Bears scored five
exhibition victory with a. 14-9- win
over the University of Maine in a more in the seventh off ChanrCoaV
sloppy game at Pickard Field. Sat- dington, whe was replaced by
Maine's final tanaer Ferity Dean.
urday.
Starting and working easily for
The home team roiled up a 9-0
five fraases far Tui Ml Q ii. .
lead before Maine finally scored the first
CliffonL He had yielded
five times in the sixth inning, and was Paul
Bowdom held a 14-5 margin going only one hit and had. allowed no
that time, but in the
into the ninth when the visitors walks during
sixth Maine caught up with him,
scored their final four tallies.
and he never cud get the third man
Maine, rated the team, to beat
being i iasn eri by Barry
out,
in this state by Coach Danny MacNicbete after five runs had scored.
Fayden. was unimpressive. They
Nichols pitched' hrtlese- ball in
committed six errors in the field,
the seventh and eighth; but Louie
and at the plate only in the sixth
Audet finishing up in the ninth,
inning .did they break through with
no control. Maine add ed, a hit
had
any kind of a hitting. attack.
to four free passes and they had
Bowdoin scored five times in the; their final four
third inning on three hits, three
Bowdoin at bat was
walks, a balk, a sacrifice, and a Captain Gorhy Wolfe who had
steal. The inning's big blow was a
three hits irr four trips. Vecella,
base clearing double by Frank Walt Bart let t. and Jack Cosgrove
Vecella. John Dana, the Maine each had two hits, as all the- startstarter was replaced by portly Win ers except Clifford- hit safetly.
Brown who was bunted hard in
Donald Arnold for Maine had
the fifth, Bowdoin scoring four two hits, one a triple.

meeting in early May. The club
room is the basement of the MoulRunning Event*
180-Yard Dash — l. Milliken, B: 2. Mas- ton Union.
son. V: 8. Weiss. B. Time. 10 seconds.
Club Officers
228-Yard Dash — 1. Getchell. B: 2. Milliken. B 3. Weiss. B. Time. 22.2 seconds.
The officers of the Outing Club
120-Yard Mich Hurdles — 1. Getchell. B:
Knight. B
2.
3. Thompson. V.
Time. are William H. Graff '53, Presi15.9 seconds.
James E. Nevin '53, Vice220-Yard Low Hurdles — 1. Getchell. B: dent;
and
President and Treasurer;
2. Knight. B; 3. Frappier. V. Time 24.8
seconds.
Preston B. Keith '54, Secretary.
440- Yard Ram —
1.
Milliken.
B; 2.
Stephen*. V; 3. Jordon. V. Tune. S3
The club is anxious to add to
seconds.
its membership and to increase its
888-Yard Ran — 1. Huleatt. B: 2. Joyner,
number of activities. The ViceV 3. Levine. B. Time, 2 :08.2.

.

Spring Sports Schedule

and the hammer

discus

in

t

t

Beta.

Climbing, Skiing Trip;

Bowdoin unveiled a spectacular
teem for the spring season
opener at Vermont Saturday. Vermont's power in the field events
couldn't overcome the speed of the
Polar Bears and as a result the.
Mageemen picked off a 79 to 56
victory over the Catamount's at

Abe

Psi Upaiion

Chi Psi
Zeta Psi

More Members Wanted

running,

In the trying days ahead the

"keep., baseball alive.

country will need

Whether

the Stern version of

—

4

(

Lincoln's dying
words.
As honest Abe lay on his death bed he called for General
Abner Doubleday, the man who according to most sources is the
originator of baseball.
According to Stern the great emancipator
is

a

I

foterfrateRiity Softball

K

is

s

Corby Wolfe Leads Attack

14-9,

j

baseball fans will also be without

One that

Nine OutslugS Maine
Bear
*
nr i* x
i±
i_

Frosh Baseball Team Routspolaj.
7-1 In Opener
* a *\ .-m

POLAR

THflffB

'

MAINE STREET

BRrUNSrWlCK

SSSBB*
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New

Young Republicans To

22,

1953

Chapel Flags

Thurston, Beacham Get Roe To Retire

New Positions On Staff
C Richard Thurston '54 was re-

Hold Interest Campaign;
Possible Trip Planned
By E. Ward Oilman '53
Although we generally are as wear and tear on the pavement has
practically
reduced
to
scrupulous as possible in not notic- been
ing anything on campus, this past nothing. This bill will save untold
week it has been practically im- amounts of money in repair bills,
possible to dodge the fact that over a period of time, and will disthere Is a certain aura of occupied pense with the necessity of having
Berlin in the vicinity of Parker the di-ive plowed out in the winter.
<?leaveland Hall. We are referring, We laud the president, or whoever

do note, however, with some

that the ROTC is still drilling at the other end of campus.
Presuming, however, that the
Chemistry department is not constructing a hydrogen bomb there,
and that the building is not going
to be considered off limits for nonmilitary personnel, we do wonder
just why that particular location
was picked to erect posts upon.
The situation is fraught with
relief,

possibilities.

We

had a few ideas

of our own,

we thought quite clever unwe began to fear rumors con-

which

cerning this latest boon to the
beauty of our under-decorated
campus. One rumor, from 'a most
unreliable source, has it that the
posts will be used to hang the
state flags in the chapel during sunny days and poossibly over
the Ivy weekend. This would give
the campus a rather festive sort
of state fair look, adding a good
deal of color to the drab green
of the pines.
May Be Hitching Posts
Another, perhaps an antiquarian
at heart, has suggested that these
are to be used as hitching posts
for any horses that the students or
faculty might see fit to have hanging around. We rather doubt it,
though. Far more plausible is the
suggestion that bicycle racks, such
as are often found outside public
schools will eventually be erected
in place of the posts.
One person, of a more or less
militaristic turn of mind, believes
that the posts are forms for antiaircrat gun emplacements. This
would have the college a sort of
subsidiary to the air base. Someone of a not too scientific mind
thinks that Mr. Potter is drilling
for oil.
We, however, do not take a
pessimistic view of the situation.
It seems to us that at long last,
the administration is making a
positive effort to wipe out the
yearly deficit of the College. In
barring the drive to automobiles,

new

I

j

_

_

!

Speed Trap
Our final idea is perhaps too bold
to bo of any practical value immediately, but it should gross a
most satisfactory income if it
could be put into practice.
are
suggesting that Route 1 be diverted through the college road, and,
with a sufficient number of policemen on hand, a rather effective
speed trap v. ould result. Of course,
there may be some repercussions
if the State finds out about it, but
it should make quite a bit of money
for awhile. We can hardly wait to
see motorcycle policemen hiding
behind the Chapel.

We

were on campus and yesterday Mr. John B. Grant of the Fed-

eral Reserve
terviews.

Bank

held senior in-

The Placement Bureau's

England Telephone Company. presented by Mr. Herbert Graper.

The Student Curriculum Com- mentary

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3.

.

.

There

is

an

elementary

course.

.

.

.

.

science presently offered which
might well be accepted in fulfill.

ing a general science course, to
satisfy the science requirement,
the Committee agrees with the
tenor of the opinion expressed by
the faculty in the science departments and other colleges and opposes such action.
.The Committee feels that much of the value
of a science course lies in the present elementary science courses.
Because of the lack of facilities
available
for
such
a general
course, these phases would have
to be minimized. ... A general
science course would tend to discuss science and not be in itself
study in a science.
The Committee does feel, however, that a course dealing with
the methodology and history of
science would be an extermely
valuable addition to the curriculum. It is recommended that such
a course be given to students with
Junior standing or above, and that
it
should have as a prerequisite
at least one year of laboratory
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Prof. Albert S.

.-

.

.

Roe

The resignation will take effect
at the end of the current academic
year.

A

native of

New

York, Profes-

science option.

The Biology Department
lecture hall, much

6

now has a new

than their old one.
Furthermore, there are many disadvantages to the present ruling
closing (Biology 1-2) to freshlarger

.

.

.

C

The Committee therefore
recommends that biology 1-2 be

men.

.

.

.

opened to freshmen.
7. While a few students have
severely criticized the present elementary science courses, the Stu-

Curriculum

dent

Committee

WBOA Meeting Set

be-

lieves that the faculty members
BOA will hold US
giving these courses are aware of
and are doing their utmost to re- meeting in the Moulton Union o
lieve any genuine difficulties. .
Thursday. April 28 at 8tl5 pan.
.

H

.

.

In the Middle Ages, a knight
often carried his lady's glove as a
token of his devotion.

HOOD'S PLAGE
180 Maine Street

COLD BEER
and ALE
TO TAKE OUT
HOT DOGS
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
ICE

WE DELIVER
TO COLLEGE

j
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Don't you want to try a cigarette

Sure way to bring on
the dancing girls

with a record like this?
CONTRAST

1. THE QUALITY

between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes

of
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index
country's six leading cigarette brands.

Brunswick, Maine

good

is

quality for the

The index of good quality table -a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine

30c

Use of Dryer

.

.

.

Just a few steps from Maine Street

Nine pound wash

.

.

Bendix Launderette
15 Mill Street

courses.

4. The (Committee) recognizes
mittee has reached the following
conclusions and respectfully sub- the existence of arguments which
mits the following recommenda- lead to a large majority of the
students polled in favor "termintions.
science courses.
.(and) the
1. Student Curriculum Commit- al"
tee wholeheartedly agrees with arguments against such a plan.
the overwhelming majority of the However, a compromise proposal
students and faculty in concluding has been offered which the Comthat
the
science
requirement mittee supports. Professor Root
plays a necessary and important proposes that Chemistry 2 only be
part in the liberal arts cirricu- divided into terminal and non-terminal
groups.
The
terminal
lum.
.emphasis could be placgroup.
2.
the Student Curriculum
on material of greater carry
Committee concludes that there ed
over value and interest to the nonis no compelling need for radical
scientist.
changes in the science requireOn the other hand, the non-terment. However, the Committee
believes
that
certain
changes, minal group could be conducted
greater chemical and mathwith
hereinafter noted, would be beneematical rigo than the present
ficial.

He was commis-

the 17 the American

Insurance Group of New York
City held senior interviews and
were represented by Mr. John J.
Leddy.
On Monday of this week the
International Business Machines

Continues; Goodyear Rubber Here Tonight

New

ton Center, Massachusetts. He is
on the J.V. Tennis Team and is
acting as the Baseball Manager'
is a member of the Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity.

EXCERPTS FROM REPORT
He
SUBMITTED TO PRES. COLES

.

Inc.,

cliffe until 1942.

sioned in the Naval Reserve and
began four years of anti-submarine service in the Atlantic.
Pacific, and Carribean theatres.
At present he is a Lieutenant in
the Naval Reserve.
Arriving at Bowdoin in 1946. he
was made Instructor in Art and
Curator of the Museum of Fine
Arts. He was
made Assistant
Professor of Art in 1949. In 1950
he received his Doctorate from
Harvard, the subject of his thesis
being "William Blake's Illustrations to the Divine Comedy of
Dante.'' In the period 1951 to 1962
he continued his studies of Blake's
Dante drawings at the British
Museum in London, having received a Fulbright Award as a Senior
Research Fellow. Material from
his thesis and his studies in Eng-.
land will be the basis of two volumes bearing the thesis title. They
will he published by the Princeton
University Press.
Professor Roe is currently serving as Acting Director of the Museum of Fine Arts at Bowdoin during the sabbatical leave of the
Directpr,
Professor
Phillip
Beam. Although his plans for the
next few years are not fully established, he will continue with
research in the history of the Fine
Arts in this country and abroad.

The new Circulation Manager,
Beacham, graduated from Kimball
Union Academy and lives in New-

,

.

Placement Bureau Interviews Schedule
senior the New Jersey Telephone Cominterview series continues tonight pany, and the Bell Labs of New
with the Goodyear Tire and Rub- York will visit the campus.
ber Company being represented
During the week of April 7 repon campus by two men.
resentatives
conferred
with
The company will be represent- seniors from the Canal National
ed by Mr. Richard Bowman and Bank of Portland, the Mutual Life
Mr. Paul Johnson. Individual in- Insurance Company of New York,
terviews will be held tomorrow.
and the Deering, Milliken and
In the next few days representa- Farnsworth Mills.
tives from the Travelers Insurance
During the passed week the
Company, Procter and Gamble First National Bank of Boston
Company (Sales Division), the was represented on campus by MrPaul Revere Life Insurance Com- Emory Mower and the same day
pany, the Manufactures Trust, the Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., was re-

Photo by Gaston

.

On

Fine Arts.
Professor Roe then returned to
Harvard where be served as a
teaching fellow in the Department
of Fine Arts at Harvard and Rad-

injured in Interfraternity Sports.

The 14 state flags recently installed in the Chapel as shown from the
balcony under the organ looking towards the west end of the building.
The flags are those of the 13 original states and Maine.

In

sor Roe received his A.B. Degree
at Princeton in 1936. From 1986
to 1938 he studied in Harvard Department of Fine Arts, and from
1938 to 1940 Professor Roe studied
at Princeton in the Department
of Art and Archeology. There h*
received the degree of Master of

After this he acted as manager of
the team. He is also a member of
the College Band.

It is not certain whether such
a plan would be applicable to the
ment of the requirement. That other two elementary, sciences.
course is Astronomy. Astronomy However, the Committee recomThe Committee also
employs a methodology and ap- mends further study in this science.
recommends that this course be
proach that classes it as a science matter.
Hubbard Hall
5. Although a sizeable number accepted as the second year of
on an equal level with chemistry,
Some early forms of writing.
of students are in favor of institut- science for students electing the
physics and biology.
On April 14 Montgomery Ward
It feels that the problem apand the United States Steel Com- proach which requires the student
pany interviewed seniors at the to solve rigorously problems.
College.
Recruiters
were here should be expanded in length and
from Massachusetts Mutual Life difficulty in order to raise this
Company of Springfield and the phase of the course to a level
National Shawmut Bank of Bos- equal with those of the other eleton to" confer with candidates

April 16.

To Leave Bowdoin

Kappa Sigma fraternity. He was a
member of the Track Team in his
freshman year and was on the
Varsity Track Team until he was

responsible for the posts, for
having a practical answer to the
college deficit.

We

till

Plans for a house to house canvass to interest voters in the
Republican Party was the most
important idea brought forth, and
it received the almost unanimous
Economy Measures
Along this line of economy, and support of those present This
making up deficits, we would like question will be more thoroughly
to make a few suggestions to add discussed at the next meeting
to the revenue of the College. scheduled for the first week of
These posts could very easily be May.
The recent trip to the Maine
converted into parking meters,
which, as everyone knows, are one State Legislature was discussed in
of the most popular forms of muni- detail and it was the concensus of
cipal revenue going these days. opinion that the trip was a big
Other meters could be set up at success. As suggested by David
points
strategic
around
the Nichols, Chairman of the Maine
Council of Young Republicans, in a
campus.
To supplement the meters, talk with William A. Fickett '54
whose cost certainly would not be and Fred O. Smith '56 at Augusta,
more thin the cos't of the blocked the group made plans to send deleto the forthcoming New
off drive, the Administration could gates
set up a court to try violations and England Council Meeting to be
levy fines. We are quite sure that held at Portsmouth, N. H. in May.
The executive committee, comthere are members of the faculty
fully qualified to advise the Ad* posed of the four officers, was asministration concerning the signed the task of drawing up a
technical
matters
involved
in club constitution before the next
meeting.
creating a court.
We have not forgotten enforce- After the minutes of the previous
ment of these laws. Our invaluable meeting were read by Secretary
watchmen could be supplied with Smith, President Fickett gave a
badges and whistles to serve as a short history of the National
temporary police force until a per- Federation of Young Republicans
manent body could be established. and the status of the Bowdoin
Uniforms, which would involve a group in the Federation.
President Fickett adjourned the
considerable outlay of capital, need
not necessarily be a requisite. Or, meeting, expressing his confidence
if a
separate body of policemen in the group and inviting all inshould run into more money than terested men to the next meeting.
the Administration cares to spend,
r a n< h
a s,Pe ial
th
ROXP
*_._
^ _^
;
_ ^
could be pressed into service. Di- Current College Exhibits
recting traffic should be a valuable
Walker Art Building
for those
bit of extra training
ROTC men who eventually do see
Forty Old Master drawings seservice
in
the
Transportation lected from the collection of the
Corps.
Museum.

The resignation of Assistant
Professor Albert S. Roe, for seven
years a member of the Bowdoin
faculty, was accepted at the 'recent faculty meeting.

Harold Richard Beacham, Jr. '56.
Thurston, -who lives in Milton,
Massachusetts, is a member of the

was

of course, to those lovely black
and white posts that block entrance to the drive in front of that
building.
view the situation
with some alarm, almost expecting daily to see a guardhouse and
armed guards patrolling the area.

We

cently appointed- as an Assistant
Business Manager of the ORIENT.
Thurston will serve in his new
capacity along with James A.
Cook '54. His old position as Circulation Manager will be filled by

At an important meeting of the
Bowdoin Young Republican Club
held on Thursday, March 17, the
problem of how the Young Republicans could
most benefit the
Republican voters of Brunswick
was discussed.

From Faculty

June; To Study Fine Art History
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Delta Sigma Confederation
Established In Recent Move
The formation

of the

New WBOA Head

Delta Sigma Confederation, representing

new step in Greek letter organizations, has been announced
fices of the Delta Sigma Fraternity of Bowdoin and the

a

by

Omega

of-

Phi

Society of Wesleyan.

Meeting at Bowdoin on Saturday, representatives of the two
houses drew up an Articles of Confederation which is established on
the principles of local autonomy and non-discrimination.
This constitution will be referred to the two houses for final approval, but the new confederation, with Bowdoin and Wesleyan as
charter members, is now in effect.

Preamble

two houses
stated in their announcement that
the reasons for this affiliation were

The

officers of

the

Tryouts for The Merchant of
Venice, the Commencement play
which will be produced on the Fri•

Photo by Gaston
day of Commencement Week, will
be held in the Masque and Gown Newly elected Station Manager of
A. Miller '54 reoffice in Mem Hall, a week from WBOA, John
'54 as
W.
Rayment
places
Donald
tonight, Wednesday, May 6, from
a result of the annual staff meet8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
ing last Thursday night.
Also
Play books are now available on elected officers were Douglas S.
closed reserve in the Library for Reid '54 and James S. Carter '56.
those who might be interested in

practicing or looking for
special part. The tryouts are
to

anyone

in

some

open Miller,
the College and are

m

Wesleyan was represented at the
ee t i ng by a deiegatton-eomposed

rianO KeCltal lOmgnt

of Michael R. Fabian '54, New
York, N. Y.; Victor A. Glazer '54,
(Continued on Page 4)

Frederic E. T. Tillotson, Professor of Music, announced a proof .two piano music to be presented in Memorial Hall on Wednesday evening, April 29th, by Albert
and Gerard Bellerose of
Biddeford.
The Bellerose brothers, 15 and
17 respectively, are students at

gram

Coles Conferring With

Music Hall Architects
In

New York This Week

President James S. Coles left for
York City and Washington, Biddeford High School who have
been studying with Professor TilD.C. last Sunday in order to conlotson during the past two years.
fer with the College architects,
McKim, Mead and White in New They are members of a musical
York, concerning the completion of family, their father. Mr. Arthur
1
8
1T? G h an\ Street
renovations in the Searles Science H?".? ? * °'
:
Biddeford being a vtolm.st and
Building, and to attend a special
committee meeting of the Navy thcir mother, a pianist. In spite of
their youth they are experienced
Department in Washington.
The science building renovations, concert pianists, having traveled

New

™

I

which started
were planned

last

May and which

for

completion be-

Plans for the sponsorship of
foreign students under the Bowdoin Plan for 1953-54 are not complete as yet, but all twelve houses
will sponsor men under the Plan,
and detailed arrangements have
been made in a number of cases.

tion in general was expressed.
while public drinking was the biff*
gest problem discussed. It was
pointed out at Monday's meeting
that some antics, seemingly harmless and trivial, could bring a good
deal of discredit to the name of the
College.
Very briefly discussed was the
idea
that
housemothers might
sometime be placed in the fraternity houses. It was agreed inform*
ally that student sentiment was
completely hostile towards the

Sigma.
Zeta Psi

Alpha Rho Upsilon

Kinjo.

was not adopted.
Can Cash Checks
The request by the Council that
students be allowed to cash

ROTC

The former is a freshman member checks in the Union Bookstore
and
of Delta Sigma and has served
the Bursar's Office has been acsince last fall as an engineer.
cepted by the College, it was learnOthers

elected

to

Executive

A

$25 limit on checks had been
in eflect which made it Impossible
to cash -the-ROTe checks whh.fi
usually ran to a figure two or three
dollars more than this sum.
The Council requested the Student Curriculum Committee to
(Continued on Page 4)
ed.

included
Committee
positions
in.shman.PauI A^uBnue, Jr. 56.

nouncer, to Publicity Director; Chi
Psi Junior Roswell Moore '54 to
Business Manager; and Curtis
'55, to Member at Large
for the second straight term.

Webber

For the

No

definite

.New England and

in

The Alpha Delfs sang a travesty jbn "Comin* Through the Rye"
marching song. "We Come" to gain their thirteenth victory in this nineteen year old contest.
Delta Kappa Epsilon won the second .place position as a result
of their rendition of "Cool Water" and the "Deke Marching Song."
The Deke's were led by Robert R. Forsberg '53.
President's Cup Awarded

'Academic Freedom In

ment was awarded

to Beta Theta
Herbert T. Kwouk '53 conducted the Beta's as they sang "Marching Along in Beta Theta Pi" and
"Old Man Noah."

Emphasizes Need For

Pi.

Mankind Improvement
i

Speaking

in the

Sunday Chapel

Under the direction of Edward
service on April 26, Dr. Ephraim
Piraino '54 Alpha Tau Omega sang
Fischoff emphasized the point that
"A-Roving" and "Old Alpha"
although there is much good in
Zeta Psi concluded the evening's
mankind, there is definite need for
competition with an original verimprovement.
Dr. Fischoff highlighted his talk sion of "Beneath the Pines" and
with a brief discussion of the be- "Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho."
liefs of Henry David Thoreau who The Zete's were led by Lawrence

New

lived In

of
Eld-

ward

C. Kirkland, will deliver his
lecture
"Academic
in Peril" in Smith Auditorium, May 4, at 8:15 p.m.

important

Freedom

Wilder, satisfied a curious

The' President's Cup for the fraternity showing the most improve-

Dr. Ephraim Fischoff

England at the time E. Dwight

The talk is being given under
the auspices of the local chapter
the American Association of
University Professors. Kirkland is
a past president of the national
A.A.U.P.
of

The speaker has been promintntly concerned with the defense

nd definition of academic freedom. He has served as chairman
of that organization's committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure,
while he headed its committee investigating breaches of academic
freedom in the United States.

inate religion. He explained that
Calvinism is a very strict religion
which holds no hope for mankind
after death since he is born evil.
Thoreau was one of the first to
revolt against this theory and felt
that there was enough good in man
to assure something other than
damnation in the next world. Dr.
Fischoff then went on to state that
we must strive to overcome the
evil side of humanity and struggle
to increase the good which Thor-

C

While the judges, Mrs.
Warren Ring of Bath, Professor of
Music at Bates D. Robert Smith,
and Professor of Music at Colby
Ernano Comparetti were making
their decision a quadrupely augmented version of the Meddie
bempsters entertained the large
audience with several selections.
Then President James S. Coles
mounted the stage to announce the
judges' decision of Alpha Delta Phi
as the winning fraternity. Immeeau feels exists in us all.
diately the Alpha Delt's rose to
Went Into Teaching
their feet and in joyous confusion
Dr. Fischoff is a graduate of the cheered and clapped as their direcJewish Institute of Religion. After tor, Chalmers, accepted the Wass
some experience in the rabbinate Cup from the President after its
he went into teaching. For six year's absence from the AD house.
years he has been teaching at the
When the Pandemonium had
American International College in subsided the victors returned to
Springfield,
Massachusetts,
and their fraternity for a post-victory
also at the New Schopl of Social celebration.
Research in New York He has
Professor Tillotson and
.

j

|

M

Professor Kirkland's influential
position on the subject of academic Rand School of Social
Science, and
eedom is shown by the attack of the Jewish Teachers Seminary.
illiam F. Buckley Jr. in "God
Dr. Fischoff has had considerable
d Man at Yale". In this book experience in the ministry
and
uckley uses several quotes from adult education, as well as in Good
lecture given by Professor Kirk- Will Movements.
He has served as
land as part of Cornell's sympo- executive direjtbr of the Confersium on "'America's Freedom and ence on Jewish Relations, and as
the Bowdoin President.
In closing Mr. Wilder expressed Responsibility in the Contempo- editorial collaborator with the Institute of Jewish Affairs of the
the hope that the new flags would rary Crisis" in 1949.
At Bowdoin Since 1930
World Jewish Congress.
be" recognized as an integral part
A native of Bellows Falls, VerNumerous Articles
of the Chapel.
mont, Professor Kirkland gradHe has contributed numerous

SffU'L ^"SSLSKL

j

'54.

Pandemonium

when Calvinism was the predom-

May 4

Frank Munsey Professor
American History at Bowdoin,

assistant to the President,

Professor

Comparetti of Colby were guests at
this exuberant demonstration.
"Tilly" commented on the efficiency

the director, Chalmers,

of/

who

than three weeks' practice
had coached the AD's to their triumph. Professor Tillotson further
in less

^t

stated
j^ thought that t^
judges' decision was a difficult one
to make due to the intensity of the
competition but that the job was
well done.
'

The tape recording made by
uated from Dartmouth. He receiv- articles, translations, and reviews Bowdoin radio station WBOA will
ed his A.M. and his Ph. D. from on sociological and Jewish sub- be replayed over Portland station
on Friday at 9:30 p.m. It
Harvard and went to Brown as an jects, has served as assistant editor
Instructor in History in 1924. He of the Journal of Legal and Politi- will be a half hour broadcast.
became an Assistant Professor cal Sociology, has been contribut•

WGAN

time in over five
years, the station ended the year in
the black, according to Business
Manager Wallace A'. Stoneman.
first

The present $485.00 surplus, most
of which will be spent before school
closes, is largely due to tighter
control on long distance phone
calls and an increased appropriation from the Blanket Tax Com-

I

mittee.

fore the opening of the College this
year, are still being carried out.
This meeting of the President and
the College architects was called in
order to make final plans for the
Photo by Gaston
work of the contractors, Barr,
The members of the "Polar Bear Five", Bowdoin's dixieland jazz band,
Gleason and Barr.
are, left to right. J. Ward Kennedy '55, trombone; Wallace R. Harper,
The meeting of the committee of
Jr. '55, cornet; Pertti O. Lipas '55, piano; Bracebridge H. Young '54,
the Navy Department is not Colclarinet; and Louis J. Benoit '55, drums.
The band will be at Willege business, but a public service,
liams this weekend.
the President having been affiliated tra, by Mozart. For this number
Sets
21
they will be accompanied by a 25
with the Navy during the war.
piece orchestra conducted by ProColes* At Bates
The Bates College Round Table fessor Tillotson with Rebecca Dulhas invited President and Mrs. fer of Brunswick as ConcertmasTest
Coles to attend their meeting to- ter. The remainder of the program
night. Coles will be the guest will include selections by Bach,
Brigadier General George M.
The Polar Bear Five, Bowdoin's had had.
•
speaker and will take part in the Mendelssohn.
Debussy,
Chopin, Carter, Maine State Director of own dixieland band, is rapidly
In January the Band got an endiscussion group.
Chabrier and Strauss.
Selective Service, has announced making itself known around many gagement at the
house at
'
that the last Selective Service Col- of New England's colleges.
Colby College. The party there was
lege Qualification Test to be given
Starting with jazz concerts here a great success, and most people
this school year will be on May 21. on the campus during housepai ties, agreed the credit was due to BowThe May 21 test will be given, the Band has gradually worked its doin's jazz band. Winter HouseGeneral Carter said, primarily for way up to the point where engage- party saw two more successful constudents prevented by illness orj ments at other colleges' parties are certs, one at the Psi U house and
By Jonathan Bartlett '53
other emergencies from taking the its specialty.
the other at the Beta house. The
Student disapproval of the "iron t
On Satuiday morning, the test April 23, but he emphasized
The Band made its debut on latter drew the largest audience
curtain", the posts blocking off the grounds crew was ordered to put up that this did not bar any qualified! campus early in 1952 when a few ever
to attend one of the band's
horseshoe-shaped driveway in front a wire across the mouth of the student from taking the test if his students got together at parties concerts. Another
good performof Cleaveland Hall, came to a head drive. Later on in the morning, the application is mailed before the and played more- or 1 ess basic ance at the ATO house during the
on Friday night and again on Sun- grounds crew was ordered to take deadline.
dixieland tunes like "Tin Roof Campus Chest Weekend followed,
day night when the "iron curtain" down the wire. An innocent bicycle
Applications for the May 21 test Blues" and "Jada." The jazz was as did a job at the Zete house sevwas lifted and the posts were spir- rider had run into the wire and must be postmarked General Car- pretty unorganized, but it was a eral weeks later.
ited away.
had been thrown. Outside of the ter said, no later than midnight start. After several months the
Summer Job Obtained
In the Friday caper, the four re- wire, the only resort for the Col- May 11.
quality of the music improved and
By this time five of the members
movable middle posts were taken. lege seems to be putting in old
General Carter stressed that stu- more songs were mastered. No had decided they may be good
One was found on the President's boiler tubes which aren't worth dents who have a certificate of ad- major engagements were obtained, enough to try and get a job playhouse; one was found stuffed in much anyway.
mission for the April 23 test which although a successful cdncert at ing jazz somewhere this summer. A
the cannon on the mall and the
Besides going to the trouble of they failed to use on the assigned the ATO house was the big event letter to an agent, several weeks
others, at this writing, have not putting up and replacing posts, the date must submit new applications for the Band.
of anticipation, and a favorable
been found at all. The two posts College has put itself to a great if they wish to' take the May 21
Band Reorganized Last Fall
answer produced an all-summer
were replaced and stayed until deal of trouble trying to find the test. "The old certificate." General
Last fall things started out on a job on Cape Cod. The five members
Sunday when they and one of the correct color scheme for the posts. Carter pointed out, "will not admit solid foot with the appearance of began rehearsing once or twice a
permanent end posts were pulled When they were first installed, a student to the May 21 test."
the Band during nearly every foot- week in January. They polished up
out and taken away. None of these they were black. Very shortly
A student may obtain a new ap- ball weekend. Concerts at the Delta their old numbers and increased
three have turned up. The admin- thereafter they were black and plication from the office of Mr. Sigma, Psi U and
houses gave their repertoire with many new
istration
has placed some old white. This had the advantage of Philip S. Wilder. "It is not neces- an indication of the apparent pop- ones. For
several weeks they did a
pieces of boiler tube in the gaps making them visible after dark. sary to obtain the application from ularity
of the Band with Bowdoin's weekjy program on WBOA. With a
for the time being.
But aesthetics seems to have won the student's own local board," students and their dates. A reor- job for the summer and countless
The posts were set up about two out over pure practicality; at last General Carter said.
ganization of personnel resulted in opportunities for outside jobs durweeks ago to prevent cars from report the posts had been painted
The application blank should be an even better brand of music last ing the spring semester, it was deparking on the driveway. Parked green.
sent as soon as possible to the Edu- December. At a dance at West- cided that a new and more original
cars, said President Coles, detractOn the whole, the College does cational Testing Service, Princeton, brook, one of the first outside jobs name be given to the "Bowdoin
ed from the beauty of the building. not seem to be so pert rubed in this New Jersey, Administrators of the for the Band, they gave a good per- Jazz
Band." The name of the
Almost immediately, the posts be- matter as the administration. One Test, who in turn, will mail the ad- formance,
danceable "Polar Bear Five" was agreed
supplying
came targets of vituperous abuse, faculty member stated privately mission certificate direct to the music along with dixieland. This upon.
'
culminating in the robbery.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
student.
was the first paying job the Band
(Continued on Page 4)

WBOA

j

May

College Dixieland Band Engaged
For 10 Week Stand On Cape Cod

As Date For Bowdoin
Draft Deferment

there in 1925. Coming to Bowdoin ing editor of the Dictionary of Soin
1930, Professor Kirkland be- ciology, and has edited various Chemistry
Talk Planned
came a full professor the next books for the Institute of Jewish
year.
Affairs. He has addressed numerNight
The holder of an honorary deg- ous community forums, teachers
ree from Dartmouth, Professor associations, church groups, and
Dr. John Timms will speak on
Kirkland is a prolific writer. His civic organizations in many parts the history of chemistry as shown
"History of American Economic of the country.
in caricature, the lecture to be
Life" is a standard college textDr. Fischoff lectured in three given in the Chemistry Lecture
book in that field, while many of classes on Monday morning. In So- Room of Parker Cleaveland Hall
his lectures have been published in ciology 8 he spoke on controlling Thursday evening
at 8:15. Approxibook form.
group prejudice; in Religion 4, on mately 100 slides will be shown,
i
the "American Jewish Community most of which deal with atomic
In Formation,' and in Religion 2 energy research. Dr. Timms is the
Land, Industrialization, on the subject "Recent Discoveries author of one of the textbooks
and
Interpretations
in
Bible used currently by the Chemistry
Study."
'Department.

For Thursday

'

sage,

Army Head

Kirkland To Deliver

re-

Of Chapel Flags; Claims
They Help Acoustics
The

AD

and the

arrangements

Canada

DKE

|

Post Mortem Attempt By Raiders
Impedes}Plan To Block Driveway

Hall.

Wilder Explains History PeriT Lecture,

Philip. S.

Jr. '55

By James AnwylL

Alpha Delta Phi, led by Douglas A. Chalmers '53, was judged
the winner of the coveted Wass Singing Cup in the finals of the Interfraternity Sing which was held last Wednesday evening in Memorial

of

Chapel audience by explaining the
presence of the newly acquired
Chapel flags and by giving a short
sketch of the history of each flag.
These flags of the thirteen
original states and the State of
Maine flag have been hung in the
Chapel to improve the acoustics.
"They have not been arranged in
a haphazard fashion but in order
of seniority, working from the entrance door toward the platform
and alternating from left to right
down the aisle," Mr. Wilder said.
The American and Bowdoin College flags on the speaking platform were presented to the Bowdoin ROTC unit by the State of
Maine on May 3, 1917, a gift of
Percival P. Baxter '98. They were
presented at ceremonies on Whittier Field to President William DeWitt Hyde in his last public act as

Takes 13th Victory

In 19th Sing Competition

will sponsor Robbert
Silvius '56 of Venezuela, and
Delta Sigma will continue sponsorship of Pertti O. Lipas '55 of Finland. Akira Nakane '54 of Japan
will complete his college work
under sponsorship of Theta Delta Professor Edward C. Kirkland of
the History Department who will
Chi.
speak on "Academic Freedom in
Delta Kappa Epsilon has selectPeril" on Monday night. May 4.
ed a new man, Boris O. Bruzs of Professor Kirkland has long
been
Latvia, who has beeen studying in concerned with the defense and
France, while Psi Upsilon has definition oi "academic freedom."
selected Carsten T. Moller of Den-

In his "state of the station" mesRayment cited the addition
of a teletype machine and the contract with the Eastern States Raarid having presented some 25 con- dio Corporation providing the stacerts during the past season. They tion with its own classical records
were an outstanding success when at no cost as the most significant
heard at the Piano Fair in Sym- achievements of the year. He added
phony Hall a year ago. being part- that addition of
to the
icularly well received with their mailing lists of Capitol, RCA-Vic-|
presentation of the Scaramouche tor and Columbia Records had
Suite by Milhaud.
swelled the popular Record library
(Continued on Page 2)
Feature of their Brunswick appearance will be the Concerto in
E Flat for two pianos and orchesin

AD

C

j

3

Lecturer

will continue

of Koyu
and a second

sponsorship

mark.

his fraternity might go ahead and
delay their initiation even if the
plan for the College as a whole

Zeta Psi. to Chief Announcer;
Theta Delta Chi Junior Lewis P.
Welsh '54 the former Chief An-

At Memorial Hall

That the Administration and the
Governing Boards of the College,
are definitely worried about stud
dent drinking in public and about
events which can result from such
drinking was made clear by several
al members of the Student Council
at their weekly meeting, Monday^
Much of this concern came ay!
the result of a meeting betweeii
Council members and members of

Council President Denis W. Mon«
roe '53, back in his chair after ait
illness of several weeks, asked fcj
members if any houses showed
signs of changing their stand on
delayed initiation. Two members
reported that their houses showed
signs of "coming around", while
two other representatives reported
that their houses were still solidly
against the idea. The representative of one of the two houses originally supporting the idea said that

WBOA

Two

Students; 6 Undecided

group at next Monday's meeting
on the problem of delayed initiation. Salsman had been delegated
by the Council to find out if the
Dean had some concrete proposal
to make on the problem.

WBOA

Brothers To Give

Drinking In Public

Fraternities Select

Dean To Speak
have been made as yet by the
Richard B. Salsman '54 reported maining fraternity
groups.
to the Council that Dean Nathaniel
C. Kendrick would speak to the

Head WBOA; Past Year
Termed

ing.

Next Year's Foreign

possibility.

Reid Elected To

not limited to seniors as some believe. Rehearsals during the final
been made in the constitution.
exam period will be confined to Is
Successful
Both Lift D.U.
Sundays, according to Prof. George
The two chapters were formally H. Quinby, Masque and Gown DiClosing out what Station ManaFrager Donald W. Rayment '54 termed
members of Delta Upsilon
rector.
ternity, each leaving the national
The Merchant of Venice was last "a very successful year,'' radio stafraternity over the issue of local done in 1935, starring as Shylock, tion
elected John A. Miller
option. The Bowdoin Chapter of Mr. Edwin G. Walker, who appear- '54 to succeed Rayment at its anDelta Upsilon left in September ed as the King in the Alumni pro- nual spring meeting. Miller, who
1961 to form a local "unsullied by duction of Hamlet last Spring. finishes a semester's work as Prosecret, undemocratic agreements".
Previous performance were given gram Director in June, has been
The temporary name, the Delta in 1929, and before that, in 1913. In extremely active in engineering
Club, was replaced by that of Delta
and announcing roles.
this latter performance, the role
Sigma after several weeks.
elections
Unusual for the
of Shylock was capably handled by
Wesleyan left Delta Upsilon in Mr. Charles R. Crowell. Mr. Crow- were the closely contested races
October, 1952 and adopted the
for Program Director and for Chief
ell also appeared in last year's
temporary name, the Omega Phi Hamlet, as the Ghost.
Engineer. In both cases, however,
Society, which they used until the
the Executive Committee niminee
There are a number of good won over the floor nominee, as is
formation of the Delta Sigma Conwill be available and
parts
that
federation.
the usual ease. For Program DiDirector Quinby urges all interestrector, Douglas S. Reid '54 was
The organization of the new con- ed to plan to attend the tryouts.
chosen over Frederick C. Wilkins.
federation is simple, the chairman
annual
As
is
customary
with
the
Reid, formerly an announcer, is a
of the group being the president
of that house which serves as host Commencement play, all rehear- member of Chi Psi.
performance will
for the annual meeting. There will sals and the final
James S. Carter '56 edged out
take
place,
weather
permitting,
on
be no necessity of national dues,
William A. Caspar '54 for Chief
since this host house will serve as the steps of the Walker Art Build- Engineer in the secret balloting.

the clearing house for the business
of the confederation during that
year with any necessary expenses
being borne by that group.

J6

Okinawa,
Ryukyuan,
Shogo Moriyama, who was at Bowthe Examining Committee of th* doin from 1950 to 1952, will return
Boards at the College last weeW to complete h's college work
Disapproval of the drinking situa- under
sponsorship
Kappa
of

Masque & Gown Tryouts
For 'Merchant Of Venice'
To Be Held On May 6

best expressed in the preamble to
the Articles of Confederation:
"We, the Confederated Chapters
of Delta Sigma, have united to
further the concept of social equality within fraternal organization;
we believe that this concept is best
achieved by common ties in principles and ideals without restricting the policies of the individual
Chapters.
"With this belief in mind, we
have resolved the following Constitution based upon the principles
of local autonomy and non-discrimination."
Provision for the admittance of
any additional desirable chapters,
holding the same principles and
ideals, into the Confederation has

May 4

Council Told College

Worried Over Student

I

NUMBER

29, 1953
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Economic Dependence

Chief Philippine Issues

Student Curriculum Committee's
Campus Value

James A. Storer, Assistant Professor of Economics, discussed the
current problems facing the Philippines, showed slides of the country,
By Douglas A, Chalmers '53
and gave some facts about the isThe Student Curriculum Com- because there is no conflict of inlands in his lecture of Monday, mittee was created last December terest,
simply a desire to solve the
April 27, sponsored by the Political by an overwhelming majority of prob.'em
in the most equitable way.
Forum in the Moulton Union the students who believed that The Committee provides the hereLounge.
there should be an undergraduate tofore absent voice for the stuLand and agriculture, mdustrial- group to express student opinions dents.
ization, and economic dependence on matters concerning the curriSecondly, the Committee can
on the United States are the chief culum.
suggest new courses or procedures
issues currently facing the PhilipFor five months the Committee which perhaps have not come to
pines, he said.
has been working on various prob- the attention
of the faculty or on
Asking his audience to rememlems in order to carry out this which student opinion is welcome
ber that many of the problems in
idea. So far. it has prepared four as an indication
of student reaction
the Philippines were brought on by
reports, concerning the sophomore to proposed
courses of action. Such
foreign countries. Professor Storer
course load, a typing course, the was the case
in the recommendastated that the Philippines face a
final examination period and the tions for
a
typing
course, general
hard struggle to achieve complete
science requirement. Other re- science course
independence. He said that the
(not for the reports are now under consideration quirement),'
present government is only interand the acceptance of
and will be forwarded to the Presi- the Astronomy course as fulfilling
ested in maintaining the status quo
the science requirement.
because it represents the wealthy dent before the end of the year.
In these reports the Committee
class.'
Express Reaction
has made suggestions, recommendLand Problem
Thirdly, the Committee can exIn many areas, he pointed out, ations and comp'aints about vari- press student reaction to present
the farmers have to give half of ous phases of the curriculum. It has policies and courses. For example,
(Continued on Page 4)
tried to express student opinion to- the
Sopho-

Start Indicates

.

Kirkland To Take Leave

Of Absence Next Year
Professor Edward C. Kirkland
of the History Department will be
on sabattical leave during the 195354 academic year.
Professor Kirkland will use his
leave of absence to write a book
on American industrial history
from 1860-1897. Professor Kirkland
plans to spend the summer in Vermont where he will make use of
the Dartmouth College
Next winter he will live

Library.

in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in order to
do further research work at Harvard University.

gether witfi information gathered
from other sources, such as interviews with members of the faculty
and administration, and correspondence with other colleges.
Useful To All
Through these reports, the Committee has shown that it can be
useful to the students, th*» faculty
and the administration. First, it
can suggest solutions to minor
problems in which all that Is needed is a method of consulting with
the administration and faculty.
Instances of such problems were
the placing of ROTC exams, the
use of more examination rooms,
and the permission for smoking
during exams. In these cases, the
administration expressed their appreciation for the student opinion,

_i.

reoort concerning

more course load
credit

!"5t

including non-

ROTC.

Undoubtedly there are other
functions which the Committee
might perform, and it is hoped that
they will be explored in the future.
It has been shown, however, that
there are important functions that
can be accomplished through the
Committee, and for which there is
no other existing body.

There are, of course, obstacles
which the Committee must avoid
or overcome. In the beginning,
many students and faculty members
felt
that the Committee
might become merely a sounding
board for wild student suggestions,
enreasoned and immature. The
record of the Committee so far has
(Continued on Page

4)
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homes (to quote an old cliche) ; we were so frequently
«p*M to ehoew iiatinniwt-- acceptance of tbe mem and Afferent that this Btorermiir of enthusiasm became a little de-
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Kirkland Lecture Important
The
Cold

War

whereas human

place.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

MADISON AVE.

only their personalities.

question of academic freedom since the start of the
has been becoming increasingly important, particular-

classified into the

.

.

Bangor Daily News To

.

Personality can only last a lifetime

never changed.

qualities are

and

Mr. Wilder sees

Hold Quartet Concert

Gen-

For Charity On May 8

direction of the "Silent

only a reorientation, a redirection that

is taking
it is
Since our interests are changing in their direction one

Two quartets from Bowdoin will
sing in Bangor on May 8, in a contest sponsored by the Bangor Daily
News, the proceeds of which will
go to the Bangor Daily News

cannot assume that our desires, or anything as static as that, are.
True we are more aware of the world as a unit, but this is only
a redirected patriotism.
True, we are not as passive toward
the army, or the church, or the college as some of our predecessors.
This is not disloyalty; we are, in reality, more loyal to
certain universal values which in time make obsolete certain
features of

man-made

institutions.

(here

Disbelief in the long run

faith,

he quotes the

article in

Time on November

195

5,

™

An

'

few months.

.

.

.

I

in

.
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We

'Silent' Defense Noz^Pqrfect
we

and what pride
the bright young man who conceived the phrase must have taken
Quite justifiably so too; for it has been added
in his new term.

"The

silent generation"

are called

.

.

.

modern vocabulary which labels everything with a catchy
Our immediate reaction upon hearing the
phrase or word.
to the

phrase is to squirm a little and try to imagine that it applies to
another group than us. This reaction would be the same if we
had been called "noisy" or "jazz" or "lost" for we resent being
classified at all.

We

like to think of ourselves as

unique and

and when someone throws us under the
semantic classification of "silent" we shout "But wait a minute"
as if someone had called us "animals" and let it go at that. Why
do they call us "silent"? Thornton Wilder has a piece appearing the latest issue of "Harper's" which tries to answer this
distinctive individuals

question

by diagnosing

as a group.
is

a

little

He

is

the

symptoms which we seem

have been labelled the "silent generation" and the
chances are good that the name will be "current and choice"
till a newer generation comes along for the classifiers to classify.
In closing, one could look up quotations in "Harriett's" about
silent people, as Mr. Wilder may have done widi the tidbit from
Plato.
In reality, we are not silent but only prepared
perhaps for the best
perhaps for the worst.
.

.

.

C

He

gives two general examples of the characteristics of
our generation; he says we are apathetic and "dead pan" and
In the first place he says we
that we "aim low" in our goals.

Post Mortem Raiders

_Campus opinion about the whole
of the posts was best
summed up by a member of the

[Continued from Page 1}

that he is "only surprised that they College staff who stated that to
didn't go sooner". Another faculty his mind "a road is a road to drive
.anna •»
man feels that the deeds could only on.
have been done by students. If the
faculty had done it, says this man.
they would have put all of the

on the part of the mother to assume the new authority
which she exercises. Hence the child "either learned a silent
or fell into neurosis". Mr. Wilder has generalcontainment
self
his diagnosis and in his use of words; he has over
ized both in
Amplified something which is by mature complex.
We realize our apathy and our "dead pan" we almost take
pleasure in fashioning a seeming lack of enthusiasm and blase inThis part of our generation's collective nature is
diiTerencc.
the result of environmental forces as the people
not so much
for magazines would like the rest of people
article*
who write
awareness of our apathetic nonchalence is not a
Our
think.
to
thai we could peel it off our personalities like
ngn, however,
an orange at the least provocation. Because we
the skin off
in the apathetic mould does not mean that
ourselves
fashioned
can destroy the mould and remodel ourselves along differ«rew
up in the age of surpassing the superlative;
We
lines.
hesitation

,

;

ent

each new
ity of

invention

made

communication and

the last

somewhat obsolete; the

cultural intercourse

facil-

brought the world

grant

w

A

characteristics of undergraduate
institutions in the production of
scholars as defined by the authors
—'•location: those of the far west
and south produce relatively few;
tuition: those with high tuition
produce a greater number; campus
social life: those with no active
fraternity systems produce more
scholars
These and other factors evaluated by this study are
significant both for the educator
and for the parent concerned with
his children's choice of a college."
Implications Great
He warned that the implications
.

.

.

In spite of the season many undergraduates were keeping an eye
on classes and the approaching
final examination period.
A Wesleyan group similar to our
Student Curriculum Committee has
approached the administration
with a request for longer finals.
They asked the Dean: "If the major functions of exams are to test
the students' general understanding of the subject as a whole and
his retention of certain valuable
data, why should the students'
demonstration of either be limited
by time?" The Dean, speaking for
the administration, has promised
to go over the problem carefully.
And a New York college may experiment with a "dead week" to

among

180 Maine Street

COLD BEER
ALE
TO TAKE OUT
HOT DOGS
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
ICE

Chapel Cross Made

and

Dear Mr. Coakley:

If you read the offer made to
you by President Hyde in the Bowdoin College Bulletin, you would
realize that you are attending a
Christian college which is making
you a fine Christian offer. Perhaps
if you thought of the chapel cross
as a reminder of this offer which
Bowdoin makes to each of its students, you would not object so

WE DELIVER
TO COLLEGE

As

L be-

something to be

derived from them whether you
worship in a church or a synagogue. There might even be something in them for radicals if you
would take the time to listen. If
you still object, may I say that
there is no one standing over you
to force you to pray when the
others do.

^
Sincerely,
Francis P.

Twinem

The

Comedian

Worst

of

All

Time'."
•

*

•

a

Amherst has only 36 hours left
two remaining fresh and

to bid

thus meet the 100'.; rushing program quota. If the pair receive bids
it will mark the second year in a
row that the plan has worked. At
this time the Amherst students do
not seem to be worried about the
outcome, but we wonder how it
would feel to be one of those last
two freshmen.
c
•

•

National

•

*

collegiate

opinion,

unfavorable, is currently being expressed about the suspension from the national organization of the Williams chapter of Phi
Delta Theta. This chapter pledged

much

of

it

a student of Jewish faith which is
prohibited by the fraternity conWhen reminded of the
stitution.
restrictive clause by its National
Office, the Williams Phi Delts replied that they considered the discriminatory clause "incompatible
with the principles of friendship
and ethics as espoused in the bonds
of Phi Delta Theta." The National
Office then invoked an interim suspension until 1954. The case will
then be reviewed at the fraternity's annual convention.

A

[

the membership
stage and on the stage
•
a
*
•
My Name," "Double or
Nothing," "Live Like a MillionA University of Virginia service
announced the
bas
aire," and four other programs. fraternity
They attributed their luck to a date of its annual Ugly Man conlittle white lie about being on their test. The Dean will be there to
fraternity quests.
make the award to the winner.
*
a
•
•
The competition is solely in the
The Harvard Lampoon was also name of charity and as far as we
caught pullmg the leg of the pro- know carries with it no promises
of screen tests, national tours, or

way back

of "What's

fessional entertainers. The editors
contracts. The latest
of the Cambridge monthly printed modeling
nominations
their
for
"Movie word from the sponsoring fraterniWorsts" shortly after Hollywood ty is that: "Groups wishing to
made its Academy Awards pres- present candidates are reminded
entations. "Bonzo Goes To Col- that there is still time to enter the
lege" was cited as the "strongest contest."

Student

Patronage
Solicited

the 50 top in-

stitutions listed, the President sam
that Bowdoin could not take any
refuge in a rationalization that it

First National

was an

exception to the trend
pointed out by study.
President Coles raised the question as whether "fraternities con-

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

stitute influences hostile to intellectual effort?" In any case, he
pointed out that in the most re-

cent marking period "some houses
a disproportionately large
of their members who are
on major warning."

Member 61 the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

had

number
Bresett
unit

enrolled in the ROTC
a member of Alpha

is

and

is

Tau Omega
Cairo,

"Mother

fraternity.

Egypt,
of

the

is
called
the World."

Matchless Service"

as well as produce

it

.
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Bowdoin men can show you
time and save you money.
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Our long experience

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Jerry Wilkes

USED CARS

Of The Orient •

• Printers

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Summer

e

Employment
Hill,

Maine

summer camp
has openings for men qualified

Leading

boys'

Don't

Wait

Until

^

Camp Menatoma
Kent*

for the chapel services,

"by dint of incessant struggle unquestionably established himself as

a

vehemently.
lieve that there is

ample of American virility award
was made to Jerry Lewis, who also

poll of the chapter's alumni
relieve exam pressure. In this case
75'
the college will not schedule any revealed that approximately
favor of 1 he pledgactivities during the seven days of them were in
chapter is the
before its final examination period. ing. The Williams
third one to revolt against the re*
*
*
»
strictive clause. Phi Delt chapters
Five Colby men have just reat Hardwick and Middlebury have
turned to Waterville with prizes
also been separated from the orfrom seven radio jack-pot shows.
ganization for similarly violating
In two days the boys talked their
restriction.

of this statement were great. He
said that, aside from an influence
which it might have on a student's
choice of college, it "might cause
us to revaluate Bowdoin College
and the relationship of fraternities
to the College."
Mentioning that Bowdoin was

not listed

as "the worst female performance"
in 1952. The "most inspiring ex-

Let us help you plan your printing

HOOD'S PLACE
Reply To Letter On

moved

change

W.

Bresett, who has been majoring in French, will study the

French language in France. This
is approximately one of 240
made under the provision of the
Fulbright Act for study in France
and of a total of approximately
900 grants made for next year under the United States Educational
Exchange Program.
Twice a James Bowdoin Scholar
S.
and a member of Phi Beta Kappa,

business

In reply to your tirade against
to enthusiasm", that there exists a vast chapel and in particular the cross
and our parents. He attributes this to an "in- which appears at the back of it, I
would like to remind you that it is
determinate authority" in the home where we no longer look on the symbol of Christianity and is
He sees a not intended to be partisan to any
the father as "ex officio wise and unanswerable".
specific religious group.
in the home from a patriarchy to a matriarchy and a

are not "easily
gulf between us

.

—

posts on the President's porch.

to possess

correct in describing the visible signs but he

superficial in his analysis of the causes.

.

.

Wesleyan Study
President Coles introduced his
suhpect by mentioning the results
of the Wesleyan study which rated
colleges according to their productivity of scholars per thousand
graduates.
He reported that the study revealed that of the 50 top institutions, well over half of them were

twenty

estimated

participate

which was the well-spring of the term "silent generation")
This problem has arisen within coltalks about the falsity and incompetence in high places as the
lege walls before, but. never has it become so much of a nareason for this lowering of goals. He says we have little respect
LaPalme '55, bass; Donald Haytional issue, an issue which has received so much attention from
for authority and hence shrink from assuming authority our- ward '54, baritone;
Frederick Bartthe press.
Changed relationships, between education and the selves. Here he paints us as pictures of righteousness
"They lett '55, second tenor; and Edward
general public which could result from the present hearings on
hate the false and they shrink from the conspicuous roles which Hay '55, first tenor.
The singing will start at 8:15 on
the problem would be important whether they were desirable
all but inevitably require a -certain amount of it.
1
find this Friday, May 8, and the order in
or undesirable.
trait very promising.
Plato was the first to say that high place which the quartets will appear has
Although the problem of academic freedom has not direct- is best in
not
yet been determined.
the hands of those who are reluctant to assume it."
ly touched Bowdoin College, it is a matter which should interIn quoting this reverred philosopher Mr. Wilder gains support
Those
est the College Community as a whole, very deeply.
for his argument, but he again generalizes and then puts groundMiller
Head
interested should take advantage of the opportunity to hear
work under his generalization with an obscure phrase from the
Professor Edward C. Kirkland when he lectures on "Academic
[Continued from Page /]
works of an unobscure author. The reasons why we are lookFreedom in Peril" in Smith Auditorium next Monday evening. ing for security
are almost self-evident.
We see the high tax-«bu°, ding oTnewfileT0658 &tl " g the
past national president of the American Association of Unirates, the highly developed economy, and the insecurity of
Plans for next year include the
versity Professor, Professor Kirkland has long made his stand
much of the world and set our sights on a firm piece of land in purchase of a new tape recorder, a
on academic freedom clear.
In 1949 he addressed Cornell
possible hook-up with the Maine
the sea of turmoil (another trite phrase).
He is paying us Central
Power Company for inUniversity on "Academic Freedom and the Community". This
greater respect than we deserve when he says we hate the false- creased broadcast range, and the
address, which was later included in "Freedom and the Uniness*-iu high places so much that we want no part of them.
In continuation of Lucky Strike as
versity", published by the Cornell University Press, drew the
truth, most of high places are unobtainable, and those that sponsors of the teletype machine.
criticism of William F. Buckley in his "Man and God at Yale".
are available are so insecure and trouble-wrought that the lower
The criticism, based on the method used by many critical ones seem more desirable. He is
also wrong in viewing this Bresett *53 Receives
writers, used only those certain portions which would help most
"shrinking" as a blessing. If we allow our apathetic personaliThe published lecture should ties
strongly in proving the point.
free reign they will lead us down to the level of mediocrity; Fulbright French
be read in its entity to get Professor Kirkland's complete view
the "I don't care" is harmless as a phrase uttered, but as a phrase
Edward M. Bresett, Jr. *53 of
tin the subject at that time.
applied it can do untold harm. Those who aim at leadership New York City, a member of the
Bowdoin will be eager to see what Professor Kirkland's and who train themselves
senior class at Bowdoin College,
for leadership are the best qualified
has been awarded a Fulbright
comments on recent events involving academic freedom ate. to lead and not "those most
reluctant to assume" this leader- Scholarship for 1953-54.
ly in the last

programs. They must reflect and
promulgate the manners and customs which add to, rather than
detract from, the purposes of the
college. They must provide places
where students can work in quiet
and without interruption."

liberal arts colleges of similiar
the size and aim. Other facts which
the study -brought out were that
Members of Zeta Psi will com- institutions with a higher cost of
prise one of the quartets while the attendance are more productive
other will be composed of mem- than those of lower cost, those in
bers of various fraternities, all of the New England and the North
whom are in the Glee Club.
Central states more productive
The singers from Zeta Psi will be than those elsewhere, those nonAlbert Farrington '54, bass; Law- denominational liberal arts colrence Dwight '54, baritone; Wen- leges more productive than those
dell Goodwin '56, second tenor; and under church control, and those
Wayne Pratt '55, first tenor. The of older origin more productive
quartet will also sing tomorrow than those more recently founded.
evening at the Zete House, follow
The President quoted one stateing a buffet supper to be given for ment of the publishers which he
members of the faculty.
said might be of particular inThe other Bowdoin quartet will terest to Bowdoin: "The study
be comprised of Charles Janson- clearly reveals certain important

charities.

quartets will
competition.

and as we have learned from the fast
pace of discovery and improvement, man cannot be expected
to create institutions with universal and unchanging values but
must adapt the institution to the conditions of the time.
Mr. Wilder says that we are aiming low and that we want
security in our job and domestic life in a "suburban idyll"

strengthens one's

By David K. Anderson '55
academic freedom."
Spring is here. The signs are indictment to
clearly written over every college "Most unattractive connotations"
She's Working Her Way
campus in New England. Amherst,
Marily MonWilliams, Trinity, and Yale are Through College."
having their first big round of roe's role in "Niagara" was tagged

DRAY

"Jazz

"Silent Generation"

DRAY'S ALMANAC

spring houseparties this eekend.
Brown group hired a 500 pasfraternities effective
senger boat last weekend to follow
instruments of instruction."
the yacht races. And even
Pointing out that fraternities was overtaken by the fever, selling
save "contributed very greatly to his biology books to sponsor a
the intellectual life of the college jaunt to Mt. Holyoke which was
community" in the past, the Presi- also a rendezvous for 50 Yales who
dent pointed out that "they are stationed themselves at the Colorganizations
social
essentially
lege Inn and invited the girls to
with scholastic aims."
take their choice. Convertibles,
President Coles suggested that with tops down, the occasional opeach fraternity draw up a balance timists in cord jackets, girls adding
sheet which would measure its color to tans started on their spring
weaknesses and aid to reinforce its vacations, and magnolias in bloom
strengths.
left no room for doubt that it was
Speaking of the fraternities, the spring. And here on campus MonPresident James S. Coles, speakPresident said, "They must provide day morning Bowdoin men were
ing in Chapel last Wednesday, exhospitable
environment
domestic
swapping stories of beach parties
pressed concern over the attitude a
of many of the fraternities toward to the educational ideal. They must and outings from Bradford to Vasscholastic achievements at Bow- bring the educational purposes of sar.
*
doin. The President said he hoped the college to the front of their
*
* " •

make our

to

vironmental influences nor are they self-designated. They show
us that our apathy is part action and part reaction. The reason
why we cannot peel this off like an orange peels is because we a more mature outlook on the
have aged emotionally, because we have become used to this part of the individual fraternities
apathetic nature and have assimilated it into our collective per- would produce a feeling of pride"
in scholarship, rather than one of
sonality.
But personality is only the outward sign of our in- indifference.

eration", but

Brown.
Dlr otors
Professor Athern P. Daggett. Professor Philip
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley "54, Thomas Otis. Jr. '53,
Charles Ranlett '54.

420

Warning of the continued attack
from some quarters on fraternities
and the fraternity system. President James S. Coles told a Chapel
that
audience last Wednesday
"everything possible must be done

suave manners of these twentieth century men of adventure;
The
in all. we had vicariously lived a full life emotionally.
apathy which we fashioned was partially a self-satisfaction at
having lived, partially a vacuum caused by the absence or
scarcity of emotional reserve, and partially an emulation of the
older and wiser young men who had preceded us. On top of
all this is a fatalistic futility which has seeped into our outlook
for the future from tike world situation, high taxes, and the
great anathema, the atomic bomb.
In reviewing these causes we see that they are not all en-

a reorientation in the interests

Business Assistants

Theodore D. Robbins '53
Hobart C. Tracy '55

Cmkaoo

h

pleted.
During oar adolescence <an eatremeiV distasteful word
to one wno is trying to forget that period) we wens the objects
of the greatest and most diversified quantity of emotional apWe were thrown into the
peal that it seem* ever beset aa agr
advertisers plea for markets, the movies' plea for audiences we
were called upon to throw our emotional selves behind a war
effort without the opportunity to take aa active part; we came
to colleges which had been changed by the veteran influence
and watched with sonar awe and admiration the older and more

ward feelings. Human beings are not
Age", the "Lost Generation", and the

Assistant Business Manager
James A. Cook '54
C.

Colas Stresses Need
For More ScWastic
Henaw
Atmosphere

i

;

Editor*

'55
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Bowdoin's baseball spring tour
proved to be one of the most successful in recent years when the
team took three out of four eonBy Robert If. Hunt *M, ORIENT Sports Editor
tests during the trip.
It is practically every kid's drearn at some stage of his life to beOnly Harvard was able to stop
come a major league ballplayer. Each year thousands of boys are
Danny MacFayden's nine who designed by scouts all over the country off the sandlots, from the high
Amherst, and
eated Williams,
school teams, from the American Legion leagues, and even out of the MIT in turn.
softball leagues.
The opening game on the trip at
But the fellow who never quite seems to make it is
such
the college ballplayer. Of course you can point out the exceptions
Cambridge saw Bowdoin fall 6-2.
as Frankie Frisch, the Fordham Flash, but players of this caliber one Then came victories over Williams
can probably count on the fingers of one hand*. The Pittsburgh Pirates 13-2 and Amherst 7-1. Anthony
of today with their emphasis on youth have signed several ballplayers scattered six hits to win the Williams game, while Paul Clifford
Dff the campus to name a few Dick Groat, ex-Duke basketball great
pitched a five-hitter against the
now in the army who last year was one of the better college boys in
Lord Jeffs.
the majors last year, .Vic Janowicz, Ohio State's great football star,
MIT Win
twins.
The Red
and the O'Brien brothers, Washington's basketball
Bowdoin scored three runs in the
Sox, of course have Harry Agganis, the Golden Greek from Boston 14th inning against Massachusetts
who paul Brown owner of the Cleveland Browns professional football Institute of Technology Saturday
team had hoped would eventually replace aging Otto Graham in the for a 6 to 3 win, over the Engiquarterback slot for his club. These players and the other A.B. boys neers.
Bowdoin's Wally Bartlett walkwho sign with a major league team for the customary bonus have the
ed, moved up on another walk and
cards stacked against them from the start.
scored when second baseman Dick
In the first place when a fellow graduates from college he is at
The kid who is signed" when he Rush made a two-base error on
least 22 years old or thereabouts.
Fred Flemming's ground ball. The
graduates from high school at 18 has had four years of experience in
Polar Bears added two more runs
The campus great has seen four years of mediocre before. Ted Slosek
organized ball.
who pitched
pitching and in a lot of cases has had inadequate coaching.
This is all the way for the losers
renot necessarily the fault of the coach who may have had no real ex- tired the side.
perience coaching pitchers having been an outfielder or vice versa.'
Right-hander Lou Audet had a
three
(This is in no way a criticism of coaching at Bowdoin, the record of
to one Jaad going into the
the team speaks for itself.)
At the age of 22 then Jhe college grad last of the ninth, but Ben Slack's
can expect to be at least two years anyway in the minors. In a lot two-run single tied the score.
Audet
gave up only three runs
of cases when a bonus is involved a major league team is .forced' to
while toiling for 11 innings. Then
keep a ballplayer on the team for a certain period of time as in the
he tired and was relieved by Jim
case of Billy Consolo of the Red Sox. Consolo is not a college grad,
Hebert, who pitched hitless ball
but because he was given a bonus by the Sox when he signed he has
the rest of the way.
to stay with them this year.
I believe this is also the case with Vic
Errors, Walks Fatal
Janowicz and the O'Brien boys. at Pittsburgh. None of the players
Harvard capitalized on walks
mentioned above play regularly and hence have to ride the bench all and defensive lapses to win its first
year being limited to occasional pinch hitting and running roles. -In game in four starts over the Polar
quite a few cases this does more harm than good for it keeps good Bears at Soldiers Field Wednesj

—

prospects from playing regularly and hinders their improving as they
play regularly for a team of a lower classification.
Let's say then that by the time the college grad makes the big
time he is 25 or pushing 26. When a ballplayer breaks into the majors

age he can almost consider himself and old

this
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in his thirties is old in the
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Team Beats Williams, MIT,
Amherst, On Successful Road Trip

BEARINGS

at

T

L

J

H

Kappa Sigma Vh lually Sure
Of fnterfraternlty C«P

Baseball

POLAR

I

—

—

-

in baseball

—

day.

dropped third strike, two passed Bartlett 2, McGovern 2. Flemming 2. Coe- Marshall, e
grqve 2.
Nichols.
Coukos.
Marshall. Audet, d
balls and Dick Clasby's single.
Anthony 2. Creer, Beard. RBI — Zeckhaw- Hebert. p
Totals
Pitcher Andy Ward drove in the sen, Hawkins. Bartlett 2. Hemming. Cosffrqye
Nichols.
Wolfe 2. Marshall. MIT (3)
3,
sixth Harvard run when he singled Anthony.
DP— McGovern (unassisted). MorganFtern. 2b
"Preschlack
in the fifth to drive in Tom Wise, LOB— Bowdoin 13. Williams 10. BB
Anthony 5. Puffer 2. Beard 3. Babcock 2. White. If
who had walked and stolen second. SO— Puffer 1. Beard 5. Babcock 2. Anthony Thompson, as
First baseman Jack Gosgrove 4. HO— Anthpny ( in 9. Puffer 6 in 1 1-3. Yalerio. e
Beard S in 4 2-3. Babcock 2 in 2. ER— Henderson, ef
accounted for both Bowdoin runs Puffer 6. Beard 2. Babcock 3. Anthony 2. Sack, lb
when he homered in the first inn- HBP— Beard (Flemminit). Anthony (De- Lait. 3b
Popolo). WP- Anthony. LP— Puffer.
Hauser, rf
ing and scored behind Wally BartSlosek. p

BOWDOIN

lett.

Bartlett.

HARVARD

ah

(C)

Ohauneey. cf

h

o

a

2

4

2

10

4

Greeley. 2b
Claaby. c

2

Johnson, lb

10
10
11
^220
1310
10 10
S011
8-2
10
10
10

Gremp,

2
2

If

Butters, rf

Wiie. 3b
Krinsky. ss

E—

4

9
36

10

•27

h

•

2

1

Clifford,

X

Totals

3

h

21
o

»

a

1

2

1

23
2.

9

1

3

Totals
Cossrrove

3

18

p

AMHKRST

ab

(1)

Eanies, 2b

2

4

Zinc, ss

4

1

1

4
2

1
1

2

««>

K«iKht

4
4

E— Zins.

5

—

1

1

I
1

1

10

42

IS

h

•

4

1

I

6

7

6
5
6

1

5
8
2

S

t

11

1

5

l

2

I
4

6
4

4

4

HR

3
16

Ward
Ward

—

SB -Chauneey. Wise. BOB-

7. off

42

—
—

WP—

Wolfe, is
Coukos. 2b
Miirshall,

3

I

5

c

4

Anthony, p
42

Totals

WILLIAMS

2
2
17

h

(2)

Creeer,

3b
Zeckhawsen,

1

3

3

If

1

2
6

24
o
2
1

Bartlett. If

McGovern. 3b
FlemminK. ef
Costrrove. lb

Petterson, rf
Nichols

4

5

2
1

WP—

Bowdoin JV Golfers
Sweep Deering 6-0
One

Summary:

6-

1

5: Ty Tyler (B) defeated Dick Low (I)) 76 best ball Bowdoin 8-7.
Jack'Dabne'y (B) defeated Harold Hutchinson (D) 7-5; Bob Hamlin (B) defeated
Donald Barnes <D) 5-4; best ball Bowdoin

3

6-6.

19

;

1

7

the other three starting positions with Gerry doing most of the
passing and directing the team.
Strangely enough. Kreider was the
only player picked on the all-frafilled

BATTING AVERAGES

ehsdtbrribisbesbb

(docs not include exhibition icarnes)

ab

.4
*V3

ss

Connolly, rf

Ames,

rf

1

3
3

1

1
4

Mulier. lb
teh'd

Wh

.too

12

I

McGovern
Flem riling

14
21

3

1

1

2

u

I

-4

i

Cosjrrove

1

1

r>

6

I

4

1

1

1

Coukos

15
12
I
6

Trussell
Vecella

6

(I

7

1

o

1

5

3

2
3

2

1

1

6

.250
.260

1

.000
.833

2

.0j>0

Petterson
Nichols

Wolfe

1

16
16

Marshall
Audet
Hebert

1

I

s

1

1

2

K

•

1
(1

(I

.200

1

4

6

Clifford

2

1

—

1

mmmm

3
1

DePopolo. c

9

I

p
three Beard, p
Puffer,

The Crimson picked up

1

1

Miller, p
runs on three walks, two errors, Babcock.
to
1
p
24
30
6
Totals
hit batsman, and added two
B— McGovern, Creer. Kiel n. Hawkins,
in the second on an error, a 2B — Costrrove,
Anthony. Hawk ins. R
1

and

more

WILL THIS SUIT FIT

majors.

Point out a ballplayer like Jackie Jensen and the whole argument aginst the college
boy is shot full of holes, but how many ballplayers have played in the
Rose Bowl and Yankee Stadium.

For the fancier of facts who might be wondering if Boston's YoYo Kid, Tommy Collins set a new record for being on his back during
a fight (10 times in four rounds), the answer is a definite no.
The
greatest canvas back of all time was a fellow named Joe Jeanette.
In a fight with

Sam McVey

France, April 17, 1907 Mr. JeanJeanette was not alone that night as he

in Paris,

ette hit the deck 27 times.
floored McVey 11 times.

Who Avon?

some organization should

look into to stimulate interest

Well McVey finally quit in
disgust in the 49th round.
The University of New Hampshire is sponsoring a sports forum
with a panel discussion on a topic of national interest. Oh the panel
will be Gil Dodds, Lou Little, Swede Nelson, Andrea Meade Lawrence,
and others. Here is something the White Key, Student Union, or

If

in sports

can

Polar Bear Cubs Edge By
Deering; Marshall Hurls
The Bowdoin JV's or, more cor- crossed the plate on
rectly, the Bowdoin freshmen, took for the third run.
a 4-3 decision from Deering High
School of Portland last Tuesday
afternoon, April 21, behind the
seven inning shut out pitching of
Al Marshall.
In the first two innings, the
freshmen got the lead-off man
aboard via singles but were unable
to score. Al Murray opened the
bottom of the third with a booming single to right center and scored on a wild pitch shortly there-

Marshall Impressive

Action shot in the Bowdoin freshmen game against Deering High
School won by the freshmen 4-3 shows Polar Bear first-baseman Ron
Golz taking the throw on a hard hit ground ball hit to Johnny Libby at
short. Bowdoin squelched a last minute rally by Deering in the late
innings for pitcher Al Marshall's win.

Lee Dyer then came on to pitch
Bowdoin relieving Al Marshall
who had turned in an outstanding
performance. Marshall gave up on
runs and just five hits in the seven
innings he worked. Even more impressive was the fact that he had

Merrymeeting Gift Shop

not given up a single base on balls
in those seven innings and had
been ahead of most of the batters.

Greeting Cards --- Gifts

185 Park

fanciest jobs
in

Row

New Tennis
$2.25

Balls

per can

4.00

—

5.00

&

Apr. 29-30

6.00

B-tte Davis
in

Pizza Pie
Hot Pastroml

Beer and Ale on Draft
and in Bottle*
6!

j

Elm

St.

also

News

Short Subjects

F. W.
150 MAINE STREET

with

Abbott and Costeilo
also

Cartoon

May

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Gordon MacRae
also

News

Cartoon

Wed.-Thurs.

May

6-7

THE BLUE GARDENIA

186 Maine

ANNOUNCES that the

pay of $5,300.00 a

l

Monday,

New

semester wffl open
September 21, 1953.
fall

on

Applicants who have successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
are eligible to enter three year day course or four year
evening course.
Day Division Classes are held from 9:00
to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes are held on Mondays,

AM.

Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00

to

8:50 P.M.

Catalogue, containing full information concerning
and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on

tuition, curriculum, courses offered

with

Welcomed

Force, with

Founded 1906 CO-EDUCATIONAL

S-4-5

BY THE LIGHT OF
THE SILVERY MOON
with
Doris Day

Student Patronage

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

year.

And

this is only the

Anne Baxter
Richard Conte
Ann Sothern

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, you
must have completed at least two years of college. This is a
minimum requirement — it's beet if you stay In school and
graduate! In addition, you must be between 19 and 26
years, unmarried, and in good physical condition.

YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN

PILOT OR AIRCRAFT OAtfftVM
you choose to be an Aircraft Observer, your training wfll
be in Navigation, Bombardment, Radar Operation or AirIf

craft

Performance Engineering.

request.

Address, Suffolk University Law School, 20 Derne
Boston 14, Mass., Beacon Hill, opposite State
Hduse. Telephone
7-1040.

HERE'S
J

Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every

WHAT TO

DO:

3

Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
out the application they give you.

certificate to
Fill

2

If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for
take a physical examination at government expense.

Where
Visit

to get

more

you to

you pass your physical and other teat*, you will be scheduled
an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service
Act allows you a four-month deferment while waiting class
If

for

assignment.

details:

Officer. Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.

CA

Short Subjects

#
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Few Weeks!

Next, you wfll be given a written and manual aptitude

your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting

Street,

Street

News

beginning— your opportunities for advancement
limited.

,

News

Alleys

PHONE 234

1-2

ABBOTT & COSTELLO
GO TO MARS
..

BOWl-MOR

BRUNSWICK

T takes a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of
i an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, here's
your chance to get the finest in aviation training— training
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won't be easy Training discipline for Aviation Cadeta
is rigid. You'll work hard, study hard, play hard— especially
for the first few weeks. But when it's over, you'll be a pro
with a career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
!

May

Fri.-Sat.

Brunswick

Tel. 876

CipDLER & SON

THE STAR

within

one year.

Clear Nylon
Multi-Ply
Green
Prof ected Black
White

Brunswick, Maine

Specialties

it

Restringing Rackets

CUMBERLAND

BILL'S SPA

the air—

and do

Free Gift Wrapping

(Continued on Page 4)

Wed.-Thur.

Italian Spaghetti

hottest

for

The Portlanders seemed to/take
a fancy to Dyer's fast ball and put
Both teams were unable to push
together two hits and an error
another run across until the last
for a single run in the eighth. They
of the seventh when Bowdoin
added two more in the ninth on
three times off Lopez,
tallied
three hits and a wild pitch. The
Deering's third pitcher. Gelinas
tying run was on first when Dyer
batted for Marshall and grounded
struck out pinch-hitter White to
out, but John Kreider reached on
end the game.

Our

the

fly

latest,

Photo by Gaston

a passed ball

after.

the shortstop's error and stole
second. Ronnie Harris followed
with a walk, and, after Libby had
grounded out to third, George
Heselton also was passed to load
the bases. Pete Rigby dropped a
Texas League single to left and
two runs scored. Heselton then

you can make

the grade, you

here on campus. It seems we have more than enough lecturers visiting the school talking about "the pertinent topics of the day."
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.133
,333

.148

2

Anthony

Hi
'556
.250
.166
.060

1

2

2

1

2

4

Herderson, 2b

I

1

7

Bartlett

Klein

Hawkins,

The Ainu of Northern Japan are
believed to be descendants of
primitive Neolithic inhabitants of
the country.

Varsity Baseball Statistics

sided matches predominated

Dave Bird (B) defeated Jerrv Davis (D)

2

Vec.Ha. 2b
Wolfe, ss

Otwn

,

:

P—

.".

5
4
4

Jtotaiaa

A veteran Kappa Sig basketball
team retained its interfraternity
basketball chaa^kmshjp for the
third straight year. The interest-

-

HBP—

—

3

demonstrated.

is

(Marshall).
Slosek
Sack.
Hebert. LI'— Slosek.
Audet. WinninK

McGovern.
Bartlett.
Cosjrrove. 'Marshall. Clifford.

—

ternity team, but this fact serves
to emphasize the real teamwork
which the Harpswell Street boys

1

RBI Flemminjr 2. McGovern. Petterson. as the Bowdoin junior varsity
Audet 5. off Hebert 2. SO— Wolfe 2. Lewis. S— McGovern, Wolfe. SB swept its golf matches with DeerFlemminit, Cosurove, Wolfe 2. LOB- by
10. by Audet 2. by Hebert 2.
Bowdoin 9, Amherst 5. BB Ayers 3. ing High School 6-0. There were
BOWDOIN (13)
h
Rainev 2. Clifford 0. SO Ayers 0. Rainey no outstanding scores even though
•b
4
in 9. Ayers 2
Bartlett. If
4
4. Clifford 4. HO
Clifford
-5
2
MWJovern, 3b
In 1, Rainey 9 in 8. ER
Ayevs 3. Rainey the closest match ended on the
4
Flemminir. cf
<
2. Clifford* 1.
Clifford. LP— Ayers.
6
1
lath hole.
4
C'osirrove. lb
4
S
BOWDOIN (6)
ab
o
Nichols, rf
6
2
The
- CoRirrove.

off

I

4p

Otrtta

The Kappa Sigs have virtually
clinched the Interfraternity Point;
•Cup for the .second straight year.
They began their march to -the
interfraternity championship with
a stunning 19-13 touch football victory over the AD's to win the
playoffs. They had bowed to the
heavily favored Alpha Delts 32-20
during the regular season.

ing fact to observe is that in both
The offensive line-up of the Kap- the past two seasons, the Dekes
have won the title oyer the regular
of
combination
pa
Sigs
featured
a
Totals
47
3
L McGorven 2. Wolfe 2. 2B—Wolfe. R freshmen and seniors. Ted Ken- season only to have the Kappa SigHauser, Bartlett 3.
— White. Thompson.
ney, Rollie Janelle, and John Krei- mas win the playoffs to take the
FlemminK.. Cosxrove. Wolfe. RBI — FlemVecella. Wolfe, Audet,
der, later to be members of the points. This year's team, led by
minjr.
Coasrrove,
Sack 2. S—Slosek. McGovern. Marshall.
co-captains Jim Connellan and
SB— Bartlett. McGovern. Flemming. Cos- starting five on the freshman basketball team, were all important Jack Gosgrove, were handed an
Itrove. Petterson. Wolfe. Marshall. Thomi>son
Hauser. LOB— Bowdoin 13. MIT 9. in the victory
with Kreider and overtime loss by the Dekes for
BB— Slosek 13. Audet 5. Hebert I. SO—
Audet 9. Hebert 8, Slosek 6. HO Slosek Janelle scoring vital touchdowns thejr only defeat of the 12 game
10 in 14. Audet 3 in 11. .Hebert .0 in 3. ER in the playoffs. Seniors Doc Gerry
season.
-Audet 0. Hebert 0. Slosek 3. DP Mc(Continued on Page 4)
Jim Connellan, and Ray Little
Govern, Vecella, Cosirrove
Slosek, Lait,
8

•Hepple

1

1

1

i

Walter. Wolfe.

Martin

ab

8
1

1

2.

1

1

44

2

1

2
3
47

— Lewis,

By
10

1

3

1

McFa-rlane
Ayers. p
Rainey, p
Totals

1

I

3

8
2

'2

Davenport
Brown, rf

1

8
a

•>

2.

Jedsey. lb
Walter. 3b
Hildreth. c

(1

4

n

Lewis, ef
Martin. If

Coukos 2. Petterson. Lewis.
R
Clasby. HR KlemminK
2. 3B

2B— Flemminjr

Audet.

5

1

5
I

3

"Anthony

1

3

4

4

3

"Nichols
Wolfe, br
Marshall. C
Audet. p
Hebert, p

3
5

3
5

1

2b

Co\ikos.

Q

I
I
I

Marshall, c

1

2

Petterson. rf

1

a

Tnissell. 2b

4

ab

Flemminer. ef
Conrrove. lb

4

o

4

25
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If

McGovern, 3b
Fhmmiivir. cf
Cosurove. lb
Petterson, rf
Wolfe, as

h

S
3
3
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McGovern. Sb

If

ab

5
2
2

2

Ward, p
ToUli

Bartlett.
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I
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Committee Seen Polar Bear Cuhs Edge
Deeringln Baseball
As Valuable Student
{Continued From Page 1
Aid; Record Impressive
Curric.

Behind The Ivy Curtain
We
usual

By

E.

Ward GUmaa

Box Score:

[Continued From Page J]
Charlie: May I come in, Mother
were busy working over our
proved that this need not be the
political theme, when we Grogan?
Mother Grogan: Why certainly, case.
startling

were struck by a sudden

Why don't we have house- Charlie. Do sit down. Just put the
mothers? And why haven't we had knitting bag anywhere. You look
them sooner ? Why has the admin- worried, Charlie. Is there somethought.

istration neglected this vital prob- thing bothering you,
Charlie: Yes, I just sat on a
lem so long? Huh?
Reliable sources have it that a crochet hook.
Mother Grogan: Why, I've been
spot check of any fraternity house
will turn up more dust per spot looking for that all day long. My
than an Electrolux salesman could heavens, I'm getting frightfully
In a house equipped with a Hoover. nearsighted. (She dons a pair of
Symptoms of general slovenliness, bifocals.) Do you want me to sew
are rife. It is time for a general on those buttons for you?
Charlie: Well, yes I would, but
house cleaning. And housemothers
that isn't the real reason I came
could do it.
Not that the housemothers down.
Mother Grogan (sewing busily)
would have to do the actual cleaning, but the dis- What is the matter?
Charlie (fidgeting a bit in his
criminating eye
well,
Er
jof a good house- em harassment)
uh
.
Jmother is! able to Mother Grogan, I
Mother Grogan: Yes?
detect tho*e little
Charlie: Well, it's
it's Jane.
Humps under the
well, I didn't mean
where the I mean she
] rugs
well, actually I shouldn't
been to
has
{dust
and have, but she drove me to it.
jh i d d e n,
.

:

.

.

.

.

.

]her"

glance

would

doubtless incite a good, thorough,
hard and true cleanup.
But let us not dwell on dirt for
too long a time. The housemother
system has so many other favorable features that they do not require enumeration here, but, as.
usual, in the greater interests of
the general public, we will go into
a few of the legion.
One of the main objections to
sending impressionable, personable
lads to college is the much overemphasized problem of undergraduate drinking. Now, it is common knowledge that many of the
boys turn to the foolish expedient
of alcohol when they are confront-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mother

reproachful

.

.

.

.

Grogan:

To

what,

Student Support Essential

greatest obstacle could be
apathy of the students. So
far, the Committee has received
support from the student body, and
deserve
it is hoped that it will
that support in the future. Only
with the support of the students,
in participation in the work of the
Committee, cooperation in its investigations and interest in its activities, can the Committee* carry
out its assigned function of representing the students.
As long as the above are avoid'
ed, then the next obstacle, that of
faculty and administration opposition will
be unwarranted, and
surely, not forthcoming.
This year, the matters which the
Committee has selected to discuss
were those chosen by the Committee from suggestions transmitted
to it throuph the fraternity representatives. Of course, not all these
suggestions could be followed up,
and many more will certainly be
forthcoming when the Committee
seeks new subjects for discussion.
)

The

in the

Charlie ?
Charlie: Well, you know that
big prom is coming up next weekStudents Wish To Be Heard
end, and I wanted to ask Jane up,
There are, for instance, many
but she said that she didn't think
she could come
well, she didn't students who indicated on one of
actually say that, but I thought the questionaires that they would
she did, so I invited Carol instead, like to speak before the Commitand she found out. and got awfully tee. The Committee regrets that
mad and sent back my dog collar, it did not have the chance to hear
and I was so mad that I went out these men, but it is hoped that
and had a beer. And now I don't such a procedure may be adopted
next year when new suggestions
know what to do.
Mother Grogan: Now Charlie, are sought.
.

.

.

The
.wouldn't worry. You know that
Jane really loves you, why she'll of the

Committee is asking each
Fraternities and the Intake your dog dependents to elect their reprecollar back. And there will be more sentative to the Committee at
proms. .Now you just make up your least two weeks before final exmind to have a good time with aminations in order that the new
ed with seemingly insurmountable Carol.
and the old Committee may meet
problems. Many of these problems
Charlie: But Carol can't come together. It is hoped that in this
boys
appear insoluble because the
either, so I won't be able to have way the Committee may have a
lack
mature advice. A house- a date at all.
continuity
between the years
mother could easily supply the
Mother Grogan: Then why don't which will make its work more
necessary advice, and save many you make up with Jane? It always effective during the next school
from the ravages of drink in times does a person good to swallow his year.
*

of stress.
Then there are the little every
day annoyances that plague the
average undergraduate: holes in
socks, missing buttons, bow ties

I

if

over

get

it,

and

pride now and then, and
that he's made a mistake.
Charlie
(brightening):

Mother Grogan,

I

that.

know how

don't
thank you.
I

admit

Why,

never thought of
I can

and such trivia. A housemother,
well grounded in the art of mendMother Grogan: Tush, don't
ing would be of immeasurable bother about thanking me. I like
value. Then there is always the to think of all you boys as my own,
possibility of having one or more and try to help out where I can.
of the housemothers, in addition Now take your shirt and run
to their regular duties, teaching a along so's I can finish my knitting.
•
*
*
course in elementary home eco*
nomics, which would be a great
would like to add a word
boon to the well rounded liberal of warning to our gentle readers in
arts curriculum.
view of certain events that have
*
*
*
*
taken place since our last column
hope that no one will
The scene is any typical frater- appeared.

We

We

nity house in a typical liberal arts

run

The housemother, Mother
Grogan, a kindly elderly lady is
sitting at her knitting in her room.
There is a knock on the door, and
it opens revealing Charlie
Burgess, a typical young liberal arts
student who, from all appearances,
has something bothering his little
mind.

get a housemother
getting permission
ministration.

college.

off half-cocked this

week and

without

first

from the ad-

produce to their landlord.
is obtained only at the extravagant rate of 50 per-cent. He
said that the United States tried
Jazz
to improve the situation by buying
church land but in general not
For
much progress has been made. The
[Continued from Page 1]
area in central Luzon where the
Those now comprising the Polar farmers are most oppressed is the
Bear Five are Ward Kennedy, stronghold of the Huk or local
trombone; Brace Young, clarinet; communist movement.
Bert Li pas. piano; Wally Harper,
Professor Storer noted that incornet; and Louis Benoit, drums. dustry is more attractive to the
A repertoire consisting of nearly average Philippino' |han is agriculone hundred tunes is now affording ture. However, he feels that industhe Polar Bear Five a variety of trialization of the islands is "quite

Bowdoin

Wednesday. April 29
7:00

New York Times New*

7 :05 Sports Feature
7:15 Star Time
7:30 Brunswick Hijrh School on the Air
8 :00

World News Roundup

8:15 Piano Portraits
8:30 DIhc Jockey
8:BB The World in Brief

Band

songs. Although most of the num- impossible and impractical." The
bers played at jazz concerts are the government has encouraged indusones, "The Saints," try "but not always wisely," he
•Five Foot Two," and "Ain't She added.
Sweet?" as examples, a large variHe concluded his remarks by
ety of songs is needed for the job emphasizing the importance of
this summer.
close U.S. - Philippino relations
Begin Working June 26
which exist at the present time.
The Polar Bear Five will be He stated that as long as such replaying at John Shechans Restau- lations continue, the chances for
rant in Falmouth, Mass. They be- improved conditions in the islands
gin work on the weekend of June will be better.
26 and will continue during the full
season until after Labor Day. The
University
hours are from six to one each
night with afternoon jam sessions
School of

Law
NEW YORK

on Saturday and Sunday.

A

folder sent out to all the fraand dormitories of most
of the New England colleges has
produced several requests for engagements. At Pine Manor the

Polar Bear Five played two different jam sessions the weekend before vacation. An engagement at
Williams College for May 2, and
one at Bradford May 9 have also
been obtained. The Holland Steamship Line of New York offered the
Polar Bear Five a job playing on a
ship to Europe and back, but com-

mitments

for the
this impossible.

summer made

1
1
1

2

M

t
•
8

1

•

4

•
1

2

Porter, e
Lary. c
Roaat. p
Gleaves. p
Lopes, p
y White
Totals

••

,

•

S
2

•
3

•
2

2
2

1
1

1

'•

1

3«

y— White fanned
BOWDOIN (4)

for Lopes

Kreider. 2b
Harris, ef. rf
Libby. as
Heselton. c
RiRby. 3b
Golz. lb
Berkley, rf

10
i

»

14

•
1

a

8

1

•
8
2

4
2

'

1

24

ninth

ab
8
S
2
2
4

Kenney, cf
Murray. If

•
-e

13

1

•
7

4

At Biological Conference Faculty Appointments

studying at the University of Charles E. Huntington, both instructors in biology, and Mr. Eaton
S. Lothrop, Jr., teaching fellow in
biology. Mr. Lothrop presented
a paper on "The Orientation of the
Brain and Cranial Nerves in the
C. Helmreich.
Halibut, Hippoglossus hippoglos-

Vermont, to the Bowdoin »campus
had been successful. The group
met with several Bowdoin students
in the Moulton Union and later had
tea at the home of Professor Ernst

us".

T
4

2

1

1

1

•

2

1

1

26

5
8
27
!—
• • • • • • • 1
3 •
Bowdoin
• • 1 • t
R Murray. Kreider. Harris. Heselton.
RBI— Keith.
Stone.
Profenno.
Lary.
Kreider. HeselBrueck. Lary. Rlirby 2.
Brueck
Lary. 3B— Murrav.
ton.
Roast I, Cleaves 3.
Kreider to Goltir..

Undergraduate delegates to the
were
William
H.
'53 and Ernest E. Roney,

Kappa Sigma Nears
Interf raternity Crown

conference
Graff.

Jr. '54. Graff presented a paper
on "A Comparison of Vitamins A
and D in Deficiency Demonstra-

x—

—

(Continued from Page 3)
The Dekes were expected to take tions". Roney served as corresthe playoffs but were sidelined in pondent for next year's ConferBB—
Lopez 2. SO— Marshall 6. Dyer 4. Roast 2. the semi-finals by a surprising Sig- ence.
Cleaves 1. Lopez 1. WP— Dyer. PB— Lary. ma Nu team while the Kappa Sigs
Loser — Roast.
SH
Winner — Marshall
Marshall. SB— Libby. Goltz, Kreider, Nut- were crushing the ARU's as extinit 2..
pected, '72-50. Cosgrove with 22
Winter In Quest
J).
points, Connellan with 20, and Lagueux with ten, were the top scorNext
Semesters
ers for the Red and Green.

E—

DP—

Of Ph

.

Two

T.D.,ZeteToHold

The finals proved much closer
and the Sigma Nus held a slight

Robert W. Winter, instructor in
history, will study at John Hopwasn't until
kins University next year in quest

Faculty Receptions

lead at halftime. It
Theta Delta Chi and Zeta Psi near the close of the third period
of a Ph. D degree.
are holding faculty receptions this that Kappa Sigma finally started
A graduate of Dartmouth Colweek on Tuesday and Thursday to hit, and from then on they never
relinquished the lead. The final lege in the class of '47, Mr. Winter
nights respectively.
The T.D.'s recently extended in- score. Kappa Sigma 56, Sigma Nu was a teaching fellow at John
vitations, for their fourth annual 45. Connellan, Lagueux, and Cos- Hopkins for four years. He also
reception to the whole faculty. In grove again led the scoring but studied in the graduate school
the past they have planned various Ray Greenwood and Roland Ware there. In 1951 he came to Bowforms of entertainment, and last contributed valuable points and doin as an instructor. This year
night slides of the Arctic and of center Dan Gulezian was very ef- Mr. Winter has assisted in the
instruction of the history 11-12
Europe were shown by Thomas R. fective under the boards.
The volleyball team, made up of and history 1-2 courses.
Pickering '53 and Raymond M.
Biggs '53 respectively. Punch was Lagueux, Connellan, Gulezian, Cosgrove,
Shaw,
and
Greenwood
were
surprised at the result.
served for refreshment.
The Kappa Sig softball team beThe Zete's have invited the easy winners in the volleyball playpresidents of the various fraterni- offs, needing only four games to gan its season in inauspicious
defeat
the
Sigma
Nu's
and
the
style by dropping a 5-4 decision to
ties and of the Independents, other
Delta Sigma's. Although they had the Zetes in 9 innings. An easy
guests, and members of the faculty
been upset by Delt Sigma for their 12-5 win over the Betas showed
to attend their reception. Approximately 300 attended their party only loss over the regular season that they are still to be reckoned
play, the Kappa Sigs were fav- with, however, and should not be
two years ago and about the same Of
expected
tomorrow ored- and no one was particularly counted out as yet.
number

Assn. of American Law
Schools
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transscript of College record
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 28. 1953
For further information address

Y.

divisions, the

Platoon Leader's Pro-

gram and the Officers' Candidate
Program In the Platoon Leaders'
Program the candidate attends
two summer camps held at Quantico, Virginia. The first he attends
before the junior year and the secin the vacation period preceding the senior year. The first training period purpose is to familiarize
the candidate with the organization of the Marine Corps and what
the program has to offer him. It
also eliminates all candidates not
meeting the Corps qualifications for
leadership. The second period is

faculty appointments for next year
and conferred with the Dean on the
moral condition of the College. At
a closed meeting with the Student
Council, other College matters were
freely discussed. The Committee
also conferred with Douglas A.
Chalmers '54, founder of the new
Student Curriculum Committee
and head of the organization.
The Examining Committee is
composed of Messrs. Melvin T.
Copeland, John Halford, Burpee,
Clement F. Robinson, Harry L.
Palmer, Boyd W. Bartlett and Leon
V. Walker. Edward F. Abbot, who
died recently, is replaced on the
Committee this year by Halford.

ond

spent in more advanced training.
After receiving his A.B. degree
the candidate receives five months
of schooling and then serves nineteen months on active duty, having
been commissioed as a officer.
The six year period following
the term of active duty is spent in
the inactive reserves.
The Officers' Candidate Program
is like the Platoon Leaders' except
that the two six week training
periods of the Platoon Leader
Program are given after the candidate has received his degree.

The Educational Policy Committee is composed of Messrs. Melvin
T. Copeland, John F. Dana, Fred L.
Putnam, Frank A. Farrington, William E. Lunt, George R. Walker
and Robert Hale.

The physical qualifications for
the program are the same as those
required by the Naval Academy for
entrance as midshipmen. The mental qualifications are that the candidate be a holder of an A.B. or
M.S. degree, and that he must
meet the required score on an aptitude test. He must also present
three letters of recommendation
and the recommendation of the
Dean of the school from which he
received his degree.

Bowdoin Wesleyan
Houses Confederate
[Continued From Page /]
Lynbrook, L. I., iN. Y.; Shephard
S. Johnson '54, East Weymouth,
Mass.; David B. Walden '54, Camden, Connecticut; and Duncan H.
Wall '55, Chevy Chase, Maryland.
Voting representatives of BowAllen '54,
doin were Richard
Wilmington, Delaware; Michael J.
Batal, Jr. '54, Lawrence, Mass.;
James S, Carter '56, Media, Penn.;
Michael
Moore '53, Wellesley,
Mass.; and Stephen R. Morse '56,
Newton Center, Mass. The President of the Bowdooin Chapter,
Richard D. Asdourian '54 of Hack-

H

A

white rhinoceros can weigh as

much

as three tons.

DODGE FOR SALE

1941

One owner, low

mileage, excellent
care, recent overhaul, paint, and
reupholstering. See or call^

W.

ensack, New Jersey, was the presiding officer at the session.

S. Flash,

1075-W2
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Thursday. April 31

8 :00

World News Roundup

8:15 440 Club
9:00 Music to Study

By

9:55 The World in Brief
10:00 Studytime Serenade
1 1

:00
:05

New York Times News

Regional News
11:15 Snorts Review
1 1 :30 Flippin' with Herb
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off
1 1

Insurance Company for this area,
Mr. Ludlow Elliman, has announced an organized savings plan with
"some compulsion behind it".
Mr. Elliman plans to assist Bowdoin men in formulating sound
financial programs for the future,
and he hopes to be of service, in the
fields of Life Insurance and Annui-

Service Manager for the
"Daily Princetonian" and a participant in rowing and hockey.
An associate of the Frederick L.
Parkhurst Agency of Penn Mutual,
Mr. Elliman has an office in Damariscotta. He plans to make frequent trips to Brunswick and the
Bowdoin campus.

was

Don't you want to try a cigarette

with a record like this?

Rhinoceros horn was long used
for medicinal purposes in China.

I.

THE QUALITY CONTRAST

between Chesterfield and other leading

a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of
country's six leading cigarette brands.

fftOKBP

good

cigarettes is

quality for the

The index of good quality table -a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine -

shows Chesterfield quality highest
... 15% higher than

its

nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality

31%

higher than

the average of the five other leading brands.

2.
Whether you are
player, or

a seasoned

one who aspires to

First to Give You Premium
Quality in Regular and
much milder
King-size
.

.

.

~c£&2SZ!A.

Kro Bat

with an extraordinarily good
taste— and for your pocketbook,

or the Spalding-made Wright
& Ditson Davis Cup.

CO-EDUCATIONAL

The Marine Corps now offers a
program comparable to those offered by the Army and Navy.
The program is divided into two

Three members of the Biology
The College's Educational Policy
Department at Bowdoin College Committee met last Wednesday to
and fwo undergraduates majoring discuss matters of curriculum and
in
biology attended the Four- general educational policy, and the
teenth Annual Biological Confer- Examining Committee met on
ence of Eastern New England Col- Thursday, both committees to subleges held at Boston College on mit their reports to the Governing
Boards soon.
Saturday, April 25.
President Monroe reported that
Committee,
Examining
The
The faculty group included Dr.
the visit of five German students, James M. Moulton
and
Dr. which meets once a year, discussed

now

Course

Divided Into 2 Divisions

A native of New York City, Mr.
Elliman moved with his family to
six years ago. He has been
a member of the Naval Air Reserve for 11 years arid is an honor
graduate of Princeton where he

7:00 New York Time* News
7 :05 Sport* Feature
7:15 Here's to Veterans
7:30 United Press Feature
7:45 Dise Jockey

faith in the Spalding

Member of

REGISTRAR
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7. N.

t

Officer Training

Debates Conditions,

Student Delegates

a better game, put your

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

ternities

4

Marine Corps To Offer

Two

Maine

more popular

Fordham

Stone, lb
D. Phillipo. rf
Rand, ss
Brueck,

p

•

1

S

Three Faculty Members, Examining Committee

ties.

Music to Study By

their

Summer

Engaged

WBOA Schedule

9:55 The World in Brief
10:00 Study time Serenade
:00 New York Times- News
1
:05 Regional News
11:15 Snorts Review
11:50 The Polar Bear'a Den
1
:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Siicn Off

[Continued from Page /]

Piofsnno. cf

Smaha, lb

Marshall,
x Gelinaa
Dyer, p
Totals
Deerins;

h

4

4
2
*
4
2
2

If

Council Told College

Worried Over Dri nking

For Bowdoin

1 1

Credit

ab

(S)

1953

The Committee has found that
is
there is much useful work to be
night. A buffet supper is planned
done, useful to every part of the
and the Zete quartet will sing.
College, and if the interest and
support of the students, faculty
and administration is maintained,
the Student Curriculum Commit- Savings Plan Suggested
tee can become a valuable perStudents
manent member of the student
groups on the Bowdoin Campus.
The recently appointed representative of the Penn Mutual Life

9 :00

Poly Forum Lecture

DEERING
Nutting-. 3b

Keith. 2b
Carmicbael,
Coffin. If

29,

(Continued from Page 1)
continue their investigation of the
cal requirement. The possibility of
6
taking
a straw vote on the matter
8
was discussed, but no additional
• action was taken on this matter.
The selection of proctor candidates was made, 15 names being
1
submitted to the Dean. He will
1
pick ten out of these 15 names.
1

1

*53
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These are the traditional
favored rackets wherever fast
tennis is played. Made in
over-all weights, grip sizes

Chesterfield

today's

is

best

cigarette buy.

and

flexibilities, to fit every
player with custom-like
accuracy.

3* A Report Never Before
Made About a Cigarette.
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to the Twins of Championship
tennis balls
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For a
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Complete and Friendly
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universities
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leading colleges and
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year a medical
been giving a

group of Chesterfield
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Speech, Thought Freedom

NUMBER

1953

And Freshman

Kirkland

Bowdoin's Vice President

In a debating contest with Bates
of Maine, the
Class of '56 won all the debates,
while the upperclassmen broke
even on their spring debating trips.
The Freshmen traveled to Orono
Saturday to win the Freshman In-

and the University

Freedom of speech and freedom of thought, although in peril, can
be regained if the American teacher is willing to fight for them, so
said Professor Edward C. Kirkland, Monday night, in Memorial Hall
to an audience of over 600 people gathered to hear him speak on
Academic Freedom in Peril.
Mr. Kirkland first assured all that he was not speaking for any
organization, but was speaking as an individual. Academic freedom is
a necessity for a professor, he asserted, and equally as important for
the student. A student must have faith in the integrity of the professor
and such integrity can only be by allowing the professor to think and
speak

President James S. Coles, today announced that Bela W. Norton
of Williamsburg, Virginia, will be appointed Vice President of the College, effective July 1, 1953.

Mr. Norton, a Bowdoin graduate in the Class of 1918, has been
more than twenty years with the restoration of Williamsburg by Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. He will retire on July first as
Executive Vice President of Colonial Williamsburg, but will continue
associated for

Championship

of
of its contests and Maine failed to take one.
In debating the advisability of a
Federal Union of the Atlantic Pact
Nations, Morton L. Price and Paul
A. DuBrule supported the affirmJellison and
ative and Fred

tercollegiate

Maine. Bates

won two

Cause Of Peril
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Annual Pops
At Symphony

Varsity Split* Even

Four Bowdoin debating

J

!

Jr.

Colby did not participate

year.

Ifiminrial
nI IWCHIUI
Idl Hall
Ildll

teams

On

next Tuesday evening.

May were two

A

To him the Senate and House
investigating committees on comin the schools "are no investigations but trials of those individuals the committee and others
esteem bad." The on|y criterion for
finding a teacher wrong is his past
and present political views, not
how he acts as an individual. Mr.
Kirkland agreed that those teachers who were biased and incompetent should not teach, but
they should not be expelled because of their beliefs. Through
these investigators misuse of the
Smith Act and the 5th Amendment, a crime has been made out
of what isn't a crime.

'54

Paul P. Brountas

Music Club Participant

and Bruce

Wald '53 took decisions from both
Howard and Princeton. William C Coles
Hays
'54

and Charles

'55

E. Orcutt, Jr.
and* Lafay-

won from Lehigh

Urges Morally
,J

Suitable Actions In

ette.

Second Trip
Loring G. Pratt '55, Elliot

Sunday Chapel Speech
S.

Pa-

Curriculum Reorganized

"Opportunity knocks many,
times", but it "carries with
the implication of action on one's
own part,"
action "based on
some moral code," declared President James S. Coles in his speech
in Chapel, Sunday.
Emphasizing the need for morally suitable actions, he quoted Jesus'
statement that "no man can serve
two masters", and added that man
will always do good when guided
by God.
He further stated that one sound

By Changes

justification for education is its
role as a provider of the "ability to

Gordon '54, and
Henry D. Shaw '56 met Wesleyan,
Trinity, Smith, Clark, Holy Cross,
and Amherst in dual contests.
These debaters took both contests
from Smith and debates from
Clark and Holy Cross. No decisions
were given at Wesleyan.
lais '55,

Undsr Attack

Roger

E.

Department Of English

Professor
Kirkland execrated
those legislators and college administrators for their acceptance
and' actual participation in restrictions placed on teachers for their
thoughts. Jenner, Velde, McCarthy,
Allen, Jones, and Sproul were
especially under his attack. They
have attempted to hamstring the
academic world by loyalty oaths
and investigating committees.

In Faculty

The Sabbatical

Stephen E. Merrill

leave of Pierce
Professor of English, Robert P. T.
Coffin and the return of Assistant

many
it

—

recognize

.

.

.

and even create op-

portunities, and ... to act on the
responsibilities inherent in any op-

portunity."

Student Council To Prepare
Hazing Policy Statement
A decision by the Student Council to draw up a statement estabon the hazing program at Bowdoin was made at their
weekly meeting, Monday, following a talk on the problem by Dean

lishing a polity

Nathaniel C. Kendrick.
The Dean, who discussed various aspects of the hazing and initiation programs at Bowdoin, stated thatjihis main interest was in clear-

Hupper

Joel H.

The program

Professor

'54

will

necessitate

will include brass

For

it

I

I

•

i

'

for

I

.

Ivy Group Pushes Arrangements;
Lawrence And Orchestra Feature

History Course Change

Major Exams Open This Monday;
Senior Class Excuses Start Today
May 11 this year.
Men taking these exams

according to the regulations, revised and
approved by the Faculty at a meeting last month, will be excused

from Wednesday, May

from classes
6 until such time as they shall
have completed the exams.
The system of major examinations

at

Bowdom was

disrupted

by the war, not being resumed
year.
are as follows:
last

The

regulations

ten examination, and, wherever
such combination is desired by
the department, an oral examination as well.
science de-

A

partment

may

at its discretion

substitute two extra courses not
to count for the degree for the

comprehensive examination. The
courses used for this purpose
and the grade to be obtained in
them are set by the department

Attend

individual
in

which

Leave Of Kirkland
Two

semester courses, one on

Regulations Announced

18 for next
year due to the Sabbatical leave
of Professor Edward C. Kirkland.
History 22 will be given during
the fall semester and will cover
the period of American history
from 1492 to 1783. Although listed
in the catalog, it has not been
offered for several years. History
21, an analysis of the history ©f the
American West, will be given during the spring semester.

By Ladd For Rooms

replace

History

17,

group, sectional,
tutorial conferences
his major department

afford
him reasonable
preparation for the comprehen-

To satisfy the reI. The Major.
sive examination.
quirements for the major every
II. The Major with Honors.
A
student must:
at least six semester student with honor grades in his
1. Pass
course units approved by tfie major courses may, during his
major department, with a grade junior year, become a candidate
of "C" or better in at least four for a major with honors upon apof those offered for the major plication to his major department.
examination or those used to At its descretion, a department
satisfy the course requirements may also accept students with lower grades as candidates for the
of a science department;
honors.
Award of
2. Complete his minor, as ap- major with
proved by the major depart- honors shall be on the basis of:
1. Honor grades in sue
major
ment;
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
3. Pass a comprehensive writ-

regulations for the 1953 Fall Semester.
Fraternities must 'file with the
Placement Bureau by May 14 the
list of men rooming in the houses

There

Hugo Receives Grant
Foundation Fellowship
James

'

i

May

The discussion turned to the
problem of the type of hazing, and,
although the difficulties in describing the purposes of hazing were
brought out, it was decided to
draw up a Student Council statement of policy on this point. The
text of a suggested policy will be
submitted to the Council at their
next meeting, May 18, for their approval or rejection.
In other business, the Council
gave the ATO representative, Robert N. Thurston '54, a vote of confidence
after he had reported
trouble with the College over
some bed sheets issued to his house
for
the
Interscholastic
Track

23.

Young Bandleader
Distinguished Military
28, Lawrence has made

rapid strides with his orchestra
since 1946. In that year he played
106 in the Cafe Rouge of the Statler

will be 20 places in the
dormitories reserved for proqtors

their roommates with
places available for other upper- Hotel in New York without any
classmen. Applications for Dormi- previous "big name" bookings. He

tory rooms must be filed with the played on "We The People" and
Placement Bureau by May 14. All the "Chesterfield Supper Club,"
before going to Frank Dailey's
Meadowbrook outside of New York

Coles has applicants must have a roommate.
Room assignments will be given
who is presently serving as In- on the Priority Basis (credits tostructor in Psychology at the Col- ward graduation).
lege, has received a Grant FoundaOff-Campus
tion Fellowship for study at CorIn addition to married men and
nell University in 1953-54.
He expects to complete his work those living at home, 80 men will,
for a doctorate in psychology at be granted permission to live offCornell in 1955. Mr. Hugo, who campus. Students living off -campus
graduated at Bowdoin magna com must sign the "Blue Book" at the
laude in 1949, served as graduate Placement Bureau.
The function of assigning dormiassistant and instructor in psychology at the University of New tory rooms has been changed this
Hampshire until his return to year from the Bursar's Office to
the Placement Bureau.
Bowdoin last fall.
He will spend the summer at
Mr. Ladd reported that the
Sebasco Estates, where he is in Room Assignment Regulation Bulcharge of waterfront and sailing letin was posted May 1 on bulletin
activities.
boards throughout the Campus.
S.

j

Only

for the Fall Semester.

and

or announced that Francis G. Hugo,

shall

j

announced the room assignment

City in

New

Jersey.

Lawrence has played at about
300 educational institutions, and
he has been invited back to many
of these
His yearly
schools.
schedule is long, 100,000 miles a
year being his average.
A graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania, he had his own
orchestra in his high school days.
His musical education had started
when he was two, and at four he
made his debut as a conductor.
The price of the ticket to the
formal is $6.00 per couple. The
time of the dance is 9 p.m. to 1
ajn.

C

to survive."

General arrangements are being
handled by the central committee
is
headed by Allen F.
Hetherington, Jr., President of the
Class of 1954, while a sub-committee, with Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.,
as chairman, is arranging the Ivy
Day ceremonies which will be held
on the steps of the Walker Art Meet Weekend. He said that the
(Continued on Page 1)
Building on Saturday morning,

which

Mr. Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., director of the Placement Bureau, has

him

next year.

Plans for the Ivy Weekend, now
The weekend will be featured by
hardly more than two weeks a formal dance Friday evening.
away, are rapidly being completed May 22. Elliott Lawrence and his
by the Ivy Weekend Committee, Orchestra have been engaged, the
which is composed of members of price and time have been set, and
the Class of 1954.
arrangements for decorations have
been made.

American Colonial History and the
second on the American West, will

President

concerned;
4.

Caused By Sabbatical

for

j

i

j

work

Following the Dean's talk, the
Council continued the meeting on
a discussion basis. A majority of
the group continued to oppose any
general or mandatory change in
the date of initiation, although it)
was perfectly willing for any individual fraternity to make the
change on its own. The representative of Chi Psi reported that his
house had already changed the
date of its initiation to after the
beginning of the second semester

.

^

May

can't call off academic

a period of time just because of
quests or a hell week. He mentioned that the problem is increased
since men come from different
backgrounds with different preparation in high school or preparatory school. He said that some
people put it this way: "You take
him in and then you make it hard

;

tastes.

j

Commencement

]

the Hyde Athletic Building cage at
pearing in its repertoire. Last year
7:30 Saturday evening.
the group appeared in a chapel conThis year's enrollment is 2,000 cert of sacred music, and assisted
greater than the 3,800 of 1948, p ro f. A T Davison hi his Institute
the festi- lecture on the music of New Eng
val was held in Brunswick. The en- land
rollment does not include the large
This spring the club presents for
number of chaperones and parents the first time a concert devoted
who will accompany the musicians. entirely to secular works. The club
The parade and massed band and has already appeared in Augusta
drills will start at 1:00 p.m. on Sat- this spring, and a concert at the
urday afternoon. The drills; and Farnsworth Museum in Rockland
massed band concert will be at the is scheduled for the coming Sunday.
Whittier Field.

i

any justifiable criticism. He said that delayed initiation would be desirable if it would be accompanied by a
change in hazing, but he again stated that he was primarily interested
in a better type of hazing.
Not An Edict
Dean Kendrick said that the Administration would not force the
Dorr, Mitchell, Wyatt,
issue of delayed initiation through
the publication of an edict. He said
Chamberlin Picked
that this was up to the students
4
Parts and the fraternities themselves.
Pointing out that the present
Professor Thomas C. Van Cleve, hazing and initiation policy at
Chairman of the Committee on Bowdoin upsets both the time
Commencement Parts has an- schedule and the states of mind,
nounced the selection of four the Dean said that criticism, almembers of the senior class who though not always justifiable, was
will appear as speakers at the almost continuous. He also men148th commencement exercises on tioned that a hazing program
Saturday, June 20.
which was not defensible would be
Bowdoin is one of the few col- subject to an. even greater critileges where no "outside" com- cism in case of a serious accident.
Dean Kendrick said that if Bowmencement speaker appears on the
doin claims to be a good college,
program.
,
ing the initiation policy of

Lawrence N. Barrett
As one who had recognized and
some changes in acted upon an opportunity in a
English department curri- sacrificial manner, President Coles
the
music of the 17th and 20th cen- culum.
cited Augustus Freedom Moulton,
Going beyond the reals of aca- turies, two groups of madrigals by
English 15, 16 and English 9, 10 who was graduated from Bowdoin
demic freedom, Kirkland saw the the Music Club Chorus, the Bach
will be presented by the instructor eighty years ago. He pointed out
individual as being limited greatly Concerto for Three Pianos and
substituting for Professor Coffin. that we are still enjoying the benein his personal rights by the in- Strings, and the
Sonata sopra
English fits of that acting on an opportuncreasing emphasis on the federal Sancta Maria by Claudio Monte- English 15, 16 is a study of
from ity.
government. Some are even begin- verdi, an unusual work for strings, literature, excluding drama,
the
end
of the Elizabethan period,
Referring to communal life, he
ning to think that the government brass and women's voices. Soloists
through the time of Dryden con- said that opportunities for particiis infallible. He returned to his in the concerto are Gordon
W.
theme and illustrated how the Stearns, Jr. '54, Gerard L. Dube '55 centrating on Jonson, Bacon, pation are numerous, but that acThe group includes Robert
Browne tions must be made for the good of Johnston Chamberlin of Scarsdale,
government was gaining control and David W. Holmes '56. Other Donne, Herrick, Mirton,
the community as a whole, and not
over colleges and universities and soloists appearing in the concert and Dryden, the metaphysical
New
York James Richard Dorr of
English 9, 10 covers the field for one's own interest. President
that little by little the right of are David B. Starkweather '55, poets.
Augusta; Wilmot Brookings
Coles concluded his speech with
such institutions to govern them- who will play the Honegger Sona- of English literature as a whole
Mitchell of .New York City; and
Particular the reminder that although the refrom
700
to
1900.
6elves was being drained away.
William Frank Wyatt, Jr. of Medtine for Clarinet and Piano with
emphasis is put upon a few repre- sults of action upon an opportunity
With the emphasis on hope and Frederick C Wilkins '56 and Joel sentative authors and works and may not be felt in a lifetime, they ford, Mass. Alternate speaker will
54 who w U perform
be Bruce Wald of New York City.
acknowledgement of those who are "' ""P^^
critical essays on outside reading may be very much appreciated in
Sixth Concert for Flute and
fighting this denial of academic!***
another generation.
These men have been selected
3
Continuo by Couper.n with are assigned.
freedom, Professor Kirkland end-lg
The instructor substituting for
following
competitive
presenta^
'„
ed his talk and called upon teach^,
„
Four Russian Peasant
tions of original parts by selected
Songs oy Professor Coffin will also have one
ers to ngnt
fieht lor
their ngms.
rierfts
for tneir
Winthrop Hall Janitor
Igor Stravinsky wU1
performed section of English 1, 2.
members
of the graduating class.
English 7, 8, a course in English
by the women's chorus. The choral
Mr. Mitchell is the grandson and
groups include German, French Composition, will be given by As- Bert Varney Dead
namesake of Wilmot Brookings
and Italian works of the renais- sistant Professor Barrett in the
Western Maine Music
Bert Varney, janitor in Win- Mitchell of the Class of 1890, Edsance. The concert will be open to coming academic year. The first
semester is composed of written throp Hall for many years, died
the public without charge.
ward Little Professor of Rhetoric
Festival Here
8,
work on assigned subjects with at- suddenly Mdnday night.
In Fourth Year
Among those surviving him is and Oratory, Emeritus, who coachThe Music Club Chorus, now in tention focused on the disciplines
Over 5,800 junior and senior high
commencement speakers at
of composition and methods of ex- his brother Earl, who is janitor in ed
school musicians are enrolled in the its fourth year, consists of twentyAppleton Hall.
position.
Bowdoin for more than 40 years.
Western Maine Music Festival to four singers. This group of mixed
The second semester of the
be held in Brunswick May 8 and 9. voices has consistently devoted itself to the performance of music course treats the more imaginative
The main event of the festival
in the best choral tradition, works aspects of composition with attenwill be the concert to be given in
of the Renaissance frequently ap- tion to special forms and individual

Major examinations for those
students planning to graduate this
June will be held the week of

May

met

11 colleges in 22 debates during April 27, 28, and 29. There
trips, both of which dePhoto by Gaston
12, The Bowdoin Music Club will bated the topic of a Compulsory
Members of the Ivy Weekend Committee of the Juni>r Class are: First row (left to right), Albert F. Lilley)
present a concert of choral and in- Fair Employment Practices Act.
Hfldreth, Jr., Allen F. Hetherington, Jr., Donald P. Hayward, H. Payson
Debating at Howard, Princeton, Gerald D. Goldstein. Horace
strumental ensemble music in Memorial Hall at 8:15 under the di- the University of Pennsylvania, Le- Dowst, and Robert W. Pillsbury; Second row (partially hidden), H. Davison Osgood, Jr., Gordon W. Stearns.
Jr., Peter B. Powell. John C. Cosgrove, Hugh R. Dunphy, Barrett C. Nichols, Charles W. Howard, II, and
rection of Assistant Professor of high, and Lafayette, Bowdoin came
James A. Cook, Jr. The weekend will be Friday, May 22, through Sunday, May 24, the formal dance comMusic Russell F. Locke.
out even in the judged contests. ing the first evening.
'

munism

until

as consultant to that organization.
"It is with great pleasure that the College welcomes Mr. Norton
as a member of its staff," said Dr. Coles. "He brings with him not only
great ability but a wealth of the best kind of experience.
Public Relations
"Mr. Norton will assist the President in the formulation of policy
Concert
affecting public relations, and will
Hall In
he active in development work,
carrying on the program which has
Boston, Mass.,
been operative since 1947 as the
21
Bowdoin College Sesquicentennial
The annual Pops Concert featur- Fund Campaign."
ing the Boston Pops Orchestra and
Mr. Norton is a native of Bucksthe Bowdoin Glee Club will be held port, Maine. He received
his BowMay 21, 1953 at Symphony Hall in doin degree tunma cum laude and
Boston.
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in
Professor Tillotson stated that his junior year. In June, 1952, Bowalthough he has received no official doin conferred upon him the honnotification of prices, he believes orary degree of Master of Arts in
that the cost of reservations will recognition of his work at Wilbe the same as last year. Tables liamsburg.
for five may be reserved at the cut
For several years after his graddesk; they,will cost $15. First bal- uation Mr. Norton was a reporter
cony seats will cost $1.50.
on the old New York Sun, later
The first half of the concert will serving as Assistant City Editor of
feature the Boston Pops Orchestra. the New York Evening Post In
The second half will feature the 1926 he joined the New York pubGlee Club. The Glee Club's pro- lic relations firm of Ivy Lee and
gram will open with 'Rise Sons" Associates.
which will be followed by "To
He went to Williamsburg in 1932
Agni" by Gustav Hoist "The- and has been Executive Vice PresiTurtle-Dove," an English folk-song dent of Colonial Williamsburg for
arranged by Vaughan Williams, is the last five years. As the restoranext. The baritone soloists will be tion has progressed he has seen
the
Donald Hayward '54 and Douglas number of visitors grow to more
Reid '54.
than 400,000 a year. He served for
Fourth on the program is "Old eleven years on the Williamsburg
Mother Hubbard" by Victor Hely- School Board, part of the time as
Hutchinson. It will be followed by Chairman, and during World War
"Beat! Beat! Drums"; the words II was Chairman of the Williamsof the piece are from "Drum Taps" burg War Board, dealing with
by Walt Whitman; the music is by problems growing from the expanCharles M. Loeffler.
sion of military activities in the
"It Ain't Necessarily So" from area.
/
"Porgy and Bess" is the next seHe has been a Director of the
lection. It features the two pianos Virginia State Chamber
of Comand the Unison Chorus. Dennis merce and the Virginia Travel
King '55 is soloist; Gordon Stearns Corporation. He is married to the
and David Holmes are at the piano. former Margaret L. M. Louson of
Seventh on the program is "Rus- Montreal, who has also been active
sian Picnic," a folk tune by Har- in civic affairs in Williamsburg.
vey Enders; the solo is by William Their daughter, Mrs. Robert TanCale '55. "Russian Picnic" will be nebring, resides in Beverly, Masfollowed by ten minutes of the sachusetts.
"Meddies."
Palmer To Retire
The closing number will be the
As Vice President, Mr. Norton
"Bowdoin Medley," with the Glee will take over the work carried on
Club accompanied by the Boston from 1947 to 1949 by Major GenPops Orchestra. Gordon Stearns eral Wallace
Philoon. USA
and David Holmes will execute the (Rtd) and since 1949 by Harry L.
two part piano accompaniment for Palmer, as Chairmen and Directors
"Beat! Beat! Drums" and "To of the Sesquicentennial Fund.
Agni."
(Continued on Page 4)
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freely.

After declaring that the presence of Communist teachers in
schools is the chief cause of the
peril, Kirkland went on to show
frailities in the reasons for expelling all Communists from the
teaching world. He felt that this
was an infringement on the independence of the educator and
compared the rights of free education to that of the rights of a free
judiciary as invisioned by Alexander Hamilton.

Students Announced

By

CoL Walter H. Kennett

Text Of Prof. Edward C. Kirkland
Address On Academic Freedom
Ladies and gentlemen, let me integrity of the teacher rightly
begin with, a personal note of dis- means that what it taught, no matclaimer. In speaking tonight on ter how acceptable to popular
"Academic Freedom in Peril", I opinion or to pressure groups, is
speak as an individual. I do not both unimportant and ignoble.
represent the American Associa- There is a third aspect to academic
tion of University Professors of freedom. The freedom and inwhich I am a very "ex" ex-presi- dependence of teachers, a demodent, nor do I speak for the Bow- cratic society has hitherto believed,
doin Chapter. I do not represent was of value to society. The most
Bowdoin College or the faculty of succinct statement of the reasons
Bowdoin College. I do not repre- for this case was advanced over a
sent the Communist Party- or any century and a half -ago when a wise
communist front organization
conservative, Alexander Hamilton,
as far as I know. I say "as far was justifying in the Federalist
far as, I know" for there may be the provisions of the Constitution
some informer or turncoat in the
life tenure and dismissal only
wings who at a critical moment for cause
assuring • the inwill remember that I was well dependence
of the Federal judiknown among members of the ciary. Only such a tenure, wrote
"Party" under the assumed name Hamilton, would give the judges
of "Mac"; that my registration as the long term necessary to the
a Republican in the State of Maine mastery of the laws and the ability
is "Aesopian laneuage"; and that I to
resist "the arts of designing
once tried to deliver a letter to men" and the "ill-humors" which
Alger Hiss when he was writing occasionally seize the people themfor the Daily Worker. Speaking.as selves. In this quotation it is easy
an individual I will speak with and appropriate to substitute
complete candor. I wish to assure knowledge for laws and scholars
the undergraduates among my for judges.
hearers and perhaps the newAt present the chief peril to acacomers to the faculty that no hint demic freedom arises from the prehas ever suggested nor imperative sence on college faculties of those
demanded that I tune my words who are members of the Comand thoughts to the susceptibilities munist Party or who have been so,
of hearers or readers. The freedom and the measures taken to deal
of its teachers is one of the many with such individuals. There are
glories of this institution.
those who assert that institutions
If we are to talk about academic of higher
learning should dismiss

—

—

freedom in peril, we must have
of what is menaced.
Let us face it without apology,
academic freedom concerns professors. It is not a professional
privilege; it is a prerequisite for

some notion
Colonel Walter H. Kennett, Professor of Military Science and
Tactics, has announced the designation of seventeen members of
the advanced Military Science
course at the College as Distinguished Military Students.
The newly recognized group includes Cadet Captain John L.
Davis '53, Cadet Captain Guy T.

Emery '53, Cadet 2nd Lt. Robert
M. Harriman '53, and the following
Cadet Officers: Richard H. Allen
•54.
Michael J. Batal. Jr. '54,
Richard O. Card '54, Angelo J.
Eraklis

'54.

Gilbert

A.

Guy

'54,

the work of professors if that work
is to have effectiveneess or meaning. The disinterested search for
actuality is impossible if restrictions fetter those engaged in the
task and directives as to what is
good or bad control their findings.
Academic freedom is important for
students. Without its existence on
campus the students can have no
confidence that what they are listening to or learning represents
the honest opinion of their professors. In an institution that is not

Richard S. Harrison '54, John B.
Malcolm, Jr. '54, Paul J. Morin '54,
Karl M. Pearson, Jr. '54, Herbert free, the undergraduates crowding
P. Phillips '54, Charles Ranlett '54, out of the classroom door may
Gordon W. Stearns, Jr. '54, Ed- well mutter, "He doesn't believe
ward G. Trecartin '54, and Lewis that stuff," or "He was told to say
P. Welch
slch '54.
that." The loss of respect for the
j

maflM

18 Named

Beta Norton

Debaters Successful

4

On Annual Spring Tour

-

In Great Peril

Varsity

6,

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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all
all

—

Communists, and
ex-Communists,

less certainly

faculties. Present,

from their
or perhaps past

membership,

the

in

Communist

Party is by and of itself justification for dismissal. Occasionally the
arguments for this case border on
the ludicrous. Thus recently WilJansen, Superintendent of
Schools, City of New York, an advocate of purging Communists who
usually plays his cards close to
his vest, justified the dismissal of
communist teachers on the ground

liam

love children. A
substantial and cogent arguasserts
that communist
teachers belong to a political

they could' not

more
ment

Party which, if a quotation from
Lenin be the test, follows a policy
of lie and falsehood. For a period
of five years President Dickey of

Dartmouth has been
emphasizing

this

passionately

moral

disqualifi-

(Continued on Page

4)
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trouble is that there is
"hiteresting"
to talk
about. We have reached a point
where ideals have stagnated. For
instance, there are no political
ideals, no principles which hold an
attraction for the student. The old
ones,
though alive, have either
proven monstrous or have compromised. Either course renders
them unattractive.
Socialism, an old drawing card,
has compromised on most fronts
in its hoary age, producing "welfare states" or the English variety.
The edge has gone off the ideal.
There Is nothing quite as uninspiring as a realistic, pragmatic theory

nothing

which changes color with each new
situation. "Free enterprise" has
suffered the

same

fate.

Communism has become unattractive for several reasons. It has
produced a totalitarian state with
its attendant atrocities, it has become the enemy of ideals by its
enforced
course,

'54

it

R. Anderson '55
class to get over the novelty of
Once upon a time a heron-like the idea and use the system concopper ibis roosted permanently structively?"
Don't Worry Williams
atop the Harvard Lampoon building. This weird bird has adorned
Not long ago two Williams men
the building for 43 years. It has were on campus to make a study
become a sacred symbol to the of our central buying system. As
staffs of the Lampoon. So perhaps you know most of our food is purit was only r.ntural that the underchased in large quantities by the
graduate staff of the Crimson, college and our stewards and chefs
Harvard's daily newspaper, should order their supplies from this combe perpetually scheming to ab- misary. Williams, faced with the
duct this bird. In fact no one was increasing costs of food, is studytoo surprised when it was an- ing the advisability of adopting a
nounced that the ibis was gone. central buying system similiar to
Lampooners
immediately ours. The adversaries of the plan
The
pointed an accusing finger at their feel that it would allow the adrivals on the Crimson. They fol- ministration
to gain too much
lowed up their accusations by kid- control over the house dining
napping the Crimson editor. This clubs. This however hcrt not been
set the scene for the new famous our experience.
liave never
Cambridge Truce Talks. An ex- heard any complaints of this nachange of prisoners was agreed on. ture. Yet the Williams problem
Once again the Crimson workers focused attention on another quesconived to foil the bird's owners. tion which is of immediate interest
They returned not the ibis but a to us. Their situation is all the
pile of junk for their editor.
more acute because of their newly
Needless to say the Lampooners adopted policy of deferred rushing.
immediately recaptured the Crim- Under this system the freshmen
son editor. The Crimson board of will not eat in the fraternity dineditors then elected the ibis to fill ing rooms but at the newly conhis place by a count of 24-2. As structed, student union. Thus frafar as we know the editor is still ternity food budgets are going to

The Rird

lent."

John B. Goodrich

conformity, and,
of
is unattractive in this

We

But the actual wherethe bird is a matter open
was last seen on
page 71 of the May 4, issue of
Time magazine. Here, with Stalin's
picture in the background, a Harvard man was seen presenting the

contain complex social institutions.
They don't have the force or appeal
to grasp the imagination.
Published weekly when ehuaM are held during the Fall and Sprint Semester by
thr student* of Bowdoin College. Address news rommnnieatiorui to the Editor and mb- . As far as I know, the same situa•eriptlon rommuniratlons to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Company at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Maine. Entered tion exists in literature, art, relias second rlass matter at the post office at Brunswick. Maine. The subscription rate gion and philosophy. The old ideas
for one year i, three ($3) dollars.
are being compromised and there
is
a decided lack of new ones.

member of the Russian
delegation to the U.N. A telegram
had explained that "the editors of
the Harvard Daily newspaper have
voted to present a large ornamental brid to Ambassador Vishinsky for use on the spire of Moscow University." Tsarapkin, accepting the bird in his superior's
absence, was puzzled, "Tell me,
what does it symbolize?" he asked.
"Oh," replied the Harvardman,
"it's sort of an American peace
dove." "Well," said Tsarapkin, "it's
a very fine gift. Peace be with you
and yours. Of the hoax the Lam-

Hobart

C.

"55
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Kirkland's Defense Welcome
"Academic Freedom" is a subject which has assumed an
increasing importance in American minds during the last few
months.
The large attendance at Professor Edward C. Kirkland s lecture "Academic Freedom.. In Peril" indicates the col-

There simply isn't a banner to
carry anymore.
Given this lack, then, the students have no common interest, no

in captivity.

abouts

if

to conjecture. It

ibis

to

Semen Tsarapkin, second

ranking

common principle either to discuss among themselves or to write
about. There is nothing to which
they can commit themselves enthusiastically as
idealists.
This
poon staff said: "The Crimson men
lege community's interest in the subject.
lack of a common intellectual goal
have no immagination. This was
stultifies their thought as a group,
Not long ago, attacks against the nation's colleges and pro- and, I suspect, dims their
just addleheaded vandalism."
enthusfessors filled the press.
Electronic Age
Only in a few isolated cases did uni- iasm for their individual goals.
Not long ago we gave up trying
versity and college administrative officers meet this challenge They lack the driving force of a
group interest.
to follow a Biology 2 lecture and
to their intellectual integrity.
Some officials issued very cautious
There is also a force in the op- spent our time watching 150 penstatements weakly stating their position in regard to these at- posite direction. The contemporary cils trying to keep up with a comstudent cannot afford to dismiss plicated lecture related to the pretacks.
Others remained silent.
As members of a college community aware of these at- the traditions, the trite but still servation of the species. Then it
admirable ideas of Democracy, or occurred to us that what we needtacks upon freedom of thought and investigation in higher edu- the moral code which holds the ed was a "student reaction meter."
cation, we hoped for a long time that our professors and admin- society together. They cannot af- This is an electronically operated
ford to be libertines or even device which registers student proistrators would defend themselves and students against the
thorough-going cynics. There is the test without interupting the prooften unfounded and in some instances untruthful statements fact of the Communist threat. The fessor. A push button is installed
made by certain government administrators. The general pub- students, with the rest of the "free at every seat. If a listener is havworld" have to give at least their ing trouble keeping up with the
lic became particularly concerned^ about the matter when adtacit consent in the cause of self- lecturer he pushes the- button. A
ministrators refused to face the question squarely.
positive preservation.
meter at the lectern records the
defense of educational institutions has been needed against the
The "Silent generation" could number of protests. If the profesencroachment of a small minority willing to spread unreasonable repeat what it hears on the radio sor feels that enough people are
and reads in the papers every day, losing their way he goes back and'
suspicion and distrust in American society for the purpose of but it
isn't worth it. They are repeats the matter. Already is use
advancing their own political careers.
silent, it seems, because there is at the University of Tennessee, the
Bowdoin has every reason to be proud of Professor Kirk- nothing "interesting" to talk meter has provoked the faculty to
about.
Douglas A. Chalmers '53 ask, "How long will it take for a
land's clear forceful defense of politically free institutions and

A

fearless expression of personal convictions

his

Religion'

ROTC

Major Exams Open This Monday;
Senior Class Excuses Start

Drills

[Continued from Page /]
course units approved by

Something r*w has been introduced at Bowdoin in the .last
"prayer meetings" to
few wiUu
beseech rain on Monday after-

ROTC

It is coincidental that the
unit drills are also scheduled for
Monday afternoons.
The group meetings originated
House. The results of
at the
the first meeting were highly successful as the rain came and the

TD

was postponed. Unfortunately

drill

a sufficiently a large group could
rounded up to stop the

not be

rainfall

and we had a

1

be reduced by over 25%. Last
week's proposals concerning delayed initiation did not carry with
thorn the suggestion that we also
delay rushing. However, if the
Williams experience is any criterion, we feel that Bowdoin would be
wise to ascertain that is not included as part of the deferred initiation program.
It Can't Happen Here
At the University of Toledo, 35
girls
raced through the men's
dormitory, startling half-dressed
male students and stealing pairs
of shorts as they stormed from
one room to another.
In England, six girls at Cambridge Uinversity, who vowed to
take baths in each of the men's
dormitories,, have already been
successful in two of them. In each
bathroom the intruders left their
cljtb's insignia
a single silk

—

did considerable
out the state.

which

The second meeting was also a
rousing success. With Charles F.
Davis

and

'53 leading the singing,

his helpers the chants, the follow-

Monday

ing

brought an April
which reached some

snowstorm
ed

off. Drill

it

The April 23, issue of the
Wheaton News reports: "You
know it was Patriot's Day Monday. In fact

it

May Day

like
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Note
In this and next week's issues of the
be published the rcrnplete text of Professor of His-

Edward C. Kirkland's talk Monday *»n "Academic Freedom
Peril". The address was sponsored by the American Association

tory

of ITniverslty Professors.
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roads

All the

lead to Kankakee
routes, naturally, are longer than

Some

But if there is less traffic on them,
they might get you to Kankakee faster.
others.

The same holds
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Distance calls.
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done

in a split second!

the best telephone service in the worW
even better. Would you like to join this

Lets air in and

out like any poplin or gabardine jacket.

is

The Bell System people who perfected,
maintain and r perate this electronic
switching system have one goal: to make

brand new Bantamac jacket of imported

watertight

Try a Spalding or Wright
know why.

^

and rerouting

the only waterproof jackets have been

Ditson and you'll
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direct route for

die entire operation of selection

And

Up

Cup and Wightman
... in major tourna-

on the most

call,

miles longer, but the detour saves you time.

Set after set, on any playing surface, theae Twins of Championship Tennis deliver "new ball"
performance. ..maintain their

true of your Long
circuits are tempo-

When

a new electronic brain in the
telephone office automatically selects alternate routes. They may be hundreds of

your

competent, aggressive team?

There are many opportunities in the

—

in engineering, business admfnistration, accounting, and other neWs»

Bell System

Your Placement

Officer can give

you the

details.

BRUNSWICK

Bell
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is

ter at Bowdoin shall take a major
examination in May, its character
to be determined by the department. This does not apply to men
majoring in the sciences who satisfied the extra course requirements.
X. a. The major examinations
shall be given during a week in
May to be designated each year
by the Dean.
b. Men
taking major examinations shall be excused from
classes from the Wednesday of the
week preceding the week of the
major examinations until such
time as they shall have completed
their major examinations.
c. The
Dean may designate
similar periods in January whenever it shall be necessary.

Solicited

NEW YORK

to

authorized to request the Dean to
place on probation a student who
is found by the department to be
delinquent in his major work.
IX. Any student who expects to
complete his work for the degree
by taking courses elsewhere between the June Commencement
and the opening of the fall semes-

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

a red,

advice

deprived of Senior standing until
such work shall have been satisfactorily completed.

major

close of the

and

with,

Sophomores regarding choices of
major subjects.
Vni. (a) Those students, who,
by the beginning of their senior
year, have not completed satisfactorily to their major department the work assigned during
their Juhior year shall, on recommendation of the department, be

Patronage

Fordham University

HOOD'S PLACE

in

At the

ferences

Student

even looked a little
in the dining room

Assn. of American Law
Schools
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transscript of College record
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 28, 1953
For further information address

He appeared

A

Examinations in cooperation with
the major departments, shall peat
during the week preceding the
Spring Vacation hours for con-

post-

straw hat, a racoon coat, and he
was carrying a hip flask of gin.
An it was not long ago that two

class.

supervision by the department;
3. A grade of B or better in a
written and oral comprehensive
examination.
science
department may at its discretion
substitute advanced courses not
to count for the degree for this
examination.
III. Each student must choose
his major subject by the end of
his sophomore year.
No change
of his major may be permitted except by the Recording Committee
after the student has submitted
a written request stating his reason for the change. Such written request must bear the endorsement of each department concerned.
IV.

Com-

VH. The committee on Major

paper.

Tin Type

any

Initiative,

could be call-

was once more

School of

green, and purple striped blazar, a

originality,
and
high attainment shown in addiwork under tutorial
tional

2.

examination each department shall
send to the Dean the grade which
each candidate has received, and
poned.
Encouraged by their successful this grade shall be recorded on
endeavors of the previous weeks the student's card. Announcement
the group, this past weekend, held of the results of the major examan interfraternity meeting in front inations shall be reported through
of the Moulton Union. Oblivious to the Dean's office only.
V. Students who have passed
the fact that another success may
upend the universe, or at least their major examinations with a
cause an earthquake, and with the grade of A or B shall be exempted
zeal that comes only to one who from the final examinations in the
has drilled at Pickard Field, the cojurses offered for their major in
that semester.
boys carry on their mission.
VI. When a student fails in the
Bowdoin men joined a group major examination he may
not
whose costume is hardly akin to take a re-examination without
the
the usual campus style. From the consent of the department
conApril 17th edition of the Mt. Holyoke News we gathered that two at breakfast. We were hostesses
weekending polar bears had enroll- for three Bowdoin gents tastefully
in
gray flannels and
ed in the Salvation Army in order attired
flowers. Well, if you can stand us
to secure a night's lodging.
Three more Bowdoin under- at 8:30, boys, come ahead."
graduates found their way into the
columns of a woman's college
proportion before

stocking.

For a lecture on the roaring
twenties a Columbia history instructor came up with that extra
something that can make or break

flood

damage through-

cerned and of the Recording
the mittee.

department;

—

noons.

j

country because to believe in it is
dangerous.
McCarthyism, or anti-McCarthyism, economy and honestry drives,
and even the "crusade against
Communism" are all uninspiring
because they are not ideals, but
movements to protect, clean up, or

Circulation Manager
Harold R. Beachem, Jr. '56
Business Assistants
Theodore D. RoBbins '53

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Pirnie '55

Time

Canceled

i
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ready swollen stream of words,
here is another partial analysis of
this generation "si-

Editors

'55

'Old

Responsible For Recent

By David

Dear Sir:
At the

what makes

Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
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'Shift" Generation
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White Track Team Edges Springfield

POLAR

By 9 mep h

Drubs

Tim Cook Lone

^^

;

Colby Clubs Bears 124 On
5 Hits, 15 Walks, 5 Errors

clothes.

Paul Revere (B) 74-80, gathering
another three points for Maine.
In the last foursome, Lionel
Berube (M) eased by Dick CarreLater Ray Petterson, in right field,
ton (B) 85-86, capturing 2 % more
in an attempt to catch a Colby
points. Bob McMahon (M) topped
base runner who had rounded first,
Jim Cook (B), 82-85.
fired the ball over Cosgrove's head
Maine picked up nine points on
into the stands.
best ball, three points for each
Hebert came in in the third and
foursome.
pitched good ball until he weakened in the sixth for two runs. Then
the roof fell in on him in the
seventh when the Mules drove him
to fan eight Polar Bears. In addi- to the showers. Danny MacFayden

Because there is room for only one basketball court during the
winter when most activities are confined inside, the court becomes
miserably crowded during eal classes. In the afternoon the floor must
Colby collected only five hits but
be vacated in order that the freshmen and varsity teams may practice. clobbered
Bowdoin's
defending
The seating capacity is also limited to a small gathering. Recently champions 12-4 in the curtain
because of the poor basketball teams at the school there has been raiser on the State Series at
little call for more space.
Should Bowdoin ever come up with a good Pickard Field. The day was cold,
windy, and overcast but that didn't
team, even the students in the school could not be accommodated.
The swimming pool, the most recent addition to the athletic facili- seem to bother Mule hurler Mac
ties, suffers also from a lack of seating capacity.
This fact is most Andrews as he displayed a good
noticeable on a houseparty weekend when few students and their dates fast ball coupled with a slow
can see one of Bowdoin's better teams in action. Once again there is sweeping change of pace curve ball

WBOA ^Broadcast

no locker space for visiting teams in the swimming pool annex. Visition Andrews limited
tors must use one of "the rooms."
only six hits and one
The cage on the whole is also small and inadequate. The track first batter to face
that circles the outer rim is narrow and the space for field events is Bartlett. Defensively
In the discus event the discus quite frequently hits the netting
cage limiting the throws considerably.
could be done to remedy the situation ? A definite remodeling and extension of both the cage and gymnasium would be the answer.
With the social part of Bowdoin and surrounding areas limited to the

small.

at the top of the

What

and other nondescript happenings, the

visiting lecturers,

least

the college could do is improve its facilities here on campus.
too much to ask for your own locker?

Is it

Bowdoin to sent in fastballing Fred Coukos to
walk to the put out the fire. Coukos threw the
him, Wally first pitch by Dick Marshall, hit
Colby was the next man up, and issued a
infallible except for a fly ball drop- coupJe of walks. Before it was all
ped by left fielder George Palmer over the Mules had scored five
in Bowdoin's three-run sixth inn- runs to put the game on ice.
ing.
For • Bowdoin Flemming had
The Polar Bears on the other three hits and Cosgrove had two.
hand would have been better off Neither connected for the long ball
had they not even showed up. although Cosgrove bar.ged in three
Three Bowdoin hurlers, Anthony, of Bowdoin's four runs. The lone
Hebert, and Coukos, issued 15 extra base hit in the game was
walks and uncorked two wild Wally Bartlett's double down the
pitches. These
coupled with five left field line.
errors, two passed balls, and a _ The summary:

The basketball court could be enlarged to twice its present size,
while squash courts, handball courts, boxing equipment, bowling alleys,
a target range, and many other things could be added. All this does
not mean an emphasis of athletics over education, but it does mean a
couple of stolen bases, more than pionne/cf*
changing of old for new. An indoor hockey rink is not far away on
made up for the absence of base Jacobs, rf
Hawes. 2b
the Sesquieentennial Committee's building plans. This is definitely a hits. Actually Bowdoin outhit
Col- Lnke, ss
badly
for
the
right
direction,
but
we
have
needed
one
the
past
step in
Mathieu, lb
by six to five.
Palmer,
ten or fifteen years. Next time you go over to the gym, take a look
Anthony started on the hill for Donjrhty. If3b
around and see what's there. You won't find too much.
the Bears and threw eight straight Fltrribbons,

ab

.

4

5
4

3
4

S
e

Andrews, p

•
*
balls to Colby lead-off man Dionne
Totals
BOWDOlN (4)
Bowdoin football and swimming and right fielder Jacobs. Anthony Bartlett.
If
coaches speak tonight at the Portland High School Athletic Club din- looked like he might get out of McGovern, 3b
Klemminic,
cf
ner honoring past Bulldog football and swimming state champion trouble when catcher Dick Mar- CosKrove. lb
shall picked off Jacobs «t first on Petterson. rf
teams.
Vecella. 2b
a
perfect
throw
to
Frank
Vecella
•
»
*
*
ss
who came in from second to cover. Wolfe,
Marshall, e
Zeta Psi leads in the race for the varsity participation cup with Anthony
kept giving up walks, Sayward. c
Anthony, p
54 poitns. Tied for second place are the Psi U's and the Sigma Nu's however, and Colby managed
to Hebert. p

*

•

Adam Walsh and Bob

Miller,

Points for track have not score a run in the first. Colby Corokos, p
a Nichols
scored three in the third. Bartlett
Totals
pulled a Sam Jethroe in left field a fanned
as he misjudged a routine fly ball
Loses
that the wind caught hold of.

just five points behind with a total of 49.

been counted as yet.

—

Frosh Track

Team

Track Team

Swamps Lewiston And

To

as Tufts' New England championship track squad scored a 74-61
victory over Bowdoin at Tufts last

Monday.

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

j

:

;

:

Nlehoiaon. Hetffht. 6 feet. 2

S

respectively, in the Interfraternity
Softball League.

In last week's games, the Zetes
beat the Dekes, 12-0, to put them
on top. Kappa Sigma turned back
the Independents, 8-2, and the Psi
U.'s lost their third straight to the
Betas. 14-4.
In League B, the TD's held first
place by beating AD, 5-1, ARU
dropped ATO in a high scoring
game, 16-13, and in a hotly-contested game which is currently
under protest, Sigma ,Nu edged
Delta Sigma by one run, 13-12.
The standings:

LEAGUE A

went down

to their first defeat of
the season. He ran the half in
2:05.4 and the mile in 4:57.2.
Bowdoin's other winners were Al
4} inches.
Farrington in the javelin, 156 feet;
2 Katon
I)..oa. — Won by McCfcbe (B)
Id; S Cooper <B). Distance. 105 feet. Frank Cameron in the two-mile,
2 inrhea.
.
_
10:41; and Dick Wragg in the
Shot Pit — Won by taeCabe fB) 2 Cooper
hammer-throw,
136
two
iB): 3 Katon (C). Diatance. 44 feet.
feet
2
Javelin Throw — Won by Katon (C)
inches. A complete summary of the
Corthell (B)
3 Devries (B). Distance.
events was not available.
13r, feet. 5 inches.

'Zeta

:

;

8

Beta

3
2
2

Chi Psi

1

Psi U.

:

Independents

LEAGUE B

:

Theta Delta

.

ARU

:

:

W

Psi

Kappa Sifrma

Dekes

Won by Bteladell (C) 2 Tar<C) S RHey (C). H«tsht. » feet.
Broad Jwatp
Won by Wilder (B) 2 Gilbert (L)
S Riley <C). Dirtamse. 18 feet,
;

I

10
a

3

2
4
8

3
1

I

4

2

3

2

3

1

I

R-

Bartlett.

McGovern,

—

— Fitzgibbons.

Andrews, McGovern. LOB
Bowdoin 5. BB Anthony 6,
Hebert 5. Coukos 4. Andrews 1. SO
Coukos 1. Andrews 8. HO— Anthony
in
2. Hebert I in 4. Coukos 2 in 3. HBP—
Andrews (McGovern), Anthony (Jacobs),
Coukos (Fitr.gibbon. Mathieu, Palmer).
WP Anthony. Coukos. B Andrews. PB
MarshaH 2. Winner Andrews. Loser
Anthony. T— 2:45.

S

— Colby

SiKina Nil
Delta SiKma

-

to squeak out a victory
over Springfield College, 68^67 at

Brunswick last Saturday.
The adverse weather conditions
deserve an assist for the win by
the Polar Bears. Fred Flemming,
who picked up. a second place in
the high jump, was the decisive
and Flemming, if the
factor;
weather had been good, would
have been in Orono, playing centerfield for Bowdoin's diamondeers
against the U. of Maine.
Flemming's 5 feet 10 inches in
this event was good for three and
a half points, and it decided the
outcome of the meet. The Bears'
Paul Brinkman and Springfield's

—
—

—

anything but

Double Winner

The summary:

440-Yard Daih
Milliken <B)

23. S.

inch.

BS.l.

Stem

place

in

the

220.

*t-.y «-7

Mile

Ran

.'

KmVht

Biirirs

feet,

feet.

Won

by Muztty

1 1

—

i

Throw
Brinkman (B)

:

Throw

—

Grnaberry (S)

163

feet.

(S)
Distanee.

—2|

:

by

Guild (S)
2
(B). Distance,
:

Totman

Won

6

I

27

1

BILL'S

SPA

by Brinkman (B):

3 Lilley (B). Distance.

inches.

Won by Zinkus (S) 2 Bal3 tied by McAdam.s (B) and
Cranberry (S). Hehrht. 10 feet. 6 inches.
Won by Guild (S): 2 BrinkShot Pot
man (B) 8 Farrinirton (B). Distance,
Pele Vanlt

the

xer <9)

:

:

—
:

45 feet. «! inchees.

Concert Recorded

Hich Jnap

Dick Getehell

WGAN of Portland
the WBOA recording

Radio station
will present

of the Bellerose Brothers' concert
this Friday evening at 10 p.m. The
program is part of Music Week
which is being celebrated throughout the country this week.

James Buchanan was the only
who was

United States President
never married.

—

Won by Muitey <s) : I
3 tied by Brinkman (B)
:
(S). Height. 6 feet, i inch.

Flemmlnft (B)

and Guild

Day- May

Mother's

10

A

beautiful crafted picture tray with full-color
view of Bowdoin College in 1821 on blafck back-

ground.
it as a tray or when not in use hang it on the wall
(hanger hook on back). This 12" x 18" tray is of sturdy
construction, waterproof and cocktail-proof finish.

Use

steel

BOWL-MOR

Fully guaranteed.

»

This dual purpose tray for $4.50

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Student Patronage

Pizza Pie

Hot Past romi

seller in

Welcomed

Let us help you plan your printing

Beer and Ale on Draft
and in Bottles
6'

2

Elm

Brunswick

St.

Tel.

magazines,

radio, television, etc.
Terrific demand created high repeats.
Need conscientious dealer
in this area to service stops, refilling and collecting money.
No
selling.
Requires 5 hours weeklyspare time, good references, car
and $640.00 operating capital to
secure inventory and territory.
Earnings up to $100.00 weekly on
spare time basis and if work
proves satisfactory, we will assist
in financing to full time route
with $10,000.00 income a year
potential.
Include phone number
in application. Address all inquires
to the Bowdoin Orient.

Alleys

Specialties

Italian Spaghetti

as well as produce
186 Maine

Street

876

Our long experience

in time

BendIx Launderette
Brunswick, Maine

30c

Use of Dryer

25c

.

men can show you

The Record Office
Paul K. Nlven

Jerry Wilkes

• Printers

Of The Orient •

1

1

1

I
I.
1

2

1

1

Alpha Delta

On/ytfme ty///fe//al>otrf-a green
crew/ And on// -time wrfM/oBouto
cigarette! lakeyovr time...

?.

f

s

Can you generate

CAMELS

for
ror

Rtcluira Conte

Ann Sothern

30 days,

MILDNESS and
FLAVOR!

also

New

Short Subjects

Do you
If so

May

Fri. - Sat.

8

.

9

DESTINATION GOBI
with

RICHARD WIDMARK
DON TAYLOR
News

Short Subjects

May

Sun.-Mon.-TuO.

10-11-12

TITANIC
CLIFTON WEBB
also

Cartoon

May

1S-14

RED SKELTON
In

We

are

— otherwise known as an adveramong

These people get a chance to test their aptitudes for

benefits include yearly bonus, retirement

annuities and a stock purchase plan.

We

the business as "a good place to work.**

known In
Many of our

are

people have been with us for periods of 20 to SO years.

Only Spring graduates are eligible. Make an outline of
your background, noting particular Interests and activities which may indicate your suitability for the advertisbusiness.

York

19.

Mail to

Box

1186,

Radio City Station, New-

N.Y.

aati

aaaaaaftaaflfli

M0RE PEOPLE SMOKE CAMEtS * «ny
mammm

mm

M A REASON WHY Cam«t

your steady smoke!

copy and contact research and merchandising, radio-TV
and sales promotion. As a result, they are Anally as-

Short Subject

Nows

TMIM MUST

is

America's most popular cigarette-leading all other brands by billions! Camels
have the two things smokers want most
—rich, full flavor and cool, cool mildness
...pack after pack! Try Camels for 30
days and see how mild, how flavorful,
how thoroughly enjoyable they axe as

the biggest, our accounts

to have promise.

ing:

THE CLOWN

m

an idea factory

some of the best-known. As part of our training program every year we look for a selected few who seem

Our employee

BARBARA STANWYCK

Wed.-Thur.

We are

signed to Jobs they like most and can do best.

with

News

think yon would like to create and sell Mess?
you may be interested in knowing about us.

tising agency.

attfc

A^flUfli

.

short cute

and save you money.

?
1

2
2

.

•
•
TICKETS
POSTERS
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

Just a few steps from Maine Street

Nine pound wash

it

producing the following and other

in

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

15 Mill Street

2
22
;

>

o

;

(3) 2
Distance,, U(

(B).

Won

3

139 feet. 8 Inches.

Javelin

(S).

— Won by MrGrath

:

Discus

of

:

Time,

by Getehell (B)
Christmnoon (S). Time.

3 WraKK
inches.

(S)

<B).

— Won

(B): I Kerley
31 Inches.

Hammer Throw
Guild

by Getehell (B)

Totman

3

3

:

—

Broad Jinp

:

— Won
:

Low Hardlei

2 Kniirht <B>
26.7.

:

'

;

(B)

15.9.

220

2

for

;

2 Good4:42.
Won by Rillman iS) 3
3 Greene (S). Time,

—

(B)

Cameron

The Bears' Hugh Huleatt chalka double victory

:

10:24.4.
120 BHch Hwdfea

ideas?

with

Anne Baxter

— Won

Two

The

hurdles, as Carl Knight and Mel
finished behind Getehell
for second and third places, respectively. Knight also finished behind Getehell in the low hurdles
for another second.
Dave Weis, Bowdoin speedster,
captured top honors in the 220,
and also won second spot in the

ed up

by Huleatt (Bi 2
LevSne (B). Time,

S

Ran

by Hulentt (B)
win (S): S Erwlng (S). Time.

the high

Norm Anderson

by Rowell IS): 2
Bywaters (S). Time,

Won

(S)

:09.7.

•1

Won

S

Goodwin
Mile

Totman

100, trailing
Springfield.

—
:

—

Ran

886-Yard

Dick Getehell was Bowdoin's
heavy scorer, winning the higph
and low hurdles and picking up a

Mageemen monopolized

:

;

lest

THE BLUE GARDENIA

—
—

:

the event with six feet, one eighth

second

this fact

Won by Anderson (S)|
IK- Yard Das*
S Bimrs (6). Time, 10.3.
2 Weis (B)
Won by Weis (B) 2
Da*
8 Anderson (S). Tim*.
Getehell <B)

Curt Guild tied for third place.
Ralph Muzzey of Springfield won

Getehell

and

ideal,

was reflected by the poor condition
of the track. Nevertheless, the
track meet was a sinning victory
for Bowdoin, figuratively if not
literally.

Mmim

Wed.-Thurs.

rington,

The big noise for Springfield and Bab Lflley.
ittlra flWSClO
was Curt Guild. Besides tying for
Gordie Milliken's only points
third in the high .tump, he won the
discus and the shot, and placed came in the 440, where he won
second to teammate Frank Mc- second place behind Springnehils
Larry Rowril. Milliken, who usualGrath in the hammer.
Bowdoin's victory was due in ly enters several events, pulled a
large part to their ability to pick muscle in the broad jump and was
up second and third places. Brink- unable to continue.
The weather for the meet was
man scored a pair of seconds, and

CUMBERLAND
aBnnswMICy

up by Al FarMel Totman, Dick Wragg,

the thirds were picked

in

229-Yard

—

14,

first

T,

W
1

ATO

:

Pohtr Bears, placing
barely 880 and the mile.

2

10
10
2

all drug stores
available and sold
coin operated dispenser at 5c. Chlorophyll is nationally advertised in newspapers,

package

:

—
—

3

2

9

2

Wolfe.

Flemming 2. Dionne. Jacobs, Hawes. Lake,
Mathieu. Palmer. Doughty 2. Fitzsribbon 3,
Andrews. RBI Dionne 2. Hawes 3. Lake,
Palmer. Doughty. Andrews, Cosgrove 3.
Petterson. 2B— Bartlett. SB—Hawes. Lake.

27
o

13

Vecella.

Sayward. Palmer.

1

1

3
2

Petterson.

1

5

h

E— Bartlett.

2

9

Spare-Time Opportunity

Jones won the 100 and 220 yard
Lewiston.
dashes and tied for second in the
The summary
high jump. Goldberg copped both
2
100- Yard Dash — Won by Hurley (B)
hurdle races, and Liband won the
Corthell <B)
3 Gilbert <L>. Time, 10.7.
220-Yard Daih
Won by Hurley <B) 2 shot and the discus and placed
Janelle <B)
S Gilbert (L). Time, 23.7.
third in the hammer throw. Liband
440-Yard Dash — Won by Janelle (B) 2
set a Tufts record by heaving the
Reilly (C)
S Wriirht (B). Time. 6(.
880-Yard Ran — Won by Moatrom (B) 2 shot 45 feet, 2 xk inches, one and
UaBnile (B) 3 LodwHr <C). Time. 2:17.
Mile Kan — Won by Moatrom (B)
2 Cyr one half inches farther than the
(C): S Barden (C). Thne, 6:19.
old record set by Olympian Bob
Hich Hardlei — Won by Dottey (C) 2
Wilder (B) S Nicholson <B). Time. 10.9 Backus.
Low Hardlei — Won by Corthell fB) 2
Hugh Huleatt won the half-mile
Dolley (C): 3 Wlktar <B). Time. 17.8.
Hich Jwaap — Tied by Kurtz (B) and Dol- and the mile as the Polar Bears
j

3
2
4
4
4
4

12
11
12
10
11

MEN OR WOMEN
EARN UP TQ $100 PER WEEK
Interfraternity Softball CHLOROPHYLL GUM. a big

Tufts 74-61; Cameron

Zeta Psi and Theta Delta Chi at 15c now
Bob Jones, Jack Golberg, and
Hans Liband won two events each are leading in Division A and B, through our

(CI

2

WBOA

has announced that it
will start broadcasting the Bowdoin varsity home baseball games
beginning with the state series
game with the Bates Bobcats at
Pickard Field next Frid/iy afternoon, May 8.
It is not definite yet whether
freshmen games will be on the air,
but there is a good possibility of
it in the near future. Curt Webber,
sports director of WBOA, said that
nine men have applied for the announcer's job.

Our

Wins Two-Mile In 10:41

rio

ab

a

n

Baseball Games;

Bates Scheduled First

Coukos in the ninth

The Bowdoin Freshmen had an
easy time defeating Lewiston and
Cony High track teams in a triangular meet held at Whit tier
Field at Bowdoin. The Polar Cubs
compiled a total of 73 points, compared with 39 for Cony and 5 for

ley

2
3

32

33
for

Cony High Schools

Po'livaaK

h

4

Home

V?

managed

By Retert ML Rant '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
1
1
Golfers 23 /4*3 /4;
Among the new buildings to Be erected here on campus in the
near future is a theatre and a music building. The one improvement
Victor
that has not been mentioned, at least publicly, and should take preference over most others is a he*v gym or field house or at least a remodThe University of Maine golfers
eling of the present antiquated relic.
The present gym includes one
topped Bowdoin 23*4 to 3% on
full size basketball court and one locker room* which is so snlall that
Saturday at Orono. Tommy Golden
two and sometimes 4hree people must use the same locker. The majorof Maine shot a blistering two over
par 74 over the course.
ity of the lockers are only half sire at that.
Down in. the basement
The match was run in three
with the lockers is the college's one and only hand ball court or at least
foursomes. Joe Young (M) took Al
that is what it is called. To describe the room would be impossible.
sket ch. made several years ago, shows a projected wing which
It abounds with radiator pipes and projections of all kinds, the walls might at sometime be added to the Sargent Gym. The wing, which Werksman (B) 82-85, for three of
are completely unpadded, and the room on the whole is too small. 1 would balance the Curtis Swimming Pool, would contain squash courts Maine's points. Al Noyes topped
Dick Stimets (B) 82-89, picking
The other two or three rooms down there are mostly used to accom- and additional locker and dressing rooms.
up three more. Tim Cook (B) won
modate visiting teams. To make visiting teams dress in these is a
over Don Mayer (M) 80-87, taking
disgrace. They are provided with no lockers, no showers, and little
three points for the Polar Bears.
of anything else. All that is there are wooden tables on which to put
Tommy Golden (M) outpointed
{

Y. Rogers

tracksters

Bowdoin's

University Of Maine

flicks,

Win

In Rain 68-67; Flemming's Points

BEARINGS

other cigarette!

1

—

.

I

•
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Text Of Kirkland Speech

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By

E.

Ward GUmaa

with some regret that we
niark the passing of an era. When
we first entered this institution, it
w** a time-honored practice for
•very senior, in the Spring of his
|?»t year, to have dinner with
President and Mrs. Sills, and to
nave a bowl of Mrs. Sills' famed
black bean soup. We had heard
much about this delicacy, and were
looking forward with some anticipation to our first sampling of it.
But, as with so many things, progress has overtaken black bean
It is

[Continued From Page J]
cation.
college

'63

Oh, to be

in

Maine

in the

Spring

When

the Ladies' Aid stops playing
bing O,
And we romp through the woods
and have a fling O.
With a hey and a ho and the wind
and the rain.

And everywhere are the

chiggers
flies O,
the kiddies they make mud
pies O,
And the Bowdoin ivy it ups and
soup.
dies O,
dropped in on President and With a hey and a ho and the wind
and the rain.
Mrs. Coles, socially of course, last
Sunday, and were treated to a
"
informal
afterThe cock in the morn doth up and
noon tea. The
crow O,
coffee was hot
And the ballgames come over the
and savory, the
radio O,
food excellent.
The brooks and the rivers they
But we looked in
overflow O,
vain
for
some
With a hey and a ho and the wind
black bean soup.
and the rain.

and

And

all

We

seems to have
been replaced by
It

The weeds and grasses they up and
grow O.
The men get out on the lawns and

is

Much more common among
presidents and professors

the assertion that Communists,

members of an authoritarian
and disciplined organization, are

as

free "to follow the truth
it may lead," and hence
are unfit, as Communists, to hold
a position of scholarship and in-

not

wherever

struction.

Such arguments have

weight. Lenin did advocate falsehood; the Communist Party is an
exceptionally disciplined one. But
it does not follow that every single
Communist teacher was either acquainted with Lenin's endorsement
of lying, interpreted it in the
Dickey has
President
fashion
chosen to adopt, or followed it as
gospel; or that every single Communist teacher either knew of or
adopted, if he did, a Communistdictated line for the teaching of
mathematics, philosophy, anthropology, psychology or Anglo-Saxon.
These are not fanciful instances;
they are Melds of learning in which
dismissals have actually been made.
Incidentally the argument that
Communists are "not free to follow the truth wherever it may
lead" involves for its spokesmen a
logical dilemma in the case of the
ex-Communist. Clearly the latter
has now found the truth for he is
on our side; equally clearly he
must have been able to find it
when he was a Communist for the
finding preceded the conversion.

small,
delicious
,
lobster rolls, and cheeze drops that
O,
looked deceptively
lemon
like
cookies.
ate our fill (having But it looks sort of funny out in
the snow O,
purposely skipped
and
lunch)
smoked a full share of the free With a hey and a ho and the wind
and*the rain.
cigarettes. All told, it was a pleasant enough afternoon.
The answer to this and all other
would like to suggest, how- Oh I love my girl from the head
confusion is simple. The question
to the toes O,
ever, that perhaps President Sills'
fine health points up tHe superior- For she is like a red, red rose O, is not how a Communist teacher
ity of black bean soup to canapes But she's in love with another must behave because he is a Communist but how he behaves as an
boz O.
as a steady diet.
holding
Communist
With a hey and a ho and the wind individual
•
•
*
•
views. No imperatives are more
on the rain.
There is the old saying that "in
compelling than those of our bio-

mow

We

We

the Spring a young man's fancy
." and etc. We can So I'll go get another bimb O,
turns to
bear witness to this, but in an- One that has a lovely limb O,
other way, since it is our conten- We'll gaze at the cumulus and
nimb O,
tion that not only does the proverbial young -man put his mind on With a hey and a ho and the wind
and the rain.
thoughts of an amatory nature, but
from time to time turns his talents
to poetry. We are printing here a Oh the turtles dig up through the
mud and the clay O.
piece submitted to us by a couple
of undergraduates who seem to And the clams and lobsters laugh
have submitted to the vernal urge, and play O,
but not in time to make the Quill. For the rain it raineth every day
O,
We sincerely hope that any graduate reviewers will not be too harsh With a hey and a ho and the wind
and the rain. Oh.
in their criticism. We are not
i

.

.

literary critics,
is

New

Vice President

would do

When

so.

last I

had the opportunity

to address a Bowdoin audience on
the theme of academic freedom, a
plague of loyalty oaths focused my
remarks, if' I may steal a title from

George Stewart, upon Hie Year of
the Oath. Tonight a different circumstance confronts us: The Year,

Bela W: Norton

18

Graham Urges Student

John Scott To Speak

Named

Scott, a foreign correspondent for Time and Life, will
speak on "America's Impact in
Europe" in Smith Auditorium,
Wednesday, May 13 at 8:15 p.m.

To Take Office July 1

John

The

lecturer,

who has

Vice President;

written

several books, is sponsored by the
College, and the lecture is open to
the public without charge.

and has given us his full effort
the Sesquicentennial
Fund, for the past three years as
Executive Director. TTie results of
his efforts stand in tribute to them.
It is with true regret that the College accedes to his wish for less
lege

in behalf of

direct

responsibility

College

for

affairs."

The appointment

of Bela

W. Norof Bow-

ton '18 as Vice-President
doin College was announced today
by President James S. Coles. Norton will take over the functions
now held by the Sesquicentennial

Fund

Offiee.

He

a mem-

pus.

Commenting on various aspects
Graham recently
pointed out that a majority of life
insurance companies issue policies
containing a "War Exclusion Rider"
on those of "military age." At the
moment, he explained, subject to
change without notice, it is possible to obtain a limited amount of
top notch insurance without such a
of life insurance,

rider.

Graham also pointed out that the
nature of one's work during the

Council

To Draw Up

will also direct

the College's public relations.

fuse to sell this insurance at standAn increase due to the
type of work is often expensive,
the figure sometimes running from
$3.20 to $25 per year per $1000
extra. For this reason, he urged

ard rates.

Hazing Statement
,

Company

students to think of purchasing
insurance while they were still in
college.

The campus representative
claimed that it was a logical time
to act on such a plan since: 1. If
you can pass an examination for
this at this time, you can qualify
for the low rate of your present
age and occupation (student); 2.
The only way you can have such a
plan is to start; and 3. The guaranteed values within the policy contracts provide for an Emergency
Fund for future contingencies and
protect you each year in case you
decide to discontinue the savings.

the

It's

per can

'35,

ber of Delta Kappa Epsilon and the
Meddiebempsters, recently completed a training program with the
Provident Mutual Company of Philadelphia and is now the representative of that organization on cam-

coming years may be such as to
cause insurance companies to re-

{Continued From Page 1")
house had to sign for sheets and
"which people didn't
blankets
want."
Agents
The ten proctors for next year
selected by the Student Council
Hold Private Interviews as
and the Dean are John F. Cosdoubt of the right and the power
grove,
James R. Flaker, James J.
Individual interviews between
of such committees to do what
Bowdoin seniors and representa- Furlong, Gerard D. Goldstein,
they are doing. What is more they tives of
the New England Tele- Donald P. Hayward, Charles W.
can compel administrators and pro- phone and Telegraph Company, the Howard, II, George J. Mitchell, Jr.,
fessors to attend their hearings by
Western Electric Company, the Gordon W. Stearns, Jr., R. Keith
subpoena and can compel answers Bell Laboratories, the New Jersey Stnrgeon, and Louis P. Welch.
to their questions, with an excep- Bell Telephone Company,
and the
tion I shall note somewhat later,
Long Lines Division of the Ameri- can Telephone and Telegraph Comby punishment for contempt. I am
pany will continue tomorrow, May
not an advocate of those who break perhaps in the case of motor laws, 7, as part of the current series of
the law on either count nor of the on college faculties.
interviews sponsored by« the Bowretention of law breakers, except
(To be continued next week)
doin College Placement Bureau.

Tennis Balls

Purchase Of Insurance
Geoorge W. Graham

(Continued from Page 1)

Speaking of Mr. Palmer's retirement, President Coles said, "He
has actively and effectively worked
on behalf of the College since his
graduation in 1904. From a long
and productive career in business
and after two years of overseas
service with the American Red
Cross, he returned to Bowdoin Col-

the appointment of Picasso to correspondent.
After travelling extensively in
teach painting, of Prokofief to
teach music, of Haldane to teach Asiatic Russia in 1940 and 1941
natural science would do
an Mr. Scott was finally expelled from
American academic community that country just before Russia's
more good than harm. Certainly I entrance into the war.
would prefer such appointments
More recently he has been chief
to that ot Louis Budenz to teach of news bureaus in Stockholm and
economics. Nor can I forget that Berlin. He is the author of Beyond
President Dickey's predecessor in The Urals, Duel For Europe, and
the Dartmouth presidency, an- Europe In Revolution.
nour*»d in the twenties, an earlier
period of tension, that if he could ton; both wander about the country
bring Lenin or Trotsky to Han- in peripatetic pandemonium. Let
over to lecture on Communism he me say at the outset I have no

$2.25

Does anyone scent a plagarist?

Named

Foreign Correspondent

Mr. Scott lived in Russia for
partisan, doctrainaire, vacillating,
using the teacher's platform for nine years from 1931-1940. For six
irrelevancies or propaganda, then of these years he worked in inhe should be dismissed. So much dustrial plants as a metal worker.
for generalizations, /s Justice During this period he gained an
Holmes observed long ago general intimate knowledge of the Russian
principles do not settle concrete language and people. He later
cases. I am inclined to believe that worked in Russian as a Moscow

of Investigation. On the national'
scale there are at present two investigative bodies concerned with
Communism on faculties: one, a
sub-committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee, is entitled the
logical make-up. Yet no one in his Committee on Internal Security.
senses would assert that because Its chairman is Senator Wiiliam F.
all women can theoretically bear Jenner of Indiana. The other is a
children, all women are mothers. Committee of the House of RepreThe logic is the same as that cur- sentatives, the Un-American Acrently applied to communist teach- tivities Committee. A committee
ers. As a faculty member or ad- with a long and far from reputable
ministrative officer I would not be history, its present chairman is
a party to the appointment of a Harold Velde of Illinois. Both comCommunist teacher; the uncer- mittees hold hearings at Washing-

and our judgment

therefore not flawless.

conduct as a teacher
are too numerous. If a colleague
whose abilities as a teacher and
qualities as an individual I had
come to respect over an association of many years proved to be a
Communist, I would prefer the
evidence of my own experience to
that of a party label or a party
card. On the other hand, if as a
scholar and teacher he was biased,
tainties of his

m

1953

6,

Restringing Rackets
Merrymeeting
185 Park

Gift
Row

Shop

Clear Nylon
Multi-Ply
Green
Prof ected Black
White

5.00

&

Greeting ^Cards --- Gifts

6.00

Free Gift Wrapping

F.

>•<

150 MAINE

W. CHANDLER
STREET

&

size of the

4.00

—

SON
PHONE 234

BRUNSWICK

FIGHT

"Matchless Service"

How
v

FORD — MERCURY
Sales

and

man!

with
good looks

Service

the

in

to make
points

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

USED CARS
Mat's

Maine's Most Modern Auto

right! In the

size of the

man

Body Repair and Paint Shop

U. S. Air Force,

good enough

. . .

WIN YOUR WINGS! It takes little over a
year to win your wings as a Pilot or Aircraft
Observer (Navigator, Bombardier, Radar Operator

not the

And Aviation Cadets must have

plenty of it. For Cadet training

t

it's

in the fight— it's the size of the

fight in the man!

tough enough

is

. . .

or Aircraft Performance Engineer).

But at the end
of your training you graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant

rugged. If you're

smart enough

.

.

in the Air Force, with

you can take it while you're learning to dish it
out, you can have one of the most fascinating careers

if

Complete Front End

and

in the world. You'll be equipped to fly the latest,
hottest planes. You'll be prepared to take your

Frame Alignment

position as

an executive, both

in military

mercial aviation as well as in industry.

*

•

WICK.

t

HERE'S

Looking smart is no problem.
You start with a Manhattan label
.
you wind up in Style. And in
the host of Manhattan collar

'•

. .

Headquarters

Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!

*

Take'a transcript of your college credits and a copy of
your birth certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or
Fill

out the application they give you.

2. If application

is accepted, the Air Force will give
physical examination.

points for you. You'll like the
extra comfort and long wear in

best if

addition,

WHAT TO DO:

Recruiting Station.

styles you're sure to find more
than one collar that makes style

for

is a minimum requirement
you stay in school and graduate. In
you must be between 19 and 26^ years,
unmarried, and in good physical condition.

it's

while

you're helping yourselfyou'll be helpingyour country.

Now Aviation

m SHIatAMT •TMIT MUM* HAU*
.••••••••••*••••••.

Cadet, you must have completed at least two years
of college. This

and com-

And

pay of $5,300.00 a year.

4.

ARE YOU ELIGIBLE? To qualify as an Aviation

you a

4.

If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be
scheduled for an Aviation Cadet training class. The
you a four-month deferment
while waiting class assignment.
%

Selective Service Act allows

WHERE TO GET MORE

DETAILS:

your noorost Air Fore* Bos», Air Fere* R.cruiting Orfteor, or
your noorost Air Forco ROTC unit. Or writ* to: Aviation Cadot,
Haadquartors, U. $. Air Forco, Washington 25, 0.

Vitll

Jo Next, you take a written and manual aptitude

every Manhattan shirt, too Stop
!

test.

C

your nearest Manhattan
men's shop today see many
more most - for - your - money
in at

—

values in distinctive

Manhatkm

menswear.

Shirts
In Brunswick

Senter's
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Time, Life Correspondent
John Scott Speaks Tonight

He was

later

All

T.C.

MS

Graduates Get

Bowdoin Wins 54th State
College Track Competition

19 Are Reassigned

All students interested are invited
to attend.
Receives Much Praise
John Scott has received praise as
a speaker from many educators.

Among them

is

Vice

President

Joseph B. Shane of Swarthmore.
stated, "John Scott was one of
the most successful
speakers
we have had in a long time."
Professor William B. Ward of

He

.

.

.

Cornell said of Scott, "He delivered
two lectures
that will not be
forgotten. He did a marvelous job
.

.

.

as a 'visiting professor*."

Walker Art Museum
Given Strater

Work

•

portation Corps.

Although

all

new

officers

will

elections of the Bowdoin College Alumni Association
for the Board of Overseers, members at large for the Alumni Council, and the Directors of the Alumni

is now in progress with
1 deadline set.

Fund

June

a

Two men will be elected to the
Board of Overseers, while the other two organizations will gain three
members each. Secretary of the
Association Seward J. Marsh '12 is
handling the balloting.
Six Candidates
There are six candidates for the
Board of Overseers. William D.
Hyde '38 of Portland, Maine is the
grandson of the late President William DeWitt Hyde. Mr. Hyde is a
member of the Bowdoin Club of
Portland and former member and
President of the Alumni Council.
He is a special agent for the
Springfield Fire and Marine Insur-

is

it

it

similar

Professor George H." Quinby said
that staging the play has presented
a difficult task. The Memorial Hall
setting will be in an official hospital instead of a bamboo structure.

There are numerous props reThe six beds must have
mosquito netting, bed tables, and
the usual accessories. Army and
Navy hospitals have loaned the
two sets of six pajamas which are
needed. Six blankets had to be
bought to simulate the military
Summer Camp
The Transportation Corps sum- type. Several costumes such as
mer camp will again be held at kilts, were borrowed from a local
Fort Eustis, Virginia from June 20 collector. The Infirmary will also
to August 1. All members of the lend some props. Philip E. Shakir
Class of '54 enrolled in the ad- '56 and Arthur M. Seelye '56 are in
vanced division of the ROTC who charge of the props.
have not previously attended the
Headed by Robert C. Hawley '55,
camp will be required to go this Edwin C. Northrup Jr. '56, William
F. Hoffman '54, Alfred A. Gass '54,
summer.
One student, Paul F Morin '54, Edward Cogan '51, Lee B. Wood
will train at the Army Language Jr. '56, William H. Moody '56, and
School, Fort Riley, Kansas instead Peter K. Holmes '56 will work on

members of the T.C,
19 will be assigned to other
branches. No definite appointments
have been made as yet, but among
the branches requested by the
Seniors have been Infantry, Armored and Engineers.

quired.

.Many changes

will be effected in

the ranks of the

ROTC instructing

the expectation

is that students
till Ivy and the public is
therefore urged to attend the Monday night performance."

will wait

play, Shakespeare's
of Venice..
Portland Press Herald

Shown is the Sanford High School band as it entered Whittier Field during the Western Maine
Music Festival which was held in Brunswick last Saturday. The Sanford band, one of the larger
and more colorful units in the parade, participated in the drill competition which was held at
Whittier before 8,000. Also featured during the Festival was the concert held Saturday evening in the Hyde Athletic Building cage.

6,000 School Musicians

Professor

Jam Bowdoin Campus

finish his three year tour of service at the college in June and ex-

dent. Ivy dates are considered as

the general public.

Reserved seats may be obtained
Major Joseph B. Miller, Adjutant by phoning 1-273W between 7:30
of the Bowdoin detachment will and 9:00 in the evening today and
tomorrow
for the Monday performalso wind up his three years at this
time, but he may be assigned a ance. Calls during the same period
on Monday and Tuesday should be
fourth year at Bowdoin. No
pects to be reassigned.

official

confirmation of this has been received as yet. Captain Luis F.
Ochoasjs the only commissioned
officer on the staff who will definitely return in the Fall.

WB0A

NOTICE

WBOA

wishes to announce the
rebroadcast of the Interfraternity
Sing. This program will take place
tonight at 8:30.

University. He was recently nominated to be ambassador to Pakistan.

Waldo

R. Flinn '22 is employed
a s Assistant Manager of the
Rockerfeller Institute for Medical
Research and is President of the
New York Alumni Association.
Memberships on the Alumni Fund
and Council are also to his credit.

Edward

P.

Garland

dent and Director
aine Coffee

of-

'16 is Presi-

the LaTourof Boston,

Company

and he was a Director of the Alumni Fund.
A member and former President
of the Alumni Council, Kendrick
Burns '14 is Purchasing Agent for
the S. D. Warren Company.
Frank C. Evans '10 was the Production Manager and Director of
Personnel and Relations of the du
Pont Company. He has been associated with the Alumni Fund and
ance Company.
was President of the Bowdoin Club
Horace A. Hildreth was a mem- of Philadelphia. Mr. Evans is now
ber of the Alumni Council and is a representative member of the
1
Bucknel
President
of
Alumni Fund.
presently the

made

Means

Selected

Day ceremonies to be
held Saturday morning. May 23, on
the Walker Art Building steps.
The selection group, the Ivy Day
Activities Committee, has not yet
definitely decided who is to be the
class speaker and whether he will
ed concert in the Hyde Athletic read a class speech
or a poem.
Building cage.
These decisions will be announced
The parade, which was Saturday sometime early next week. Chair
afternoon, started at Brunswick
High School and proceeded to
Pleasant Street. Reaching Maine Professor Locke Leads
Street it passed the campus on the
west and south sides, reaching
Music Club In
Whittier Field by College and

Treasurer.

One Of the highlights of the program will be the announcement of
the name of the "Wooden Spoon,"
the most popular member of the
Junior Class, and his presentation
by the House Party Queen, who is
to be chosen at the formal dance
Friday night. May 22. The "Wooden Spoon" has already been selected in secret ballot by the members of the Junior Class from a list
of 12 nominees, one from each
house, but his identity will remain
secret until the morning of Ivy
Day.
This year the two official ballot
counters, Charles W. Howard II
'54 and H. Davison Osgood Jr. '54,
intimated that "there will be something unique about the selection,"
but. declined to speak further.
Nominees Included
The Hst of nominees included
David S. Roberson, Alpha Delta

Bowdoin

Bowker

Streets.

The

colorful par- His Final
ade, which took about an hour to
pass any given point, was witnessTuesday evening, the Bowdoin
ed by an estimated 25,000 people. Music Club- presented a cenr^rt of
At Whittier Field, following the choral and instrumental e .omble
parade, 8,000 people watched fieldl mus ic in Memorial Ha''
..ler the
drills by the bands of five of the direction of Assistant , rofessor of
larger high schools, Portland, Deer.-Music Russei F Locke

Appearance

ing, Edward Little, Sanford, and
Lewiston. A short concert was
given by a massed band of 1,200.
At the evening concert in the
Cage, a 100 piece composite orchestra and a composite choral group
took part. The program was directed by David Koushious, Ports-

was Mr. Locke's last concert
Bowdoin before he takes over his
duties as head of the Music
Department at the Emma Willard
School for Girls at Troy, New York
It

at

Phi; Howard S. Levin, Alpha Rho
Upsilon; H. Parker McLaren, Alpha
Tau Omega; W. John Friellander,
Beta Theta Pi; Peter B. Powell,
Chi Psi; James L. Ladd, Delta
Kappa Epsilon; Claude A. Moldaver, Delta Sigma; John F. Cosgrove, Kappa Sigma; Allen F.
Hetherington Jr., Psi Upsilon;
Frank J. Vecella, Sigma Nu; Richard B. Salsman, Theta Delta Chi;
and Barrett C. Nichols Jr., Zeta

new

i

next

fall.

The Music Club Chorus, now

in

fourth year, consists of twentyfour singers. This group of mixed
voices has consistently devoted itself to the performance of music in
the best choral tradition, works of
the Renaissance frequently appearing in its repertoire. Tuesday eve- Psi.
ning, the club presented for the
Preceding the program, which
first time a concert devoted entire- will begin at 11 a.m., will be a jazz
the choruses and glee clubs were ly to secular works. The club has cancert by the Polar Bear Five.
appeared
in
Augusta
this
spring,
This
innovation was introduced in
held at the First Parish Church and
and a concert was held at the an effort to add more color to the
at Memorial Hall.
proceedings.
Host co-chairmen of the festival
Accordirg to Osgood, the master
were Mr. and Mrs. Ary E. E. Dul- last Sunday.
of'ceVemonies" To? the event^the
fer of the Brunswick School DeConducts Last Concert motif for the program will be a
partment. H. Laton Jackson of the
"classical atmosphere," with apCentral Maine Power Company in
propriate background festivities.
Brunswick was the executive chairThe nature of these festivities was
man.
not mentioned.
Heading the parade Saturday,
was a group of student officers and
The rest of the program will be
a color guard from the Bowdoin
the "presentation of
awards and honors" by Powell. At
ROTC unit.
the conclusion of the oral program,
The handling of the parade and
the resulting traffic conditions rethe traditional slip of ivy will be
quired a group of 25 extra police
planted.
its

i

.

WU1 Reveal

officers.

Members
|

Picked Student Union

To Hear Burton Cross

President At Election

In Conference Here

Lawrence

E.

Dwight

'54

ator Phillip Chapman will speak at
the Spring meeting of the Maine
Town and City Managers Association which will be held at the college on May 13, 14 and 15.

Other Candidates
Candidates or members at large
of the Alumni Council areM>aniel
F. Mahoney '19, Paul Sibley *25,
Reginald K. Swett '28, Winslow R.
Howland '29, David P. Faxon '30,
and Carl N. DeSuze '38.

Governor

Chapman

Cross

and

Senator

will discuss "Municipali-

and the 1953 Legislature" at
the banquet to be held in the Moul
ties

n»«d«y gwetfafrjnwt
5?_B*?
afternoon at 2:00 p.m. in Smith
Auditorium

Roy

Owsley,
City
Manager of Portland, and Charles
Evans, of Griffenhagen and Associates will be among the speakers at
a panel discussion on the "Use of

'32,

Carleton S. Connor

Paul E. Gardent,

Jr. '39.

'36,

final

|

is

known.

of 23.8 eclipsed

his old

mark

The

program

included

Head For Next Year;

brass

music of the 17th and 20th cen
Picked
two groups of madriK ais by 2
the Music Club Chorus, the Bach
William Arthur Grove Jr. '54 was
Concerto for Three Pianos and
Strings, and the Sonata sopra elected Director of the Bowdoin
Sancta Maria by Claudio Monte- College Meddiebempsters for next
verdi, an unusual work for strings, year at a recent meeting of the

New Members

turies

'

I

|

(Continued on Page J)

Professor J.imes W. Beattie, Professor of chemistry at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will
speak this evening at 7:15 in room
123 Parker Cleaveland Hall.

Dr. Beattie's subject will be the
Thermodynamic Concept
of
Temperature. This talk which is
open to the public will be of particular
interest to mathematics,
chemistry, and physics majors.
James W. Beattie '53, a •member
headed by of Delta Kappa Epsilon, is the son
Pelletier.
of Professor Beattie.

i

of

which he set last year at
For his outstanding performance in the meet, Getehell
was awarded the Alan Hillman
Memorial Trophy for the second
24.1,

With firsts in both hurdles
and a third in the 220-yard dash,
Getehell was second only to team-

time.

mate Ray Biggs in total points.
Biggs won both dashes and placed
second in the broad jump.
Other outstanding performers in

the day's events' were Bill Calkin
of Maine with three seconds in
both hurdles and the 100-yard
dash, and Bob Goldsmith, who led
Allen F. Hetherington '54
Bates with a first in the 800 and
Gratiano Douglas A. Chalmers '53
a second in the mile.
'56

Lorenzo
William Beeson III
Shylock
Edward Cogan
Tubal
Harold D.Osgood Jr.
Launcelot

Thomas
Leonardo

B.

Howard

Joel H.

.

Flemmlng Winner
Fred Flemming won the broad
despite the -fact he was to

'51

'54

jump

Jr. '56
'54

Hupper

Balthazai-Stephano

play ball in the afternoon. His leap
21 feet, ?4 inches set in the
trials during the morning was good

of

Gerard L. Dube '55 enough to withstand the finals.
The three female members of the "Flapper" will have earned 10 varNancy McKeen, Joan Foster sity letters before he is graduated
and Maureen Routhier, have had a month from now.
The hammer throw went to Bowconsiderable stage experience, havDick Wragg with Don
ing played in nine parts for the doin's
Masque and Gown and six for the Agostinelli second. Bowdoin might
Workshop. Miss McKeen, who will have done better in the field events
play Portia, has played in 11 plays, had Paul Brinkman been able to
including Shakespeare's Measure compete.
The absence of the injured
for Measure and RaJnahackle Inn.
Miss Foster will play Nerissa. She Gordy Milliken was also felt. Millicast

appeared in one of the one-act, stu- kin captured the Hillman trophy
dent-written plays last March. last year, when he raced to a
Miss Routhier. playing the part of record in the 220.
This is the fifth straight year a
Jessica, acted in the high school
presentation of Harriet and was Bowdoin man has won this award
the ingenue of Ramshackle Inn.
commemorating a former Polar
Open- Air Presentation
Bear athlete, Alan G. Hillman '44
Weather permitting, the produc- who lost his life in the last World
tion will be staged on the steps of War,
the Art Building. The Five-act
Huleatt's Best Effort
play is scheduled to run about one
Hugh Huleatt sped to a 4:26.8
and one-half hours, beginning at 9 mile, his best effort yet at
Bowp.m. on June 19.
(Continued on Page ))

Text Of Prof. Edward C. Kirkland
Address On Academic Freedom
—

Editor's Note
The text of Professor Edward C. Klrkland's address on "Academic Freedom in Peril" is concluded in this week's
ORIENT. The talk was made on Monday, May 4, under the
sponsorship of the American Association of University Professors.
The rightfulness, the usefulness, this self-denying ordinance is
frightening. In effect the commit1** ***?*
tions is quite a different matter tee has announced
that it is not
from their legality. On the former interested in a professor's actual
count it is quite important to es- performance. It will not observe
cape from the magic spell of words his bias, partisanship, detachment,
and the soft persuasion of commit- or competence in action. It is contee chairmen. With the exception cerned only with
a professor's past
" or
political beliefs and re'iSST a hold upon liespresent
upon these, through inferenoe
faculty minds as "investigation," and emotion,
to injure his scholarly
Investigation is just another word reputation. If I
were to devise a
for research and research is a part procedure
designed to result in the
of a professor's obligation and busi- maximum of smear with
the mininess. But as any reader of the
of evidence, I would choose
newspaper or viewer of television the distinction Senator Jenner has
knows, the activities of these com- made.
mittees are not investigations as
In sum these committee activitischolars know them. The bias and ties are not investigations but
intemperance of their chairmen trials of those individuals the comneed no demonstration. The judi- mittee and others esteem bad. As
ciousness of Senator Jenner's mind a member of
a committee revealed,
is well exemplified by his opinion in
a hearing, their purpose is "to
of General George Marshall as "a ferret
out Communists." Thus
front man for traitors." This of the these
committees are courts outdevoted commander of the country side of the law,
designed and operwas well blessed to have as chief- ated to make a crime of what is
of-staff during World War
and not a crime. To believe in the overwho gave his name to the plan throw of government by force and
which has done so much to stop violence is
not illegal. The ConstiCommunism in Europe. Congress- tutions of some of our states conman Velde is of a somewhat less tain a guarantee of the right of
cunning breed His fellow commit- revolution. Abraham Lincoln in his
tee members have recently check-! first
Inaugural Address announced,
ed, as far from prudent, his dream "This
country with its institutions
of wandering through endless Elys- belongs
to the people who inhabit
lan fields of investigation. Animat-' it.
Whenever they shall grow
ing both investigations is the spirit weary
of the existing government,
•f more unscrupulous, more irre-jthey
can exercise their constitusponsible and more powerful col- tional
right of amending it, or their
leagues
Why shouldn't I be for (revolutionary
right to dismamber

f 3?* *™*>

?

2J?iJ?i
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L

is

Grove Elected Meddie

Russell F. Locke, Jr.

ing Additon, School Superintend-

and Government which
Professor Lawrence

Activi-

plans as to the class oration

coastal motif,

ent of Bath, and William Bailey. MIT Chem Professor
Deputy Commissioner of the State
Department of Education will ap- J. Beat tie To Speak
pear in a discussion on "ManagerThermodynamics
School
Department
Relations"
which will be held Friday evening

j

Day

Also to be revealed are the plans
for the decoration for the Friday
night formal. At present only the
theme of the decorations, a Maine

Management Consultants". Julian
Orr, City Manager of Bangor, Lor-

at 9:00 p.m. Following the registration on Wednesday there will be a
#
film presented in 'Smith Auditorium entitled "The City You Live
In." The conference will end with
a lunch at the Brunswick Naval
Air Station.
Alumni Association
The position of Maine as the
Seeking to the Directors of the leading state in the city manager
Alumni Fund are A. Shirley Gray form of municipal government is in
'18, John D. Dupuis "29, S. Forster large part due to the efforts of the
Yancey '30, Richard C. Van Varick Bureau for Research in Municipal

Plans

of the Ivy

Committee Robert M. Hurst,

and orator.

Governor Burton Cross and Sen-

was

chosen the President of the Student Union Committee at the elections held at their last meeting.
Dwight has been a member of
the Glee Club for the past three
years and has led his fraternity,
Zeta Psi, in the Intefraternity Sing
for two years. He is also a member of the Varsity Hockey Team.
The Vice-President of the Union
Committee will be Robert C. Burr
*55. Robert R. Hinckley '55 is the
new Treasurer and Thomas R.
Kneil '55 is the Secretary.
Burr is a member of the Theta
Delta Chi fraternity and the Varsity Baseball team. He is on the
staff of The Bugle and is a News
Editor of the ORIENT. The new
Treasurer Hinckley, is a member
of the Glee Club and the Meddiebempstei-s. He belongs to the Delta
Sigma fraternity. Kneil is an Independent.

ties

Todd H. Cailihan, Osgood, Powell,
and Hildreth, say that by next
week they will be able to reveal

Maine Tow n Managers

Lawrence E. Dwight

'53
'55
William A. Maillet '49
Bruce C. McGorrill '53
'54
Peter B. Powell
Thomas R. Pickering '53

Frank J. Farrington
James M. Murray

Antonio
Bassanio

I

for Friday seats.

with 36 and 1/6 with
Bates third and Colby last
Getehell set the only new meet
record with a brilliant performance in the low hurdles. His time

Orono.

of the
cast, have appeared in 40 plays on
Campus and ten Brunswick Workshop Theatre presentations. The
tentative list of male actors in the
cast has been announced. This list,
subject to revision, is as follows:
Duke of Venice

Professor Thomas Means has man of the committee is Horace Solan io
Crowding Brunswick and the
Bowdoin campus, Saturday, were been selected as faculty speaker A. Hildreth Jr. '54, Junior Class Solerio
for the Ivy

The Merchant

The 14 male members

Morocco
Arragon

As Speaker For Ivy Day

In Saturday Festival

I

The first half of the house is resummer. As previously announced in the ORIENT, served at $1.20 for the public and
Col. Walter H. Kennett will retire $.60 for the students. The back secat the end of the current academic tion costs $.60 for the public and
year. Lt. Col. Gregg C McLeod will the blanket tax will admit a stu-

jump and hammer throw

followed

I

staff during the

in

for the

sufficient for Bowdoin to cop
The Polar Bears
laurels.
amassed a total of 59 points. Maine

Professor George H. Quinby, director of the Masque and Gown,
has reported that a most experienced and talented cast is to appear in this year's Commencement

mouth, N.H., music supervisor.
Auditions were held Friday and
Saturday morning. In these auditions the various bands and orthe
scenery.
of at Eustis.
chestras at the festival were rated.
About the two performances, These were held at the Brunswick
Captain Luis F. Ochoa will be
the officer from the Bowdoin de- Professor Quinby said, "Although High
School,
Longfellow
the
students
are
welcome
on
Monday
School, the Town Building, and the
tachment at the camp. Also attending from the college military and the general public on Friday, Recreation Center. Auditions for

Brown and

Saturday

meet

were

Talented Says Quinby

.

The New York

funny."

"Herald Tribune" gave
compliments.

last

field

the

i

Bowdoin Alumni Association
Annual Elections To Be Held
The annual

broad

Cast Experienced,

Richard Basehart and John Lund. approximately 6,000 school musisaid of the cians attending the annual Western
play, "Another good play was add- Maine Music Festival.
The festival was featured by a
ed to the Broadway list
Treating a lonely soldier who finally lengthy parade, a field drill e,xerfinds friends, it is as often moving cise at Whittier Field, and a mass-

technically be

force will be Sergeants
Keasling.

Albert S. Roe, acting director of
the Walker Art Museum, has announced the gift of a painting entitled "Ranch on Beaver Creek" by
Harry Strater of Ogunquit. The
large canvas will enlarge the museum's collection of contemporary
works.
It was painted in oil in 1938, and
is the last of a series of fine landscapes done by the artist in Arizona
during the middle Thirties. It
shows a small ranch in the Verde
Valley, south of Flagstaff and east
of Prescott, in the heart of the
Zane Grey country.
The artist has treated the desert
sympathetically, according to Roe,
producing a luminous and atmospheric expression of the sun-lit
terrain; the harshness of the land
has been subdued and allowed to
appear only in the strength of the
rolling hills and rugged mountains.
The picture is familiar to many
people through large color reproductions which have enjoyed widespread sales in all parts of the
country.

Commencement Play

.

.

and

Headed by Dick Getehell in the hurdles andj Ray Biggs in the
dashes, the team took first in seven of 15 events, including a sweep in
the 220-yard dash. Biggs and Getehell were the only double winners
in the meet, the former garnering 13 points and the latter 11.
WUte Gets 59 Potato
Victories in the hurdles and
dashes plus a strong showing in the

The "New York Times"

as

March Of Time Job
Forty-one members of the Class,
During 1951 he worked on an of '53 will receive commissions as
Air Force job for the March of second lieutenants in the U.S.
Time. In 1952 he was in Germany Army with their diplomas, and all
and Austria, while he was also will be commissioned in the Transworking in Greece, Turkey, Italy,
Morocco, France and England.
Mr. Scott's speech will be given
in Smith Auditorium, Wednesday,
May 13, at 8:15 p.m. After his lecture he will hold a conference in
the Peucinian Room, sponsored by
the Political Forum, at 9:45 p.m.

Bowdoin's Polar Bears ran off with top honors
the 54th annual state intercollegiate track
third straight year.

j

office.

5

As Ivy Production

.

Commissions But

NUMBER

1953

Masque And Gown To

.

sent to London and then to Stockholm where he headed the Time
and Life oflice until 1945. For the
next three years he was chief of
Time's bureau in Berlin. Mr. Scott
then returned to the New York

13,

Present 'Hasty Heart'

John Scott, foreign correspondent, author, and lecturer will speak
The Masque and Gown's productonight on "America's Impact in Europe" in Smith Auditorium at 8:15 tion of "The Hasty Heart" will be
performed in Memorial Hall on
p.m. as part of his tour of America's colleges and universities.
Mr. Scott has had a great amount of experience with Russia, Monday night at 8:15 and for Ivy
having lived there for nine years from 1931 to 1940. During six of on Friday. May 22, at 4:15.
Donn C. Winner '56 and Charles
these years, until 1937, he worked in Russian industrial plants. He
W. Schoeneman '53 are the featur|was forced to leave his job when the great purge drove thousands of
performers, portraying the parts
ed
foreigners from Soviet industries. But. while Mr. Scott worked in
of Lachlen and Yank.
these mills and plants he was able to master the Russian language
The rest of the cast of the John
and learned much about the people of Russia.
Patrick play are: Donald M. BrewWent To Russia
er '55 as stage manager and the
Speaker Tonight
John Scott was born in Philapart of the orderly, Allan F. Wright
'56 as Digger, Calvin B. Kendall '56
delphia in 1913 and attended
schools in the United States and
as Kiwi, Theodore H. Howe '55 as
Switzerland. After graduating from
Blossom, Benjamin G. M. Priest
'56 as Tommy. Timothy F. P. Hely
George School in Pennsylvania he
'56, a foreign student, as the colonwent to the University of Wisconsin for two years. After college,
el, and Fredrika Joy as the nurse.
depression
years,
he
put
the
Concurrent with the Broadway
during
in a few months of intensive study
production, "The Hasty Heart" was
at a General Electric training
done during the summer session of
school where he earned a certifi1946. The setting is in a convalescate in metal working. It was at
cent ward of a British general hosthis time that Mr. Scott went to
pital in the rear of the Assam-BurRussia as a worker.
ma front. Lachlen. a Scott, is
In 1940 and 1941 he traveled
doomed to die, though he doesn't
through the Balkans and Middle
know it. The soldiers, from all
East making, reports on these secparts of the world, attempt to cheer
tions which attracted much attenhim up, for he doesn't associate
tion. Two weeks before Germany
very much with anyone. They sucinvaded Russia Scott was expelled
ceed in this, but then the Scotsfrom Soviet territory for "misrepman learns of his fate.
resenting" Russian activities. He
President Emeritus Kenneth C.
went to Japan, and it was from
M. Sills said, in a letter, of the
here that he filled his first reports
Bowdoin production, "It seemed to
for Time. A year later he was a
me that the play was just the kind
Time editor in New York.
that may well be given at the
The year 1943 saw Mr. Scott in
."
college
.
Washington covering the State deThe Broadway show featured
partment for Time.
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group.
Grove, a member, of the Mcddies
for two years, repaces H. Davison McCarthy,
a prominent Republi- 'or overthrow it " Elsewhere in the
Osgood '54, who will graduate this can congressional leader told a re-' same
document he permits this
June. A member of the Psi Up- porter friend of mine, "he makes
revolutionary right to a minority
silon fraternity, Grove is a James Republican votes. Thus motivated
of the population. Nor, turning to
Bowdoin Scholar, a Glee Club these investigations are run like a the
contemporary scene, is memmember, and his fraternity's Stu- circus crossed with the third de- bership
in the Communist Party a
dent Council Representative.
gree. Jammed committee rooms,
crime; nor can its outlawing, in
New Meddles Named
the constant movement of hearers,' my
estimation, be made constituThe selection of two new Meddles the glare and heat of television, the tional under our system of Jurishas also been announced. They are weighted advantages for interro- prudence.
that as it may,, the
Norman C. Nicholson '56 and Terry gators and the limited opportunity Subversive Be
Activities Control Act
D. Stenberg, a4so a freshman. Nich- for defense
all these are the of I960,
commonly called the Smith
olson is a member of Zeta Psi and features of the investigative pro- Act,
under whose provisions two
has been active this year in the **"•
batches of Communist leaders have
.
Nor should our apprehension* be been
Glee Club, the Chapel Choir, and
to jail expressly deWBOA. He is also on the freshman quieted by Senator Jenner's asser- Clares sent
"Neither the holding of oftion that this is not an attack upon flee
track team.
nor membership in any ComStenberg, a Beta, was recently academic freedom. The committee munist
organization by any person
named to the Student Union Com- will not investigate textbooks; it shall constitute per se a violation"
mittee and is in the Glee Club. will not invade classrooms; it will of the
Act's section punishing a
During the fall he played on the not concern itself with what U combination, conspiracy, or agreetaught. Far from being reassuring
freshman football team.
2J
£ Continued on PH*
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Wednesday,
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Douglas A. Chalmers
E. Ward Oilman '53

i*L

To the

hard H. Allen '54
Charles E. C^akley "54
Edward F. Spicer '54
Richard M. Catalano '55
1

talk about."

'55
Elliot S. Palais "55
James S. Carter '56
Edward N. Cotter '56
Robert E. Hamilton '56
Raymond F. Kierstead, Jr. '56
George A. Massih, Jr. '56
Carroll E. Pennell '56

Rif

'55
'55

DRAY'S ALMANAC

Mr. Chalmers apparently would

Allan F. Wright '56
Sports Staff

the

charm

|

i

parties.

more than can be Pressure to clean them up has
been May has brought with it the remore than we applied by Mt. Holyoke,
Smith, newal of several famous college
hoped for. The ancient Latin saythe alumni, and townspeople, as traditions. At Bryn Mawr a raid
ing
Poussunt quod posse putant well as
the faculty. They complain by spring-fevered Hamilton stuThey can because they think that if you do not "1)
dents failed to prevent the girls

—

'56

•

'55

National Advertising Service, Inc.
Collet' Publishers RtprtmlaliBi
NEW YORK. N. Y.
MADISON AVE.
Boston

-

Los Anoki.m

•

San Francisco

PoMixhed weekly when rlaues are held durinr the Pall and Spring Semester »y
the vUitlent* nf Buwdoin Collect. Addrena new* rommuniotioiu to the Editor and sab>
M-ription romrxuniraUnnn to the Buaineso Hmtffr of the Bow do in PaMMiinf Company at the OKI
Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin Cohere. Brnniwick. Maine. Entered
a* nerond class matter at the post office at Brunswick, Maine, The aubscription rate
for one year is three ($3) dollars.
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Away

Current Trend Could Take
9

Bowdoin
What

sets

s Individuality, Spirit

Bowdoin apart from any other small

many

of us positive that this

some now

far physically

liberal arts

On "Academic Freedom

the college best suited to our

What prompts

and our needs?

tastes

is

removed

so

many

—

What makes Text Of Kir kland Talk

college located in this section of the United States?

so

realize

they can, is still applicable.
Mr. Chalmers claims that originally realistic theories become uninspiring and are shorn of their
color as they are modified with
changing conditions. He says that
'the edge has gone off the ideal."
But in the transition from yesterday's beliefs to tomorrow's deeds,
we must not neglect the enlightenment today may bring. In our
classes we have learned how forms
and appearances may change, but
basic ideas remain the same.
I cannot help but feel that Mr.
Chalmers condescends to accept
the negative approach where more
vigor and greater faith in one's
own capacities are needed.
Philip E. Shakir '56

420

-

we

of the alumni,

from Bowdoin, to contribute

to the continued welfare of the College in such a great

number

In Peril' Concluded
i

Continued From Page 7]

f

get drunk,
2) pet your date, 3) cause a dis- from performing their annual Ferturbance, or 4) watch people doing tility Day ceremony. A huge Maythe other three, you might as well4P°le ^ erected or the occasion, the
go home." In spite of the protests girls form a big circle, each graspthe student governing body has ing a long ribbon which is attachfailed to initiate any constructive ed to the pole, Then they troop
reforms. The next step will prob- around the Maypole praying for
ably be direct intervention by the fertility.
The Trumbull Beer and Bike
president of the college. Whereas
everyone concerned would prefer Race, an annual excuse for Yale
men to pedal to Vassar brought
an undergraduate action.
At Dartmouth a number of with it "beer, noise, and gaiety" as
freshmen literally knocked the well as the cyclers, the Vassar
News reported. The Elis don team
wind out of the machinery
'

of their

student government. During a recent party the men involved were
watching three small boys playing
outside one of the dorms.
The
boys answered the students' cheers
with "profanity and obscene gestures," after which they clambered up a fire escape and into a room

demanding

drinks.
These were
forthcoming and it was not long
before one eight-year-old had consumed a half pint of applejack
brandy and some Imperial whiskey.
Top. unsteady to" walk home by
himself, the boy was carried back

ways? Some of this attachment, of course, would come at ment to perform an act contribut- by his sister. He was then taken to
ing to the establishment of a totaliany institution where the buildings, the faculty, and the students tarian dictatorship" in this country the hospital for observation. Here
of

become a

Our

part of a familiar scene.

ties to

Bowdoin are

formed from a more important, a stronger spirit. This spirit
It is a spirit which
is hard to define and hard to describe.
It is a spirit
crosses the lines of fraternities and college classes.
which makes the relationships between the faculty, the students,
This general inand the administration, easy and relaxed.
formality and lack of tension, a pleasant contrast to the situation
found at many other colleges, has been expressed in that tradition,

"Bowdoin Hello".
is granted that Bowdoin

the
It

without

is

far

from being a college

the ever present need of a

Some stem from

faults.

larger plant and endowment to work with. Others which could
be mentioned are a curriculum in need of several adjustments
and a faculty with more teachers in that exact sense. Perhaps
the biggest fault is the lack of a student body which is alert to
It
the trends, movements, and currents of the outside world.
is

body which lives too much within a provincialism
more than geographical.

a student

that

is

This then
despite

its

the picture at Bowdoin.

is

has that air and that

faults,

better college.

It is

a college which

a college, which
which makes it a
genuinely proud

It is

spirit

we can be

the doctors revealed that he was
suffering from alcoholic poisoning,
mere member- a disease which easily afflicts
chil-

"or of any other criminal statute."

The exoneration

of

ship could hardly be more explicit.
Nor according to the Act does the
registration of the Communist Party or of its individual members as
agents of a foreign power change
the situation on this count. These
lawless courts having accomplished
by investigation what cannot be
accomplished by law then administer a lawless justice. It turns the
so-called criminal over to such college and university administrators
J as have by their utterances declared that membership in the Communist Party per se is reason
enough to dismiss the individual
from his job. The whole extra-legal
scheme works well; the punishment has generally ensued.
Often before the procedures here
set forth have been anticipated by
careful analysis or demonstrated in
practice,
college
administrators
have welcomed such investigations
or have, like the Association of
American Colleges, welcomed such
an investigation one day and two

of.

days later announced they had no
being cast a trend which could easily confidence in any inverstigating
committees as now constituted. If
turn the easy and relaxed relationship now existing into one, by welcome,
such administrators
Bowdoin, in this trend, is be- mean "they have nothing to hide,"
strained and full of uncertainty.
Why make these let them say so and say no more.
ing compared too often with other colleges.
If by welcome they mean they hope
changes because several colleges similar to us have instituted to get a case for academic freedom
Why take away the individuality that sets Bowdoin before the Committees, Congress,
them?
Denied its strong fraternity or the public, let them examine the
apart from these other schools?
history, the motives, the methods
system, now comparatively free of an elaborate and restricting and the personnel of these partiinvestigating
committees.
list of regulations, and stripped of its refreshing informal air, cular
Bowdoin would be reduced to a level from which it could not Amidst their sensational clamor,
headline hunting, and search for
compete favorably with other colleges. The spirit would be partisan advantage, the still
Into this picture

is

dren
After learning of the case one

amazed

college official

commented,

"This is the kind of thing you read
about happening in a hooo jungle."
The freshman counselling office is
initiating a plan for orientation in
social responsibility for freshmen,
due to the incident. And the Dart-

mouth paper stated

that, "In light
of this case it is the job of every
to give battle to the fatuous
stereotype of the hard-drinking,
hard-fighting, hard-cursing Dart-

man

voice of reason has no chance; a
calm exposition of a case which depends for acceptance upon subtlety
and distinction gains no hearing. If
it
did, well-intentioned reporters
for respectable journals could hardly
communicate the full news
through the press. Nor will committee chairmen of the Jenner and
Velde stripe give such philosophy
an airing through committee reports. Ask the hunter without a
rifle to welcome the charging lion;
ask the motorist stalled on the
crossing to welcome the oncoming
train; ask the farmer to welcome"
a tornado but ask me not to welcome investigations such as these.

somewhat more extended
ment. This

is

treata constitutional right

which the citizen can legally claim
and which investigating committees, whether of their own will or
under instruction from the courts,
have freely recognized. What does
it mean? I have consulted a conarray of legal counsel
without the payment of fees. In
short I have read what lawyers
have written. As might be expected
the gentlemen of the law disagree.
A statement signed by Chafee and
Sutherland of the Harvard Law
School, but actually prepared by
many hands, has from the eminence of its source and the reputation of Professor Chafee as a defender of civil liberty gained a
deserved acceptance. It declares
siderable

the Fifth

Amendment

is

Varney was born

late Mr.

Late Winthrop Janitor

Thus

democracy.
Sutherland

and

Chafee

opinion,

their

start

have already quoted,
with the statement: "The under-

from which

I

lying principle to remember in
considering the subject is the duty
of the citizen to cooperate in

government." Both New York University and Rutgers University
have recently applied in more
specific fashion this obiter dictum.

to pre-

vent public officials from securing
evidence by torture rather than by
leg or brain work. Incidentally this
theory traces back to one of the
earliest commentaries on the Constitution, that of Justice Story.

and down seven quarts of Other lawyers give a somewhat
beer en route to the Poughkeepsie wider meaning. The origin and reason for the constitutional privilege
Every year Wellesley Seniors, of the Fifth Amendment is, one
garbed in caps and gowns, take wrote, "to protect innocent men
part in the May Day hoop race. against the inquisitorial and maniThe girls roll hoops over a rigorous festly unjust method of intercourse laid out in the college quad- rogating witnesses, the temptation
rangle. To add to the sport it has of prosecutors to press, browbeat,
become traditional for Harvard un- and entrap them into fatal condergraduates to effect a disguise, tradictions, and against the zeal
hide near the finish line, and then of the prosecutor
and public
attempt to surprise and defeat clamor for the punishment of
To avert the crime." Obviously the professor
their opponents.
more than likely possibility that who enters this plea before a conthe Harvard men will be there, gressional investigating committee
Wellesley freshmen are stationed to what is known among the
along the track with the authority derisive as "the $64 question,"
to dunk any and all fakers in near- "Are you now or have you ever
by Lake Waban. One Cambridge been a Communist?" means what
sophomore would have succeeded his counsel understands the priviexcept for the efforts of a rough lege to mean. Nor can we neglect
and ready frosh who discovered the circumstances under which the
him only 50 yards from the ribbon plea is made. If the professor
and then submerged him. Two Har- admits he is or has been a Comvard medical students decided munist, let me repeat in itself not
stamina and not disguise was the necessarily a crime, he has no
answer. They entered the race at further defense against naming his
the starting line costumed in multi- associates and companions. Such
colored peasant skirts, substituting squealing is repugnant
to men of
hoops made out of coat hangers. principle no matter how
pleasant
They were also within a few yards to the professional ex-Communist.
of the goal before the Wellesley If
the professor admits he is a
freshmen managed to stop them. Communist
he is also slated to lose
The victor: A four letter winning his job at the hands of administraSenior who now is complaining of tors
who have declared Comlaryngitis and describes herself as
munism per se is a cause for disa "physical wreck."
missal, or in the metropolitan colThey will do infinite damage to the leges of New York City by an even
more
automatic device. As a result
academic community.
To the query, what practical dif- of the Seabury hearings in the
ference does it make whether ad- thirties, Article 903 was inserted in
the
Revised
City Charter of New
ministrators or professors welcome
such investigations? there is a York to effect the discharge of
superficial cogency. Whether we police, firemen and other civil emwelcome them or not, we have to ployees who refused to answer
attend and we have to answer un- questions about their income on
der the duress of pain and penalty. the ground of self-incrimination.
But the question of our attitude The refusal to answer was the
will not down, for the response of ground for dismissal. Providence
the academic community to such has placed this weapon in the
investigations has deep implica- hands of the Board of Higher Edu-

they have at last found in the appeal to the Fifth Amendment the

gadget for dealing with problems
whose complexities they neither
can nor will understand. The summons, the question, the plea of
self-incrimination, the automatic
all these arc t|»e
discharge.
equivalent of Senator McCarthy's

K

j

j

home Monday May

—
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in

Brunswick, died sud- they

in Brunswick November 4, 1901
the son of Kingsbury M. and Lizzie
Fuller Varney. He was educated
in the local schools and in 1931.
married the former Charlotte A.
Reed. He mas a member of Dirigo
reiterated appeal to the lie detectGrange and was a member of Fort or,
or more closely resemble the
George iNo. 3,
of P.
to witches in the
test applied
The former janitor of Winthrop Middle Ages: throw them into the
Hall is survived by his wife, three water, if they floated they were
brothers: Ralph G. Varney Sr., guilty and if they sank they were
Benjamin Earl Varney, and Robert innocent.
K. Varney; two sisters: Mrs. Ruth
But the arguments that have
E. Weybrant and Mrs. Margaret
gathered around the refusal to
B. Warming, all of Brunswick. His
answer under the Fifth Amendbrother Benjamin Earl Varney is
ment have not all been legalistic.
now the janitor of Appleton Hall.
They have taken on a moral tone
Funeral services were held last
and the resulting statements of
Thursday afternoon at his home
principle, sometimes thoughtlessly
on Maine Street, with Rev. James
uttered, have disturbing implicaA. Doubleday '41 officiating. He
tions for individual citizens, for
was buried in Riverside Cemetery.
our institutions of higher learning,
and for the very nature of our

I

ideals are embossed.

nmr..uNTEO roa national advmtuino by

Chicaoo

The

'

1

Circulation

Tracy

denly at his

'

i

James A. Cook '54
C. Richard Thurston *54

C.

resident of

ed reflex to their findings. For it is
that those bent upon
college quite clear
faculties of elements
lifelong purging our
regard as undesirable feel

4th.

I

realized,

Harold R. Beachem, Jr

Bertram A. Varney, a
employee since 1929 and a

'

'

Business Assistants
Theodore D. Robbins '53

Employee Since 1929

\

j

would
in such individual cases. I
not hamper my freedom of decision
preliminary
any
by
matter
in the
welcome to current Congressional
investigations, or by any condition-

Bertram Varney Dies
At Age Of 52; College

j

In hoping for

Hobart

'55

have us discard the ideal because,
in our struggle to achieve better titude
still seems
Undergraduate Counone a result
things, we either failed or inhumed of let someone else take care of it. cil at Williams has sent a letter of

Business Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54
Assistant Business Manager

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Pimie '55

tions for the course of investigations in our time, for the fate of
individual teachers who invoke the

Fifth Amendment against self-incrimination at Congressional hearings, and for the relation of colleges and universities to -the state.
April 30th was the deadline. By mouth man which is too often in On the first count the country is
that time every Amherst freshman the minds of freshmen."
so ravaged by an epidemic of inWilliams was beset by another vestigations in general that it is a
had to be bid in order to make that
school's 100% rushing plan a sue- party weekend hazard. The Wil- grave question whether we ought
cess. 36 hours before the deadline liamstown college is, like Dart- not to revise our forefathers' divitwo men had not received bids. mouth, a meeting place for under- sion of the governmental structure
By midnight of the last day there graduates from many eastern col- into the judicial, executive and legwas only one man to go. He did leges during a houseparty. In islative departments to read the
not receive a bid. In order to save order to prevent the campus from judicial, executive and investigathe day the administration extend- being taken over by these visitors, tive. Congress will never get over
ed the rushing period, and gave 11 fthe schools has an established card its loose habits in authorizing and
houses permission to exceed their system. To gain admittance to a conducting investigations until citiquota hoping that the remaining house an outsider needs to present zens stop welcoming and begin to
frosh would get a bid. He was still an authorized invitation. In spite resist them.
unbid at this writing. We wonder of this barrier a number of Colgate
The problem of the Fifth Amendif the plan can honestly be de- students appeared and proceeded,
ment, "no person shall be compellscribed as worthwhile if it creates to be bad guests, causing serious,
ed in any criminal * case to be a
this type of a bottleneck. The at- damage at tffe Phi Delt house. As
witness against himself," requires
there
the
to be

Anderson

II.

;

1953

which he believes all A revaluation of the program complaint to the Colgate student'
Even though seems to be in order.'
government. The Williams group
•life has been a partner to human
Amherst undergraduates are also a^° voted to revi ew the entire
Donald M. Zuckert *56 faults and imperfections
and we underfire reguarding their
behav- 8™^ card system on the basis of
realize that we can never achieve
ior on party weekends.
It has its apparent failure during the re
a decisive or lasting victory over
cent weekend.
reached the point where
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
human transgressions, we must half the faculty members at least
Glancing at the brighter side of
Curtis Webber '55
refuse to
forever strive to do our utmost.
things we find that the month of
accept invitations to the

Jr. '54
'55

L. lioheity

Editor:

Having

David G. Lavender

'53

C. .Jackson Shuttieworth. Jr. '53

James

Negative Approach

just
finished
reading
Douglas Chalmers' carefully worded analysis on our Silent Generation,
I
would
like
to
take
this
opWallace R. Harper, Jr. •55
portunity to refute Mr. Chalmers'
News Editors
basic assumptions and attitudes.
John B. Goodrich '55
'55
Mr. Chalmers claims that our
Charles W. Schoeneman '53 former ideals, especially in the
Ellis McKinney, Jr. '54
realm if the moral and political,
have "stagnated" and consequently
Sports Editor
proved "unattractive." AccordingRobert M. Hurst '54
ly,
he concludes that our basic
Photographer
trouble stems from the fact that
James P. Gaston '54
"there is nothing interesting to
SUIT

Jamos Anwyll, Jr.
Robert C. Burr '55

Barrrt C. Nichols.

Maimers' Letter

flK's

By David

Editor-in-Chief
Charles Ranlett *54
Managing Editor

Anthony L. Funnel
David R. Anderson

Hut

13,

.

The administration of the -former
institution, in seeking the dismissal

of

Edwin

Berry Burgum, a

member

for nearly thirty years of
English Department, cited his
refusal to answer several questions
put by a Senate investigating committee as "violating an obligation
of a member of the teaching profession" and "as conduct unbecoming a teacher." Recently also the
trustees of Rutgers University,
with the concurrence of President
L. W. Jones, dismissed two professors for invoking the Fifth Amendment before the Senate Sub-Corn
mittee on Internal Security. One
of the professors subsequently assured the president that he had
not been nor was he a Communist
a faculty committee after a prolonged investigation recommended
the University take no action
against either teacher. Nonetheless their careers at Rutgers were
terminated on the ground that "a
university teacher has an obligation to answer the questions of a
legally constituted
investigatory
(Continued on Page 4)
its

colors

school.

Bertram A. Vaimey
cation and New York City counsel
has advised them they cannot dis-

—

card it
if they would.
If I were a college administrator
or faculty member with power in
the matter, I would certainly
regard a resort to the Fifth
Amendment not as a final presumption of guilt but at .least
arousing a suspicion of something
not innocent. I would initiate a
further and broader investigation
of all the circumstances involved

Student

Patronage
Solicited

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

j

J

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

small

be largely useless encum-

gone, and, the fraternities would
brances.

Bowdoin can make any necessary changes without the
and its individuality. Those aims for which

CUMBERLAND

sacrifice of its spirit

made without alterations to
and relationships. The path which could lead

Brunswick, Maine

the College should strive can be
its

basic structure

to a comparative lifeless college can be avoided.
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Eighth Inning Action In The Tufts
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Game

By Joseph

the one with which George Cutshaw second baseman of the Dodgers,
clinched the pennant in 1916 against the Phillies at Ebbetts Field.
field wall at that time was some 15 feet high.
Now there

The right
a

is

tall

Team

screen top of that concrete barrier with clearance 40 feet

field level.

Cutshaw drove a liner to the base of the concrete wall.
ball picked up a lot of crazy English and started to climb the
It seemed that it went up inch by inch. Finally it reached the top

The
fence.
of the

»nnwn>

II

Intercoitegiate Meet;

GetcheU Cup Winner

Y. Rogers '55
Nieman again was a double winner, joining with Clark to defeat

The Bowdoin tennis team split
in two contests with State Series

By Robert M. Hunt '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
Mickey Mantle's colossal clout in Washington's Griffith Stadium
has sent rabid fans scurrying to the record books and has sparked
widespread discussion in general with the accent on the real long pokes
and the circuit drives that might be rated as oddities.
Dan Daniel in his column in the Sporting News writes about a few
of the craziest home runs he has ever seen.
In commenting on the
oddest and longest homer he had ever witnessed Mr. Daniel tells of

ill

Bowdoin Takes State

Divides With Bates, Colby

BEARINGS

W

i

Polar Bear Tennis

POLAR

above
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Fred Cameron garnered a
second in his specialty, the two
foes last week, beating Bates, 6-3, Lowery and Crosby in Bowdoin's mile run.
but losing to Colby by an identical only doubles win. The other doubles
The setting at Lewiston waa
contests which were won by Colby
score.
ideal for the track meet, as the
Playing against Bates at Lewis- took the maximum number of bright sun brought the temperaton, Coach Sam Ladd's team start- sets.
ture up to a warm 80.
ed the season off on the right foot.
fcadd Optimistic
The freshmen mile relay team
Defending State intercollegiate
Coach Ladd had no pessimistic turned in an amazing upset vicsingles champion Bill Clark led the feelings as a result of the Colby
It was the first time this seaway by winning his singles match contest. He feels that his charges tory. thaNany frosh trackmen did
son
against Prothero, and then teaming can turn the tables on them when
anything worth noting, since the
up with Bill Nieman for a doubles they meet again, since most of the
talent has been unusually slim in
victory over Prothero and Reuling. matches Colby won were extended
Magees charges. The sophomore
Nieman also was a double victor, to three sets.
prospects for next year are dim.
winning his singles match over
This week Bowdoin plays the U.
Much credit is due the college's
Dave Dick in two sets.
of Maine away and Bates at home. two
great disciplinarians
and
The two singles matches won by On the basis of Bates' 7-4 win over
coaches, colorful Jack Magee
track
Bates were anything but easy con- the Black Bears recently, Ladd
and workhorse Frank Sebasteanquests. Moose Friedlander gave' believes that Bowdoin
should get ski, for molding this year's squad
Bates' Captain Alan Goddard a by Maine
without undue difficulty. into a fine unit.
difficult time before finally sucSummary: Bowdoin-Bates
J*relin — 1. Howell, Bates: 2. Fraktman.
cumbing after three sets and 39
Colby
3. Folaom. Maine. Distance 171
Singles
feet. 1 S/X inches.
games. In the other match Skip
1. Klemining. Bowdoin: 2.
Clark (Bow.) defeated Prothero Broad Jump
Howard made things no easier for
BitrKH. Bowiloin: 3. Meyer, Maine. Dis6-4, 6-1; Goddard (Bates) defeated
14feet 9 inches.
needed
-I
Auger,
who
tance.
a
Adrian
Throw — 1. Wra«CK. Bowdoin: 2.
game third set to notch the win. Friedlander 3-6, 11-9, 6-4; Nieman Hammer
Bowdoin
3. Holmes. Bates.
Arostinelli.
Distance 145 feet. 6 3/8 inches.
The other Bates victory came in the (Bow.) defeeted Dick 6-1, 6-2;
Auger (Bates) defeated Howard Shot Pat — 1. Boicdanovich. Maine: 2.
doubles, where Dick and Mutter
3. Cowan, Bates,
Earrinfrton. Bowdoin
1-6, 0-6, 8-6; Hindle (Bow.) defeatBurch
stopped Bowdoin Capt.
istanre 46 feet.
ed Stred 4-6, 6-2, 6-2; Ford (Bow.) Divus — 1. Holmes. Bates; 2. Aftostinelti,
Hindle and Jim Wilson in three
Bowdoin 3. Totman, Bowdoin. Distance,
edfeated Reuling 6-4, 6-3.
sets.
142 feet.
Pole Vault — 1. Lincoln. Maine: WeatherDoubles
Colby Win Undecisive
Photo by Gaston
Smith, Maine and Osborne,
bee. Maine
Friedlander-Howard (Bow.) deThe Polar Bear didn't fare as
Bates (tied for second). Height, 12 feet.
3 inches.
Bowdoin relief hurler Hal Anthony is shown about to field a Tufts bunt during the eighth inning of Sat- well against Colby in a home en- feated Goddard-Auger 6-3, 6-1;
Jump — 1. Lallier. Colby: 2. Meyer.
urday's game which the visitors took 6-5. The picture, taken from high above Pickard Field, shows all gagement. In the contest which Clark-Nieman
(Bow.)
defeated High
Maine and Barwiae.
Nixon.
Maine: 3.
Shown in addition to Anthony are Dick Mar- was much closer than the score Prothero-Reuling 6-2, 4-6, 6-2;
the Bowdoin players except left fielder Wally Bartlett.
Bates (tie). 6 feet. 3/4 inches.
Huleatt. Bowdoin 2. Goldsmith.
Mile
shall, first baseman Jack Cosgrove. second baseman Frank Vecella, shortstop Corby Wolfe, third basemight indicate, Colby won four of Mutter- Dick (Bates) defeated Wil3. Perry. Maine. Time 4 :26.K.
Bates
Barry
Nichols.
man Johnny McGovcrn. center fielder Fred Flemming, and Tigh t fielder
440-Yard lUn — 1. Fay. Bates: Abbott.
the singles competitfon and two of son-Hindle 6-2, 6-8, 6-3.
doin.

.

:

wall and dropped into Bedford Avenue.

Another odd homer in Mr. Daniel's experience is the blast off
the bat of Jimmie Foxx in Yankee Stadium with Lefty Gomez on the
mound. The odd part was not in its execution but in what preceded it.
Foxx was in his heyday with the Athletics feared by all pitchers
especially by the lefthanders.
With Jimmie standing at the plate,
Bill Dickie sent out the sign for the pitch, and Gomez shook it off.
Dickey called for another pitch, and once 'more Gomez shook him off.
Finally the Yankee backstop strode out to the mound and asked Lefty
to stop fooling and pitch.
"Bill, I just don't want to throw the ball at all," said Gomez.
Dickey went back to his crouch, El Goof threw the curve, and Double
X blasted into the top deck of the left field stands.
Then there is also the famous home run that wasn't a home run
and it cost Lou Gehrig the man who hit it, the home run championship.
Lou hit the ball over the right field wall in Griffith Stadium with Lyn
Lary on first base back in 1931. Lary who occasionally had a lapse
of memory, as Daniel points out, jogged past second, touched third,
and headed into the dugout. Gehrig was dumbfounded when he was
called out at home plate for passing Lary on the bases.
It wasn't
merely a home run that the Iron Man lost it was sole ownership of
the American League home run championship.
When the season
closed it was discovered that Lou and Babe Ruth had tied for the
crown with 46 roundtrippers apiece.
A Stadium drive which would have been a homer today but which
at the fime was only the longest double in the history of the park,
was exploded by Tony Lazzeri. As Dan Daniel tells the story the
ball landed in the left field bullpen which in those days was not fenced
off.
The point at which the ball struck was more than 400 feet from
the plate. The ball was in play. Something happened and the missile
bounded high in the air into the left field bleachers for a ground rule
double of some 460 feet. Nobody yet has ever driven a fair ball out of
Yankee Stadium.
The homiest home run recalled was hit by Max Flack of the Cubs
in July, 1921 against the Giants at Wrigley Field, Chicago. Flack and
his family lived in a second floor apartment across the street from
the right field wall. Max belted his
got himself a baseball, but lost a

homer right
windowpane

He

»

*

•

*

into his living room.
in the deal.

»

The Bowdoin

New England

golfers were shut out in the qualifying round of the
Collegiate Championships. Jim Cook missed by a scant

two strokes as he carded a

78.

Colby walloped hapless Bates 16 to
in a state series game at
Waterville. Mac Andrews, who handcuffed Bowdoin earlier in the season, did the hurling for the winners.
»
•
»

*

»

Amherst launched its Little Three baseball series with a 2-1 win
Bowdoin beat both clubs on the southern road trip.

over Williams.

Bowdoin Takes first
Golf Match,

Downing

Colby By t»A

T^WA

Bowdoin Freshmen

In

11-2 Win Over Exeter;

—

:

;

:

:

1

Pictures

Bowdoin won its first golf match
The Bowdoin freshmen ran over
by defeating Colby, Exeter Academy, 11-2, last SaturlSK-11%, as Dick Stimets and day.
Jim Cook turned in rounds of 77
Lefty Ajwr pitched well for the
and 78 respectively last Wednes- Polar Cubs, being very
stingy with

day afternoon at Brunswick.

Cook (B) %, Phil Kilmeis(C) 2&; Paul Revere (B) 2%,

Besides
Libby's
three
hits,
Dick Skelley (C) %; best ball. Kreider, Plasso, and Rigby picked
up two hits apiece. The Fiosh also
Colby 2V&. Bowdoin %.
Jim Cook (B) 3, Dino Sirakides completed four twin killings. Half
(C) 0; Dick CarJeton (B) 1, Free- of Exeter's hits were picked up
man Sleeper (C) 2; best ball, Bow- by Capt. Mike O'Hearn, who
singled and doubled.
doin 1%, Colby 1%.

Aftktic Gear Received

score:

Bowdoin (12)
Kreider. cf
Plasae. 2b
Harris, rf
Libby. sa
RiJtby. 3b
Golz. lb
Murray.

By Barcelona

Citizen

ab

A
4

If

Ayer, p

Sxetar (t)

3

2
•>

1

10

J

n

1

M

10

27

R
1?

ab

h

o

a

6

1

1

4
1

1

1

Sarjrent. ss
Linsrott, 3b

3

2

7

3

4

1

Otofson. rf

4

1
2

4

between Ramon Melet Durante. If
BurliVame. rf
coach of a young boy's Ramsden. 2b
Basketball team in Barcelona, and Hubbell. e
Srammon. p
Malcolm E. Morrell, Bowdoin
Totals
Mr. Melet Pinto .wrote Mr. Morrell last November asking if the
College could spare any Basketball equipment. He explained that
American -Basketball gear is almost impassible to obtain in Spain
and what little there is, costs too
much.

3

•>

I

letters
Pinto,

Athletic Director.

n

3

1

4

3
5
2

•Heselton. c

in- <Jernheim. rf
reputa- O'Hrarn. lb

creased the international
tion of the College was demonstrated recently in an exchange of

2
2

1

Totals

That Bowdoin's policy has

h

4

2
4

A

3

1

2
1
1

1

4
1

27
4
18
2
S 1- -11
•
I
Libby. Linacott.
Plasse
4. Kreider 3. Ayer 2. Libby. Rifrhy. Bernheftn.
O'Henrn. 2B O'Hearn.
Kreider.
Libby.
3B— Plasse. SB -Hubbell.

Bowdoin
Exeter

S

3
2

E-Sanrent

110

2.

R—

0—

BB-

Scammon 12. Ayer 7. SO— Ayer 6. Srammon 6. V — Couture and Athanas.

makers would do well

to consider
internationality of sport in
their dealings with foreign coun-

the

In December the College sent trii»B
tries.
Mr. Melet Pinto some old athletic
equipment and last month received
Formosa is 95 miles from the
the following letter in reply.
nearest point on the Chinese main-

Dear

Sir.

time I received your
news telling me «bout the package you sent. I must tell you that
it has reached me in good condi-

Friedlander likewise

cant find words to tell you
my gratefulness for your kindness
in attending to my request.
For
my part. If I can ever be of any
service to you please write me and
I will do my beat to comply with
your wishes.
Sincerely yours.
Ramon Melet Pinto
This grateful appreciation for
some old shoes and basketballs
shows that our foreign policy
I

Time,

(tie).

Bow-

Getchell.

1.

doin 2. Calkin. Maine; 3. Kniitht, Bowdoin. Time. :15.3.
Biwrs, Bowdoin: 2.
I.
100-Yard Rnn
Calkin. Maine 3. Weis. Bowdoin. Time.
:

6-3,

Gordon (C) defeated Fried-

Lavin-Gordon
(C)
defeated
Friedlander-Howard 6-1, 0-6, 6-4;
Clark-Nieman (B) defeated Lowery and Crosby 7-5, 6-3; Wallingford-Baer (C) defeated HindleFord 3-6, 8-6, 6-4.

—
;

—

:10.1.

2

MncLean, Maine: 2.
1.
Mile Run
Cameron. Bowdoin 3. Trecartin, Bowdoin. Time. 10:07.4.
;

880-Yard Ran

—

Maine

Haskell.

Goldsmith. Bates:

1.

doin

—

3.

2.

Bates.

Getchell.

1.

Calkin. Maine:

2.

:

Schmuti,

3.

:

Time. 1 :58.3.
220-Yard Low Hardies

Bow-

Knight. Bow-

:28.X.
(New Meet record,
doin. Time.
old meet record waa :24.1 set by Getchell
last year).
1. Biero. Bowdoin: 2.
Getchell,
3.
Bowdoin.
:

—

210-Yard Run
Weis. Bowdoin
Time, :22.

Locke's Last Concert

Bowdoin

lost

a

closely-fought

picked up singletons in the fifth
Saturday and eighth. The run in the fifth
came on Fred Flemming's double
The Polar Bears started off in and an infield error.
good fashion, scoring three runs in
Bartlett, Flemming and Marshthe first inning. Hits by Walt Bart- all each had two hits, while only
lett, John McGovern and Barry one Jumbo player was able to pick
Nichols plus two errors resulted in up a pair, and that was O'Brien.
the three runs.
Both teams left eleven men on
It was the ninth inning which the bases. Hebert gave up four
spelled defeat for Bowdoin, as the base hits, as did Anthony. But it
Jumbos came up with two runs off was the walks that hurt the BowPortland Press Herald Hal Anthony- With one out, Ben- doin nine, as three of the ten walks
Shown left, breaking his own low hurdles record set last year .is Dick Getchell. Bowdoin's track ace. nett doubled, Myers walked, and given were turned into runs
Getchell was awarded a trophy for the outstanding trackman competing in the 54th State of Maine track Schmid singled, An infield out and
The summary"
meet last Saturday, May 9th, in Lewiston, Maine. (Right) Maj. General Frank E. Lowe is giving the a passed ball accounted for the two Tufts (*)
Toyias, w
award to Getchell. Bowdoin took first place in the meet, with Maine, Bates and Colby finishing in that runs.
O'Brien,
2b
I
order. High point man (insert) for the afternoon in Lewiston was Ray Biggs of Bowdoin, shown taking
4
Jim Hebert pitched 63 innings Merrill. If
Buckley, rf
an easy first in the 100 yard dash. Biggs managed to compile 13 of Bowdoin's winning total of points.
3
for Bowdoin, before giving way to R. Bennett. 3b
It was the Polar Bears' 32nd state title since the meet's origin.
4
Anthony. Hebert gave up only two Myers, cf

game

to Tufts, 6-5, last
at Pickard Field.

Bowdoin Squares Baseball
Record With Bates Victory
G. Curtis Webber II '55
Bowdoin's off and on Polar Bears walk and moved up on Flemming's
took a 9-6 state series win from single. Cosgrove walked to load
Bates behind Louie Audet last Fri- the bases and then came the oddest
day at Pickard Field to bring their play of the game. Nichols flied to
series record to two wins and two centerfield to score McGovern from
losses. They remain in third place, third. The relay to the plate was
a game b&ck of second place Colby cut off and Fred Flemming was
and a game and a half behind trapped between second and third
and run down. Then a relay to
Maine.
steps
Bates scored twice in the first first caught Cosgrove a few
off the bag and he, too was tagged
inning on two singles and a pair
completing the triple play.
errors. Bowdoin came back with out,

180 Maine Street

COLD BEER
ALE
TO TAKE OUT
HOT DOGS

ICE

and

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Zete,

four tallies in their half, however,
as Wally Bartlett opened with a
sharp single t,o left, McGovern beat
out a bunt and Fred Flemming
gave the major league scouts present an eyeful as he parked the ball
over the -right field fence for a
three run homer. Barry Nichols
singled, stole, and scored on Corby
Wolfe's single to make it 4-2.
Singles by Bartlett, McGovern,
an error by the Bates Shortstop,
and a ground out pushed across
two more Bowdoin runs in the second. Bates starter, Dave Higgins,
was removed after the first two
men had reached safely and was
replaced by Dave Crowley who
pitched creditably for the remainder of the game.

them

[Continued from Page 1]
brass and women's voices. Soloists
in the concerto were Gordon W.

Stearns Jr. '54, Gerard L. Dube '55
and David W. Holmes '56. Other
soloists

appearing in the concert

were David B. Starkweather '55,
who played the Honegger Sonatine
for Clarinet and Piano with Frederick C. Wilkins '56 and Joel H.
Hupper '54, who performed the
Sixth Concert for Flute and Basso
Continuo by Couperin with Holmes.
Four Russian Peasant Songs by
Igor Stravinsky were performed by
the women's chorus. The choral
groups included German, French
and Italian works of the renaissance.

tagged
out over-sliding third base as he
tried for two after the wild pickoff throw. The umpires waved him
back to second however, ruling one
base on an overthrow of first base,
and stirring up a big "rhubarb"
with Bates.
The Bobcats got two more unearned runs in the ninth on a
scratch single, a hotly debated play

BOWLMOR

Law

American

The Zetes and TD's held

4

Latest College Exhibits

Totals

•I

1

13

3

1

1

33
ab

(5)

8 27 11

Bartlett.

The Polar Bears had been in front
until the fateful ninth, when Tufts

McGovern, 3b

1

Flemminir, cf
Cosgrove, lb

2

rallied or their runs. After their
three runs in the first, Bowdoin

Nichols, rf
Vecella, 2b

League

The

B.

league-leading

Hubbard

h

singles.

2

If

50

Wolfe, as
a Petterson
Marshall, c
Hebert. p
Totals

Walker Art Building: Woodcuts
by Louise Kruger and prints and
gouaches by Rudolph Weissauer.

1

1

rts
1

1

3
12
2

o

2

Some

Hall:

erence books.
Parker Cleaveland
Columbian metals. •

useful ref-

Pre-

Hall:

Garvey.. S—Garvey. McGovern, GosKrove.
—
Bowdoin
BB
Hebert
LOB—Tufts
2.

—McGrath
Hebert

4.

4 In 2 1-3.

3,

Hebert

HO—Hebert

11,
8. Anthony

4 in 6 2-3

HBP— McGrath

:

11.

2.

SO—

Anthony

(Hebert).

WP—

TD's triumphed over Delta Sigma,
85 B» 10 27 11
Hebert. PB— Marshall. Loser—Anthony. U
games last week.
7-4. AD stopped ATO with little a— Popped for Wolfe in t hr"9th
—Harrinirton, Rivers.
12Tofts
2 T
1
In League A, the Zetes downed trouble, 17-3, while
the ARU's fell Bowdoin
3
1* • 1
Chi Psi, 10-3, and the Beta's, 8-4,
O'Brien. R. Bennett, Garvey
RBI—
The Suez Canal is 108 feet wide
victims to Sigma >Nu, 4-3.
McGovern
Nichols
Bartlett.
McGrath.
for their fourth and fifth victories
THE STANDINGS
Vecella. 2B — It. Bennett, Flemming 2. SB and 31 feet deep.
League A
in as many starts. Kappa Sigma
W L
painted the Dekes, 21-0, and lost to
Zeta Psi
5

^^

much closer
other game in

Psi U's in a

In the
the Beta's

4-3.

A,

defeated

Beta

contest,
Division
the In-

Kappa Sigma
Dekes
Chi Pal
Pai U.
Independents

League b

s
3
8

2
2

1
1

3
3
4

w

I.

Theta Delta

4
3
3

2

Delta Sigma

1

3

ATO

1

3

Alpha Delta

1

3

Sifrma

ARU

Nu

Sensational New Advance
in Golf Clubs

2

1

Tennis or Golf
Whatever Your Need May Be
2.25 (3 in can)

Tennis Balis

2.25 (3 in pkg.)

Golf Balls

3.38 and 4.25

Tennis Sneakers
Athletic Socks

.89

2.45

Heather Plaque Shirt

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

.

as well as produce
in

Alleys

in time

.

.

men

.

can show you short cub)

and save you money.

STATIONERY
POSTERS
•
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
TICKETS

Student Patronage

it

producing the following and other

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

Law

Every club has identical
contact feel.. amazing
ease of shot control

Let us help you plan your printing

Our long experience

Schools
Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full transscript of College record
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 28, 1953
For further information address

•

They will do more to save you strokes than
any clubs you ever played.
Using an entirely new and exclusive scientific
formula, Spalding creates these clubs with
centers of gravity in absolutely coordinated sequence. Every

wood, every

iron,

has identical contact feel

amazing ease of shot

Welcomed

The Record Office
Paul K. Nlven

REGISTRAR
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

186 Maine

SCHOOL OF LAW
New York 7, N. Y.

Jerry Wiltoea

• Printers Of Tlie Orient •

Street

mm

tt^*a**atft»*

.

.

.

gives you

control!

You make tough shots look easy. Your timing fc wufarm.
You get the ball away straighter. You shoot bm die pin in*
stead of the green. You get lower scores, mmsistently.
S~

302 Broadway,

mmmmm

their

leads in Leagues A and B, respectively, as both teams won their

"Rhubarb"
Actually Marshall was

CO-EDUCATIONAL
of

Schmid, c
Garvey. lb
McGrath. p

n't hold.

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

Member, of Assn.

in the fourth.
a run in the

eighth on a walk, sacrifice, and two Bowdoin

;

at first on which Cosgrove was rulBobcats ed to have pulled his foot off the
through the second, third and base, and George Schroeder's pop
fourth innings, but in the fifth, Hall fly single which scored both runled off by reaching on McGovern's ners.
boot. He stole second, went on to
Bowdoin's inner defenses were
was
infielder
third on a wild pitch, and scored weak and every
on Herb Morton's single, making charged with at ieast one error.
the score 6-3.
The Polar Bears committed six
A Wolfe single and an Audet errors in all and only one Bates
double got the run back for the
Polar Bears in their half of the
inning. They added another in the
sixth as McGovern led off with a

School of

Anthony allowed

Bowdoin added one more run in dependents.
the seventh as Dick Marshall was
Three games were played in
hit by a pitch, took second on an
attempted pick-off play which run was earned.
Bates
20001010 2—I 9 3
went awry and scored on Louie Bowdoin
4 2
1110 x—9 12 6
HiKuins. Crowley (2) and Reny
Audet
Audets long hit to left which Richand Marshall.
ard Raia caught up with but could-

In The Fifth
blanked the

Fordham University

TD Maintain

Lead In Softball Race;
Beta, Sigma Nu Next

By

,

HOOD'S PLAGE

mm

6-3;

—

:50.5.

120-Yard Hifh Hurdles

Singles

Tufts Edges Polar Bear Varsity
6-5 With Two Ninth Inning Runs

NEW YORK

TO COLLEGE

victim to

decided.

land.

WE DELIVER

fell

Gordon; Howard and Ben Ford
were outlasted by-Lavin and Baer,
respectively, both of these matches
taking three sets before they were

In its J e

tion.

Crosby (C) defeated Clark

to be turned into defeats.
lander 6-3, 6-3; Nieman (B) deWins by Bowdoin in the singles feated Lowery 3-6, 6-3, 9-7; Lavin
were by Nieman, who stopped (C) defeated Howard 7-5, 6-4;
Lowery in three sets, and Hindle, Hindle (B) defeated Ullman 6-1,
who won easily over Colby's Ull- 6-4; Baer (C) defeated Ford 6-4,
man. In the other singles matches, 3-6,8-6.
Clark fell before Crosby, and
Doubles

Audet

8
27

3

However, a look at the scores
it wouldn't have taken
much for a few of Colby's victories

show that

the base hits. After the first innThe margin of victory for Bow- ing, in which Exeter scored two
doin was found in their four runs, Ayer
gave up only two singles
singles wins, while Colby amassed for the rest
of the game.
most of their total in the foursome.
John Libby, Bowdoin shortstop,
Bowdoin previously had lost to
was the big gun for the freshmen.
Maine and Bates.
He was at bat six times and reachThe summary:
ed base five of those times with
Dick Stfmets (B) 2, Dick Jones
two singles, a double, two walks,
CO 1; Al Werksman (B) 2\<i, Bob one with
the bases full, and finally
Carr (C) V4; best ball, Bowdoin 2,
hit into a fielder's choice in his
Colby 1.
of
last appearance at the plate.
Tim

Bowdew Gf t OfUsed

Of Bowdoin Win At State Meet

Bowdoin-Colby

:i

Ayer Scatters 4 Hits

Box

:

.

:

Bates and McKinnon. Bates

the doubles.

runs, both of

of the season

ter

:

your Spalding d.aUr or g*l*

pfofwkw

i

tai«ma
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Text Of Kirkland Speech
(Continued from Page f

body concerning

memtamMp

in

tradictory, and impromptu definitions of civic duty are not suffi-

the
Communist Party." The cient justification for denying a
Pamphlet explaining this decision. man of learning that tenure and
Published at university expense freedom which is the very breath
•nd widely distributed
I re- of his calling.
ceived no less than three copies
(Nor does the danger in this conis entitled Academic Freedom and
cept of welcome, of cooperation,
**»« Responsibility.
of civic obligation stop here. Such
Although the documents here
thinking operates on the assumpunder scrutiny do not always state
tion that the government is benign,
distinctions with precision, the inperhaps even infallible. The foundference is justified that they are
ers of this nation who had looked
operating under the Chafee and
upon the bare face of governmentSutherland statement of a duty of
al tyranny and found it intolerable
cooperation owed by citizens to the
had far different notions. That
government or Its agencies. I am
generation read with approval Tom
concerned now with this duty solePaine's utterance "that governly as a reason for academic disment like dress is the badge of our
missals. At once the carerul academic administrator will ask: lost innocence." The Constitution
What are the details and what they formed established a governk the extent of that civic duty ment of limited powers; reserved
or obligation? Where is it formu- the rest to the states or the people;
lated with precision and authori- and in the first ten amendments
ty? For instance was Nicholas put beyond the reach of tyranny
Murray Butler indeed justified in and popular majorities the rights
World War I in dismissing from of the individual citizen. EnlightColumbia University the eminent ened Americans of a later time
reiterated these insights. If there
scholar
Profes-

—

—

and psychologist,
sor J. M. Cattell, because he wrote
to his congressman protesting the
passage of the draft act ? Such was
not the opinion of one of Cattell's
eminent colleagues, Charles A.
Beard, who resigned in protest,
nor of the American Association of
University Professors. Are institutions of higher learning justified in
wartime in dismissing from their
faculty conscientious objectors of
draft age though the Selective
Service Act makes legal provision
for their exemption? The American Association of University Professors has ruled otherwise and I
believe moderate opinion generally
holds that a college and university
is not justified in dismissing professors on the ground that their
pacifist convictions violate a civic
obligation to their government. Is
a university administrator justified
In dismissing a professor who in

war

advocates

the

making

of

peace? The ground for such a dismissal may very well be that it is
the citizen's duty, as Chafee and
Sutherland argue, "to cooperate in
government." What if a professor
opposes the peace aim of a United
States president? During World
War I a committee of the AmeriJ
can Association of University Professors, headed by the distinguished philosopher, Arthur O. Lovejoy,
declared in the intensity of that
crusade that "to desire anything
less than the realization of the
essential objects which have been
set forth by the president of the
United States is to desire the
triumph of moral evil in the
world." In view of these convictions the committee exhibited commendable restraint in feeling that
those who differed from the Wilsonian program should not be dismissed from college faculties.
•Nor is the issue of obligation or
duty made any easier by a consideration of those likely to define
it. In the
absence of any other
Sanhedron, we might turn to
faculties in our quest for answer.
Even on the issue of Communist
teachers the profession is divided.
If we turn to college presidents
and their boards, the definition of

duty will vary from campus to
campus. While President Jones and
his trustees are dismissing professors, because their plea of self-

incrimination does not fulfill their
obligations, President Johnson of Temple, entrusted with the
harassed Voice of America, announces that henceforth the broadcasts from that agency will not
stress dishwashers and streamlined
cars but "our belief that a man
should not be required to do as the
civic

."
government wishes him to do
Actually anyone with experience
knows that the chief formulators
.

.

.

of a citizen's duties will be the
special Interest groups and the
patrioteers, the self-righteous, the

and that unhappily
number of Americans who
that it is their duty to lay
down the duty of others and make
them perform it. In fact an
emphasis upon duty and obligation
in this matter of academic tenure
and freedom will introduce that
form of tyranny against which our
enlightened forefathers were conbusybodies,
large
feel

were room on their library buildings,
colleges
and universities
might well engrave thereonJSmerson's classic sentences: "The state
is a poor, good beast who means

On
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Portrait Of Mitchell '90

Unit To Hold

Unveiled Saturday At

3:15 p-m. the Bowdoin ROTC will
hold its third annual review and
inspection on Whittier Field.

Last Saturday evening at the
house a portrait of Wilmot
Brookings Mitchell "90 was un-

TD

townspeople

The faculty and
have been invited to watch this
impressive ceremony at which the
entire regiment will march. It is
expected that a large delegation
of reserve officers of the Maine
Military District will also attend.
The review and inspection will be
followed by a Retreat Parade on
the campus.
Among the invited guests are
Lieutenant General Withers A.
Commanding General,
Burress,
First Army, and Mrs. Burress; Major General Edmund B. Sebree,
Deputy Commanding General, First
Army; Major General Roderick AlGeneral, Fort
len, Commanding
Devens, and Mrs. Allen; Major
Thomas F. Shea, Executive Officer,
654th Air Force Squadron; Major
M. D. Barnes, Commanding Officer,

654th Air Force Squadron; Major
General Frank Lowe, N.S.A.R
Rtd; Lt Commander Raymond
Fish, U.S.C.R; President and Mrs.
James S. Coles; Dean and Mrs.
Nathaniel C. Kendrick; Dr. and
Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills; Captain
and Mrs. Elmer R. Hill, US.N. Rtd;

of clover

who observed of a flood control exercise of this
infallibility nor grant it
dam he regarded as a wasteful claim
performing

to

others. Luckily in
expenditure of money, "I am bewe can rely upon no coercive power
ginning to lose my respect for the
but must depend upon our ability
United States government." I commen's minds.
mend this four-square utterance to to persuade
In the present battle to preserve
the anxious and the timid.
of higher education
freedom
the
Indeed it is difficult for the prewe need a consciousness of our own
sent generation, accustomed to the
resources. There are statesmen
New Deal and the Fair Deal when with us. As Senator Robert A.
governmental power was identified
Taft, the magnificent conservawith the welfare of the downtrodtive put it: "As a member of the
den and the underprivileged, when
board pf trustees of a university,
government was described as "all
I would not favor firing anyone
of us," to remember that the state
simply for being a communist uncan be hostile to the citizens' inless I was certain he was teaching
terests and, far from favoring, may
Communism or having some effect
actually endanger
highest
the
on the development of the stuprinciples and aspirations of mandents." There are alumni with us;
kind. Alas, this could be true of
their influence and interest should
our own country. Just as many of
be quickened and organized. When
the working class in the last part
discouraged by the conspicuous tiof the nineteenth century could
midity and short-sightedness of
rightly feel that the state was
some college presidents, let us rehostile to them, just as in our own
call that there are dozens of unday many business men have come
sung administrators fighting off
to believe the state indifferent to
the attacks of angry or perplexed
their rights,
professors
should
correspondents and seeking to edurealize that they stand at Xhe
cate them in the true meaning of
moment when officers of the state
higher education. As a makeare revealing themselves as the
weight to Sproul of California and
foes of intellectual freedom and
Allen of Washington, others in
the jailors of its unhampered spirit
large or small measure have had
of inquiry. Unhappily the past has
the courage to defend freedom and
furnished illustrations enough of
accused professors: Conant of Harthis obscurantism; our own day
vard, Baxter of Williams, Blanding
has seen the Nazi and the Comof Vassar, and Taylor of Sarah
munist regimes of Europe advance
Lawrence. It is no derogation of
the theory that the university
their firmness and wisdom to point
should serve the state and they
out that it is professors who at
have utilized their brutal power
hearings from Rutgers to Washto enforce this subservience. Shall
ington have written the reports
we imitate them?
against the 'dismissal of real or
That is the issue here and now.
alleged Communists and who from
The loyalty oaths and the congresCalifornia to Oklahoma have resional investigations are more than
fused to sign test oaths, putting
attacks upon individuals; they are
thereby to the hazard their liveliattacks upon the self-government
hood and reputation. Mindful of
of our institutions of higher learnsuch magnificence, we can do no
ing. In effect legislators, and usualless than fight for our freedoms
ly the most irresponsible and unas teachers and our rights as
enlightened among them, are deAmerican citizens. If we are men,
ciding whom the universities shall
we can yet write a new chapter
hire and whom they shall continue
in the testament of freedom.
to employ. This is but the first
step. If we do not challenge it with
resolution the right
thus surrendered to outsiders can be employed with equal plausibility to
justify the censorship of textbooks,
the purge of our college and university libraries, the presence of
spies and snoopers in the classroom. Our government, it is said.
is one of checks and balances. So
is
our society. Along with the
church and college and university
must stand apart, free to correct,
to check, and to instruct the
it,

veiled.

The portrait, which was painted
by Skip Fletcher, was received as
a result of a Alumni drive headed
by Dr. Holand McCormack '22 and
Charles F. Cummings '25 of Norway, Maine. Before the unveiling,
which was attended by numerous
alumni and members of the

Wilmot

B. Mitchell '53,
Professor
of
the
grandson
Mitchell, gave a short speech.
Later at a banquet, at which
'04
was toastHarry L. Palmer
faculty.

»«~**y»

.:#i

master, the guest speakers were
Dr. McCormack, Judve Arthur
Chapman, '94, H. Davidson Osgood,
Jr. '54 and President James S.

L

sH
Photo by Gaston

College Centralized Dining Service
Building Little Known To Students
Standing at the end of Whittier
Street near Pickard Field is the
College Warehouse, a building not
familiar to many Bowdoin men.The structure, a one story battleship gray rectangular building, is
approximately 75 by 45 feet. Although the architects of the building were McKim, Mead, and White,
the exterior, completely functional,
shows none of the features which
have marked their other works on
the Bowdoin campus.
A sign within the building proclaims its purpose. Its approximate
wording is, "The food in this building is for Bowdoin fraternities and
the Moulton Union, and it is not for
private sale." The building serves
as the warehouse for the Centralized Dining Service which purchases food in quantity from wholesale
houses. The food then is held at
the warehouse until it is requisitioned by one of the fraternities or
by the Union. The savings in cost
which result are handed on to the
various users.
Three "ReefersM

Coles.

Room

Service

is

12:05

SUm Off
Tharaday, May 14
New York Timea Newa

7:00
7:06
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:16
9:00
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:55

'Moods And Contrasts',

To Be Released Soon
Professor of Music Frederic E.
announced today that
recording entitled
"Moods and Contrasts" will be released on June 1.
The record, which represents a
departure from the usual college
style of recording, will include a
complete Glee Club program similar to the one presented this past
season in New York's Town Hall.
It will be a double-faced 33\ rpm
unbreakable record lasting for 58
minutes and is now being processed by R.C.A. Victor for its June
T. Tillotson

a

Moulton Union

Manager Donovan D. Lancaster

Time* News

Sparta Feature
Star Time

new Glee Club

release.

Assistant Director and PurProfessor Tillotson stated that
chasing Agent of the Service is M. he believed that every undergraduStanley Bishop '25 of South Port- ate would be, proud to own this
land.
extraordinary
recording
which
would last as a fine memory of his
When the United States bought college years. The Vice-President
Alaska from Russia in 1867, it is of the Glee Club, Donald Hayward
estimated that there were about '54, is now taking student orders
On the left as one enters the 30,000 people in the area, about for the record which will cost $4.0O
two-thirds of whom were Eskimos The entire proceeds from the recdoor are the three refrigerators or
and Indians.
ord will be used to defray the ex"reefers" as they are called by
those familiar with them. The refrigerators run three quarters of
the way from the floor to the ceiling and are furnished with hooks
for holding sides of beef and trays
for smaller cuts. Straight ahead is
the spacious office where the business of the warehouse is carried
on. On the right is the storage
'27,

j

Sunday Serenade
World News Roundup

7 :30
8 :00

Inter fraternity Sing Re-broadcast

8:16 The World of Opera
10:65 The World In Brief
1 1 .00 Midnite Special
11:15 Sports Review
1 1 :30 Platter Patter

Studytime Serenade

To be Annouaced
New York Time* Newa

in Brief

7:05 Sports Feature
7:16 Your Navy Show

World News Roundup
Piano Portralta

To be Announced
The World In Brief
,

Hidnite Special
Sport* Review
The Polar Bears Den
Late News Roundup

12 :00 Late

Newa Roundup

12:06 Sign Off

Menday. May It

New York Times Newa

7 :00

7:06 Sports Review
7:16 Star Time

Masterworks from France
World News Roundup

7 :30
8 :00

Sports Feature
Here's to Veterans
be Announced

8:15 Guest Star

To

8 :30
9 :00

World News Roundup
440 Club

Summer Serenade
To be Announced

9:25 The World In Brief
9:30 Studytime Serenade

To be Announced
The World In Brief

10 :30

Studytime Serenade

10:56

New York Times Newa

:00

Midnite Special
Sports Review
Midnite Special
Late News Roundup
Sign Off
Taesday. May lt

To be Announced

1 1

New York Times News

Midnite Special
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Midnite Special
12:00 Lat<? News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off
Friday. May 15
7:00 New York Times News
7:05 Sports Feature
7:16 Star Time
7:30 Piano Recital
Bellerose Brothers
11 :00

8:15
8:30
9:00
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:55
11:00
11:15
11:30

Roundup

saaday. Stay IT

The World

7 KH>

Brunswick His* School on the Air

—

Glee Club Recording,

Students Welcome
Although seldom visited by Bowdoin undergraduates, inspection of
the building by students is allowed.
The structure can be reached by
the gateway at the end of Whittier
Street which runs left from Maine
Street below the Bowdoin Courts.
Directors of the Centralized Dining

New York

May 13-19

12:00 Late News
12:06 Sign Off

13

7:00
7:05
7:15
7:S0
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:00
9:25
9:80
10:30
10:56
11:00
11:16
11:30
12:00

8.-00

facilities of its own. The Governing Boards voted to build a warehouse on College land, and construction was started in the spring
of 1951. At its dedication on September 18, 1951, former President
Kenneth C. M. Sills declared that
the warehouse "fills a long standing need and will be of great value
to the College."

Schedule:

Ma 7
.

Banquet In His Honor

next Monday afternoon at

and welcome. Brigadier General Rtd.; Brigadier
But if you go to hook me when I General Alonzo Holmes and Mrs.
walk in the fields, then poor cow Holmes; and Colonel George W.
DisI will cut your throat." It used to Palmer, Chief Maine Military
be good American doctrine that trict, and Mrs. Palmer.
American citizens could haul off
special interests, the
and look their government in the passions, the
fallacies, and the shortsightedness
eye without censure and without
displayed by men in the political
prattle of civic obligations. I reelsewhere. In the
member my Vermont carpenter process and
function we neither
handful

1953

Third Annual Review

it means friendly, a poor
cow who does well by you, so do Captain John Spiller; Major Gennot grudge it its hay. Take this eral and Mrs. Wallace C. Philloon,

the best;

13,

World News Roundup
Your Star Time

To be Announced"
To be Announced
The World In Brief
Studytime Serenade

To be Announced

production.

THE PROGRAM
Rise Sons of Bowdoin
Words by Kenneth C. M. Sills
Music by Charles T. Burnett
Glorious Apollo Samuel Webbe (1740-1816)
Echo Song
Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594)
Diffusa est gratia
Giovanni Maria Nanino (circa 1646-1607)

And Now

'Tis

Time To Go

J. S.

Bach

"Drinking Song"
from the Pleasant Cantata
Maedglein im Walde
(The Maiden in the Woods) Antoin Dvorak
Accompanists : Gordon Stearns, Jr. '54
Lewis Welsh '63
Gustav Hoist
To Agni (God of Fire)
Choral Hymn from the Rig Veda
I Wonder as I Wander (Appalachian Carol)
arr. by John Jacob Niles
Baritone Solos: Donald Hayward '54
* Douglas Reid '54
Shir Ha-Emek (Song of the Emek)
arr. by A. W. Binder
This Palestinian Song arranged for and
.

dedicated

to

7:00 New York Times
7:06 Sports Feature
7:15 Serenade in Blue

News

Road To Romance
8:00 World News Roundup
7 :30

8:15
8:30
9:00
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:55

Navy Star Time
Date With Dodo
To be Announced
The World In Brief
Studytime Serenade

To be Announced
New York Times News

Midnite Special
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Midnite Special
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:06 Sign Off

Midnite Special
Sport* Review
Midnite Special
its

To be Announced

11 :00

New York Times Newa

pense of

11:16
11:30
12:00
12:06

Glee Club Theme Song
Old Mother Hubbard
Victor Hely-Hutehinson
Set in the Manner of Handel
Us Break Bread Together (Negro
Spiritual)
arr. by J. Harold Montague
Tenor Solo: Frederick Weidner III. '5t
Simon Legree
Poem by Vachel Lindsay
Music by Douglas Moore

Let

Incidental Solos:

H. Davidson Osgood. Jr. '53. Baas
Bruce McGorrill '53. Baritone
George Dunn '63, Tenor
It

Ain't Necessarily So

from "Porgy and

Bess"
George Gershwin
Bass Solo: Dennis King '56
Russian Picnic (Based upon Russian Folk
Tunes)
Harvey Endera
Tenor Solo: Frederick Weidner HI. "60
Bowdoin College Medley
Glasses Clinking High
Beneath The Pines

Forward The White
Bowdoin Beata

Bowdoin Glee Club.
English Folk Song)
Vaughan Williams

!

the

The Turtle Dove

(

arr. by R.

Baritone

Solos

Donald Hayward. Douglas Reid
Beat! Beatl Drums! Words from "Drum
Taps" by Walt Whitman
Music by Charles Martin Loefler
Gordon Stearns, Jr. and David Holmes, '56,
pianists
II

The Meddiebempstera
II

Brothers Sing

On (A

Call letters of television and
radio stations usually begin with
"K" west of the Mississippi and
"W" east of the river, although
there are a few cases which are
reversed, representing stations set
up before the system went into

Choral Salutation)
Grieg effect.

Don't you want to try a cigarette

room

with a record like this?

for dry stocks.

Following the founding of the
Centralized Dining Service .the
College used the cold storage room
at the Brunswick Naval Air^Station which at that time was inactive. When the Base was reactivated in early 1951, Bowdoin was forced to relinquish this space and seek

at

TUFTS this SUMMER

1. THE QUALITY

CONTRAST

between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the
country's six leading cigarette brands.

The index of good quality table -a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine -

shows Chesterfield quality highest

June 29— August 14
An exrens ve program n the Arts, Science*
and Education of over 100 court ei in 20
Department .... Graduate and Underrraduote degree work.

... 15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than
the average of the five other leading brands.

Course* for teachers and teacher preparation
e l ementary and secondary 'eve.*.

for both

FOUH-WEEK WWTWS WORKSHOPS
- HCTION - NON-RCTION - DRAMA

f»OCT«Y

ACTORS ARENA THEATER
ntemive Courses

in

Typewriting, Shorthand

Co lege Men ant Woman

for

Complete Recreationa Fecilitiei
Swimming • Golf - Tennis

WRITE

NOW FOR

BULLETIN

Tufts Collage Su..;mer School
Medford, Massachusetts

••••••••••••.••••»••'

"Matchless Service":

stantly on guard when they wrote
and spoke of their preference for
a government of law and not of
men. Though it is desirable that
the nation have the good will and
the love of its citizens and that it
shall so act as to deserve this
deeper loyalty, all that government
analysis can demand of
in the last
citizens is obedience to the
its
laws. The university and college in

Our

FORD

— MERCURY

Sales

and

First to Give You Premium
Quality in Regular and
King-£ize
much milder
with an extraordinarily good
.

.

.

taste— and for your pocket book,

SPA

BILL'S

2*

Specialties

Service

Chesterfield

is

today's

best

cigarette buy.

Italian Spaghetti

Pizza Pie

Hot Pastromi
Beer and Ale on Draft
and In Bottles

the matters of appointment and retention will be wise to require no
more from its professors than this
simple obligation. Capricious, con-

6>/2

Elm St

el-

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Brunswick

Tel. 876

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Complete and Friendly

KlN^"^ 2

"'

Choice of Young America
A recent survey made in 274 leading colleges
universities

Banking Services
Complete .Front End

i.

Report Never Before

shows Chesterfield

is

and

the largest seller.

Cigarette.
For well over a year a medical
specialist has been giving a
group of Chesterfield smokers
regular examinations
every two months. He reports
. . .

no adverse

nose, throat

and

Student Accounts

A

Made About a

USED CARS

Frame Alignment

from smoking

effects to

and sinuses
Chesterfield,

Welcomed
Brunswick Branch

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
M«mber

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
•ft
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Sudden Coup

D'Etat;

Coles Resigns
Bowdoin- Vassar Merge To

Joy, Bewilderment, Surprise

Be

Meet News Of Lady Prexy
The reaction to the precedent
shattering appointment of Mrs.
James S. Coles to succeed her husband as President of the College,
and her proposed importation of
Vassar College was one of mixed
joy^ bewilderment, and pessimism.
Although it would be an understatement to say that the move
came as a surprise, there was a
certain anonymous student in the

Lester Armadillo

—

"Ha, ha.

"56:

I

—

self, ha, ha,

ha."

'Real Ding Buster

Of

Party' Says Chairman

James Keeney '55: "The problem
'54
has most interesting overtones, William T. Cowper
which I shall not discuss here."
"Ivy this year is going to be a
Henry Sleeper '53: "Yay Pow and
real -ding buster of a party," said
John Jacob Astor!"
and don't William T. Cowper, '54, chairman
Don Landry '53: ".
for MakUnion overheard to remark: "I sus- you think they won't either. Bus- of the Special Committee
ing Ivy a Real Ding Buster.
pected this was going to happen all ter."
James Bowdoin VI '56: "How
"We have added three or four
along. It's no surprise to me."
Some other anonymous reactions will it affect the scholastic stand- extra features to make this weekoverheard by one of our special ing?"
end a real success. For instance,
Most members of the Faculty not only are we having Elliot Lawagents with a tape recorder went
as follows: "Bring them Vassar and the Administration refused to rence and the Meddiebempsters at
bims up here? It's a cinch they'll make any comment on the situa- the dance, we have also obtained
freeze to death before next Feb- tion.
Cy Benners and his Shirttail
ruary"; "The College is really in for
Stompers to play intermission
it now"; "Girlies, eh? Looks like
<music." He went on to add that
Westbrook'll have to go out of
such Saturday features as a stubusiness"; and "I doubt that the
dent-faculty mud pie contest, a
new regime will last long. Maine
special air show, and a tumbling
weather has an enervating effect
act will be added to the usual
on all kinds of reformers."
activities. ".No one need lack for
Since our agent's tape recorder
entertainment," Cowper added.
broke down when one unhappy
student.

The

faculty

Bickerstaff '55: "Heav-

ens to Betsy!"
Ross Harbinger '55: "I don't believe a word of it. Are you trying
to pull my leg?" (Our reporter was

am

Harpswell Gunch '53: "I
indeed gratified to find at
J.

last

someone who appreciates the importance of women in relation to
the normal life of the college stu."
dent. As a major in Sociology
Charles Ranlett '54: "My word!"
Wilmot N. Snider '54: "Oh boy,
.

.

girlies!"

Popham Beech

the time for

all

'55:

good men

"Now
.

.

is

."

Carson '53: "I don't want
to graduate. Dean."
Oscar L. Purkey *56: "I may be
from Aroostook, Buddy, but you
Jay

A..

Charles P. Burgess

named

'54

Editor-in-Chief

has been
of

the

ORIENT

the Bowdoin Publishing
Board recently announced. Bur-

gess, noted for his somewhat eccentric and old-fashioned dress,
hopes to install some spark in the
paper which he declares has been
sadly lacking in the past.

Bowdoin College Calendar
,

There will be three elimination
heats before two faculty members
and two students are left for the
final run off, each with a fresh
bucket of mud. The lengths of the
heats are as yet undetermined. The
object of the contest is to make
the most mud pies in an allotted
period of time. The winner from
each side will be awarded a huge
concrete layer cake studded with
Roman Candles. "There will be no
mudslinging at this contest," Cowper added.

Event Of The Year

The air show will be a special
event put on by the airbase, and
will consist mainly of complicated
formation flying and pet races.
"The commander of the air base
ruled out stunt flying as too
dangerous to all concerned," Cowper said.
The tumbling act is known in
theatrical circles as The Flying
Fanzinis, and has performed with
such top circuses as Ringling
Brothers and others of national
prominence. "This act is really

The

today.

Jackie's cut book (annotated

edition).

Parker Cleaveland Hall: Self-lubricating

F. Lilypad,

New

ball bearings.

Dry Humorist, Chosen

"Ivy Curtain" Columnist

ing Vassar

With Ringing Deluge
On 'Hell, High Water'

According to our

man

Friday

the end of the world would arrive
this

coming weekend and

th,at

sinners
God-a-fearing
cleanse from their hearts

all

should,
all

bad

traits of character. Friday said
that the beginning would come
with a renting of the heavens
which would last for thirty days
and thirsty nights without let-up.
Having dampened the spirits of the
undergraduates Friday followed
"Sunday would be the day to begin
repenting for all previous sins. For
if ye do not, thou all shalt perish
in Hell with High Water. For unto
ye will be brought that day a
chance to sink or swim."

j

j

Friday ended his deluge with a

in."

Next Tallman Lecturer

proud to have

this
get the limelight."

Cowper stated that a formal
in the gym should be' one of
the best ever. "Elliot Lawrence is
one of the greatest dance bands
going, and of course the Meddies
will be there. This Cy Benners outfit
is really sensational, but I'd
their
like
keep
specialty
to
dance

Parking and No Forking areas
will be defined thus: No parking
between the Walker Art Building
and the Chapel, no parking between Winthrop Hall and Massachusetts Hall, no parking between
Searles Science Building and Parker Cleaveland Hall, no parking between Memorial Hall and Hubbard
Hall, between Sills Hall and Adams
Hall, and between Appleton Hall

The

|

them down, and pass them along to
the
According to
O'Duffy, the dog has quite a flair
Students for humor, "mostly dry."

and the Thorndike Oak.
may, however, park their automobiles between Hyde Hall and Winthrop Hall, between the Kellogg
Pine and Route One, between the
heating plant and Whittier Field,
along College Street, and in the
Fraternity driveways. Thank you
for your cooperation.

Don Potter

\

i

:
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Physics Of Tortillas

Daylight Time Helps;

Subject Of LasVegas

Dragons To Gather

In accordance with a recent ruling of the State Legislature, the
Fraternity houses will be permitted to remain open one hour longer this weekend, due to the unexpected advent of Daylight Saving
Benjamin T. Blulawe '06, PresiTime. They will open as scheduled,
dent and Chairman of the Board of
however.
the Snap-a-Tread Tank Trap Corp.
*
•
»
•
of Teaneck, N.J., in his last will
There will be an important meetand testament, bequeathed to the
ing
all Grand Dragons, Past
of
College "for whatever purpose they
Dragsee fit" two million feet of iron Grand Dragons, and ordinary
ons at the Alumni Office, Friday,

expected that Fosdick's col- pipe, 670 rolls of barbed wire, and
umns will treat mainly with a dog's 85 miles of concrete embuttments
eye view of campus life.
in Southern France. Included in
An offer from the Tallman Foun- the bequest was 16 carloads of
dation to hire him as guest lecturer portable land mines, which, upon
next year was declined, as Fosdick the death of his beloved wife, Nelhimself put it. "because I have no lie S., are to be presented to the
It is

field of specialization."

College,

Reliable sources indicate that the
previous incumbent, Mrs. Coles'
husband, will either be appointed
Assistant to the President of Vassar, or will be awarded the Jules

Verne Chair of Underwater Demo-

Forward

Council, the President, the Dean,
and the postmen, and we look forward to the long and arduous
journey that lies ahead, the years

we

trust that everything will turn
out as well as hoped."
The opinions of the undergraduates were more varied. Miss Beverly Schwank, a Junior from Rye,
New York, stated, "Maine! Good
Lord!"

Carmen

Impelliteri '54 said. "I

like pine trees."

Ruby Gentry
"I like Yale

'55 had this
men, myself."

to say,

Since there was no one else available to talk to, I proceeded to New
Haven to see how the lads at Yale
were taking the blow. President A.
Whitney Griswold appeared disgruntled, but had no comment. William F. Buckley Jr. was extremely
vituperative. "I'll bet that Kirkland
had something to do with this," he
said.

Bennett L. Carmichal '54, the
only undergraduate I found, was
commented, "I was surprised. I waiting for a train and had no
guess most of the Faculty was. But comment whatsoever.

Quiz Aims To Inform Students

!

'53-'54

training has become proficient in
the English language. He cannot

reporter Mr.
was on hand in
Poughkeepsie when the news was
released, and straightway he proceeded to Vassar to sample opinion. This is his report, cabled from
on the spot:
There is somewhat of an air of
bewilderment on the Vasspr cam-

Author

As He

gym.

wrije, but will communicate his
ideas to his master, who will take

l

lition, in order that he may continue his research. Meanwhile, Dr.
Coles is busying himself minding
the Coles' children.
in picturesque spots among the
Mrs. Coles will deliver her inauBowdoin Pines.
gural address next Sunday in BanMr. Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to nister Hall.

|

ing for six bucks."

Long Needed Equipment
Given In Alumnus' Will

Blow

though she claimed no knowledge
of the technical matters involved
in moving a whole college, Mrs.
Coles said that Mr. Perini had mentioned the use of rollers. She added
that McKim, Mead, and White, the
College architects, are working on
a plan to set the Vassar buildings

A

spokesman who wished to remain
anonymous stated, "She got enough
votes, but I don't know how." Another remarked, "It was a very
sudden thing. We didn't quite know
what was going on."

Photo by Gaaton

Delivers Master

opportunity to

•

C. Fosdick Lilypad III

dent shattering appointment.

Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick has
requested that all students extend
every possible courtesy to the Congressmen. He urged students and
faculty members not to invoke the
Fifth Amendment unless absolute- pus today. The prevalent opinion
seems to be one of guarded optily necessary.
mism. The President of the College was not on hand for comment,
but I did manage to corner a few
Ivy Curtain
members of the Faculty and a number of undergraduates.
Bids Readers Farewell
Dr. Elizabeth Barrett, Professor
of English and Rhetoric, had this to
Looks
say: "I am more surprised than
anything else. But we trust that
By E. Ward Gilman '53
everything will turn out as well as
As we bid adieu to a long toil- hoped."
some year of baiting the Student
Professor Herman Goldwasser

under wraps until Friday night.
You better get your tickets. It's
going to be the greatest show go-

The rest of the afternoon and
evening, House dances, parties, and
general merriment.

comment on administrative arrangements with faculty of Vassar.
Bewilderment
Sources close'to key members of
the Governing Boards expressed
bewilderment at Mrs. Coles' prece-

Sensational Merge Idea Causes
Varied Views On Vassar Campus

of irksome toil and thankless service, of smiles and tears, of hopes
and disappointments, we would
Afternoon, 1:30. Student-faculty
like to leave these immortal words
mud pie contest on the Mall.
Scnor Pedro LasVegas, the new Tallman lecturer, in a characteristic of Alfred Lord Tennyson from his
2:00-3:00. Air show.
His one horse power vehicle is not hitting on all four.
pose.
justly famous poem, "Crossing the
3:15. The Flying Franzinis in the
Bar,' with our gentle readers.

By Don T.Potter

Kennett

Chandler Says

Great

Saturday morning. Ivy Day
ceremonies in front of the Walker
Art Building.

Col.

to

James Kenneth Chandler, Vice
President in Charge* of Student Activities in a special statement to
the ORIENT declared, "the threat
investigation
Congressional
of
Our fly-by-night
should not be in the least alarming.
Gunther Podbelian,
Bowdoin College may indeed be

sters.

Regulation

color. I shall contact Adrian, with, of course, the

Army's permission."

could not be reached for. comment.
In becoming the first woman
President in Bowdoin's long and
colorful history, Mrs. Coles stated
that she thought the job would be a
difficult one, but not one beyond
her powers. "Naturally," she said,
"I have an awfully long tradition
to contend with, and it will not be
an easy task. There will, of course,
be some changes in the staff, but
the Faculty will remain essentially the same." Mrs. Coles declined

activities are scheduled to
take place at the College during
the coming weekend.
"Subversives are amorous and
can not possibly be interested in
truth for truth's sake. Subversives
students it was announced today by (whether teachers or students) can
Donovan D. Lancaster.
not attend classes without trying
Harold Himmel Vield, who for to sell the party line. We should
some reason continues to serve as exterminate them."
Chairman of the House Un-AmeriThe investigators have come to
can Activities Committee, will pre- the College as the result of an inside when the investigating com- vitation
extended to them in April
mittee begins its sessions on the by the College administration. The
Bowdoin Campus. Vield and two Massachusetts Hall has adopted
other members of the House Com- the position expressed so articulatemittee on Un-American Activities ly by Dr. Lewis Webster Jones cf
arrived in Brunswick by special Rutgers who
said on March 21 "all
limousine. Senator Joseph Mac- universities
(and colleges) should
Cart who was expected to have ac- open their doors to investigators",
companied Vield and his commit- since "it will be an opportunity to
tee, will not arrive until the end of
show the public what we are like."
the week. At present he is busy inThis is just the reason why the
vestigating the staff of Symphony
Hall and plans to remain in Boston invitation was extended to the investigators at this time. During the
until after he has heard the MedIvy weekend they will have
diebempsters and the College Glee coming
ample opportunity to see just what
Club sing.
we, and our dates, are like.
his arrival in Bruns-

To

Recently Established

by adding more

amorous

Three representatives of Congressional investigating committees arrived in Brunswick today
Evangelist Manny
and intend to remain here for sevin Chapel yesterday in a real olderal days in order to investigate
fashioned revival service on the
the Bowdoin College faculty and
Water.
High
Hell
with
topic of

of the ORIENT, to that all of his talents were un- confusion.
P. Burgess
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Formal
take over the Ivy Curtain column earthed. He began one morning in
June to speak, and with a little dance in the gym, featuring the
next semester.
Fosdick, as the dog is usually
orchestras of Elliot Lawrence and
Write In Fall
called, is the property of Patrick
Cy Benners, and the Meddiebemp-

New Parking

Shirt' stigma," she said, "possibly

month. Al-

S. Coles

3 Congressional Investigators To
Check Subversive Activities Here

Revivalist Rocks Chapel

'54,

to the ORIENT mainly as an experiment.

this

Pictured above is a group of hardy Washington investigators who will be on campus this weekend prying
and snooping for pinkos and other off -color characters. The group genially agreed to pose for our photographer in characteristic training costumes. Second from the right< may be seen Roscoe L. Anteater,
private eye.^special agent for the subcommittee on The Russian Influence on Beer Can Design. Also
among those present is Elder Lightfoot who has openly declared war on Parlor Pinks. The presence of
»
sneakers on some of the intrepid G. Men speaks for itself?

According to Cowper, the revised
Fosdick first attained some naChampion Fosdick Lilypad ni of
Dumbarton Alders, a pure blooded tional prominence by copping the schedule of events will be as folBoston Terrier who has more talent "Best Dog in the Show" honors at lows:
Friday. 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
New York dog
in his left paw than most of us, has three straight
been appointed by Editor Charles shows. It was not until last year Classes, girls arriving, and general

Sean O'Duffy '56, of Dumbarton
Alders, North Carolina. The dogs
services were loaned for a semester

late

Mrs. James

short appeal to the Sun which
glistened on the newly hung colSoon after
lege pennants.
wick, Vield told reporters that "we
Instructor Sol of the Underwater have come here to investigate the
Demolition Department introduced faculty and students of Bowdoin
Friday and the choir sang "Wade College. Vicious rumors have reached us that certain subversive and
"It in the Water."

act will be held in the gym.

A
CURRENT EXHIBITS

family into the daily routine of colis blowing a tradition of one hunlege life, but we anticipate no difdred fifty years, and making the
ficulty in the long run."
school coeducational. "Negotiations
No Stigma
are under way to import Vassar
Mrs. Coles also mentioned that
College in its entirety, campus and
she would like to see some change
all," she said. Mrs. Coles added
in the uniforms used by the ROTC.
that Lou Perini had submitted the
want to remove that 'Brown
lowest bid, and would begin mov- "I

Friday spoke

May 22 - May 24, 1953
No. 440A
Brunswick, Maine
May 22 Chapel. Musical Service, Concerto for Jew's Harp, comb,
and washboard, by Dvorak.
Chess: J.V. at Gorham State Teacher's College.
3:0O p.m. Handball, quoits and shuffleboard vs. MIT.
4:15 p.m Professor Quinby presents (fanfare) "The
Swift Sinus", "... a play." N.Y. Times.
Sat. May 23 IVY DAY. No classes except Sanskrit 11, which will
meet at hours to be arranged.
sensational,"
Cowper said.
11:00 a.m. Ivy exercises, Frank Sebasteanski presiding.
really ought to pack them
Sun. May 24 A holiday. Classes not meeting on the 23rd will meet
Fri.

Walker Ai^t Building: Feelthy pcectures.
Hubbard Hall: Old copies of the Quill, and

the President, released this stateTo The Winds
"Of course, H will take a
Among her ideas for making ment: time
to integrate our new
Bowdoin a more pleasant place to little
feminine additions to the Bowdoin
live, Mrs. Coles announced that she

and when they

pies.

NOT.)

J.

yet,

names will not be released,
since secrecy is to be one of the
features of the contest. The contest will be held on the Mall, with
each participant receiving a bucket
of mud with which to make mud
are, the

on campus.

Sherman

participants in the
mud pie contest have not

been picked

Of New Head

live."

.

student spotted him with it, we
were forced to send out another reporter to interview people of note

1st Project

In a sensational coup d'etat, or more fittingly perhaps, coup de
college, Mrs. James S. Coles today seized the Presidency of the College,
thus becoming the first woman president in Bowdoin history. Mrs.
Coles, wife of the former President, issued the following statement to
the press:
"The Governing Boards last night accepted the resignation of Dr,
Coles, and appointed me his successor. I shall endeavor to fulfill the
duties of the office to the best of my ability, and shall attempt to make
Bowdoin not only a better college, but also a more pleasant place to

can't fool me."

refuse to answer on grounds that
I may incriminate myha, ha

6

Bowdoin Presidency

Mrs. Coles
In

ORIENT

i

Sunset and evening star.
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning of

a.
b.

the bar,

Tallman Lecture

The Tallman Foundation has announced that Dr. Pedro P. Las-

Vegas, LL.D., Ph.D., Et.C, of the
University of Tampico will be the
Tallman lecturer next year. Dr.
LasVegas' subject will be in the
Physics of Tortillas.
Dr.. LasVegas is a native of Mexico, being born in Mexico City in
1911. He was educated in the public schools there, and graduated
from the University of Nevada in
May 22. Guest speaker will be, of il933. He received his Ph.D. from
course, St. George.
Harvard in 1936. He holds honorary
degrees from the Sorbonne, RolIMPORTANT!
Anyone caught stealing or other- lins College, the University of Muwise removing posts from the cam- nich, and Yale.
All interested students are urged
pus will be fined fifty cents.
Student Judiciary Comm. to enroll in Dr. LasVegas' course.
1

1

In the interests of keeping the
b. Sam Ladd
student body informed. Dr. Alabasc. Nathaniel Hawthorne
ter J. Kwack, Ph.D., has consented
d. Joe
to prepare for the ORIENT the
6. The name of the new chemfollowing quiz about the campus.
istry building is
1. The new Music Building will
a. Adams Hall
be named after
Hall

When
For

tho'

I

put out to sea,

i

from out our borne of

Time and Place
The flood may bear me
I

Harvey Dow Gibson
Benny Goodman

Arthur Fiedler
d. Louis Armstrong
The President of Bowdoin Col-

2.

lege
far,

hope to see my Pilot face to face
I have crost the bar.

.When

•

3.

IVY EXTRA
•

•

•

•

4.

James

Dr.

b.

Mrs. James

c.

K. C.
Joe

The

S.

5.

Cleaveland Hall
Larry Hall

The

a

Coles
Coles

S.

8.

Sills

janitor in

b.

George
Gunther

c.

Joe

d.

None

Hyde Hall

is

9.

of these
posts comprise the

How many

d.

Joe

b.

is kept in Hubbard Hall
Books
Old blue books

c.

Lions

d. The librarian
The name of the football
a.

Whittier Field

b.

Dow

d.

none

a.

haven't looked recently

b.
c.

d.

field is

Field
Cyrus Field
Greenfield

Joe

d.

is

is

What

c.

The Alumni Secretary
a. Seward Marsh

ORIENT

c.

c.

10.

editor of the

Charlie Ranlett
Charles P. Burgess
Tom Otis

a.

"Iron Curtain"?
a. eight
b. three

Last Edition

Memorial

c.

b.

a.

a.

ORIENT

7.

is

d.

b.
d.

c.

is

President of the College

The janitor in Hyde Hall
The Alumni Secretary
The editor of the ORIENT

mmm
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Grievance Committee's Plan
Receives Council Approval
The Student Council ratified the reasonable demands upon fresh'*
Delta Phi proposal, which men, and
would establish three-man grievprevent
hazing activities
b)
ance committees in all of the cam- which interfere with the freshpus fraternities, at their meeting men's academic work.
on Monday, May 18.
2) The Committee will be responsible for answering and exThe proposal reads as follows:
'•Realizing that the question of plaining any questions concerning
the date and time of fraternity in- hazing activities which the College
itiations is a matter with which administration may bring before

Gray, Huntress, Altai

Alterations To Improve

Elected House Heads

Snack, Fountain Service

Allen

j

Hetherington,

F.

Jr.

'54

—

Tour To

Europe

—

Names

to be MacDonaM '54
was returned for
his second term as vice-president
and Wallace A. Stcneman '55 was
such trips, while chosen
for his third term as secreThe committee may act to:
the U.S.O. works out the schedule
tary.
a) prevent the imposition of un- to visit Army
camps.
Powell is a member of the Quill
board, is on the Ivy Committee,
and has a part in the commence-

will then consider the case and take allowed to tour
Europe has been
any action necessary to correct the drastically cut this year. Special
situation.
services finance

Quill Reviewer Bridge Terms
Latest Issue 'One Vast Sorrow 9

ment

"The

play,

Merchant

of,

He was out for varsity
football last fall and has participated in interfraternity athletics.
Venice."

By Joslah F. Bridge '49
The May issue of the Bowdoin scientific, says Chalmers, "The MacDonald has held several fraterVolume LVII, number three man who undertakes such a sus- nity posts and is a member of the
and now available at your favor- tained study must rid himself, in ROTC. Stoneman is business manager of WBOA and active in
ite tobacconist, is embarked with large part, of his own values while
Quill,

With the possible exceptions of
two stories. "The Hypocrite" by
William E. Hill, and "Father and

fraternity sports.

he -is working on the problem."
Before arriving at this concluKappa Sig Picks G*ay
sion, Chalmers has stated the case
Ronald B. Gray '54 was elected
for a scientific approach to moralgarnd master of the Kappa Sigma
ity by saying, "Telling a man what
House last Wednesday. Others
he should believe in order to gain
elected include Roland

the Cloth" by Robert Dunlap, the
theme of most of the prose comes certain fundamental aims, (like
through on a shrill, petulant note. living in peace) is no more dictatAs for the poetry, the only poem ing, than a geophysicist telling an
with a straight statement behind oil company where to drill to find
it

is

"Houseparty"

by

James

oil."

Anywll. Jr. The rest of the poems
Fundamental Style
•re filled with the long cry over
The only hitch in the lovely
the passing of something or other scheme is Chalmers' phrase "cerand are supported in their mourn- tain fundamental aims". What
he
ing by what turn out to be a num- takes almost
for granted, the rest
ber of very good rhythms and of the world
might simply ignore.
images.
'These "certain fundamental

alms"

are what the whole thing is about.
The problem isn't so much to find
out where to drill for oil, but to
find out if you really want the oil.
or, for that matter, to find out
the adult just what you want in the first

Maturity of Style
Douglas A. Chalmers, who has a
story called "Hero with Wilted
Garland" in this issue, is adult
enough in his style, but, after not

many

paragraphs,
stylo begins to fall on its nose. It place.
wilts like the hero's garland into
In Russia today they want prosthe maturity of the don't - give - perity, sixty-five years of it. In the
a - good - damn.
churches, they want god. And in
The "hero" of this story is an the bar-rooms they want love.
office - hound who has put aside People looking in all the wrong
his childish rebellions, now that corners for what they want. But
college days have passed, and, dur- people, being the way they are,
ing the course of an evening with won't be satisfied or put off by behis girl, visits the park to hear one ing told. You've got to show them.
of the local stumpers. To be fair In Frost's "Masque of Reason",
to Chalmers, I think he gets ac- the poet has God say to Job, "I
ross the idea that the "hero" is need actors, the best I can lay my
vaguely dissatisfied with his run- hands on. That's why I picked
of - the - muck existence. But the you."
total effect seems to be that, al-In the final analysis Chalmers
though it's better to care strongly seems to be asking people to trade
about something, still - what the their freedom of experiment for a
safe and sane world of robot morhell; it doesn't pay.
Regarding maturity, Nietzche ality. Because, in the first place,
said somewhere: "Maturity: to re- we're already told, to a large excapture as an adult the serious- tent, what to believe every day of
ness which one had as a child at our lives. And in the second place,
play.", which may or may not ap- most people don't believe it anyply to incipient heroes with wilted way. Much more of this sort of
thing could prove fatal.
garlands.
I've treated these two selections
Chalmers, one who is seriously
concerned with the problem of by Chalmers at length because
what to believe among the rubble they seem, in part, to come closer
global
today's
rat-race,
to
the point of what the other
heaps of
has also contributed an essay titl- stories and essays are built around
the theme of lost boundaries in
ed "The Study of Values".
Chalmers
rightly
bea
muddied
Values,
world.
World of Reality
lieves, are underrated. The quesSpeaking of which, we have a
tion, "What should we believe?"
Chalmers,
to
ignored
section
of George Packard's novel
is, according
by scholars. Science is the god, Alba. Although the people in this
and science is concerned with fact stretch of writing remind you of
but
Bad,
what
IS.
or
Good
the
shiftless
wonders who trampnot
To do this, to tell someone what ed through the pages of "The Sun
they ought to believe, it is first Also Rises", Packard is still rea(Conlmued on Page 4)
necessary to become objective,
too

—

New Tennis
$2.25

—

Balls

Clear Nylon

Multi-Ply

Protected Black

G. Ware, Jr.
grand procurator; John A.
Miller '54, grand master of ceremonies; Charles R. Thurston '54,
grand scribe; William E. Boyle '54,
grand treasurer; and Dimitri T.
Jeon '55, grand steward.
Others include John A. Kreider
'56, outer guard; Walter C. Tomlinson, Jr. '55, Student Council;
Railton Greenwood, Jr. '55, White
Key Representative; and John L.
Berkley '56, Student Union repre'54 as

,

sentative.

Gray
ar,

a James Bowdoin Schol-

Pictured above are Donn C. Winner '56 and Fredrika Joy portraying by Professor Thomas Means and Jerome P. Solomon '54.
f ^
Woodea Spoon To Be Predated
the parts of Lachlen and the nurse in the Masque and Gown production
of "Hasty Heart". The rest of the John Patrick Play cast are: Charles
Spotlighting the band at the forW. Schoeneman '53 as Yank, Donald M. Brewer '55 as the orderly, Altonight will be a lighthouse 14
mal
sible for the cafeteria staff to serve lan F. Wright '56 as Digger, Calvin B. Kendall '56 as Kiwe, Theodore
feet tall near the center of the
more people more easily and more H. Howe '55 as Blossom, Benjamin G. M. Priest '56 as Tommy, and
dance
floor. Lobster pots and fish
B,
Held With
quickly during these rush hours.
Timothy F. P. Hely '56, a foreign student, as the colonel.
nets will add to the Maine coastal
Super Coffee Maker
motif. Overhead, yellow and green
BrountasIncluded in the equipment which
streamers against a background of
will be added to the grill area is a
At the Final Review of the Bow- blue streamers will simulate a
coffee maker that provides the firmdoin College Transportation Carps sandy shore against a blue ocean.
est possible coffee that can be
ROTC Regiment, held this after- Plans for the Ivy Day ceremonies
made. There will also be a refrigernoon at Whtttier Field, awards have been almost completed by the
Last fall the Committee on Stu- assisting in the completion of ap>
ated sandwich machine on the
for outstanding work during the Ivy Activities committee led by
counter that makes it possible for dent Aid suggested that the man- plications, and in the correlation of academic year 1982-1953 were an- Horace A. HiWreth, Jr., '54. The
there to be a large choice of sand- ner of administering the student data concerning each applicant, the nounced by Colonel Walter H. undergraduate
Jerome
speaker,
wiches provided with great expedi- aid programs of the College with Assistant to the President, Mr.
Kennett, USA, Professor of Mili- Solomon, will read a poem written
ency. The soda fountain will be respect to loans, scholarships, and Wilder, has been designated. He
by Robert H. Trask -•a. A jazz
Tactics.
Science
tary
moved tothe center of the counter part-time jobs, be reviewed. The will handle all applications for
concert by the Polar Bear Five
President James S. Coles affixed
so its complete utilization may be Committee hoped that it might be scholarships and loans and correwill precede the ceremonies, which
the
obtained during all times of the possible to improve some current late scholarship applications with a streamer to the guidon of
will also include a speech by Prothe
of
Company
Cadet
day. The dish room will be rear- practices, and to improve the co- applications for loans. He will also outstanding
fessor Means and the presentation
ranged and equipped with such ordination between the various certify the students' need with re year, Company "B," commanded of the wooden spoon to the most
modern devices as a Disposal and types of financial aid for under- spec! to part-time employment, as by Cadet Captain Raymond S. popular member of the Junior class.
a pre-wash sink. All the new equip- graduates. The recommendations may be requested of him by the Petterson '53, of Bangor.
The spoon will be presented t>y the
Received Awards
ment will be of stainless steel to of the Committee as a result of Director of Placement, by frater
Ivy House Party queen, who will be
Cadet Colonel Paul P. Brountas chosen at the dance tonight.
allow for the best sanitation dos- these studies are being implement- nity stewards, or others. "Thus, a
r
Nation'54
the
following
manner.
received
the
in
student
need
give
information
con
ed
Bangor
of
sible.
Quartet Contest at Memorial Hall
cerning his financial affairs only al Defense Transportation AsThe second annualCfnterfraterEmphasis On Beauty
Applications for scholarships will
once each year in one office, sociation award as Outstanding nity Competition for vocal quartets
In all the work done there will be completed in the second semeswhether
he be applying for a loan, Cadet in the second year advanced will conclude the college-wide acbe a decided emphasis on beauty. ter of the year preceding the year
The grill area will be made more of award, rather than twice during scholarship, or part-time job. This course. Brountas, who is Regim- tivities Saturday evening. Each
will lessen the burden to the ap- ental Commander, also received year the winning fraternity
is
attractive by the removal of all ad- the year of actual award. Awards
plicant and will eliminate duplica- three other awards.
awarded a plaque, donated by Zeta
vertising ani the addition of the will be determined after second
W. Psi and dedicated to Professor
Gordon
Officer
Cadet
new equipment. New chairs and semester grades are available to the tion of information within the College.
Stearns, Jr. '54, of West Hartford. Frederic E. T. Tillotson, whd, by
tables will also be purchased for Committee, and will he announced
This integration of the adminis- Conn., received the National De- the inscription on the plaque,
the dining room. The tables, some some time during the summer. The
of which will be round, will be substitution of a single application tration of financial aid and the rec- fense Transportation Association "made Bowdoin a singing college."
Alpha Delta Phi, last year's wingrouped so as to add an air of in- in place of semi annual applica- ords of students applying for finan- award for the Outstanding Cadet
formality to the room. A television tions reduces the work on the part cial aid will in no way affect the in the first year advanced course. ner, will defend its title against
Eighteen awards were present- nine other fraternities by singing
set for the lounge will complete of the student and those serving as present system of interviews for
the list of additions to the present his references by half. This proce- each scholarship applicant by some ed to eleven ROTC cadets at the "Shine" and one other number. Psi
dure also permits scholarship ap- member of the Faculty Committee Review. Others receiving awards Upsilon will render a Bohemian
facilities.
on Student Aid. The Committee were Cadet Major George J. Mar- Marching song and "Whoa, Mule!",
This remodeling program will be plicants to know prior to their rewill continue to determine the poli- copoulos '53, Cadet Captain Guy while Delta Sigma will contribute
financed by the reserve fund of the turn to college the amount of
cy for the student aid program, T. Emery '53, Cadet Officer John "There Are Such Things" and
Union. Before the work can start scholarship aid they can anticipate
and will vote the final awards. B. Malcolm, Jr. '54, Cadet Officer "Never Throw a Lighted Lamp at
during
academic
the
year.
on this switch from mass to indiWhile this coordination will not in- Gilbert A. Guy '54; Cadet Andrew Mother." Alpha Rho Upsilon will
Wilder Representative
vidual feeding, however, the apcrease the funds available for
sing "Blue Moon" and one other
proval of the College Governing
To act as the representative of scholarsh.ps, it is hoped that it may W. Williamson, III '56, Cadet Or- selection.
.5*. c*kt -Hanz
Boards must be obtained.
the Committee on Student AW in make It easier^for worthy and able
Alpha Tau Omega, Chi Psi, Delta
.^
d
aM p
1
asslstance
Shaw '54, Cadet Roland FlSiero Kappa Epsilon. Theta Delta Chi,
which"tLvn^?"
they need.
Beta Theta Pi and Zeta Psi are en>56 and
Q ^to- '56, tered,
but had not chosen the two
Inspecting and reviewing ofnumbers required for participation
ficers at the Whittier Field cereat the time of printing. Kappa SigHigh School Seniors
monies included George W. Palma and Sigma Nu are not entered.
mer, Chief of the Maine Military
Scholarships
District; Lt. Colonel Earle B. Car- tion Corps Section, Headquarters,
ver of the National Guard Instruc- First Army, Governors Island,
Four State of Maine Scholar- tor Group at Augusta; Lt. Colonel
New York.
ships amounting to $700 each for
Raymond P. Steiner of the InMajor General Roderick H. Althe College year 1953-1954 have structor
Group- at Fort Williams; len, commanding at Fort Devens,
been awarded to June graduates Major Joseph
F. Sulkowsky of Massachusetts, and senior officer
of Maine schools, it has been anMilitary District Headquarters at in New England, was represented
nounced by President James S. Fort WilHams,
and Major Spur- at the exercises by Colonel George
Coles.
geon A. Messner of the Transpor- V. Baker.
The awards arc based on competitive examinations held in the
Spring of 1953 and on school records and reports of extra-curricular activities, character and
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Company
Top Winners

New

Financial Program To Give
Student Aid Better Coordination

.

Roderick L. Huntress

Named
Jr., '54

was

named Worthy Master of Alpha
Tau Omega in a Wednesday night
election.

The

other

elected

were

weather

'55,

fraternity officers
David B. Stark-

Chaplain, and
B. Blackman '55 Usher.

Claren

'54

will

fill

the office of

Key Representative, and
Raymond F. Kierstead Jr. '56 that
White

Time AndJLxfe Correspondent
Speak* T6 Capacity Audience

leadership.

The list includes: Charles Henry
By Edward F. Splcer '54
Abbott of Rumford, Francis MarTime and Life's foreign corre'-inity of foreign troops on their soil
ion Tinnelly of Raymond, Stanton spondent, John
Scott, addressed a and the intrusion of foreign govIrving Moody of Norridgewock, near-capacity audience on the
sub- ernments. They did not appear
and

Photo by Gaiton

President James S. Coles as he climbed onto the contractor's
tractor at the recent ground breaking ceremonies for the new Harvey
Dow Gibson Hall of Music. This $250,000 structure is expected to be
ready for student use "by January 1954.

GROUND BROKEN FOR MUSIC
HALL IN BRIEF EXERCISES
Ground breaking ceremonies
for $250,000 Harvey Dow Gibson
Hall of Music were held Saturday
afternoon with President James S.
Coles and George W. Burpee, '04,
chairman of the Building Committee, turning over the first two
spadefuls of earth.

mencement Week next month.
Construction of the building is expected to be completed within a
year. One speaker commented that
he hoped that "the building will
be in full use as a Christmas present to Bowdoin."

Raymond

Alan Smith of ject of "America's Impact In* EuDesert.
rope" last Wednesday, May IS, in
is the son of Mr. and Smith Auditorium.
Warren S. Abbott of Star
Correspondent Scott, who has

Mount

is

Abbott

Mrs.
Route,
Rumford. At Stephens
High School he has been active in
the Latin Club, Student Council,
and was treasurer of the Outing
Club. He is president of the Iocs!
4-H Club.
Valedictorian
Klnnelly is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas F. Kinneliy, Jr., ol
Casco Cabins, Raymond. At Fryeburg Academy he is Valedictorian
of his class, has been active in

L

ATO

Debating

Brountas Head

Paul

^

on the Student Council
the President of the Alpha

Robert F. Hinckley '55 was given and is
a vote of confidence as the House Rho Upsilon fraternity.
William C. Hays '55, the new Asrepresentative
on the Student
Union Committee. Charles W. Jor- sistant-Manager, is an officer in
dan, Jr. '54 was elected to the the Zeta Psi fraternity ami is in
(Continued on Page 4)
the Glee Club.

Bendix Launderette
15 Mill Street

6.09

Brunswick, Maine

SON

Nine pound wash

PHONE 234

t^aaaawaw

Use of Dryer
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.....

30c

,._.

25c

Curriculum Meeting

the undergraduwas Gordon W. Stearns, Jr.
President of the Glee Club,
who stated that the construction
of the building represented an important step since it was the first
structure started since President
Coles entered office.

Representing

ates
'54,

The Student Curriculum Committee will meet Tuesday, May 26,
in Conference Room A in the Moulton Union at 8:30 p.m. All members of this year, and those newly
elected for next year. Elections of
new officers will be on the agenda.

Merrymeeting
185 Park

Gift
Row

over-anxious, however, to prepare,

or to be told to prepare, to fight

the Russians. Scott cited the fact
that billions had been sent to Ruslived in Russia and traveled exten- sia during the last war to fight Gersively through the Balkans, the many, and that the Germans had
middle east, and Asian parts of the not forgotten this.
-

Russian

empire,

appeared

qualified to express

the

well . Of this immediate problem of the
political defense of western Europe, Scott
stated that the U.S. has failed vir-

and economic problems arising
from western Europe's attempted
unification. His discussion of these
problems, animated by pertinent
references to European history, by
a thorough understanding of the
people's attitude in these European
football, baseball, track, tennis, countries, and by a dry sense of
skiing, and has been a member of humor, appeared optimistic as far

During the brief exercises Harry
Union Representative.
the National Honor Society, secPalmer '04,' a member of the
Huntress is Keeper of the AnActual construction will begin at
retary of the Dormitory Council,
nals of the
chapter and was once it was reported with the lay- Building Committee and Executive literary editor of the yearbook,
Director
of
Sesquicentennial
the
orientation chairman for the pre- ing of the cornerstone tentatively
and a member of the Camera Club.
sent
Freshman Class.
Stark- planned for sometime during Com- Fund, acted as master of cereMoody is the son of Mr. and
monies. Mr. Burpee stated, "It's
weather is active in the Bowdoin
Mrs. Irving L. Moody of Northe
finest
memorial
Harvey
could
band and is Scribe of the chapter.
ridgewock.
He has been manager
have."
Blackman was a ORIENT news
Council Picks
of his baseball team and a memeditor.
President Coles said that the ber of the Skowhegan High School
building was also a memorial to debating team.
P.
Allen '54 Leads D.S.
"Mr." Music of Bowdoin College"
Smith is the son of Mr. and
Richard H. Allen '54 was elected
Paul P. Brountas '54 was elected (Professor Frederick E. T. TillotMrs. George D. Smith of Mount
president of Delta Sigma, replacing President of the Debating Council son).
Desert. He has been president of
Richard D. Asdourian '54, last at the Council's last meeting in
Design Of Building Practical
his class at Mount Desert High
Wednesday evening at the house Sills Hall.
Profesor Tillotson said, I'm com- School for four years, a member of
meeting.
Brountas succeeds Charles E.' pletely overcome by the quality of
the Student Council, the basketAllen is a member of the Brass Orcutt, Jr. '54 as President of the
the building. I think it will be the ball team, the National Honor SoSextet. Malcolm G. Malloy '54 was Council. Brountas, a member of
envy of the country. He added ciety, and editor-in-chief of the
elected vice-president; he is a mem- the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity,
ber of the Jazz Band and is a cheer- is the Editor of the Bugle, the that it would be "a perfect example yearbook.
of what a practical music building
He is in the Dramatics Club,
leader.
secretary of the Student Council should be."
has participated in class plays
John F. Bowler, Jr. '55 is the and a member of the Student
Mr. White of the architectual and various prize winning connew treasurer, while Chester L. Judiciary Committee. He is also
to
Towne '55 is the new steward. the Regimental Commander of the firm of McKim, Mead, and White tests, and has been a delegate
James J. Stagnone '55 was elected ROTC and is on the Dean's List. spoke for the designers of the Dirigo Boy's State.
secretary. Michael J. Batal, Jr. '54
The newly elected Manager of building, while Mr. Gleason of
was chosen to represent Delta Sig- the Council is Roger E. Gordon '54. Barr, Gleason, and Barr, the contractors, was introduced.
ma on the Student Council.
Gordon
of Student

j^

^

Awarded

Edward

Thomas Dwight '54 was elected
orientation
chairman for" next
year's pledge class. Henry P. Mc-

^^
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4

Shown

R. L. Huntress
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^
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Just a few steps from Maine Street

F.

,

ROTC AnnuaFReview

ber of the Student Council. Thurston is assistant business manager

ORIENT.

ed by Professor George H. Quinby.
Center of the weekend's events will be the Ivy Day ceremonies
which are to begin tomorrow morning at 11 and will feature speeches

Photo by Gaston

past president of the Political

of the

5,00

& White

is

due to a deferred rushing
He went on to say that
cafeteria was first opened
it only served meals but that as
time passed the emphasis has gradually shifted, by student demand, to
between meal snacks. This remodeling, therefore, would make it posfacilities

program.

when the

Forum, and a lieutenant colonel in
the ROTC. Ware, also a James
Bowdoin Scholar, has been a mem-

4.09

— Green

t

about the remodeling Mr.

is

Restringing Rackets

The annual Ivy Houseparty festivities continue this evening with
the formal dance from 9 pjn. to 1 a.m. in the Athletic Buildi ng.
Elliot Lawrence and his band will provide music for the dance, which
will be-dcewieui to*iaa*et
ypi cal Maine sea coast
Earlier this afternoon, Ivy activities were formally begun with
the Masque and Gewn presentation of "The Hasty Heart" in Memorial
Hall. Donn C. Winner '56,* and Charles W. Schoeneman '53, hate the
leads in this production, which was written by John Patrick and direct-

Lancaswas chosen President, Melvih A. ter stated that the proposed
plan
Totman '54, Vice President, and was not caused by the expectancy
Robert H. Cushman '54. Secretary. of any increased need for eating

each fraternity is individually con- jthe fraternity.
Elected Student Union representacerned, the Student Council there3) The Committee's functions tive was Douglas L. Morton '55.
fore resolves to refrain from taking are broad and general in a limited Kenneth W. Cooper '56 was chosen
any action on the subject of delay- area
hazing. Specific application door guardian.
ed initiation.
Hetherington, President of the
is left to the respective fraterni
junior class, is currently heading
"However realizing also that past ties."
the Ivy Weekend Committee comhazing and initiation activities of
posed of members of the class of
several Bowdoin fraternities have
interfered with freshmen academic Meddies'
1954. He is active in the Masque
activities, and as a result hindered
and Gown, the Quill, and is a formthe early progress of incoming
er writer for the ORIENT. A
Still Doubtful
freshmen, the Student Council reJames Bowdoin Scholar, Hethersolves that:
The Meddiebempsters are await- ington is also a member of the
1
Each of the twelve Bowdoin ing the final decision on their plan Meddiebempsters and the Glee
fraternities establish a three-man to tour the U.S. Army camps
in Club.
committee
to be known as the Europe this summer.
Totman, vice president for next
Fraternity Name Grievance ComIn 1948, 1949, and 1950, the Med- fall, is a two-year letterman on
mittee.
dies made similar trips. The pres- the varsity football team, and also
2) The members of the commit- ent plans would keep the Meddies throws the discus on the varsity
tees will be appointed by the re- occupied from July 15
to August track team.
n
spective fraternity executive com- 30. The proposed tour
Secretary-elect Cushman comes
has been
mittees, and will serve for a period cleared by the Pentagon
and in- from Lynn, Mass. He has been acof one College year.
other channels, and now it is up to tive in interfraternity sports.
3) Members of the Committee Major General Davidson
Morton, a substitute Student
to send
will lie chosen on the basis of out- his answer
from Europe. He ap- Uniqn representative, is a former
standing qualifications, such as proved the last three
excursions.
member of the varsity football
sound judgment and high characFriends* Assistance
squad, and is active in interfraterter.
The assistance of the many nity athletics.
4) The Committee will have jur- friends of Bowdoin in Washington
Cooper, a freshman, played frosh
isdiction over the hazing and initia- was enlisted to move
the plans to football last fall, and is currently
tion activities in each fraternity, their present stage.
Senators Mar- on the freshman track team.
and will be overruled only by a de- garet Chase Smith and Frederick
cision of the Executive Committee G. Payne, Representatives
Chi Psi
Robert
Powell
the fraternity.
< f
Hale and Charles Nelson, Major
Peter B. Powell '54 was re-electProcedure
General Frederick G. Irving of
"D Freshmen will direct any West Point, and several others, ed president of the Chi Psi Lodge
for a second term Wednesday evecomplaints or grievances concern- have supported the idea.
ning, May 7.
ing excessive hazing activities to
The number of glee clubs and
Last Wednesday night F. Allen
this committee, and the committee other college
organizations

tir-

Ivy Dance This Evening

night.

I

Lawrence Plays At

Elliot

Hetherington P. U. Pick Donovan D. Lancaster '27, the
Moulton Union Manager, announcAt a housemeetfng Wednesday
ed last Friday that tentative plans
May 12, Psi Upsilon elected had been formulated to remodel
five house officers to serve during
the Union cafeteria.
the fall semester next year.
To dispel any student fears

Alf>ha

one vast sorrow, sweltering in
ed lament through its pages.

1953

Proposed Moulton Union

Hetherington, Powell,

1

20,

-

as America's position in this unification is concerned, while it did
point up certain obvious and difficult problems.

Restricting his discussion largely
to political and economic reconstruction in Western Germany,
Scott stated that much' greater
progress was taking place here,
through a variety of political
operations but more especially
through the industriousness of the
people, than in other European
countries. He said that the strong
desire for unification in Germany
was responsible for the great progress which has been made since
1945, and that the German people,
facing the problem realistically,
would willingly suffer the; indig-

tually to effectively

rearm Western

^Germany. While the west has about
^2 divisions, with her satellite
countries, East Germany and her
satellites have approximately 106
.divisions, and this ratio of 2 to 3
is about the same for air strength.
Why has Western Germany prospered so remarkably, while other
countries, England for instance, has
not been able to do so? Scott stated that he did not believe it to be
due to the degree of socialization,
but said that the question could,
perhaps, best be answered by the
simple statement that "Germans
seem to like to work harder." The

German worker seemed more amand efficient, and the trade
unions in Germany appeared less

bitious

Stringent than in other countries.
Britain and France have both received more aid than Germany,
said Scott, and all three spend
about the same on rearmament.

The Eskimo dog

possesses the

heaviest fur.
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Ivy Revue that evening at the
Frosh BeatFry«b»r#.
dtoberland Theater.: A^ t&Kal
program included a song-and dance
Bowdoin Colleges Freshmen
routine, a number of sketches,
Snapped Fryeburg Academy's five
TsampJe title: "She Must Be Kept
game winning streak with a 13 to
such
by
Out Of This' ') and songs
5 win at 'Fryeburg.
Anderson '55
notables as "The Elevating Eleven"
4— 13
ladies and gentlemen who wished and "The Hoboken Opera Com- Bowdoin
Kryeburg
—9
to dance." The formal dance was pany." Ttrorsday was excursion dayOrsie. Belknap (10) and Heaetton Bartlett and Hastings.
first held on campus in the gym in
folAn afternoon picnic would he
Memorial Hall. Of this 1912 ball a lowed by dinner and a dance at one
I

THE BOW

To The Editor:
To the Editor:
Chi Psi win delay its initiation
I read with some alarm your
editorial of May 13 entitled "Cur- next fait This decision was reachBy David R.
No. 6 rent Trend Could Take Away Bow- ed by the fraternity after considerAll ORIENT reporter in 18d4 was
doin's Individuality, Spirit." You able discussion in its housemeet- able to write that "Ivy Day has
Editor-Ia-CMef
seem to resent comparisons be- ings and after a plea to the Stu- become a staunch tradition." This
Charles Ranlett '54
tween Bowdoin and similar institu- dent Council for the support of the and other colorful Ivy data were
Managing Editor
tions; to resist any changes
in other fraternities on campus.
enough to persuade us to forsake shocked ORIENT could only say
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
the present "relaxed situation."
Realizing that it is going some- our usual ether college news 'col- 'there was dancing until daylight.''
News Editors
I wonder, Mr. Editor, if you what out on a limb, Chi Psi would umn and to present in its place a
The greatest Ivy era seems to
John B. Goodrich *55 mourn the passing of Phi Chi, the like to
James Anwyll, Jr. *55
have been in the period between
clarify its stand on this panorama of by-gone Ivy's.
Schoeneman '53 S.C.D.C. and outside toilets. I wonRobert C. Burr '55
Charles
issue. The reasons for delaying
The first Ivy Day ceremony was- the two wars. In a Scott FitzT. Ellis MeKinney, Jr. '54
der if an opposition to comparison initiation are simple. Under the held on October 26, 1865. The then gerald-like .atmosphere the BrunsAssistant News Editors
Edward N. Cotter '56 is prompted by a fear of what present system, the few months juniors borrowed the idea from an wick men found their way around
Richard M. Catalano '55
Carroll E. PenneU '56 comparison might reveal, by a de- before initiation here at Bowdoin earlier Yale tradition. As near as prohibition, had dates from all
James S. Carter 56
sire to retain the status quo ante are nothing more to a freshman we know the pageant was similar corners of the globe, (Hong Kong
Sports Editor
bellum in spite of changing condi- than a period of rather uncomfort- to today's, for Ivy was planted at jto Seattle) and became accustomRobert M. Hurst '54
tions in the world and on Ameri- able
Assistant -Sports Editor
hazing which consumes much the Chapei and a wooden spoon ed to the music of Bix Beidebecke,
'55
Joseph Y. Rogers
can campuses.
of his valuable time. This produces presented to the "popular man". Fletcher Henderson, and Duke ElPhotographer
I agree with you when you say
several
severe ill-effects, the most The next several classes forgot the lington.
James P. Gaston "54
Bowdoin should not make changes important
The Ivy weekend of that era beof which are apparent in iyoung idea and it remained for the
simply because similar colleges
SUIT
the fields of scholarships and class of 1875 to renew the cere- gan on Wednesday usually with an
mony in the spring of 1874.
David R. Anderson '55 have instituted them. But I agree extra-curricular activities.
Douglas A. Chalmers *53
David G. Lavender '55 ft or other reasons. What we should
E. Ward Oilman '53
The
highlighted
weekend
was
If one of the marks of a good
.
Elliot S. Palais '55 examine are the reasons why these
C. Jackson Shuttleworth, Jr. '53
fraternity man is his interest in with more vigorous undertakings in
Robert E. Hamilton '56 other colleges instituted changes,
Richard H. Allen '54
the years before the turn of the
Charles E. Coakley '54
Raymond F. Kierstead, Jr. '56 rather than flippantly disregarding his college, then he must at least century than those to which we
Edward F. Spicer '54
George A. Massih, Jr. '56 them with a cry of "Let's keep try to be a student, and try to are accustomed
today. The biggest
Donald M. Zuckert '56 Bowdoin Bowdoin."
Anthony L. Funnell '55
participate in the activities of his
event of the day was an inter-class
Allan F. Wright '56
college. Bearing this in mind then,
crew raee, with, "friends of the
Surely many of us agree that
the fraternity should lean with the
Sports Staff
Curtis Webber '55 Bowdoin is the college best suited college in its effort to help the class present in large numbers,
James L. Doherty '55
among which the fair sex was
to our needs. That we are here is
freshman in his first months.
largely in the majority." The Ivy
ample evidence of this fact. But
Business Manager
Chi Psi is not advocating the Hop was held at the Town Hall in
as
yourself
you
admit
Bowdoin
is
'54
Bruce N. Cooper
"far from being a college without abolition of hazing. It is simply those days, the dates coming from
Assistant Business Manager
trying
to
alleviate
much
its
too
"Portland, Bath, and elsewhere."
faults." You say that Bowdoin can
James A. Cook '54
make the "necessary changes"; concerted demands on the fresh- After one such weekend a reporter
C. Richard Thurston '54
Circulation Manager but how can it if we remain smug- man, so that he may get more of stated that Ivy is "one of the most
Advertising Manager
Student Patronage
'56
a
chance
to
orient
'55
himself
in
his
pleasant and interesting customs of
Harold R. Beachem, Jr.
Peter M. Pirnie
ly unaware of the outside world,
a college course."
dismiss criticism with a catch first few weeks at Bowdoin.
Business Assistants
Welcomed
Peter B. Powell, President
Customary as it was to have a
Theodore D. Robbins '53
phra.se, and refuse to mention aloud
Hobart C. Tracy '55
date for Ivy, it wasn't transformed
that awful number 61.
into a bonafide house party weekAs you say this line-crossing spirit
UPMSENTID FOR NATIONAL AOVFRTISINO BY
end until 1911 when "Psi Upsilon
is hard to define. But surely what Interf raternity Softball
186 Maine Street
National Advertising Service, Inc.
held a dance and a houseparty."
we need is an attempt at definition
College Publishers Representativi
At this time the "Psi U string
League A
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
rather than a cavalier inclusion of
ChicaOo • Boston - Los Anoeles - San Francisco
quartet provided music for the
w L
all that goes on around this camVol.
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of Maine's better resorts.

the

frequented

pus as part of "tradition."

What

ascertain is whether the
pickle walk contributed to or detracted from the relaxed atmosphere you prize so highly.
must
not make the mistake of justifying
complacency with specious arguments or pleasant phrases.

We

Issue Reluctantly Omitted
The

Directors of the

Bruce Wald

Bowdoin Publishing Company have
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has been decided to omit the
Excessive speed was the princiCommencement issue of the Orient for this year which would pal cause of traffic accidents in
The population of Formosa
have been published on Saturday, June 20, Commencement 1952.
estimated at 9,500,000
reluctantly

Our

(Continued on Page 4)

Alleys

we must

win

Springs

Country
Sebasco
reserved the
Club, the Chi Psi's combined a sail
with their party at a Bath Hotel.
The Ivy planting ceremony was
held on Friday afternoon. The finale was the Hop that evening. In
1930, 259 couples danced to the
music of Fletcher Henderson's
band. A year later Red Nichols, his
"Five Pennies", and the immortal
Bix played both at the Hop and at

BOWLMOR

Published weekly when classes are held during the Fall and Spring Semester by
the students of Bowdoin ( ollffr. Address news communications to the Editor and »ubtcripUon communications to the Basinens Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Company at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Maine. Entered
as second rlsss matter at the post office at Brunswick, Maine. The subscription rate
for one year is three <{3) dollars.

The A.D.S

Poland

for several years, Psi U's

House

it

is

Day.
Bespite some difficult financial problems, the Orient had
been prepared to go ahead with this issue, when it was discovered that the forced absence of several key personnel in both

Headquarters

the business and editorial staff would

make the publishing of the
issue difficult.
The unusually late Commencement date was
found to conflict with the opening of the ROTC summer camp
at Fort Eustis, Virginia.
Summer job commitments would have
kept several other members of the staff from working.
ton and

TD's Receive Marine

New

for

York.

The schooner Bowdoin

is

Shirts

owned

and commanded by Donald B. MacMillan "98. Commander MacMillan
has made 29 voyages to the Arctic
The Theta Delta Chi fraternity as skipper of the Bowdoin. Many
was recently presented with a undergraduates have been with him
painting of the Schooner BOW- on these voyages. He has devoted
DOIN by Mrs. Harvey Dow Gibson. his entire life to Arctic exploraThe painting is the work of Al- tion work and is well known as
phonse J. Shelton of Wiscasset, both an explorer and lecturer.
Maine, whose marine scenes are
The gift of this painting to the
recognized as being outstanding in TD house is another example of
their perfection. Mr. Shelton ex- the interest which the late Harvey
hibits his work each year in Bos- D. Gibson '02 had in his college.

Painting As

A

Gift

In Brunswick

Se inter's

AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

New "convertible" styled
to warm up COOL dolls

The Brains
Teamwork can work

miracles. In a football

game the man

sparks these miracles is the quarterback. He's the man
calls the signals. There's a man who calls the signals
for an Air Force flying team, too!

who
who

They call him an

D* YOU have what

it

takes to

become an

Aircraft Observer?

MAN

to qualify
tough. You have to be a
as an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother,
you're SOMEBODY! The success or failure of a mission involving over a million dollars worth of flight equipment

depends on you.

THE AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

IS

THE SOMEBODY WHO:

As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing
run, the man who controls the plane in the target area!
As Navigation Officer, is the pilot's guiding hand on every
flight!

Officer, is master of a new science and operator
of the device that sees beyond human sight!
As Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer, is the one who
"keeps the plane flying", the man who knows his plane in-

As Radar

GREYHOUND

lb

All Including

Boston
Providence
Hartford

Tax

$4.03
5.35
*

7.30

9M

New York
Philadelphia

11.62

OWEN'S TAXI
149V& Maine Street

RB EYHOUN

Phone 567

OlT thi ditai lsi

many more
values in distinc-

Visit

sees that

it

YOU

TO

BE QUALIFIED you must be single, a citizen, between 19
old, have had at least 2 years of college and
in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then

and 26H years
be

YOU,

too, can qualify.

Today!

WHAT

YOU'LL GET! The world's best training. Good
food and plenty of it. Uniforms, flight clothes, equipment
Medical and dental care. Free insurance. Flight training in
Uncle Sam's greatest aircraft.
HERE'S

AND

then, AFTER GRADUATION, you'll win your

silver

wings, and earn more than $5000 a year as an Air Force
Lieutenant. You'll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career
with a hand-picked crew of real men. You'll be THE BRAINS

OF THE TEAM, A TRIPLE THREAT MAN
as a Bombardment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer, at
an Aircraft Performance Engineer.
.

.

.

your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer. Or write to Director
25, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are

in a school that has an Air Force

New

ROTC

program, see your Professor of Air Science and Tactics,

Aircraft Observer Cadet Training Classes Begin Every

*auFfo*

!

4>

I
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Two Weeks

•

AIRCRAFT
OBSERVER PROGRAM

menawear.

BUM

and

of Training, Headquarters, USAF, Washington

or colors . . . regular DRESS-N*
PLAY or spread DRESS-N-PLAY
collar. Stop in at your Manhattan

tive

for the skies

can accept a challenge like this, you'll take your
If
place beside the best— you'll find your future in the clouds!

means it's loaded with ptekwip
power. Choice of fabrics in white

f or-your-rribney

it fit

stays there

ing

men's shop— see

Team

and out, who keeps

THE SOONER YOU APPLY, THE SOONER YOU PLY!

If your smiles-per-gal is low, you'll
improve your operating efficiency
in a Manhattan DRESS-N-PLAY.
This fully convertible collar is
equally handsome with or without
• tie. And smooth Manhattan styl-

D
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Aircraft Observer.

It isn't easy. It's
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Bridge Criticizes

(Continued from Page 2)
•onably detached from their

fret-

Petulenf

Shrill,

Caldwell. Sawyer,

teresting enough because he does- slumps only when the two saviours
slobber over them. He has are given a heavy build-up in the
written
objectively
enough ' to beginning. Dwelling on their apn't

theirs.

Descriptive Scene

Robert

"Walk
story,
Through the Streets of the City",
has many good passages of description, probably too many, but
Happ's

the main trouble seems to be that
material
a
wavers
between
"sketch" and a "story". Without
splitting any loose hairs over
these two classifications, I will say
that a story, at its best, has an
idea behind
dramatizes
it.
It
something. You get, in, Happ's
story, the feel of frustration given
off by Bingo, the clarinet player,
and you can appreciate how he
feels about the deserters in his
company. You also know that the
other members of the funeral brigade are pretty cheap. These
things are well written, and Happ
makes the clarinetist, standing in
fury while the rains soak him in
the graveyard, stick out sharply
in your mind. The smashed instrument is a vivid picture because of
the exact description of the shattered parts. But, while this to me
has a good theme, it could have
have been a better story if Happ
had come to the point a lot quicker than he did. The early scenes
help build up an idea of the
story's background, but, without
any driving force, they don't become important until tne end I
don't know how you are going to
get out of this sort of thing. The
old "Argument", presented at the
beginning of a play, seems to be
out of style. But in this- case the
story is carried alone on the
strength of the description and
color alone. It somehow reminds
you of a photo-print which is still
in the half developed stage.
Concerning
Anyll's
poem,
"Houseparty", I like it because
-

pearances as is done here, is too
like loading the deck. That
they are hypocrites, or one of them
is, we suspect from the title. And
we get it in the story a moment
later. But the real hero in this
pack of cards is the drunk, the hy-

much

pocrite

first

class!

He

starts

by

heckling the believers in the orthodox fashion of all good heretics
but, before you can say "Vat 69"
he's shuffled across the street to
oblivion.
All told, the "hypocrites"

seem

Bowdoin edged Bates, 8 to 6, in
elected to the office of President.
a State Series game at Pickard
David F. Coe '55 received the Field last Saturday, May 16 in
post of Vice-President, and Robert which Coach Bob Hatch of Bates
B. Sawyer '54 was elected Student was given the heave-ho.

With the bases loaded in the
the ninth, none out, and one run in for

also played for formals in that era.
(Continued from Page 3)
Ivy declined during, the war. Yet
almost every house before the end
today's weekend has recaptured
Polar
of the weekend. Henderson returnFifth
the spirit and enthusiasm which
in '32 to play for a Thursday
ed
the Bobcats Jim Herbert, BowTufts College paced by Jack Gol- dance at the Beta house and Duke made Ivy the staunch tradition it
doin's second relief pitcher, came
berg and Bob Jones won the 27th Ellington was at the gym dance has been for almost a century.
in to retire the side. He got Spence Eastern Intercollegiate
track meet
Hall on a pop up, struck out Reny, with a total of 42 points.
and made Richie Raia fly to center.
Bowdoin Fifth
Police Escort For Hatch

Bears Poor

••••••••••••••••••••,

"Matchless Service

Charles Ranlett '54 was elected
Executive Committee
In addition to the regular mem- to the Student Curriculum Combers of the new Executive Commit- mittee.

to be scattered all over the lot.
hypocrites,
(one: because of his bribery; the
other: because of his whining lack
of faith in what he professes) and

as well as produce

in time

.

.

.

producing the following and other

men

Dunlap's "Father and the Cloth"
is
good as local color from the
storeyard of reminiscence, but the
natural simplicity of style has, to
me. a way of flatting in spots.
The incidents, however, are well

can show you short cuts

Silvano

Tue.-Wed.-Thur.

Paul

K

Ni ven

.

.

USED CARS
1

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Anna Maria

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Stars Are Singing

an important detail beit shows the man's inclinations towards the ornery side of
Also, the finishing detail of

May

20-21

Tue.-Wed.-Thur*.

I

-

June 5-6
Jane Russell

Son of Paleface
Color and Co-Hit

Joyce Holden
Patricia

,

Blue Gardinia
26-27-28

Hardy

Girls in the

Night

\*m

rmmikiS ife^D jot.vjm-

P^fiMi *?m

• 4*

Early Closing Sunday through Thursday
Admission 60 cents
Gates Open 6:30

—

*fl

»L8ASANT

ftTftflT* ftBUNSWICK. HAIlU,

Woman
May

29-3©

2 Color Hits

Bing Crosby

Road

2 Color Hits

-

Bob Hope

to Bali

John Derek

Prince of Pirates
May 31-June

The Raiders
Ray Bolger Doris Day
April in Paris

Sun.-Mon.

*>

1

Randolph Scott

Captain Kidd

2 Cartoons

Cartoon
24-25

Tue.-Wed.-Thura,

Rock Hudson

Ma

Barbara Hale

Seminole

its evasive mium
on poor printing since a
brought into sharp Wot. blur, or
misprint increases
focus by this arrangement.
the value of a stamp to
collectors.
The stories, "Hypocrite" and
Penguins use their wings for
swimming.

Bob Hope

Anne Baxter

May

Fri.-Sat.

Richard Conte

is

Fri.-Sat.

Hurricane Smith
Richard Conte

Frame Alignment

George Saunders

Strange

Target Hong Kong
FrUSat.
May 22-2S

May

29-30

and

to Zero

Cartoons and Comedy

Hedy Lamarr

Confess

Nancy Gates
Richard Denning

Sun.-Mon.

May

2

Complete Front End

Lady of Burlesque

Ann Baxter

Summing Up'
Summing up this issue

One Minute

Color and Mystery Co-Hit

Barbara Stanwyck

Clift

June 2-3-4
Robert Mitchum
Ann Blyth

Yvonne DeCarlo
James Craig

BOWDOIN THEATER
Montgomery

Tue.-Wed.-Thur.

Comedy

Fri.-Sat.

Comedy

2 Cartoons and

26-27-28

Way
2 Cartoons and

Jerry Wilkes

DRIVE-IN

Wed.-Thurs.

Comedy

May

Trouble Along the

• Printers Of The Orient •

life.

of the
it seems, in spite of the
traces of "fine writing", as
though the majority of contributors were more concerned with being clever than with having anything important to say.
•As far as "writing out their
emotions" go, they don't seem to
do even that. Instead of coming
out flatly either for or
against

Si-June
Rosemary Clooney

John Wayne

cause

Quill,

May

Sun-Mon.

Mangano

2 Cartoons and

•

The Record Office

father's trick of flip-

many

24-25

Anna

and save you money.

is

the father chewing on the ends of
his glasses whenever the Reverrend's name was mentioned helps
add to the picture of his character.
As a story of character and place,
"Father and the Cloth" is successful because of the off-hand, but
explicit, delivery of the narrator.

May

Sun.-Mon.

ping tennis balls in opposite directions

«to/«Eia

DRIVE IN

Color

TICKETS

Local Color

The

it

•
STATIONERY
POSTERS
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

versal implications.

selected.

in

kinds of printing for Bowdoin

Service

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Let us help you plan your printing

Our long experience

and

Sales

BRUNSWICK

The two speakers are

the crowd, represented by the
drunk, are all hprocrites because
of their willingness to drop out at
the first sign of pressure. Covering a minimum of space, Hill has
managed to come up with a simple
story which has, as we say, uni-

— MERCURY

FORD

0000014
01001051

elected chaplain.

the dance, with

June 2-S-4

and Pa Kettle
on Vacation
Marjorle Main

'

In Color.

Percy Kilbride

Steven McNally

Untamed Frontier

Black Castle
2 Cartoons

SUMMER SESSION

Joseph Cotton
Shelly Winters

w

Mm THE QUALITY

m

CONTRAST

between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes

a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of

June 29- August 14

good quality

is

for the

country's six leading cigarette brands.

Gradual* and Undergraduate
nod academic dep urtwm

Extwvhr*

Hurdles At Easterns;

t

was

the following night. Tony Pastor,
Woody Herman, and Harry James

Dray's Almanac

GetcheU 2nd In High

For Bowdoin, Dick Wragg was
new members elected to
Bates didn't score until the sixth fourth in the hammer, Dave Wiess
Executive Committee were Donald
Louie Audet when Frank was fourth in the 220, Dick Getoff
A. Roux '55 and George A. Massih, tee, the president, vice-president,
Vecella's error, base knocks by cheU was fourth in the high hurdles
Jr. '56.
treasurer, and steward, three addiBean and Hall, and a walk to and second in the lows, Carl Knight
In a previous election other tional members were elected. They Burke gave them one run. It was was
third in the low hurdles beare
follows:
as
Richard
W.
Taylor
House posts- were filled by Harlan
hind Getchell, Hugh Huleatt was
"55,
the representative of the Junior also in the sixth that the extra
I.
Prater HI '56, Frederick O.
fireworks occurred. Base umpire fourth in the mile, and Paul BrinkSmith '56, and Peter J. CRourke Class; Kurt F. Herman '56, the
man was third in the javelin. These
representative from the Sophomore Harrington ordered Hatch off the
'56.
men scored a total of 11 points for
Class; Kenneth A. McLoon '54, field and gave him three minutes
to leave. Then he called in a mem- the Polar Bears who took fifth
member at large.
place.
ber of the Brunswick Police DeRichard W. Lough ry '56* was
Delta Sigma Elections
partment to encourage Hatch's
elected to lead the singing; Robert
departure.
Benjamin Franklin is the author
E. Hamilton '56 was chosen libra(Continued from Page 2)
Bates
1—6 of the statement, "Nothing is cerWhite Key. Robert B. Johnson '55 rian. John C. Brewer '56 is the new Bowdoin
x— tain but death and taxes."
Sergeant at arms.

direct and to the point. What something, they
murk around unit has to say, it says fast, and with- der the banner
of a fake reportage
in a minimum of dawdling ima- which is, in most
cases, no more
gery. The typography of the poem, objective than the
snide heckling
in this case, is part of the whole of the gallery.
because the lines form a pattern
similar to the fox-trot dance step.
Stamp collecting puts a preflirtations,

two

Council Representative. The

it's

And

Roux

"Father and the Cloth", are also
At the recent Sigma Nu elecgood because they don't linger in tions David H. Caldwell '54 was

ful inner souls so as to make you
sentimentality. Hill's story moves
at least believe in their reality.
at a good clip and doesn't lose
And these people are, in reality, itself when the bribing scene takes
cafe-bums who would, but for place. There was a fine opportumoney, wind up either on skid row nity here for the drunk to say
or at the bottom of the office heap something noble, but Hill escaped
ui one of the bigger American
and finished with a realistic clicities. But Packard makes them inmax. This story, "The Hypocrite"

make you want to know more
about these people, not because
they believe in something big, but
because they are people who live
out the drama of the worst that is
in
man. They wander around
smashing each other to pieces because they are cowards. It is their
w ay of showing one another that
they belong to something, even to
such a nefarious little club as

Varsity Nine Wins 8-6;
Bates Coach Tossed Out

Sigma NVs Elect Coe,

As 'One Vast Sorrow

Quill

Sweltering In Its Tired Lament;

20, 1953

offering* In

V/rit« For

Tufts Collage,

Outfitters to

Svl.hn

Bowdoin Men

The index of good quality table —a ratio of high sugar to low nicotine -

Madf ord, Mast;

shows Chesterfield
HOOD'S PLACE

... 15% higher than

THESE HANDSOME HEATHERTONES

AND NAVY POLO SHIRTS

COLD BEER
and ALE
TO TAKE OUT
HOT DOGS
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

.

.

.

2.

Will Never Shrink!

TO COLLEGE

taste

CUMBERLAND

also

Short Subjects

May

. .

22-23

no adverse

BLACKBEARD THE.
PIRATE

throat

with
Linda Darnell
Robert Newton

Ever have
cause

also

News

^^^^^^_
May

Sun-Mon.-Tu**.

best

For well over a year a medical
specialist has been giving a
group of Chesterfield smokers
regular examinations every
two months. He reports

with
Donald O'Connor
Debbie Reynolds

Fri.-Sat.

today's

3* A Report Never Before
Made About a Cigarette.

20-21

LOVE MELVIN

News

is

cigarette buy.

Brunswick, Maine

I

.

— and for your pocketbook,

Chesterfield

\

May

quality highest

and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than

First to Give You Premium
Quality in Regular and
King-size
much milder
with an extraordinarily good
. •.

WE DELIVER

Wed.-Thurs.

nearest competitor

the average of the five other leading brands.

180 Maine Street

ICE

its

it

to

throw away a favorite Polo Shirt

had shrunk down

Cartoon

no more of that

24-25-26

will

THE GIRL NEXT DOOR

always

navy and

fit

to

a midget's size

!

Chesterfield.

Well

if

you buy Reis Perma-size. These

you.

In grey and tan heather, maize,

scarlet.

and sinuses from

smoking

be-

effects to nose>

2.95

With

Haver
Dan Dalley- June
also

Cartoon

News

Ma,

Wed-Thurs.

27-28

THE
In PRESIDENT'S

(pmods

LADY

with
Susan Hayward
Charlton Heston

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK

also

Nws

Short Subject
Copyright 195 J. Uccitt
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Opens Chapel Service

Coles Stresses Vigilance

At

Initial

Chapel Service
'

Jr. '53

President James Stacy. Coles themselves. I do say, however,
opened the 152nd academic year of that these problems will be the
the College in Chapel exercises at more difficult of solution because
"
the First Parish Church Septem- of Communist activity
bcr 23.
"I believe we areAachieving a
our
in
In his address to approximately better understanding/here
77
undergraduates
President country, but only with uncertain
Coles urged an alert and vigorous difficulty. Misguided efforts and too
interest in world affairs. He stated: much talk send us off in divergent
"Today the United States can- paths. We have congressional innot afford to relax. We must In- vestigating committees, sometimes
crease in ability and in vitality. compose of but one party and often
The same is true for any student. sitting with but one member presMerely because no American boy lent. Even if one accepts without
is today on an actual battlefield, question the conclusion of some of
students cannot relax or permit the committee members that there
their efforts to diminish. Diver- has been a conspiracy to effect
sions must be of ithe moment, for Communist penetration into edudiversions can never bring lasting cation, social institutions, and govsatisfaction which comes only from ernment, the reports of the Comaccompl ishment
mittees themselves do not show
"Regardless of your special field this penetration to be extensive."
.

'

|

.

.

.

I

.

;

j

'

I

'

I

(

i

j

j

]

|

,

j

I

of interest, consider always its implications with respect to world affairs. The understanding of international affairs is as pecessary for
a man majoring in physics or
Greek as it is for a man majoring
science.
Our whole
in political

Coles developed

|

the
i

T T1

ourselves, 'Let's just sit back
and enjoy life again.' The answer

The

meeting of the year
for the Student Union Committee
was held at the home of Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster last Wednesday,
September 23.
During the course of the meeting the background and purpose
of the committee was discussed
and explained. Among other busiW*L'
iteB* ?*?"»*?*
motion passed to bring Tom Wiswell,
a professional chess and
checkers player, to the campus. He
will be here on November 10. He
will play any number of challengers at one time.

In
spite of internal tension in Soviet
Russia, we cannot in the present or
near future rely upon her to relax
in her efforts to spread her influence over the entire world. Indochina may erupt, even though the
situation has been stabilized in
korea."'ln "fact the release ~of~Red
forces from North Korea provides
opportunity for employing them in
Southeast Asia. An explosion may
occur at any minute in Germany
or Eastern Europe. Trieste is a
troubled spot, and problems in
Africa will assume greater and
greater importance. In no one of
these areas can we expect the
Communists to sit by and allow
the problems to solve themselves.
All present opportunities for sowing more seeds of dissension, disunity and confusion, of planting
more hatred against the western
world and against the ideas of free
men. I do not say that all problems of the western world are of
is 'No.'

first

—

off-campus
rooms for students' dates on footbail weekends. This list is now

H
—

available in the Moulton Union
Office for the convenience of all

undergraduates.
Among other things done by the
committee in the past was the acceptance of the television set

Moulton Union

'

recently, he has been teaching at

Brown University while completing the residence requirements
there for his doc'ors degree.
The new Assistant Professor of
Music is Robert K. Beckwith. M.S.,
who attended Lehigh University
and the Juillard Graduate School.
Graduate of Bowdoin, *S7
Edwin B. Benjamin, who gradual*^ from Bowdoin in 1937 and
carried his A.M. and Ph.D. at
Harvard, has been appointed an
Assistant Professor of English.
Another Bowdoin graduate, this
time the class of '30. is Ronald
Bridges. L.H.D.. Litt.D, D.D. of
Sanford, »'ho will serve as Visiting
Professor of Religion on the Tallman Foundation during the second
semester.
5
Carruthers, who
Charles W.

graduated from Bowdoin and did
graduate work a* Harvard, is an

-

Instructor in Physics. Walter M.
Merrill, a graduate* of Northwestern University, with a Ph.D. .from
Harvard, has been appointed an
Assistant Professor of English.
City Manager of Portland
The city manager of Portland.
Roy H. Owsley, is the Adjuct Professor of Government. He is a
graduate of West Kentucky State
College and received his Ph.D. at

Prof. Cushing Calls

A

Blanket Tax Meeting
Morgan B. Cashing. Chairof Faculty Blanket Tax Com-

Prof.

man

mittee, ha* announced that hearing* to rec«4ve request* tor funds
will be held the week of Oct, U.
All campus activities should be
ready to present their yearly budgets at that time.
*

—

—

2.556
2.534
Kappa Sigma
2.414
Chi Psi
2.387
44
Delta Sigma
2.354
59
Zeta Psi
2.350
61
Delta Kappa Epsilon
2.286
59
Theta Delta Chi
2.194
61
Beta Theta Pi
2.136
59
Sigma Nu
2.086
59
Alpha Delta Phi
2.074
61
Psi Upsilon
2.000
60
All Fraternity Average 2.271
All College Average
2.802

Alpha Tau Omega

The results of the freshman fraternity standings for the second
semester were as follows:

MemFraternity

Alpha Rho Upsilon
Independents
Zeta Psi

Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Sigma

Kappa Sigma
Chi Psi
Delta Kappa Epsilon

Sigma Nu
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Delta Phi
Psi Upsilon

18

20
9

Monit was

held
28,

voted to cut the physical education
requirement for undergraduates
from the first six semesters to the
first four.

recently announced that there has
been an increase in the enrollment
(Continued on Page 2)

89 Students Take

Harper

ROTC Summer Courses;

Head,

Freeman, John N. Wisner Jr.;
Ordnance
Mickey F. Weiner.
James E. Herrick and Joseph R.
Levesque have been deferred from
active duty because
military service.

The Bowdoin

ROTC

of

previous

Department

4 Receive Commissions

!

effect

;

I

;

'55

New ORIENT

Goodrich Second

J.

i

New ORIENT

—

C

ik^Mi

iMiM

retary of the Political
well as corresponding

He

Forum

as

Policy In Middle East

Subject Of Sen. Smith

AttShurch Convention
Senator Margaret Chase Smith
spoke in Memorial Hall Friday
afternoon to an audience of delegates at the New England Universalis!
Church Convention held

Stenberg and George W. Graham,
Senator Smith was introduced left Westover Air Field on July 16
by the secretary of the convention. and returned to Idlewild Airport
Harold I. Goss. The subject of on September 12.
Mrs. Smith's talk was "United
The first stop on their schedule
States Foreign Policy toward the was at Rhine Airport in FrankMiddle East."
fort, Germany, where they receivThe speaker opened her talk by ed their briefing. After two perdescribing the trip she took to the formances
at
Weisbaden, GerMiddle East several years ago. She many, they moved to Paris where
then gave an historical background they spent four days. They sang at
of the area. She described it as be- Oily Field and appeared at the Rue
Oil Resources Present

ORIENT

Other

wond's suppiy. Although

posts

MrKinney

Jr.

the secretary of th'' Classics club,
a former band member and chairman of the Delta Sig social committee.

Hurst and Rogers are the sports
The former is a member of
the Zeta Psi fraternity and the

editors.

a D:<ltn

food

and France

to. give up their interests there because those interests interfere with self government?" Secondly, "How are we to

Sigma member.

Cotter and Pennell. both sophomores, are assistant news editors.
One of the most encouraging aspects of this year's staff is the
addition cf nine freshman reporters. The frosh who have already
completed ORIENT assignments
are H. Edward Born, Francis M.
(Continued on Page 2)

sand-

faster rate.

Likewise, numerous new tables
and chairs have been added. The
arrangement of the tables was
undertaken with a view toward informality.
Television Bel Added
The rest of the Moulton Union
was not forgotten, for a 21-inch

Westinghouse
been installed

television set has
in the lounge. It was
the gift of Mr. Harry K. McCann

'02 of New York City, now an
overseer emeritus of Bowdoin.

week. They returned
northward to Verdon by way of a
two and one-half ton truck and
apoeared at an RAF base just outside of Verdon. Their European
tour was concluded with a twoweek stay in Frankfort where
they awaited transportation home.
One performance in which the
boys really had their work cut

Other lesser improvements are
to be found ip all parts of the
campus.
The
Searles
Science
Building now has a different color
brick red instead of the yellow,

—
in

keeping with the color design

of

Hubbard

Hall.

A

series of con-

necting walks from this building
have also been added.
The seldom-used west-side doors
in Hyde Hall have been replaced
by w'ndows, with the result of a
net gain of' two bedrooms. Moreover, the Walker Art Building has
received a new heating system.
Whittier Field Changes Begun
Recently, a start has been made
in making major improvements in
the facilities of Whittier Field,

out for them was at a base north
of Paris where was games were
being conducted. It seems they had
to compete with frequent air raid
sirens while they were vocalizing.

Meddiebempsters,

refrigerated

the fountain. All these improvements have enabled many more
students to be served at a much-

Nicole.

The

a

table,

wich unit, a new coffee maker, and

this oil staved for a

the United States
a vital to the Allies in Western Europe. And it is important
that Russia doesn't annex these
countries as she did Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.
Another problem facing our
foreign policy makers is the nationalism which has become very
intense in the Middle Eastern
countries in the past few years.
Mrs. Smith contends that our
dilemma is "Arc we to advise our
European allies such as Britian

whose

current schedule includes an appearance at the Bowdoin Alumni
Club in Portland, received the
defend the Middle East and still greatest ovations for their rendirespect its nationalism?"
tions of "Five-foot-Two" and "Co- which will become
more noticeable
Past Action By U.S.
caine Bill."
at a later date.
Mrs. Smith described the various
As proof of their tremendous
The reconstruction movement
steps that the U.S. has taken to success, the Meddiebemsters were has
hit the oldest of the campus
further an adequate defense pro- asked to ret urn' to Europe next
buildings
Massachusetts Hall.
gram. We has built air bases on summer.
A inception room has been conthe outer perimeter of this area.
structed;
also,
minor
Supplies and financial aid have
FOB SAIJE: A 1938 Chevrolet! ments have taken placeimproveIn the
been given to Greece and Turkey. Two-door Sedan in very good con- basement.
Our spokesmen in the U.N. helped dition, overhauled engine, new
Finally,
the path from the
to stifle internal unrest in the East clutch and brakes, good tires.
Chapel toward the center of
by calling for a settlement of the
See Ward Kennedy (DKE) Brunswick has at long last been
Arab-Jewish controversy.
or Bert Upas (DS) paved.
The standard of living in thisworld trouble spot is extremely
*

—

low, as Senator

Smith brought

out_

President. Wolcott A. Hokanson
as Assistant to the Bursar, and

and Carroll E. Pennell 56.
the office of the Vice President.
McKinney, a News Editor, servMr. Norton has been appointed
ed a term as the secretary of the to the newly formed
position of
Delta Sigma fraternity. Ho is also Vice President. His main duty is to

is

The new equipment installed in
the counter area includes an ice
cube machine, a new dishwashing
machine and disposal unit, a hot

that Soviet Russia seeks to
ate that section of the globe be- ican troops.
cause of its rich natural resources,
Tours was the next stop on their
the foremost of which is oil. Iran. itinerary. They sang at several
Arabia,
and
the
surrounding Army camps there and journeyed
countries produce one-half of the down to Bordeaux where they

RoI*Tt M. Hlirst '51. Joseph Y. Robert Cross as Administrative
Rogers '55. Edward H. Cotter 56 Assistant in the Alumni
Office and

latter

25-year history. Mr. Donovan D.
Lancaster, Manager of the Union,
stated that the $13,000 cost was
defrayed from depreciation funds.

Concert at NATO HQ
After- an engagement at Cherbourg they traveled south to Orleans and Fontainebleau. At Fon"
tainebleau they sang at NATO
Headquarters before French. Beldomin- gian, Canadian, British and Amer-

lives in

"54.

effective

Mav

here.

Hokanson,

?rc he'd by T. Ellis

most

Return To Europe

secretary This state of affairs has been fully
New utilized by the Communists. They
give free food in exchange for
Catalano. like Harper, comes political alliance from the peoples
from Pittsburgh and is a Psi U. His accepting the food. We counter the
other campus activities include Communist bread lines by building
participation
in
interfraternity irrigation dams, and developing
sports and membership in ROTC. the natural resources of this area.
He was formerly an Assistant American schools and housing proNews Editor.
jects have considerably raised the
Anwyll, Anderson I'pped
living standard of many Arabian
Anwyll, an A D, was promoted and Iranian peoples.
to News Editor after serving an
(Continued on Page 2)
apprenticeship as an Assistant
News Editor. He is the Chairman
of the A D social committee and
belongs to the Bowdoin sailing Vice-President Norton,
club. A Loomis graduate, Anwyll
Cross Join
is from Holyoke. Massachusetts.
Anderson, who will write BeCollege Administration
lvnd the Ivy Curtain for the
ORIENT, has been made an AsThree changes have rVen made
sistant News Editor. He is also the
in the Administration Department
secretary of the BCA. A Psi U,
of Bowdoin this fall. Bela W. NorAnderson is from Caribou, Maine. ton has been instated as
Vice
important
for his fraternity.
York City.

the

methods are being employed. The principal room, a circular Glee Club rehearsal room, is
being so devised that the sound
will be directed toward the 6tage
rather than the audience. Furthermore, walls and ceilings throughout the buildings are to be completely soundproof and acousticalHighly Successful;
ly as nearly perfect as possible.
Well under way now. the ROTC
In '54
armory, measuring about 16 by 50
Nine members of the Meddie- feet, is located between Rhodes
bempsters' singing group toured Hall and the Carpenter Shop. The
Europe this summer, entertaining main floor is to be used for the
storage of small arms; the baseAll'ed servicemen.
The Bowdoin contingent, com- ment will be used by the Departposed of William Cale, Frank J. ment of Buildings and Grounds.
Union Drastically Altered
Farrington, W. Arthur Grover Jr.,
The cafeteria of the Moulton
Allen F. Hetherington Jr.. Robert
R. Forsberg. H. Davison Osgood Union has undergone a complete
alteration
for the first time in its
Jr., Robert F. Hinckley. Terry t>.
scientific

Meddiebempsters' Tour

Sen. Margaret C. Smith

it is

From

Scientifically Built
call for a base-

possible,

as

Problem
She continued her speech by explaining the problems which face
18
the making ot an adequate foreign
7
11 pohcy toward the Miadie East.
Our initial problem lies in the tact
15
9

Cal Under New Ruling;
Many Changes In System
day night, September

Being

Present plans

ment and two floors above the
ground. In as many practical ways

armory.
The Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of
Music will eventually complete the
quadrangle on the south side of
the campus, occupying a site between the Walker Art Building

isn't essential fo

At a Faculty meeting

foundation.

the construction of both the Gibson Hall of Music and the ROTC

14

Theta Delta Chi
13
All Fraternty Frosh Average 2.14,5
All College Frosh Average
2.19C

Juniors Exempt

the

made during
on the Bowdoin campus, the most
significant was the beginning of

bers
12
16
ing a kind of world's crossroads.
21

Pet.
2.755
2.723
2.447
2.405
2.375
2.264
2.222
2.205
1.883
1.855
1.852
1.833
1.788

;

Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55 was
Editor-in-Chief of
the
Eighty-nine Bowdoin cadets fin- elected
ished their six weeks training pro- ORIENT by the members of the
gram at Fort Eustis, Va., last July Bowdoin Publishing Company last
31. At the ROTC Training Camp spring to replace retiring Editor
were 1791 trainees from 68 col- Charles Ranlett '54.
leges and universities making up
Editor
eight companies.
Four Bowdoin men received
World War.
their commissions as second lieuHolding the same title as the] tenants at the close of the camp.
other new ROTC Professor is First They were Edward M. Bresett Jr.
Lieutenant Robert E. Wright. He '53, Lawrence M. Boyle '53. Wilparticipated in both World War II liam R. Snelling '53, and John J.
and the Korean War. in between Donohue Jr. '54.
which he graduated from Tulane
The eight companies each coverUniversity.
ed a different phase of the TransTwo new teaching fellows have portation Corps duties in the regubeen appointed. Richard A. Liver- lar army for four days before besage, a graduate of Marlboro Col- ing rotated to a different type of
lege and a masters degree from duty.
Amherst, is teaching biology.
Actual War Conditions
Harlan B. Peabody Jr., a BowFor front .line action, the groups
doin '50 graduate and a candidate had bivouac operations on A. P.
for the doctorate at Harvard, is a Hill under actual conditions for
Teaching Fellow in Classics.
four days in addition to firing the
Coffin on Sabbatical Leave
M-l and carbine rifles on the thouAmong the members of the sand inch and the known distance
faculty on leaves of absence is rifle ranges. Also the cadets shot
Professor of English Robert P. T. fifty caliber machine guns and
Coffin, who is at the University threw grenades. A demonstration
of Athens, Greece, on a Fulbright of bazookas and other heavy firing
grant.
equipment was another part of the
Professor Dan E. Christie is at training.
Wallace R. Harper, Jr.
Princeton University on a Ford
In the line of water transportaFoundation grant. Professor Jean tion, the companies spent four days
Harper was elevated from the
L. Darbelnet is on sabbatical leave at Fort Story'. Va., engaged in op- position of Managing Editor of the
for the first semester. Both Pro- erating and landing ducks and college newspaper. He is a member
fessors J. Edward C. Kirkland and working as stevedores.
of the Psi Upsilon fraternity. An
Lawrence L. Pelletier are on
Other parts of the program were English major. Harper also plays
leaves of absence.
the practice in railroad operations trumpet for the Polar Bear Five.
Four professors
Herbert R- and a motor convoy. The convoy His home is in Pittsburgh, PennBrown. Alton
Gustafson. Nor- route resulted in a 160-mile trip sylvania.
man L. Munn, and Philip
Beam from the home base.
Other top promotions were reare resuming their work after
In the field, the men learned ceived by John B. Goodrich '55.
sabbatical leaves during the past how to operate lifts and other Richard M. Catalano '55, James
year.
handling equipment for loading Anwyll Jr.. '55 and David R. AnThe annual reception in honoA>f and unloading vehicles.
derson '55.
new faculty members was held in
The entire program began June
Goodrich assumes the position of
the President's House on Friday 20, the day following the Bowdoin Managing Editor replacing Harevening.
Commencement Exercises.
per. Goodrich, a Chi Psi, is the sec-

H

bent
50
52
50
58

Thomas I~ Spence '37
many improvements and Hubbard Hall. Already, mach
the summer months progress has been made in the
'

Among

MemPet.
2.733

This new ruling, which goes into
immediately, means that
Scholarship are Donald B. Bennett, only freshmen and sophomores are
Worcester, Mass. Donald E. Dyer, required to attend cal classes;
Jr., Bar Harbor; John C. Finn, juniors are now exempt. It is to be
Lewiston Thomas P. Frazer, Mex- pointed out, however, that any
ico Me.) Henry W. Gardner, New member of the present senior class
York, N.Y.; David F. Ham, North who failed to satisfy last year's
Reading, Mass.; John L. Howland, requirement of six semesters must
Quincy, Mass.: and M. Carlton continue to attend cal classes until
Storms, Yarmouth. R. Craig Wallis the sue semesters are fulfilled.
received the one semester $100
All failures from now on are to
scholarship.
(Continued on Page f)

i
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Bowdoin Faculty Contains 14 New
Faces; Four More Resume Work

academic year.
Heading the list is Kenneth G.
Ainsworth, an Instructor in Economics. He graduated from and received his masters degree from
the University of Wisconsin. More

N.Y.; Paul J. McGoldrick. Westwood, Mass.; Thomas R. Merrill,
Raymond; David G. Messer, York
Harbor; J. Thomas Morrison, Saco;
Delcour S. Potter, Glens Falls,
N.Y.; David G. Roundy, Beverly,
Mass.; John E. Simonds, Nyack.
N.Y.; Frederick J. Wenzel. Hiram;
and John R. Withers. Seattle,

—
Hird; Medical Service — James H.

'

lS'ind

Henry M. Eubank, Richmond,

June, twelve are attending
graduate schools and will not go on
active duty until later. John L.
Davis, Douglas A. Chalmers, Guy Wash.
Bowdoin Scholarship*
T. Emery, J. Warren Harthorne,
Receiving the $800 two semester
Paul B. Kenyon, Ralph J. Levi, Roy
G. Levy, George J. Marcopoulos, Bowdoin Scholarships are J. LeonJames E. Nevin, Thomas Otis Jr., ard Bachelder, Merrimac, Mass.;
W. Rodman Snelling, plan to at- Richard S. Dole, West Hartford,
tend medical, law and other gradu- Conn.; Edward D. McDonough,
New Salem. Mass.; Herbert A.
ate schools. Edward M. Bressett
was the recipient of a Fulbright Ramsden, Jr., Warwick, N.J.; Miles
E. Waltz, Keene, N.H.; and EdScholarship.
Twelve others have been assign- ward R. Williams, Beverly, Mass.
The Bowdoin Association Scholed to other branches: Infantry
arship was awarded to Philip F.
Donald E. Landry, Daniel
SilLakewood, Ohio.
This
ver, Henry R. Sleeper, Charles J. Stuart,
Shuttleworth Jr.; Artillery
Ev- scholarship is $800 for two semeserett J. Wilson Jr., Robert M. Har- ters.
Eight
freshmen
who
have
reriman, Donald G. Lints, John S.
ceived the $450 Alumni Fund Half
MacDermid.; Armor
Russell M.

Available

the University of Kentucky.
Ira L. Reiss, who received his
bachelors degree at Syracuse, is an
Instructor in Sociology. A new Instructor of History is Richard L.
Schoenwald, a Syracuse graduate
with a Ph.D. from Harvard.
William B. Whiteside, a Williams College graduate with a
Ph.D. from Harvard, is an Assistant Professor of History.
Two Join ROTC Staff
Lieutenant Colonel Will R. Winfrey is an Assistant Professor of
Military
Science
and Tactics,
After graduating from Southwestem University, he served in Africa,
Sicily, and Italy during the Second

N.J.;

Leacacos,

last

pile a list of available

in the

J.

commissions upon graduation and spent a total of
fourteen weeks at the Fort Eustis
Transportation School.
Delay For Graduate Students
Of the 41 officers commissioned

As has been done in years past,
arrangements were made to com-

Communist making, for many have which is now
been brought on by westerners lounge.

Williant

All received their

*

Weekend Rooms

Hyde,

Raymond M. Little, Thomas F. Va.; Brian H. Flynn, Salem. Mass.;
Lyndon, Raymond S. Petterson, Richard W. Greene, Bath; Donald
Brian H. Poynton, Morrison S. Ric- F. Guide, Summit, N.J.; Paul L
ker, William A. Shaw, William W. Kingsbury. Holliston. Mass.; RichSterling and Richard G. Wragg. ard B. Lyman, Jr., West Nyack,

Checkers Player Here

to

Since last June, many changes
have been made in Bowdoin's
faculty, with 12 professors and
two teaching fellows teaching here
for the first time in Bowdoin's

As

M.

Changes During Summer

follows:

Fraternity
Independents
Alpha Rho Upsilon

7

Campus Undergoes Radical

Cup

of fraternity scholastic standings

Bowdoin

To Bring Professional

"What can we look forward to in
the year ahead? Dare we relax
because of the truce? Can we say
and the answer

Brazil.

Union Committee

Retain Student

;

Bird Scholarship
Dr. James S. Coles
William A. McWilliams, West
Hanover, Mass., has received the
Bird Scholarship of $800 for two
Recent
Grads
semesters. Recipients of the two
semester State of Maine ScholarCiting the recent report of the Receive Assignments
ships who have received $800 for
Jenner Committee, President Coles
two semesters are Charles
.Abpointed out that of the 82 indi- Commissioned Officers
bot, Rumford; Francis M. Kinnelviduals who appeared before the
Eighteen commissioned officers ly, Raymond; Stanton I. Moody,
Committee, only 40 had been facand
Raymond
of the Class of '53 have completed Norridgewock
ulty members or employees of col
their basic course at Fort Eustis, Smith, Mount Desert.
leges or universities
The John Johnston Scholarship
"Of the forty," he continued. Va., and have been assigned to the of
$800 for two semesters has been'
"only twenty-four were teaching New York Port of Embarkation,
Kennett of the awarded to John P. Dow of Dover
in a college or university at the Col. Walter A.
Foxcroft.
time they claimed the privilege of ROTC Department announced reEighteen freshmen who have rethe fifth amendment relative to cently.
The Bowdoin graduates, all re- ceived Alumni Fund Scholarships
present1 membership in the
their *""""
"'
Z serve officers in the Transportation of $800 for two semesters are
Communist partv. And even ol
M. Blackmer, Atlanta.
Corps,
are Jonathan
Bartlett, Stanley
(Cfm ti„ued on Pa Q e 2)
Charles F. Davis, Paul F. Dudley, Ga.; Michael A. Coster, Frederickton,
New Brunswick, Canada;
Jr.. John A. Gledhill, Burch HinJames
W.
Dewsnap, Cedar Grove,
dle, Alden E. Horton Jr., George

«"

.

since September. 1952. Referring
to the cessation of hostilities in
Korea and the latest developments
in the cold war in Europe, he said:

is clear,

ATO Cops Second Place

;

J

theme of his address against a
..
_
background reviewing the major
changes that have taken place
,

Scholarship Grants

H

population must understand international affairs if we are to maintain our leadership as a nation in
the future."
President

;

;

ARUs

Council Scholastic

NUMBER

30, 1953

Memorial Hall Speaker

Bowdoin Plan Students
And Freshmen Receive

Alpha Rho Upsilon clinched top
Five Bowdoin Plan students and
forty members of the Class of 1957 scholastic honors for the second
have received scholarship aid for consecutive time, just edging past
the
of
Alpha
some
Tau Omega in the Fratersemester,
and
fall
scholarships will continue into the nity Scholastic Standings as announced by the Dean's Office respring semester.
The five new Bowdoin Plan stu- cently.
Although the Independents still
dents who will .receive their tuition from the College and room maintained their lead for the highand board from their fraternity est general average, they are inarrived on campus for the fall eligible to receive the Student
semester. The new Bowdoin Plan Council Scholastic Cup, which is
students are Boris s C. Bruzs, Bius- awarded to the fraternity with the
sels, Belgium Cartsten T. Moller, highest average, or the Peucinian
Chariot tenlund, Denmark; Robert Cup which goes to the smartest
van Hoeken, Wassenaar, Nether- freshman delegation.
lands; Johannes C. Vermeulen,
Chi Psi made the largest inRotterdam, Netherlands; and Edi- crease, moving from tenth to
son F. Xavier, Rio de Janeiro, fourth place. The complete listing

!

James Amvyll,

.

ORIENT

strengthen Bowdoin's publicity. He
graduated summa cum laude from
Bowdoin in the Class of 1918 and
received an honorary degree of
Master of Arts from the college in
1952. Before coming to Bowdoin
he was with "Colonial Williamsburg'' in Williamsburg. Vs. IT? is
residing in Topsham with his wife.
They have a married daughter.
Bursar Assistant Appointed
Mr. Hokanson recently joined
the staff of Glenn R. Mclntire after
having been business manager of
the Adclphi College at Garden
City. N.Y., since April 1952. Prior
(Continued on Page 2)

5 Foreign Students Matriculate,
Are New Bowdoin Plan Recipients
The six new foreign students
admitted to Bowdoin for the 195354 academic year are: Carsten T.
Moller, Boris O. Bruzs. Johannes
C. Vermeulen, Robert van Hoeken,
Edison F. Xaiver and Jean-Jacques
Frasch.
^All except Frasch are on the
Bowdoin Plan, in which the College remits the tuition while a fraternity provides room and board.

Impressed By Language HonMoller, who is from Copenhagen,
Denmark, graduated from the Ordrig Gymnasium, Kirkeney, Denmark, in June of 1953. The Gymnasium is similar to an American
high school and junior college combined. Moller is not only a Bowdoin Plan scholar, but also on the
Fulbright Travel Grant, which
pays his traveling expenses to a
from America. He was an exchange
student in Scotland during the
1952 summer. When asked what
language he thought most difficult
to learn, he replied the English.
"The vocabulary is so large, and
the same word has so many different meanings", said Moller. He
has studied English seven years
and sneaks it fluently. Moller s
room and hoard is provided by Psi
Upsilon fraternity.

Opturrd By Russians
Hyde Hall resident,

Bruzs, a

is

vaded shortly afterwards.

Bruzs
plans to major in chemistry and
has chosen chemical engineering
as his life's work. He also has a
strong Interest in photography. He
believes he will like Bowdoin very

much and

grateful to both the

is

College and Delta Kappa Epsilon
fraternity for making it possible
for him
here.

receive an education

to

Jap Pri*on«*r
Vermuelen is from Rotterdam,
Holland. During the war he was in
a Japanese concentration ramp in
Java, where his father had been a
school director for the Dutch government. He was a member of the
Delft 'Student Aero Club and is
anxious to pursue aeronautical engineering upon completion of his
education. He is living at the KapPJ* Sigma fraterniiy house, where,
hei says, he is receiving the best

treatment possible.

Van Hoeken

is

also from

Hol-

land. His room and board have
been provided by th" Beta Theta Pi

fraternity.

A

Grant student
sec his

first

Fulbright Travel
is anxious to

also, lie

football game.

Van

to major in econominto his father's
lumbering.
Xaiver, who will live at the SigNu fraternity house, has not
yet arrived
Rio de Janeiro,

Hoeken plans

and then go
business, which is

ics

ma

from Brussels. Belgium. He gradufrom"
ated from the Portara Royal Brazil.
will be
It is hoi>ed that he
School in Enniskillen. North Ireon campus in the next few days.
land. When asked what he thought
Frasch is a State Prpartment
of freshman hazing, he smiled,
He lives in
saying

Scholarship student

was

it
odd that everyone France
and studied at the Ecole
went around with a sign around his
Normal d'lnstituteurs in Verneck.
Bruzs was bom in Latvia
sailles, where he received a degree
and was there when the Russians in
teaching
He plans to further
assumed control of the government his
education in order to teach m
in 1940 and when the Germans inor university.
either

a high school

^—

m

i

m

i
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New*

T. Ellis

McKinney,

James Anwyll,

Jr. '54

_

News

Asfllstant

David R. Anderson

Jr. '55

Editors

Edward N. Cotter

'56

Carrol! E. Pennell '56
Sport* Editor

Robert M. Hurst '54^
Assistant Sports Editor
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
Photographer
James P. Gaston '54

_

Spence

L.

'57

John E. Simonds

'57

'57

Business Manager
'54

Assistant BusinesH

James

A.

Cook

Manager*
C. Richard

'54

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Pirnie '55

^
Thomas

Thurston

Circulation

'54

Manager

Harold R, Beacham,

Jr. '56

Business Assistants

William C. Cooke

'57

Eue^n* V.
Herriclc, John D.
Hurst, Arthur L.,
MfMfr, David C.
Nrrdham, Thomas

Pittsburgh, Pa.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor Athern P. Daggett. Professor Philip M. Brown,
Bruce N. Cooper 54, Albert F. Lilley '54, Thomas Otis, Jr. '53,
Charles Ranlett '54.

Brewer, Me.

Brewer, Me.

Maplewood,

Jr.

J.,

New
G

'N.J.

Hartford, Conn.

Morristown, N.J.

P.

Winstead, Conn.

J.

Worcester, Mass.

Coster, Michael A.

Frederirton,

Crane, George G.

M

B.

Lincoln, Mass.

Richard G.

Davis,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

DeGroot, Kenneth E.

Eatontown, N.J.

Downes, Richard T.
Dreniek, Richard M.

West Hartford, Conn.

New

Eubank, Henry M.

Britain, Conn.

Richmond, Va.

Flynn, Brian H.

Salem, Mass.

NEW YORK,

MADISON AVK.

420

Chicago

•

Borrow

Los Anoilu

-

•

Sam Fianckco

Westwood, Mass.
II

Myers, Philip N.

and coffee instead

The

K

Corpus

to

pin on his lapel.

The ORIENT hopes
set

an example

to

that this year's fine

be observed

performance

in future years.

It is

that a majority of the student body, having seen

will

safe to say

how

well the

H.

this (year,

Longyear,

Newtonviile, Mass.

Reading, Mast.

Russell

Great Neck, N.Y.

H.

Ralph L.
C. Glenn

Edward

Camden, Me.
Parksley, Va.

Lexington, Mass.

Shaker Heights, Ohio

P.

Schmaltzer, Peter, Jr

New Canaan, Conn.

Stockham, James

Short Hills, N.J.

Taeeart, Francis H.

Concord, N.H.

Walhs, P. Craig

Wilmington, Del.

Dyer, Roderic

Farmington, Me.

Eaton, .'ohn R.

Brockton, Mass.

Fowland, George F.

Lyon, Whitney

Auburndale, Mass.

Ridlon,

Dean

Portland, Me.

Lake Forest,

R.

Rundlett, Donald H.

begun the routine of classwork and other activities. Many will
fall by the wayside if they are not careful to keep up bo date in
their studies.

man Smoker

As

professor Herbert R.

Brown

the day by day classwork

is

said at the Fresh-

what

really counts

when hour exams and finals come up. We also want to warn
the members of the entering class not to spread themselves too

One or two interests is
average student.
It is well to remember that
a good job in a couple of activities is much more appreciated
than a poor job in many. Freshman are probably tired of hearthin in their extra curricular activities.

sufficient for the

West Hartford, Conn.

New

Wheeler, Eugene M.,

Wishart, Robert A., Ill

Hempstead, N.Y.
Kappa Sigma

Brunswick,

Lawrence, Mass.

Bronxville, N.Y.

Lakewood, Ohio

Wallineford, Conn.

J.

Summit, N.J.
Bath, Me.

W.

Hastings, Peter G.

Leland W.,

Fryebunj, Me.

Cynwyd, Pa.

Jr.

McDonough, D. Bruce

St.

VoUmer, John W.
Wade, Joseph G.
Waener, William O.
Wenzel, Frederick

Wyman, Jack

Freeport,

Me

Drake, Douglas L.

Cedar Grove, N.J.
Boonton, N.J.

Kushner, James P.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Lanebein, Edward E., Jr.

Lyman, Richard

B.

Thomas

R.

Merrill,

Barrett L.

Green, Marvin H., Jr.,
Howland, John L.
Kingsbury, Paul I., Jr.

Manning, John J , III
Mi Daniel, Joseph W.
McGregor, D. Bruce
Philippe,

Robert L.

Randall,

Dana W.

Reiskin, Allan B.

Flushing, N.Y.

Raymond

Mount Desert, Me.

Waer, Robert A.

Lisbon, Me.

Webster, David Z.
Wilson, Roland C.

Pittsfield,

say

it

1957.

of

of

Senator Smith Speaks

To Church Convention

Icing conditions are dangerous
airplanes; first, because ice
formed from the air on a plane
adds to its weight and, second, because such ice deforms the surfaces of the wings and reduces
to

[Continued From Page 7]
Race Difference* Important
their efficiency.
Yet another problem facing us
in cultural
is the vast difference
A morganatic marriage occurs
the
people.
of
We
backgrounds
Arabs,
Jews, between a person of royal family
expect
cannot
and a commoner.
Egyptians, Iranians, to assemble
and agree on many issues. The
U.S. itself must be ready to agree
with these people once they reach
an agreement on controversial
issues, added Senator Smith.
Miss Smith concluded that it
would take time and understandbefore a satising on our part
Route 1
factory solution to the Middle East
problem is reached.

BRUNSWICK

Drive-in Theatre
Brunswick-Freeport

Recent Grads Receive
[Continued From Page /}
Military Science
of students in
of all Freshmen
courses. Over 80%
the first year basic
are enrolled in
despite the apparent de-

Bangor, Me.

Office

4

title

i

at Thayer Academy. He
was graduated from Bowdoin in
college

',

the Class of 1950 with Phi Beta
Quinry, Mass. Kappa honors and took graduate
Darien, Conn. work for the degree of M.B.A. at
Quincy, Mass. Harvard
University
Graduate
Holliston, Mass. School of Business Administration.

War

During World

Quincy, Mass.

corporal in the Marine Corps.

Johnsbury, Vt.
Scarsdale,

I

II he

clarinet,

Wally Harper

'55

on

President James S. Coles

cornet, Louie Benoit '55 on drums,
and Bert Lipas '55 on piano. Kennedy plays trombone in the group.
The band will play this Saturday
night at the Psi U house. This will
be the first of many engagements
for this year, both here on campus
and away at other colleges. Already several jobs have been lined
up. Some of these include an engagement at Colby College in
Waterville, and two different jobs
at the Dartmouth Homecoming
week end at Hanover, N.H. Other
engagements are tentative at the
moment. The band hopes to be
playing in New Haven, Conn., for

Tryouts For Freshmen,

Wife Former Secretary Here
Mr Hokanson is married, his

Competition To Be Held

Quincy, Mass.

Smart, George A.
Stevenson, William H.
Sullivan, Kevin G.
Weston, Donald E.

Concord,

Westfield; N.Y.

Robert Cross, former instructor

Weston, Mass.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Applications Available

Applications for the November
1953 and the April 22, 1954 administrations of the College QualiThe former acting President of fication Test are now available at
the Student Council,
Paul P. Selective Service System local
Brountas '54, was selected by the boards throughout the country.
Eligible students who intend to
Council to represent the undergraduates as James Bowdoin Day take this test on either date should
speaker. Brountas, who is Presi- apply at once to the nearest Sedent of the Alpha Delta Phi fra- lective Service local board for an
ternity has been a recognized stu- application and a bulletin of indent leader. He has served as formation.
President of the Debating Council
Following instructions in the
and student commander of the lo- bulletin, the student should fill out
cal ROTC unit. Last year he was his application and mail it immeEditor-in-Chief of the Bugle and diately in the envelope provided to
was on the Student Judiciary Com- Selective Service Examining Secmittee. Brountas, who has been tion, Educational Testing Service,
on the Dean's list for-the past three P.O. Box 586, Princeton, New Jeryears, was elected to Phi Beta sey. Applications for the NovemKappa in his junior year. He is ber 19 test must be postmarked no
also a James Bowdoin Scholar and later than midnight, November 2,
19,

A

Jr.

as Assistant

R

to

the Bursar,

Glenn
Mclntire.
Mr. Hokanson assumed his duties
on August 31, after having served
as business manager at Adelphi
College since April, 1952. Prior to
work at Adelphi, he had been
administrative assistant to the
comptroller of Yale University.
Mr. Hokanson is not a newcomer to the Bowdoin College campus, however. He took an accelerated course here from September,
1946f*o September, 1948, and grad-

his

uated with his class in 1950 with

Mr. Hokanson is married, his
having worked at
the information desk in Dean Kendrick's office during part of his undergraduate residence at Bowdoin.
They have two boys, one two years
old and the other, five weeks. Last
week end, Mr. Hokanson moved
his family to Brunswick, where
they took up residence at Bowdoin
Courts.
wife, Frances,

Sophs In Aehorn Prize

N.Y.

wife having been secretary to Dean
Kendrick during part of his undergraduate residence at Bowdoin.
N.H.
They have %a son.

late

last summer announced the appointment of Wolcott
Hokanson

the Harvard-Yale week end this Phi Beta Kappa honors. After his
year. This, however, is not yet work at Bowdoin, he did graduate
The band will also be work at Harvard University School
definite.
playing here at the Beta House of Business Administration, where
he received his M.B.A.
Now Residing In Brunswick

;

was a

Johnston, R.I.
Wollaston, Mass.

Vke-President

on
I

Cos Cob, Conn.

Freshmen and sophomores

inter-

ested in competing for the prizes
of $55 offered for Aehorn Prize Debaters should consult with Professor Thayer at Sills Hall, Room 116.
The contest will be held early
Bela
Norton
this year as a trial for new men
(as well as former debaters) who
wish to be considered for assignments to the Eastern Intercollegiate Tournament at the UniverVigilance Stressed
sity of Vermont, November 20 and
Coles In Chapel Service 21. The topic is the intercollegiate
question of the year:
[Continued from Page /]
ResolvedPthat the U.S. should
this twenty-four, two were assist- adopt a policy of Free Trade.
ants in a registrar's office, one was
Trials: October 15, 7:00 p.m.,
a graduate assistant, two others 1Q0 Sills Hall.
were instructors in courses in phyFinals: November 10, 8:00 p.m.,
sical education, and one was a Smith Auditorium.
junior librarian.
Assuming the
At the trials each contestant will
twenty-odd claiming the privilege present a tour minute argument on
were all party members, and com- some phase of one side of the quesparing their numbers with the loy- tion. He will' also refute the argual colleges teachers across the na- ments of another speaker to whom
tion, we see that for each one of he is assigned at the time. Materithese miscreants there are roughly als will be available on the Debatten thousands college teachers who ers' Reserve Shelf of the Library
do believe and espouse the ideals Reading Room.
of our democracy. Any one who
Men who have not previously rehad any doubts about subversion ceived intercollegiate debating asin the educational process should signments will be given their first
have had them dispelled by this opportunity to qualify at trials on
report."
October 15, 8:00 p.m., Room 109,
Sills Hall. The instructions and
Although virtually all countries topic are those given above. Trials
of the world show more boys than for the Aehorn teams will serve
girls in the population,
earlier- the same purpose as the general
deaths of boys and men often make trials. Assignments to the Univerwomen more numerous in the total sity of Vermont Tournament will
population.
be made on November 11.

W.

By

••

Mr. Hokanson was born in Somerville, Mass., and received his secondary training at Thayer Academy. During World War II, he
was a corporal in the Marine Corps.
While at Bowdoin, he was a member of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity,
and he received the distinction of
being its president during his last
year here.

Harper, Goodrich Made

ORIENT Heads For

Fall

(Continued from Page 1)
Edward R. Williams,
Kinnelly,
Stanton I. Moody, John R. Withers, Peter Schmalzer, Edward P.
Parsons, John Ranlett, Vincent S.
Villard and Thomas L. Spence.
Two other freshmen, John E.
Simonds and Herbert A. Miller,
have been appointed to the sports
staff and frosh Thomas R. Merrill
and William C. Cooke are business
assistants.

Take a

tip

from the cowboy

•-

"Matchless Service
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FOUNTAIN PENS
13.50 and op

Parker 51

LAMP
SHADES

4.03 and op

We

handle the

Paper Mate Pen

Sales

and Service

I.69

Better Quality

Paper Mate

All Sizes

V

Refills .49

*

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Treworgy Furniture Cu.

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

USED CARS

11 Pleasant Street

BOWL-MOR
Alleys

*

Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop

as well as produce

Our long experience

"Lili"
Caron

Bowdoin. this
of Administra-

at

Mr. Hokanson was born in Som;i
Mass., and prepared for

erville,

Sheaffer

2 Color Hit*

Leslie

Brunswick, Me.

sity.

Let us help you plan your printing
2, S,

Springfield, Mass.

tive Assistant in the Alumni Office
and in the Office of the Vice Presi-

Road

Friday-Saturday-Sunday

October

Army Assignments

S.

year gains the

Officials

member of the Alfraternity, is a graduate of the Middlesex School. At
Bowdoin he has been prominent in
campus activities. He played freshman football, two years of J.V.
baseball, and was chosen as the
captain of the varsity hockey team.
A member of the A.D. executive
committee, Rogerson has served on
the White Key and has represented his fraternity in interfraternity
athletics. He is also a member of
the senior division, Reserve Officers
Training Corps.
is from Bangor, Maine.
1953.
Elected as the new Vice-PresiThe fraternity representatives
According to Educational Testdent of the Council was Charles
for this semester's Student Council ing Service, which prepares and
E. Orcutt '54. Orcutt, who lives in
are as follows:
administers the College QualificaYonkers, N.Y., is a member of the
Alpha Delta Phi, David S. Roger- tion Test for the Selective Service
Zeta Psi fraternity. He has been
will be greatly to the
active in interfraternity athletics son '54; Alpha Rho Upsilon, Jer- System, it
and is an officer in both the Bow- ome B. Gracey '55; Alpha Tau student's advantage to file his ap'54;
plication at once, regardless of the
doin Christian Association and the Omega. Robert N. Thurston
Beta Theta Pi, Charles N. Howard testing date he selects. The results
Debating Council.
Leonard Charles Mulligan '54 II '54; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Leon- will be reported to the student's
was elected as Secretary-Treasurer ard C. Mulligan '54; Delta Sigma, Selective Service local board of
jurisdiction for use in considering
of the Council. Mulligan, who has Michael J. Batal Jr. '54; Kappa
been a cheerleader for the past Sigma, Walter C. Tomlinson '55; his deferment as a student.

Of

their repertoire extended, but the
tunes already old to the band
sounded better as time went on.
Washington, D.C. The band, led by Ward Kennedy
Waterbury, Conn. '55, also includes Brace Young '54

English and assistant in the

Alumni

Wokott Hokanson Jr.
Recently Appointed As
Assistant To The Bursar

Newark, N.J.

Wilson, Clement S.

Mass.

Selective ServiceTeste

All students wishing to try out
for Glee Club manager meet Dick
Gibson at Glee Club rehearsals
Monday, Tuesday or Thursday evenings at 6:30 in Upper Memorial
Hall.

Playing every night of the sum-

mer brought on much improvement
in the band's music. Not only was

Hempstead, N.Y.

Snyder, Samuel M.

Vice-President Norton,

Become

James
John

the past.

Lisbon Falls, Me.

Rhineback, N.Y.

Ranlett,

Palmyra, N.Y.

bempsters and the Glee Club already have made some records in

Springfield, Mass.

Hamilton, Williiam H.
Millar,

tion Of several members would be a
help in furthering the musical pubthe College. The Meddie-

licity of

Improvement Noticed

New Haven, Conn

Gaucher, Adrian A.

and over again but we are sincere when
cannot be emphasized enough.
Mr. Hubert S. Shaw is to be congratulated for the fine job
two years, is a member of the Del- Psi Upsilon, W. Arthur Grove Jr.
he has done. We the upperclassmen have had the opportunity
New York State has been the
ta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He '54 (acting); Zeta Psi, Charles E.
to meet the men he has selected and we feel that they are has played in fraternity sports and Orcutt '54. The Chi Psi representa- birthplace of four United States
Presidents.
worthy of carrying on the Bowdoin tradition. So once again was recently elected Steward for tive has not yet been elected.
we say "hi" and the best of luck to all of you in the class the D.K.E. house.
ing this advice over

we

III

Roehelle, N.Y.

David Rogerson Elected
Student Council Leader
'54.

,

Edward O.

New

S.

R

John W.

Denholtx, Carl J.
Fisk,

doing some recordings this year. A
record of their music before the
is broken up by the gradua-

band

cottage.
Oxford, England

DeLucia, Robert L.

dent.
[Continued from Page 1]
Medford, Mass. to his service at Adelphi, he had
Brunswick, Me. been Administrative Assistant to
the Comptroller of Yale Univer-

New

David A.

Chavonelle, Arthur
Collins,

have to be finished later.
The band is also contemplating

R.I.

Delta Sigma

Raymond, Me.
Metuchen, N.J.

Others,

Carlton

Alden, John J.

West Nyack, N.Y.

Metieer, F. Kirk

Smith,

Warwick,

Haverhill, Mass.

Marblehead, Mass.

Werksman, Gerald M.
Winer, Nathan

Forest Hills, N.V.

•

nights free.
Unlike the Meddiebempsters who
traveled all summer, the "Polar
Bear Five" were able to rent a perYarmouth, Me. manent summer home in
FalPassaic, N J. mouth.
Many Bowdoin students
Haverhill, Mass. made special trips to Falmouth to
Passaic, N.J. see the band, and their patronage
Salem, Mass. both at the restaurant and at the

A

Strauss, Peter J.
Traister,

Rideeway, Pa.

Dews nap, James W.

Haverhill, Mass.

Storms, M.

Washington, D.C.

W.

York, N.Y.

Mayer

Simon, James H.

Alpha Tau Omega
Bechhoefer, Arthur S.
Davis, Peter

Lynn, Mass.

New

Shinbere, Ira H.

Bath, Me.
Hiram, Me.

P,

West Hempstead, N.Y.
Raymond, Me.

Norrideewock, Me.

Ramsden, Herbert

Salem, Mass.

J.

Beverly, Mass.

Moody, Stanton D.
Rabinovitt,

Wilton, Conn.

v

where the band was some time this fall on the Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scouts program on
The band began work the 27tf» of television. Much auditioning would
June and worked through the sum- be required in order to make such
mer until September 5. The hours an appearance possible. The exof playing were nightly from nine perience, however, would make the
until one o'clock and Saturday and trips to New York well worthSunday afternoons from two until while. The entire matter is, of
They had Tuesday course, unsettled, and details will
four-thirty.
the night club
featured.

Quincy, Mass.
Lewiston, Me.

Levy, Norman L.

"Wellesley Hilts, Mass.

summer

Mass.

Yonkers, N.Y.

Lanes, Allen M.

Thomaston, Me.

W

Summer

Winthrop, Mass.

•

Kinnelly, Francis M.

Man.

Braintree,

Worcester,

Kessler, David

Saco, Me.

Snow, John L
Strout, Arthur E.
Thomas, Jackson

Five' Concludes Successful

N.J.

Dorchester, Mass.

Drew, Bradford W.
FJdracher, Theodore F.
r reed" and, A mow L.
Froeel, Marvin P.
Goldman, Arnold B.
Katt, David M.

Johnsbury, Vt.

Morrison, John T.

Bear

The "Polar Bear Five", the Col- during the Colby football week
lege dixieland band, spent the pa*st end.
Chance For TV Appearance
Falmouth,
playing in
Several offers were received this
Mass., on Cape Cod. John SheeManchester, N.H. han's Restaurant was the name of summer for the band to appear
.

Cushrsrt, Alan J.

Goodfriend, Robert S

Beverly, Mass.

Seavey, David L.

•

Me.

Thompson, Robert W.
Newton Lower, Falls, Mass
Williams, Edward R.
Beverly, Mass
Beta Theta Pi
Boudreau, James L.
North Easton, Mass.
Dow, John J".
Dover Foxcroft, Me.
Gardner, Henry W.
New York, N.Y.
Gilchrist,

Werner

Greene, Richard

Wilmington, Del.

Smith, Richard W.

Douglas

Lewiston, Me.

Guida, Donald F.

Hovey,

Sham, Mich

Milfoed, Conn.

Finn, John C.
Fischer,

Cohen, Saul H.
Cosren, Bruce R.

Brunswick, Me.

St. Claire

W.

'Polar

Engagement; To Play At Psi U House Saturday

Alpha Rho Upsilon
Che lse a , Mass

Ga

Portland, Me.
West Hartford, Conn.

Samela, Daniel, Jr.

Stuart,

Born, Harry E
Ch*i«, ftieford

Atlanta,

York, N.Y.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Jr,

III.

Bangor, Me.

E.

Stuart, Philip F.

Portland, Me.

Lawrence, Steven C.

Kappa Epsilon

Delta

Reading, Mass.

Humphrey, John K.

Wollaston, Mass.

S., Jr.

Jr.

Perkins, Payson S.

Roundy, David G.

NY.

Augusta, Me.
Hanover, Mass.

Wilmington, Del.

Pooles, Robert E.

Rogerson, a

The ORIENT extends a warm welcome to the class of 1957
arrival to the Bowdoin campus.
Everybody agrees that
the new freshmen class is one of the most outstanding and
promising groups in a long time. But the new freshmen would
be wise not to let this praise go to their heads. They have just

McWiiliams, William A.,

Needham, Mass.

pha Delta Phi

its

Augusta, Me.

Braintree, Mass.

Land, Stephen A.

tas

on

Lund, H. Eric
McDonald, Bruce

Hughes, James

Bangor, Me.

Howard, William

Portland, Me.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Leonetti, Leslie G.

Dole, Richard S.

will

Welcome To Class Of '57

Leighton, Charles M.

Davis, George T.

Albany,

Jacobson, H. Christian,

Mars Hill, Me.
Bar Harbor, Mf,

Johnston, Lawrence

Mass.

Hill,

David S. Rogerson '54 was electbe in favor of continuing it.
ed President of the Student Counis noNseason why dry rushing cannot become a
cil in the recent election conducted
tradition at Bowdoin.
by acting President Paul P. Broun-

system worked
Eventually there

Detroit, Mich.

Christi, Tex.

ttacVmer, Stanley M.
Bariheau, Richard D.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Jay

Nyaok, N.Y.

Chestnut

E.

Me?ns, Fletcher W.

most houses seem

P.

Portland, Me.
Watertown, Conn.
North Reading, Mass.

Hunter, David K.

Natick, Mass.

Whitehurst, Robert

Parsons,

of liquor.

Howard,

Smith, James B.

M.

Packard, Charles B.

be well satisfied with
their delegations is simple proof that dry rushing worked.
Rushing expenses were cut considerably under the new system.
House spirit was unusually high and the competition was as keen
as ever.
And no freshman awoke to find an unwelcome pledge
fact that

Ham, David F.
Hardie, W. Logan

Villard, Vincent S.

Pa.

Hill,

Glens Falls, N.Y.

Shepherd, Robert C.

Nicolls,

For the second consecutive year dry rushing was attempted
at Bowdoin and for the first time it can be called successful.
Congratulations are due to all twelve fraternities for their adherence to the gentleman's agreement originally set up by the
Student Council. It was a strange and to us a refreshing sight
to walk into a house where the freshmen were being served cokes

,

Camp

Head, Alden

Successful

Gamble, Robert S ft
Richard G.

Belmont, Mass.

Weston, Mass.

Potter, Delcour S.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Newton Centre, Mass.

Duncklee, George W.

Murdork, James M.

Moulton, Fred H.,

Rochester, Mich.

S.

Orne, Peter K.

Miller,

Dry Rushing Seen

Connett, Hartley

Salem, Mass.

Fleishman, Anthony T.

Pobliihrd weekly when cl»m*« are held during the Pall and Sprinr Semester by
the studenta of Bowdoin College, Address news rommunirations to the Editor and subscription com munirst ions to the Business Managar of the Bowdoin PnMfahina; Company at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall. Bowdoin College. Brunswick, Maine. Entered
as second class matter at the post office at Brunswick, Maine, The subscription rate
lor one year is three (|3) dollars.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Richard L.

Ereter, N.H.

Dings, Jay C.

N. Y.

Bell,

Belmont, Mass.

John

West Hartford, Conn.

Chapman, Charles A.

MrGlrnnon, John A.

Simonils,

Teanerk, N.J.
Belmont, Mass.

Crosse Pt. Park, Mich.
Zeta Psi

Grinold, John P.

J.

Me

Mexico, M*.
Weston, Mass.
Pleasantville, N.Y.

Hird, William B.

McGoldrick, Paul

Naples,

Thomas P.

Gelard,

Bennett, Donald G.

Alden, John

1

Collttt Publishirs Rtprtunlitivt

Eraser,

York Harbor, Me. Armstrong, Richard Q.

Chi Psi

KFKSStNTXP ro» NATIONAL Annum 1 NO BY

National Advertising Service, Inc.

Ficket't,

Hobby, Kent G.

Glen Ridge, N.J.

Jr.

Greenfield, Mass.

Auburn, Me.

Murphy, Joseph J.
Thomas, Henry C^
Watson, David K.

Rogers, George

Directors

West Medway, Mass

2almaa

Richard K.

Hempstead, N.Y.

Perry, Arthur L.

R. Merrill '57

S.

Christmas Cove, Mr,

Estes, Robert A.

Gass, Ptter F.

Psi Upsilon

Thomas

Coloday,

Moses, Waiter

Woodward, John

'57

Bruce N. Cooper

Bar Harbor, Me.
Bangor, Me.

D.
Thorn*, Frederick

Sports Staff

Herbert A. Miller

Cerel, Ronald L.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Stout, Jar*d

Peter Schmalzer, Jr. '57
Edward P. Parsons '57
John Ranlett '57
Vincent S. Villard, Jr. "57

John R. Withers

ft I

N»w York, NY.

0'N*iU, Paul

Staff

David G. Lavonder "55
H. Edward Born '57
Francis M. Kinnelly '57
Edward R. Williams '57
Stanton I. Moody '57

N.J.

Cam, Walter G.

HrM,

*55

'55

.

Ssylesrille,

Beckett, William C.

Rowayton, Conn.
Pawtu. leaf, R.I.

Fojter, William C.

Editor*

Richard M. Catalano

East Orange,

Eaton, Dwitrht L.

Managing Editor
John B. Goodrich '55

_

John W.
Carpmttr, Harry C, Jr
Davis, John C, III
Doit, David H.
Dyer, Donald E., Jr.

Si«ma Nu

Thrta Delta Chi

Alpha Delta Phi
Albert,

Editor-in-Chief
Wallace R. Harper. Jr. '55
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tension. There are
crease in world
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82
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staff this fall. Lt. Co!.
and 1st Lieut.
Wright will serve as in-

the RCTC
Will R Winfrey

Robert E.

during the coming year.
Winfrey replaces Lt. Col.
McLeod as Executive Of-

structors,
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Gregg

Co-Hit A,
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EDUCATORS ALL OVER AMERICA APPROVE

PENS

EVANGELINE FAHY

C. J. STALLWORTH
Principal

FATHER

Principal

Lawson Schc
Chicago,

Jesuit

New

Illinois

WALTER COOPER

LENA McCULLOUGH
.

High School

M. DINSMORE

B.

Wichita East High School
Wichita, Kansas/

ROSS LARSEN
)

Terre Haute, Indiana

Orleans, Louisiana

VIRGIL BIBLE

FATHER PAUL KELLY

Principal

Principal

-Austin Junior High School
Amarillo, Texas

iirainerd Junior

Principal

High School

Chattanooga, Tennessee

Riordan High School
San Francisco, California

BROTHER DOMINIE. LUKE

LEWIS BLODGETT

RICHARD WATTS

President

Supervising Principal

Principal

Instructor

Baldwin Junior High School
Montgomery, Alabama

University of Georgia

Superintendent of Schools
Wichita_Falls,Jexa*

Principal

Principal

Weldele School

f

Levittown,

College
Washington, D. _C,
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Scores Twice Against Tufts

POLAR

Bowdoin Displays Power,

Jumbos Bow

BEARINGS

Cosgrove,
Hunt

ORIENT

Sport* Editor
In spite of criticism throughout the country that the abolition
of two-platoon football would mark the beginning of the end for collegiate football, the NCAA's new ruling has stood initial tests around
the country during the past two weekends.
I>own at Medford last Saturday afternoon Adam Walsh took to
the field to "play football as it should be played." To all intents and
Purposes the "new" system was a whopping success as far as Bowdoin
fans were concerned. For Tufts partisans the final result was not as
they had expected, but I think they would agree that one-platoon football and the return of the sixty minute man was a welcome change in
contrast to the padded hordes of the past few seasons.
The arguments for two-platoon football are as numerous and
varied as the days of the year. The new ruling bars a player from
returning to the game during a period in which he has been withdrawn,
except for the last few minutes of the second and fourth periods. Thus
says Notre Dame's Frank Leahy "college football has returned to a

Robert M.

'64,

J

gaslight game."
One of the arguments Leahy uses to defend his two-platoon game
is that it permits fewer men to play the game at an intercollegiate
varsity leveL It must be conceded that this will be true in a number
o/ instances of big-time college football as is practised in the midwest

and on the coast In the case of the smaller New England colleges
where small squads are in the majority the one-platoon system will
In Saturday's game with Tufts every member of
the Bowdoin team saw action at one time or another.
Character-building seems to enter the controversy for one reason
or another.
Leahy argues that two-platoon helps the all-around
athlete who is lemoved from the game learn the lesson of self-sacrifice
and subordination to the welfare of the group. As an example he sites
the case of an Ohio State player who was 5 feet 5 inches tall and
weighed in at 140 pounds soaking wet This lad's job was to kick the
extra points for his team. Under the new system he will get into the
game even fewer times than he did before. On the other side of the
track it is also said that now under the present rules players will have
to be in the finest physical condition to go the whole route. Also now
the player who hated the drudgery of defense will have to wade
through something which he dislikes. Many say that the age of the
football prima-donna has disappeared.
Why should a varsity letter
be awarded to a player who is in action only half the time?
Mel Totman, who played for 56 minutes, turned in one of the best
games he has ever played at Bowdoin scoring two touchdowns and
doing a great job on defense.
From the fan's point of \1ew the game seemed just as enjoyable]
this season as it did last year. Football history proves that a team of
thirteen or fourteen players well-coached and high-spirited can occasionally stave off the advantages of superior depth and go on to win.
The fans now will be able to know who is playing without having their
noses in a program half the game. Although many say that Joe Fan
doesn't particularly care who plays as long as there is a good game. I
think that this supposition is completely wrong. Baseball is a good
example of this fact. Being able to recognize the players as they come
to bat and as they make good fielding plays, builds up the excitement
of a game. People come to see their favorite players in action, not to
see a bunch of nobodies run around the field.

improve the game.

'

Shown above

is Mel Totman, Bowdoin backfield star, who starred both
and defensively in the Tufts opener. Scoring two of the
touchdowns for the Big White, Totman is taking up where he left off
year with his sparkling play.

offensively
last

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Student Council and the
Administration wish to
have It understood that they bethe
lieve the act of vandalism
painting of the Bowdoin Polar
Bear
was not committed by any
of the college students In the state
of Maine, and that no Bowdoin
student should make any reprisals
for this unfortunate incident.
College
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Totman Spark Attack

son, A.M., S.T.M., pastor of the
First Parish Church of Brunswick,
gave the season's first vesper sermon last Sunday at 5 pjn.

for

is

Meet Here Next Week

Juniors Exempt

New

Following a program devoted to
the consideration of questions submitted by members, the Association of Colleges in New England
will hold its ninety-s'xth annual
meeting on the Bowdoin campus,

From

For Polar Bears; Dyer Shines

Cal Under

Robert >L Hurst '54
Showing
surprising
speed, marched 63 yards in a dozen plays
balance, and power for an opening paced by the line plunging of
game, the Bowdoin gridiron Polar Sawin and the passing of convertBears rode rough shod over the ed fullback Freddie Gerulskies,
helpless Tufts' Jumbos at the who was working under the cenMedford oval 32 to 6.
ter in the split-T offense. GerusBowdoin scored swiftly with skies finally crashed over from the
two quick touchdowns in the first one.
period and then coasted to an easy
Hal Anthony brought the Bowwin scoring once again in the doin offense into working condition
second quarter and twice in the again in the fourth quarter. Anfinal frame. The' Polar Bears open- thony playing for the first time
ed an accurate passing attack with since he was injured in the Tufts
Cosgrove doing the chucking, but game a year ago took over where
after the first two touchdowns he left off. He carried the ball
switched to a concentrated run- twice for 18 yards and two first
ning game.
downs. Totman and Cosgrove along
Bowdoin's first two scores came with Coukos made up the rest of
within minutes of each other. Mel the ground with Totman romping
Totman in a manner reminiscent around the end for his second of
of Columbia's great end
Bill the day. The whole series of plays
Swiacki, made a diving catch of ate up a total of 45 yards.
one of co-captain's Jack Cosgroves
Howe Pulls Surprise
and fell into the end zone. Fred, Ted Howe wound
up the scoring
Coukos smashed off right tackle' in the final
minutes of play as he
from the three yard line for the
leaped high in the air to intercept
other first period score. Tot man's
a pass by Dick Etelman on the
TD climaxed the end of a 55 yard Tufts 40. Howe put on an exhibidrive which included a 24 yard
tion of broken field running that
Cosgrove to Coukos pass play,
brought the fans to their feet and
three line smashes by sophomore
a broad grin on the face of Adam
Lee Dyer, Coukos, and Totman to Walsh. Howe
raced -Srross-field
the thirteen. Steve McCabe re-'
shaking off would-be tacklers and
covered Bill Sawin's fumble on the
then sped down the far sidelines
next kickoff to set up the second to
go all the way.
score of the period as five plays
Bowdoin's line was sparked by
later Coukos crashed the Tuft's
veterans Moose Friedlander, Art
forward wall.
Cecelski, and Gabe Peluso. SophoDyer Smpresalve
mores Steve McCabe in the 'line
The Polar Bears lost another
touchdown minutes later when and surprising Lee Dyer in the

Page I")
be recorded on a student's permanent record. Other changes In the
physical education system of the
College include the following:
Up to this year the freshmen,
sophomore, and junior classes had
been allowed six cuts per semester
with any additional cuts reported
to the Dean, the result being probation if excuses were not acceptable. Under the new system students will be allowed ten cuts per
semester, and those who take more
than the allot ed \en will fail Physical Education for the semester.
[Continued

Tuesday and Wednesday.

Ruling

and will be informerly discussed
by these topics.
Association Meet* Annually

New

ances.

the president of that institution
Each college is represented by two to four delegates,
usually from the administration.
Bowdoin. however, has traditionally sent a teaching faculty member. Members are Amherst, Boston University, Bowdoin, Brown,

Students Keep Own Records
Students are required to keep a
record of their cuts, a notice being
sent to them only if they have
taken more than the allotod ten.
They may check on their attendance at the Athletic Office at any

i

presiding.

Dartmouth,

Harvard,

time.

Clark,

The Dean's Office will receive
no record of attendance and no
student will be reported for probation during the semester. Howe\>er,
a record of passing or failing students will be sent to the Dean,
and cases of such failure will be
sent before the Recording Commit-

Middlebury, Trinity, Tufts. University of Vermont, Wesleyan, Wil-

and Yale.
Scheduled for 1 p.m. Tuesday is
registration
of
delegates
and
luncheon at ihe Moulton Union,
liams,

-

tee.

Both the Dean and Mr. Morrell
hope that the new system will reduce the number of cuts to a
minimum and also promote larger
Polar rosters on the various teams
around campus.

bolstered
the
Fred Coukos recovered a fumble backfield
by Brooks Johnson, Jumbo speed Bears' attack.
merchant, on the Tuft's 42. CosThe summary
grove spotted Andy Williamson
BOWDOIN: le. Roux. Atkins. flllWJ
McCabe. Jeon. Boyle: lg\ Farrington.
with a pass that carried to the 20, It.
Testa
c.
Peluso, Berkley, Gorman
rjr,
but the Polar Bears were set back Cecelski. Stephens. Goldstein rt. Friedlnnder,
Pratt:
re.
Murray. Inprraham,
to their own 44 for having an Chapman
qh. Cosirrove.
Libby. Hovey
illegal receiver downfield. Bowdoin lhh. Qoukos, Hoot, Woodbury rhb. Dyer,

Two to four representatives
from each of the 14 member colleges will attend a series of discussion meetings at the Union, the
President's House, and the Pickard
Field House. President Coles will
preside at the sessions. Questions
submitted by the member colleges
have been grouped into 12 topics,
including curriculum, faculty, instruction, fiance, and scholarships,

Fnm

The Association of Colleges in
England meets yearly on the
campus of one of its members. It
There wjll be, however, a make- last met at Bowdoin in 1938. Last
up period during the last week of year's sessions were at Yale. As
each semester before the final ex- the association has no officers, all
aminations, during which a stu- arrangements for meetings are atdent may make up three attend- tended to by the host college with

)

j

followed by the afternoon meeting
in the lounge of the Union. At 6
p.m. dinner will be served at the
President's House; the evening
meeting will follow. Wednesday at
9 a.m. a meeting is to be held at
the Pickard Field House. At 1 pjn.
luncheon at the Union is scheduled'*
to wind up the events.

j
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invited to attend audiLa room
fb,
Totman. Antions for the play.
These " audi- got another break in the second Williamson,
thony.
tions will take place on Wednesday stanza when Sawin again fumbled
TUFTS: re. Shaw. Artraokan rt, Jepnight from 8 to 11 p.m. it was an- a punt on the Tufts' 20. Cosgrove sky. Allegro: nr. Farher, Atkinson: c.
;

Student

:

|

nounced by Donald Rayment

Reverend Samuelson spoke of Publicity
Director of the
the importance of our, college
and Gown.
friendships and their effect upon

'54,

Masque

'53 Football Schedule
VARSITY GAMES AT HOME
3

Oct.

Wesleyan

Oct. 24
Oct 31

Bites

,

play

Oct.

17 Williams • Williamstown
7 Maine at Orono

at

Amherst

—Away
—Home
—Home

Oct.

17

Hebron

Oct.

23

Tlltofl

Nov.

6

son.

Bascomb

:

fb. Francini.

13—42

12 7
6

—

—C

TD
Totman 2. Coukos, Dyer, Howe,
in the Gerulskiee. PA
CosKTOve. Dyer (placeperiod and dominated the menu). Referee: James Dorsey: Linesman:
1-i-nnk Hopkins: Umpire: John Temple
.,
_. -.
,
Of the Way. TuftS Field Juch;e: Matthew Kearns.

—

First National

2 :Q0 p.m.

Merrymeeting

2.-00 p.m.

1 JO p.m.

185 Park

1

2

—Home

KM

Solicited

Score by periods

Rnwdooln
Tufts
|

most

FRESHMAN GAMES

Oct. '30

;

AWAY

10 Amherst

Patronage

:

1 JO* p.m.

VARSITY GAMES
Oct.

Nov.

Okerlund. Grace: It. Griffin. Hallisey: le.
Maitson. Harrison qb, Gerulskies, Schmid.
Etelman: rhb. Sawin. BufTone 1Kb. John-

The JumbOS tOOk Over
third

2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Colby

and Totman carried the ball down
to the two on four plays, and on
the third own Dyer plunged over.
Dyer then converted and Bowdoin
had a 19-0 lead.

Gift
Row

Shop

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

pjn.

2:30 pjn.

Higgins

2:30 p.m.

Exeter

3:00 p.m.

,

Greeting Cards

Gifts

- - -

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Free Gift .Wrapping

Tennis Notice
The annual

Fall Tennis Tournatake plaee shortly after
the first of October. All entree*
must bo posted on the bulletin
board in the gym by Friday, Octooverlook the making of firm, fast,
ber 2.
friendships.
The draw will be posted on the
ing uncomfortable;
they assert same bulletin board .'Monday, Octothat spiritual leadership cannot ber 5. Play will begin at once
come from a nation which enjoys for the tournament must be run
off as promptly as possible.
central heating."
For further information contact
Professor Brown was on leave
from the college last spring during Varsity Captain Skip Howard 21
which time he visited several Euro- Hyde Hall and the Beta House; or
pean nations.
BUI Nicman, A.D. House.

ment

SEE and

will

The

HEAR

OXFORD

New

Columbia 360 Phonograph
It

Just Arrived

is

the best in tone

The New Glen Miller Album
In 33! And 45
LIMITED EDITION

—no longer

a

•

FIELD'S
Phone 678

RADIO SHOP

Brunswick, Maine

147

Maine Street

•

in foreign uni-

versities the tendency

to

Masque And Gown

"The Better Bread", a play by
Eton Carlo, will be presented by the
In Sunday Chapel Talk
Masque and Gown. Students interested in joining the Masque and
The Reverend J. Arthur Samuel- Gown are

—

•

Notice

RcVCrCIld J. SiHtlUClSOn

our later lives. The Reverend Mr.
Samuelson also stated that friendship, now more than ever before,
Next week's opponent for Bowdoin, Wesleyan, dropped a 12-7 should be
of utmost importance in
decision to Middlobury a traditionally weak team among New England the ultra-materialistic modern life.
small colleges. The Cardinals have always been a tough team to beat
Famous Men Cited
as far as the Polar Bears are concerned and could repoat last year's
The lives Qf Georije Washington
Carver and Carl Sanduure were
triumph.
Bates was thoroughly trounced by the University of Massachusetts cited by the Reverend Mr. Samuelson
as being exemplary in that
34-12.
Mass State scored four touchdowns in the last period to sew
they forsook fame for improving
up the contest after Bates had held the Redskins even during three
the world. "With their lives as an
quarters of the game. Both Maine and Colby also lost during the
example, we might be able to disweek end. Colby lost to AIC 19-14, while the Black Bears lost to cern more clearly true greatness
powerful University of Rhode Island 13-6. Most lopsided score of the from the more obvious," the speakweek
Maryland 52 Washington and Lee 0.
er said.
In our classrooms we have an
solitary reading, individual study unequalled opportunity,
stated the
and reflection. Mass action and Reverend Mr. Samuelson, to gain
Mass Action, Group
group relations have their import- a deeper sort of knowledge through
ant functions in college as well as the friendships of our professors
Activities Have Their
in democratic society, but we must and that in
our haste to scholastinever forget that it is often man's cally prepare ourselves we often
States
Place,
destiny to be a lorn; ..."
According to Professor Brown,
Criticism of America by Europeans provided the topic for Pro- American "materialism" has also
fessor Herbert R. Brown's chapel drawn fire from European quarters.
He said, "Many of the blasts
talk last Thursday.
American
materialism
The professor answered frequent against
criticism on the part of Europeans .seemed to me to be largely moti"gregariousness"
the
of
regarding
vated by an intense envy of our deAmerican students by stating that cent standard of living; they implyAmerican colleges, through
in
group activity, "lame ducks are that there is a special virtue in be-

ORIENT

•

All undergraduates, freshmen or
otherwise, who are sincerely interested in any phase of newspaper
work are urged to call at the
ORIENT office tomorrow night at
7:30. Assignments for the next
issue will be given out at this time,
and those undergraduates not already on the staff should try to be
present. Anydne inclined toward
advertising or business work should
also get in touch with the Editors.
Ed.

As Tufts ftgSSSft

In Season Opener, 32-6

A

I

Brown

Skill

them

one-collar style
shirt!
It's

become lamer and lamer."

a bright era for oxford fans. For this rich
now comes in many smart new
which are illustrated

soft shirting

Rdacatioa Individual Enterprise
While defending the American
practice of doing flings in groups,

collar styles, three of

below, in addition to the ever popular button-

the professor declared that "education is an intensely individual
enterprise." lie added, "There is no
group substitute for long hours of

—

down. All handsome and long-wearing with
Manhattan' 8 traditional tailoring detail subtly
present in every stitch.

Why

not see them

today, at your nearest Manhattan dealer.

CUMBERLAND
Brunswick, Maine
Sept. 30-Oct.

Wed.-Thurs.

I

A BLUEPRINT
FOR MURDER
with
Joseph Cotton
Jean Peters

Gary

j

Merrill

also

Short Subjects

News

Oct. 3-3

FrL-Sat.

RIDE

REED— tables!

VAQUERO

Start

Ava Gardner

smoking
Camels

Howard Keel
also

Short Subject

News

Oct. 4-5-6

S un.-Mon.-Tue».

DRESS 'N' PlAY— convertible
bondleu cottar, anal* Nay*.

tab, diort point

round

with
Robert Taylor

yourself!

ROMAN HOLIDAY
Smoke

with
Gregory Peck

only Camels for
30 days and find Dut why
Camels are America's
most popular cigarette.
See how mild and flavorful
a cigarette can

Audrey Hepburn
also

Short subject

News

Oct

H'ed.-Th""-

MANROL BUTTON-DOWN — bandItM, permo-roll

wide spreod

collor

BURT— regular
button-down

"joft-rotT

collar.

7-8

styled

HOUDINI

by

with

Tony Curtis
Janet Leigh
also

News

Short Subjects
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SOCIAL SEASON
INITIATED SATURDAY
1953

Polar Bear Five, 5 Other

Bands Mark Occasion
By Junes Anwyll
The 1953-1954 party season at
Bowdoin was enthusiastically ini-

Rev. Percy

L Vernon

Guest Speaker Sunday

Jr. '05

At Bowdoin Chapel

The Reverend Percy L. Vernon,
at
pastor of the Community Church,
At the Alpha Delta Phi house Poland, Maine, was the speaker at
Besides
the party program started at four- this week's Sunday Chapel.
being pastor of the Community
thirty with cocktails for the broth
Dr. Vernon is also a wellers, alumni, and their guests. A Church,
has
buffet supper was served at six. known radio speaker, and he
Then Gordon Howe and his orches- spoken at Bowdoin's Sunday Chatiated last Saturday evening
several of the fraternities.

tra supplied music for dancing un- pel for many years.
Dr. Vernon's speech concerned
til one a.m.
our capacity of great living. "We
Jazz Main Attraction
are," he said, "living In a world of
jazz concert held at the Psi tremendous pressures,"
and he
Upsilon house proved to be the so- then cited fear and anxiety among
cial cynosure of the week-end. The the outcomes of our abnormal pace
concert, which featured the Polar of living. He pointed out that we
Bear Five, was received with much have not been able to keep up
exuberance by an unusually large with our technical progress, and
audience.
that "we are living on margins of
After the football game the emotional reserves" and are deDeke's started the evening's cele- finitely "mal-adjusted." He exbration with a cocktail party. Fol- plained that no animal in his prolowing dinner an orchestra from per environment is as neurotic as
Gardiner supplied the Deke's and the human being. It is only when
their dates with music for dancing. we change his environment, conThe T.D.'s served cocktails at an tinually frighten or confuse him,
informal party held after the that he becomes so.
Dr. Vernon cited three things,
game. The house remained open
which we must possess in order to
until one a.m.
fully achieve a capacity of great
Olie Sawyer Featured
living, outside of this hectic world
The orchestra of Olie Sawyer in which we find ourselves. These
of Portland played for dancing were: the capacity to grow, the
from nine to one at the Zete capacity to stand alone in the
House. An informal party was held face of difficulties, and the capaafter the game.
city to change our pattern of livCoffee and doughnuts were serv- ing if it proves to be unsatisfaced following the game at the Kap- tory.
In reference to the first of these,
pa Sigma House. The music of Bob
Percival's Orchestra was rendered he said that we must be "willing
for the house dance from nine to to accept the pain and struggle
that goes with growth." In speakone.
ing of our capacity to stand alone,
At the Beta House cocktails
he said that the outside world will
were served after the game. The
continually be telling us "You
Twilighters, a three piece orchesmust!"
must stand against
tra from Portland, played for
this, and do whatever we think is
dancing from four-thirty until
right, no matter how difficult it
buffet supper was
seven-thirty.
may be, he pointed out. The most
eaten at six.
difficult of the three, he said, is
Informal parties were the pro- the capacity to change our way of
gram Saturday afternoon and eve- living. The most important thing
ning at the Sigma Nu House. that we owe our God, is to see
About twenty-five dates attended "that the Godlight in us does not
the parties which lasted until two die", and to do this, we may have
to change our way of living, not
a.m.

A

We

A

At the Delta Sigma House cock- only our outward appearance, but

Dean Kendrick Speaks,

Alumni Council's New

First Student Council

Appointments Revealed Delegates At Confab

Meeting Monday Noon

The Alumni Council

7,

Kendrick, Dane To Be

of Bowdoin,

On

Educational Progress

an organization without funds and
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick and
Last Monday Dean Kendrick without any power other than that
spoke briefly to the Student Coun- of suggestion, has become a very Professor Nathan Dane II will attend a conference sponsored by
cil on the relationship of the col- important part of the college.
credited
"The
Ford Foundation" at "The
is
the
council.
The
Council
Alumni
lege administration to
The Dean stated that as time with endorsing, sponsoring and, University Club" in New York
passed there has been a constant for a time, financing the Place- City, to discuss a student's progrowth in student influence on ment Bureau and the expanded gression in his formal education.
As it stands now a person must
matters .of college administration. work in Admissions. The council
At one time, the Dean continued, serves somewhat as a go-between go through eight years of grade
school and four years each of high
the Student Councilor's task was for the alumni and the college.
meraly an honorary position, but
The following committee ap- school and college. The question
over the years it has taken on a pointments have been made for is: are these sharply defined perimore serious form- Mr. Kendrick the year 1953-1954. They are as ods necessary or are they just an
Messrs. obsolete standard ? There are good
told the council that it was an follows:
Nominations;
easier job for the administration Humphrey, Parker and Chalmers. reasons for both procedures, and
to run the affairs of the college Mr. Humphrey has also been ap- there is no definite hint as to the
by mandate, but that he believed pointed as Ballot Auditor. Alumni answer yet.
In order to make these periods
Good,
Service Award;
Messrs.
St Council Head Sawyer and DeSuze. Prospective more flexible secondary schools
Students Committee; Messrs. Nib- must offer courses that upon suclock, Mahoney, Small and Hight. cessful completion will give a stuMessrs. dent credit in college. Such courses
Placement Committee;
Norton, Gulliver and Sibley. Schol- would only be offered to students
arship Aid Committee; Messrs. El- who could handle them.
Dean Kendrick will sit on the
liott, Salter, Mclntyre and Niblock. Alumni House Committee; central committee to discuss the
Messrs. Sawyer, Mclnnis, Willard, question which has been studied by
twelve colleges for a year now.
Quinby and Marsh.
Alumni Day is October 31, the
day of the Bates game. At that

Supreme Court Given

An Honorary Degree

Omissions Regretted
We regret the omission of

the

names

of several freshmen in the
list of fraternity pledges printed
last week. Either the source of in-

formation was insufficient, or the
Associate Supreme Court Justice
Harold H. Burton '09 has received
an honorary degree, Doctor of Jurisprudence, from the University of
Toledo at ceremonies there October
2. The degree was presented to
Justice Burton by another Bowdoin alumnus, Asa S. Knowles '30,
who is President of the University.
Before he was appointed to the
Supreme Court in 1945 by ex-PresBurton
Justice
ident Truman,
served as a United States Senator
from Ohio from 1941 to 1945, and
Ohio,
from
Mayor of Cleveland.
1935 to 1940. For several years, he
practiced law in Utah, Idaho and
Cleveland.
Captain in the U.S. Army during
World War One, Justice Burton received the Purple Heart and was
decorated by General Pershing
with the Croix de Guerre of Bel-

will

Bowdoin Reserve Officers
the
Training Corps this year.
The duck was on display here at
Bowdoin during the arrival and
registration period of the first

fessor

S.

Rogerson

newly-

'54,

elected President of the Student
Rogerson conducted the
Council.
organized meeting of the
first
council Monday at which time
Dean Kendrick outlined the relationship between the council and
the administration.'

an active Student Council

to be

an

excellent thing.

In a more particular manner the
Dean mentioned several matters of
recent occurrence. He reiterated
his claim that he believed the
vandalous painting done to the
Bowdoin Bear was not the work of

an

undergraduate

from another

college and he hoped that no
would come of the incident.

more

The President, the Dean statwanted the Council to form an
opinion as to what college paths
ed,

many

of the paths

President James S. Coles will week of school.
The duck's capacity is 25 men
represent Bowdoin at "The American Council of Education" confer- or about one platoon.
The duck is 43 feet long and has
ence, in Washington, DC, next
' a weight of two and one half tons.
Thursday and Friday.
The main topic of the conference Its purpose at Bowdoin will be for
will be "New Dimensions for Edu- the training of cadets in amphibication."
Discussion groups will ous operations. It will be used
deal with "Financial and Academic chiefly for the instructions of the
Freedom," and "Congressional In- officers in the advanced course of
R.O.T.C.
vestigations."
This new addition is the first
President Coles will be in the
section meeting that will discuss full size vehicle for training, al"Future Patterns for Higher Edu- though the program here has many
scale
models of transportation
cation."
Men from the University of Colo- equipment for instructions and a
rado and Philips Exeter will speak nearly complete collection of weapons for practice.
at the conference.

SUCCESSFUL ALUMNI FUND

CONFERENCE HELD HERE
Fund was held

last

week

speakers.
After the dinner a session in the

end. Oct.

were newly paved the students use 2 and 3, with many of the 53 Class
them and not trample on the young Agents in attendance.
The conference opened Friday
The subject of excused cuts for afternoon with a special meeting of
out-of-state football games was the Board of Directors of the Fund.
brought up, but the Dean affirmed These men, including one from
the belief of the administration Texas and another from Chicago,
that no additional cuts should be are headed by Chairman George

Faculty Room in Massachusetts
Hall was given over to a discussion
of ways and means to reach the
1953-54 goal of $100,000. Agents
who spoke were Judge Arthur
Chapman '94 of the Old Guard
(classes through 1903), Scott C. W.
Simpson '03, Frederic H. Bird '30,
Carleton S. Connor '36 and Oliver
F. Emerson II '49. Chairman Willard also talked briefly. After a
question and answer period the
group adjourned to the home of
Professor and Mrs. Frederic E. T.
Tillotson for a more informal dis-

grass.

S.

Willard '30 of Sanford.

On

Friday evening the Agents

After the Dean left the meeting and Directors were present. at a
the Council continued with the dinner in the Moulton Union. Presbusiness of the day.
ident Coles extended a welcome

All those who -plan to take the
It was decided that the Fresh- from the College. Bela W. Norton
Selective
Service
Qualification man smoker be held on the day
Test should pick up application immediately before the beginning
cussion.
blanks in Mr. Wilder's office in of classes to avoid the confusion Edwin Benjamin
On Saturday morning the conMassachusetts Hall as soon as pos- caused by the fraternity rushing
ferees visited around the campus,
After
sible.
(Continued on Page ))
noting the extensive changes made
since last June, and gathered at
Years In Japan
10:30 for an "off-the-cuff' talk by
Mr. Edwin B. Benjamin, an Al- President Coles.
President and Mrs. Coles enterpha Delta Phi and Phi Beta Kappa in the Class of 1937, has recent- tained the Agents and Directors at
their home at 85 Federal Street
Nearly every Bowdoin freshman chapel manners must be acquired ly returned to the College as Assistant Professor in English after for luncheon, following which they
is now wearing two articles that during this period. The freshman
having spent two years in Japan were all guests of the Athletic Deare completely new to him, a is taught now that his appearance
partment at the Bowdoin-Wesleyan
pledge pin and his class beany. in chapel should be marked by where he taught under a program
operated
by the State Depart- football game at Whittier Field.
When he doffed the latter he ex- respect and attention.
Last year, through the efforts of
ment's information office.
gium.
changed the royal treatment acThe
Bowdoin
"Hello", which is
these men, the sum of $88,687.15
In 1912, Burton earned his Bach- corded him as a prospective pledge practiced
by upperclassmen as
Returned
Japan was contributed by better than
elor of Laws degree from Harvard. for the less gratifying experience well
as freshmen, should never be
48% of the alumni body. Without
He has had conferred upon him of hazing.
forgotten, and should be exercised
the Alumni Fund Bowdoin would
Doctor of Letters degrees from
Hazing, long a college tradi- to its fujlest extent. This custom
have had to face a deficit of more
Bowdoin, Oberlin, Ohio Wealeyan, tion, serves a vital purpose in the is in
than a half million dollars in the
no little way responsible for
University
and
Boston
Kenyon,
adjustment of the freshman to his our reputation as a friendly colpast decade.
Wooster. He has also received hon- new environment. It is not, as lege.
Directors present at the meeting
orary degrees from the University some of the frosh are inclined to
were George S. Willard '30, George
of Heidelburg, Western Reserve, believe, a licensed excuse to torChanges Made
F. Eaton 14, John O. Parker '35,
Mt.
and
Wesleyan University
ment them, but rather it is an able
In addition to these purposes
A. Shirley Gray '18 and Carleton
Union.
way of developing class spirit and hazing is designed to assist the
S. Connor '36.
Active At Bowdoin
awareness of the colorful tradi- froshman in another important
Agents present at all or part of
At Bowdoin. Justice Burton tion which surrounds the college. way, that of making the transithe conference included Arthur
graduated summa cum laude and
tion from his high school way of
Chapman '94, Scott Simpson '03, S.
New Trend
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa.
life to the more adult-fike society
Sewall Webster '10, William A.
In his undergraduate years, he
The trend in hazing today is one of college.
MacCormick '12, Eugene W. Mcedited the ORIENT and the Bugle, which de-emphasizes physical punNeally 13. Charles H. Bickford '14,
This end is accomplished almost
while participating in varsity foot- ishment and which is aimed at completely through
Paul K. Niven '16, Elliot Freeman
fraternity hazfraterwas
a
He
track.
ball and
more constructive activity. Car- ing. The very brevity of the hazing
'18, Alonzo B. Holmes '21, Karl R.
Epsinity brother of Delta Kappa
ried on now by the individual fra- period which
Philbrick '23, Malcolm E. Morrell
first impresses the
lon. served as senior class president ternities, the process hastens the the
'24, John W. Tarbell '26, Briah K.
freshman, makes it necesary
and was active in dramatics, de- learning of college and fraternity to accomplish this by direct
Connor '27, Donald W. Parks '28,
bating and the Bowdoin Christian songs, names, important events in means. The freshman who displays
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr. '29, Frederic
Association.
the history of the school. Whether either
H. Bird '30, Edward H. Morse '33,
a sullen attitude or bad
Burton,
E.
Alfred
or
not
the
realize
it,
this
freshmen
Homer R. Cilley '35, Carleton S.
His father, Dr.
.manners, or who deems it wise to
Connor '36, George T. Davidson, Jr.
graduated from Bowdoin in 1878, process serves to knit them into a call attention to himself by un'38, Richard E. Doyle '40, John E.
and was a professor and dean at strong class and at the same time gentlemanly conduct soon finds
Edwin B. Benjamin
Williams '42, John F. Jaques '43,
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- a class which is steeped in the that
is
in
he
disgrace.
He
S.
William
aura which distinguishes Bowdoin learns the hard way, for not
After graduating from Bowdoin, Franklin B. Allen '45, Herbert
nology for many years.'
Burton, son of Justice Burton, men from all others.
only is he disgraced, but he is al- Mr. Benjamin received his M. A. Gillman, Jr. '48, John Cummins '48,
graduated from Bowdoin in 1937.
It is through hazing that the so punished in a fitting manner. (1938) and Ph. D. (1946) degrees, Oliver F. Emerson II '49, Charles
Asa Knowles, who presented the freshmen first come in contact By adopting the philosophy that to from Harvard. In 1941 and 1942 he E. Cole '49. Gerald N. McCarty "50,
Toledo degree, has been a dean at with Bowdoin customs that are spare the whip is to spoil the child, served as an instructor of English Eaton S. Lothrop '51, Claude B.
Northwestern University and at continually observed by the under- the hazing committees are able to at Hamilton College. This was fol-,| Bonang '52 and Philip W. Leigh•
four years which he ton '53.
assist the freshman in the other- lowed by
Rhode Island State College. In graduate body.
spent in the United States Army
Other participants in the confer1946 he was named President of
Perhaps the most important wise hard process of fitting into Signal Corps.
When he left the Ar- ence were President Coles, Dean
the Associated Colleges of Upper
his new surroundings.
MclnNew York, three temporary insti- of these is the one regulating Granted that on the face of it. my in 1946, he became instructor Kendrick, Bursar Glenn
tutions for World War Two veter- chapel behavior. Freshmen are re- hazing may seem unduly blunt, it of English at Yale for two years. tire '25, Alumni Secretary Seward
ans and two years later he became quired to remain within the chapel is nevertheless an effective meth- From 1947-1951 tie held the posi- J. Marsh '12, Vice-President Bela
Vice President of Cornell Univer- until the three upper classes have od of transforming the incoming tion of Assistant Professor of Eng- Norton '18, Alumni Council President Charles L. Hildreth '25 and
lish at Wesleyan University.
aity in charge of university devel- left.
Then, and only then, may the freshman into a true Bowdoin
While he was in Japan Trofessor Administrative Assistant Robert
opment In 1951 he took the post
freshmen leave. Other important man.
(Continued on Page 4)
M. Cross '45.
of President of Toledo University.

Comes

Back To Campus

Two

Traditional College Rules Govern

Freshmen During Hazing Period

From

fc--

m

.

As there are no officers, not even
a secretary, the president of the
host institution is in charge of
making all necessary arrangements
for the conference. Fifteen years
Six Bowdoin Representative*
ago the association last met on this
Six representatives attended the
campus; last year the Bowdoin
meetings from Bowdoin, twice as
representatives traveled to Yale

Unit Receives
C.

Kendrick who

attend the conference sponsored by the "Ford Foundation."
The first piece of heavy equip- The Dean will be on the central
ment in the line of transportation, committee at the discussion. Also
an amphibious duck, was added to representing Bowdoin will be Pro-

Conference In Capital
David

representatives to discuss informally such topics as instruction,
curriculum, finance, scholarships,
athletics, fraternities, and the like.
Furthermore, no change of policy
comes directly from this meeting.

Dean Nathaniel

At Educational

t

R

[

The conference officially com1 p.m., Tuesday, when
the registration of delegates and a
luncheon at the Union took place.
An afternoon meeting was held in
the lounge. Dinner was served at
6 pm. at the President's House,
followed by an evening discussion
period. This morning the Pickard
Field House was the scene of another meeting, following which tha
last event in this year's confab,
luncheon at the Union, occurred.

any resolutions, or has a vote. Its
menced at
main purpose is for the college

'Duck' For Training

Bowdoin Represented By

L- Speaoe '57

By Thomas

Forty-five representatives from | for the sertojtf meetings.
Minute* Not Kept
14 New England colleges particiNo minutes were kept and no repated in two days of informal disporters covered the meetings which
cussion on 16 topics of general inplace in the Moulton Union,
terest yesterday and today in the took
President's House and the Pickard
ninety-sixth annual meeting of the
House. The 16 discussion
Association of Colleges in New Field
were drawn up from a list
topics
England, held on the campus with
of detailed questions which each
President Coles presiding.
college had prepared in
member
The association itself at no time advance.
comes to any conclusions, passes

ROTC

ed in advance.

reporting faulty. The ORIENT
apologizes to those whose names granted for these games.
Exit Dean Kendrick
were omitted.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Holds Informal Discussions
On 16 Topics Of Interest

To Attend Meeting

time"

further notice regarding
council meetings will be available.
tickets should be order-

that since so

Bowdoin Graduate On

X

College Association Meets
Here Tf ith Coles Presiding

Luncheon

game. And in- our inward being as well.
In conclusion, the choir sang ought to be next in line for repairs.
formal parties continued until one.
The Fourth Annual On-Campus '18, Vice-President, and Dean Na"Adoramus Te" by Clement.
In connection with this he urged Conference of the Bowdoin Alumni thaniel C. Kendrick were the chief

tails followed tht

NUMBER

1953

New

Coles

'

ORIENT
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Nathan Dane

II.

many as the number of the representatives from the average member college. Heading the list was

Bowdoin Courtesy Not Returned

From Amherst; Students

James S. Coles, President. The
other Bowdoin representatives
were Samuel E. Kamerling, Profive

Slighted

C

fessor of Chemistry; Nathaniel
Kendrick, Dean; Bela W. Norton,
Vice-President; Philip S. Wilder,
Assistant to the President; and
Hubert S. Shaw, Director of Admissions.

There is a quality which sets associations and friendships to be
Bowdoin apart from many other sacrificed therefore because of the
colleges. This quality is just a lack of good taste on the part of
purely human attempt at friendli- the Amherst athletic department ?
ness. Individually this quality is
Besides setting Bowdoin apart
represented by the Bowdoin "hello" from other colleges our attempts
and on a larger scale it is repre- at courtesy seem to set us above
sented by the administrative policies of the college.
An example of this administrative "friendliness" can be seen in
our athletic department. When,
over the past few seasons, the
football squads of Amherst, Wesleyan and Williams have played in
Brunswick the undergraduates of
these schools have been invited to
the game as guests of our athletic
department. This attempt at intercollegiate courtesy has been poorly
reciprocated by the so called
"Little Three."
Only Williams
found it not beneath their dignity
to share the Bowdoin friendliness.
Amherst and Wesleyan, on the
other hand, ignored the obvious
attempt at friendliness of the college and even the letters of our
athletic department.
This lack of rapport between the

several colleges

B.C. A.,

Led By Kenneth

Miller,

Meets With

wold and two

of his associates.

In the Peucinian Room last Wed- Six Members From MaMachwetta
Massachusetts was represented
nesday night, the Executive Committee of the Bowdoin Christian by 6 colleges. Amherst College
Association met with the Commit- sent President Charles W. Cole, ac.
companied by three others, Boston
***£?*
I!!?"
posed of members of the faeuky. University dispatched President
The Executive Committee is Harold C. Case and two other repcomposed of Kenneth B. Milller resentatives, Clark University sent
'54, president; Leonidas B. South- forth a delegation of two, including
erland '55, vice-president David R. ,President Howard B. Jefferson,
'55.
Anderson
secretary;
and Harvard University was represent
George A. Harvey '55, treasurer. ed by President Nathan M. Pusay
The faculty committee consists of and two of his associates, Tufts
Dr. James M. Moulton, Dr. Ernst College sent Acting President.NHs
Mclntire, Dr. Y. Wessell and two others, and
Helmreich, Glenn
Henry G. Russell and Eaton Leith. Williams College had President
Dates and topics for the annual James P. Baxter, 3rd, and three
Religious Forum were discussed. others as their delegates.

^^'i' °T

;

departments of Bowdoin
and Wesleyan was one of the main

R

reasons for the suspension of footbetween the two in-

'

ball relations

The Wesleyan

The 14 colleges represent every
state in New England. From Connecticut, Trinity College sent Pre*,
ident Albert C. Jacobs and one
other
representative.
Wesleyan
University dispatched President
Victor G. Butterfield and two other
delegates, and Yale University sent
forth President A. Whitney Gris-

.

Faculty Religious Group

athletic

stitutions.

.

athletic

Dartmouth College, the lone
department, therefore, sacrificed Although no definite plans were
many undergraduate friendships in made, this popular event will prob- member from New Hampshire, was
order to increase its football re- ably occur in either December or represented by President John S.
February.
Dickey and two others. Brown
ceipts.

Nqw

University, from Rhode Island,
sent President Henry M. Wriston
and three other representatives to
the 1953 meetings.

Also discussed were plans for the
as another Bowdoin-Amgame approaches we are led, B.C.A. to sponsor services in some
wonder about the administrative of the churches in the local area
relationships of these two schools. Budget problems were also under
Amherst officials again have given consideration.
no consideration to our athletic
Tentative plans were made for
department's request for a reduced the B.C.A. to sponsor speeches on
herst
to

From the two member colleges
in Vermont came President Samuel S. Stratton and one associate
ticket price for our visiting under- specific tooics of interest through- from
Middlebury and President
graduates. Are even more student out the .year. These speeches will Carl W. Borgmann
and two other
be held at the college and will be representatives from the Univerof special interest to the students. sity of Vermont.
At the conclusion of the meeting, leaders of both groups ex.

!

j

j

!

Curriculum Committee,

Led By Starkweather,
Requests Suggestions

A request by David B. Starkweather '55, chairman of the Student Corriculum Committee, for
student aid and suggestions was
issued yesterday at the first meet-

—

v

pressed the wish that the two com>
I
e r»
»T^
mittees will work together during Yale S I rOI. 11^116 10
the year to further the religious r>
ij i
O
I
activities at the college.
Speaker At
i

n

Dean
T M

nu
Calls
n

aYi

a-

I

Attention

n

Be

James

Bowdoin Day

Exercises

...

James Bowdoin Day

n

exercises,

award i"g recognition to those Undistinguish
dergraduates
who
subthemselves in scholarship, will be
mitted last year Starkweather Dropping Of Courses
held in Memorial Hall on Thurssaid, "The committee feels that its
Several changes have been made dav October 15, at 11 a.m. Theosuggestions have been constructive .
dore Meyer Greene, Ph.D.. A.D.,
ov
and well received by the adminis-r 10 ** "*" * « rnin 8 the drop
ping of any course for any reason. L.L.D., Profesor of Philosophy at
tration."
Student
Curriculum
will be a charge of $7.50 Yale University, will deliver the
There
Committee reports last year confor any course dropped, changed, address, enticed "Our Liberal Tracerned the science requirement,
or added to at any time between dition."
the final examination period, the
the end of the first week and the
typing course, and the five course
James Bowdoin Day, named id
end of the sixth week of any se- honor
requirement of the Sophomore
of the earliest patron of the
mester. For the fall semester these
year. Looking toward the coming
College, was instituted in 1941 to
dates are from September 28 to
year the chairman continued, "The
award recognition to undergraduOctober
31, 1953.
committee is anxious for student
ates distinguished in scholarship.
After the first six weeks of any
interest and suggestions to aid its
"James Bowdoin Scholarships,"
semester no course may be dropwork this semester.''
carrying no stipend, are awarded
ped from a student's schedule
Other Student Curriculum Comto members of the three upper
without
grad»»
a
of
"E"
unless classes
mittee officers are Thomas J. Kane
who have maintained a
'55.
Jr.
Secretary - Treasurer; there are adequate medical or ex- high average in their courses to
Charles Ranlett '54 and Lewis P. ceptional reasons. Dean Kendrick date. Certain seniors who have
wishes
to
call
special
attention
to done
Welch '54, publicity, and Profesoutstanding work in their
this change in ruling.
sor Athern P. Daggett, Adviser.
majer department are also recog."
There will be a charge of one
Students are asked to present
nized. To each student who has re
dollar
for
any
course
which
is
suggestions
to
the
committee
ceived straight As in two consecuthrough the fraternity representa- dropped, changed, or added be- tive semesters of the preceding
tween the time of registration and
tives. They are: Alpha Delta Phi,
year a book is presented, bearing
the first week of
ing of that committee.
In discussing the reports

10 INeW KllleS UOVenUng
B

,

I

j

-

Edward F. Spicer '54; Psi Upsilon,
Loring G. Pratt '55; Chi Psi. Frederick D. Dunn '54; Delta Kappa
Epsilon. William L. Kimball "55;
Theta Delta Chi, Lewis P. Welch
'54; Zeta Psi, Joel
Graham "54;

R

Kappa Sigma, Joseph J. Tecce '55;.
Beta Theta Pi. Thomas J. Kane Jr.
'55; Sigma Nu. Burns B. Hovey '56;
Alpha Tau Omega, David B. Starkweather '55; Alpha Rho Upsilon,
Howard S. Levin '54; Delta Sigma.

any semester.

New

Faculty Lunches

The Robert Peter Tristram

Room

Day:

Cof-

of the Moulton Union
has been made available on Mondays for faculty members who*
w»h to meet informally and spontaneously for lunch.
The self-service counter will be
fin

the plate of James Bowdoin.
Professor Athern P. Daggett has
announced the following change of

schedule for James Bowdoin
Chapel will be omitted and the tenthirty classes will be held fr 001 ten
to ten forty - five. There will be
no eleven-thirty classes. The procession of James Bowdoin Scholars
college
will
front of the

form

Library,

Charles Ranlett '54; Independents, open from 12:15 p.m. until 1:00 otherwise
Miguel E. de la Fe '54.
[MIL

in

weather
it

permitting;

in
will assemble

basement of Memorial HalL

the
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Renovation Of Library Needed; Young Republicans Hold
Closed Reserve Books Seen Scarce First Meetings; Plans

its

plans for this year.

A

We

College Administration Praised

t

To The Editor

To the Editor:
As it is with any

alike.

George Rockwood

The new

'56

ruling passed last week by the Faculty exempting
physical education was received by

from required

students with much joy and approval. This is understandable.
Obviously the "cal" requirement was, to many, a complete
waste of time, both for students and for those who conducted

Placement Director, Samuel A.
Ladd, Jr., is attending the Annual
Conference of the Eastern College
Personnel Officers Association at
the New Ocean House, Swampscot t, Mass.
Mr. Ladd is past-president of
the Association and this year is a
member of the Executive Committee and is Chairman of the opening day's panel session ... a program devoted to the topic of the
returning veteran and his employment.
The members of the Association
include personnel directors and
other officers of most of the colleges in the East together with a
very large number of industrial

Orren C. Hormell
planned program. In conjunction
with the dance the head of the
Middlebury Y.R. Club assures the
presence of Middlebury College
girls for those stag Y.R.'s.
chartered bus trip to

A

Forum Chooses

As Prexy;
Committees Are Set Up
At the Political Forum meeting
Monday evening William A.
Fickett '54 was re-elected president for the first semester. Richard Dale '54 was named vice-president replacing Peter Z. Bulkely
'55, the' new member-at-large, and
John B. Goodrich '55 and David B.
Starkweather '55 were returned
for the second terms as secretary
last

Many students who showed little interest in varsity
the classes.
sports naturally resented having to attend these cal classes and treasurer respectively. •
even during their junior year. Heavy schedules became even
At last week's meeting three
committees were set up to plan
more crowded when cal was included.
Now, however, cal is required only of freshmen and the Forum's functions for the coming year. Goodrich was named
sophomores. Juniors are free forever from cal attendances.
chairman of the speakers commitfeel that the new rule is both 'fair and wise, for in many colleges
tee, Dale was selected as head of
therethere is no required athletic program for any class.
the documentary films committee
fore endorse wholeheartedly the new cal ruling.
and Morton L. Price '56 was
However, the purpose of this .editorial lies in a deeper chosen the chairman of the disAlthough juniors and seniors are now both excused from cussion committee.
vein.
Films An Experiment
cal, we wish to point out the fact that interfraternity athletics
The idea of having documentary
must still be thought of. Juniors and seniors are naturally expected to carry most of the load in representing their houses on films is a new experiment which
Just because they are free the Forum plans to try out somethe different interfraternity teams.
time in November. It was decided
from compulsory athletics is no reason why they should give at Monday's" meeting to order two
up participation in interfraternity sports. On the contrary, the films from the British Information
afforded
by
the
recent
should
reptime
rule
change
free
added
Service in New York. If the stuI
resent an asset to interfraternity athletics.
dents and faculty members react
Under this new rule a student whose full schedule made it favorably to the films more will
a strain to participate should now be able to contribute some of be ordered for future dates.
The speakers committee has
For
his time/ to representing his fraternity on the athletic held.
planned a program of two speakexample, a junior who last year carried six courses plus cal has
ers for
month of October.
much more free time with only four or five courses and no cal. President the
Emeritus Kenneth C. M.
He should try to make use of this free time for interfraternity Sills and Senator Margaret Chase
sports.
Smith have accepted invitations
Competition in athletics between the different houses on for this month: Definite dates
urge that as*many will be set shortly providing no
campus will begin sometime this week.
try
can
to
take
part
their
in
own
fraternity's
possibly
complications
arise.
as
students
Foreign Student Discussion
program. Participation should increase in numbers. Although
The
discussion group committee
credit"
"cal
incentive
for
juniors
and
seniors
~a
longer
no
there is
sports, pride in one's fraternity's athletic has arranged to have an informal
to play interfraternity
discussion among the Asian foreign
record should suffice as motive enough.
on the problem of nationalism in
James A. Storer
Asia.
ZetaPsi
List Of Faculty
Morgan B. dishing
Robert M. Cross
Advisors Available;
'

Boston

to a big affair arranged by the college group of the N.E.Y.R. Counplanned for early December.

cil is

On the agenda are a Y.R. Congress
and speeches by nationally prom-

By David

inent Republicans.

tor William
selection of

Grow announced
three

College Awaits Bequest

humor column under

this title, it has bee n decided to return to the original Ivy Curtain

Alcohol Facts
Results of a five-year study of
drinking habits at the undergrad
level were released recently by the
Yale Center of Alcoholic Studies.
The findings gathered from 17,000

Along with the acquisition of format, featuring news of aOier
three new
men, Larry colleges. A new humor column. Ice men and women in 27 colleges
54, Robert Martin 56 and Cubes, will be found elsewhere in showed that 74</r of the nation's
William Perkins 56, John Nun- the ORIENT. The views exnresaed college students drink alcoholic
gesser 54, has returned to the by the present Ivy Curtain author beverages. About half of these had
double quartet after his leave of are his own and do not necessarily their first drink before they were
reflect the views of either the ORI- 11 years old.
absence due to studies.
The survey noted that students
Larry Dwight, a member of the ENT or the college.)
Take heart freshmen, you are at "dry" colleges who disobey the
senior class at the Zeta Psi house
has been a member of the Bow- just a few of the thousands of now rules are more' likely to get drunk
doin Glee Club for the past three collegians who are undergoing the than those at "wet" colleges. The
years as well as the varsity hockey rigors of hazing and orientation an report added the encouraging fact,
the nation's cam* however, that the public exaggerteam. Larry also has been elected
puses.
At the ates the number of big beer blasts
Chairman of the Student Union.
University
o f and- whisky binges on the nation's
Ho has been very active in house
Connecticut the campuses. In general the report
affairs and has been Director of
frosh were re- pointed to the fact the college
the Interfraternity Sing Group
quired to follow student knows how to handle his
for the past two years at the Zete
-\
a so called "Pied liquor.
house along with the house quarP4per" out of the
Fight Fleraegy Fellows
tet.
campus and into
A special football supplement in
Dwight, a bass, who hails from
a nearby lake. A the September 26 issue of the
Newtonville, New York and prepped at Exeter Academy is a mem- vigilance committee is currently in Brown Daily Herald related-some
ber of the senior unit of the Bow- power at Brown University. Made interesting facts about the game as
up of upperclassmen, the group it was 75 years ago. An old year
doin ROTC.
Robert Martin, a sophomore supervises hazing. They have been book account of the first Brown
tenor, is a member of Beta Theta known to rouse a freshman from freshman game reads like this: "A
Pi. Martin comes from Haddon- bed in the wee hours of the morn- picked freshman team played an
field, N. J., and attended Haddon- ing and test his knowledge of col- equal number of men from Philips
at foot-ball. Andover
field High School. Last year he lege songs, etc. A Mack robed Academy
was a member of the Freshman court of four seniors hand down won, the explanation lying partly
Football team and the Glee Club. sentences to those men who either in the fact that they all wore uniknow
don't
or
can't
remember
forms
stiff
canvas, and their
the
of
Martin is connected with the Bowdoin Radio Station, WBOA, and answers. Elsewhere pajama par- opponents could no more hold them
now holds the position of Librar- ades demand 100% freshman par- than an eel." The Brown varsity
ticipation and traditional frosh* took the field in 1878 wearing
ian at the Beta house.
William Perkins, another sopho- soph battles disturb campus tran- "Flannel shirts, discarded baseball
suits and knickerboeker trowsera
more tenor, is a member of Delta quility.
in colors varying from brilliant
Kappa Epsilon. Perkins makes
On The House
his home in West Hartford, Conn,
Stegophilism has become the scarlet to Canada Gray." A year
where he went to William Hall favorite pastime in several Eng- later they added white turban caps
High School. He was also a mem- lish universities. From the Greek and brown stockings, but still lost.
ber of the Glee Club and last year's roots "stege," meaning "roof," and The story is, however, that the
Freshman Football Team.
"philes," or "crazy about," stego- Brown team "played Pluckily."
Early Rushing
With the addition of these three philism is the "state of being crazy
new men and the return of John about roofs."
From time to time we learn of
Nungesser the Meddiebempsters
At Oxford, where roof lovers conditions on other campuses
are again at full strength and train themselves for future Everest which are not unlike those at Bowready for another season follow- attempts by scaling roofs of me- doin. By comparing these things
morials, towers and other edifices, it is often possible to gain a better
ing their tour this past summer.
undergraduates have expressed idea of the problem at hand.
their preference for this new sport
Thus we were interested in the
the American interest in swal- success of the annual Wesleyan
Annual Frosh Reception to
lowing live goldfish and panty rush week. The Middletown college is one of the few schools who,
To Be Held; Committtee raids.
Since roof climbing is strictly like Bowdoin, rush during the first
prohibited by the university's of- few days of the fall semester. This
Head Is Mrs. Boyer
ficials, students prefer to attempt year 181 men in a class of 197
The annual Freshman reception the conquest of these Oxfordian affiliated themselves with Wesleysummits at night. Favorite heights an social groups during rushing.
will be held Sunday and Monday,
October 11 and 12, from 9:30 to are Martyr's Memorial, Oxford's This was done without any com73- foot les-er peak; the 200-foot plaints of illegal practices on the
10:30 p.m. in the Moulton Union.
The reception, designed to give Radcliffe Camera, the University's part of any fraternity or freshfreshmen an opportunity to meet Matterhorn, and the even higher paen, the chairman of the College
(Continued on Page 4)
the school's Everest.
the faculty and faculty wives in an Tom Tower,
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!
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Mrs.

Myron A. Jeppesen,

The next meeting is scheduled for Mrs. Daniel F. Hanley, Mrs. Lau8 p.m. Monday, Oct. 12, in Confer- rence S. Hall, Mrs. Walter M. SolAs a result of the death of Mrs. ence A of the Moulton Union. In mitz, Mrs. James A. Storer, Mrs.
Edward K. Leigl.+on, wife of the closing the meeting, President Fic- Joseph B. Miller and Miss Jacquellate Edward K. Leighton, Bowdoin kett expressed his hopes that all ine Antil.
Mesdames Wilder, Jeppesen and
College expects to receive word in interested would be there.
Root will serve as hostesses for the
several weeks on the disposition of
two evenings.
the will from which it hopes to reInvitations will be sent to all
ceive a sizeable bequest.
Thoughts
freshmen several days before the
Leighton '01, who was retired
reception. However, if a person is
president and chairman of the
A hippopotamus normally stays not able to attend the night he is
board of directors of the C. F. under water three or four mininvited he may go the other night.
Hathaway Shirt Company of utes. Early mechanical pianos were Freshmen
are free to attend both
Waterville, Maine, divided his will, operated by pumping a handle. If
nights if they so desire.
estimated at $3,000,000, into two you had flea power you could
parts. One will be shared equally jump over a ninety story building. in the wrong place. It is believed
by Bowdoin and the Goodwill There are now 1,048 Americans in that the balloon was invented in
Farm in Hinckley, Maine, provid- the Congo. "Doodlesack" is col- France in 1782. The planet Neping Mrs. Leighton made no change loquial for bagpipes. A weed has tune has a density about .24 that
in the trust of her will.
been described as a plant growing of the earth.
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Patronage
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First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

j

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

HOW THE STARS
GOT STARTED «« *

Patrice Munsel says: "When I
was a kid, I wanted to be a
lady football player. Then I
dreamed of another career —
whistling!
I

had a

Somebody discovered

voice, so I took singing

lessons. I

— then

I

won

worked hard

at it

the Metropolitan

Opera auditions when

I

was

17.

New

Some Changes Evident
The new

list

of faculty advisers

available this week.
has been made
occurred beSeveral changes have
sabbaticals and
cause of faculty
lt

, lve . of-

absences:

Philip S. Wilder
Psi U.

George H. Quinby
Chi P»i
S. Tierney
Jeffrey J- Carre

Kappa Sigma
Alton H. Gustafson
Raymond Bournique

out

Howard

S.

Alleys

and flavorful a
cigarette can be

Hammond

»A. R. U.

Samuel

E.

Kamerling

Noel C. Little
T. D.

Henry G. Russell
Nathan Dane II

Student Patronage

Welcomed
186 Maine

Street
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Athern P. Daggett
A. Jeppesen

Myron

•
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why Camels

are

America's most popular
cigarette. See how mild

A. T. O.

Deke
Thomas A. Riley
Charles S. Benson
William C. Root

Smoke only Camels
for 30 days and find

Paul V. Hazelton

Delta Sigma
Eaton Leith
William S. Flash
Independents

James

yourself!

BOWL-MOR

Beta

Sigma Nu
Hubert S. Shaw
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Dwight

We

We

•

these

Root,

country.
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(editor's not*: With the graduation -of Ward Gilman '53, who

the authored a

new Meddie-

bempsters.

The club is very fortunate this
year to have Professor Emeritus informal atmosphere, is being
Orren C. Hormell as its faculty ad- sponsored by the hospitality comvisor in the absence of Professor mittee.
The committee, headed by Mrs.
Lawrence Pelletier. With his assistance the club looks forward to Kenneth J. Boyer is made up of
a very successful year dedicated to the following faculty wives:, Mrs.
Philip
S. Wilder, Mrs. William C.
what it believes is best for the

personnel executives.

From Leighton
Political

Fickett Again

Juniors, Free From 'CaV9 Urged
To Join Interfraternity Teams
juniors

construction

the danger.

We

members

Placement Bureau

work, there are several holes
around the site of the new Music
Building, as well as a good deal of
building material and equipment
This
left lying around at night.
presents a hazard to any one who
happens to go over to the Union
or the Library from a Fraternity
house on Maine Street at night,
since he has to go through the Music Building site to get there.
Since there are no lights to warn
of the presence of the materials
and holes, someone .may sooner or
later trip and hurt himself, as, unfortunately, the Editor himself almost did one night. Therefore it
seems that the construction company should leave at least a few
kerosene lamps around to show up

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Ranks

,

,

Letter

Fill

As a result of the Meddie trials
At a recent meeting the Bowdoin
Young Republican Clab discussed held -during the- past week Direc-

We

Last spring there appeared in the ORIENT an editorial
criticising the College administration for its failure, year after
year, to pave the walks surrounding the Searles Science' Building.
The editorial pointed out the fact that letting the job go
means more cost to the College than the actual paving of the
paths.
Much damage has been done to the grass lining these
paths due to students walking on it rather than the mud.
Now at last the walks in question have been paved with
asphalt.
The job was done during the summer months along
with the usual lawn work. It is heartening to know that the
Administration did not overlook this job in the face of the great
amount of construction being done on the new Harvey Dow
Gibson Hall of Music.
•
The physical appearance and efficiency of a college are
not always measured in terms of great buildings and impressive equipment of many types.
Often the neatness and handsome looks of seemingly minor aspects of a campus are important figures when visitors are forming their opinions.
So it is,
we believe, with the paths and walks of the Bowdoin College
campus.
Clean, dry walks and untrampled grass can be just
as impressive as a new building.
should like to thank the Administration for seeing to it
that the paths in question have been covered. Next spring when
the muddy season sets in, the full meaning of the difference between dirt and asphalt walks will be felt by students and faculty

Chosen To

Of Meddiebempsters

First, a September New England
Y.R.meeting at Bridgeport, Conn.,
was summarized by the secretary,
Fred O. Smith II, who represented
Bowdoin there. Then the president, William A. Fickett, set the
pace on a discussion of this year's
one
activities and the important work
Robert M. Hurst "54
ing to Bowdoin s high standards, should have been one of the
the club must do. Among the
Assistant Sports Editor
first to receive attention but unfortunately has been neglected.
points stressed was the drawing
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
are referring to Hubbard Hall, the College library.
The up of the club constitution, a platPhotographer
'54
blame for this oversight does not rest entirely on the administra- form for February's Maine Young
James P. Gaston
State Convention
Staff
tion because most of the funds received in the past few years Republican
John M. Belka '54
Franklin G. Davis '54 have been earmarked for specific projects.
But the fact still which the club will present, and
Edward N. Cotter '56
William G. Foster *57 remains
that the library is in dire need of more space if it is to getting prominent merjjrom Maine
'57
Carroll E. Pennell '56
Schmalzer,
Peter
Jr.
and other parts of New England to
Benjamin G. M. Priest '56
Edward P. Parsons '57 increase the number of volumes by any marked degree. The speak at Bowdoin.
H. Edward Born '57
John Ranlett '57 present lighting system, especially in the study hall, is inadeDance Planned
Francis M. Kinnelly '57
Vincent S. Villard, Jr. '57 quate.
It does not seem beyond the realm of financial possibilAlso discussed were plans to
Edward R. Williams '57
Thomas L. Spence '57 ity to have fluorescent lights installed in the near future. The
send delegates to the N.E. CounSt. in ton I. Moody '57
John R. Withers '57
study hall facilities are cramped at the present time.
More cil meeting at Middlebury in late
Sports Staff
James L. Doherty "55
Ronald Golz '56 space should be made available for this purpose. If conditions November where a panel discuswere improved, students would have more of an incentive to sion, important Vermont Republiuse the library for work they might otherwise do in their own cans as speakers, and a banquet
Business Manager
with dance afterwards are the
room.
Bruce N. Cooper '54
Assistant Business Managers
Another situation which ought to be rectified is the shortY. R. Advisor
James A. Cook '54
C. Richard Thurston '54 age of
outside reading books at the closed reserve desk. There
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Peter M. Pirnie '55
Harold R. Beacham, Jr. '56 are not too many courses which have regular assignments in
outside reading yet books are hard to come by in many courses
Business Assistants
Thomas R. Merrill "57
William C. Cooke '57 which have such requirements. As an example, one course we
know of. has only eight books fof a class of 60 to 65. It can
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Directors
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, be argued that one should fulfill his requirement in such a course
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley '54, Wallace R. Harper, well ahead of the deadline and avoid the last minute rush. But
Jr. "55, Charles Ranlett '54.
when a student runs into a heavy schedule of hour exams and
quizzes he finds such an ideal solution impossible.
UntUNTU FOB NATIONAL AOTWrTIStNO »Y
National Advertising Service, Inc.
library is one of the most important factors to be conCollete Hubliiktri Rtprtiflttht
sidered in judging the scholastic reputation of a college. The
NEW YORK, N. Y.
420 MADISON AVE.
Chicago - Boston - Loa Axon ..% - San Fkancuoo
college with a well equipped library will not only draw a higher
Published weekly when cIimw are held durinr the Fall and Sprinr 8 aw eater by
the Ktnirfrnt* of Bowdoin CoUeg-e. Addreaa new. commonieaticna to the Kditor and eua- caliber student but will also attract professors interested in
arripUon rommunirationi to the Buaineee Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing; Com- carrying on research in their respective fields of scholastic enpany at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hail, Bowdoin ( ollefre, Branawiek. Maine. Entered
The acuteness of the library situation here at Bowan aerond elaaa matter at the poet office at Branawiek, Maine. The aebscription rate deavour.
for one year ia three ($3) doll an.
sincerely hope that
doin deserves immediate attention.
something is done in the near future.
J. B. G.

For Newly Paved Campus Walks

Dwight, Martin. Perkins

Laid For Good Season

in the past three years the physical plant at Bowdoin has
undergone considerable change. The classroom building, later
Editor-In-Chlef
named Sills Hall, and the Smith Auditorium were completed' in
Wallace R. Harper. Jr. '55
the Fall of 1950. Cleaveland Hall, the new chemistry building
and one of the finest in the country, was open for inspection at
John B. Goodrich "55
the sesquicentennial commencement in 1952.
Everyone on
T. Ellis McKlnney
James AnwyTl, Jr. "55 campus is quite aware of the latest addition, Gibson Hall, which
Jr. "54
is now in the process of construction.
Richard M. Catalano '55
Numerous other less
~ ,..•»
Assistant News Editors
prominent additions and alterations have been effected over the
David R. Anderson '55
Thomas L. Spence *57 same period.
Sports Editor
There is, however,
building on campus which, accord-
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Adam Walsh

Small Squad Reports For
Frosh Football Practice

'54, OftlrWT Sports Editor
Faced with the smallest freshcard on New England Intercollegiate foot- man football squad since the war
Unrversity's great guard Johnny Pappas, died years, Coach Frank Sabasteanski,
mentor
backfield
Pappas had been assisted by
(of injuries sustained in the Syracuse-B. U. game.
slowly but
is
Vecella,
playing ball for the Terriers for three seasons and been outstand- Frank
steadily molding the 37-manr group
ing for the past three seasons. It is saddening to use the death of a
into an efficient, hard-fighting
player as an example of the arguments of those who favor twocombine, which will open a fourplatoon football,, but it will probably be unavoidable for the "I told
game slate on October 17 against
you so boys" and the arm chair quarterbacks around the country.

By Robert M. Herat

Tragedy

Iball last

left its calling

week as Boston

In Saturday's game with Wesleyan Bowdoin lost both Hal
[Anthony and Mel Totman both of whom Adam Walsh had been countMel will be out of action
fing on to retain the State Series crown.
until the Maine game if not the remainder of the season with a disAnthony whose legs have always; been a question
located elbow.
mark is out with a bad sprain. To counteract the thought that these
injuries are the result of the new NCAA ruling one has only to be reminded of the Tufts game a year ago when five Polar Bears were carIried off the field before the end of the first half. It is also interesting
to note that there are more deaths from the result of playing football, pro, collegiate, high school or what have you, than there are in
what might be considered America's most dangerous sport, auto
racing. It is also true that many do not consider auto racing a sport,
a point on which I do not wish to argue.
Lack of condition certainly did not play a part in Pappas's death
for it was pointed out that John never drank or smoked. He was considered a candidate for All-New England and All East football honors.
In connection with football injuries a recent survey was taken by
[a fellow out in Nebraska on the chances of a player being hurt in a
The players represented in the survey were high
football game.
school boys, but some interesting facts were worth noting and could
I

I

I

I

I

,
be applied to college football.
The chances of being hurt in a game were figured out to be one
Six of every ten injuries occur in actual games, the remainder
in ton.
Injuries are more numerous in the fifth game
'in practice scrimmage.
Knee injuries are the most
of the season and 39% are in October.
numerous, followed in order by leg, ankle, shoulder and arm hurts.
Three out of every 10 injuries are fractures, two are sprains. More
than half of every 10 injuries are to backs. Guards suffer the fewest
injuries.
(Pappas was a guard). In the line ends are supposed to
Three out Of every 10 injuries are in the
suffer the most injuries.
third quarter. Next in order are the second, fourth, and first periods.
According to this survey, Adam W>lsh and company may be out of
business come the; third period of the Bates game. All juniors should
watch out, for according to the report, the greatest number of players
are hurt in their second year of football.
I

Hebron.
Last year's frosh turned in a
creditable record of 2

and

but,

1,

more important, produced many
fine players

who are now

varsity

been found, so

it is

highly probable

-point.

The squad is of average weight;
however, it seems to 'be none too
•fast. The fact that' the squad is
ftWe to practice #or about -an hour
and a half only three times a week
is going to -make the first couple
of games rough on the local
eleven, as they will be up against
teams which have- had much more
time for practicing and, consequently, are hr better physical con-

- quarterback, Kent Hobbey - halfThe initial practice was held on back, George HoWland - halfback.
Also Al Lanes - end, Bruce McSeptember 29, so there has not
been enough time for the coach to Donald - center, Paul McGoldrick
form anything even remotely Jike - end, John Manning - fullback,

the team.

Tom
-

Morrison - end, Jim Murdock
halfback or quarterback, Charles

must be changed, as there are se- Packard - halfback, Art Perry rious shortages in some positions. center, Bob Pooles - guard, Del
Quarterbacks in Competition

Potter

-

halfback,

Al Reiskin

-

Working out of the T-formation, tackle, Dave Roundy - tackle,
the team will be depending a great Dick Smith - quarterback, John
its

•••••

I

I

I

Und

Library extension could be a Men's
•

•

•

Room

•

In Maine football last weekend Bates beat weak Middlebury 13-0.
led the Bobcat's attack churning off a total of ISO
yards in 20 carries for an average of 6 plus yards per try. Adding
to his fine running performance Chumbook did the punting honors for
Bates averaging 38.2 yards per boot. Maine powered out a 13-0 win
The Black Bears
ver an also weak University of Vermont eleven.
Dave Wiggin, who is still at
juldn't score until the second half.
laine, and Ed Bogdanovich led the Maine running attack. The Coast
iuard Academy blasted Colby 134) for the Mules second straight deIfeat.
The Cadets never allowed Colby to penetrate beyond their 30
yard line. The Academy scored a third touchdown in the third period
but had it nullified by an offside penalty.
In other games Williams beat Rochester 14-0 and Amherst took
care of Union 21-0, for their second straight win.
Fred Flemming has been selected as one of the Maine All-Stars
who will oppose the barnstorming major league team to play at the
Portland Stadium, October 8. Flapper was purchased by the Detroit
Tigers last spring and was farmed out to Montgomery, Alabama, of
kte class A Sally League, this summer.
Also playing for the Allirs will be former Bowdoin catcher Andy Lano, who played for
lefield of the class D. Appalachian League this summer.
Lano is
property of the Washington Senators.
Most lobsided score Of the week
Albion 52, Olivat 0.

Rob Chumbook

I

|

|

I

—

Tennis Notice

to play all matches promptly. The
Tournament must be completed
before weather conditions cause

Matches And

Blasts One-Platoon

BaU

big colleges were forced to hire
sets of coaching staffs. As a
to alleviate themselves of
the financial burden, the directors
of athletics, who are in charge of
the athletic budgets, voted last
spring to ban free substitution."

two

result,

The Bowdoin coach went on to
say that the scoring has been cut
down

Gym

Ed

'ootball

Touch

Bowdoin

considerably.

itself

averaged 20 plays less per
the offense. This means
that the team has less opportunity
to score. This refutes the argument that spectators will enjoy
watching the game more, since actually they are seeing fewer plays,
and so tar this fall they have been
viewing less scoring than was the
has

game on

"

.

*>i

Bowdoin rolled for three touch- ned the kickoff to the Bowdoin 56.
downs in the third period for an The. Polar Bears forced the Cardi18-0 victory over Wesleyan in the nals to punt, but play continued in
final meeting of the two teams per- Bowdoin territory with Cohen and
haps for many years to come. The company bringing the ball down to
Cardinals severed football rela- the Bowdoin 15 early in the second
tionships with .Bowdoin last year period.
The Polar Bear forward wall
due to the fact that the Wesleyan
athletic department considered the held at the 15, however, and Bowtrip to Brunswick too long and the doin marched from the 15 to the
Wesleyan 4 in the only display of
traveling expenses too high.
The last game proved to be a strength in.the first half. Anthony.
costly game for the Polar Bears, Cosgrove, Totman arid Coukos
however, as co-captain Mel Totman combined to move the ball 73 yards
suffered a dislocated elbow that in 6 plays. Coukos almost scored
will .bench him for at toast four when he broke away for 22 yards
weeks, if not the entire season. Tot- to Bowdoin's 32 only to be grabbed
man was Bowdoin's outstanding by the jersey by Cohen, the last
all-around star. He was the big man between him and the goal
groundgainer and the only receiver line. A Cosgrove to Totman pass
Jack Cosgrove could hit all after- covered 25 yards, Mel then moved
noon. He was likewise a standout the ball 18 more on an Off tackle
on defense. Hal Anthony, plagued slant. Bowdoin barely missed a first
with injuries all season was also down on the Wesleyan four as the
taken out of the game with a drive was halted.
Wesleyan had two other scoring
sprained leg and will be out until
the state series opener with Colby. chances, moving to Bowdoin's 18
In 'the meantime Coach Adam on passes from Binswanger to
Walsh is grooming sophomore Congleton with seconds remaining
standout Lee Dyer and hardhitting in the second period. In the final
Ted Howe to take over the half period Rick Francis hit Frank Sutkowski with a third down heave
back positions.
i

Totman was injured in the third
period but had already contributed
one touchdown and paved the way
for another. His score came two
and a half minutes after the third
period kickoff on the end of a 73
yard march. With the ball on the
Wesleyan 34, Cosgrove flipped to
Mel on the 13, Totman evaded two
tacklers and bulled his way over
the goal line for the score.
The Polar Bears' second score
came three minutes later, three
plays after Fred Coukos had returned Mike Cohels punt 18 yards
to the Bowdoin 43. Dyer picked up
10 yards on two plays, then Coukos
sliced off left tackle, cut in towards
the center, and scampered 47 yards
for six more with Dyer applying
limited service. The more football the key block.
players who ere permitted to parCoukos scored again in the third
ticipate, the more boys there are period seconds before the 15 minwho can get the good and the fun ute mark. Totman, Dyer and Coufootball affords.
kos alternated on the 11 plays
The calibre of play will be harm- needed to carry the ball the 49
ed considerably by the prohibition yards, Ted Howe replacing Totof free substitution, according to man long enough to contribute nine
Walsh. The players will get tired of those 49.
quickly and slow down. SubstiWesleyan had dominated the
tutes won't be used indiscrimin- play in the early minutes of the
ately by the coaches, thus lower- game as Jake Congleton, Johnny
ing the efficiency of the football Binswanger and Mike Cohen earteam as a whole. Coaches now
can't tell their boys their mistakes and weaknesses of the oppo-

case in the past few years. On top
this, the players have become
tired earlier in the contests beCoach
cause they haven't had sufficient
Walsh claims that limited sub- chance to rest. This also accounts
stitution has brought no benefits for the faet that the point total
whatsoever to the game. First of is relatively low.
all,
he stated that free substituAnother reason for Walsh's
tion was banned by the big instistand that free substitution benefits football is that it gives more
an opportunity to see ac
Kendrick Speaks, players
tion. This fact can't be stressed
enough. Every college boy who
1st St. Council Meeting
goes out for football should be able
to play if he has some talent. Now
[Continued From Page /]
only the best eleven will play a
at the conclusion of many of the
majority of the game, arid the
previous smokers.
The motion was then made by stalwarts in reserve will see only
"tf

Adam Walsh

Dean

tration for consideration.
Michael Batal then was elected
to the Chairmanship of the Campus Chest Committee for this year.

Seedings

other and to please the alumni
with winning teams, they discovered that the expense of maintaining a good team was too much. Besides the tremendous outlay for
scholarships and allowances for the
football players themselves, the

Draw for the annual Fall tennis Terry Stenberg vs. Bruce Cooper George Mitchell vs. Skip Howard
Bob Estes vs. Jock Swenson
tournament.
Podvoll; 8. Phil Mostrom.
Bottom Half-First Round Byes
Top Half - First Itooiid Byes
Time Table
Jack Celosse vs. the winner of the
Bill Nieman vs. Pete Pirnie
1st round matches to be played
Estes - Swenson match
Norm Nicholson vs. Gene Wheeler
off by Friday, Oct. 9.
First Round Hatches
•2nd round by Tuesday, Oct. 13. sition until half-time, whereas forPhil Trussel vs. Jim Flaker
3rd round by Friday, Oct. 16.
merly when one platoon was reLou DePlessis vs. Dave Pyle
Prof . Russell To Hold
Quarter finals by Wednesday, placed, the coach could inform the
Ros Bond vs. Bob Matthews
Oct. 21.
boys bow to improve their efforts.
Dave Bell vs. Mayer Rabinovitz
Frosh Study Meeting
Semi finals by Monday, Oct. 26. Walsh failed to mention any adBen Ford vs. Nate Cushman
Finals will be played on first vantages of the new ruling, so it
J. W. Alden vs. Jack Woodward
As Counseling Service
good day after Monday, Oct 26.
may be assumed that he thinks
Dick Bent vs. Jim Baillee
;Notej Please post your own scores the new rule "ought to be abolishProf. David L. Russell, ProfesPhil Shaker vs. Eric Lund
as soon as the match has been ed and free substitution put back
Dick Catalano vs. George Duncklee sor of Psychology and Director of played off.
into effect.
Student Counseling here at BowLouie Benoit vs. Dave Melincoff
doin, will meet with the members
Cam Sarrauf vs. Gene Helsel
of the freshman class on ThursPete Holmes vs. Bill Gardiner
Bottom Half-First Round Matches day night, October 15.
Let us help you plan your printing
Jim Wilson vs. Dick Davis
The meeting, to be held in the
Dave Lavender vs. Bill Beechan
Smith Auditorium at 7:00 pjn., is
as well as produce it . . .
Bill Freeman vs. Brace Young
designed to cover any and all
Bob Delaney vs. Fred Thome
phases of study habits at college.
Bill Fischer vs. Paul CNeil
Our long experience in producing the following and other
It is an attempt to put before the
Seedings
freshmen many helpful ideas and
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
1. Bill Nieman; 2. Skip Howard;
suggestions on studying.
in time and save you money.
3. Ben Ford; 4. Jim Wilson; 5.
Prof. Russell's tajk will repreDave Bell; 6. Bill Gardner; 7. Ed sent one of the many services perB. Whithurst vs. Seri Osathanugrah formed by the Student Counseling
TICKETS
POSTERS '•
STATIONERY
Bob Von Hoeken vs. Al Messer
Office for the students of the colJohn Morris vs. Ed Podvoll
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY
lege.

A. Ladd, Jr., Varsity Coach of cancellation of matches.
Minis, urges all those who have
Please report the results of the
Idicated they plan to play. in the matches on the bulletin board in
annual Fall Tennis Tournament the
and to Captain "Skip" Phil
observe the bulletin board and Howard at the Beta »House.
Bob

nterfraternity

Tournament

Fall Tennis

for Whittier Field.

•

f

He

quarterback. Dick Snow - end, Art Strout - halfback,
Herd, and Dick Joe Wade - end or tackle, Dave
Bill
Smith, are vying for this vital Watson - tackle, Dave Webster end, and Fred Wemzel - halfback.
slot.
•
The head manager is Will Phil- the Delta Sigma representative,
Hird seems to be the squad's
Not listed in last week's ORIENT under improvements during the outstanding punter, but so far no brook, assisted by Ed Langbein, Michael J. Batal '54, that excused
past year was the building of a new Men's Room over at Whittier reliable extra-point kicker has Ed McDonough, and Tom Spence. cuts be granted for one away football game in addition to the state
Field. The present one which is now in use is beyond description. All
series. The motion was passed and
Perhaps next
it amounts, to is a beat up wooden shack and a ditch.
will be presented to the adminisin line for the building committee after the Music Building, Theatre,

on
Drenzek,

Why

L. Doberty, -Jr. '58
Even though the Bowdoin foot tutions which have had such libsaid,
ball team does not appear to have eral scholarship policies.
suffered much because of the re- "The large universities and state
turn of one-platoon football, Coach colleges outlawed free substituAdam Walsh is still an outspoken tion, since they found it too exenthusiast for free substitution.
pensive. In trying to outdo each

Dave Dott - tackle, Dick Drenzek
Many Good Players Not Oat
With only 37 out of approxi- - quarterback, Don Dyer - center
mately 215 freshmen now out for or guard, Dick FlCkett-guard, Werfootball, Coach Sabasteanski be- ner Fisher - guard, Dave Ham
lieves that many of the best grid- guard, Logan Hardie - fullback,
iron players are not even out for Pete Hastings - halfback, Bill Hird

a first-string lineup. In fact, the
positions of many of the players

Coukos, Cosgrove Pace Win;
.*.;,
Anthony Injured

Ontspoken Enthusiast For

By J

that pass and running plays will
be used to pick up the vital

seventh

Still

Free Substitutions; Gives IHany Reasons

performers, three of whom hold
starting berths. However, the two- dition.
First Scrimmage This Week
platoon system was in use, and
This week the freshmen team is
the comparatively large squad,
numbering close to 50, proved to having its first scrimmages, from
which
successtheir
a much clearer picture of
factor
in
be no small
the squad and Its capabilities is
ful campaign.
Despite the abolition of the con- sure to come.
Following is the roster: Charles
troversial two«platoon system by
the colleges, it is probable that the Abbott - fullback or end, John J.
freshmen aggregation win play un- Alden - end, Dick Armstrong der the same rules as in former tackle, John Collins - end, Hartley
years, as all their opponents are Connett - guard, Mike Coster
halfback, Carl Denholtz - end,
prep schools.

deal
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Bear Power Plays Level Wesleyan, 18-3

[Polar

pola*

7,

Mostrom
Bernson
Spicer vs.

•••

vs.

•

Christmas cards were first used
in the United States in 1874.

Bob Keay
•

•

•

•

.

+ * + ..*. + + .*. + + + .« +
.

.

.

.

.

.

Roux.

Wetleyin

(I)
re. Carroll
rt. Ullian

(18)

le

McCabe,

It

Goldstein. Is
Peluao. c
Friedlander. rjt
Cecelski. rt
Murray, re

Games Start

Totman, rhb

"B" League
Zete vs Independents

Beta vs Sigma

A. D. vs Delta Sig
Trlday, October 9
A. R. U. vsA.T, O.
l
Tuesday, October IS
Chi Psi vs Delta Sig
[Wednesday, October 14
A. R. U. vs Kappa Sig
[Thursday, October IS
Psi U. vs A. T. O,
[Friday, October 16
Kappa Sig vs A.D.Tuesday, October 20
-Kappa Sig vs Delta Sig
|Wednesday, October 21
Chi Psi vs A. T. O.
Thursday, October 82
A. R. U. vs Psi U.
Friday, October 88
Chi Psi vs A. D.
Tuesday, October 87
A. R. U. vs A. D.
Wednesday, October 88
Chi Psi vs Psi U.
Thursday, October 89
Kappa Sig vs A. T. O.
Friday, October 80
Psi U. vs Delta Sig
Tuesday, November S
Psi U. vs A. D.
Wednesday, November 4
A. R. U, vs Delta Sig
Thursday, November 8
Chi Psi vs Kappa Sig

DKE

vs T. D.

Beta vs D. K. E.
Zete vs Sigma

Nu

Brunswick, Maine

Just a few steps from Maine Street

Nine pound wash

30c

Use of Dryer

25c

Complete and Friendly

Student Accounts

Welcomed

jfl

Office

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

Jerry Wilkes

Member

Of The Orient •

Federal Deposit Insurance

and

Service

•

Interview Visiting Celebrities

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

•

Get live Locker Room Stories On

Soles

I

Beta vs Independents
Zete vs T. D.

I

D. K. E. vs Sigma

Nu

All

|

•Delta Sig vs A. T. O.

Sigma Nu

Bowdoin Games

USED CARS

|

vs T. D.

D. K. E. vs Independents

Maine's Most Modern Auto

I

Zete vs Beta
.

•

Body Repair and Paint Shop

|

Zete vs D. K. E.

Beta vs T. D.

Complete Front End

A feature Article

About Your
Favorite Campus Haunt

Write

•

i

Friday,

Sigma Nu vs Independents

November 6

Teams playing on League "B"

MerrymeethTg
185 Park

IF

Frame Alignment

A. D. vs A. T. O.

•(League "A"

Greeting Cktrds

Join

Shop

---

Free Gift Wrapping

50

field)

Gift
Row

Gifts

>••••••••

•

••• •••••

/

Banking Services

T..D. vs Independents

|

The Sfeafi Of The

BOWDOIN ORIENT
M

18

Mexico has had to import corn,
its staple gram, in recent years because of increased demand.

Have You Ever Wanted
To

Nu

Thursday, October s

18

Bowdoin Substitutions: Atkins, Chapman,
Jeon. Kowal, Farrinirton. Teata, Gorman.
Stephens. Pratt, Boyle. Inaraham. Sterns,
Libby, Williamson. Colette, Dyer, O'Rourke,
Howe. Lareom. Garland.
Wesleyan Substitutions: Smith. Haas,
Rosner, Froat, Moll, AvanUsgio, Stohla.
Keneraon,
Francis,
Moaner,
Beeman.
Brown, Denauit, Baker. Sutkowski.
Scoring: Coukos 2. Totman.

6

A. R. U. vs Chi Psi
[Wednesday, October 7
Kappa Sig vs Psi U

Ihb, Conirleton
fb, Cohen

Coukos. Ihb

Anthony, fb
Score by Period!
Bowdoin
Wesleyan

'

8^,X

at 3:30

Younr

Brunswick Branch

The Record
• Printers

"A" League

Spada

e.

lit.
Chase
McConnell
LarKey
qb, Binawanarr
rhb. Gordon

le,

Coagrove. qb

•

>ate
jesday, October

rg.

It,

FORMS

Paal K. Niven

Schedule

The summary:
Bowdoin

Mill Street

Don Weston
Dick Chase

vs.

Cardinal's 41. Cosgrove had received an assist on the play from
Atkins who had batted the ball
away from Sutkowski into Cosgrove's hands.

Bendix Launderette

15

•

e

that carried 51 yards to Bowdoin's
18 where Jack Cosgrove caught
him and' hauled him down. On the
next play Cosgrove picked off a
Wesleyan pass on the goal line
and returned it 59 yards to the

Cor poration

1

BOWD01N

*mnmwr>**+*u

wC'~ m**:

19

H.

On Toast

Cubes

Ice

Brown Spends Last

Semester Traveling

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

JORIENT,

—

choice. Unfortunately, both for the
Orient and C. Fosdick, things are
not to be so.

Lured By Lampoon

National Teacher

Exam

Mr. Lilypad, lured by the offer
Administered
Will
of a full tuition scholarship, a
large box of Dog Yummies, and
Service
Testing
the exclusive franchise on the base
of the John Harvard statue in
The National Teacher ExaminHarvard Yard, declined at the last ations, prepared and administered
minute to accept the Orient post annually by Educational Testing
and Joined the staff of the Harvard Service, will be given at 200 test-

Be

By

Lampoon.
Popular Combo
We understand that he had planned to Major in English and Minor
a fairly
in Animal Husbandry
popular academic combination at
the Cambridge school.
Lurch
In view of the liberality of the
Lampoon's offer, perhaps we cannot fully blame Lilypad for his decision, although in the light of his

ing centers throughout the United
States on Saturday, February 13,
1954.

the one-day testing session a

At

—

candidate may take the Common
Herbert R.
Examinations, which include tests
in Profesional Information, GenerIn May, Professor Brown gave a
al Culture, English Expression, and
series of lectures on the American
Non-verbal Reasoning; and one or
Schools at the University of Martwo of nine Optional ExaminaGermany. In August he was
demonstrate burg,
designed
to
tions
a member of "The Seminar of
of subject matter t0
mast
— — -— which
absence, the Orient is rather leftf^,,,.^
m.„ college
„,v,i„v,
a Shakespeare Studies" at Stratforda
taught The
on-Avon, England.
in the lurch
as far as humor- candidate
attending, or the
is
with - a - slightly - different - school system in which he is seek-

Brown

^

,

—

slant goes.

Almost
Harvard's Gain
Oh, well, Bowdoin's loss is Harvard's gain. Or rather, it would
have been were it not for one fairly good reason. You see, C. Fosdick
is dead ... a victim, it would seem,
of his own greed and passion.
Attacks Radcliffe Girl
Jolted into an insane frenzy by
an overdose of Dog Yummies, Lily-pad raced from the Lampoon office
and severely bit a passing Radcliffe undergraduate on the nose,
just forward of her glasses. He
then fell to the ground where he
lay in a dazed condition until carried back into the editorial rooms
of the Harvard paper.
Expires In Agony
Just over a half an hour later,
he died in the arms of the Lam.

.

.

WBOA

ing employment, will advise him
whether he should take the National Teacher Examinations and
which of the Optional Examinations to select.

Application forms and a Bulletin of Information describing registration procedure and containing sample test questions may be
obtained from college officials,
school superintendents, or directly
from the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service, P. O. Box 592, Princeton,

New

Thursday, October 8

examination fees, will be accepted
by the ETS office during November and December, and in January
so long as they are received be-

Sign

January

8:00
8:15
8:30
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05
6:59
7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

15, 1954.

News
Sports
Keep Posted

14

-

Lucky Strike News
D.

Show

J.

440 Club

-

Request Show

News
Stulytime Serenade

To Be Announced
World News Roundup
Flick Parade
Sports Review
Midnite Special

Late News Roundup
Sign Off
Tuesday, Oct IS
Sign On

News

an

evening

informal

self studies.

tee consists of Professors Albert

Sports

Keep Posted
Varsity Varieties
Lucky Strike News
D. J. Show

Studytime Serenade
Chapel Talk

News
Flick Parade

Sports Review
Midnite Special

6:59
7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30

1

On

News

ineffectual. There is
to fear it nor to fear the

mote extensive and
ticipation

Late News Roundup
Sign Off

a

small

is

Ad Good

I.OO

meth-

Date

The

cials decided not to press charges prevented the completion of the
against a student involved in a dorm in time for the school's offllseries of campus thefts on the! cial opening. In order to cope with

theory that "he needs treatment
instead of punishment." The student stole articles having a total
value of $5,800, including $4,000
worth of photographic equipment

At Trinity

informative,

M

an adjacent

I

WW NICOTINE

of
&

HIGHEST QUALITY
The

country's six leading cigarette brands were
analyzed— chemically— and Chesterfield wit found
in nicotine— highest in quality.

low

©

independent

distinguished criticism of

•

A PROVEN RECORD
lit*

intelligent

with smokers

interpretation

of

Again and again, over a full year and a half- a group
of Chesterfield smokers have been given thorough

TODAY, the new New Repub-

medical examinations ... the doctor's reports are a
matter of record. "No adverse effects to the nose,

world events

October 7-8

floor of

PROOF

erature and the arts

lic is

Wod.-Thurs.

on the

O

coverage of public affairs

Brunswick, Maine

ing

accurate, behind-the-headlines

•

CUMBERLAND

the problem 60 mattresses had to
be rented at the last moment and
16 of the new arrivals are sleep-

the ONLYc/qaretfe everto give you...

journal of opinion, bringing you.

•

|

the smell of wet paint building.

New Republic is America's

most

Orchestral accompaiuinent

whether or not a fraternity greeted 137 confused frosh who
wants to.
were assigned to a new freshman
At Michigan State, college offi- dorm. A variety of complications
frosh,

Communists
or the McCarthys

required reading as a

corrective to the omissions and

throat and sinuses from smokingChesterfieldw."

bias of the one-party press.

A responsible independent research laboratory super*
vises this continuing program.

with

Tony Curtis • Janet Leigh

FOR STUDW4TS
ONLY
AN FACULTY

also

Short Subjects

October 9-10

Fri.-Sat.

WC

NEW

with
Edward G. Robinson

Morton's

Et

of the
£ weeks
REPUBUC

VICE SQUAD

fsov.
for $3-50

{

*"<>

te

6

.'

Paulette Goddard

208 MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

also

News

Short Subjects

CHESTERFIELD

THE SWORD AND
THE ROSE
with
Richard Todd
Glynis Johns

MAIL YOUR ORDER
1

also

"

NOW

BFSTFORVOV
&m

V

r

%&:.
.^. --.

Studmnt, faculty Offer
\

News

Short Subjects

New
I

2.45

May

To be announced
Memorial Hall
Events: Joel Hupper, Flute Concert
Graduating Recital

that whitewashes

ods employed, and the outcome.
Using these reports as a basis, a
statement will be published which,
it is hoped,. will be helpful to liber-

News

2.95

in

Place:

either the

Pipe 3.50

Or More

Moulton Union

^CHANGING 10 CHESTERFIELD

a magazine

HOUDINI

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Wed.-Thurs.

October 14-15

I

I

I

New

York 14, N. T.

I

**M» r

°**xo.

Nam*
Nun*

I

"...

Address

Short Subjects

I City

1amasi

I

I

I

also

M

St.,

Sew RipmUic lot 3)
your special price of 13.50,
eodoee.

it

I

Billy Daniels

News

weeks
which

I

with
Dick Haymes
Audrey Totter

1.50

230 W.»t 41 tt

I

I

THE RIVER
.89

Itpvblic

Pleaie tend the

DOWN

CRUISIN*

Shorts

Place:

Event: Second Student Recital
Date: Monday, May 10
*
Place: To be announced
Event: Second Bowdoin Music Club Concert

no reason

Commun-

Sun.-Mon— Tues.
October 11-12-13

Gym

Dr. Pelletier is a native of Sanford, Maine. He was graduated
from Bowdoin in 1936 and earned
both his master of arts and doctor
of philosophy degrees at Harvard.
He has served as consultant in his
field to state and national agen-

\

SMOKERS BY THE THOUSANDS

NOT

$20,000 Allotment

•

Remembering

Athletic Socks

issues specialized publications, and
coordinates the programs of the 10
state or regional affiliates.

sheet

A

Flick Parade

Sports Review
Midnite Special

Men's Sweatshirt, Regular

Toward that end, it conducts conferences and workshops,

a propaganda

sum up to $20,000 will be allotted to each participating institution. At the conclusion of the
colleges' studies of
themselves,
they will send a report to the

World News Roundup

Men's Sweatshirts With Collar

F. E. T. Tillotson
tivity.

Memorial Hall

Event: Zlatko Balokovic, Violinist
Date: Monday, November 30
Place: Memorial Hall
Event: Curtis String Quartet, Frederic Tillotson, collaborating
Date: Saturday, December 5
Place: First Parish Church
Event: Handel's Messiah, 300 voices, soloists and orchestra
Date: Sunday, January 17
Place: Moulton Union
Event: First Student Recital
Date: Wednesday, February 17
Place: Memorial Hall
Event: Nel Tangeman, Mezzo-soprano
*
Date: Tuesday, February 23
Place: To be announced
Event: First Bowdoin Music Club Concert
Date: Saturday, March 13
Place: To be announced
Event: Annual Glee Club Campus Concert, Brahms Requiem with
Connecticut College
Date: Sunday, March 21
Place: Chapel Service
Event: Westbrook Junior College Choir
Date: Monday, April 12
Place: Memorial Hall
Event: Brunswick Choral Society in Haydn's Creation
Dates: April 19-20-21
Place: Memorial Hall
Event: Interfraternity Singing Competition
Date: Sunday, April 25

NOT

selected will
carry on its study independently.
It will be left up to the colleges
and universities to add students,
alumni, or trustees to the surveying body.

Studytime Serenade
Faculty Views

For

Place:

He will serve as associate direcof the Citizenship Clearing
House, and affiliate of the NYU
Law Center which seeks to pro-

a textbook

al arts colleges in general.

On Any

Bowdoin College

Foundation's offices, describing the

Sign Off

This

it

and

institution

printed below,

however, a politically

gally exists in Japan,

Sports
The Program for College Self
Koep Posted
a
Studies limits the participants to
Brunswick High School
liberal arts colleges of independent
Hour
status and those affiliated with
8:00 Lucky Strike News
universities.
8:15 Piano Portraits - Hamel
8:30 Street of Dreams - DeBrule
A weed has- been defined as a
9:25 News
plant growing in the wrong place.

9:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

is,

is

Season 1S5S-M
Date: Monday, November 16

5.

deteriorating relations with Ja- political science training to include cies and is an active member of
pan. Re-armament could be accom- practical experience in political ac- the American Political Science Asplished readily, because Japan is sian Communism which they dis- sociation.
the biggest industrial plant in like and theoretical communism in
Asia. One handicap in the problem the Marxian sense which they apof withdrawing American troops prove. Their brand of communism
Ivy Curtain
exists in the fact that many Jap- is
a form of socialistic Marxism
anese who favor withdrawal of greatly resembling that of Great
(Continued from Page 2)
U. S. troops are pacifists. Leaving Britain. As a result of the unconBody Rushing Committee stated.
Japan without American troops or ditional surrender of the Japanese
This coincides with the experitroops of her own for protection Empire and the demoralization
ence here and, it seems, adds validwould only open the country to followed the end of World War II,
ity to our present policy of immepossible aggression.
a lost generation has arisen sim- diate rushing. This is especially
English Commercial Language
ilar to that other lost generation true when compared to the compliIn discussing Japanese schools, which grew up in England and cations that have developed at AmMr. Benjamin noted ae lack of ex- France following World War I.
herst as the result of their attempt
tra-curricular activities at the unFor Bowdoin men who are in- to achieve 100% bidding during
iversities in contrast to the many terested in writing letters to Jap- the second semester. This plan
activities
American anese students, Professor Benja- combines the tension of a semesfound
in
schools. The English language, he min has a list of Japanese stu- ter's worrying about which fraterdiscovered, has become very im- dents who are anxious to corres- nity a frosh will join, and the addportant to the Japanese. It is used pond with American students.
ed strain of having to bid every
as the commercial language in a
large part of Asia. Though the
Japanese student is interested in

He

schedule of the season's music events

MUSIC EVENTS

tor

cently $300,000 was appropriated ist influence among the young peofor this purpose. Applications are ple who distinguish between Rusnow being received by a' committee of the Foundation up to November 1, 1953. The board of directors of the fund and the committee hope that with financial assistance the institutions will be
able to free some faculty members
for the study.

activities of the faculty, the

News
Sign

A

NYU

effective parof outstanding college
students and graduates in the political life of their communities.
Dr. Pelletier, on leave as associate professor of government
at Bowdoin, will work with the)
director
of
the
organization,
George H. Williams, associate
professor of law at NYU, in the
administration of the national pro-

»

in April.

versity Law Center, Dean Russell
D. Niles of the
School of Law

announced Monday, October

He hastened to add, however,
that the attitude of Japanese regarding Americans and concerning
the quartering of American troops
in Japan cannot easily be summed up into one general statement. Though the average Japanese citizen wants the withdrawal gram.
The Citizenship Clearing House
of American troops from the
country, there are many Japanese was founded in 1947 by Arthur T.
business men who hope that these Vanderbilt, then dean of the NYU
School of Law and present chief
troops will remain.
justice of the Supreme Court of
Re-armament
New Jersey. Operating under a
Withdrawal of Troops
Mr. Benjamin believes that re- grant of funds from the Maurice
armament of Japan and the with- and Laura Falk foundation of
Pittsburgh,
the organization endrawal of American troops may be
useful in improving the gradually courages colleges to extend their

Program's Origin
conscious individual and readily
The program was set up by the expresses his political beliefs in
Ford Foundation in April, 1951. It street parades, riots, and strikes.
resulted from the request of sevThough a communist party le-

Fred Wilkens Show

News

enth largest city in Japan. When
questioned regarding the attitude
Japanese toward Americans,
Mr. Benjamin who spent some
time in Japan during the days of
the military occupation, noted that
the very friendly attitude which
existed toward Americans during
the occupation has given way to
a less friendly feeling since the
signing of the treaty.

Music Schedule For 1953-1954
Under the direction of Professor Frederic E. T.
doin College's musical activities appear very bright for the
*
season.
Highlights of the schedule include the annual Messiah ^conoetl
given before Christmas by the Bowdoin Glee Club, with orchestra]
accompaniment A joint concert with Connecticut College is planne*
for March 13, 1954. The Interf raternity Sing competition will -be heM

NYU Law School Staff

of

cepts.

eral liberal arts colleges for financial aid in conducting self appraisals of their own programs. Re-

pians Music Schedule

{Continued From Pa ft 2]
Dr. Lawrence L. Pelletier, diBenjamin taught courses in Eng- rector of the Bureau for Municipal
lish
literature
Western Research at Bowdoin College, has
and
thought at the University of Kyu- been appointed to the administrashu located in Fukuoka, the sev- tive staff of the New York Uni-

Abrahamson, Herbert R. Brown, American technology and scientiAssistant fic "know-how", he is not particuGustafson,
Alton H.
Professor Jeffrey J. Carre, and larly eager to learn about western
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, ex moral, ethical, and esthetic con-

Each

Wednesday, Oct. 14

,

6:59
7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30

Monday

faculty meeting was held in Massachusetts Hall concerning the Ford
Foundation program for college

officio.

,

On

Foundation College Plan

The committee considering the
program has not reached a deciWith Professor Athern P.
Completed applica- sion yet.
commitby proper Daggett as chairman, the
accompanied

Schedule, Oct. 8

6:59 Sign On
7:00 News
7:05 Sports
7:15 Keep Posted
7:30 FIELD'S FOLLEYS
7:45 Serenade in Blue
8:00 Lucy Strike News
8:15 D. J. Show
8:30 Big Bonanza
9:25 News
9:30 Studytime Serenade
10:30 Chapel Talk
10:45 World News Roundup
11:00 Flick Parade
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Flipping With Herb
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off
Friday, Oct 9
6:59 Sign On
7:00 News
7:05 Sports
7:15 Keep Posted
7:30 Capitol's Top Ten
8:00 Lucky Strike news
8:15 Sports Special
8:30 Moonlight Moods
9:25 News
9:30 Studytime Serenade
10:30 Town Topics
10:45 World News Roundup
11:00 Flick Parade
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Jazz Special
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off
Saturday, Oct. 10
12:59 Sign On
1:00 Grandstand Bandstand
1:50 Bowdoin - Amherst Game
4:30 Grandstand Bandstand
5:00 Sign Off
Sunday, Oct. 11
6:59 Sign On
7:00 News
7:05 Sports
7:15 Keep Posted
7:30 News Commentary
7:45 Here's to Vets
8:00 Lucky Strike .News
8:15 World of Opera
Puccini's La Boheme
10:45 World News Roundup
11:00 Paris Star Time
11:15 Sports Review
11:30 Midnite Special
12:00 Late News Roundup
12:05 Sign Off
Monday, Oct. 12

Discussion About Ford

Jersey.

tions,

fore

Faculty Meeting Holds

1953

Edwin Benjamin Conies Pelletier, On Leave,
Back To Campus After Appointed To lie

And Studying In Europe Two Years In Japan

By Benjamin ft M. Priest '66
Professor Herbert Ross Brown
(For the last two year*, ti*> hn- peon's Editor-in-Chief, who, with
oohmn of the ORIENT has tears in his eyes, reported that spent the last half year traveling
under the title "Behind the Lilypad, after being heard to ex- and studying throughout Europe.
Ivy Curtain." However, that name claim, "Here, by God, is a col- He visited Italy, Austria, Germany,
Holland, Spain and Great Britain.
I* how more appropriately given umn," expired in extreme agony.
Morals Galore
the college? news column on page
English Dept Head
A Radcliffe undergraduate. My
two. We feel a new title for the
word!
humor column was needed.)
Notice
No Ulypad
Last year, in the Ivy issue of
The Clear-eyed &. Steady-handed
this rag, the Editors announced Jadaloon Hunters of America, Bowthat the humor column this fall doin Chapter, will hold their smokwould be written by one C. Fos- er by the memorial flag pole next
dick Ulypad
a bull terrier by Thursday evening. In case of rain,
occupation and, presumably, by go home.
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High Ranking Scholars To
Be Honored In Exercises
To Be Student Speaker
Bowdoin College

pay tribute

will

to its high ranking scholars in the
13th annual James Bowdoin Day
exercises that will be held in Memorial Hall Thursday, Oct. 15, at
11:00 am.
The guest speaker will be Dr.
Theodore Meyer Greene, Professor
of Philosophy at Yale University.
Dr. Greene was born in Constantinople, Turkey, of American parents. He studied at Amherst, receiving an A.B. degree. Among his
other degrees are a Ph.D. from the
University of Edinburgh, LL.D.
from the University of Pittsburgh,
and D.D. from Amherst. At Yale,
he has served as Master of Silli-

Hubert

S.

Reveals Gifts, Legacies
Of $288,393.26 Last Year

Shaw, Vice

President Norton Talk
In

New Hampshire

Last Wednesday, October 7, Mr.
Hubert S. Shaw and Vice-President Bela W. Norton drove over
to the New England Inn in Intervale, N. H., to attend the Fall
meeting of the New Hampshire

Bowdoin Club.
Mr. Norton

said

Prospective Deficit $71,761;
Endowment Over 12 Million

Strong Bowdoin Group
Travels To Amherst

For Game And Parties
By Franklin

about
attended

that

twenty-five graduates
the meeting. Both Mr. Norton and

By Thomas

Judiciary Constitution

Harvard's Pusey

At

Among

Visitors

College Association Conference Monday, Thursday To

Harvard's new president, Na- and sophomores while at Wesleyan. Pick
Girl
609
Is Recently Approved
than M. Pusey, was one of the During the second World War he
distinguished representatives taught physics courses for the October 8, 1953
many
5:15 p.m.
The effect of a recently passed
to the ninety-sixth annual meeting Naval V-5 program at the ConnectCall from city desk. Two reamendment to the constitution of
of the Association of Colleges in icut college.
porters needed, Harry Thursday
the Student Judiciary Board will
Honorary Degrees
New England held Tuesday, Oct. 6,
and Blue Monday, to cover a story
be to require that, of the five memPresident Pusey has been con- on "Maiden Devouring Out of Seaand Wednesday, Oct. 7, here at
bers of the board, two will be
ferred with honorary Doctor of son". Many cases reported to inBowdoin.
juniors elected for two years and
Appointed to his present posi- Laws degrees at Wesleyan in 1944 firmary.
one a senior, to serve for one year.
and Ripon College in 1945. He re- 5:20 Signed in.
This amendment was designed to tion June 1, 1953 by the Harvard
ceived an honorary Doctor of HuThursday: But where do we
preserve the continuity necessary Corporation, President Pusey has
mane Letters from Coe College in
start, chief?
for the success of the Board. The been described "as a student of the
Chief: I don't care.
amendment was voted on and ac- problem of general education 'es- 1948.
was
He
appointed
president
of
movement
to
active
in
the
Monday: But
cepted by the Student Council, the pecially
Lawrence
in
1944.
Lawrence
is
a
Chief: All I want are the facts.
only body that can make such revitalize the teaching of the husmall co-educational institution
men. Those that are fit to print
changes in the Board's constitu- manities in liberal arts education'."
about this "goodies ring."
As former president of Lawrence with a curriculum similar to Bowtion.
doin's.
Thursday: Yes, sir.
Those serving on the board this College in Appleton, Wis., he introDr. Pusey succeeds Dr. James B. 5:22 signed out.
year are Seniors Paul P. Brountas, duced a course to acquaint all
Conant at Harvard. Dr. Conant
Proceeded back to local station
Barrett C. Nichols Jr., and Roder- first-year students with major
became president emeritus upon
house.
ick M. Simpson, and Juniors Philip fields of learning. The fields included the social sciences, philo- being appointed United States 5:25 Spotted green rabbit scrampS. Day and Dennis W. King.
Commissioner for Germany.
ing across campus toward Bleak
A nominating committee com- sophy, religion, the natural sci- High
was
Pusey
born in Council Bluffs,
arts.
and
House
followed by a singing
ences
the
posed of three fraternity presidents
Iowa, in 1907. He attended Council
minstrel.
appointed by the Student Council
Greek History Scholar
Bluffs High School before going
President chose ten candidates of
President Pusey received his
5:26 Stopped minstrel and exto Harvard. He is a member of the
which the five mentioned were Bachelor of Arts degree. Magna
changed scales with new suspect.
Harvard chapter of Phi Beta Kapelected by the Council.
No facts.
Cum Laude, from Harvard in 1928.
The Student Judiciary Board After he received his Master of pa.
5:30 Plodded onward.
handles cases referred to it by the Arts in 1932, he won a fellowship
Thursday: Blue, I've got a hunch.
administration of
the
College. to stut'y ancient history in Greece.
Let's try the crime lab in NorThese cases usually pertain to stu- Dr. Pusey wrote his Ph.D. thesis Clemens Heusch Tours
ton, Mass.
dent misdemeanors in the dormi- on Athenian law and received his
•
»
*
»
'53;
tories, fraternity
1937.
With
Albach
ILS.
houses, or in degree from Harvard in
This
is an introduction to a featown. Cases are brought to the
While studying at Harvard,
ture article on one of the better
attention of the Dean, who may President Pusey started his teach- Plans
Bowdoin Club known women's colleges in New
refer them to the Board which ing career as a part-time assistant
Two foreign students, Clemens England which will appear in the
then has primary jurisdiction.
He later taught at
in history.
The Board has the power to Scripps College in Claremont, Cal., Heusch (A.T.O.) and Hurst Al- next issue of the ORIENT. The
data for this story has been complace a student on probation and a as an assistant professor of his- bach (D.K.E.), both of whom gradpiled over the last year by long
fraternity on social probation. It tory and literature. Dr. Pusey was uated from Bowdoin last June, are
can deal with disputes between also assistant professor of classics making plans to formulate a Con- hours of tedious research and tremendous financial expense. This
fraternities brought to its atten- at Wesleyan University. He was tinental Bowdoin Club to reprewill be only the first of several
tion by the executive committee of instrumental in. developing new sent the growing number of alumni
articles on a number of Eastern
any of the houses involved.
liberal arts courses for freshmen who reside in Europe.
Heusch; a Bowdoin Plan student women's colleges.
from Germany went on a 23,000
mile hitch hiking tour throughout
America during the summer of Play
Carlo
1952. Accepting rides in more than
250 cars, he saw 42 states and
Dramatic Season
Speaking in Chapel last Friday.
He then described the one three Canadian provinces, not to
16, 17
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick spoke necessity for an efficient student forget a corner of Mexico. For the
on the topic of "Student Govern- government body.
He said first of his two trips across the
Casting has been nearly comment", a subject of discussion "Though student government is continent, he was accompanied by
mentioned at a conference on not a 'right' in terms of the char- Tony Cornwell, a foreign student pleted and rehearsals will commence for the play by Don Carlo,
"The Student's Progression in His ter and by-laws of the college, it from the Psi Upsilon House.
'51, with which the Masque and
Destination Unkown
Formal Education" held in New could well be argued that it rests
When the two adventurers began Gown opens its season on NovemYork last week.
on a deeper sanction: that it is
their extensive odyssey by stick- ber 16th and 17th.
obligation
of
the
colinherent
the
In the course of the speech Dean
The play will be produced
ing a Bowdoin sign to their suitKendrick said. "Former President lege to foster and encourage stuarena style in the Moulton Union
Hyde once listed what he con- dent government since the col- cases, they had no planned destin- as have two previous trial plays.
ations in mind. One thing, howinstitution
whose
misis
an
lege
sidered the essentials of a good
It is a full length play in two
college.
Among these he speci- sion is to prepare men morally ever, they did know. As Clemens acts dealing with a widow in
and intellectually for responsibil- put it: "We were going to see
fied:
charge of a Town Farm in Conity as citizens in a free sooiety. America the way she is, and we
A body of students suffici- It does no good to give them in- would shake hands and rub elbows necticut, who is attempting to run
ently large to include varied
at the farm by herself after her hustellectual preparation with prepa- with all kinds of Americans'
types, tastes, classes and interband's death. The town authoriration for the assumption of so- home, not in an official manner. We
ests; yet no larger than is conhad lived together with college ties consider putting a young
cial responsibility."
sistent with
high standards,
couple into her place, who will
students;
we
the
had
studied
The Dean then described several
thorough work, and individual
'American way'; we wanted to see introduce modern, efficient methof the more "concrete" forms of
responsibility.'
ods, and the basic theme of the
student self-government that are it."
Another essential he described
Throughout their travels in all play deals with her desire to do
obvious around the campus.
He
what is best for the old folks. It
as:
mentioned the dormitory proc- parts of America, Heusch met is written as a warm comedy of
arid
moral respon'Social
scores of people whom he rememtors, the Student Council and its
character with amusing types and
sibility developed through large
bers
with
interest.
he
Two
people
related bodies such as the Judicisituations.
liberty; supported by intimate
ary Committee, the Union Com- recalls particularly are the lady
The author, who won the Oneinfluence at critical points; and
farmer in Texas who knew more
mittee, which have representabacked by rigorous exclusion of
about good and bad beor than Act Play Contest in 1951, with his
tives in them presenting the inplay "The Others," a dramatizathe few who are deliberately
most
Germans,
in
and
hotelier
the
terests of the fraternities and
injurious to the character of
Alabama, who after giving him a tion of a story by Edith Wharton,
other campus organizations.
went from Eowdoin to the Unithe others and the reputation
But if these bodies don't have lift, said that he had been held up versity of Texas for graduate
of all.'
by
a hitchhiker only a few days.bethe cooperation of the administra'In? play
fore. His longest ride covered half work in play-writing,
tion and themselves are not funcwav across the country, from Port- now being produced won him a
tioning vigorously then the colReceptions
land, Maine, well into Kansas, a masters degree trom Texas last

On

Up

.

Photo by Guton

Paul P. Brountas

'54

He has edited and
many of Immanuel

al organizations.

translated

i

Kant's works, and is the author of
"The Arts and the Art of Criticism."

*4

After Dr. Greene delivers his ad"Our Liberal Tradition".
President Coles will announce the
awards, presenting the eighty-one
dress,

James Bowdoin Scholars. He will
also award the General Philoon
Trophy and the James Bowdoin
Cup. Paul P. Brountas '54 will be
the student speaker.

James Bowdoin Scholarships
The James Bowdoin Scholarships
were established in 1941 to accord
recognition to those undergraduates who distinguish themselves by
excellence in scholarship. They
carry no stipend and are awarded
to undergraduates in recognition
of a high average in courses to
(Continued on Page 2)

Frosh Study Program

To Be Held In Smith Aud.
To Discuss Problems
A freshman study program will
be held in Smith Auditorium
Thursday October 15 from seven
to eight. Dean Kendrick, cooperating with Dr. David R. Russell,
who is in charge of the program,
urge all Freshmen to attend.
Meetings to Discuss Problems
The purpose of the study meeting is to hear and discuss any

problems which Freshmen have
concerning study procedure, fra-

and college adjustlife,
in general.
Dr. Russell, head of the Student
Counseling Service has felt for a
number of years that Freshmen
start off their academic careers
much too slowly at Bowdoin. Of
course, as Dean Kendrick said.
Freshmen can be shown how to
study, but there is no substitute
ternity

ment

work. However, if the
hard work is not directed in the
right way. a Freshman's marks
might not present a true picture
as to how hard he is working.
Dr. Russell will explain how a
Freshman should budget his time,
organize his work, and how to go
about concentrating on his work,
while doing it.
In the past, a meeting similar to
this has been held at a later date.
Dr. Russell, however, believes that
it is more important to have the
meeting now, so Freshmen will be
able to combat such problems as
studying for hour examinations,
semester examinations, and writing term papers before^they arise.
.More Meetings Possible
If the meeting is successful and
the Freshmen feel that they would
like to have more of a similar nature, others could be held, either
with the whole delegation, or infor hard

dividual fraternity sessions. Both
Dean Kendrick and Dr. Russell believe that it will be an hour well
spent for all Freshmen, whether
they feel they need to be instructed in study habits or not.

.

according to the Fnancial doin alumni. Describing these as
Report of the College recently is- "of real financial assistance to the
College," he added:

30, 1953,

Gives Speech On
Student Government In Chapel

By Don
Open
On November

—

—

Frank

Bowdoin Man Entertains
James Anwyll, '55, entertained

.

Chosen

77 Thousand Awarded

White Key President;

about thirty of his A.D. brethren
and their dates at a cocktail party
as his home in Holyoke. Some say
they think that fishhouse punch
was served; others say they really
can't
remember what it was;
everyone agrees it was good.
Meanwhile, back on the campus,
the places to be were the Deke
house and the Alpha Delt house.
The Amherst jazz band, the Delta

For scholarships and prizes,
$77,226.86 were awarded during the
past year.

Jim Ladd New Veep

Furthermore, Mr. Clark's sumthat during the ten
years of operation through June
30, 1953, the income and expenses
of the College, exclusive of scholarships, prizes, etc., show a net
surplus of $24,921.96. The operations of the College during the fiscal year 1952-1953, covered by the
Report, show an operating deficit
of $68,527.13, as compared with an
estimated deficit, when the budget
for the year was approved by the
Governing Boards, of $88,673.

One

of Bowdoin's most important
student organizations, the White
Key, chose Frank Vecella, president; Jim Ladd, vice president;
and Ray Greenwood, secretarytreasurer as officers at a recent
organization meeting.

mary shows

Composed of one member from
Five, entertained at the Kappa
Theta house. Also, good parties each fraternity, plus three execuwere had at the Psi U, Chi Psi, tives, the White Key serves to
interfratemity
athTheta Delt. and D. U. Houses. Beer coordinate
was served at every turn, and letics and act as host to visiting
jukebox dancing was popular until teams.
the houses closed at one o'clock.
Prospective Deficit of $71,761
House Representatives
The drive back to Brunswick on
The Treasurer's Report also
This year's fraternity repreSunday was one of the memorable
shows an estimated prospective deoccasions of the

trip.

sentatives are Phil Garland, A. D,;

The autumn

$71,761, about $17,000 less
foliage was extremely beautiful, Ron English, Psi U.; Bob Glover,
than last year's prospective deficit,
There were applestands all along' Chi Psi; Jim Ladd, D.K.E.; Bill for the current
fiscal year, ending
the roadside, and everyone ate' Fraser, T. D.; Bob Hazzard, Zeta
June 30, 1954.
their share of the fruit. The stands Psi; Ray Greenwood, Kappa Sig.;
Jack
Beta;
Swenson,
Frank
Vec"All
featuring
the cider you can
drink for 10 cents" may have ella, Sigma Nu; Parker McLaren,
caused a few stomach aches, but A.T.O; Phil Wiener. A.R.U.; and Pres. James S. Coles
Charlie Jordan, Delta Sigma.
it was well worth it.
ficit

i

I

Attends Meeting Of

Daily Chimes Concert Described;
Chimer Holmes Has Difficult Job

Council

fulfilling its mission.
these bodies do not themselves demonstrate a real sense
responsibility
of
for the basic interests of the college
the
.,
college again is not functioning
properly and the elements in the
college who are formally and
legally responsible must inevitably
limit and narrow the field of stu".

.

isn't

,

if

The meeting was

.

The annual Faculty and Freshreception was held Sunday
and Monday nights at 9:30 pjn.
It was arranged to better acquaint
the Freshmen with the faculty and

map

their wives.
The hostesses

were Mrs. Wilder,
Mrs. Jeppesen and Mrs. Root. 'The
hospitality committee, headed by
Mrs. Kenneth J. Boyer, consisted
of Mrs. Philip S. Wilder. Mrs. William C. Root. Mrs. Myron A. Jeppesen, Mrs. Daniel F. Hanley. Mrs.
Laurence S. Hall, Mrs. Walter M.
Solmitz, Mrs. James A. Storer,
Mrs. Joseph B. Miller and Miss
Jacqueline Antil.

dent government."

.

some 1650

to the grand Cordilleras of the directed as well as writing plays
Wyoming and Montana, followed while here. His original one- act,
by Washington, with its outstand- "The Lift," was produced in the
ing national parks and what was 1950 contest, and another original
"They Came," competed
to Heusch the pearl of American play,
with, "The Others," in 1951.
landscapes, Pudget Sound.
The two earlier tryout plays
Impressed by California
But even more impressive was have been done arena style in the

his throe-week whirlwind tour of
the varied wonders of California,
from the arid lava beds in the
The
chapter of the North to Death Valley in the
Clear-eyed & Steady-handed Jada- South.
loon Hunters of America will try
Next came an engagement to
again to hold their smoker. The speak at the Rotary Club in Phoespot this week is the Thorndyke nix, Arizona. These Rotary engageOak. The time: Friday night at ments were the backbone of their
eight. Bring your horns.
(Continued on Page 2)

Notice

Bowdoin

tf*

,

split

up

into

on

congressional
investigations,
teachers, the future of
higher education, and world understanding in education. Mr. Coles
attended Section 1, which was concerned with "The Future Pattern
of Higher Education."
college

Eisenhower Welcome
The meeting officially opened on
Thursday morning with greetings
from President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
After this, there were
speeches by Margaret Clapp, President of Wellesley College, and
Harold C. Hunt, Professor at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education, on the major problems in
higher education
and in the

The sections met in the
afternoon.
In Section 1, Dr. Ronald B.
Thompson, Registrar of Ohio State
University, spoke on the fastgrowing college age population in
this country. He pointed out the
fact that in a few years most
states will be faced with not only
twice as many college-age people
as today, but also with a larger
percentage of those who are of
college age entering college.
Of
course, this is because of the tremendous birthrate of the 1940s,
and Dr. Thompson said that colleges must make plans now if they
are to be ready for the increase of
students and the rising coats of
education.
schools.

'
1

By David G.
Each afternoon at precisely
3:45 the college community and
the people of Brunswick set their
watches as the first notes of the
daily concert issue forth from the
chapel chirr.es. For the next fifteen minutes they hear boom
forth from the bells a selection of
numbers

ranging

from

Lavander '55
Other than a snort article in the
1940 issue of the alumni magazine
there is no record of the bells in
the archives of the college. Even
the 1924 volumn of the Orient paid

no heed to their arrival.
Hunched ChVne Ringer
On the second floor of the south
Brahms' tower of the chapel there is a
dark, damp, mold-infested
room some four feet square. This
is the headquarters of the chime
ringer, who hunches over an oak
from which protrude
pedestal,
wooden levers roughly
eleven
shaped to fit the hand. These compose the keyboard; by pressing
down hard on them, a seres of
dowels, chains, and pulleys are set
in operation which finally release
small,

dates back to 1924, when they were
given to the college by William M.
Payson '74. In addittion to ringing
the daily call to chapel, the bells
sound off each afternoon with the
aforesaid concert which is actively
enjoyed by some, passively tolerat- hammers striking the appropriate
ed by others, ignored by still bells.
Union were; "Beware The Brave," others, and an annoyance to a few.
The chimes themselves can be
by Vergason. '39. in 1948. end. In spite of the prominent part they seen only by climbing a series of
"Change To Spring," by Poor *50, play in the daily life of the college, flimsey wooden ladders to the top
tryouts
in 1949.
the however, a fow Bowdoin students of the tower. There are eleven
Since those
Masque and. Gown ha^s produced know much about them. There is chimes which compose the octave
two plays, arena style in the little recorded history of the of the key of G major p'us A, F.
Union, by Mark Reed, "Petticoat chimes, other than the fact that and C sharp. The largest is apFever," in 1950, and "Yes, My Mr. Payson gave them in 1924, proximately three feet high and
Darling Daughter," in 1951. One which is noted in the catalogue three feet wide at the base, and
(Continued on Page 3)
and one issue of the Alumnus.
(Continued on Page 2)
1

was

and Friday morning to discuss an
important issue.
Among other
things, the sections heard speeches

To

"Lullaby" to "Buttons and Bows"
June, and this will be its initial and frcm "Bowdoin Beata" to
miles.
was "Dragnet."
Mr.
Carlo
The first part of his foray led performance.
The ringing of the chapel bells
from Boston through New York totally blinded in World War Two
and the Nothern Middle West before coming to Bowdoin, but is a tradition at Bowdoin which
distance of

Coles

several sections, each of which met
separately on Thursday afternoon

—

lege

On Education

President James S.

one of the comparatively few New
England College Presidents to attend the 36th annual meeting of
the Americal Council on Education
at the Hotel Statler in Washington, D.C. last week.

4

Freshman
Held; Mesdames Wilder
Jeppesen, Root Receive

of

j

New

Dean Kendrick

'57

'
"I am particularly anxious to
Of these gifts and legacies,
$250,250.76 were received for gen- call attention to the fact that if it
eral college and miscellaneous pur- were not for the amounts raised by
poses and $38,142.50 were received the Alumni Fund from year to
for scholarships. Income amount- year the College would have opering to $14,720.47 was added to the ated at a deficit each of the last 10
principal of the endowment funds. years except 1950-1951. This significant fact should indicate to all
Total endowment funds of the connected with the
College that
College
exclusive of undistribut- the activities and good
work of the
ed net gains or losses on the sale Directors of the Alumni
Fund year
of general investments
amount- after year and the generosity
didn't seem tp liveup to the Bowof
Alumni
are
the
of invaluable help
doin standards of a football weekin the financial operation of the
end, especially a weekend with so
College."
many lovely dates present.
Vecella

ter.

College.

Amendment To

Spence

sued.

During the business meeting,
Mr. C. W. Simpson '03 disclosed
that the Spring meeting will be
Photo by Gaston
held in Portsmouth.
Author, Editor and Translator
Pusey was
President James S. Coles is shown here with Nathan M. Pusey, Harvard's new president.
The President and Alumni Coun- chosen last June to succeed Dr. James B. Conant upon his appointment as United States High CommisAfter the game, the visitors
Dr. Greene has been a member
Hampshire
the
New
of
of Delta Upsilon, Delta Sigma Rho, cil Member
sioner for Germany. President Pusey was one of the forty-five representatives from fourteen New Eng- from Maine were disappointed to
and Phi Beta Kappa, as well as Club are Mr. George T. Davidson, land colleges at the ninety-sixth annual meeting of the Association of New England Colleges which was find that Amherst has a rule which
many other literary and education- Jr. '38 and Mr. Ezra P. Rounds '20. held at Bowdoin last week. The conference discussed topics of general interest to the co.lleges concerned. prohibits house cocktail parties
except on special weekends. But
James Bowdoin Speaker
many joined in on small private
This Is It . .
gatherings which were good but
Student

man

L.

Bowdoin College received gifts ed to $12,293,627.92 as of June 30th.
In his report as Treasurer, Roand legacies for general college
purposes, scholarships and miscel- land E. Clark pointed out the imlaneous needs, amounting to $288,- portance of donations to the Alum393.26 during the year ending June ni Fund from the over 7,000 Bow-

G. Davis '54

About one hundred of Bowdoin's
sturdiest undergraduates made the
long journey to Amherst for the
football game, the Smith and Mt.
Holyoke girls, and a chance to cavort on, another v campus.
Alumni (both recent and otherwise) helped to fill up the Bowdoin side of the field and made
quite the opposite of the small
quiet group that was expected.

Shaw gave

talks concerning
their respective positions at the
College. Mr. Shaw also discussed
the Class of 1957 and the opening
of the College for the Fall Semes-

Mr.

9

Bowdoin Financial Report

James Bowdoin Day
13th Annual; Brountas

NUMBER

1953

Conant's Views Given

Another one of the better
speeches, in Mr. Coles' opinion, wai
by Francis Keppel, Dean of the

Harvard Graduate School of Education. Dean Keppel presented the
views of Dr. James B. Conant,
former Harvard President, on "Defuture developments in
higher education." Dr. Conant argues strongly for the American
comprehensive high school, since
it more nearly provides education
for all than the British Public
School does.
All in all, even though no start-

sirable

ling conclusions were arrived at,
vital issues were discussed
at length and. according to President Coles, "A good time was had

many

by alL"
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BUS

MeKlnney,

Is

and

the entrance to some new
secret atomic installation?
the construction men drilling
it

Is it a new underground passage way between the
library and the chapel
or does
it lead to Bill's?
These are the
questions which thinking students
and faculty members have been

—

Three members of the Bowdoin
history department attended the
eighth annual conference of the
Northern New England Historians'
Association last week end at -Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H.
The association is composed of
historians on tne staffs of colleges
in this area who meet each year
to further friendship.
Professor Ernst C. Helmreich,
Professor of History and Govern-

ment, was accompanied by his wife
and son, as they travelled to the
Bowdoin-Amherst game before the
conference at Dartmouth. Assist-

ant Professor of History William
B. Whiteside and his wife, and Dr.
Though we are not definitely Richard L. Schoenwald completed
sure that we know why the ditch- Bowdoin's representation at Hanover.
es, canals, and trenches have been
Dartmouth Professor Speaks
constructed outside' of the library,
Featured" speaker and discussion
we are pleased to see evident signs
of progress in the form of needed leader of the meeting was Professor Robert K. Carr, Joel Parker
campus improvements.
Professor of Law and Political
Science at Dartmouth. His major
speech, given Saturday evening reDaily Chimes Concert;
lated to the work he had done as
the Executive Secretary of exTale
Chimer Told
President Truman's Committee on

intercollegiate crew races in front
of the library."

i

asking themselves ever since the
construction work began.
One reliable observer has reported that daily Chapel attendance has been "spotty" this fall.
[Continued From Page 1]
He has suggested that the College
Administration is having one of the smallest, one and one-half feet
the trenches built as a new under- by one and one-half.
Since there are only eleven
ground passageway in order to encourage chapel attendance on rainy notes, the choice of pieces which
may be played on the bells is 'necdays.
The ROTC Office, it is rumored, essarily limited. Only music in the
major may
has already received a proposal scales of C, G, and
that the trenches would make an be played. It has been pointed out
excellent
location
for
outdoor that there are a total of 39,916,800
squad tactics.
Seriously,
they different sequences of.eleven notes
would make an ideal setting for a each that may be played on the
midwinter outdoor production of bells (or on any instrument with
"All Quiet On The Western Front.' eleven notes) and that no one has
(We hope that the Masque and ever come close to playing forty
Gown will accept this idea in the million sequences. But the lack of
sharps and flats restrict the numsame spirit as it is offered.)
Upon viewing one of the canals, ber of possible tunes to a great exa Senior who returned to College tent. A musical ear may detect
a little late this year, exclaimed flaws due to this restriction, even
in the pieces played regularly on
the bells.

Of

av
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Moonlight Not Enough
How

long should things be left to chance?
Wouldn't it
be wise to take some precautions? These are the questions
being raised in connection with the fact that the construction

U.S.C.S.

Examination

Positions

Announced

The United States

We

—

—

—

Home

4nd

—

—

James

Speaker

[Continued from Page /)
date. They bear the name of the

Honorable James Bowdoin,

first

"all sides"

and warned against

al-

—

{Continued from Page

m

ly to

help inflate

Civil Service

—

7J

Through

their

speeches before 20 service clubs,
they got to know some of the outstanding citizens of their communities, all of whom were keen on
showing the two foreign students
the major sights of their areas.
But it was the private homes
that they most enjoyed. Heusch
reporta that here "a country reveals itself most unslaiftedly and

We

most completely.

those opportunities in

and

why

this is

ture of America
I

saw

I
is

were given

many

states,

think the piccorrect the way

it."

T* rough Dixieland
The next leg in his journeys

led
all the way
across to Florida, then up the Seaboard past the. nation's capital to

Mm from New Mexico

Brunswick. Tony sailed home from
New York, but Clemens was am-

bitious to "hit the road" again,
"
The following notice appeared*in this time to the agricultural heart
the University of Rhode Island of America.

egos.
'"Theme of the

'Development

intinerary.

Old Friends

Pembroke

|

student newspaper. "Dean Quinn's
office has announced that as in
past years, authorities at Brown
and Rhode Island have agreed that
any student from either University
who is found on the campus of the
other during the week preceding
the Brown-URI football game is

the

Before passing to

Rocky

Mountain area, where he climbed
mountains and enjoyed numerous
other activities, he examined the
sprawling wheat states. On the return trip back to the East, he vithe

sited

of

centers

industrial

Cleveland and Detroit, including
automatic the famed River Rouge plant.
suspension from the university.
Tiie Three Quest iona
an
This agreement was reached
Heusch was asked three queseffort to eliminate vandalism, detions wherever he went. The firstfacing of university property and
received a "No,
ia Hitler alive ?

immediately liable

to

m

—

students disturbances."

To the quesour country"
student at Syracuse Univer- came the reply "The question is
sity entered a mystery song con- superfluous".
pole, which is staunchly defended test not long ago. A few days later
The final question, "What/ after
by sophomores. After 100 inspired- he received a letter from the local all, did impress you most", receivsophs turned back an attack by radio station telling him that he'd ed a lenghthy reply:
some 200 freshmen, the latter won a free permanent wave
"America is a vast country and
group announced the following good anytime.
a beautiful one. Like their country,
plans. They would try to win the
The editor of the Marshall Col- Americans are vast in their minds;
flag rush by means of a helicopter. lege newspaper says all faculty
there is a general love of tolerThe plan was temporarily delayed, members should take a quiz in ance, a conviction that it is the
however, because the only avail- English. The college president callother fellow's right to go his own
able helicopter could not be used at ed the suggestion "unjust" and
way, and still the adherence to
the time. An upperclassman auth- "unfair."
But then, maybe the certain, if very common ideals.
ority, when informed of the air- president didn't want to take the
The boundless hospitality and free
borne plans, thought the idea un-- quiz himself.
friendliness I was offe^gd all over
ethical, but added, "I imagine it
Good New*
a
wonderful gratification to
is
would have been legal."
We learned from Trinity's Presi* every visitor. The most lasting imon
who
was
campus
dent Jacobs,
Time Marrhf s On
pression, however, is this: that in
History is being made and a last week, that the homeless Trin- public affairs sound and unprejuhas been ity frosh were well taken care of diced common sense usually maslong-time precedent
broken at Amherst. Time was and are now safely located in their ters the most involved situawhen the Lord Jeff freshmen wore new dorm.
."
tion.
green beanies, signifying the
greenness of their mentalities.
the eruption of the volAfter
This year tradition has been shatKrakatoa in 1883, & remarkJenny Lind, the "Swedish Nighttered by the decision to make the cano,
appear- ingale, had the first private railfrosh beanies purple and white, able series of red sunsets,
ed
all over the world, believed to road car, especially outfitted for
college
colors.
the Amherst
have been caused by the spread of her use, during her tour of the
Last week we ran an account of
United States in 1850.
volcanic dust in the atmosphere.
the roof climbing Oxford Stegophilists. Evidently the report was
circulated on the Yale campus as
well. Two Yalies, who explained to
police that they were experienced
mountain climbers, were caught
early one Sunday morning climbing up the side of the 284-foot

sabbatical leave of absence, is the proper is the so-called "flag rush."
Frank Munsey Professor of His- The frosh attempt to capture a
tory at Bowdoin.
white flag, atop a ten-foot greased

Dates For Washington

With Albach '53

ILS.

By David R. Aaderaon '55
Hating activities continue to ed in good taste: Lambda Chi Framake the front pages of moat Of ternity invites all freshman girls
the college newspapers we receive. to attend a coffee at the chapter
From the Brown Daily Herald on tonight and tomorrow from
come reports of two of the week's 8-10 p.m." Could it be that the
student regrets the fact that he did
leading stunts.
We quote: 'Do you bve in sin?' not pledge Lambda Chi?
Officials at that same college arc
Would you if you had the chance?"
These are the two questions being having trouble with a proble that
asked of Brown men by Pembroke is the reverse counterpart of one
freshmen as part of that college's which we have here. The UConn
students are tampering with mescut week program.
"Standing out like sore thumbs chanical equipment being used on
in their white beanies, the girls campus construction projects. Said
are sent on various missions by tamperers are subject to court actheir scutmasters, usuall seniors. tion- While here at Bowdoin we
The two ques- wonder if our group insurance will
tions cited above cover costs of damaged limbs and
are part of a clothes caused by tumbling over
poll being con- the unlighted mechanical equipducted by the ment being used in the construcscuts, apparent- tion of the new music building.

—

To The Editor

—

Clemens Heusch Tours

Behind The Ivy Curtain

program is the
of more gracious
young ladies.' In line with this,
freshmen are required to wear, in
addition to their beanies, to which
veils must
be attached, white
Civil Rights.
shirts, brown skirts, white socks,
Member colleges of the group white sneakers, white gloves, and
are Bowdoin, Bates, Brown, Colby, have in her possession at all times
Dartmouth,
Middlebury,
New a box filled with slips of paper
Hampshire, Norwich, St. Anselm's, bearing her name and dormitory
St. Michael's and Vermont.
to be handed out to anyone desirBowdoin guests stayed with Pro- ing."
fessor and Mrs. Edward Chase
One of the traditional hazing
Kirkland. Professor Kirkland, on stunts on the Brown campus

Commission has again announced
its Junior Management Assistant
Tired Chima Ringer
Playing the bells requires a good and Junior Agricultural Assistant
examination for filling positions
wind
and
great
endurance
project near the library is still unlighted at night.
oct.
1952
accord8,
Students
ing to those who have performed in Washington, D. C, and throughcrossing campus from the Maine Street fraternities must pick editor, the bowdoin orient,
out the United States.
in re the issue of oct. 7, and the on them in the past. David W.
their way gingerly over the maze of wires, pipes, tractors,
The entrance salary for the
'56, this year's chimer, is
Holmes
article in it pertaining to me, i
cement mixers, a,nd any other fixtures which Mr. Hackett, con- would like the opportunity to point starting a move to get cal credits agricultural positions is $3,410 a
for the job, for he claims that he year, and for the management potractor, and others-connected with the job, see fit to store there out the fallacies of said article,
no. 1, i am a bull terrier by profes- is much more tired after an after- sitions, $3,410 and $4,205. The poovernight.
sitions are located in Washington,
sion, not occupation; no. 2, i was noon session than after even the
Paths, which formerly took one safely to Hubbard Hall not lured by any scholarship, i was roughest of Mr. Sabasteanski's D. C, and throughout the United
States.
classes.
manhadled
dognapped
and
by
a
nbw lead to granite walls, ditches, and numerous other smaller
The Junior Management AssisWhile playing, the ringer stands
group of voracious freshmen from
obstructions.
would recommend that the contractors be that etoainshrdlu institution, and on a platform which runs along
in tant examination is designed to
instructed to hang kerosene lamps at these danger points or thank god for a short tail, i man- front of the pedestal holding the bring into the Federal service outmarke a new route with smudge pots before leaving for the aged to escape; no. 3, i consider levers. The end keys are about six standing young men and women
myself a connoisseur of the culin- feet apart; thus it is possible to for training and development into
night.
It is a new experience for us to see a busy way blocked
ary arts and will eat nothing but stand in one place while playing future Federal executives. The
without any warning to the pedestrian. This lack of precaution sirloin smothered in onions, unless, very slow pieces. But the average Junior
Agricultural
Assistant
but we all must get number, not to mention fast se- examination is for filling positions
could lead to serious injury and damage to clothes and other of course,
along somehow; no. 4, i
and quences such as the call to chapel, in various fields of agriculture.
articles which the unsuspecting or groping student may be carryrequire the player to run back and Both types of positions offer exwould you please put this in caps
ing.
forth along the platform in order cellent opportunity for advancei would not lift a forepaw to that
statue, although, and you may to strike the keys fast enough. In ment. To qualify, applicants must
D. R. A.
quote me on this, said statute de- addition, if the piece is not played pass written tests and must have
serves no better; no. 5, i did not from memory or by ear, the player had appropriate education or a
decline the offer to write for this must read the music in front of combination of education and exPres. Coles Announces
President Turbeville
pornographic sheet, i was incapaci- him and immediately transpose to perience. Students who expect to
tated and unable to remit my ac- fit the limits of eleven keys. complete their courses by June
Receptions For Students Of Northland College
ceptance, and after this past weeks Holmes attributes most of the few 30, 1954, may apply. Appropriate
slandrous mendacity, i am recon- mistakes he does make to this dif- experience alone may be qualifyFaculty At His
Gives Chapel Talk
ing for some positions.
sidering, and if you really want me, ficulty.
youll have to proffer something
As long as there is somebody to
Oral Interview
President Coles announced that
Dr. Gus Turbeville, president of
like say the prexies formal gar- play them, the chimes will remain
Candidates
for
the
Junior
he is planning to hold informal Northland College, Ashland, Wisdens; no. 6, my only interest lies a tradition at Bowdoin. Come rain Management Assistant examinareceptions at his home every Sun- consin, spoke in chapel yesterday
in the study and practical applica- or shine, each afternoon will find tion who meet the requirements
day afternoon for students, mem- on intellectualism and its role in
tions of bull- terrier wifery; no. 7, people telling time by their notes will be given an
oral interview.
bers of the faculty, and any inter- modern society.
i would say that the o. is definitely
and enjoying, or at least occasion- The age limits, waived for persons
ested friends who wish to come.
President Turbeville pleaded for in the lurch, if i may quote; no.
8, ally stopping to listen
to,
the entitled to veteran preference, are
Invitations are being sent to ev- a greater degree of intellectualism
student with the true bowdoin music as it rings out over . the 18 to 35 years (except for the
a
ery fraternity, in order that they as an antidote for "current mass
pospirit will neverneverneveronever
may be read to the students in a hysteria."
• mention the name of that etaoinsh campus. Bowdoin owes many sition of Agricultural Writerthanks to William Payson for do- Editor for which there is no maxrather informal manner. The reHe described an intellectual as dlu institution; no. 9,
here
adnating the chimes which have be- imum age limit).
ceptions, to be held before chapel, "not obscure, but the most lucid
dressing the author of that article come so great' a part of the colFurther information and appliare to begin this Sunday, Oct. 18. of human beings, whose purpose is
#
t hatll send you runyou vug
lege.
cation forms may be secured from
to inform and not confuse."
i have
ning to your dictionary
According to Dr. Turbeville, the never known greed, the rest ill let
way to make an individual think go; no. 10, i am quite alive; no. 11,
Paul P. Brountas '54
is to confront him with opposing
i must admit some veracity in this
ideas. He encouraged reading on column, dog yummies would jolt
Bowdoin

Letter

1953

History Profs

Meeting In Hanover

Jr. '94

D

National Advertising Service, inc.
420

T.

Recently we have noticed a her- with delight, "I certainly never ex
rendou* underground movement a peeted to see this! They've finally
foot on campus. In walking from discovered a solution to. the camthe library to the Chapel, we have pus drainage problem." He did,
discovered a rather intricate sys- however, express a small degree of
tern of tunnels and trenches under displeasure at the prospect of not
construction.
Though we have being able to canoe from Hubbard
sought information in several cor- Hall to his classes in the Searles
ners of the campus concerning the Building as he had done in previpurpose of this network of trench- ous years. The information given
es we have failed to uncover the to him by one of the Freshmen
answer. No one seems to really comforted him.
The Freshman
know why the trendies are being told him, "The Sailing Club memdug.
Conjecture has mounted bers are actually promoting the
high among members of the Col- canal construction. They hope that
lege community. Many people have the canals will eventually be widoffered their opinions on the sub- ened to permit Bowdoin to hold

Are
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I don't care" reply.
tion "Do you like

Column Stretchers

A

—

.

.

.

Student

and Sailors Monument in
downtown Indianapolis. "We just
Soldiers

had the urge

to climb

it,"

Patronage

one of

Solicited

the students said.

Come on a my house
independent at the University of Connecticut became upset
by an ad which his school paper
carried. He wrote: "On page three
of said Campus there appeared an
advertisement which hardly seem-

An

the Placement Office or from the
United States Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C. For
the Junior Management Assistant
examination, applications must be
filed not later than November 12,
1953, for the Junior Agricultural
Assistant examination, not later

than December

1,

First National

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1953.

—

—

and biting a
i know
would be even worse
than doing the same to a westDr. Turbeville compared intel- brook girl; no. 12, i repeat, 1 am
lectualism to science citing that quite alive, even moreso than the
they both use methods "in the editor, right now i feel like lampassionate search for truth."
pooning whoever wrote that artiPresident Turbeville is a gradu- cle, what is a jadaloon.
ate of Vanderbuilt where he majdisrespectfully and sincerely so,
ored in psychology. He received a
fosdick
Masters' degree in sociology from
Louisiana State and a PhD from
Ed. Note: Down, Fang; you'll
the University of Michigan. While get your bone back next week.
attending Vanderbuilt, he was a Just wait.
lowing emotions to

govern

anyone

one's radcliffe girl

activity.

patron of the college. The chairof the committee which inaugurated the exercises was the late
Professor Stanley Perkins Chase.
Since its beginning, Mrs. Chase has
always decorated the portrait of
James Bowdoin in the Walker Art
Building with a laurel on James
Bowdoin Day.
Bowdoin, which received its
charter in 1794 from Massachu- student of Professor Norman L.
urated May 16, 1953 and is in the
setts while Maine was still a mari- Munn, now of Bowdoin.
President Turbeville was inaug- East visiting alumni of Northland.
time district of that state, was in
the process of being organized

man

when

the Honorable James

Bow-

doin, son of the Massachusetts governor for whom the college was
named, contributed 300 English
pounds to the project as well as

Merrymeeting

securities and apparatus. At
bis death in 1811. Bowdoin became
his residuary legatee, inheriting
his priceless art collection and the
library he had collected during his
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Gifts

Spain and France.

It is

John

because of

his scholarly interest that

Bowdoin

has made James Bowdoin Day one
on which scholarly achievement is
recognized.

George I of England was a German, and could not speak English.
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Polar Bear Sailors Beat
Maine, Bates In Squeaker

POLAR
BEARINGS
By Robert M. Haeat

Sport* Editor
Intcrfratemity athletics here at Bowdoin could undergo a change
in rules and schedules that would or concievably might end the arguments which each year are added to. As the setup now stands there
is one sport in the fall, football; three in the winter, basketball, bowling, and volleyball; and one in the spring, softball. To stop the recent
gripes about too many teams forfeiting their games, especially in connection with bowling and volleyball, perhaps it would be advantageous
to limit the number of sports In the Interfraternity Leagues to two
per season. In order to do this it would be necessary to drop one of
the winter sports to another season and then add one to make up the

League Opens;

less

Standings of the Teams

Field.

ARU

six sports,- that is

The ARUs won both of their
scheduled games to move into first

Kappa Sigma
Delta Sigma

place in League "A". A determinbut inexperienced Chi Psi six
fell to a 6-0 defeat to the league
leaders in the curtain raiser for
both teams. The ARUs, figured as
one of the teams to beat, also

Psi

Added

ed,

conflict with football or the other winter, sports. By
during this time a greater number of houses would participate without the usual number of forfeits.
During the winter season only basketball and volleyball would
be in operation. In a number of instances the same fellows play
both volleyball and basketball for their fraternities so that scheduling
would have to proceed as in the past years with one house not having
to play both sports at the same time on the same night.
In the spring softball would be continued along with the addition of interfraternity tennis.
The addition of tennis would provide
the needed sixth sport and with a little support could prove to be the
most successful. I would say that there are more students in the
college who would rather play tennis than either bowl or play volley-

tion

it

would not

scheduling

it

ball.

•

•

•

•

•

Whatever happened to the proposed plan for artificial ice? Bowdoin's hockey team is about to have the poorest season in its short
career here at the school. Not only is there a shortage of ko. as
usual, but there will now be a shortage of players. Bowdoin does not
have the facilities to attract hockey players into the freshman class,
and as long as other projects" keep taking precedence over a hockey
rink Bowdoin sports will suffer. A system for the making of artificial
would at least be a start in the right direction. Last winter the
team had only three or four organized practices before they had their
first games with Norwich and Dartmouth.
Williams erected a rink
last year and just recently Dartmouth put a system of artificial ice
into their covered rink.
Last season the hockey team was only able
to play one home game.
Considering that it cost the school at least
600 dollars to put up the rink it was a pretty expensive game. If
everyone does not get behind the hockey team and its plea for ice,
the hockey team is going to go the way of all minor sports that have
tried to crack the Bowdoin Athletic Department.
ice

UNH

New

Billy Pappas, one of
England's top college backs led
to a 21-6 victory over the University of Maine. It was Maine's second

Maine's only score came on a pass from Ed Bogdanovich to aging Dave Wiggin. Colby's White Mules finally won a
game as they trounced Norwich 20-7. Colby's star back Charlie
Windhorst was sent to the hospital for x-rays of his back. Should
Windhorst be out of action for the state series the Mules would be
in serious trouble.
The Bates Bobcats lost a heartbreaker to Hofstra
7-6. Hofstra recovered a blocked punt in the end zone for the lone and
winning tally. Mosty lopsided score of the week
Alabama State 74,
Savannah State 0.
loss of the season.

Bowdoin's Sailing Club opened up the 1953-54 sailing season by slipping by Maine and Bates 19-18-17 down on the New Meadows River.
The Polar Bears were trailing the field going into the last race but
came from behind to pull out a first place and the meet. The team of
Bob Hawley, Ed Northrup, and Dave Gardiner got off to a slow start
in the first two of the six races held finishing last in both of them.
In the third race they took a second and then came through with three
firsts in the last three races to take the meet.
Scoring for the races
is four points for first place, three for second, two for third, and one
point for each boat starting and finishing.
1

Games

Kappa Sig

vs Delta Sig

Chi Psi vs A. T. O.
Zete vs T. D.
Thursday, October 22
A. R. U. vs Psi U.
D. K. E. vs Sigma Nu
Friday, October 2*
Chi Psi vs A. D.
•Delta Sig vs A. T. O.
Tuesday, October 27
A. R. U. vs A. D.
Sigma Nu vs T. D.
Wednesday, October 28
Chi Psi vs Psi U.
D. K. E. vs Independents
Thursday, October 29
Kappa Sig vs A. T. (X
Zete vs Beta
Friday, October 30
Psi U. vs Delta Sic
Tuesday, November 3
Psi U. vs A. D.
Zete vs D.-K. E.
Wednesday, November 4
A. R. U. vs Delta Sig
Beta vs T. D.
Thursday, November 5
Chi Psi vs Kappa Sig
Sigma Nu vs Independents
Friday, November 6
A. D. vs A. T. O.
•(League "A" Teams playing on League "B" field)
.

'53 Football Schedule
VARSITY GAMES AT HOME

WBOA To Record Dean

Professor Moulton

Oct.

Kendrick, Daily Chapel

To Attend Meeting

Oct.

speakers'

permission.

They

be used on two 15 minute
programs on Monday and Thursday nights at 10:30. WBOA will
select one from the first three
days of the week for use on
Thursday and one of the last
three for Monday. The speaker
will be given a chance to hear bis
recordings and give final permis-

will

roundup.

Rev. Wallace Anderson

With Needs Of Others

a survey of college stu-

90% had

17 WiHiams - Williamstown
7 Maine at Orono

2:00 p.m.
1 :30 p.m.

Andrews

held concerning

all types of native
shellfish, and on Sunday, the importance of societies such as the

Atlantic Fisheries Biologists and
they best can contribute their
services to people interested in the

how

this feel-

Notice

1

1

U

1

Chi Psi

1

AD

1
1

ATO

"W

League

Team
Sigma Nu

Beta
Independents

1
1

Football Flicks

Shown

Free Of Charge Each
Thurs. Night At Smith

overimportant

is

Miracle Workers
The Reverend said that miracle
workers are few in number. They
have given us the printing press,
radio, and television, but now miracle workers are needed to make

Every man is
important You need not be a miracle worker to awaken high responses from other people.
possible.

Fullback Hal Anthony, South
Portland is out for the season was
the gloomy word from Polar Bear
football coach Adam Walsh. Anthony will enter the Maine General Hospital soon for his second
knee operation within a year. He,
like Totman was injured in the

all

ies round-robin, at

Totman who

by

forts nullified

interceptions.

The final Amherst score by
Charlie Winkleman from the two
following a 72 yard sustained
march by the Lord Jeffs reserves.
This time Winkleman, Larry Morway, and the canny Mister Knight
paved the way with Knight pitching a 34 yard pass to Jim Jenkins
for the longest single gain, carrying to Bowdoin's 14.
Lee Dyer and Jack Cosgrove
were Bowdoin's backfield
with

along

outs

stand-

sophomore

Johnny Libby. Paul Testa and
Gerry Goldstein tried to hold the
battered forward wall together.
AmtttrU

Abrams,

j££J[
XareV

Bawdedi <»)
le. Roux
It. McC.be

(28)

Duffey. I*
Lonjrsworth, It

XmCxdu),

k

Ik

Is, Goldstein

e

e.

rg

JUig-bt.

rt,

Friedlander
re,

«S

Ihb.

Turner, rhb
Kiuel, fb
Scare Sy Periods.

Amherst

7

7

Hew do pa
Touchdown*

Murray

qb, Ceaorove

Jedry, lab

son,

?eluv>

rg. Ceeeliki

Marraek. rt
Richardson, re

—

Coukon

rhb.

Dyer

fb,

Howe

7

7

— 11

-

•
•
•
t
•
Turner, Knight. Richard-

winkleman.

Point* after Touchdowns
Farland, Winkieman.

— Waldo

2.

Open Dramatic Season

Outfitters

m

whenever

plays

possible.

To Bowdoin Men

Campus Choice

.

.

The

Committee accepted
Executive
Carlo's play as a substitution for
another which had been scheduled
last spring, when Mr. Carlo submitted his script this summer. The
artist will be on campus for the
final rehearsals and performances
of his play.

•••••..•.•.•••••••••

Brunswick, Maine, in 1940. After a
three-year term of duty with the
Coast Guard, he returned to school
at Harvard University and received the M. A. in history there in
1947. He has done graduate work
at Boston University and at SUI
in mass communications and plans
to complete his program for the
Ph. D. degree while on the faculty
at SUI.
Prior to his going to Grinnell,
Mr. Andrews worked for the Bangor (Maine) Daily News, the Bar
Harbor (Maine) Times, and the
Providence (R.I.) Journal. He was
also on the news staff of several

"Matchless Service"

and

a

a

7

Sales

radio stations including WABI in
Bangor,
in Boston, Mass.,

and Service

WBZ
WBZA in Springfield, Mass.

He

is a member of Sigma Delta
Chi, profesional journalism fraternity, and of the Association for

Education

Gym

Howard

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

in Journalism.

USED CARS

and to Captain "Skip"
at the Beta House.

Gray flannel slacks from Benoit's
have been the first choice of Bowdoin

Maine's Most Modern Auto

>

men for season after season. In Cambridge gray and the practical dark
Oxford, from $12.96 to $21.00.

Body Repair and Paint Shop

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
Complete Front End

Men's Sweatshirts With Collar

2.95

Men's Sweatshirt, Regular

2.45

Athletic Socks

Gym

Shorts

Vf

yJLmu

pmocCs

.89

1.50

MAINE STREET

\s*

dW»

^^mmmmmm

PHONE

200

Me-

Music for imperial balls in the
sometimes
time of Napoleon
was supplied by mechanical pianos.

Play By Don Carlo To

In desert areas a human beta*
without water will die in leas than
a week.

aaasaaa

a wide

even a

more serious crime.

their use

move 52 yards for their third
score on an 18 yard pass from
de- quarterback Knight to Jim Richpartments; 18 first downs to ardson. Al McLean, Bob Jedry,
seven, 310 yeards rushing to 77, and Turner moved the ball 40
150 yards passing to 90. The Lord yards on four plays as Bowdoin's
swept under by
Jeff's completed 10 out of 21 pass- forward wall was
and Amherst. Johnny Libby took over
\** while Jack Cossrove
Johnny Libby completed seven for Cosgrove in the early minutes
of the third period and managed
out of 15.
Amherst began rolling the sec- [to move the ball past the midfield
ond time they took over the ball stripe twice only to have his efgame.
Amherst chalked up
margin over Bowdoin in

.

Day, Gelinas Return

Many cowered under the fear
of the draft. Some people feel a
sense of relief when they art con-

feeling

L

DKE
TD

ing.

sidered as nothing and thus need
not worry about responsibilities.
He said that we need a healthy
feeling of significance to be anybody. Rev. Anderson added that

W
1
1

Zeta Psi

faculty for six years.
Mr. Andrews received the A.B.
degree from Bowdoin College,

Please report the results of the the
in

t

2

highlight of the grid action,

House," by Whitney '23, in 1951.
It has been the policy of the
Masque and Gown to encourage
play-writes among the alumni as
well as in the undergraduate student body, by producing their

Ernest F. Andrews, Jr., former
of radio-journalism at
College, Grinnall, Iowa,
has been named to the faculty of
the State University of Iowa
School of Journalism. The appointment was announced by Professor
Leslie G. Moeller, director of the
director
Grinnell

W

however, centered around the surAt its last regular business
prise win of the Delta Sigs over meeting on October 7, the Stuthe ADs in a. League "A" tussle. dent Union Committee announced
The highly touted ADs were big the filming of the week's precedfavorites to take the game but a ing football game.
The Polar Bears had moved the
third quarter surge gave the DS
On the Thursday of that week, ball from their own 31 to the Purtheir big 12-8 victory. The ADs
a small but appreciative audience ple 33, for their best push of the
scored a touchdown and a safety
witnessed the Bowdoin • Wesleyan afternoon, with the aid of a 16
to take a commanding 8-0 lead at
game which was filmed in Smith yard jaunt by Lee Dyer, and a 12
the half, but two Delta Sig TD's in
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Mel Totpass,
the third period wrapped up the man, injured backfield star and yard Cosgrove to Al Murray
but the attack bogged down on
ball game.
co-captain, narrated and pointed the 33, and Cosgrove punted out
Leading the Delta Sigs to vie- out certain fundamentals of which
on the six. Twelve plays later Amtory were Jim McCusker and Jack } any football fan should be aware
herst had scored. Bob Jedry had
Bowler. Standouts for, the ADs All in all, it was an interesting and
broken away for 40 yards in a
were Dave Rogerson and Gene enjoyable evening. Inasmuch as it
spectacular' run,
and Tommy
Helsel, a freshman.
time
the
was possibly the first
Knight, had gone for 10 and 13
Taking up from where they left Athletic Department has released yards on successive plays to the
importance, the Bowdoin 16, Gerry Goldstein hauloff last season the Kappa Sigs films
of this
overpowered a weak Psi U team Committee thanks Adam Walsh ing him down each time. Robin
24-6. The Psi Us kept pace with and the Athletic Office for their
Turner finally powered over from
their faster, more experienced foes, service, and we remind the stu- the one foot line, Johnny Waldo
until the fourth quarter. At this dents of this week's Bowdoin-Am- successfully
upsplitting
the
point the game was tied 6-6.
again
take
herst tussle which will
rights.
With Lenny Plasse and Ted place on the screen in Smith AuThe Lord Jeffs were stalled for
Kenney providing the spark, the ditorium at 8:00 pjn. Totman will a moment when Andy Williamson
Kappa Sigs went on to score four do the play by play account of the recovered Lee Van Jones' fumble
TD's without a jPsi U retaliation. reel which lasts from 45-nrinutes on the eight yard line of the Polar
Kenney turned in some sparkling to 1 hour.
Also, the Committee passed on
Other business includes the
pass receiving in leading his team
coming appearance of Tom Wis- the lists of guest homes for weekto victory.
In a League "B" game the DKEs Well, notable chess and checker end dates posted upstairs in the
and the IDs played to a 6-6 tie. wizard, who {days SO opponents at Moulton Union. Union represenThe DKEs seemed to have the a time. A reminder was made for tatives are to be consulted for
game won when a pass from Dick the presentation of the Alumni more information on this subject
Marshall to Tom Froser knotted Trophy to the house with the best
"Albion" is the most ancient
display during the Homecoming
name for the British Isles.
Weekend of October. 31.

Orono. It was
led the Bowdoin attack against Maine last year.
A bright note was the recovery
of Phil Day. He is a good receiver
and should be ready at least by
the state series opener a week
from Saturday. Walsh is looking
School.
forward to the return of Gary
Mr. Andrews will head the Gelinas, a sophomore who was inradio-journalism and public rela- jured in the first scrimmage of
tions sequences at SUI.
the season. Gelinas probably will
While at Grinnell, Mr. Andrews be ready for the Williams game
produced a series of dramatic ra- and should be a big help in the
dio shows for twenty-seven radio state series.
stations in eighteen states. He was
a member of the Grinnell College

Of U. Of Iowa

sor Moulton has been studying the
larvae of the clam, the plankton,
while Professor Gustaf son's studhave concerned mainly the
ies
adult form.

matches on the bulletin board

'40

Loses Anthony;

Team

forfeit

[Continued From Page J]
tryout play in recent years was
played in Memorial Hall on a
procinium stage, a faculty cast
"One On The
production "Of,

9. A. Ladd, Jr., Varsity Coach of
The Reverent Wallace W. An-r
derson, D.D. (Honorary '42) df Tennis, urges all those who have
the United Church of Bridgeport, indicated they plan to play in the
Connecticut,
spoke in Sunday Annual Fall Tennis Tournament
Chapel about mankind's energy to to observe the bulletin board and
to play all matches promptly. The
advance.
Rev. Anderson stated that the Tournament must be completed
enemy of effective living is the before weather conditions cause
cancellation of matches.
feeling that we don't count much.

cited

.

Team

The Zete win came as a

Wesleyan game two weeks ago.
Although Totman's elbow is still
in a cast, there was faint hope
that he might return for the
Maine game, last of the state ser-

Urges Our Identification

dents of which

B*tes

Joins Faculty

welfare of ocean life.
Particularly interesting to Professor Moulton will be the discussion on shellfish, for he and Professor Alton Herman Gustafson
sion to broadcast it.
This program will be preceded have been conducting a study of
by an hour of classical music and the quahog. a type of hard-shelled
followed by a 15 minute news Clam, during the summer. Profes-

He

1:90 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Colby

Of Atlantic Biologists

making arProfessor James Malcolm Moul- E.
Dean Nathaniel ton is to take port in the Atlantic
is

rangements for
O. Kendrick to broadcast regu- Fisheries Biologists Meeting,
larly and to record the daily cha- which is to be held at Jaffrey, New
Hampshire this week end, October
jx'l talks.
Dean Kendrick's broadcast will 16-18.
Biologists from all over the Atbe on Tuesday night at 10:30. He
will talk on general topics con- lantic seaboard who arc interested
cerning Bowdoin. Special regula- in Atlantic fisheries will be atweek-ends, pol- tending this meeting.
tions for party
icies, and trends will be among
Program for Meeting
the subjects.
After registering on Friday, the
will
meet Saturday
delegates
Chapel Recordings
Under the direction of Douglas morning for a discussion on all
inS. Reid '54 a direct line from the aspects of Atlantic fisheries,
Chapel to the studio has been chiding conservation, population,
completed. The six daily Chapel and behavior patterns. On Saturspeeches will be recorded, with day afternoon, a discussion will be
the

24
31

VARSITY GAMCS AWAY
Nov.

WBOA

Beta vs Independents

Wednesday, October 21

Oct.

Station

T. D. vs Independents

Tuesday, October 20

—

Talks For Broadcast

"B" League

Thursday, October' 15
Psi U. vs A. T. O.
Friday, October 16
Kappa Sig vs A.D.

by

a 41 to 12 score.
Showing speed and fight a powerful Sigma Nu team rolled to an
impressive 14-0 win over the Betas.
Dave Melincoff and Louie Audet
led the winners' attack. -

The

Start at 3:30

"A" League

ATO squad

over the Independents, who could
not field a team. Both the Sigma
Nus and the Zetes have identical
1-0 records to pace League "B".
Delta Sigs Impressive

Interfraternity Touch
Football Schedule
Date

overpowered a weak

M A" League

W

Editor
By Robert M. Ham* '6* OHIKWt OfM
Amherst's powerful Lord Jeff Bears, and missed another golden
eleven scored a touchdown in (opportunity in the second period
every period Saturday afternoon foflowinf «ie Necking of Jack
to wallop Bowdoin 28-0. The Polar Cosgrovea attempted punt by Bill
Bears were never a serious threat, Duffy on the Pater Bear 10, and
penetrating only once to the Am- Robin Turner's fumble was recov
herst 33. Eight Lord Jeff rambles, erea* by Hare Stephens. Minutes
five of them recovered by Bow- later Noweney Duffy rushed Jack
doin, helped keep the score down. Cosgrove as he tried to get away
Amherst rolled oat two com- a pass, and recovered the resultplete sets of hard running backs ing fumble on Bowdoin's one.
who baffled and befuddled the Knight bucked over for the score
Bowdoin secondary and forward on the next play and Will Mcfarwall
slipping
around would-be land converted. Amherst lost two
tacklers and churning losses into other fumbles in the second pelong gains. Tom Knight, who was riod, one on the Bowdoin 26 and
probably the best quarterback the other on the Polar Bear six.
Bowdoin will see all season, diThe same pattern of the first
rected the Amherst attack with a half continued during the third
series of fakes, reverses, and pass- and fourth periods of the game.
es that kept the Polar Bear de- Amherst needed only five plays
fense off balance most of the and a fifteen yard penalty to
'

than a minute

1953-54 edition of the Interfraternity Touch Football League got
under way last week at Pickard

Will;

Goldstein, Testa Standouts

ADs Upset

With the ARUs, the Sigma Nus, the score with
and the Zetes- paving the way, the to play.

m

'

Amherst Stores At

By Ronald Ools 'M

two per season.
In the Fall touch football would of course be the main sport.
to this season could be the controversial bowling in which a
great number of forfeits have occurred. If interfraternity bowling
began the last week
October and carried on until. Christmas vaca-

284>,

In Polar Bears' First Defeat
Interfraternity Football
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Amherst Blasts Bowdoin,
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Professors Root

Kamerling Hosts At

.

.

.

.

.

.
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his

homework on was

the foreign

student over at the Phi Phi House.
When Bill took to staring, too hard

Lum Fung

at him,

would scream

and scoot out of the house. Lum
thought Bill was trying to hex him
with the evil eye.
Well, since this was a reaction of
O'Shameless kept right on
trying
until one night, just after dinner, the foreign student
went after Bill with a butter knife.
Then he decided that he'd better
look around for someone else to
practice on.
He asked me, but I told him I'd
see him in
well, let's say West-

sorts,

—

brook

—
— first

At any rate, it was last Saturday evening when it happened. I
had dropped over to his room at
the old Phi Phi Frat Lodge to pick
up a great copy of House Beautiful I'd lent him the week before.
When I walked into his room, there
he was before the mirror over his
bureau making passes at it like
mad and mumbling away to beat
the band. His Hyp. I text was open
and propped up against the mirror.
so I knew he was working, and
didn't disturb him.

After a while though, I noticed
that he wasn't droning to himself
any more, and he'd stopped waving
his hands at the image in the glass.
He was just sort of standing there
with his eyes all out of focus like.
"Finished?" I asked.
"Yes," he said, "I'm finished."
"Swell," I said, "let's go down to
Everett's for a cool one or three."
"Yes," he replies, "let's."
We started downtown, and I
didn't notice anything too queer
except that once he walked right
smack into a tree that was there
and said "excuse me" to it without
even batting an eyelash.
.

Lilly gives him a lump of ice
then, about the size of a hen's egg,
to sort of cool off his mouth. Then
she goes out.
The Doc comes in next, snapping
a thermometer real thefty like.
"Sleep well, Bill?" the Doc asks.

Eighteen chemistry professors
from ten New England colleges
convened at Bowdoin this past
week end for the fall meeting of
the Ouro Boros, a chemistry teachers' group which has been in existence for forty years.
This club, named for a mythical
serpent associated with alchemy,
meets semi-annually to talk about
new ideas in chemistry as they relate to college chemistry teaching.
Among the coileges in attendance were Amherst, Brown, M.I.T.,
University of New Hampshire,
Harvard, Wesleyan, and Worcester
Institute of Technology.
i

The week-end program included
supper at Sunset Farm in South
Harpswell, a tour of the new Bowdoin College chemistry buildings
and an evening bull session. Professors Root and Kamerling of the

Bowdoin faculty were

hosts.

was

Williams College, which will be legislature, college authorities asked for a grant of land in that part

decided at Monday's*
Student Council meeting to begin
the Friday evening football rallies
at 9:00 P.M. rather than at the
usual 7:00 P.M. time.
This later starting time would
allow both the dates arriving on
the 8:30 train and the 'early flick
group' to join the rally and thus
make increased attendence possi-

host to the Bowdoin football team
and those undergraduates who
make the trip this week end, is located high in Massachusetts' Berkshire Hills. The host school, while
similar to Bowdoin in some ways,
has many distinguishing character-

of the

Commonwealth which

is

now

Maine. Williams now belongs to
the group of colleges known as the
"Little Three." Amherst and Wesleyan are the other members.
The Williams undergraduate
istics.
body is made up of about 1,000
was
Williams
established as a men from throughout the U.S.
"free school" in 1791, and as a col- However, more of them hail from
lege in 1793. The first classes were metropolitan New York, than from
ble.
held in the building now known as any other single area.
James
Bowdoin
to
In regard
Delayed Bushing New
West College. At that time, in
Day it was urged that each fra- addition to an elementary division,
The social life at Williams is
ternity send at least twenty men which was entirely free, there was similar to ours. There are 15 frato the ceremonies to insure a good a grammar school for more ad- ternities and the Garfield Club to
sized audience. Freshmen were vanced students. Tuition for the which nearly every undergraduate
also reminded to dress properly grammar school was 35 shillings. belongs. With the completion of a
and not wear large name cards, It is interesting to note here that Student Union this fall, the school
onions and the like.
in an early petition to the state adopted the policy of delaying
rushing until the first semester of
Large Banner Pilfered
the student's sophomore year.
The Kappa Sigma Council repPartywise, Williams is a wet colHolds
announced at the Political
resentative
lege. Many of their dates come
meeting that a large home-made
from the nearby, by Bowdoin
Kappa Sigma banner was stolen 3rd Meeting; Coles
standards, girls' colleges: Mount
during a recent ROTC afternoon
Holyoke, Smith, Colby Junior, as
drill. The banner, valued at thirty Announces
well as Bradford Junior, Vassar,
dollars, was highly regarded by its
The Political Forum held its and Wellesley. Facilities for housowner and it was sincerely hoped
third meeting of the year last ing dates on football week ends
that it would be returned.
Monday night to hear the reports are as plentiful as those in BrunsThe Council also urged each
inmember to impress upon the fresh- of the three committees, speak- wick. Williams' fraternities
documentary films, and dis- clude chapters of Chi Psi, Beta
man from his fraternity the im- ers,
Theta Pi, Zeta Psi, Alpha Delta
cussion.
portance of obeying all college
At an executive meeting after- Phi, DKE, Theta Delta Chi and
rules. It had been observed that
Upsilon. These houses are lomany of the freshman were not wards Professor Athern P. Dag- Psi
cated in the Main Street and South
remembering the Bowdoin "hello" gett reported that President James
S. Coles has announced that "fund Street area of Williamstown.
and were generally lax in obeying
for promoting international afHonor System Used
the rules governing their behavior.
fairs among students" is available.
Another sidelight about this
Matters regarding the" Messiah
week end, the White Key, and the Prof. Daggett said that there was school which may soon become ina possibility that a trip to the creasingly important here is their
college path situation were postponed until they could be consid- United Nations could be planned use of the honor system. All exfor next Spring Vacation with the aminations (which are unproctorered by the administration.
international affairs fund defray- ed) and classroom papers must
ponents of the change have at- ing expenses. There v is approxi- contain the following statement
tempted to show the increasing mately $200 in the fund at pres- signed by the student, "I have
neither given nor received inforneed and use of Spanish among ent.
Tentative plans have been made mation in this examination," in
college graduates.
A discussion of the year and se- to have a speaker for Thursday, order to make the paper valid.
October
22.
The
discussion
comOne last word on the host school,
mester course situation might include marking and prerequisite mittee is planning a forum for at last report they were said to
problems as they are effected by November 19. It is to be a discus- be hospitable and glad to meet
with
sion
of
nationalism
in
Asia
members
of the visiting college.
College, regulations.
The number of possibilities for Edwin B. Benjamin, assistant pro- This attitude carries over to the
fessor of English, presiding.
The
athletic department which has ofprojects mentioned
the initial

Forum

New Fund

Possible Projects For

Year Chosen By St.
Curriculum Committee

.

The posibilities of an honor system, a revision in the language requirement to include the choice of
Spanish, and a change in the curriculum to include more semester
courses

are

three

suggestions

chosen by the Student Curriculum
Committee as possible projects for
this year.

These suggestions, selected from

discussed at the first
Bill around the
meeting of the Committee last
ice.
week, have been submitted to the
"Great," says the Doc and pops
houses for general student reacthe thermometer into O'Shametion.
less's mouth
right alongside the
The results of the sampling of
old frosty cube.
He puttered student opinion will be tabulated
around the room for a minute or at the next meeting of the Comthen
comes
back
to
where
Bill
so,
mittee on Tuesday, October 20.
is lying. Out comes the thermometWork will then begin on the prober and the Doc peered at it real
lem deemed the most pressing.
closely, and then h\s eyes bugged
The usual procedure in covering
out like they were on stalks.
a problem starts with the appointat
"Ods bodkins!" yelled the Doc. ment of sub-committee
a
of two to meeting of the Curriculum Com- documentary films committee is fered special ticket arrangements
"According to this thing, you're
six members which studies the mittee indicated that the group's planning two pictures for Decem- for the Bowdoin men who make
not only dead, boy
but you've
the trip.
problem in detail and then reports second year should be a busy one. ber 8.
froze to death."
to the whole Committee. The re- Committee chairman,
David B.
"Yes, Sir," said Bill after he
port is approved or revised. Then Starkweather '55 recently emtook the lump of ice out of his
the finished draft is submitted to phasized the need for continued
mouth. Then he gave a little shivthe administration.
student interest and suggestions,
ver and died.
Rejected Once
particularly in regard to the three
Oh, well, like I said, it was noIf the Committee decides to prosuggestions now before the houses.
body's fault but his own.
ceed on the discussion of an honor
Starkweather said that the 'comHe should have know better system it would not be the first
than to try to get any construc- time that such a possibility had mittee feels that its suggestions
tive studying done on a Saturday been raised at Bowdoin. Several last year were constructive and
well received by the administranight.
years ago an honor- system was retion.
jected by a student referendum afFor Sale: One Army Officer- ter having occasioned a long and
type winter coat and one tan hot debate.
Although of vastly different
Both
water-proof
windbreaker.
A revision of the language read- actual size, the sun and the moon
in good condition. Please contact: ing requirements might enlarge take up approximately the same
Carsten Moller the present choice of French or arc of space in the sky when obPsi U House German to include Spanish. Pro- served from the earth.

a longer

"Mrmph," says

list

—

.

.

WBOA

•

To Begin Football
It

1953

Williams College Welcomes Many
Bowdoin Men To Berkshires

Student Council Votes

Chem. Teachers Meeting Rallies At 9:00 P.M.
By Benjamin G. M. Priest '56
(Really too bad about <yShame-f
When we finally got to Everett's
**» though. Of course, he should and were settled in a booth, I
h»ve known better. It was all his asked him, sort of joking-like, if he
°wn fault really.
wanted the first round.
"Oh, Til pay for the first round,"
What, you didn't hear about it?
Oh, you were down at Amherst he said. "Glad to."
*rtth all the other pall-bearers this
Right then I suspected someweek end
thing
wasn't quite kosher with the
me
Well, then, let
boy. He just didn't do things like
•tart from the beginning
)
You do know Bill
Shameless, that. Unless he was "out of it" or
don't you ? He's that fellow whose sick.
"What's the matter, BUI," I
folks had the formal garden and
asked, "are you sick?"
drank. You remember.
"Yes," says Bill, and turns
Yea, that's the one. He was on
the Phi Phi hazing committee this greenish like.
Well, he did look sort of bad
year.
Well, anyhow, he decided to take then, so I suggested that we go
still
Van Honk's Hypnotism I-II course back up to the infirmary
of joking
but he agreed to
sort
this year as his "pipe." Like most
"pipes" up here though, it didn't that too.
Lilly took one look at Bill's face
turn out to be quite as easy as he'd
expected. For one thing. Bill and ordered him to bed 'til the
didn't seem to have much natural Doc could look at him the next day.
ability in the subject. He got his After seeing him settled, I went
room-mate once to sit on an up- home to bed.
In the morning, I came over
turned wastebasket while he stroked the guy's forehead with his early to bring him some magazines
thumbs, looked into his eyes, and and find out how he was doing.
"You're looking healthy," I told
mumbled soothing words at him.
Well, after three hours of this ac- him.
"Feel fine," says he.
tion, all he'd succeeded in doing
Then Lilly comes in. She looks
was to raise two horrendous welts
on his roomie's dome and put a at O'Shameless and "Poor boy,"
neat wastebasket shaped crease in she says. "Have a bad night, did
you?"
the seat of the guy's suntans.
"Awful," says Bill, and groans.
The next person he tried doing
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Sports
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FIELD'S FOLLEYS
Serenade in Blue

Lucy Strike News
D.

News
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Chapel Talk

World News Roundup
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Sports Review
Flipping With Herb
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Late News Roundup
Sign Off
Friday,
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Sports
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Top Ten
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Sports Review
Jazz Special
Late News Roundup
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Saturday, Oct. 17
Sign On
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Bowdoin • Williams Game
Grandstand Bandstand
Sign Off
Sunday, Oct. 18
Sign On
Sports
Keep Posted

News Commentary
Here's to Vets
Lucky Strike News
World of Opera

La Boheme

The two Presidents Roosevelt of
the United States were fifth couand Franklin D. Roosevelt's
mother was third cousin of President Grant.

sins

Paris Star Time
Sports Review
Midnite Special

Late News Roundup
Sign Off
Monday, Oct, It
Sign On

News
Sports
Keep Posted

Remembering
Lucky Strike News
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News
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World News Roundup
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Sports Review
Midnite Special
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Sports
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Varsity Varieties
Lucky Strike News
D.

Show

J.

Fred Wilkens

Show

News
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News
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Sports Review
Midnite Special

News
Sign Off
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Sign
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Brunswick High School
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Lucky Strike News
Piano Portraits
Street of

Hamel

-

Dreams

-

DeBrule

News
Studytime Serenade
Faculty Views

World News Roundup
Flick Parade
Sports Review
Midnite Special
Late News Roundup
Sign Off
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you smoke
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fact
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And

it's

o doctor
Student Patronage

so satisfying to know that
reports no adverse effects

from smoking

Wednesday-Thursday
October 14-15

DOWN

THE RIVER
with

Dick Haymes

Audrey Totter
Billy Daniels
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responsible independent research laboratory and is based
on thorough bi-monthly examinations of a group of Chesterfield smokers over a period of
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world's most famous towers are, left to

right, the Eiffel

Tower, the Tower of London

and the Leaning Tower of

Chesterfield.

The doctor's report is part of
a program supervised by a
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Brunswick, Maine

and sinuses

to tho nose, throat

Welcomed

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

proved by chemical

leading cigarette brands.
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Street
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Chester? ield

so satisfying to know that you art
getting tho one cigarette that's low
in nicotine, highest in quality.
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World News Roundup
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186 Maine
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10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

Pisa.

a year and a half.

But in America, the tower-come-lately (extreme right) may rapidly become as familiar
as the old landmarks of Europe. It is one of
the Bell System's radio-relay stations which
speed telephone calls and television programs
coast to coast.

In May, 1948, these towers connected only
Eastern cities. Five years later the TV

five

network included 95 towns and more are being
Fr iday-Sat u rday

added

all

the time.

October 16-17
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BALLANTRAE
with
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research,
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engineering

and construction requirements are providing

Anthony Steel

real opportunities for the kind of people

who

like to pioneer.
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VICKI
with
Jeanne Crain
Jean Peters

working on new developments appeals to
you, check with your Placement Officer for
the details on employment with the Bell System. There are positions open for electrical,
mechanical and civil engineers, as well as
If

business administration

and

arts

and science

graduates.

also
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Ne»vs

Wednesday-Thursday
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Sophomore Class Chooses
Candidates For Three Offices
To Be Held
After Homecoming

Wilder Attends 5-Day

June Graduates Receive Representative From

Meeting In Boston To

Higher Starting Wages
Than Class Of 1952

Lay Conference Plans
Philip Sawyer Wilder, the Assistant to the. President, left for

Election

Forum To Sponsor

Boston last Friday to attend a fiveday meeting of a committee to
Silk' Talk Thursday
organize the sixth annual conferIn Foyer Of Chapel
ence on International Educational
Kenneth Exchanges, which is conducted by
Former
President
By Edward N. Cotter '86
Charles Morton Sills will give a the National Association of ForBowdoin's sophomores, the Class talk at a meeting of the Bowdoin eign Student Advisors.
officers

Of 1956,

elect

will

their

Political

Forum

some time during the week be- Thursday in the Moulton Union.
tween Homecoming and the Maine Dr. Sills will speak on his recently
game, at a date to be set by the
Student Council. The hour* "at
which the polls will open will be
announced in next weeks ORIENT.
Election is by the preferential
system, where each individual must
vote in order of preference for not
less than seven or more than 13
candidates for each office to make
his ballot valid. Each candidate
shall receive 12 points for each
first place vote, 11 for second, 10
for third, etc. The candidate hav-

ing the largest point total for each
office will be elected.
The names of the candidates
with a brief biological sketch of
each follow (President, Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer being listed in that order by the fraternities

which nominated them):
Alpha Delta Phi

LeJtoy E. Dyer

A

completed trip around the world.

"Casey"
ately

Sills,

known

as he

to

affection-

is

generations of
in Hali-

Bowdoin men, was born
fax,

Nova

Scotia,

in

graduated

summa cum

Bowdoin

in

1901,

and

1879,

laude from
being

after

to Phi Beta Kappa. He
mem ber of the Delta Kappa
,_ :i „_ „__.
t
„„ and
__, served
7\as
Epsilon
Fraternity
its National President in 1929.
Inaugurated in 1918
Academically, Dr. Sills received
his M. A. from Harvard in 1903,
he is an LL.D from nine different
colleges, and an L. H. D. from
Boston University. After teaching
English and the classics. Dr. Sills
became President of Bowdoin in
1918, and it was under his guidance that Bowdoin
made its

elected

greatest growth to
day.

what

it

is

New

and most

(Conlinued on Page 2)

Engres-

Tillotson Tells Of

UpsUon

John T. Llbby

Glee Club Trials

Hymn Backgrounds

To

Be Held Nov. 3, 5;
Members To Get Robes

Jtanald A. Goto
Quartet ^trails for positions in
Golz is a Durfee High School in Glee Chib will be held Tuesday,
graduate. He was a newspaper November 3, and Thursday, Novbasketplayed
and
member,
staff
ember 5, from l:30-to 4:30 in Banball and baseball. At Bowdoin he nister Hall,
according to Profeshas also played basketball and sor Frederic E. T. Tillotson, club
baseball, worked with the Rushing

and Hazing Committees of his fraternity, and is on the ORIENT

director.

While only 70 men are chosen
for the traveling club, those on
staff.
the "B" list will not be prevented
Harris
Ronell F.
from appearing in concerts, ProfAt South Portland High School essor Tillotson remarked. Every
Harris played baseball. He was member will
appear in Handel's
class treasurer and a member of "Messiah",
to be presented Dethe Honor Society.
cember 5 at the First Parish
Chi Psl
Church, and in the annual CamRobert H. Glover
pus Concert
with
Connecticut
Glover graduated from Hunting- College,
March 13.
ton Preparatory School. He was
captain of the swimming team,
president of his class, and on the
Honor Society. At Bowdoin he has
the swimming
participated on

Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson spoke on hymns during Friday's chapel exercises.
Professor Tillotson briefly outlined the history of hymns and

accompaniments. He said,
"Hymns have been sung since the
time of Martin Luther and the
reformation. Regardless of their
religious background, people sing
hymns." "One reason for this," he
said, "was that hymns are a lot
their

like folk songs."

Going on further. Professor Tillotson told about the new accompaniments
written
for
these
hymns by Charles Villiers Stamford, one of England's foremost
musicians. "In 1890, Stamford began to improvise these new accompaniments,
called
discants,

for the old hymns.,' said Tillotson.
"One of his assistants at Trinity
club College was T. Turchess Noble, an

Following the trails, the
will be outfitted with robes and
the first concert will be held
Saturday, .November 21, at Farmington. This will be a practice

team. He is Rushing and Hazing concert.
Chairman, the White Key repreProfessor Tillotson stated, "Exsentative, and is on the Freshman
perience has shown us that most
Scholarship Committee.
B men become members of the
Ernest G. Flint, Jr.
traveling club before the year is
Flint attended Beverly High

out." B men will be eligible to
School. He took part in the band,
take the place of A men who, for
yearbook, and school magazine. some
reason or other, drop out.
has
he
Bowdoin
to
coming
Since
been on the Dean's List, a James
Bowdoin Scholar, a member of the
Girls
band, swimming manager, and a

Wheaton

American.

When Noble

returned
to America he brought with him
the new music, but they were not
published until 1949."
Tillotson explained that future
hymnal "sings" will be held, probably one a month, with three
hymns, two familiar and one new,
being sung.
Chapel closed with The "Italian Hymn". Tallis' "Canon," and
Luther's "Mighty Fortress."

Bowdoin-Bound

Student Union representative.

James W. Millard
At Freeport High School Millard was on the track and basketball teams, and is taking part in
interfraternity sports at Bowdoin.

track and the student council
as well as being in the Honor Society. Now a Meddie, Perkins has
participated in football, track and
ball,

presented a
short address on the importance of
James Bowdoin Day
an address
which brought to light new meaning of the Bowdoin scholar.

—

Reorganize

"And

scientific

$310 Average Starting Salary
During the year 1952-1953 more
850 individual interview*
were conducted on the Bowdoin
campus with a large number of
off-campus
interviews also arranged. Starting salaries averaged
about $310 a month, with a fair
number in the $350 and up range.
than

Up Committees

Last Tuesday, October 13, the
second meeting of the Bowdoin
Young Republicans Club was held
in which was laid the foundation

Working
Undergraduates employment

mony

also an important

is

Placement Bu-

The report concludes: "Tne
spring if 1954 marks the 10th anniversary of the Placement Bureau here at Bowdoin, and it is
gratifying to look back over the
more than a thousand graduates
who have been assisted in finding
their life's career, many of them

who

it

lege at Yale University, gave the

James Bowdoin Day address entitled "Our Liberal Tradition." He
pointed out that Life is an advenan adventure into which we

ture,

must throw ourselves wholeheartedly. We must discard our "old
skin," and make our lives worthwhile for our
benefit

|

|

[

Campus
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Photo By Litchfield

In Sills

Several Wheaton girls pausing for a few minutes before
embarking on the trip to Brunswick, Maine where they and
their fellow students have become permanent fixtures on the Bowdoin campus
Speech;
Enlarges
Left
to right: Nancy Green, Donna Buckingham, Julia Clarke,
Jane Cham40 Students Attend
bers Warn Kock, Mary Hawke, Ruthie Clarke, Ann
Kirkpatric*. Ann
Forsberg, and
Gaylor. A feature article on Wheaton College is
Theodore Meyer Greene, Profes- found on page Pat
two of this issue.
sor of Philosophy at Yale University, presided at an informal gathstatement was felt by many stiiProfessor Greene encouraged the
ering in Sills Hall last Thursday,
dents to be the high-point of the students to take on
James Bowdoin Day.
as many of the
responsibilities in college life as
At this meeting, he enlarged on discussion.
Compares Past With Present
possible, and not to leave them
some of the topics of the speech he
Greene also dealt with the Amer- only to the dean and the faculty.
had given that morning. His chief
More Fun In His Day
topic was that he believed that co- ican student of today as compared
He claimed that in his day, the
operative discussion should be en- with the student of his college day.
These discussions, he He admonished the students, above student talked more, had more fun,
couraged.
from
all,
distinguished
not
to
become
and
stagnant
worked
are
and
more. He drank chiefly
pointed out,
a debate, which is a talk in which mentally prematurely dead. Be- to encourage better discussions.
The meeting was attended by
each side tries. to maintain its own cause all professional organizations
point of view. He cited an example and institutions tend to become re- forty students. Professor Solmitz
when he retold the story of "The actionary, he warned the students provided coffee which enlivened
Grand Inquisitor" f rom. Dostoyew- to be suspicious of all that is re- the talk. The students who attendBrethren Karamaaon*, in actionary. Greene deplored con- ed said that they felt it was one
ski's
which it is explained why Christ, ventional college sentimentality of the nicer occasions they had
should he reappear today, might be shown during college reunions by experienced at college, and that
crucified again by an immature so- drinking and singing songs of they wouM like to attend more
This questionable political value.
discussions of this type.
ciety afraid of being free.
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was held

Shaw

in the

'56.

(Continued on Page

4)

Cast For Masque And

Gown Play Announced;
Name Still Unknown
Sarrauf, Callihan

To Have Top
The

—

—

benefit

Peucinian Room, where Professor
Greene talked with many students
on philosophical matters of interest
to them and answered any questions which were brought up.
Those students receiving straight
"As" in their courses for the past
two semesters are as follows: William Alfred Maillet '49, Donald
Carl
Agostinelli
"53,
Theodore
Drew Robbins '53, Horst Albach
'5J,
Foreign Student, Richard
Hoopes Allen '54, Paul Peter
Brountas '54, Richard Otis Card
'54, Richard Dale '54, James
Roy
Flaker '54, William Frederick
Hoffman '54, Karl Maurice Pearson
Jr. '54, Louis Schwartz '54, Christian Berend von Huene '54, Roland
George Ware Jr. '54, Lloyd Ormon
Bishop '55, Richard Charles Robarts '55, Andrew Wilson Williamson III '55, Joao George deLyra '56,
Ernest Gayton Flint Jr. '56, Maynard Arthur Seelye '56, Henry Da-

1

Its

own

others.

discussion group

I

Colby Has Interesting Features;

of

ankful for the opportunities
given us and do our best to grasp
and develop them.
Afternoon Meeting Held
In the afternoon, an informal

ing process, for people, and
piety despite the differences

for "Our Liberal Tradition" by askbe- ing
two
searching
questions.
tween science, art, religion and "What in our western tradition is
democracy in his James Bowdoin really vital and alive today ?
now in
Day address, "Our Liberal Tra- what in the past is as vital today
dition," delivered last Thursday, as jt was then?" The most imporOctober 15, in Memorial Hall.
tant contributing factors to our
"American culture is not too present heritage, he said, are
prone to rate intellectual distinc- Greece, Rome, Palestine, science
essor
Prof
highly,"
very
tion
and democracy. Apologizing to
By Thomas L. Spence '57
Greene told the James Bowdoin the Latin scholars for omitting
Colby College, whose gridiron sey also contribute their share of scholars in his opening remarks. Rome, Profesor Greene discussed
underlast
year
students.
But
the other four topics at some
squad will meet the Polar Bears
length.
at Bowdoin on Saturday to open graduates came from such far-off
Wisdom and Beauty
another state series, is a coed in- places as China, Greece, Finland, Achorn Debate Slated
When considering Greece, wisstitution near Waterville, Maine. Holland, and Iran.
Colby's endowment is $4,600,000 For November 10; Holy
dom and beauty ara the two
Its 140 years of service has rewords which immediately come to
cently been climaxed by the mov- and its library has about 150,000
mind, Greene stated. The Greek
ing of the entire campus in a 22- volumes, both figures being some- Cross First Opponent
traditioh of wisdom is exemplified
year project, which has attracted what smaller than Bowdoin's. Its
ROTC unit, the Department of
nationwide attention.
On Thursday, Oct. 15, a meeting by Socrates on three counts. In
The college is located just a Air Science and Tactics, is a re- was held for all men interested in the first place he was the inventor
of dialectics which Greene defined
little over 50 miles north of the quired course for every male stu- the Achorn debate trials.
(Continued on Page 4)
Bowdoin campus, on the outskirts dent in his freshman and sophoUnder the direction of coach Alof Waterville, a sizeable town of more years.
bert R. Thayer a discussion was
During the summer months, held on this year's topic, "Resolved,
Its
inhabitants.
some
18,000
(Continued on Page 4)
beautiful campus, located on a
that the United States should Bowdoin
Spark
600-acre expanse on Mayflower
adopt a policy of free trade."
Hill, is one of the showplaces of
The final debate will take place
Williams Parties
8:00
at
in the Smith Auditorium
Maine.
Council Announces
Name Changed Frequently
p.m. on November 10. The affirm- Hi, Honey,
ative team will include Paul A.
Throughout its illustrious his- Elections For
I was very sorry to get your letDuBrule Jr. '56, Norman L. Levy ter Thursday
tory, Colby has had its name un* and to find that ^»»
you
ice
j »»
The al- I.haven t been feeling too well. I
Morton tL. rw
Price 56. to.
and
dergo frequent changes. It was
Senior Officers
WorLrcman On
tomato is
ic Gerald
l-^»»-alf1 Werksman.
In wish
...:*-.U
..».. ~.»..1.J L.~,.~ «
a- urn
ternate
chartered as Maine Literary and
could have gone to
you
WilTheological Institution in 1813,
At Monday afternoon's Student the opposing negative is Warren Hams with me
we had a great
but eight years later it became Council meeting it was announc- H. Greene Jr., Henry D. Shaw '56 time.
known as Waterville College. ed that daring the Messiah week- and William W. Hale Jr. '56. The
Wo left Brunswick just before
However, soon after the Civil end all fraternities could be open- alternate is Stanton I. Moody '57. lunch Friday and arrived at Smith
The first varsity debate will be just in time to miss supper. The
War, in 1867, the name was ed in which there were twentyagainst Holy Cross on November girls said they wanted to go to
changed to Colby University sub- five or more dates.
stantially its present form. But it
In conlunction with this Coun- 19, beginning at 4:00 p.m. On the Rafiar's, so we took them there
was not until 1899 that it assumed cil President David S. Rogerson affirmative team, which will be de- for the evening,
its current title, Colby College.
stated that it was a social week bating in Smith Auditorium, are
That night we slept at Amherst,
Like most other early colleges, end and. any fraternity which was Norman L. Levy and Gerald and then picked up the girls
The negative team. a bout noon Saturday. The drive
Colby was founded under the aus- opened for dates could have their Werksman.
debating in 117 Sills Hall, is com- through the Berkshire* along the
pices of one particular denomina- bar op?n after the singing.
tion, in this case Baptist. Now, as
The nominations for the Sopho- posed of William W. Hale and Mohawk Trail was really glonfor a great number of years, it more class officers were announc- Stanton I. Moody.
'ous, but somehow we took too
Bowdoin's varsity debate team long admiring the scenery and
has bom completely non-secta- ed and it was decided that the
will be preparing for this meet missed the kick-off. But the che«rrian. Originally, the student body elections would be held next week
was composed entirely of men, but It was also decided that the senior when it goes to Lewiston on No- leaders were late too so it didn't
in 1871 women were first admitted class would elect an acting Vice- vember 19 to hold an exhibition de- make too much difference,
to Colby, the official description President and Secretary to fill bate with Bates College at the anWilliams beat us in the game
of which is now an Independent the existing vacancies in these po- nual secondary school debate clin- Everyone thought we would win,
ic conducted by Bates. At this time but they had a lot of good breaks
College of Liberal Arts for Men sitions.
Since only the Harriet Beecher Bowdoin will be debating against and our team still isn't as good
and Women.
650 Men, 400 Women
Stowe House is authorized by the direct election of the President. In since all those guys got hurt that
As in the case of Bowdoin, college there is a constant short- Bowdoin's own secondary school I wrote you about.
Colby offers only a Bachelor of age of rooms for dates on party debate clinic, ten schools have alAfter the game the Williams
Arts degree and no graduate week ends. The shortage of rooms ready entered. It is expected that boys invited us up to the house
Its
faculty,
some 80 exists because several women's more schools will enter before the They were really nice to us and
courses.
including
two Bowdoin colleges only allow their under- tournament is held in Smith Audi- told us we could have all the beer
strong,
we wanted. We stayed there until
graduates, serve a total of 1050, graduates to stay in college ap- torium on December 12.
Bowdoin will also send at least after the buffet supper; then we
when
divided between 600 men and 450 proved
houses
rooming
women.
spending the night away from the four teams to the University of went over to the A.D. house.
Its geographical representation school. It was therefore decided Vermont tournament, entering men Nearly everyone there was from
is much like Bowdoin's, as most of by the council to ask the admin- in both varsity and novice compe- Bowdoin,
so we stayed for the
the
undergraduates hail
from istration to authorize more pri- tition. rhe date for this tourna- rest of ,the evening. We sang
Massachusetts and Maine. New vate rooms in order to accomodate ment will be announced later in lot of songs and then some jazz
the season.
York, Connecticut, and New Jer- roomless female visitors.
(Continued on Page 4)

Coed College Moved

to-

LLJX, D.D., Professor of Philosophy and master of Silliman Col-

Dr. Greene Cites Vital Heritage
In James Bowdoin Day Address

ing

are being thus honored

day thank the College."
Theodore Meyer Greene, Ph.D.,

Set Up
Photo By Gaston
Also at this time two other comThe first,
mittees were set up.
Professor Theodore Meyer Greene
Speakers Committee, will arrange
for all speakers which the club
plans to have at Bowdoin, and is
composed of Robert L. Gustafson
'56, Chairman, Fred O. Smith II,
John Hovey and Robert W. MathBy John B. Goodrich '56, ORIENT Managing Editor
ews '56. The second committee is
Theodore Meyer Greene, prof- Americans still put first things
the Constitutional Committee asessor of philosophy at Yale, des- first, he continued. We are still a
drawing
task
of
up
signed with the
cribed "our vital heritage" as a frontier culture.
the club constitution and presentconcern with the ongoHe opened his discussion of
before the club for ratifica- genuine

tion; the members are Edward G.
Trecartin '54, Chairman, John D.
Gignac, H. Payson Dowst, and
positions of responsibility." Francis P. Twinem Jr. '55.

cere-

neither ostentatious nor

is

extraordinary. In fact, the procession, the assembly, the addresses, and the awards are all a
part of a simple but sincere ceremony, and for that sincerity, we

Two Committees

reau activity. About 209f of Bowdoin students are continually employed on the campus and receive
from the College an amount approximately equal to that granted
in scholarship aid.

Bow-

—

H. Payson Dowst '54, and Junior
increasing number of vet- Representative, John D. Gignac
erans from the Korean fighting '55. The office of secretary was
are requesting Placement Bureau divided because of the double
assistance. The Bureau is check- amount of work that was required,
ing Bowdoin men in the armed and the Senior and Junior Repreforces to learn their date of re- sentatives were added to form with
iease from service and their ca- the other officers the Executive
reer plans.
Committee.
of Students

the James

The James Bowdoin Day

of a successful school year.
Among the most important business accomplished by the club was
a reorganization of its offices, making additions to present posts and
adding some entirely new officers.
The new line of officers is as follows: President, William A. Fickett
'54; Vice President, Peter Z. Bulkeley '55; Secretary, John Hovey '55;
Corresponding Secretary, Fred O.
Smith II "56; Treasurer, Stanton L.
Black '54; Senior Representative,

An

20%

finally, to

doin Scholars themselves, this day
has a lasting significance. For it
is a day on which we feel somewhat proud and yet humble
proud to be a part of Bowdoin
College and of all for which it
stands
and yet humble before
its achievements and traditions.

Offices,

I

Theodore M. Greene
Presides At Informal

t^mmmmmm

demand for
candidates, Ladd notes,
several of the larger companies
have recently initiated special
programs by which carefully selected
non-technical
graduates
may acquire in a training program
the
necessary
backtechnical
ground.

who assembled in front of the Col- in Portland.
lege Library. Led by the College
Straight 'A' Men Honored
band, the procession slowly marchJames S. Coles, Ph.D., President
ed from the Library across the of the College, then awarded books
campus bright with autumn colors bearing the plate of the Honorable
and entered Memorial Hall to com- James Bowdoin to undergraduates
mence the thirteenth annual James who have maintained an "A" recBowdoin Day exercises.
ord throughout two semesters.
The Chapel Choir, under the diPaul- P. Brountas '54

Young Republicans

New

Bow-

(Continued on Page 3)

mm

By William C Cooke '57
James Bowdoin Day exercises rection of Professor Robert L.
were held on Thursday, October Beckwith, sang Bach's "Grant Us
15,
at
11
a.m.
in
Memorial to Do with Zeal," followed by the
Hall. The event was heralded by invocation by the Rev. Howard
the procession of James Bowdoin Travers Smith, B.D., pastor of the
scholars and Bowdoin professors Clark Memorial Methodist Chureh

Two

doin.

Gathering

Greene, Brountas Speakers

For Dramatic Panel

Men

Delta Kappa Epsilon
William S. Perkins
A William Hall High School alumnus, Perkins took part in foot-

interfraternity athletics at

To Be Commentator

James Bowdoin Day Speaker

Set

media were guests.

to-

pected College Presidents.

Libby attended South -Portland

Day Begins With Procession;

Quinby Visits Boston;

Despite the great

clude the glee club, track, inter- with Bowdoin, as one of
fraternity athletics and cheer lead- land's best known

High School, playing football, basketball and baseball and was an
Honor Society member. He plays
the same sports at Bowdoin and is
on the Scholarship Committee.

and "industry con-

contacting the office by mail or
phone. Thirty-two of the first 100
companies listed among the leading national advertisers for all

j

'

Psl

relaxed

students

which sent representatives to the
campus, and by the many others

|

.

jf

Employment standards have not
been

foreign

were interviewed Monday by Miss
Susan Katz, Section Head, in the
Foreign Student Department of
Institute of International Education. Those interviewed were the
Messrs. Jacob M. Celosse, Jean T.

ROTC

Bar Harbor High School gradHis interests were far from beuate, Dyer was a member of the
ing limited to this college, howHonor Society. He played on the ever. He was, at one time or
football, basketball and baseball
another, President of the Board
teams. In his first year at Bowdoin of Visitors
Philip S. Wilder
at the U. S. Naval
he also participated in these sports. Academy, a Trustee of Wellesley
He is now a varsity back for the College, Chairman of the trustees staff from national agencies related to the Exchange Program, repPolar Bears, and a Student Union of the
Carnegie Foundation, and resentatives from the U.S. governrepresentative.
the New England representative ment, foreign consulates and emWarren A. Slesinger
to the War Labor Board from bassies, teachers of English as a
Slesinger graduated from Tabor 1943 to 1945, to mention only a
foreign language, and others inAcademy after participating in the few of his outside activities.
terested in the nationwide effort to
glee club, newspaper and crew
'Casey" retired in 1952, after realize the objectives of the Educateam. His Bowdoin activities in- more than 50 years association
ing,

Bowdoin's

70 Per Cent Of Grads
Sought Bureau Help

James Bowdoin Exercises
Held To Honor Scholars

tinues to look for the best qualified men for their training proFrasch, Koyu Kin jo, Pertti O. Ligrams," according to the Annual
Report of Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., pas, Carsten T. Moller, Robet Van
The conference itself will be held Director
of
Bowdoin College Hoeken, and Edison F. Xavier.
in Boston from April 27 to April
Appearing as commentator for
Placement Bureau, which was Miss Katz also interviewed Mr.
29. It will bring to Boston foreign
made public today. Starting sala- Luis Gonzega Rivero, a teaching the professional theater panel at
advisors,
professional
students
fellow in Spanish.
the New England Drama Conferries for 1953 graduates were 10%
The purpose of Miss Zatz's in- ence held this past week end in
higher than in 1952.
Attends Conference
terview was to find hew ways of Boston, was Professor George H.
85 Firms Represented
Approximately 70% of the se- improving the program for for- Quinby, Director of Dramatics at
Bowdoin College.
nior class which graduated last eign students.- In her visit here
June was registered with the she found our foreign students enThe highlight of the conference
Placement Bureau for vocational joying and benefiting by their was an address by Leland Hayguidance and assistance, although stay at Bowdoin.
ward, the New York producer
in
students
has
The Institute
many men were members of the
whose production of "Sabina Fair"
or other military programs. all types of universities and col- is now trying out in Boston. His
throughout the country. address climaxed the weekend-long
Ladd's report states that the leges
stuforeign
Teie
are
about
3,500
conference.
widely publicized demand for college-trained personnel was re- dents' studying in this country toflected at Bowdoin by the 85 firms day.

p.m.

8:15

at

Institute Interviews

Bowdoin Plan Students

.

j

Don

cast in

Roles
Carlo's play to

be presented next month, arena
oi,k,
style, in the
me mouiion
union, is a
Moulton Union,
group of experienced
Masque and
r
r^

Gown

actors.

In the part of Inga Axelbord,
the Swedish widow who manages
the Town Farm at Haskisn, Connecticut, is Mrs. Athern P. Dagwho has played in previous
arena style performances in the
gett,

Union, as well as

in

many other

town and college productions. As
an inmate of the farm, Katie, Miss
Nancy McKeen, who played the
leading

roles

of

Portia

in

the

"Merchant of Venice'' and Belinda
"Ramshackle Inn" last year,

in

be displaying her versatility.
As Mrs. Maude Flail, a young
sociologist from New York, will be
Mrs. Gertrude Bean, who played in
the one acts two years ago, and
who has had previous experience in
the arena, in "Yes, My Darling
Daughter." And for the part of
Dottie Axelbord. the manager's
daughter, Director George Quinby
has chosen Miss Lynn Towle.
The title of the play by Don
Carlo to be presented is unknown at this time, as the original title is being changed and
final approval has not beea received from Don Carlo.
Ed.
Note.
None of the men has played
arena style before, but all have had
previous experience in college dra-

•will

—

matics.
(Continued on Page
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More Dates' Rooms Needed
The Student Council
the

list

this

week asked

of college approved rooming

med from

Dean to extend
The request stem-

the

facilities.

Bv Jofcn M. Itrlsaa *54
And Donald IV. Blodgett '54
Wheaton College, oft referred to
as Bowdoin's Sister College, is majestically situated in the petit town
Of Norton, Mass. Whea ton's beginning connection with BowdJn
was instilled through President
Cole of Wheaton. President Cole,
also an alumnus of Bowdoin, was a
good friend of Donald B. MacMillan which accounts for the mesning
of the Bowdoin white and the
Wheaton purple being carried to
the North Pole in 1911. This is the
first significant tie between these
two institutions of education.
Wheaton College is a living
monument to a great woman. The
original idea was conceived in the
the mind of. Judge Laban Wheaton's daughter-in-law. This woman,
•Eliza Chapin Wheaton, was so enthusiastic concerning the institution that she cut herself and her
husband off from any future in-

This was in conformance
frat
(Fraternity) lounge during come.
with the idea of a seminary in meIvy houseparties.
I'm sure that if we search dili- moriam of the Judge's daughter,
gently, we can find weightier, Mrs. Eliza Wheaton Strong.
First Class In 1835
more interesting topics "to beef
The suggestion for a seminary
about.
was proposed in 1834, and within
P. K. Holmes '56
a year this materialized into a livThe ORIENT has,
gathering, ing organ. In such an undertaking
channeling, and expressing, under- the founders needed an experienced
graduate opinion concerning need- woman educator. This woman was
ed campus improvements, perform- Mary Lyon from the Ipswich Semed one of its main purposes as the inary and she in turn selected Miss
college newspaper.
It is not the Eunkr Caldwell as the first "principolicy of the ORIENT to "beef pal of Wheaton Female Seminary.
merely for the purpose of making In April, 1835, the first class signed
copy. We believe the expression of the metriculation book. These are
alert student opinion, varied as it the circumstances and ingredients
may be, by the ORIENT, to be a which fostered the original instituhealthy and constructive part of tion in Norton, which today is
Bowdoin's undergraduate life. It widely acknowledge as one of the
would be a dull college, indeed, in leading women's colleges in the
which the tastes and opinions of country.
Wheaton
Female
Seminary
the individual were identical to the
tastes and opinions of the entire seemed to be a stepping stone for
Mary Lyon and Miss Caldwell to
undergraduate body.
These
P:S. Since the writing of the transfer to Mt. Holyoke.
ORIENT editorial lights and originals felt that they were needfences have eliminated the hazard ed to help out education in other
parts.
These
educators naturally
caused by the so called "Hackett's
insisted that the Bible head the
playground."
J. A., Jr. best-seller list at the Wheaton book

Illustrating the beauty and styling of the Wheaton Campus buildings are the Cole Memorial Chapel (left) and the buildings of Hebe
Court (right). Named after the first President of Wheaton. Cole
Memorial Chapel is often considered a symbol of the college. President Cole, incidentally, was a Bowdoin graduate. In Hebe Court are

found Kilham Hall

.

.

inadequacy of the present arrangement. It also seems peculiar
that the college should prepare through the- Union a list of
available rooms which it neither sanctions, nor even relies on
when the authorized facilities are overcrowded.

named after Mary Lyon, one of the
original founders. In the same year
Cragin Hall was dedicated to Mary
Cragin, an early professor of mathematics. Other dormitories *iave
been named Stanton, Everett and
Kilham. These dormitories perpetuate the names of prominent women who have dedicated their lives
as teachers, administrators and
humanitarians of the college.
No Longer A 'Select Few'

La Maison Blanche or White
it is commonly called,

House, as

was

originally set apart from the
other houses. In 1927 it accommodated 15 French majors. At present, however, this situation does
not exist, as White House no longer caters to a select few.
Within the compounds of these
scholarly dormitories the students
apply themselves to achieve a liberal education. The foundation for
all scholastic work starts with the
basic requirements during the first
two years. This is the stepping
stone into the future major work

We

approval could be extended to the New
Meadows Inn and the homes of faculty members and townspeople without jeopardizing the reputations of either the students or the colleges involved. If the Student Union list could
feel

that

be used as one source of private rooms which meet administration stnndards, the solution to this problem may be forthcoming.
D. R. A.

—

Furman

beat West

27-7.
Virginia,

22-14.

West

Virginia beat Pittsburgh,
16-0,

Pittsburgh beat Notre Dame,
22-19.

Which proves that last year
Bowdoin was better than Notre
Dame, now the number one team in

Sunday's Sartorial Disrespect

the country.
Respectfully submitted,

Dress at Bowdoin is, as most of us realize, somewhat more
Elliott S. Kanbar
informal than at many of the New England colleges. In a large
part this is caused by the geographical location of the college.
Ed. Note:
Yet, in spite of this, it seems to exhibit an undergraduate attix
L
l.
y
tude
an attitude which can be seen at its worst most any
x r= y.
Sunday afternoon in the chapel.
y*.
xy
y*
xy
x*
xt
Last Sunday, for example, when Rev. Robert H. Dunn
x)
x) (y +
x (y
(y
looked out at the assembled undergraduates his eyes were
x
y + x.
greeted by a maze of satorial disrespect.
Varying shades of
1
1+1.
2.
1
buckskin shoes were nattily combined with dingy sweat socks.
Sweaters and sport jackets partially concealed shirts with fly-

=
=
=
— = —
— = —
=
=
=

—

—

ing buttresses for collars, and tossed salad cravates
all in all
a rather distasteful scene for any visitor who happened to be
participating in or attending the chapel exercises.

The idea

of informality, or casuality, as it may be,
sonably acceptable for classes and athletic events, but,

is

rea-

we

be-

every student should have enough respect for the Sunday
Chapel services to appear dressed properly. This is one colwhich all undergraduates should attend in suits
function
lege

lieve,

Or has
point of complete disrespect?

and regulation shoes.

Bowdoin informality reached

the

To Editor

.

added to by a $1.69 - $1.75 board
Bowdoin beat Maine, 33-14.
bill per week. The ladies were horMaine beat Rhode Island, 13-0. rified when
the board went up to
Rhode Island beat Brown, 7*6.
$2.00 a week in 1840. They felt that
Brown beat Harvard, 28-21.
maybe they should get more than
Harvard beat Dartmouth, 26-19. washing
and lights for such an
Dartmouth beat Columbia, 38-14. exorbitant
price. This Seminary
Columbia tied Army, 14-14.
prospered until the year 1912
Army beat South Carolina, 28-7. when it officially became
Wheaton
South Carolina beat Furman,
College.
The college has grown

'56

editor, the

bowdoin

oct. 15, 1953
orient,

sir,

may

i

make an humble

x).

request,

or do you have to change #verything that comes into your office
to suit yourself, when an epistolary
piece of literature such as my previous piece is sent for publication,
steadily throughout the twentieth and signed, it should be published
century until it has reached its verbatim ac litteratum, and not
mussed up.
present magnificence.
in reference to an unmentionable
In 1912 the recreation hall was
institution, i had used a punctuaopportunities ana responsibilities of tional adjective to replace invecthose related to this program of ed- tives that have not yet been
ucational exchange.
Also receiv- dreamed of. as i recall, it went
ing major attention have been mat- something like this
if you do not
ters relating to national policy, to delete it again
quote
„/--,„;;
coordination at the national level, ///-..(\i; in place of this masterto the essentials of a campus for- piece of implied disparagement, the
eign student program, to research reader found some unfounded conin the field of cross-cultural educa- glomeration of letters reading
if
tion, and to workshop groups re- they could be read
etaoinshrdlu.
lated to problems and needs of this this is awful, a transliteration into
program.
greek
alphabet
the
might make it
It is the responsibility of the look more menacing, but as it
planning committee to arrange for stands, it
minga. it has lost
the program of the conference; de- its entirety of invective feeling,
termining the major concerns, pro- and produces no emotion whatsoviding the conference leadership, ever.
and supervising the general adwhen 'someone writes asking a
ministration of the conference.
question or more or requesting

—

—

—

.

—

.

(right).

By Courtesy

of the

Wheaton News

is doubtful as to the comments of the alumni who had
veracity of these traditions, let him realized the benefit of such trainget in touch with two pledges at ing "in later life.
the Psi U. House who floundered
upon gradWheaton Women
in Peacock Pond last Sunday. uation your chances of matrimony
These same two freshmen were are greatly increased. Your prenoticed racing bare-footed through decessors have netted more husthe Dimple on that same morning bands per capita than the combinchasing two beautiful sophomores. ed totals of Harvard and Radcliffe.
Reserved for the stately seniors By joining this select band you
are the library steps upon which will also enter the second oldest
no other under-dassman may be college Alumni Association in the
found seated (author's note
country. You will join one of apThere are approximately 70,511 proximately twenty alumni clubs
volumes in this library). The as an active member whose duty
seniors also have another expressed will be to interest and sponsor
privilege, that of leaving chapel young women into entering Wheatfirst. This age-old tradition coin- on.
cides exactly with one observed at
The glamor and (tradition of
Bpwdoin.
Wheaton lies not only on the camHonor System New
pus, but also it is exemplified by
Although there are many notice- the individual women. These traits
able similarities in reference to are instilled in every undergraduthe Bowdoin-Wheaton relationship, ate and are easily recognized by
as the 8-1 ratio of students to pro- the most casual observer. Herein
fessors and both enrollments under lies the "living»monument" to Mrs.
1,000, there is a contrast by the Eliza Wheaton Strong.
•
•
•
•
use of an honor system. The honor
Acknowledgments
system was incorporated in 1946 for
the academic aspect and in 1949
The writers of this article would
covering the social life. This whole like to take this opportunity to
system was initiated by the stu- thank the administration; Presidents themselves. This was made dent Meneeley and Mrs. Dahl, the
possible by the close relationship editors of the Wheaton NEWS;
between the administration and the Miss Patricia Kearse and Miss
student body. Dr. Meneeley, now Nan Hayward for their kind assistPresident of Wheaton College, -ex- ance. Lastly to a group without
pressed his complete satisfaction whose aid this article would never
with the results of the honor sys- have been written, the student
tem. He based his opinion upon the body.

the reader

number of colleges and prep schools
Bowdoin stay at tourist homes sanctioned
store.
by Massachusetts Hall. We understand and agree with the
Horrified Ladies
reasons for this custom, but since there is only one rooming
While the Seminary was not exLetter To Editor
ceptionally liberal academically,
house now on the list, we feel there is ample justification in the
even the most frugal young lady
For the benefit of those people could afford
Council's request for more authorized facilities.
the tuition of $20.00 a
who believe that Bowdoin's footColby, one of the colleges requiring Bowdoin approval, re- ball team last year was only a little year. Of course these young lovelies
had to be at least thirteen years of
cently discovered that more girls were signed out for this one above average, or could have done
age in order to be accepted into the
house than it could possibly hold. This fact alone points to the better, I submit the following. Last school. This nominal sum was Letter
year
the fact that a

require girls coming to

and Metcalf Hall

(left)

'

m

.

«urm* tin Fail and Sarin*- t ssai sis r by
AMreas news eaanasmicatsam to Um Bditar *od s«V
Krnption rommuniratiuni to the Bu.infm Manarcr of the Bowdoin PaMWiias Company at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin Colfefe, Brunswick, MaJM. Kntarad
(he students »{

culated to Trip, Tear and fittangle Unsuspecting Undergrade.
Bowdoin men who will leap onto a careening hot-rod for a lift
to Cal, who could find their way
"bombed" and blindfolded from
the A.T.O.'s »ar to that df Chi
Psi, who will watch
the
Union for hours on end, cannot
find the fortitude to traverse, the
instinct to maneuver through, or
the time to circumvent a few
sticks or buildings cast in their
path.

'54
'57
'57
I have walked through Haek'57
ett's playground at ntght a dozen
'57
'57 times or more, and have found it
'57 considerably less unne rvi ng than
way across a
'57 trying to pick

Business Manager

Bruce N. Cooper
Assistant Business
'54

to

the
Last

TV m

AMUUnt

John M. Belka "54
Donald W. Blodgett

Mext

Beef!

this seems to be
favorite .pastime.

No. 10 campus'
year it was about those
posts
at Cleveland Hall; now it's those
Menacing Obstacles looming out
of the Dark before our Fragile
Frames, an Inextricable Maze Cal-

186S

21,

Editor-in-Chief
Wallace R. Harper. Jr. *55
Managing Editor

John B. Goodrich

the editor;
Beef!
Beef!

1953

Wheaton Exemplifies Liberal Arts Tradition

To

partying,

Wednesday, October

David R. Anderson

Letters To Hie Editor

21,

—

and honors papers. This liberal
arts program coincides very closely with the policy found at Bowdoin. There are only a few exceptions: the girls do not take major
exams in senior year, while some
who have outstanding grades are
chosen to write research papers.
All our young ladies' time is not
spent searching diligently through
the musty archives of the campus
library. Rather the Wheaton girl
is apt to be found on any one of
many Eastern Men's College Campuses. Many times we hear her
melodic voice on our fair campus
exchanging traditional "hellos".
This greeting is part of the whole
make up of a typical Wheaton girl,
if such a type exists. Her spirit
prevades at all social gatherings.
When the campus queens come
trapsing back to their domiciles
after such week ends, they are
positive to dodge the slype light.
With fond memories of spent social
life they never wish to become
spinsters by stepping through the
slype. These charmers would rather dream of being chased through
the Dimple by a bare-footed Hercules who is bound to capture
them; thus taking the first vows
of marriage. If for any reason
these lovelies have not progressed
this far in the pursuit of a permanent lover, they may be seen walking three times around Peacock
Pond. Some men become bashful
after such physical exertion and
may fail the Wheatonite by not
kissing her. Here is where the
wrath of the woman is mustered
and she will usually push her prospective suitor into the pond. If

something, do you always snub
your nose like a radcliffe girl and
flatly refuse to respond, i asked
you to put one of my phrased delectations in capitals, although you
bother to change other parts of my
epistle, yet you denied me the
pleasure of having a phrase put in
capitals, and am still in a quandry
as to the meaning of the trisyllable,
i

jadaloon.

now, and i am serious, i have a
name, i even bothered to sign it to
the terminus of my epistle, adiapheric of having it in your sheet,

and as far as i am cognizant, you
have no bone of mine.
even more disrespectfully,

—

—
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Exchange Program.

The

past five conferences have

dealt, in

a broad sense, with the
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Wednesday-Thursday
October 71-22

COLLEGE MEN

Tony Curtis

Earn $100 per month for part time

sales

work

pleasant and dignified. Access to car
necessary. Reference leads backed by national
advertising. Work will not interfere with studies.
The Vita Craft Corp. will hold group interview at
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THE ALL AMERICAN
News
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Zetes

POLAR

Top Sigma Nus;

ARUs Lead In

BEARINGS

League

A

V? lfeowald A. Golz '56
a passing attack
The Delta Sigs rolled to their
fourth quarter the second victory in as many starts
Zetes managed to squeek by the by blanking the Chi Psi group,
Sigma Nus, 19-14, thus keeping 22-0. This puts them in second
their unbeaten record dean. Also place in League "A", behind the
By Robert M. Horai'M, OBIENT Sports Editor
undefeated are the Delta Sigs, ARUs. These two teams meet on
Touch football, interfraternity style, is gradually turning' from A.R.U.S, and the T.D.s.
November 4
what is suppose to be fraternity competition on a friendly basis to a*
In toppling the Sigma Nus from
The Psi Us notched their first
form of mass mayhem. Each house goes out to -win the game as if the unbeaten list the Zetes moved win of the season at the expense
the lives of the members were at stake. Fights, arguments, and all
kinds of underhanded tactics are used hy both teams throughout
ADs,
Sigs In Action
most of the games. It is time that this sort of thing came to a
screeching halt.
Last year and in years previous the fraternities cried ant against
to
the
being
assigned
were
not
saying
that
referees
the White Key's
games as they should be. Now that the houses have the referees
assigned to the game they are yelling at them. A touch football
game just isn't a game anymore unless there is a brawl in it. There
is bound to be a little argument in every game but lately it has been
carried to extremes. In the recent Kappa Sig-ARU game they needed
someone to count the knockdowns at the bell more than they needed
The same thing was true in the Delta Sig-Kappa Sig:
a referee.
game this week only not to such an extent. What can be done about:
If the penalties were stiff enough I think the whole
this situation?
thing could be practically eliminated. If someone gets into a fight
throw them not out of the game, but bar fhem from all the remaining;
games of the season including the playoffs.
Unleashing

late

in
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Waiiams Holds Off Polar Bears 26-14;
Coukos, Dyer Pace Second Half Push

,

the

,

(Bowdoin Rally Falls Short,

Most rom, Howard

Frosh Football

Advance In

loses To Hebron 124;

Tsam

!

Fall Tennis

Tour nam en t This Week

ffanfie,

fotter Shine

|

Kappa

•

•

»

•

•

The Independents forfeited their third straight touch football
game this week. This seems like a sufficient reason to throw them
out of the league and out of mterfraternrty athletics for the rest dfi
If they can't field a football team of six ma?n they will
the year.
never be able to get men for basketball, bowling, and softball. When
the first White Key meeting was held their representative showed and
Where is it? The
said they would be fielding a team this year.
Photo By Gaston
schedule was especially arranged to accommodate them by splitting
up the leagues unevenly and thus necessitating games to be played Alpha Delt's Bil} Sands races down field for big gain, as two Kappa
on Friday in some cases. Now that they're in the league they don't Sigs, Bob Thompson and Ray Greenwood, follow in close pursuit. Gene
Helsel, AD, trails the play. But the Kappa Sigs were victorious, 19-6.
show up.
into undisputed possession of first
Interfraternity tennis, despite arguments against It, still can be
played here at Bowdoin if enough men are still interested in it. place in League "B". Still on top
Down at Williams they have an elimination tournament set up where- in League "A" are the powerful
by the fifteen nouses play in competition similar to the way the fall ARUs, who romped over the hightennis tournament is set up. With twelve competing fraternities at ly tabed Kappa Sigs, 32-13.
Bowdoin it would be no trouble to have them split into two divisions
With Louie Audet leading the
with the winner of each half meeting for the championship. Get in way the Sigma Nus took a 14-13
it.
touch with your White Key representative if you are interested
lead with them into the fourth
•
•
•
*
•
quarter. The little speed merchant
The State Series opens up next week with the White Mules of had scored one Sigma
Nu T.D.
Colby coming down to Brunswick and the Black Bears of Maine
traveling to Lewiston to meet Bates. As it looks now Maine should and was very taugh to stop.
Play see-sawed back and forth
take care of Bates and Bowdoin should eome through in a close one
over Colby. The Black Bears, as a result of three state series wins for most of the quarter until the
began clicking on their
in a row over Bates, have a slim two-game edge down through the Zetes
years. Bowdoin, on the other hand, holds a twelve-game margin over passes. They quickly moved down
Colby in the 64 games played. Maine holds a decided edge in the into Sigma Nu territory. Then
matter of state titles with 18 wins and seven ties. Defending cham- Larry Dwight, plucked a Bob Hapion Bowdoin is in the runner up position with 12 championships and zard
toss out of the air and that
eight ties.
Bates has five wins and six ties, and Colby trails with
was the ball game, Zetes 19, Sigfour wins and ten ties. The best Maine colleges could do this week
end was to pull out one tie. Maine tied Yankee Conference rivals ma Nus 13.
Practically scoring at will the
Connecticut 18-18. Colby was annihilated by Trinity 34-0, and Bates
ARUs continued their winning
out, that Amherst-Trinity game is going to be a great.
The most lopsided score of the week: Xavier (La.) 99-Tougaloo 0. ways by burying the Kappa Sigs,
32-13. With Al Werksman tossing
program is successful completion "the passes and Phil Weiner catchDept.
of the U. S. Civil Service Com- ing them the ARUs were never

of the once beaten ATOs, 18-6. After a tight first half, which saw
both teams exchange scores, the
Psi
machine started rolling.

Announces

mission's annual Junior Management Assistant (JMA) examination which will be given on December 5, 1953. The Navy-empha-

Plan For Students In

Management Program

headed.

Werksman

found time to

also

score two T.D.S along with
pin point passing.

his

Kenney Leading Scorer
sizes that it is necessary to file
in
Department
The Kappa Sigs, however,
for this examination before 12
Washington has announced that November 1953. Applications must bounced back from their humiliatit is planning to take a limited
defeat
ing
sit the hands of the
be tn the Civil Service Commisnumber of outstanding young men sion's Washington Office by that ARUs and proceeded to roll up a
and women for its 11th Civilian date. All students who may be 19-^6 victory over the ADs. The
Management Training Program thinking of a management career ADs, disappointment of the seastarting next July.
son so far, could not seem to fain Government are urged to take
Beginning salaries range from the examination so that they may thom the antics of Ted Kenney,
$3410 to $4205 depending on edu- be eligible for these opportunities Kappa Sig sparkplug. Kenney

Navy

The

cation
and/or experience. The
people selected for this program
receive training designed to prepare them for responsible civilian
administrative positions in the
Department. It is pointed out that
there are essential career positions which must be filled even
when openings in other categories
are quite limited.
Completion Of Exam Required
One of the necessary qualifications for the participation in the

Us rolled for two touchdowns and
an 18-6 win. Both Blodgett and
English turned in some smooth

For Further Information
Further information about the
Navy Program and instructions on
applying for the JMA examination can be obtained at the Placement Office, the U. S. Civtl Service Commission, or directly from G. "Leo Berkley
Berkley, an Edward Little High
the Navy Department; Departmental Civilian Personnel Divi- School graduate, played football
sion, Administrative Office, Navy and baseball, and was on the stuDepartment, Washington 25, D. C. dent council. At Bowdoin he has
taken part in football, baseball, is
on the Dean's List, the Student
Union Committee, and is a member of the Kappa Sig Executive
Committee.
Bete Theta Pi
BsvM L. Hurley
Zeta Psi
Hurley graduated from North
David H. Patterson
High School where he was
A Shady Side Academy gradu- aQuincy
member of the track team, the
ate, Patterson played football and
Student Council, and the Hi-Y. At
baseball. He worked for the newsBowdoin, where he is -a James
paper and was sports editor of the
Bowdoin Scholar, Hurley is Beta
yearbook. Since coming to BowChaplain and a track team memdoin Patterson has participated in
ber.
football, interfraternity sports, and
Terry D. Stenberg
was on the Rushing Committee for
At Milton High School Stenberg
-tticZetes.
played football, and was a member
Richard W. Kurtz
of the glee club. A James Bowdoin
Kurtz graduated from Deering Scholar, Stenberg has played footHigh School and Exeter Academy, ball at Bowdoin where he is also
playing baseball, basketball and in the glee club, and a Student
football. A James Bowdoin Schol- Union representative.
Stenberg is
ar, Kurtz has played basketball a Meddiebempster.
and is m interfraternity sports at Robert A. Keay
Bowdoin.
Keay graduated from North
P. Girard Kirby
Quincy High School where he was
•While attending Browne and editor of the yearbook and a tennis
Nichols Preparatory School Kirby player. At Bowdoin Keay has playtook part in basketball, baseball ed football and is activity editor of
and student government. His Bow- the Bugle.

Sophomores Pick Candidates;
To Be In Two Weeks

Election

[Continued from Page i}

George W. Heselton
Heselton played football, basketball

and baseball, was

vice-presi-

dent of the student council and on
the yearbook staff of Gardiner

High School. At Bowdoin, baseball,
interfraternity sports and Deke
Student Union representative are

among

his activities.

Robert C. Hamlin
Hamlin graduated from Greenwich High School where he was on
the basketball and golf teams and
the yearbook and newspaper. Since
coming to Bowdoin he has been en
the Dean's List, the golf team, and
interfraternity
in
taken part
sports.

•

Theta Delta Chi
G are Hi S. Gehnas
A Hand High School product,
Gelinas was active in baseball, basketball, football, soccer and the
band. His Bowdoin activities in- doin activities include baseball and
clude football, baseball and mem- membership on the Zete Rushing
bership on the T.D. guest commit- and Entertainment Committees.
tee.
Kappa Sigma
Mmaef D. Shaw
WiUls H. Durst, Jr.
Shaw attended Presque Isle High
Durst attended Flintridge Preparatory School where he worked School, participating in baseball.
on the yearbook and played foot- He was president of his class and
ball, basketball and baseball. At the student council. Shaw, a James
Bowdoin he has been a football, Bowdoin Scholar, has taken part
in WBOA, the Debating Club and
hockey and baseball manager.
interfraternity sports.

Leroy Bulge—, Jr.
While attending the Noble and John A. KraMer
Kreider came from Newton High
Greenough School Burgess participated in baseball, wrestling, soccer, School where he participated in
the yearbook and newspaper. His baseball, basketball and the stuS.

TD

Tennis Tournament
completion of the

urges

DKEs
i

Squeeze

By

to

play

possible.

ber 17.

The decisive factor was the
and seeond condition of the two teams. Hebrounds, by this week will have to ron
had already played two
forfeit.
This rule has been laid games and the experience they
down because the tournament must had gained therein payed off.
completed
be
while the good Their offense was well-organized
weather prevails. All results should and kept grinding out yardage be posted on the score sheet in the
233 yards worth - all afternoon.
gym.
Only Three Scrimmages
Student Interest Hltrh
both

first

On

Coach Ladd is well pleased with
the enthusiasm the students have
in signing up for this extra
fall activity. There are 64 men in
the tournament.
His purpose in arranging this

the other hand, the visitors

had only had three scrimmages,
and thus few, if any, of the Bowdoin Frosh were m any condition
to play anywhere near their best
for any sustained period of time.
tournament is two-fold. For men Coach Frank Sabasteanski alterwho do not participate in varsity nated two separate teams in an
sports in the Fall and are not in- attempt to solve the problem

shown

without success.
However, the freshmen always
start their season very slowly,
and Sabasteanski believes that
the team played a good game, as
well as .could possibly be expected
spring's varsity and junior varsity under the pressing circumstances.
teams. Any questions players have He looks for major improvements
contact Captain "Skip" Howard at in each succeeding tilt, all three
of which are Friday home games.
the Beta house.
Outstanding in their first game
Leading the field so far are Bill
Gardner, Bill Freeman, Phil Mos- were Art Perry, the captain for
trom (seeded 8), and "Skip" How- this game, Del Potter, and Mike
terested in Interfraternity

The closest game of the week
was the DKE. Beta tussle. The
DKEs managed to eke out a 13-7 ard (seeded

2). All these

men have

completed their second round of
Drawing first blood, the Betas play.
Others in the second round, bejumped to a 7-0 lead in the first
quarter. However, the DKEs ral- cause of byes .in first round
lied and trailed by only one point matches, are Bill Nieman (1), Ben
at the half, 7-6. The Betas man- Ford (3), Jim WilBon (4), and
aged to maintain this slim one Dave Bell (5). So far none of the
point margin late into the last top seeded players have been dewin.

feated.

quarter.

Things

dark

looked

for

the

DKE men

when a pass from HeSayward connected in
the last few minutes of play and
the DKEs went ahead for the first
selton

time
Score

to

the

in

—

13-7,

ballgame.

Final

DKEs.

For the second time in as many
games the Independents could
not field a team and forfeited to

L. Duptessis def. D. Pyle
Mathews def. R. Bond

B.
J.

W. Alden

def. J.

Default

Woodward

6-8. 7-5
6-3, C-8. 6-4

Thome

def. B.

Default
Default
Default

Delaney

6-0, 6-1

Default

P. O'Neil def. B. Fisher
E. Podvoli def. J. Morris
P. Mostrom def. D. Weston
D. Chase def. B. Bernson
B. Keay .def. E. Spicer
T. Stenberg def. B. Cooper
B. Estes def. J. Swenson

6-1, «-l

Default
Default
Default

,

6-2, 8-6

Default

Second Round

League "A"

W

Team

ARU

1.

3
2
2
1

.

def. Helsel
Freeman def. Thorne
Mostrom def. Chase
S. Howard def. G. Mitchell

6-4,

6-1,
2-6,

6-b

6-/

Default
Default

Alpha Rho Ipsilon
John W. Maloney
1
1

2
2
2

A

—

An

interceptions.

interception set

up the first Williams score after
the Ephmen had failed to cash in
on a recovered fumble at midfield.
Starting on its five, Bowdoin moved to the 17 on two carries by Lee
Then
Dyer and Fred Coukos.
Dana Fearon picked off a Cosgrove
pass intended for Don Roux, on
Bowdoin's

26. Rushed on two successive pass attempts, Fearon con-

nected with Ed Lauben on the first for 14 just prior to the score.
Bowdoin had its second scorefor a net one yard loss, and ran 15
yards to Bowdoin's twelve on the midway through the fourth period,
ability seeond eluding half a dozen tack- Dyer legging it 20 yards on the finCoster, whose defensive
al play of a 63-yard drive. The key
helped Check the always dange- back to
the hosts, who lost the ball play was a Cosgrove
to Murray
rous Hebron attack.
on downs on the 11. With seconds pass plucked out of the air by Mur57-Yard March
left to go, Bowdoin advanced to
as Dana Fearon and Chuck
The first time the home team the 21, only to see Hebron inter- ray
Freeman attempted to cover him.
got possession of the ball, they cept a pass on the final play.
It carried 31 yards to the Williams
rolled 57 yards in eleven plays to
BOWDOIN
EL P
33. Coukos drove 10 yards in two
LE - Snow. Collins LT - Armstrong.
score their initial TD, with Pete
LG - Flseher, Pootei. Hobby C - plays and then came Dyer's run.
Harney and Tom Taylor cracking Wade
Perry. Dyer RG - Connett, Reiskin - RT - The Polar Bears gambled deep in
through the Bowdoin line for con- Watson. Flckett, Roundy RE - Lanes. Mctheir own territory and lost the
Morrison QB - Dremzek. Hird
sistent big yardage. Aided by Bo- Goldrick.
LHB • Howland, Potter. Strodt RHB - ball on downs on their thirty, but
bo Coburn's key block, Taylor Smith, Coster; FB • Hardie, Abbott, Manregained possession on their own
ning.
scooted around his left end for the
HEBRON LINEUP
20 after an unsuccessful Williams'
last two yards, putting Hebron
E • Juster, Pinch. Lawrence. Kelloch, field goal attempt and smashed to
in front for good. Art Perry raced More. Long T - Melanson. Men, Creem,
- Klimm.
Wilson
Briggs, Conn, the Williams 31 in five plays. They
in and blocked the conversion at- D. C - GMacLeod. Mitchell.
Coon. M
Secak B - lost out with less than three minHarney. Fenlason, Taylor, Coburn, Smith,
tempt to keep the score 6-0.
utes to play as Feltes of Williams
Hayes, Brash. Lincoln, Colburn.
Logan Hardie took the ensuing Kimaiy,
Officials:
Fred Harlow, referee: Ray recovered ti Bowdoin" fumble.
kickoff and raced from his own 32 Storey, headlinesman John Chambers, um- William (It)
Bowdoin (14)
pire.
up to the midfield strip. Two
Fall, le
le. Roux
Bowdoin
- •
O'Brien, It
It. McCabe
Hebron
«
•
<
plays brought the ball to the He• - u
Meenan, lg
lg, Farrington
STATISTICS
bron .40, where a fumble on a
Feltes. c
c. Peluso
Bow- HeLadds, rg
rg, CeceUki
handoff was recovered by the opStolte. rt
doin
rt. Friedlandar
First downs
_..........
6
position, thus ending the threat.
Lauben, re
17
re, Murray
Yards gained rushing
77
233
Fearon, qb
qb, Cosgrove
Actually, this was perhaps the key
Yards gained passing
9
29
Smythe. lhb
lhb, Coukos

UN

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

.,

j

play in the entire game, for after
that the ultimate outcome was

Windham High never in doubt.
Maloney was a member of
Scoreless Second

graduate of

School,
the Student Council, the yearbook

Period

Passes

_

_—....

.

Jr.

—

Williams
Marano.

Shaw,

—

14

Hanna,

,

Howe.

Seen on every campus

I.C.LA

Welcomed
At

last,

sports.

Federal Deposit Insurance

a sportshirt made for
t'slightenough,

Corporation

It's

made

of versatile, wash-

able gabardine

.

.

.

and

it

btlongs in your wardrobe.
Long sleeves .pick stitched
pockets and collar, and comes
in

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

Gifts

warm

enough, tough

full

enough. Yet, because it's
Manhattan tailored it's smart
enough to win a scholarship.

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Member

I

enough,

Brunswick Branch

Row

•

.

more colors than

Fall.

$5.95
it

See g abshire today—at your
.

.

.

producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.

Our long experience

nearest Manhattan dealer's.

in

•
STATIONERY
FRATERNITY FORMS

POSTTERS

ALUMNI LETTERS

•

The Record
steps from

Jk.

—
—

Giltnan, Ames, Carey.
Atkins, O'Rourke,
Testa. Libhv. Stephens
Instraham, Garland. Goldstein. Jeon, Pratt.

Bowdoin

GABSHIRE
styled by

Office

Maine Street
Paul K. Ntven

Jerry Wilkes

30c

• Printers Of The Orient •

25c

• ItSS, THI MANHATTAN SHUT CO., 444 MADISON AVENUE, MEW YOSK.

i

7

Student Accounts

Bendix Launderette

Use of Dryer

1

6

Dyer

Williamson
•
I*

Banking: Services

Street

Nino pound wash

1

•

7

Substitution*
Sherry.
Matus
O'Toole. Bolton

4
1

15

13

.

TICKETS

^

39

2

rhb.
fb.

7

Complete and

Free Gift Wrapping

a few

S

—

Ball lost fumbles
Penalties ..:..__
Yards lost penalties

Evans, rhb
Freeman, fb
Williams
Bowdoin

10
2

w

tee.

185 Park

Just

6

Passes Completed
1
Passes had intercepted _. 2
Punts
5
Average yards
_. 37
Runback of punts
Fumbles
4

E. Kierstead,
a member of the dramatics club,
At South Portland High School,
Three out of four traffic acciand editor of the school paper. At
Kierstead was active in the draBowdoin Loughry has been in the dents happen in clear weather on
matic club and was co-editor of the
dry roads.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
where
rje
yearbook. At Bowdoin,
has a State of Maine Scholarship
and is a James Bowdoin Scholar,
Kierstead has been on the ORIENT, the Student Union CommitFriendly
tee, and the ATO Rushing Commit-

Greeting Cards

MID

\

;

For the rest of the first half,
and newspaper. At Bowdoin he has nobody seriously threatened, albeen a WBOA announcer, a mem- though Hebron did advance to the
ber of the Student Union Commit- Bowdoin 43 and later the 30.
,L
tee, and ARU House Improvements
Midway in the third quarter,
2
Chairman.
Hebron started its final touch1
DKE
Morton L. Price
down drive, stomping to the Bow1
TD
Graduating from James Madison doin end zone in 9 plays from the
1
1
Sigma Nu
High School where he was a mem- Bowdoin 41. Harney bucked the
2
Beta
ber of the band and the Honor So- middle of the line for the last 9
2
Independents
ciety, Price came to Bowdoin to be yards, but his extra point attempt
on the debating team, in the col- went wide.
High School where he played bas- lege
band and the political forum.
Bowdoin's left halfback, Del
ketball and football. At Bowdoin he
Price is a James Bowdoin Scholar. Potter, ran the kickoff back 25
has played football and interfra- Richard B. Rodman
yards to his 45. In five quick
terni,ty sports. Prater is House
At Chelsea High School Rodman
Marshal and was on the Rushing played basketball. Since coming to plays, Bowdoin advanced all the
way to the Hebron 29, where
Committee.
Bowdoin hq.fcas been in interfra- another costly fumble stopped the
August W. Boss
ternity sports, and is Correspond- last Bowdoin threat.
At Governor Dummer Academy,
ing Secretary for the ARU House.
Deep in Bowdoin Territory
Boss played basketball and base- Rodman is
also a James Bowdoin
Most of the final period was
ball. He has been active in interScholar.
fought deep in Bowdoin territory,
fraternity sports at Bowdoin and is
Delta Sigma
at one point to the visitors' 3,
on the Sigma Nu Executive Com- Richard W. Loughry
where Bob Pooles recovered a
mittee.,
At Ridgewood High School fumble. But on the first play an
Alpha Tau Omega
Loughry was treasurer of his class, Intercepted pass gave the ball

Raymond

ed off a flat pass from Cosgrove intended for Murray, and went 35
yards for Williams' third touchdown. Evans' conversion failed.
Adam Walsh must have told the
team during the halt to go out and
win this one for the "Gipper" for
the Polar Bears came hack roaring
in the second half and scored in
the third period from the five on
a play by Jack Cosgrove. Roux
made the extra point on a pass
from Cosgrove. Bowdoin had pushed 66 yards for the score in ten
plays, with Coukos and Dyer picking up yardage on the running
plays. Cosgrove passed to Murray

the deciding touchdown.
It was a frustrating game from
brilliant
Bowdoin's point of view
running and dogged defensive play
were mixed with fumbles and underthrown passes that went for

:

Gardner

Standing of the Teams:

man for

:

G. Helsel def. C. Sarrauf
B. Gardner def. P. Holmes
B. Freeman def. B. Young
T.

By Robert M. H«rst *54, ORIENT Sports Editor
Bowdoin won everything but the lers. Smythe hit the center for
game as Williams handed the four, and then took a screen pass
Polar Bears the seeond defeat of from Fearon for the final eight. Bill
the season 20-14. Bowdoin spotted (-Evans converted. Bowdoin promptlead in the ly took the kickoff to the Williams
the Ephmen a 20 to
first half and almost came back nine moving 48 yards in three
and pulled the ball game out of plays. A Cosgrove to Coukos pass
the fire in a thrill-packed second for 37 yards was the big play. Dyer
half. The Polar .Bears fumbled on picked up the balance on line
the Williams 29 with three minutes plunges. But Fearon picked up a
lateral from Cosgrove to Coakos
to go- and that was the game.
The Polar Bears led m net yards and romped 06 yards before Courushing 188-68, and 193 to 45 in kos hauled him down from behind
yards passing. Bowdoin also held a on the Bowdoin 25.
A Cosgrove interception gave
21 to 6 edge in first downs. But
there weue other statistics in favor Bowdoin another chance which endof the Purple, namely five fumbles ed on the Williams 44 where Herb
by Bowdoin, four in the first half, Ladds recovered Johnny Libby's
and six interceptions, one of them fumble. Shortly before the second
returned 32 yards by Chuck Free- period ended Chuck Freeman pickball

;

Round

First

the T.D.s.

Merrymeetiiig Gift Shop

8.95

am

delinquents

Participants unable to play their

Priced as low as

78

these

them as soon as
matches,

Murray Shines As Receiver

.

Winter Weight Jackets

Phil's

nearing the

is

first round of
However, there are many
matches still unplayed and Ladd

play.

Behind a hard running single
wing attack, Hebron marched 5?
and 41 yards in the first and third
quarters respectively to pay dirt,
as the opposition easily whipped
the Bowdoin Frosh, 12-0, at the
winners' field on Saturday, Octo-

WBOA

A

—MM^—a———

ties.

direction of varsity
tennis coach S. A. Ladd Jr. the Fall

Allan F. Wright
A graduate of Newton High
School, Wright was in the Dramatic Club, the Student Council
and the school newspaper. At BowSigma Nu
doin Wright is active in the
Peter J. O'Rourke, Jr.
Masque and Gown, the ORIENT,
graduate of Lynn English High
and the ATO Social Com-School, O'Rourke participated in mittee as well as being on their
football, track and basketball. At executive committee.
Bowdoin he has been on the foot- Donald M. Zuckert
ball and track teams, the Student
A graduate of the King School
Union Committee, and he is chair- Zuckert played basketball, football
man of the Sigma Nu Hazing Com- and baseball, and was editor of the
mittee.
newspaper and yearbook. At BowHarlan I. Prater HI
doin he has been on the ORIENT,
Prater graduated from Wellesley active in interfraternity athletics.

college activities include interfra- dent council. Basketball, baseball,
ternity sports, and membership on hazing master and fraternity offiEntertainment, Financial, cer are among his Bowdoin activithe

Rushing and Hazing Committees.

pass receiving.

Delta Sigma
caught
just
about
everything Kappa Sigma
that "Togo" Plasse threw him and Psi U
romped for three TD's, and a Chi Psi
AD
Kappa Sig victory.
Kenney is now the leading ATO
League "B"
scorer in this early tabulation
Team
with seven six-pointers.
Zeta Psi

in the spring.

Under the

Football, here is an opportunity to get
some cal credits and enjoy yourself
U
at the same time.
With Ron English and Don BlodAlso, it will give Ladd a "sneak
gett providing the spark with Psi preview" on the men for next

m

Navy
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:
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Farmer

Letter Tells Story

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Of Williams Game
(Continued from Page 1)

By David R. Anderson '80
The Harvard Radio Forum does (among other things) designed to
Its share
to enliven Saturday protect the College from a reputapi*hta\at the Cambridge school. tion as a 'country club', they have
A>ast week Earl Wilson, Al Capp been tightened in proportion to the
fad Magno^Gabor were the guests number of men who sing obscene
honor. Miss Gabor was asked to songs on the streets of the town in
compare American and French the wee hours of Sunday morning
Women. Miss Gabor refrained from and those superior individuals who
commenting on the morals of the gossip about their 'affairs.'
"There is a place for singing obtwo groups, but did say that the
in the bar after
girls here drank more. She also scene songs
Stated that a state-side gal looks dates are out of the house, but
as appealing in dungarees as her there is no place for bragging about
Unfortunately,
there
European sister does in a "nice 'conquests'.
outfit/' After she went on record are too many men on campus who
•a saying the Harvard man is the can neither 'hold their liquor' nor

W

—

By

up

girls

That
it's a

in
splits

a

up

their parties

is

playing the pin-

One door

to

Election Candidates

machines at Mike's Club, a this room will remain unlocked all
eatery just off campus. They night, although the rest of the li(Continued from Page 3)
can be seen feeding nickels into brary will be closed after regular Glee Club, the a cappella choir, and

ball

little

these bell ringing, light flashing hours. Provisions for improving the
gadgets at any hour. Some try lighting and other renovations defor home runs, others for pool balls, signed to make studying more
and still others attempt to. fill in comfortable have been made. These
the squares of a mechanical Tic- plans have much to commend
Tac-Toe board. Serious discussions them. The reserve book problem
about the ways to win free games will be more adequately dealt with,
S>re more common than guesses as and the student who wants to
to the outcome of next week-end's study late for a coming exam will
football game, and the players have an ideal place to do so. The
spend more nickels in an evening proposal to make the library into a
than a Bowdoin man trying to get better place to study is also praisean Ivy date.
worthy.

Red Tape

Amherst Again

The

following

is

an excerpt from

an editorial which appeared in the
October 5 copy of the Amherst
Student. With two football week
ends coming up, we thought this
might be a good time to quote it.

"... As

Greene

exam

.

He

finally

badgered

the administration into granting
the allowance according to the reg{Continued From Page 1}
ulation.
The following day, howof
polite
as "the art
and interest- ever, he received a neatly typed
ing conversation."
note on University parchment, inSecondly, Professor Greene con- forming him that he had been fintinued,
Socrates was interested ed £14 for not wearing a sword on

humanity. He had "an everlasting respect for people." He was,
in the true sense of the word, a

•in

campus.

humanist.
Finally, he concluded, "Socrates
was a man of natural piety. The
believed
might
that
Sophists
makes right. The extreme Soph-

or sceptics, said there is
reduced
Pythagoras
everything to man.

Notice
The
room
ter

Moulton Union dining
open one hour afmidnight next Saturday
will be

ists,

night

nothing.

program.

Personality, Piety, Process
Socrates, however, has a "passionate belief in the righteousness
of cosmos." In short, Professor
Greene said in summary, he held
that a man was signally powerful
if he had personality, piety and a
belief in process. The Yale professor described Plato and Aristotle
as examples of these three principles.

Beauty, Professor Greene went
on, may be said to include literature, art and music. He defined
beauty as the "article vitality of
Greece both on the creative and
the responsive side." Vitality is
the important point, he emphasizas
ed. "A Greek tragedy was
great an event as one of our football games." Greek beauty also
authentic
piety,
he
had a note of
concluded.
Hebraic Tradition
The importance of the Hebraic
tradition, Professor Greene stated, is "a living faith in a living
god addressing himself to living
men in an ongoing, meaningful
process."

He

said that

after the

Fathers'

Day

men, Dean Kendrick announced.
This will give the freshmen a
chance to meet their faculty advisors, if they have not already
done so.

The Dean recognises that these
solid ground for
drawing any definite conclusions.
They are used to give an early in-

Well, the whole danged place col-

Now

they was some sailors
lapsed.
in there, an' they started cheerin'
real loud an* cheerful like, an* the
"An' they was a feller in the manager come runnin' around an'
middle shoutin' like he was hog saw
under this pile of canvas,
callin' into a little thing an' tryin' an' he suspected somethin', an' had

colors.

me

t'

annually on Fathers Day.

more, Colby has a complete and mission, will be Cal

no

R

Kendall

"56.

varied program of intramural who last spring was seen in "The
sports for both men and women. Hasty Heart." Fred O. Smith '56,
There is a Physical Education re- who has done production work for
quirement for a student's first the Masque and Gown, win play
two years, while attendance at the Ray Clark, Dottie's fiance.
Peter Davis will be Stage Manchapel services is not required.
ager for the production.
Has Only Six Fraternities

Colby has but six fraternities by railroad tracks and rail yards.
the 600 male students, of It became a question of being
which three have chapters here. strangled here or trying to do the

for

The

six are Delta Kappa Epsilon,
Zeta Psi, Delta Upsilon, Phi Delta
Theta, Alpha Tau Omega, and
Tau Delta Psi.
Unlike Bowdoin, Colby insists
that their undergraduates elect a
major near the end of the freshman year. A small number of combined majors are also offered.
But the outstanding fact about
this Maine college is the story of
how the college moved from the
industrial heart of Waterville to
the spacious campus atop Mayflower Hill. Such national publica-

almost impossible - relocate the
campus.
Over twenty years later, more
than $7,000,000 spent, 3J)OG,000
man-hours consumed, 49,009 bar-

"The Saturday Evening

sic-and-fine arts building, an administration building, and .many
more assorted items. Although its
endowment fund is steadily increasing and the general operation can be said to be sound financial ground, Colby nevertheless

as

tions

"Time", and Newsweek"
magazines have published articles
on this 20-year transformation
within the past year.
Notice
Seniors
Began in 19S0
The Placement Bureau requests
It was in the year 1930 that
that all seniors planning to register conditions finally became intolerwith the Placement Bureau for a able at Colby College. The increasPost",

To

series of interviews and vocational ing influx of industrial plants had
counsel and advice be present at a reduced the once-spacious campus
brief meeting to be held in the to an irreducible minimum of
Faculty Room, Massachusetts Hall, 16 acres. Paint stores, Chinese
Thursday evening, October 22, at restaurants, and body-end-fender
7 p.m. The meeting will be brief shops were advancing on the debut it is imperative that all seniors fenseless college in a menancing
report at that time to obtain regis- pincers movement. Worse, the
tration information.
campus was virtually surrounded

rels of

nearly

cement used, and help from
the

13,000 people,

dream

became a reality, despite a depression, two wars, a recession, inflation and assorted leaser disasters, including

murder.

Finally Finished in 1MB
Finally, in the fall of 1953. the
essential work was completed.

However, Colby

still

needs a mu-

owes one million dollars it has Had
to borrow from time to time.
As to the state football series,
Colby has won 22 against Bowdoin, while losing 34 times. There
have been eight ties in the 64rivalry.

game

More than

15,000 persons

killed in weekend traffic accidents
last year.

George Curtis Webber 2nd, Andrew Wilson Williamson III, KenJr.,

neth Paul Winter.

Piraino, Herrick Clark Ridlon, Ernest Elmer Roney, Theodore Wil-

Sutherland,

Thomas
Wayne

and

Wilder

liam Roussin, James Orkin Smith, Wright.
Edward Francis Spicer, Gordon
Woodbury Stearns Jr.. Christian
'53 Football

Lloyd

Orman

Bishop, Phillip Wilbur Cummings,
Philip Singer Day, Gerard Lucien

When

Mitchell

A

Schedule

Oct.

24
31

Colby
Bates

7 Maine at Orono

it's

fact

proved by chemical

leading cigarette brands.

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

VARSITY GAMES AWAY
Nov.

Chesterfield

analyses of the country's six

VARSITY GAMES AT HOME
Oct.

you smoke

so satisfying to know that you ore
getting tho ono cigarette that's low
in nicotine, highest in quality.

And

1 :30 p.m.

Dube, Jerome Burton Gracey, William Charleton Hays, George Libby
2,090,000 Americans
In
J.952,
Hinds, Thomas Joseph Kane Jr. were injured
in traffic accidents.

it's

a doctor

so satisfying to
reports

know

no adverse

to tho nose, throat

••••••#•.... ••• ••••••"

that

effects

.•"-.

and sinusts

from smoking Chesterfield.

The doctor's report is part of
a program supervised by a

of

"Matchless Service";

status; they are not reported home,
recorded in the office, nor are a
basis for probation.
*

responsible independent re*
search laboratory and is based
on thorough bi-monthly examinations of a group of Chesterfield smokers over a period Of
a year and a half.

example of this American fascism.
There will always be demagogues,
he said. The problem is to keep

Sales

and

for

Service
iterfi«W
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USED CARS
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Maine'! Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop

Complete Front End

.

present day sohaving a preciety in America for
achievement
ference for technical
process and for religous-isms

it was perty dark in there,
an' I couldn't see t' trip over sumthin', an' that's jest what I did.

Well,

"family-like relationship between
fathers and the College, its President and Faculty; a closer acquaintance and relationship between the fathers; a definite College link between fathers and sons
for sharing responsibility and participation in College matters and
activities; and a definite and vitally interested medium for disseminating information about Bowdoin College to the public and particularly to prospective or definitely interested students and their
families." The association meets

contests in football, basketball, Noble, another inmate of the Town
baseball, track, hockey, tennis, Farm. As Cortland Cowles, a repgolf, and winter sports. Further- resentative of the Highway Com-

Richard Benjamin Rodman. MayWilliam Frederick Hoffman,
Aaron Jeffrey
John Baden Malcolm, Paul John nard Arthur Seelye,
Henry Davis Shaw, Terry
Morin, Karl Maurice Pearson Jr., Shatkin,
Robert Lee
Stenberg,
Robert Warrin Pillsbury, Edward Douglas
Cunningham

BOWL-MOR

.

—
—

the Chapel.
After the Colby game, fathers
will attend an informal tea at the Union where
they will meet President and Mrs.
Coles, Vice-President and Mrs.
Norton, members of the faculty
and other Bowdoin fathers.
Purposes Of The Association
The Bowdoin Fathers Association is composed of fathers of men
currently enrolled at Bowdoin, or
of men who have attended Bowdoin. Its major purposes as set up
in the by-laws are to promote a

and their sons

Class of 1956: Norman Paul Cohen, Chester Morrill Day Jr.. Joao
George deLyra, Roland Francis
(Continued From Page /]
Flint Jr.,
Students designated as James Emero, Ernest Gayton
Bowdoin Scholars are as follows: Leon Arthur Gorman, Warren HayRobert Earle
Class of 1954: JohmRichard Allen, ward Greene Jr.,
Hurley, Lewis
Richard Hoopes Allen, David Whit- Hamilton, David Lee
Kelley,
ney Bailey, Paul Peter Brountas, Kaskel, Harry Summy
Kierstead Jr.,
William Allen Brown, Todd Homer Raymond Foster
Richard Wellesley Kurtz, John
Callihan, Richard Otis Card, David
Robert Goodwin
Adelbert Carlson, Richard Dale, Stewart LaCasce,
Wengorovius LoughMiguel Enrique de la Fe, Angelo Lacy, Richard
Marshall, Kyle
John Eraklis, James Roy Flaker, ry, Albert Roscoe
Meredith Phillips Jr., Henrik PetJoel Howard Graham, Ronald BowMorton Lewis Price,
den Gray, Richard Swinton Harri- ersen Porter,

any difficulties that
may arise, and to indicate what
the trend is. They have no official

dication

Gown Play Announced

Small Jr., David Burr
a track don Burgess
Harvey Bennett
Starkweather,
Stephens, Joseph John Tecce, Robert Whiting Vose, Robert Emmett
Walsh, Donald Cameron Walton

Honored In
James Bowdoin Day
Exercises; Two Speak

the general public from gullibly
\Jiety is conceived so, that it is accepting
the doctrine of the de"honorable to worship him "God's magogues
instead of maintaining
nature is such that the more we a belief in "our liberal, freedom completely
Jrorship Him the more
loving' tradition."
rather
than
become
we
uman
Final Advice
less."
In
his
concluding
remarks
Turning to science Professor Professor Greene explained the
<3reene emphasized that it is not function of
a liberal education. It
achievement
of
the sum total
is
the student's duty to delve
Which is important but "the ge- deeply into his rich heritage with
nius of the modern scientific a concern of how to live today.
the
knowall
took
we
If
method."
There is a popular saying, he
ledge and technical gadgets on the concluded, that we should take it
scientific process in the hands of easy and take
care of ourselves.
interested
in huintegrity
of
men
Calling this intolerable advice, he
manity and the nature of what urged his audience to take advanthey are doing on the other, we tage of the adventure of life.
Should correctly choose the latter.
Contribution of Demorracy
Professor Greene described the
trust in
genius of democracy as "a
self-governthe process of orderly
ment by the people and for the
pious respeople in an ultimate
goodness and
pect for objective
Justice."
He criticized

is

Freshman warning grades will be Berend von Huene, Roland
George
given to the faculty advisors on Ware Jr., Lewis
Phillips Welch.
Thursday afternoon, October 22, to
Class of 1955: Neil Alter, Harold
in turn be distributed to the fresh- William Anthony.

are

Cast For Masque And

son,

Warning Grades For
Freshmen Are To Be
Distributed Thursday

grades

Campus Move Feature
In Colby's History

committee

He

.

period.

—

make more noise than a herd o' me hauled in.
cows. Now I didn't quite see all
"I was dinged disappointed, too.
the purpose of all this, an' there
Never did get t' see them hogs."
was people runnin' around puttin'
nickels an' dimes on the squares.
They was another man in the
middle who went around takin' the Outing Club Notice
Delta Sig House.
nickels an' dimes off the squares
Robert E. Hamilton
"Well, I figured I had as much
It has been announced that the
Hamilton attended Wilmington right t' take them nickels an' Outing Club will hold a meeting
High School where he was on the dimes as the guy in the sty, so on Thursday evening, at 7:15 in
student council and the yearbook
the Outing Club room in the
committee. At Bowdoin he has been William Lewis Kimball, Denis Moulton Union basement.
on the ORIENT, is chairman of the Wholley King, Elliot Samuel Palais, Richard Charles Robarts, GorDelta Sig publication

Union is this one: "No amorous
manifestations." (How about makand is their
ing love?)
And then there was manager. librarian.
the social rules were the one about the Oxford student
who discovered in the ancient bylaws of the University that he was
due One pint of beer each day of Scholars
Cites Heritage
.

—

them painted on.
"So I strolls up f this place, an'
there's a bunch o' folks standin'
around. An' they's got a bunch o'
little biscuit pans settin' on a table
in the middle all painted different

Guests Of College

'66

me

bers in

150 Fathers Gather;

[Continued from Page 7]
{Continued From Page 1}
Approximately 150 fathers of
when some fat lady goes stickin' Bowdoin men will be guests of the Colby offers a summer school of
Camille Sarrauff '55, who apnickels all over in front o' me, I college on Fathers Day, October 24. languages, in which courses at the
football elementary, intermediate, and ad- peared last year in "Ramshackle
The
Bowdoin-Colby
picked a few up.
game in the afternoon will be the vanced levels in French, German, Inn." and the "Merchant of Ven"Well, things got perty dull jest
main feature of the day's program. Italian, Russian, and Spanish are ice," will play a Yankee peddler
standin' there an' pickin' up nickIn the morning, fathers may visit taught in a very intensive pro- named Dwightie Watson. Todd H.
els, so I strolled away. The next
Callihan '54, who played in "Ramclasses and attend a special Chapel gram by qualified instructors.
thing I saw was a bunch o' big
service.
President James Stacy'
Colby's
extra-curricular
pro- shackle Inn" will appear as Judge
signs with almost nekked girls on
Coles will address the fathers at a gram is essentially similar, to Stanton, first selectman of the
them. Like I said, that there was
business meeting of the Bowdoin Bowdoin's with heavy emphasis town of Haskins. Neil Atler "55,
one o' the reasons why I come down
Fathers Association in the Moul- on musical activities. The athletic still another member of the "Ramin the first place. Well, there was
ton Union immediately following program includes intercollegiate shackle Inn" cast will play Bert
outsiden one o' these places

Gilman

-

One of the many rules established at Albany State College governing the use of the Student

In Thursday Address

historical

fraternity librarian.
Wayne F. Orsie
A graduate of Woodrow Wilson
High School, Orsie was president
of his class for three years and
president of the school in his senior
year. He played football and baseball, and was on the Honor Society.
At Bowdoin Orsie played baseball,
and was Freshman king at the
is

"Ayuh. I took
fair t'other day

1958

Tent Show

a feller
an' was talkin' like a revivalist or
a stroll t' the sumpin' and" perdictin' the end o'
over t* Topsham. the world. He was say in' that what
Didn't cost me a cent, neither. you'd see inside the tent would
Snuk in. Not that 'twas worth the make you reach for dear life. So I
sneakin', but I had two things I ambles over closer an' sees the
really had to see. Them hogs an' feller's a old friend
well, mebby
the cooch girls. I've heerd a lot o'- not exactly a friend, but he uset t'
talk about them. Says theys fat an' be a neighbor o' mine up to Aroosgreasy an' wigglin' an' squealin'. So took. Weren't so friendly, though.
I jest had t' see them hogs.
Seems once one o' my cows had a
"So I strolled up t' the fair calf by his bull, an' he said half
grounds an' found a fence around should be his.
it. They had a gate too, but they
"Well, he warn't too glad f see
was a blue-serge man standin' to it. me, an' he wouldn't let me in free,
Apparent' they wanted ya t' buy a an' I didn't have a dollar out o'
ticket. Well, I didn't feel 'twas the money I'd took off that styworth buyin' a ticket, so I went place, so I strolled 'round back an'
'round back an' climbed the fence. tried t' crawl in. Well, there
"Well, I come strollin' up from weren't quite enough room for me
the back, an' the first thing I sees t' crawl in under, so I spotted a
I guess that's what
is a little sty
rope .that was holdin' the tent
with a shelf all down, an'
you'd call it
J untied it. Well, this
around it with squares with num- made things looser, an' I started in.

the rooms until 3 a.m. whole story, though.

lot different

1

room.

W

—

|

material in this

Philip

trumpeter from Williams walked
I picked up the phone. It was
in. He was really good and he
ringing. "Hello, Bowdoin ORIENT.
played for about half an hour.
Gilman speaking."
One of the fellows told me he was
"Ayuh. An* this is Cyrus Withfrom Africa and he used to raise
ers, down t* the Topsham jail."
elephants there and that's how he
you were sup*
"O. Withers
learned to play the trumpet so
posed to do an article for the
well. He may have been just kidORIENT
on the local Maine scene.
ding though.
What are you doing in the TopsWe did go to e couple of other ham jail?"
houses but they were a lot
"Well, it's a long story- Had me
quieter. At Williams you can have
incident. Might's well tell the

and
from Bowdoin.
The next morning we picked up
our dates outside the church and
best dressed in the country, both their tongues. In an earlier day, drove them back to Smith. Then
In his undergraduate days and a sense of discretion was a pre- we went over to Mt. Holyoke, and
twenty years later, Al Capp coun- requisite for every man who- aspir- listened to the jazz concert in the
tered with, "Yes, he's stHi wearing ed to acceptance into the social College Inn. We ate supper right
community, and the criterion is by there in the C.I., said goodby to
the same suit."
everyone, then started back to
The Harvard no means obsolete."
The author of the above editorial Brunswick.
student can count
Did you know the Bennington
several other ad- suggested that the best way to
vantages. Dormi- keep these "gentlemen songsters" girls can stay out until 6:30 in the
That's what one of
ftory rules permit in line was to have the leaders of morning?
jdates to stay in the houses supply a "healthy dose them told me Saturday night.
This week end is the Colby
jthe rooms until of social pressure to help educate
3:00 p.m. on week their neanderthal brothers in the game and there's going to be a
'nights and 11:00 facts of life in society." Not a bad party up here. Please let me
know if you can come. John's hav_J p.m. on week idea.
ends. The rooms, themselves, are
Midnight Oil
ing his girl up from Wellesley too.
bigger than we have here, have
The new director of the Wesley- Maybe you can come together.
separate bedrooms for each occu- an College Library has launched a
Love, Jim
pant, and -usually have fireplaces. program whereby there will be a
Outside of these things the Cam- reading room open to students 24
bridge undergrad is pretty much hours a day. The plan calls for the
Sophomores Choose
like everyone else. One of their storage of all permanent reference
popular pastimes

Topsham Fair;

Visits

Down With

Goes

21,

and

Alleys

Frame Alignment

pver

God.
instead of a faith in
Threat of Fasctam
threat of,
There is a definite
AmerAmerican fascism or 100%
prese"t
the
at
icanism
He described
essor Greene noted.
one
who
as
this type of person
and
process, personality
hates
wants to turn the clock
•

tiJgP^

piety,

U

S

who

Joseph R.
alluded to Senator
outstanding
an
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New Condenser

Kenneth

ORIENT

Discusses

Sills

28,

Will

Initiations,

Boost WB0A Range By

World

WBOA,

Active In Colleges

From Crash Injuries
Summer

its

millions of inhabitants.

four of his spinal vertebra.

set

ring-

with

cutting

it

up on campus,
the

down

WBOA,

much

as fifty

Naval Hospital at Camp Lejeune,
stated that the country is
N. C, where he is convalescing,
"overwhelmed with people" and is
ten doctors who have worked on
largely dependant on U. S. aid in
the case expect he will be out of
food and grain and must improve
his chest cast in a month and comits archiac agricultural system.
pletely recovered in six months.
India Must Remain Neutral
While recuperating from his acOnly one-tenth of the 4,500,000 cident, the pilot hopes to sit in on
can
inhabitants of New Delhi
the Naval Justice School in Newpercent
eighty
read or write, and
port, R. I. to get some experience
of the entire population of India
in
court martial. In February
is illiterate, according t»> PresiCaptain Dougherty expects to redent Sills. However, he was care- enter law school to complete his
ful to distinguish between illiterpreparation for a legal career.
acy and ignorance, and he said

in, of Jefferson, Maine, has been
selected to attend the 58th Annual
Congress of American Industry, to
be held December 2 to 4 under
the auspices of the American Association of Manufacturers.
Associated Industries of Maine

War Interrupts College
In 1942 he entered Bowdoin,
but at the end of his freshman
year, Dougherty joined the Navy
Air Force, from where he transferred to the Marine Air Force
late in the war. After World War
stopped, he returned to Bowdoin and graduated in February,
1948. His major was government,
with minors in history and Eng-

n

lish.

Russell
ted plans

1952,

and

Kenneth Charles Morton

al-

from

Electric,

by

this

Week End Made
By
Students And Guests

Correction

whom

A conference with college auththe new condensor was ordered,
has not been able to promise de- orities following last week's edilivery, so Russell Washburne has torial on the rooming situation retaken matters into his own hands. vealed that several of the alleged
He has procured a condensor on facts in the editorial were misconhis
own, and before Bowdoin strued by its authqr.
In the first place Massachusetts
plays Maine on November seventh, the increase of power will Hall is not responsible for making
have become effective, and the recommendations about rooming
for dates from girls colfacilities
range of "the voice of Bowdoin"
five leges. This is up to the authorities
will be boosted to almost
of the other colleges.
miles.
Secondly, the list of rooms available at the Union is placed there
Union
for student convenience.
officials and the administration are
both interested in serving the students in this respect, and are not
Standing
In
working at cross purposes as was
The freshman warning marks implied in the editorial.
which were given out last Thurs-

Festive Occasion

Totman,

Named

Coach

Adam Walsh Blasts

Found In

Deceit
College Football Today

or as we tell them to do. It
must be remembered, he said, that
India would be a prize which the
give
would
communist world

we do

much

Two-Platoon Die-Hard

ball

was rammed through

to save footthe business
men. This move was necessitated
because some colleges and universities

-

couldn't

afford

to

go

on

paying two teams and two coachstaffs, he stated. "Don't let
tell you that the two platoon system was abolished to help
small colleges," he said. "It was
driven through because large unisemi-pro or pro
versities with
ing

them

to take.

President and Mrs. Sills have
recently returned from a tour of
the world which lasted six months
and two weeks. In addition to
India
and Ceylon, they toured
much of Europe. He is now giving
a series of lectures in Maine on
the impressions he received from
the trip. He is also engaged in
writing an account about his
thirty-five years as President of

for president,

Jerome

P.

M. Simpson

found themselves seated next to
representatives of Bates, Maine,
and Colby. The spirit of the
Maine Colleges prevailed through-

Banquets To Begin At

Rhodes Scholarships

Bowdoin This Week

out this festive occasion.
As the night wore on and the
cocktails wore off, the fresh air of
the afternoon was exchanged for
that of the smoke filled rumpus
room at the Delta Sigma house.
Through the narrow archways
streamed
hundreds
of
students an their guests to be entertained by the Polar Bear Five.
The dixieland band found itself
confronted with a tremendous audience of elbowing listeners who
were more than satisfied with the
entertainment.
When the PoHr Bear Five were
finally released by
their rabid
dixeland followers, the Zete and
A.D. houses seemed the logical
choices for visits as both had good
dance bands. George Howe with
his
four piece band attracted
many couples to the A.D. house
(Continued on Pane 4)

And House

Adam Walsh

For

force of character and of instincts
to lead and to take an interest in
his schoolmates; 4. physical vigor.
as shown by interest in outdoor
sports or in other ways.

.

geant-at-arms, Theodore H. Howe
'55; steward, Gerard D. Goldstein
'54. Solomon has held the office of
treasurer and pledge master, and
has been a member of the Bowdoin
Band. Carlson is a former president, recording secretary, and student council representative.

Candidates For The

29

By December

1

The majority of the Fraternities
Bowdoin will commence their

ceremonies this week,
with a few houses delaying until
initiation

will

December

1.

Otherwise,

it

be necessary to conduct indi-

Psi Upsilon has elected for president Melvin A. Totman '54; vice
(Continued on Page 2)

Pledges Hold Interviews;
Make Speeches On Quests

November.
Alpha Delta Phi will initiate on
Friday, October 30. The annual InWhile the football team was
John W. Albert and Eugene V.
itiation Banquet will follow, with away playing Amherst and Wil- Helrol,
both Alpha Delta Phi
William Chapman, Portland law- Ham Colleges, eleven of Bow- pledges, went to Bradford Junior
yer and alumnus as guest speaker. dain'i twelve fraternities sent College an gave speeches on "The
Psi Upsilon will also initiate its their freshman pledges on their Exercise and Development of the
twenty-two pledges on Friday. ProFemale Body". Af'.^r finishing
fessor Nathan Dane II will be
their oratory, they proceeded to
guest speaker, along with John E.
Boston where they ran a maraI

Sylvester Jr. '54.
Cho Psi will delay initiation for
eighteen Freshmen and two Sophomores. No date has yet been announced.
Professor Thomas A. Riley will
address the members of Delta
Kappa Epsilon when they initiate
ten pledges on Friday evening.
Theta Delta Chi will initiate
fourteen Pledges tomorrow and
Friday.
Zeta Psi will have six speakers
at their initiation ceremonies and
banquet, to be held on Thursday,
Friday evenings. President
Coles, Vice-President Norton, Robert Cross of the Alumni Office, and

thon race, starting at the Boston
Common and going through Filene's

'57,

President of

Freshman Delegation, will be
among those featured. Professor
Herbert Brown will be toastmas-

the

American

The

Basement where

tr»jy pur-

Crane (left) and Di«k Davis fritcht)
succeed in rapturing two very su! mUaiv«
Vvh«-..fo "itts
"matrimonial
in
a stared
scamper" across the Dimple of the Wheatin
rampuK.
An unexpected plcntre in the
campus pond followed failure of th« two
Psi U frosh to obey a strong Wbeatoa

Gporcff

Brountas. the son of Mrs. Peter vidual interviews with registrants
Brountas of 294 Main Street, Ban- prior to the recruiting visits of in- ter.
ritual.
gor, has been an undergraduate dustrial firms.
Twelve Freshmen will be initiat- annual "fraternity quests". When
leader and an excellent student
Seniors who cannot be present at ed into Kappa Sigma
on Friday. asked what quest they thought
since he entered college in 1950 as the placement meeting should ar- Donovan D.
Lancaster, the Alumni was most unusual the members of
an Alumni Fund Scholar. A Gov- range to obtain their registration Advisor, and
Professors Bourn ique the several
hazing committees
ernment major, he was editor-in- cards and folders from the bureau and Gustafson, Faculty advisors. had some very interesting stories
as soon as possible.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)
to relate.

football

rally

of

to President Coles' house. Following a speech by the president the
will
proceed to
Adam

group

Walsh's home on Federal Street.
The coach will address the students before they continue up the
mall to the library. Co-Captain?
Totman and Cosgrove, Professor
Nate Dane, and others will talk
to the fans here.

Council Meets
The annual Alumni
council
meeting will be held at 9:30 Saturday morning in the Faculty
room at Massachusetts Hall.
George S. Willard '30, chairman
of the Alumni Fund campaign

committee, will

make a

financial

report.
lobster

A

stew luncheon wiU be
served at Sargent Gymnasium at
noon Saturday for alumni and
their families and
friends who
have purchased tickets in advance. There will be a luncheon at
the Union for those without reservations.

After the football game President and Mrs. Coles will be at
home to alumni and friends from
four to six o'clock.

The fraternity displays will be
inspected by the judges on Saturafternoon. These displays,
long a homecoming tradition, are
already under construction. The
contest was won by the DKE's
day

J

year and reports indicate that
every house is eyeing the trophy,
which will be awarded at the

last

Alumni dance Saturday evening.
Homecoming Dance
Bob Percival and his 13 piece
orchestra

will again supply «he
for this popular dance. Last
couples, one of the Wggest dance crowds in recent years,
attended. The music will begin at
8:30 Saturday evening and continue until midnight. The Meddie-

As Bridge Between East And, West music
year 450
By Edward N. Cotter

'56

Professor Athern universal language, "and they left
Daggett spoke in Thursday's off building the city."
Ends Language Barrier
Chapel in recognition of United
.Now the people of the world tompsters are going to appear at
Nations week, urging the listeners to have faith in that organiza- have again gathered, this time to 10:00 o'clock to present a short
tion since it is the "only bridge form the United Nations. Within concert and the award for the
across the chasm that separates the U. N. building delegates from winning display will be presented
r Continue*
understand each
all
countries
peoples of the world."
on tage 4 ]
developed
Daggett
Professor
speech by comparing two Thursday Chapel Speaker
his
towers, the Biblical tower of Babel
Bowdoin Glee Club
and the United Nations* skyscraper in New York City. Jehovah

Go\ernment

P.

stopped
lical

construction of the

Schedules 16 Concerts;

Bib-

tower by breaking up the

To Start In November
The Bowdoin College Glee Club,
in recent years acclaimed throughout the East for its work, has another busy season ahead of it Tentatively there are
16 concerts
scheduled, beginning November 14
in Farmington, Maine, and concluding May 20 with the eagerly
awaited Pops Concert in Boston,

Sophomores To Vote
For Class

Officers

Tuesday, November 3
Sophomore

class

elections

will

take place Tuesday from 10:30 to
4:30 in the foyer of the chapel, it
was announced following last Monday's Student Council meeting.
As usual, the election follows a
preferential system. Each individual must vote in order of preference for at least 7 candidates for
each office. Each candidate will receive 12 points for each first place
vote, 11 for second, 10 for third,and so on down the line. The candidate having the largest point total for each office will be elected.
Candidates, President, Vice PresSecretary-Treasurer
ident,
and
listed in that order, by fraternities
are as follows: Alpha Delta Phi,
LeRoy E. Dyer and Warren A.
Slesinger; Psi Upsilon, John 1.
Libby, Ronald A. Golz and Ronell
F. Harris; Chi Psi, Robert H. Glover, Ernest G. Flint Jr., and James
Millard; Delta Kappa Epsilon;
William S. Perkins, George W.

chased • few items. Two other Alpha Delta Phi pledges dressed as
"h^ods" silently invaded Bradford Friday night and "hrjid-uc"
a pretty and unsuspecting freshman. While one pledge held a
Robert C. Hamlin;
"gun" on her, the other took pic- Heselton and
ItiPta Delta Chi, Gareth S. Gelinas,
tures of the active proceedings.
Willis H. Durst Jr., and S. Leroy
Psi Upsilon sent Brian H. Flynn
Burgess
Jr.; Zeta Psi, David H.
and John E. Simonds to Boston's
Patterson, Richard W. Kurtz and
Park's Square whore they had to
P. Girard Kirby.
sr\\ a paint ng
for $100. Both
Kappa Sigma, Henry D. Shaw,
Flynn and Simonds were dressed
as artists. One wou'd try to sell John A. Kreider and G. Leo Berkthe
painting while the
other ley; Beta Theta Pi, David L. Hurfeigned painting the picture. One ley, Terry D. Stenberg and Robert
Keay; Sigma .Nu, Peter J.
ctistorr.vr said that he was not in- A.
terested in buying the painting O'Rourke Jr., Harlan I. Prater III,
but would l*ke to purchase the and August W. Boss; Alpha Tan
model. After unsuccessfully try- Omega, Raymond E. Kierstead Jr..
ing to sell the painting, they in- Allan F. Wright and Donald M.
terviewed pjople on the Boston Zuckert; Alpha Rho Upsilon. John
subway. Carsten T. Moller, foreign W. Maloney, Morton L. Price anti
student and Psi Upsilon pledge, Richard B. Rodman; Delta Sigma,
went to Colby Junior College Richard W. Loughry, Wayne F.
Orsie and Robert E. Hamilton.
(Continued on Page 2)
;

UN

biggest

the season will form at the Alpha
Delt house at 10:00 p.m. Friday.
Jack Sylvester '54, rally chairman, announced that the cheerers
would parade through the college

liberal arts college.

In the evening Professor Zandvoort was entertained at the Alpha
Delta Phi house, where he was particularly interested to talk with
foreign
students Jack Celosse,
from The Netherlands, and Theo
de Winter, from Argentina, formerly from The Netherlands.

Prof. Daggett Urges Faith In

W

and

It is imperative that registration
be completed before the deadline Larry Johnston

date,

delegations

upon them crying to be fed. This
mixture of would - be cheerers

'53; corresponding secretary, Richard B. Rudman '56;
historian, Marvin Kaitz '54; ser-

Brountas And Hoffmann

at

that descended

large

'

Paul Peter Brountas of Bangor,
Maine,
and William Frederick
Hoffmann of Manchester, N.H.,
were announced in Chapel today
as Bowdoin College's candidates
for Rhodes Scholarships at Oxford
Coach
University in England. Alternate
is Gordon Woodburn Stearns Jr., stated many of his views on colof West Hartford, Conn. AH are lege football in general and the
members of the Class of 1954 and two platoon system in particular.
preall came to Bowdoin with
"The rule abolishing two-plamatriculation scholarships.
Later this fall the two Bowdoin
candidates will enter the Maine Placement Meeting
competition. Two men will be selected from the state to go on to
Seniors Oct.
the New England competition, in
which four men will be chosen
The Placement Bureau requests
from twelve candidates, two from that all Seniors who plan to regiseach state in the area.
ter with the bureau for vocational
council, advice, and a series of inProvisions In Will
Mr. Cecil Rhodes stated in his terviews, attend a brief meeting at
will some 50 years ago these Quali- the Faculty Room in Massachuties which he wished each Rhodes setts Hall on Thursday evening.
Scholar to possess: 1. literary and Oct. 29. at 7:00 p.m. The meeting
scholastic ability and attainments; will be brief, but it is important
2.
qualities of manhood, truth, that all registrants pick up forms
courage, devotion to _duty, sym- and other material at the Placepathy, kindliness, unselfishness and ment Bureau beginning October 29.
fellowship; 3. exhibition of moral Registration Should Be Completed

Inltiatiom
Fraternity initiations are scheduled at most of the houses on
Friday evening. Many alumni are
expected to return in time for
these ceremonies and the banquets which will follow. A number of faculty members, house officers, and well
known alumni
will speak at the banquets.

To

Solomon cooks were overwhelmed by the

'54; vice president, David A. Carlson '54; treasurer, Joseph L. Rooks
'55; recording secretary, Roderick

Simpson is a member of the Colteams couldn't afford to pay of- lege Student Council Judiciary
fensive and defensive teams and Committee and has held the office
offensive and defensive coaching of house recording secretary bestaffs.
They were feeling the fore. Rudman is a Bowdoin Scholar
pinch at the gate and this is what and is one of the sophomores who
they did to save football."
has been nominated for the class
". . . False Advertising"
elections. Kait2 is a member of the
"I'd like to see the man who can glee club and is serving on its ex(Continued on Page 3)
ecutive committee. Howe and Goldstein are members of the varsity
football squad and former White
Initiations
Key representatives.

Bowdoin.

s

toon

for just one reason
Walsh told

ball,"

season.

Straight 'A' Man
Williamson, who came to BowNetherlands Professor
doin as the winner of an Alumni
Fund Scholarship in 1951, is a juVisits
nior. He graduated from Lincoln
Academy, where he was an outSee Small College
standing student and athlete. At
Bowdoin he has been a member of
Bowdoin College had an unusual
the varsity track squad and is also
visitor last week. Seen around the
a starting back on the football
campus with English Professor
team. A member of the Dean's List
Herbert Ross Brown was Professor
he has been a James Bowdoin
Reinard W. Zandvoort, who teachScholar for two years and on Oces English at the University of
tober 15 received a specially inGronigen in The Netherlands and
scribed book from the College for
who is also Director of the Angloa straight

not alone in
entertaining the parents- and alum- onstrated the highest qualities of
ni, but they found able assistance leadership among cadets in the
in the faculty who were also en- second-year basic course.
Williamson, the son of Mr. and
joying fraternity life. The faculty
showed their ability to enjoy a so- Mrs. Andrew W. Williamson II, of
cial gathering as well as an intel- Jefferson, is majoring in mathematics
and minoring in physics at
lectual discussion with their risBowdoin. He is a member of Beta
ing discipiles.
When the chow bell rang, the Theta Pi Fraternity.

House

India's present and future stand
in world politics is vitally imporIn a talk given Monday evening,
tant to this country, President
stated.
He declared that Oct. 5, before six hundred memSills
Americans must get over the idea bers of the Springfield Industrial
that every country should do as Association, Coach Adam Walsh

Pickard field. The Frosh, yet to
win a game, will be out to defeat
the Higgins group who lost 49-0 to
the Colby freshmen earlier in the

house
displays,
alumni
luncheon, alumni council meeting,
and fraternity initiations will be
the
highlights
of
the annual
homecoming week end here October 30 and 31.
A crowd of around 10,000 is
expected to see the Bowdoin Bates game, the top event of the
week end for many. Despite its
loss last week to Maine, the Bates
eleven is stronger this year than
it has been in recent State Series
contests. Bowdoin, however, will
be a three touchdown favorite

Zandvoort is in the United
large crowd of students, dates, ters.
Last year Williamson Won the States under the auspices of the
alumni and parents left the field
where they had attempted to Smyth Mathematical Prize and State Deparfcnent and has been
blend their voices for a weak also three ROTC awards. These in- visiting at Phillips Exeter Acadcluded the Maine Central Railroad emy. Expressing a desire to see a
Bowdoin cheer.
The crowd scattered into the Company award for combining su- small liberal arts college in action,
of Bowdoin. He arrived
four winds only to find their perior scholastic performance with he was told
leadership;
the in Brunswick on the noon train,
weary way into some expecting demonstrated
Presihouse and the promise of a re- Northeast Airlines award for the was met by Assistant to the
Philip S. Wilder, and had
juvinated social life. These cock- highest average attained by a sec- dent
luncheon in Moulton Union with
tail parties rocked with festive ond-year basic Course student in
then
spent
Brown.
He
Professor
song and spirit that might well Military Science subjects; and the
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad the afternoon touring the campus
have been used up at the game.
about
typical
small
learning
a
and
Company
award
for
having
demThe students were

Good

her than has been the case.

R. Anderson '55

football
football

Whittier Field was turned back
to the ground keepers as the spectators dispersed to the various
fraternity
houses to enjoy the
pleasant thoughts about the first having maintained
"A" American Institute.
game of the State Series. The record for two consecutive semes-

Freshman Grades

institution's

and

Dance,

Bowdoin Campus

Colby

Dougherty, a Sigma Nu, was on
educational the football team, Dean's List,
presided over the Student Council,
schools. New Dehli University is
supported by the government. Its and was Glee Club manager. He
more politically won the Andrew Allison Haldane
are
students
minded than are their contempo- Cup, awarded to a member of the
America,
said Dr. Sills. senior class who has outstanding
raries in
day were fairly satisfactory, Dean
They are a frustrated group and qualities of leadership and cha- Nathaniel Cooper Kendrick anracter.
Cosgrove
a fertile field for Communism.
Following his graduation from nounced.
Communist* Active There
Though there were no straight Elected
Officers;
According to President Sills, Bowdoin, Dougherty studied at
who
of
men
number
Communists have been openly Northwestern and Cornell Uni- "A" men, the
versity Law Schools. He was re- were apparently in serious trouble Others
Recently
subsidising professors and carryto active duty for the Kor- was small. The reports however,
ing on an active propaganda cam- called
Four Fraternities have held
were heavily loaded with low
paign with movie and magazines. ean War, in which he served as a
house
elections
since
the ORIENT
grades.
The President Emeritus stated night pilot.
published the list of house officers
that there is a strong possibility
last spring.
that India will go communist unAlpha Rho Upsilon has elected
less America is more patient with
impressed

agricultural

Sills

ready a year has passed without

any increase.
General

Bowdoin

made this award to Williamson
an all-expense-paid trip to New against
the reserveless Bobcats.
York City, where the Congress will
The week end will begin Friday
be held at the Waldorf Astoria
afternoon
when the freshman
Hotel. He will be in New York
football team meets Higgins at
from December 1 to December 5.
has

as

pany. After many changes in the
plans, the permission was finally
granted.
WBOA, however, did not have a
condensor, and the plans were
again halted. The increase in
power was scheduled to be effec-

November,

-

Alumni

rally,

Bowdoin College announced today that Andrew W. Williamson

per cent.

tive in

game,

Industrial Congress

interfer-

range of
as

By David
The Bates

Andrew Williamson
Selected To Attend

Washburne '50, submitto the Central Maine
Power Company which would permit WBOA to hook its radio
At the power lines to those of the com-

He

that the country is fertile field
for emotional doctrines. Britain
failed to develop any program of
general education, and because of
the large number of illiterates and
the constant threat of famine, India feels that she must remain
neutral in politics.
There is some evidence in India
of higher education. Many people
do go to the University of New
Dehli. President Sills was greatly

its power.
Campus radio fans, up to now
many strange noises
hearing
emitting from 820 on the dial, will
soon be able to sit back and enjoy entertainment ranging from
opera to football.
This change - over to high tension is no new idea. Two years
ago, when the Cleveland Science
Building was under construction,
several high-voltage transformers

were

Dance, Displays

Highlight Alumni Weekend;
Jadaloon Exhibit Scheduled

sta-

crease

Dougherty '46 Recovers

Sustained This
By David O. Lavander '55
"India and its Role in World
Capt. William A. Dougherty '46
Politics" was the topic of a talk
of the U. S. Marine Corps Regiven by former President of
serves is recovering from serious
Bowdoin, Kenneth C. M. Sills in
injuries received in the crash near
Smith Auditorium Friday night,
Cherry Point, North Carolina of
Oct. 23.
an airplane he was piloting.
Speaking before a number of
Operating in' summer manuePresident
faculty and students,
vers with the Reserves, Captain
Sills discussed the social condiDougherty had engine failure ditions and economic conditions of
rectly over a government housing
India as he saw them during his
project, but was able to land in
recent stay in that country. He
the woods. He has a broken left
began his lecture with a descrip- foot
and compression fractures of
tion of the problem India faces in
feeding

radia

tion, will soon switch to high-tension wires, which will greatly in-

Says India Must Stay
Neutral; Communists

Bowdoin's

11

Honors Poly Forum With Talk

Homecoming Week End

India's Role In

NUMBER

1953

;

Mass.

On

Saturday, December

5.

the

group will join with the Brunswick Choral Society and Pembroke
and Wheelock Colleges in the traditional "Messiah" by Handel. In
all there will be about 350 voices
with featured soloists singing in
this Christmas season attraction.
It will

be given in the First Parish
in Brunswick.
will appear in
Biddeford on February 20 and on
other through modern technology. March 6 it
will sing the Brahms
"So far as ingenuity and engineer- Requiem at
Westbrook Junior Coling can do it the confounding of lege,
the language has been undone."
As a feature of Campus Chest
Professor Daggett says it still is Week end on
March 13 there will be
a question whether, with all the a campus
concert with .Connecticut
miracles of modern science, those College.
The Requiem will again
in the U. N. or those who were be presented
on this occasion.
tower understood
building the
Mass. - Conn. Tour
each other any better.
From March 19 to 21 the Club
Comparing the U. N. to a bridge will make a
short tour of Massabetween the East and West, Dag- chusetts and
Connecticut, appeargett stated, "Do not tear it down ing on the
19th with Lasell Junior
simply because some do not cross College in
a joint concert at Newit. It is still a hope for the future."
ton, Mass.; presenting
a full conDaggett's plea for patience and cert on the
20th at Hingham.
understanding was reminiscent in Mass.; and
repeating the Brahms
some ways of Pulitzer Prize Jour- Requiem on the
21st with Connectnalist Hodding Carter's message icut College
at New London.
hin This Week Magazine of OctoThe annual spring tour will beber 18. Carter, also a Bowdoin gin on March
23 and end on the
graduate, told the story of Charles 30th, with
appearances at ConLamb, the famous English essay- cord, Mass.,
Rye, N.Y., New York
ist.
City. HyattsvUle,
Md.. and Hac"I don't flke that man," Lamb kettstown,
N.J. At the New York
once said.
City engagement the group will
"But. Charles, you don't even
fmg the Requiem with Hunter Colknow him," • friend remonstrated. lege.
"Of course I don't know him,''
On April 10 this combination of
answered.
him,

Church

Athern P. Daggett

The Glee Club

1

|

Lamb

I couldn't dislike

'If I

him."

knew

Bowdoin and Hunter

will

(Continued on Page 4)
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Harper^ Jr. "55
Managing Editor
John B. Goodrich '55

David R. Anderson

AHhtMt News
Edward N. Cotter

istic

Editors

'56

Carroll E.

Thomas

L.

Spence

PenneH

'57

Sports Editor

Robert M.

Hunt

'54

Assistant Sports Editor
Ronald Golz '56

Photographer
P. Gaston

James

recent

Doweoin

restraint.

He exceeded the

injunction of the newsman's old
credo "get the whole story" by
not only reporting what was said
on that occasion hut interpreting'36 it into what might have been said.
The interpretation was at least
superfluous. I feel that it was also
misleading

Jr. '55

'55

Richard M. Catalano

Greene's

James

Dav audience must have sUowsd
his zeal to carry away his journal-

James Anwyll,

'55

The delivered

address'

closing

minutes touched on what Dr.
Greene called a present day trend
in America, a lean which the proc-

'54

Staff

Franklin G. Davis '54 essor described as over-zealoue
William G. Foster '57 100 percent Americanism, Faswhat some might consider
Peter Schmalzer, Jr. '57 cism
Edward P: Parsons '57 manifestations of run-away Big
John Ranlett '57 Statism. Dr. Greene specified that
Vincent S. Villard, Jr. '57 he would mention no names, and
Thomas L. Spence '57 he did not. The validity of his.
John R. Withers '57
Richard B. Lyman '57 comments and their applicability
Saul M. Cohen *57 profited well from his decision.
The reporter wrongly declared
William C. Cooke '57

John M. Belka '54
Donald W. Blodgett '54
James L. Doherty '55
George I. Rockwood '56
Benjamin G. M. Priest '56
H. Edward Born '57
Francis M. Kinnelly '57

—

Edward

R. Williams "57
Stanton I. Moody '57
David G. Lavender '55
Thomas R. Merrill '57

Dr. Greene's remarks wese
aimed specifically at Sen. Joseph
Business Manager
R. McCarthy. But his mistake is.
Bruce N. Cooper '54
perhaps,
excusable.
aU,
After
Assistant Business Managers
when one hears of Fascism or exJames A. Cook '54
C. Richard Thurston 34
Advertising Manager
ClreuAatUm Manager treme 100 percent Americanism
Peter M. Pirnie '55
Harold R. Beacharo, Jr. '56 today, one automatically envisages the Wisconsinite. One someBOWDOIN PUBLISHING
how manages to lose in the maze
Directors
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown, pf
tangent opinions, creeds, alleBruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lflley '54, Wallace R. Harper
giances of pre-1941 days
that
Jr. '55, Charles Ranlett '54.
form, the extreme 100 percent
that

COMPANY

UPMWNTED FO» NATIONAL ADVEHTISINO ST
National Advertising Service, Inc.

Americanism bred by the admirers

Colli ft Publishers /teprtienlalivt

420

Chicago

-

Boston

-

Los Anoei^s

-

of

Franklin D.

Roosevelt.

Those were the days when the
chap who suggested that America

NEW YORK.

MADISON AVE.

N. Y.
San Francisco

Published weejtly when classes axe held

durwc like Fall and Serine Scaaestcr by
•ne ntxxlcnta of Bowdoin College. Address news comrannirations
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deal with all bettgerants without
discrimination
(and thus keep
out of the blood-letting herself
while enriching her coffers in the
bargain) received the brand of
"isolationist",

Bowdoin

"bundist", fascist",
"nazi", "fifth columnist". Remem-

Dead

Spirit

ber? To be 100 percent American
was to despise Germans for being
Germans and Germany, and not
merely to abhor despotism
Hitler and his national socialist reeverything was complete, everything, that is, except something gime. To deplore the idea of nazism alone wouldn't do, for some
often thought of as an intricate part of any football game: "deviationist" would
soon see the
cheering.
essence of Hitler in Stalin, and,
Colby showed fine spirit and great enthusiasm in their after all, Stalin was "marshall" of
Russia, a democracy perhaps more
cheers.
Their cheering was strong and definite, a far cry from democratic tha!h our own, you see,
our pittle-pattling attempts to express our faith in and support and a bulwark standing between
peoples
everyof the Bowdoin football teami
When the home team wins, freedom-loving
where and the tramp - trampwhen it's Fathers Weekend, and when the chances of taking tramp of hobnailed boots. No, to
another state series loom brigther by the minute, there seems to "** 10° P61^6" 1 American one must
be little excuse for the poor showing of the Bowdoin cheering wish to see Germany, all Germans, and all German tradition
sections that was displayed last Saturday.
wiped away.
There has been much criticism, and justifiably so, of the
Not to be 100 percent American
obvious and almost disgusting lack of organized support from in those days before McCarthy
meant to be shunned by neighthe Bowdoin stands game after game.
The disappointment in bors, investigated by the F.B.I.,
genuine college spirit (that old but nevertheless needed intangi- pilloried by the press, and, as hapble) was evidence everywhere in the remarks made by guests pened in the long and farcial trial

Last Saturday afternoon was indeed a perfect football
setting.
Everything was complete: fine fall afternoon, stands
full of students and parents, our team favored to win,
Yes,

m

'

and

of 21 individuals, indicted for sedi-

—

visiting parents.
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Bates College, Bowdoin's Second State Series

Frosh Complete Quests

Opponent, Noted For Strict Social Regulations

To Many Local Points

Ice

Cubes On Toast

-

The ORIENT reporter who covered

Professor
address to the

Editor-in-Chief

Wallace

the editor^

28,

mmmmmmm

T

What's happened, they asked, to the en- tion
this last for merely adgrandstand supporter, the never-say-die spectator who vancing ideas unpopular with the
emerges from the stands exhausted and hoarse > Is he a figure New Deal rulers, with no question of subversive activities, party
of the past?
A rather silly and now (at last) forgotten ob- membership
or anything of that
noxious character who disturbs the more important conversa- sort being involved. As an incitions going on while the local team tries to smash its way for- dental, note that there was no remarkable outcropping of societies
ward? We think not.
and
congresses,
no
inspired
No, he is not dead or forgotten. Rather he is still there speech-making defending noble
human
principles, on the behalf of
in the stands watching the games as he always did.
Then
thusiastic

why

those peaple. Fram intellectuals, a
we hear from him? Why doesn't he stand up and yell deep, penetrating
silence.
himself green and wave his arms and jump up on his seat to
Should one note also that algain a better look?
Why doesn't he "wood"? And why most no contemporary liberal
doesn't he shout out the words of "Old Phi Chi" after a Bow- speaker worth his salt fails to include at least a stab at McCarthy
doin score?
Where's the power and strength, of the old col- per speech, he must without doubt
lege cheer?
absolve the "Orient" writer of the
We don't quite know.
can only guess.
Perhaps the modern Bowdoin student and (we do not charge of news-warping. It might
benefit this reporter, however, to
hesitate to add) the modern weekend date feel just
a little re-analyze Dr. Greene's remarks
above roaring for the team they've traveled and paid to watch. in the light of their face value

don't

We

By Thomas

L. Spence '57
The outstanding event of the always been opposed to the use of
annual Homecoming week end will ins— icating liquor. If, doe to inbe the second game in Bowdoin's toxicants, a student's conduct on
quest for the Maine State series or off the campus shall come into
against Bates. The visitors are question, he Will be subject to disthe closest college to ours, but ciplinary action either by a stuseveral important differences exist dent government organization or
between Bowdoin and Bates Col- by the faculty."
lage.
The total enrollmet of this
The moat notable difference is small liberal arts college numthe fact that Bates is a non-fra- bers about 775, of which 450 ere
ternity college with most of the men. Twenty-five per cent of the
ntudwuti living on campus and student body comes from Maine,
taking their meals in the regular 40 per cent from Massachusetts.
dfcuag rooms. The Bates catalog 10 per cent from Connecticut, 5
gives as their reason the fact that per cent from the other three New
they aw "convinced by long ex- England states, and 30 per cent
perience that a non-fraternity, from outside New England, mostnon-sorority college provides
a ly from New York and' New Jerbread base for democratic living. sey. The number of foreign stuThe dormitory life and* extra-cur- dents is unusually small, numberricular program of a small, non- ing only five last year, from Cafraternity college gives students a nada, Columbia, England, India,
superior opportunity for the de- and Vict-Nara.
vetopment of personality, group
About 20 Miles From Here
responsibility,
and powers of
Bates is located in Lewiston.
leadership."
only about 20 miles from the
Making Regulations Strict
Bowdoin campus, making it the
Socially, Bates is known as a college nearest to Brunswick. Lerelatively dry college. The regula- wiston, along with Hs sister city
tion of drinking is very
strict of Auburn, has some 65,000 peocompared to the average New ple, easily the second biggest
England college. Among the dif- metropolis in the state.
ferent regulations covering all
This co-ed institution will celephases of Bates college life, one brate its 90th anniversary next
of the most publicized and enforc- year. One of the newer of the New
ed is that, quoting again from England colleges, it was founded
their catalog, "Bates College has in 1864 by Oren B. Cheney, a
Dartmouth graduate. The college
cry against unbridled government
was named after Benjamin E.
power over the individual might Bates, a Boston manufacturer
and
have been voiced long before Mc- one of the
founders of Lewiston,
Carthy got elected. Instead, our who gave one
hundred thousand
intellectuals, our new
progress- dollars for its establishment.
Alives of the 2Cs and 30's, channeled
though by tradition Bates has
all their energies against those
been affiliated with the Baptists,
"reactionaries" who insisted on
it has always been non-sectarian.
the need for preserving the idenEndowment Only Two Million
tity of the individual in society
The endowment is rather small,
and the sanctity of his right to only about two million;
the camthink far himself
and voice pus
and buildings are valued
what he thought.
slightly higher. The president is
Sincerely,
now Charles

[Continued Frwm ftaf* 7)
where he gave a speech on "The

By Benjamin
Odds and Ends

G. M. Priest '56
loon Hunters of America (Bowdoin
chapter) will be away. We are all
going to Yale with the team. A
special train will leave from the
station at 8:51 Friday evening.
thriiy. horns and lunches. Free mix
and ice cubes courtesy of the heating plant. Every body out!

Reasons Why Danish Women Are
Apropo of there being an article
Better Than American Women".
in here about Wheaton College, we
Over at the Chi Psi Lodge, F.
think it was a Wheaton girl who
Howard Taggart and Anthony T.
was so shy that she used to work
Fleishman went to Bradford Juall her cress-word pueakss vertical
nior College. Along with them
so she wouldn't have to come
they took twelve wooden blocks
across. But we're not sure.
with Chi Psi painted on them.
Last week's issue of the Orient
They had to sell these twelve
noted that George I of England was
blocks at ten cent apiece, 'so they
a German and could not speak
English. We would lake to add that
Ghengis Khan was a Mongol, and
he couldn't either. Strange when
you come to think of it, n'est-ce
.

.

.

KrL Note. These twa lee cubes
have been lying around «or same
time and have obviously melted

coasideraMy.

Fraternities To Initiate

pas?
Special Notice

On Thursday, Friday

Next week's
Clear-eyed

A

meeting of the
Steady-handed Jada-

(Continued from #%g* /)
are scheduledto speak at the 7:00

pm.

House Elections Held

By Four

Alpha Delt pledge Needham in his attempt
to "bold up" of an unidentified Bradford
student. Dreaded as "hood," Ne,*Jham
J.

dinner.

The

District

Grand

Master and several other dignitaries from the National Frater-

Fraternities

nity will also be present.
will initiate nineBeta Theta
[Continued from Puge J}
president, Alvin G. Litchfield '54; teen Freshman pledges and Jerry
secretary, David S.- Coleman '54; Lewis '54 at ceremonies to be held
treasurer, Todd D. Callahan *54. at 4:00 pm. Friday. Melvin T.
'06,
a Beta, formerly
could have enough money on Totman is a co-captain of the foot- Copeland
which to eat. That Saturday night ball team, chairman of the house Dean of the Harvard Business
will
they had to auction themselves executive and rushing committees, School, and a Bowdoin Trustee,
group. William S. Linoff to the highest bidders as dates. and a member of the Outing Club. address the
Alumnus,
'03,
Beta
another
nell
member
of
the
house
a
Litchfield
is
The best entertainment turned
speakers
out to be a movie date witn re- entertainment committee. Coleman also will speak. Student
"57, who
freshments afterwards. They had is secretary of the Outing Club and will be Barrett Gilchrist
Class, and
to bring back signed statements active in interfratemity football. will speak for the Pledeg

A

C

temporarily shocked a ttatherinpr of Bradford damsels who thovjrbt prank to he the
"real thin*." Not shown is stick-up gun
concealed In robber's coat pocket.

j

saying that both girls had spent Callahan is a member of the Glee Johnny Malcolm.
Hubert S. Shaw, Director of Adall of their money on Taggart and Club and is active in the Masque
missions at Bowdoin, will adress
and Gown.
Fleishman.
Alpha Tau Omega has elected the Sigma Nu's at their initiation
Thomas T. Dwight as correspond- on Thursday.
Alpha Tau Omega will delay
ing secretary and appointed Edward B. Blackman as Palm Re- its initiation until November 11.
Alpha Rho Upsilon's large pledge
porter. Dwight is also the house
orientation chairman and is active class of twenty-four Freshmen will
and the Young Republi- also be initiated at ceremonies on
in
can Club. Blackman is 'a house Thursday night, with Dr. Kamerusher and a member of the ORI- ling of the Chemistry Department
and Professor Means as speakers.
ENT staff.
Finally, Caspar Cowan '36 will
Kappa Sigma has named John F.
Cosgrove as Ritual Chairman. He deliver the charge at Delta Sigma's
Franklin Phillips,
has held the positions of guard, initiations on Thursday night.
J. George de Lyra
the fourth such in Bates' history.
member of the executive commit- President .Coles, Dean Nathaniel
tee, and White Key representatiue, C. Kendrick and Mrs. Chase will
Great emphasis is placed on exThe article concerning Professor
is a member of the varsity football give talks.
partly
Greene's address in the last issue tra-curricular activities,
team and is active in ROTC.
of the ORIENT was basically cor- because of the absence of fraternoon Born and Blackmer hoisted
rect,
according to the highest nities. The Student Council is the
to check in at the Bowdoin Hotel. a Bowdoin banner on the Colby
standards of contemporary jour- governing body for the male stuOn Saturday night they went to flag pole.
nalism. The role of a newspaper, dents, as is the Student GovernCtement S. Wilson. Samuel M.
Blinstrub's Village where they
whether it be the
YORK ment Board for the women. Interprocured an autographed picture Snyder, and Robert L. DeLucia,
TIMES or the ORIENT is much collegiate sports include football,
of June Vallee saying that Patti pledging Delta Sigma; had to get
more than a mere presentation of basketball, baseball, track, tennis,
Page was the best female singer a sign from a farm near Belgrade
the cold facts. It is becoming in- golf, and winter sports. An inforsuccessfully doing
Brian Flynn, Psi U pledge, shown attempt- in the country. H. Edward Born Lakes. After
creasingly important for the news- mal intramural program is also inn to sell his latest
"creation" on a Bos- and Stanley M.
Blackmer, also this, they had to proceed to Aupaper to interpret these facts in- provided. The different debating ton street corner. Unsuccessful in the sale.
Flynn and companion John Simonds did Sigma Nu pledges, trecked to gusta where they were required
telligently. In this case, Professor and dramatic groups are particu- receive comment from passers-by.
Colby College where they regis- get their pictures in the Kennebec
•
Greene did not specifically mention larly active.
Two Theta Delta Chi pledges tered 100 girls for Bowdoin •Wanual doing something construc-a
any persons or groups, as he said
All students are required to be
House parties and acted as sing- tive. Early Sunday morning
he would not do. But he was ob- present at the stated chapel exer- signed 75 girls as blirirj dates for
waiters in the Foas Hall Dm- photographer took their picture
viously referring to someone, for cises and assemblies. The honor the annual Theta Delta Chi blind ing
ing Hall. One Sunday at twelve washing the State House steps.
was
remark
date
week
end.
A
no such vivid description of Ameri- system is one of the educational
can fascism can exist only in the bulwarks. All students must par- made that this should prove very
imagination. Whether the ORIENT ticipate in a regular physical pro- interesting as there are only 53
members of Theta Delta Chi.
reporter was justified in naming gram for three years.
From the Sigma Nu house
McCarthy as the symbol of this
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
comes the story of Leland W.
political condition may be questioned to the same extent that any ways be demagogues in our society
other expert on any matter whose who will make hay while the sun
The danger is not so
opinions are found throughout the shines
American press can be questioned. much this as the wide-spread, guilHis article was not written just able, complacent, indeed, enthusfrom hastily copied notes during iastic of this American fascism dehis actual address.
recorded stroying the reputation of our lib."
this speech word by word and the eral and free tradition
ORIENT reporter played it 6ack
It may be perfectly true that this
until he had a completely accurate insidious corruption of our ideals
word-by-word account of this ad- began long before the junior senadress.
tor of Wisconsin began his public
Following are the exact, undis- career. But the fact remains that
First National
puted excerpts from the controver- today he is commonly identified,
sial part of the speech
whether rightly or wrongly, as the Chris Jacobsen, left, and John Collier. Chi
Brunswick, Maine
"There resides the enemy, the very personification of this moral Psi pledires. are shown here attired in
Wheaton swimming suits with four Wheatfar more mortal enemy than Rus- decay. Any intelligent spokesman on
freshmen. Collier and Jacobsen had to
sia
it's the threat of American must realize this, and when he bring pictures back as proof that their
been successfully carried out.
fascism
I'm going to name no dwells on a "flag waving
dema- quest had
persons or groups, but I'm going to gogue
and Richard W.
determined to exploit Hovey, Jr.,
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
describe it ... It is determined to persons," the implication to at Greene and their quest. Greene
Member ef The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
exploit persons, if necessary ruth- least McCarthy, perhaps others, and Hovey had to go to Boston.
lessly or cruelly
There will al- should be clear to everyone. T.S.L. After arriving in Boston they had
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from his considerasheepish about engaging in suck crude action aU the denunciations of Mcthey're too preoccupied with thoughts of Carthy as the evil genius of the
the party afterwards, or with the date sitting next to them.
decline and dissipation of traditional American ideals. The desincerely hope these guesses are inaccurate..
hope we are cline began long before McCarthy
wrong. . Yet there are answers to* this unpopular problem, to yelled RED. Congressional investhis shameful situation.
There are reasons why one member of tigations, too, antedated McCarthy;
the procedings of a
the team stated that, because of the lack of student support,
the House committee, chairmaned by
team plays "for Adam, not the college."
Alfred L. Bulwinkle, against Dr.
The cheerleaders are partly to blame: They display un- William A. Wirt in the spring of
1934 is worth checking, as is the
organization and oftentimes confusion.
The cheers arc also press coverage of the affair.
partially responsible: they are somewhat uninspiring
and are F.D.R beat McCarthy by miles in
not«original.
But the gieater part of the blame falls on the oc- the race for 100 percentism. And
cupants of the grandstand, those not-dead, not-silly, but also the New Deal version of the
thing posed an infinitely greater
non-cheering people who should be the backbone of the after- threat because it was
backed by
noon's activity.
Its their team, their college.
And it's their professional intellectuals and academics who drummed up the ideal
duty (it should be their desire) to show team-support.
"all united behind Our Leader,
Three days from now the last home game of the season 100 percent" as the richest prize
will be played here against Bates,
h wilt be Homecoming to which youth could aspire.
And, I've been told by disilluWeekend; we have a chance to take the state series; it should be
sioned old-timers, there was a
quite an afternoon.
Are the stands on the south side of Whit- breath of 100 percentism around
tier Field going to echo with silence?
Will the other side show 1917. Some say things got so bad
that if your nan*, sounded Gerus up with their roars and organized cheers?
man you were considered an
shall see.
agent of the Kaiser until proved
innocent. I don't know. But the
alone, barring

Or maybe they feel
tivity.
Or possibly

We

We

We

Start

Notice
This year the Masque and Gown
season will be dedicated to the
stage of Memorial Hall, which has
borne 134 of the 241 plays given on
campus since 1903. This season
marks the 51st year of the Masque
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White Crushes Colby 25-7 In Series Opener
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By Robert M. Hurst
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Totman, Back In Action, Impressive

OMENT

In Tuesday's issue of the Boston Herald, Bob Hatch, coach of
the hapless Bates eleven came forth with a new excuse for the inCoach Hatch
ability of bis team to win games in the state series.
feels that the way the state series is now played off with Bowdoin
playing Maine in the final is unfair. ..Year in and year out says
Hatch they have the best teams and year in, year out they psay the
last game. What this setup has to do with winning games is qaestionable, but since Bates can't win games en the gridiron it seems they
have to think up other excuses. The Bates coach has his own theories
on this idea, however, and states that if Bowdoin played Maine first
they'ed have to go all out, and we could get an accurate scouting
report on them. And, continues Hatch they might get a little banged
up the way we do when we play them.
All three reasons mentioned by Hatch are ridiculous. If Bates
obtained some good ball players and developed them as they do at
Bowdoin and Maine they wouldn't have to bring out the crying towel
every year. At Bates this year, reports Hatch, we had 31 out far
Of the 26, about 15 are first
football, there's now 2» on the squad.
period ball players, the rest you use when you're way ahead or way

behind.

Again whose fault is this? It certainly isn't the fault of Maine
or Bowdoin. After Hatch degrades his own team in such a manner
as he did in the Herald, it wouldn't surprise me if be eoukmt even
Let's face it, Bates couldn't End Don Roux can't quite grasp the pigskin on one of Bowdoin's pass plays.
field a team for the rest of the games.
The Polar Bear aerial Co-captain Idel Totman, making a surprise return to the lineup after two weeks' inaction with a dislick Maine or Bowdoin if the two teams met five times a season. barrage was weak all afternoon, but the sterling running attack more than made up for it.
located elbow, shows little rustiness, as he outrace s the Colby secondary for a sizaoie gain.
,
Hatch must feel that teams like WiHiems, Amherst, and Wesleyan
play a softer game than Middlebury, Hefstra, and Mass. State which
Zetes,
Lead
Frosh Lose
Filton
are on the Bates schedule.
Hatch also points out that the financial angle enters into the
Tom Davis is still missing the In Football Leagues;
Paced by Phil Day and Mel Tot- scoring run on a "Keep" play. ing the right play on fourth down,
13-12,
In
Squeaker,
argument. Since Bowdoin and Maine play far the state title every
man, the Polar Bears displayed a Sophomore Libby will come in making the distance three times Mule backfteld for his hard ruiUndefeated
year who wants to see Bates play Colby. This is simple to answer, Potter
Smith Star powerful running attack as they handy as a Cosgrove replacement in four first half situations near ning. Co - captain Charley Windhorst and Bob Sheerin would give
no one.
undermaned in the next two games and will al- the Colby goal.
easily
vanquished
The league standings in the inThe old Bowdoin nemisis, the Colby, 25-7 in the opener of the so ease the sting of lefty Jack's
Cosgrove tossed in some timely Colby three rugged, tast backs.
It's up to Bates and Hatch to figure out an answer to all their
blocks and was his alert self on Quarter-back passer Bob Burns terfratemity football circuit have
troubles not the other schools in the state. And while we are at it extra point, and the breaks of the state series, before a large crowd graduation.
game were the decisive factors in at Whittier Field, last Saturday.
Bowdoin's other co-captain Mel pass defense, running one inter- showed good throwing form when 'not been altered over the past
"let's break up the Yankees."
week, with the ARU's and Zetes
be found his sea-legs.
the Bowdoin Freshmen's defeat at
Bowdoin's surge through in- Totman, came back to action a ception back for a score.
maintaining the pace in their resthe hands of a fighting Tilton team, jury-riddled Colby resulted from week earlier than expected, and
Despite loose baH handling in
Looking at the statistics of the Maine-Bates game it is interPlaying well in the Mule line pective leagues.
13-12, on Friday at Pickard Field. top-flight quarterbacking and re- looked fully recovered in his limit- the
Colby showed
half,
first
esting, to note that Maine made a total of 413 yards net rushing
Co-captain
The Frosh were given frequent serves, and Bowdoin
Mention should first be made
showed ed service.
enough here and there to indicate that missed injured
while Bates made only a mere 57. Also of interest is the fact that opportunities to wrap up the game, plenty of defensive punch as welL
that it would be a fair ball club Tony Yanurhi were Bob Hudson, about the fabulous passing combiTotman to Find Simpert
Art Marchand and nation of "Togo" Plasse and Ted
Maine threw only three passes during the whole game and com- especially in the thrill-packed
Colby's line stiffened in several
With Totman's return to full with all its key men in shape and John Jacobs,
Mathieu.
Maurice
pleted all three of them.
fourth quarter, but each time it spots and forced Bowdoin into the time duty* he'll find more running a little more bench support.
Kenney of Kappa
Sig.
This
Dave Rogerson made the All-League hockey team last year for seemed that the' tide would turn, air.
tandem has accounted for nine
support than he had when injured.
the unexpected happened.
The
touchdowns so far this season and
Bowdoin's lone place on the team.
Bowdoin is now two deep at Fred Coukos, Roy Dyer and Andy
has played havoc with opposing
In Fail
Notice
Bowdoin hockey and swimming this year is going to have one of Bowdoin attack, led by two bril- quarterback as South Portland's Williamson have all developed ra- Second
liant halfbacks, rolled up 12 first
pass defenses. If Kenney is allowJohn Libby officially earned his pidly in their first season of varthe poorest seasons in many moons as the admissions office failure to
downs, as compared to Tilton's "wings" as a competent relief for sity ball - totting.
The next production of the ed to roam freely in the foe's terTennis
get material for these two sports is beginning to show. What Bowthree; yet the last two inches could
available
for
Masque and Gown is
ritory from hereon, the Kappa
the Polar Bears' Co-captain Jack
Cosgrove continued his brilhant
doin needs is about five ready made stars each year in the freshman not be cracked.
Completion reading on the closed re s erve of Sigs may well oust the ARU's
Cosgrove.
play in most departments. He Approaches
classes to keep the standards of these sports up. This doesn't mean
Del Potter Stands Out
the Library'- Any students interest- from their top position in League
The supple Libby handled the didn't improve his pass complethat Bowdoin has to go out and pay athletes to come to the school,
The outstanding all-around playUnder the direction of varsity ed in reading over this script are "A". The Kappa Sigs romped over
deceptively, tion average greatly, but when he
ball
smoothly
and
but a little more concentration on weaning away ready made athletes er on the field was Del Potter, the
tennis coach, S. A. Ladd Jr., most welcome to do so. The play is the Delta Sigma club 21-0 to
showed
passing poise and good ge- did hit, it kept Bowdoin going. He
fleet Bowdoin halfback whose senof the first-round matches of the ShaWs "Misaliance".
from schools such as Williams and Amherst would help.
move into a second place tie with
neralship and tossed in a slick again showed the knack of selectFall Tennis Tournament have been
the latter.
For the fourth successive year Wesleyan defied the experts in sational broken-field running kept
the locals in the game until the hosts smashed down to the Tilton on the ground, for a first down on completed, and the tournament is Players may consult the sheet for
In other battles in this league
their traditional dash with the strong Lord Jeffs as they held them
very last play. His spirited per- 14, where an offside penalty nulli- the Tilton 30. With Mike Coster well into the second round.
their schedules. Further questions the Delta Sigs handed the ATO's
to a 20-20 tie. Also in the line of upsets Tufts came out of nowhere
formance is even more remarkable, fied Dick Dremzek's run into the and Logan Hardie doing the bulk
It is imperative that all matches regarding the tournament may be a 33-21 defeat as .Nick Moldaver
to beat Williams 12-9.
considering that he is close to be- end zone. The rest of the quarter of the carrying, Bowdoin advanced be arranged and played promptly. directed to Coach Ladd or to var- tallied twice, and the winless Chi
The most lobsided score of the week: Cortland 62- Brock port 0. ing the shortest and lightest player
was consumed in a battle of inter- to within exactly two inches of the Coach Ladd warns that any player sity captain, "Skip" Howard at the Psi's continued their streak being
on the team. But on Friday, as in cepted passes.
subdued by the ATO's 26-7 and by
goal-line before losing the ball on who cannot play when asked by an Be{a House.
the first game, he. gave ample eviLatest Scores of
the AD's 37-0. Tom Winst and Bill
opponent, must forfeit the match,
Bowdoin captured the lead mid- downs.
Coach
dence that here is a first-class
Frosh
Seeon d-Rooad Matches
Key Play of the Game
Foster each contributed three
as the tournament must be comway in the third quarter by drivprospect for varsity stardom, his
touchdowns for their fraternities.
Then the key play of the game | plejed before the courts become G. Wheeler def N. Nicholson
ing
44
yards.
Successful
passes
to
Bawdoin Tilton
Blasts Football Deceit
competitive spirit supplementing
6-1. 6-2 In the league's other contest, the
.
First downs
.-__
12
4
John Snow and Al Lanes set the occurred. Tilton went back into unplayable.
his offensive and defensive ability.
Yards gained rushing-. 148
100
Default ARU's edged the Psi Us 26-19
\Coach Ladd also requests that R. Mathews def. D. Bell
stage for Smith's buck over from 6 kick formation, but the pas^back
[Continued Fn>m Page 7]
.Yards Hiuned passing„ 61
96
Another Bowdoin speed merchDefault (no opponent) with Al Worksman leading the at„
18
10
inches out. A bad pass from cen- misfired, the ball bouncing arountt ~a« contestants post their scores on E. PodvoH
equalize manpower through legis- Pssbks
ant, Dick Smith, performed superbPa«s«s completed
_..
8
i
(Continued on Page 4)
ter prevented the placekiek; in- loose deep in the end zone, with the draw-sheet in the -gymnasium. R. Estes def. J. Celosse /T6-4, 6-3
lation,"
Walsh declared vehe- Pum had intercepted
2
t
ly in his first tilt before a home
2
stead, Dremzek tried a pass which the Bowdoin line sweeping in for
mently, "It's the same as trying to Punts
crowd.
Once
he
got
through
the
A v"Sgi'"^Si"-.
34
just missed, keeping the score 12-7 the kill. If Bowdoin recovered, it
off
34
pass
an inferior product *Runback of punts
forward wall, he was. tough to stop.
would be the winning touchdown;
n stiri
„..._.__
3
1
in favor of Bowdoin.
through
false advertising. You r»i
In each of the two Bowdoin TD's,
Outfitters To Bowdoin Men
Bad lost CamMes
8
1
The fired-up visitors grabbed the if a Tilton man recovered and was
just can't get away with it for
S
&
he raced for the final yards.
tackled in the end zone, it would
Yards lost paaaltiss
36
36
kickoff on their own 42 and swept
long."
Tiltoa
Talllee
—
Early
Tiltoa
1
S
IS
be a safety and a Bowdoin victory.
goalward
without
letup.
Gay
12
raced
6
e
6
•
Walsh went on to make some
Bowdste ......
The first time the visitors, who
But the impossible happened
pointed criticisms of a well known
had been previously winless in the last 32 yards without a Bow- Gay somehow managed to run it
doin defender touching him on the
coach whose contract was recentWalsh died prosehying as one three starts, got possession of the second play of the final quarter. out of the endzone and u,p to the
ly brought up, following hie reball, they quickly drove to the
10 for a first down.
biggest dangers in modem
lease from his duties. His tea of the
Bowdoin 1-yard line. Quarterback The PAT try failed.
But the Freshmen were not
college football. To support ms
year contract was bought up beVirgil Hodges passed to Halfback
Bowdoin Keeps Trying
through yet. They forced their opstatement, he told of an illumincause, as Walsh said, "he was a
Clark
Gay for 30 big yards in the
The rest of the exciting game ponents to kick. Again Potter reating and disheartening experifake."
head 43-yard march. An inspiring goal- saw Bowdoin trying desperately to turned; this time, he zigzagged his
"A coach at one of America's ence he had when he was the
line stand withstood the Tilton atpunch over what would have been way through almost the entire
coach of the Los Angeles Rams.
oldest universities had his contack, but as soon as Bowdoin rethe winning score. Del Potter Tilton squad to the 11, within easy
It seems a student had flunked
tract bought up
not long ago,
gained possession, they fumbled the caught
school. Walsh
the ensuing kickoff, faked distance of that all-elusive TD.
West
Coast
out
of
a
didn't
demanded.
he?" Walsh
ball back to Tilton. The visitors
A couple of running plays and a
brilliantly to the other safety man,
telephoned him and offered the
"He's not back in football now, is
didn't waste this second opportuniwhile most of the opposition ignor- penalty carried the desperate atfor the
he? And I don't think you'll see boy, a halfback, $8,000
ty, with George Carrigan taking
ed him, he raced 32 yards all the tack to the one, with seconds to go.
season. The boy laughed, however,
him back in football again.
the ball over. Fritz Prior split the way
to the Tilton 4S. with the last But on the next play, Bowdoin was
and told Walsh he could go to a uprights
don't want that kind of coach hi
for the seventh point man
between him and the goal- penalized 15 big yards back to the
offered
university,
be
certain
football."
which eventually meant the ball line stopping
convertible
him. A minute later, 16, where an incomplete pass endand
more
money
a
"The first time that I met that
game.
Potter caught a pass while lying ed the duel.
an extra.
coach I had the extreme pleasure thrown in as
Bowdoin received the kickoff and
Walsh told some stories of his rolled all the way
of telling him that be was a fake."
to pay dirt, a
relationships with the
His opening statement, "Foot- personal
distance of 67 yards. Dick Smith a
immortal Knute Rockne. claiming
ball is founded on deceit" obviousaccounted for gains of 10, 11 and
Rockne's technical knowthat
ly startled the listeners. "You're
12 yards, the last adding the first
of football was small comcontinually trying to deceive the ledge
Bowdoin touchdown. The conver- o
with
deal
to
pared
his
ability
to
other fellow," he said. "But it's
sion attempt was easily blocked.
things
"He'd
get
beings.
human
the same in business, and in poliEarly in the second period, the o
out of you that you never dreamtics. Isn't advertising baaed on deo
ed you had in you," Walsh said.
ceit, too? All products can't be
said he did not
Coach
Bowdoin's
the best they all claim to be.
"The two main reasons for this like the idea of two goals from the
a
field equalling a touchdown, bedeceit were' patty jealousy and the
cause football is essentially a
human desire to excel."
Maine.
"We all Hke to feel that we team game. He also favored altertouchdown
have become somewhat of a some- ing the bonus after a
Wednesday-Thursday
achieved by
body in our chosen field," he said. to three points if
o
October 28-2*
two points H by forward
"It is the eternal desire to excel rushing,
point if kicked.
Glenn Ford
that causes people who haven't passing, and one
to
do
as
the God-given ability
well, or don't try at hard, to cut
corners or go underneath, to sucNotice
I
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COLLEGE MEN
ARE GOING WESKTT

We

"Matchless Service

wl

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

m

ceed.

We

have

it in football;

have

it in business."
"Football has now become fig
business, very big business. It is a
hazardous profession. As long as
you can produce, your services
are in demand; if you can't produce you're through. It's the same

whether you're is football or

My dad's topcoat "walked" out
of the Delta Sag coat room sometime Saturday afternoon. It is
brown with a red pattern and contained a pair of gloves. Any information as to the whereabouts
will be appreciated.

News

Steve Morse
Delta Sigma House

in

business."

Out loot experience
|i

lis, tine

m

the to Mowing

in

for

time

tve

it
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The plain or fancy (and we mean fancy) Weskit
worn with odd jacket, flannel or tweed suit
is
no longer a fad

—

it is

now a

fashion

— accepted

at college, country club or wherever well-dressed
men gather. Our presentations will satisfy the

conservative or boldest taste,
10.00

and
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Bates College Unusual

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David

R. Anderson '55
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(Continued from Page 2)
Curriculum Reorganized
In 1945 Bates began its now famous Bates Plan of Education. It
completely reorganized the entire
college curriculum so as to better
prepare its students for a sucessful life. Its three goals are as fol-

The editors of
(Ed . Note,
Beat," the monthly publication covering all phases of the
music field, have offered to send
a column complete
to the
with pictures every other week,
free of charge. The series of articles will deal with records, radio,
lows:
"1. To
provide each student television, and personal appearwith an understanding and ap- ances by stars of the music world.
are printing below the first of
preciation of the main fields of
human knowledge. 2. To give this series. Any and all comment,
each student a sequence of liberal favorable, constructive or otherrequested from readers of
arts and science courses that lay wise is
the foundation for a successful the ORIENT, as readers' approval
the bi-weekly
career. 3. To help each student or disapproval of
develop attitudes and abilities columns will influence greatly conwithout
which no amount of tinuation of its publication.)

Bowdoin Glee Club

In Football Leagues

ORENT

knowlege Can produce an educatPatti Page, the best female seller
ed and worthwhile individual."
of records, has run the gamut from
Many Courses Required
Accordingly, a large number of a hillbilly singer on a Tulsa radio
few short years ago
courses, called core courses, are station just a
consistently hits the
required of every student. But to a miss who
they are taken over each of the
four years, not just in the first
couple of years. Probably the most
unusual course is the four semester sequence known as Cultural
Heritage, required of all juniors

and

seniors.

best-seller lists each time she sings
a song for Mercury Records. While
the first few months on shellac she
sounded like every gal singer, (usually just like the one who had a
hit), she soon found her own style.
She made her biggest success, via
the aid of tape, on her double-voice

this for years.

Stan Kenton To Star
Stan Kenton will lead the "Festival

Modern American Jazz"

of

with Errdl Garner, June Christy,
Dizzy Gillespie, Stan Getz and Slim
Gaillard. Tour starts Nov. 1, and
will last a month, hitting most of
the major cities except New York
where Kenton played a concert

Some

Sept. 26.

mous musicians

of the

most

fapooled their tal-

ents on a recent record date for
Clef Records. Session included Lionel Hampton, Oscar Peterson, Ray

Brown and Buddy Rich in a rhythm
section. Front line was composed
of Flip Phillips, Illinois Jacquet,
Ben Webster, Johnny Hodges, Dizzy Gillespie and Roy Eldridge. After that cutting Rich flew to the
West Coast to do another starjammed waxing with Count Basie,

Freddie

John

Green,

Simmons,

Wardell Gray, Harry
Buddy DeFranco, Willie
Smith, Benny Carter and Arnold

Stan

Getz,.

Popular Singing; Star

Candidates For The
[Continued From Page 1]
of the Bugle, the college
yearbook, last year, is President
of the Debating Council, has won
the Achorn, Fairbanks and Bradbury Prizes in speaking, is a past
member of the Student Council,
and gave the undergraduate response at the James Bowdoin exer-

week.
Brountas Active
Brountas last year as a junior
was Cadet Colonel of the ROTC
Regiment and has won numerous

cises last

ROTC

awards, including the NaDefense Transportation As-

Award conferred at the
annual review last spring for being the outstanding cadet in the
second year advanced course. He
has been a James Bowdoin Scholar
for three consecutive years and has
been honored as a straight "A"
sociation

was

with a Bowdoin Scholarship, was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa his
junior year, was the winner of the
Almon Goodwin Phi Beta Kappa
Prize last June, and has been a
James Bowdoin Scholar for three
years in a row.
Hoffman is majoring in physics
and minoring in mathematics. A
member of the Bowdoin Band, he is
a past president of the Masque arid
Gown, the dramatics organization.
He is a member of Alpha Tau

The Educational Testing Service
has announced that the next Selective Service College Qualification
Test will be given Thursday, Nov.
19, 1953.

Once again the test will be held
here at the college. To Bowdoin
this means that they must
meet the folloiwng qualifications if
they plan to take the test: they
must be regularly enrolled students, registered with the Selective
Service, planning to request a student deferment, and they must not
have taken the test before;
Applications for the test are
available at Mr. Wilder's office in
Massachusetts Hall. They must be
mailed to the Testing Service be-

men

Fraternity.
Stearns, the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Gordon W. Stearns of 20 Smallwood Road, West Hartford, Conn.,

Liszt.
finally
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—

—
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Zeta Psi

DKE
70

vJ
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Dvorak;

Wonder As

I

Following the intermission the

tour of

Army

Sigma Nu
Independents

The rest of
gram includes

installa-

game. This will mark the

this point

time that* either jadaloons or their
hunters have been seen in public.
Plans for the demonstration were
released early
today by Head

the

Web

Orient office.
This hot tip, naturally, led to
naught, but the Web Committee
was consequently augmented, in
rapid succession by Secret agent
X (who was efficient). Vice president Wilder, (who was sleepy).
Dean Kendrick( who vowed things
"Highly
Irregular")
and the

in of all places, the

Brunswick

Police

Corps

"56.
F. Kierstead

will

vJthe annual Chi Psi alumni tea
following the
o-t.irdav afternoon
members of the fame Several

ters from our Lewiston
operaIn call one, it was established that the O'Riley chap had been
back all the time, but had been

tives.

Call two said, in effect,
that Boannano (or Bananna) had
come home. Call three was confusing, but none the less, a Que.
It stated that Bayer (or Brayer)
had called Bates and reported
sulking.

himself well, happy, an was at
present hiding in a phone booth

"some where around Brunswick".

He declined to give the exact location as he feared the wires were
being tapped.
The Committee took to car and
dashed off in several directions to
search surrounding phone booths.
Their investigation proved without fruit, and all agreed to remain
at the HQ, drink coffee and play
charades while awaiting Further
Developments.
By midnight, Mr. Wilder and
agent X had gone home to bed,
the Dean had disappeared, muttering; the Police were off somewhere and could not be found,
and the remainder of the committee had their doubts. Then the
phone rang. Bayer of Brayer was
safe and didn't care who knew it.
Sharaf, sighed and left, thanking
all who had helped.

And so the adventure of the
missing freshmen came to an end
wrapped up neatly in a web of
intrigue. By the way, if anybody
sees the police
clue them in Will
all

—

you?

THE LARGEST SELUNG CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
. .

wm

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more
than 800 college co-ops and campus stores
from coast to coast. Yes, for the fifth straight

^

year Chesterfield

is

the college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF LOW NICOTINE, HIGHEST QUALITY

The

country's six leading brands were analyzed— chemically— and Chesterfield was found
low in nicotine—highest in quality.

bibb

This scene reproduced from Chesterfield's
famous "center spread" line-up pages in
college football programs from coast to coast.

Allays
PIN SETTERS

Hot Dogs
Sandwiches

Cold Drinks
Coffee

Cream

m

Operated by
Al Tobey, Clam of '50

Greeting Cards

-

BESTFOfiVOU

Shop

—

\/%jjf§±

zsm

i
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TTB

s

9am
W*l«j

"X4CCO,

Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping

MMaaaaii

avail

(who

tation period, phone calls began
to filter into the Web Headquar-

AUTOMATIC

Gift
Row

In-

insti-

The committee rumbled on however, finally stumbling onto • clue,

CHESTERFIELD

BOWL-MOR

Ice

of

tuted. Several of the more seditious houses on "the prow" were
quizzed. All professed innocence.

,

Italian

mule),

Committee was formed and

first

Nerrymeeting

week end feature

At
trigue

a campus-wide search was

tions in Europe.

Alumni

mmmmm

—

IS

the Glee Club prothe following selec-

doin Medley.

Hunter Ben Priest '56.
The Moulton Union dining room
will be open until 8:00 A.M. after
[Continued from Page 1]
tSie
Alumni Dance
Saturday,
Tickets for the
time.
this
at
October 31.
can be obtainHance are $100 and
Union represenf from Student
Arrangements for the
tatives.
by the followIitnre were made
?*" committee; Robert F HinckTerry Stenberg
'55. chairman.
y
e
185 Park
Sf Tohn W. Maloney 56, and

Mother

in

(as

s^&ss

tions: Brothers Sing On, Grieg;
Old Mother Hubbard, Hutchinson;
Let Us Break Bread Together, arranged by Montague; Hot Stuff
(We Hope), McBride; I Got Plenty O' Nuttin' and It Ain't Necessarily So, both by Gershwin; Russian Picnic, Enders; and a Bow-

Week-end Activities

^ ™nnd

Brayer

("dressed in a leather jacket, tee
shirt and Bowdoin beanie". . . we
hope he didn't catch cold.)

FOR THE Ftmt STRAIGHT YEAR

Brunswick. Accompanis a former

in

culty are expected to attend. The
T Polar Bear Five is tentatively
scheduled to play there early
J Friday evening.
J
Whittier Field will be the scene
of a big Jadaloon demonstration
during half-time of the football

3

Initiations Begin

vice prexy this time.
This chap, name of Melville, (as
in whale) was escorted by several
carloads of the frosh to the Bowdoin campus, from which picturesque spot he was to be allowed
to walk back to Lewiston. Unfortunately for the plotters, a rescue
team of Bates upper-classmen arrived in time to set the unhappy
captive free
after a brief but
brisk battle just outside our own
Moore Hall. Further (and more

-

the Glee Club, he

12
Ton

Beta

or

Boanano or Bananna, and O'Riley

a past president of the Student
Council, is the Chapel organist, and
directs the choir in the First Parish

augmented double quartet has recently returned from another highly successful

prin)

parently
effectively
quelled. were
as
stolid and dependable
Others, however, of less placable usual, but sleepy
too).
ilk, set out after further game and
Meanwhile, during this augmensucceeded in nabbing the council's

Meddiebempsters will sing a group
of selections. This world-renowned

1

\

(Grief),

Wander, Niles; Beat! Beat!
Drums!, Loeffler; Afar on the Purple Moor, an old Norfolk air arranged by Branscombe; Gwilym

Gwent James.

12

PsiU
Chi Psl

W

Song, di Lasso; Dance of the Comedians from the Bartered Bride,
Hoist;

The names of the missing men
were the Messers Bayer (as in as-

quartet.

game, for once of Bowdoin, by Burnett and Sills;
again they failed to make an ap- Glorious
Apollo,
Webbe; Echo

Agri,

Lewiston, in an orderly fashion.
Around eight o'clock, Sharaf
appeared again on the scene, this
time here in Brunswick. "I understand," he said, "that some of our
freshmen are missing - if so, why?
and do you have them. Please "

is

ist for

tics for their first

To

ed their cars and galloped off to

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA
-

A member of Delta Sigma Fra[Continued from Page 1"]
the Requiem at Brandeis Univer- ternity, Stearns came to Bowdoin
Waltham, Mass. The follow- with an Alumni Fund Scholarship.
ing week, on the 17th of April, in
collaboration with Colby Junior
were only two games played last College at New London, N.H., the
Notice
Hazzard
the
led
"Hap"
week.
Requiem will again be presented.
charge for the Zetes as they rollOn May 20 in Boston will come
As a follow up of the Wheaton
ed over the TD's 19-2. The Dekes the annual Pops Concert, one of feature of last issue, the following
a team to be reckoned with, went the most anticipated musical; tid-bit is offered: In a fall of 1928
amock at the Sigma Nu's expense. events of the entire season.
issue of d'ORIENT it was noted
Pops Repertoire
that according to a preference vote
F. Metz looked good with his brilThe program this year includes of men's colleges taken at Wheatliant broken field running. The
still
laying
tacare
Independents
the following selections: Rise Sons on, Bowdoin ranked third.

Smetana; Gram

this
in

,

sity,

pearance. Scouts are frying to locate their talent, but their efforts have gone for naught. It can
safely be said, however, that the
too
figure
Independents won't
highly in the ultimate standings of
League "B".

strand of

Week End

The complexion of League "B"
has changed not at all. There

STANDING8
LEAGUE "A"

first

web was spun out

unfortunately)
Bowdom undergraduates, lured to the scene by
the sounds of combat, spied several
Bowdoin beanies on the
domes of Bates warriors and immediately set to in order to recover what undeniably was their
own. A general ruckus period folfore November 3.
lowed, during which several Bates
Surveys by the Educational
men got spooked into the pucker
Testing Service show that students
brush by Pickard field while the
majoring in mathematics, enginremainder of their crew remounteering and the physical sciences
tend to get the highest grades;
whereas students of agriculture,
Colby
education, business and commerce
generally are in the lowest bracket.
[Continued from Page 7}
The Zete's on the other hand had
On the Classical Side: The Fine an informal, pickup, group pound
Arts Quartet is releasing binaural out some sensational beats during
and monaural pre-recorded tapes the cocktail-party. Most of the
around Christmas. Hele Traubel other houses were saving their
has left the RCA- Victor classical energy and money for the coming
stable and is being sought after by week end which promises to be a
several major labels. Epic division gala affair. All the houses will
of the Columbia Label is issuing have a full inventory of brothers
hi-fi recordings of the Concertge- so the campus will once again be
bouw of Amsterdam, Berlin Phil- one happy family of two split facharmonic and the Vienna Sym- tions of upperclassmen and freshphony.
men.
<s^' ,~

All the vocal recordings have
been done for the Judy Garland remake of
Star is Born, and
the singer started film production
last month. The studio is doing a
reverse and banning all publicity
about the star, while working, until
the picture is in the can.
Down Beat Five Star Discs
Popular: Mary Martin-Ethel Merman
Ford 50th Anniversary
Duet (Decca Du 999)
has come out with The Lord's
.Prayer on wax. Most of the big Jazz: Woody Herman
Mo ten
Stomp (Mars 900)
names have one or more numbers
Mozof the same type in the process, Classical: Eleanor Steber
art
(Columbia
4694)
with some being held back for
Albeneri Trio
Christmas release.
Beethoven Trios
(Mercury
10139)
With the success of the Decca

Omega

fall

Auburn

Given Here November 19

Fireman, Save My Child.
Cornel Wilde is getting into -a
renditions of such tunes as Ten- composer's rut. He played Chopin
For in A Song to Remember a few
nessee Waltz and others.
three years she made about $65 years ago and did such a fine job,
weekly until she snagged her first assisted by the unseen fingers of
Jose Iturbi, that he got a recall to
hit. With My Eyes Wide Open I'm
Dreaming. Since then, the singer do the same role for the upcoming
has seldom sold fewer than 300,000 Columbia film, Story of Franz

MG

at the

For Applicants To Be

Page

for two years. Last year he copies of any record she has made,
and, of course, quite a few of her
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Brountas, a member of Alpha platters have gone past the 1,000,Delta Phi Fraternity, prepared at 000 mark.
Religious Tunes Dominate
Bangor High School.
The hullabaloo around music
Hoffmann is the son, of Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Hoffmann Jr. of 771 circles these days is on religiousMaple Street, Manchester, N.H: He type tunes. They are outselling all
prepared at Manchester Central the ballads and upbeat songs. SucHigh School and for three years at cess of I Believe started off the
Bowdoin has received straight "A" most recent push, followed by Cryin his courses. He came to college in the Chapel, and now Patti Page

man

annual

its

Draft Deferment Test

The madcap joins Abbott and Costello in a harem-scarum pic called

Patti

Early

will

meeting toY. M. C. A.
Bowdoin men teaching in Maine
high schools or prep schools and
present at the Maine State Teachers' Convention in Lewiston will

Along the West Coast
Jo Stafford signed a $1,000,000
deal with CBS for a TV show. Singer has had several radio programs
in the past but has never done a
national video show. Peggy Lee,
who was to be the fine, bright
shining star with Warner Bros,
after her debut in The Jazz Singer
last year, has just been dropped.
That leaves Doris Day as the only
chirper on the lot.
Stand far, far back: Spike Jones
is in his first film opus in five years.

chief

Tuesday

morning, the
horrendous
the Bates
College Chapel by one Bob Sharaf president of the student council of the Lewiston school. What,
at the time, appeared to be a rather run-of-the-mill chewing out
attend.
After the 12 o'clock luncheon was administered to the freshmen
there will be informal talks. Re- there deploring their woeful lack
presentatives of the college are to of espirit de Bates.
•No immediate reaction seemed
be in attendance. At last year's
fall meeting, held at the Tarra- to be observed on the part of the
tine Club in Bangor, President offending class. However, by noon,
Coles made one of his first offi- hand bills began to appear warncial appearances after becoming ing friend Sharaf of his ultimately
impending doom.
president of the college.
That evening, (the eve, by the
This meeting is one of the two
held annually by the club. Every way, of the end of hazing for the
spring Bowdoin graduates em- Bobcat frosh), things had crytalized
into a rather happy little
ployed as teachers in Maine attend a meeting held on the cam- riot, complete with Sharaf hung
in effigy and mass chanting of
pus.
The Maine State Teachers* "Whadda we Eat??? . . . Sharaf
Convention is a two day meeting; Meat!!" etc.
The council president was finheld every October. The state's
public schools are closed during ally brought to bay, and forced to
the convention. Lewiston, Port- deliver a conciliatory address land, and Bangor alternate as the presumably on the steps of a
burning building. This measure
convention's host city.
seemed to turneth away
the
wrath of the multitude, and many
drifted away to their dorms, ap-

The Bowdoin Teachers Club

hold

morrow

Ross.

Rhodes Scholarships

tional

Bowdoin Teachers' Club Bates Frosh, Incensed At Criticism, Drag S.C
Vice Prexy To Bowdoin During Monday Melee
To Hold Fall Meeting

member of the Meddiebempsters,
well known augmented double

Schedules 16 Concerts

(Continued from Page 3)
tack garnering two markers.
Zetes Over T.D.'s

- Ethel Merman tapfrom the Ford 50th Anniversary TV show, more of the same
type of records is being looked for.
However, the material isn't always
as great as this duo. Of course,
jazz impresarios have been doing

Mary Martin
ing

Edison,

.

ARU's Lead

"Down

We

Church

Zetes,

Down Beat Record Review

In Several Respects

Miss Magda Gabor, who was re- so it seems that college papers precently described by Harvard man fer DRAGNET three to one over
a
**, "Not from Hungary," visited other leading nets.
Wellesley soon after her appearThe Bard
•*** on the Harvard Law School
From the Minnesota Daily comes
*V>rum. The Wellesley News dis- proof that Shakespeare's writings
covered that Miss Gabor was can apply to just about anything.
amaaed at the social freedom en- Here's what Will had to say about
joyed by Wellesley girls. She had exams.
attended a Swiss school where men
Studying in the Library: "More
were never allowed on campus, light,- you knaves; and turn the
even on Sunday afternoon. Girla tables up, and quench the fire, the
from a nearby school were invit- room has grown to hot." Romeo
ed as dancing partners for their and Juliet
social gatherings, she explained.
Cramming at 3 a.m.: "How
She also stated that she found Ber- weary, stale, flat and unprofitable
muda shorts unflattering, though seem to me all the uses of this
very popular on girls' college cam- world." Hamlet.
puses. Although she enjoys wearCramming at 7 a.m.: "It is not
ing blue jeans, her sister Zsa Zsa for your health thus to commit
refuses to wear them she added.
your weak condition to the raw
cold morning." Julius Caesar.
Perils of Pauline
From the same newspaper we
Teacher hands out tests: "O most
learned of a new "get acquainted pernicious woman! O villain, vili»t. ^Vellesley sophomores initlain,
smiling,
damned villain."
Hamlet
iated a Spook
Composition exam: "Why I will
Spree to help
strengthen the fight with him upon this theme unties between til my eyelids no longer wag."
themselves and Hamlet.
Orange Juice
the freshmen.
The Union College Concordiensis
Entertainme n t
was highlighted turned away from its editorial
by an old fasn^ pages and went, instead, to the
ioned
e 1 o - street corner in waging a recent
drama, "Perils of a Wellesley campaign against the high cost of
Freshman." The cast included the orange juice at the school dining
villain, a Princeton man who t teals hall. Operation Orange Squeeze
the posture picture of a poor naive found the staff .members selling a
freshman. The "damsel in distress" standard sized cup of juice for a
is finally rescued by a Harvard Med nickel, ten cents lower than the
student who is "above all this." school price. In four days of operLater a sophomore quartet praised ation the editors sold more than
"the joys of being a freshman."
1150 cups to Union students. KeepSmith students, reading through ing close account of expenses, the
old newspapers, discovered that group discovered that they netted
Smith girls in 1931 consumed over a twenty dollar profit from the
a hundred bushels of apples a sixty dollars they received. The
month; that they devoured enough stand was set up outside the dinoranges to supply the 70,569 in- ing room and offered both counter
habitants of the Hebrides with 10 and curb service.
oranges apiece, and that they used
Channel 4
up enough butter to have spread on
The University of Bridgeport in
17.136,000 slices of bread. Faced cooperation with the
Bridgeport
Vrith these figures as well as the Broadcasting Company
will inmost recent available, Smith stu- augurate a series of television prodents have concluded that they grams of regular college
courses.
are eating more than ever.
Credit will be given to those who
Dum Dee Dum Dum
pass the courses in "Personal AdCollege papers, while often dif- justment in Family Living"
and
ferent, depend heavily on similar "Living with Literature."
articles and features every week.
The next two squibs are reprintFor instance, every paper publishes ed from the Wheaton News.
a poll from time to time. This
This has been the week for misweek's batch disclosed opinions on understandings, it seems. There
such subjects as "The sex life of was the sophomore the other night
oysters," "Keg Beer," and "Should at dinner who was all
enthused
the College continue to finance the while describing her week end
at
campus humor magazine." One in- a well-known men's college, until
terview noted that this conclusive- someone asked her where she stayly proves that 'polls are here to ed. Obviously reluctant, she named
stay." Conducting an informal poll the hotel, and said apologetically,
on my own, I discovered that Drag- "It's not very good I'm afraid."
net is also here to stay. Approxi- Then she brightened and added
mately one out of five college pa- eagerly, "But it's getting better all
pers are now running columns by the time."
that or similar names. The Colby
This one happened in the faculty
Echo has come up with FAG NET dining room, when the student
NET, a waitress approached a table to
and DRAG YOUR
West Virginia College uses a serve the meal. The people at her
straight DRAG-NET head for a table were intent, staring at one
campus gossip column, some member's glass of water, on top of
Wheaton girls used the theme to which floated a small copper box.
fill up a feature called BY THE
Finally in awestruck tones, the
... they discovered some- waitress
breathed, "Will it do
thing under a chair
the ORI- something?" The spell was broken;
ENT used the idea to herald the the owner of the box looked up,
Wheaton article. Four old grads startled, then said, "Heavens, no!
were depicted in a B.U. cartoon I'm just trying to get the price tag
humming dum dee dum dum. And off the bottom."
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'56 Elected

Sophomore Class President

The Reverend Milton M. McGorD.D., of the Church of UniverOrono, Maine, was
the guest speaker at Chapel last
Sunday. Dr. McGorrill, a Beta

Alumni Dance
Homecoming Week End

Initiation Ceremonies,

'Highlight
j

rill,

sal Friendship,

Terry Stenberg Vice-President;

Norton Returns From

Paul Kirby Secretary- Treasurer
By Edward
Dyer, an AD, was
elected by the Sophomores as
Class President yesterday with a
total of 408 points.
Terry D. Stenberg was chosen
for the Vice President's office
with 412 points, while P. Girard
Kirby was elected Secretary-Treasurer with 344 points. Stenberg is
a Beta and Kirby a Zete.
Preferential System
The voting was by the preferential system. A first place vote
was worth seven points since the
were allowed to vote
voters
for seven men for each office. Of
the 177 Sophomores, 119 voted.
The maximum number of point*
which a candidate could have won

LeRoy

was

Financial Trip

N. Cotter '56

E.

I

Stenberg topped his nearest opponent by 78 points. At Milton
High School Terry played football, and was a member of the
glee club. A James Bowdoin Scholar, Stenberg has played football
at Bowdoin where he is also in the
glee club, and a Student Unidn
representative. Stenberg is a Meddiebempster.

y~\
44-point margin was held by
Kirby, who attended/Browne and
Nichols Preparatbry School where
he took part in basketball, baseball, and student government. His
Bowdoin activities include baseball and membership on the Zete

A

Entertainment

and
Rushing
Committees.

833.

Dyer, one of the

mainstays of

the Polar Bear backfield, had a 68
margin of victory. A Bar Harbor
High School graduate, Dyer was a
member of the Honor Society. He
played on the football, basketball,
and baseball teams. In his first
year at Bowdoin he also participated in these sports. He is now
the Student Union Representative
for the AD's.

Theta

To

Hubbard

In

Hall

An interesting collection
BUGLES, the College yearbook,

of
is

on display this week in the main
showcase of Hubbard Hall.
Among those books on display,
part of a permanent collection of
the library, is one dating back to
Auditorium
In Smith
1895.. This collection shows a brief
survey of the development of footStarting Next
ball at Bowdoin from the days
when there weren't more than 16
Student
Union
Committee
The
players on the squad up to fairly
has announced its movie schedule
recent times.

THE FOREST, with

1921 BUGLE gives some inMarch, Edmund O'Brien and Ann teresting excerpts from the highWyth. Saturday, Dec. 12-, HOUSE lights of that past autumn, "ColOF SEVEN GABLES, starring lege opened with the largest enGeorge Sanders, Vincent Price. rollment ever
Chapel well atSaturday, Jan. 9, BROWNING tended
the novelty will soon
VERSION (British), with Michel wear off
The Freshies won
Redgrave and Jean Kent. Friday, their first ball game and the flag
Jan. 15, BACK STREET, with race resulted in a draw
."AfterCharles Boyer and Margaret Sulli- noon adjourns in honor of the Mecvan.
ca of the sporting, Topsham Fair
Saturday, Jan. 23. GIRL IN THE .
Football rally in Mem Hall
.

.

.

.

Ou

ration.

The

Clearing House
purpose

council's

to

is

as a clearing house
(Continued on Page 4)

serve

for

Masque And Gown
To Open 1954 Season

.

.

.

W. Norton

Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, Mr. Alfred P. Sloan, Chairman of the Board of General
Motors, and Mr. Irving S. Olds,
of the United States Steel Corpo-

The

Fredric

—

PAINTING

Bela

With Arena-Style Play

.

—

.

Don Carlo, '51, who has decided
to title his new play. Fiddles *N
Bells, will be on campus to hear

.

.

BEND

CHEAT AN

THE

T

College Couple Celebrate Golden
Wedding Anniversary This Week
By

H. Edward Born

George Higgins, in charge of the
college carpenter shop and maintenance of buildings, and his wife
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary today.
Mr. Higgins has seen many men,
both faculty and students, enter
and leave Bowdoin since he first
•began working for the college in
1907.

Interesting Career
who will be 73 years
old next May, has had a long and
interesting career. Before he came

Mr. Higgins,

to Bowdoin in 1907, he worked in
Portland. In 1902 he helped construct the power station on Cushing's Island.
Mr. Higgins also
worked for the government as a
constructor for a year. He remarked that he was quite proud when he
took the Civil Service test. Out of
the 119 applicants, of which the

government could take only 72, Mr.
Higgins had the highest rating. Before working for the government
his pay was $60 a month; after
proving his capabilities has pay
was increased to $119 a month.
For the most part, Mr. Higgins
has lived in Brunswick. He began
learning the carpenter's trade at
the age of 13 under Elmer White
in Lisbon Falls. When he
came here he worked in the car*
penter shop. Then from 19J1 to
October, 1912, he worked for Dr.

'57

Made Game

Possible

Mr. Higgins recalled to mind
one of the many incidences which
have occurred over the years. In
the fall of 1914, he remembers,
there had been a very big snow
storm just before the big freshmansophomore football game. This annual event took place where Sills
Hall now stands. He had to clear
the field with a snow plow and a
team of horses. After that, he had
to borrow a roller from a person in
town and roll the field. Because ho
was successful in doing this, the
freshmen and sophomores were allowed to play their game despite
the freezing temperatures.
Mr. Higgins has helped in the

Will Discuss Security
It was announced recently that
Richard H. Allen '54 of Wilmingin the post-football game Alpha Delt cocktail party-sing ton, Del., and Robert W. Pillsbury
of South Weymouth, Mass.,
fere, reading left to right: Peter M. Pirnie '55 and his date Sis Cunning- '54
ham, a freshman from Smith, Paul P. Broun tas '54, Thomas A. Camp- have been selected to attend the
bell '54, Alden E. Horton, Jr., and his date Ann Winship, a senior from 5th Student Conference on United

Shown above

it."

Smith, William S. Coperthwaite '53, Robert H. Cushman
Anwyll, Jr. '55 and Jacob M. Cellose '54.

construction of the Coe Infirmary,
Hyde Dormitory, the Moulton
Union. Cleaveland Science Building and Sills Hall. He has also

vices,

the U. S. Milito 5.

Academy December 2

The tests are conducted by the
Educational Testing Service and
are used to determine admission
to all medical schools in the
United States.
The tests were held in two ses-

Maine Founded In 1868;
Was Land Grant College

sions,

By Thomas
win

to

Spence '57
male students, the rooms accommodating either two, three or four

morning and afternoon.

L.

The University

favorite

j

|

|

|

At

up

to fifty people simultaneously

First Classes In 1868
in the Moulton Union Lounge from
The institution opened its doors 8 to 11 p.m. All members of the
85 years ago, in 1868, under the college, as well as townspeople,

State College of Agriculture are invited to attend, whether to
and the Mechanic Arts. Four years compete or merely to look on and
later, women students were first
kibitze.
admitted; in 1897, its former name
was changed to its present title.
Checker Champ
The. university consists of a lot

title of

more than

just the College of Arts

Is

Required
his

first

basketball,

baseball,

track,

:

'

spacious campus. Notwithstanding
the total absence of upperclassmen.
the Brunswick campus had a full
array of extra-curricular activities.
Seventeen Fraternities

No less than seventeen fraternities have chapters at the University of Maine, including one local.

rial Indoor Field House, the Women's Gymnasium, and numerous
athletic fields, one of which is a
football practice field illuminated
for evening practice.

Fully

80% From Maine
80% of the student body

come from Maine

itself. MassachuFour of these have chapters at setts, New York, New Jersey and
Bowdoin: Beta Theta Pi. which was Connecticut all have a sizeable del_

the first to be established. Kappa Jegation. The number of foreign
Sigma, Apha Tau Omega and Sig- students is large
29, coming
ma Nu, all of which have houses on from every corner of the earth, inor near the campus. Six sororities eluding Estonia,
Philippines,
are also present.
J Czechoslovakia,
Burma and even
There are six dormitories fori one stateless.
'

I

>

,

—

,
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South Korean Undergraduate
Tells Of Conditions In Homeland
Dong Su "Jimmy" Kim

'57,

a

South Korean enrolled in the Bow»
doin pre-medical course, is not convinced that the United Nations
have made the best settlement of
the Korean War.

For a temporary arrangement,

Kim

agrees that

it

stops killing

After 11 months at the front
with the general, Jimmy came here
to get a medical education; General Lowe is his sponsor. He has
completed a four year course at
Bridgton Academy in two years.
After Bowdoin, he would like to
study at Harvard Medical School.
When he has completed an internship in this country, he plans to return to Korea, because he feels he
is needed more there than in this

and

m»"»tained. namely Infantry, AntiAircn
Aircraft
Artillery
and
Signal
Corps.
Maine has a wide variety of intercollegiate sports, including football,

j

countrymen.
They feel, ings of that country, but since he
though, that they must fight. If has lived in
America, he also unKorea is taken over by the derstands its point of view. He
Communists, there is that much hopes he can be satisfactory ama
more available manpower and ma- bassador of good will and underterials with which they can fight standing
when he returns.
us. His people have suffered all the
IBs People Exploited
criticism for their obstruction to a
The people of his section of the
truce which they know will be, in world
suffered much under the colthe end, very harmful both to their onial system
of the nineteenth cenpeople and to the free world.
tury. ~T>ey realize that they have
He wonders why we don't help been gypped and so they don't
those who are willing and who want
anything to do with foreign-

two

classrooms, offices and-wash rooms ,cross country, golf, tennis, winter
emerged as laboratories, and bar- !
The athletic facilities are even
racks grew partitions and were
raised to the dignity of dormitories. more advanced. They include the
Memor >al Gymnasium, the Memoconverting
into an ideal and

want

to fight Communism. They
closer to the evils of the
dictatorship than Americans,
and so have a much more bitter desire to wipe it out. Why doesn't
America want to make friends
Wiswell
among those who want to be our
Those, who have them are asked allies, he wants to know.
to bring their own chess or checker
Interpreter la War
sets, since the Union can supply
Jimmy Kim went to grammar
only a few.
school for six years, in Taejon,
As a climax, Mr. Wiswell will Korea. From the age of twelve
play the best checker player blind- until he came to the United States
folded. He will also award auto- when he was 19, he worked on odd
graphed copies of books he has jobs. During the Korean War he
written to all those who win at was an interpreter on the staff of
checkers. He has given this ex- the U.S. Ambassador to Korea. He
hibition at a number of colleges, was detailed to duty with Major
has appeared in every state in the General Frank E. Lowe, USAR,
country and in every continent ex- Ret., of Harrison, Maine, while
cept Australia. It is a unique pro- Lowe was on a special executive!
gram and should prove interesting. mission for President Truman.

are

Red

Tom

much

ers." That is Jimmy's explanation
of the intense nationalism and the

resulting riots in the Far East
Immediately after the Second

World War, there was no friction
between the two sections of the
country, but soon after, the governments started insulting each
other over the radio and in newsPapers. Border skirmishes became

commonplace and before June,
1950, the Korean people realized
that war was inevitable. The beginning of the war came only when
the situation had reached

its cli-

max.
In three years of fighting, Jimmy

wonders what we have accomplished- We had a "great chance to
win. but now the Communists have
won the war. The Korean

definitely
I

iMsHi

the

their

.

j

that

all of

11151 P artici P*te in the Army
^EL"
ROTC tnree branches of which are
I

She was afraid

Orient
would come out with
another special publication, as it
last Ivy (we're only human,
Mrs. Coles.)
Impressive Spirit
The throng took the wrong fork
in the road and found itself at
Adam's house instead of the stage
irt the Cumberland theatre. (Some
say It was per order of the Daen
Coach Walsh was impressed with
the spirit of the group and claimed that if his team had the same
Mrs. E. Parker Pillsbury of 35 spirit for the impending game,
we
Forest Street, South Weymouth, could not lose.
Mass.
After
graduating
from
After such strenuous sport the
Weymouth High School, he came students and dates went bade to
to Bowdoin in 1950. A History their
respective
fraternities.
major and a member of Psi Up- There they indulged in the wonsilon Fraternity, he was elected derful
game of for and mouse
to Phi Beta Kappa in his junior with
the alumni. Both parties
year. He too has been a James crying how poor
they are. As a
Bowdoin Scholar for three years result nobody got a new house, but
and teceived a book having main- plenty tried until they talked
tained a straight "A" record for themselves to sleep
around two
two, semesters. He has been a o'clock. After this
hour only the
member of both the Student night owls were howling.
Council and the Student CurricuSaturday morning was featured
lum Committee.
(Continued on Page 2)
did

war, because the Communist's
promises are not honorable.
country.
Jimmy's people are very homoA' native Korean, he of course
genous. They don't want to fight understands
the feelcustoms

!

in

speak.

ever, he believes that the only way
to unify Korea is to continue the

i

Army ROTC

lovelies were
forced to drop out of the procession because their high heels were
caught in the mud around the fire.
The remaining die-hards heard
the President cheer the team on to
victory- Mrs. Coles declined to

and destruction of property. How-

and Sciences. Especially important

Every student

Upon learning a new dirge cheer
the crowd wound their way to
President Coles' house. In the
meantime several

-

Checker Wizard

Will
students. Besides the regular dormltories for the women students,
Maine has provided a special co- Display Talents
operative dormitory called The
Elms, its occupants being selected
on the basis of financial need, coOn Tuesday evening, Nov. 10, unoperation and satisfactory scholder the direction of the Student
arship. The South Apartments proUnion Committee, Tom Wiswell, a
vide living quarters for the families
checker and chess wizard, will play
of 200 married students.

The Union Tuesday

|

son.

—

are the College of Agriculture, the
College of Technology, the School
of Education, the Agricultural Extension Service, the Maine AgriThe co-educational institution is cultural Experiment
Station, the
state-controlled,
receiving about Maine
Technology Experiment Stathirty per cent of its income from
tion, the Department of Industrial
the state and about another fifteen
Cooperation, and the annual Sumfrom federal appropriations.
mer Session of six weeks.

is

and playwiting.

Affairs at

.Bally

representative group of about
50 colleges and universities east of
the Mississippi wen invited to
send two men each to this confer- in a monster rally.
The rally started at the A.D.
ence which is sponsored jointly by
the Carnegie Corporation of New house and gathered momentum as
York and the Military Academy, it progressed. Every house seemed
which serves as host. In addition, to empty of its people when the
24 West Point Cadets are dele- torches drew abreast of their
front doors. Once the bonfire was
gates.
The requirements ere that the lit, the spirit of the crowd ignited
men chosen should show interest with the fire. Everybody was
highly inspired by the speeches of
in the general field of internationco-captain Jack Cosgrove, Moose
al relations and foreign policy.
The main topic of the confer- Freedlander, and "Tilly" TiUot-

WBOA

first

or Washington

Me and
helped remodel Massachusetts Hall Charles Mergendahl's
Harry in 1941, and The Twig, in
and Hyde Dormitory.
1940, and the William Brown-RobSon In Korea
ert Craven musical Take it Away,
Mr. Higgins' oldest boy is in 1938. Six
of these plays have been
Korea as a civil engineer. He also produced elsewhere
after the orihas one son working with him at
ginal showing at Bowdoin; two
the carpenter shop and a daughter
have played in New York.
who lives at home with him and
Few colleges in the country can
his wife. Another son runs the
boast such a record of try-out
Higgins Grocery Store, just across
plays. In the past fifteen years
from Bowdoin Courts. Another twelve new plays
by nine Bowdoin
daughter, who is married, lives in
authors have been tested. All but
Portland. His youngest daughter
one of the playwrites started their
died at the age of 26.
playwriting in the annual one-act
Mr. Higgins has been thinking play contest where sixty-six plays
about retiring. He says he is get- have boen produced. Three of the
ting old, although one could never nine playwrites are teaching, two
tell that he was 72. Besides that, are "in television, and one
each in
he adds, he has not had a vacation theatre, farming, the armed ser-

Whittier in the infirmary. From
1912 to 1925 he worked in the gym.
Since first coming to Bowdoin he
Jias been in charge of the carpenter shop three different times. He
has currently been in charge for
J
in four years.
the last ten years.

tary

Monster

After many speeches and such
the brothers were able to summon their dates from the arms of
the local sailors in town. The new
found couples were not able to sethe various
renade
fraternity
houses, but they combined efforts

A

Man

fortunate in being able to
choose between the two styles.
The most recent Masque & Gown
try-out, Ronald Lander's musical
play. It's a Fact, needed the stage
of Memorial Hall for its highly efHad Brunswick Campus
fective scenes of campus life in
Up until 1949 for a period of a
1952. Earlier tryouts there were few years, this college had a branch
Walter Whitney's One on the campus" at what"7s "now ^he^Navai
House, with a faculty cast in 1951, Air Station at Brunswick. Over
Vergason's Dark Horse of a Dif- two thousand students, all of them
ferent Color, in 1946, and **No freshmen and most of them veterPeace on Earth, in 1939, Jack Kin- ans, studied at this nearby campus.
nard's. And Miles Around, in 1943, The college gained possession of
as well as Douglas Carmichael's this location in July, 1946. ImmeShepard of My People, in 1942, diately, hospital wards became
doin

James States

EDITOR BURR PLANS MORE PICTURES,
MORE CONCISE WRITING IN 'BUGLE*

been produced at yond Bangor. Situated about 104
on arena miles from Brunswick,. it lies about
stages.
halfway between the southernmost
Some plays suffer from confine- and the northernmost towns in
ment within the arena, and Bow- Maine.
Dallas

'54,

-

of Maine, the
the 1953 state
series, will play host before a large
homecoming crowd to the Polar
Bears in the windup of the football
campaign. The state university is
far bigger in most ways than any
of its Maine rivals and thus offers
numerous contrasts to a small college like Bowdoin.
The best indication to the huge
size of Maine is that its male enrollment is about 2,300, three times
as large as Bowdoin's. The faculty
must supply imaginary back- numbers over 200, serving a total
ground of doors, windows, and enrollment of aproximately three
walls in the darkness behind the thousand.
brightly lighted actors. Many acaLocated At Orono
demic and community theatres
The 200-acre campus is located
now confine their work entirely to about a mile from the business secthe arena style of playing, and tion of Orono, an attractive town
several recent successes in New of 7,500 inhabitants, shortly be-

York have

Head

Photo By Gmstoa

(British),

Saturday,

who lived

Pillsbury, Allen,

For West Point Talks;

ing.

with Guy
how it is received on November
lots of pep, apples, and smoke
.
Jan. 30, WIN16
and
17,
in the Moulton
CHESTER 73, starring James Bowdoin gave Brown a surprise, Union Lounge.
Stewart and Shelley Winters. Sat- Only allowing one touchdown."
By producing a try-out play
urday Feb. 27.
OF THE The^captain of Bowdoin's 1923 arena-style in the Union, the
RIVER, with James Stewart and team, Mai Morrell, passed the win- Masque & Gown is following a
Julia Adams. Saturday, March 6,
practice set in 1948 and 1949,
YOU CAN'T
HON- ning touchdown to beat a highly when new plays by Edwin VergaEST MAN, with W. C. Fields and rated Tufts' eleven in the se&on's son, '39, and Peter Poor, '50, openEdgar Bergen. Friday, March 12, last game.
ed the seasons. With the eliminaADVENTURESS (British),
Bowdoin's athletic equality in tion of scenery and naturalistic
with Deborah Kerr and Trevor
lighting in this play, the play
football
with
New
England's
large
Howard. Saturday, March 20,
must stand or fall largely on its
BRIGHT VICTORY, with Arthur colleges did not last, however, for ability to move the audience by
Kennedv and Julia Adams. Satur- in 1927 the Big White suffered a the dialogue and action.
day, April 10, BRUTE FORCE, 41-0
The increase in arena theatres
defeat at the hands of Yale.
starring Ann Blyth and Burt LanThe 1937 BUGLE contains a pic- throughout the country in recent
caster. Saturday, April 17, LOST
years indicates the general accepHORIZON, with Ronald Coleman ture of Adam Walsh in his early tance of this form of production
and Jane Wyatt.
days of coaching at Bowdoin.
by audiences, although it requires
more work for the auditors, who
Rolfe.

The new brothers became

The Bugle, Bowdoin's yearbook, Editor-in-Chief. He is Vice Presiwill be somewhat altered this year, dent of the Student Union, an ORIaccording to Robert Burr '55, Edi- ENT news editor last year, and has
tor-in-Chief.
been on the baseball team.
Robert Keay '56, the Co-Editor,
In general appearance the. book
Will not be greatly changed from is a Beta. He was instrumental in
the 1953 edition; however, the writ- publishing the Beta pamphlet sent
in conclusion.
ing will be more concise, leaving to incoming Freshmen, and served
The choir sang "Now Let Every additional
space for pictures. This as an Editorial Assistant to the
Tongue Adore Thee" by Bach.
reduction in writing will amount Bugle last year.
ence is the National Security
Francis Twinem '55, a TD, the Policy of the United States. This
to two complete extra pages of informal shots of fellows on and Fraternity Editor, is active in broad subject has been divided inand
Political
Forum.
the
around campus.
to four headings
internal UnitPont
Will
Frank Paul '55, a TD, the Sports ed States, the Western World,
Until this year it was the custom
Editor, served as an editorial as- Eastern Asia, and the Soviet orInterview Seniors
of each fraternity to send a represistant last year.
bit.
sentative to the Bugle to report on
George Phillips '54, is the PhotoMr. John L. Reid, Jr., repre- the events of his particular house.
Allen is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
senting the E. I. du Pont Com- This system, however, has not graphic Editor. He is a Chi Psi, and John W. Allen of 1616 Marsh
pany, Wilmington, will be one of proved entirely satisfactory, and has been active in the Bowdoin Road, Wilmington, Del., where he
Christian
Association.
the first industrial recruiters to consequently, a new schedule has
prepared at the Friends School. A
David Hamilton '55, a Beta, is
visit the campus this season.
been devised for the coming year.
James Bowdoin Scholar for three
the Advertising Manager. He was
Mr. Reid will be a visitor to the The Bugle itself will select the
years, he is a member of Phi Beta
active in the advertising departPlacement Bureau for the pur- fraternity representatives, thus beKappa, is majoring in history, and
ment of the Bugle last year.
pose of interviewing senior regis- ing sure to obtain men each wellis president of Delta Sigma Fratrants on Tuesday, November 13. auited to report the news of his
ternity. In 1951 he was the WinHe will be seeking principally house.
ner of the Achom Debating Prize.
Notice
science majors in chemistry, phyAt a gathering of the College on
The Stobbs Press, of Worcester,
sics and biology. The interviews Mass., will probably print the comOctober 15 he was presented with
Approximately fifteen students a specially inscribed book for havwill be held in the conference ing edition.
room in Parker Cleaveland Hall.
The officers elected to the Exec- took the Medical .College Entrance ing maintained a straight "A"
Application forms and booklets utive Board of the 1954 Bugle are Examinations Test, Monday, ac- record for two consecutive semescording to Professor David L. Rus- ters.
are available at the Placement as follows:
Bureau.
Robert Burr '55, a TD, is the sell, Director of Student CounselPillsbury is the son of Mr. and

Week

The schedule in those days numMovies will be held in Smith
Auditorium from 6:45 to 9:00 p.m. bered as many as 12 games with
either Friday or Saturday of each regular opponents including Dartweek, and will cost $0.25, as last mouth, Harvard and Yale. In the
1895 season, the Bowdoin team
year.
The schedule is as follows: Sat- beat Boston University and tied
urday, Nov. 14, THE LAVENDER Dartmouth. In the same year in
HILL MOB (British), with Alec which Harvard was defeated 17-0
Guiness and Sidney James. Satur- by the Bowdoin forces, Exeter
Academy's team, considered equal
day, Nov. 21, UP FRONT, with
David Wayne and Tom Ewell. Fri- to any college team in New Eng11-0.
day. Dec. 4, ANOTHER PART OF land, shut out Bowdoin

The freshmen game on Friday
afternoon provided entertainment
for the campus and the honored
female guests who arrived early.
By six o'clock the campus felt (he
thread of old familiar feet as
many alumni returned to their
sacred stamping ground. Initiation
ceremonies and banquets were
carried out at many of the houses.
Loyal alumni renewed: acquaintances with their classmates of
years past and with the present
undergrad uates. Ex-President
Sills was among the many returning alumni as he again presided
over the Delta Kappa Epsilon initiation banquet.

ter goal of brotherhood in a fraternity.

so-

cial life.

weeks before initiation.
They were no longer the bowing
and cowtowing yes-men, but they
had now achieved that sought aftheir six

Dr. McGorrill then asked, of all
things in our world, what one thing
should most be preserved? and
answered, "The faith in the principle of life itself: its creative possibilities." He cited as an example
the first work of the great Italian
artist,
Michelangelo.
Taking a
marred marble stone which nobody
wanted, he shaped it into the
statue of David, one of the greatest works of his time. This statue
is now, however, not only a monument to a great artist, but even
more so, to creative ability. "Life is
what you are alive to," he repeated

Week

and Donald W. Blodgett '54
an active part of the campus'

'54

Liberation day bad finally come.

The freshmen had thrown off the
chains that hazed them during

Makes

God can do

This

By John M. BeJka

Dr. McGorrill spoke of a philosolife which will guide us in
Bowdoin's new Vice President, the right manner; one "which we
Bela W. Norton '18, has recently may meet in college, maybe not
returned from a trip to Boston until later in life. "Life," he said,
and New York on which he was "is what you're alive to; no more,
seeking to lay a foundation for no less. No man found* life worth
financial aid to the college from living. He made it worth living."
large corporations.
He explained that all the philo
Mr. Norton's first business trip phies of life can be boiled down
since he joined the college ad- into three basic views: fatalism,
ministrative department featured pessimism, and the one that life is
a visit to the newly formed Coun- essentially creative. The fatalist
cil on Financial Aid to Education. attitude is that you are not masThe council was formed through ters of your fate, but that rather
the efforts of Mr. Frank Abrams, that you are what forces want you
Chairman of the Board of the to become, he explained, giving
dialectic materialism as an exBoston Trip
ample. The pessimist, on the other
hand, claims that there "is no good
in man. If (he) is to be saved, only

phy of

Old Bugle Collection

On Display

Monster Football Rally And
Impressive Spirit Contribute

graduated from Bowdoin
He has been

Boston And New York

Movies To Be Shown

for 1953-54.

Pi,

in the class of 1919.
at Orono since 1947.

Continued on Page 4
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World Renowned

High School Competition

Violinist

And Plan Tournament

Concert Nov. 11

Ray Anthony, whose record <rf
Dragnet is the biggest orchestral
Debating plans for this semester,
selling record of re"£ertt months, is
according to Professor Albert R.
former Glenn Miller sideman
Thayer,- call for initiating a new* One
who will not been seen in the upinter-fraternity
debate
tournament, the sponsoring of the annua) coming film version of the late
m_estro*s life.
high school debate competition,
The young man, who joined the
and an extensive forensic activities
ahd debate program giving more group in 1940 and left to go into
than twenty-five students speaking the Navy in 1942, is too busy With
rjis own band to take time off to do
opportunities.
The debate itinerary for this se- a stint in the films. After his fourmester is as follows: on November year hitch in the service, the leadtook up his trumpet and formed
er
10 Paul DuBruIe, Norfnah Levy
and Morton Price will uphold the his own band, playing the top spots
in the country. He is Capitol Records' number one band, and previForensic Competitor
ous to Dragnet, his biggest hit Was

'54

A.

Cook

-

Student Union Committee Praised
fulfill its

objectives As the

main source of

National Policy of Free Trade
against Warren Greene, Henry
Shaw and William Hale in the
Achorn Prize Debate. The following week the two varsity teams
will debate1 Holy Cross at Worcester while, at the Same time, fouT
novice teams from each college
will debate at Brunswick. In the
latter Bowdoin will be represented
by Morton Price, Gerald Werksman, William Hale and Stanton

undergraduate opinion at Bowdoin, the ORIENT
a pleasant duty to praise from time to time as well as
Moody.
always favorable criticism.
To Go To Bates
This week we feel that there definitely exists on campus an
On November 13 veteran debaters William Hays and Paul Brounorganization deserving a certain amount of praise.

expressed
finds

it

to indulge in constructive but not

The Student Union Committee, always an
here, has

proved

active group

tas will oppose direct election of
the president in a debate at Bates

an extremely, valuable part of the Col- College before the Bates Prepara-

itself

One of its newer contributions to more varied and color- tory School Debate Clinic.
Bowdoin has entered four teams
undergraduate activity is its sponsoring of the varsity footin the Eastern Tournament held at
game movies each week. These movies not only provide the University of Vermont on Noentertainment, but also enable those students who were unable vember 20, 21, and two teams in
the Tufts Tournament scheduled
to attend certain games to see them at a later date. In addition,
for December 4 and 5. President
the football movies give a student a chance to see again a Paul Brountas and Manager Roger
Gordon of the Debate Council are
spectacular play or series of- plays in the previous game.

lege.
ful

ball

The dance

Saturday night represented one of the most
successful dances in recent years.
An encouragingly large
crowd attended, thanks to the Union Committee's enthusiastic
ticket-selling campaign. The money taken in through this dance
will make a bigger and better Winter Houseparty dance possible.
Other activities of the Union Committee include the sponsoring of professional entertainment like masters of the chess
board or pool table. The Committee also conducts ping pong
and pool tournaments for undergraduates during the year.

Much
the

work

last

of the activity of the College
of the Student

is

entering representatives in both
the Maine ana New England Forensic Competitions in the fields of
Extemporaneous Speaking, Oratory,
Prose Interpretation and

Poetry Interpretation.
Interfraternity Debates
Between Thanksgiving and Easter the interfraternity debate competition will be held for the new
Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Debate
Trophy. These debates will be held
weekly at the participating fradirectly or indirectly ternity houses on topics uppermost

Union Committee.

Although many

news at the time. In con-

in the

trast with formal American denot realize the importance and strength of
bating, the informal parliamentary
the Committee, it should be made known, for without such a debate methods of the Oxford
Union will be employed. The short
committee much of Bowdoin would be missing.

students here

may

debate,

is

it

hoped, will stimulate

general group discussion and a
keener interest in the controver-

Bates Game, Union

Spark
Alumni Homecoming Week End

subjects of the day.
Dance, Displays
In addition to the Council Debating plans for this semester, the
Successful
Preparatory. School Committee is
{Continued from Page J"]
Gymnasium. Here Bob Percival arranging for the Bowdoin Interby the judging of the displays that and his thirteen piece orchestra scholastic Debate Forum to be held
adorned the front lawns of the presided over a large audience. at the College on December 12. Up
houses. Again this year the Delta Variety being the spice of life, Bob to press time, thirteen schools
Sigs trk?d to steal the show, but Percival provided the life of the have entered fifty debaters. On this
the competition was too great for party as his music ranged from occasion last year Bowdoin was
them. The Psi U's, Kappa Sigs, fox trots, waltzes, Mexican hat
At last the students could remiA.R.U.'s and A.D.'s all tried to dances, and last bat not least the
nisce
about the weekend and
walk away with the cup. The bunny hop. During a few of these
what they should have done or
A.D.'s were awarded first place fast dances the crowd was forced
didn't do. Cheer up, boys, only a
with their version of the Bowdoin into taking their shoes off before
few short months until Winter
Buzz - saw. The Psi U's took hon- their feet went out from unHouseparties.
for the
orable
der
of the

mention
train called the "Big A ". The Kappa Sigs
and ARU's were given complimentary recognition.

•

Cheering Improved
Soon after the noon meal the

traditional walk across
campus
and through the Bowdoin Pines
was taken. The pregame hustling
and bustling of eager fans was ap-

parent as they fought their way
into the stands. Once the crowd
had found their seats they were
allset to root for the home team.

During the tense moments the
stands were on their feet blowing
horns and ringing old cow bells.
There is still room for improvement and it will take supreme
cheering to spur the team on to
victory next weekend.
Immediately after the game the
houses were jammed with people.
Cocktails were served in all corners of the campus. Even the most
temperate guest was bound to be

some

ac-

11 to present another distinguished concert. He plans to use his
two priceless violins, a. Stradivarius and a Guarnarius. The Strsdivarius Is the last one made by
that great master, in 1737, when
he was 93. It is one of the most

A Cube

A

for Practically

handy guide

Evwy

them. The floor
gym is
always protected by a large coating of wax.
Meddles Feature "Angus"
At about ten a'clock all the
houses on campus seemed to muster in the gym to hear the Meddiebempsters. The traveling minstrels under the able leadership of
Art Grove were excellent in their
first performance on campus. The
audience was amazed by Terry
Stenberg who gave the pitch
without the use of a pitch pipe.
The Meddies gave the background
to former Meddiebempster Angus
Johnson as he sang "Ding Dong

sial

to the various types of

Modem

Poetry

.

.

[

.

.

.

.

perfect

.

.

.

intimidated by the variety of
". . . . Our Dates Are Gone"
punches, from rum to champagne.
few brave souls managed to
Buffet suppers were soon served squeeze their heads into church
to those that still considered eat- Sunday morning. After this last
necessary
evil
for
exisa
as
ing
function everybody was on his
tence,
own to find some kind of enterThe next step of the routine tainment. If none other was found
the
Alumni
Dance during the day, then it was prowts to attend
on the waxed floor of Sargent vided at the five-thirty train.

A

—

Dum Dum
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Student
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Patronage
Solicited

luncheon, a tea, two trophies for
the winning schools, and certificates of participation. This year
participants will debate the merits
of a federal sales tax.

Dear

Sir:

Sincerely yours,

Apparently someone from Bowdoin (or it may have been an alumnus) lost a roll of exposed but undeveloped film at the Amherst-

HORACE W. HEWLETT
Director,
Office of Public Relations

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Amherst College

November

4-5

HALF A HERO
with

Red

Skel ton

- Jeanalso

Hagan

——————— ———
News

Short Subjects
—

Friday-Saturday

November

8-7

EAST OF SUMATRA

Star!

with
Jeff Chandler
Marilyn Maxwell

MMM

smoking
Camels

Short Subjects

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

November

8-9-10

yourself!

ALL THE BROTHERS
WERE VALIANT

Smoke only Camels

with
Robert Taylor
Stewart Granger
Ann Blyth
also

Cartoon

_^_M_MiiiTaia_aa

November

Shop

give you!

11-12,

THE BIG HEAT
With
Glenn Ford
Barbara Hale

Gifts

AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE

Anne Francis

News

Cartoon

mm

aT-reT-k

lor

30 days and find out why
Camels are first Ifi mildness, flavor and popularity! See how much pure
pleasure a cigarette

i

- --

.

•

.

.

Wednesday-Thursday

Gift
Row

.

-

News

Free Gift Wrapping

.

.

Brunswick, Maine

i

Greeting Cards

.

Wednesday-Thursday

When

the last sounds of applause had died away the dancers
separated with a few remaining
to dance. The houses never again
Yeceived the full impact of raucus
song that night. The campus was
put to bed early, but it was assisted by the power company shutting
off all the lights on Maine Street.

185 Park

.

.

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

Daddy" and "Chicago".

MeiTymeeting

Occasion

—

Paul P. Brountas

It. Y.
Saw Fbanchco

Poblwhul wffklv whea claatea ara held drnrinc th* Fall ana Spring Scacater br
the atudenta of Bowdoin College. Addreaa newi communication* to the Editor and aakarription communication! to the Buaincae M*n»*er of the Bowdoin Publishing Cotnpanr at th* ORIENT Office in Moor* HaU, Bowdoin Collera. Branawlek. Maine. Entered
tcend
claaa matter at the post office at Bmurwick, Maine. The lubacription rata
J"
for one ytafr it three <$S) doll an.

In attempting to

for

i

NEW YORK,
-

.

—

national juMnar—amo by

Los Ansel..*

.

.

on the British Musicians
Union, which has banned American
band appearance in Britain. Sensational tours just finished by Lionel Hampton and Stan Kenton, have
the fans in an uproar. More than
tion

M. Priest *M

—

College Publisher! Represtntativ

Bowton

"Snow White", in
numbers
Look
Jazz Scene

eight hit

G.

of Poetic Little Ice Cubes

Containing

.

National Advertising Service, Inc.
-

The Home Book

re-

—

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Philip M. Brown,
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley *54, Wallace R. Harper,
Jr. '55, Charles Ranlett '54.

Cumhoo

By Benjamin
world

—

tJlrectors

puuinD poa

Balokovic,

—

C. Richard ThUrstOfi '54
Circulatbm Manager
Harold R. Beacham, Jr. '56

MADISON AVE.

Zlatko

nowned violinist, will return to
which he had the Bowdoi n campus on November

. . . ,
swoop at little girls ... Go!
( Installment number or*
examples in existence.
Suitable, and a peachy birthday
(6) because ... go ahead and
Kentonites
took
3,000
Special
The Guarnarius is one of the nine gift for all Children, boys, girls, pronounce it bee-kus ". We don't
trains and boats from England, to
finest in this country.
puberty.)
the
age
of
to
care.
etc.,
up
attend the concerts by the maesIn April of 1954 Balokovic will
incidentally. Kentro in Ireland
Chapter one, Humerous Natural
see note on
(6) disconcerted
give the world premiere, to be carton cancelled his scheduled tour
line two of the Sheepdog. Only this
ried over all Yugoslav radio Sta- History.
with Duke Ellington, claiming that
one's an adjective, or something.
tions, of the composition which This is usually written by Ogden
it was all a mistake, and that both
NeVwtWw8i»
(*) Read
point ... If youdid
has won his $1,000 prize. He esta- Nash, or somebody, and usually
Talking about Dragnet, there's a were too big to do joint concerts blished this prise to help foster goes like this ....
you're a damn fool.
k
Dixieland is still strong, a replethora of recordings from telecooperation becloser cultural
The Sheepdog
Chapter two: Emotional Natural
on
the Coast bringing in
vision, following the same pattern cent bash
tween the United States and his The* Sheepdog* is a hairy beast (1)
History
set by all the discs based on film a smash $18,000.
native Yugoslavia. Since 1941 Ba- A disconcerting* tight ...
(2)
The only thing we could fitanto
"Down Beat" Five Star Discs
lokovic has been an American ci- No one can tell not I at least) <3> this category was a poem by Edna
Popular - Les Brown
Invitation
Dee
tizen.
The wag-end from the bite-*-. (4)- somebody, and was about pigeons.
(Coral 61047)
Or...._
Noted Soloist
We refuse to get emotional over
Eartha Kitt
I Want to be Evil
pigeons so we'll try dogs and try
During the coming year BaloThe Bat
(Victor 47-5442)
Camden,
this.
home
kovic,
a
at
who
has
little
chap
furry
Bat's
(1>
a
The*
Donald O'Connor
Biggest
Dogs on the grass
Bloomtn' Bumbershot, in the Maine, will play in some of the With gummy leather wings* (2)
World and Love Is in the Air most important European cities. And every night, around the barn*
Dammit!
He has been soloist with the most
(3)
'(Decca 28816)
Dammit!
inorchestras,
American
noted
swings
dizzy
makes
his
(4)
He
Jazz Stan Getz
You Go to my
Dogs
Symphony,
cluding the Chicago.
He* loves to swoop at little girls*
Head (Royal Roost 578)
Los
On the grass
(5)
Modern Jazz Quartet
Prestige the Boston Symphony, the
Angeles Philharmonic, and the And make them quickly flee*
(6)
Dammit!
LP (Prestige 160)
Because* he revels in the squeals
Classical - Eugene Ormandy, Phil- New York Philharmonic.
You must admit that it la emoIn recognition of his superb
(7) tional. Or could be..
adelphia Orchestra
Moussorg(8) Chapter three: Mysterious Nature
sky - Ravel's Pictures at aa Ex- mastery of the violin, Balokovic Of a disconcerted* she.
royalty,
by
been
honored
by
has
hibition; Stravinsky's Firebird
The chief difference in these two
Poetry
two Popes, and by the award of poems, lies, mainly, and for the
Suite (Columbia ML-4700 12")
Poets who Write things like this
William Steinberg, Pittsourgh countless medals.
most part, all things being consid- usually have initials and small letThis
his 40th year as a
marks
Symphony
Mahler's Symered, m the fact that the first se^
ters for names. I guess you can't
phony No. 1 (Capitol P8224 12") professional concert artist. While lection contains but one verse,*'
blame them.
Willem MiHenberg, Councertge- still attending the world-famous while the second will be found to
Meisterschule
in Vienna, he masProserpina
bouw
Orchestra
Bach's
these
poems
St*
again
have two. Read
Ray Anthony
Winter
Matthew Passion Columbia SL« tered a newly composed concerto paying particular attention to this
supposed to be unplayable. His as- point.*
Is a fine time
themes in the last few years.
179-3-12").
tonished teacher telegraphed to
For disposing of
There's Melancholy Serenade from
Notes: Chapt. I
Moscow and in less th*an two days
Corpses
the Jackie Gleason show; Johnny
The Sheepdog
the young Balokovic, hardly 18,
But
Desmond etched Danger from the
may be pronounced
was on his way to play the new
(1) The
Spring always comes,
action program of the same name; Spanish Considered For
concerto as guest soloist with the Ther if the reader is under six
And the violets
and to lighten it all upnow, there's
Language
Requirement
After
that,
Moscow
Philharmonic.
of
age.
watch
years
Are
awful pretty ....
Mr. Peepers from the comedy half4-Part Program
out.
hour starring Wally Cox.
This is so mysterinous that the
The possibility of adding Spanish
Sometimes found author won't let us tell you what
Sheepdog
The program for November 11
Look for an upsurge on the danc- as a choice in fulfilling the modern
ing front. The National Ballroom language reading requirement will is In four parts. The first includes Sheep Dog, Sheep-dog, sheepdog, it means. Now don't cry about it.
Operators of America are getting be considered by the Student Cur- Sonata in D Major by Vivaldi- Sheep-dog etc. Only rarely, how- That's the way it's got to be.
To be continued from time to
behind the move to get more peo- riculum Committee as their first ReSpighi and Ciaccona for Violin ever, is the Anglo Saxon version,
Shee Pdog, come across. Try pro- time
.
ple on the dance floors. There'll be project of the year it was decided Alone by BacH.
Part two is made up of Chaus- nouncing it and you may see why.
a special contest during the sum- at a meeting of the committee last
Notice
(2) disconcerting ... it. horrenson's Poeme and Bozidar Kunc's
mer, with loads of prizes for the week.
In case any of you thought you
dous.
Rondo.
best dancers; and a National Dance
saw a Jadakxm Saturday, you were
Feeling that a general and sponFollowing
intermission
the
The Bat
Week, promoted by Down Beat
mistaken. That was a makeral. We
taneous student demand was neces- Eugene Helmer, Balokovic's- ac->
Magazine, with tie-ins with tele(1) The . . . see note on line one think the Jadaloon threw it to put
sary before the question of an hon- companist, will play Bach's Organ
vision and radio programs.
of The Sheepdog. And remember, us off his trail. Don't worry
or system could be considered seri- Prelude and Fague in A minor
this is your last warning!
though, we are pledged to keep
Eddy Arnold won Down Beat's ously, the committee decided not
and Chopin's Nocturne in B flat
(2) ... gtlTWiy rffltllfr Wur^fft
•
hanging in there ... by the gums,
first country and western disc jocto discuss this problem further at
Ugh!
if necessary. Next meeting, Thurskey poll. Over 500 deejays were this time. An informal poll in the minor and Valse in A flat.
Balokovic will conclude the eveusually spelt b*e-4* day in the chapel. All bring horns
(3) barn
polled, and Arnold won the male houses
had indicated little interest ning's program with Croatian
f-r-y, only that has two sytiaWes.
as we are going to practice for our
singer's division; Kitty Wells, the among the students for
the system, Rhapsody by Lhotka, Dusk by
i.e. the Bat.
(5) "He
recital.
female; Pee Wee King, the large a question which has
occasioned Dulfer, Danse Espagnole by de
_______ __
band; Homer and Jethro, the small hot debate in the past.
Falla, Slavonic Danse in G major
units, and the Carlisles, the vocal
A sub-committee of three will by Dvorak (arranged by Kreisgroup slot. Biggest c&w record was
Your Cheating Heart; and the best report back to the whole commit- ler), and the Sabre Danse by
tee on the Spanish question at the Khatchatourian (as arranged by
tune, Crying in the Chapel.
regular meeting, Monday, No- Heifetz).
Coast Turns
Eddie Cantor vember 2.
The concert will be presented in
does a little better than the late Al
At the present time each stu- Memorial Hall in Brunswick at
Jolson, who warbled for Larry
8:15 on November 11. There will
Parks in his life story. Cantor, who dent before graduating is required be no admission charge and the
have a reading knowledge of
does the songlog for Keefe Bras- to
either French or German. The public is invited to attend.
selle in the film, "The Eddie Cantor
reading examination is approxiStory", gets credit in an introducBowdoin game October 10.
mately equal in difficulty to the
tory prologue. Probably your folks
This was turned in to a local
remember better than you do, but reading sections of the final exam- photographer who developed the
inations in German 3-4 or French
Walt Disney films have inspired
film showing it was shot from the
more song hits than any other 3-4.
Bowdoin side. It was in a Leica
source. Way back in 1933, Frank
container which should be valuable
Churchill of the Disney staff
to the owner.
First National Bank
knocked out for "The Three Little
Letter To The Editor
If you care to run a note on this
Pigs" film, Who's Afraid of the Big,
in an early issue, you might direct
Brunswick, Maine
Editor
any answers to me. We'll be glad
host to 120 secondary school stu- Bowdoin Orient
to see that the property is returndents
and teachers, providing Brunswick, Maine
ed.

Dum
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then, until his death
several years ago, did more than 30
His biggest success was

hit tunes.
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Polar Bears Crush Small Bates Squad, 38-13, For Second Series

ft in

POLAR
BEARINGS
By Robert M. Hurst '54, ORIENT Spar** Editor
The only thing missed more at a Bowdom football game

Adam Walsh would

besides

be the hot dog <»neession behind the stands.

J^o sports event in this era is complete without accompaniment of
a program, peanuts, hot dogs, popcorn, and assorted food tidbits.
The story of their beginning forms an interesting chapter in the
history of sports.

English-born Harry M. Stevens settled in Niles, Ohio, and, for a
was a puddler in steel mills. Along in the early 1880's, a pubwho had put out "The Life of General Logan'" influenced
Stevens to quit puddling, and to become a salesman for the book.
Eventually Stevens found himself in Columbus, Ohio, one afternoon
with all appointments canceled. Stevens, having heard about the
game of baseball, which he had never seen played, went to the
Columbus baseball park, for lack of something to do.
The game was a bit Greek to him. The names of the players
home town players. Stevens returned to his hotel that night in a
thoughtful mood. The next day he called on the Columbus baseball
How much would they want for the exclusive privilege of
officials.
lotting Stevens sell a card that would give the names of the players,
with a space reserved for the fans to make notes as to what each
player did each time at bat? They told Stevens that something like
that would cost him $1,000 for a full season, but inasmuch as the
season was already underway, the cost for the balance of the year
would be $700.
Stevens accepted.
The next day he slighted the book selling business, and was out
to sell advertising space on his score card. He sold enough to guarantee the $700. Then he sought out a fan, asked him about the highlights of baseball, about what was important to the spectator.
He
took in the ball game that afternoon, so that he could gain more
knowledge concerning baseball, and along with him a sack of peanuts
for nourishment.
Fans on each side of him traded information for peanuts, and
were likewise. He asked nearby fans to indentify the players, but
they were too busy, in some instances, and the others knew only the
Stevens came away, not merely with a good idea about how to devise a scorecard, but also with a determination to get the club owner's
permission to let him sell peanuts as well as scorecards
all for
$700 per season.
and so did
The scorecard idea went over nicely in Columbus
the peanuts. Stevens bought ebneessions in Toledo and Milwaukee
and quit the bookselling business. Learning that a great many fans
in Milwaukee could only read and write German, to their delight he
had half the scorecards printed in German.
The scorecards and peanuts continued to be his only stock in
trade until one cold, windswept afternoon in the 1890's.
The fans
sat shivering in the stands.
Stevens recalled seeing a large assortment of sausages in a nearby butcher shop while on his way to the
ball park. He sent a hurried up message for ten dozen and another
boy was dispatched for roHs from a neighborhood bakery. The hot
dogs were sold in ten minutes and thus a new department became a
permanent addition to the concessions business.
But along in 1908 the red hot business went into a tailspin. A
famous cartoonist preceeded to publicize the red hot by putting a
dog of the dachshund type, between an elongated bun, referring to it
as the hot dog.
Folks began to worry about the contents of the
weinerand, while they were wondering ceased tat buy.
But the
prejudice aga inst, the red-hot disappeared, patrons resumed buying,
but ever since they have been known as hot dogs.
time,
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According to latest reports from Adams Walsh, tackle Steve
will be out of action for the Maine game. This might cause
a serious gap in the Bowdoin defense as Maine counts on a strong
running game through the tackle positions.
Most lobsided score of the week
Shippensburg 65-Millers-

McCabe

—

ville 0.

Frosh
38-0;

first

down and a measly

15 yards in their only drive of any
consequence. Working out oi the
single wing, Higgins found its passing

game

to be

disastrous.

The

doin can do. The real test will be
on Friday, when the awesome, allpowerful Exeter squad come into
town in what will undoubtedly be

Bowdoin's toughest
entire campaign.

game

of

the

Frosh TaMas Batty

An

intercepted pass by Coster
deep in enemy territory paved the
way for the first
in the opening
minutes of the. contest. On their
fourth play from scrimmage, Coster scooted around left end untouched for the score.
Mike took care of the second
tally a few minutes later. Starting
quarterback Dick Dremek picked
off a Higgins aerial and raced 22
yards to the opposition 13, where a
penalty set the ball back to the 28.
Hswland then carried dawn to the
a On the next play, Drenzek
started a left end sweep but

TD

frosh.

PW1 Day Leads White

Offensive Attack;

AD's Upset ARlTs 18-6
Sands, Rogerson Shine;

John Ingraham Sparks Defensive Play

Kappa

Sigs Blast ATO's

By Ronald Golz
By Franklin

G. Davis '54

The highpoint

of the

game

the Bowdoin fans was watching
the break-away running of Phil

Day, Mel Totman, Jack Cosgrove
and "Teaball" Libby. Outstanding
in the line were Al Farrington and
Gerry Goldstein.
For Bates, Higgins, Chumbook
and. Morton were good all-around
backfield-men. DeSalle and,Froio
were impressive in the line.
the fourth quarter.

book on the 12 and made the
tackle on the 22. Penalties and
the Bowdoin line drove Bates back
to the 5-yard line, where the Polar
Bears took over after an incompleted fourth down pass. But Bates dug
Steve McCabe tore a cartilage in
in and forced a fumble on the 2.
Three plays later. Art Cecelski fell his knee and will be lost for the
on a Bobcat fumble to set up the rest of the season.
The Summary
second score. Coukos went around
right end for the touchdown and Bowdoin (38)
Dyer's kick was good. The White Left end - Atkins. Ronx, Chapman, Staff-

Bowdoin

led 13-7.

Here's how the State Series picture has been down through the
years:
1986—Maine
1896 Bowdom
1926 Maine
ISM Bewaoin
1987 Colby, Maine
1897—Bates, Ott>y
1928—Colby, Maine
1929—Bates
1899—Bates, Colby
1990 Bates
1999 Bowdoin, Bates
aine
1981
1901—Maine
1992 Maine
1902 Bates, Maine

Higgins,

some 65 yards soon

thereafter.

19-7.

Mel Totman Tallies
Testa kicked off and Bates was
again forced to punt. Totman's sensational runback wtas good for 29

Quarterback Bill Hird flipped to
Howland on the enemy 30 for a 25yard pickup, where George raced yards to the Bates 39. From here
the rest of the way down the left it took the White
only four plays
sideline unmolested, making the
to score. Cosgrove passed to Don
score 18-0.
Roux for 17 yards, then Jack scootFrosh Attack Relentlessly
ed 33 yards himself when he
The first score in the third period couldn't locate a receiver. Dependfeatured a pass from Drenzek to able Mel Totman took the ball the
Lanes covering 36 yards, Lanes go- final 10 yards. Cosgrove's pass to
ing the last 16. The placement was Roux for the point-after was incomplete, but the Polar Bears had
good.
A minute later, Smith galloped the game on ice, 25-7.
After the kick-off Bates drove to
38 yards on a punt return to the
Higgins 20. Then Drenzek com- the White 31. But four incomplete
pleted a pass to Lanes, who rac- passes by Morton and Atwater
ed to the 5, flipped the ball back to gave Bowdoin the ball. Libby was
Smith and threw a vicious block at forced to punt, but soon after inthe lone defender, allowing Smith tercepted an Atwater pass. When
trapped by Bates players he laterto tally.
Coster

— All The Way

aled to Phil
the Bates 16.

final score

..

.

-...

IS

«

45
13

7

— 48
38

—
—M

—
—
1998—Maine
1904—Bates, Bewdela
190S—Maine

1988—Maine
1984— Maine

Bowdoin
—
—Bowdoin
—Bowdoin
—Bowdoin
1989—Bowdoin, Colby
1940—Bowdoin, Colby

1935
1936
19S7
1988

1908—Bates
1907— Bowdoin
1998—Bowdom, Colby
1999—Colby
1910

—Bowdoin

1941—Colby
1942—Bowdoin

1911—Maine
1912—Maine
1915—Maine

—No
—
No Series
—No
Series

1948
1944
1945

1910—Colby, Maine
Bowdoin

1949—Bates
1947— Maine

1919—Maine
1920—Maine

1948 Bates. Bowdoin, Maine
1949 Bowdoin, Colby
1950 Bowdoin, Maine
1 96 1^"™RlffcllM)

—Colby
1915—Colby, Maine
1917
1918

—

—
—
—

—No Series
—Bowdoin

1921

1952— Bowdoin

1922—Maine

—Colby

19*3

1924—Maine
Recapitulation: Maine, won 18, tied 7; Bowdoin,
Bates, won 5, tied 6; Colby, wan 4, tied 11.

swamp

their opponents, this time
to the tune of 26-0 over the ATO's.
•B.C." Plasse continued to show

Day who

A

DEAR JOURNAL
True, I have neglected you, but
you ware with Mr. Greason. weren't you? But there is still chance
for a reconciliation. He has given
yon back to me. Now, I will be
able to pour aver you nightly. You

W

Passes tried
Passes completed
Passes incomplete

169

265

218
33

11
6
4

Had

intercepted
Penalties yards

18

IS
2

1

26

Some human

50

beings and some
animals are albinos
that is without color
having pink eyes and
white skin and hair.

—

—

ARU, Kappa

AD

The Kappa Sigs continued to

FOUNTAIN PENS
Parker

Eversharp

low.

Refills

—

rack, you, you, you!

Delta Sigma

3
2

AD
Psi U
ATO

1
1

Chi Psi

1

League "B"
Zeta Psi

3
2

Beta

1

Sigma

Nu

1

Independents

PLASTIC SOLES

•

temperature changes
"Easiest in the world to ski on," says
Hannes Schnud,* famous interna tiopal star.
"Spalding is leading the field in quality
and workmanship.

.49

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Other Spalding features: Patented interlocking edge construction with offset screw
and tail trriftn.

holes. Shock-absorbing tip

shop - Top-Flite, Continental,
snd many more ia a complete

favorite ski

Let us help you plan your printing

Air-Flite

range of prices.

as well as produce

it

.

.

.

Our long experience

in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.

Alleys
AUTOMATIC
PIN SETTERS

Italian

Maine

15 Mall Street

TICKETS

Hot Dogs

Bend I x Launderette

Sandwiches

UseofDryer

Cold Drinks

Operated by
Al Tobey, Clans of

^

•km

•
POSTERS
STATIONERY
• FRATERNITY FORMS

UTS THI 9 ACt

IN SKI I N»

ALUMNI LETTERS

The Record

Coffee
Ice Cream

became exhausted. Bowdom

•

Paal K. Niven

Office
Jerry

:?*T »Cf> «•* Year
.

WUkea

tale*
fkiio*

ski

• Printers Of The Orient •

aumSos

*. O. ST.

'50

s9*9*9*9Mft9*9M9J

9M9«aaaa9n

L T
1

2
3
4

TOUGH, LONG-WEARING

Sec the big 1954 Spalding Ski Psrade at your

BOWL-MOR

W

1

2
2
4
4

3

DKE
TD

Withstands great

1.29
1.29
1.69

Roll-Rite

Paper Mate

innermost

den others with. You, you are my
confident; you are my umbrella

and durable...

Retractable Ball Point Pens

Again Bates was forced to punt
out to the 49.
Sparked by
O'Rourke, Larcom and Libby, the
Polar Bears drove to the Bates 9
in ten plays. Pete 0"Rourke scored
through the left side, and his kick
was good to make it 38-7.
Last-Second Touchdown
Goldstein kicked off to the*Bates
33. The Bobcats then staged a drive

my

me hold forth
close to both of
ua. Tales of love
and hope, of
troubles and cares too heavy bur-

on those topics so

Extremely fast

2.30 fed. tax inch
5.38 fed. tax inch
15.00 fed. tax ind.

Sheaifer

carried to

Bates penalty put

again here
thoughts, listen to

will

Sig Tied

Al Werksman, usually an accurate passer, completed very few of
defense coverhis passes. The
ed all his receivers like a blanket
and Al just couldn't connect. The
win now puts the ARU's in a first
place tie with the Kappa Sigs.
Both have identical 4-1 records.

Esterbrook

12, tied 8;

Dear Journal:

—
—

81

won

Star

.

Yards passing
Net rush and pass

Series

1914

the way and with Ted Kenney
catching them the ATO's could
Left tackle - Jeon. McCabe. McGinley
never get started.
Left ffuard - Goldstein. Farrinffton
In a League "B" game, the only
Center - Testa, Peluso, Berkley, Gorham,
Barton
one played last week, the TD's reRiffht guard - Stephens. Cecelski. Johnson
bounded from last week's loss to
Right tackle - Kowal. Friedlander. Boyle,
the Zetes to shut out the Sigma
Pratt
Right end - Insrrahnm, Murray, Stearns
Nus 14-0. This now puts them in
Quarterback - Cosgrove. Libby, Hovey. Patthird place in League "B".
terson
Still ho word from the" IndepenLeft halfback - Coukos. Collette. Compagnone. Lareom
dents. In their scheduled game
Right halfback ,- Dyer, Day. O'Rourke.
with the DKE's nary a soul apWoodbury
Fullback - Totman, Williamson, Garland,
peared and the DKE team won a
Howe
"squeeker" by default. The IndeBates (13)
pendents have been rumored to
Ritht end - Frbio. Soto. Barrows
Right tackle - DiMaria. Elston
have changed their slogan from
Right guard - Burton. Greenberg
"Wait 'till next week" to that old
Center - Dunn. Moore
Left guard - DeSalle. Rose
Bosox standby "Wait tirk_next
Left tackle - Vena. Luongo
year!"
Left end - Hubbard. Barry. Harris
Quarterback - Higgins, Atwater
The Psi U's and the Delta Sigs
Right halfback - Ern. Vecerra, Brninerd
postponed their Friday game unLeft halfback - Chumbook. Cloutier
Fullback - Morton. Burke
til this Thursday.
Bowdoin
o
David
13
12
S. Rogerson
13
38
All other games were postponed
B«tes
7
C
13
because of rain.
Bowdoin scaring-: touchdowns - Cosgrove.
It is difficult to pick an outCoukos. Totman 2. O'Rourke, Day. ConStandings of the Teams:
standing man on the AD team beversions - Dyer. O'Rourke
League "A**
Bates scoring: touchdowns - Chumbook. cause all helped to lead the Green
Barrows. Conversion . Froia
L
to victory. However, Dave RogerBowdoin Bates
ARU
4 1
he
as
son seemed to be the spark
First Downs
10
15
Kappa Sigma
4 1
Net yards rushing
174
scored a TD and set up the others.
49

came unexpected- the ball on the 6 and Phil went
ly in the fourth quarter when Phil through left
tackle for the six
Merrow was forced to punt. Coster points. His try for the point was
The

AD

—
—

none

moved
Half Ends Bates Threat
Big White held and Cosgrove puntThe rest of the period was marked out to the 40-yard line.
ed by Phil Day's 24-yard punt reFrom that point, Bates staged a turn, and a Libby- to- Atkins pass
40-yard march back to the Bow- play that netted 43 yards. But
doin goal. Chumbook passed to Bates picked up a fumble on the
Dave Higgins for 23 yards, and two play. As the half ended they had
Higgins' passes gave the Bobcats a driven 43 yards and seemed to be
first down on the 2-yard line.
on the way to a score.
*The first play' of the second
The second half started with an
quarter saw Bob Chumbook go over
exchange of punts by the two
for the first Bobcat score. Froio's
teams. Aided by good blocking, Phil
kick for the point was good, and
Day returned the second punt 28
Bates had a 7-0 lead.
yards to the Bates 36. Bowdoin
Couko* Recovers Fumble, Scores
lost the ball on downs, and Phil
Coukos recovered a Bates' fumhad to intercept a pass to set up
ble on the Bowdoin 45 to set the
the third Bowdoin score.
stage for the first Polar Bear score.
Another Cosgrove - to - Murray
pass gave the White a first down
on the 11. Totman and Williamson carried to the 3, where Mel
bucked over. Day's try for the
point was missed, and the score
was

showing the ADs were beginning
to be thought of as a, "flash-mthe pan" this season, but their
win has dispersed such ideas now.
Never headed they jumped to an
early 12-0 lead and retained it until the third quarter when an end
run by Al Werksman broke the
ice for the ARU's. The AD's added
an insurance TD to wrap it up in

for

the State Championship.
Unable to score in the first quarter, the Polar Bears let loose with
two touchdowns in each of the remaining periods.' But it was Bates
that scored first, and then squeezed
out the final score with two seconds remaining in the last period.
Bates Dominates At First
The first period was mostly
Bates, as Dunn intercepted a Cosgrove pass and ran it back to the
24. Then Herb Morton
the ball to the 6, but the

'56

Fred picked up 15 yards and Tot- which carried to the Bowdoin 15.
Showing form of previous years
Atwater passed to Barrows for the
the ADs snapped the four game
score as the clock ran out. Vena's
winning streak of the ARU's by an
kick was blocked by Barton.
18-6 score. After last year's good

Inspired by the play of co-cap- man carried to the Bates 27.
tains Jack Cosgrove and Mel Tot- Cosgrove's pass to Murray was
man, the Bowdoin Polar Bears beat good as Al made another of his
the Bobcats from Bates 38-13 here fine catches. After three unsucat Whittier Field, Saturday after- cesssful attempts to score, Cosnoon. This victory gave Bowdoin grove sneaked through left tackle
an undefeated record in the intra- for the touchdown. /Dyer's kick was
state series, and they will meet blocked, and Bates led 7-6.
Maine at Orono next Saturday for
Friedlander kicked off to Chum-

grabbed the pigskin on his 22 and,
instead of heading for one of the
sidelines, as is the usual custom,
smashed right down the middle for
couldnt go anywhere, so he rater- the whole 78 yards. As the placealed off to Coster, who scampered ment attempts had been unsuccessfor the remaining yardage.
ful for the most part, Drenzek call68-Yard TD Run .Nullified
ed for a running play, carrying the
Perhaps the most exciting play ball over for the last of Bowdoin's
openin
the
occurred
game
the
Of
38 points.
ing minutes of the second stanza.
Statistics
Del Potter caught a punt and someBowdoin Hi]
how scampered all the way from Fint Sown*
6
4
rushing:
g«la«d
101
42
Yards
Ms own 32 to the Higgins 5 Yard* gttm4 passing
100
26
6
20
Itn ough the entire Higgins team.
completed
—— 3
6
Here he lateraled back to Hardie, Psnaes
4
Passes had intercepted
6
who, surrounded by a hast of Pttota
31
Ararasje yards of punts .......
would-be tacklers, dived across the fisjatkack
142
of punts
final white line. A dipping penalty rotables
_
6
3
Balls lost fumbles
at the other end of the Add nulli- PenalUes
—
7
3

^

result of a Bates fumble re-

—

Bowdoin line constantly smothered fied this thrilling play.
Yards lost penalties
BowtWn
all attempts to smash through the
Bowdoin was not to be denied,
forward wall.
far they pulled a play covering

Practically No
But the decisive factor was the
lack of Reserves for Higgins, for
only 17 players were in uniform.
As the afternoon wore on, about 4
or 5 suffered injuries, so it one
point in the Anal period only a
single Hsggins sub could be found
on the bench, the injured having
retired to the fieldhouse. Thus, the
Higgins players, game as they were
under the relentless drives Of the

came as the

State Series Picture To 1953

Mike Coster Scores Three TD's

season on Friday at Pickard Field.
The Polar Cubs tallied twice in
each the first and third quarters,
and once each in the second and
fourth.
Most of the scores come
on a long-gaining pass or ran,
rather than a sustained march to
pay dirt. Seemingly scoring at will,
the victors would have compiled a
much higher paint total if it had
not been for five costly fumbles
and three 15-yard penalties.
Three TD's For Castor
Mike Coster, a 5-11, 167-pound
halfback, ripped for three touchdowns to lead BowdohVs offensive
parade. Fullback George Howland
raced for a single six-pointer, as
did Dick Smith. Al Lanes tallied
after grabbing a pass. Del Potter
also ran for some sensational gams.
The passing and running attacks
of the powerful winners gamed
about 100 yards each, but the real
crusher was the ability of the Cabs
to constantly rack up huge yardage
on their returns of kicks, punts and
intercepted passes. Coach Frank
ahsnys
charges
Sabasteanski's
seemed to make the long gain to
either score or set up a quick TD.
On the other hand, the h apless
visitors could never get starts*.
The best they could do o*as to pick

up a single

time 13-7. Coukos' score
covered by Art Cecelski.

Swamp Undermanned

By Thomas L. Spence '57
had 26 men in uniform, insuring a
Rolling to six touchdowns behind steady supply of rested performers
some beautiful broken-field running to do battle with the tired Higginby three halfbacks, the Bowdoin ites.
frosh easily mauled an undermanBecause Higgins was such an unned Higgins Classical outfit, 38-0, usually weak team, the game was
for their initial triumph of the not a fair indication of what Bow-

—

Shown above is Fred Coukos taking a pitchout
from Jack Cosgrove (25) and crashing off to his own right end for a
Polar Bear touchdown. Lee Dyer's attempt at the point after touchdown was good and at this point in the game Bowdoin led for the first

COUKOS CRASHES
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Fullbrigh t Applications

Alexander Prize Contest Second Oldest Grad,

As

Received; Livingston,

Triads November Second; Dr.

Kappa Sigma Leader

Wilder On Committee

Open To Three Classes

Cosgrove Recipient Of

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David

B.

Twenty-two student* and a probystander were arrested by
Worcester, Mass., police last Friday night as a result of a demonstration in front of a down-town
hotel. The students were serenading alumni who had returned for
the Holy Cross homecoming week
end. A few Worcester Poly Tech
Undergrads had joined the Holy
Cross students in

^ting

Anderaou
ans

who

Scholarship Prize

*65

Applications
for Fullbrigh t
Scholarships have been received by
Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the
President, from six seniors and two
recent graduates.
Applications will be reviewed by
quet Friday, October 30.
The Montgomery Scholarship is the local Fullbright committee. Afpresented annually by Mrs. Don- ter individual interviews with each
ald Montgomery of Farmington, of the applicants, the applications
Conn., in memory of her son, Alex will be sent with recommendations
'44, a former Kappa Sigma presi- to the Institute of International

flooded the schools in the

John

F.

Cosgrove

*54

and Dragnet. At Princeton

(the only private men's college included in the survey) President
Dodds estimated that his students
were drinking three or four quarts
of milk to every one of beer. More
a conga line students are frankly interested in dent and varsity swimmer. Alex,
police
marriage
and are taking the vows an outstanding
when local
undergraduate,
[forcefully broke at a younger age than students of was killed in World War II and
up the group and other generations.
was awarded a Certificate of
arrested 22. DanHonor
by Bowdoin College.
Always changing college jargon
iel McSweeny, a now includes such expressions as
The scholarship award is made
Worcester resi- "I'm wasted" and "I took gas" by the Alumnus Advisor, Faculty
dent, thought the meaning it was a bad exam. A last Advisors, Undergraduate
PresiJ police were too minute wire saying, "Sorry, unfore- dent and Treasurer of the frater-

Education in

Members

New

'

|

'

rough and asked one officer for his seen circumstances mean I must nity.
number. McSweeny claims he was cancel week-end plans." is known
Cosgrove,
co-captain
of the
beaten and taken to Jail following as a "flush-o-gram" at Princeton. Bowdoin football team, has been
the request. Witnesses including Still going strong are these syno- Bowdoin's varsity quarterback for
McSweeny and a retired judge said nyms for superiority: "Really the past two years. Last fall he
the student demonstration was or- great," "fabulous," "divine,"
and was chosen first string quarterderly and that the police violence "crazy". Added to the list
are back on the Kappa Sigma Ailwas a bad mistake. The alleged po- "Zorch," "George," and "nervous." American team. He was chosen
lice brutality may be investigated
all New England
small college
Newsweek's conclusions: ".
by a United States Attorney.
might seem dull in compari- from his action on the Bowdoin
High police officials said the in- they
team last spring. He has served as

York.

in the finals later this

of the local Fullbright

.

.

.

.

fraternity

.

A

answer these questions

last

to

week

Women's Views
Wellesley editor, commenting
"The College Courier," wrote,
"The Amherst newspaper last week
stated that social rules at Yale and
Dartmouth are more lenient than
at Amherst. Drinking hours and
the times during which womenmay be in student rooms seems to

A

printed findings based
on interviews with students from
seven
colleges"
"representative
throughout the nation.
A Vassar girl put it this way,"
" 'We're a cautious generation.'
The article indicated that she was
right. The reporters found that
rah-rah, hazing, fads, and drinking
were mild by 1920 standards. They
also discovered a renewed interest
in religion, a de-emphasis of sex,
and a lack of interest in world affairs on these seven campuses.
Scholastically today's students are
getting better grades than the
flappers of a generation ago, but
were not making the Deans' Lists
with the consistency of the veter-

in

Korean Undergraduate
Tells Of Homeland

Norton Returns From

be the chief difference ..."
j
Princeton men are not goingover
very well with local high school
girls,
according to the Daily
Princetonian. Most of the girls
look down their noses at the
"tweedy set" and one critic characterized the lads as "fairyish, too
forward, fresh, and out for all they
can get." The editors did not mention the attitude of the Princeton
men to the high school girls.

Trip

To New York

City

[Continued from Page /J
[Continued From Page 1]
people have lost everything: their scholarship information passing
homes, their farms, their business- between large corporations and
There has been a
es, and millions have lost their the colleges.
question as to how far corporalives."
tions can legally go in giving
Objections Ignored
Concerning the truce itself, the stockholders' money to colleges in
Korean people had little to say scholarship aid, and the council,
about its contents. All their ob- headed by Dr. Wilson Compton,
jections were overridden. These will study this matter.
people will not stay forever on the
Mr. Norton also visited several
side of the United Nations if it
representative corporation officers
continues to ignore them.
in order to find out what
Jimmy can't understand what were doing to help colleges they
and
was so wrong in freeing Koreans in order to place Bowdoin's
name
from prison camp who wanted no before the officials.
part of Communism and who wantMany large corporations have
ed to fight on our side. He thinks
that if the truce falls through, started a program whereby they
colleges
in
various
President Syngman Rhee will take subsidize
a very definite stand, which may aspects of the educational work.
While the companies do not conmean reopening the war.
"President Rhee is not a dicta- tribute buildings they sometimes
tor. The people are behind him pay for the purchase of expensive
100%. He has just been following apparatus and materials. The
the wishes of the people. Then, too, purpose of Mr. Norton's trip was
Americans are likely to think of to make a preliminary study of
Rhee is an ignorant man. They the grants offered and to lay a
forget that he has had a fine edu- foundation for future financial aid
cation in this country and that he from this source.
democracy. Rhee
is a student of
Mr. Norton, the first to hold
has agreed to support the United the newly formed position
of Vice
States completely in an emergency, President,
returned to Bowdoin
but the U.S. has not made the from
Williamsburg,
Virginia,
same promises in return."
where he was Executive Vice
Koreans Are Grateful
President of Colonial WilliamsHowever, this does not mean that burg.
As Vice President he has
the Korean people are not tremen- taken over
the functions of the
dously grateful to America for all Sesquicentennial
Fund Office and
save
our
lives
"to
and
it has done
directs the College's public relahelp preserve our freedom."
tions.
Jimmy is worried about the attitude of this country. "The people
In many countries of the world,
here aren't awake. They don't reallet the Communists the number of women is increasing
ize that if we
they will take more rapidly than the number of
take any advantage,
should
defend
We
ourof men.
everything.
in every possible way.
in Korea, anywhere it
in Europe,
Communism's future
is necessary.

selves

Awards are made

in

currency of

will study.

Members Of Faculty

Alumni Day Features

Attend Public School

Game, Class Meetings,

Confab In Lewiston

Alumni Council Meeting

The Bowdoin-Bates state series
29 members of the
faculty and alumni teachers at- game was the highlight for a large
tended a Lewiston Convention of Crowd of returning alumni on Sat-'
urday.
Alumni Day activities
Maine public school teachers.
The informal meeting of the started with the Alumni Council
forty educators included speeches meeting at 9:30 a.m.
Twenty-six were present to disby Dean Kendrick and Mr. Hazelton about State of Maine students cuss various college problems, inand Bowdoin's relations with cluding scholarships, an Alumni
House, guidance, placement, and
Maine public schools.
David Mahoney '19, principal of the whole problem of competition
South Portland High School, was for Freshmen among all colleges.
Alumni Fund Chairman George
elected as
chairman for next
Willard '30. reported and said that
year's gathering in Portland.
Representing the faculty were the goal this year is $100,000, with
Burton W. Taylor, Athern P. Dag- every Bowdoin man sharing. It
gett, Perley S. Turner, Paul V. was also revealed that all three
Hazel ton. Dean N. C. Kendrick, of Bowdoin's 1954 Rhodes ScholarAlbert R. Thayer, Herbert R. ship Candidates were winners
Brown, Bela W. Norton, Samuel of pre-matriculation scholarships.
A. Ladd Jr. and Robert M. Cross. Nearly 10 per cent of the present
The teachers who are alumni of student enrollment are receiving
Bowdoin College were George aid of some sort from the Alumni
Reef '53, Lawrence Page '24, Con- Fund Scholarships.
rad Peacock '49, Norval Lewis '45,
Class Reunions
Robley Wilson '23, John MacMorAlso on Saturday morning were
'46,
ran
Claude
Bonang '52, several class meetings. The Class
Joshua
'50,
Curtis
Lawrence of '29 appointed as co-chairmen
Lewis '49, John Whitcomb Jr. '48, for its twenty-fifth reunion, to
be
Harrison Lyseth '21, Stephen La- held at commencement in
June,
vender '32, Howard Niblock '35, Placement Director Samuel A.
James Dyer '42, Francis Perry Ladd, Jr. and Gorham Scott of
'50, Gardner Pope
'34,
Anthony Portland.
The classes of 1931
Brackett '32. William Simonton and 1914 also convened
to dis'18, Robert Hart '49, Ralph Atcuss reunions.
'50,
wood
Alfred Nicholson '50,
Following these meeetings, a
Edward McFarland '48, David
lobster stew luncheon was served
Mahoney '19, Raymond Clarke '47,
in the gymnasium to alumni, their
Nathan Watson '35, Robert Sperry
families and friends. Scott Simp'44,
Rupert Johnson '24, Milton
son, of the class of '03, who is reMcGorrill Jr. '48, and William Antiring as Class Agent after 30
derson '50.
years in that post, was presented
with a cup signifying the winners
of the Class Competition last

'

when they

abroad.

On October

outlook. I also feel that Worces- a week.
Sorbonne University in Paris has
ter officials will be a long time in
repairing the damage done to also come up with a new idea.
town-and-Gown relationships in "flying course" will be. required for
students
enrolled in the college of
that city.
(
Natural Science. Officials claim
Only On Week Ends
"What are undergraduates like that flight training will help stuas people? What do they worry dents learn more about geography,
about and what do they want? geology, ethnology, botony, zoology,
What are the morals and mores of archaeology, city planning and
today's collegians?" The editors of physics.

Newsweek magazine attempted

White Key Representa-

Frosh Public Speaking

ists.

month. The

At Purdue he founded the University's Department of Agricul-

students selected are as follows:

tural Chemistry. He taught there
from 1884-1903. Until his retirement in 1923 he was public relations director in the United States
for the Great German Potash Syn-

year.

After the Bates game, President
Features Short Talks
and Mrs. Coles were at home to
welcome alumni and friends of
Bowdoin's History
the College.
The annual Homecoming Dance concluded a sucThis year, the freshman public
cessful Alumni Day.
speaking course includes, for the
first time, the assignment of a
three-minute talk on some aspect and early life in Massachusetts
of the history of Bowdoin College. Hall, when students and teachers
Not only do the professors in alike lived under the same roof and
charge feel it is an excellent speech faced the same housing problems.
topic, but it is also a very good
Way to orient the freshman with
the history of the college.
Professors Thayer and Sweet
claim that during hazing, the
freshmen learn much about the
history of fraternity life here and
throughout the country, but, as a
rule, little of the school itself. For
instance, in one speech class, only
one out of fifteen knew what the
headstone of Anna signified, and
only two had even even seen it.
The student tends to pick up amusing details, but he could easily go
through Bowdoin quite ignorant of
the main points in its very inter-

On

Nominations For

The

95-year-old doctor explained
his longevity by a principle he discovered in a primer used as a boy
in Damariscotta, Me.
"Among the principles in that
excellent book," said Huston, "is
one which states the good die

Two

Senior Class Posts

young."

When not traveling, attending
college reunions, or meetings Dr.
Huston, a widower, lives in an
The nominations for the acting apartment in Kew Garden, N.Y.
positions of Vice-president and Sec- This Christmas the doctor will
retary-Treasurer of the Senior make his sixth trip to Argentina.
class were announced at Monday's
meeting of the Student Council.
12:59
1:00
The election, which will be held Deadline
Set For
1:50
on November 10, will follow the
4:30
preferential system. Each individSeniors'
Applications
5:00
ual must vote in order of preference for at least 7 candidates for
The Bureau requests that regis6:59
each office. Each candidate will re- tration forms be completed and
7:00
ceive 12 points for each first place returned
to the Bureau as soon as
7:05
vote, 1 1 for a second, 10 for a third, possible in order
that individual
and so on down the line. The candi- interviews can be conducted by 7:15
7:30
date having the largest point total the Director in the near future.
for each office will be elected.
The registrants interviews must 7:45
Candidates for Vice-President be completed with the Director 8:00
8:15
and Secretary-Treasurer, listed in before <he industry

Announced By Council

recruiting vi-

that order, by fraternities, are as
follows: Alpha Delta Phi, Paul P.

is

Festivals

Open To

Undergrads

esting past.
Their instructors state that the
freshmen, as a whole, appear to be
very interested in this assignment.
For not only do they get a lot out of
the research for their own talks,
they also receive much from listening to those of their fellow
classmates.
Many interesting topics have
been picked for talks, including a
history of the Chapel, biographies
of James Bowdoin and William DeWitt Hyde, the exploits of Phi Chi,
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6:59
7:00
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News

News Commentary

9:25
9:30

Here's to Vets
Lucky Strike News
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10:45
11:00
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Puccini's La Boheme
World News Roundup
Paris Star Time
Sports Review

Midnite Special

A 30-hour non-credit typing
course is being offered students acto an announcement by the
New England

at Boston. Plans

Forum

annual Religious

and conferences with other
It

that

col-

was the hope of the group
every house on campus

would send at

-

s death,

so

what

alternative have

Complete and Friendly
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World News Roundup
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Sports Review
Midnite Special
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News
Sports
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Varsity Varieties

Lucky Strike News
D.

Show
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Fred Wilkens Show

News
Studytime Serenade
Chapel Talk

News
Flick Parade

Sports Review
Midnite Special

News
Sign Off

On

Sign

News
Sports

News
Studytime Serenade
Faculty Views

For

Midnite Special '
Late News Roundup
Sign Off

member

fice.

Those definitely interested should
sign the information sheet which
will be posted on the houses' bulletin boards this week.

cussion at the Thursday meeting.

least one
to this meeting.

Delegates will be nominated
then for the December meeting
of College Christian Association

For information concerning the
Airplanes were first used in war
details of this meeting contact against
the Turkish forces in
Kenneth Miller at the Beta house. Tripoli in 1911 and 1912.

7^00

Bowdoin students will have an
oppotunity to take part in two
speech festivals in the coming
months, the Speech Department

DOW N

HOMELESS. ..LINES

announced today.

The

first,

to be held at the Uni-

Maine on December 12,
have four divisions. These
are: extemporaneous speaking, inversity of

^E^rTREPAIR

will

:

terpretation of poetry, interprets
tion of prose, and original oratory.'
Contestants will be allowed to select their own subject material.
Speeches used at this contest
will be suitable for the New England Forensic Festival to be held

QUICKLY.

Thousands of telephones were out of order— hundreds of poles
damaged and destroyed. Communications had to be restored quickly*
They were! Here's how:

Boston next spring.
interested student is urged
contact Mr. Thayer or Mr.
Sweet at Sills 116 before Novembe 10. The contests are open to
any full time undergraduates.

Ay

to

1.

Engineering teams rushed to the stricken area. In hours, they
determined material and men needed to restore service.

as Chicago and

2.

Based on these reports, equipment— as far
New York— began rolling toward the area.

3.

Telephone crews arrived from as far away as Atlanta and Birmingham—engineering and accounting forces, construction, cable
testing

and

repair teams.

off

*>

>

and other

were rushed.

4.

Red Cross,

5.

The public was informed of progress by daily newspaper and

hospital

essential installations

radio releases.
Result: in 3 days, Columbus,
dollars property

damage— had

Georgia— which
half

its

suffered 10 million

out-of-order telephones work-

ing and Long Distance service nearly normal.
substantially all service had been restored.

In another 3 day*
;•_,

Service

There's

by getting

room on
details

this

team for a wide range of college graduates —

Your Placement

now about job

Officer

opportunities in the Bell System.

has them.

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
*

and

Frame Alignment

Brunswick Branch

Morton's

Member

^^^tmmtmmm

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

l***Km
warn
•••

»tl ASANT

A

1

business and liberal arts, as well as engineering. Plan fox your future

Welcomed

208 MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

-

Planning and co-ordination among many telephone, people with
a variety of skills made this quick recovery possible. It illustrates
vividly the teamwork typical of Bell System men and women.

3.50

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

J

Gale winds ripped through Alabama and Georgia last spring, destroying 500 homes, leaving 2000 homeless, killing and injuring 382.
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and

Student Accounts
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On Any Pipe
Or More

"

World News Roundup
Flick Parade
Sports Review

Complete Front End

Ad Good

-

Announces Speech Dept.

Banking Services

Ocean waves can attain a height
more.
of 70 feet or

Show

Stulytime Serenade

now

we?"

Request

News

Student Curriculum Committee.
The course, to be held at Brunswick High School and taught by
one of its faculty, will be held
either on Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday afternoon at 3:30 or at
some evening hour to be arranged.
A charge of $16.00 for the ten-week
course will be made to cover the
cost of paper, instruction and the
use of machines. This money may
be borrowed from the Bursar's Of-

leges will be discussed.

activities was drawn up
will be submitted for dis-

Show

D. J.

440 Club

Koep Posted
Brunswick High School
Hour
8:00 Lucky Strike News
8:15 Piano Portraits - Hamel
8:30 Street of Dreams - DeBrule

Sports
Keep Posted

for the

News
Sports

Keep Posted
Remembering
Lucky Strike News

Wednesday, Nov. 11

Grandstand Bandstand
Bowdoin - Maine Game
Grandstand Bandstand
Sign Off
Sunday, Nov. 8
Sign On

Sunday cording
in

Late News Roundup
Sign Off
Monday. Nov. •
Sign On

Late News Roundup
Sign Off
Tuesday, Nov. It
6:59 Sign On

On

Typing Course To Be
Held At Brunswick High

The group discussed plans for
the first all campus meeting of
the association, to be held this
Thursday night at the Moulton
Union. A tentative outline of the
year's

12:00
12:05

ft

News

Students Now Offered

held a short meeting with Professor
night.

Schedule, No?. 5-11

Thursday, Nov.
Sign On

Calls First

The executive committee of the
Bowdoin
Christian
Association

which

All

11:15
11:30

Evening In Union

nominees.

Two Speech

1.

Meeting Thursday

and James J. Furlong.
Kappa Sigma, Roland G. Ware
and John F. Cosgrove; Beta Theta
Pi, John B. Leonard and Charles
W. Howard; Sigma Nu, Frank J.
Vecella and David H. Caldwell;
Alpha Tau Omega, Henry P. McLaren and Robert N. Thurston;
Alpha Rho Upsilon, David A. Carlson and Howard S. Levin; Delta
Sigma, Michael J. Batal Jr. and
Gordon W. Stearns; Psi Upsilon has
its

December

BCA

ols

not yet selected

the campus.
Deadline date for registration 10:45
11:00

sits to

Brountas and David S. Rogerson;
Chi Psi, Peter B. Powell and Frank
A. MacDonald; Delta Kappa Epsllon, Leonard C. Mulligan and Herrick C. Ridlon; Theta Delta Chi,
Henry P. Dowst and Lewis P.
Welch; Zeta. Psi, Barrett C. Nich-

"Matchless Service";

j

6:59
7:00
7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

dicate.

'

the country in which the individual
They cover transportative and on the fraternity execu- tion, books, tuition, maintenance
and
the expenses of a language retive committee for four semesor
orientation
course
ters. He is a member of the Board fresher
abroad.
of Proctors.

son with their predecessors of less
cident was regrettable. Witnesses
troubled eras
they were thorpraised the levelheadedness of the
oughly and solidly American . . .
students in the matter. Their good
Most
of all they were young and
sense prevented an all-out riot, the
wanted to make a million dollars
witnesses claimed.
The attitude of the Worcester . . . And you couldn't beat most of
them anywhere else in the world."
police seems especially shameful
Make Mine Music
when compared with the efforts of
Overheard in the Union: "It
the Brunswick department at the
rally here Friday night. The local would be great if they played music
cops took precautions to see that in here." Perhaps the speaker had
friend at Harvard Business
traffic was rerouted. They contin- a
ued to. help even when the rally School. Officials there have anparaded- through a sleeping resi- nounced that plans are underway
to
music during meals. Semihave
dential district. I think that the
local authorities should be com- classical music will be piped into
mended for their more realistic their dining hall three or four times

,

committee are Professor Thomas William Beeson HI '56, Paul A.
C. VanCleve, Professor Charles H. DuBrule '56, Alfred Darrow '57,
Livingston, Mr. Wilder, Professor Walter G. Gens '57, .Norman Levy
Ernst C. Helmreich and Professor '57, Charles Norman Janson-LaRaymond Boumique.
Palme '55, Camilte F. Sarrauf '55,
Program Objectives Outlined
Frederick C. Wilkins '56, and BenThe objectives of the Fullbright jamin- G. M. Priest '56. The alprogram are to promote better un- ternate for this contest is H. A.
derstanding of the United States Miller '57.
abroad, and to increase mutual
understanding between people of
the United States and the people
of other countries. Students selected are expected to exemplify the
best of the United States while

6:59
7^00
7:05
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:25
9:30
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
12:00
12:05

Attends Conference

Dr. Henry A. Huston, the second
oldest ahnnnus of Bowdoin, was in
Washington, D.C. the week of Oct.
12 for the sixty-seventh annual
meeting of the Association of OffiSpeaking Contest
cial Agricultural Chemists.
Dr. Huston is also the oldest alThey stated that approximately
twenty-five undergraduates ap- umnus of Purdue University where
peared for the trials of this con- he took his doctorate, and he is the
test. Of these twenty - five, nine only living founder of the Associamen were selected to participate tion of Official Agricultural Chem-

I

I

WBOA

Henry A. Huston,

It was announced recently by
Professors Albert R. Thayer and
John S. Sweet that there was an
exceptionally large turn-out for
the trials for the Alexander Prize

was

late forties.
awarded his fraternity's annual
Other findings pointed out that Montgomery Scholarship as Bowtoday's students like the movies, doin's outstanding Kappa Sigma
"Pogo" or "Li'l Abner," Dixieland of the year at the Initiation Banjazz,

195B
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Kennett

Faculty Approves Blanket
Shows 900 Dollar Increase; Quill,
Music Club Show Cut In funds

Hildreth Refunds Salary

To Bucknell University;

Don Carlo's new play, Fiddles
Recently there has been maoh
as to the position of •N Bells, which will be played for
the first time in the Moulton
Union,
November 16 and 17,
will be taken to Portland by the

.

—
—

—

450.00
80.00
36.50
111.00

445.24
49.83

460.00
110.00

5.31

111.00

Camera Club

63.00

$10,625.50

Totals

Not Apptd.
Balance Forward

$ 9,600.85
2,428.06

To Balance

$12,028.91

$12,028.91

On Saturday afternoon, Decem2,143.78 ber 12, the annual Bowdoin Interscholastic Debate Forum will be
$12,925.28 held in Sills Hall.

•Accounts Overdrawr.

Professor

Van Cleve

Stresses

Need

For Continued Optimism, Hope
The feature speaker of today's
Armistice Day exercises, Thomfcs
Curtis Van Cleve, Professor of
History
Science
and
Political
stressed the need for continue<foptimism and hope in today's
troubled world in his chapel talk.
Referring to the situation thirtty-five years
ago when events
were equally disillusioning. Mr.
Van Cleve declared that "it is fitting that Armistice Day should
endure as an expression of a eternal will to peace." Concentrating
on the present situation, he stat-

paradox which compels
us, even when every instinct and
every rational impulse urges us
towards peace, to devote ourselves
is

this

indefatigable to the
for defensive war.

preparations

the misfortune of the
states of the present day

"But
free

it

is

world to be confronted by a form
of autocracy for more sinister,
far less compatible with human
dignity, far more degrading to the

human mind an
in

spirit,

than any

the past history of the world.

With such autocracy, disguised as
it

mankind, the inherent capacity^of
men for moral growth which may
bring him at last to the day envisaged by Tennyson, when:
The war-drums throbbed no
longer and the battle flags were
furled.

"It/is the paradox of our present age that, while the free states
of the world have advanced far in
their acceptance of the principle
that war is morally obsolescent,
more than half of the world has
yielded to an ideology antagonistic
to the very code of ethics
which has served through the centuries of the past to elevate humanity above the state of bestiality.
Force, brutality, and deceit must
necessarily be the attributes of
such an ideology, finding justification in the fanatical principle
that the end justifies the means.
It

law of nations.
"But despite these dark forebodings, let us not look upon this
day despairingly nor yet pass it by
as but a gesture of respect to the
aspirations of a past generation.
Let us rather see in it something
pf that undying optimism, that
Saith
in
the reasonableness of
just

/

ed:

is

in

a cloak of

there can be

ever

great

To Compete For Prizes

communism,

no compromise, howbe our will to

In the parliament of men, the
federation of the world.'

"But even though we may forget or even reject the significance

self-same chapel forms
were seated, nearly forty years
ago. your student predecessors,
Those men, typical of the generation in which tfiey lived, responded eagerly, hopefully, generously,
to the idealistic impulses which,
rightly or wrongly, impelled them
to enter the war. They saw in war
the rugged though unavoidable
road to peace. Let this day be dedicated to their memory. Let it be
our response in some small measure to the appeal which lay unspoken in the hearts of all of
them and which was so movingly
expressed by one of them who did
not return:
'Remember us, who take a
these

Army

Political

Forum

Will

Sponsor Middle East

Speaker This Week

Miss Myrtle Williams, from the
Those schools which have al- American Friends of Middle East,
ready registered entries include will be the speaker at the Political Forum meeting this Thursday
the following:
Edward Little, Stephens High at 8:15 in the Peucinian Room.
of Rumford, Laconia High School,
Miss Williams, who is Field DiHolderness School, Portland High, rector of the Dept. of Student AfLewiston High, Saint Dominic fairs in the above organization,
High School of Lewiston, Thorn- will discuss the Middle East queston Academy, Keene High School tion. Following the talk, there will
of Keene, iN. H.. Deering High, be a question and answer period.
Ashland High. South Portland All interested students are invited
High, and Sanford High.
to attend.
As usual the contest has been
On the following Thursday,
divided into a Senior and a No- .November 19 at 8:00, the Political
vice Division; all schools have en- Forum will sponsor a group distered the Novice Division, and so cussion among the Asian students
far ten schools are in the Senior- at the College, with Professor EdDivision. These in turn have been win B. Benjamin presiding. This
split up into seven forums, which meeting will
be held in the Moulwill be presided over and judged ton Union Lounge.
The topic for
by various faculty members. Pres- discussion will be "Nationalism in
ident Coles will present a trophy Asia."
to the winning school in each ditax.

not only entertaining but
also interesting and informative;
the Forum promises talks of the
same high quality this year as in
the past.
ber,

it

is

BCA

Prize Speaking Contest
In

Keen Competition

Ten students have been selected

Meets; Plans

New

Meetings With Marriage

Notice

— Application blanks for

scholarship aid for the spring se-

mester may be picked up at Mr.
•nnihilation. War alone, with all WUder's office on or after Thursits hazards, may be the sole me- day, Nov. 12. They must be comdium through which free men may pleted and returned on or before
bope to preserve the moral values Monday, Nov. 23. Men to whom
which in some distant day may awards were made for the current
lead the world to peace under a semester need not reapply.

^

—

iFrosh Hazing Problem

,

As Veep And

actprs have joined the organizaOliver Wyman, '42, who acted in an arena-style Julius Caesar
at Bowdoin, played the leading
part in Life With Mother for them

President of his fraternity. ed three hundred and sixty-six ties have placed the administraHe was co-captain of the football votes for the office of Secretary- tion in an almost untenable positeam, and a letterman in track.
tion. Particularly the publicity asTreasurer.
sociated with these practices has
been detrimental %o those people
who are now working to increase
the respect accorded the college

lon, is

tion.

Student Group Offers Full Report
On Need Of Taking Hazing Action

last winter and last summer went
with their cast for a week's engagement at Kennebunkport.
Two Groups Are Hosts
Since
the
Portland
Players
Notwithstanding the purpose of
theatre cannot be adapted to
our effort, which is to discover what
arena playing, they suggested to
the future may hold for us in so far
the Women's Literary Union, who
as our associations with the colhave an excellent place for arena lege
its institutions, its reputaplaying in Frye Hall, that the two
tion, its principles
are encerned,
oragnizations combine as hosts our
project cannot fairly be got
for the Bowdoin play. It is partiunder way without a few backcularly fitting that the Literary
ward glances. It is here that this
Union should thus assist in the annual question of fraternity activtesting of a new play.
ity, specifically hazing practices,
Director of Dramatics George takes its dimensions.
H. Quinby recalls playing at Frye
For years, certainly since the
Hall in three plays during his un- days of Phi Chi's inner ancient
dergraduate days, when the Mas- glory, the freshman entering Bowque and Gown toured its offerings doin has been faced with the job of
through the State. At that time becoming indoctrinated to the
most performances were sponsor- ways of the fraternity from which

—

—

must comply have changed also.
The criteria by which we are judg-

by

clubs as benefits to
to bring
of staging to drama-lovers of the community.
This showing of the Carlo play
will be especially valuable as a
test of the untried play, for the
audience will be unaffected by
previous knowledge of the author
or actors. It is also valuable for
actors to play before as many
audiences as possible.
local

ones.

In addition,

students in a small liberal arts college is justified, have reversed almost completey in the past century. Somewhere along the line the
apparently parallel objectives of
society as a whole and those of its
component parts
student bodies

Counsellor, Ministers

of seven
agreed on n meeting
with Bates and Westbrook, attending a conference of the New
England Student Christian Movement in Boston on December 4-6,
sponsoring chapel speakers twfcfc!
a month, holding a service in The
First Parish Church on December
twelfth. A discussion with a marriage counsellor is planned for
early January.

representatives

stay.

Alfred Charles Darrow '57,
During the year the Association
Paul Albert DuBrule, Jr. '56. Wal- will hold discussions with various
ter Gideon Cans '57, Charles Noi- foreign students so they may unman Janson-LaPalme '55, Norman derstand more fully their particuLouis Levy '57, Benjamin Guy lar faith. The B. C. A. has already
Mead Priest '56, Camille Francis sponsored a conference with Dean
'55,
Sarrauf
and
Frederick Hawley of the University of ChiCharles Wilkins '56. The alternate cago Divinity School on Friday,
is Herbert Alan Miller '57.
November 6.
'56.
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— began to draw apart. They have
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it

pointed out

becoming

is

of activity, mainly because of the
risk involved. It was admitted
that no real mishaps have yet oc-

we

Change

—

|
1

j

i

j

i

j

curred. Still the possibilities of an
accident's taking place remain undminished.
The
repercussions
that would certainly follow an accident involving hazing are steadily

becoming more serious.
Revisions Expected
'

No

definite
statement
was
forthcoming out of the discussion.
However, it was intimated that
revisions of a fairly extensive nature are soon to be expected.

The

possibilities of student-iniaction aimed at removing
of the more objectionable
features of hazing were mentioned by a student. The President
thought it likely that if this were
to
happen,
the administration
would be in a better position to
recognize continued student regulation and other fraternity activi-

tiated

some

ties.

The talk disclosed enough to
lead the group to a continuation
of the investigation. Its report appears in

full in

this issue of

the

ORIENT.
Purpose of Repoit

The purpose of the report, as
explained by one of its author's,
is to present the background material of the hazing situation with
an eye to promotng general undergraduate

discussion.

No

specific

proposals are made.

An undergraduate

committee is
presently being formed. Every
fraternity is to be represented by
two or more of its members. Here
proposals are to be advanced and
co-ordinated
preparatory
to
carrying recommendations for action

to

the

houses.

Through the

committee, men in the college are
to be abv> to express their opinions on the matter.

Band Concludes Season At Maine;
Gets Extensive Praise From Many

I
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j

I
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Thursday night, November 5,
The Bowdoin Christian Associaience of many years. In
tion met in the Moulton Union.
fraternities

it

increasingly difficult for the administration to sanction this type

he has taken a pledge pin. The
effort has been to ensure every
,new man's becoming as strong a
member as possible. He has been
shown how insignificant he is

money rather than
new plays or new forms
raise

outside.

by which our position here as to the group that

ed,

been drawing apart ever since, to
the extent that today there exists
a wide gap. Very simply, the ties
across this gap are having to bear
an ever increasing load, while at
the same time these connecting
elements, instead of being shortenstanding alone, yet how much re- ed and reinforced, are being drawn
spect be can command as one part out further. They cannot long bear
of a unified whole. He is made to the load in their present condition.
see the necessity of altering his own
Before continuing though, a word
plans, of foregoing his own every on .the nature of
these ties. Lookdesire, In order thai hJs-toternity-i
pertaps-tmrty- years
j^
may operate smoothly. And prob see institutions of learning in
ably most significant he soon dis- general, small colleges in particucovers that the fellow who rebels lar, occupying a fairly solid,
indeagainst the idea of "give and take", pendent position. A college
educaa fundamental principle of any tion was first of all a privilege
Coles Reveals
that
society, and who then withdraws the average
man could not expect
into his own sacred corner, and to enjoy.
In Scholarship Policy
Man of above average
there to elect himself king of his financial and
social position sent
one-man state
it is soon recogOf Regional Colleges
their sons off to college, not usualnized that this poor creature is ly for specific training or with
a
Scholarships at Bowdoin are neither acceptable to himself nor specific purpose in mind, but simawarded as "investments in the wanted by anybody else.
ply in order to give the young felPicture Getting Better
future" for able and needy stulow a chance to "seek himself out".
Unquestionably it is good that
dents, rather than as prizes in "a
World, College Bonds Weak
give-away
program,"
President the new man get this picture. UnThe important thing to observe
questionably, too, hazing has been
James S. Coles declared today.
Speaking at Chapel on the sub- instrumental in bringing this ob- is that colleges had little to do
with the large numbers of people
ject "New Thinking on Scholar- jective closer. Sometimes upperships," he described some of the classmen have over indulged in ap- who worked for a weekly wage.
complexities of current scholar- plying the rod in their zeal to drive People little cared what went on
ship problems that concern top home the point. Witness the injury behind college walls nor were they
college administrators. He also sustained by one of this year's overly concerned about the way
reported that a recent meeting of freshmen, who, admittedly at his the men on campus conducted
the College Entrance Examination own decision, elected to go out on a themselves. Students were just
Board a two-year study of the night walk to Harpswell though his lucky young blades who could cut
problem is to be undertaken by leg was but three days out of a up when they so desired. And as
that agency in an effort to achieve cast. On the whole, though, the long as students could maintain a
semblance of respect for law and
greater uniformity in the applica- [picture has been slowly getting betorder, as long as payment was
tion
of university and college ter. This fall's hazing program
made for any property destroyed,
scholarship programs and to de- very likely came closer to accomthe men could pretty much do all
velop
coordinating
procedures plishing its mission than the one
(Continued on Page 2)
that will eliminate scholarship of a generation ago. Gone is the
"shopping" and other abuses that old freshman-sophomore football
have crept into college life as a game on the Delta. Gone is the annual "Proclamation Night" in the
result of intense competition.
"At Bowdoin as well as else- gym where once freshmen, having
where, scholarships pose many shed their clothes and donned coats
problems. We are aware of the of grease, dashed the length of the
The Bowdoin band concluded
keen competition for good stu- building between two rows of sophdents and the practice of shopping lomores armed with paddles. Gone its fooball game performances
by parents seeking scholarship is the Student Disciplinary Com" f hl °" St 2225 cul "i
mittee
that
used
retire
to
to
an
minating
in the aggregation s acaid, although they are well able to
pay a substantial portion, if not upstairs room with a wayward cla-m by everyone as one of the
freshman, there to shave his head best in Bowdoin's history.
the entire cost, of their son's educlean. Gone too is the spectacle of
cation. Our concept of scholarThis season several new mema hog- tied freshman being lowered
ships is based on ability and need.
bers were added to the band's reHere at Bowdoin we do not regard by night from the fourth floor of pertoire. Under the direction of.
Winthrop, mute testimony to the
scholarships
as prizes without
Bill Curran the band did fine jobs
powers of Phi Chi.
respect to noed. A Faculty Comon "The Beer Barrel 1 Polka".
All of which brings up the quesmittee administers our program
"Stormy Weather", and occasional
tion of the hour. Why get hot and
by procedures that have been
spontaneous uprisings of
"The
worked out through the exper- bothered about this item of initia- Saints". Examples of ingenuity in
tion stunts and practices? Was it
ed

from

Quests and walks have recentproblem. To put it in the vernacu- ly attracted substantial attention.
lar the world has changed in the Alumni
and faculty have for
past hundred years. And during some time been strongly advocatthis time the standards with which ing the end of these two practices,
even so solid a thing as a college along with an abolishing of similar

'

,

awarded include: William Beeson

„,

Elected
Secretary-Treasurer

j

The

Ten Selected For

.

\

as Alexander Prize Speakers for
the finals to be held Monday, December 7 as a result of recent
try-outs for this competition.
They decided to hold the ReliThe committee in charge of
swift release
gious Forum
February 21. AfAnd in far lands defend the trials that 25 men participated ter voting on on
a denomination, the
and competition was the keenest
best we know ....'"
fraternityjs
will be hosts to minsince World War II.
Those qalifying for the finals in isters of that faith and hold infor-.
which two prizes of $50 will be mal talks with them during their
Scholarship Notice

may

Peace. Short of armed resistance,
there remain to free nations only
the alternative of submission or

At least thrteen prep and high
schoos will participate in the program, debating on the policy of
adopting a Federal retails sales

of this day in its more idealistic vision, and certificates of achieveimplications, we may never over- ment and participation will also
look or yet fail to commemorate be presented to those taking part.
it as intimate to the history of
As anyone who attended this
this college community. For here this Forum last year will rememin

advanced

ation."

Unappropriated Reserve
Totals

$10,781.50

Dec. 12; 13 Schools

1.403.41

Collections

all men enrolled in the
course, but the men
themselves will have to meet the
half way. A person who
does nothing cannot expect to be
a Second Lieutenant upon gradu-

missions to

Debate Forum Set For

w
a j r>
Totman And
Rogerson

j

Blanket Tax Committee Statement

White Key

13

Masque and Gown for perfor|niscussed By Voluntary
mance before
the
Workshop
Group of the Portland Players
Student Group And Coles
and the Women's Literary Union
At a Senior class election held Rogerson Student Council Proxy
Two weeks ago a group of Bowat Frye Hall, on Monday, NovemTuesday, Melvin T. Totman and
Rogerson is from Brookline, doin students, concerned with the
students who enrolled in the ad- ber 23.
Dave Rogerson were chosen to
This will be the first time since fill the vacated offices of Vice Mass. Before coming to Bowdoin matter of freshman hazing, met
vanced course might not receive
informally with President Coles to
commissions. He explained that the war years, when the Masque President and Secretary - Treasu- he attended Middlesex Academy,
He is President of the Student discuss the problem. The question
the Army did not want to fool and Gown provided entertainment rer, respectively.
possible
forthcoming action
anyone. However, he explained, if for troops at Fort Williams and
The election was held after the Council, captain of the hockey of
administration received
a student maintains a good status Fort McKinley, and at the Bruns- Senior class had previously voted team, and a member of the Execu- from the
and good grades his chances for wick Naval Air Station, that an to elect acting officers for the tive Committee of Alpha Delta attention.
The group, representing no
,
receiving a commission are great- arena-style play has been toured. posts formerly held by Herbert Phi.
The Portland Players asked to Cousins and Horace Hildreth, Jr.
ly improved.
On the preferential ballot, campus organization, elected on
see one of the first arena-style Totman and Rogerson will serve which
saw only one hundred and its own initiative to meet with the
Air Force Credit
performances of the Masque and
President. The discussion disclos"The Army", said Colonel Ken- Gown twelve years ago, and one in these offices for the remainded fourteen of the one hundred and ed a number of significant points.
of the year, at which time, the of- ninety seniors voting, Totman renett, "does not want to get into aca of a play was performed for
fices will revert back to their ori- ceived a total of three hundred Administration's Position Difficult
the unfortunate position the Air them at the Portland Country
President Coles emphasized the
ginal occupants.
and sixty-seven points for the Vice
Force has. The Air Force, because Ch|b. Since then, several Bowdoin
Totman, a member of Psi Upsi- Presidency while Rogerson receiv- fact that certain fraternity activi-

•

Student Council
Student Curriculum Committee
Sailing Club Equipment

16, 17

each student enrolled in the advanced military science course. In
an interview Colonel Walter H.
Kennett explained to the best of
his knowledge the position of all
undergraduates enrolled in the advanced military science course.
Colonel Kennett said that the

The Blanket Tax Committee for
the most marked increase in their
This means that the salary paid
budget were the Masque & Gown this year includes the following to Hildreth in the four years in
Morgan B. which he served as the Bucknell
and the Political Forum. Both these faculty members:
Alton
organizations received an increase Cushing. Kenneth J. Boyer,
President will be given back to
of over 100 dollars above their last H. Gustafson, William S. Flash, the college by the Hidreths. An
year's appropriation. WBOA, the Reinhard L. Korgen, Daniel K. editorial in
the Sunbury Daily
Band, and the Student Council al- MacFayden, John S. Sweet and Item had this comment to make
so received moderate increases in Adam Walsh; and the following on the Hildreth refund.
their proposed budgets.
Student Council members, David
"There seems to be little doubt,
The college's literary and music- S. Rogerson '54, Charles W. How- however, that the altruistic action of budget limitations, cannot guarantee the students enrolled in
al organizations showed the most ard '54, and Charles E. Orcutt '54.
.in the course a commission. Due to
of Dr. Horace A. Hildreth
returning to the school all of the quota limitations which are a resalary paid him during the past sult of the cut in their budget,
four years had a stronger impact many men might be enrolled in
BLANKET TAX COMMITTEE
the
graduates, and all the course and then have to serve
upon
than any in a non-commission position upon
friends of Bucknell,
SUMMARY FOR 1952-1953
group of orators who might have graduation. The Army does not
Estimates For 1953-54 been called to the commencement
want this to happen".
$11,075.10 750x$14.50 $10,875.00
B.T. Fees, Fall, 1952 (764)
platform.
The position of the ROTC in
10.150.00
10,541.50 700x$14.50
B.T. Fees. Spring, 1953 (728)
"In the first instance no Amer- colleges now is no different than
21,025.00 ican college or university could seven years ago, with one excepTotal Receipts for Year
21.616.60
30.55 afford to pay a man of Hildreth's tion: the Army now requires each
Less B.T. Printing
caliber his full worth. A man who student to sign a paper acknowl20,994.45 has achieved outstanding success
Net Receipts for Year
edging the fact that they might
10,497.23
10,808.30
Less Athletics
50%
in a material sense, it now be- not receive a commission. The
10,497.22 comes apparent that he accepted Army has never guaranteed &
New Receipts
Non-Athletics
10,808.30
enrollec
to anyone
2,428.06 the presidency of Bucknell as a la- commission
Add Balance Forward
1,253.05
bor of love. Turning back to the under the plan.
school all of the compensation he
12,061.35
In order to increase the chances
32.44
Less B.T. Printing
has received sealed a season of for each student's receiving a
unselfish service that will always commission, the Army has placed
$12,925.28 be classified as a contribution of
Total for Non-Athletic6
$12,028.91
quota limitations on men to be adRecom- inestimable worth to a great
mitted into the advanced course.
mended school.
Total
Washington does not want to have
Appns.
Expended
Appns.
"And the humility and sincerity more men enrolled in the advanc1953-4
1952-3
1952-3
which marked this gesture ex- ed course than they can give comBowdoin Christian Association
$ 525.00 $ 237.75 $ 525.00
HilHorace
plained
the
credo
of
missions to at graduation. But
1,250.00
Bowdoin-on-the-Air
1.200.00
997.79
1,600.00 dreth and his reasons for accept- even with the quota limitation
1,600.00
1,550.00
Bowdoin Publishing Co.
382.25*
400.00 ing a difficult assignment in the not everyone can expect a degree
Band
375.00
2,000.00 nation's diplomatic corps. If learn- from Bowdoin at the end of four
1,906.51
Glee Club
2,022.00
50.00 ing is caught rather than taught
Interfraternity Sing
years.
50.00 and we believe that it is BuckMusic Records
"If a student maintains good
192.50 nell's retiring president has given
Music Club
270.00
266.96
grades and remains in good-stand825.00
774.61
Debating Council
836.00
the Class of 1953 and all past and ing with the college, the law, and
1,600.00
Masque & Gown
1,500.00
1.305.99
priceless ex- the
ROTC," explained Colonel
800.00
680.00 future Bucknellians a
Quill
800.00
370.00 ample of how an effective,- well- Kennett, "he reaHy should not
-174.4T
Political Forum
240.00
"275.00
275.00 rounded life makes the best come worry about not receiving a comRifle Club
275.00
166.70*
155.00 true".
155.00
Outing Club
mission. The Army is doing every151.49*
176.00
150.00
Cheer Leaders
thing in its power to give com.

NUMBER

1953

Students Take Initiative In
Discussing Hazing Problem

Present Play In Union

discussion

pensation at Bucknell".

limited.

11,

Masque And Gown To

To Receive Commissions On November

The Blanket Tax Committee's pronounced decrease from their
recommended appropriations for previous budgets in their 1953-54 School Lauds Action
non-athletic college activities dur- appropriations. The Quill budget
ing 1953-54 were approved in a re- was the most curtailed, showing a
At a recent luncheon held for
decrease of 120 dollars from its Bucknell alumni former Bucknell
Cent faculty meeting.
%
These recommended appropria- 1952-53 aoppropriation. The Glee president, Horace A. Hildreth 25
tions showed a 900 dollar increase Club and the Music Club also had stated that he would like to feel
over last year's 12,000 dollar total. their proposed expenses, somewhat that he had "served without comoragnizations which received

ROTC

Clarifies

Status; Students Ought

Tax Committee Budget

The
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spite

of

not just admitted that the trend has
current procedures, and the
steadily been for the better? And
soundness with which we regard
was not this fall's program pretty
them, we are concerned about the
well handled? Accidents happen
difficulties ar.d abuses that exist.
anywhere. The man injured might
"It is the desire of colleges to
as well have fallen out of his chair
help ^very worthy student by
while sitting out the walk, and
-•"holarships. loans, and par»-time
farctured his spine!
iobs. In devoting SDec'al attention
The queries are well taken. Certo this problem, no attempt is
tainly
th'^se

made

to restrict scholarship aid
but rather to achieve equality and
iust distribution of the funds that
are available. Bowdoin scholarships are considered an investment in the future and not a giveaway program. .No strings are attached, but most recipients want
to help later as alumni, and they
do help in many ways.
"As investments in the future,
tbcjr are important in that scholarships upho'd the ideal of democracy - equalty
opportunity.
of
Here at Bowdon any able and
needy man can obtain scholarship
assistance toward his college education, regardless of family background, economic status, race, religion, or creed.

their repertoire was their rendition of "The Band Played On",
more popularly known as "Casey",
in

best in my recollection. The whole
College is proud of the manner in
which the band handled itself, esr-^ially at the Bates and Maine

games."
Professor Tillotson stated that
President Emeritus Kenneth C. M.
Sills,

Dean Nathaniel

C. Kendrick.

and the presidents of two other
colleges have praised the band extensively. In addition, the Profesthe work of Director

sor cited

Curran- and Manager Starkweather and Kushner's trumpet playing.

The band members

art:

Clarinets:

honor of the President Emeri- ther

'55,

David B. StarkweaWilliam F. Hoffman '54,

Morton

tus.

L. Price '56, Kevin G. SulTillotson Praises
livan '57. Warren H. Green, Jr.
Professor Frederic E. T. Tillot- 56, Edward F. Parsons '57, Earl F.
son speaks only words of praise Strout '56; Trumpets: Donald M.
concerning the performance of the Coleman '55, Robert C Wilcox '54,
rtfe band is the Robert N.
the practice is better regu- band. He said,
Thu-ston '54, James P.
Kushner *57, Eugene M. Wheeler.
lated now than it has ever been.
Jr. '57, Richard F. Merritt '56,
In fact, if the old gauges used to
Dwight L. Eaton '57: Trombones:
evaluate the practices are taken, Mr. Checkers
Ernest G. Flint, Jr. '56, George T.
we probably deserve commendation
Davis '57, Graydon F. Lombart
for our efforts to keep the activity Initial
'57, Alfred R.
within bounds. If the old rate at
Haller '53, James I.
Boudreau '57, John T. Prutsalis
which progress had to be made is
'55; Flute: Julian W. Witherell
used, we are well within the
|

'

Makes

Appearance
On Bowdoin Campus

Mr. Thoma* Wis* -11, commonly
bounds of safety.
known as Mr. Checkers opposed
Standards Have Changed
ai
But the trouble seems to be th»t twenty-eight shnultaniously
the old measures no longer fit the checkers and chess in the Moulton Union lounge on the evening
"Scholarships, as awarded at of Tuesday. November 10
•s,hi b t,r
Bowdoin. assure that we will al" at B°»"
*!?,
a
.
ways have well-trained leaders doin
WiswtU wentt to
Orono where
for the free man's way of life. he made an appearance at the

*£

'56;

Saxaphone: Walter C. TomJr '55 Robert E. Catlin
John S.' Shepard III '5S:

linson,
'54.
j

|

Drums: Kenneth

B. Miller

ward O. Fisk '57 Herbert
weider .„ Char,
A

'54.

A

EdUr-

a^^n

'57,
John Ware '56: Cymbals:
Peter T C Eramhall 56 Bass:
John K. Humphrey '57. Harold E.

Such leaders know from personal University ofMaine the following Pendexter.
Jr '56? Glockens plel:
experience the fruits of the dem- night. He then returned to Now Peter
K Holmes 56 Director:
ocratic form of our social order." York
William E. Curran '53.'
-

I
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nected with Bowdoin College having
enough money to build a structure
like Hubbard Hall. In fact, the
cost of adding even another section to the rear of the library is
almost prohibitive.

cident just described supports the
original contention: that we now
have certain obligations to fulfill:
namely, to indicate by action that
a responsible attitude, a feeling of
concern, does prevail.

Student

There are though new sources to
be tapped. One of the most impor-

The same need for a solid reputation exists with regard to the
public in general. Small colleges

Patronage

large industry. More and
more colleges are driving home to
industrial officials the idea that
the latter have a good investment
in the educational system of the
country. For quite some time, in
fact,
corporations
have aided
scientific institutions, for here has
been their assurance of a good supply of well trained technologists.
But only recently have manufacturers been approached by liberal
arts people. The argument advanced is simply that any industry as

tant

much

News

—

Editors

fuel.

David R. Anderson '55
James Anwyll, Jr. '55
tion of our government must reRichard M- Catalano '55
main, for if there is one lesson in
Assistant News Editors'
all history it is the fact that govEdward N. Cotter '56
Carroll E. Pennell '56
ernments will not long work to
Thomas L. Spence *57
protect any interests that do not,
Sports Editor
in return, make an effort to mainRobert M. Hurst '54
tain it.
Assistant Sports Editor
College Responsibility Increased
Ronald Golz '56
The upshot of all this is that the
Photographer
increasing complexity of our naJames P. Gaston '54
state,
together
tional
with its inStaff
creasing areas of control, is making John M. Belka '54
Franklin G. Davis '54
William G. Foster '57
the task of the voter and the office Donald W. Blodgett '54
Peter Schmalzer, Jr. "57
holder increasingly difficult. To re- James L. Doherty '55
'56
George
Rockwood
I.
Edward
P. Parsons '57
fuse to make an effort to stay with
'56
Benjamin
G.
M.
Priest
John Ranlett '57
this complex organization, to unH. Edward Born '57
Vincent S. Villard, Jr. '57
derstand its workings, is to court
Francis M. Kinnelly "57
Thomas L. Spence 'ST
disaster. And certainly one of the Edward
R. Williams '57
John R, Withers '57
primary jobs of secondary educa- Stanton L Moody '57
Richard B. Lyman '57
tion is to acquaint those who par- David G. Lavender '55
Saul M. Cohen '57
take of it with some of the factors Thomas R. Merrill '57
William C. Cooke '57
of this picture, if not directly, then
through an acquaintance with the
Business Manager
deeper processes of reason, logic,
Bruce N. Cooper "54
and thought. Here again, colleges
Assistant Business Managers
have adopted a responsibility; they Jaws A. Cook *54
C. Richard Thurston *54
cannot throw it off.
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manage*
Nor for another reason is a stu- Peter M. Pirnie '55
Harold R. Beacham, Jr. '56
Business
Assistants
dent body free to draw up its own
'57
David H. Dott T57
standards of conduct without first Harry G. Carpenter
'
•_
Peter F. Gass '57
taking into account the pulse of

Also the administration has

increased in size. For instance, an
assistant to the bursar and a vice
president have been added in our
time.

Financial Situation
The net result can be seen quickly by comparing the financial position of the college in 1940 with the

way

stands in 1953. For the year
1940-41, total college income exceeded expenditures by $11,123.
it

is

as

it

needs good scientists

also needs good management. Business executives, public relations directors, as well as leaders in government, finance and education
who would support and protect private industry in the future, from
hasty, ill considered action on the

—

of concern over the opera-

.

i

We
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On Hazing

The purpose of this discussion
the year 1962-53, expenditures fact that we now have a Vice Pres- j
exceeded income by $68,527.
ident whose job is, in short, to put thus, far has been to point out the
It is often stated that the in- Bowdoin on the tips of mere L need for a greater amount of stucrease in the endowment fund in tongues! Specifically, he is making dent initiated regulation. Our col
file past twelve years has helped an erTtxt to enhst the backing of
the position of the college a great industry. Unfortunately his success men in the college first appear to
the figures are to date has not been aided by the be unconcerned about this matter
deal. However,
somewhat deceiving. The fund it- picture the public has been getting of making our individual and colself cannot be dipped into except in of student conduct. The State lective conduct as undergraduates
an e ergenc y It is only the inter- House fence incident is a good ex- agree with the mere sc ikms aims
est from it that swells the income ample. At the very time Mr. Nor- and purposes of liberal arts, and
of the college. Hence an increase in ton was in Boston, arguing before second, that they seem willing fo
the fund of 58,703,169 since T940 a body of business men that Bow- sit back and wait for time or cirhas boosted the income by some doin deserved financial support, cumstances to force someone elee
$185,000. And during this same Boston papers appeared on the to bring about this agreement be*
time operating costs have risen streets carrying pictures, of Bow- tween means and end. And* to- the
doin freshmen attached to the extent that Bowdoin College stands
more than $300,000.
In addition, individual fortunes stakes before the capitol. The for something less than its highest
as a source of grants to the college freshmen involved were o nly fot- potentiality, all persons connected
institution —•.past; presare drying up mostly because of lowing ordersof uppei-classmen with the
must he ready to
ent, or future
the leveling process that has been Yet the total effect of the affair, in
going on in the country over the sofar as the Vice President's efforts bear the consequences.
What Can Be Gained
past forty years. Private endow- were concerned, was detrimental,
Which brings us to the second
ments cannot be counted upon too though the prank was conceived
heavily in ,the future. The days of without intent to harm anybody issue of the day; namely, what
have we to gain immediately by
the millionaire have passed. It is and carried out satisfactorily.
embarking
on this crusade for the
Student Concern Must Prevail
!weli nigh impossible in 1953 to conWhatever else it may do, the in- good name of the college. Admitceive of anyone who might be conFor

We

amount

1953

Student Group Instigating! Action

desirable ranks, have recently been to forego service entirely or etae fin * na*e incident is the one that makes
subject to a pretty blistering in- [order to take advantage of an op- the headlines. It is the one those
dictment.
portunity to go through as an offi who question the privilege, of a
technical
preparatory cer?"
liberal arts education grasp held
engineering and medical
schools
TO the extent that students, in- of and make hay with. This is the
have been able to dividually or collectively, serve no- story, altered a little each, time it
in particular
account Car their position suitably. tice to John Q. Public, informing is repeated but constant in its
In short, so their argument has run, hfm that the three'questions posed damaging effect, that becomes the
each minding its own business. this is an age of science and tech- above are to be answered affirma- subject of discussion by many
Hence the bonds between college nology; if new crops Of engineers, tively, they do themselves irrepair- groups, from tax payers who are
and outside world were neither physicists, and research experts are able harm.
helping to support the institution in
numerous nor strong. Each kept not continually in various stages
Specific Examples Cited
question to parents trying to select
from crossing up the other. As of preparation, then Ale prosperity
What better than the spectacle a college for their sen or daughter.
such the goals at which colleges and the- safety of the country are of nine freshmen chained to the The damage is done when a single,
seemed to be aiming were perhaps jeodardiaed. This has largely exon- state house fence in Boston could well intentioned prank backfires. Tl
not identical with those of society erated these institutions from any feed these growing doubts? What fakes only a little foolishness to
as a whole, but the courses each charges.
better thah the recent mishap at a make people wonder whether it is
pursued
its efforts to move ahead
No so fortunately, on the other college in Tennessee
a freshman, true that beneath it all we are
were somewhat paralleled. .
hand, has been the attempt of the carrying oat a hazing routine un- engaged in a pretty serious busi1 once heard a native Vermonter liberal arts collet es to dear their der the supervision of upperclass- ness. If takes but one twist of the
state the case when someone, not names of the charges. In so few men sustained an injury that caus- screw in the wrong direction
of such divine origin, persisted in ways does a liberal arts back- ed his death seventy-two hour? the Tennessee incident, the Wortelling the Green Mountaineer how ground prepare its students either later
could broadcast the idea cester Polytech riot to make outto handle a team of horses in the far military service or for work in that elements of self-regulation, siders doubt us when we tell them
woods. His retort, following as it the specialized fields of science and public respect, and general con- we are exercising now a good deal
did a tremendous discharge of to- industry, which are now so directly cern for the other fellow are not of self regulation, when we tell
bacco juice, was to the point: "You concerned with national defense, to be found in colleges where such them that certainly we would be
drive your horses and I'll drive that the case must be defended by hazing is sanctioned. What could able to accept all the responsibilimine!"
better justify these questions di- ties that are to fall upon us later
other arguments.
rected at liberal arts colleges than on.
The inference here is not that
Liberal Education: Pro and Con
we need today more good horse
One of the most powerful ones- publication of a letter like the one
Colleges No Longer Isolated
sense but simply that the relation
has been a disclosure of the long from the President of Weltesley
In other words, the days of the
ship of college to the world outside term needs of the country in so College to the President of Bow- isolated
college community have
was one of each minding its own far as lea der ship is- concerned.
doin which deplored the existence passed.
Secondary education has
business, letting the other do what [responsible,
broadminded, level- of fraternities, as far as their in- become a major
factor in the
Jt wanted,
headed group of citizens must at all ability to keep quest objectives American picture on the
grounds
CoHeg* RenponftiMllty Increased
times be active in society, say the within reasonable bounds is con- that it has an important
part to
cerned.
The picture today, however, is liberal arts advocates, else at some
play. Technlogieal
have the
anything but one of independence. future date the moral strength,
On our part, of course, it first .job of developing schools
men skilled in
Institutions of learning have be- political integrity, and social objec- of aH. can be said that pranks such scientific
work. They
come focal points in the American tives of this state will be lost. as these do not in any way indicate this well. Liberal arts* are doing
has specisocial and economic pattern. Men These elements of leadership and our ability to gear our individual fically
the task of developing capand women from practically all citizenship, of tolerance and down- and collective conduct towards that able persons to take
over the reins
walks of life now have the oppor- right common sense are instilled required by the rimes.
can of business, government and
educatunity to further their education. into the student of liberal arts. say, "if we want to, we can step tion.
Background no longer is the sole While he is grinding away at lan- this anytime. However, there is no
To the extent that the small,
criteria for learning, though it may guages, the social sciences, art, point in it.
If the public cant
determine what particular institu- etc., he is ostensibly forming a pic- laugh at a good joke as ft has for private- liberal arts college accomplishes this mission, its position is
tion a person attends. Certainly ture of the why and wherefores years for those engineerd by undersafe. When it shows signs of fallthis increase in attendance has in- of group living. He has a chance to graduates- of past classes, then too
ing short, its poition is jeopardized.
creased the responsibility of col- see the mistakes of history, the bad for the public. If the spectacle
Aad when this shortcoming apleges towards the needs and prob- wisdom of the ancients, the order of two freshmen making tracks out
pears in the form of student conlems of American society.
of science, and the harmony of art. of Boston Common, clutching a
duct
not becoming to the end toAt the same time, business has Generally, his mind is undergoing pair of pigeons, is not good for a
wards which these men are supbeen placing an increasingly high a process of development such that chuckle outside the college, thenposedly aiming, the legitimate
premium, with respects to job ap- if all goes well he will not after again so much the worse for the
question arises as to whether 'this
plicants, upon the possession of a leaving college adopt a narrow outside world.
have as much
type of institution has a justifiable
college degree. The teaching pro- minded outlook, an attitude of self right as they did to cut loose once
place in the present day picture.
fession, government service, some concern. Rather he will be able to in a while, especially if we are
If those matriculating seem unof the better armed services posi- open his eyes to the world about careful to protect life and properaware of the fact that certain oblitions, to say nothing of industrial him, step to the fore, and give visi- ty. Mishaps of the Tennessee type
management or industrial public ble support to the quest for better are exception rather than the rule. gations go along with the privilege
of furthering education, if to the
Accidents will happen anywhere.
relations positions
all of these social organizations,
.contrary, they seem to be taking
require the degree. So here is the
"Fine!" say the skeptics. "These Besides we are careful to guard
undue advantage of the privilege,
second factor in the new relation- are indeed wonderful objectives. against such tragedies occurring
then it may well be surmised that
ship. It is hard to conceive of the But are these ideals, these values, here."
But again the outside world perhaps these educational opporpublic taking a detached attitude things that your students are realtunities should be placed where
towards the practices and objec- ly getting out of college? Or are speaks to refute our argument. II
those who partake can use them
tives of colleges when they have your students pretty largely de- doesn't seem to make much differmore
respectfully. The trend toso great an investment in them.
voting themselves to the immedi- ence outside our walls that th.ese
wards the large, state-aided, more
Thirdly, there is the simple fact ate, the immediate as it concerns stunts are really harmless;
if
functional institutions certainly
that a citizen today more and more them individually? Are they not in doesn't do much good to explain
.does not refute the above observaneeds the background obtained college ( 1) to- have the good times occasional mishaps by saying they
tion.
through a study of liberal arts. He that go with campus life, (2) to get are exceptions rather than, the
Mention of this trend brings us
needs this background in order to the inside track on a better paying rule; it doesn't help much to tell
to another aspect of th^, change
carry out effectively his obligations job, and (3) to escape the clutches people that we are not here for a
from the independent college comas an active member of a demo- of their draft board, either in order good time. The occasional unfortumunity to that of a body very decratic society. All too often in this
pendent on the climate of public
day and age the attitude of unconopinion. And this is the matter of
cern crops up among potentially
finances. Operating costs, not just
capable individuals. Concern for
of the college but of any business,
one's individual security seems to
have risen tremendously in the past
be holding first place; group partitwenty years. At Bowdoin salaries
cipation, second place. Now it may
Wednesday, November 11, 1953
No. IS have gone up; faculty retirement
be that this watching out for one's Vol. LXXXIII
funds have been increased; conown interests is a necessary and
Editor-in-Chief
struction costs have more than
inevitable product of the times.
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
doubled;
maintenance expenses
Perhaps one courts disaster in 1953
Managing Editor
have risen, to say nothing of the
when he begins to neglect his perJohn B. Goodrich '55
incidentals
books, food, rooms,
sonal concern.
But a certain

[Continued From rage 7]
the administration would allow.
People as a whole had little at
stake in colleges; if men wanted
to make foots of fhemserve* nobody suffered except the participants. The college as a whole went
its own way, so did the country,

11,
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part of less steady individuals, are
factors in the overall business picture every bit as important as production and design.
Potential Leaders Needed
While a general college education does not directly give a man
the tools of trade needed to enter
the industrial or business world,
still the background material he
acquires there is of great value as
his potential develops. And the degree to which students are cognizant of the part this background
will play is about the only indication industry has at its disposal to
judge the effectiveness of this presentation.
Hence it is necessary
that an appeal for aid be accompanied by fairly definite proof that
the students of the institution making the request are potential leaders. Displays of a prankish nature,
again somewhat controlled, and
certainly of limited extent, defeat
any attempts for support from this
area.
And any tragic mishap,
though the exception rather than
the rule, would do untold harm to
requests for industrial support. It
is not impossible to argue that the
need for a good reputation in the
eyes of oneqf the few large sources
of income left in these times is so
great as to make it unwise to continue a program that could go
astray. One accident, the cause of
which could not be readily justified
in the light of present day thinking, could prove a disastrous blow.
That the name of the college
does need to come before the public
eye more often is indicated by the

ting the fact that the college

be strengthened

we

if

would

govern our

( 1 )
that
actions so as to indicate
we are aware of the obligations
earn fcantrng us aaember s of the
college community; (2) that we
are cognizant of the fact that colleges are now too much a part of
the American picture to warrant
:

m

complete undergraduate independence; (3) that we do recognize
education of this type as a privnege
that cannot be acknowledged by irresponsibility
granting all mis,
must we suffer now in order to
'carry out these principles' ourselves? Must we enter into a one
sided bargain with the administration? Must we surrender our rights
for the overall well-being of the

—

college?

The answer is. yes and no. If we
carry through with the idea, we
be given shorter e*am
periods. There will hardly be excused cuts granted everybody for
all football weekends. Neither will
(Continued on Page 4}

'wMl not
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are more and more arguing before
state legislatures for tax exemptions. But legislators are likely to
be even more susceptible to rumor,
to that type of news item that receives publicity and achieves no-

Solicited

than are businessmen.
They are all to prone to take the
exception for the rule.

*&

E

»

toriety,

The alternatives to increased
financial assistance either from industry, state, or through an increase in tuition is a gradual shift
away from the small, private college towards the large, public institution.
Large student bodies
for less expensive, mass-production techniques and at the same
time for education without frills,
education devoted strictly tp business. It is the extras, the intimate
outside-elassroom associations that
makejife on a "Bowdoin campus"
Must Maintain Good Faenlty
Another financial reason for a
greater manifestation of self-control on a collective basis lies in the
fact that a good faculty is a hard
thing to build and keep in these
days of free spending by large institutions. A college like ours cannot hope to offer as high a salary
to a top-notch professor as either
Harvard or Columbia can. The inducement that brings a real educator here is probably our intimate

make

relationships

among

faculty,

s

First National

Bank

I
*

Brunswick, Maine
S8T5

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

GET READY FOR WINTER

N-l Type

be-

Jackets

tween faculty and administration,
and between faculty and students.

We

cannot use research

facilities

as a selling point.

There

is,

Made

however, one other fac-

tor of considerable importance,
particularly with respect to keep-

ing good men here once they've become acquainted with the college.
This is the presence of a forwardlooking attitude among students.
Men who come to college, not primarily to enjoy to the fullest their
last years of freedom, but rather
to get everything reasonably possible out of four years of serious
effort, four years spent among people able to express clearly some of
the finer and deeper shades of
meaning of life, are the students
most educators desire to be among.
It has often been the case that the
chance to work amid this small
college interest and initiative will
induce an able man to forego higher salaries or more extensive facili-
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popular opinion. This matter of
draft deferment has changed the
degree of independence colleges can
exercise.

"Why",

people

"should continuation of secondary
education entitle a man to temporary respite from the unpleasantries of two years of military
service when another man, possessing as it were no fewer privileges
as far as gifts from the Government are converned, have to serve
an immediate tour of duty? And
why, too, should men in college
have an opportunity to fulfill this
military obligation as officers rather than as enlisted men?"

The gap between lieutenant and

Jr. '55,

Charles Ranlett
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Mud And Maine Halt Polar Bears,

Rain,

PAGE THREE'

1953

35-7;

Totman Romps 93 Yards

Sparks Defease

Cecelski

With Goldstein And Testa
Led

Maine,

%

And (Mien,

Catenda

Captures Second Crown
By Franklin
muddy field, and

In Three Years

«. Dwvis '54

to the 1, and Ernie Smart plunged
team were too over.
much for Bowdoin last Saturday,
Mel Totman took Golden's kickat Alumni Field in Orono. A crowd off on his own 7, speeded to mid-

The

the.

cold rain,

Maine

football

fans sat through
the deluge as the Black Bears forced the Polar Bears to turn tail,
of 9600 sturdy

field cut to his left,

way

35-7.

For Maine,
Calenda and Ernie Smart each
scored twice. Calenda seemed unhampered by the playing conditions
and was magnificent on offense.
Tom Golden played a superb game
at guard, and also booted the five
extra points.
Bowdoin put most of the burden on Mel Totman, who played
Calenda
Vince Calenda is shown powering his way through the Bowdoin line for Maine's first score.
the role of the true "Iron Man."
scored two of Maine's five touchdowns. Maine's ground attack was instrumental in defeating Bowdoin.
He was the most outstanding Polar
Bear on both offense and" defense.
His 93 yard runback of a Maine
kick-off was the lone tally for the
Big White. Art Cecelski was the
stalwart of the line throughout the

ARU's, Kappa Sigs, Zetes, Dekes Gain
Right To Compete In Football Play-Offs
The ARU's, Kappa Sigs, Zetes, the Psi U's and ATO's, and the
and Dekes gained the top posi- Psi U's beat the Delta Sigs. The
tions in their leagues and thus AD's finished the season with
won tho right to enter the play- three successive victories and
would have figured more prominoffs this week.
The winner of the play-offs ently in the league had they got
will travel to Waterville Saturday off to a more auspicious start this
to oppose the best of the Colby fall. The play of Bill Sands, Gene
teams. The Helsel, and Dave Rogerson should
football
fraternity
ARU's and Kappa Sigs copped not go unmentioned, as they all
thr honors in League "A" # by played aggressive ball throughout
winding up in a first place tie, the year for the AD's. Helsel rewhile the Zetes led League "B", ceived a binding wound in the Psi
and the Dekes were runner-ups. U struggle and was left incapaciDrawings have been made to de- ated for the ATO game. The Psi
cide the tournament schedule with U's in their 2015 victory over the
the members of League "A" op- Delta Sigs were paced by the efforts of Ronny English and Dave
nosing those of Leage "B".
The Kappa Sigs eased over the Coleman.

to the surprisingly strong Betas.

Final League Standings

League "A"

ARU

W

L

5
5
4
3
2

2

Kappa Sigma

AD
Delta Sigma

U
ATO
Psi

The Zetes split the two
they played last week. In a stunning upset, the Betas with a tremendous comeback defeated the
scoring threat. The Kappa Sigs Zetes 21-20. The Zetes under the
appear to be the team to beat in able wing of Bob Hazard took to
the playoffs this week.
air and scored twice in" the first
The ARU's eked out a 19-12 five
thereon,
minutes.
From
victory over the Delta Sigs to re- through, the complexion of the
tain their position in the league whole game changed as the Betas
standings. Jerry Worksmen was took charge with Ken Miller,
the whole show for the winners as Terry Stenberg, and Ben Ford inhe directed their attack to the spiring them to their uprising and
winning markers in the last min- unexpected win. The Zetes in
ute of play. Jerry Solomon was on their other game of the week
the receiving end of a toss from easily took
advantage of the
Worksmen which decided the Dekes' mistakes to swamp the
margin.
second place team 26-13. This
In
the remaining contests in game didn't have much signifiLeague "A", the AD's rolled over cance in the final standings of
/

3

1

League "B'

W

I.

Zeta Psi

4

DKE

3
3
2

TD

Sigma Nu
Maine

Statistics

Maine

Downs

8
281
S5
246
Yards, Passing
56
Net, Pass, Rush' 302
Passes Tried
5

Rush
Rush
Net, Rush
Yards,

Complete
Incomplete

47
138
3
141
16
1

S

15

10

15

Intercepted
Penalties, Yards

Woodsum. Ken made a fine catch
on the 20 and sprinted the remaining distance to

tfie goa*.

went to the- BowCosgrow Jack Cosgrove starting a 2&yard punt runback. in one of the better displays of power by Bowdoin;
went back to punt but the slimy Shown also are John Small (31) and Steve Novick (42) attempting to bring the Bowdoin quarterback
ball slipped through his hands and down.
Maine took over on the 7. On the
third play Smart, a 175 pound
junior fullback, went over for the

The

doin

final

kick-off

Oh

7.

fourth down,

touchdown.
last quarter was played

The

in" a*

A

—

and passed with

Calenda lugged for 29 begot him, then the 175pound senior went through his left
tide for the remaining 3 yards.
With Calenda holding, Golden
kicked his first of five placements.
As the quarter ended Bowdoin
was in the midst of a 31 yard drive

Totman

made

it

14-0.

A

38 yard Bogdanovich run, and
John Libby's quick-kick for 54
yards featured the rest of the first

Hubbard Library And

At 2:25

they could never stop- or even slow

down Exeter's mighty running,
bombardment which grounded out
no less than 343 yards, mostly on
long

runs

through the helpless

Bowdoin defense.
For some of the Bowdoin

—

this

Colby
Bates

1

O

Left guards
Goldstein. Sacco
Centers
Peluso, Berkley
Right guards
Cecelski, Farrington,
Testa. Stephens
Right ends
Ingraham, Stagnone

—

BEARINGS

"

*

-

"

'

Right
Quarterbacks

ORIENT Sports Editor
Schenectady, New York, has come up
'54,

with a
Union College, of
what they call a "Little Ivy League." The League is to
bo composed of the following schools: Bowdoin, Amherst, Hamilton,
Haverford, Hobart, Middtebury, Rochester, Swarthmore, Trinity, Tufts,
Wesleyan, Williams, and" Union; The Union paper, Concordiensus, is
quick to point out that the league is merely a germ of an idea and not
by any means in its final form. The editorial board of the paper filed
a brief general report with the A. P. and reports that the news service
is clamoring for more.
Art Daley of the New York- Times ha» also
pledged to give the idea a plug.
Football was the sport behind its inception, but, points out the
Concordiensus, their is no reason why it should not embrace the major
sports in toto, and perhaps some of the minor ones. The Concordiensus
goes on further to point out some of the major difficulties in forming
such a league.
Most of the teams suggested for the league play
several, if not more, games with teams- outside the league. A few of
the schools are used as breaks by major colleges, and consequently
have games each year in which their chances of winning are microscopic.
Should league standings be based on all games a club plays
or only on league games, as is the case in the Ivy League?
Another major obstacle mentioned by the Concordiensus, is the
fact that three of the teams mentioned already are grouped in the
little Three, Wesleyan, Williams and Amherst.
All of the problems
mentioned, though, points out the Union paper* pale into insignificance
when compared into the tremendous amounts of rescheduling and
organizational work necessary for the group's formation.
With Bowdoin s present schedule we would face four teams out
of the thirteen mentioned for the formation of the league. Tufts,
Colby, Bates, and Maine make up
Trinity, Williams, and Amherst.
the remainder of our schedule and obviously cannot be dropped for the
sake of the state series and these teams are not included in the
league. The fact now seenvs certain- that Bowdoin would not at the
present time add another game to the schedule. With so many teams
in the league the situation seems to call for a splitting of the teams
geographically into two divisions, or else cutting down on the number
plan to form

'

of

teams

Mickey Weiner, Bob Brown, and
Louis Audet. The latter, <however,
rendering valuable service as
Coombs' aide with both varsity
and frosh until he graduates in
The wall-showing features se- February. Audet has used up his
•
lections from the collection of eligibility.
More Depth, Better Balance
watercolors by Arthur K.D. Healy.
The paintings in this group are While it is still much too early to
New England inspired and have determine how the squad will turn
proved to be quite popular. In out. Coach Coombs expects to
fact, two works by Mr. Healy may have more depth and better babe found in the home«of President lance than ,last year. There's some
material
sophomore
and Mrs. Coles. It seems that the promising
artist is a friend of the Coles from available in Ron Golz, Rollie Janthe days when they were connect- elle, John "Krider, John Ubby,
Harlan Prater, Ed Kenney, and
ed with Mfddlebury College.
The other group being shown in Perry Allen. The last-named playthe gallery is by America's fore- er is the only real tall man on the
most Indian Artist, Woody Crum- squad at 6 feet 6 inches.
Team To Be Taller
bo. Included in his truly handsome
While there are no giants
collection are action prints of native Indian Dances and wildlife of available, the team as a whole ia
taller than a year ago. Golz at 6
the American plains.
feet 2, Prater at 6 feet 3H, and
Most algae grown only when Libby at 6 feet even will help out
permanently submerged in water. in this oft-decisive department.

body with the process.
The works of two emminent
American artists are currently being displayed in the Boyd Gallery
of the Walker Art Museum.

is

'

•

not be fair to the other schools involved should we base our claim to
the league championship on the strength of winning those four games,
should Bowdoin happen to win all four.
I think,

I

•

•

•

•

•

Most lobsided score of the week: Upsala 67-Brooklyn College

Gym

0.

SETTERS

Hot Dogs

Merrymeeting
185 Park

Gift
Row

Greeting Card*
Gift

mm

a«M
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Shop

—

Sandwiches

Italian

And

To Play Two Ne wcome rs
On the Bowdoin schedule there
appears

two

newcomers,

Bran-

and Coast Guard. The balance of the schedule is unchanged, including three games with
each of the Maine colleges, as
well as single games with New
Hampshire, Clark, Trinity, Amherst, Williams, MIT, and Tufts,
for a total of 18.
4
Schedule Listed
The schedule follows:
deis

.

Dec 2

.New Hampshire (H)
Clark (A)

Dec. 4
Dee. 5
Dec. 9
Dec. 12

Trinity (A>

Bates (H)

Maine CH)

Dec 1«
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Cblby (A)
Amherst CH)
Bates (A)
Colby CH)
Maine (H)
Williams CH)
MIT (A»
Brandeis (A)
Coast Guard (H)
Tufts CH)
Co»y CA>
Maine CA)
Bates CH)

8
13
16

19
13
15
Feb I«
Feb. 19
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
Mar. 2
In

1962,

were injured

265,430

The blending of

Ice

luxuriousness of

pedestrians

in U.S. traffic acci-

at—

all

cashmere

all

the

— but lamb's

wool adds wearing qualities not expected
of pure cashmere. Full fashioned for

Benoit by Glasgo — in gray and tan heather
— and most reasonably priced at $14.95.

Pants

1.50

3J5

Socks

.95

Supporters

.95
2.45

A

2.95

(jjmods

1.50

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Operated by
Al Tobey, Class of '5*

cashmere and

— results in a sweater

that in appearance and feel has

dents.

Fraternity T-Shirts

Cream

silk-soft

luxurious lamb's wool

Coffee

Gifts

Luxurious Lamb's Woof

5.

Sweatshirts

Cold Drinks

Bowdoin Men

Of Pure Cashmere

who was

the leading
scorer last year, measures 6 feet
Bill Fraser,

Sneakers

AUTOMATIC
Pflf

—

A SWEATER

'-*

1

'

Gym Equipment

AHejs

however, that Bowdoin should back such an idea.

.333
.000

Outfitters To>

rz

BOWL-MOR

2
3

—

in the league.

The idea in itself definitely has possibilities, but because of the
Bowdoin plays only four of the thirteen mentioned it would

fact that

J

Pratt
Cosgrove, Libby
Ooukos, Dyer, Garland
Day, Larcom, Wil-

—

Left halfbacks

Right halfbacks

BASKETBALL PRACTICE IS NOW UNDER WAY;
COOMBS SEES MORE DEPTH, BALANCE

By Robert M. Hurst

|

•

—
—
tackles — Friedlander,
—

of the third quarter, the

publication of a book.
Beginning with the typewritten
manuscript as submitted by the
author to her publisher, the many
With football season at its end,
and varied phases of publishing,
which ultimately terminate in the basketball practice under the dibound edition for the market, rection of Coach Eddie Coombs
have been arranged in climax or- has begun, with the varsity hoping to improve on last year's meder.
Far too few people realize and diocre campaign.
Coombs has a nucleus of five
appreciate the time consuming
and expensivs steps involved in lettermen, including Captain Bill
publishing, and it, therefore, is Fraser, Phil Day, Jim Flacker,
Johnny Marr, and George MitIt he hope and aim of the library to
(graphically acquaint the student chell. Gone are Walt Bartlett,

back; Mike Coster, right half- ground, while quarterback Brud
back; Dick Smith, left halfbacks Stover sneaked over from the one
yard line to make the score a lopand Logan Hardie, fullback.
24-0.
Second Play From Scrimmage-T» sided
Exoter continued its powerExeter wasted no- time in display throughout the final
house
secplaying their talents. On the
ond play from scrimmage after a twelve minutes, one on an 86-yard
very poor kickoff, Rod Conway run by Menge, and the other on
skirted his own left end behind ef- 30-yard aerial from Stover to
fective blocking and was never Smith.
stopped, making the score 6-0.
Here Bowdoin made its only susA stiff Polar Cub defense check- tained drive of the dreary aftered the powerful visitors until mid- noon. Starting from the Bowdoin
way in the second quarter. Then 32, Drenzek ably directed the play
Exeter smashed from its fifteen down the field until the Polar
to the Bowdoin six, where the Bears were within eight yards of
frosh forward wall stiffened until pay dirt. At this point a lateral
Exeter lost the ball on downs with from ace halfback Dick Smith to
two inches to go. Bowdoin imme- Mike Coster on which the latter
diately punted, but a good return actually crossed the goal line
and 14-yard pass play from Wiil- was ruled forward and the frosh
ard Linscott to Captain Gordon were penalized back to the 23,
Smith resulted in another Exeter from which point a barrage of
.tally.
passes fell incomplete.
Another Tt> Long I**»
Bowdoin Exeter
._
10
Exeter's Tom Menge raced 33 F5r»* downs
Yards sained rushing
82
343
yards for the next score behind Yards trained passin?
<l
43
Passes attempted
7
strong interference.
5
Passes completed
B
s
Another frosh fumble was res- Passes had intercepted
I
Punts
ponsible for the Exeter TD which
1
Average yards of punts ..._
30
soon followed. Bowdoin had mov- Runback of punts
47
_
<
ed down to the Exeter 27 in their Fumbles
Balls lost fumbles
2
strongest drive up to this point Penalties
_
7
n
when the misplay occurred. Con- Yards lost penalties
Bewaoin
•
•
•
•
•
way and Menge alternated on the Exeter
6
S
]Z
1»— IT
..

Final State Series Standings
3
O 1.000
2
1
.667

Maine
Bowdoin

Black Bears had their third touch- liamson
Fullbacks — Totman. O'Rourke
down. Tom Golden blocked a punt
Maine
7
7 21
0—33
Exhibitions, Paintings
Bowdoin
7
—7
on the Bowdoin 21 and Maine movMaine scoring: touchdowns, Calenda (2),
ed
from
there. Ken Woodsum Smart (2), Woodsum. Conversions, Golden
On display in the foyer of Huba Steve Novick pass for 15, (5).
bard Hall this week is an exhibit caught
Bowdoin
scoring:
touchdown,
Totman.
n 13/^,1./-!^;^. „„„^l».. ~ „.,»,! *u~ u~ii
<3osirroW.
which is aptly titled "Manuscript a Bowdoin penalty moved the~ ball *"conversion,
""
""
"
—
—si
to Market". As one might suppose,
the display is concerned with the

POLAR

frosh,

was their last game before
they would be varsity performers.
Coach Frank Sabasteanski selected the following to compromise
MAINE (IS)
the starting Bowdoin lineup: Al
Left end* — Woodsum, Smith
Left tackles — Clark, Appel. Dole
Lanes, right end; Dave Watson,
Left guards — Garneau, Seal, Mucin
Centers — Small, Cyr, Guernsey, Bick- right tackle; Skip Connett, right
ford
guard; Art Perry, center; Boo
Right guards — Golden, Locioero-, Barley,
Pooles,
left guard; Dick
ArmPike
Right tackles — Cianehette, Phita Nagem strong, left tackle; Tom Morrison,
Right ends — Ferry. Douglas, MeGee
left end; Dick Drenzek, quarterQuarterbacks — Novick, Duffy

half.

Art Batting Feature

Powerful Exeter Aggregation Overcomes
Polar Cubs 37-0 In FinallGame Of Season

hard-driving, bitter cold rain. Bowdoin outrushed their black kin 4314 that last frame but was unable
to penetrate any deeper than the
By Thomas L. Spence "57
Maine 27. Libby tried seven passes,
hard-running attack from a
but the wind and wet ball' were huge
Exeter team completely
too much to overcome. Three times overwhelmed the Polar Cubs 3T-d
he couldn't find a receiver but pick- in their final 1953 encounter beed up a total df 18 yards on the fore a shivering crowd at Pickard
ground.
Field on Friday.
Calenda carried only three times
Although the frosh outgained
in the second half, and fhis for a
the visitors through the air, racktotal loss of 11' yards. Bogdanovich
ed up almost as many first downs,
was a general handyman
he
and suffered far fewer penalties,

once again they took four plays to
reach the goal. Calenda ran 44
yards to the White 44 before Testa
hauled him down. Toman stopped
Left halfback* — Bbgrianovich, MeCann,
Bogdanovich after 7, and "Moose" Co veil
Right halfbacks — Calenda, Griffin, AnFriedlander hit Calenda for a I
•
thony
yard loss. Then, on third down,
Fullbacks — Smart, Maher, Nice, Gtguere
BOWDOIN (7)
Calenda went around left end for
Left ends — Atkins. Roux. Stearns
25 yards and the score. Golden
Left tackles — Jt-cm. Kowel

185

2

when

retaliated

This was the final game for some
outstanding seniors. In the backfield
Bowdoin loses co-captains
Jack Cosgrove and Melvin Totman;
in the line end Bud Atkins, tackle
John Friedlander, and guards Al
Farrington and Gerry Goldstein
will be missed by coach Adam
Walsh.

to the Maine 25. This was the deepest the Bowdoin team was able to
Bowdoin penetrate all afternoon.
Maine took over on the 25 and
9

Lost,

good.

Maine quickly

carried, punted,
success.

fore

1
1

was

Bogdanovich took a Novick lateral,
faded, and passed f© end Ke»

punted to the Bowdoin

plays.

2
2
3
5

2

Independents

After Golden's kickoff, Jack Cosgrove punted to the Maine 39. The
Black Bears couldn't gain either
and big Ed Bogdanovich punted to
the 24. Once again Cosgrove kicked
out. This time Vince Calenda took
it on his own 35 and ran it back
38 yards. On the next play he went
around left end for 21 yards to
the White 7. At this point it looked
like the Maine power was on its
way, but Art Cecelski and company held and took over on the 7.

Bowdoin couldn't penetrate and
32. Maine
scored the first touchdown in four

4

5
5

Chi Psi

.First

1
1

1

games BETA

Chi Psis 40-0. The former's vaunted attack was more
than the losers could handle. The
Chi Psis never could muster up a
luckless

game.

League "B", since the Dekes backed into a play-off spot as the TD's
blew their chances to enter the
post season competition by losing

and picked his
Good blocks

to the goal line.

by Ooukos and Farrington helped
pave the path, but it was Mel's fun
ballcarriers Vince all the way. Cosgrove's placement

atM

MAINE STREET

PHONE

200

BRUNSWICK
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Compromise
Immediate Student Action Needed However,No the
cannot be
compromised. The move cannot be
In Reaching Hazing Agreement
made
on a bargain
we agreeing to patch up the present
issue

strictly

basis,

—

unusually great
the holes in our system in return for a
administration would be required "stay of execution" from the ade**>m. The penalties for over- to answer for any recognized stu- ministration
as far as the above
*f
indulgence of ei ther wine or women dent activity.
mentioned items are concerned.
will not be made less severe.
And very simply, with public The bare fact that we agree to give
The gain to us as fraternity men, opinion turning further and further up two specific points will not be
Jess tangible, will probably away from the out-dated activity enough to warrant the college's
be more significant than any of of hazing, with people more and sanctioning
those remaining. A
these bargained concessions. We more concerned about the practical
strictly utilitarian and selfish outwill be ahead because our position objectives of college, to say nolook might lead us to take this
wi|l be strengthened, because the inrng
thing of me
the aroremenuonea
aforementioned imanfinan- _ tep on
ground that by so doexistence of fraternities on campus cial need of the college for a favor- (S^g
could save something more
will not seem to run counter to the able climate of public opinion, the
for ourselves, The basic factors purposes of liberal arts education. administration can no longer risk awareness
of the part we have to
How does this help us ?
even the slim chance of disaster. play as privileged individuals and
The reasons offered earlier show- Therefore it is preparing to do' intent to justify our position acing how dependent the college is something.
cording to present day thinking
Upon a favorable public opinion are
If the student body itself can would be entirely lacking under
bearing so heavily upon the ad- show that it is both aware of this
the bargain system.
ministration that measures re- problem and willing to do someIt is the underlying spirit of
stricting some of our practices thing about it, then the possibiliconcern that is the key to the matmust be expected. The damage ties of an "axing" conducted by ter.
The concessions we make,
done by seemingly harmless hazing the administration will certainly
quests and walks, are but secondpranks plus the very serious reper- be forestalled and perhaps eliminary. They are only one means of
cussions that would follow an in- ated. And the advantages of intershowing we mean business. In fact,
jury sustained by any man engaged nal control are significant. If, as
if either or both of these practices
in a hazing project make it liter- we go about the project, we
show could be so changed as to stand on
ally impossible for the administra- a definite concern about our posiits merits instead of on tradition,
tion to continue to approve these tion as college students, if we eviwe wouldn't necessarily have to
practices. At this stage of the dence a positive desire to make
abandon it at all. If quests for ingame it is utter foolishness for any our undergraduate activities agree stance could
be altered so that
fraternity or any of the men in with the more serious purposes of
they would appear more reasonthem to assume their present stat- college then the need for abolition able,
so that their questionable
us to be untouchable.
of all questionable activities will points
hitch-hiking, class cutTurning Point
no longer exist. The important ting, objectionable quest objectives
are at a turning point inso- point is to align our position with
did not entirely eclipse the purfar as the indiscriminate conduct the one the public feels we should
pose they are supposed to serve,
of our affairs is concerned. Regard- have. When this occurs there will
then a mishap resulting from the
less of how we may personally no longer exist the necessity
of practice would not leave us high
feel on the matter, steps will very ending every questionable
practice. and dry.
soon be taken. The action promises When, and if, the undergraduates
An accident occurring while a
to be drastic. The news may come themselves make the attempt to
man is on a reasonable mission,
from the president that quests and justify their practices, make an at- one with pretty definite construca
walks must go if a willingness to tempt themselves to decrease the
tive purpose, one which is promotconsider all aspects of hazing does chances of accident, then many of
ed with due regard for the dangers
not soon become evident. At any our borderline projects could be involved, could
be justified fairly
rate, we cannot afford to overlook sanctioned by the college.
well by the college.
the possibility of complete control
Should Quests Go
Accidents, as it is often pointed
by the college of all hazing pracIn an antagonistic atmosphere, out, can occur anywhere. Those
tices, from beginning to end.
where fraternity men dig in 1o re- people who don't believe in stopOur chance to gain something sist any change, the
administra- ping something when that somelies in the fact that the administration will have to insure itself thing offers a slim chance of going
tion is preparing to move, not be- against
unfortunate accidents, if hay-wire now step forward to
cause it finds the practices in ques- not thereby against
the wave of argue that if the chance of an accition distasteful, but because the resistance
pranks that may fol- dent occurring is enough to justify
evident and possible repercussions low, by
ending all practices that the abolition of freshman walks,
following the practices as they are today are not justified
and sustain- then the same reasoning would
carried on now are too great to ed by the genedal public.
However, lead to discontinuation of all hazpermit any further sanction. An amid a favorable student
atmos- ing activities. They point to the
estimated 1500 rides in cars are phere, the good intention
of which fellow who is engaged in an extra
accepted each fall by freshmen. could be indicated
by a willingness safe, super constructive hazing
The chances of a mishap are slim, of undergraduates to do away with project. He is scrubbing the stairs
but the law of averages sooner or certain of the more
objectionable of his fraternity house. Suddenly
later catches up. Our past experi- and precarious
practices
speci- he is afflicted; he loses his balence with hitch-hiking has been fically quests and walks
then the ance; he crashes down three flights
good However, the statistics on the administration would respect stu- of stairs, fracturing his skull in the
practice do not verify the conclu- dent consideration of
other prac- process. And furthermore do not
sion that "hitching rides" is either tices. The administration
could as- more people die in bed than anyvery safe or profitable. And when sume first that with a student where else? The conclusion: it is
slim
the
fates
conspire
to
make
the
body, aware of the obligations im- impossible to eliminate possible
chance occure, all hell will break posed upon it, exercising a restrain- mishaps as far as hazing is conloose.
ing hand, the probability of unfor- cerned. Why then worry about
It will certainly be pointed out tunate incidents cropping
up as a this matter of chance at all ?
that hazing is of questionable result of the remaining borderline
Duty With A Purpose
value, that the man involved should institutions would be vastly dimThe answer seems to be that as
have been elsewhere, devoting him- inished. Secondly, they could as- long as a man is acting in the line
project,
domore
sensible
self to a
sume that even if trouble should of duty and as long as there is a
ing what he was sent to college to occur in this area certain things purpose behind this duty that can
do. Then eyes will shift to another would be evident: (1) that the
men be justified, then any trouble he
phase of the picture. The question in the college had shown a definite runs into cannot be the cause of
will be asked "who sent this man intention to reconcile their
con- discomfort to the person who placout on the road?" The answer first duct with their position as the re- ed him at this work, assuming of
will be that the fraternities did so. sponsible leaders of tomorrow,
and course that suitable precautions
chalked
up
against
Another mark is
(2) that an attempt from within have been taken. When, however,
them.
had been made to justify those re- the man is engaged at a purposeAdministration Problem
maining practices. This would go less task which cannot be justified
Then attention will be focused a long way towards refuting any and when the person in charge has
upon the administration. Here is a charges from the outside indicting failed to take necessary precaucollege where 90 percent of the either the college for failure to tions, then the responsible party
student body belongs to fraterni- exercise authority or the student must answer a charge of neglities. The college relies on frater- body for lack of responsibility.
gence. This is the charge that the
nities to feed and to provide room
Prompt student action on the college would have to face, were
facilities for the greater part of problem
of walks and quests would an accident to result from the
The
college
undergraduates.
its
logically be the first step toward more questionable hazing praccould not operate without the continued undergraduate
super- tices. This is why we can no longer
houses. Therefore it must approve vision of fraternity
activities. And take a chance on these particular
of them. It must recognize the of course if this end could
be ac- unjustified items.
behind
stand
them
practices and
This second point of the report
complished we would be way ahead
should anything go wrong. The ad- of the game. We have
a lot to gain has been a discussion of the desirtherefore, assumes by
ministration,
moving first on our own, and ability of undergraduate action
for
all
fraternity
responsibility
full
conversely ,,little to lose. The ad- directed at limiting the more obaction and hence, for anything that ministration has indicated
to this jectionable aspects of hazing. The
comes as a result of their openly committee that such is the case.
main principle involved has been
declared policies. The fact that the
owned
is not
houses are privately
significant. Ultimate authority for
regulation of undergraduate practices must rest with the administration. Irrespective of the fraternity situation here in Brunswick
Bowdoin's dependence on fraternity !
(Continued from Page 2)

We be granted directly more

facilities is

social
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that of taking these steps, not in
an effort to make an even trade or
bargain with the administration,
but in an effort to show that we
are concerned about the present
disharmony between our independent way of doing things and the
way called for by virtue of the
obligations imposed on us from

nothing in itself. It alone

11, 1953

can not showing.

convince anybody or do anything.
It exists only insofar as different
parts of it are found in the principles of those individuals who created it. Only as it is associated with
those from whence it came can it
'convince, only as it is coupled with
the reputation of those who are behind it can it really do anything.
outside.
And likewise, this* nature of a
Need A Revision
its spirit
is nothing
There is a third and final reason 'fraternity
for taking these steps on our own. in itself. It means something to
The idea behind it has been just people only as its component parts
beneath the surface of the first two are considered. It can convince
arguments. Simply the contention people of its worth only as the
is that hazing as it is now conduct- qualities of integrity, honor, and
ed does not accomplish its mission honesty as found in those who
as well as it should. It stands make it up are considered The
building itself, the air in the buildtherefore in need of revision.
This is not an attempt to present ing, does not contribute much to
reasons for the elimination of the fraternity spirit. This intangible
practice. It is recognized that there thing consists almost entirely of
are a number of strong points in whatever collective evaluation one
its favor. This is only an attempt can make of individual personalito see if there are certain elements ties.
Tradition, of course, colors this
inherent in it which, if removed or
changed, might bring it closer to picture of spirit. What graduates
the institution it is supposed to be. did for their fraternity will to some
Any discussion of the purposes of extent remain. What they saw in
hazing must begin with some men- the brotherhood to some extent
tion of the point of fraternities in they look for and mention today.
general. Every person has his own But tradition itself only emanates
opinion on this matter and any- from personalities.
Purpose* Of Hazing
thing mentioned here is bound to
In summation, then, this spirit
fall short of the complete picture.
Still it can hardly be denied that has body only when looked for in
fraternity life is the first taste that the qualities of the men in the
we have of an association of equals. brotherhood. It is only what results
It is pretty much assumed that when "men work their hardest,
every man in a fraternity has an socially and otherwise, to contribequal say in the decisions made by ute something valuable to the
his brothers in assembly. The path whole. As such, then, it is folly to
which a given fraternity chooses place this formless concept of spirto embark upon is the result there- it before the incoming freshmen.
fore, of a heterogeneous, collec- It doesn't make sense to go about
tive opinion, altered and molded this business of shaping the men
so as to agree most nearly to the up, of making them conform to the
point-of-view held by the majority. pattern when this pattern is only
And as such, its path is chartered the direction or tendency deterneither by a particular individual mined as individual brothers are
nor by any preformed dictates placed side by side. It defeats the
emanating from an alien body. purposes of the fraternity to imWithin its own sphere, it can pret- press upon a new man the necessity for regulating and restricting
ty much pick its course.
Individuals Make I'p Fraternities his conduct so as to conform to
Now perhaps this picture of vot- this intangible spirit when this
ing procedure carries over into very spirit, if it does have dimenthe very nature of a fraternity. sions, was created in the first place
Just as no brother has a right to as men exerted themselves to condictate at meetings, so also has no tribute. Encouragement of initiaone brother all the characteristics tive, maximization of those strong
of his house. Like the opinion men- points in a man's character, totioned above, his fraternity is a gether with development of a
in short,
brotherhood of heterogeneous com- man's weaker points
position. Its overall characteristics an indoctrination based upon the
whether it leans towards sports, idea that each pledge presents an
individual
problem
should
be
is
social activities, music, etc.
altered and changed as new men the underlying principle of hazing.
At the same time, however, is it
come into it or as old men revise
their personal objectives. And just right to lead the new man towards
as the collective opinion of a meet- this concept of the perfect fratering has no particular entity, no pur- nity man ? For instance, what happose other than to represent the pens when a penalty is inflicted
course which a majority wish to upon a freshman during table hazfollow, so also does the nature of ing? Is it not often the case that
the fraternity have no permanent the brother on the small end of the
criterion for existence, no justifica- paddle gives visible evidence of his
tion other than to represent the uncertainty? He will often look
general tendency which results about for support and encouragewhen its members are placed to- ment; the severity of the paddling
will often vary with the amount of
gether.
The opinion mentioned above is enthusiasm his brethren seem to be

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

It must sometimes appear to be, is further rendered valueto the pledge that the upperclass- less because belief in what it atman is not hazing because he him- tempts to demonstrate and show
self wants to or thinks he should, is instilled into the freshman by
but rather because "the house has force, inspired by fear instead of
decided" in favor of it. The paddler by reason. The pledge fears the
is
but the instrument through peddle, fears the onion, is afraid of
which the fraternity makes known what will happen to him if he does
as he thinks best instead of as he
its hand.
This is a poor state of affairs in- knows the hazing committee redeed. That the new man should quires, and is afraid of what would
see one of his future brothers sub- happen to him were he to stand up
ordinating his desires and "dele- for what he thinks right and theregating" his principles to some by lose his chance to join the house.
greater power is undesirable. For
And furthermore, this "conit causes the pledge to see the informity-by-fear" policy often redividuals in his house only through sults in a temporary but intense
the common focal point or lens, dislike of a hazing chairman by
which is the fraternity as the sum certain freshmen. Now it is true,
total of its component parts. It is as is often pointed out, that the
the idea of evaluating the parts in freshman who harbors the deepest
terms of the whole instead of the grudge against a hazing chairman
whole in terms of the parts.
often becomes the latter's best
To the extent then that hazing friend later on. But this would
does not accomplish this objective indicate that John Smith the hazof making freshmen aware of the ing chief and John Smith the fradependence of the fraternity, not ternity brother are two different
upon individual conformity but people. As director of hazing.
upon individual initiative and lead- Smith is playing a role different
ership, it should be changed.
from his normal one. And to a lessOther Charges
er degree, so are all his brothers
Numerous other charges have at playing other than their usual
various other times been leveled at roles. Which means that, try as
the institution of hazing. It is said a hazing committee may, it canthat freshmen need every bit of not make a single freshman see the
time available at the start of their real nature of the fraternity becollege career in order to prepare cause that real nature, which, as
work that is often new to them. It stated before, takes on dimensions
is necessary,
so this argument and qualities only as a collective
goes, to give the new men every evaluation of the characteristics of
possible chance to get off on the its component parts is made, is
right foot. To often a poor start actually disguised. So here we have
means a poor finish. It isn't right the ironical situation of upperthat hazing activities place a man's classmen working their hardest to
record in danger, especially when make their pledges see and meas
the hazing itself does as much ure up to the true spirit of their
fraternity while at the same time
good.
And again from professors come these same upperclassmen, by
complaints that the hazing itiner- shedding their everyday cloaks and
ary at times causes such waves of donning hazing gowns, have made
class cutting that attendance of very sure that the conception of
freshmen at Saturday classes fraternity spirit arrived at by the
amounts to little. This fall, for in- freshmen is false.
Distorted Evaluation Possible
stance, quest weekend saw freshAll this would not be so bad,
man ranks in French 3 depleted by
seventy-five percent.
History 1 were it not for the fact that first
conceptions and initial impressions,
suffered a similar fate.
Here, as before, the situation stick in a man's mind If there is
pretty clearly calls for some defin- any time when the true picture
ite regulation. Furthermore, the should be presented it is during
days when self-imposed, stop-gap, those weeks when the new man is
repairs learning what fraternities are.
after-the-fact repairs
such as would be made on a sinking false impression carries over to
ship
were enough to remedy the produce distorted, permanent evalsituation are gone. At this point in uations. Some men, to be sure, nevthe game, barring an exhibition of er put much stock in first impresthis oft-mentioned student respon- sions. These fellows are the ones
sibility, there will have to come who form their picture of the naabout a fairly extensive revision, ture and purposes of the organizanot only of hazing procedures, but tion very cautiously and who then
also of the thinking that accom- are very slow to lose this picture.
Yet it is significant that the
panies them.
freshman
who believes most
Conformity By Fear
And finally, it is pointed out that strongly in the validity of this
this' program
of "shaping the false impression oftentimes befreshmen up," of making them comes the most ardent advocate a
over into more nearly perfect fra- year later of the practices resultternity men, of forcing them to ing from thinking along these false
see first the fraternty
its spirit, lines. So does the element of false-

—

A

—

|

j

I

1

—

And specific proposals have
hardly been mentioned. About all

time.

this piece of writing has accomplished can be summed up in its
three main points: (1) that the
small college in general, Bowdoin
in particular, is in a dependent
position which necessitates some
show of undergraduate responsibility; (2) that our fraternities will
be stronger and will probably retain more freedom of action if we,
the undergraduates, take the initiative in showing this responsibil-

and (3) that the purposes of
our fraternities are being defeated
by blindly following the hazing
program handed down to us by our
ity;

predecessors.

Merits Discussion
The writers cannot state at this
juncture what specifically we must
change, institute, or abolish in the
way of hazing practices. These can
only follow extensive discussion of
the problem by everyone on campus. Then will come definite proposals. A committee is now being
formed to bring together these proposals. Every fraternity is to be
represented when measures are
drawn up and presented to the
houses. Every man in the college
will find it possible to express his
opinions on the matter if he so desires.

Yet the basis of the whole lies
not in a discussion of particular
remedies that might be in order
but rather in a little serious contemplation of the fundamental
principles at stake
the privileges
we enjoy as participants in liberal
arts, the obligations we are faced
with as we partake of these privi-

—

leges,

—

to tackle.
can ill afford to refuse this
challenge, we cannot sit back and
wait for somebody else to take care
of the matter. Storm clouds are

We

gathering overhead. If they burst
loose, both ourselves and those
whose names are in any way connected with Bowdoin will be forced
to brave the deluge. How much will
be washed away in the deluge, no
one can say. Certainly there ought
to be a mighty attempt to dispel
these clouds before they become,
overburdened.
The days of Phi Chi are over. We\
must look now to the future.
The report, drawn up by William C. Hays '55, acting secretary
of the student committee that
conducted the initial investigation, was submitted to and approved by the following members
of this committee:

Lawrence

E.

Dwight

'54

Barrett C. Nichols '54

David S. Rogerson '54
David B. Starkweather
Gordon W. Stearns '54

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA
FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR
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CHESTERFIELD
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IS

THE LARGEST SELUNG CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
. .

<'.'

N

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more
than 800 college co-ops and campus stores

.

from coast

to coast. Yes, for the fifth straight

year Chesterfield

is

the college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF LOW NICOTINE, HIGHEST QUALITY

Brunswick, Maine

The

country's six leading brands were analyzed—chemically—and Chesterfield was found
low in nicotine—highest in quality.

VVedneaday-Thu rsday
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THE BIG HEAT
with

Sales

Anne Francis

and

This scene reproduced from Chesterfield's
famous "center spread" line-up pages in
college football programs from coast to coast
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HI AS ANT

'55

In former times, many African
its nature
and then through this hood perpetuate itself from class to
medium the men in the brother- class, from generation to genera- tribes kept cattle for use a form
hood. This program, as unfortu- tion.
of currency and seldom slaughterThe list could go on for some ed them for food.
nate as it has already been shown

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

Glenn Ford
Barbara Hale

have
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"Matchless Service"
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we

the responsibility

as tomorrow's leaders, the purposes behind and reasons for fraternities
all these we shall have
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"Superstitions" Topic

Need For
At Portland

Has Been Intimately Linked With More Freedom

"Superstitions" was the appropriate topic of the chapel talk givlast Friday, November 13, by
Reiss, instructor in soDr. Ira
ciology.

—

"Freedom A Necessity For SoProgress" was the topic of
President James S. Coles' speech
at a luncheon of the 44th annual
meeting of the Maine Welfare Association in Portland's Eastland
Hotel on Friday.
Coles
stated
that
President
from the days of namadic man up
to today the social progress is
very apparent. After mentioning
our many comforts, he said, "In
spite of these signs of social progress, mankind has scarcely started its journey down the long road
to ideality. In the progress I have
noted so far the heavy emphasis
has been upon materialism."

Speaks In Portland

cial

to

President James S. Coles

produce new ideas, to
are looked on

OCS Representative To,

reforms,

with suspicion."
President
Coles pointed
out
that
Jesus expressed
opinions
"which were then considered heretical by the less well educated."
He cited the Magna Carta and
Emancipation
Proclamation
as
milestones in our social progress.
Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson,
James Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and John Day didn't "accept
their place in this country as being one of silence and conform-

Visit

"The freedom to challenge the
quo and continually to

the truth is equated naturfreedom to hold unorthodox opinions." The President
added that the holders of unorthodox opinions will be thought of as
"out of step with the times, to be

seek

ally to the

thought.
But
this very unorthodoxy or heresy is
the essential element that is necessary for creative advance and
progress."
"Socrates drank of the bitter
hemlock because of his unorthodoxy, but who remembers the
heretical in

their

men who condemned him?"

Bowdoin Nov. 20

The Naval

Officers

Candidate

sending a representative
to Bowdoin on Friday, November

School
20,

is

who

will

speak with

all inter-

ested undergraduates.
Lieutenant J. E. Ham,

USNR,

sticking pins in his effigy, and the
belief
black magic were also
widely accepted examples of su-

speak in room 106, Memorial
Halb*aj^l:00 p.m. to all interested
undergraduates. If any student Debate Team, Bates
wishes an individual appointment,
he should see Mr. Wilder in his Hold Informal Debate;
office to make arrangements. Lieutenant Ham will be available for H. C,
Next
individual appointments in ConferEight varsity debaters will be
ence Room A in the Moulton
Union from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. among the twenty debate teams
from Eastern colleges participatand from 1:45 to 5:00 pjn.
The Naval OCS course is 16 ing in an Eastern Tournament at
weeks in length. There are 20 the University of Vermont in
class room hours each week in Burlington on November 20-21. To
navigation, naval weapons, naval date 244 debaters and 61 critic
orientation, military justice, opera- Faculty judges have entered in
tions, seamanship, damage control, the practice tournament.

m

perstition.

Dr. Reiss, who is teaching at
the college for the first time this
semester, was making his initial
appearance as a chapel speaker.

Vermont

I

leadership and military drill.
The commission program is for
male college graduates. The purpose of Naval OCS is to supplement the input of commissioned

The

national

topic

of

Student Union Movie
Notice

The Student Union Committee
"Up Front"
at Smith Auditorium on Saturday, November 21. There will be
Free two shows as usual at 6:45 and
will present the film

Trade will be debated with deci- 9:00 p.m.
"Up Front" with David Wayne,
sions and critical analyses of each
debate, but no winner of the tour- Tom Ewell, Marina Berti end

nament

is

Jeffrey Lynn is the story of Willie
and Joe, those fabulous cartoon
characters of World War II, come
to life in Bill Mauldin's "Up
Front". Covered by the grime 6T
mountain foxholes in southern
Italy, the Damon and Pythias of
the Italian campaign manage to
catch the high-hearted humor of
fighting men which made Mauldin's cartoons so vivid and popu-

declared.

Affirmative teams from Bowofficers
procured through
the
and other officer procure- doin will be Paul P. Brountas '54
ment programs. Tht Naval Officers and Paul DuBrule '56 and StanCandidate School is located at the ton Black '54 and Roger Grondin.

NROTC

Difference Between Heresy,

Conspiracy
President
Coles stated
that
some persons who might be called
heretics are claimed as conspirators by undiscernipg men. "Sidney
Hook has pointed out tint we
must be very careful to distinguish between heresy and conspi( Continued on Page 4]

Naval Training Station, Newport, '54. •Negative teams will be Charles
Rhode Island. In this school a se- Orcutt '54 and William Hayes '55;
and Henry
lect group of male college students William Greene '57

are given concentrated courses in Shaw '56. With the exception of
naval subjects and upon gradua- one speaker Bowdoin's representtion are commissioned in the Nav- atives took part last year in this
lar.
tournament.
al Reserve.

On Nov.

17,

Stanton Black

'54

L

and Morton
Price '56 travelled
to Holy Cross College in Worcester, Mass., to debate free trade.
Bowdoin's negative team, composed of Elliot PalaiS '55 and Earl
Zlatko Balokovic. violinist, ac- understanding of and a love for the Strout '55, met another Holy
Cross team at the same time. On
companied at the piano by Eugene work.
The recommendation that SpanIlclmer, gave a recital last WedDirectly following the intermis- the same afternoon in Brunswick ish be made a third alternative to
nesday evening in Memorial Hall sion we were favored by a group Norman Levy '57, Gerald Werks- the modern language requirement
'57.
'55.
William W. Hale, Jr.
of piano solos by Mr. Helmer. Al- man
to a near capacity audience.
which now consists of a choice beMr. Balokovic's program covered though we appreciated his work as and Stanton Moody '57 competed tween French and German has
a wide scope of music, beginning an accompanist, we could not help with two novice teams from Holy been made by the Student Curriat
4:00
p.m.
Cross
in
Sills
Hall.
with the middle Baroque and end- feeling that his talents lend themculum Committee in its first reOn November 13 Bowdoin en- port of the season which
selves more to solo playing than
ing with the modern period.
was subHe opened his program with a to pure accompaniment. Mr. Hel- tered William Hays '55 and Paul mitted to President James S.
'54 in a
Brountas
debate
with
ItalVivaldi,
an
Antonio
mer
demonstrated
unusual
veran
,sonata by
Coles this morning.
College
at
Lewiston,
with
ian composer of the Middle Bar- satility of style conception, treat- Bates
The committee based its recomoque period, a forerunner of Bach ing a Bach prelude and fugue and Bowdoin opposing direct election
mendation on the finding that aland Handel. This work, billed on two pieces by Chopin in excellent of the President of the United
most
100 per cent of other colfollowing
States.
This
debate,
the
the program as being arranged by taste. He interpreted accurately
leges accept Spanish in the fulfillRespighi, gave a strong impression, yet unobtrusively the subtleties of pattern of the Oxford Union, was
ment of the language requirement
notably from the styre of the first the widely divergent style of the non-decisioned, since it was presented for the purpose of entertain- and that there is a sizeable and
movement, of having been origin- respective composers.
real interest among Bowdoin stually a piece for a keyboard instruOn the subjects of concerts in ing and instructing prospective dents over Spanish.
high school debaters.
ment.
general, we note that the 1953Summary of Report
Bach's Ciaccona
1954 season is an especially full
A summary of the report subFollowing was the well-known and ambitious one, and our conmitted by the committee is as folCiaccona of Bach for unaccompan- gratulations go to the music de- President Coles
lows: "Because of strong interest
ied violin. This piece is considered partment for their energetic effort
expressed
students
to
it
by
part of the standard repertoire for to provide the College community Present
through the various fraternity reconcert violinsts. It is of high and with this much needed form of
presentatives, the Student Currideep musical content, requiring stimulus.
Agostinelli
Nov.
culum Committee has selected as
more than a casual first hearing
The program:
the subject of its first investigaeven to begin to see into it; and it
President James S. Coles will
Vivaldi -Respighi, "Sonata in
tion the acceptance of Spanish
is rather a tour de force from a
present the Andrew Allison HalMajor"; Bach, "Ciaccona" (for
as ac third alternative for satisfytechnical standpoint. Many violindane Cup to Donald
Agostinelli
violin solo): Chausson, "Peme";
ing the present foreign language
ists will not perform the work on
of Rumford in Chapel exercises
reading requirement. The commitaccount of its difficulty. Mr. Balo- Bozidar Kunc, "Rondo".
Wednesday, November 25.
Intermission.
kovic, however, played this taxing
The cup was given by fellow- tee has tried to avoid carrying on
has
work with a technique which
Bach-Liszt, "Organ Prelude and offlcers in the Pacific in memory of a one-sided investigation; it
seemed remarkable.
Fugue in A minor"; Chopia "Noc- Captain Andrew Allison Haldane. tried to obtain the pro's and con's
This reviewer was pleased to turne in B flat minor", and "Valse USMCR, of the Class of 1941. It of this question
"First it would like to mention
hear a composition by the con- in A flat". Piano solos by Eugene is awarded to a member of the
temporary composer, Ary Dulfer, Hebner.
Senior Class "who has outstanding those points brought up which
seem to have no important bearwho resides here in Brunswick.
Lhotka, "Croatian Rhapsody"; qualities of leadership and charing on this subject.
where he and his wife are music Dulfer, "Dusk"; de Falla, "Danse acter."
"First, it has been suggested
directors at the Brunswick High Espagnole"; Dvorak-Kxeisler, "SlaAward of the cup to Agostinelli
School.
The selection, entitled vonic Danse in G Major"; Khat- was announced at Commencement, that accepting Spanish as a
Dusk, is unassuming, but it re- chatourian-Heifetz, "Sabre Danse". but he was unable to be present to means of satisfying the language
reading requirement would lower
quires a considerable tonal sensireceive it at that time. Graduattivity on the part of the performing last June, Agostinelli, now a Bowdoin's scholastic standings; in
er, which sensitivity was happily
medical student at Yale, is well re- the past lower ranking students
accorded the work.
membered for his leadership on have turned to Spanish as a path of
At Beat In Chauason's Poems
campus and his outstanding record least resistance, and it is felt that
Bridge Series
were
Mr. Balokovic seemed at his best
in football and track. He is Class this would again be the case
Spanish accepted. The committee
in the beautiful Poems, by ChausThe Student Union Committee President, Phi Beta' Kappa, and a feels that whether this be so or
son, a recent French composer. The
member
of D.K.E.
not is not a primary difficulty, as
Poems is modernistic enough to is sponsoring the first of a series
Duplicate
Contact
Bridge Brunswick. She has been the di- Spanish can easily be put on a par
allow a considerable freedom of of
Tournaments for undergraduates rector of bridge tournaments for in difficulty with French and Gerstyle, yet much of the expression
in the Union Lounge on Monday, the Union over the past few years. man. It was also mentioned that
is in a late Romantic vein.
November 23 at 7:Q0 pun.
No previous experience at this Spanish was poorly taught in high
gathered the impression that Mr.
The program is under the direc- type of contact bridge is neces- schools,
but we doubt that
Balokovic enjoyed the piece tremendously, that he had a thorough tion of Mrs. Belle Stetson of sary to enter the tournament. this is still so. But even if it were
9

Balokovic s Performance Lauded
By An Appreciative Audience

.

To
Award To

On
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Union Committee To
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Meeting Called And Conducted
By Original Student Committee

Scene Of English Major Meetings

a superstition. Dr. Reiss pointed
out that it is usually the future
generations that find the superThe Bowdoin Glee Club will give stitions of the past generation*.!
its first concert of the semester on Just as rain dances, which we*e
Saturday, November 21, in Far- once considered to cause rain, ace
mington, Maine.
now classed as superstitions,
Professor Frederic E. T. Tlllot- some of our most scientific proceson announced that the full "A" dures may be ridiculed by future
list of members (74) will travel to generations when additional inforFarmington for the benefit per- mation is uncovered.
formance. The Meddiebempsters
No 13th Floor
will sing during the intermission.
Dr. Reiss described some old suWilkin* and liayward Featured
perstitions and then went on to
This concert will feature two
show that some people are still
new selections. Donald P. Hayward highly superstitious. Hotels have
*54 and Frederick C. Wilkins '56
been forced to eliminate the 13th
will sing the solos in "Afar on the
floor, either by numbering it as
Purple Moor", a Norfolk folk song.
the 14th or by limiting the height?
Wilkins will also have the solo in
of the building to 12 floors. Trackj
"I Got Plenty O' Nuttin'."
teams
washing
The Glee Club will sing "Rise of theiroften consider the
jerseys as bad luck, and,
Sons
of
Bowdoin",
"Glorious
1
in the same line,
some of the
Appollo", "Echo Song", "Vere Lanhouse teams during the interfragueres", "Lo, a Voice to Heaven
ternity football season refused to
Sounding", "Dance of the Comehave their jerseys washed after a
dians", "I Wonder As I Wander",
victory. The observance of Friday
"To Agni". "Afar On The Purple
the 13th is in itself an important
Moor", "The God Who Gave Us
superstition.
Light". "Brothers Sing On", "Old
The belief that only witches
Mother Hubbard", "Let Us Break
Bread Together", "I Got Plenty O' could float on water brought
Nuttin'", "It Ain't Necessarily death to many women in former
So", "Russian Picnic", and a Bow- times. A women accused by childoin College Medley of "Glasses dren of witchcraft was thrown inClinking High", "Beneath The to a lake. If she drowned she was
Pines", "Forward The White", and considered innocent, but if she
stayed afloat she was declared a
"Bowdoin Beata".
The concert will be followed by witch and was executed. The
method of torturing an enemy by
a dance.

will

ity."

status

L

Saying that it. is hard to discover whether something is actually

*_

mamaiaMaiiiiMMMi

Hays proceeded to present the
points under which the self-appointed committee was working.
First, he said, the committee went
voluntarily to President Coles for
background of the problem. Second, the committee does not stand
for the complete abolition of hazing practices in general. Third, the
committee recognizes the Student
Council as the chief governing
force in the matter.
Professors Air Views
The meeting was then thrown
open to the five faculty members
invited to the discussion. Speaking
first, Professor Thayer expressed
the opinion that student action and
initiative is appropriate to such a
wholesome campus subject as hazing. He cited the case of twenty

Last night there was held in

cle.

Smith Auditorium a meeting called
and conducted by the independent
committee formed last week to
instigate student action on the
current problem of hazing.
Attending the meeting were five
faculty members, members of the
original committee, fraternity representatives totaling close to one
hundred students, and other interested students. The Student Council members from each fraternity

.

challenged beliefs and opinions
which previously were commonly
accepted.
"But today, as yesterday, men
who are able to think independ-

14

And

j

Gaining Greater Freedom
The President observed that
man's journey through the ages"
has been intimately linked with
greater and greater freedom, each
advance being forced by those
men of the particular age who

suggest

To Present
First Concert Of Year
At Farmington, Nov. 21

Glee Club

NUMBER

1953

Students Join To
Discuss Current Hazing Problem

Sociology Instructor

Observes That Man's Journey Through The Ages

18,

Faculty
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Coles Stresses
The Individual
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took part in the meeting.
Ufay* Explains Position
Acting as mediator,
Student
Council President David Rogerson
'54 called upon William Hays '55,
writer of last week's ORIENT feature on the hazing situation to
clear up in the minds of those
present several strongly contro- odd years ago in which much fear
versial points in the ORIENT arti- was expressed by the students at
the abolition of the now legendary
j
Proclamation Night in which all
freshmen were paddled by all sophVision Subject
omores. Thayer told how the stuReverend N. Guptill dents feared that the college would
fall apart as a result of the change,
while actually much good eventuIn
Chapel Talk

Need Of

Of

Sunday

ally

came

of

it.

Thayer posed the question of
whether hazing today is serving

The chapel speaker for the Sunday afternoon service was Reverend Nathanael M. Guptifl of the
Andover New ton Theological
School. Reverend Guptill, graduate of Colby College and the An-

the best interests of the college and
public relations. He also asked if
our fraternities weren't carrying

on some outmoded

activities. Thayer stressed the point of upperclasstaking the most wholesome
attitude toward incoming freshmen. In concluding, he expressed
his hope that movement in the

dover Newton Theological School,
spoke on the need of vision in this
age, as in all other ages.
When Saint Paul was on trial
before Herrod Agrippa, he used as
his defense the story of his heavenly vision. He told Herrod AgripOn the corner of Maine and Large chairs and couches are pa that he had not been disobediBoody Streets stands a large placed about the room, which has ent to his heavenly vision.
Gothic-like building which few a large fireplace at one end and a
"Vision," said Reverend Guptill,
students have noticed and which stage at the other. The interior of "is the sum of visibility and imagfew but English majors have en- the room makes the Peucinian ination." Caesar built the mighty
tered. This is the home of Mrs. Room look drab in appearance. Roman Empire in his conquests
of
Chase, wife of Bowdoin's former One student remarked that the the Gauls and other Germanic
Professor of English Stanley L. Barn Chamber would be "the tribes. Nero destroyed much of the
Chase. Connected to the rear of greatest place ever to hold a Roman Empire. In the United
the building is a lower structure party."
States of Jefferson, Adams, Washwhich is known as the Barn ChamUsed To Store Hay
ington, and Madison the dream of
ber. English major meetings were
This room was not always so at- an America of constitutional demheld
in
the
Barn
Chamber tractive, however.
Mrs. Chase re- ocracy was founded. Reverend
from their inception in 1928 until
members that when she was a Guptill wondered if we were still a
World War II forced the abandonchild, her father used it as a stor- land of vision today; or are we
ment of the major system in 1940. age room to stack
hay for the likened to the Roman Empire as it
This year the tradition was starthorses kept below. It was a won- was in Nero's day.
ed again as the Englisn majors
"Vision need not always be in
derful place for her to play, she
held their first meeting in the
remarked. She returned to live in religious terms, either," said Revroom.
the old house when she married, erend Guptill. Lincoln, when he
saw
the slave markets of New OrThe interior of the Barn Cham- and after Professor Chase was
leans, promised that if he ever had
ber is a source of great surprise asked to teach at Bowdoin. After
the chance he would strike a blow
he
had
few
been
here
a
years,
he
to those who see it for the first
against it. In our class rooms we
time. The outside of the building decided it would te more attrachave a chance to learn things tois rustic to say the least, and the tive for both the students and himday which our fathers never even
stairs which lead up to the cham- self if he were to hold his classes
dreamed existed. All of us must
ber are narrow and in need of re- in his home. There was- no room in
use the clear visibility of today
pair. But the chamber itself is the house itself, however, so he dewith our imagination. We must
clean and comfortably furnished. cided to remodel the Barn Chamiber. He obtained
Felix Arnold remain true to our visions.

men

English Majors Resume
Meetings In Barn Chamber

matter

will

come from

the bottom

up.

Norton Speaks
Vice President Bela Norton then
emphasizing Bowdoin's
unique formula for preserving fra-

spoke

ternities.
He stated that unlike
fraternities of other colleges, Bowdoin's have never really been on
trial. He felt that in general the
college received favorable reports
as a result of quests, but there are

people who take a dim view on
them. Norton said he felt that the
present generation of Bowdoin
men had reached a point where
some things may be discarded after

mature consideration.
Norton added emphatically that
students of Bowdoin are obligated

and have

to

in

I

their

power

make Bowdoin
i

I

they want

it

to

the kind of college
to be.

Professor Herbert Brown stated
that the present problem is not a
new one. Each year, he said, an
increasing number of alumni wish
to discontinue their support of fraternities.

Brown

cited

instances

where outstanding students have
refused to come to Bowdoin be(Conlinued on Page

4)

Burton, the architect who designed the present A.D., T.D.. and Chi
Psi houses, to do the job. When
the room's appearance was changed at least from a barn loft to a
sitting room, it
was furnished;
Your reviewer came away with companied by the audience chantadequately, though plainly. This
the college could avoid was in the early 1920's, and the somewhat mixed emotions from ing,
so,
"God's in his heaven. All's
having them fulfilling the reading English major meetings and oral the premiere of Don Carlo's com- right
with the world ".
requirement with a deficient pre- exams began to be held there soon edy, "Fiddle 'n Bell", presented
Other dramatis personae are
paration by merely increasing the after.
Monday evening in the Moulton appropriately disposed of. The
difficulty of the leading exam and
(Continued on Page 4)
Union Lounge. Plaudits are due to villain of the piece. First Selectof the courses of the Spanish dethe author for nn intriguing plot, man Steutson,
complete with mouspartment to the desired level.
well-defined characterization, good tache, is
foiled at the end, by in'54
Allied Problem
Lewis P. Welch,
nate Yankee shrewdness coupled
Author
"Second, the allied problem of
Play
with old-fashioned goodness.
the admittance of Russian and Chosen
The town farm of Hoskins,
Italian was also suggested to us as
Conn., is restored to its prestine
a factor against the acceptance Station
serenity. Mrs. Flail, the "city gal"
of Spanish. The Committee feels
with a degree in sociology, leaves
At a special meeting of the
that this is only a question of dethe bucolic scene in a huff. The inExecutive Committee of Radio
gree
roads of a heartless city civilizaStation WBOA, held this past
"Third, the Committee was retion are pushed back by the tenaweek, Lewis P. Welch, '54, was
termed
what
may
be
minded of
city and essential goodness of runominated
to succeed acting man'technical difficulties' involved in
iral life.
ager Russell Washburn as Station
the revision and expansion of the
A skillful, if somewhat cozy
Manager for WBOA.
Spanish department which would
plot, excellent, if somewhat exagAssociated for the past four
result we*o Spanish to be put on a
gerated, characterization, incisive,
years with the radio station, he
par with French and German. The
appropriate, and witty dialogue,
has previously served in the capaCommittee feels that .... only afand a rapidity of action save the
city of Secretary, Chief Announter the suggestion has been evaluPlay, and, in spite of the watery
cer, and Public Relations Direcated in its own intrinsic worth
wastes of the situation, provide a
tor. While in high school he conshould the problem of its feasabifleeting, enjoyable two hours of
ducted a disc jockey show over
lity be taken into account.
theatre.
in Portland, and during
"The Committee feels that the
Mrs. Daggett proved again her
this past summer he was employfollowing two are the most imporability to play almost any role
ed as a stage announcer by Radio
tant points against the admittance
well.
She deserves more than
Station
in Portland.
of Spanish as a third alternative
usual praire, however, for her difA Battalion Commander in the
in satisfying the reading requireficult performance of Inga. Faced
Powdoin ROTC, Welch has been
ment; (1) the requirements in
with the difficulty of playing what
on the Dean's List consistently
graduate schools of a knowledge
could have been an easily over*>nd is a James Bowdoin Scho'ar.
of French and German, and (2)
done part, she skillfully handled
Carlo
In the extra-curricular field, bethe greater importance of the conher dialect, and played movingly
sides WEOA, he is a member of dialogue, and quick
paced action. a wemen
tribution of French and German
filled "with the milk of
the Masque and Gown and has Technically, the play
literature to our Western culture.
was more human kindness" without indulgbeen a member in the Glee Club than satisfying.
"Against (this first point)
ing
in
the
emotional excess the
for the past three years. A memThe main defect of the play, it role might
it can only suggest that it is sufhave allowed
ber of Theta Delta Chi fraternity, seems to me, arose from
the treatficient that these two languages,
Cam Sarrauf, like "Katie", dehe was elected to the post of rec- ment of the subject matter.
French and German, be available
The monstrated his versatility Monday
ording secretary by its members ever-present threat
of the good- evening
to those students who intend to
in his successful incarnalast Spring and is their represenness, humanity, and Christianity
go to graduate school
that the
tion of Yaknee shrewdness and
tative on the Student Curriculnm of Don Carlo's
simple but shrewd, New
graduate
requirements
school
England ne'ghborliness in his
Committee, as well as being a re- and neighborly people
should not be a bar against the
tb plunge Portrayal
of Dwightie Watson.
cent nominee for the secretary of down the abyss of
lachrymose sen- Male
availability of a third language
honors go to him.
his class.
timentality was too immediate to
for those who do not intend to go
-Nancy McKeen, in her short
prevent the ending of the play but
to graduate school or plan to do
convincing, portrait of an old
from being a tearful one.
work in a field such as business
woman, clinging to the last vesInga Axelbord, the heroine of tr?es
Notice
which does not demand French or
of security in a world which
the piece, is relieved trom her sufGerman.
has no place for the old. was the
Tryouta for George Bernard fering and given her h»st reward. best
(As to the second point) "the
female supporting role. Neil
Committee agrees that Spain has ShaWs play "Misalliance" will be £ith the re-instatement of Inga Alter, seemingly tyr^d &>r viS
;\~
cook and her imminent marnot made a significant contribu- held tonight from seven to ten
rolw ( remember "Ramshackle
tion to science and that its litera- p.m. in the Masque and Gown of- riage to the hero, Dwightie Wat- Inn?)
was the comic centre of tne
Hall.
son, the ending
the play
Continued on Page 4
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We,
reached a point where definite decisions are necessary.
as undergraduates, stand to lose a great deal of our traditional
hazing program

if
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Phi Phi Frit Lodge other girl, who died, by a huge
Bowdoin College
margin. So you see, mother, she

1

stringed instruments, in Philait is also the plan to purchase a of
complete set of Gilbert and Sul- delphia.
They have made hirmerous releast one of
in the first cordings for Westminster, an of
which are available on loan from
has Kttle importance. But when a small group of students took purchase.
the College Music Library.
the initiative in starting hazing discussion, many resented the
ThemefrAers of the Quartet are
Jaseha Brodsky, first violin; Lewis
fact.
They are quite right in reefing this way.
Miss Myrtle Williams
Berman, second violin; Max AroBut why was the hazing problem brought up through a
noff, viola; Orlando Cole, cello.
Addresses Poly
It was because these individuals
small, self-appointed group?
will

present discussion of the hazing question has brought

out one point which has long needed correction. In the minds livan operas, with at
of many members of the student body the 'Student Council these being included*

Forum

The program of the concert
include a "Mozart Quartet for
Strings," a "Beethoven Quartet for
Strings,"
and a "Quintet for
Strings and Piano" by Dohnanyi, in
which Professor Frederic Tiilotson
will accompany the Quartet.
The New Vbrk Times remarked
that the Curtis String Quartet
"Disclosed not only an admirable
unity and balance, but an appreciation of style that is a rare quality."

Interf raternity Debates

To Start Following
Thanksgiving Recess
The newly formed

Brtihswiek. Me.
must have brains. Her major is
basket-weaving, so we really do
Just atewllh«t»my^1mdw have a lot in common because of
that I'm getting married next that Scout Merit Badge I got in
week. Now, I realize that this that once.
may come as rather r shock and
Please do not worry about how
surprise to you since I orily met the we lire goth£ to "get along." She is
girl last night and came to my de- [+ very economical girl. There is no
cision to marry her at lave this food problem to speak of as she
alarm doesn't est anything but candles
morning, right *ftef
art th* -and HerShey bars anyway, and I
Went, off ay mistake.
first one to know am getting to like them too, espethy little secret, cially the red ones which are the
mother ... the best because they're spicy
And
very first in fact, as to a place to live, well, in the
because! haven't wintertime we should be all set,
gotten around to what with her knowing just about
telling the girl ill there is to know about igloos
yet. But I anil,
and all, and in summer 1 think
on rnetner, ane is absolutely the Uncle Ed would let us use the duck
And mtererfrthf. tny blind down on the bay. Don't you ?
greatest!
word! She goes to Heftbrook
Yes Mother, this is it. Really it.
Junior College which is right near Your little boy has been bitten at
here and I figure that she can last. I'm sure you will love Poona
keep right oh with Her schooring (that's her name, Poona) as I do.
and I can see her ee k ends and I am enclosing a photo of her,
things which will solve the date suitable for framing, for you to
problem I've been hiving. She is a keep. In case you are worried about
freshman at the "ferddk this year, Poona' s morals because of that cigbut is really older than a fresh- arette, it's reaHy all right because
man because she went to the Uni- she doesn't smoke them
she
.
versity of Nome in Alaska for eats mem.
three years. Not as a student
Let's see, what else? Oh yes, she
though. It's just that it was warm- is four feet two inches tall and
er at the university than H was at goodness knows how wide because
home, so she used to go there every she wears that parka all the time.
day, but one time, after three
I gave her my frat pin last night,
yeats, someone found her down in but she swallowed it, and that is
back of the heating plant and made the main reason that I have deher leave.
cided to wait a week for the wedThe reason she's here fc because ding until we see how things work
she won the Heftbrook Alumnae out.
Association's Nome chapter scholGetting late, so all for now .
arship this year, betting oat the
Your loving son,

Dear Mother,

\

Peter Schmalzer, Jr. '57
Edward P. Parsons '57
John Ranlett '57
Thomas L. Spence '57 felt that they would be more successful if they took matters
Francis M. Kinnelly '57
Last Thursday night Miss MryJohn R. Withers '57 into their own hands. Thfty did not have enough faith in the tle Williams of the American
Edward R. Williams '57
Richard B. Lyman '57
Stanton I. Moody '57
Friends of the Middle East spoke
C. William Cooke *57 Student Council's ability to stir up interest on the problem in
Thomas R. Merrill "57
before a group in the Peucinian
question.
Room about the Middle East stuBusiness Manager
Just look as some examples of the Student Council's record dents in this country.
Bruce N. Cooper '54
She said that most of the stuto prevent vandalism.
have
tried
few
years.
They
over
the
past
Assistant Business Managers
dents in this country are from
James A. Cook '54
C. Richard Thurston '54 They have regulated class elections, discussed the possibility of middle class families with comCirculation Manager
Advertising Manager
paratively few of them on scholarPeter M. Pirnie '5§
Harold R. Beachafn, Jr. '56 having a White Key Weekend, and asked for house votes on
ships. Of the over 4300 students
Business Assistants
whether houses should or should not be open for certain weekfrom the Near East in this counHarry G. Carpenter '57
David H. Dott '57
ends.
try 1200 are attending N.Y.U. She
Peter F. Gass '57
In other words, they have performed only the ordinary also stated that most of the unBOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
dergraduates that come to this
There is no exchange of ideas
Dlrectors.v
Professor Athern P. Daggett. Professor Philip M. Brown, functions of a student council.
country seldom return to their
Bruce N, Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley '54, Wallace R. Harper, in Council meetings as there should be. Most of the Council's homeland
after
marrying
aw
Jr. '55, Charles Ranlett '54.
In short, American girl.
proposals are initiated by the members themselves.
untiicimii roa « attok al whmmihs sr
Miss Williams spoke under the
the student body as a whole has shown little interest in its
National Advertising Service, Inc.
auspices of the Political Forum,
Ctilitt Publishers Rtprtstnlalwt
council.
which will present a discussion of
NEW YORK, N. Y.
420 MAD SON AVE.
Cwncaoo • Bohton - Los AnoeLv.s - San Francisco
This fact has detracted from the importance of the Coun- "Nationalism in Asia" in thePnbllrtud weskly when classes are hcM aurini ths Fall and Sarlne ScStcater by
Moulton Union Thursday night at,,
cil.
If there is nothing of importance to discuss, they will not

Cubes On Toast

Ice

N.V. fine*,

To

m

The

Assistant Sports Editor
Joseph Y. ^Rogers '55
Sports Staff

Sam

Department Of Music
To l%cl.ase Records

agreements with

to reach definite

m

Editors

'56

fail

the students are unwilling to make conThe Bowdoin Blanket Tax CrtfnAppear At
cessions and to modify hazing as it now stands, then it stands mittee has given the Depar tment
CurHs Strh* Quartet
of Music fifty dollars for the purto reason that action fey the administration may be drastic
chase of records requested by stu- present a concert in Memorial Hall
nature.
dents, and these records will Tse- dh Monday, NoVSMJUr SO, St 8:15
The only way in which to preserve hazing iii genera) and come part of the "new record loan pAi. It is their 27th appearance at
quests in particular, then, seems to be for the student body to pottey. They wttl be purchased an Bowdoin. and also the 27th annirequest of any student, no versary of their organization, withagree upon constructive changes in the program. The choice the
matter what selection, ranging in which time th»y have played in
i*.
in all practicality, one betWeeen modified quests and no from opera to musical comedy. It every state
the Union, and also
quests at all, between slightly modified hazing and drastically is hoped that this Offer will be on the Continent.
The Quartet was organized at
taken advantage of.
Requests
reduced hazing.
will be made to Professor Fred- the Curtis Institute in Philadelurge each student to think twice before voting tonight. eric Tillotson.
phia. b»it smce tn#n they haVe beThe first purchase wtH include Come an independent group, and
"Brigadoon," "Oklahoma," "Ca 'have opened their "New School of
rousel," and "South Pacific," and Music," dedicated to the^ playing

the administration,

Vol.

we

1953

18,

U*

Wa

.

.

.

w

.

.

.

Freddy

Interfrater-

I:

Ine students of Bowdoln Collet;*. Address news comiaanirations to the Editor and subscription eommnnications to the Basineas Manacar of the Bowdoin PoMsshlnsj Company at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hail, Bowdoln roller*, Brnnawlek, Maine. Entered
as second class Batter at the pest office at Brunswick. Maine. The subscription rata
tee one year is three ($3) dollars.

Student Response To Hazing Move
Disappointing; Tonight's Voting

Mag Prove Decisive To Outcome
In last week's

ORIENT

there

was printed a report drawn

up by a small, independent, self-appointed student committee
dedicated to arousing
subject of hazing as

among the student body interest
now stands at Bowdoin. The

it

in the

report

stated in clear-cut terms that there exists today a definite deep-

The report attempted
in the matter of hazing.
background to this problem with emphasis on
the changing relationship between administration and student
interests.
It was pointed out in the report, furthermore, that
there is an urgent need of modification in our present system of
freshman hazing in order that said system endure.

seated problem
to explain the

Examples were

cited in

which quests

in

particular have,

brought unfavorable publicity to Bowdoin College.
Complaints from parents of freshmen and from faculty members have brought this problem to a state of great importance.
in the past,

In short, there

now exists a well-founded probability
may very soon put a drastic end

ministrative action

traditional aspects of hazing at

that ad-

to

many

be considered very important. If the student body has any interest in the fundamental problems which face them qs college
students today, they must take an interest in the council that
governs them.

we

serving the ends of the administration.
this

The

vast

•

Harvard's Dean Rogers
Discusses Fellowship

feel that individual students

Council an idea of student opinion and noon, November

it

will also give the

We

G

Frasch, Fulbright Student, Cites
European Attitude Toward U.S.

college or university level,

Jean-Jacques Frasch of Cloissey- he acquired there assisted him
sur-Seine, France, now 'studying greatly in being awarded the Fulhere on a Fulbright grant, feels bright grant.
that European nationalism and
Jean finds it difficult to compare
is "far from extinct" and American and French colleges, the
a major cause of friction be- two systems being entirely differtween the United States and ent.
•

reaction
is

Jean

committee stands States

arrived
last July,

in

the

United

and underwent a

_

He remarked
France

that education in

is "strict

and

disciplined."

the aim of the French system
to provide the student with a "general culture." To arrive at this, the
It is

men and women who

six

The argument

that the duty of promoting student action
under the jurisdiction of the Student Council rather
than an independent committee is without real basis in this
The truth is that the committee has actually been
instance.
working under the Student Council. Last night a meeting was
held in Smith Auditorium for the expressed purpose of drawing
up a list of tentative proposals. Attending this meeting were
four or five representatives from each fraternity, picked at
fall

random and

over sixty students, to express individual
Four faculty members pointed out
opinions of each house.
Each member of the Student
different views on the subject.
also
asked
was
to
attend.
Suggested proposals have
Council
been drawn up and are ready to be submitted to a vote at the
These proposals, will be prevarious house" meetings tonight.
totalling

185 Park

Greeting Cards

Shop

— Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping

L_

Praised In Carlo Play
(Continued from Page 1)
play and was able to evoke a dry

Norton Introduces New

the cast "villainously" well.
Director G. H. Quinby's produc-

Alumni Newsletter

tion was smoothly accomplished
and obviated the many difficulties

in the current newsletter, an account of the present enrollment is
given, comparing in particular the
increase of the New York and
New Jersey contingent over the
past years, and the decrease of the
Maine enrollment. Brief accounts
of the fraternity initiations, alumni activities, faculty notes and the
football season are given. Building
const ruction and other campus improvements are also noted.

mmmmm

besetting the arena-style play. If
promise of as smooth a production
as that of Monday evening were
given, your reviewer would like to
see more plays done "in the
round".

Gerard L. Dube

BOWL-MOR
AUTOMATIC
Hot Dogs
Sandwiches
Cold Drinks

Italian

well and healthy except I

nose

well.

F
From Mrs. T. F.
To Mr. Fredrick

Benchless
B. Benchless
Phi Phi Frat Lodge
Bowdoin College
Freddy!
Love,

Mother
Dear Mother,
All is off! Poona finally took off
her parka and turned out to be

Am
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Committee* will
and submit them
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only one debate a week.
The procedure of these debates
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am

of the Debating Coun-

Pants

Coffee

Al Tobey, Class of
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kinds of printing for Bowdoin man can show you short cats
in time and save you mohey.

PIN SETTERS

Ice

:

Gym
Gym

Our long experience

Alloys

•

Morton
members

Sneakers

Yankee humor. Todd Callihan and Trudi Bean strengthened

The Council will then compile a final list of
Council meeting.
The newsletter is an outgrowth
of meetings of the Alumni Council
the agreed proposals to be submitted to the administration for
and also the inquiries of alumni.
consideration.
In the words of Mr. Norton, "it is
For once the student body has a chance to move before an experiment designed to provide
information supplementing curplaces
administration
its
own
final
restrictions
on
an
imthe
rent publications of the College."
Bowdoin undergraduates As the first newsletter is merely
portant issue, in this case hazing.
must be made to realize that the hazing problem has now an experiment, no definite publication schedule has been established.

Gift
Row

'!

sort of

In an effort to maintain better
communication with the College
alumni, Vice President Norton has
prepared a newsletter containing
various items concerning scholarships arid financial reports, colsented by the Student Council representative in each house; lege events since the beginning of
the term, and other news of intervoting
the
of
will
be
results
discussed
at
the
next
Student
the
est.

Menymeetmg

Mrs. Daggett, Alter

I

seem to have broken
somehow last night. Oh

|

young gather the

student must carry a very heavy
burden and is necessarily prevented fat>m specializing in a particular
field. As a result, the college gradCorps upon graduation is the fact
uate knows a little about every- that someone receiving a fellowthing, but, in detail, orothing. A ship and then
being called up for
student wishing to specialize must military duty will have
his fellowthen go to a large university like ship set aside for
him until his
the Sorbonne in Paris. However, military service is
completed.
Jean has discovered that a French
The program is an enlargement
student, due to his general training of the Woodrow
Wilson Fellowis able to profit greatly from study
ship program first established at
in the United States.
Princeton University in 1945. It is
While in America, Jean is enjoy- now sponsored by the
Association
ing Yankee hospitality, acquiring a of Graduate
Schools in the Associfew long playing records to add to ation of American Universities.
Theah already sizable collection and fellowships are underwritten
by
deploring the fact that he can't get
37 universities of the Association

P.S.

disilluPoona's brother Ptui.
sioned. I hate women. Destroy
photo.
Topics for the debates will be and arguments.
Disconsolately,
The Wflrnot Brookings Mifchefi
submitted by the students to their
Freddy
individual "house representatives.^ Cup is offered as prize to the
The Executive Committee of the winning team; ahy group winning!
Advisory Council, headed by Wil- the cup for three years wffi retain] Seven United States Presidents
were born in Ohio.
liam W. Hale Jr., '56, and consist- permanent possession.
f"
-i
ing of David R. Anderson, '55,
-- '-

to
the Advisory
Council
for
screening. In order that students
will not have to spend much time
on the debates, the topics will be
of such nature that they will reCandidates Must Be Nominated quire no research, and competing
The fellowships for study at any houses will not know what the tograduate school in the United pic will be until ten o'clock on the
States or Canada are, Dean Rog- morning of the debate.
ers explained, to be awarded only
The Executive Committee will
to candidates nominated by mem- also meet every week to match
bers of the academic profession. houses, decide which will uphold
No student can apply for a fellow- the affirmative and which the
ship himself. Of interest to Bow- negative, and which will be the
doin men who expect to receive a host. In order that as many as
commission in the Transportation possible can attend, there will be

TENNIS NOTICE
Competitive play in tennis
has been postponed indefinitely
due mainly to the difficulties in
scheduling the matches, and
weather conditions.

nity Debating Advisory Council is shall be adapted to that of the Oxplanning to get its program of in- ford Union, with nine minutes
tramural debates under way on speaking time available to each
Wednesday evening, Dec. 9. The speaker in the prehmmaries and
purpose of the plan is "To encour- semi-finals, and ten minutes in
age student thinking and Speaking the finals. Each talk, hoWeVer, at
on timely topics of particular in- any one time will be limited to
terest and significance to the un- four minutes. The chairman will
dergraduates." Any student, ex- be a member 6f the Advisory
cept those on college debating Committee Whose Own fraternity,
teams, may try for his house is not competing at that particular
team. It was felt by the Council debate. Three judges chosen from
that varsity debaters should be ttte faculty or the townspeople
excluded so that more men could will render their decisions to the
take part in debating, and because chairman, but the audience will
a house with proficient college de- vote on the motion before the
baters Would naturally have an judges results are announced. The
unfair advantage over an oppo- judges will then ^omfrient briefly
on the merits 61 the presentation
nent wTOwKit varsity material.

possess the
highest qualities of intellect, character, and personality; in particular those who have not thought
of an academic career."

weeks' orientation period at
for the complete abolition of freshmen quests, and that they Bard College in Annandale-onHudson, New York. He is studystrongly favor many radical changes in the present system.
ing English and American literaThat so many arrived at these wrong conclusions is indeed ture at Bowdoin, preparatory to
unfortunate. The committee merely attempted to bring to the teaching in a secondary school
attention of the students as a whole the dire need of some modi- upon his return to France.
Knowledge of English
By presenting to the underfication in our hazing program.
For three years prior to coming
graduate body a detailed analysis of the existing conditions, to the United States, Jean studied a good cup of coffee. Jean was deat
the
Ecole Normale de Ver- lighted to find that not all Amerithe committee hoped to stir student discussion and interest to
sailles. The knowledge of English cans read the Reader's Digest and
Unthe point where student-initiated action would be sought.
drink Coca-Cola.
fortunately the committee has been the object of unfair criticism.

should

12, "in

the Peucinian Room when Dean Nathaniel
what the students are interested in.
C. Kendrick and 15 faculty memhope there will be no need for informal committees bers in The Humanities and Soin the future.
Make the Student Council the means through cial Sciences met with Dean Francis M. Rogers of Harvard Univerwhich discussion is initiated and action is taken. That is the sity.
Council's purpose and its function.
Dean Rogers, regional chairman
of a district including the four
J. B.
northern .New England States, the
Maritime Provinces, Quebec, arid
Newfoundland, discussed the program which "is designed to recruit
for the teaching profession, al the

but

Bowdoin.

majority of students have concluded that

.

should try to
give their Student Council representative constructive proposals Program With Faculty
which he cam take into the Council meetings. This will serve a
TMe National Woodrow Wilson
double purpose. Not only will it emphasize the importance of Fellowship Program was the topic
the Council in its capacity as the student body's representative, of discussion hot Thursday afterTherefore,

France.
According to Jean, there is a
The purpose of the report, which, we are sorry to assert, widespread fear in Europe that the
was misunderstood by the majority of the students here, was United States is attempting to establish
supremacy over the entire
to instigate among the undergraduates a desire to take the initiaworld. He remarked, "Many people
Too many students, in France feel that Europe is extive in proposing the needed changes.
due in part to the length of the report, failed to grasp the ideas perienced enough to take care of
aimed at by this committee. The great number of them jumped her own problems without the advice of the United States. This
immediately to the falacious conclusion that a small minority was especially true during the rewas trying to "pull a fast one" on the remainder of the student cent Moroccan crisis."

body by

8:15 p.m.
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Sports Editor Selects All-Maine Team;
Three Polar Bear Gridsters Honored
By Robert M. Hurst '54
With the reincarnation of oneplatoon football and the almost
legendary sixty minute man the
selections for the post-season ATIteams revert to the conventional
choosing of one combination offensive and defensive team. In conformance to this situation the
ORIENT All-Maine team is made
up of the players who have demonstrated during the three state
Series games their ability to go the
distance on the offense as well as
the defense.
On the ends of the All-Maine
team are Kenny Woodsum of
Maine and Ralph Froio of Bates.
Woodsum, a junior, performed all
season long in grand style for the

POLAR

as a natural for professional foot- position on defense Cosgrove was
ball. Golden, at 185 is rugged, fast, often faced with a do-or-yoo -don't
and aggressive. Playing opposite tackle when enemy ball carriers
him at right guard is Bowdoin's had slipped past the backer-ups.
Art Cecelski. Cecelski is a hold- Most of the time he did.
over from last year's team alHalfbacks Hard Rannin*
though only playing his second year
The halfback spots were nailed
of varsity ball. Cecelski represents down by Bates' one-man gang Boo
the lone Polar Bear in a line which Chumbook and Maine's hard-runhas four lme men. Both Cecelski ning co-captain -Ed Bogdanovich.
and Golden are 5-10 and weigh In Chumbook did everything bat
at 185.
bring in the water for the Bobcats
Holding down the center position as he kicked, passed, and ran for a
is Colby mainstay
Maurice Ma- losing cause. Chumbook was by
thieu.
Mathieu. as with Froio, far the best kicker in the state as
found himself on a team that was his punts averaged over forty
lighter than most opponents and yards. The "Bog", as he is affecusually outmanned all the way tionately known at Maine, is the
down. With co-captain Tony Yan- oldest player on the team at 26. A
uchi injured for most of the sea- consistent ground gamer all sea-

BEARINGS
JA«^

Robert It. Itawt 'ft*. «?«*^Sp4M4a
Martla '« ta Mr. Owen
Reprinted here la a letter froaa B.
CMbaraa, Sports Writer of the Baager DaMy News.
November ft, 1953
Dear Mr. Osborne:
HE: University of Maftte is Big League
paper,
fn the sports
good
your
of
issue
In the November Tth
colon* entitled "The Notebook", is this sentence: *Mafne has tern
placed a favorite (over Bowdoin ) in bur book oh the idea tt>» B ig
Brae has been playing hi faster company and they have jMHWlul
Ed BogdahOvick ". That statement was true arid also propfriMg^ that
the foothall team of the University of Maine is graduating ffWn the
and faster ctlnpahy.
college State series in Maine, to a bigger league

C

In the bigajer league are the State universities of New England which
therefore, a larger source
son long, Bagdanovich went wild have much larger male student bodies and
against the three other Maine col- of material.
although
overshadowed
leges,
Except for the Colby-Bates game, the States Series wag -fcH insomewhat m the Bowdoin game by teresting, due to lopsided scores, to wit:
his partner in crime, Vince CalenBites
Maine 37
da.
Colby
13
Maine 45
At fullback is another Bowdoin
Bowdbm 7
Maine 35
man, Mel Totman. Totman and
Tn the foreseeable future, 10 to 15 years, it could wen be that the
Cosgrove co-captained Bowdoin 'to
end, that Bates, Bowthe runner-up spot in state series State Series as it is how composed will be at an
competition. Mel dislocated his el- doin and Colby will no longer travel to Orono to be pulverifeed \>y. a
defensive scramble.
bow in the Wesleyan game and was much larger squad of heavier men drawn from a male enrollment of
In the backfleld in the quarter- thought to be lost at least until over 2300; plus over 500 girls to throw in for good measure.
back slot is last year's pick, Jack the Maine game. But Totman surIt is only a question of time and arithmetic.
Cosgrove of Bowdoin. Although he prised everyone and was
the
Due to the present tax structure, the alumni of the three small
had his throwing game grounded in lineup for the state series opener
colleges of Liberal Arts in Maine will be less able to support privately
the Maine game, Cosgrove with a against Colby wearing a special
therefore, will stand stifl, wft hot
relatively weak line in front of him brace on his damaged limb. Lt was endowed colleges. These colleges,
showed his all-around ability in Totman who raised the Bowdoin grow. They wiB do well to hold their own.
of 2300 at University of. Maine
population
male
picking up yardage on the ground partisans to theii feet at Orono as
At present, the
and doing most of the punting for J he rah back a Maine kickoff 95 exceeds the combined total male enrollment at Bate*, Bowdoin and
the Polar Bears. At the safety
(Continued on "Page 4)
Colby. What will it he in ten years?
After the University of Maine has definitely graduated into
Big League, the natural sequence is the formation of a minor league
consisting of the three small Maine colleges of Liberal Afts, Bates,
Bowdoin and Colby. At least, this is food for serious thought and

champs, whose main fort son Mathieu had the burden on
was a running game. In spite of his shoulders and plugged the gaps
Maine's ground attack, it often be- in the Mule line with amazing skill
came necessary to go to the air and courage.
Team Shows Heavy Line
and when that time came WoodTotal poundage in the All-Maine
sum was the logical target. Froio
showed remakably well during the line this year is slightly over a hah*
series with an undermanned Bates ton, at 1313, an average of 187
Following is the personnel of the ARU's, the championship team of the Bowdoin In- eleven. He was a bulwark on de- pounds per man. Froio, Cianchette,
T11E CHAMPS
terfratemity football league: First Row, left to right: Dick Rodman, Dave Weiss, Joe Rooks, Harvey fense as weH as a prime pass grab- Cecelski, Golden, and Clark were,
I.evine; Second Row: Phil Weirter, Al Werksman, Marv Kaitfc; Third Row: Danny Miller, Jerry Solomon, ber for the Bobcats' one man gang. choices in last year's offensive and
state

—

Ira Shinberg,

Dave

Traister.

.

ARU's Whip Kappa Sigs,
19-7; Become Champions
/ By Saul II.
ARU turned back Kappa Sigma,
19-7, as they stopped the Kappa
Sigs' strong passing combination
of Lenny Plasse and Ed Kenney.
The players had little time to
nurse their bruises as the Kappa
Sigs and A.R.U.'s met to decide
the championship.
An inspired A.R.U. team ran
wild in the first period as Werksman led them to two touchdowns,
both of which came on Werksman
to Traister aerials. The Kappa
Sigs could do little against a strong
A.R.U. line.
In the third period Lenny Plasse
tossed a touchdown pass to Ed
Kenney. However, A.R.U. countered with another touchdown and
the game ended with A.R.U. on the
top end of a 19-7 score. Marv Kaitz
piayed brilliant defensive ball for
the victors and Plasse, Kenney,
and John Kreider were Kappa Sig-

ma

standouts.
This was the first football championship for A.R.U. and all who
participated, both as players and
spectators, should be congratulated for their spirit and determination. The following players have
been outstanding throughout the
season: Al Werksman, Phil Weiner,

Cohwi

In the tackle spots are featured

Fraternity AH-Star

First

SPORT NO"!**

21 years old, both over six feet,
and both scaling over the two hundred mark, Clark and Cianchette
represent the ideal pair of tackles
on any team.

Team

Barry Nichols, Zeta Psi
Johnny Kreider, Kappa Sigma
re, Ted Kenney, Kappa Sigma
fb, Al Werksman, ARU
le,

Due

to their failure to participate in the footbaH schedule,
the Independents will not be included in any further Interfraternity sports.

At left guard is Tommy Golden,
the best lineman the state has seen
many moons and who has been
pointed out by Maine sportswriters

c,

Ihb,

rhb,

Bob Hazzard, Zeta
Dave Rogerson,

Kappa Sigs And Mill's

c,

re,

Triumphal In Close

fb,

PhH Weiner, ARU

Semi-Final Contest

,

rhb,

rt.

semi-final playoff games fn looked as though the Zete's conthe Interf raternity Football version would supply the narrow
League resulted in Kappa Sigma margin of victory. However, the
turning back Zeta Psi, 12-7, and Kappa Sigs were not to be denied

DKE

combine, and a quick pass from Lenny
Plasse to John Kreider resulted in
26-16, in an overtime period.
In the semi-finals, the Kappa a TD. Time ran out with the KapSigs, who had tied for first place pa Sigs leading 12 to 7. Particularin the "A" League, met the first- ly outstanding were Kreider and
place team in League "B", Zeta Plasse for the victors and Bob
Psi. The Zetes came up with a Hazard Of the Zetes.
touchdown and conversion early fn ARU Edges DHtu Kappa Epsllon
ARU won a close one from
the first period. Kappa Sigma returned with a TD but failed to Deke in ah overtime period in the
ARU mustered a
convert. Through the rest of the semi-finals.
first half and most of the second strong attack and took a 16 to 2
half,
play see-sawed back and lead over the Dekes in the early
forth with neither team able to part of the game. The Dekes sudmake a concerted drive for a score. denly came to life in the second
With the Kappa Sigs in possession half scoring two quick touchdowns
of the ball deep in Zete territory it to tie the score, the second resultdefeating the

14-Game

ico

High School.

Cecelski. Bow
Ciaehette. Me

Ba

Cosfrrove.

rib,

'54

Bow

'54
'55
'54

Chumbook. Bn
rhb, Botrdanovich, Me
fb, Totman, Bow
Ihb,

'54

are

wrt.

hrt.

20

170

6'

21

200

6'1

24
20
19
21
20
20
19
26
20

KS.",

5*10

175
1S5
225

r,'s

'

n

19J?
18fi

5*10

175

5*11

hrt.

wrt.

'55
'55
'54
'56
'54
'54
'54
'54
'54
'55
'54
"54

20
24
20

170
200
180
182
184
205
T65
172
185
183
174

Jacobs, Co
Mart-hand, Co

le,
It.

Goldstein, Bow

Ik.

r,

are

Small,

Me

Ma
rt, Friedlander, Bow
re, Ferry, Me
rib. Movlck. Me
Garneau.

rir.

Ihb,

Windhorst. Co
Day. Bow

Me

19

22
22
20
22

22
19

and

Sawyer, two top members of
team, the ski team has
been busy scouting and rounding
up new material. Centered around
captain Dick Marshall, the team
will consist of Barry Nichols, Paul
DuBrule, Bill Clark, Skip Lareom,
Charley Christie, and manager

last year's

SECOND TEAM:
class

Dick Church

lost

Tom

6*2
5*10
5'11
6*4

181
170

Having

6'

Harvey Stephens.

6'

5*10
5*10

22

ARU

first

6'

5*10

m

the top in
Nichols, who
ster on the

6'

5*8
6*3

his

events.

Barry

an experienced jumper on the
65 meter hill. A distance man in

is

track, Paul should aid in building
up our, cross country battery

which has been exceedingly weak
heretofore.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Marshall, both at the TD house.
The squad would like partknriarty
to strengthen their cross country
and jumping divisions, but downhill and slalom men are needed
also to gain experience for next
year. The meets are exhilarating,
room and board expenses are covered, and it is the only whiter
sport for which practice is as en-

has 2,300); next Brown, enrollment 1,972; Columbia, enrollment, 2,*
329; Holy Cross, enrollment, 1,850; Viflanova errrolTment, 2,409.
Such a schedule would be impossible for Maine to fulfill year
after year. Maine will never be "Big League" and will never be too

joyable as the actual competition.

big for tiny

far is not at the top of the heap.
If Maine was to go into the big leagues let's take a look at same
of the colleges with a similar enrollment which they might schedule.
For an opener lets put in Arnfy, total ehroihherrt 2,400 men (Maipe

Bowdoin to

beat.

smart
RANGE— widespread

soft

collar with stays

smart
and
^

t

"HOW GOES

BLAIR— new shorter point
collar, medium spread

and a building in
Shell Oil Co.

No

one offers such

a wide

variety of

colrarstyles tailored
for these times.

Student Accounts

one

offers

Wkw

w efcomefl

rics

No

controlled

such a

were to be
York. Bell System

from

New

engineers were asked to help.

choice of fab-

CREW—Rounded

of patterns

«...

button

New York-

answers

remote -control

skill on the part of many
System people. That's the reason

engineering
Bell

there are rewarding opportunities in

many lines for college people in the tele-

dialing a namber, he

can make a pumping station autarnattcatty report back its meter readings by

chances to start with the Bell System
after graduation?

New York

dial.

By

KU TELEPHONE
#1*53

THC

atJatfttJatatMMitaati

MANHATTAN

SHIRT CO.. 444

MADISON AVSNUf. NEW YOWC

aatallaatli

N.

Installations

phone company. Why not check soon
with your Placement Officer on yonr

telephone

Federal Deposit limaancc Corporation

These

represent salesmanship, research and

dispatcher oper-

the

ates these stations

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

He also diak numbers to open
and shut valves, start and atop pumps,
and summon an attendant. It's done
through Ben System facHitiea.

teletype!

by using an ordinary

Now
spread

vown

Brunswick Branch

^^^^^^———mt—af***—^^^^^

wanted a small brick build-

Illinois to

efficiency, all these stations

and such a wide

ransre

ing.

dials

Illinois

be able to teletype automatically to a dispatcher in Radio Citymore thin 800 miles away. The building
in Dennison, 111., is one of four pumping
stations on an important oil line. For
ing in

Complete and Friendly

Banking Services

IT?"

smart and neat and casual

iatMM*it

85% Hoped For

tjjflajV

Maine is concerned. Although Mathe might conceivably grow and
have a bigger enrollment, they will rtever be graduated into the "Big
Leagues" and they will never be too big for BoWdoin to beat. In the
case of Bates and Colby it might be a different story.
I would Iika to enlighten Me. Martin x>n a few other statistics
that he failed to include in his letter. Last year Bowdoin walloped
Maine 33-14 and Colby licked the Black Bears 13-7. In the years since
the war Maine has won the state title but twice, Bowdoin and Bates
once. Bowdoin has tied for the crown three times, Maine twice, and
Colby once. In my estimation this does not show Maine to be in the
so called Big Leagues. The same is true in other sports. Maine by
as

—

of

Member

Martin

A high scorer in jumping. Bill
Clark will also help to round out
the downhill and slalom squad.
Skip Lareom has had a good deal
of racing experience and will col-

Tnteffraternity Basketball

The coach believes that those
players whose shooting average
from the floor is above thirty-five
per cent will be shooting exceptionally well. He thinks that each
Player should be able to hit with
four out of five free throws, tart
expects that anything much more
than fifty per cent will be surpris-

itive skiing to contact any of its
members, particularly manager
Harvey Stephens or captain Dick

S. C.

I fail to agree with Mr. Martin's predictions of the future as far

team that will
open against Lewiston High School
tWo weeks from today are as fol6:00, Bill
lows: Bill McWilliams
6:01, Payson Perkins
Gardner

—

college quarters.

TD

Sincerely,

Matte Not Seen Big Wnle

corr prise the 1953-54

Two

used in the past, the fast break will
be used by all WhHe teams; accordingly, much of the practice
each day is devoted to learning
this particular type of offense
which increased nationwide scoring
so much in recent years. The frosh
coach expects that each team will
tally around sixty or seventy points
a game, depending on whether they
are playing the eight-minute high
school quarters or the ten-minute

Charley Christie, a new addition
to the team, has had cross country
experience, and will also compete
in downhill and slalom. For the
first time the team win have a
manager to handle paper Work,
scheduling, etc. Harvey Stephens
house has cheerfully
of the
offered to undertake this job.

threat

5'8J

was a downhill speed21
197
ft, Morton, Ba
team two years ago,
ing from a brilliant punt return by will be back on the team collectGeorge Heselton. Time ran out ing points in downhill and slalom.
with the score tied and the Dekes Paul DuBrule, a sophomore, may
deep in ARU territory.
be the team's most formidable adBoth teams agreed to play a dition. From Laconia, N.H., Paul
rhb, Calendn,

speculation.

Again we repeat. It is only the lapse of the and simple arithmetic.
It is being realistic and accepting the inevitable.
and slalom.

lect points in downhill

Triple Threats
More Skiers Needed
Captain Dick Marshall, a tripleThe ski team strongly urges
in downhill, slalom and
competjumping, has consistently placed at any students interested

5*11
6*2

twelve minute overtime period.
scored two quick TD's, the
on a Werksman to Miller pass
and the second on a runback of an
interception by Dick Rodman. The
game ended with the score 26 to 16
in favor af ARU. Werksman, Rodplayers are expected to play leadman, Weiner, and Miller continued
ing roles in the coming varsity
to sparkle on both offense and decampaign.
fense. Brinkman and Heselton of
Frosh Player* listed
The twenty other players who the Dekes were also outstanding.

6:00,
other players had excep- 5:11, Paul McGoldrick
John
5:07,
tionally good high school careers Barry Gilchrist
5:10, Dana Randall
Seeking to match the brilliant in this state. Dave Hunter, 6:02, Woodward
1
5.-09
6:f»2H,
Flckett
DiCk
*,
record compiled by last year's performer at Mt. Hermon, and Bob
5:09%, Bob Wishfreshman basketball team although Johnson, 5:11, played at Deering John Grinold
6:01%,
art
5:11, Norman Levy
faced with a much tougher sched- High School.
HelSel
5:11, Dick Smith
Gene
seen
in
the
From what he has
ule, the 24-man squad, averaging
5:11%, George
exactly six feet in height, is rapidly limited scrimmage sessions thus 5:10, Jack Eaton
6:03%, Dick Drenzek
learning the fast break to be used far, Audet thinks that the team Duncklee
5:11, Har5:09, Mike Coster
by both cage teams for the first wholly measures up to the frosh
6:03, Don Bennett
time this year in its first week of team last year at this time, the ry Carpenter
5:11.
6:00, and Bob DeLucia
team frdm which so many 6f the
practices.
Schedule Much Tougher
For the first time in Bowdoin
history, the frosh hoopsters will
play the freshman teams from the
AD vs Beta
Chi Psi vs Psi U
three other Maine colleges. These Monday, Nov. 30
ATO vs ARU
Zete vs DS
three encounters will wind up the Tuesday, Dec. I
Sigma Nu vs Deke
KS vs TD
14-game slate which is much rough- Thursday, Dec. 3
ATO vs Beta
Monday, Dec. 7
Psi U Vs Zete
er than in past years, the weaker Tuesday, Dec. 8
KS vs ARU
DS vs Chi Psi
teams having been cut off. As Thursday, Dec. 10
Deke vs TD
AD vs Sigma Nu
usual, most of the games will be Tuesday, Dec. 15
Zete vs Deke
TD vs Chi Psi
played at home; all will be on Wednesday, Dec. 16
Beta vs Psi U
KS vs ATO
AD vs ARU
Sigma Nu vs DS
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Satur- Thursday, Dec. 17
ATO vs Deke
AD vs DS
Tuesday, Jan. 5
days.
Beta vs Sigma Nu
Chi Psi vs KS
Coaching the scfudd is former Wednesday, Jan. 6
Thursday,
U
vs
TD
ARU
vs Zete
Jan".
7
Psi
has
Audet,
who
varsity star, Louis
Tuesday,
ii
AD
VS
Zete
ATO
Jan.
vs TD
used up his eligibility. Tlis first
Deke vs Psi U
Wednesday, Jan. 13
Chi Psi vs ARU
task was to reduce the team from Thursday, Jan. 14
Beta vs DS
KS vs Sigma Nu
down
reported
36
Who
the original
Monday, Jan. 18
AD VS ATO
Zete vs Chi Psi
to 24. Shortly, six more will have Wednesday, Jan, 20
Deke vs DS
KS vs Beta
to be cut to reduce the frosn to Thursday, Jan. 21
Psi U vs ARU
TD vs Sigma Nu
ARU VSTD
ATO vs Sigma Nu
Tuesday, Feb. 9
the standard 18.
AD
Wednesday,
Chi
Psi
vs
Feb.
10
Beta
vs Deke
Platoon System
Psi U vs DS
KS vs Zete
It will be the practice to alter- Thursday, Feb. 11
Chi Psi vs Beta
DS vs ARU
nate three d iffere nt teams during Tuesday. Feb. 16 17*
Wednesday, Feb.
Zete vs Sigma Nu
Deke vs KS
all the games, with the result that
Thursday, Feb. IS
ATO vs Psi U
AD vs TD
all the players will see plenty of
Tuesday, Feb. 23
TD vs Zete
Deke vs AD
action. The emphasis will not be Wednesday, Feb. 24
ATO vs DS
Psi U vs KS
on the particular position but Thursday, Feb. 25
Beta vs ARU
Sigma Nu vs Chi Psi
rather on making the players all- Monday, Mar. 1
ATO vs Zete
ARU vs Sigma Nu
Deke vs Chi Psi
Beta vs TD
around performers. Audet is slow- Wednesday* Mar. 3
KS vs DS
Psi U vs AD
ly breaking down the frosh into Thursday, Mar. 4
Tuesday,
Mar.
ARU
vs
Deke
9
Beta vs Zete
men,
three categories: backcourt
Wednesday,
Mar.
Sigma
vs
Psi
U
10
Nu
TD vs DS
bucket men, and corner men.
Thursday. Mar. 11
KS vs AD
Chi Psi vs ATO
Instead
the weave type of play-

Fast Break

'~i~>

'54
'55
'54
'55
'54

Me.

Mathieu. Co

rir,

re, Froio,

The

ARU

(.olden.

c.

Lenny Plasse, Kappa Sigma
BiH Sands, Alpha Delta Phi

class

Me

Clark,

It.
Ijr,

Paul Brinkman, DKE
Dick Kurtz, Zeta Psi
Dick Marshall, TD

lhb,

Ski Team Reorganized;
Dick Marshall Is Captain

in

Psi

Alpha Delta Phi FIRST TEAM:
Second Team
le. Woodnum, Me
le,

m

two of Maine's outstanding linemen, Lew Clark and co-captain
Ed Cianchette. Both seniors, both

Team is Dominated
By Kappa Sigs, Zetes

'57

Dick Rodman, Danny Miller, Jerry
Solomon, Dave Traister, Herb Phillips, Joe Rooks, Marv Kaitz, and
Dave Weis.
A.R.U To Meet Colby Champions
Next Saturday the A.R.U. team
The frosh have a tall team on
will go to Waterville where they the average, two Of the players bewill meet the Colby Jnterfrater- ing six five or over. John Finn, a
nity champs.
former star On the Lewiston cage
team, measures six feet five and a
half. Only half an inch smaller
is Tom Fraser, a brother of Bill
Slate
Tough
FraSer, the high scorer on the varsity last year, who played at MexFaces Frosh Cagers;

New Attack

Bob Chumbook.
Maine Has Both Tackles

.
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Interfraternity Volleyball

Women To Discuss

Coles Stresses Need For
Social Progress, Freedom

Problems Of Aged

[Continued Prom Page J]
association with a conspiracy."
The Women's Legislative Counracy. Heresy is essentially the acToday many people are afraid cil of Maine, an organization which
tion of an individual in question- to speak or write what they acpublic opinion
in* a particular social form, of tually think, or to be associated tries to organize
concerning social reforms and to
•attesting that generally accept- with any person or publication
pass appropriate laws, will meet
ideas are not necessarily cor- which doesn't restrain itself, he
here tomorrow.
rect ideas, of saying that there continued. "We cannot afford to
Problems of the aged will be the
are other ways of doing things. It have our freedom impaired by insubject of the meeting. Speaking
flourishes best when done openly timidation if we are to continue
on this topic will be State Senator
*nd with great publicity. Heresy to make progress and to continue
Carleton S. Fuller of Buckfield,
always results in the expression of to improve the human lot in toand C. Everett Page of Sunset Inopinion or thought within the day's world. Much freedom has
dustries, Bangor. Also addressing
framework of freedom of the so- been lost within the last few years. the council will be Mrs. Noel Little
ciety.
Citizen's around the world, among of Brunswick, its founder.
Dr.
"Conspiracy on the other hand, the Russians, Germans, French, James Stacy Coles, President ot
consists of an overt act or acts English, and even many in in our Bowdoin, "will welcome the group.
taken by a group of people with own country, are reticent to exHouse
Acta As Clearing
the intent to deceive legally con- press themselves as freely as they
Formed over fifteen years ago
atituted authority. It is done in would five years ago.
by Mrs. Little, the Women's Legissecret, and outside of the law and
lative
Council was patte>ned after
"Just the other day a young
common privilege. This is quite a man told me he would hesitate
organization.
to a similar national
different matter, and a conspiracy
assoplace his name on a subscription Parent-Teacher and similar
is something which no democratic
ciations were not able to present
list for a magazine which has a
society, protecting the right of
state assema
united
front
to
the
liberal reputation. The magazine
each individual to speak his own
bly.
The Council, trying to overin question has never been declarmind, can permit for the safety of
come this problem, acts as a cleared subversive, and it is certainly
all the individuals in the society.
ing house for legislative camnot Communistic. The reason for
So as we speak of heresy, let us
paigns, but does not initiate any
this man's fear was that at some
never confuse it with conspiracy.
by itself. It helps women voters of
future date someone might declare
Maine to act more intelligently by
Man's Freedom Threatened
the magazine to be such, and if
"Man's freedom has
always his name were to be on the sub- presenting all sides of arguments.
The council is composed of two
been threatened, and if man is to scription list, he would
be considrepresentatives of every women's
keep his freedom, he must contin- ered in many quarters
to be guilty
group in Maine doing state and
ually fight to do so. Freedom canof subversion.
national work.
not be defended by silence, even if
"It is necessary for all of us,
that silence has the protection of
the Fifth Amendment. It is the artd for the welfare of our nation,
moral obligation and duty of all that each individual should not
Tests
only
continue to have his freehonest men who would truly de-

M

Now

fend freedom, to speak out

doms,

swer to legitimate

in his exercise of

in anqueries. This is

but should be encouraged
them," President

such Coles concluded.

more

particularly so when
queries may pertain to possible

English Majors

Business Schools

Dear

Meeting In 'Chamber'

Sirs:

This year the Student Council
[Continued from Page 1~]
has had very little to do besides atDuring the next thirty years the tending to their regular duties of
furnishings of the room were re- conducting the class elections and
placed and added to until it ob- providing the girls who visit here
tained the simple beauty it pos- with rooms. The Council also dissesses today. The stage was added cussed the question of a name for
as an afterthought when the room the mid-winter Houseparty. If the
had been remodeled, and many Council never receives any ideas
student plays were performed on from the students, it is not the
student's Council or anybody else's
it before the Masque & Gown and
Professor Quinby put dramatics Council and can't possibly do much
on a much larger scale at the col- business. If the students do not
lege. Mr. Chase held all of his give their council something to disclasses in the room at one time or cuss, the Dean has to think up
another, but Chaucer and Literary something to talk to them about.
Criticism were the courses that The Dean comments on the vanmet there most consistantly. The dalous painting done to our polar
English majors held their meet- bear, and he asks the Council
ings in the Chamber after a fur- which walks they think ought to
nace and chimney were built and be repaired. The Council should
electric
The reflect the thoughts of the stulighting
installed.
group gatherings were held on an dents of the college. The Dean
informal basis: faculty and stu- should not have to give the Coundents would hold ping pong tour- cil odd jobs to keep it busy. The
naments on the stage during in- students must give their ideas to
the Council if the Council is to
termissions.
speak for the students.
Visited By Famous Writers

The Bowdoin

were

Institutes

of-

held in the Barn Chamber
topics of discussion concerned English or American Literature.
The speakers liked the
chamber because of its air of quiet
seclusion. It stands back from the
road, and there are no clocks or
doorbells in it. One can be virtually free from outside interruption while in the chamber. Among
ten

when

Northwestern University,
University, Seton Hall
University, University of Chicago,
University of Michigan, University
of Pennsylvania, and Washington
University of St. Louis. These
schools are the ones usually at-

He

that

believes

V8
Chi Psi vs Psi
Zete vs DS
vs Sigma Nu
Psi U vs Zete
DS vs Chi Psi
Sigma Nu vs DS
TD vs Chi Psi
KS vs ATO
Psi U vs TD
ATO vs Deke
Chi Psi vs KS
KS vs Sigma Nu
vs Zete
Chi Psi vs ARU
Psi U vs ARU
AD vs ATO
Deke vs DS
Psi U vs DS
ARU vs TD
Chi Psi vs
ATO vs Psi U
Chi Psi vs(
Zete vs Si£
Beta vs ARt
TD vs Zete
ATO vs DS
KS vs DS
ATO vs Zete
Deke vs Chi Psi
KS vs
ARU vs Deke
Sigma Nu vs Psi

Tuesday, Dec. 1
Wednesday, Dec. 2
Thursday, Dec. 3
Tuesday, Dec. 8
Wednesday, Dec. 9
Thursday, Dec. 10
Tuesday, Dec. 15
Wednesday, Dec. 16
Thursday, Dec. 17
Tuesday, Jan. 5
Wednesday, Jan. 6
Thursday, Jan. 7
Tuesday, Jan. 12

U

The film issued by the Life InInstitute,
"For Some
surance
Zete vs Deke Must Watch", was shown on
Beta vs Psi U Monday, November 16, in Smith
ARU vs Zete Auditorium.
AD vs DS The film, which contained no
Beta vs Sigma Nu
advertising, is the story of a life
Beta vs DS
ATO vs TD insurance agent in the town of
Deke vs Psi U Oneida, New York and a typical
TD vs Sigma Nu twenty-four hour day in his life.
Zete vs Chi Psi Three graphic illustrations of how
KS vs Beta life insurance may be applied are
KS vs Zete depicted.

ATO

AD

vs Sigma

Nu

Beta vs Deke

AD

vs TD
vs
Deke vs KS
Sigma Nu vs Chi Psi
Deke vs
Psi U vs KS
Psi U vs
vs Sigma Nu
Beta vs TD
Chi Psi vs ATO
Beta vs Zete
TD vs DS

ARU

DS

AD
AD

ARU

AD

U

Thursday, Jan. 14
Tuesday, Jan. 19
Wednesday, Jan. 20
Thursday, Jan. 21
Tuesday, Feb. 9
Wednesday, Feb. 10
Thursday, Feb. 11
Tuesday, Feb. 16
Wednesday, Feb. 17
Thursday, Feb. 18
Tuesday, Feb. 23

vs TD
Deke vs Psi U
Beta vs DS
Zete vs Chi Psi
KS vs Beta
TD vs Sigma Nu
ATO vs Sigma Nu
Beta vs Deke
KS vs Zete
DS vs ARU
Deke vs KS
AD vs TD
Deke vs
Psi U vs KS
Sigma Nu vs Chi Psi
ARU vs Sigma Nu
Beta vs TD
Psi U vs AD
Beta vs Zete
TD vs DS
Chi Psi vs ATO
vs Beta
ATO vs ARU
Sigma Nu vs Deke
ATO vs Beta
KS vs ARU
Deke vs TD
Zete vs Deke
Beta vs Psi U
AD vs ARU
vs DS
Beta vs Sigma Nu
ARU vs Zete

ARU

AD

ARU

AD

AD

AD

AD

AD

versity,

Rutgers

FROSH CAGE SCHEDULE

'Little

v

Wed., Dec. 2
Sat, Dec. 5
Wed., Dec. 9
Sat., Dec. 12

Lewiston (H)
Bridgton (H)
.... Edward Little (fD
Brunswick (H)
Sat., Jan. 9
Stephens
(H)
tended by Bowdoin graduates who
Tue., Jan. 12
South Portland (H)
go on to study in business.
Cheverus (H)
The admission tests for gradu- Sat., Jan. 16
Westbrook (H>
ate study in business will not be Wed., Jan. 20
Hebron (A)
designed to test specific knowledge Wed., Feb. 10
Portland (H)
in academic subjects. Anyone with Tue., Feb. 16
Exeter (H)
normal undergraduate training Sat., Feb. 20
Wed.,
Feb.
24
Colby
Frosh (A)
should be able to do a good job on
Sat., Feb. 27 .... Maine Frosh (A)
the tests.
Tue., Mar. 2
Bates Frosh (A)
Further information regarding
There should be no special comthe tests will be given in a bullemittees to make up a policy for
tin of information issued by the
hazing in the future. This should
Educational Testing Service.
be the job of each fraternity to
think up a policy for hazing and be representative of one opinion of
let their delegate lay it before the
the whole college.
Student Council. Then the Council
Yours,
could make up a policy that would
R. H. T. '36
..

throughout the country, and has
received praise for having much
educational value.

Three' Title

Awarded To Amherst
Amherst won the 'Little Three
title by defeating both Williams
and Wesleyan. Bowdoin played all
three of these teams and received
the hardest opposition from the
Lord Jeffs. The Polar Bears lost
to them by four touchdowns, while
losing to Williams by only one
TD, and beating Wesleyan by
three touchdowns.

their

Spanish Recommended

—

has not influenced us as
as those of France and Ger-

is, it

much
many

All-Maine Team; Three
1"]

own

publicity.

Professor Athern Daggett emphasized the importance fraternities have played and continue to
play in college affairs. He pointed
out that in no other college are the
fraternities so strongly built into
the college fabric as at Bowdoin.
"As the fraternities go so goes the
college" was Daggett's point. To
preserve our fraternity system, he
said, we must not mistreat our
raw materials through abuse of

As Language Alternate
that

Sports Editor Selects

Polar Bears Chosen
(Continued from Page 3)
yards for a touchdown.
The All-Maine backfield totals
731 pounds or an average of 183
per man. Totman, Cosgrove, and
Bogdanovich are all repeaters from
last year's team. On the team are
five Maine men, three from Bow-

from
lege must depend to a larger ex- doin, two from Bates, and one
tent on press publicity for raising Colby.
Lineup
Second
Team
funds. In the past Bowdoin mediThe second team has Johnny
cal school graduates and men entering the teaching profession have Jacobs of Colby and Ron Perry of
brought us good publicity. Now, Maine on the ends, Machand of
however, with no medical school Colby and Moose Friedlander of
here and with fewer graduates be- Bowdoin at the tackles, with Gerry
coming teachers, the importance of Goldstein of Bowdoin and Lu Garpublicity from the press is being neau of Maine in at guards, and
from
realized. Brown stated that the John Small, sophomore center
students themselves are the 'press' Maine, in the middle.
In the backfield at quarter is
and that they must actually make

The film has been shown in several high schools, service organizations, at military installations

[Continued from Page /}
ture, while rich, is inwardly so

ATO

vs Zete
Chi Psi vs
KS vs Sigma Nu
vs ATO
Deke vs DS
Psi U vs
vs TD
Chi Psi vs AD
Psi U vs DS
Chi Psi vs Beta
Zete vs Sigma Nu
ATO vs Psi U
TD vs Zete
ATO vs DS
Beta vs ARU
ATO vs Zete
Deke vs Chi Psi
KS vs DS
ARU vs Deke
Sigma Nu vs Psi U
KS vs
Chi Psi vs Psi U
Zete vs DS
KS vs TD
Psi U vs Zete
DS vs Chi Psi
vs Sigma Nu
TD vs Chi Psi
KS vs ATO
Sigma Nu vs DS
ATO vs Deke
Chi Psi vs KS
Psi U vs TD

ARU

[Continued From Page

cause of bad publicity of fraternity activities. He emphasized the
great importance of newspaper
publicity. Brown also stressed the
fact that at present the college is
not booming financially, and he
gave examples to support this
statement.
**»"»g««r Dependency on 'Preaa'
Brown then told how the col-

ATO vs Beta
KS vs ARU
AD vs ARU

AD

And Students

Join In Discussion

AD vs Beta Tor Some Must Watch/
ATO vs ARU Watched By Some
Deke vs TD

AD

AD

Faculty

Life Insurance Film,

Sigma Nu vs Deke

Interfraternity Bowling

students wishing to attend certain
graduate schools in business will
be required to take admission
tests administered by the Educational Testing Service.
The tests will be given on February 6, 1954 |ind May 13, 1954.
Although arrangements have not Wednesday, Feb. 24
yet been made, Dean Kendrick ex- Thursday, Feb. 25
pects that Bowdoin College will be Tuesday, Mar. 2
one of the examination centers. Wednesday, Mar. 3
Among the universities whose Thursday, Mar. 4
graduate business schools will re- Tuesday, Mar. 9
Wednesday, Mar. 10
quire the admission tests are CoThursday, Mar. 11
lumbia University, Harvard Uni-

Points for Admission
"Now we wish to present the
evidence on which a case can be
built up for the admission of
good men. Responsibilities must
Spanish.
be shared, he concluded, between
"First, Bowdoin finds itself al- fraternities and administration.
most alone in limiting the opporRoot W6uld See Quests Go
tunity of satisfying language re*
The fifth speaker, Dr. Root said
quirements to French and Ger- he felt that it was, as is often the
man. The catalogues of 22 other case in anything, a time for some
colleges were examined and it changes, this time in hazing. He
was found that of these 22 only said he would just as soon see
one,
Bryn-Mawr, compelled its quests abandoned, and he advocatstudents to have a reading knowl- ed several changes whereby hazing
edge of French or German
would be confined strictly to inside
"Second, the student body was the houses.
polled in an attempt to see how
Each professor stated that he
it as a whole felt towards this was impressed by the democratic
question of the acceptance of way in which the students are atSpanish for the reading require- tempting to handle the problem.
ment, and more important, to After their speeches the faculty
seek the number and opinions of members left and the meeting was
students directly concerned with turned over to Charles Orcutt '54
this question. We found that ap- who acted as. mediator in handling
proximately 106 students had tak- the general discussion by the stuOrcutt stated that the
en Spanish in high school. About dents.
114 would have liked to elect problem was now in the hands of
Spanish in fullfilling their require- the Student Council.
Council's Position Clarified
ment. As a whole, the student
The position of the Student
body was in favor of the addition
of Spanish to French and Ger- Council in handling the discussion
was then stated. The Council feels,
man
'The committee in the light of it was emphasized, that a comthe above facts feels* that there promise with the administration is
The decision
are grounds for the acceptance of not the solution.
Spanish as an alternative and it should lie with the fraternities.
therefore urges a careful consid- The houses cannot afford to sit
eration of the problem by the ad- back and wait, for the action must
come from the students.
ministration and the faculty."
The primary concern in the genIn the Middle Ages and early eral discussion which followed was
modern times, storms caused that of quests. Many pros and cons
several floods in the Netherlands,
Saturday is the most dangerous
each of which took some 100,000
day of the week in traffic.
lives.

Steve Novick of Maine, at left
half both Phil Day of Bowdoin and
Charlie Windhorst of Colby, at
right half hard-running Vince Calenda of Maine, and at fullback

Herb Morton of the Bobcats.
The total poundage of the line

Bowdoin and one

Colby, three from

from Bates.

On

the first team there are seven
seniors and four juniors while on
the second team there are eight
seniors, two juniors, and one soph-

omore.

I

Notice

|

.

the freshman
meet in Bannison November
Also managers are needed for
both freshman and varsity hockey.
If you are interested see Danny
MacFayden in the gym.

Candidates

hockey team

for

will

ter Hall at 4:00 p.m.
24.

were

aired.
Distinctions were
made between constructive and destructive quests. It was emphasized that often a seemingly constructive quest can turn out to be a
definitely destructive one.
The
problem of college publicity as a
result of some quests was discuss-

ed.

No
No

Conclusions Reached
conclusions were

definite

reached at the meeting, and it was
decided that individual house discussions should follow. Many unaired views will thereby be forced
into the open, giving all sides to

the question due consideration Results of these discussions, which
will take place for the most part
tonight, will be handled by the
Student Council. As of last night's
meeting the originally formed independent group is dissolved, having served its purpose of instigating student action.

^

FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR
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CHESTERFIELD
sUHl

\

IS

SaSwi!"""
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the

THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES . .

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more
than 800 college co-ops and campus stores
from coast to coast Yes, for the fifth straight

m

^

meetings will gain much by returning to the place of their in-

A

year Chesterfield

ception.

w*

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

is

the college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF LOW NICOTINE, HIGHEST QUALITY

Brunswick, Maine

The
Wednesday-Thursday

November

country's six leading brands were analyzed—chemically—and Chesterfield was found
low in nicotine—highest in quality.

xi&Mm

18-19

Spencer Tracy
Jean Simmons

tm

in

THE ACTRESS

This scene reproduced from Chesterfield's
famous "center spread" line-up pages in
college football programs from coast to coast
,

also

Short Subjects

News

'W

Friday-Saturday

November

VEILS OF

20-81

BAGDAD

with
Victor Matare

GREYHOUND
Heap

Marl Blanc-hard
also

• • •

Bargain for Everybody
Homo for Thanksgiving!

Big

Going

Short Subjects

News

Boston

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

November

22-23-24

with

New Haven

Wyman

Sterling Hayden
also

Cartoon

News

City

Hartford, Ct
Albany, N. Y.

SO BIG
Jane

„

New York

3.50
8.00
6.35

.,

.1

7.75

„

6.85

!

Philadelphia

4.65

>Vedne*day-Thursday

November

Owen's Taxi Service

25-26

WINGS OF THE

HAWK

149 V 2 Maine Street

f

10.10

Providence

V

m~ SfZB

B£$TFO/rYOl/
0^m&%$W*&$

Phone 567

with

Van

GREYHOUND

Ileflin

julla Adams
also

New*

Short Subjects

••

^^^^ftmmnl

A

-

i^iit

is

1286 with an average of 184 pounds
per man. The backfield weighs in
at 728 or an average of 182. There
are five Maine men, three from

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA
-

the famous literary figures who
have spoken in the room are John
Masefield, T. S. Elliott, William
Butler Yeats, John Holmes, Theodore Dreiser, Carl Sandburg, and
Robert Frost.
With the return of the English
majors to the Barn Chamber this
Fall, it is hoped that the tradition
of the room may be continued.
Professor Herbert R. Brown is
anxious to have the department
continue to use the room because
he feels that the English meetings
which were first held in the room
did much to strengthen the major
system which is essential to giving Bowdoin a high scholastic
standing.

Tuesday, Dec. 1
Thursday, Dec. 3
Monday, Dec 7
Tuesday, Dec. 8
Thursday, Dec. 10
Tuesday, Dec. 15
Wednesday, Dec. 16
Thursday, Dec. 17
Tuesday, Jan. 5
Wednesday, Jan. 6
Thursday, Jan. 7
Tuesday, Jan. 12
Wednesday. Jan. 13
Thursday, Jan. 14
Monday, Jan. 18
Wednesday, Jan. 20
Thursday, Jan. 21
Tuesday, Feb. 9
Wednesday, Feb. 10
Thursday, Feb. 11
Tuesday, Feb. 16
Wednesday,' Feb. 17
Thursday, Feb. 18
Tuesday, Feb. 23
Wednesday, Feb. 24
Thursday, Feb. 25
Monday, Mar. 1
Wednesday, Mar. 3
Thursday, Mar. 4
Tuesday, Mar. 9
Wednesday, Mar. 10
Thursday, Mar. 11

Wednesday, Jan. 13

Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick has
announced that for the first time

Letter To The Editor

Now

Required By Graduate

TD

KS

Monday, Nov. 30

At Council Meeting

Admissions

18, 1953
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THE BOW
VOLUME

Annual Messiah Oratorio
Lauded; Tillotson Leads
By Charles Janson-LaPalme

'

good

The combined choruses,

solototal-

approximately three-hundred
voices, created a wonderful religious intensity that filled the ening

U.S.

Marine Officers

Procurement Team

The total success of
tire church.
the performance, however, was due
to inspiration provided by conductor Tillotson. As he was conducting one of few college performances giving almost the complete
oratorio, Mr. Tillotson had to work
exceptionally hard; and he did this
with a high degree of precision.
Through his efforts the singers responded to the mood of each chorus, thus avoiding the generally perfunctory manner of glee clubs. Any
ragged entrances on the part of the
singers could not have been the
fault of the conductor.

Interviews Bowdoin

Men

All Bowdoin men had the opportunity to see a film called "Leath-

erneck Lieutenants" and a chance
discuss

to

two

different training
offered by the Marine

programs
Corps this week.

The

first of

a "Platoon
Class".
is
It

these

is

Leaders Training
ppen to freshmen and sophomores
in college now. An "Officers Candidate Course" is open to graduates and seniors. The candidates
for both are trained at Quantico,

Hayward Outstanding
Virginia.
The performance of bass soloist,
During the school year there
Donald Hayward '54, was out- are no classes, no uniform is
standing. In singing two different worn,
and no obligations are to be
arias, "Why do the Nations so fumet. All training in the case of
riously rage?" and "The trumpet the
PLC is during summer vacashall sound," singing these stylistition and in the OCC directly after
cally and without flaw, Hayward
graduation and during the first
demonstrated that he is now in the five months of active duty. Trainpeak of his singing career at Bow- ing for the PLC is
twelve weeks
doin. Leland Wade, tenor soloist
long. It is taken in two equal
from Earlham College, Richmond, parts.
Indiana, displayed a fine tenor
Commissions
voice and good musicianship. Sally
Those who successfully comMoore, contralto, has a beautiful
plete the summer training of the
voice which is adapted to oratorio
PLC are awarded a second lieutesinging and is only limited by volnant's commission at commenceume. The voice of the soprano soloment exercises or at another ocist, Marjory Rice, was apparently

Pembroke And Wheelock
Glee Clubs Combine
With Bowdoin Singers

undergraduates with the
of

many

for

arrival

Pembroke and Wheelock

the

was

disclosed this

week by

Professor George H. Quinby, contest advisor.

The manuscripts are to be between 15 and 40 pages in length;
typed in triplicate, if possible, and
signed with a pseudonym. With
them the author should turn in
a sealed envelope bearing his own

name

inside

and

his

Masque And Gown And

Saturday "afternoon. After a
lengthy rehearsal for the evening's singing the girls were presented to their escorts for the
weekend. Then with varying degrees of enthusiasm Bowdoin men
and their newly acquired dates
proceeded to the A.R.U. fraternity
to listen to a spirited concert Pictured above are Col. Walter Hoyt Kennett (left), and Lt. Col. Will
which was presented by the Polar R. Winfrey (right) at the regimental review held at Pickard Field
Bear Five.
November 30, in honor of the retirement of Col. Kennett from military service.
Cadet Captain Gorqbn W. Stearns '54 presented the
Tilly Lauded
fornod review, and Pres. James Stacy
Shortly after dinner a large au- regiment to Col. Kenneth for
Coles was among the special guest*
dience gathered at the first Parish
Church for the presentation of the
"Messiah". The full "Messiah"
chorus under Professor Tillotson's
direction, included approximately
60 voices from Wheelock, 70 from
Pembroke, 90 from the Brunswick
Choral Society, and 100 from the
host Bowdoin Club. The Wheelock
On December 9 the first of the came Edward Little Professor of
group was trained by Professor
interfraternity debates for the Rhetoric and Oratory, a position
Lyle Ring, the Pembroke chorus
Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Trophy he held until his retirement in
by Millard Thomson, and the
was held at Bowdoin College. 1939. He is at present a trustee of
(Continued on Page 2)
This first contest matched Beta Bridgton Academy, North YarTheta Pi fraternity against Theta mouth Academy and Bangor TheoDelta Chi. On succeeding Wednes- logical Seminary.
Lt.
Gives
day evenings the other ten fraterWhen Bowdoin honored Profesnies and the non-fraternity group sor Mitchell with a Doctor of HuPearl
will be matched, one debate being mane Letters degree at Commenceheld each week.
ment in 1938, President Sills said,
Talk In Chapel
It is hoped that the quarter in part, "All over the State of
finals, semi finals, and finals will Maine in school, seminary, and
First Lieutenant Kenneth E.
be staged in March, with the final church the most popular and most
Moore, USMC, spoke in Chapel on
debate, open to the public, to be beloved member of the Bowdoin
Monday, December seventh, in
Faculty; today honored by his Colheld on March 22.
commemoration of the twelfth
The Wilmot Brookings Mitchell; lege at the hands of one who like
anniversary of Pearl Harbor Day.
hundreds of fellow alumni is proud
He was introduced by Philip S. Trophy recognizes that famous to call himself his old student."
Wilder, who noted that over three Bowdoin teacher's contribution to
growth
of
interest
in
the
speech
the
thousand Bowdoin men had served
arts, particularly in debating, durin the Armed Forces since the beginning of World War II. and that ing his 48 years of teaching at Pres. Coles
over one hundred had lost their Bowdoin. It was given by an angirls

For Mitchell
Trophy Pits Beta And T.D.
First Debate

Moore
A
Harbor Day

New Play

Wm.

pseudonym

Direct

Faculty Panel

A

will be presented in MemHall against a setting of
black draperies on March 8, and
another panel of three judges will
name the prize winners. The
Masque and Gown will give cash
prizes of twenty-five dollars to
the winner, fifteen dollars to the
runner-up, ten dollars to the best
director, and ten dollars to the
best actor. The winning playwrite
will also recieve the Masque and
Gown "Oscar", a wood carving
donated for the contest by the

They

orial

late Harold T. Pulsifer in 1937, on
which the winner's name will be

inscribed.

Twentieth Contest
Since this is the twentieth year
of the contest and since the Collego receives special commendation as a result of Edward Cogan's
Samuel
prize
in
winning
a
French's nation-wide
last spring,
will

competition

Bowdoin play writers

be continuing an important

part of the creative

work

of the

College. Any student wishing further assistance or information

bay consult Professor Quinby.

Two

full

length plays by former

"New World"
On WBOA

Play Series

William Beeson

at

Bourjaily's

New

York.

Bowdoin and Bance
"The Quick Years" in

Act Farce, Choice Of

Masque And Gown
"Misalliance," a three act farce,

a radio series called,

New World" on

WBOA

The

plays will be broadcast over
and tape recordings will
be sent to Portland to be rebroadcast over WCSH. Beeson is in
hopes of having RCA cut a disc of
a composite of the three plays.
This venture will be the first of

WBOA

its type.

Playing in
be: Mrs.

to be

award-

brief and informally conducted,
will be followed by group discus-

S.

Mitchell Honored

Professor Mitchell,

who

Dr. Hanley Attends

ly enlarging Rickard Prize at the
I have been thinking of
the desirability of enhancing the
awards of the established prizes
at the College. It is not only a
thoughtful and fitting form of
memorial, but I believe it should
New stimulate the type of extracurriSat- cular intellectual activity which
New will be most valuable in the over-

same time

Meeting Of College

Phy

wounded July 19, 1918.
The prize, awarded to an undergraduate writing the best poem,
was established in 1920 by the
late Mrs. Helen Rickard of Denver, Colorado in memory of her
stepson. In later years the prize
was continued by Mrs. Roscoe J.
Ham of Brunswick and President
Emeritus Kenneth C. M. Sills.

for the.other two plays- England in 1910. It came to this
tentative. It is certain country in 1917 and has recently
that the Jeading roles in been revived in
York.
suc-

New

A

wuHsKplayed by cessful tour has brought it to Bosfaculty members. A probable cast ton this fall.
of leads for the 'Tempest" is as
Ariel Miss Nancy McKeen and with Peter B. Powell '54 in the
Miss Evelyn Gamache as Miranda, role of Ferdinand.

office.

will start promptly
at seven pun. and shouldn't last
more than a half hour. Any
member of the staff who cannot attend will please notify the
Editor before dinner time tomorrow. Anyone not attending
without an excuse may lose his
position on the staff.
Several aspects of reporting
for the ORIENT will be discussed and emphasised. Attendance is therefore compulsory.

Messrs. Wilder

1

November

Cononel Kennett has been Professor of Military Science and Tactics at Bowdoin since 1950, when
the Transportation Corps,R.O.T.C.
Unit came to the College. The
program now has an enrollment of
more than 450 students.

Cadet
Captain
Gordon W.
Stearns '54 presented the regiment to Col. Kennett for formal
review. Among the special guests
for the ceremony were Major General Wallace C. Philoon, Rtd. of
Brunswick and Brig. General Alonzo B. Holmes, Rtd. of Topsham,

And

Norton Attend Public

both Bowdoin graduates. Others
present were Col. George W. Palmer, Chief of the Maine Military
District; Navy Captain Elmer R.

Relations Conference
Education

and television, college films, and new approaches to
fund raising were under discussion

the

at

District

One

30.

confer-

Romer To Talk
On 'Evolution Of Man'
Monday Evening, Dec 14
Prof.

ence of the American College Public Relations Association attended
by two members of the administration in Boston last week.
Mr. Philip S. Wilder, Assistant
to the President, and Mr. Bela W.
Norton,
Vice President, were
among the 100 people, representing 49 New England colleges, who
attended the panel sessions Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at
Boston's Sheridan Plaza.
Educational TV Discussed
The question of educational television was an important topic of
the conference. At Friday noon's
program.
President
John
C.
Adams of Hofstra College, Chair-

On Monday

evening,

Dr. D. F. Hanley
Eight Colleges Represented

The
among

following

colleges

were

College Medley

Sung

those represented:
AmFeatured in the concert were
Harvard, Yale, Williamb. the Meddiebempsters, the Chapel
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Choir conducted by Robert Becknology, Smith, Vassar and Welles- with, and the traditional College
ley.
Medley, which was conducted by
Dr. Hanley was presented at a Gordon Stearns, Jr. '54.
recent special meeting pf the
Baritone solos were sung by
Traumatic Society to discuss foot- Donald Hayward,
'54,
Robert
ball injuries, and soon he will be Johnson, '55, Frederick Wilkins,
in New York to take a course in '56, and Dennis King, '54. Arthur
hand surgery.
Small, '55 handled a tenor solo.
herst,

tics, succeeding CoT. Kennett. Col.
Winfrey, a native of Tennessee, is
a graduate of Southwestern College
at Memphis
and served
throughout World War H, with
overseas duty in Africa, Sicily,
and Italy. More recently he has
been stationed with the United
States Forces in Austria, where
he commanded a Transportation
Truck Battalion and was in
charge of a storage depot His
decorations include the American
Defense, American Campaign, and
Victory Medals, the Army of Occupation Medal for Germany, and
the European African Middle East
Campaign Medal with five battle
stars and a bronze arrowhead. He
is married and has one son.

CoL Kennett was born September

1,

1900,

in

West Newbury,

and graduated in 1924
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He later received

from

December from that same

Man".

institute degrees
in military engineering and mechanical engineering. He served
War II as Automotive Officer
with DC Corps; as
Chief of the Equipment and Main-

during World

Dr. Romer, a noted paleontolo- tenance Branch, G-4, European
Director of the Museum of Theater of Operations; and as an
executive officer with the 15th
Traffic Regulation Group. His decorations include the American
Defense, American Campaign and
Victory Medals, the Army Occupation Medal for Germany, and the
European African Middle East
Campaign Medal with battle
stars for Normandy, Southern
France, Central Europe, and the
Since receiving his doctorate, Rhineland.
Following the close of hostiliProfessor Romer has been associated with New York University ties, CoL Kennett returned to this
and Bellevue Hospital Medical 'country ancf for two years was
College, with the American Mtt- Chief of the Research and Develseum of Natural History, and with opment Division of the Office of
the University of Chicago. He has the Chief of Transportation. He
been at Harvard University since later was assigned as Assistant to
1934, and in 1949 received an hon- the Chief of the Manpower and
orary Doctor of Science degree Utilities Division of the Munitions
from that Institution. He is e Board in Washington, D. C. Durmember of the National Academy ing the summer of 1952 he was
Deputy Commander of the Transof Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Romer is the author of a portation Corps ROTC Summer
number of publications in his Camp at Fort Eustis, Va.. where
field of work, as well as of several more than 1,300 cadets from 50
books of vertebrate anatomy and colleges and universities held a
paleontology. His studies of the six weeks' training camp.
Last June Bowdoin honored
earliest
land vertebrates have
done much to elucidate problems Col. Kennett with a Master of
of the evolution of backboned ani- Arts degree at its 148th Comgist, is

Comparative Zoology at Harvard
University where he is also Alexander Agassiz Professor of Zoology. He is a graduate of Amherst
College, and received his doctorman of the Television Committee ate from Columbia University in
of the American Council of Edu- 1921. During the First World War,
cation, spoke on the subject "Edu- he was a member of the American
cation Through Television." Har- Field Service, driving an Ambumon H. Hyde, Assistant Director lance at the front.

Brown UniBrown's use of

of Public Relations at
versity, discussed
television.
^

Bowdoin's representatives were

among
films

those seeing four college
put out for costs ranging

from 37

dollars to 3,000 dollars

by

I

Lafayette College, Smith College,
University, and Yale

|

Wesleyan

University. The films were designed to keep interest alive in the
alumni and to interest prospecfive students. Mr Norton reports
that Bowdoin has a short film to
show to prospective students, but
that the admissions office has

[

!

i

'

'

'

Relations
Association gives its
colleges a means of keeping in touch with the public relations work of other institutions. It
carries on its work through the
district conferences and by the
publication of bulletins.
Wellesley College was the host
college at last week's convention,

i

member

:

|

mals

mencement

exercises.

The Kennett name will continue
In addition to his Museum and
teaching duties, Professor Romer to appear on the active list of the
has collected extensively in this United States Army, for his oldcountry and in Africa. His most est son, Walter Hoyt Kennett. Jr.,
intensive collecting has been done Is in his second year at the Militin Texas where the best deposits ary Academy at West Point. Col.
in this hemisphere of early land and Mrs. Kennett, the former Marion Duston of Baltimore, Maryvertebrates are to be found.
land, have three other children,
William, Sarah, and Robert.
After many years of moving
about in both this country and
the rest of *he world, the Kenetts will settle permanently in
The Colonel's retiresition as an instructor some three Topshani.
months ago. '1 put down on the ment is only from the Army, not
application that I wanted a job in from en active life. He has pureither New York or New Jersey, chased an interest in Albertson
thinking I would have a better Motors, Inc., the Ford Agency in
chance of getting a position there. Bath, and will devote his time and
I like it up here, though. About energy to that field, in which he
the only thing I don't like is the has always been interested. Since
television reception in this part of 1927 he has been a member of the
the country." Sgt. Goode is about Society of Automotive Engineers.
as far from home as one can get
and still be in the United States.
His home state is Washington.
Bill Beeson Winner
In Charge of "Duck"
Just before this interview, Sgt.
Alexander
Goode was completing some minor

Sergeant First Class James Goode
Completes College ROTC Staff
A

new man has been placed on
the Bowdoin ROTC staff. He is
Sergeant First-Class James T.
Goode. Sgt. Goode is the additional non-commissioned officer needed to bring the staff up to full
strength, with a total of five commissioned and five non-commissioned officers.
Sgt. Goode,

whose primary duty

ROTC

is to maintain all of the
vehicles at Bowdoin, he has seen
much of the world while serving his
country. He was sent to Germany
shortly after World War II was
over. In 1949 he was a part of

Operation

MIKI, which

Of Annual

was

Qub

,

form,"
according
to
Director
Frederick Tillotson, the Bowdoin
Glee Club opened the current season at Farmington, November 21.
"This is one of the best openers
we have ever had," said Professor
Tillotson. "It turned out remarkably well and promises the best
for the rest of the season. We had
balance, pitch, tone and confidence."

announced that Lt. Col. Will R.
Winfrey has been appointed Professor of Military Science and Tac-

Mass.,

14, at 8:15 p.m., In the Smith Auditorium at
Bowdoin College,
Professor Alfred Sherwood Romer
will lecture on the "Evolution of

a repairs on the- Bowdoin "Duck",
mock invasion of the Hawaiian which has been given to the BowIslands. He recalled that during doin ROTC by the army. It will be
this operation a submarine, un- one of Sgt Goode's duties to take
known to the convoy of the "inva all advanced students for a ride
Tillotson Praises
ders", maneuvered behind the con- and show them how to operate the
voy and fired a guided missle over "Duck". Fortunately for your reGlee
In Opener
them. Each ship was supposed to porter, no one was scheduled to go
fire at the missle; however, to the out on the Androscoggin
River
"Almost
top
mid-season
in

.

The cast

,

all development of Bowdoin stuHaven, Conn.
dents."
The group meets to discuss proMr. Rickard graduated from
blems which medical staffs have
Bowdoin with Phi Beta Kappa
in common. Last Saturday's dts
cussion was confined to athletic honors in 1917 and was awarded
for
injuries, mental health, and two the Longfellow Scholarship
diseases common in every college graduate study. „ Instead of persuin the fall: infectious hepatitus ing graduate work, he took training at Plattsburg in the summer
and infectious mononeucleuosis.
and fall of 1917, was in France by
May 1918, and later was in the
Attends Confab
midst of heavy fighting in Belleau
Wood, where he was mortally

H

.

Walter Hoyt Kennett, Hill. Rtd. of Topsham and reprewho retired from active sentatlves from the Brunswick
duty after 30 years of military Naval Air Station,
service, was honored at a regimenF~lkjwing the review, Dr. James
tal review at Pickard Field on S. Coles, President of Bowdoin,
Col.
U.S.A.,

Bight,

his

The people behind the scenes are
Sweet as Lady Donald M. Brewer '55, stage man-

.

tomorrow

the Moore Hall

Brunswick, graduated from
In acknowledging the gift, PresBowdoin in 1890 and returned to ident Coles said:
found that slides, because of the
alma mater in 1893 as an in"It
is
interesting that you limited facilities at some schools,
structor in rhetoric. In 1897 he be- should have initiated the estabare more effective.
lishment of this Fund for giving
Purpose of Association
permanent support to a continualThe American College Public
in

dall '56, Benjamin Guy Mead Priest
'56 and Manyard Arthur Sellye '56.

.

Delta Phi.

still lives

Richard Chittim and Miss Jacqueline Soucie. The men are played by
Peter Blake Powell '54, William
Beeson III '56, John Steward LaCasce '56, Calvin Benjamin Ken-

.

Money

by President James S. Coles.
Funds for this prize have been
contributed by a group of alumni
of Mr. Rickard's fraternity, Alpha

sions.

"Richard III" will

John

Additional Prize

ed this year for the first time. It
is the wish of the donor to encourFor Poetry Competition
age undergraduate interest in topics of current concern and to stimA new gift, enabling a larger
ulate informal debate and discus- poetry prize in memory of Forbes
sion on the campus. The debates, Rickard, Jr. was announced today

character. Playing the female parts
are Mrs. Carleton C. Young, Mrs.

Ann, Mrs. Frederick E. T. Tillot- ager; working with him on properson as Queen Margaret, Mrs. Con- ties are Mrs. Hal Avery and James
stance Aldrich as Queen Eliza- L. Fickett '55. The costumes will
beth. Mrs. Mildred Thalheimer as be handled by Mrs. Mary-Davis and
the Duchess of York, the Profes- Mrs. Robert Beckwith. Designing
sors Arthur L. Greason as Lord the scenery are Fred A. Jellison
Hastings, Walter M. Merrill as '56, Lawn B. Southerland '55 and
Trask "55.
Duke of Buckingham, Albert R. Robert
Critics' Approval .Noted
Thayer as Edward IV, the Messrs.
Critic WiUiam Hawkins said afWilliam E. Hill '54 as Sir James
play's
recent revival, "All
Tyrell, James F. Wilson '54 as ter the
Lord Grey, Camille F. Sarrauf "55 and all it is a rich and riotous eveas Richard Ratliff, Frederick C. ning." Of the same showing George
J.
Nathon
this to say, "Mishad
Wilkins '56 as Lord Stanley, Donn
has proved itself to
C. Winner '56 as Caterby, Walter alliance
Gans '57 as Clarence, Robert have more wit, more humor, more
Southerland '56 as Dorset, George fun and more overall vivacity .
A. Smart '57 as Edward Prince of than nine-tenths of the plays the
Wales, and David L. Seavey '57 as current theatre wastes its and its
customers' money on."
Richard Duke of York.
This play was first presented in

winners of the Bowdoin One-Act is only
Play Contest were tried out last however
month: Don Carlo's "Fiddle *N "Julius Caesar"
Bell"

III, 56, will di-

'Misalliance," Three

"The will be presented by the Masque
January and Gown first on January 20 at
10.
8:15 pjn. and again on February
13 at 8:00 p.m. for Winter House
The first of the plays will be
Party.
Shakespeare's Richard III. It will
Because the cast is so well balbe followed by "The Tempest" in
February and "Julius Caesar" in anced in importance it is impossible to establish any one leading
April.
rect

j

is

Dr. D. F. Hanley, College
sician, .attended a meeting of
England college doctors last
urday at Yale University in

Productions In January

Beeson '56 To

inside.

panel of three Faculty members will read the manuscripts
submitted and will, pick the three
or four which they consider most
worthy of production. Their choices will be announced at the annual meeting of the Masque And
Gown on January 21, and the
play chosen will be cast and directed by their authors or other
students chosen by the authors.

Announces

onymous donor and

Physicians At Yale

WBOA To Begin

staff

10, in

The meetlnf

week-

last

The weekend began

are given both mental and physic- finally won the war.
al examinations. The physical is
He pointed out that we -are
same given candidates for greatly indebted to these Men of
West Point, with one exception, Pearl Harbor, and the only way
the vision required is a bit relax- we can pay this debt is to rememed. A candidate may wear glasses ber what another Pearl Harbor
provided he has 20-26 vision.
would mean to the world. The
The first three steps of getting noble deeds of our peace-makers
into this program are taken right can become scraps of paper overhere in college. A mental test is night; if we do not prepare ourgiven; the officer of the team then selves, we will give our heritage
interviews the candidate. Finally of freedom. To quote an old
an application is sent to Washing- axiom, we must "Trust in God,
[Continued on Page 2~\
but keep our powder dry."

Manuscripts for the twentieth
annual one-act play contest must
be submitted before January 11,
it

ORIENT
Deo.

And

Guests
Participate' In Ceremonies

Notice

There will be an Important
meeting of ALL members of the

the

Submitted By Jan. 11

1954,

ORIENT

end's festivities.

15

Regimental Review Honors
Retirement Of Col. Kennett
Pres. Coles

assisted by the
choruses from Pembroke and
Wheelock Colleges and the mixed
chorus of the Brunswick Choral
Society, presented Handel's famous Christmas oratorio, the
"Messiah", in the first Parish

Church to highlight

NUMBER

1958

The Glee Club,

A

Play Contest Must Be

9,

girls'

due to unusual tremolo in her

Manuscripts For One Act

ROTC Heads

Week End

casion. Men who successfully complete the ten-week program of the
OCC are also commissioned sec- lives.
voice.
First Lieutenant Moore stressed
ond lieutenants and immediately
Tilly Pleased
sent to Basic School at Quantico, the short time that the United
smooth orchestral perform- Virginia for five months of offi- States had to prepare her forces
ance can partly be attributed to its cers training.
after the Pearl Harbor attack, and
manager and flutist, Joel Hupper
the many battles that were fought
West Point Physical Given
'54. Also worthy of praise are GorThe candidates for both courses and lives that were lost before we

the least suited for oratorio singing

Succeeding

Highlight

'53 Messiah

'55

And

Retiring

'Messiah', Jazz Concert

And Dance

Last Saturday evening, the Bow- don Stearns '54, accompanist; Redoin College Glee* Club presented becca Dulfer, concertmaster; and
Handel's "Messiah,'' at the First trumpeters, Donald Coleman '55
Participating in and James Kushner '57, who played
Parish Church.
this oratorio were the Glee Clubs difficult music with ill-suited trumof Pembroke College, Willard S. pets. Richard Gibson '54 successThomson, conductor; Wheelock fully managed the entire producCollege,
Lyle Ring, conductor; tion. Prof. Tillotson, pleased with
Bowdoin College, Frederic Tillot- the results, stated that the person, conductor, and the Brunswick formance was "excellent technicalChoral Society, Robert Beckwith, ly and administratively." He said,
conductor. The program was dedi- "I am grateful that there was no
cated to Mrs. Harvey Dow Gibson, single incident of any kind that the
and was conducted by Frederic Til- college or church authorities could
frown on."
lotson.
It was encouraging to see from
'Magnificent Proportions'
This year's presentation of the the overflow audience that an appreciation of the "Messiah" by stu"Messiah" reached truly magnifidents
and residents of Brunswick
cent proportions.
The audience
heard an amazingly good orches- enables this oratorio to be presented each year.
tra and several equally
ists.

ORIENT
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while interviewing Sgt Goode. He
very willingly took P. Jay Howard,
William B. Leathers, Melvin E.
Hodgkins, Kent G. Hobby, and
your reporter for a ride in the

surprise of everyone, including the
people on the submarine, the missle came so fast that only two
ships reported seeing it and none
had fired at it.

Mechanic In Korea
huge amphibious vehicle. Each
When the Korean war broke had a chance to drive it in and
out, Sgt. Goode was sent to the out of the river. Although it is an
Far East. He was a part of the fa- experience to get behind the
mous Inchon invasion in Korea. wheel of the "Duck" and drive it
When asked if anything unusual straight into the water, it is even
had happened to him while in Ko- more impressive to watch the
rea, he modestly remarked, "No, cumberson
"Duck" power itself
most things were pretty much run out of the mud and water to dry
of the mill." His duties while serv- land.
ing 17 months in Korea were that
Sgt. Goode is living near Lisbon
of a mechanic. After Korea, he Falls with his family. The Goode
spent two months in Japan before family is comprised of his wife, a
returning to the United States.
German girl whom he married
Prior to coming to Bowdoin, while in Germany, end a young
Sgt Goode was stationed at Fort son. In addition to maintaining
Devens, Massachusetts, with the the vehicles Sgt Goode will also
278th Regimental Combat Divi- assist in certain phases of instrucsion. Sgt. Goode applied for a po- tion and other technical work.
!

Prize Speaking Contest
Sophomores William Beeson,
HI, and Frederick C. Wilkins were
awarded first and second prizes
in the Alexander Prize Speaking
Contest held in Memorial Hall on

Monday night.
Dean Nathaniel

C.

Kendrick an-

nounced the other seven speakers
as winners of third place. Beeson
kept the audience chuckling with
presentation of "When the
Wife's Away", a selection from
"The Seven Year Itch" by George
Axelrod. "The Unicorn in the Garden and the Moth and the Star"
by James Thurber was given by
Wilkins. The Zete House Quartet
entertained during intermission.
Benjamin G. M. Priest '56 presented "John Savage Shaghellion
his

on Luck" by Halliday Wjtherspoon. Sherwood Anderson's "I'm
a FooT* was Norman L. Levy's
«P«ech. Walter G. Gans '57 gave
a selection from "•Cyrano DeBergerac" by Edmond Rostand. A selection from "All Quiet on the
Western Front'' by Eric Remarque
was given by Camille Sarrauf '55,
while Alfred C.

Darrow. Jr. '57

(Continued on Page 2)
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Library

Stanton I. Moody '57
Charles Janson-LaPalme
Fred O. Smith II '56

John R. Withers

Richard B.

'55

Thomas
Cooke

C. William

Lyman

'57
'57

R. Merrill '57

'57

J

-tents A. Cook

'54

C. Richard Thurston '54
Circulation Managei
Harold R. Beacham, Jr. '5f

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Pirnie "55

Business Assistants

Harry G. Carpenter

David H. Dott

'57

Peter F. Gass

'57

"57

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor James A. Storer
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley '54, Wallace R. Harper
Jr. '55, Charles Ranlett '54.

Directors
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Young Republican Club
Sends Delegates To

New England

Congress

and was followed by r
from Chester E. Merrow

of order,

speech
United

States

Representativ<

from New Hampshire, who spoke
on "Today, one of the Three Greai

Landmarks

.

promenades overlooking the
Vvon. Several open-air theaters
lave been established on the same
irder of the Elizabethan stage
vith "groundlings" in the pit beng served ale- during the acts.
exhibit exemplifies
the
This
pint of the British, as Londoners
>f
all
levels
sophistication
of
lock now as in the Elizabethan
'.ge to see Shakespeare's plays.
Chemistry Displays
in

i

publicans at Harvard College this
past week end, Dec. 5, 6.
The members of the Congress
held committee meetings and met
in Joint sessions which brought
the reports of the committees to
a vote. The various committees in
which Bowdoin was represented
were as follows: Labor, Industry
and Tariffs, Fred O. Smith II "56,
Chairman; Campus Organization
and Fund Raising, Robert Wagg
'57; and Public Rights in Investigations,

Tom Dwight

'54.

78 Maine

traffic

Bank

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Brunswick

Street
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BOWDOIN GLASSWARE

FOR

College Seal In White

wrap and mail your purchases

no extra charge.

Last year was the third conincrease in the
death toll

secutive year of

—

Phil's ss;£r

will gift

troubles most of the students felt
that it was a success.

Student

141

Christmas Giving
We

ker.

Solicited

BOOKS

There were about sixty-five
students from around twenty-five
colleges present at the Congress,
The next meeting of the Young
representing all the New England Republican Club of Bowdoin ColStates. The first session was open- lege will be hold at 8 o'clock, towith
formation
ed
the
of the rules night in the Moulton Union.

[Continued From Page i]
presented "Mr. S,tryver's Marriage
Proposal" by Charles Dickens.
The final speeches of the evening were Charles N. Janson-LaPalme's '55 rendition of "An Expedition Concerning Aunt Tabitha
arid Chowder" by Tobias Smollett,
and Paul A. DuBrule Jr.'s '56
"Slave Ship at Night", a selection
from "John Brown's Body" by Stephen V. Benet.
The judges for the contest were
Mrs. John Cummins, Miss Phyllis
Wright, and Mr. Edwin G. Wol-

Patronage

An

On

!

I

Representatives from the Young
Republican Club of Bowdoin College attended a Congress of the
New England College Young Re-

A

.

the History of the
ir.ent are represented in this colUnited States"; he stated that the
ection. Folsom points or arrowother two landmarks were the
leads
of various sizes and shapes
framing of the Constitution, folcomprise a large part of the dislowed by the precedents that
Washington set as our first presi- olay, along with blades, celts, and
axes.
Curious-looking
gorgets
dent, and the Civil War, which rewere used as ornaments and were
sulted jn uniting this country inevidently worn over the chest.
to a strong union. After the Satplummets were
urday session of the Congress and Highly-polished
possibly used for fishing, but more
the various committee meetings
probably
were
superstitious
there was an evening discussion at
charms of phalic worship. Pestles, opinion.
Radcliffe College, followed by a
pottery, and pipes make up the
McCarthy did not stop there.
reception for the delegates.
rest of the collection.
He also maintained that there was
Due to the success of the Cona large group of professors "whom
gress it was decided that another
Three out of four traffic accione should be held next year at dents involve passenger cars.
Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.,
although it had been the custom
in the past to only hold such a
congress every four years.
in

Beeson Cops Prize
In Speaking Contest

And Dance Hi$ifights

—

lurial

ser-

dependents.

GOOD LOOKS PLUS COMFORT

ege in February, 1951. These arhaeological relics were collected
"rom the Mound Builder Sites
lear Marietta, Ohio. It was supposedly the custom of an ancient
ribe inhabiting the area to build

»

OCC

.

Cleaveland Hall

is

and recieves aprropriate
student recieves
pay. The
privates' pay for initial training period plus allowances for any

.

.

.

)bjects from the Champlin Burage Collection, given to the col-

mounds for their dead and
o leave with them various items
ind utensils of stone. Some of the
>ldest artifacts found in this con-

.

he

final training session

geant

contingent of the Polar Bear Five playing le jazz hot before a large
group of dixie fans at the A.R.U. HoUse last Saturday afternoon.
Cornetist Wally Harper (extreme left), drummer Charlie Chapman
.(foreground), and clarinetist Brace Young (right) are pictured above.
Continued From Page i]
[
."
Not shown in this "drummer's-eye-view" are Ward Kennedy, tromly teaching
•
Brunswick Choral Society by As- bone and Bert Lipas, piano.
Be Careful, Joe
sistant Professor of Music Robert
were the usual* round of parties
mony
for success of the singing.
'54
was
Senator Joseph McCarthy's Beckwith. Gordon Stearns
Following the "Messiah" a small and sing-groups at several of tincharges against Harvard Univer- the piano accompanist, James P.
*
sity indicate the extent to which Kushner '57 played the trumpet bat boisterous dance was held in fraternities.
Early Sunday morning a few
communist hunters have pushed solo, and the concert master -for the- lounge- of the Moulton Union.
hardy
souls
who
had
glee
dates
their way behind the Ivy Curtain. the orchestral group was Rebecca With all the noise, however, the
When a Harvard professor, Wen- Dulfer of Brunswick. At the con- large* crowd- seemed to enjoy ventured over to the Union to
the busses depart
for
dell H.' Furry, refused to testify clusion of the oratorio both the themselves dancing to the music watch
and Pembroke.
In
McCarthy's House Un- performers and listeners gave of Olie Sawyer and his band from Wheefbck
before
American Activities Committee on Professor Tillotson a standing- Portland and listening to the Med- spite of the shortness of the weekthe basis of theiFifth Amendment, ovation which was a strong, testi- dles: Following the dance there end and the inevitable blind date
the St*nator telegraphed President
Pusey to ask what action the University was going to take in Furry's case. McCarthy stated that
Dr. Pusey's reply would be "particularly important since Harvard,
to some extent at least, is supporttax exed by government funds
Rate
A-Plus
emptions, land grants, government
projects, and so forth."
The SenOur Tremendous
charged
that
the
Uniator also
versity was a "smelly mess," where
Variety Of Flannel Shirts
members of the communist party
Priced as kow as
currently on the faculty were feeding students "communist philosophy." These are serious charges.
The first threatens to harness academic freedom to a congressional
First National
committee. The second is equally
To accuse one of the
terrifying.
Brunswick, Maine
nation's leading universities of being a hot bed of communism without offering any tangible proof is
a dangerous way to mqld public
".

md

on display

deferment.
Quit Any Tfane
The candidate has the option of
resigning anytime he sees fit. He
will he dropped if he allows his
grades to fall below a C average.
About 80 to 90 percent successfully complete the PIC course.
During the first 6-week period
the PLC student is a corporal and
recieves pay for that grade. In his

.

oral reading, the rendering of
music, certain forms of art, story
It. The beautiful Stratford
telling, deliniations of character
Memorial Theater has terraces
and natural scenery, and especial-

iut

im

P»*U«fc*4 wtakly when

aaaaa n
"J*
•eripoeii

.

1"]

ton, D. C. for approval, if approved the candidate recieves a 1-D

—

The Chemistry Department has

Collete Publisher} Representative

K.

Bowdoin man Pusey is keeping on at Harvard**
occasionally appears in one of the and who have "refused to say
other college newspapers. How- whether or not they are commuAccording to McCarthy,
ever, I was quite surprised when nists."
the Mt. Holyoke News honored "This means that they are Comthe late Dr. Hyde. Says the author munists and under the discipline of
paper's
humor
column, the party they must indoctrinate
of that,

.

and As You

Macfceth

of

Marine Procurement
Interviews Here

Team

"Learned friends, we give you Dr. their students."
Hyde. We don't want him," The
Dr. Pusey replied that Harvard"
reason for this blasphemy stems is "absolutely, unalterably and
from a speech our late president finally opposed to Communism,"
made at Mt. Holyoke back in 1904: and, that he knew of no communists
"Women of course should be kept on the faculty. "In all humility, we
up to a reasonable standard of at- believe the President, the Corporatainment. But they should be sub- tion and the students of Harvard
jected to no artificial stimulus; in- are better able to judge whether
cited by the offer of no prizes; there is a communist on the faculnever told their rank in compari- ty, or whether there are other evison with others; relieved of all dences of a smelly mess' than is
competititive considerations; en- McCarthy."
McCarthy, in the
couraged to take a four-year pro- meantime, has said he is going to
Productive initiate contempt of Congress program in five years
scholarship, the power to grasp a ceedings against Prof. Furry.
subject in all its relations, to add to
I believe that President Pusey is
it and so vigorously react upon it right. Harvard can operate Harthat ever after it bears the indi- vard better than McCarthy.
I
this is hope McCarthy lets Harvard do it.
The Mermaid Company of London vidual scholar's stamp
almost man's sphere. Few women
has erected in the Royal Exchange
."
capacity for it
For the
l replica of the
famous Globe have
girls the Doctor recommended:
Theater and will put on performMessiah, Jazz Concert
ances
Like

Business Manager
Bruce N. Cooper '54
Assistant Business Managers

At A.R.U. House

of a

mezzotints were reproduced from
franklin G. Davis '54
Donald W. Blodgett '54 sketches of the leading members
John M. Belka '54
Gerard L. Dube '54 of the Stratford Memorial TheaJoel
David G. Lavender "55 ter and were made in the theater
Hupper '54
Edward N. Cotter '56
Benjamin G. M. Priest '56 during action. They are the conSports Editor
temporary equivalents of the acRobert M. Hurst "54
tual eighteenth century originals
Assistant Sports Editor
of which there are several speci'55
Rogers
Y.
Joseph
mens in this exhibit.
Sports Sfiatt
Recently,
many of London's
Sam L. H. Cohen '57
James L. Doherty '55
theaters have attempted to. bring
Russell B. Crowell 55
back the spirit of the Elizabethan
Photographer
age. The famous "Old Vic", for inJames P. Gaston '54
stance, has established a five-year
Staff
H. Edward Born *57
Peter Schmalzer, Jr. '57 plan whereby all of Shakespeare's
Francis M. Kinnelly '57
Edward P. Parsons '57 36 plays will be performed comEdward R, Williams '57
John Raalett '57 mencing with Hamlet this season.

R

Session

[Continued from Page

By David
The name

A

colorful collection of mezzoEditor-in-Chief
tints of English Shakespearean acWallace R, Harper. Jr. '55
tors and a display of handbills
and programs of recent perforJohn B. Goodrich '55
mances of Shakespeare's dramas
New* Editors
David R. Anderson *55
James Anwyfl, Jr. "55 at the various London theatres is
'57
Thomas L. Spence
currently on display in the exhibiAssistant News Editors
„_
tion cases in Hubbard Hall.
George I. Rockwood '56
Carroll E. Pennell '56
The samplings of hand-colored
Richard M. Catalano "55

Jam

Dixieland

Behind The Ivy Curtain

No. 15

Feature Writers

1953

And Chemistry

BuiWings Feature
Unusual Exhibitions

195S

9,

14 Ounce Highball
12 Ounce Highball
Old-Fashioned
Old-Faskioned With Platinum Edge

at

Let us help you choose the

dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen
dozen

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
7.50
5.00
5.00

9V2 Ounce Highball
Cocktail
Cocktail Shaker

each

right books.
(ilawnes sold oaly in cartons of
.

It's tlie

nuk

before Christmas

Your money

:

[PALMER'S

is lotf,

Next

^t»*t^j^ jq a^^ia\i u^ 3
i

Just,

little

pot-luck,

And away you go!

j
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Bowdoin Chair

BOOK SHOP

To Bowdoin

— On

Maine

.

.

.

one dozen

24.50

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Street

» t»frqwrai

o»

i

-FleiiMe Flyer.

SPLITKEin
Laminated Skis
•

Lively

and

but not too

flexible,
soft.

• Laminated for greater
strength with less
weight.

•

Perfectly matched in
grain, weight and

•

For extra speed and
steel or
duralumin edges are
available, as are

camber.

Home

by

for

Christmas

GREYHOUND

Boston

3.50

New York City
Hartford, Ct.
Albany, N. Y.

6.35

8.00

durability,

Start

smoking

MICARTA

Camels

Plastic Soles
^-Sb"AL:„h,L__L—1_

yourselfj

7.75

—

New Haven
Philadelphia

6.85

10.10

_

Providence

4.65

TV

r*

J2 lamination

q-4r
to

m«

Smoke only Camels foe 30
days and find out whyCamels are first in mildness, flavor and popularity!
See how much pure pleasure
a cigarette can give you!
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Prospects Bright With 7
To Play Hockey
Frosh Cagers Open Season
Veterans; Rogerson
Captain
Of Maine
By Winning First Two Tilts

Varsity Hoopsters
Colby, Bates And U
Nip Clark

Bow

On Foul Shots

In Close Gaines

Few Seconds;
To Trinity, New Hampshire
In Final

Is

There are 21 skaters trying out be filled already barring injuries by
the Bowdoin hockey team, two experienced hockey players,
which opens its season Jan. 7 Larry Dwight and Dave Coe. Both

for

against Norwich.

Coach

One Record Set
Another Broken

After winning one out of their f ahead of Clark by one point and
The ninety points racked up by
three games against ©ut-of win the game 70-69.
Following Clark, the White mov- the Bowdoin five in a losing cause
state teams, the varsity cagesters
open up the basketball state ser- ed to Hartford to take on a tough against New Hampshire was the
in a Trinity quintet. Trinity seemed to highest the team has ever scored
ies tonight against Bates
home game before encountering have little trouble with the Polar in a single contest The winners'
Maine and Colby on Friday and Bears as they led in every period. total of 92 may Well be the allSaturday respectively, with Bow- Ronnie Golz again led the scoring time opponents' mark.
When star sophomore Ronny
do in considered to have an excel- with 17 points on seven field goals
lent chance of winning the nine- and three fouls. Close behind were Golz poured 31 markers in that
Trinity's Mazurck and Eustis with same game, he came within five
game series. •
Bowdoin opened its 1953-54 bas- 16 and 15 points respectively. Golz points of tying the all-time indiviketball season by dropping a close opened the scoring with two foul dual mark held by senior center
92-90 decision to New Hampshire shots. Then Libby hit for two and Bill Fraser. With almost three
first

Wednes- Golz followed with four and Bill years to go, he should have little
Golz had tied the Fraser hit for two more. Barton trouble in making shambles of
with two foul shots. paced Trinity's opening quarter Bowdoin individual scoring rec-

gym

in the Bowdoin
day night. Ron

seore*at 90 all

last

with nine points to give the Hilltoppers an 18-10 lead.
1Mb} Jaaeile Store
Libby opened with a long set
for two in the second quarter and
then Janelle hit four for five, but
the Polar Bears could only score
15 while Mazurck and Company
scored another 18 to give them a
36-24 lead at the half.
Libby again opened the scoring
in the third period with two fol-

With seconds remaining, Billy Pappas drove down the floor and hit
on a one-hand jump shot to win
the game. The contest was one of
the highest scoring games in the
history of the Sargent Gym. Pap-

time.

Lead Slimmed
saw Bowdoin
hampered by sloppy passing and

The

handling, enabling the Wildcats to slim the Polar Bears' lead
down to two points. The final
]>eriod was a thriller with the lead
changing hands several times. Pap-

men

are being heavily count-

on, since there is' a decided lack
in this department. Roger-

from of depth

returning

lettermen

and two veter- son

last year's varsity

not able to perform
in
particularly pleased
with the prospect of once again
having a first line with a great
scoring punch. Capt. Dave Rogerson will be flanked by Dick McCusker and Dave Melineoff to form
the starting line if MacFayden decides not to stagger the best puck-

who were
'52.
He is

ans

may

when he

H

H
H
H
H
H

A

H

H
H

Interfraternity Basketball Begins
Nieman
Hit For Twenty
Glover,

Prutaalia

Levin

n
2

1

Weis

1

Goldstein

Co wen
Totals

!

2;

1

I

1

21

2«

6 58!

2

Lantfbein

4

Wilson

Bevera»>
O'Rourke

2

Oi

Brinkman

41

Mulluran
Say ward
Packard
Ridlon

Merrill
!

I

Totals

10

5 25

I

!

G P
The interfraternity basketball Zeta Psi
Ingraham
1
2
league opened its season last week Nichols
5
1
2 3
as all twelve fraternities played. Crowell
Bird
1
kets by Libby and Day. The Hill- Following arc the box scores:
Hammons
3
Hazzard
1
toppers were slowed down in this Beta
G P P'A.D.
G F P Peratta
period as Bowdoin pulled up with- Friedlander 5 3 131 Nieman
8
4 20
Oreutt
5 Marshall
Randall
2 121 Woodward
2
1
I
in five points when the final buzzer Duplessis
161 L. Dyer
5 Patterson
8
1
sounded. The final score was 63-57. Ma com
81 Ham
4
2
5 Armstrong
sets for six more points. Janelle
then hit for two, followed by bas-

I- Delta

Gilchrist

1

Weston

I

1

31
2

HaleD. Dyer

4

Kowal

Lareuee

2

Faiiri«n
Totals

1

21

2*

« 621

1

Totals

16

Howard

1

Millard
Glover

4

1

3

1

1

9 41

Perkins
Totals

PIPsi U.
1
3 Benoit
1
a Grenold
4 21' Knxlish

2
3

!

1

Bowler
Wallace
Jordan

8 341

Totals

G F P Kappa
1

Tyler

1

Morant

6

Garland

18 15 51

19 10 4S

Totals

A 23-point spurt in the second had never played basketball beperiod overcame Lewiston High's fore. In the final quarter three of
early lead and started off the frosh the vwitprs were on the verge of
basketball campaign on a winning fouling out, having only one pernote, 62-47, on Wednesday, Dec. 1, sonal left; another had but two
fouls to go. If the right fouls had
in the*Sargent Gymnasium.
Sensational shooting from the been called, Bridgton would have
outside by Bob Johnson, Bowdoin been playing with only three or
high scorer with 14 markers, paced four men, one totally inexperiencthe frosh in the first half. Center ed.
In
G P PIBridtton
John Finn, who finished with one
G F P
3
7 Murphy, f
HelaeJ.f
7
19
less, sparked the second-half of11
3 25lSavinnano
Fraser
1
2
4
•

|
|

1

fensive.

The

losers started fast, holding
a 16-8 lead just before the end of

quarter. But Lewiston
to one field goal in the
period against Bowdoin's
nine; at the half the frosh were
ahead, 33-22, never to be again
seriously threatened.
Grabbing a safe lead in the second period and holding about a
ten-point advantage the rest of
the way, the Bowdoin frosh cagers

the

first

was held

W

4

1

2

3

7

61

12

Sic

Ware

G

7 31

3

1

2'Cosirrove

4

» 17

4!Samela

2

3

7

2

2
8

1.1,Plasse
0'

1

Greenwood

si

AD

Glover, Chi Psi
Vecella, Sigma Nu
Cosgrove, Kappa Sig
DuPlesis, Beta

Sigma Nu

1
1

TD
ARU

1
1

Chi Psi

1

DKE

1

20

1

Kappa Sig

1

20
19

1

ATO

1

1

Delta Sig

1

17

1

Psi

Points

F'P Nieman,

1

Pot.

1.000
1.00G
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1

Games

1
1
3 Huteatt
8
O
1
21 Saceo
16
1
At the suggestion of Track Coach Packard
o
H Skull
4
6
1 11
Gelinax
6
Dean
Potter
2 Giirnac
pas and Golz matched baskets with Jack Magee, a special award for Hblden
1
Next Week's Games
01
Dings
1
3 Hobby
11 Pratt
1
1
1
II
Pappas putting in 14 and Golz 13. excellence in athletics was pre- Barhorowaki
vs. Zete
Monday:
Psi
U
OlCecelski
1
2
Totals
Totals
12 14 381
11 15 37
Newman
On Friday the Coombsmen trav- sented last week to Melvin T. Tot]
1
3
ATX) vs. Beta
Totals
Totals
15 5 35
IB 11 411
eled down to Worcester to play man '54, Co-Captain of the Varsity
Sinn a No
G F PDcke
G F P Tuesday: Delta Sig vs. Chi Psi
Payne
5
lOIDabnev
4 2 10
The White Football squad this fall. The award ART.
(lark University.
G F P1A.T.O,
F P Boss
Kappa Sig vs. ARU
2
3 3[Hamlin
10
8| Winston
4 Clifford
squeaked by 70-69 on Ron Golz's consisted of an appropriate piece Werkarr.an 4
3
«| Doherty
1
S 6
Forma n
5
10 Folta
Vecella
7
5 hi.Stearns
1
2 Thursday AD vs Sigma Nu
foul shot with seven seconds re- of athletic gear to be kept by Tot- Miller
3 2 8 Wood
1
1
Mnnninjrham 1 3 SIHezelton
B
2
1
Deke
vs. TD
14 Thurston
7
2 Kapiloff
maining. Ron Janelle, John Libby man as a token of the appreciation Rodman
2
2! Cook
1
2
Limes
2 4| McLaren
2 12
1
Brown
2
2 Ladd
4
8 *Game of the week
and Phil Day combined to score six of the Athletie Department.
Goodfriend
2
3 2 SIMetzirer
from the floor for a total of 16 to
give the Polar Bears a brief 16-14
Clark went ahead in the
lead.
Let us help you plan your printing
second period as the White offense
bogged down. The Polar Bears
as well as produce it . . .
could score only one basket by
George Mitchell and five foul shots
Alterations - Repairing - Cleansing - Pressing
while Clark was busy pouring
Our long experience in producing the following and other
through 19 on baskets by Gibbons,
Suits Made T© Measure
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
Flint and Saunders to give the
in time and save you money.
home team a 33-22 advantage at
76 Maine Street
Phone 1468
and
the
Bill Fraser
half .time.
sophomores got rolling in the third
TICKETS
POSTERS
STATIONERY
period, hitting with seven field
goals and six fouls and picking up
ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
three points on the leaders. Bowdoin burned up the floor in the

U

AD

.000
.000
.000
.000

'

Carixnter.e

II)

1

Hunter

2|
1".

8|
51

1

1

II
2!

1

Totals
2« 22 74
22 1> 19 27
87
21
It 25
12
Brids-tsn HtaH
74
Referee: Parks; Umpirv: Clarke. 4 10-niin.
quarters
32 23 871

Totals

—
—

Bowdoin

Bowdoin

Hi.

:i

Stuart

T

«; Gaime
2'Obenuyer

i

2.

Cntier

0!

Miflon

1

2

Hanninir

(I

I

Cohen

I

Pickett

G

P Lewiston

(;

01

II

4

I

I

7

1
B

Callahan
II

(I

II

<l

Maiitneau

1

«

I

oi
1

il

li

1
1

22 18 621

Bowdoin
Lewiston Hi«h
Referee: Snomi:
8-min. quarters

Totals
13 21 47
1* 23
15
14
1«
C 17
8
47
Slattery
4

—
—»

Umpire:

:

Two

In 1952, 8,650 pedestrians were
of their starters fouled out,
leaving only six, one of whom killed in U.S. traffic accidents.

BOWDOIN PRINTS

BOWL-MOR

Inframed

Bowdoin College
Bowdoin College

1

v

DAVE'S TAILOR SHOP

Merryiroetmg

Golz pumped in nine
and Libby and Flaker, six, to pull

final period as

Bowdoin

New

(9»)

GPP

G F P
13
I
I

C,ol7.

Janelle
l-'i hsmt

5 31|Wil!«y
3 l5|Trudell
17 Parker
ft
6
HJMcKeon

Libby

1

Man-

2

Day

1

2

4

Kenny

2

1

ft

1

l;

Michel

3

Emery

Ki

.

itk r

prat«r

1

1

2

Flatter

32 2«

Total!)

Bowdoin

2

|

I

!

Total*

4

1

7!

Kenny

3

21
31

Prater

1

II

Mitchell

Bowdoin (57)

7

3 171

:i

2
7!
01

Kreider

I
n

7

Day
Marr

4

1

»•

Milehell

n
o
o

1

01
21

1

141
ii.

Kenny
Pra tar

24

When

View

Waterproof, Cocktail-Proof Finish
not used as a tray, can be hung on wall
(Hanger hook on back)

Coffee

4.50

Cream

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Operated by
Al Tobey, Class of '50

Office
Jerry Wilkes

• Printers Of The Orient •

Free Gilt Wrapping

1

1

1

1

3

7

«.3

3

2

3

HALLMARK
CHRISTMAS CARDS

S 11

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP
Tatala

IS 31

Trinity (•»)

W

146

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

F P
•

Wallace
Barton

3 11
.

3 IS

Eustis
Matures:

•

4>

.

4>

•

4>

.

«

1ft

Roberts

4

Alexander
Paris

Karski
Price

01
1

Totals

— Gifts

Sandwiches

Cold Drinks

Full Color

In 1821

U

4
6 14
3 11 17
7
2 1«

Gibbons

I

I.ibhy

Fiai«er

The Record

Paul K. Niven

Tray With

Of Bowdoin College

&

1

GPP

G F P

Gala
Janelle

M

Shop

5.00

8 34
<
2
3
1

Saunders
Pappas

24 22 70|

Totals

Greeting Cards

2
17

31 2« II

3 151Antor
OiFlint
1
OlTrask
4

I.ihhy

7

2

6|Vier»tra

rYn«er

Kreider
Flaker

4

2

PI

5 131
2
8|

Day

1

H

Clark (ft)

G P

Gift
Row

Beautiful Crafted Picture

Hot Dogs

Ice

5.00

BOWDOIN COCKTAIL TRAY

AUTOMATIC
PIN SETTERS

in 1821
in 1860

21
9<l

<70)

Golx
Jilllello

I

1

Wheeler
Papons
Bishop

4i

185 Park

Hasspthire (91 >

Alleys

Italian

> 57'

Tatala

U13U

'TWatchless

Service"

I

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE
BrtAwwtck, Maine

Weil-Known Reindeer Tells

All

Wednesttay-Thursstey

December

9-14)

SABRE JET
wtth
Robert Stack
C'oteen

Cray

e>

Soles

and Service

Short Subjects

New*

NORTH POLE, ARCTIC. Looking very dapper for
an 18-point buck with chalked muzzle and matching
white tail assembly, Dasher, famous front-running
reindeer for the S. Claus Parcel Service, stated today:
Conditions on the northern tundra are pretty
the same as ever. No-o, TV hadn't affected
the grazing habits of the middle-class herds.
1.

much
Friday^Saturday

December

11-12

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

THE CLASS WEB
Edward

wit*
G. Robinson

N

2.

USED CARS

3.

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Body Repair and Paint Shop

a reindeer strike for Christmas Eve

a termite

in his

Claus's sled, roe and buck, nigh unto forever ... so I

Frame Alignment

nothing makes a man happier than
pajamas, beach wear or underwear labeled Manhattan. Don't know whether it's the
live style that makes a man look and feel so good,
whether it's the traditional tailoring detail, or the
array of fabrics, patterns and colors that are all so
unmistakeably quality. Fll admit one thing. I've kind

ought to know

Wed— day-Tilt n<.y

.

.

.

shirts, sportshirts, ties,

1MB

FROM SEATTLE
wttk

Gene

0*

of wished sometimes that

'UAIANT

mm

Manhattan would make

iMMMMM

the night?

Watching the serenity of Christmas skies
are conscious of deep silence. Yet the
while— talking
in radio waves that are full of meaning to
scientists probing the depths of space.

And

so from the probings and skills of
System scientists and engineers has

we

Bell

come another
better

tool to help

the universe

in

man understand
which he lives.

Bell Laboratories scientist while exploring

These men are a proud team— members of
a still larger team engaged in research,
engineering and administration and working on telephone problems in all parts of

atmospheric .disturbances which might

the country.

The important discovery

asked about the most popular Christmas gift
down through the years he replied without hesitation:
"Menswear by Manhattan. I've helped haul Mr.

Complete Front End

is

stars are talking to us all the

antler.

and

News

of

low sitent

you

When

Mason

News

Rumors

are unfounded. Somebody's got

BOTANY BAY
with
Alan Ladst

despite reports to the contrary,

don't ever thoroughly adjust to sub-zero weather,
regardless of the warm esteem people hold you in.

Short Subjects

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday
December 1S-14-15

That

that

some stars

produce radio waves was made by a
hi'

terfere with transoceanic telephone service.

His discovery marked the birth of

the fast-growing science of radio astron-

omy.

II

II

SI

I

:

3
9
22

n

Brown
Hall

2
1

1

1

7

3,

13

3
1

I
I

:

1

I

M

5

51

1

1

2

Johnson
Eaton
Smith
MKJoldrick

1

I IT
S 17
6

7

12 Carroll

2

Coster
Drenaek.ir

Totals

.000

'

Herrirk.K

keeping him out of action and Gardiner
Helsel
promising backeourt man Bob Flnn.c
Johnson having an off-day, Tom Hunter
Dun eh lee
Fraser, Dick Drenzek, and Harry Drentek.K
Carpenter took up scoring duties. Johnson
Coster
Tom, Dick and Harry accounted Stint h
for 52 points among them, with Baton
McGoldrick
Fraser personally responsible for

1

1ft

(i

»

2|MarKinnnn.c «

Flekett

25.

Marshall

3 Hurlt-v

1

1

off
undermanned Carpenter.
an
Fraser
Bridgton squad, 87-74, on Satur- Bennett
day, Dec. 5, at the winners' court. Wis hart
Levy

1

01

l

knocked

Almost A Three-Man Team
Because the December college
boards were being held, Bridgton
sent down only an eight-man team:
.000

.1

o

Bennett
Wishurt
Levy

Second Period Spurt

With John Finn's injured knee

Standings

Zeta Psi
Beta

Leading; Scorers
13

Nips Kappa

Howland

—
—
—
—
—
Sigma Nu 51 — DKE-48

Hoda-kjnj
lllRemond

Koch

5

TD

SigBy One Point

Dyer

Last Week's Results
Beta 62
AD 41
35
Chi Psi 41
Psi
Zeta Psi 34
Delta Sig; 31
ARU 58 ATO 25
TD 38 Kappa Sig 37

Trusaell
Philbin

T.D.

G F P Chapman

G F

Chi Psi

2

1

Totals

Six

Abbott
Moldnver
1 Pojiahue
2 Rogers

4|
11

1

I

TotmanJ54 Recipient
Of Special Award

Conquer Lewiston, 6247, And Bridgton, 87-74;
Fraser, Finn, Carpenter And Johnson Standouts

next

lowed by Phil Day and Ron Golz's

third period

ball

ords.

these

,

Danny MacFayden has ed

cation so they should be in fine
shape for the season's opener
alternate with these men
is not at center. Other
Varsity Hockey 1953-54
defensive hopefuls are Bob Burr,
7:30
Frank Davis, Danny King and Jan. 8 Norwich
Jan. 11 U.N.H.
A
Frank Metz.
7:30
There are three goalies on the Jan. 14 Colby
7:30
team now. Skip Howard, Pete Jan. 16 M.I.T.
7:30
Rigby and Punchy Testa. Howard Jan. 21 Tufts
7:30
saw a lot of service last year and Feb, 12 U.N.H.
13 Amherst
7:30
probably wiU handle most of the Feb.
chores in fornt of the cage this Feb. 16 Colby
men.
A(pending)
winter. Rigby might replace How- Feb. 18 M.I.T.
Bob Hazzard definitely may prove
A
ard or split the duties with him, Feb. 19 Tufts
good enough to move into this first
since he is in excellent condition.
J.V. Hockey 1953-54
line, but he should be the mainstay
of the second line. Other prospects
The candidates are exercising in Jan. 12 Bridgton
4:00
who are expected to bolster the back of the library daily and are Jan. 16 Rents Hill
A
scoring attack are Don Blodgett, occasionally trekking to St. Dom's Feb. 11 Bridgton
A
Paul Doherty, Dick McCabe, Pete arena in Lewiston, where there is Feb. 17 Rents Hill
4:00
Pirnie and Jack Swenson.
ice.
They are to return for prac- Feb. 24 Hebron
4;00
The defense positions appear to tice early from the Christmas va-

seven

,

UNH

took the scoring nonpas of
ors with 13 field goals and 8 foul
shot for a total of 34 points. Ron
Golz scored 31 points for Bowdoin.
The Polar Bears paced by Bill
Fraser and Golz led 31-21 at the
end of the first quarter. In the second period Bowdoin's field goal
output was held to four while New
Hampshire's Pappas, Michel and
Trudell were hitting to cut Bowdoin's lead to five points at half
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us of mysterious lightless stars that broadcast radio waves, and
It is telling

We

would

like

you to con-

sider joining them.

There are employment opportunities
with the companies that provide telephone
Western Electric, and with

service, with

it

promises exciting revelations about vast
regions of space concealed by cjouds of

the Bell Laboratories. We need young men
for the leaders in tomorrow's Bell Telephone System. Check today with your

cosmic dust.

Placement Officer for

details.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Chi Psi First In Swimming Meet;
Only Two Lettermen On Varsity

POLAR

With the graduation of such Purple and Gold swimmers piled
*tars as Bob McGrath, Larry up 38 of their point total. Wins in
Boyle, Charlie Hildreth, Tom Lyndon, and Bob Saunders, many of
the places in this year's meet were
taken by freshmen and sophomores. On the Polar Bear varsity
thia season are only three swimmers who have had experience before coming to Bowdoin. The remainder of the swimmers have
been developed under the watchful eye of Capt. Bob Arwezon. Although some of them are progressing rapidly, Bowdoin will
have one of the most inexperienc-

BEARINGS

sprint and the quarter-mile
by Chi Psi, and seconds and thirds
the
evenly throughout
spread
meet accounted for the remainder
of the Chi Psi points.
Zeta Psi finished in second
place with a total of 39 points.

the

By Robert M. Hurst '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
Bowdoin basketball has suddenly taken a turn for the better.
Coach Beezer Coombs has come up with a team that is potentially the
best in the state and without too much trouble should take the state
series.
The team is mostly made up of sophomores centered around
captain Bill Frasier the only senior on the starting five. The remainder of the starting quintet is made up of sophomores Ron Golz, Rollie
Janelle, Johnny Libby, and Johnny Kreider. Backing up this starting
five is Johnny Marr, a junior, George Mitchell, a senior, and sophomores Kenny, Praeter, and Kurtz. The Whiz Kids, begin their quest
for the state title against Bates Wednesday. Bates is the best of the
other three Maine colleges so the Polar Bears should be in top form
for this game.
Colby has lost the services of its skyline crew of Ted Lallier,
Frank Piacentini, Ted Weigand, Ron Nagle, and Ted Hawes. Loud
Lee Williams is in for a dismal season with only three returning veterans of dubious quality on the squad. Maine is also in a similar
situation with the double loss of Norris and Churchill. If everything
runs true to form the Polar Bears will be at the top of the heap as
far as Maine collegiate basketball is concerned.

Three Double Winners
There were three double winners in the meet. Captain Bob Arwezon, an Ail-American and a
winner of the National Long Distance Championship, splashed his

way to easy victories in both the
in years.
220 and 440, finishing up a full
squad's greatest disappoint- pool length in front of his nearest
ment, however, is the absence of competitor.
Coach Bob Miller, whose recent
The other double winners in the
illness
has kept him from the
helm of the Bowdoin aquatic meet were sophomores Bob GloClark Mill, Glover winteams. Miller's coaching, needed ver and
more than ever during a building ning the 50 and 100 yard sprints,
Mill taking firsts in the
season, may not be available for with
some time to come. Arwezon has breaststroke and individual medbeen leading the practices and ley. The only freshman winner
Merrill, who took first
will continue to do so until Coach was Tom
place in the backstroke.
Miller's return.
Judging from the performances
Future Outlook Is Dim
Returning from last year's team in the Intorfraternity Meet and
•re Bob Arwezon, whose stellar from the small return of letterperformances were the high spots men, Bowdoin's swimmng outlook
of a successful season; Ken Brig- is rather dark. This year's team
ham, a promising sprinter; along can not compare with the teams
with Ted DeWinter and George of the most recent times, but it
Jackson. Of these, Arwezon and should win its share of meets. The
Brigham are the only lettermen. team opens against Dartmouth at
Up from the freshman team are Hanover, N. H, on December 12.
ed teams

The

*****

•

Bob

Bowdoin College's 1953-54 varsity basketball squad, composed mostly of underclassmen. Front row, Philip A. Weiner '55,
James R. Flaker '54, George J. Mitchell Jr. '54, John A.' Kreider '56, Edward M. Kenney '56, John T. Libby *56, G. Curtis
Webber '55, Kenneth B. Miller '54. Second row, Frank A. Paul Jr. '55, Roland H. Janelle '56, Richard W. Kurtz '56, Captain
William J. Frazrr '54, Perrin Allen '56, Harlan I. Prater III '56, Ronald A. Golz '56, John S. Marr '55, Russell B. Crowell '55.
Not present for picture, Philip S. Day '55.

Adam Walsh

will have a neucleus
of 16 lettermen to build around,
but his losses by graduation will
be great. In June the following
lettermen will graduate: Atkins,
GoldFarrington,
Friedlander,
stein, Cosgrove, Larcom, Garland,

Glover, a three-stroke swim-

a promising man
in the breaststroke; and Lloyd
Willey in the backstroke and medley. Kurt Herman, Steve Morse,
and Cal Hindall will figure in the
building of the team, as they are
all sophomores. Larry Johnston,
sophomore winner of the interfraternity diving, will be diving with
the varsity this year.

mer; Clark

Mill,

Twenty-Four Awarded

Coach Magee Honored

Bowdoin To Sponsor
School Track Meet

Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of
Athletics at Bowdoin College, announced the names of 24 meji
The Chi Psi mermen, taking awarded varsity football letters
first
places in five of the ten and 17 men awarded varsity footevents, and rolling up a total of ball numerals. In addition, two
63 points, gained permanent pos- men received football managers'
session of the Robert Pennell letters and eight men football
'55; Jeon, D. T. '55; Kowal, S. A. principal. Teams competing in the
Memorial Trophy as three time managers' numerals. Of the 24
56; Larcom, G. D. '54; Libby, J. relay races are chosen by invitawinner of the Interfraternity lettermen 8 will be lost by graduT. *56; McCabe, S. J. '56; Murray. tion.
ation, 10 more will be seniors next
Swimming Meet.
A. I. '56; Peluso, G. C. '55; Pratt,
juniors.
Taking first, second, and third fall, and six will be
'55 Roux, D. A. '55; SteCompagnone, S. J. '56; Gelinas, G.
Of the 17 men awarded their L. G.
place sweeps in both the 100 and
phens, H. B. '55; Testa, P. E. '55; S. '56; Gorman, L. A. '56; Hovey,
200 yedrd freestyles, as well as a numerals, 3 are juniors and 14 are
Totman, M. A- '54;. Williamson, A. B. B. '55; Howo, T. H. '55; JohnCoach
sophomores.
Next
-year
victory in the final relay, the

A.A.U. in Washington, D.C.
Principal speakers at the dinner

I

W.

'55.

Football Mangers receiving let-

This

To College
HOT DOGS
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Ad Good

I.OO

For
On Any

(Made with ham or salami)

BEER and ALE
TO TAKE OUT

Pipe 3.50

Or More

HOOD'S PLACE

Morton's

ters are:
Joy, W.

W.

'54;

Philbrook,

'55.
,

W.

Director.

Following these speakers Coach
D. H. '55; Stagnone, J. J. '55; Adam Walsh presented pictures of
Stearns, T. B. '56; Woodbury, T. his Bowdoin football team in acK. '56.
tion, for the benefit of the alumni
Football managers receiving nu- and several high school students

GRAHAM

GEORGE

About Life Insurance
Provident Mutual Of

180 Maine Street
Brunswick, Maine

Outfitters

T.

son, R. L.. Jr. *56; McGinley, F. L.
'56; O'Rourke. P. J. '56; Patterson,

were Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick
of Bowdoin; Walter Brown, President of the Boston Garden Corporation, a close friend of Magee ;and
Mai Morrell, Bowdoin's Athletic

Winners of numerals are
Anthony, H. W. '55; Barton, B. merals are:
who had been invited.
K. '56; Berkley, J. L. '56; ChapMather, W. L. '56; Bond, R..M.
Magee, who came to Bowdoin in
man, P. A. '56; Collette, R. C. '56; '56; Herrman, C. R. '55; McDon1913 from the Powder Point School
ough, E. D. '57; Langbein, E. E. in Duxburji, Mass., has been OlymConsult Your Campus Agent
'57; Baribeau, R. D. '57; Spence, T.
pic Coach five times, is a past pres'55 L. '57;' Durst, W. H. '56.
W.
ident of the Association of Colle-

Phone 787-M

208 MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Ancient History Course

—

Numerals Given To 17

Deliver

Considers Instituting

Bowdoin College Athletic Direc- At Testimonial Dinner
tor Mai Morrell has announced
an end, a tackle, that invitations have been sent to
and Totman
At the annual sports night of the
two guards, and four backfield high schools and preparatory Boston Bowdoin Club on Friday
men.
schools throughout New England, evening a testimonial dinner was
The list of lettermen follows:
inviting them to the 38th annual held in honor of Jack Magee,' upon
Atkins, E. E., Jr. '54; Cecelski, Bowdoin College Interscholastic his completion of forty years of
A. R. '55; Cosgrove, J. F. '54; Track Meet. This will be held on service to that college as head
Coukos, F. '55; Day, P. S. '55; March 6, 1954, at the Hyde Ath- coach of track. This dinner came
Dyer, L. E. '56; Farrington, A. S. letic Cage in Brunswick.
as a complete surprise to Magee,
'54; Friedlander, W. J. '54; GarAny school is eligible to enter who had just recently returned
land, P. A. '54; Ingraham, J. H. this meet upon certification by its from the annual meeting of the

Varsity Grid Letters;

We

Curriculum Committee

For 40 Years' Service

Philadelphia

"Doodlesack"

name

a

is

for bagpipes.

The Student Curriculum Committee

Mel Totman and Art Cecelski were named by the Portland Press
Herald on their annual All-Maine team. Totman climaxed three years
of brilliant varsity duty and made the team for the second straight
year. Totman, a senior, was the workhorse for the Polar Bears this
fall although he was out for the Williams and Amherst game with a
dislocated elbow.
He topped off his career on the fcVidiron for the
Polar Bears with a dazzling 95-yard kickoff in the rain and mud at
Maine.
Cecelski also returned to the Herald's team for the second year
although only a junior this year. Art was one of the few bright spots
in a, Bowdoin line that was outweighed in practically every game.
Coach Adam Walsh will be faced with the same situation next year
and once again will have to center his line play around the aggressive

statements

Committee

,

were stressed. The some of you basketball fans who like to see fast, aggressive games
was organized and drop over to the gym during the week and have a look.

functions
as a
representative
body for expressing general ..student opinion on academic questions. The Committee has a considerable number of topics to
study for the semester and year.
Some of these are of the nature
that does not bring immediate
response from the faculty or administration; yet they are vital.

Bowling, Volleyball

Twenty-Nine Freshmen

Leagues Have Begun

Get Football Letters

Last week marked the opening
Twenty-nine men have been
the
interfraternity
bowling
league schedule. Six matches were awarded their freshman football
bowled as all twelve fraternities numerals at Bowdoin College, acof

cording to an announcement by
However, the Committee wants to saw action.
As the volleyball season began Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of
be sure it is reporting on the toplast
week, five interfraternity Athletics.
ics of most interest and real conThe men winning their numerals
cern to the students. It is sincere- matches were played. Following
ly

hoped that any suggestions a are the scores:
Kappa Simma 2
Sigma Nu 2

elected to the Helms Foundation
Hall of Fame in Los Angeles, Calif.
Both at Bowdoin and as Olympic
coach, he has developed and trained
some of the best track men the
world has ever known, especially in
giate Track Coaches of America, the running events, the hurdles,
colloquial is a member of the Maine Boxing the 16 pound hammer, and the 35
Commission, and was recently
pound weight.

Alpha Delta Phi

2

Simna 2
Alpha Rho Upsilon

Delta

were:

TheU Delta Chi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Beta Theta Pi
Zeta Psi
2

Grejrorv F. Abbott 'J6, Richard Armstrong,

John W.

Collins. Hartley S.'Connett.

Alpha Tau Ometra

committee action. Only in this W. Smith, John Snow. Arthur E. Strout.
Joseph G. Wade, and David K. Watson, all
way can its purpose be accom- of
the Class of 1957.
plished.
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CHESTERFIELD
FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD
\S

THE LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES . .

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in
mqre than 800 college co-ops and campus
stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the
straight year Chesterfield

fifth

is

the

college favorite.

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY
CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF
OF HIGHEST QUALITY- LOW NICOTINE

Change

to Chesterfield today

smoking pleasure

A

all

the

W

— get

and wherever
more and more
young men and women going

"At the colleges

way!

we

Remarkably Fine

play,

I

find

for Chesterfield

Button

Down Oxford
for only

*K

Shirt

"
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y JD

Fine, sanforized oxford in white or blue. The collar
and spread is exactly the style college men
prefer. Full comfortable cut and French fronts are
in length

tailoring refinements of higher price shirts.

Silk

Repp Neckwear ...

2.00

<

and

fc

2.50
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chael A. Coster. Carl J. Denholtz. Richard
Drenzek, Donald E. Dyer, Robert A. Estes.
Richard K. Kickett. Werner F. Fischer.
Walter L. Hai-die, Kent G. Hobby. William
B. Hird. George F. Howland. Allen M.

1

student has be taken to the Com- Lanes, Paul J. McGoldrirk, John J. Manmittee representative. It is his ning. John T. Morrison, Walter Moses.
Arthur L. Perry. Robert E. Poolea. Destour
job and interest to relay them for S. Potter Jr.. David G. Roundy, Richard

YOUNG AMERICA GOES

To Bowdoin Men

*****

guard.

now

considering the posSome of th#~best basketball around can be seen in the intera course in
fraternity games this year. Already two of last year's top four playAncient History.
In reviewing its work of the se- off teams have been beaten in only a prevue of what is to come. This
mester thus far the following year's teams are better balanced and every game is a thriller. For
is

sibility of instituting
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Prof. Henry Russell

Trouble Due For Greek

Accepts Finance Post

Letter Societies; Must
End Race Discrimination

Commander MacMillan Feted With The Retires From Faculty;
Bowdoin

Honor Bestowed

Prize, Highest

Renowned Over The Whole World

Beeson and Wilkins

Concerning Arctic Explorations

Cop Honors In Alex.

President James S. Coles an- graduate. One fall night in 1894 a
nounced today in the regular cha- freshman class flag was placed on
service that the College's the spires of the Chapel on the
pel
greatest distinction, the Bowdoin campus. The very next night MacPrize, has been awarded for 1953 Millan removed this flag and inCommander Donald Baxter stalled in its place not only the flag
to
MacMillan of the Class of 1898, of the sophomore class, but also a
renowned the world over for his plug hat, then the symbol of sophArctic exploration.
omoric superiority. This ieat has

Prize Speaking Contest

Established in 1928

The Bowdoin Prize was estabin 1928 as a memorial to

lished

William J. Curtis of the Class of
1875 by Mrs. Curtis and their
children. It was awarded not oftener than "once in each five
years to that graduate or former
member of Bowdoin College, or
member of its Faculty at the time
of the award, who shall have made
during the period the most distinctive contribution in any field of
endeavor. The Prize shall
be awarded only to the one who
shall, in the judgement
of the
Committee of Award, be recognized as having won national and not
merely local distinction, or who,
in the judgement of the committee, is fairly entitled to be so rec-

human

The award this year is worth
$4,900, tax free. It was the intention of the donors that eventually
the size of the prize would be
$10,000.

Orthopedic Surgeon

The first award of the Bowdoin
Prize was made in 1933 to the late
Fred H. Albee of the Class of
1899,
internationally
recognized
as an outstanding orthopedic sufgeon. He was credited with performing more than 30,000 operations to restore the crippled to active lives. He
was particularly
noted during World War I for his
invaluable pioneer work in bone
graft surgery. His own story,
Surgeon's Flight to Rebuild Men:
An Autobiography, was published
in 1942. Dr. Albee died in 1945.
Second Prize Shared
The second award of the Bowdoin Prize in 1938 was shared by
the late Harvey Dow Gibson of
the Class of 1902 and by Paul
Howard Douglas of the Class of
1913, present United States Senator from Illinois. Gibson, who died
in 1950. was for many years President of the Manufacturers Trust

A

Company
vey
ing

Dow

in

New York

City.

Har-

Gibson Hall of Music, be-

built

in

his

memory on

the

Bowdoin campus today, has been
given to the College by Mrs. Gibson, by her daughter, Mrs. Whitney Bourne Choate, and by personal friends and business associates. Gibson was active in numerous charitable endeavors, notably
the American^ Red Cross, whose
national

Human

campaign he headed sev-

eral times.

Rights

Day

discussion of the American
"which believes in the
inherent right of the individual as
an individual" was the theme of
Professor Athern P. Daggett's
chapel talk in observance of Hu-

The

tradition

man

Rights Day, December 10.
Professor Daggett considered
three quotations from three different sources of our tradition:
".
one from Greece which has
given us so much of our intellec.

tual heritage; one from
which our spiritual life

Judea to
owes so

in battle.

institutions of government."

Funeral Oration
From Greece comes Pericles'
oration given on a day for the
commemoration of those who had
died defending the state, in which
he discusses the qualities which
made Athens great. "Our laws
secure equal justice for all in their
We have no
private disputes
black looks or angry words for
our neighbor if he enjoys himself in
his own way
We are obedient
to whomsoever is set in authority,
and to the laws, more especially
to those which offer protection to
the oppressed."
From Judea and the Book of
Matthew is the record of how
Christ answered the question as to
which was the great commandment: "Thou shalt love thy God
with all thy heart, with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind. This
is the great and first commandment. And a second like unto it is
this, Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself."
From Philadelphia in the Declaration of Independence written by
Thomas Jefferson is the nuexcelled
statement of the principles on
which our government is founded:
"We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable rights
That to secure these
rights, governments are instituted
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

the city for whom, lest they
should lose her, the men whom we
is

During the war no award of the
Bowdoin Prize was made, but in
1948 it went to Kenneth C. M.
Sills of the Class of 1901, Bow-

celebrate died a soldier's death.*
Such then, as we may well say
looking at the intellectual, spiridoin's beloved President Emeritus. tual,
and political strands that
He immediately turned over to the have contributed to it, is our own
Sesquicentennial Fund of the Col- tradition of liberty. As the citilege the substantial sum of money zens of Athens were called
on to
involved.
defend their city and the things
Sophomore Flag
for which she stood, so too are we

Commander

MacMillan,

who

was selected by a committee conHarvard and Yale Universities and
the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maine, has made
more than 30 trips to the far
sisting of the Presidents of

III,

selection

_

was made

on to defend our way of

called
life.

It

may

well be that we shall
it on the battle-

have to defend

fields of land, sea.

and

air.

It is

certain that we shall have to defend it in the battle for the minds,
and hearts, and spirits of men."

in theatre work ever since.
To Produce Musical
Wilkins and Beeson are busy at
present turning out the score and
book, respectively, for an original
musical revue which will probably
be produced at Bowdoin in the

spring.

The

revue, tentatively call-

ed "While the Cat's Away," will
be the first effort of the Mad Hatters, a new group formed by Bowdoin students.

Next summer Beeson will take
over the management of the Green
Mountain Playhouse.
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick
presided over the evening's pro-

gram and the judges were Mrs.
Cummins,
Miss
Phyllis
Wright, and Mr. Edwin G. Walk-

John

During the intermissions and
following the speaking the Zete
House Quartet, composed of Albert Farrington and Bruce McDonald, both of Augusta, Wayne
Pratt of Concord. N. H, and
Wendy Goodwin of West Hartford,
Conn., entertained the audience
with a group of songs.
er.

BCA Conducts

Service;

Kenneth Miller Speaks
On The Youth Of Today
On Sunday, December 13, the
morning service at The First Parish Church was conducted by the
Bowdoin Christian Association.
George? A. Harvey, '55, gave the
Call to Worship, the Invocation,

and the Responsive Reading. David R. Anderson, '55, followed with
the Scripture Lesson, the Prayer,
and Announcements of the Parish.
The Sermon entitled "Are the
Youth of Today as Badly off as
We Believe?" was given by Ken-

neth B. Miller, '54.
In his sermon. Miller stressed
the fact that we. the younger generation, have many attributes that
are often overlooked. We are in a
traditional period, changing from
a primary to a secondary group.
No longer is the social part of life
carried on in the home. Parents
complain that their children are
out most of the time; however, did
they ever stop to think that they
are out because of a lack of social
life at home? Much of our juvenile delinqency is caused by the
lack of home life.
Bob Mathias. the great athlete,
says that children write to him

North during the past 45 years.
Human Rights Day commemoHis daring and courage were not- rates two events of past Decemed when he was still an under(Continued on Page 4)
asking about his training—he tells
them that he succeeds because he
has faith in himself and a higher
power. We all too often have
faith in the future, but little in

Allen

'57

terday by President James Stacy and New York colleges.
In October, 1952, the Phi Delta
is effective in June, 1954.
Born March 25, 1912, in Assiut, Theta fraternity at Williams initiEgypt, Professor Russell prepared ated a Jewish boy into the chapfor Haverford College in Pennsyl- ter. Before doing so, the brothers
vania at the Hotchkiss School. In had polled their alumni and found
1934 he received his bachelor of that 7.5% of the alumni were in faarts degree from Haverford. He vor of taking such action. Because
went on to do graduate work at the Phi Delta Theta national conHarvard. He received a master of stitution had a clause restricting
arts degree form there in 1939 and its membership to those of "full
a doctor of philosophy degree in Aryan blood," the chapter at Williams was dropped from the na1942.

Work While At Bowdoin
Professor Russell

came

to

Bow-

up of two James Thurber humor- doin in 1939 as Instructor of Bibous pieces, 'The Unicorn in the lical Literature, was promoted to
Garden" and "The" Moth and the assistant professor in 1946, and to
Star."
associate professor in 1949. DurBoth Beeson and Wilkins have ing 1944-45 he was with UNRRA
been prominent at Bowdoin in (United Nations Relief and Rehamany fields. Wilkins is a "soloist bilitation Administration) and the
with the Glee Club and has acted American Friends Service Comin numerous plays both at the mittee in Egypt. In 1948-49 he
College and in the community. was on leave of absence from
Beeson recently directed
the Bowdoin and served as Visiting
Brunswick Workshop Theatre's Associate Professor of Religion at
production of "Holiday." At the Columbia University and as Visitage of ten, he recalls, he "wrote, ing Assistant Professor of Biblical
acted, directed, and produced a Literature at Haverford.
play called "The Green Necklace,"
Seminar in Switzerland
which played in a neighborhood
Bowdoin again granted him a
basement to packed houses for six leave of absence during the acaafternoons." At the age of twelve demic year 1950-51, when he servhe played a full season with the ed as Director of the European InPittsburg Playhouse and has been ternational Service Seminars at

much; and one from Philadelphia
which stands for the Anglo-Ameri
can tradition which has shaped our active

At the time of the 1938 award among men."
Douglas was Professor of EconoRighto of Individual
mics at the University of Chicago.
Professor Daggett concluded,
He later enlisted in the Marine "This then is our tradition, a tradiCorps as a private, managed to tion which believes in the inherent
get overseas in cambat duty desrights of tho individual. as an indipite his age, and was decorated
vidual. When Pericles had finished
for bravery in the island fighting
his description of Athens as he
in
the Pacific. He was twice hoped she was, he said, 'Such then

wounded

Beeson,

testants. His

Talk To Observe

.

ognized."

William

H. Edward Born

It would seem that we 'are at
the advent of a new era: a new
Chapter in the history of Greek

letter societies
about to be
is
written, especially for those fraternities and sororities
on the
Philadelphia.
campuses
New
England
many
of
His resignation, announced yes'

Coles,

a sophomore from Wayne, Pa., won the
Alexander Prize Speaking Contest
Memorial Hall, Bowdoin Colin
lege, Monday evening. He delivered a selection entitled "When the
Wife's Away," from George Axelnot, fortunately, been attempted rod's recent play "The Seven Year
Itch."
much in recent years.
Frederick C. Wilkins of Lynn(Continued on Page 4)
field, Mass., another sophomore,
was second among the nine con-

Prof. Daggett Gives

Henry Griffen Russell, Associate Professor of Religion at Bowdoin College, has resigned to accept a new position in the finance
department
of
American
the
in
Friends
Service Committee

New England and New York, to
disregard racial
barriers
and
pledge persoQSj»who are "non-Aryans". They have no use for clauses
of racial discrimination which reminds one of the doctrines of Hitler. " 'Hitlerism' in fraternity constitutions must cease!" is the
cry brought forth from college administrators and students' alike.
The beginning of this whole
problem goes back to the end of
World-War II, when veterans
studying under the GI bill began
to enter schools. They had learned
from the war that color and race
makes little difference between
Geneva, Switzerland. In this posi- men. They were not going to
truck to the snobbery of college
tion, under the sponsorship of the
American Friends Service Com- fraternities; (so) they demanded
some changes.
mittee, he supervised the setting
Reject Charters
up of seminars in European counAlpha Sigma Pi at Middlebury
tries. At each of these seminars
there were about 30 young people College turned in its national
from different countries. For sev- charter. Soon taking similar aceral weeks they lived together tion was Alpha Chi Sigma at MIT,
and discussed international prob- Alpha Triton chapter of Psi Sig-

West Point. N. Y.. 5 Dec. Mr.
Four Topics Discussed
Richard H. Allen and Mr. Robert
All of the conclusions would be
W. Piflsbury represented Bowdoin too numerous to mention, howCollege at the fifth Student Con- ever, some examples are the folference on United States Affairs
which was brought to a close today after its four day session at
the United States Military Academy. West Point, New York.
Such notables as Admiral Arthur Radford, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Mr. John J.
McCloy former U. S. High Commissioner for Germany, and Mr.
W. Averell Harriman, former Director for Mutual Security, spoke
to the conferees on various aspects
of national security and problems
of world peace. The round table
groups which discussed the four

lowing:
International United States
Primary emphasis. must be placed
on the retaliatory air power within a framework of adequate naval,
land and air power as a suitable
deterrent to total war.

—

The

Western

World

—

We

should rely heavily upon regional
organizations such as NATO and
EDC to assist without coercion
the free nations of the world in
building up their economics and
ability to defend themselves.

—

East Asia
We urge upon the
peoples of East Asia that they desub-topics of the subject of Tlie velop their own plans for economic
National Security Policy of the improvement and regional secuI'nited States presented their con- rity in which we will undertake
clusions this afternoon at the final to provide assistance.
(Continued on Page 4)
plenary session.
us?

—

—

'

—

Harvard Educational

Would. Establish Self-Surrey Of

Report Causes lively

The liberal Arts Program Here

Discussion In Brunswick

A

report on the curriculum of
Brunswick Public Schools, recently made as the result of a survey
by the Harvard School of Education, has lately caused a good deal
of discussion here.

and

The Study Group maintains that
the type of curriculum a student
takes in high school, whether it is
only college preparatory or vocamakes no difference with
the modern college, which will actional,

cept a -student regardless of his
high school courses.
.

Prof.

Holmes Answers

This Christmas give the gift
that keeps on giving
.

Weeks, U.

Secretary of Commerce, left, pictured as he
talked with Andrew W. Williamson, III, Jefferson, Maine, a junior at
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, who was a guest of the National
Association of Manufacturers during the 58th Congress of American
Industry at the Waldorf-Astoria December 2-5.
S.

Williamson Attends N. Y. Meeting
Andrew W: Williamson III '55
represented Bowdoin College at
the 58th Congress of American Industry of the National Association
of Manufacturers at the Waldorf
Astoria in New York from December 2 to 5.
One student delegate was invited from each of the 48 states. The
students had the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the N.A.M.

N.A.M representatives questioned the students on educational poand their feeling about the
success of present day educational

and

and

its

annual congress.

licies

methods.
Williamson, an outstanding stUr
dent, has been a James Bowdoin
Scholar for the past two years. He
Played halfback on the varsity
football

team and

track squad.
is

He

is
is

on the varsity
in the

ROTC

a member of Beta Theta

Pi.

.

BATS
you have not as yet been visted by one of our trustworthy,
oyal, helpful, * friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful,
thrifty, brave, clean and reverent driver-salesmen, you will be
Buy now, and buy wisely
if

.

.

.

BUY FROM BRADNKR
REPUTABLE BATS FOR
OVER THREE YEARS
OUR BATS ARE
POWER1ZED
.

Bradner Bat Farm*
1808 T. D. Yale
Local sales office and cooling
plant,

29 Appleton

left

somewhat unique

Prof.

Romer Lectures

other

colleges

Bowdofn

position.

have

in a
While

introduced

new

courses or new programs
which it was hoped would meet
the changing needs of the times,
Bowdoin has steadfastly adhered
"Evolution Of
to a well established, traditional
program.
Saul H. Cohen '57
1
Praises Faculty Committee
On Monday evening, December
"The award to Bowdoin of this
14,
Professor Alfred Sherwood
Romer lectured in the Smith Aud- grant is in part a single recogniitorium at Bowdoin College on tion of the excellent proposal submitted by the Faculty Committee,
the "Evolution of Man."
Professor Romer, a noted paleon- consisting of Professors Athern P.
thologist, is
Alexander Agazziz Daggett, William Nelson Cromwell
Professor of Zoology at Harvard Professor of Constitutional and InUniversity where he is also Di- ternational Law and Government:
rector of the Museum of Compar- Edward C. Kirkland, Frank Mun-

In Smith Auditorium

On

Man"

1

,

sey Professor of History; Jeffrey

ative Zoology.

The theme of Dr. Romer's lec- J. Carre, Assistant Professor of
Romance Languages; Alton H.
ture was "The Evolution of Man
Gust afson,

Professor of Biology;
from His Primate Ancestors." In
Herbert Ross Brown, Professor of
opening remarks, Professor
English and Edward Little ProfesRomer noted that man is essensor of Rhetoric and Oratory; Altially a ground dwelling animal.
bert Abrahamson, Professor of
However, his is related to the
Economics; and Dean Nathaniel
free-dwelling primates and conseC. Kendrick,
his

who

istics

will serve in a

many character- consultative capacity."
related to an arborial exis-

quently exhibits

Under the grant Bowdoin

tence.

Importance of Thumb, Big Toe
Professor

Romer

the
importance of the development of
the thumb and big toe among the
higher mammals in the evolution
of man. He asked whether we
could ever have evolved a high civilization if the grasping power
were lacking. The grasping power
was essential in the development
of a material culture as it enabled
animals to examine objects and
stressed

satisfy their curiosity.

As mammals

developed,

they

depended more upon their sense of
sight than on the olfactory sense.

Lower primates have long muzzles
and large noses, a feature which

will

be enabled to secure consultant*
and to free the members of this
faculty committee from some of
their normal teaching duties to
permit them to review the purposes of the College, to undertake
penetrating appraisals of their
present program, and to plan improvements. Reports of the results
of these studies are to be complet-

ed by September

1,

1955.

Conservative Tradition
Professor Daggett, who was
chairman of the committee for
proposal, will also serve as Chairman of the Committee on SelfStudy. His committee, in submitting Bowdoin's name for consideration, pointed tout that its distinctive characteristic is its "maintenance of the conservative tradition." The proposal went on to
state, "Those who have supported
this policy of the conservative tra-

becomes less characteristic in the
higher primates.
Professor Romer cites as the
cause for this dependence on sight
instead of smell the fact that the
arboreal primates found it neces- dition have
urged that it constisary to judge distances as they tutes something
more than mere
travelled through trees.
resistance to change; that it repAnother great step in the evo- resents a belief that
there are
lutionary process
developed as certain fundamentals essential to
primates obtained a more pro- the values
a liberal education
found sense of the outside world. seeks to
attain; that it is to achThis feature, allied with grasping ieve
these values that we have
power, led to even further at- kept
conservative entrance retempts to satisfy curiosity.
quirements, the familiar pattern
Professor Romer supplemented of the
freshman year, and the
his lecture with lantern slides and
graduation requirements.
afterwards devoted a period to
"Back of the maintenance of
answering questions.
this policy its defenders have also
In Paleoatological Expeditions
seen a philosophy of education. It
Graduated from Amherst Col- is that the
foundation of a liberal
lege in 1917, Professor Romer
education must come first; that
drove an ambulance for the Amer- the
faculty is the best judge or
ican Field Service during World
what
this foundation.
War I. After the war, Professor Hence constitutes
the
somewhat narrow
Romer studied at Columbia where choices
permitted in the first two
he received his doctorate in 1927.
years. Once the 'foundation is laid,
After receiving his doctorate. the
student is in a position to deProfessor Romer taught at the velop
his interests. Hence the
University of Chicago. He was algreater freedom of the last two
so associated with New York Uniyears with its most important
versity and Eellevue Medical ColFreedom
the choice of a major
lege and with the American Musubject and the freedom to pursue
seum of Natural History before it."
he joined the Harvard faculty in
With the constantly growing en-

—

1934.

Dr. Romer is the author of several books in the field of paleontology. He has also accompanied

rollment in colleges and universities, the typical small liberal arts
college needs to study itself and to

determine whether it is justified
numerous paleontological expedi- in
remaining small when national

The twelve-man committee that tions.
President Coles is a member of
will study these questions and advise the National Science Founda(Continued on Pagt 4)

Sinclair

has

"This

than those who have no desire
to go to college; and it has suggested
Brunswick
that
High
School drop all courses of less
than 15 members.
el

sciences in these institutions.

—

—

Colleges, Universities

Chosen As Recipients Of Special Grant

Bowdoin's Professor Cecil T.
Holmes, of the Mathematics Department, took issue with the
Harvard Group in a letter whidh
he wrote to the Brunswick Record. He pointed out the fact that,
although the report did not openly
advocate doing away with college
preparatory courses, its recommendation to drop courses of less
than 15 members would, in a high
school of Brunswick's size, affect
nearly all of these college prepalems with special consideration of ma Kappa at Weslyan University, ratory courses, since such a relagood-will and peace. The purpose and Kappa Delta Rho at Albany, tively small number of students
of the program is to give these New York, State Teachers Col- plan to go on to higher education.
young people a better understand- lege.
Professor Holmes also used Haring of international problems so
The first college administration vard and Swarthmore as examples
that when they become leaders in to take action against descrimin- of prominent colleges which de10 or 15 years, they will be better ation in fraternities was Am- mand at least the usual entrance
able to work for world peace.
herst's, in 1946. President Charles preparatory
courses of English,
During the summer before the W. Cole told the fraternities to Latin or mathematics, and foreign
family went to Switzerland, Dr. change their laws or lose their languages. Therefore, in spite of
Russell served as dean of a seven- campus
privileges.
Dartmouth the Harvard Study Group's asseiweek seminar on world peace at and Connecticut have followed tion, the average high school stuMilton Academy which was at- Amherst's lead, and at Columbia dent who is going on to college
tended by 35 students from 12 dif- University, fraternities have until would definitely be handicapped
ferent nations.
October, 1960, to modify their if he did not take mostly advanced
A member of Phi Beta Kappa laws concerning racial and religi- college preparation courses.
Futhermore, Professor Holmes
at Haverford, Professor Russell ous discrimination.
has served as an officer of the
The "Old Guards" of some na- says, it is not only being fair to
Bowdoin chapter of the American tional fraternities have hopes of the prospective college student to
Association of University Profes- removing such restrictive clauses offer him advanced courses, but it
sors and as a member of the Na- from their by-laws, providing that is from this group that the countional Council on Religion in High
college chapters will abide by try must draw its engineers, sciener Education. He and his wife gentelmen's agreements. Obvious- tists, doctors, and members or
have been active in PTA work in ly, this is ridiculous. Racial bar- other professions necessary to ciBrunswick.
riers must be completely wiped vilization. Thus it is everyone's adHe married his wife. Ruth out. To show how unrealistic vantage to meet the needs of prosEmerson Russell, in 1937 in West some people are, a "good will" re- pective college students, even
Newton,
Massachusetts.
They presentative told one chapter that though they may be in the minorhave three children.
they would remove the rstrictive ity.
In announcing the resignation clauses, "as long as you boys don't
to the faculty at its regular meet- go taking in any damn Jews."
ing yesterday afternoon, PresiChapters are still going local, Pres. Coles Attends
dent Coles said, "Bowdoin is very disregarding the loss of privileges
sorry that Professor Russell is re- of a national fraternity. There are Government-University
signing from the faculty. We rec- many progressive elements hard
ognize,
however,
the call for at work on the college campuses. Meeting In Washington
greater service which he will find Sigma Beta Tau, which is a nain his opportunity with the Amer- tional group, has members from
On December 8, President
ican Friends Service Committee.
many races and religions, includ- James S. Coles attended the first
"During his tenure at the Col- ing Jews and
Mohammedans. meeting of the National Science
lege, Professor Russell has effect- Another progressive fraternity is Foundation Advisory
Committee
ively brought to his work in the Beta Eta Upsilon, which calls it- on Government - University Rela(Continued on Page 2)
[ContinueA on Page 2}
tionships, in Washington, D. C.
The study of this advisory committee is concerned with the government funds that have been given to universities and colleges for
development projects and
research, and their effects on the
customary teaching and research
activities of the institutions. The
government has provided relatively .little for research and education in the sciences, although
many such institutions are wejl
equipped to carry on such activities. Another question under consideration is how the Federal
Government may best encourage
research and education in the

ourselves.

In the 23rd chapter of Jeremiah
is given an example of an exiled
people who were told that those
who would be true to God would
save their race
those who were
true and were the leaders were
the youth of the nation. The youth
is the leader and guardian of our
heritage let him remember that.
College is thought by many to
mean a four-year vacation from
religion; however, it has been proved that over 600,000 out of the
2.300,000 college students arc active in church organizations at
college a large percentage.
We must look to combat delinquency; two things to do are (1)
examine the cause and (2) realize
times have changed. Community
recreation is one answer to the
problem youth
must be kept
busy. We, the youth of America,
have faith in the future
have
you, the older generation, faith in

Bowdoin Among

16

Bowdoin College has been se- College, Hampton Institute, Heilected as one of sixteen colleges delberg College, Hope College, the
universities throughout the University of Iowa, Lincoln ColUnited States granted a total of lege. Parsons School of Design, St.
approximately $280,000 by the Olaf's College, Scripps College and
Fund for the Advancement of Ed- Stanford University.
ucation. Each of these institutions
President James S. Coles ot
will make a self-survey of some Bowdoin, in announcing the grant,
The trend of high school educa- aspect of its liberal arts education said, "Over a period of many years
tion in recent years seems to have program. The grants were made the faculty has considered seriousbeen away from strictly college under the Program for College ly proposals for changes in the
preparation, with the emphasis Self-Studies initiated by the Fund curriculum. In each case the maon vocational training and general last year.
ture decision reached by the fational fraternity.
courses instead. In keeping with
Institutions receiving grants be- culty has been to make no radical
New Developments
this trend, the Harvard
Study
Bowdoin were Allegheny change, but rather to continue
This is only one of many such Group has said that, since only sides
with the curriculum which had its
Incidences to occur in the last sev- about 30% of the students in high College, Colby College, Cornell
last major revision in the early
en years. It is the trend of many school go on to college, their needs College (Iowa), De Pauw Univerr
1920's.
college campuses, especially in should not be put on a higher lev- sity, Drake University, Earlham

And

Pillsbury Represent
Bowdoin At West Point Con ference

NUMBER

16, 1953

enrollments jump.

Two Boys Honored By Awards
From Kappa Sigma Fraternity

Two Maine boys were honored year to
this sum, making a total
today by scholarship - leadership
of $15,000.
awards made by the national
At the beginning of their senior

Kappa Sigma Fraternity. The
ceremony took place following the
evening meal at the local chapter
house
at Bowdoin College
in
Brunswick. The boys wera Roland
G. Ware. Jr. of Rockland and
Ronald B. GrayV South Brewer,

year the work done by the studthroughout their first three
years of college is evaluated. A
higher score is given for scholarship than for any other activity.
However, every activity in which
a student engages for the good of
both members of the senior class.
his college and his chapter counts
These scholarships were started
toward qualification.
several years ago, with twelve
Ware Outstanding Student
men receiving them in 1948. This
Ware, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
fall awards were made to 165
men Roland G. Ware of 5 Talbot Aveall over the country. In the 126
nue in Rockland, graduated from
chapters of Kappa Sigma. Las:
Rockland High School in 1950 and
December the funds available for
has been an outstanding student
the program were increased to
at Bowdoin. He Jias been on the
$10,000 a year. Then one member
Dean's List and has been named a
of the fraternity anonymously arJames Bowdoin Scholar for three
ranged to add $5,000 more each
[ Continued on Page f ]
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Franklin G. Davis

John M. Belka

*
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(the second Tn a series at articles on wanted 's colleges)
By David M. Aaderwn "55 aad James Anwyll, Jr. '55
Bradford Junior College, heir has a clearly defined education poess to the renowned" historical and licy. This policy holds the belief
cultural tradition of Andover and that, regardless of what the fuLexington, Gloucester and New- ture may hold for a Bradfora
buryport, has matured naturally girl, it is essential for her to obinto a school of the best liberal tain a basic instruction in the litradition.
beral arts and sciences. The colBradford's 305 pert undergrad- lege catalogue states that this
uates are more than willing to type of education "is essential to
talk about their campus and tra- a well rounded development and
ditions.
group of six Bermuda- character and to satisfaction in
shorts clad girls took time out HFe; and that this is the best way
from a Shack Bar television foot- in which to provide a foundation
ball game to tell us about the Se- on which to build later." Unlike
nior Cookie, the honor system. the many U. S. junior colleges
Lake Tupelo, Academy Hall, and whose graduates are trained to
Bradford's impressive liberal arts supply the vocational needs of the
curriculum.
community, Bradford attempts to
Students approaching the entrance of Academy Hall, the main buildequip its students with the inteVery Eligible
ing at Bradford, from Hasseltine Hall where labortories and classThe traits which mark today's lectual ability to deal with the
rooms are located. Also on the front campus is Denworth Hall which
houses the auditorium, studios for art, music, and speech, theatre Bradford girl are as appealing as overall problems of life.
This policy naturally involves a
workshop, and recreation room.
the story about her college. Judged by herself or with a group of certain amount of limitations as
her school mates, she goes far to- f» as elective courses are con
wards dispelling the superstition cerned. Forty-four out of the 60
Council Clears
credits
required
for
that women's colleges produce a academic
great many spinsters. In the first graduation must be in the predeplace it is hard to find more than termined areas of knowledge. The
two girts from the same home curriculum has been designed to
Its Position
town. Accents point out girls from allow a girl to test her ability in

A

Assistant Sports Editor
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
Sports Staff

Saul H. Cohen

David H. Dott

•

'57

Peter F. Gass '57

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Up Misunderstanding Of
On Hazing

Denver and Honolulu, Louisville, music, art, writing and the like
Chicago and Boston. Admissions' without envolving the restrictions
on poise and congen- of majoring in one of them. In this

In a lenghty meeting Monday
afternoon the Student Council attempted to clarify and explain
their purpose as a planning group

office stress

....

body,
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To
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Summer
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Graham and
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Bill Cale.

bringing

Bowdoin's
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Marsh Continuing
Visits To Alumni

to distant places, the Meddiebempsters have, over the years,
gained valuable extracurricular
elements of a liberal education.

Seward J. Marsh of the American Alumni Council has just returned from visiting two Alumni Loren L. Niokerson of the UniverCouncil districts, and now is look- sity of IowjL^K
ing forward to his next tour in
Mr. MaWh sa|ys that in addition
January and February which will to his presidential duties, his hope
cover the other seven districts lo- is to acquaint more people with

Prof.

Henry Russell

Announces Retirement
[Continued From Page 7]
classroom and in the community a
moderate, thoughtful and scholarly
approach which will be difficult to
replace. He has always presented

A picturesque spot on Lake Tupelo, part of Bradford's 42 acre campus.
Here, barring mosquitoes, the romantically inclined are capable of
finding

some

solitude.

The Honor System
was largely due to this fact
Government
that
the Student
played a commanding part in the
initiating of an honor system at
It

Bradford

in

the

is

Jim Crow Problem
Bothers Fraternities
(Continued from Page 1)
self the anti-segregation fraternity.

high degree of success
already attributed to the program.
Last year's senior class, which had
one year of each system, fert that
the honor system cut down cheating offenses. When asked the reason for this success one girl replied, "People like to~feel trusted;"
ible for the

Here at Bowdoin, we can be proud
were made for the schooless boys. school's graduates go on to other If you want to keep your Bradford
that we have at least two proYet, the boys were not tf»e only colleges. A third of them to pro- date out of trouble- get her home
gressive fraternities,
Delta Sigschools and the others by midnight Friday or 1 a.m.
ma and Alpha Rho Upsilon. Per- losers. Embroidery and painting' fessional
Saturday.
were
supplanted by Latin and to liberal arts colleges.
haps, instead of worrying as much
"Second Tear Seniors"
Delicious Dinners.
about the hazing activities of our Metaphysics.
In keeping with these ideas is
In 1902 Bradford began a highly
fraternities, we should go deeper
The Bradford Student Handand investigate the clauses against important stage of its develop- the college belief that academic book
suggests
following
the
activities
ment.
It adopted the Junior Col- and nonacademic
are
race equality for all before we
"Campus Caper for your date."
lege philosophy of a curriculum part of the same "two-year exhave a problem on our hands.
Take him to the Little Red School
specifically
designed
for
high perience in living." Thus, the powHouse where, "you'll find delicious
school graduates. This was a ers of Bradford's student governmarked departure from the regu- ment are very great. According to dinners and afternoon snacks." We
Professor P. C.
lar college preparatory program the college rule the student govthen in style. The name Bradford ernment is under the jurisdiction
Lectures At Portland
Junior College was first officially of the administration. Undergradused in 1932, although it had been, uate opinions and decisions form-

—

School Of Art
for many years, a junior college ulated through Student Government, are, however, usually honorin all but name.
Philip C. Beam, Professor of
ed by the administration. Dean
The Liberal Tradition
Art at Bowdoin College, and DiAs a Junior College Bradford Frederick Ferry attributes much ot
rector of its Museum of Fine Arts,
the girls' competence in such matlectured this afternoon to the stu- slavishly. Drawing to express a ters to the presence
of the. "secdents of the Portland School of feeling about nature rather than ond-year seniors." Instead of beArt, under the auspices of the to create a photographic reality.
ing sophomores and able to dePortland Museum of Art.
A Harvard graduate in 1933, pend on upperclassmen leadership,
Professor Beam's lecture, en- Beam came to Bowdoin in 1936 Bradford's second year
student
titled "What Is Drawing?'' was il- and became a full professor in
finds herself holding the reigns. It
lustrated by a group of slides from 1949. He is a native of Dallas, has been
the experience at Bradthe Art Department's collection at Texas, and before coming to Bow- ford that the one
year transition
Bowdoin. He discussed the many doin, he was Assistant to the Di- from freshman to senior
successkinds of styles possible in draw- rector of William Rockhill Nelson fully avoids
sophomoric behavior
ing. Expressive drawing, he stated, Gallery of Art in Kansas City,
and develops early high degree of
does not necessarily imitate nature Missouri.
I leadership.

Made To

Mr.

Term Expires Soon
Marsh's presidential

Phone 1468

CHRISTMAS CARDS
PHOTO SUPPLIES

term

will expire at the General Conference of the American Alumni
Council to be held at Edgewater
Gulf, Miss. The president -elect is

Consult Your

Street

Campus Agent

GEORGE W. GRAHAM

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP

'55

About Life Insurance
Provident Mutual Of

146

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Philadelphia

BOWL-MOR
\

All»ys
AUTOMATIC
PIN SETTERS

Hot Dogs
Italian

Sandwiches

Cold Drinks
Coffee
Ice

Cream

Operated by
'3*
Al Tobey, Class of

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

Our long experience

it

.

.

.

producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
in

•
TICKETS
POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

The Record
Paul K. NIven

^»v Rr Mildness gnd Raw

Office
Jerry Wilkes

• Printers Of The Orient •

in

the area include the Blue Fox, the
Thatched Roof, Wagon Wheels
and the Paddock. For outdoor enthusiasts. Crane's Beach at Ipswich, and the shores at Rockport
and Rye provide good sites for fall
and spring parties. Small ski tows
in Bradford and Amesbury are
winter-time favorites.

On campus

there

are

other

places to pass s few of the unused
hours of a week-end visit. In the
congenial atmosphere of the new
Shack Bar, Bradford girls and
their dates can be found playing
bridge, sipping coffee and chating
about the affairs of the day and
the week end. Recorded music,
comfortable furniture and a reasonable amount of privacy for
those quiet hours can be found in

the recreation room.

The

other enthusiasts on'campus

may find

a stroll
pelo, part of the

around Lake Tu-

42 acre campus,
the fireplace to their
Eetween the Little Red
liking.
School House and Crane's Beacn
there is always lots to do on a
or a

visit to

Bradford weekend.
Intangible*
Whether it is her historical and
cultural past, her curriculum, her
honor system or pattern of social
life, Bradford has a unique liberal
tradition. It is a liberal tradition

that is made up of a great many
intangibles. Yet, it is in this era of
Challenge to the liberal arts tradition that we find the value of
philosoeducational
Bradford's
phy. This value is Bradford's constant goal to educate its graduates
tfer lfvmgr

Seen left to right in a Little Red School House gathering are: Barbara.
Hano, Bradford '55, Kathy Russell, Bradford '55, Petfr M. Pirnie '55
and his date Carolyn Cannon, Bradford '55, and Robert Delaney '55
and his friend from Bradford Martha Fuller.

DAVE'S TAILOR SHOP

76 Maine

The management goes out
way. to be hospitable to un-

its

Beam

to his classes an appreciation of
the total breadth of human religious experience. He will be misscated in all parts of the country.
Bowdoin and, in particular, how to ed by the faculty,
students and
Mr. Marsh is making visits to pronounce it.
his many friends."
each district headquarters as part
of his duties as president of the
Council He has recently journeyed
to District Five in Ames, Iowa.
Back at Bowdoin now, Mr. Marsh
is preparing for his nation-wide
circuit to begin early next month.
Alterations - Repairing - Cleansing Pressing
His tour of duties will be with
District Two at Atlantic City, DisSuits
Measure
trict One at Northampton, Mass.;
District Three at Greenville, S.C.;
District Four at Fayetteville, Ark.;
District Nine at Riverside, Calif.;
District Eight at Eugene. Ore.; and
District Seven at Boulder, Colo.

at ion.

Spring of 1952. of

A
A

Bradford Dance Students, who put
on several programs each year,
are taught by Ella Lukk, (whose
arm appears to the right). She
has given dance performances in
Europe and in this country.

would also recommend their Manhattans and draft ale. The restaurant is an excellent place for a
moderately priced evening's relax-

The students are likewise respons- dergraduates. Other rendezvous

as well as scholastic adapt- fashion a girt not only develops
means that the student her natural talents, but also comes
as a whole, very eligible.
Equally impressive is the high
Not for Knowledge
percentage of goodlooking Bradford
undergraduates.
Equipped
Socially, Bradford is right in
with these qualifications, Bradthe, midst of things. Depending on
ford dates are sought after at
your point of view, it is 101 miles
every men's college in the Northsouth of Brunswick, 32 miles
east. It takes but a moment for
north of Cambridge, 95 miles
Bradfordites to recall week-ends
south east of Hanover and 150
with a Cadet or a Prineetonian,
miles north east of New Haven.
Lord Jeff or a Bowdain man.
Social regulations at Bradford are
fact which puts them at a loss
somewhat more restricting than
when it comes to deciding which
at most four-year women's- colmen's college is their favorite.
leges. As the college rules state.
"Bradford wishes to build up that
For Girls OnJy
inner control which will function
The school,, the oldest in New>
in the absence of external compulEngland for the higher education
of women, got off to a co-educa- Most any time in their new snack sion and which keeps a girl true
tional start as Bradford Academy bar Bradfordites can be found to her best self." The rules themwatehing TV, knitting, or discus- selves limit a freshman to five
in 1803. At that time 30 memsing the affairs of the day over a
overnights a semester and seniors
bers of the Parish of Bradford de- cup
of coffee.
to six. In each case an- average of
cided to build a school for their
children. Men, according to the ca- in contact with many other areas "C" or better earns the seholar a
talogue,
were "withdrawn" 33 of the arts. On the strength of bonus in overnights. The girls
years later. It fails to state, how- tflieir Bradford background, appro- aren't allowed cars or the right to
ever, what, if any, arrangements- ximately 75 per Cent' of
the wear bandanas to Sunday dinner.
iality,

ability,

on campus.

Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor James A. Storer
The Council's discussion was
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley '54, Wallace
Harper,
caused by a student misunderJr. '55, Charles Ranlett '54.
standing of their position in the
UPHESENTFD FOB NATION*!. AUfUIUINO WT
current hazing problem. Speaking
National Advertising Service, Inc.
for the Council, President David S.
Collif Pubhsheri Rtprtsentmtivt
Rogerson '54 stated that the CounNEW YORK, N. Y.
420 MADISON AVE.
Chkaoo - Boston - Los Amours • San Franc.sco
cil did more than simply collect
Published weekly when class** are held darlnr the- Fall aits) Spring Semester by and express student opinion.
For,
the students of Bowdoin Coll*?*. Address hews communication* to the Editor and subscription rommanirations to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Pnblishinc Com- according to its constitution, "It
pany at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdain CoHsaa, Brunswick, Maine. Entered shall be the purpose of the Student
as second class matter at the past office at Brunswick, Maine The subscription rate
Council to serve as the overall
lor one year Is three ($3) dollars.
planning group on campus, to regulate student activities within its
jurisdiction as it shall deem necesD.
Attends
Meddies
Entertain
sary, and to serve as an intermediate body between the students and
Williamstown Confab
faculty."
It shall also have the
power, "to pass and administer
Beta
Forces This
Pi
such regulation as it deems proper,
subject to review by the student
David S. Hamilton, '55, repreThe Meddiebempsters,
Bow- body and the college administrasented the Bowdoin Chapter of doin's ambassadors of good will, tion."
the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity in have done it again: upon the inviPurpose: To Make Regulations
Williamstown, Mass., at a meeting tation of the Department of DeIn carrying out its campus funcon Dec. 5, the main, purpose of fense, they will make their fifth
tion
of this present hazing situawhich was to condemn racial and appearance in Europe this sumreligious discrimination in frater- mer entertaining our armed forces. tion, therefore, the Council would,
as a result of student discussion,
nities.
Last summer, under the direcRepresentatives from eight other tion of Dave Osgood '53, the Med- policies of the administration, and
New England colleges, including diembempsters completed a very their own discussion and deliberation, attempt to formulate such
Amherst,
Dartmouth, successful
Brown,
tour
of , Germany,
Maine, M.I.T., Wesleyan, Williams France, and then back to Ger- regulations as they see necessary.
and Yale, passed a resolution sug- many again. While in France they
These regulations would be in
gesting to the Beta National Fra- performed in Paris, Cherbourg, Or- the hands of the students and adternity that in the forthcoming leans, Poitiers, Tours, La
Roch- ministration for either acceptance
National Interfraternity Council elle, Bordeaux and Verdun, giving or rejection. If at this point, acMeeting, they support a clause six and sometimes seven nightly cording to Article VI of the Stuwhich would outlaw "restraint
shows. Other members of last dent Council Constitution, the stuon the individual chapter with re- year's
Meddiebempsters
were dents were opposed to the legislagards to pledging".
Frank Farrington '53, Bob Hinck- tion they could, by getting a petiBeta Theta Pi itself has no ra- ley '55, who with Osgood, compos- tion signed by 20% of the student
cial discrimination clause in its ed the bass section. In the
baritone body, cause the legislation passed
own constitution; it was the pur- section were Bob Forsberg '53 and by the Council to be brought to a
pose of the meeting at Williams to Terry Stenberg '56. The tenors student vote. If a two-thirds of the
get the National Interfraternity were Al Hetherington and Art total number voting voted against
Council to adopt the resolution so Grove, this year's Meddie leader. the particular piece of legislation
that there would be no such dis- Both men are seniors this year. In is would then become void.
crimination in any fraternity.
the first tenor section were George
Directors

College

I

Spence '57

News

Assistant

George

Jr. '55

1953

Education, Culture, Attractive
Undergrade Features Of School

'55

Jr.

Managing Editor
John B. Goodrich '55
New* Editor*
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Bowdoin Frosh Unbeaten, Polar Bears Set Back \Bates,
Defeat EX., Brunswick
«
rr
o„„ 55
A Points
»..__ In Frazer,
*
rt_ Libby
* *Z r_. ^. w„. In Fi*teniity Basketball
Kenny
Frazer,
Score
Day,
Lead The Way LAST WEEK'S RESULTS

Maind'P™?^*£*£

,..

L. Doherty '55
Louis Audet's charges romped to speed and operated with a fast
an 83-62 victory Saturday over a break alter the opening quarter.
terribly weak Brunswick High The margin widened as time proRussell R.
School five.
gressed so the reserves saw considAfter checking a fourth quarter
Bowdoin jumped off to an 11-1 erable service in the second half. rally to overcome Bates on Wedlead before the local high school The final score was 68-54, but there nesday, the White moved to Orono
outfit could get its bearings. If it would have been a wider gap had
on Saturday in quest of their sechadn't been for Ron LeClair who it net been for the mercy displayed ond state series win. Bowdoin, led
has starred for Brunswick against by Audet.
by Bill Fraser's 35-point effort, was
our freshmen for three years, the
Tom Eraser and Dick Drenzek able to sustain a 26-point last
opponents would have offered no were instrumental in the Bowdoin quarter by the Black Bears and
trouble.
triumph as they continually drove go on to win 87-76. Ted Kenny's
Four Cubs got into the double in to scare on layupa. The little Po- field goals in the second and third
figures. Hank Carpenter garnered lar Bears tallied on 41 per cent of
quarters aided the White to build
24 points, as he was extremely ef- their shots from the floor, which is up an impressive 22-point lead at
fective around the backboards. He impressive in any league.
the close of the third stanza.
is a good rebounder and will be
The opening ten minutes were
P P
counted on heavily in the future
played fairly even. Fraser spark2 12 Maclean. rf
1
HdzW.lf
1
for work under the baskets.
Bob Smith. If
3 L«clmir.rf
S
1
ed
the Coombsmen with five field
UWflaon.If
o e
1
Johnson, Tom Frazer and George G»rdn*r,lf
1 lSICadti.lf
2
2 goals. He was aided by four points
VraMr.rf
Helzel also were prominent in the B*MMtt.rf
U,KorWc
2
2 from Libby, three by Janelle, and
0;Fournier.e
5 IS
scoring column for Bowdoin, the JTGoldr'k.rf
? 16 two foul shots by Phil Day.
Maine
8 24tYau»,nr
Carpenter,
latter converting an exceptional HunUr.c
4lPriestly.rK
2 4 was scoring with Mahaney, PhilOMichaud.1*
2
6
percentage of his shots into field Fickett.c
brick, and Seavey.
The quarter
L*vy,e
• 2.T*tra*ult.rK
goals.
o o ended with
Dr»ni»k.l«
2
«|LakWl(
the visitors on top 230[
Substitutes were used freely in WinhartJtc
17.
Dwnckilar.lK
t 0:
the Cub victory.
Jacky Eaton Johnson, rx
SU|*
.*.
The second quarter saw the
Eatun.rjc
Z
_
5|
paced the reserves during the last
White open brilliantly. Fraser had
GrinoW.ry
two periods with some stunning
17 2* a
Tatafe
scored two goals and Ted Kenny

Brinkman

87-76 Win Over Strong Maine

IS,

'>

Crowell

In Edging Bates Bobcats, 63-59
Last Wednesday evening Bow- .
doin opened its 1953-54 State
Series competition by overepming
Bates College 63-59.
The Polar
Bears dominated until the fourth
quarter when failure to rebound
and a flurry of baskets by Schroder
and McKinnon reduced their 18point lead to three.
Rollie Jan-

'5ft

whipped his starters back into "the
fray. Fraser and Kenny combined
to add nine, coming mostly from
the foul line. Maine rallied with
Daniels and Mahaney but were unable to turn the game into a win.
The final buzzer showed the Polar
Bears on top 87-76.

Wednesday night will see the
Colby Mules playing host to Bowdoin at Waterville, which should
be a thriller. Lee Williams will
play his sophomore skyline and
veterans Dino Sirakides and Lou
Zambello. Capt. Bill Fraser and
company should be ready but Colby is always dangerous.

eHe's one-hander and two foul
shots by Phil Day put the game on
ice.

The

I

first

Bowhome team rang up

quarter was

all

doin as the
20 points while Bates failed to
score a goal from the floor. Janelle opened with a long push shot
which was followed by a Fraser

Cecelski, Testa Picked

As

Co-Captains At Banquet

Referees: Slmttcry-Klley. Time: 4-10'f.

defensive efforts.

one before Maine could score by
Edward Little High School from Bov4m> Fro.h «8> E*. Little <S4)
Mahaney. Bowdoin dominated the
G P P
r pi
nearby Auburn succumbed to the
5 15 boards and, aided by Fraser and
1 13,B»te».rf
I
Fraaer.lf
Bowdoin
freshman
basketball Wiiihart.lf
OtAkerty.rf
2 4 eagle-eyed Ted Kenny,
1
was able to
2
0!P%ckard.lf
team, as the Cubs ran up their Levy, If
stretch their lead to 16. Maine had
9,KenUlf

third consecutive win.
It
appeared that the contest
would be very close as the visitors
matched the home club basket for
basket in the initial session. However, Coach Audet altered his
strategy, and the revamped Cubs
went on to win with ease. The
winners took advantage of their

3

Heliel.rf

l>,Conya.!(

Bennett, rf
M'Gokir'k.lf

0;

3

C»rn«i»t«r.e

»|
2

Hunter.c

1

Nel«on.c
Boothby.e

1

Duf resne.e

I

trouble in this quarter, scoring
only three from the floor.
The
score when the teams left the floor

1

0'Simard,r«

Ihincklee.e

(I

was

•>

2 14 Labbe.rsr
4 Wootlard.lit

Drenzek. ftr
Smith. Ik
Glennon.lK
Johnson. nc
Eaton. ri:
Guntner.rK
Totmls
Refereen

•

14

7

Tall Bill Fraser matched baskets for the White with Ted Kenny. This pair's accuracy counted
for 16 points. Janelle, Praeter and
Kreider were also scoring to keep
the Bears' substantial lead intact.
Maine's Nixon was hitting on nice
sets and coupled with scores from

O'Parker.lr
2 101
1

5|
21

19 It
Tatato
Slattery-Suomi. Time: 4-*'».
2H 12 C8|

:

M

»

Freshman Basketball Averages
a

PGA

PC

4

it

58

Cmrpmmtm. Harry
Johnxon, Bob

4

15

M

4

48

Pransck. Dick

4

4

15
14
13

26
15
la

21

16
11

4

12

25

6

G

Player

Tom

Praaar,

timmm

Helnel.

Eaton. Jack

55

Kifin. John
Hunter. I>ave
Smith. >irk

1

4

12

4

4
4

10

7

I

11

16

3
3

Mike
Bob

2
4

3

1"
7

2

4

7
4
4

Canter,

Wi«hart
I^evy,

Norm

MeGoidrirk. Faul
Gardner, Bill

GrinoM,

John

Team

Total*

bowdoin
OPPONENTS

6
4

4

!>

4
9

1
1

3

4

7

1

3

4

1

1

2
62

3
153

2

•

4

Duni'hlve, (ieorire
Pickett, Dirk

323
68
66

.291

.524
.240
.333
.424
.188
.206
.216
.333
.500
.250

2
2
2

1

Don

Kwnnett.

1

Pet.
.448
.484
.333

112

25

15

11

18
9

«

7

6

8

5

8

5

5
7

5
3

1

1

4

1

2

1

2
2

2

13C

76

78
62

S3
42

i

20
33

.111

.143
1.000
.000
.347

Pet.

KB

PF

.350
.758
.733
.333
.667
.625
.625
1.006
.429
1.000
.250
.000
.000
.500
.ooo
.000
.000
.ooo
.559

47
47

16
15

11

11

6
13
4
15

14
8
5

7

FT A. FT

1

7

3
4

2
4

5

6

4.

4

2

1

2
3

7

4

5

5

2
1

184

107

71

3M

67

231

45-29.

TP Dana, Seavey and Mahaney gave
59
55 the pale blue a 21-point period.
43
38 This was not quite enough, how28

ever, as the visitors' effort produc-

17
13
11

ed

foul snot and a jump shot by John
Libby. At the three-minute mark
Schroder scored on a fouL The
rest of the quarter saw Bates hitting on six more foul shots while
Libby, Day and Bill "Fraser were
scoring on fast break plays.
Bates finally got a field goal on
Schroder's set. Fraser followed a
Day jump- shot before the Bobcats
opened a seven-point rally including scores by McKinnon. Dunn and
Schroder. John Kreider hit on a
jump shot and then set up Ron
Golz on a beautiful pass into the
bucket.
The Polar Bears' fast
break started to roll and. combined with good rebounding, enabled
the home team to stave off a late
rally by Bates and to lead 38-26
at the buzzer.
The White opened the second
half with a bang. Stealing the ball
and fast breaking, Day. Libby and
Fraser scored eight points in the
first two minutes to give the home
team a 20-point margin. McKinnon and Schroder began to find the
range and Libby scored on a pass
from Ron Golz. With both teams
playing very rough ball, the teams
exchanged an almost equal number of foul shots enabling the
Coombsmen to end the stanza
leading 56-38.
Ward's field goal opened the
scoring in the fourth and final
quarter of a game which looked
like the easiest Bowdoin victory of
the year.
The Polar Bears lost
countless rebounds and their play
in this quarter was characterized
by sloppy passing and ball
handling. After Janelle's foul shot
the Bobcats came to life and opened a nine-point offensive before
Bowdoin could score again- George
Schroder led this drive with a tap,

two

The fourth quarter found Bowdoin in hot water. It is interesting to note that in the last three
4
final quarters the Coombsmen have
4
3
averaged only a little better than
2
ten points. Maine took advantage
2
2 of Bowdoin's 14-point output as
300 they scored 26. The entrance of
Folsom into the game added a
vital spark to the Maine offense.

Paul Testa

Aft Cecelski

5

Two

Massachusetts linemen, Art

ARU
DKE

1

he cracked that "injuries were
bound to take their toll" and he

lead to three.

Kappa Sig

1

Delta Sig

1

"want

to lose

fouls,

2

four-point

to-

Glover.

Chi Psi

40

Cosirrove, Kappa Sir
FritKllander. Beta
VeceJIa. Sigma Nu

Zeta Psi <3<>

NicholB

2

18.
16.

I

14.6

(1S>

PI

S

Bishop

7

Crowell

elBnglish
12iTottnaa
2|Banoit
7| Potter
2|Tansiaan

3

Mammons

4

Bird

1

MeWiltiams

3

Perkins

1

1

Totals

IS

<s*>

Malcolm

1

Stenberv

3

Lawrence
TataU

231
4|

1

l.Wirth
7|

Hi

2J

3 5«|

Delta Sir (55)

POLAR

I

Tatals

PI
X 16
4

Chi Psi (35)

i

Glover
Millard

2|

Fleeshman

4 10! Lonirycar

Abbott
Batal
1

Totals

1

1

I

!

ll

•

1

1

ir

1

1

if

1
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By Robert M. Hurst
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1

To the Sports Editor:

II

In the Bowdoin-Bates basketball program of December 9, 1953,
an article appeared concerning the treatment of visiting teams and
officials.
We probably have violated the requests of this article more
than any other students at Bowdoin in connection with the officials.
We believe, however, we have done this with good reason.
In the Bates game, there were four players prostrate on the floor
Another time, one player actually
at one time and no foul was called.
clamped an armlock on another player and threw him to the floor.
Occurrences such as these will sooner or later involve injuries to the
players unless the officials have the game under .better control.

1

4

By

—
—

We are not questioning the character of these officials, but when
players on a bench laugh at the calls time after time, we think it is
time to get officials who can recognize violations when they see them
and

call

We

them
would

of officials

correctly.

department obtain the services
not only "give of their time to help the game
make use of this time by correctly of-

like to see the athletic

who would

of basketball grow", but also
ficiating the

game.
Signed:

Charles

W.

are included in the ratings.

Jan. 10

Jan. 24

Feb.

7

Feb. 12

Vanity 1Mb
Jan. 9 League - Postal
Jan. 15 Hearst Matches - Postal
Jan. 16 League - Postal
Feb. 13 League - Postal
Feb. 20 League - Postal
Mar. 6
Mar. 6
Mar. 13

MM

mmm

work

tioning

is

ahead for Bowdoin

Postal
Temple U. - Postal
John Carroll U. - Postal
League - Postal

Niagara U.

-

MM*

Your

AiT.O.
Zeta Psi

Sigma

7
2
2
4
11

1

1

Zetes, Beta, Hold Top

2 26

IS

Nu

Positions In Bowling;

GPP
Dekes Snare Third Place
12
4

«

'

1

1

S

20

a

i. 7

1

1

3

ii is

as

Following the last week's bowling matches, ZAa Psi and Beta

ooo

Theta Pi strengthened their joint
hold on first place in the interfra-

ternity bowling league.
These matches are scored on the
basis of one point for each string
12 and one point for high total.
As
6 three strings are bowled,
a team
2
may score a maximum of four
11
6 points.

•
GPP
4

4

•

2

13

5

1

2
•

2

11
.10 2

Standings

2
4
15 11 43

Zeta Psi

7-1 A.D.
4-4
7-1 A.T.O.
3-5
6-2 Delta Sig
2-6
5-3 Psi U.
A.R.U.
2-6
T.D.
5-3 Sigma Nu
2-6
Kappa Sig 4-4 Chi Psi
1-7
Interfraternity Bowling Scotoh
Zeta Psi 4
Chi Psi
j

Beta

1

Deke

G
4

j

j

I

i

4

j

J

1

—
—
—
—
—

—

T.D. 3
Sigma Nu
A.D. 3
A.T.O. 1
A.R.U. 2
Psi U 2
G F P D.S. 2
De^e 2
2
2 6
Beta 3
Kappa Sigma
2
4

15

3 33

1

Men

your family from
have the exact personal
touch of a hand knit sweater, but it will
tell them that you didn't wait until the
day before Christmas to do your shopping.

"Matchless Service"

—
—

2.

2.15.5.
2.

.,

won by Heyn ID)
50 yard free style
A. Glover (B) 3. Brigham (B). Time:
ace.

1.42.5.

—

v

won by Venman (D) 2. Sankey
Diva
<D) 3. Johnston (B).
won by R. Glover
100 yard freestyle
(B); 2. Elsbree (D) 3. Crate (D). Time:
;

—

:

;

56.4.

—

200 yard

(D)

;

Time

2.

backstroke
Arwezon (B)

:

2:24.6.

3,

—

200 yard brenststroke
hardt (D) : 2. Morse (B):

Time: 2:40.1.

won by

Coffin

Pendleton (D).

won by
3.

Enicle-

Soles

and

Service

Davies (D).

—

won by Arwezon
440 yard freestyle
(B>: 2. Mount <D) E. Hart (D). Time:

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

:

5.21.2.

400 yard relay
(Jaekaon. Herman.

—

Few Dads

A Few

—

Arrow white Dart

—

won by
150 yard individual medley
Mullina (D): 2. Hust ID): 3. Neil iR).
Time:

not.

Suggestions

Brothers

—

Uncles

:

;

24.1
•

—

may

Here Are

The summary:

won by Dartmouth
300 yard medley
Hodjrson, Kalfcey). Time: 3.07.
won by Glover (D).
220 yard freestyle
Karslake (D) 3. Arweaon (B). Time:

(Coffin.

gifts to the males in

Benoit's

if it is going to be ready for the
league meets since the Christmas
vacation break slows them down.

Time:

Feb. 20 E.I.S.A.. Lyndonville, Vt.
Mar. 6-7 Hochgebirge Team Races

Feb. 27

30 points were scored. 7 more of
the total being scored by a victory
in the 400 yd. relay.
Bowdoin mermen will not swing
into action again until after vacation when they meet Tufts in their
home pool. A great deal of condi-

won

by

USED CARS

Bowdoin

Brigham. R. Glover).

3:68.7.

Vanity Skiing
Annual X-Country
Jackson, N.H.
Louise Orvia Slalom
Manchester. N.H.
Class
B. Giant
Easterns
Slalom
Gibson Trophy Race
North Conway, N.H.
Colby Winter Carnival
Waterville. Me.

1

r p
1

1

'

Jordan, Jr.

William E. Curran
Michael J. Batal, Jr.
Nick Moldaver
Listed Under Duties of a Host, duty number 7 is directed against
booing. "Booing is a sign of a poor sport. Direct your energy to encouragement of your team rather than to booing the officials and
your opponents."
Duty number four says, "The officials assigned here today are
men of high standing in their community and they give of their time
to help the game of basketball grow. Yes, it is true they receive a fee
for their services, but men of character will not subject themselves to
ill treatment for the sake of a fee.
Respect their opinion and judgment and realize they have a difficult job to perform."
To ask sports fans to stop booing at the referees, umpires, ofYou"
ficials, or what have you is like asking the earth to stop turning.
just can't do it. It's more or less a fan's prerogative to be able to boo
anything that doesn't seem fair to him, I think the officials realize
this when they step out there on the floor. They obviously can't please
The referees at the
all the people all the time and they know it.
Bates game I think were conscienciously trying to do the best they
could.
I have seen both of them officiate basketball games at Bowdoin before and both did a good job. They missed some fouls during
the Bates game that were rather obvious, and the fans booed.
The fact that Bowdoin basketball has definitely improved is reflected in the weekly basketball ratings for New England colleges in
the Boston Herald. Bowdoin is in fifteenth spot. Although this does
not seem high, this is the first time that Bowdoin has had a basketNew Hampshire, whom Bowdoin lost to
ball rating for many moons.
by only two points, is rated ninth. None of the other Maine colleges

Jan. 17

1

,

Sports Editor
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Chi Psi

1

1

:

1

1
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<»
II

1

Kappa Sig
Deke
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r.

1

i

2

T.D.

Beta

lu-

I

2

2

61
21
31

21 13 551

2

A.D.
Delta Sig

I

Howard

M|

4|

A

Packard

1

BEARINGS

2

O

McLaren

6 F

113

2

Thurston
Winston

1

1

2C

Collins

10

6

10 Kolta

4

Gilchrist

C
2 14

3.

IATO H«)

,

Friedlander 11
DuPlessis
2
5
Randall

TataU

Ml

4

A.R.U

G P P Psi U.
6

o Skull

Hazzard

18.5

2

2

V

W

20.

:iS

30
2»

[Pat

G P

-

2
2

Si

AD

Nieman.

Totals

rally.

Volleyball Standings

Sigma Nu lost by two games to
the AD's. Delta Sigma also blanked their opponent, Chi Psi, winning
in two games.
Wednesday: Kappa Sig vs. ATO
Psi U edged the Zetes by one
Beta vs. Psi U
game, and the TD's turned back
Thursday: Sigma NU vs. Delta Sig the Dekes in a similar
manner,
AD vs. ARU
winning by one game. The week's
•Game of the week
action was rounded out with the
Betas defeating ATO, 2-0.
LEADING SCOMSM
Standings
A>«.
points raw*

Philbin

McKinnon and Ward put

gether

Lead In Interfraternity

Xe*t Week's Games

Tuesday: TD vs. Chi Psi
•Zete vs. DKE

a
This
any others to
was not enough and the White Kappa Sis (52)
ARU (43)
the President or the Dean."
G P T{
went on to win 63-59.
aiWerkaman
Greenwood
2
4
Totman presented gifts from the
Gulesian
2.
4 8| Rodman
Bowdaia
((J)
Bates
<59>
Edassistant
squad to Walsh and
Cosurove
7
S 201 Miller
G F P|
G F P Plasse
2
2
61 Forman
die Coombs.
Janeile.lf
2
8|Sehro*der.lf
6 12 24
Ware
3 1 7|Goodfriend
Only one starter was in when this Mel Totman, Houlton, and Jack
01 Dunn, rf
12 4 Murray
Prutaalia
Other speakers were President Ailen.U
Sols.rf
t
6|Willsey.rf
new scoring machine cut Bowdoin's Cosgrove, Arlington, Mass., of the
Robarts
2fTra!ster
1
Prater.
rf
2 Moore.c
President
1
Weiss
lead to six. Coach Beezer Coombs eleven which won four, lost three James S. Coles, Vice
Klaker.rf
01 Ward.c
2
3
7
Totals
17 18 52i
Totsls
Bela W. Norton, Dean Nathaniel Frasar.c
18 Rushefsky.lff
2
2
and finished second in the State C. Kendrick, Athletic Director Mai Kurta.e
Bowdoin (87)
Univ. of Maine (76)
• 3 15 Sigma Nu
0. McKinnon.
(54)
IAD (33)
G F P Series.
G F PI
WebWr.c
0< Morton. rK
• 1
Manager
and
G
F
Pi
Morrell, Cosgrove
6 1 13
3 3| Seavey.lt
Golt.If
Libby.
2 10 Smith.rK
2
2
Vecella
11.
3
Nieman
Cecelski,
nicknamed
"Duchess"
4
Prater. If
»i Poles*. If
• 01
Williams. Courtesy of the Portland Mitchell.)*
Boss
3 5 Mitchell
1
1, Dana. f
Webber. If
konney.lx
2 21
by his mates, is a guard: Testa a Press Herald
S Hale
Payne
2
o
6 Daniels, rf
2
3 5 11
Janelle. rf
Day, r
3 111
M'nningh'm
1
» Ham
OiPhilbrick.c
6 center.
Klaker.rf
3
I
Krvider.rg
6
Beveridtfe
2|Rotrerson
0' Henri'kon.e
o n
Marr.rf
Marr.rK
04
Cecelski played regular offensive
1
51 D. Dyer
35 Mahaney. Ik
4
5 13
13
KraKer.e
Totals
24 IS «3l
Totals
IS 27 59 Wyman
Green
guard
Swimming
1
and
V.
7|0'Neil
some
J.
defense
as
a
sopho Arnold. Ik
Kurti. c
Befareet Lee, Crozier. Time 4-10's.
Kapiloff
6 Thorn
1 omore in 1952 and made the shift
2 Hoeh.rK
Day. Ik
1
H 7:30
Edawrd Little
Jan. 8
Mtlinco/T
1
11
5 U
B Nivon.rK
Kreider, Ik
1
Totals
easily to two-way football the past Jan. 14
H 3:00
21 12 54|
Totals
Deering
a
1 11
Marr. Ik
o
0| Kolcom.iK
4
6;
Libby, Ik*
fall. A compact 185-pounder, he Jan. 16
2:30 Feb. 12 Thornton
A
Andover
\
H
3:00 DKE (57)
TD (43)
Kenny, ik \ * 4 28|
played steady ball all season and Jan. 19 Hebron
H 3:30 Feb. 20 Bates Frosh
F PI
H 12:30 Hamlin
Mitchell. rfc
01
M
Morant
28 28 76 was one of Bowdoin's few stand- Feb. 12
Totals
Totals
/so 27 87
H 3:00 Feb. 27 Colby Frosh
Portland
H 12:30 Dabney
3 15; Garland
Referaes Par k*. Koharian. Time: -10's.
outs in the Maine finale. He was Feb. 17 Brunswick
H 7:30
named on the Portland Sunday Feb. 20 Exeter
H 3:45
Telegram All-Maine team. He's a Feb. 26 Hebron
A 3:30
Bowdoin Subdued
Outfitters To Bowdoin
member of Psi Upsilon fraternity.
Varsity Track
Testa is a squat 170-pounder Jan. 9 YMCA Track Meet
Dartmouth Swimmers
who served as alternate center this
Boston
Dartmouth, with a host of re- year and started the Bates and Jan. 16 K of C Track Meet
Boston
turning lettermen paced by AII- Maine games, playing most of the
H 2:00
American John Glover and Cap- way in the latter contest. He add- Feb. 13 M.I.T.
ed offensive pivot duties to his ex- Feb. 20 Bates
H 12:30
tain John Heyn, dunked the Polar
H 12:30
Bear mermen by the score of 54- perience as an alternate line-back- Feb. 27 Colby
er in 1952. He was regarded as Mar. 5 Interfraternity
7:30
30 in the seasons opener at Hano2:00
ver on Saturday. The Dartmouth one of Bowdoin's smartest and Mar. 6 Interscholastics
A 2:00
swimmers showed a definite su- hardest hitting linemen. He's a Mar. 13 Tufts
member of Sigma Nu fraternity.
J.V. Hockey
periority in depth and experience,
Coach Adam Walsh served as Jan. 12 Bridgton
H 4:00
better
and were certainly in
A 2:00
swimming condition than the toastmaster. He urged the seniors Jan. 16 Kents Hill
to hit the books hard as football Feb. 11 Bridgton
A 2:30
Bowdoin crew.
wasn't
the
H 4:00
principal
Hill
reason they Feb. 17 Kents
The only Bowdoin swimmers to
H 4:00
Feb. 24 Hebron
make the winner's circle were came to college.
He warned the underclassmen
Freshman Track
Captain Bob Arwezon in the 440.
that football material at Bowdoin Jan. 15 Deering
H 3:00
and sophomore sprinter Bob Glowas much thinner than in pre-war Jan. 15 Portland
H 3:00
ver in the 100. Between Arwezon
and immediate post-war years; and Feb. 12 South Portland H 3:00
and Glover 19 of the Polar Bear's
didn't

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Complete and Friendly

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Banking Services

shirts

3.95
2.00
1.00

3.95
3.98

Pendleton virgin wool shirts
13.95
Cuff Knk and tie bar sets
3.50 and 7.50
Sleeveless Australian wool sweaters
3.98
Skipper French flannel sport shirt
5.00

a Bowdoin grad

Black and white knit

«

3.95

White or blue button-down oxford shirts
Pure silk Repp ties
Our famous Camb Mclnnis nylon socks
Imported English gingham sport shirts
Plain color broadcloth pajamas

If he's

tie

1.50

Complete Front End

Benoit Gift Boxes Free

Student Accounts

Of Charge

Welcomed
Brunswick Branch

pmoi£$

FffiSTAUBURN TRUST COMPANY
Federal Deposit

MHMMBit

Corporation

MAINE STREET

Am!MM*^«

^jfttftaiftftfc

mm

» 41

AD

2
2

AD

Jt

.500
.500
and Delta Sigma curARU.
.500
rently lead the Interfraternity Vol.500
leyball League, being undefeated in
.500
their first two games.
.500
Action which occurred this past
.000
week saw the ARU's win both
.000
games against Kappa Sigma, while
.000

1
1
1
1
1

ATO
U

*

T»U1.

JTt

ARU, AD, Delta Sigma

Pe*.
1.000
1.000

LOO©

Psi

After Jordon

and two Day

Janelle's one-hander

«t IT

I

I

,

Chapman

I

2

Chi Psi

2

IKoc.

L

1
1

4 1« Huleatt
4 lltMiw.
5 IC, Tyler
1
1 Colodney

•

2

Nu

TD

fouls

home team

5

Cecelski of Salem and Paul Testa
of Medford, were elected co-captains of the 1954 football team at
the annual win-lose-or-draw dinner.
They succeed as co-leaders' backs

Sigma

S

Stearns

2

and a set. Libby and Donahue
Moldaver
Fraser hit on foul tries, while Bowler
Schroder and McKinnon cut the Truasell

24.

9

w

Zeta Psi
Beta

7
1

Zeta Psi 36 - Psi U 35
Beta 56 - ATO 26
Chi Psi 35 - Delta Sigma 55
Kappa Sigma 52 - ARU 41
Sigma Nu 54 - AD 34
DKE 57 - TD 43
Standings

PHONE

200

BRUNSWICK

a

.

um
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Masque And Gown

College Art

Announces Judges For

Exhibits

thought

you

that

might

enjoy.

News,

clublicity,
people,
facts,
pictures, cute and bawdy stories,

animals and a New Contest. We
are a veritable 10c vest-pocket size
Magazine. We are chock. (We are

of Fine Arts

also getting damn tired of being
So to horse with the first

plural.)
issue of

. .

CUBE
The Mag that i» ever Square
News: Toilet Flushes Man
Brunswick, Me. Mr. Eugene K.
of the Phi Phi Frat Lodge received a 'phone call here today.
The call, which came from Bradford, Mass., was placed by a Miss
Lorraine Toilet, a student at a well

Man

known

thereabouts.

school

girls'

be damned," said Miss Toilet,
come down to your old Winter House Party, anyway."
"I'll

"if

I'll

People: Artemus Q. Fweek
"Honest Art" Fweek is perhaps
best remembered for his discovery
of water in 1827. His words on
that occasion were "By Gad, you
can drink this stuff straight." He
is also noted for his memorable
"Advice to My Son, Herbert, Upon
his Having Reached the Age of
Twenty-one." "Herbert," so runs
the most oft-quoted epigram, "you

are a

Human

Blotter."

If Fweek were alive today, he
would be 189 years old.\ He died,

unfortunately, in 1832 at the age
of 68, just three days before his
birthday.

is

exhibiting through
of watereo-

The Masque and Gown has an- December 20 a group

lors by Eliot O'Hara, Washington,
nual one-act play contest Mrs. My- D.C., artist, who from 1931 until
ron Jeppesen, who has 'played in 1947 operated a school of waterseveral college and town produc- color painting at Goose Rocks
tions notably in the title role of Beach in Maine, near KennebunkShaw's "Candida"; Vice-President port. This school became well
Bela Norton, who will be witness- known and highly thought of all
Club Notes
Attention
Clear - eyed
and ing his first contest; Professor over the United States. It burned
Steady-handed Jadaloon Hunters Robert Beckwith of the Music De- to the ground in 1947.
Through this school O'Hara inof America, Bowdoin Chapter: partment, who assisted in the diTHERE IS
MEETING THIS rection of plays at Amherst Col- fluenced countless painters, archiRepeat,
meeting. Do lege, from which he came to Bow- tects, industrial designers, illusdoin. This panel of judges will read trators, advertising artists, and
not bring horns.
Th first meeting of the "Oh, all scripts submitted on or before others in the broad field of art in
Drat, It's Monday Again" club January 11 and will announce this country. He has received the
will be held next Tuesday evening their choice of three or four to be highest recognition as a teacher
at seven at the Field House. "ODI- produced on January 21. Since all and has published five books on
MAC" sweaters will be issued to plays are to be signed with pseu- watercolor painting. In addition,
donyms, the judges will not know he has made several films illustall .personnel.
Cute and Bawdy Stories
the actual authors of the plays un- rating his methods and has lectBJC Gal: "Doctor, is there any- til after they are chosen.
ured and demonstrated to hundreds of audiences.
thing wrong with me?"
Judges of Finals
Eliot O'Hara was born in WalDoc: "Yes, but it's trifling."
The plays to be produced will be
BJC Gal: "Oh, I don't think presented in Memorial Hall on tham, Mass., in 1891. As a young
that's so very wrong, is it?"
March 8 before a panel of judges man, he inherited the responsibiAnimals
consisting of Mrs. Charles Ben- lity of managing his father's busiHugh, the blue Gnu down at the son, who will be remembered in ness, that of manufacturing dials,
Zoo, has flew (er, flown rather.) the notable "We're Just Wild watch faces, and other similar
Keeper Elwood Crock Jr. said that About Tea" scene of It's a Ftfit items. He was extremely successhe knew of no new Gnu to replace two years ago; Professor Walter ful in this work but found, toward
Hugh. There are altogether too Solmitz of the German Depart- the end of the 1920*s, that more
few Gnus (or Gni) in this country, ment; and Dr. Ric'.iard Schone- and more of his time was spent in
and, now, none at all in Brunswick. wald of the History Department. painting. In 1928 he sold his busiOwell, no Gnus is good Gnus.
This panel will pick the recipients ness and, having won a GuggenContest
of cash prizes for the best direc- heim Fellowship, took his wife
Has your date cute ears ? A prize tion and the best acting. They will !and two young children abroad,
will be awarded to the chap subalso present the winning play- where he painted extensively. His
mitting the cutest pair of ears to wrights with the Masque and own observation, coupled with
the Orient office before midnight, Gown "Oscar".
provided an adepreseverance,
June 7, 1956. Decision of the
Invitations to attend this 20th quate substitute for formal trainjudges will be final and, in case of anniversary of the contest are be- ing.
a tie, duplicate prizes will be ing sent to all former contestants.
The Walker Art Bulding, where
awarded. All entries become the
the O'Hara watercolors are on exproperty of the Bowdoin Orient
hibit, is open to the public with
and no entry will be valid unless
no admission charge from 10 to 12
accompanied by the attached girl. State Announces Tests
and 2 to 4 on weekdays, and from
2 to 4 on Sundays.

WEEK

NO

nounced as Judges for the 20th an-

—

NO

!

For Several Positions

Eight Fraternities To

Augusta, not later than February

Prof. Athern Daggett

The State of Maine, Depart- 19. Those interested in employment of Personnel, has advised ment in the State in any of the
Hold
Parties
Delivers Chapel Talk
the Placement Bureau of several above categories should so advise
job opportunities with the State the Placement Bureau in order
Eight Bowdoin fraternities are
[Continued from Page 1]
holding the customary Christmas bers: the action of the Virginia for members of the Class of 1954. that campus interviews may be arThe positions require no exper- ranged in January and applicaparties for underprivileged chil- Legislature on December 15, 1791,

Xmas

dren of Brunswick.

The AD's

entertained 20 children today with refreshments and
games. The Psi U's played host for
about 24 youngsters. Some 25 children attended the TD party, while
the Kappa Sigs entertained 22 with

movies on Tuesday. The Sigma
Nus also served refreshments for,
22 Brunswick children.
The ATO's gave a party at the
Hawthorne School for about 12 on

Tuesday afternoon. Tomorrow the

aompleting the steps by which the
Bill of Rights became a part of the
federal Constitution, and the adoption five years ago of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights by,
the United Nations General Assembly.

Kappa Sigma Awards

to have 20 children at
[Continued From Page 1}
their House. The Delta Sigs enter- years. Last year as a junior he
tained about 15 today with mov- was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and
ies.
was the winner of the- Meserve
In the. above order of Houses, Prize in Chemistry. Prominent in
the following amply filled the part his fraternity, he has also served
'56;
of Santa Claus: Ben Priest
on the Student Council and on the
Bill Hird '57; Bill Fickett '54; staff of the BUGLE, the college
Floyd Gilmore, the cook; Jim Bab- yearbook. Last year he recieved
'57;
Dave Carl- "A" in all his courses and at
cock; Tom Merrill
son '54; and John Morris '56.
James Bowdoin Day exercises this
past fall was awarded a specially
inscribed book with the plate of
James Bowdoin, first patron of
Attention Seniors! The Place- the College. Ware is majoring 'in
that
L.
ment Bureau announces
chemistry.
Company, Newark,
Bamberger
Gray is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
New Jersey, is sponsoring a Career Floyd G. Gray of R.F.D. 3, South
Open House, Monday, December 28 Brewer. He prepared at Bangor

SENIOR NOTICE

through Wednesday. December

30,

for the purpose of acquainting seniors with career opportunities in
this large mechandising organization. Bamberger's plans to open
two new stores in the New Jersey
area sooi. and their executive
training course will offer real opportunities for those interested in
merchandising as a career. A behind-the-scenes visit will be arranged by the executives of the
store and candidates will have an
opportunity for individual interviews with trained department ex-

'

;

fulfills

State requirements.

State employment offers promovacations, sick leave, military leave, retirement and disabitions,

lity benefits.

Exams

will

be

conducted

in

March

two Maine Boys Win

ARU's plan

&

ience beyond the college level college attendance in the State of

Maine

Mary

C.

Ham, Wife

for employment in June.
Positions will be available in en->
gineering, accounting, bank examiners, Department of Biology and
Chemistry, and the Statistical Department. Applications must be on

this

MacMillan

Professor Fritz C. Koelln, From 1920 to 1923 he served as
Professor Athern P. Daggett, and Professor of Anthropology, and
Professor Eaton Leith. Interment from 1926 until 1931 as Professor
was at Pine Grove Cemetery.
of Ethnography. In 1932-33 he
Professor Ham taught at Bow- was Visiting Professor of Anthrodoin from 1901 to 1945. He taught pology on the Tallman Founda-

German, and was George Taylor
Files Professor of Modern Languages from 1921 until his retire-

tion.

School Founder
Founder of the MacMillan-Moravian School for Eskimos in Labrador, he taught school from the
time of his graduation until 1908.
The following year he was a member of the expedition on which
Admiral Robert E. Peary of the
Ham, Bowdoin '22, Professor of Class of 1877 and Matt Henson
French at the University of Mich- reached the North Pole.
igan, Ann Harbor, Michigan.
MacMillan has been honored by
many
learned
societies
and
groups, but perhaps his greatest
tribute has come from the capaSpeaking
city audiences which turn Out all
over the United States to hear
him lecture. Mrs. MacMillan aclecture
For those who might think that companies him on these
trips and also is a frequent speakall a football coach has to do is
er.
coach football a couple of months
Last January 9 MacMillan was
a year, here is a portion of Adam
awarded the National Geographic
Walsh's extra-curricular schedule
These were almost all Society's Hubbard Gold Medal. He
this fall.
is the fifteenth recipient of this
speaking engagements: September
medal, which weighs more than
25, Bowdoin Club of Boston; October 5, Springfield Industrial As- one pound, is of solid gold, and
was first struck in 1906 to honor
sociation, West Springfield, Mass.;
October 24, Bowdoin Fathers' As- the pioneer Arctic explorations of
Admiral Peary. A few days later
sociation; October 28, Bowdoin
Club of -Portland; November 5, he received the highest honor of
Penobscot Bowdoin Club; Novem- the Explorers Club in New York.
ber 16, Football Officials and Also last spring the State of

ment. Professor Ham held his A.B.
from Harvard, his A.M. from Bowdoin, and in 1944 recieved an
L.H.D. from Bowdoin.
Professor Ham will spend the
winter with his son, Edward B.

Engagements

Keep Adam Walsh Busy

I

Coaches Association of Eastern Massachusetts and his home town
Maine; November 17, Maine Inter of Provincetown named a new
wa y '" his h °nor "The Mac
collegiate Conference, regular fall
meeting in Watefville; November Millan Highway." In 1944, on the

K

18,

1

Varsity

[Continued from Page i}

Swimming

H

35th anniversary of Peary's discovery of the Pole, MacMillan was
awarded a special Congressional

medal for

his participation in that
undertaking. This was called the
Peary Polar Expedition Medal and
went at the same time to the fa-

mous Captain Bob Bartlett, who
with Sir Wilfred Grenfell, was an
honorary graduate of Bowdoin.
President Coles stated, "The
•College is proud to honor Commander Donald B. MacMillan'
with the Bowdoin Prize not only
for
perpetuating
the tradition
Bowdoin has in Arctic explor2:00 ation, but also for adding in great

tion on them.

Officers Training Corps program
at Bowdoin and is scheduled to re- -*r
ceive his second lieutenant's com-

measure to that tradition. During
1954 Bowdoin will pay more formal tribute to its Arctic explorer,
honored by the Geographic Society of Chicago in 1949 as. "Teacher,
Author, Scientist, Explorer,
Pioneer of Arctic Trails."

Greeting Cards

50 Participants

The 50 participants and 70 other
As chief delegate of the U. S. high school pupils were guests of
Department of the Interior Fish the College. They were given
and Wildlife Service, Dr. Gross luncheon in the Moulton Union.
will
attend the Ornithological Following the debates, coffee was
Congress in Basel, Switzerland.
poured by Mrs. James S. Coles for
As well as Professor of Biology the officials and guests in the Peuand Josiah Little Professor of cinian Room. Shortly thereafter
Natural Science at Bowdoin, Dr. President James S. Coles presentGross has maintained the

ed the awards in Smith Auditorium.
There were 27. members of the
plan to arrive in faculty
who presided at and judgQuebec on July 3. 1954 on the S.S. ed the Forum. Professor Albert R,
Scynthia of the Cunard Line.
Thayer supervised the debates.
The 13 competing schools were:
Deering.. Edward Little, HolderSeniors
ness. Keene, Laconia, Lewiston,
Oakfield, Portland, Sanford, St.
Point
Part In
Dominic South Portland, Stephens,
fic

station

on Kent Island

scientiin the

Bay of Fundy.
The Grosses

Take
West
Government Conferences
Bowdoin

and Thornton Academy.

[Continued from Page /}
Soviet Orbit
The Soviets are
not likely to risk world war to advance their ultimate objective
without strong indications of easy
Therefore,
success.
and total
American Policy should aim toward the economic growth, unity
of purpose and defensive strength
of the free world.
60 Colleges Represented
session
plenary
The
final
brought to a close the conference
of students representing some 60
colleges and universities in the
U.S., Canada and the Philippine
Islands. The conference was held
here at West Point under the
sponsorship of the West Point Debate Council and Forum and the
New
Carnegie
Corporation of
York.
While at the academy, the visiting students were given an opportunity to tour the post and inspect
the facilities of the academic departments. The conference officially ended on Saturday afternoon,
but the students were invited to
remain over the weekend and attend the formal cadet hop on Saturday evening.

—

Polar Bear Five

of actual sales in

campus

Patronage

stores

For Christmas Recess
Bowdoin's jazz band, the Polar
Five, is going to Bermuda
during the Christmas holiday.
The Polar Bear Five, consisting
of Wally Harper, Bert Lipas, Brace
Young, Charley Chapman and Ward
Kennedy, will take off from Westover Air Base on December 26, and
return on January 3.

Bear

The Polar Bear Five will go with
other groups from Amherst, Smith
College and the University of Mass.
The whole

trip, which is sponsored
by the Armed Forces, will be directed by Clement Schuler of AmIn all, there will be about
hert.
45 members, each college group
having a part in the entertainment. Our Polar Bear Five will
play at the Officers Club dance af-

ter the general fun.

During thk spring vacation, the
Polar Bear Five will go to the
Azore Islands, and then on to Scotland.

Year

audit

more than 800 co-ops and

from coast to

Chesterfield tops 'em

Brunswick, Maine

made a survey
coast.

And

again,

all.

Only Chesterfield gives you proof of highest
— low nicotine. Proof that comes from

Solicited

quality

16-17

actual "tobacco tests" in which all six leading

B*L

THOSE REDHEADS

brands were chemically analyzed.

FROM SEATTLE
with

Rhonda Fleming
Gene Barry

First National

$My(%tf

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

also

Short Subjects
Friday-Saturday

December

18-19

STRANGER WORE

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

A GUN

Chesterfield's Perry

with

the Top Tunes on TV

Randolph Scott
Claire Trevor
Short Subject*
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fe
December 20-21-22

/

Network.

Shop At Your Store
For The Entire Family

THE CRUEL SEA
with
Jack Hawkins
^Donald Sindcn
\i
also

We

have gifts for every member of the

family.

New*

crowds.
Wednesday-Thursday
December 23-24

OVER THE
THUNDER
In

store

CHESTERFIELD

No need to be pushed around by
Do all your shopping in one

— YOUR STORE on the campus.
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BfsrfOffvot/
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
ifcili
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'A,
"«<*-
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PLAINS

with
Randolph Scott
Phyllis Kirk

All

— Now on Radio.

TV-CBS Network— Radio-Mutual

also

News

Como Show.

AIM

i~t

MMM

To

Journey To Bermuda

FIFW straight

Again, in 1953, they've

Wednesday-Thursday

News

tion.

cigarette in America's colleges

— Gifts

Student

December

France and Greece where
they will visit Professor Robert P.
Tristram Coffin who is now teaching at the University of Athens on
a Fullbright grant.
To Attend Congress
land,

the/

or the

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

of December.
^
After leaving the ship at Bierut,
the itinerary is subject to change
except for Germany and Switzerland. Dr. and Mrs. Gross will visit
Turkey, Jerusalem, Trans-Jordan,
Cairo, Austria, Germany, Switzer-

Shop

Free Gift Wrapping

ecutives. Further information may
be obtained by consulting the
Candidates
Bureau.
Placement
planning a merchandise career are
urged to take advantage of this
invitation.
House
Career Open

on the 23rd

Chesterfield
is

185 Park

held in Sills Hall.

The topic was: resolved. That
Congress Should Pass a General
Retail Sales Tax Excluding Food
and Medicine by Prescription.
St. Dominic High of Lewiston
took first place in the novice competition as well as gaining honorable mention in the senior division.
Voted first and second best speakers in the senior contest were Alfred Schretter of Keene and Everett Ladd of Thornton Academy.
Paul Carrao won in the novice sec-

Tfal&cowt fwuwoit pnoujiofjr

mission
upon graduation next
June. He was cadet lieutenant
colonel last year in command of
the First Student Battalion. A
Government major at Bowdoin, he
High School and came to Bowdoin hopes eventually to attend Fletas the winner of a State of Maine cher School of Law and Diploscholarship in the state-wide com- macy at Tufts or to do graduate
petition. He too has been on the work at Georgetown University.

Gift
Row

New
Lewiston
and
Keene,
Hampshire, High Schools tied Saturday in the senior division of the
24th annual Bowdoin Interscholastic Debate Forum which was

semester as

Kappa Sigma's President.,
Gray has completed the Reserve

Merrymeeting

Debating Honors

has

Little,

H
H

serving

Commander

C Ham, wife of Professor

Jan. 9 Tufts
A 3:30
Other members in- Jan. 15 Boston U.
file with the Maine State DepartA 2:30
clude Vannevar Bush, President Jan. 16 Trinity
ment of Personnel, State House,
2:00
Carnegie Institution of Feb. 13 Williams
of
the
2:00
Dean's List consistently and has Washington; Harold W. Dodds, Feb. 20 Connecticut
A 2:30
been a James Bowdoin Scholar-for President of Princeton; and Ar- Feb. 27 Amherst
2:00
H
6 U. of Mass.
three years. He has served as thur S. Adams, President of the Mar
Mar. 12-13 New Englands at Conn.
president of the Political Forum American Council on Education.
and has been active in fraternity
affairs,

Lewiston And Keene
Students Tie For

Professor Emeritus and Mrs. Alsailed well over 250,000 miles of
Roscoe J. Ham, died suddenly Arctic waters and has delivered' fred O. Gross sailed from Jersey
Tuesday, December 8. She was 80 many hundreds of lectures. He has City on the American Export
Line's
S. S. Excalibur which will
written what many people believe
years oldwere
Services
held at St. to be the best books on the Arctic put in at Barcelona, Spain on the
Charles Church, Friday, December in any language. He has made fre- 14th, Marseilles, France on the
11. Pall Bearers were Dean Nath- quent appearances at Bowdoin, 15th, and Naples on the 17th. It
aniel C. Kendrick, Professor Orren both as a non-resident member of will also stop in Alexandria, Egypt
C. Hormel, Professor Noel C. the faculty and as a lecturer. on the 20th and Bierut, Lebanon

Mary

Belfast High School; December 1, Kennett High School, North
Conway, N.H.; December 8, Bowdoin football dinner; December 11,
tions obtained. Several job dis- Portland Rotary Club.
tribution brochures are on file at
Adam will also attend the Nathe Placement Bureau for the use
tional Collegiate Athletic Associaof candidates.
tion and annual Football Coaches
Meeting in Cincinnati from January 5 to 8. He is Chairman of the
National Football Coaches ComPres. Coles.Attends
mittee on Public Relations and
Government-University Press.

Meeting In Washington

1953

Bowdoin Alumnus Wins Former Prof. Gross
Award For Exploration And Wife SaO For
[Continued From Page 1]
European Trip

Of Former Bowdoin

The Bowdoin College Museum Professor, Dies

One-Act Play Contest
G. M. Priest '56
Facto: Guano
Guano (hydra ted sodium nitrate) is a useful compound. It is
nice?
collected in baskets, pails and' on
Yeah, well anyway, we got a lot hat brims. You would be disapof stuff here that we picked up pointed to learn where it came
around all over, and which we from.

By Benjamin

We've been away collecting all
oris of goodies for our reader(s),
and now we're back. Isn't that

Museum

Wa tercolors

16,

*•*>.
**«.

^<

—

.
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The island of Bermuda provided
the setting, for the music of the
Polar Bear Five this Christmas, as
the College Dixieland band joined
forces with a group of students
from other colleges to entertain
U.S. Air Force personnel on the
island.

Following an engagement at a
debutante party in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
the Polar Bears "united again in
Amherst, Mass., the day after
Christmas to meet for the first
time the other members of the
tour. The entire group, under the
direction of Dr. Clement Schuler,
Music Director at Amherst High
School, consisted of forty-two students. Included were an orchestra
made up of Amherst College and
High School students, the Octavians

from Smith

College,

a

girl

dancer from the University of Massachusetts, the U.S. champion baton twirler from the University of
girl vocalist, a male voand an M.C. -Magician from
Amherst College.
First Concert In Amherst
The first mass rehearsal took
place on Saturday afternoon, Dec.

Miami, a
calist,

26, in preparation for the first concert that night. During the actual
'

concerts the Polar Bears played
only four songs, including a vocal
by singer Norm Farwell from the
University of Massachusetts. The
first show was rough in spots, but

improvement was noted with each
succeeding concert. Following this
first show, the entire group was
transported by bus to Westover
Field in Chicopee, Mass. The flight
to Bermuda was scheduled for the
next day, but bad weather kept the

for

Sunday night at the

After more delay due to unforeseen engine repairs, the flight to
Bermuda finally got underway
Monday. With instruments, baggage and forty-five passengers
aboard the Army C-54 took off
Rough
p.m.
about
ten-thirty
weather was encountered, however, and many students became
the victims of air sickness. -The
landing on tho Bermuda airstrip
was made about, three in the morning with little difficulty, and the
tropical air made the bumpy flight
only a. memory.
The students
were assigned quarters in the base

a

hit.

enthusiastic audience of all. After
lunch at the base the group returned to the air base in prepara-

and transportation.

tion for the flight back to Westover
Field. At four o'clock the loaded

Dec. 29, a second short

Waiting For Your Play

A

group of the faculty met last
Sunday and formed a list of three
plays from which, one will be selected and cast for this year's faculty play.
Molierc's "School for Wives",
Jonson's "The Alchemist", and
Syngc's "The Playboy of the Western World" constitute the list of
possible plays.

Last Show At Navy Base
Saturday morning, Jan. 2, the
entire group gave their last show
at the US. Navy Base at the opposite end of the island. The concert took place in the base theater
at ten o'clock. Everyone agreed
that the Navy supplied the most

The Air Force undertook all the
expenses of the tour including

On Tuesday,

A

quite

barracks.
All Expense* Paid

quarters, meals

rehearsal was called for the show
Bowdoin College is one of the 40
that evening at the Non-Coms
private institutions, primarily libClub. The show, which averaged
eral arts colleges, sharing in a fund
just under two hours in length,
of $238,500 for grants by the duwent well, and the xPolar Bears Pont Company of Wilmington, Del.
were gratified to receive the largThe largest portion of the fund,
short jam session
est applause.
which is to aid scientific education,
by the Bowdoin group followed will go toward advancing the
the show.
teaching of chemistry in colleges.
On Wednesday the Air Force Other parts of the fund are for
supplied a bus to take the group on
post-graduate teaching fellowships
but
a
For
all
a tour of the island.
in chemistry, for summer research
few the trip represented the first grants for chemistry teachers in
visit to Bermuda, and many camuniversities, and for fellowships
eras went into action. Among the
for Raster's degree training of
impressions of the island the most
high school science and mathematstriking to the group were of
ics teachers.
course the vegetation and the
President Coles' Comment
warmth of the climate. However,
In acknowledging the grant of
the bantam-size automobiles, the
$2500 for advancing the teaching
all-stucco houses, the Negroes with
of chemistry at Bowdoin, PresiBritish accents, and the tax-free
dent James Stacy Coles said, "I
liquor were also noted with suram very happy to accept this
prise. As one student put it, "The
award on behalf of the College for
whole island looks like a huge gar- the Department of Chemistry.
den."
More impressive to me than this
Seven Shows In All
award in itself is the underlying
Including the two concerts in
significance of the support always
the states there were seven shows
given by the duPont Company to
given during the tour. Wednesday
higher education. Most understannight saw the group at the Base
ably this has, in the past, been limTheater, Thursday night at the
ited to the stimulation of work in
Officers' Club, and Friday night at
chemistry or allied sciences. Howthe Service Club. On New Year's
ever, the generosity of the comEve after the concert, the Polar pany in making these awards, and
Bears again supplied music from
the complete freedom from inter11:00 p.m., 1953, to 3:00 a.m. 1954.
ference by duPont with the proThe Bowdoin combo was well re- gram of
the awardee, has been exceived, and it was again gratifying
emplary for many other corporate
to know that the name of Bowbenefactors in many fields of edudoin had found itself to Bermuda.
On Thursday many of the stu- cation."
dents rented motor bikes for a second tour. of the island, and for Attention Faculty
shopping missed on the first bus
tour. Later that day most of them
Staff! Students
went for a short swim at the beach

near the base. Swimming on New
Year's Day was quite an experience for everyone.
That night after the show at the
Service Club, the Polar Bears and
the Smith Octavians were invited
by the Cornell singing group to
perform at the Castle Harbor Club
where the Cornell group had been
since the beginning of vacation.
Once again the Bowdoin men made

Officers'

Club at Westover.

C-54 took off from Bermuda. After going through customs and
clearing at Westover, tho group
dispersed, many of them going
home for a short visit before class-

To Decide
Members of the

Jan. 24
college faculty

and

staff will find these books on
closed reserve in the library for
the next ten days. On January 24
there will be a meeting in the
Peucinian Room at 3:00 p.m. in order to reach a decision on which
play is preferred and to learn
whether the play can be cast.
Prof. Quinby urges "all members
of the faculty and staff who wish
to join in the project to attend
this meeting or to notify the .director of dramatics."
Undergraduates
unaware
of
thespian talents among our faculty will be interested in previous
performances. Shaw's "Devil's Disciple" was given in the early

Captain Frank Chandler of the
United States Air Force will visit
the college from January 13 to 15,
to interview any students interested in pilot and observer training,
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in Conference Room "A" of the Moulton
Union.
After taking mental and physical
examinations, those, men meeting
the requirements will be given a
draft deferment and a letter of acceptance to the USAF. An accepted student, however, will be under
no obligations to the service; even
after graduation, he may, if he
wishes, refuse assignment to a
Cadet Training Class, or he may
accept an assignment and enlist
for two years as an Aviation Cadet. This, of course, is the same
period of time required by Selective Service. After completing his
flying education, a man will receive a starting salary of $5300
per \ear.
An applicant going to the Exam-

Feb. 12 Formal Dance To
Feature Charlie Spivak

Dance Band Leader

The Student Union Committee
announces through President Lawrence Dwight '54 that Charlie Spi-

vak and his 15 piece nationally

known .New York orchestra has
been secured for the formal dance
in the Bowdoin Gym on Friday
night, February 12. Charlie Spivak is called "the man who plays

Board for qualification will the sweetest
have all his meals and travel ex- world".
penses paid by the Government,
ination

trumpet

in

the

i

Outstanding personal appearAny interested student may sec
Captain Chandler in the Union for ances of Charlie Spivak include the
full particulars on this Air Force Shamrock Hotel, the Hotel Commodore. New York City, Glen Is"no obligation" program.
land Casino, New Rochelle, Para-

Of Recent Discussion
Informal discussions on scholarships with administrative officials
of colleges in three New England
states was the purpose of a trip
made recently by Mr. Philip S.
Wilder, Assistant to the President.
Mr. Wilder returned to work at
the college Saturday morning alter his talks with officials at Amherst College, Brown University,
Harvard University, and Yale
During the trip he
University.
compared notes with the officials
of the other colleges and sought
new angles on the various phases
of scholarships which may be useful to

Bowdoin.

new

Student Council Suggests Review
Of Quests; Compromise Rejected
EDITOR'S NOTE: The

following
in a verbatim report by the student council on the subject of hazing. It in no way reflects the opinions of the ORIENT and is not a
news article; rather, it is the result of the Student Council's investigation into this problem and
their conclusions following the
voting of the student body on the
proposed legislation attempting to
solve the hazing question.

The Student Council after careand extensive study of the
problem of hazing on the Bowdoin
campus submits a report of its decisions and findings on this subject. After taking this problem
from a student committee which
had organized to stimulate interest in this problem, we met with
the President and with a number
of the student body at an open
ful

meeting. From the President and
various
faculty
members the
Council fully realized the problem
of detremental hazing practices
and their influence on the reputation of the College. We are submitting this report because, although the decisions of the Council as finally arrived at may not
prove to be adequate, the materia)
and basis for these decisions may
shed some light on this subject as
a whole.

mount Theatre, New York City,
Sherman Hotel and Chicago Theend the Palladium, Holly-

students' interest

was

Reinstatement Of Ancient History Course

was Charlie Spivak's
award by Downbeat Magazine as
the top "sweet band" of America.

The dance committee headed by
Robert F. Hinckley '54 is now at
work on decorations for the gym.
The Winter House Party weekend
year will be an eventful one
with varsity hockey, track, swimthis

ming and basketball scheduled.
The always popular Masque and

Gown

production will take place
early Saturday evening before the
house dances. This year the play
is George Bernard Shaw's "Misalliance".

modern and claslanguage, and government

English, foreign
sical

majors."
The lack of an ancient history
course was mentioned in that "the
period in history prior to the fall
of the Roman Empire, is scarcely
available to the history student,
and the period prior to the PrePlatonic
philosophers available
not at all."
Summary of Report
A summary of the committee's
reportyis as follows: "In viewing
the scope of the history courses
available at Bowdoin is a definite
shortcoming. The basic courses offered within the History Department are History I, which begins
with the fall of the Roman Empire, and History 13, the History
of Political Thought, which com-

The Student Union Committee lum

the film "Back
present
Street" with Charles Boyer and
Margaret Sullivan in Smith Auditorium on Friday. January 15 at
6:45 and 9:00. The picture brings
the
the well known novel to
one
screen in what is described as
will

Ranlett '54
in the Bowdoin curriculum.' The
total of those interested is 291.
Enrollment In Past Courses
"In the past fifty years of Bowdoin, Ancient History has been offered in two separate sequences.

"From 1908

1917 Professor
.Nixon taught a two semester
course, History 1, 2
.The
course was quite popular, especially considering the two semester
length and the smaller total enrollment of the college at that
to

time.
.

"The second sequence was

offer-

ed from 1932 to 1943. It consisted
of two courses with two semesters
each, pursued in alternate years. .
While the courses were listed under the History Department, they
were taught by the Classics Professor Smith. The enrollment in
these courses was considerably
smaller than that for the previous
sequence ...... .It is entirely
possible
that
the courses
were taught in an extremely difficult and often unusual manner,
which would account for the small
enrollment. ...

cultures studied include some of
the more eastern areas and those
of earlier times. The Committee
suggests that the course be first
instituted for a single semester;
and later, depending on its suc-

—

with other information
and throughout the report.
of the most thought-provoking
"The student body was polled as
all
emotional moving pictures of
to those 'interested in seeing a
time.
_,
course in ancient history included

able

to choose

A'rtillery,

Ar-

request of the Army to permit its
ROTC Unit to become branch general rather than be limited to a
specialty, as heretofore. You will
hear more of this before the end
dresssing students Jan. 4 at the of the college year.
opening Chapel service of the New
"This brief sketch of the year
Year.
past describes essentially a year
of harmony and positive progress
"Contrarywise to the gloomy towards well-defined
goals. And
prospect held by many," he said,
ye*, you ask, does not our
"we have witnessed a remarkably still resound with echoes of land
acrimsmooth transition from an essen- onious debate? In good
faith one
tially single administration of more
must admit that it does, but these
than 20 years duration, to a new
echoes are much weaker than the
and necessarily inexperienced ad- originating clamor of
discordant
ministration. In spite of the clamvoices, and are yet rapidly fading.
orous bickerings of each day, this
"Americans as a nation,
new government has taken hold world as a whole, are proneand the
to forand has made several remarkable
get that violent discord has always
achievements."
been an integral part of our Amer"The most significant aspect of ican democratic process. The Decthis lessening of governmental con- laration of Independence and the
trol is that it has been done at the Federal Constitution were both
same time the great social gains born out of dissonance, yet today
of the last twenty years have been we recall only those arguments
left unimpaired. It seems obvious which favored those basic docuthat the political moderates have ments. In fact, we are scarcely
been in control, and that extrem- aware that anyone voiced heated
ists either on the right or on the opposition to them in any part.
left, while having had much to say, Arguments which have been successful are the ones we remember
have had but little influence.

Reviewing 1953 in broad perspective. President James S. Coles,
it as "essentially a year
of harmony and positive progress
towards well-defined goals" in addescribed

course offered at present for its
background information, it is suggested that no prerequisites be
stipulated.

(Continued on Page 2)

"There have been some twenty
or thirty-odd investigating committees in our Congress, as there
have been in most Congresses. Two
or three of these make constant
headlines and have yet to prove
the significance of their contributions over and above those of the
regular investigative agencies. But
the others have all been working
steadily to the advantage of the
Republic. Looked at in perspective, congressional investigations
are nothing new.
"In its foreign policy, the United
States had made no basic change
with the change in administration
our policy has been consistently

—

ture of life when sick. At first,
people feel sorry for themselves. one of containment of communism.
They wonder why they should be However, our strategy in foreign
the ones to suffer. Then they re- relations has changed, and we have
flect on their lives and begin to taken a much stronger position
understand what life and religion than previously. Our impatience
mean.
with friendly nations who have
taken but a weak position has
Graduate of B.l
Rabbi Alpert is a graduate of been apparent, most notably in the
Boston University with additional case of France. This may, in the
study at the Harvard Divinity long run, prove to help such naSchool and at the Divinity School tions strengthen themselves.
of the Universiy of Chicago. He have determined to give substanwas ordained rabbi and master of tial military aid to Pakistan, where
Hebrew Literature in the Jewish Ambassador Hildreth, an alumnus
Institute of Religion in 1927.
and Overseer of Bowdoin College,
After serving as spiritual leader has undoubtedly been influential in
in small communities in Pennsyl- the negotiation of this aid. During
vania, New York, and Texas, he the year, the Point Four program
returned to his native state of and other foreign aid programs beMassachusetts, where from 1942 gan to pay huge dividends on relato 1946 he was assistant at Temple tively small investments.
reIsrael in Boston. Since 1946 he has port of the Food and Agricultural
devoted himself to helping sick Organization of the United Nations
people and their families.
reveals that an expenditure of
Chaplain in War
$40,000 several years ago has enRabbi Alpert is a member of the abled the corn farmers in Europe
Central Conference of American to add> $24,000,000 to the value of
Rabbis and of the Rabbinical As- their crop in 1952.
sociation of Boston. During World
"Federal spending has been reWar II he was a chaplain in the duced. Many economies have been
Massachusetts State Guard, on re- realized. The costs of maintaining
gular
assignment
to
federal our Armed Services are cut, and at
troops. He is now serving his fifth the same time, the number of
term as department chaplain of wings in the Air Force have been
the Jewish War Veterans.
increased from 110 to 116. The
The Jewish Chautauqua Society, Army and Navy have successfully
founded in 1893 by Rabbi Henry found more efficient means of operBerkowitz,
last
year provided ation, leaving behind the previous
speakers at a record number of policy merely to do things in the
430 colleges
and
universities fastest or easiest way. Repercusthroughout the United States. Its sions of these economies are widepurpose is to create better under- spread, and have,already reached
standing of Judaism among Chris- our own campus at Bowdoin; the
tian students.
College is cooperating in a recent

We

A

Memorial Service Held In
Chapel For Roscoe J. Ham
College

Mourns Death

,

Courses At Other College*
"Seventeen colleges were studied. They were picked as being generally similar to Bowdoin. Or
these, only one did not offer some
type of ancient history or classical civilization course
Practical Considerations
"1. Length and General Scope
Obviously these two considerations
Similar
interrelated.
are
courses in other colleges are both
one and two semesters in length. It
the course is for a Single semester only it is usually limited to a
study of the Grecian and Roman
cultures. For two semesters the

"The following faculty members
Professors cess, demand, etc. be extended ir
were
interviewed:
Means, Dane. Van Cleve, Helmrich necessary to a full year.
and Dean Kendrick. Their opinions
Since this
"II. Prequisites
and beliefs are included and cor- study depends on no other history
related

be

will

mor,

Speaks Here

Student Curriculum Committee Recommends
By

students

from the Infantry.

Rabbi David

m

.

highlight

unit will receive a

Boston

eas- to

ent time to the classical period.
Such a course if added to the curriculum would benefit those interested in the classical languages by
tying together the writings of the
By Release ancient authors in a logical fashion. The reinstituting of an anCharlie Spivak
cient history course would provide
a sorely needed basis in the stream
of history which at this time is
Notice
lacking in the Bowdoin curricu-

wood. His band has supplied music
for the motion pictures "Pin-up
Girl" and "Follow the Girls". A

September, 1954. the

ROTC

classification

Medical, Adjutanf General,
Transportation, Signal. Engineerhave
been
considered
most ing, Chemistry, Ordinance, or Milthoughtfully and an attempt wasitary Police Corps.
made to effect a set of regulations
Academically Equipped
governing these. A proposed draft
Students will be interviewed by
of
regulations on
hazing was
both faculty arid officers in their
drawn up by the Council and subjunior year in order to determine
mitted to the fraternities for their
his
qualifications
for the field
approval. The Houses voted on
which he has chosen. Obviously, a
whether to retain or reject the
student majoring in foreign lanfirst three articles. Articles I and
guages would not be considered
II were accepted with little or no
qualified to be a Second Lieutenopposition, the first being almost
ant in the, Chemical Corp.
unanimous, and the second article
The idea is to have each stufniding opposition in only one
dent better equipped academically
House. Article III was, however,
(Continued from Page 2)
soundly turned down. Since the
student body was opposed, we
should consider a little more fully
B. Alpert,
why this question received such
response.
City Hospital
As a result of a student poll, it
showed that in regard to quests Chaplain,
45'/r
were in favor of keeping
Rabbi David B. Alpert. Chapthem as they are at present, 36% lain of the Boston City Hospital,
in favor o&<w?vision, and 18% in spoke
here under the auspices of
favor of throwing them out en- the Jewish Chautauqua Society at
tirely. The general feeling of the the
regular Sunday
afternoon
student body is that much more Chapel service January
10, and on
could be derived in the pre-initia- the following day as guest speaktion training of their pledges if er at one of Professor
Henry G.
quests were kept very much the Russell's religion classes.
same in each House as they had
In his chapel talk, Rabbi Alpert
been in recent years. Many Houses described some of his experiences
on campus hold their quests as a in the ministry of the sick. He
program which serves to integrate maintained that people are closest
men of diverse personalities and to understanding God and the na-

adapt its men to undertaking
ily aroused on this matter and and
coping with varied situamuch discussion was forthcoming tions. It is felt, we believe that all
after the student committee's re- fraternities
realize
that
their
port appeared in the Orient last quests are more than just atNovember. After various straw tempts at "foolish pranks" and in
votes and polls among the stu- many cases Houses set up their
dents, it was found that most quests along the "help quest" idea
everyone realized the ^problems
which freshmen are given
which were effected by hazing quests which produce good, inpractices. The students appeared stead of bad end results. Certainwilling to back some sort of modi- ly as times change quests will
fications in the present hazing change and we feel that on the
practices provided that they dia most part, the calibre of quest*
not do away with practices which has been on the definite upswing
many Houses deemed essential to in the past few years, and the
thejp
fraternity
pre-initiation Houses
are just as willing to
training.
avoid detrimental reflections as
The problem of hazing was seen is the College.
to encompass three major aspects.
The reason why any plan of reThese three aspects were house gulation for quests would meet
hazing, walks, and quests. They
(Continued on Page 2)

The

mences with Greek antiquity, but
which is unable to devote suffici-

atre,

Sees Foreign Policy Strengthened;
Reduction Of Federal Expenditure

Course To

and will no
longer be primarily a TransportaThe Polar Bear Five, who spent the latter part of the Christmas vaca- tion Corp unit.
The new classification is that of
tion in Bermuda, are (left to right), Bert Lipas, Wally Harper, Ward
Military
Science.
No
Kennedy, Charlie Chapman and Brace Young. The band was part of General
a large group of college students who entertained at the U. S. Air longer will the students be qualForce Base on the island.
ified for only the Transportation
Photo by b.j. '54
Corps. Under the new program,

Charles
Terming the lack of en ancient
history course at Bowdoin "a definite shortcoming," the Student
its
at
Curriculum Committee
es started.
meeting Monday night recomScotland Trip Planned
mended that such a course be inDr. Schuler is planning a similar
1930's, O'Neill's "Emperor Jones"
cluded in the curriculum of the
trip to the bases in Scotland this
in 1937, Moliere's "Tartuffe" in
college.
spring, a trip to include almost the
1941, and Maugham's "the Circle"
The report, which has been subsame group. After such a success- in 1946. It
is hoped that a faculty
by
mitted
the Committee to
ful trip to Bermuda, the Polar Bear
play can be presented every four
President James S. Coles for furFive have high hopes for the spring
years.
ther action, pointed out that the
tour.
course material of an ancient history course would be of great value to students not only in history, "but also to others, such as

USAF Interviews This
Week In Moulton Union

Scholarships Subject

Effective

Bowdoin
.

And

group at Westover until late Monday evening. A show was arranged

New ROTC

Replace Present Unit

Share In duPont Grant

For Chemistry Uses

17

Coles Praises 'Lessening Of
Government Controls' In '53

Bowdoin, Other Colleges,

Seven Christmas Shows

NUMBER

1954

Bermuda Over Christmas Vacation

Polar Bear Five Entertain
At Bermuda Air Force Base
Join College Groups For

.

years later; ones which have failed
quickly forget.

we

"Thus while, as we

lived the last

twelve months, we heard but discord and perceived but polemics,
out of that turmoil will gradually
rise the significant achievements of
the year. In perspective, it will
have been a productive year."

14 Seniors To
Graduate In heb.
No

commencement

exercises

be held this February although the men who have com-

will

pleted the requirements for a degree by the end of the semester
receive their diplomas at that

may

time without formal ceremony if
they wish, Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick has announced.

The administration felt that the
usual February commencement, at
which a smaller number «;f men
have been graduating each year
since the summer session was
abandoned, could not be sufficiently impressive this year since only
14 men are expected to be eligible
for diplomas. The February commencement has never been as big
an event as the one held regularly
in June. Last year 30 men graduated in February.
The men completing requirements for a degree in February
have the choice of receiving their
diplomas in a small ceremony in
the president's office or of waiting until June and receiving the
diploma with the main body of
seniors. In either case the degrees
will be voted by the college boards

end of the first semester.
The 14 men expected to com-

at the

plete requirements for the degree
in February are John
Allen '5j,
Ernest E. Atkins, Jr. '54. Louie J.
Audet '53, Feter Blatchford '54,
Paul A. Brinkman '54, William K.
Curran '53, William A. Fickett '54,
Philip A. Garland '54, Charles E.

R

Godfrey

'54,

Malcolm

G.

Malloy

'54, Charles H. Miller '50, Herrick
C. Ridlon '54, Charles R. Thurston
'54, and Ellery A. Thurston '53.

'Misalliance' To

Be Played Soon

"Misalliance," which will be presented by the Masque and Gown
on Jan. 20 at 8:15 in Memorial
Hall, is the first play by George
Bernard Shaw to have been acted
On January 5 Bowdoin College by undergraduates
at Bowdoin.
faculty members and students
Many of Shaw.^ plays are so
honored the late Professor Roscoe elaborate
that production is alJ. Ham, who died in Ann Arbor,
most impossible. But "MisalliMichigan, on December 26.
ance" shows him as the master
takes
Fritz C. A. Koelln. Professor of craftsman in that the play
German, delivered a moving tri- place not only within a single
actual time
setting,
the
within
but
bute at->the morning chapel exerAlthough
cises, set aside as a memorial ser- required for its action.
the exagvice to Professor Ham and to his a full length farcj. with
gerated
comical characters
and
wife, Mrs. Mary
Ham. who died
and situations expected in that
in Brunswick December ft.
form, Shaw wrote it without any
Taught For 40 Years
act breaks. For the convenience

C

of the audience the play will have

Professor and Mrs. Ham were
an intermission.
married in Brunswick in SeptemSkillful With Cast
ber of 1901. the year he began
Shaw was also extremely

By

Courtesy, Alumni Office

Roscoe

J.

Ham

PLACEMENT BUREAU NOTICE
students
anticipating
a
change of address either on campus or off campus should advise
the office of the Placement Bureau. Any student who 1 as recently madt a change and has not noPlacement
tified
the
Bureau
should do so at once. It is important for the campus housing recthe
Bursar's office.
ords and
Change \>f address will not be considered official unless the Placement Bureau is notified. Please
give new address and exact date.
All

teaching at BowdoiO as Instructor
Romance Languages. With the
exception of two years spent at
Trinity College in 1907-09, they
remained in Brunswick the rest or
their lives. Their home at 3 Bath
Street, Professor Koelln recalled
was a center of intellectual and
cultural activities for well over 40
years. Professor Ham, he stated,
was the tenth Bowdoin teacher in
its long history to be honored
for
having completed 40 years of acin

tive teaching.

Professor Ham was buried in
the faculty row besides his wife
in the Pine GroVe Cemetery
near
the Bowdoin campus on December
9UL

skill-

ful in limiting his cast to six

and three woomen. among
are
the

many

of

men

whom

types:
considers

his favorite

"new woman" who

marriage degrading,

the girl

who

pursues her man. the socialist, the
English nobleman, and the intellectual. Shaw manages to appeal
as steadily to the intellect as to
the commoner.
,,
For the performance as well as
the repeat at Winter Housepartjes,
in-

Memorial Hall will be divided
Stuto reserve and rush sections.
dents will be admitted on presentrush
ation of the Blanket Tax to

at bO
seats and may reserve seats
83-M
cents each by telephoning
on the evenings of January 17 and
18.
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James Anwyll,

'55

„

Roekwood

I.

_

Franklin G. Davis

John M. Belka

'54

"54

Jr.

'55

Feature Writer*
Donald W. Blodgett
Benjamin G. M. Priest
Benjamin G. M. Priest '56

lations may fit the quest program
of some Houses, it Would not fit
that of others. That is why Artir!o III was turned down 9 to 1
with 85 rA of the student body voting. Summing it up, the reason
that this proposal was defeated

'54

•56

Robert H. Glover
James L. Doherty

was not because the students
wanted to keep the detrimental

"55

Photographer
James P. Gaston

'56
"55

aspect in quests, but because the
students saw that any regula-

'54

which would truly da away
with what the administration has
tions,

Staff
'57

H. Edward Bom '57
Francis M. Kinnelly '57
Edward R. Williams "57
Charles Janson-LaPahne
Peter Schmalzct Jr. '57

ard P. Parsons
John Ranlett
John R. Withers
Richard B. Lyman

'55

Thomas

,

C.

R. Merrill

William Cooke

Business Manager
'54

Bruce N. Cooper

Assistant Business Managers
A.

Cook

'54

C.

Advertising Manager

Richard Thurston
Circulation

-57 termed detrimental hazing, would
'57 d<? ieat the purposes for having
'57 quests. The students insist upon
'57 quests, but they fully realize the

57 bad publicity which can be gained
by a poorly planned and executed
quest; for this reason we believe
that some sort of review might be
instituted by the Council to keep
quests*oh a sound, unharmful ba-

'57

'54

sis.

Manager

Now On

To College

Harold R. Beacham,

'55

Jr. '56

nnuiKno

ro* national aovestisimo by

College Publishers Represenlatilt

420

NEW YORK,

MADISON AVE.

fWiriitnn

•

Boston

-

Los

Anoev.. »

•

N. Y.
San Francisco

A TO Marks 25th

ROTO

Year With Party
Alpha Tau Omega celebrated
V
nn
S
.!!J f.
!'?u
on l^
Saturday
with
a cocktail party,

[Continued from Page 7}

branch in the
Army in which he wishes to serve.
course in g encral at Bowdoin
will be modified slightly. Emphasis will be placed upon the Army
as a whole rather than just the
Transportation Corp as it is now.
for the particular

,

!T 'L^Sl? T^

5

banquet, and dancing.

-

-

Following the banquet President
S. Coles and Professor Hern
bert R. Brown gave short speeches
Preferences Listed
of congratulation. David B. StarkA student will have to list his
'55,
the preferences and either the infan
weather,
introduced
speakers
armor, or artillery must be
try',

James

j

|

|

j

>

1

j

.

I

j

—

1

P.

'

Sales

.

s

,

a major,

in
in

he spent some time

,

at

Walter Reed Hospital, Washington. D. C. in the physical rehabilitation of wounded soldiers.
Besides being consulting sur'

j

;

geon at several Rhode Island hospitals, he was a diplomat of the
American Board of Orthepedic
Surgeons, a member of the American Orthepedic Association, the

his death, June,

1943.

5,

,

We

Deliver

ed

"The Course

To

CeaehKiea
"With

these considerations in
Curriculum
the Student
Committee recommends that the
faculty and boards add the indicated course in Ancient History to
the college curriculum."

mind,

College

Student

(Made with ham or salami)
BEER and A IK

Patronage

TO TAKE OUT

HOOD'S

Argumenta-

in

tion."

dents of that major.

HOT DOGS
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

PUCE

Solicited

Phone 787-M
180 Maine Street
Brunswick, Maine

a

Bank

First National

a
a

Brunswick,
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Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Alleys
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a

PIN SETTERS

a

Hot Dogs

and

Service

a

Cold Drinks

a

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

a

USED CARS

a

Merrymeeting Gift Shop
1M Park Row

Sandwiches

Italian

~ Gifts

Coffee
Ice

Greeting Cards

Cream

Operated by
Al Tobey, Class of

Wrapping

Critt

'50

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Let us help you plan your printing

Our long experience

Body Repair and Paint Shop

in

in

it

.

.
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Complete Front End

Why

and

short cuts

is

one doing better now ?

a

Frame Alignment

POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
TICKETS

THEY STARTED OUT EVEN AT GRADUATION

a

.

producing the following and other

Bowdoin men can show you
time and save you money.

kinds of printing for

'54,
Folta,
was in
charge of plans-'for the weekend.

•

a

John

WBOA

State

Series

The Record
Paul K. Niven

Bow-

will broadcast the

doin-Bates
ball

£

'

1

at various times by other members of the Polar Bear Five, entertained from 9:00 to 1:00 in the
chapter hall, which was decorated
like a Parisian Cafe.

R.

Professor Albert R. Thayer of
the Bowdoin English Department
has been named to the Committee
on Speech Education of the Speech
Association of the Eastern States,
is was announced today.
Thayer, a Bowdoin graduate in
the Class of 1922, has been teaching at his alma mater since 1939.
Before that he taught at Lafayette
College and at Woodmere Academy in New York. He holds a
master of arts degree for Emerson College and has done graduate
work at Harvard Law School and
Columbia University. At Bowdoin
he is Professor of Speech and
Coach of Debating.
At the recent annual meeting of
the American Speech Association
at the Hotel Statler in New York
City,
Professor Thayer was a
member of a panel which discuss-

I

'

1

as well as produce

band consisting of James

.

Named To Speech Comm.

;

^m

Pick-up Band

A

^1

1

I

Kushner, '57, Pertti A. Lipas, '55,
Charles A. Chapman, '57, and
Richard H. Allen, '54, augmented

i

,

!

Hammond, and Professor Samuel
K. Kamerling. Professor Lawrence
L. Pelletier, on leave of absence
this year, travelled from New
York for the occasion.

m

j

'

j

1

English Instructor, Is

^

j

Among those present at the ]i s ted in his first three choices. Of
cocktail party before the banquet course, if the quotas are filled in
The United States Civil Service
were President and Mrs. Coles, a certain corps, a student will not
Commission has announced a new
Professor Brown, Professor and be able to enter that particular ,
5J omen t ary Teac her examination
Mrs William C. Root, Professor iiciu.
fieW nuwivu
However under
unuir this
uus> plan
1
*"
t
P
f or
filling
positions
in
Indian
and Mrs. Thomas Means, Professor
°r
f
dS fr
Wh '? h 1° School throughout the United
^> l!
,
and Mrs. Nathan Dane II, Profes- pick, it will
be slightly
easier to
States and in Alaska. The salary
sor and Mrs. Frederic E. T. Tillot- receive a commission if the stuis $3,410 a year.
son, Professor and Mrs. Edward S. dent is qualified.

*^ m

,»-*** n

;

"Matchless Service";

Unit Changes

icona™**

^

'••••••• ..••.. a. .#.•••

;

Held

Is

j

should be pointed out that the when it was unusual for one
student committee that opened the her circumstances to study- art
question of hazing expressed the
views of a minority however, they
did start the ball rolling and gave
everyone a chance to think about
the matter and to decide for themselves. The Council has been able
to sell many good ideas and suggestions to the Houses. It has
worked to give the Houses a better insight into the hazing problem in the hope that in the future
much more care and consideration
will be taken in the carrying out
of a quest so as not to bring criticism on the fraternities or the
College. Wo do not believe that
there has been ahy failure on the
part of the Council in the investigation of this problem for only
through the many discussions in
the Council and in the Houses
were we able to reflect what the
students truly believe.

Publish** weakly when cissies are held during the Pall and Spring- Scocsttr ay
the students of Bowdoin CoUeire. Address news communications to the Editor and subscription communication* to the Business Mnnaffer of the Bowdoin Publishing Company at the OKIKNT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Maine. Entered
as second class matter at the post office at Brunswick, Maine. The subscription rate
lor one year is three <$S> dollars.

Prof. Thayer, Bowdoin

!

Meeting

'

It

National Advertising Service, Inc.

Memory Of Alumnus, Poli tical\Forum Ancient History

j
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entitled Mother sad Bohemian circles and in the mare
III. Students Eligible—
The Political Ferum met 1 nurs- Jt might
by Mary Cassatt has just progressive branches of French
valuable to open the
been given to Bowdoin College by painting. An independent and ori- day at the Moulton -Union. The lco|lrse to all classes> with the obMrs. Murray S. Dunfbrth of Prr>,ginal
thinker,
she became a chief business was the electron ofjj^ of a n owi ng freshmen to take
vidence, Rhode Island as a mem- staunch friend of Degas, learned new officers for the coming se- it
background for the many
orial to her husband, a member of her
style of design, color and •neater, and setting up of new neMs for ^rt^h it j, astral, and
the Class of 1901, Professor Philip technique from him, along with Committees.
upperclassmen to take it as a speOfficers elected were Charles S. cial e ^^
C. Beam, Director of the Museum his mastery of pastels.
tne history or classics
of Fine Arts at Bowdoin, announcNot sharing Degas' sardonic Christie, '55. President Morton L. major Against this suggestion are
ed today. The gift will be exhibited and often cynical attitude toward Price '56, Vice-President; Robert the present limitat.ions in freshn the Boyd Gallery of the Walker life, she adopted Renoir's attitude A. Wsgg '57, Secretary; and Nor- men courj* electives, and the fact
Art Building beginning 'Monday, for the content of her work. She man P. Cohen '56, Treasurer, that freshmen take two semester
December 21.
liked especially to depict mothers Richard Dale '54, was elected course- a mos t exclusively,
In announcing the girt. Profes- with their children, warmly but member - at - large. Committee!
«jy Department - The Cornsor Beam expressed great pleasure without sentimentality. In that chairmen are: Allan B. Reiskin mittep ^
aware of tn e mfc.
in this latest acquisition since the, respect the picture of a Mather '57, Speakers; Richard Dale
teaching of
J54. understandings in the
College has not previously pos- Jul Child which has been given to Films; and Morton L. Price '56, tnp
course
in previous years.
sessed an example of the full-color Bowdoin is especially representa- Discussions.
vvith these in mind it recommends
the|
for
made
being
Plans
are
pastel medium.
tive and characteristic of her point
that the course be placed in the
Forum to present a regular pro- History Department, where it, by
of view.
"Ex
t Addition"
gram of speakers, discussions, and course nature, belongs. To be more
"Mrs." Dan
h's gift," he said,
films in the coming semester.
speeif ic, the Committee under"now gives u a good example by
Dr. Danforth was one of New
Faculty adviser for the Forum stands that Professor Van Cleve
a master of
at art. Inasmuch as England's leading orthepedic sur- is Professor Athern P. Daggett.
is ret jring at the end of the prewe have not had a representative geons. After graduating from
""
r
sent academic year. Possibly the
~
and excellent example of either Bowdoin with Phi Beta Kappa
Miami E^ach, Fla., has no facu lty could pick his successor
French Impressionist or American honors he completed his medical cemetery, no airport, no railroad,
with the teaching of the course in
Impressionist painting, this pic- studies at Johns Hopkins Univer- and is not believed to have any
mind
Another possibility is
ture fills the latter gap and fits sity in 1905 and studied with Sir manufacturing plants.
to acquire a person trained in
neatly into our sequence of Amer- Robert Jones of Liverpool at the
both ancient history and classical
ican paintings.
Massachusetts General Hospital.
languages
"It is thus an excellent addition An early interest in the great need
American College of Surgeons, and
"V Major Credit It Is sueeestto our Museum Collections and for corrective and preventive surther professional organizations. L d that the course be credit in
will distinctly enhance our teach-lgery for the benefit of children
He xrved the Rhode Island Modth the Historv and Qassics Ma
ing program. Most important of led to his lifetime devotion to the
lCfti Society for several years as .jui*.
jors. The Classics Department has*
all, quite apart from its historical relief of the
Vice President and was elecced to iindic<lted that it wouid strongly
or educational value, it is a very service in the f *?«? w -J£?of the Presidency three days before
wcornm( nd the course for the stu-

In concluding this work on the
problem of quests the Student handsome picture in its own right,
Business Assistants
JIarry G. Carpenter '57
David H. Dott '57 Council is heartily behind the stu» a work of fine art."
dents in that we believe they were
Peter F. Gaas '57
Friend of Degas
wise in accepting Articles I and
Miss Cassatt, whose work is
PUBLISHING
we believe they had now represented in the Bowdoin
Directors .... Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor James A. Storer II and that
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. Lilley '54, Wallace R. Harper, good and sufficient reason in de- Collection, was a member of an
on the old Philadelphia family. She went
feating any regulation
Jr. '55, Charles Ranlett '54.
»
present quest system at Bowdoin. to Paris "in the late 19th century,

Peter M. Pirnie

In

Display In Walker Art Balding

A pastel

I

Sports Staff

James

CMU

'57

Spenee

L.

Robert M. Hurst '54
Assistant Sports Editor
Joseph Y. Rogers "55

John W. Albert

Compromise Rejected
the? same fate as the one proposed by the Council is obvious. First
of all, as with all rules, the Houses
would probably act accordingly;

Sports Editor

Saul H. Cohen '57
Russell B. Crowell

Is

but, if it were desired, a loophole
could easily be found in any comAssistant New* Editors
'56
Carroll E. Pennell '56 promise proposal of this sort. Sec'56
Edward N. Cotter
ondly, while tWe proposal of regu-

Thomas

George

Pastel, Given

'Review' Of Quests;
[Continued from Page 1]

Edl tor-In-Chief
Wallace R. Harper, Jr. '55
Managing Editor
John B. Goodrich '55
News Editor*

David R, Anderson

Student Council Favors

13,

Basket-

game on Wednesday

Office
Jerry Wilkes
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ning at eight o'clock.

the t sta rs got sta rted ...
AMERICA'S NEWEST, MOST COLORFUL DANCE BAND

Eddie Sauter and

Hill

Finegan,

leaders of America's most excitingly-

diFerent dance band, met in 1939
as stmggling

Ed had
drum
up

young arrangers

studied trumpet

at college,

worked

^/^frfrgi

to arranging for

"name" bands;

Bill

hadstudied in Paris,

won

a spot with

ances

new

You GrowBell System

see

it

in their

ideas,

they formed their
cm n band. It clicked!

these

nesses in the world. Since the end of

War

still

for

time.

He's on his way up!

Seventy-five per cent of college men
hired bv the Bell Companies since World
War II are still with these telephone com-

panies after five years! Here's

Telephone

Work

- You may

in construct-

ing, installing or maintaining telephone facilities; or to manage groups of people handling

customer contact,

MHayMstt

Is Interesting

tram to supervise forces engaged

FidA/iyL

Ca

why:

World

has spent about nine billion dollars

II, it

new

construction.

The

past five years have

seen the introduction of network
mission, dialing of Long Distance

TV

trans-

calls

and

the development of the remarkable transistor.
And the next five years will bring marry more
changes.

In addition, each year the

at college people hired

is

number

related to estimates

of the number of future management

positions

to be available.

foM'Mw*
cud

with a Growing Business - The
is one of the fastest growing busi-

in

young men. One Iras held three jobs
the five years since graduation. He's
looking for a job that offers him a
lifetime career. The other has been with
a Bell Telephone Company during that

Dorsey. After 13 years
of pooling

outward appear-

- but there's a big difference between

Yob may not

Tommy

work.
or

be engaged

staff

with

more people
UMi

THAN ANY

accounting or

You may work on

planning or other important
such as personnel relations,

in

activities,

statistical

engineering problems

public relations, or revenue studies.

No matter what your military status, it's
worth inquiring about Bell System employment opportunities, "four Placement
Officer has the details. See him soon. And
be

sure to talk to our

sentatives

when

they

employment

visit

time to plan your future

repre-

the campus.
is

The

now!

ILL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Sigma Nu

Bowdoin Cagers Edged By Colby, 76-74;
Victorious Over Amherst Five, 87-81
By

Russell

1

.

CrwweM

Bowdoin

*56

{

tune of twenty-one points. Golz
other Polar Bears broke into Kenney
Janelle
double figures, Libby getting 18 Kreitler
Kreider Fraser
JaneUe 13 Ubby
Prater
played a fine defensive effort hold- Libby
ing Amherst's Captain Tony Ma- Mitehell
har to one field goal from the U»r
Kurtz
the

Bowdoin taw

State Serifs
hopes temporarily darkened as
the Colby Mules held of a late
White rally and went on to win
76-74 at Waterville. Colby managed to maintain a slim margin despite a fiery 26 point last quarter
by the Polar Bears. The Mules
were scoring impressively with
76'
of their foul tries as Bowdoin
could get only seven out of
twenty-three in the first half. Lou
its

md

floor.

I.U.

3
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•
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md
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13)
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1
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S 22
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Total*
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Holey

Hawkins
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1

3]

»

13

S7i

1

2

S

4
t
32

1

9

The

Bureau

Placement

Total.

17

n

5

that
Mr. Howard
Notice
Clark, representing the Albany
Zambello and Captain Bill* Fraser Felt Company of Albany, New
The Annual Meeting of the
divided the scoring honors with York, will conduct interviews on
&
will be held
twenty points apiece followed by January 19 in the Faculty Room. in the Moulton Union Lounge, on
Review
and Monday, January 18th, at 4:30
Following
the
Phil Day's nineteen.
The visitors opened the scoring Examination period, January 22 p.m., for the election of new offion a neat jump shot by Day. Ja- to February 6. representatives cers and the transaction of other
bar's one hander evened the count from many companies will be vis- business. All members are urgeci
br'fore Rollie Janelle hit on a one- iting the campus. The names and to attend.
hander from outside. A Raymond dates will be announced later.

Allen's impressive rebounding were key factors which gave
the Mules a six point bulge at the
half.
Exceptional foul shooting
and two sustained rallies enabled
the pale blue to stretch their lead
to thirteen at the half.
The fourth quarter was all
had
Bowdoin.
After Sirakides
scored on a break to increase the
Mule lead to fifteen, the Polar
Bears employed an effective allcourt press enabling them to score
on several fast -break plays. Colby
Could only hit twice from the floor
in this frantic period which saw

Lee Williams up

Praeter

6

In

Average
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66

14.1
9.4
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11.9
7.7
5.7
3.7
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3
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7
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4
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THE STANDINGS SINCE

cluded three setbacks in the Dart-

1949

mouth tourney and loses to Adelphi and Upsala. Amherst was able

Zeta Psi

one of these .games.
substantial crowd was on
hand last Friday night to witness
Bowdoin's impressive 87-81 victory over Amherst. There was
some doubt as to the possible outcome before game time. Amherst
had played some holiday games,
including a victory over Colby,
while the Polar Bears had been
idle since December 16. Bowdoin
played very well with fine plays
and a good fast break. Tall Doug
Hawkins had trouble stopping Bill
Fraser who scored on eight of ten
attempts from
the floor and
wound up as high scorer with

Sigma Nu

79
76
66
66
64
60
45
42
28
26
22
18

1951

Ind.

D.K.E.

46

Beta

Kappa Sig

34

Kappa Sig

Beta

33
25

Chi Psi
D.U.
T.D.
A.D.

A.T.O.
A.R.U.

Chi Psi
Zeta Psi
T.D.
Psi U.
A.D.
D.K.E.
V.U.

Ind.

80
77
67
61
53
53
34

Psi U.

D.K.E.
T.D.
A.D.
Chi Psi

Beta

Kappa Sig
"Ind.

D.U.
A.R.U.

5

5 Drojrs

Cosirrove

2,

Dinjrs,

Plasse

4'tornryear

Dear!
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I

M
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« Packard
4

1

3

X;

Shaw

21

Knanrts

Totals

3

I

2
2(

S3

1

1
2"

w
1

2
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a goal by Bob Haaoard, a man of good speed.
Those on the bench, and those aJI around,
Ccmrneneed to cry out with the victory sound.
Down on the bench where the spare pucksters m lot.
Gave cheers for a goal that MelincotT got.
One wondered a bit at this wonderous lead,
Had Bowdoin a team of professional speed.
But soon round the rink the good tidings spread,
score from McCusker whom many'd thought dead.

On

261

I

Sumela

Itj

Walton

Packard

Howard

21

Totals

Totals

27 13 C7i

•

4 2*

4|

Totals

(DKE

Zeta Pal <*•>

G

5 25

It
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Hamlin
Dabney
Doh* rty

2
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6!
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Tatata
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1

1
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6

L
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I

Totals
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Chapman
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4

4

2) Garland

Totman
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1

Morant

12|Celinas
3 15

MrGrnley
1

1»
3

1

Packard
Httelton
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F
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4

Sayward
41

Neil
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He'd returned to the North in response to a

Reproductions Of

Beta (»>
Gilchrist

rri

4

M Benoit
W MeGinley

1

5;

English

X

Scull

4

Mjtlcolm
DuPlesnis

Pompeii Shown
2
4
X

Reproductions from the Rare
Book Room of PompeiLan frescoes
are currently being displayed in
the library.
DKE (10)
ATO (44)
The frescoes, although from an
G F P|
F P
Dahney
5 3 lJIWirth
3
7
artistic point of view, not repreLadd
8 1 171 Wilson
1
3
sentative of the best the ancients
Anderson
3
4 Drake
1
7
Hezelton
2 2 6| Metstrer
4
produced, are valued because of
Sayward
• a 12! McLaren
4 1R
Hamlin
1
1
6 their brightness and remarkable
3| Lantrbien
Stearn*
1
I
state of preservation.
Totals
2« 8 44
Totals
In » 44
Pompeii, once a popular resort
Kappa Sigma (80)
ATO (27)
for wealthy Romans, was located
F
G
PI
on the Bay of Naples and containCos grove
1
5, Drake
Plasse
1 UMrtwr
ed many elegant villas, an. ampitheGreenwood
1
-.Folia
atre and a zoo. The town was damWare
4 8iWirth
Bailey
2! Thurston
aged by earthquake in 60 A.D. An
Samella
41 Wood
eruption of nearby Vesuvius in 79
Dean
1
71
Robarts
1
A.*D. buried the town beneath a
"I
Shaw
1 HI
layer of ashes and pumice stone,
Totals
25 II 40
Totals
11 5 27
preserving for modern generationsAD (44)
Delta Sigma (27)
examples
of statuary',
ail paintG F
PI
D.Dyer
3> Donahue
ing and architecture. Excavation
Woodward
7 Bowler
of Pompeii was begun in 1763 and
Hale
Ph.lbin
Kowal
2 Jordan
has continued to the present time^
O'N^il
RITrussell
The examples displayed are from
Nieman
7 Rogers
Woodbury
II
the period of 30 B.C. to 50 A.D.
Messer
4|
when Roman art was considered at
L.DVer
m
.

-

4

'3

Coster
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9

U

Totman

- 0|
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Total*
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Beta

Kappa Sig
A.T.O.

18
17

D.S.

11

A.R.U.

Ind.

more,

Older and balder but a pro to the core.
And then in the middle of period two,
The visitors suddenly saw what to do.
The Gold Knights of Norwich chopped ice with such speed,
That when the scene cleared they had cut down the lead.
But then of a sudden and though Xmas was past,
A new Santa appeared though not in the cast.
He wore a striped shirt not one of the white.
His pants were coal-black and so was the night.
He Mew on the whistle and sent to the pofcey.
Rough Larry Dwight for being so plucky.
He penalized Larry for tripping a man,
And the groans of the crowd could be heard o'er the land.
And Norwich given hope by this ornery bird.
Went ahead and scored twice more in the third.

Psi V. (51)

I

G

plea.

From Deacon MacFayden, the Bowdoin M.C.
And now he was present, a White Shirt once

fr

5 33

14

.'I

I

j

So instead of a win and a better position.
The White lost 5-3 and couldn't help kiekin'.
Russ Crowell*

Idea borrowed from Clement Moore

w

I

via Jerry Mitchell

Bowdoin Sweatshirt With Zipper

2.95

Bowdoin Sweatshirt

2.45

1

Micbell
Totals
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1» 12 44!
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from Life magazine
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in Sills Hall.
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Oil
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About Life Insurance
Provident Mutual Of

G F P

2 lOICrowell

Campus Agent

GEORGE W. GRAHAM

18 It 46

Totals
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Black and White
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Other current exhibits include
Indian relics from the Burrage
F P
collection in Parker Cleaveland
2 12
2
4 Hall, and memorable photographs
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Bowdoin Muffler

its zenith.
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CONCEPTION:

IT'S
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THERE IS ?TO SANTA PtHI POCAJt sWAstS
the house
long after Christmas when all throogh
Not a creature was happy, not even a souse.
again
Norwich
to
losing
The White Bears were
And the 400 fans were silent and «jrimBowdoin had taken » 1-0 lead.

3 2T

:

Ten- SaH-

o
1
3
2
3
9
rules governing the award are as follows:
Three points for varsity letters in baseball, basketball, football, hockey, swimming,
and track, including managers' letters, in these sports.
Two points for all other letters and for assistant managers' numerals in baseball,
basketball, football, hockey, swimming and track.
One point for all other numerals.

losing streak. This in-

to take

1952-1953

Track Golf

G F P

War*
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Psi «24)

1
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r«ab
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<C7>

P

Totals
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I

Randall
Kairman

LEADING SCORER9

21
2)

1

1

St«-aberi;

BaseSki
5
4
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3

10. D.S.
11. A.T.O.
12. Ind.

next

1

8
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17

1

8
16

14

A.R.U

9.

After

game

24
25
9
17
27
18
18

(A.D.
D.K.E.)
Psi U.
T.D.

3.

key muig

bail

ball

Williams and
winning their
holiday openor, the Mules found
themselves at the bottom of a
generous

1

2
2
2
2

ATO

2.1

BasFoot- ket- Hoc- Swim-

Colby- Bowdoin game it is interesting to note that Santa wasn't too

Company.

U

Chi Psi

FINAL STANDINGS OF FRATERNITIES FOB
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3

Psi
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1

AD
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.666
.500
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1

3 Persrtta

1

C,

Marshal!

1

I

Chapman

Hathaway

VICTORIOUS IN ATHLETIC TROPHY COMPEfffiON

shot.

of

Delta Sigma

•Only players averaging more than two points a game are

ZEUS

off the

anticipation

Zeta Psi
Beta

Cosjrrove.

bench on
numerous occasions. John Libby
stole the ball away with seconds
remaining but the buzzer had already sounded before he could put

up the

Kappa Sigma

Mardock
Perkins

23

Tatafa

Chi Psi 25)

4
7|

Tyler

Morant
Garland
Koek

Pet.
1.000

Goodman
Kamsden

Nu*

Sig
!

2
3

Prutsalis

wnk

the

GeUnas

L

3
3
3
3
2
2
2

DKE

Lost 3

4,

Total Points

.

Van

W

TD
ARU

Averages
Won

Game of

T.D. (S3)

STANDINGS
Sigma Nu

r*

—

Thnrs. . Kappa Sijr vs. Stoma
Beta vs. Delta. Sin
*

Rodman
Goodfriend

-

Giynae

GOWN

MASQUE

hook and two Zambello fouls gave
the Mules a short lived lead but
.
Varsity Basketball
Bowdoin bounced back on a pair
of buckets by Day. Raymond, SiVARSI1
Field Goals
Fonts
rakides, and Zambello outscored fnatlvidual*
38
23
Kenney, Janelle, and Fraser to Golz
27
12
put tho Coombsmen on the short Janelle
Fraser
46
33
end of a 17-16 quarter which saw
Libby
29
24
fho score tied four times.
18
Day
18
The second and third quarters Kenney
13
14
moved rather slowly. Brun's and Kreider
9
8

U

Kappa

anE.

nounces

BEARINGS

Psi

PLACEMENT BUREAU NOTICE

-

For Second

NEXT WEEK'S GAMES
AD vs. Zete
ATO vs. TD
Wad. - Chi Psi vs. ARU
_ DKE vs. l»»i U

Tues.

30
51 - Beta 39
Sig 60 - ATO 27
DKE 60 - ATO 44
AD 44 - Delta Sig 27
Kappa Sig 67 - Chi Psi 20
Sigma Nu 69 - Beta 46
TD 42 - Psi U 37
ARU 52 - Zeta Psi 27

II

il

1

Three- Way Tie
-

1

a

1

POLAR

TD 53 Chi Psi 25
DKE 33 Zeta Psi

4

1

Undefeated;

LAST WEBK'S RESULTS

17

8

Gould
iBabbino

1

9

I

Benson

Mahar

•

*

!

•>

2|Clyne

2

ft

j

n

5

Scott

Syate*

(».

ft

8 IS'

5

r r

3

JMoore

Still

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

Pltilaafelphia

8

4

21
17

twenty-two. The Purple played a
good outside game hitting on a
good percentage of their long sets.
Janelle
and Ftaaer rebounded
very weU throughout the game
which kept even the hockey fans
shuffling back and forth between
the hockey rink and the gym.

The game was close all the way
even though Bowdoin was able to
salvage slight advantages at the
end of each quarter. The Coombsmen scored 32 out of 78 from the
floor while Amherst hit on 32 or
81. The difference came from the
foul line an area of the floor from
which Bowdoin hadn't been too
successful this season. The White
collected 23 while the visitors

could only get 17.

Coach Wilson

didn't completely go along with
whistle toters which was
amusing to the large audience on

the

hand.
Fraser had twenty-two and Ron
Golz regained his scoring punch to
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THEATRE
Brunswick, Maine
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Mark Stevens

— Kubelik — Chicago

$4.76
Mercury 12" Mer 50002
Sym.
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Gilbert & Sullivan Operettas
Co., featuring Martyn Greene. Each opera complete
$9.52
on 2 12" records
Mikado
Patience
Iolanthe
Gondoliers
Ruddlgore fj
Pirates of Penzance
Pinafore
and complete on one
Yeon>an or the Guard
12" record
«4.7a
Trial by Jory
Schnabel
Beethoven, Emperor Concerto, piano
Victor 12" LCT 1015
$4.**
Chicago Sym.
NBC
Toscanini
Beethoven, Sym. #5 / Sym. #8
1757 .
$4.5*
Victor 12"
Sym.
Tehaikowskv, Overture 1812 / Capriccio Italien
Boston Pops
Victor 12"
1134
Fiedler
$4.s«
Grieg, Sigurd Jorsalfar / Alfven, Swedish Rhadsody
Cincinnati Sym.
London LL 406
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MUSICAL SHOWS, MOVIES
Julius Caesar— Movie version—with Giergud— MGM
12
$3.88
Macbeth—Old Vic Company—2 Victor 12" $9.16 n
Kiss Me Kate — Movie version — MGM 12" $3.88
"

—Ford TV Show
$2.«t
— Original Broadway — Columbia
$4.7*
— Original Broadway — Decca 12"
King and
$4.68
Desert Song, Nelson Eddy — Columbia 10" AAL
Mary Martin and Ethel Merman
South Pacific
12"

.

cast

.

I

cast

lace
Benny Goodman
Columbia 12"
Benny Goodman
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Col. 12"

JAZZ
Carnegie Hall Jazz Concert

—
— Carnegie
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Jazz at Storyville—Vol.
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records
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25c packing and mailing
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2
$9.32 JJ
Hall Jazz Concert #2
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.
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Kinsey Report
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Dr. Murray Banks
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You may be

To

select flying

.

.

qualify as

eligible

an Aviation Cadet, yea

must be at least a high school graduate.
However, you will be of more value to
the Air Force if you stay in college,
graduate* and then volunteer for training. In addition, you must be between
19 and 26Vi years, unmarried, and ia

.

been trained to ,wm. You have confidence in yourself, in your feHows, and
in your plane, the fastest and safest flying equipment in the world.

good physical condition.

As an Air Force Aviation Cadet, you get

^r

the ground floor of jet aviation,
learn jet flight with the latest equipment
and best mstractors. You graduate as an

on

Win an

Air Force

Earn over
$5,000 A Year

ft

WHAT TOO DOt

Take your high school diploma or

certificate of graduation and a copy of
your birth certificate to your nearest Air

Force Bate or Recruiting Station.
out the application they give you.
af . If

Force

appfkation

is

accepted, the Air

arrange fix you to take a
exammation at government

expense.

manual aptitude

test

4. if you paui your phyjkil and other
testa, you wifl be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet traming class. The Selective

Act allows you a four-month
ckfeni*mwhdewa\rtmg class assignment

Service

$«.*•

Address

A» ffd MWC Mi* ee Ak Force tU<n»Hli»g
Or write tet AvicrHon Cadet, rtasdauurftwt,
V. $. Air Nrcu, uluuMbffled tt, D.

cover cost of

Officer.
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Send me the Schwann catalog
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•sna-

rls*

unnsai

Fill

will

physical

YOUR CHOICES ABOVE AND SEND COMPUTE ADVERTISEMENT

records

ssTansj

A

3. Next, you we be grrcn a written and

Commission

Air Force fetrtenant earning over $5,000
a year ... a man thoroughly prepared
for leadership in both military and com-

HIKI'S

many

young men who keep their hands on the
future. Train as an Aviation Cadet!

.

team, playing for the
mastery of the
highest stakes of all
Jet Age! YouTJ win too, because you've

of a

in

Q

mercial aviation. Join the

• Once behind the controls of an Air
Force jet, you leave the humdrum of
everyday life . soar far above the cares
of the crowd into a bright new future of
adventure and excitement. You're part

Name.

ckwck
the amoone of I

money order

in

$4.66

grip the wheel of an Air Force \1, your hands ore on a fast,
high flying future that leads to the top in jet aviation.

When you
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Khatchaturian, Ballet Suites, "Gayne" and "Masquerade"
Capitol 12" P 8223
$4 57

Toscanini conducts

Bach, Engbsh Suite

Your hands on the Future!

BAUfT
"Slaughter on Tenth Avenue** and other ballets
Fiedler— Boston Pops—Victor 12"
1726 $4.58

Dance from William

with

Bob Hope

News

it.

Sym.—

Subjects
——^—^—
—
————— ——Short
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We sell only brand new LPs including the famous labels, Victor, Columbia,
London, Decca and dozens of others. Two price-controlled brands, however,
Cetra and Boston. We guarantee that records will reach
we cannot discount
you in perfect condition. Return any that are damaged in transit and we'll replace
them. All prices shown are 20% below list price.
In this ad, we have listed certain records for their popularity. They'll make good
gifts for anyone except, of course, those famous people who have everything. If you want
to order from the Schwann catalog, just send us your list and deduct 20% from the total
coupon
cost of your order. If you have no catalog, check
we'H send

Carmen Excerpts

News

it

ii it

III!
.. •«

CUP THIS AO. And if you want to know why we make such a point of that
genuine 20%, here's the reason: Some advertisers claim to save you more
than 20% and then soak you for packing and mailing. Our 20% is all saving
to you. We do make a single, flat 25c charge for postage but that 25c is all we
charge whether you order one record or a hundred. Free gift wrapping, if

Brahms Concerto #2, piano
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Ida Lupinn
Joan Fontaine
Edmund O'Brien
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Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David K. Anderson '55
Amherst undergraduates watch- sea to shore are planned for the
ed a tradition fade into history re- future.
Shakespeare and Friend
cently when their administration
A recent Reuters dispatch from
cancelled plans for the 68th running of the Zephaniah Swift Moore Johannesburg, South Africa, reads,
Drinking Contest. The Decency "Two laborers named Charlie
League, sponsors of the drink-fest Chaplin and William Shakespeare
in recent years, told a reporter for were arraigned before a Johannesthe Amherst Student, "the bout burg magistrate.
derives its name from the first col"Chaplin, charged with being
lege president who reputedly walk- drunk and disorderly in a Johaned all the way to Athol (30 miles) nesburg main street at night was
in the midst of a raging blizzard fined $5.60 and told to avoid
Three-man

from each
"Shakespeare; charged with 'dishouse were to turbing the peace by shouting,
have competed swearing and screaming and makfor the original ing a noise in public,' said he was
annually provoked by people who accused
jug,
awarded to that him of throwing rubbish down a
i

drain.

League plans

for this year's rivalry
called for a period of general
drinking before the match to "set

College Culendar

Start the new year right. Send
for your copy of the latest giriy
calendar on the market and hope
you don't see a picture of your
Winter housepartics date, on it.
Three 20-year-old University of
•New Mexico juniors have left
school to market, a new calendar
featuring a co-ed a month. The
idea, born in a bull session, reached
the copyright and marketing stage
after the pictures of the scantilyclad coeds passed university censors. Wally Decket, spokesman for
the group, told an AH reporter.
"This isn't just a crazy Joe College
."
stunt
.
The trio had to convince the
parents of 11 of the 12 models who
were under 21 that the scheme was
on the up and up. Decket summed
up other official reactions like this,
"The university was tough, the coeds were a cinch, hut the censorship board
oh, brother!" (Two
deans and one student made up
this board.)
The calendar will be marketed
nationally in 1955 it present plans
.

—

out.

New

Top

5-3 To Norwich

Win

Tufts, 48-35

Channel

breastroke
saving
events,
his
strength for a strong 3rd leg of
the final relay. Bob Glover, dropping his hundred time down to a
54.9. took first places in the 50
That's the song that came to yard and 100 yard sprints and anmind when we read the following chored the winning Polar Bear reitem about the Hotel Terminus in lay.
Dijon, France. The hotel has placThe only other first places for
ed spigots in each room which pout- Bowdoin were by Clark Neill in
out not water but good red and the 150 Individual Medkjy and by
white wine. The wine is free. All Jim Williams in the gruelling
the guests have to do is to turn the quarter mile. Neill, after pulling
spigot. The hotel places no limit out in front with a strong breaston consumption. The town, 163 roke and holding Wright of Tufts
miles southeast of Paris, is located to a 2 yard lead at the backstroke
in Burgundy. I wonder what the finished strong to take a close
rates are?
first place. Williams stayed behind
Out of the Finest
Britd for twelve of the seventeen
The director of conservation for laps and then stroked his way out
the state of Indiana has issued a in front to win, by half a poo:
call to college men to return to the length.
raccoon coats so popular a generaOther point scores for Bowdoin
tion ago. The state has an over- were Ken Brigham in the 50 yard
population of the fur coated ani- and 100 yard sprints, Lloyd Willey
mals, and the hungry 'coons are in the medlay, Steve Morse in the
causing big crop losses. Hunters breastroke, Dave Pyle in the backcan't keep up with the rising num- stroke, and Ted deWinter in the
ber of raccoons. If the skins were quarter.
marketable, that is, if they could
There were no divers competing
be turned into great coats for this for Bowdoin in the meet, which
silent generation, Indiana farmers meant that Tufts was given 8
would have one less problem on points for enterihg two men. Havtheir hands.
ing no divers, puts the swimming
A second fashion note comes team 8 points down everytime it
from London where Britain's arbi- swims.
ter of men's high fashions claims
The Polar Bear'Mormen will be
that the figured silk vest has be- working out
for its two away
come too popular. The authority meets next Saturday with Boston
predicts that the fancy cummer- University at Boston, and Trinity
bunds will replace the vest on the College at Hartford.
well dressed man. If you're thinkBowdoin
swimmers
Jayvee
ing of changing you have a choice chalked up their second straight
of cummerbunds in stripes, spots, victory of the year over Edward
or even plain.
Little High School by the score oT
'

j

|

Television is replacing the slide
rule and microscopes at the Naval
Academy, at least that's the indication.
Middies will be watching
their own special shows on 21-inch
screens located in 19 different
classrooms. The present schedule
Alumni Corner
lists several 15-minute programs a
If you didn't read this in TIME in the class of 1912, yearbook ediweek featuring such intricate gadtors put this wildly unprophetic
gets as tiny transitors, vacuum or Reader's Digest:
peanut tubes and iron filings to When Alfred C. Kinsey, of Kin- line from "Hamlet" under his picdemonstrate magnetic forces for sey Report fame, graduated from ture: "Man delights not me; no,
TIME.
Lessons for South Orange (N.J.) High School- nor woman either."
electronics classes.

—

Row

Sixth In

Bowdoin Freshmen won with 22 points. Jack Eaton and
their fifth and sixth consecutive Bob Johnson also finished in the
games this season without a defeat double figures with 15 and 10
by turning back Stephens High of points, respectively. For South
Rumford last Saturday and South Portland, Duane led the scoring
with 11 points, with Pineau and
Portland High Tuesday.
The contest against Stephens Burrowes each getting ten.
The summary:
was close until the last quarter, Bowdoin
Freak (M) 'Stephens H.S. <SJ)
when the Frosh opened up with a
2! Pepin
1
S S IS
25-point barrage to win by a com- Helxel

The

that Bowdoin could muster a sustained offensive attack. The White
forward line kept well back* of
their blue line so that whenever
the center or wings got hold of
the puck they had to drive the
the length of the ice.

Norwich scored twice in both
the first and third periods and
once in the second. The visitors
had a number of very fast skaters
who could break quickly. As a result they fired at will at Goalie
"Skip" Howard, who managed to
turn back 32 of the shots. If it
were not for the able defensive
work of Larry Dwight, Dave Coe,
and Daw Rogerson the final score
would have been more lopsided.

The Polar Bears

certainly showed their lack of training and depth
in the first encounter. With only
three days' training behind them,
the White fatigued quickly, and
with only one forward line that
can play good college hockey,
the team ran out of steam. The
starting line-up for Bowdoin is
highly capable, but the quality of
the reserves except Hazzard is

yard freestyle and 200

Oh! Take me to the Promised
Land where the River Brandy
flows; Where the little Gin Rickies grow on trees and the Highballs bounce on the ground.

the proper mood."

work

Freshman Cagers

could drink the
"Fining him $$2.80, the magismost nine ounce trate said: '1 hope that this is
floated
ment.
Bob
Arwezon
glasses of beer As You Like It." "
through two easy victories in the
fastest.
the
Promised Land
220
yard

—

,

Pucksters Lose

garnered
the excellent time of 1:04.7 in the iod.
first goal driving in on a solo. The
hundred yard backstroke.
The only winners for Edwarc first line then tallied with two
quick counters. The second goal
the deficit. Bob Glover, sophomore Little High School were Dick
by Melincoff came on a fine pass
anchorman, overtook Tufts' Bill Olum with a fast time of 2:11.5 in
play, as he was set up next to the
Wright in the last few yards of the 200 yard freestyle, and St. Norwich
crease, and McCusker
the race to ice the relay and the Pierre in the 100 yard breastroke.
The Polar Cubs will face Deer- scored only a minute later.
meet for the Polar Bears with a
Then
the
roof 'fell in. The Norhome
High
at
on
Thursday
ing
and
final score of 48-35.
Under Coach Bob Miller who Andover Academy at Andover on wich pucksters controlled the play
from there on; it was only rarely
worked the team into shape last Saturday.
week the Bowdoin Swim Team
showed definite signs of improve-

City Lights.

which

White Swimmers

of the final relay the deciding factor of the meet. After Captain
Arwezon had made up 10, yards of

teams

team

1954

Overcoming a 15 yard deficit in 45 to 30. Collier and Merrill were
The Bowdoin hockey team openthe final relay, the BowOoin Mer- the only double winners of the
its season with a 5-3 loss to a
men sunk Tufts in one of the most meet. Collier, taking first in the ed
fast skating Norwich outfit.
breathtaking finishes ever staged 50 and 100 yard freestyle, turned
The White got off to a surpristimes
for
best
these
dishis
in
last
at Curtis Pool. Going into the
ing start with three quick scores
event, the score was Bowdoin 41, tances. Merrill, after an easy win
in the early part of the first perTufts 35, making the seven points in the 150 yard medley, turned in
Bob Hazzard

—

to get a jug of beer."

13,

|

GPP

GPP

Smith

'

trailing by only
point at half-time, 26-25.

themselves

one

Then the
last

roof

fell in

With Bob

period

during the
Johnson,

•

2 18 Routhier

8

8

Dowiu

I

2

7
4

3 17iBoudreau
1
91 Petrie

1

•

5

3 13! Orino

21

1

Fallon

Richards

I
3

Pi

3

Perkins
Abbott

1

lt IS S3
Total.
Total*
IS II 44
Referees: Lee. Croaier. Time: 4-S».

The third canto was fairly even Bowdoin
as both teams practically match- Helsel
Fraeer
ed each other point for point. Ste- Johnson
picked up a two-point Bennett
phens
spread at the end of. the third per- Drenxek
iod.

•

Taylor

0|

fortable margin. At the end of the Johnson
first quarter, the Rumford play- Wuhart.
Kraeer
ers were ahead 16-8, mainly on Drenxek
the shooting of Pete Pepin and Bennett
Danny Orino. Bowdoin kept whit- Eaton
tling away at the deficit during
the second quarter, and found

Freeh (S«>

I

So.

Portland (43)

GPP
33

G P PI
2 151 Tracy
4
1

1

3

1

1

Sawyer
Smart

3

10
7
2

S 16

5

14 11 43

Totals

20 14 S<

Totals

3 11
2 10

O^Burrowee

(i

Hunter
Wishart
Smith
Eaton

•

• 22! Duane
2 10! Pineau

8

Tom

Fraser, and Jack Eaton paving the way, the Frosh quickly
opened up a comfortable lead and
won by eleven points, 64-53.

Morrell

And Walsh

Topping the scoring for the
Attend
Bowdoin Frosh were Johnson, who
was high for the game with 18 Meeting
In Cincinnati
points, Fraser with 17 points, and
Eaton with a total of 13 tallies.
Athletic Director Mai Morrell
Pepin was the only Stephen eager and Football Coach Adam Walsh
to reach double figures as he led
of Bowdoin attended meetings of
Although Dwight and Coe play- the scoring for his team with 15 the National Collegiate Athletic
ed practically the entire game, points.
and the American
Association
Frosh Stop So. Portland, 56-48
they provided a very effective deFootball Coaches Association the
The Polar Cubs managed to turn week of January 6. The sessions
fense for Howard. Except for
without
too
Portland
South
screening
Howard occasionally, back
were held through Friday in Cinthe defense played a fine game. On much trouble as they drew away cinnati, Ohio.
at least two Norwich goals How- in the second half to post their
Morrell is attending as a memard never saw the disc enter the sixth straight win.
ber of the executive committee ot
The Frosh were trailing by the College Committee of the
cage, and his services were outstanding
considering the
poor three at the first quarter mark NCAA. This committee is designed
Dava Pyle is shown above in the 200-yard backstroke, in which he arena lighting and his constantly but managed to garner a three to give the smaller colleges of the
placed second. In all, the Bowdoin swimmers took seven first places having the opponents in front of point lead at the half. A 17-point Association,
such as Bowdoin,
output in the third quarter put
in defeating Tufts, 48-35.
photo by ChrUtie '65 him.
greater representation on all comBowdoin out in front by twelve
NCAA.

NCAA And AFCA

substandard. With the first two
lines on the ice for all but five
minutes their speed was cut down
considerably as time progressed,
and a scoring punch was lacking
in the third period.

the last

ROTC RIFLE TEAM BEGINS SEASON

period.

mittees of the

at the start of
Walsh is chairman of the Public
South Portland couldn't overcome Relations
the
of
Committee
this lead and were able to pick up
AFCA. He also was the featured
The Bowdoin ROTC Rifle Team nouncement today by Lt. Col. Will was invented in France in 1782.
Cubs
in the
the
on
one
point
only
speaker at a meeting of the Clehas just completed firing. in the R. Winfrey, .in charge of the
John Bunyan wrote "Pilgrim's final frame.
William Randolph Hearst Rifle ROTC unit at Bowdoin. Sixteen Progress" while in prison.
veland Bowdoin Club on Monday
Bill Fraser led the Freshmen
Competition, according to an' an- hundred teams throughout the
night.
United States participated in this
yard medley relay Won by Tufts (HarIt

is

believed

that the balloon

.

nuo

:

Time 3:21
Arwezon IB);
Williams (B) Time
2:32
50 yard freestyle: 1, Glover (B): 2. lir'inham (B) ". Titus (T). Time- 24.9
150 yard medley swim: I. Neill (B): 2.
Wrinht <T> 3. Willey (B>. Time 1:47.8
McCurdy (T).
2,
Divinu: 1. O'Neil (T)
220

rison, lloylr. Arnold)
yard free-tvle: I,

Simmonds (T)

;

competition.

Members

'-'.

8,

:

:

:

Winner's Point",
100 yard freestyle:

B1.66
1. Glover IB): 2. Arnold (T)
3. Hriithani iB). Time .".4.9
2.
200 yard baekslroke: 1. Connolly (T)
3. Harrison (T). Time J II
Pyle (B)
tOO \:ird breaatatroke : I, Aiwiwn iB):
2. Hovle (T)
3. Morse <B>. Time 2:16.3
440 freestyle: 1. Williams IB): 2. Brito
3. DeWinter (U). Time B:23.
(T)
400 yard relay: Won by Bowdoin (Neill.
Courteol, Arwezon, Glover). Time 3:55.3
:

:

:

:

:

:

of

the

team include

Karl M. Pearson, Jr., captain;
Robert
K. Windsor,
manager;
Henry M. Britt, Francis H. Taggart, G. Frederick Lombard, John
C. Brewer, Roswell Moore, Jr.,
Philip K. Russell, Arthur R. Chavonelle, David Dott, Richard Nason, Arnold Goldman and Howard
C. Jacobsen. M/Sgt. Clifford L.
Keasling, U.S.
the team.

To Bowdoin Men

Outfitters

Army, supervises

Tfal&coaC fwi-HiMt ptouiiofjr

BENOIT SPORT COATS
Chesterfield
is

REDUCED TO $22 and $33

the

cigarette in America's colleges
.*a*«"v^

H&&HS11

for the

FIFTH straight Year

Again, in 1953, they've

made

26

COATS

Were

29.50

NOW

22.00

SAVE 25%

2

COATS

Were

32.50

NOW

22.00

SAVE 32%

28

COATS

Were

35.00

NOW

22.00

SAVE 37%

24

COATS

Were

45.00

NOW

33.00

SAVE 26%

2

COATS

Were

55.00

NOW

33.00

SAVE 40%

a survey audit

more than 800 co-ops and
from coast to coast. And again,
Chesterfield tops 'em all.

of actual sales in

campus

stores

Only Chesterfield gives you proof of highest
— low nicotine. Proof that comes from
actual "tobacco tests" in which all six leading
brands were chemically analyzed.
quality

Check Size Scale For Your

Size

$2/ity0rrnO
SIZE

SCALE
Regulars

1

Shorts

Longs
Chesterfield's Perry

the

Top Tunes on TV

Como Show.

All

36

37

38

1

1

12

1

4
3

1

Extra Long

— Now on Radio.

30
14
9
3
2

|

40
4
4

41

3

1

42
7

1

44
2

I

|

46
2

1

1

1

2

j

1

1

1

i

1

|

|

1

TV-CBS Network— Radio-Mutual
Network.

There's a Benoit charge account to meet your needs.

account

—

or the

'

Regular 30-day

j-a-month account which allows you 90 days

in

which to

take advantage of these big savings.
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Pray For Peace

Phone 200
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Nine Fraternity

Chosen, More Elections

NUMBER

20,|1954

18

Administration Abolishes Quests, Paddling; Stops
'Other Hazing Or Initiation Activities' Causing

VmjsKiSSUfiit
ROTC

Unit to serve as an AssistNine of Bowdoins fraternities have elected their officers for the
spring semester; those houses which have not yet completed their ant Professor of Military Science
elections will do so tonight.
and Tactics.
Delta
Alpha
newly
follows:
chosen
presidents
is
of
as
The list
native of Uniontown, Pa., he
Phi, James A. Cook '54; Psi Upsilon, Robert Pillsbury '54; Chi Psi, graduated from the Uniontown
Peter B. Powell '54; Zeta Psi, Michael J. McCabe '54; Kappa Sigma. Senior High School in 1932 and
Robert E. Boyle Jr. '54; Beta Theta Pi, Camille F. Sarrauf '55; Alpha
Lehigh University in 1936,
Rho Upsilon. Jerome B. Gracey '55; Delta Sigma, James W. Stagnone from
major in
receiving his B.A.
'54.
Frank
|

A

and Sigma Nu.

Vecella
Camille F. Sarrauf '55 is the the ROTC, Cook was the Treasurer
Junior
newly-elected president of Beta of the A.D. house in his
Theta Pi Fraternity. The Beta's year.
Robert E. Cleaves IH '54 was
also elected David S. Hamilton
fraternity Vice-Presi'55, vice president; Paul D. Potter elected the
dent for the Spring Semester.
*55, treasurer; Ellsworth B. Clark
the manager of the
'56, corresponding secretary; Jack Cleaves is
team
and was the photog'track
W. Swenson '55, recording secrerapher for the Bugle last year. He
'55;

J.

tary.
Filling other posts

W. Rick

'56,

C. Wilkins

is

are Walter
steward; Frederick

'56,

librarian;

a graduate of Hebron Academy.

Two Secretaries
Elected to the position of fra-

Thomas

Student Council ternity Recording Secretary was
George I. Rockwood '5% He is a
I. Kingsbury,
graduate of Phillips Andwer AcadJr. '57, Student Union representaemy and is an Assistant News Editive; John J. Manning '57, White
Key representative; and Robert tor of the ORIENT. Rockwood is
staff of the Bowdoin Alpha
A. Keay, rushing chairman and on the
Delt and he was a member of the
alumni secretary.
Sarrauf has been active in Sailing Club his Freshman year.
J.

Kane,

Jr.

'55,

representative; Paul

Masque and Gown

activities

He

for

Chairman

was elected

On

for his fraternity.

He

is

ROTC

Joins

Friday evening,

r

.

Continued on Page 4 ]
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Dramatic Club Picks
Presents
Slhfl
W rU
Plav TfHlidht
MiaW
J UHUglll

Officers;

'

c*GiSon l4

1

McCabe has been on the varsity
team and is a former presl-

'

track

being planned night.
;

j

Z^iSS^TSJSTSt
am M and Richard

is

by the Student Union Committee
The A.D.'s will have a dance
and will supplement the various band Saturday night and two parparties at the respective fraterni- ties on Friday and Saturday afterties. The dance, which begins at 9 noon are on the Alpha Delta Phi
p.m. and runs until 1 a.m., features agenda The jazz band will form
Charlie Spivak and his orchestra. two to four-thirty on Saturday afEach house will send its house ternoon. The services of Ollie
queen to the Sargent Gymnasium Sawyer of Portland have been enthat night' in hopes that she will gaged for Saturday night.
be chosen from among the candlPolar Bear Five to Play
dates as the houseparty queen. At
The Psi U house will have a
this time the winner will be pre- roller skating party Saturday afchairsented with a cup by the
ternoon from two to five. Jimmy
man of the Student Union Com- Hanson's band xwill entertain the
mittee. Director, Art Grove, has group from nine till one.
announced that the MeddiebempThe T.D. House has opened its
sters will entertain the dancers at house for the Polar Bear Five
approximately 11:00 p.m.
from 7 until 9 p.m. A dance band
Hockey Game Scheduled
will play immediately after the
The Bowdoin hockey team will jazz band. A skating party has
act as hosts to the University of been tentatively planned for SunNew Hampshire hockey team Fri- day afternoon.
day afternoon at two-thirty. This
Kappa Sigma will hold two
will be the first of two games this cocktail parties, one Friday afterweekend. The second will be play- noon and one Saturday afternoon.
ed against Amherst Saturday eve- A Dance band has been arranged

J

[

Sat-

Winter Houseparties. are against Williams.
A multitude of activities have The Deke House is planning its
been scheduled by both the Col- usual party and banquet Friday
fraternities night, and a skating party is planlege and individual
throughout the entire weekend.
ned for Saturday afternoon. There
The formal, which will be held will be a dance band Saturday

Staff

years.

"56,

historian; Henry J. Starr '55, Stu-|
dent Curriculum Committee rep-

various invited faculty.

urday afternoon the undergraduates have a choice of attending
either a basketball game or a
swimming meet, both of which

frivolities of

ber from the A.D. house, replacing
David S. Rogerson '54, is Bruce N. Cooper '54. A
graduate of the Kings School,
Cooper is the Business Manager of
the ORIENT and a member of the
Bowdoin Publishing Co. Cooper is
a member of the ROTC and has
been on the Track Team for three

Zeta Psi elected Michael J. Mc'54 House President on Jan13. Other officers chosen at
that time were David K. Hutchins '55, vice president; Charles E.
Orcutt "54, recording secretary;
Paul DuBrule '56, corresponding

the weekend of the twelfth, and

and fourteenth of Feb*
ruary approximately 550 female
guests are expected to grace the
campus to partake in the carefree
thirteenth,

retiring President

Cabe

Adams

Jr. '55

a graduate of the Loomis School in
Windsor, Conn.
The new Student Council mem-

uary

T.

ROTC

Spivak Band, Fraternity Dances Students Register Surprise, Rejection;
To Highlight Winter Houseparties Special Meeting Called; Riot Attempted

to the position of fraternity Cor- Divisions, and later moved to Marresponding Secretary. Anwyll, who seilles where he was Port Transis a pre-medical student, is a News portation Officer.
In February of 1946 he was again
Editor on the ORIENT staff. He
is the Editor of the Bowdoin Alpha a civilian, and again worked in the
Delt and the Social Committee family concern.

McCabe '54 Chosen To
Head Zeta Psi This Term

Raymond

in the

James Anwyll

the past three years and has won
the Lockwood Fairbanks Prize in
public speaking as a freshman. He
is on the staff of W.B.O.A., and is
a member of the Interfraternity
Debating Council. He has also
been quite active in interfraternity athletics, and this year captains the Beta basketball squad.

secretary;

is

Possible IfhysicalHarmOrDamageToCollege

A

Business Administration, he was
also a Second Lieutenant in the
Infantry Reserve, and after graduation he took a Course in Command at the General Staff College
at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
He worked for his family in
Athens, Ohio, and later was with
the May Co. in Denver, and served
two years with the Civilian Conservation Corps.
He began active duty with the
Army in June, 1942, and was sent
to Great Britain with the First
Amphibious Brigade. He was later
Oran,
Algeria,
transferred
to
where he was concerned with the
movement of cargo in and out of
the port until January of 1945.
He then was transferred to
France where he established a
Depot in Leon to outfit the French

Th e annual meeting of the
dent of the Bowdoin Christian Association. He has held the House Masque and Gown was held in the
Supreme Moulton Union lounge on Monof
secretary,
offices
Council Member, and Curriculum day. January 18, in order to elect
Committee representative. A pre- the officers for the spring semes|

PLACEMENT BUREAU NOTICE
students anticipating a
address either on
of
off campus should advise the office of the Placement
Bureau. Any student who has
recently made a change and has
not notified the Placement Bureau should do so at once. It is
important for the campus housing records and the Bursar's office. Change of address will not
be considered official unless the
All

change

campus or

Photo By Gaston

tcr.

med

student, he will attend Yale
CoL G. B. Stern
1954.
Medical School next year.
The officers chosen were CamVice-President Hutchins played
September of 1948 saw him with
Neil
Sarrauf,
President,
ille
F.
freshman football besides being
the Second Army, Transportation
active In interfraternity sports. Alter. Secretary, Robert C. Haw- Section, concerned with ROTC afOrcutt has been president of the ley, Production Advisor, Donald fairs. He was sent to Fort Knox,
Debating Council. House Corres- M. Brewer, Senior Member at Ky., to serve as Port Transportaponding Secretary, and at present Large, and John D. Gignac, as tion Officer.
vice president of the Student Production Manager. All are jun
is
In September of 1951 he was
Council. DuBrule is a James Bow- iors. The two sophomores elected transferred to Korea, where he
doin Scholar. B.O.T.A. announcer, were Willis H. Durst, Jr., as Pub- was the Executive Officer to the
licity Manager and William Bees- Transportation Offices
and debater.
in I CORPS.
son. Ill, as the Junior Member at In May. 1952, he went to
Japan to
Large.
be Transportation Advisor to the
Cook Elected
the
It was also announced that
National Security Force, which
President; Cleaves V.P.
first production of G. B. Shaw's was
the Japanese Defense Force
James A. Cook '54 was elected "Misalliance" will be held in Mem- organized by the Japanese for their
President of the Alpha Delta Phi orial Hall tonight at 7:30. This own protection.
In November,
fraternity in last Wednesday eve- first performance will give the 1952, he joined the Second Major
students of the college an oppor- Transportation Port at
ning's house meeting.
Yokahama
Cook, who has been captain of tunity to sec the play in order that as Pi>rt Transportation Officer.
the Golf Team for the past two they may decide whether or not
Colonel Stern lives with his wife
would like to take their Barbara and two-months-old son,
years, is a graduate of Shady Side they
Academy in Pittsburgh, Pa. He is dates to see it during the Winter Lee George, at 97 Spring Street in
also an Assistant Business Mana- Houseparties week-end.
Brunswick. He likes the country
One Act Plays
ger of the ORIENT. A member of
down here in Maine, for he feels
President William A. Hoffman right at home, having
camped here
also announced the winners of the in the summer
as a boy.
Notice
One Act Play Contest. There were
A Navy Aviation Cadet Procure- nine plays submitted this year.
ment team will visit Bowdoin on William Beeson, III took first hon- Springfield College
January 21 to discuss the Navy's ors by having two plays, "Dark
Aviation Cadet program with in- Ladles" and "The Man Who Was
Give
terested students.
Out to Lunch", selected for proThe program Is open to young duction. The other two plays seIn Brunswick
men between the ages of 18 and lected for production were "But
The Springfield College gym
25 who have completed at least of These Three", by Donald M. team will give
two exhibition pertwo years or sixty semester hours Brewer, and Allen Hethcrington's formances at the
Brunswick Reccollege
or
uniat an accredited
"The Sign".
reation Center on Friday, January
(Continued on Page 4)
versity, and arc unmarried.

Lt

New AD

Team To

Gym

Show

College Governing

Orient Notice

Boards Will Vote

Dean
There will be an important
meeting of the entire ORIENT
staff at 7:00 p.m M Thursday, Feb- ten-thirty

22.

Bugle Editor Robert

C.

The
Burr '55 second

Announces Change Of Publishers
Under the editorship of Robert Apollonio '55; Alpha Rho Upsilon,
Burr '55, the 1954 Bowdoin Philip A. Welncr '55; Delta Sigma,
Bugle, which will be published by T. Ellis McKlnney '54; IndependBradbury, Styles and O'Neil, of ents, Thomas L. Spencc '57.
Will Resemble '53 Issue
New York, instead of the Stobbs
The book will follow the form of
Press of Worcester, Mass., is expected to be ready on Ivy Week last year's, with a general theme of
three seasons. Emphasis will again
end.
The decision to change publish- be placed on concicc write-ups, and
One
ers was chiefly because of the fact more pictures and cartoons.
of faculty
that Bradbury, Sayles and O'Neil new feature is a new set
pictures, which was badly needed,
will be less expensive than Stobbs
since many of the old photos were
Press, who did the printing last
very outdated. The fraternity and
year, while still maintaining the^

C

high quality of former "Bugles".
Also, Bradbury will take care of
both the publishing and the photographic parts of the book, where
these two functions formerly had
to be separated.
This year the fraternity representatives were chosen by the
Bugle staff, instead of being elected by the separate houses, thus assuring the yearbook of having capable men to do the job. The representatives are: Alpha Delta Phi,
Warren A. Sleslnger '56; Psi Upsilon, Lloyd O. Bishop '55; Chi Psi.

Carl S. Tschantre

'55;

Delta Kappa

activity pictures will probably be

taken the week after Winter
Houseparties.
Two new additions to the Bugle

have been announced. Thomas W. Joy '54 is the new Circulation Manager, and Charles S.
staff

first performance will be at
3:45 p.m. at $.90 a ticket, and the
performance at 8:15 p.m.
at $1.20 a ticket, tax included.
The exhibition is sponsored by the

Brunswick Rotary Club through
the recreation center. Pryeeds
are to be used for community service projects.

The gym team
nationally

is

famous both

and

internationally.
The show itself consists of several
aspects of gymnastics. First is apparatus work involving parallel
bars, side horses, the spring board,
and tarapline. Next is tumbling,

sight.

Coach of the Springfield team

Christie '55 the Assistant Photo- is Leslie J. Judd of the athletic department at Springfield College.
graphic Editor.
Faculty Advisors are Assistant Mr. Judd is the former trainer-diProfessor Richard L. Chittim, rector for the world-famous Ice
Mr. Arthur L. Greason and Mr. Capades. His reputation as a
Kenneth G. Ainsworth.
coach and trainer has earned him
much praise during the past few
years. The team has travelled
abroad and throughout the counLarge Prize

Offered

Epsilon, James L. Doherty '55;
Theta Delta Chi, John O. Kaler Photo Contest Winners'
'54; Zeta Psi, William C. Hays '55;
The Bowdoin Camera Club will
Kappa Sigma, Joseph J. Tecce '55; hold a photographic contest during
Beta Theta Pi, James F. Wilson Winter House Party Weekend,
'54; Sigma Nu, Frank J. Vecella February 14.
(Continued on Page 4)
'54; Alpha Tau Omega, Spencer

try.

Tickets for the two performances are on sale at the athletic
from Bill Morgan. Director
Mai Morrell urges all interested
undergraduates
to
attend the
show as a worthwhile and enteroffice

taining project.

ruary 11, in \he ORIENT office
the basement of Moore Hall.
will be most welcome.
There are positions open in every
department, especially news and

regulations are

now

3.

initiation

activities

which

were persuaded by the dean and several students to break up
and go home. Dean Kendrick told the throng that the students
would have ample opportunity to discuss the problem with administration officials.
He said he was convinced that the students did not want to do anything which would be detrimental

the.

^y

The hazing question arouse last fall when several students
published a report in the ORIENT designed to persuade the
students as a whole to meet the administration half-way on the
in an attempt to clarify
specific question of quests.
position of the administrative

N. C. Kendrick

committee's actions in passing the
recent hazing restrictions.
With Douglas Reid '54 moderating the discussion, Dean Kendrick
that the action was a long
sports writing. Advancement to stated
more responsible positions will be time in coming, and that the adcommittee had felt
rapid for those who show interest ministrative
that the students were given ample
arid ability.
time with which to come up with
in

New men

Sunday Chapel Speaker' International living
Gives His Reflections

Expert Will Address

About God's Purposes

Chapel Goers Soon

The Reverend George M. Hooten

Gordon Boyce. Director of the

their own proposals. He empha- '47 spoke in chapel Sunday on Experiment
in International Livsized that -the final word by the "What Some People Expect From ing, will
speak in Chapel Tuesday,
committee was held off until the Being Good."
February 9.
Student Council issued their final
Rev. Hooten, besides being a
The topic of Mr. Boyce's speech
The United States Civil Service statement last week. The Dean also Bowdoin
graduate, graduated from hasn't been determined, but it is
Commission has announced a new said that the restriction on padthe Bangor Theological Seminary hoped that he will discuss his acElementary Teacher examination dling was aimed primarily at the
and
formerly was the pastor of the tivities
with the organization.
positions in' Indian exception which often brings misfilling
for
Congregational Church in Yar- Tuesday afternoon Mr. Boyce will
Schools throughout the Unitea fortune. He concluded by saying
mouth. Since 1948, Rev. Hooten speak with students in the MoulStates and in Alaska. The salary that the joint student-faculty jurishas been the pastor of the Frank- ton Union.
is $3,410 a year.
diction committee would be a tem- lin Street Congregational Church
The Experiment was' organized
porary one, set up only when need- in Manchester, N.H.
to promote international undered.
Rev. Hooten said that one of standing, and thus it directs .its

Notice

By Franklin G Davis
.

The name "Anna" was taken
rhythmic dancing and team drill.
Judo and ju-jitsu form a third from "Anna Lytics" which was
phase of gymnastics to be present- the nickname for the textbook used in the mathematics course that
ed, with the high bar and tableau
work completing the show. For all sophomores were required to
the tableau, the team paints their take (unless they elected Greek).
bodies in gold, and with the lights This course was so tough and the
dimmed, make an interesting joy and relief of passing it was so

2.

Quests are abolished.
Paddling is abolished.
Any other hazing or

to the College.

Anna Stone Is Tribute
To Bygone Ceremonial
Even the most casual campus
stroller has probably noticed the
stone near Massachusetts Hall
that bears the inscription "Anna
77." To find the reason for this
headstone, one must trace back
about 80 years when college stu*
dents were considered to be "of a
strange sort" and odd tales came
forth from behind the ivy-covered
walls of the Eastern colleges.
Back in the second half of the
nineteeth century, most of the
existing colleges had some customs or traditions that seem very
weird to the student of today. One
of Bowdoin 's more well
known
ceremonies was that held annually in honor of "Anna Lytics."
Despite what some rumors say,
Anna was not the wife of one or
the college's first presidents, nor
was she a beloved maid in one of
the dormitories.

1.

Students Attempt Riot

cided.

Degrees In February

in the Student Council

in effect:

Late Monday night the chapel bells were rung and a fairly
large number of students gathered in front of the chapel. They
started to march toward President James S. Coles' home, but

the

process of making arrangements
for their respective fraternity parties during the weekend, but as
yet plans have not been finally de-

The Governing Boards of Bowdoin College will meet here on
February 5 and 6 to carry out the
business of the college.
While degrees earned in courses
will be voted at the February
meetings, no Commencement exercises will be held, as the number
of men concerned is very small.
Men whose degrees are voted will
be invited to participate in the
regular Commencement exercises
in June, and to receive their diplomas at that time.
Reception at Union
On Friday afternoon, February 5,
there will be an informal reception at the Moulton Union at which
members of the faculty may meet
the trustees.

of the Faculty Administrative Committee, an-

Monday, the following College

Word

|

I

last

To

for later in the evening.

other houses are in

meeting

manifestly involve danger of physical injury or
damage to the reputation of the College are forbidden.
4. Within the above limits, for the observance of
which individuals and groups will be held responPlacement Bureau is notified.
sible, rules and suggestions regarding hazing or
Please give new address and
initiation activities are referred to a Joint Facultyexact date.
student Committee composed of three members
I
of .the Administrative Committee of the Faculty
and three students appointed by the Student
Dean Tries
Clarify
Council.
Hazing Rules Muddle
House Presidents Meet
Monday evening the fraternity presidents and several
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick other students, among them some members of the
Student Counspoke over WBOA last evening at
cil, held an informal meeting at the Psi U house to discuss the
consequences of the above regulations.
It was decided that
Delivers Final
the administration should definitely clarify the meaning of the
third section of the new rules.
They interpreted the fourth
section as meaning that a tie vote in the proposed committee,
barring a harmonious decision, would be sent to the dean for a
final ruling.
An informal committee of four was selected to
discuss with the administration the clarification of the third section.
The group felt that a student could unwittingly violate this
ruling because the phraseology is too general.
Members of the
committee are Robert W. Pillsbury '54, James A. Cook "54,
Paul P. Brountas '54 and Michael James McCabe *54.

ning at seven-thirty.
Friday before the dance virtually every fraternity on campus has
planned a formal cocktail party
followed by a formal banquet. At
this time the houses provide food
and drink for the brothers, dates

Many

By a vote

nounced by Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick

Pres. Coles Attends
Cincinnati lib. Arts

Finance Convention

'54

sion was formed and took up its
solemn march to the Old Oak, followed by crowds of awe-struck
Freshmen and "Yaggers."
"The literary exercises consisted of an eulogy and an elegy,
which were well suited to the occasion and accompanied by frequent groans and sobs from the
assembled mourners. The procession then marched to the funeral
pyre, where the "Lamentation"
was delivered and appropriate
songs were sung. The pyre was
then lighted, and amid the wild,
unearthly yells of her followers,
the remains of Anna were hastily
devoured by the flames."
After this ceremony, the class
retired to Lemont Hall for a supper. Here appropriate toasts were

and responded to. Programs were printed for the entire
offered

but since only 100 of these
existed this particular year they
vrore very scarce and the object
of much bartering. The following
affair,

song

is

reprinted

from

one

of

those programs.

(To be sung
upon ar-\'"mj it tr.»» prye)
Concrematto Ansae Lytlcorucn

great that the students celebrated
"Pleycl's Hymn
AIR
the end of the year by holding a.
funeral for the books.
Lurid red, the torch's ray.
The following passage is taken Gleaming across our midnight
from the Bowdoin Orient of July
way.
14. 1875:
As with songs and dirges sad.
• "On
Tuesday night. June 29th, Mourn we "Anna Lytics" dead.
the class of "77 assembled for the
performance of the last solemn Hushed is now the busy world.
rites and ceremonies in honor of And
day's bright banner
the
their deceased friend, Anna Lyfurked;
tics.
Weeping Sophomores, draw near!
"The terrible anxiety which See our "Anna" on her bier.
they had felt for her welfare dur•
ing her last illness of two' long When the greedy flame shall eat
weeks, was now at an end, and Coffin, pall, and winding sheet,
the reaction that followed was pe- Still we'll chant our solemn lays,
culiar in its nature and effects.
Mindful of her pristine days.
"At half-past nine the proces(Continued on Page 4)

the most unfortunate types of
people with whom he has to deal
are those who fail to realize that
being good does not assure them of
having an easy life. "Many people,"
said Rev. Hooten, "come to me. not
because they have troubles but
because they do not understand
why they are justified in having

Bowdoin's President James
Stacy Coles met with college presidents from all over the country to troubles."

discuss the financing of liberal edRefused Loan
ucation at the fortieth annual
Rev. Hooten gave as an example
meeting of the Association of
American Colleges January 13 and a good churchgoing man who was
very troubled and upset because
14 at Cincinnati, Ohio.
The major discussions centered he had been refused a loan at one
around ways of getting support of the principal banks in Manchester. Five of the men working
from alumni and business men.
at this bank attended this man's
Hammarskjoid Speaks
Some of the most notable talks church and knew him personally.
were given by President Rosemary But he was still refused a loan.
Park of Connecticut College; Dag The man told Rev. Hooten that if
Hammarskjoid, Secretary (General that was all it profited a man by
being a Christian, he ought to quit
of the United Nations; President
Wilson
Compton, Council for going to church.

1

,,

Rev. Hooten pointed out that
Financial Aid to Education, who
gave business' point of view; and many people have the same attirTesident Dean Rusk, Rockefeller tude as this man. "We have no
right
in assuming this attitude.
Foundation.
Two days previous, January 10- Certainly, there is nothing in the
12, President Coles attended the New Testament which would supDistrict I conference of the Ameri- port this view. Christ came into
can Alumni Council at Northamp- the world not to make life easier
ton, Mass.
The purpose of this but to make men great."
meeting, attended by alumni secMany people wonder why many
retaries and others from New Eng- other "good" people have to suffer
land colleges, was to discuss how from illness and suffering. Mothers
to make the besf type of alumni wonder why it had to be her son
organization for both the alumni that had to die in Korea. "If we
and the colleges.
want to be Christians in the true

Coles Participates In Panel
sense of the word we must transPresident Coles participated in a mute our small, petty desires into
Presidential Panel on January 12, God's desires." In America, today,
discussing the topic, "Undergradu- there are too many goals towards
ates four years, alumni for fifty." an easier life. The central symbol of
Other panel members were Presi- Christianity is not an easy life but
dent Charles Cole of Amherst; the Cross on which Christ died.
Mrs. Gregory May, Academic Dean This Cross represents a good, and
of Wheaton College; and Presi- sometimes very hard, life.
dent Benjamin F. Wright, Smith
College.

Seward

J.

Marsh

'12,

Alumni

attention to encouraging student
exchanges, especially if the student lives with a foreign family.

Formed

In 1952

In 1932 the Experiment was
formed by a Vermont man, Donald
B. Watt. His theory is that a per-

son has to

live in a country for at

two months to begin to understand it. Mr. Watt's plan is
based on the assumption that
least

"whether In the United States,
Columbia or Denmark, 'foieigner'
disappears from the Experimenter's vocabulary. Each one understands and tries to correct misconceptions of his country spread
abroad by films, magazines and
hotel-hopping tourists. He learns
language and
the seriousness
thought barriers at the same time
that he enjoys the satisfaction of
conversing with the *man in the
street' of Mexico City, Florence or
<...'

New

York."

Famous UFE Photos
Now On Exhibition
In Classroom Building

Now on exhibit in Sills Hall are
over sixty photographs from "Life"
magazine.
The showing is sponsored by the
American Federation of Arts, with
headquarters at New
N.Y. Many of the picare concerned with people

exhibition

York
tures

28,

and prominent

personalities,

subject matter ranges from

but

war

to

sports, or from African tribesmen
to modern industry. The exhibition
is intended to show the photographic journalism practiced by
"Life" in the past fifteen years.
cross section of the quality,

A

range and scope of the work done
by the "Life" staff photographers,
or those on special assignment, is
presented. Among the prominent
meeting was the differences and photographers whose work is
similarities between the under- shown are: Alfred Eiscnstaedt,
graduates and alumni and how to Eric Shaal, Ralph Crane, Andreas
keep graduates' interests in their Feninger, Thomas D. McAvoy and

Secretary of Bowdoin and President of the American Alumni
Council, spoke to the conference
on January 10.
The theme running through this school high.

Carl Mydans.

)
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wide open

meaning of favorable
This clause must be more accuratelest an individual or a fraternity break

to the micoostruction of the

Manager
Harold R. Beacham, Jr.^56 and unfavorable incidents.

'55

ly define/1

Business Assistants

Harry G. Carpenter

new

law. which for all practical purpose* goea
into immediate effect, is not complete.
The third clause is

True, the

C. Richard Thurston '54
Circulation

'54

Advertising Manager

Peter M. Pimie

Mr. Anderson's editorial appears to me to mirror the
what hasty and irrational opinions and reflections o£ the student
body as a whole- It may not be good editorial pokey to paint
side by aide two conflicting view* by two members of the editorial staff, but in this case ft seems important that both sides of
the hazing legislation be examined.
Unable to use the infamous "Editorial WE", 1 am thexefore forced to rely on an "Editorial I" for the purposes of this,
"1" am not, from the beginthe presentation of nay opinion.
ning, an "administrative tool", nor am i a blind sympathizer
to dictatorial and tyrannical government by the administration.
However, after much deliberation and- consideration of all
aspects of the new legislation, and of the problems it has at'
tempted to solve, I offer my observations to the readers of the
,

Carroll E. Pennell '56

Edward N. Cotter

James

Jr. '55

Sne»""» Iff

News

'56

M

Frank'in O. Davis

John M.

wmmtm

.

David H. Dott

'57

'57

and

clarified,

rules without his or their

Pet er F. Gass '57

knowledge.

We

must have a con-

and what

crete set of rules pointing out what's allowed

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

is for-

bidden.
These rules, I believe, should be the product of a
.... Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor James A. Storer
Bruce N. Cooper '54, Albert F. LUley '54, Wallace R. Harper, compromise between the administration and the students. AlCharles Ranlett '54.
ready a seven-man student committee is at work on their sugunutNTio ran national adtistiiino a*
gestions for clarification.
National Advertuung Service, Inc.
College Publtihtrj RtpnuntatM
The argument that the new legislation comes as a comNFW YORK, N. "Y.
420 MADISON AVE.
Caucaoo Boston Los Angela - San Ybancisoo
pletely underhanded conspiratory movement by the administraI*ubli.h*d w*ekl y when claascs are held durinr the Fall and Sprin* SwieiUr ft*
tion
holds
little water.
The issue brought before the students
"*
nU of Bow oin Collefc. Addre.i news communication* to the Editor and »ob-

Directors

Jr. '55,

-

-

fe

20,

1954

ADMIN PERS: I have spoke. dents whe enter on tippy-toe and
(INDICATES OFF LEFT) See to proceed to play a quiet game of

1W

Met ft

Hopscotch around the bench which
Yes. Boss (Exits off is still there too We can no longwith the boys, kicking and er see the caterpillar, but we must
remember him because he was
screaming. He chuckles.)
(Well, somebody ha* to to it)
CHU & BUT TOGETHER: Oh probably Freudian Symbolism for
Farewell to Qualms
As the curtain
Stirrhjf prams of Today's Flaming
no, the Frats ... Oh no the Frats something.
College Youth
falls, we hear the tittle Acorns
etc.
?toeir Me and problems
ADMIN PERS: (Stands looking dropping from the off left Oak. the
py F. Cllve Wtz-erp
disconsolately
on the
Ivy
rustling
chuckling
paternally.
after them
(As the curtain rises, we
the
Administration Person: Stop
He the turns back to go into the walls, and the scuffle, scuffle, scufThere are things on it, that, you two (He snarls), There College Building, but stops enroute fe of the Good Students shoes as
stage.
hexe and there, good plain typical will be No More of That.
to squoosh a Caterpillar which has, they Hop.)
college things
coke bottles,
(They do and there is.)
Oh Jadaloons
since the opening of the play, been
skip ropes, a small piano, flies, a
CHU & BUT TOGETHER: Oh inching its way across stage, left mass demonstration to protest
hand-full of jacks, and several <Juy sir, we didn't mean
ill treatment
to right You know how caterpilLombardo records balanced on
ADMIN PERS: That will be lars are.)
by the authorities
edge at the right center. The drop enough. Quite enough. I shall teach
CATERPILLAR: (Is squooshed,
Wednesday evening, by the
represents a college scene, and Is you to talk back to a Person of my
Androscoggin
screams in agony, and dies.)
done in finger paint on hile blue Uk. And to create a disturbance
ADMIN PERS: (Humms to self Bring your barricades and the
oilcloth. Off left (out^ of sight of" here on Campus
Why, if anyone and disappears within.)
children
the audience) there is an ol $ with- bad beard you
Just think, it
Fun for all
The stage is now deserted, exered oak. H cannot be seen, but might even have Reflected Upon
rise
cept for a group of 30 Good Stufrom time to time, we can hear it the College! (be shudders.)
sigh to itself as it parts with a,
CHU & BUT TOGETHER: Oh
little acorn. Right stage has been sir! (They sob, realizing the Enortastefully painted to represent a mity, etc.)
College Building of brick (crumbADMIN PERS: Sufficient! (He
lingj and desperately clinging Ivy makes a CripUc Sign back toward
Leaves. The latter rustle from the college building. Immediately,
time to time. There is, at left cen- in a puff of yellowish smoke, a Sinter, a Bench which just sits there at ister Individual appears at
his
the opening but will presently hold side
He carries a whip which he
two College Students if you will be rubs with garlic from time to time.
patient Their names are Chucky The garlic is concealed in his off
and Butchy. They will be heard to hand. He speaks
.)
speak, from time to time.
SINISTER INDIVIDUAL: What
(Chucky speaks . .)
is the matter, Boss, is there SomeCHUCKY: Butchy?
thing Highly Irregular here?
!!LH

!
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.

BUTCHY:

ADMIN PEBS: Quite;
CHU: Butchy aren't you just; SIN 2ND: ShaU I whup 'em,
and Student Council by the independent student committee last so glad you came to College you
?
Boss
fall dealt with "hazing practices" in general.
Only the students could scream?
ADMIN PERS: No, they must
UT: Oh yes, Chucky.
Into
/Bl
indeed be taught a lesson
themselves chose to narrow their concern to "quests" alone, a
CHU: Me too. Let's.
the fraternities with them.
minute part of hazing. Paddling was dropped from discussions /
tT
(They scneam)
CHU & BUT TOGETHER: Oh
as a minute aspect of hazing unworthy of attention.
The stu(A burly Administration Person whup us, whup us, Please
But
Monday's pronouncement that quests, paddling, and "Any dents were made aware that some changes were needed in our appears, flying out of the College not (shudder*, the Frat Places!
(They convulse)
other hazing or initiation activities which manifestly involve system. They were given a full chance to make their own sug- Building in a towering rage.)
J
danger or physical injury or damage to the reputation of the gestions as to changes. They knew that, should the student except the black-ball.'
This sort pf statement is indeed disturbCollege" are outlawed was followed by campus-wide protests body fail to reach definite proposals and decisions, they could ing; if upperclassmen in a fraternity haven't the intelligence and
arid amazement.
expect action from the administration.
Instead, however, the the insight to constructively indoctrinate their pledges into their
The decree of the Faculty Administrative Committee was students chose to fight any proposals that resembled comprom- fraternity and their college, then part of the purpose of a frapresented to the Student Council bare of any attempt to justify «>ng with the administration, or which looked like falling into ternity is ignored. If a freshman has a wise-acre attitude mainly
the new bans with college policy.
Nowhere in the official re- the "administrative trap." They blindly fought the administra- because he's "snowed" by everything at once, then it's up to
lease did there appear the words, "It is in the best interests of tion merely for the sake of fighting.
They stood fast on their the active members of the fraternity to straighten him out in a
the College that
." or "Abuses of certain hazing practices desires to see no changes made.
The Student Council reflected constructive manner, not by childish and outmoded physical
require that the following modifications be enforced." Instead, this stand in their final statement in last week's ORIENT.
punishment. That the backbone of the hazing system as we
the laws were presented as the final, self-explanatory action by
It appears to me that the student body is afraid
sorely know it goes out with the paddle is an immature and ridiculous
this committee.
afraid of a "caw deal" from the administration. They seem to statement; but many students have expressed this belief over
The proposals, or rather the rules, if effected, will com- suspect a tyrannical revolt toward the students and fraternities and over again.
pletely alter the complexion of hazing at Bowdoin.
Many of them argue against the
Fire Drills, by the new administration.
Immaturity and irrationality were again exhibited Monrazoos, walks," hitch-hiking as well as quests and paddling have "underhanded" way in which the dry rushing rule was put day night when a riot to the President's house was attempted.
become punishable by social probation for the fraternities and through. They feel that without quests and paddling hazing It's too bad that we. the students ourselves, could not see the
suspension for individuals involved if the administration so is gone and that fraternities have been robbed of their most need ior reforms in our hazing system.
It's a shame that too
,.
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Chucky?
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precious weapon the paddle. They are frightened lest all social many of us mistook constructive investigation] of a pertinate
understanding that the decree was drawn up dur- rules and regulations which set Bowdoin apart and above most problem ior admiruMrative meddling, and instead of reaching
Final alterations may have been more other colleges be thrown out and replaced by "prep school" definite ends turned away and blindly fought back.
recent.
At any rate, no advance notice, other than in the mat- restrictions.
W. R. H.. Jr.
ter of quests, was made to the student body.
J cannot agree as to there being any substantial arguments
Is student responsibility at such a low ebb that the administration is justified in that the new rules represent a spontaneous move by the adminGOVERNMENT SURPLUS
going completely over" our head in this matter? I don't think so. istration, nor can I see the legislation as an administrative trick
to "pull a fast one" on the students or the fraternities.
It seems logical to assume, although there was no adminNo stuIHI*|«lM**IMIIIIIM»«i*MIMMMIM<MilM*MII»#«*l»l«tt«IMMillllM»M»#MI*IIUlHIIII«l*ltllll»ltllHliniUltflllM(lll
istration statement on the matter, that these measures are neces- dent of any college should doubt the grounds and bases for
desires.

:

my

It is

ing Christmas vacation.

The wrong administrative action on any issue. By the virtue of their being
sudden abolu- students there they accept and respect the judgment and foretion of Bowdoin hazing practices.
The corrections must have sight of the college lawmakers. If a college administration is
been deemed essential to the well being of the college. Jf the to be feared and blindly fought, then there's something wrong
sary to correct

"

some wrong

in

our hazing system.

must have been of great importance

was so critical, why weren't we notified?
The student view point, while it may lack the

body or the adHere I believe the student body is guilty of irrational and narrow thinking.
They argue that quests should slay, in spite of the fact that
quests carry with them the possibilities of danger in hitch-hiking,
etc. and the potential bad publicity for the college name. Little
value can be attached to quests, and much harm can arise from
them, yet the student body failed to see the desirability of their

is,

night's

explanation.

It

I
am also confident that much of the student antagonism
toward these new rules stems not from rational disagreement,
but rather from a sense of having been slighted in a matter abolishment.
which is vital to them. We are used to having a hand in making
As for paddling, many students maintain that they are a
the laws which govern our community. We are not used to be- constructive part of hazing.
They scream "Take away the
ing dictated to.
The presentation of the hazing bans, coming paddle and we have no weapon left against the freshman pledges
as it did, had more the tone of an eviction notice than of rea-

sonably enacted
I

least

legislation.

like to think that

my

PARKAS

perspective ministration.

nevertheless, worthy of consideration.
At
mass meeting Dean Kendrick promised us an
seems to me that the time for joint facultystudent committee action was before the decree, not after.

Monday

SKI

in the overall attitudes of either the student

situation

of our elders,

WHITE OQTTON TWILL

to justify this

i, i.
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Kappa Sigma Holds
interest in the college justifies, at

Faculty Party Jan. 15

through the representative undergraduate bodies, a con-

my opinions in decisions of this nature. I would
not knowingly pursue a course of action that I believed was
detrimental to the aims of the college.
large majority of
undergraduates do, I believe, have similar opinions. College
problems and College policies regarding fraternity activities,

On

sideration of

Friday evening, January 15,

from 7:30 to 10:00

p.m., the

pa Sigma Fraternity held
nual Faculty party.

A

All

members

Faculty and

of the
their wives

Kap-

its

an-

Bowdoin
were in-

Even though many other
and athletic events were being held on the same night, the
party was well attended. Among
those present were the Nathaniel
C. Kendricks and the Philip S. Wil-

vited.
social

and curriculum changes generally receive student
consideration. For better or for worse this consideration ought
to be an acknowledged aspect of administration planning.
The latest decision ignored my say and yours. At the same
time it served notice that we must anticipate any further changes,
and prepare our views well in advance of what new action may
be taken, if we are to be considered at all. In this respect, an
social codes,

ders.

Mrs.

Raymond

Bournique

and Mrs. Donovan D. Lancaster
poured the coffee and served
punch and cookies. The Kappa
administration statement regarding long range policies of the Sigma House was decorated with
spring flowers.
to
essential
the
formulation of student opinion in this
college is
Midway through the evening,
John W. Parent, II, '55, entertainD. R. A. ed the guests with card tricks and
other magical stunts. The party
was thoroughly enjoyed by all, as
day, January 22nd and the termi- most of the guests remained after
Union To Stay Open
nation date will be determined by 11:00 p-m.
As an experiment during the the amount the Union is used durmidyear examinations the Union ing the period. Saturday night
Nearly 750,000 persons were inwill be kept open one hour later for closings will be at 12:00 midnight jured in weekend traffic accidents
undergraduates staying up late to as in the past.
last year.
study. There will be no service at

area.

the cafeteria counter or grill after
1 -00 a.m. A schedule will be posted
in the

Union and

it is

planned to

carry out this new arrangement
during the period of heavy concenexaminations.
tration of student
The trial schedule will start Fri-

EXAM TIME

IS
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*y Robert M. Hunt '54, ORIENT Sports Editor
So far 1954 has been kind to Bowdoin as far as athletics are
concerned.
The Polar Bears have won a total of fifteen contests
while losing only two. The two that were lost were a varsity swimming meet and a JV swimming meet. It is amazing that Bowdoin
teams have done so well with the facilities at hand here at the college.
From top to bottom the entire athletic plant here at Bowdoin
needs to be remodeled. So far we at Bowdoin have seen built in recent years a new classroom building, a new chemistry building, a
remodeling of the Searles Science Building, and the start of a new
music building. But what has been done about Bowdoin's dilapitated,
outdated athletic facilities? Nothing.
The basketball team, which is well on its way to capturing Bowdoin's first State Series basketball crown, is playing on a floor that
is warped and loaded with dead spots.
The basketball court is the
worst in the state of Maine as far as colleges go. The seating capacity
is so limited that in future years when Bowdoin basketball reaches
its peak there will be hardly room enough to accommodate the student body, let alone their guests and students from other colleges. An
example of this is recently illustrated in the Bowdoin-Colby game of
last week. One of the Bowdoin player's dad came up to the game to
see his son play and was stuck up in the balcony where full visibility
is at a premium, because there were not enough seats at courtside.
The gym itself lacks enough lockers to accommodate all the
students. Most of the lockers are only half lockers and these have to
be shared by two and thcee students. Visiting teams have no adequate facilities to dress and shower in. A place in the gym should be
made where they might be off to one side with all the facilities they
enjoy in their own gymnasiums.
There are also no handball and squash courts as are found in the
gyms of other colleges. In other words Bowdoin's gym houses nothing
but a few lockers and a warped basketball court.
The hockey team has won three games and lost one. This is
also amazing since Bowdoin skates on natural ice every year. If it
is cold Bowdoin plays hockey, if the sun comes out they don't.
This
season old man winter has been kind in providing a few cold days
for Danny McFayden.
At the beginning of the winter the hockey
team was forced to travel to Hebron, a prep school which has better
facilities than Bowdoin, or up to Lewjston to the arena there.
If
the weather should suddenly turn into warm bright sunshiny days
the Bowdoin students will have seen the last of their hockey team
for the winter.
The swimming team is the only outfit that has a decent place to
practice in and hold their meets.
Yet the swimming team is the
poorest put out by Bowdoin in many moons. In the meet with M.I.T.
a week or so ago the Millermen who at this point are coached, managed, and captained by Bob Arwezon, couldn't even enter a swimmer,
in the diving event. In other events that natators are forced to rely
on men who have had little or no experience in swimming before they
came

Bowdoin.

to

When
and when

is
is

Bowdoin going to start improving their antiquated gym
Bowdoin going to have artificial ice? From the looks of

things not for

many

years to come.

Bowdoin Frosh

Meat

And

Trecartin Combine

ToWinKOfCBelay

Limited to only 18 points in the
entire first half as many as they
should score in a quarter by
Bowdoin runners Dave Weis,
their own sloppy play, the frosh Philip Mostrom, Edward Trecartin,
came on to subdue still winless and Hugh Huleatt captured the
Cheverus High, 51-37, on January varsity mile relay in the Knights
16.
of Columbus -track meet at the
The lead switched back and Boston Garden, Saturday night,
forth until the White broke the- January 16.

—

—

half-time stalemate early in the
third period. Except for occasional
glimpses of winning play, the
frosh continually messed up scoring opportunities in their poorest
game of the season, luckily
against a weak opponent.

|

AD

'

AD'S,

Mermen Beat Boston

from

an unhealthy and
in-

sparsely popu-

lated island.

volved in fatal traffic accidents in
1952 were traveling straight ahead.

To

Trinity;

AiWf s Tied For

lstlnBowfagLeagae

interfraternity
The
bowling
matches of the past two weeks
reached a climax as Ajt.U. howl*
shut out the Betas thus
knocking them out qf first place.
A. D. bowlers took (our points
in each of their last two matches
and have moved up to share first
place with the A-&U. team. Psi U.
also took lour points in each of
two games and has moved into a
fourth-place tie with the Zetes.
BowUag Scores For Jan. 5-1
A jtfJ. 4 £>e.Ka Sigma
Cbi Psi
win,
stroke
conserved enougti Beta 4
T.D.
4
strength to come back for a 5 A3 A4>.
A.T.O.
win in the quarter after only one ifei U. 4
Deke
a Sigma 4
event's rest. Repeating in the
Sigma Nu 1
fce 3
same .double .win of the previous
Score* for Jaa- 12-M
afternooa, Bob Glover turned in
4
Beta
the only other Bowdoin victories A.R.U.
Deke
with times of 2:26 in the 220 and A-D. 4
Psi U. 4
Kappa Sigma
55.6 in the 100
£ete 3
T,D. 1
The loss of both rejays and Delta Sigma 3
A.T.O. X
shutouts w Xhe divmg ^nd so y<j.
BowUng Stand***
sprint accounted for most qf Tri«.
L
nity's 54 points. Some of the Var- A.D.
20
4
sity swimmers did not perform up A.R&J.
20
4
to par, which was probably due to 6eta
19
5
the length of the trip and to the' Zete
7
17
strangeness of the Trinity tank, Psi U.
IT
7
which has plagued other Polar Kappa Sigma
15
9
Bear Teams in the past.
T.E».
7
13

'

Bowdoin Varsity Mermen split
a weekend doubleheader, defeat- the experienced Trinity squad
ing Boston University, 46-34, and turned back the Bowdoin Mermen
losing to Trinity College, 29-54. by the score of 54-49. The appleThe varsity had little trouble with cart was upset early in the meet,
B.U., but the veteran - studded as the Trinity Medlay Relay Team
Trinity team had too much depth rolled to a first place on the fine
for the comparatively inexper- anchor leg of Captain Lance Vars.
There were only four first places
ienced Bowdoin team.
Taking six of the ten events and taken by Bowdoin, two each by
scoring a number of seconds and Arwezon and Glover. Arwezon
thirds, Bowdoin rolled up a size- swimming easily to a .2:36 back-

Captain Bill Fraser tosses up a one-hander from the corner in the Colby game as Ron Golz (15) watches.
able score, though
Colby players left to right are Raymond, Bruns, and Cross.
photo By Gaston

By

Russell B. Crowell '55

Bowdoin's

Polar

leaving

Hoop- Perry

Eear

won

a decisive 87-69 victory
over the Black Bears of Maine
yesterday afternoon. Many of the
veteran observers figured that
Rome Rankin's rapidly improving
club would be able to upset the
apple cart for Bowdoin and force
the State Series standings into a
three-way tie for the top berth.
However Beezer Coomb's scoring
machine was to much for Nixon,

Mahaney, and company. Four ot
Bowdoin's starting five were in
double figures Ron Golz showing
the way with ten field goals and
twenty-three
for
fouls
Little John
Kreider hit
figures for the first time
this season. His ability to set or
three

Ted Kenney and Harlan
However about half-way
through
the final
stanza the
bench was cleared, tho starters

Flaker,

the floor in favor of big
Allen,
Dick Kurtz, Jim

John

and

Marr,

Curt

Webber.
Bowdoin had a total of nineteen
from the foul circle while Maine
had fourteen. Bowdoin excelled
from the floor with thirty-three
field goals. Maine had twenty-seven.

The key factors of the Bowdoin
win were lebounding and the aggressive play of
John Kreider
coupled with the high scoring of,
Ron Golz and John Libby. Reliable,
Rollie Janelle didn't hit double
figures but he made up for his
lack of points by his tremendous
rebounding. The White was able
to capture a total of thirty-two'
off the boards. This was quite high
the team average being only fortyeight a game.
Bowdoin won't be back in action until after exams. The Polar
Bears now have a 7-3 record and
are a sure, bet to win the State
series.

Bowdoin

Maine

(87)

(69)

G F
Golz
Janelle

10

PI
3 231

1

3«
8

1

o

Totals

Hock
>

,

Medley

and

200

Backstroke

events.

Bowdoin Takes 4 Firsts

The Trinity meet was the last Sjgma
meet for the Varsity until after Deke

Nu
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"Matchless Service"
Eo Bu»Nn, '52, watched
way job interviews were

how

Student Accounts
"During the spring of '52—my
at the University of

Brunswick Branch

——»«^——— —^»
Short Subjects
—

Sales

HRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

Fri. Sat. Jan. 22-23

A

Member

GIRL

A BREAK

and

Service

"It

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

USED CARS

to

tell

you

out.

<»toe; »i seconds)

J

interviewed.

Maine's Most Modern Auio

Let us help you plan your printing

Short Subjects

didn't rush

"Since then I have assisted on internal
audits in all departments. I've helped with
special studies for management and have

Bell

System intemeweis

become better acquainted witkoperations

offers.

great

They

EASY TO LOVE

it

.

.

.

Our long experience

did they get a chance to look me over,
but I also had an opportunity to get a

Complete Front End

in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short'cuts
in time and save you money.

with
Esther Williams
Van Johnson

and

closer look at their operation.

Frame Alignment

also

if

TICKETS
•
POSTERS •
STATIONERY
ALUMNI LET1ERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

Short Subjects

Wed. Tburs. Jan. *7-2*

or themselves.

"I had two talks with the Bell interviewers and then was invited to meet and
talk with department heads. Not only

Body Repair and Paint Shop
as well as produce

me

I

figured

the Bell System was that careful in se-

lecting its
things.

men,

it

is

careful in other

The interview was

In

The Record

THE GREAT
DIAMOND ROBBERY

Paul K. Nlven

• Printers

also

SlwrtftlWeete

ington, D.

Office

for

company. Now I'm working
on the general books as an accounting
•

"Th#

tainly

Bell

meant

System interview has
—

m

m

Ed BprtMr »**or%g

*r*

cer-

a,W to me."
forward. His esperi-

^^ M-fe «ffr n« p****

1

»

•dministrstioa

m* *,, u

«fco joi* the Bell

one of the

Bell

Com-

company. There abo are oyportaaities wk*

**

-W

follBhn—

T

Mlmisi

Wetter*

Jerry Wilkes

Of The Orient

•
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a

*

C,

of the entire

supervisor.

the tip-off.

"That's why I'm working here in Wash-

RED SSELTON

panies— The Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone Company. My first job-after
general training—was supervising a billing unit with 20 employees.

way \ was

me that there was a

took their time about job

Sun. Mon. Tues. Jan. 24-25-26

s**a

seemed

deal to be learned from the

'

also

News

in-

8.S. degree in

accounting.

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

GOW£B CHAMPION

News

Maryland— I was

my

was about to get

with

and

year

last

terviewed by a number of companies. I

MARGE
News

him

worked

Welcomed

also

GIVE

it

(Reading

with
Charletoo Heston
Elisabeth Scott

^—

the

conducted before choosing
bis j»b. Let

New*

5
3

Chir?8i

13
18
18
19
17

Prater.

Brunswick, Maine

BAD FOR EACH
OTHER

6
6

*

reliable

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE
Wed. Thurs. Jan. 20-21

7

At Hartford on Saturday, how- exams, when they play host to Delta Sigma
A.T.O.
ever, the tides were turned, as Williams College.

The Mules ganged up on

GEORGE W. GRAHAM

Daniels

o!

34 19 87,

J

—

7

17
I 17
fi
14

0;
0'

Marr

'

the winning relay.
The only individual "winner for
B.U. in the swimming events was
veteran Tom Sexton, who took
firsts in both the 150 Individual

—

1

Philbrkk

Flaker
Kurtz

^

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Fraser successfully on defense
holding him to two goals in the
first half. Bill just couldn't get going in the second half and wound
up with only 12 points for the
G F P evening.
5
2 i:>
(Continued on Page 4)

OPolese
0!

Mitchell

4>

half.

Arnold

7
0!

Webber

29-28 at the buzzer ending the

was unable

ers

,

Dana

S Folsom
4
3 II Seavev
4 18! Mahaney
4 201 Nixon

Fraser
Libby
Kreider
Prater
Ken ney
Allen

Last Saturday night a packed
Sargent
Gymnasium witnessed
Bowdoin's thrilling 72-61 victory
over Colby. It was the first time
the Polar Bears had beaten the

Mules since December 1950. For
the White it was their third
straight victory giving them a season's record of 6 wins and 3 setbacks. Lee Williams' charges have
been less fortunate since the holiday interval. They have won only
one of four games.
Bowdoin opened fast as Bill
Fraser and the Bowdoin version of
the Whiz Kids Were quick to post
a 12-3 lead after four minutes of
play.
Colby got busy and were
trailing 15-9 at the end of the first
quarter.
Colby out-played the
White with Cross and Zambello
doing most of the scoring and led

it

to salt the meet away before the
final relay. Bob Glover, swimming
the 220 for the first time this
year, won that event and repeated for a win in the 100 and for the
anchor leg on the winning final
relay. Captain Arwezon, the workhorse of the team, swam the 200
Bieast, the 440 Free, and a leg on
r
e
el
ns utive|y without
!!! J.._- ?J
ff
resting. He placed second to Neill
in the Breast, won the quarter,
and then swam the third leg on

And Kreider Lead

White To 87-69 Win Over
Maine; Libby Paces Hoopsters In Win Over Colby
Golz

Dave Weis gave the Bowdoin points.
team the initial advantage as he double

Libby. tee. Time: 4-8's.

University, Lose

Arwezon, Glover Double Winners In Both Meets

—

:

JW46

V

©WE

I

Eighty per cent of vehicles

44

^

gained an eight-yard lead in the
first quarter-mile. This lead was drive made him doubly dangerous
gradually increased until Hugh to Maine defenders. Johnny left
Hulleat crossed the finish-line a the floor with an even twenty
quarter-lap ahead of second^place points. John Libby, who was high
With Harry Carpenter and John Rensslear's anchor-man.
man against Colby, continued to
Finn, both key men, still on the
Other Bowdoin trackmen enter- be accurate to the tune of eightsidelines because of leg injuries, ed in
the meet were Dave Hurley een points.
center Tom Fraser picked up 13 in the fifty yard
All this plus Bowdoin's impresdash, and Carpoints. Second was substitute for- Knight
and Mel Totman in the sive rebounding was too much for
ward Bob Wishart, who collected forty-five yard
high hurdles. How- Maine. Tom Seavey and tricky
nine, all in the decisive second ever,
all three of these men failed Keith
Mahaney got seventeen
half.
to qualify in their preliminary apiece. At times the Black Bears
Frethmcn (51)
Cherrrui (37)
looked offensively. Working for a
G P P!
G F P heats.
Drenzek.lf
1
7| Brown. If
3 3 9
Varsity mile relay
1) Bowdoin .time on a figure eight weave, they
Wiihart.lf
1
91 Barron, If
4
(Weis. Mohtrom, Trecartin, Hu- were
able
to
sond
Mahaney
Gardner. If
2
ZlMcKaboe.rf
Eaton, rf
6 Murphy. rf
1
1
leatt) 2) Bensslear Pqlytechnical through on a drive or set Tom
Bennett, rf
1
Sanborn,
1|
e
1
2
4
Institute, 3) Worcester Polytech- Seavey up for
his deadly oneKrajter.c
5 13 Cimino.c
HunU-r.r
n Ashley. I*
1
nical Institute, 4) Colby. 3:322
hander. Rankin used substitutes
Kkskett.c
2iLowery,rg
5 2 12
sparingly until the final minutes
Johmon.lir
1
71
Hclzel.t-K
4!
hoping for a rally to put the visitLe*y.nr
0|
Grinold.lK
01
Singapore, one of the world's ors back in the game.
Total*
20 11 511
Total.
14
9 37
Coombs also substituted only
great ports, was developed
Rrf «w»

the Mules, whom

the ARUS6. CfeiPsi39
shire sextet last Tuesday with two the respect of
#:
goals in the last minutes of the White meets in a return struggle Psj
Delta Sfe 47; Beta 44
third period.
later in the winter.
Atng scorers
DaW Rogerson got a "hat trick" The second line was particularly"
saisto
for Bowdoin, the first such per- potent as Hazzard and Doherty
17 .S
formance for the White this sea- scored twice apiece. Each member
7»
14.*
t
€8
4
i:.a
son. Also prominent was Bob Haz- of the first line beat King once.
<*
S
12.4
jcard, who garnered two tallies, The Deacon was pleased.
11.4
Next Week's flainea
Melincoff and McCusker each gpt
A review of the scoring to this
one.
point after three games shows Monday: ^S> vs. AtQ
vs.
Chi
Psj
Jfcte
Deacon Dan MacFayden re- Hazzard with five. Rogerson with;
vs. ©elta Sigma
marked that the team looked very four, Melincoff and McCusker with Tuesday:
Kappa Sknga vs. Beta
impressive in its second encounter three apiece, and Doherty with
Thursday: Psi tJ vs. Afttj*
of the season. As the reporter was two.
TD vs. Sigma Nu
not there the Deacon's word must
Bowdoin Beats MIT, "-S
* Game of the week
be believed. The first line did
Bowdoin's hockey team sprang
prove again that it will live up to
life in the last period to turn
to
pre-season expectations, and the
Pet.
arena Sigma Nu
5
defense was all right, since two back MTT, 7-3, in St. Dora's
1.000
game TD
1
goals were scored through Pete last Saturday night. The
.800
*
Was played there instead of at ARU
4
Rigby after dusk had set in.
1
.800
Brunswick because
Because of
ot tne
the storm. Kappa
Sigma
Kar
3
1
Three days later Bowdoin wal- BrunswicK
.750
winning EggE
3
2
loped Colby 7-3 at the local arena. The pucksters' conquest in
.600
The game, played under the lights, their third straight victory was not jfe^
2
3
.400
assured
until the final 20 minutes 'Beta
2
3
was marked by rough play, and
.400
final
PsA;
one goal by "Squeaker" Doherty Melipcoffs shot at l.:45 in the
3
.400
%
2
3
was scored on a penalty shot, as he period preceded scores by Dick
.400
McCusker
Dave
Rogerson.'
Mcand
Chi
Psi
1
4
head-faked King the Colby goalie
.200
scoring ATO
Cusker
had
quite
a
night,
5
out of position. There were eight
.000
three goals himself and setting" up'
or the rapt
penalties, two of them tagged on
three others.
hue, Delta Sigma
F. Metz, who was confined in the
John
Sullivan
MIT
puHed
of
.also
sin bin four of the five minutes he
saw service. He thus removes the hat trick, scoring three goals.

sters

Weis, Mostrom, Huleatt,

Cheverus High, 51-37;

Stou'«;

Dtfta

t- Pofcerty 'Jo

The Bowdoin hoqkey team eked himself from contention for the AD »; Sete 36
out a 7-5 win over the New Hamp- Lady ©yng fojphy J*>t 'baa fajnejj TD45; A;P0 43

•Vt
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Kappa Sigma
Boyle

'54

Elects

Spring Prexy

{Continued From Page /]

Sigma recently named

Kappa

Gym Team

The Sigma Nu's

elected Frank
J. Vecella '54, as president; David
F. Coe '55, vice president; and
Donald A. Roux '55, steward. They
have postponed the election of the
other House officers until a later

Robert E. Boyle '54, as its new
date.
president.
Others elected were
Rallton Greenwood, Jr. '55, vice
president, David W. Bailey '54, Pillsbury

In Action

Werksman

J.

'54,

White Key

Gracey has been a Student
Council representative for two
semesters and the House pledge
master last term. He was a pitcher on the varsity baseball team
last spring.

Elected

C.P. Picks Powell

Peter B. Powell '54 was elected
president of the Chi Psi for his
third consecutive term in las:
Wednesday's housemeeting.
Powell is editor of the Quill
this year. He has been active in

The

James W. Stagnone

'55 is the
president of Delta Sigma
Fraternity. He was chosen along softball teams.
with ten others to fill the House
Prior to his election as presioffices for the next term.
dent Powell served as hazing
The others are vice president chairman. He is in the Marine reand Student Council representa- serve training program and will
'54;
tive, Michael J. Batal, Jr.
receive his commission this Spring.
secretary, Robert
Hamilton Powell comes from Port WashingE.
'56; treasurer, John F. Bowler, Jr.
ton. L. I. and went to the Ports'55; steward, Charles W. Jordan,
mouth Priory School before com-

Above is a pair of talented
of the Springfield College 30-man exhibition gym team
which will appear at two shows on Friday, Jan. 22, at the Brunswick. Recreation Center. The two clowns are an hilarious highlight
of the show which will also include judo, dance routines, tableaux
and work on gymnastic apparatus. The performances will be at
3:45 p.m. and 8:15 p.m.

members

U

A.R.U, Beta, Psi

Lead Seeley

Melvin E. Hodg- ing to Bowdoin.
In Volleyball League
kins '55; Choragus, Gordon W.
Elections for other officers will
Stearns, Jr. '54; Sargent-at-Arms,
be held tonight.
Continuing their unbeaten recJulius W. Emmert '54; Student
ord, the A.RU. team took a firm
Union representative, Robert F.
hold on first place in the interHinckley '55; and White Key repfraternity volleyball league.
resentative, Charles W. Joran, Jr. Independents
Scores Jan. 5-7
'55.
T.D.
Psi P. 2
Stagnone has been House secre- Psi U. In Debate
Deke 2
tary and has served on both the
The Independents defeated the A.T.O. 3
Zete
rushing and hazing committees of Psi U's Wednesday night in the A.RU. 2
Sigma Nu 1
Delta Sigma. He has played var- fourth
round
of the Wilmot Beta 2
A.D.
sity football for one year and has Brookings Mitchell Trophy Intra- Delta Sigma 2
Chi Psi
Kappa Sigma 2
made the Dean's List for two con- mural Debates.
Scores Jan. 12-14
secutive terms.
Miguel E. de la Fe '54 and Rob-

Down

—
—
—
—

r Continued from Page 71
Professor Quimby said, "These
are four plays of excellent caliber
and of varied mood, which should
result in a very interesting evening. At least two of the other
plays were of such quality that
the judges very much regretted
that they could not be produced

also."

The faculty group interested in
producing a play this March will
meet Sunday to choose among
Ben Jonson's "The Alchemist",

— Deke
—
—
—
—

Chi Psi
T.D.
overthrow the government should A.T.O. 2
Delta Sigma
not he deprteved of his citizenship. Beta 2
Psi U.
John M. Belka '54 and Wallace R. Beta 2
Standings
Harper, Jr. '55 represented the
•
Psi U's on the affirmative.
Richard H. Allen '54 acted as A.R.U.
Beta
the moderator. The judges were
Professor Albert R. Thayer, Mr. Psi U.
Robert M. Cross, instructor in A.D.
English, and Rev. John Cummins. Kappa Sigma

*

•

Sigma Nu

1

Deering HJS., 85-16

Zete

1

Deke

1

To The Editor
ing

what walks

to pave. After

•

obviously feels that we
to
govern
able
not
are
ourselves. To be sure, we have
a say in many aspects of college
policy. We can help to decide
when to hold class elections; we
can decide which walks to pave so
feet wet. All
as not to get our
these things are within the realm
However, the
of student influence.
"right and ability to govern ourto encomselves" would appear
trivial matjast
pass more than
time in several
ters For the first
represented by
years, the students,
had a chance to
the Council, have
stand on sometake a definite
important than choosthing more

tration

L

Frosh Tracksters Beat

one
"BELIEVING FIRMLY IN OUR whole semester (which now, from
RIGHT AND ABILITY TO GOV- the students' viewpoint, seems to
ERN OURSELVES. WE THE have been wasted) the Council
STUDENTS OF BOWDOIN COL- came to its decisions. These decisions were presented to the Dean
LECjfe*
The above was taken directly with the idea that the Student
from the preamble to the Consti- Council "able to reflect what the
tution of the Student Council, students truly believe!" These denoble words that were applauded cisions or views on the hazing proby the administration when they blem were reached by vote only
were first written. As of late, how- after much discussion by the
other groups.
The
ever, the administration has seen Council and
The adminis- administration has ignored stufit to ignore them.
.

W

Delta Sigma
A.T.O.
T.D.

600.

Dear Editor-

1

5
4
3
3
2
2
2
1

Molierc's "School for Wives", and
Bowdoin's freshman track team
Synge's "Playboy of the Western
trouble in defeating PortWorld. The faculty play is tenta- had little
land and Deering High Schools at
tively scheduled for March 22, and
Brunswick last Friday afternoon.
the One Act Plays for March 8.
Showing better balance and more
"Othello". For Commencement
The Masque and Gown will pre- depth than in past years, the frosh
piled up a total of 85 points to 16
sent for its spring play a musical,
"While the Cat's Away", by Wil- for Deering and seven for Portland.
Bowdoin scored three sweeps
liam Beeson III. The first performances will be May 3 and 4. It and gave up only one first place in
the meet. The 45-yard low hurdles,
is also hoped that it will again be
which was won by Jim Penza of
presented during the Ivy WeekDeering, was- the only event in
End. Casting for the musical will
which Bowdoin failed to place
begin March 24.
To round out the year for the first.
Bill McWilliams won the shot
Masque and Gown, Shakespeare's
"Othello" will be presented as the and the discus for the Cubs, and
commencement play. "Next year", John Herrick finished with firsts in
the 100-yard run and the mile.
said Professor Quinby, "will preDick Bell won the high jump and
sent many problems for the new
vault, while Les Leonetti was
executive committee if the govern- pole
the fourth double winner for the
ing boards decide to remodel
frosh
with firsts in the 300 and 40into
theater.
Una
Memorial Hall
project
is
complet- yard dash.
the
til
Other winners for the freshmen
ed, we will have some difficulty in
were Mike Coster in the high
finding a suitable place 'in which
hurdles and Joe McDaniel in the
to give our productions."

Letter

—
—

ert L. Gustafson '57 argued that Psi U. 2
anyone convicted of conspiring to A.R.U. 2

Masque And Gown

dent opinion in

its final

decree.

No

ternities ?

Frederick H. Goddard '55

1
1

2
1

2
2

3
3
3
4
3

Chi Psi

Hoopsters' Victory Over

Colby Earns Series 1st
(Continued from Page 3)

.

Of life Are Shown

The Bowdoin JV swimmers,

'56,

Republican

Johnston were the only winners
for the Pjlar Cups against* AndovAgainif Deering both John Collier and Tom Merrill were double
winners. Collier in the sprints and
Merrill in the Backstroke and
Medley event.
The summaries:
BOWDOIN JV (22) »». ANDOBBR (M)
150 yard medley relay — Won by Andover
er.

200

Star In 'Misalliance'
Tonight In Mem. Hall
"Misalliance," to be presented in
Memorial Hall tonight at 8:15, is

the first George Bernard Shaw
play to be acted by a cast of Bowdoin students.
About 20 years ago Shaw's
"DeviPs Disciple" was done by the
faculty. Professor George H. Quinby said, "It is very much to the
credit of the executive committee
of the Dramatic Club to have decided to do a Shaw play."
Previous Experience
Most of the cast of "Misalliance"
has played for the Masque and
Gown before. Maynard A. Seeley
'56 was in "Murder in the Cathedral" last year. Peter Powell '54
directed and acted in last year's
winning one act play. Calvin B.

.

1

1,

:

2.

3.

I.

lier

2.

:

3.

1.

:

—

:

BOWDOIN JV

— DEERING

(42) vs.

(M)

150 yard medley relay
Won by Deering
(Parent. Webber. Collins). Tune 1:31
200 yard freestyle
1.
Davis (B) : 2.
Howard (B) 3. A. Colley (D). Time

—

:

2 .10.9

—

50 yard freestyle
I. Collier (B)
2. Lee
(D): 3. Niehols (B). Time 27.2
150 yard medley swim
1. Merrill
(B)
2. Broadhurst (D)
Anderson (D).
3.
:

—

:

:

Time

1

:49.8

Divinir --

Johnson (B)

Butler (D)
Points 40.2

1.

:

2.

3. Lund IB). Winning
100 yard freestyle -- 1. Collier
Davis (B)
3. A. Colley (D).
seconds
:

(B):

—
—

100 yard backstroke
1. Merrill (B) ; I,
Jarkson (D) 3. Lyon (B). Time 1 :07
100 yard breaststroke
1. Webber (D)
2.
Head (B) 3. Maynard (D). Time 1:07.6
200 yard relay
Won by Deering (Lee.
Anderson. Broadhurst. A. Colley). Time
:

:

1

:

—

.49.7

Camera Club Contest
[Continued from Page 1]
All students' are urged to subto
their best photographs
James P. Gaston '54, photograph-

mit

er for the ORIENT. If more convenient, a box outside Mr. Lancaster's office
the Moulton
in
Union may be used for submitting
pictures.

Any photograph
is

in

of any subject
elligible.
Twenty-five dollars
cash will be given to the win-

ners.

Kendall '56 appeared in "The Hasty Heart" and "Fiddle n Bell" in
his freshman year. William Beeson III '56 acted in last June's
"Merchant of Venice ", while Benjamin G. M. Priest played in "The

Hasty Heart.'
Mrs, Richard

L.

Chittim was in

year's cast of "Ramshackle
Inn". Mrs. Young appeared in "The
Male Animal'' in 1941.
Acting for the first time for the

last

Dramatic Club are John S. LaCasce '56 and Jacqueline Soucie, a
high school senior.
Donald M. Brewer

'55 is direct-

ing the production.

The crowd enthusiastically welcomed the Coombsmen back on the

Canada was united under one
second half. After government in 1867 although there
John Kreider's jump shot giving previously were governments in
Bowdoin a one point edge the separate parts of the country.
White was never again behind. The
main difference between this and
last year's teams is that this year
all on the starting five are potenfloor for the

k
With Fraser
tial high scorers.
bottled up it was John Libby who
took up the slack and went on to
be the game's high scorer with 20
points. A hearty round of applause
welcomed Perry Allen into the

February

HOLIDAY

game

in the fourth quarter. The
six-foot, six-inch sophomore, verypopular with fans, filled in very
well for Bill Fraser who had four
personals.

BOwd0in got 23 of 62 from the
floor for 37% and the Mules only
got 20 out of 70 for a poor 28',;
Tuesday afternoon Bowdoin was
host to the Black Bears of Maine
and defeated them handily, 87-69.
The summaries:
Bowdoin

Colby <61>

(72)

F P

(

Golz
Janelle

1

7

2

4|

Jabar

Kenney

1

7

Praeter
Allin
Mitchell

Raymond
Van Allen

I

20|Sirakides
1

(i

3|

salutes

NEW ENGLAND

THE

No

1
iff

WINTER

—

Here's your New England
winter wonderland of scenic
splendor a land of cracker-

—

ll./.iitnbello
1- Hruns
II Cross

Fraser
Libby
Kreider

Magazine

11

2

and

excit-

ing winter sports!

.

.

THE

11
2|

21 19 61

LOW NICOTINE

YOU WANT

we buy tobaccos

for Chester-

Before
fields,

our laboratories take samples

from all over the tobacco country
and analyze them for low nicotine
content. The extra care pays off! In
recent "tobacco tests," the six leading
brands of cigarettes were chemically
analyzed. The findings: of them all,
Chesterfield is highest in quality

Alleys

.

sinuses from smoking
Chesterfield.
Consider Chesterfield's record with these smokers
with millions of other
smokers throughout Amer-

and enjoy the

taste

highest in quality

the magnificent February
Holiday Magazine presents all the
beauty and vigor, all the color of
your New England the New
England of today and yesterday.
Here are the people, the homes,
the wildlife, the triumphs and the
It's
traditions.
a
story
you
mustn't miss!

—

.

ica. Change to Chesterfield
and mildness you want

—low

in nicotine

—best for you!

—

Be sure to read this compelling
salute to New England Winter.
Get your copy of the February
Holiday today!

AUTOMATIC

«N

—

1

Yes,

BOWL-MOR

amined by a doctor every two months for almost
two years. 45% of them
on the average
have
been smoking Chesterfield for well over 10 years.
The doctor's examinations show
•no adverse effects to
the nose, throat and

in nicotine.

Enjoy this captivating close-up
of winter in New England vividly presented in words by Jean
vividly
portrayed
in
Stafford,
many colorful and spectacular pictures.

—

THE PROOF YOU OUGHT TO NAVE
A group of Chesterfield smokers have been ex-

—

low

Rice

Totals

you buy you get the same premium
quality cigarette, and all the flavor
and mildness that goes with it! You
get the world's best tobaccos, selected
by Chesterfield buyers with the help
of our research chemists
and
proven, by actual tobacco tests, to be
highest in quality.
.

barrel philosophers

OjLaPointe
23 26 72!

QUALITY YOU WANT

matter which size Chesterfield

SETTERS

185 Park

Gift
Row

Greeting Cards

— Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping

«MM

Shop

Italian

HOLIDAY,

Coffee
Ice

Now At Your

Sandwiches

Cold Drinks

ple,

Cream

Operated by
Al Tobey, Class of

A

Newsstand!

the magazine of Peo-

Places and Pleasure!

Curtis Magazine.
Coprnjsi

'50

mmsmm

A

;

2.

Time 6»

Hot Dogs

Merrymeeting

1.

:

Pierre (A) 3. Hoajr (A). Time 1 .04.5
100 yard breast-stroke -- 1. Burke (A): 2.
Zurn (A) 3. Head (B). Time 1 :ll.i
200 yard relay
Won by Andover (Dent.
KoertinK. Zurn. Zuk). Time 1 :44.9

.

.

—

— :45.0Johnston <B): Adamaon
(A)
Lund (B). Winning Points 45.C
100 yard freestyle —
Colky (A)
Col(B):
Faurot (A). Time 5*.0
100 yard backstroke —
Merrill (B)

—

.

:

;

Time

Diving-

—

Powell '54

—

—

:

ridor. The public is invited to see
this collection, which while on exhibit at the Museum of Modern

.

(Pierce. Burke K.-lley). Time 1:26.7
yard freestyle
1.
Graf (A) : J.
Whitehouae (A); 3. Howard (B) Time

2:10.3
50 yard freestyle
1. Behn (A)
2. Collier
(B) 3. Glendenninir (A). Time 25.5
150 yard individual medley
1,
Faurot
<A): 2. Merrill (B) 3, Mahoney (A).

The exhibit is being held in Sills
Hall on the Bowdoin campus.
Sixty panels, each 27 inches by 38
inches, will be hung on both the
main floor and the basement cor-

.

af-

ter defeating Deering High 42-30,
dropped their first meet of the season to a strong Andover team (5322) at the Andover Pool. Tom
Merrill in the 100 Back and Larry

•

where in their report can so much Webber
Marr
as a minute compromise favoring
Totals
student opinion be found. They
have chosen to ignore us and
(more important), through us,
Council.
The
Student
the
Council worked hard on their report and it has been shelved completely and unjustly. Is this then
to be the function of the Council
in the future? Is it to be a helpless organ of self-government with
no influence whatever in preventing the administration from striking at the very roots of the fra-

Deering HJS., 42-30

Club the gym and swimming pool, and
Art in .New York attracted a great
capped by an unartistic Job on the
deal of favorable comment.
Polar Bear statue, was more fir*
In his foreword to the exhibiting as a Mule shroud.
Bowdoin brought to an end tion Mr. Steichen says, " I believe
Colby's three-year monopoly of it is important for the growth and
first place in the state series bas- development of photography that
But Senator McCarthy would have ketball mart.
the public and particularly tha:
the Constitution weakened in cerFortunately for Bowdoin, the vast and growing fraternity of
tain instances by denying the in- decoration was easily erased. A amateur photographers- have an
dividual the rights granted him Colby recovery may take a bit opportunity to see a representaby the Fifth Amendment.
tive selection of outstanding piclonger.
By Other Means
tures by LIFE photographers
Communism must be stamped tical affiliations should be up to Many of them have an intrinsic
college
adout of the government, but this the descretion of the
value beyond the immediate purcan be done more effectively by ministration." They further went pose they have fulfilled
The
means other than those utilized by on to say that they were not op- prints in this exhibition represent
Communist an impressive range of technical
Senator McCarthy.
hearing
posed
to
Finally the Young Republicans speakers at colleges.
skills and brilliant artistry.*
discussed
McCarthy's investigaThe New York Herald Tribune
tions
colleges and resolved,
of
There were 127,400 more per- called this display "an essay in
"That the retention or removal of sons injured in U.S. motor vehicle pictures to be read and re-read."
a faculty member due to his poh- accidents last year than in 1951.

CLOWNING AND TOMFOOLERY.

Jr. '55; librarian,

Young

doesn't believe that McCarthyism
coincides with the principles of
the Republican party, for
this
party strongly believes in the
rights given the individual by the
Constitution of the United States.

Swimmers Drown

J.V.

187 Of Best Photos

[Continued from Page /}

WRONG COLOR SCHEME

which

new

On AnnaLytics

far surpasses the good gained, as
in the deplorable Fort Monmouth
investigation. Besides causing disPrankish painting by Colby stucontent
in
this
country,
Mc- dents early Saturday morning of
Carthyism, as practiced by the Bowdoin buildings proved premaSenator, is losing an alarming tura and untimely. The blue postamount of American prestige in er paint adorning Bowdoin's chemEurope.
istry building, the doors leading to

the Masque and Gown and is in
the cast of Shaw's "Misalliance"
is being presented tonight.
In sports he played freshman football and is on the football and

Delta Sigma

Strange Headstone

In Sills HaU
At a meeting Tuesday night, the Though, through many a weary
Bowdoin Young Republican Club
Beginning Friday, January 15
night.
discussed the method and aims
She's disturbed our slumber light, and extending through January
of Senator Joseph McCarthy.
29 Bowdoin College will present
Yet we'll sing right mournfully,
As a result of the well attended
an exhibit of memorable LIFE
"Requiescat iu pace*."
meeting, the Young Republicans
At present, no actual account magazine photographs.
denounced the methods used by
This exhibition, the largest yet
can be found of the "Anna "77"
the Senator in his investigations
stone being set at that time, but undertaken by LIFE, contains 187
of Government, industry, and eduit is known that Robert E. Peary, photographs, all of them published
cation. They declared that he disin
the magazine between 1936
'77, and some classmates returned
regards personal liberty in his atto Bowdoin for the Commence- and 1951. They represent the work
tempt to stamp out every suggesment of the Class of '97/ and their of some of America's most talenttion of Communism, pushing to
ed
photographers
and were selectand
Peary
reunion.
twentieth
obsurdity his idea of guilt by asabout a dozen classmates remov- ed from among thousands by Edsociation, which is one of
his
ed
the "Anna "77" stone from the ward Steichen, Director of the
strongest weapons.
terrace at South Appleton, and Museum of Modern Art's DepartOne-Man Jury
dragged it out on the pines be- ment of Photography. Among the
His present investigations are
yond the Observatory. It is assum- 64 photographers repVesented are
comparable to a one-man jury.
group placed Margaret Bourke-White, Alfred
What he tells us about Communist ed that some similar
Eisenstaedt, Carl Mydans, David
it in front of Massachusetts Hall,
activities we either have to acDouglas Duncan N Henri Cartierwhere it now rests.
cept or refute, but which ever
The
author of this article is in- Bresson, W. Eugene Smith, Fritz
course we take we often have only
terested in hearing from any per- Goro, Andreas Feminger, Leonard
his word. His investigations are,
son who can contribute further in- McCombe, Phillippe Halsman, and
also, frequently filled with facts
formation to complete and round Dmitri Kessel.
he can't or won't back up, and
this story.
other times the harm resulting out
Open To Public

.

representative.

Young Republicans
Blast McCarth yism

At Recent Meeting

steward; Gilbert A. Guy '54, treasurer; Thomas C. Wilder '56, secreRobert W. Pillsbury '54 was
tary; Angelo J. Eiaklis '54, Grand elected president of the local Pal
Master of Ceremonies; Stephan J. Upsilon house at its regular meetMcCabe '56, White Key represent- ing Wednesday night. John M.
ative; Walter C. Tomlinson, Jr. Belka '54 and Arthur R. Cecelski
'55. Student Council representa- '55 were chosen vice president and
tive; and John L. Bailey '56, Stu- house manager, respectively.
dent Union representative.
Pillsbury, who was elected to
Boyle has played three years of Phi Beta Kappa in June, has servvarsity football and has been ed on the Student Judiciary Comparticipated
House treasurer this past fall.
mittee,
in
varsity
Alpha Rho Upsilon, at a recent football, and held several fraterelection of House officers, select- nity offices during his four years
ed Jerome B. Gracey '55 as its at Bowdoin.
new president; Daniel A. Miller
The new vice president, John
'54,
ORIENT feature
vice president; Joseph L. Belka, is an
Rooks '55, treasurer; Morton L. writer and has served in several
Price '56, corresponding secretary; capacities in the fraternity. CecelRoderic M. Stimpson '54, record- ski, who succeeds Pillsbury in the
ing secretary; John M. Maloney house managership, was recently
'56, Student Council representa- elected co-captain of the football
tive; Richard B. Rodman '56, Stu- team. He is the present rushing
dent Union representative; Mar- chairman for the Psi U's.
vin Kaitz '54, historian: David A.
Carlson '54,'Sargent-at-Arms; and

Alan
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Fraternity
And World Unrest' More
To Select Leaden Dixieland, Dance, And Sports
A TO, TD
Among Major Attractions At
To Be Religious Forum Topic
Elections Held;

'Religion

Still

By George L Rockwood 'M

completed man Football, as well as being acfraternities
house elections for the tive in Interfraternity athletics.
The new Vice-President is Leospring of 1954 at the end of last
nard C. "Red" Mulligan '54, of
semester.
Alpha Delta Phi chose men for Brunswick. Mulligan graduated
Five

their

"Religion and World Unrest"
will be the topic of the 1954 Bowdoin Religious Forum which this
year will be held from Sunday
through Tuesday, February 21-23.
Dr. Ronald P. Bridges '30, visiting professor of Religion on the
Tallman Foundation, has been selected as keynote speaker for the
forum which is sponsored annually
by the Bowdoin Christian Association. His address, to be given in

Fraternity representatives include Henry M. Haskel '56 and
Peter F. Gass '57, Alpha Delta
Phi; David
Anderson, Psi Upsilon; Chester M. Day Jr. '56, Chi
Psi; Lon B. Southerland, Delta
Kappa Epsilon; Aaron J. Shatkin
*56, Theta Delta Chi; Michael J.
McCabe '54, Zeta Psi; Walter C.

individual fraternity houses.
On Monday afternoon visiting

kins

R

By John

Ranlett '57
The appointments of Dr. Ronald Perkins Bridges, Master Sergeant Frank
Doggett, and
Professor Edward F. Dow, the resignation of Professor Thomas
Means, the promotion of Mr. H.
Berkley Peabody, and the return
from sabbatical leave of Professor
Jean
Darbelnet, are the spring
semester faculty changes.
Teaching Religion 10 is Dr. Ronald Perkins Bridges, a Visiting
Professor of Religion on the Tallman Foundation. Dr. Bridges, a
graduate of Bowdoin in the class
of 1930, received his master of arts
degree from Harvard, and has had
a varied educational experience
including teaching at the Arizona
State Teachers College and the
presidency of the Pacific School ot

L

Delta Sigma.

L

clergy will meet with
B. Mitchell
religious
student
groups at a reception in the Peucinian Room. The guest clergymen
will live at their respective frater- Phi Bete Dinner
nity houses during their stay and
On Monday evening, Feb. 15, the
will be discussion leaders on Monfaculty and students of Bowdoin
day and Tuesday evenings. StuCollege were privileged to hear
dents will also have an opportunity
Professor Emeritus Wilmot B.
of meeting and talking with them
Mitchell deliver the traditional Phi
in private.
address at the MoulSome of the suggested sub- topics Beta Kappa
ton Union. Professor Herbert R.
for discussion concern missionBrown
introduced
the speaker alaries and world politics, conflict
among the various religious sects, luding to him as the senior member of the Bowdoin faculty and
end Communism and religion.
accomplishThe visiting clergymen include sketching his past
ments.
Rev. Leoard G. Clough, member of
Professor
Mitchell
graduated
the staff of the Student Christian
from Bowdoin in 1893, returned
Association in New England; Rev.
later to serve in a number of caRobert C. Holtzapple Jr. of the
pacities on the faculty, and to act
Westminster Foundation (Presbyas Dean of the College on four difterian) Boston, Mass.; Rev. James
ferent occasions. After Professor
V. Miller, Bates College Department of Philosophy and Religion; Brown's warm introduction, Professor Mitchell stated that he
Rev. Clarence W. Fuller, pastor of
deemed it a high honor to have
the First Congregational Church,
Melrose. Mass.; Rev. George Lawlor, Boston College Department of
Biology; Rabbi Herman E. Snyder,
spiritual leader of Sinai Temple,
Springfield, Mass. Rev. G. R. Johnson, University of New Hampshire;
Rev.
Milton
Hadley,
Friends
Church, Durham; Rev. J. Arthur
Samuelson, pastor of the First Parish Church, Brunswick; Rev. Edgar
R. Fehlau, Grace Lutheran Church,
Lewiston; Rev. Harold B. Keir, Executive Secretary of the Greater
Springfield Council of Churches;
and Lieutenant Richard T. Schellhase, chaplain of the Brunswick
Naval Air Station.
Rev. Mr. Samuelson will conduct the daily chapel service on
Monday and Rabbi Snyder will lead
the Tuesday service.
The committee in charge of the
forum are Kenneth B. Miller '54,
Lon B. Southerland '55, David R.
Anderson '55, George A. Harvey
'55, and John R. Hovey '55.
B. Mitchell

and

Wilmot

local

and

faculty

Speaker At Annual

Religion in California.

Candidate For Congress
A brother of Senator Styles
Bridges of New Hampshire, he has
been managing editor ot the national Young Republican magazine, and was, in 1936, a candidate
for Congress. He is President ot
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions and
executive director of the Central
Department of Broadcasting and
Films of the National Council of
Churches. His course here. Con-

temporary Christianity, is "an examination of the Christian Church
as a factor in shaping the Americ-

an pattern."

Gung Ho!
In

;

this

meet-

Cadets from the Reserve Officers
Training Corps unit will appear
over WCSH-TV (Channel 6) on diary.

The speaker then read a
and on poem by John G. Whittier which
four succeeding Wednesdays at painted better than any other a
6 p.m. Li. Col. Will R. Winfrey genuine picture of Sewell's character.
announced today.
These appearances are in conThe American Samuel Pepys
nection with the 13-weeks program
Sewell, who is considered to be
intended to emphasize Civil De- the American Samuel Pepys, prefense. Radio stations, newspapers, sents in his diary the events, the
and so forth are also cooperating customs, and the virtues and vices
in this effort.
of New England Colonial life from
1670 to 1730. His interest in the
Thought For The Week
Wednesday's program will in- new country, his contributions to
clude an ROTC drill team of four the progress of the community in
men and a drill master and vocal which he lived, his personal charselections by Frederick Wilkins, acteristics both creditable and
'56,
accompanied by Gordon otherwise, and his attitudes toW. Stearns Jr. of West Hartford, ward the prevailing political, social
Conn. Philip S. Wilder. Assistant and religious conditions are into the President, will present the genuously disclosed in this most
closing "Thought for the Week." informative work.
Wednesday, February

10,

'

of

the

ROTC

'

Governing Boards Give

Go-Ahead On College
Theater Construction

he served for some years as associate professor of English at Arizona State Teachers College.
A brother of Senator Styles
Bridges of New Hampshire, he
has been active in Republican circles, having served as chairman of
the
Maine Young Republican
ident James S. Coles.
Dr. Bridges during the spring Council and as managing editor of
semester will teach a course in the national Young Republican

Dr.
Ronald Perkins Bridges.
Litt. D, D.D.. of Sanford,
Maine, has been appointed Visiting
Professor of Religion on the Tallman Foundation at Bowdoin College, according to an announcement made January 30 from Pres-

LH.D,

Contemporary Christianity. "An magazine. He also was a candidate
Christian for Congress in 1936.
the
of
examination
Dr. Bridges is the youngest man
Church as a factor in shaping the
American pattern." All students ever to be elected moderator of
except freshmen may enroll in the the General Council of Congregational Christian Churches. He is a
course.
President of the American Board trustee of Bangor Theological
of Commissioners for Foreign Mis- Seminary and holds honorary desions, he is the fifth layman to grees from several institutions, inhead that organization in its more cluding Grinnell College and Paci-

He is also Executhe Central DeBroadcasting and
Films of the National Council of
Churches, with headquarters in
New York.
than 140 years.

tive Director of

partment

University.

fic

He

is

married and has two sons

of

Dr.
Bridges graduated from
Bowdoin in 1930, received a master of arts degree from Harvard in
1932, and has been a teacher at all
levels of education, from the district school to college
logical school.

From

BCA MEETING
An

Bowdoin Graduate

and theo-

1945 until
1950 he was president of the Pacific School of Religion in California;

important meeting of the
fraternity representatives to he

Bowdoin Christian Association
will be held Thursday night at
8:15 p.m. in Conference Boom
of the Moulton Union.
Plans for tfc» Forum will be
completed at this* meeting. Each
fraternity should make sore
that one of its members attends.

MMI

A

a committee

"Little
Secretary of the
Commission." Professor
has also taught at Western
Reserve and Dartmouth. He will
spend Tuesday afternoon in Brunswick each week and will be assisted in his course by Mr. William S.
(Continued on Page 2)
tive

Dow

feet closer to the ground than the

present one. The floor will 6lant
to provide good sight lines, and
the balcony will be enlarged. The
stage will be separated from the
audience by a small orchestra pit.
The stage floor will be 55 feet

wide by 30 feet deep and will be
seen through a proscenium arch,
the width of which can be adjusted from 30 feet to 48 feet. 200
f
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orary fraternity for the recognition

and promotion of scholarship.
The men are Angelo Eraklis,
Flaker, Richard S. HarJames
rison, Gordon W. Stearns, Jr., and

R

Lewis P. Welch.
In addition to these five, eleven
other seniors are members of the
Society.

Eraklis has served as treasurer
of the Classical Club and has recently been elected Grand Master
of Ceremonies at his fraternity,
Kappa Sigma. A biology major, he
has been consistently on the Dean's
List and has three times been
named a James Bowdoin Scholar.
He is a member of the Transport*
ati n <**** ROTC unit and last
?
spring was designated a Distin
guished Military Student.
Outstanding Scholar

Jtltea*

MM

John

ORIENT

An wy

R

I
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New ORIENT

;

of Proctors.

j

He

for

Shortly after dinner the Polar

are just plain up college at Spauldlng High School,
he stated* "Tuition where he competed in both basketcharges have been increased as far ball and track and was a class offi"Colleges
against it,'

as it is safe to increase them without making the private colleges a
haven for the wealthy. Colleges
have pared operating budgets until
they can be pared no further,
Tyne after time business management firms have investigated the
business operation "and handling of
the college plant with but few suggestions on how it could be improved. In fact, Beardsley Ruml
states that most colleges would
put most businesses to shame in
terms of the efficiency of plant

operation."
Citing the plight of the college
professor, he said, "In 1939-40 the
cost of fuel to heat Bowdoin College was 2% times a professor's
salary. In 1952-53 fuel costs were
3.16 times a professor's salary, and

Bear Five arrived at the TD.
and all floor space was
again taken as the popular group
house,

cer for all four years.
|

appeared. This is one thing the
dates could not get enough of during the weekend. At approximately 9:30 both the audience and the
band decided to return to their
respective houses for the remainder of the evening. Dance bands
were found in nearly every house
by 10 o'clock, although the A.T.O.
heuse featured still another jazz
band. This aggregation from Portland turned out one of the best
parties to be found on campus

Harrison is majoring in economics and has been a James Bowdoin Scholar for three years. He
has also been consistently on the
Dean's list and is a member of the
Outing Club. He is a member of
Beta TTieta Pi Fraternity,
Vision,

'

Humanity and Courage

Stearns came to college with a
pre-matriculation
Alumni Fund
Scholarship and has been an outstanding member of the under-

graduate body throughout his colmember of Delta
ilege career.
Sigma fraternity, he is cadet cornmanding officer of the Transportaunit,
tion Corps
Last April Stearns was awarded

Saturday night

A

ROTC

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Cup. This cup goes annually to
this year they have gone up more "that member of the three lower
without any change in our salary classes whose vision, humanity, and
schedule. To put it another way, courage most contribute to making
there are 2.6 more professors go- Bowdoin a better college."
ing up the flue in 1952-53 than
A former member of the Medthere were in 1939-40."
diebempsters, he has served as
Stating that colleges will be "al- President of the Glee Club and as
most forced to turn to the federal its accompanist, is Chapel organist,
government for support," Presi- and also serves as Choir Director
dent Coles declared, "No matter for the First Parish Church in
how long you argue, there can be Brunwick. Stearns has three times
no question that once the govern- been named a James Bowdoin
ment provides support, it will Scholar; he has consistently been
eventually grasp control. If any of on the Dean's List. In addition, he
you doubt it, recall just a few has been President of the Student
months ago when a United States Council. He is majoring in music.
Senator questioned the propriety
the

i

I

(Continued on Page 2)

By Gerard

A

Gotham

Continued on Page 21

G. B. S.'s Misalliance was played to a partly happy, enthusiastic
audience last Saturday evening in
will
Memorial Hall. In many ways, the
an appearance with poet Robert presentation of last year's BroadFrost on the TV program "Fron- way success was a significant one.
tiers of Faith" on Sunday, March Excepting one faculty production
21, Professor Frederic Tillotson of the great Shaw, Misalliance reannounced today.
presented the first Bowdoin enThe program is sponsored by the counter with ShaWs merger of
Broadcasting and Film Commis- wit, ideas, and drama. The ension of the National Council of counter was a successful one. In
the Churches of Christ in the addition to a superb set which
United States of America.
colorfully walled in more than two
Frost Reads
hours of good conversation, the
Frost will read some of his poe- casting proved excellent in most
try which has a particular and im- cases, the direction smooth, and
plicit application to the religious
the pace good during the last two
principles for which Protestantism
acts. The successful production of
stands. He is an honorary graduate
proof
this
particular play is
of Bowdoin, having received a Doc- enough
that Bowdoin's thespians
tor of Letters degree in 1926 as
and spectators have reached that
the "generous and inspiring teach- degree of
artistic maturity where
er of things of the spirit to Ameri- they
need no longer be tortured or
can youth in different collegiate titillated by a series
of potboilers
centers."
like The Hasty Heart and RamAired On NBC
shackle Ian. From now on, good,
"Frontiers of Faith" is one of
lively drama will
be expected.
the television offerings of the NaAbsolution will no longer be given
tional Council of Churches, which
to the pedestrian theater encouris the national organization that
aged in recent years by the Masrepresents the thirty major hisque & Gown.
toric Protestant and Eastern OrthShaw, as usual, has a message
odox denominations in the United in
Misalliance. His use of the playStates with a combined memberform as an instrument of social
ship of better than 35.000,000 conpropaganda in Ibsenesque, but his
stituents. The program, aired over
tradition is clearly more akin to
NBC from 1:30 to 2:00 pjn. every that of the great satirists of the
Sunday, is carried by 73 stations
18th century whose intent is to
with an estimated listener audience
provide a reform of human follies
of approximately 3,000,000 people.

Kappa

Money

Orcutt, Batal,

Elected

Anvezon

New Student

Twelve Colleges Ready
John &. uoocinch
A history To Adopt ITie New
major, he comes from New Yori
City. He has served as secretary of Advanced Study Report
of the Chi Psi fraternity.

the Political Forum and is the corresponding secretary for his fraternity.

David R. Anderson

'55

Bowdoin is one of 12 Eastern
Colleges that has accepted a plan
whereby entering freshmen miay

and James present high school courses for college graduation credit, Dean Kendrick announced recently.
The program is the result of the
School Study of Admission with
Advanced Standing. Its provisions

Anwyll, Jr. '55, have been elevated
to the position of Managing Editor. Anderson is the secretary of
the Bowdoin Christian Association
and is a member of the executive
committee of the interfraternity
debating council. A member of the
Psi Upsilon fraternity Anderson
is the house corresponding secretary.
He hails from Caribou,
Maine.r re- Med Student
Anwyll, who comes from Holy-

make

it possible for a freshman to
receive credit in 11 different areas
of study providing the work has
been completed under carefully
controlled provisions.
Beginning in January. 1951, at a
conference called by Gordon K.
Chalmers, president of Kenyon Coloke, Mass., is social chairman for lege, when the heads of several of
the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity. He the nation's leading colleges met to
is a member of the house execu- consider the program, various com-

tive committee and is the house
corresponding secretary. A "preCharles E. Orcutt '54 was elect- med student Amvylll is majoring in
L. Dune '65
through ridicule. Shaw's concern ed president of the Student Coun- English.
(Continued on Page 4)
over the absurdity of conventional cil to succeed David S. Rogerson
relationships which alienate par- "54 at the meeting of Monday,
ents from their children is pointed February 8.
Michael J. Batal, Jr. '54 was
up throughout the play by the
problems arising from John Tarle- chosen vice-president and Robert
ton's lack of honesty towards his K. G. Arwezon, Jr. '53 is the new
Five seniors. were commissioned
daughter, Hypatia. through Lord secretary-treasurer.
Orcutt, a member of the Zeta second lieutenants in the TransSummerhay's commentary on his
unsympathetic relationship with Psi fraternity, was president of portation Corps, USAR, in the
Bentley, and, ironically enough, the debating team last year. A Moulton Union on February 5, acthrough the spontaneity of inti- member of the ROTC, he has serv- cording to an announcement by Lt.
Winfrey, commanding
macy between the elder Tarleton ed as recording secretary, histo- Col. Will
and Bentley and between Lord rian and is currently correspoond- officer of the ROTC unit.
In a brief ceremony at 4:15,
Summerhays and Johnny Tarleton, ing secretary for his fraternity.
Batal, a member of Delta Sig- Colonel Walter H. Kennett, TC,
a spontaneity utterly impossible
between the fathers and their res- ma, is a dean's list student and a USA, (Ret.) of Topsham presented
pective sons. The utter grotesque- James Bowdoin scholar. He is the commissions to William E. Curnesg of the parent-child misunder- head of the ROTC drill team and ran, William A. Fickett, Philip A.
standings all contribute to Shaw's a company commander. In the re- Garland, Charles E. Godfrey and
view of a rather insane, topsy-tur- cent house elections he was chos- Ellery A. Thurston.
vey world where the obvious and en vice-president of his fraternity.
Philip A. Garland a member of
Arwezon, a member of Chi Psi, Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, has
the
right
things never exist
Shaw's cutting wit refuses "to play 's the captain of the varsity swim- served as circulation manager of
the game" of conventional moral- ming team. He holds three Bow- the Bowdoin Bugle, and this past
yard fall has been his house's represenity and, at every turn, upsets the doin pool records: the 440
apple-cart of unthinking living free-style, the 200 yard breast, and tative on the White Key.
the 150 yard individual medley.
Two-Platoon Man
with select sharp words.
In other business Batal was apGarland is a football letterman.
Shavian Wit
The problem element in Mlsal- pointed chairman of the Campus Under two-platoon football in 1952
Chest
committee.
He
already
is
Bance is not "the thing". Shavian
he played as a defensive back, and
wit is. The reference in the play to making plans for the charity this past fall saw offensive and decertain people's plays which read weekend which is coming up the fensive action. He expects to be
called to active duty with the
better than they act is true of weekend of March 12-14.
The Council voted $150 from Transportation Corps sometime in
Shaw. To appreciate Shaw is to
conversation. Blanket Tax funds to feed and March.
appreciate
good
William E. Curran was the
When two of Shaw's characters transport the two 40-man glee
clubs
which will sing in Portland leader of the Band during his colenter a room, one
may expect
minutes for the benefit of -the Heart Fund. lege days. He came to Bowdoin
ten
a
solid
of brisk verbal
interplay. One of the singing groups will be as the winner of an Alumni Fund
composed of ROTC members who Scholarship. Curran expects to be
(Continued on Page 2)
will appear in their uniforms.

FOR BOTH PLAYERS AND AUDIENCE

Meddies Will Appear

In Phi Beta

Professor Nathan Dane, U, announced last week at the morning
Chapel service that five seniors
have been elected to membership
in Phi Beta Kappa, national hon-

Flaker has been an outstanding
schoWr and athlete during his colherst. It took a brave man to face
Grants Needed,
lege days. Last fall he was awarded
11, Anderson lipped
those near-zero gusts of wind.
the James Bowdoin Cup, given
John B. Goodrich '55, was electBut athletics weren't all that
President Coles Tells
annually to that student who, dur- ed Editor-in-Chief of the ORIENT
went on Saturday afternoon. The
ing the previous year, had the by the members of the Bowdoin
members of Zeta Psi entertained
Bowdoin Club
highest scholastic average among Publishing Company last week to
an over-flow crowd as the Polar
Liberal arts colleges must have men awarded varsity letters; He replace Wallace
Harper. Jr. Bear Five swung into its famous
support from corporations or they is a basketball letterman.
'55. retiring Editor.
line of Dixieland. Numerous other
will be forced to turn to the fedAlpha
Delta
A member of the
Goodrich, who was the Managing couples found the cold
weather a
eral government for assistance, Phi Fraternity, Flaker is a govern- Editor last semester, is a member
challenge too great. Many of the
Dr. James S. Coles, told members ment major and is consistently on
houses were kept warm by roarEditor
of the New York Bowdoin Club at the Dean's List. Last year he was
ing fires and students and their
a dinner at the Music Room of the a member of the White Key and
dates were kept warm by other
Biltmore Hotel Friday, January this year he is a member of the
means.
29.
prepared
Board

CRITIC CALLS 'MISALLIANCE' SUCCESS

Ronald Bridges '30 Elected With Robert Frost
TV Show
Tallman Professor For Semester OnTheNational
Middiebempsters
make

Dr.

plans for reHall into a
and concert

the Rifle of the boards and finally accepted.
FiyuiK L.
The cost over and above the
fund of $250,000 provided by the
late Mr. Pickard at first seemed
too high, but by eliminating cer-,
tain of the features originally proposed, both for the theatre and
classroom spaces, a figure was
finally reached which met the approval of the Boards.
The erection of a new and separate theatre was for many years
considered but finally rejected because of its. cost in annual maintenance and its drain on general
Maine Man
funds. Much of the present use of
Teaching Government
a Memorial Hall would be abandon6,
course dealing with problems of
mU^c rehearsal and
municipal administration, is Ad- practice removed to Gibson Hall,
junct Professor of Government Ed- If the theater left Memorial Hall,
ward F. Dow, head of the History tf, e College would be forced to
and Government Department at maintain a building which would
the University of Maine. Professor be rarely occupied. The architects
Dow, a Bowdoin graduate in the therefore agreed to return to a
class of 1925 and a recipient of consideration of remodeling Memmaster of arts and doctor of pbil- orial Hall into a combination theosophy degrees from Harvard, is ater and concert hall. Now that
taking over from Roy H. Owsley, the plans have been completed,
City Manager of Portland, who only their authorisation by the retaught the course during the first cently appointed Building Commitsemester but is now returning to tee is lacking.
Louisville, Kentucky. In 1945 at
W01 Seat 600
the University of Maine he estabThe new theater as planned will
lished a Public Management Pro- have an auditorium seating over
gram, devoted to the training of 600 at a level approximately ten

Hoover

Fraternity.
Jazz bands, a gym dance, and Rho Upsilon
The
several athletic events sparked judges in this final balloting were
the 1954 edition of Winter House- Vice-President Bela W. Norton,
parties, one of Bowdoin Colleges and Professors Athem P. Daggett
greatest social events.
and Richard L. Chittim. Chape rFriday evening, Charlie Spivak ones at the dance were Mesdames
and his band took over Sargeant Bela W. Norton. Donovan D. LanGymnasium and thrilled some 425 caster, Athern P. Daggett, Richcouples that braved the cold wea- ard L. Chittim, and Edwin B. Benther and slippery paths. Every jamin.
"Molly Malone"
credit is due to Robert F. Hinckley
'55 and his
After the queen was crowned
committee for the
splendid work they did in arrang- the Meddiebempsters entertained
ing such a successful dance. The the enthusiastic crowd for the regym was decorated in a French mainder of the intermission. The
sidewalk cafe motif, set off by a group maintained its excellent
reputation by giving an outstandreplica of the Arc de Triomphe.
The dance Friday night was ing performance. Especially enjoypreceded by the usual cocktail ed was the new version of "Molly
parties and banquets in the res- Malone," sung by Bill Perkins.
Saturday afternoon was devoted
pective houses. Here queens were
picked from among the over-500 mainly to sporting events and jazz.
large crowd filled the gym to
dates on campus to represent the
various fraternities in the final watch the basketball team in acagainst Williams College.
tion
balloting at the dance.
Miss Diana Garon was awarded Cheers could be heard from the
the cup as Winter Houseparty cage as the track team tried to
Queen. She is from Portland and shake off the effects of Friday
Clark University. Her date was night in its meet against M.I.T.
Philip A. Weiner, "55, of the Alpha The swimming team performed
before a packed crowd in the
warm pool. They played host to
B. Goodrich '55
Williams. Outdoors, the hockey
found the weather a little
Elected
Editor; team
chillier in their game with Am-

New Members

Join Eleven Others

DC

Over the past year
modeling Memorial
combination theatre
Drill hall were studied by

town and city managers, which
was at that time the only strictly
undergraduate program being ofrfered in the United States in this
field. In 1952 he was granted a
leave of absence from the University of Maine to serve as Execu-

Five

L

^ w^ ^

The

WCSH-TV Tonight

the Executive year. He is also serving as his
Committee; William E. Nieman, Fraternity Cu.vard.
'55 is the new White Key repreFrank A. Metz '55, of Winthrop,
sentative; William H. Freeman Mass.. is serving his second semes'56, is Choragus, and Frederick G. ter as Treasurer. He is on the
'57,
P. Thorn
won the coveted po- Hockey squad and is also the DKE
sition of Keeper-of-the-Hall.
representative to the White Key.
For Psi Upsilor, Harold S.
Three secretaries were elected.
will
Skelton,
serve as the new Ttaey Aare J. Ward Kennedy '55,
Secretary, while Wallace R. Har- Recording Secretary; James
per '55, is Treasurer. Harper is Doherty '55, Corresponding! Secrethe trumpet player for the Polar tary, and George V. Packard '54,
Bear Five, and is the past Editor- the Alumni Secretary.
in-Chief of the ORIENT. Peter J.
William L, Kimball "55, of
Rigby '56, was chosen to represent Northeast Harbor, is the Student
Psi Upsilon on the Student Coun- Representative.
cil; Douglas L. Morton '55, and
Chi Pal
Ronald R. English '55 will both
Chi Psi, which previously had
serve second terms on the Student elected Peter B. Powell '54 as
Union Committee and the White President for the third semester,
Key respectively. Loring G. Pratt chose Wallace A. Stoneman '55, to
'55, is Kyrex.
be Vice-President. Stoneman is a
L1I ley Elected
former secretary of the FraterAt the Delta Kappa Epsilon nity. Robert G. Walsh '56, of Winelections held last semester, Al- chester, N. H., is the new secre'54,
bert F. LiUey
of Bethseda, tary, and Robert K. G. Arwezon
Md., was elected the new Presi- '53 was re-elected to serve a secdent. Lillev graduated from Wood- ond term in the Student Council.
row Wilson High School in WashFrank J. Vecella '54, of Midland
ington,
before coming to Park, N. J., is the new President
Bowdoin. Here, he has been Bus- of Sigma Nu, and David F. Coe
iness Manager of the ORIENT, '55, of Wellesley Hills, Mass., Is
and a member of last year's Ivy the new Vice-President. Vecella
(Continued on Page 4)
Day Committee; he played Freshto

Doggett whose appointment to
Bowdoin's military staff was recently announced. Sergeant Doggett, who served in Burma during
World War II with the famed
"Merrill's Marauders," was separated from active duty as a first
lieutenant in the infantry on January 11 of this year and re-enlisted the following day as a master
sergeant. Next fall he will teach
the use of individual and crewserved weapons.

ing.

subject of Professor Mitchell's talk was "Samuel Sewall and
His Diary." He first spoke of the
time in 1925 when he escorted Carl
Sandberg on a lour of the Bowdoin campus. Sandberg's prime desire was to see Samuel Sewell's

charge

Team and assisting with
Team is Master Sergeant

Wilmot

been invited to speak at

Bowdoin ROTC Drill
Team To Appear On

J.

Gets Underway Here

Jr. '55, Kappa Sigma;
Kenneth B. Miller. Beta Theta Pi;
John R. Hovey, Sigma Nu; Edward
Sunday Chapel, will open a three- B. Blackman '55, Alpha Tau Omeday period of discussions centering ga; Alan W. Markell '54, Alpha
around visiting clergymen in the Rho Upsilon; and Melvin E. Hodg'55,

five previously unfilled

Recorded As Semester

bers-at-large

Tomlinson

Winter Houseparty Weekend

positions. from Brunswick High School. He
James R. Flaker '54, and William has been on the Student Council,
Sands '54, were elected as mem- and is the head cheerleader this

Six Changes In Faculty

Council Officers

mittees have been examining the
ways and means to initiate such a
program. A majority of these people were on the staffs of the 12
(Continued on Page

2)

Five Seniors Are Commissioned By
ROTC As Second Lieutenants In TC

R

called to active duty sometime in

March.
Santa Chuu
William A. Fickett has been
prorninent in the Debating Council
and also in the Political Forum,
which he has served as President.
Just before Christmas vacation he
acted as Santa Claus at a party
youngsters
for
underprivileged
given by his fraternity, Theta Delta Chi. He has been a frequent
participant in prize speaking contests.

Fickett expects to be called to
active duty in the Transportation
Corps in- June. Meanwhile he
plans to teach school for the rest
of the year.
Godfrey Finished
Charles E. Godfrey is also a
member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity and has played varsity golf
at Bowdoin. He is married and has
two sons. He expects to be called
to active duty in the Army sometime in March. He has finished all
of his requirements for graduation
but has chosen to graduate formally with his class in June.
Ellery A. Thurston is a member

of

Kappa Sigma

fraternity.

Some-

time in March he expects to be
to active duty with the

called

'
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Army.
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THE BOWDOIN OKIENT;TVEPNfiSDAV, FEBRUARY
Rev. MacDonald Talks

THE BOWilN ORIENT On
Y°l_LxxxIn~

Wednesday, February

17.
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Rockwood

in life"

was the

theme of the Sunday, February
15 chapel talk by Reverend Joseph
Cony MacDonald. '15, D.D., of the
Union Church in Waban, Massachusetts, and a member of the
Board of Overseers.
The speaker told a story about
some natives in Africa who were
asked by David Livingstone where
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Editors

George

Thomas
John W. Albert
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the great Blue Nile River went.
Feature Writers
Donald W. Blodgett '54 Having never seen its mouth on
George V. Packard '54 the Mediterranean, they replied
Benjamin G. M. Priest '55 that it was lost in the sands of the
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north.
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
Where Doc* Life Lead?
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-55
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James
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'Pretty Satitfactary'
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'of love, beauty and goodness are
actually "bits of eterrtity", and
must be thought of as a part of a

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
880
KKett Professor James A. Storer, Bruce N
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much
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greater whole.
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indistinctly

muttered,

cued.

Some

or

badly

of Shaw's best

President Coles States

speaker put it. Our spirits accomplish their purpose as they mingle
with others.
[Continued from Page /"]
The choir sang "The Lord Shall
Five Debates Entered
of the tax-exempt status of a great Hear Thee", by Schulz.
university because the governing
A vigorous program of debating boards of that university did not
and speech contests for the second happen to agree with his point of
Graphic Art Exhibit
semester, ranging from local com- view."
* petition
to a national debating conAt College
Relation To Businesses
test in New York City, has been
Business leaders, on the other
announced by Mr. Sweet and Mr. hand,
The college Museum of Fine Arts
"recognize that they would
Thayer.
be doing a disservice to the basic is showing through February "28
The first of this series took place freedoms and the future develop- an exhibition of graphic art by con
on Thursday, when the freshmen ment of the United States if they temporary printmakers, Curator
debaters discussed some aspect of were to attempt to control
the Carl N Schmalz, Jr., announced
Free Trade for five minutes apiece, thought or teaching of colleges today.
On the same day the trials were which they might support. They
through change in tax structure.
held for the Bradbury Prize De- realize that often their best
friend The
individual
who collected
bate. Open to students of the upper is their harshest critic."
wealth in the past no longer does
three classes, this contest has a
He went on to say, "A recent
prize of $80.00. The finals will be survey of 33,500 business execu- so. Gifts by business to charitable
institutions are encouraged by feheld on February 25.
tives
have shown that 88% of
Two teams from the University them are holders of college de- deral tax laws. Actually such gifts
avoid one step in the taxation proof Connecticut are scheduled to grees and 71% are
graduates of cess."
compete here on March 6. The fol- small liberal arts colleges,
He mentioned the DuPont
lowing week, two Bowdoin teams
"The doctors who take care of a
grants of more than $700,000 for
will travel_to the national tourna- corporation's
employees,
the
ment at Brooklyn University, in teachers who teach the children this year; the Union Carbide
$500,000 program providing 400
which more than 60 colleges are
,h
employees the lawyers
year for more than
entered.
S
f0rth eCOr '! 30 colIe es to administer with nb
e
Next comes the Varsity State n^r»t^. fl
r he
08 ***"'
Intercollegiate
»,« of
«r%£
J" colleges. restrictions of any kind; the Ford
Tournament a t graduates
liberal arts
Motor
company scholarships,
Brunswick on March 20, followed
t °P
aU
remajns th which provide full grants for chil?
by the Freshman State Intercolle- nZ ^EL K?K 's being recognized
^en of employees to attend any
giate Tournament sometime in SELfSiTJH
above all others. That is that the
. df
co „
of their choi
April.
American free enterprise system
The last intercollegiate competi- and our system of American gov- rect grant made by Ford to the
college attended, in recognition of
tion planned for the spring semes- ernment
have
been
nurtured
ter is the New England Forensic throughout the life of this coun- the fact that tuition does not cover much more than half of the
Tournament at Cambridge»on April try by the liberal arts colleges."
cost of the student's education.
2 and 3. The college will enter two
.Reasons For Appeal
"Those businessmen who have
debating teams and,
reasons

Need Grants

Museum

!

-

,

l J*
£2

KSsMhfii

rl

?

2S

^

.

I

in addition,

men

extemporaneous speaking,
interpretive reading, and oratory.
Those interested in the oratory
division should notify Mr. Sweet
or Mr. Thayer at once.
Two speaking contests with sizable prizes are planned for local
in

debaters. On March 8, speakers
will be selected for the finals of
the Class of 1868 Prize Speaking
Contest and for the Stanley Plummer Prize Speaking Contest. The
former, worth $50, is open to Seniors; the latter, with a prize of $45
to Juniors. The finals for the senior competition will be held on
April 26 and for the junior contost on April 15.

statesman unable to discipline his
son was played with an interesting
combination of jaded worldly wis"

dom and

Commenting upon

the
behind the colleges' appeal to corporations, Dr. Coles said, "These
demands have developed out of
the growing realization of the importance of liberal education to
business and out of the change in
the distribution of our wealth

I

j
|

£*^.t &LrJ?,£?

Colleges

John LaCasce as a hard-headed

lines

were completely omitted because

of bad cueing. Sobriety on the
Purpose of Earthly life
part of the prompted was of the
uraaumD raa national advt«tisino by
The Lord is a God who cares for essence. Where effect depended so
National Advertising Service, Inc.
understands,
who
judges
us
and
CHUtt Publiihtrs Ktprtsentaliv*
much on clarity of declamation
420 MADISON AVE.
NFW YORK. N. V.
our motives as well as our actions. and on the deadly accuracy of deCmica/io . Boston - Lo« \not: rn - Saw Fkancisoo
Life here on earth is only a small
W
mAjr h,M *"** **. F5f "", a »» ta « SssMstsr by part of our eternity with God. The livery, much of audience response
»l*
•criptET ««».?£&£. ^"T^ ^H"" n£T* »""<"nic«tion. to the Eaitor and .ukl lives of men flow into each other was lost through sloppiness of
lines.
and the combined result becomes
Two Top Performances
part of His universal plan. "The
Beeson and Ben
Bill
G. M.
rivers of life find their fulfillment
Priest deserve special
mention
in the mighty seas of God," the

Forensic Plans For
Spring Announced;

—

<

'

11

GoXich^fe

j

j

Concert Tonight To

Feature Opera Star,
Miss Nell Tangeman
Nell Tangeman, mezzo-soprano,
Bowdoin College tonight February 17, to present another concert, which will be open
to the public with no admission
charge.
She will sing selections by Henry
Purcell, Richard Strauss, Mozart,
Debussy, and a group of American
folk songs arranged by Aaron Copland. The program will begin at
will return to

naive senile sentimentality. John's nonchalance as a man
of the world unfortunately extended itself to an indifference in.clear
enunciation of lines, but the part
was played with satisfying depth.
Maynard Seelye as the elder Terleton might have been acted with
a little more bluster, but the contrast of the successful "linen-draper" with the man of destiny and
noble aspirations was brought out
sharply. Calvin Kendall and Peter
Powell were adequate.

praise for her singing,

in

.

[Continued from Page i)
Flash, instructor in Government.

Advanced
To Be

and

celling of
Study report. These schools inspecial spotlights win be installed
clude Brown, Carelton. Haverford,
for lighting the forestage; and the
Kenyon, MIT, Middlebury, Oberwill
be operated
switchboard

lin, Swarthmore, Wabash, Wesleyfrom a booth above the balcony.
an, and Wilhams. The project was
Adequate spaces and equipment
made possible largely through a
for dressing rooms, lounge and
grant from the Fund for the Adother audience accomodations will
vancement of Education.
be provided in the classrooms. The
comsub-committees
Eleven
exterior of the building will be
posed of representatives of the
little changed except for an addimember
colleges and secondary
main
entrance
and
dortion to the
schools, have defined the standards
mers over the sides of the stage
training in

for advanced-credit
but the interior will be
literature,
English composition,
completely altered except for the
Latin, French, German, Spanish,
loft over the auditorium,
history, mathematics, physics, bio4
logy and chemistry. Members of
To Start Work In
It is hoped that work may betthe-JBowdoin faculty who served as
started on the job in June, but l members or correspondents on
the task of removing the present these sub-committees include: Prointerior finish and construction, fessors Edward S. Hammond Herspace,

C

The

Student

Patronage
Solicited

DAVE'S TAILOR SHOP
Alterations

-

Repairing

Suits

76

Mine

-

Cleansing

First National

Pressing

-

Made To Measure

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Phone 1468

Street

Bank

Brunswick, Maine

made her

New York recital debut in 'Town
Hall in 1948. Since then she has appeared as soloist with the New
York Philharmonic Symphony, the
Philadelphia Orchestra, the Los*
Angeles Philharmonic, the Cincinnati Symphony, the Boston Symphony, and other orchestras in the
United States. In Europe she has
been soloist with the Orchestre
Nationale in Paris, the Berlin Philharmonic, and the Santa Cecelia
Symphony

New Faculty

Members Added Here
As Semester Starts

[Continued From
persons can be seated on it in view to the maintenance cost of the
of the audience. It will be equip- college plant. The memorial feaed with sound baffles to serve a> tures of the original hall will be
a music shell. The gridiron, from maintained while using the Pickwhich the scenery will be hung, ard bequest to its greatest advanwill be 45 feet above the stage, a tage.
counterweight system will operate
lines for handling scenery. A light
Credit Study
bridge will serve the double purpose of lighting the stage from
Adopted;
the most efficient position and of Plan
transporting scenery to and from
the loft, which will continue to be 12 Colleges Enrolled
[Continued hrom Page 7]
used above the auditorium.
Between the floor of the loft
colleges which have adopted the
the auditorium,
the

will probably delay any actual' re- bert R. Brown, Fritz A. Koelln,'
Ernst
Helmreich, Samuel E.
construction until fall
Rhodes Scholar
By the present scheme, a build- Kammerling, Eaton Leith, Alton
resignation from the faculty of Thomas Means, Joseph E. ing in one of the best locations on H. Gustafson; Associate ProfesMerrill Professor of the Greek campus will be used to full capa sors Dan E. Christie, Lawrence S.
Language and Literature, was ac- city rather than be maintained f HaU and Nathan Dane II
There work was co-ordinated by
cepted at the midwinter meeting partially empty. The college is reof the Governing Boards. Profess" placing a dangerous and inaccess- the Central committee of which
or Means, a Yale graduate and ible auditorium which has often Dean Nathaniel Kendrick is a
Rhodes Scholar who first became been overcrowded with a safe and member.
Professor of Greek here in 1926, easily reached theater, concert, or
Mary Chittim, who has a natur- will not teach during the semester lecture hall which can seat the
There are now 1,048 Americans
al talent for playing earthy parts,
anl will retire in the fall of 1954. entire college. Little will be added In the Congo.
seemed earmarked for the acrobaH. Berkley Peabody, a Bowdoin
tic, athletic, and terrifying vigorgraduate in the class of 1950, has
ous Lina Szcepanowska. The part been promoted to Instructor in the
demanded a certain fresh, unre- Classics. He was, during the fall
strained, breezy, quality and Mary,
semester, a Teaching Fellow in
who hasn't changed from the days the Classics.
of "It's A Fact,' provided much
Professor Jean L. Darbelnet,
verve and gusto to the part. Mrs. Professor of French, has returned
Young was extremely funny as the to the Campus after a first semeswon't
matron
who
conventional
ter sabbatical leave.
hear talk about drainage and who
objects to strong words. Her sentimental affection for poor afflict- her basic lack of exuberance uned males provided some of the willing to be stifled by the staid
high spots of the evening. Miss life of her environment never alSoucie was convincing at times, but lowed her to fully realize the part.

8:15.

Miss Tangeman, who has appeared at Bowdoin several times
in the past and! has received warm

Several

Rome.

Equally at home in the field of
opera, Miss Tangeman was one of
the leading singers in the world
premiere of Igor Stravinsky's "The
Rake's Progress,'' in Venice, Italy.
She created the leading role in
Leonard Bernstein's latest opera,
assumed a position of leadership in "Trouble in Tahati," and for the
the support of the colleges certain- past two summers has been
a guest
ly go far beyond that businessman artist in the International Opera
described by Tacitus almost 2,000 Festival in Aix en
Provence,
years ago who 'had talents equal France.
to business, and aspired no high"
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sayst

"My Dad. a chemist,

wanted me to follow in the business. But
I got the play-acting bug in school and
college. I was in a small part at the Pasadena

"Matchless Service":

Playhouse when they picked me to test
for 'Golden Boy'. I never worked so hard in
my life. But the success of the picture

made it worth

it!"

Last year's traffic toll of deaths
and injuries was the heaviest In
history.
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New Pickard Theater Is

[Continued from Pag* i~\
for their fine performances. As
Kendrick States
This emphasis on crisp dialogue the brainy Bentley Summerhays
Official reports from the Dean's
separated the men from the boys a success at ideas and a failure at
Beeson played him office state that the mid-term
last Saturday night. Those who underwear,
were intellectually enchanted stay- with convincing emotional imma- grades are on a par with those of
ed Those who were not satisfied turity. As a specimen of decadent last year which was considered
by the scattered and rather crude aristocracy, the weak character of a good year scholastically.
In the words of the Dean the
stage action Shaw serves up as Bentley produced by his father's
violent contrast to his dialogue inability to exert any parental results were "pretty satisfactory.
control was consistently developed: There were 22 straight' "A" men,
left after the first act
G. B. Q.'s casting for Misalliance to a fine climax in Bentley's sub- a large number but below that of
was fortunate in most cases. A mission to the strong woman of last year. There were, however,
less birdlike and slightly more vi- the play, "the Polish lady". Play- only 41 major warnings given as
tal
creature might have been ed with polish and precision, Bee- compared to 47 for the same period
found than Miss Soucie for the role son's performance adds another last year a student receives a
of Hypatia. Bill Beeson was not as fine success to his versatile dram- major warning if he has failed two
little of body as might have been atic work at Bowdoin. Ben Priest, or more courses and a minor warnwished, but his performance was who manages to make his audi- ing if he has failed one. The minor
skillful
enough to imaglnately ence laugh with a mere roll of the warnings, nevertheless, registered
evoke a physical smallness which head or gesture turned in a highly a slight increase over last year.
diverting scene as the frustrated
A run-down of the major warnwas not there.
A word of praise goes to the de- clerk with leftist tendencies. The ings in respect to the fraternities
signers and builders of the stage incongruousness of his bourgeois shows: Beta, 8; Zete, 7; Kappa
set. Particularly striking was the ideal of duty towards Mother and Sigma, 6; Sigma Nu, 5; A.R.U., 4;
backdrop which combined blues his anarchistic aspirations was Delta Sigma, 3; Ind., 3; A.D., 2;
and greens to strike the proper crystallized with a great deal or Psi U. 1; A.T.O., 1; D.K.E., 1;
T.E>., 0; Chi Psi. 0.
note of fantasy peculiar to the skill.

to that which many of us
give when we ask ourselves where
Gerald M. Werksman
life leads. We become discouraged
Reporters
tt~.
j « and decide that in our brief time
Ja(x> on '57
Francis M. Kinnely '57, on earth we accomplish nothing.
J an
Thomas R. Merrill '57
Hetwl A SK; LaPahne
Where are the results of all our
choose the "sands of
Ranlett '57
Peter Schmalzer Jr. '57 efforts?
Robert A. Wagg Jr. '57
John R. Withers '57 futility over the seas of God's play.
purpose."
Business Manager
Direction was good in handling
Bruce N. Cooper '54
According to Dr. MacDonald, we
the flow of people about the set.
Assistant Business Managers
work hard in life because we hope but there was a little too much of
James A. Cooke '54
C. Richard Thurston '54 that we will fit into and help
the preconcerted mechanical about
Advertising Manager
God's plan. If we strive for acthe movement of characters. The
Peter M. Pirnie '55
complishment we are building curtain freezes were noticeably
Circulation Manager
God's world here and hereafter.
Harold R. Beacham Jr. '56
bad.
Our deeds and time and life itself
Business Assistants
T T„
„ „
The production's unpardonable
David
1»" '57 are the essence of eternity. All the sin was the lack of precision in
Pete? F.
F Gaas '57 51
^eter
apparently
unattached
bits
small,
Paul j. o Neil '57
lines. Too often lines were muffed,

answer
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Varsity Trackmen BeatenBy MIT; Hockey
Cameron Sets New 2-Mile Recordl

Courtsters Lose
o Williams, Engineers
lite

Bowdoin's
basketball

rapidly

team

improving

resumed

action
Saturday afternoon after a long
layoff of more than two weeks. InPhil
jured
Day was back in action
again but the Polar Bears encountered a fatal fourth period and lost
to the highly rated Ephman by the
score 67-64. The home team dla-

played remarkable accuracy and
clever ball handling in the first
two periods, enabling them to lead
by as much as twelve points in the
second quarter. Then, with a substantial lead, the Bears played possession type ball hoping to pull the
William's defense apart for drives
and to set up Ron Goto and Bill
Kraaer who were playing underneath. High scoring Williams, who
had previously beaten Army, was
temporarily throttled and the
Coombsmen showed an eight point
advantage at the half. It is interesting to note that during the
first half Williams collected only
ten rebounds while the shorter

Bowdoin team garnered 35.
The second half, was a different
story. An inspired Williams team
was quick to start rebounding and
making the most of their freethrow opportunities. Tall Ron Wilson scored a quick five field goals
and aided by scoring of teammates
Jack Henry and Walt Creer,
evened the score at 45-45 at the
rnd of the third stanza. Williams
bottled up Janelle and Golz and
held Captain Bill Fraser to one
field goal in the entire second half.
The only effective Bowdoin scorer

was John

Libby,

whose nine

field

goals in the second half kept the
Polar Bears in the running. The

Frosh Defeat Hebron,

Beaten By Westbrook
Westbrook High School snapped
a seven game winning streak and
marred a perfect record at the
same time by handing the Bowdoin frosh a 58-46 drubbing on
January 20 at the Polar Bear gym,
their first loss of the season.

A

MIT

track
i
Freshman Win Triangular Meet
squad handed Bowdoin a 76-41 deCapturing firsts in all but the
Ephman were aMe to capture most feat last Saturday in an indoor high
and low hurdles, the Bowdoin
Bowdoin
gym,
capturthe
meet
at
of the rebounds now and went on
Porting nine firsts and nine seconds in frosh track squad beat South
to win by three.
land and Thornton Academy in a
In the scoring department John thirteen events.
Frank Cameron of Bowdoin set triangular meet at Bowdoin last
libby was high with ten field goals
Friday.
and two fouls for a total of 22 a local indoor record in the twoThe Polar Bears had 743 points.
points, moat of which came on an mile run with a time of 9:47.8. This
South Portland 291 and Thornton
accurate jump-shot from around bettered by more than seven sec7S. Both hurdle contests were won
old
record
set
by
Bob
onds
the
the foul circle. Ron Wilson, of the
by Dick Tuttle of South PortEphmen, was second with Id. He Porter in 1937. Another bright spot
land.
had eight goals in the latter half. in an otherwise disastrous afterSix Bowdoin trackst ers combined
noon (or Bowdoin was Bill CoperMIT Stop* Bean, 7S-SS
The Bowdoin Polar Bears, after thwaite's victory in the pole vault. for ten firsts. Bill McWilliams won
building up an impressive four Coperthwaite scaled the bar at 12 the shot and discus, John Herrick
copped the mile and 1000, l es Leogame winning streak, lost their feet.
Morefield of MTT was the only netti won the dash and 300 while
second game since exams to a hustling MIT quintet at Cambridge. The double winner of the day, copping Dick Bell won the high jump and
White was favored to win but the firsts in the shot put and 35 pound tied with Dwight Eaton in the pole
accuracy of center Shilensky cou- weight. Williams, also of MIT, won vault. Eaton was first in the broad
pled with high scoring of Weber the 600 yard run and tied with jump, while Me Daniel placed first
and Hess put the visitors on the Klein, another Engineer, in the in the 600 yard run.
short end of a 73-58 count. Bill 200 yard run.
Eraser's scoring in the Initial stanza aided the Coombsmen in evening the score at the buzzer at
16 apiece. However the Engineers
outplayed the visitors in the next
quarter and when the teams left
The Bowdoin College Mermen ond meet of the season by the
for the intermission MIT was on
top 34-27, Bowdoin couldn't get were no match for the power and score of 41-33. Close finishes in
started in a second half which saw depth of the defending New Eng- both the 100 and 200 yard freestyle
an improved home team move land Intercollegiate 'Champions events proved to be the deciding
ahead and hold a substantial lead from Williams College, as Williams factor in the meet, as Portland
until the end of the game. This was poured it on for a 52-30 win. Al- took both events.
primarily due to the fine foul shoot- though most of the Williams times
Veteran sprinter. Bill Sanford,
ing of Weber and accuracy of were fast, by far the most out- was the big gun for Portland with
Engineer center Stan Shilensky. standing performance was that of firsts in both the 50 and 100. SanBill Fraser was the only Bowdoin Co-captain Charlie Douglas with ford's 55.8 in the 100 just gave
player to break into double figures a pool record-breaking 2:22.9 in him the touch over John Collier in
with 12 points. The final score: the 200 Breast. Jenks was the only a real close finish. The finish in the
MIT 73, Bowdoin 58. s
double winner for the Purple with 200 Free was no less thrilling, as
This week is a busy one for the first places in the 50 and 100 yard Weseott of Portland just touched
Coombsmen. After tonight's game sprints.
out Bowdoin's Dick Davis.
with highly rated Brandeis, the
The only double winner in the
The only bright spot for the
team moves back to Brunswick
meet for Bowdoin was Tom Merrill
where it will oppose the Coast Millermen was in the double win who swam for Portland High last
Arwezon.
In
the
Bob
Captain
of
Guard Academy on Friday night
year. He registered wins over his
and Tufts on Saturday night. The 150 Individual Medley Arwezon last year's teammates in the 150
home games will be broadcast to moved out in front with team- Ind. Medley and in the 100 Backthe college community through the mate Clark Neill at the end of stroke. Merrill swam an excellent
breast stroke, and finished with
facilities of WBOA, the college the
a strong freestyle for the fast time 1:04.5 backstroke to beat out Portradio station.
of 1:40.5. Then against Williams land's Litrocapes.
A well-balanced junior varsity
great quarter-miler, Charlie Beard,
well-balanced

Swimmers Conquer Hebron,
Freshmen Lose Contests

J. V.

Varsity;

ARU Holds

win of swimming team handed Hebron
the afternoon with the time of Academy a 41-34 defeat at the Curtis pool, January 19, with two
5:08.8.
junior Polar Bears turning in douAlthough the Bowdoin Mermen ble wins.
were definitely outclassed there
John Collier copped firsts in the
were definite signs of improve- 50 and 100 yard dash while his
ment, which could very well put teammate Tom Merrill won the 100
the team into the running in the yard backstroke and the 150 yard
last three meets of the season. Pyle medley win. Dick Davis took a first
and Willey have been improving place for Bowdoin in the 200 yard

First Place

Arwezon posted

In Bowling League

Coach Lou Audet's charges enThe ARU's maintained their
tered the last quarter behind by 11
number one position in the InterThey were able to cut the
fraternity Bowling League, holding
Westbrook lead to three. 46-43,
a slim one game lead over the secmidway in the frame, but Bill
ond place Betas. The third place
Bragdon and Rollie Kelson comPsi U's remain within striking disbined for six straight points to astance of the pace setters, with the
sure a Westbrook victory.
fourth place being held by the
Bill
MacHardy of Westbrook
ADs.
captured individual scoring honors
ARU
23 5|DeltaSig 11 17
with a 17 point output. Jack EatBeta
23 6ATO
11 17
on was high for Bowdoin with six- Psi
U
20 8|Sigma Nu 10 18
teen. Bill Hamilton and
Kelson
18 lOiDekes
10 18
were the other players who hit
Kappa Sig 17 lljTD
7 11
double figures, with 13 and 12
17 HJChi Psi
Zetes
2 26
points
points.

steadily in the backstroke; breast-

strokers
sprinter

A

free style.

and
all

for the Bowdoin
swimmers will be at home next
Saturday against the University of
Connecticut.

respectively.

half left in the last period.
foul
shot by Jack Eaton and a goal by

Neill,

The next meet

Cubs Tip Hebron, 84-60
The name "Formosa" comes
Returning to action after the
mid-term lay-off, the Bowdoin from the Portugese, "Hha Foris-

Morse and

Ken Brigham have

showed improvement

AD

frosh basketball squad resumed mosa" which means "Beautiful
their winning ways with a 64-60 land.
triumph over Hebron Academy at
Hebron last Wednesday.
The junior bears were behind
throughout the game and took a
one point lead on a foul shot by
Tom Fraser with a minute and a

his second

Hebron excelled

in

the relays

winning both the 200 and 150 medley. The Academy picked up eight
points in the 100 yard breast
stroke on the strength of a first
by White and a second by Savage.

Team

Ties

PAGE THBeA
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POLAR

Loses To Amherst

6-6;

The Hockey team showed its
The teams were evenly matched,
comeback capabilities, as the puck- but the first line for Bowdoin was
overworked and lost some of its
competence as time progressed.
thrilling engagement with New
The two White tallies were the reHampshire in a 6-5 stalemate last sult of fine passing. The first came
Friday night at Bowdoin.
on a backhand by McCusker on a
The first line predominated for setup by Rogerson about twelve
the Polar Bears in the tie. "Bald feet from the cage. The disc* flew
Eagle" McCusker, a label with through the outstretched legs of
which he was endowed in this en- the Amherst goaltender.
counter, led the Bowdoin skaters
With our pueksters down 3-1 in
with three goals. Ever dependable the third period Melincoff shot a
Dave Rogerson supported the cause pass out from a corner to Rogerson
with two markers, while fast im- who slapped it into an empty net.
proving Larry Dwight got the last The rugged playing of the previous
one with but two minutes of play evening gradually affected the
remaining.
hockoymon and so the play became
On Saturday Amherst visited a bit ragged.
our campus and went away with a
The Bowdoin defensive unit of
3-2 victory.
Dwight and Coe played particularly well. These iron men closely resemble former greats of yesteryear
with their vigorous checking and

BEARINGS

sters scored three goals in the last
half of the third period to end a

By Joseph Y. Rogers, ORIENT Sports Editor
Reprinted below is a letter re- of space available, combined with
ceived recently by the Sports De- the number of sports events which
possible to include everything. An
partment:
attempt is therefore made to bring
Sports Editor
out the highlights of the event in
The Bowdoin Orient
the story itself, rather than add
Brunswick. Maine
the line-ups at the end. While the
Dear Sir:
I have been a subscriber and author of the above letter has
an interested reader of the Bow- made a "constructive suggestion,"
doin Orient for four years. I there- we hope that he and others who
fore believe I am justified in mak- share his point of view will reaing what I hope is a constructive lize our position, and that while
suggestion to the Sports Depart- we would like to include all the dement's contribution to the Orient. tails of each and every sports
Over the past two years the gen- event, limitations of space make

who covers the hockey it an impossibility.
#
•
m
•
for your paper does not give
Psi Upsilon has instituted a troa very clear picture in his reRetains
given
annually
be
to
to the
phy
port
on
the
games.
would
I think it
practically every minute the White
champions of interfraternity basIn Basketball Standings has been on the ice and should be a much better picture if he in- ketball in tribute to Martin C. Mitreceive some sort of recognition serted the lineups and scoring
'54, who drowned during the
TEAM STANDINGS
in the all-star selections made by statistics as they appear in the re- chell
W L Pet. GB hockey coaches and writers later in ports of hockey games in other Spring Vacation of last year.
SIrtoa No
.H.-.7
Marty was graduated from
papers.
Kappa Sigma
the spring.
.133

Sigma Nu

fierce charging. T>wight has played

Lead

tleman

games

me

—
\

TD

Daltn Siu

ARU
25
Beta
DKE
Zcte
Pel U

Chi Psi

1

.«(

1|

.500
.428
.423
.333
.285

.•;

I cannot Understand why this Brunswick High, where in addihas not been done before, and I am tion to playing basketball, he was
sure it would be appreciated by President of the Senior Class. He
was also very active in int&frateryour readers.
nity sports here at Bowdoin before
Probably there are many readers the accident.
The trophy will be awarded to
who have wondered why the lineups and box scores of hockey the winner of the Interfraternity
Norwich.
games, as well as other sports, Basketball League, and can not be
have not been included. The rea- retired by winning it in so many
son for their omittance is due to successive years. The inscription
the lack of space: having only one on the trophy reads, "Dedicated
Sigma Nu (2«)
Kappa Sigma (34)
G F P
G F P page for sports, of which a good to the Memory of Martin C. MitVecella
4
5
3 fo»(j rove
.13 9
share is reserved for advertise- chell '54 by his Brothers of Psi
Boas
OIGuletian
I
Manninirham 1
2 Green wood
1
1
ment it is possible to edit only so Upsilon. To the Interfraternity
4' Planse
Clifford
2
4
4 12
Basketball Champions."
much material.
Paynt
3 1 71 Ware

There are four games left for the
team this season. Two of these
against Tufts and are well
worth seeing, since the Jumbos
are rated more highly than the
rest of the outfits the White has
been scheduled to meet excepting

I

are

3

S
S|

.US

ATO

.000

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
R«r Morant. Thrta Delta Oil
DKR (47)
Beta <4t)
G P PI

Dabney
Ladd

7 lllFreidlander
1
7! Stan be nr

2

3

Packard

3
3

1

f>

(Jilchritt

Heaelton

S

Sayward

1

Hamlin.
Stearns
Dohertv

3

Malcolm
- DuPie-M*
6'Pairman

1

21

12!

Randall

21

a

Totals

1< IS 47|

Tatala

GPP
2 18
1
5

8
2
2

15

S
I

I

7

1

3

S
2

1

•-•

«

10

<7»)

G

Nl^man

-P

a 48

»t

i

Dyer

12
2

Woodward
Woodbury

1
1

4

2 101

Slrssi tiger

1

2|

14 7

Sicau No

Packard

1

W

ATO

(it)

P.

Vecella

M

2 181

Payne

4

Boss

6

8|Wlrth
l2!Metsrer
6 ~«lLangbein
6 Shepherd

O'Rouka
3
Manninirham 3
Kapaloff

4

Baribeau

3

Green*

ARU

1

Last Week's Reralts
played before exams)

1

2

4

: 10

LEADING SCORERS

Nieman.
Total.

TD

G F
4

5

2
2

1

3'

Garland

7 33|

Totals

1

13

3

gamrg

9 Tues.

3

3

4

• 14
1
7

Because of the limited amount

Hockey
Rojremon

8
6

Duhertv

S

Dwiifht

s

Chi Psi

vs.

Beta

Delta Siirma vs.
Zete vs. Sigma

Wed.

SI?

2 2 6
2
16 13 43

P

G

A

7
7
7
7

18.7
16.7
16.7
13.8
11.7

DKE

vs.

and Carpenter shared
honors with 18 points

apiece.

Hazzard had 17 for Heb-

Pinch

f

To College
HOT DOGS

«

2|
6

Twenty-five per cent of all
drivers involved in fatal auto accidents in the U.S. last year were
under 25 years old.

Row

—

Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping
vs.

Kappm Si*

in the Air Force

To Bowdoin Men.

QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WIN WINGS
AS AIR FORCE LIEUTENANTS,
EARN OVIR S5.000 A TEAR!

Pilot training begins at Lackland Air Force Base, where
Aviation Cadets get 3 months of officer indoctrination.

e

Early Spring Arrivals
making

style

news

For a

fast, exciting

and reward-

ing career, make your future in
the sky as an Air Force pilot. As
a college student, you are now
able to join that small, select band
of young men who race the wind
in Air Force jets. You'll have the

Here are

at Benoit's.

a few of the carefully selected ideas that

in-

same opportunities to learn, advance and establish yourself in
the growing new world of jet

troduce the spring season.

aviation.

fly ea one of fhw bast

The
a hard grind, but Cadets
also find time to relax.

Pure English Wool Challis Ties

Q

In primary training the Cadet flies his first planes, a Piper
»3a Cub, and this T-6. Later he will fly the more advanced T-28.

*

pilot training

:

favorites on or off the campus.

-

PUCE

/•'iaail

IP

:/..

ilrr^-

and

well.

Those who

a

brilliant tvtvrm

You'll graduate as an Air Force
lieutenant, earning over $5,000 a
year. Your Air Force winfs will
serve as credentials for importsnt
positions both in military and
commercial aviation. Air Fores

«*wasswssswsaam*^s»»w

Phone 787-M
180 Malae Street
Maine

safely

Into

cHMl

$2 °°

get in the

—

look to the skies will look to you
for leadership and confidence.

Hand blocked in England, these are traditional

BEER and ALE
TO TAKE OUT

you

Air Force is the best in the world
the kind that makes jet acta.
You'll learn to fly the fastest,
latest planes in the air— and fly

them

ITALIAN SANDWICHES
(Made with ham or Miami)

HOOD'S

.833
.714
.429
.000

Fly with the Finest

It's

Deliver

6

College Men!

ron while Fraser, who fouled out
late ip the last quarter, had 14.

We

2

4

Greeting Cards

Nu

Kappa Siirma

ATO vs. Psi U
AD vs. TD
Game of the week - DKE

Thurs.

to

scoring

S
3

Bates

185 Park

ARU

The date on which a voice was
first broadcast by radio is in disagainst the perpetu- pute, some believing it was 1892
High team, and others 1906.

1#

are

1

Colby

Maiae

Merrymeeting Gift Shop

the Polar Cubs dropped their sec-

Outfitters

four points at half
time, 36-32, but in a low scoring
third quarter Hebron boosted its
lead back to six points, 47-41. Carpenter lead the frosh attack in the
crucial
quarter,
scoring
last
twelve of Bowdoin's 23 points.
Pinch ha* 10 points for Hebron in
the fourth canto.

*Lrti^
—
&

T«
Bowdoin

6

Portland Stops Cubs, 41-33

Swimming

"»

lead

10

Speeding on U.S. streets and
highways last year killed 13,430
women and children.
men.
by

ally strong Portland

loss.

the

Pta Pan.

8

MelinccrtT
Huzza rd

Carpenter sewed up the
game. The Polar Cubs now have a
record of eight wins and a single

Hebron took an early lead on
Hazzard and McLennon
and ended the first quarter with a
six point lead, 19-13. Bowdoin cut

G A

18
17

Harry

goals by

Series Standings

Statistics

Player

McC anker

131
117
117
97

U
DKE
M 1
NEXT WEEK'S GAMES

Psi

Sayward.

G F P
5

2IChapman
10 Paul

5

Prutnalis
Tatala

K.Morant
OtKoeh

AD

Kriedlander. Beta
Vecella. Siirma Nu

18 11 4«

(45)

PI
2 lOIGeiinaa

Goodfr'nd

Lanes

(Including

the AD's and upheld by the White Key.
All scoring will be eliminated and the
irame will be replayed at a Inter date.)

1

II

(33)

Miller

1

-

1

Scull.

Rodman
Werksman

4

1

11 13 34

g

1 11
2 10

5
4

Winston
6'McClaren

3 til
8..78I

1

Totals

Drake

2 10

4

37

Snow

Robarts
Totals

Chi Pit 44

Tatala

(78)

G P

« 2t|

2

AD r.2,? ATO 35
- Zete 42 (overtime)
3
C DKE 36 - Delta Si* 34
1 J
1
Kappa Si«r 58 - Beta 42
ARU 51 Psi U 46
Sirma Nu 42 - TD 39
C C 18 Psi U 36 - Delta SIr S3
Kappa Si* 34 - Siirma Nu 26
TD 45 • ARU 33
Sigma Nu 78 - ATO 46
G P P AD 79 - Chi Psi 18
4
4 12
Beta 48
DKE 47
1
1
(The ARU * AD irame was protested
4

3

BILoniryear
9!Sonia

4

O'Nril
Tatala

GPP

2 Millard
24iDinits

1

L. Dyer

II

1

Chi Psi (13)

P

12 S 27!

1

1

Totals

AD
D.

.714
.714

--

i

After flying conventional planes, he moves on to jets
going up with an instructor in this T-33 trainer.

wings mark you as the very

bttl

in the flying profession.

He

5oft Cotton Argyle

BAND
C

onnec t icut
offering

band.

good 6 piece college
Members also assist

department and enjoy

tract to

an

-AND A MLOT
IS

Aviation Cadet!

BORN*

you must be at
a high school graduate.
However, you will be of more
value to the Air Force if you
stay in college, graduate, and

To

con-

social

|

to qualify for

Pilot Training as

wool hose — but are actually pre-shrunk, long

summer

HMOS

resort

How

In colors and patterns that look like expensive

OPPORTUNITY
Popular

Hose

wins his wings as an
Air Force officer, earning
• over $5,000 a year.

qualify,

least

wearing cotton.

Write of band experience,
instrumentation and a abort
resume of each member in

then volunteer for training.
In addition, you must be between the ages of 19 and
26H, and in top physical
condition. If you think you

first

are

guest privileges.

eligible, here's what you
Take your high school
diploma or certificate of graduation together with a copy

do:

SUMMER POSITIONS

BENOIPS

Maintenance, drtvtag, kMefcea,
front office, Qartt privilege*

Write age, noaMnearle—
Available dates

ADDRESS

W. WRIGHT
Happy Acres

120

MAINE STREET

Phone 200

of your birth certificate down
to your nearest Air Force
base or recruiting station.
Fill out the application they
give you. If you pom your
physical and other tests, you
will be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet Training Class.

BRUNSWICK

MiddlefieW, Conn.

aia*

fcwawawawaw*

Then winds up

6.

his train-

ing with the latest and
fastest planes in the air.

And won the respect and
admiration that go to> every
eyery Jet pilot in the United States Air
"
Force From now on he 11 rule the skies in an Air Force jet.
!

WHtftl TO OfT

MORI DETAILS:
M Avi*»«" CwdefSalactian Team,
a££T
ROTC Unit, or Air force R*crv*n Officer.

y#

a^t"*
Force
Air

^SRo?^

0,

'

fl

,

!

Av§aHo" Coder, Headquarters,
Washington 25, D.

.T"e** A ?
0. S. Air Force,

C

ssaawawawawawawaw)

mm
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campaign
College
against racial segregation: "With
communism knocking at the
negro's back door, we can not af- Of

and

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Black"

editorial

Hears Of Death Student Counseling
Office To Be Center
Two Notable Sons

ford to let educational barriers
stand. It is as plain as the red
A. ciever burlesque of Tennessee desk editor on that college's news- flag in Russia, that continued seJVUBams' "A Streetcar Named De- paper went over the figures that gregation and suppression can and
ballot clerk will cause the death of democracy
sire"
highlighted the Bradford the truth came out.
fWBhman Show held last Friday. tabulated Luckie's votes under the by the hands of its own leaders."
administration's
the
foreign student, "Dutchie," was name of his opponent, John Congle- Following
the crowd's favorite in this produc- ton, and vice versa. The editor cease fire order the Editor and
tion of a. "Subway called Passion." noticed something funny and be- Managing Editor resigned In proThfim scenes, which shifted from fore the day was over Luckie was test. Several College newspapers

By David

*• Anderson '85

'

A

4

tf^mity party

to the Sahara Des- out.
'
Too Silent
ert end hack again, depicted a gen"If activity in classrooms and
erally arid locale. It was against
yU» background that the most suc- political groups on campus are any
t*s«ful
song of the evening, measure of the times in which we
•*Water Can't Quench the Fire of live, the world is either in a
fcwte." was presented. The song Utopian or paralytic state. Somebad the same bouncy tempo as how, we suspect the latter. There
•**We're Juat Whce about Tee," the has been no activity in the politiMMque and Gown hit of two sea- cal organizations; the Young Reson* ago. Some good adaptations publicans, Students for Political
from recent Broadway musicals action and Public Discussion
and lots of legs contributed much groups have lost all their energy
and enthusiasm." Vassar Miscelto the show's success.

lany News.

It Happened Here
Dec. 10, officials at
Connecticut
University
of
cancelled all fraternity rushing. A
violation of the school's drinking
regulations caused the campuswide halt of rushing activities. A
revaluation of the existing rules
came about following an organized
protest from the student body.
Rushing, which will be resumed
sometime In the future, probably
at the beginning of the second semester, will carry with it "a penalty of social suspension for eight
school weeks for a house which
Violates the drinking ban.
Two Colby fraternities are in a
similar situation.
The Lambda
Chi's are on pro for the rest of the
#
year for a violation of the Inter
Fraternity Council rushing code.
The penalty was handed down by
the college administration after the
JFC failed to take immediate action. The penalty denies the
Lambda Chi's the right to particiIjate in any further social activities until next fall.
Colby Phi
Pelts lost their social privileges for
a violation of the Maine law forbidding Sunday dances.
A Good Deed Daily
The Harvard Crimson went to
the rescue of New York newspaper
readers during the recent strikes.
in ah editorial the Crimson staff
stated that they had "stood by
silent and tight-lipped while New
Yorkers have done without," and
could "stand by and watch no
longer." On December 4 the Crimson printed 10,000 copies for the
news starved New Yorkers placing them on sale at the Harvard
Club, the Yale Club and at other
Strategic spots, or, as the editors
put it, "at other crucial points
about the city." One of the copies
Was delivered in person by two

On Thursday,

The above

is the lead paragraph
in a Vassar student's analysis of
the Silent Generation which is
probably the most talked about of
any quiet group in history. The
author goes on to state that "our
silence is sadly overwhelmed by
the hysteria and general chaos of
the era." We seem to be a generation gone stale. We no longer seem
to possess the urge to question; are

the

too inclined to start writing the

minute a professor says, "There
are two things to remember here
.

.

Somewhere along
lost

rumors that FIFTH amendment
may be slated for revision* Peral

haps the stimulus is lacking, maybe we're waiting for something big,
but what can be much bigger than
proposals to share atomic secrets
with Russia, or Ike's plan to take
citizenship

away from members

of

the Communist party, or the news
in this week's papers that Mc-

Carthy is ejecting by force, witnesses called to testify before his
committee.
If we wait for McCarthy's committee to come to

Bowdoin before we start thinking,

we

are licked. Or, at least, as far
behind the eight ball as we would
be if we waited until after the bars
were removed to start considering
the question.

College newspapers are,
more and more, feeling the heavy
hand of the censor. The following
statement caused officials at the
University of Georgia to issue a
cease and desist order to a "Red

The Student Counseling

The Vassar paper quoted

earlier
other cases of censorship
edicts issued to college papers.
The Silent Generation is going
to have to do more than sit by
and watch if we are going to preserve the freedom of the press,
academic freedom, the Bill of
Rights, bars, hazing, etc., etc

Mills.

He

later

became

president,

On Week End;
35 Members Expected
Scheduled

The Bowdoin Alumni Council

which he

session at the college

interested whether he ates: John R. Allen, '54, Scarsdale,
N. Y.; Ernest E. Atkins, Jr.. '54,
Topsham, Maine; Paul A. Brink-

'54, Farmington, Maine; William E. Curran, '53. Waltham,
Mass.; Charles A. Englund, '53,
Chelmsford, Mass.
Princeton, N.J.
Also William A. Fickett, '54,
Application Rules
Garland.
Naples, Maine; Philip
Application blanks and a Bulle- '54, Bangor, Maine; Charles E.
tin of Information describing reg- Godfrey, '54, Reading Mass.; Alistration procedures and contain- den E. Horton, Jr., '53. Darien.
ing sample test questions should Conn.; Peter B. Lassoe, '53, Brookbe obtained four or five weeks in lyn, N. Y.; Malcolm G. Malloy, '54,
advance of the testing date from Chelmsford, Mass.; Charles H.
Dr. Russell's office or directly from Miller, '54, East Setauket, Long Isthe Law School Admission Test .Ed- land, N. Y.; Donald J. Moore, Jr.,
ucational Testing Service, P.O. Box '54, Wellesley. Mass.; Herriek C.
592, Princeton, N.J. Applications Rid Ion. '54, Bangor, Maine; and
must be mailed so as fo be received Charles R. Thurston, '53, Milton,
*
at the Princeton office not later Mass.
than ten days prior to the testing
date chosen.

generous, loyal-hearted
modest,
son of Bowdoin." Dana, a member
of the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, was active while at Bowdoin,
both as an undergraduate, and as
and alumnus. Dana was a member
of the Bowdoin College Board of
Overseers from 1917 to 1924.
From 1924 through 1949, Dana
was the college treasurer, and also a trustee in charge of investments. In 1949, Dana was made
trustee emeritus. Dana was also a
former chairman of the Alumni Day.

&

to

graduate with their classmates at
the traditional Commencement ex:
ereises. Diplomas will be* mailed to
the other seven.
Following is the list of gradu-

man,

A

i

Brunswick Coal

is

should take the test and on what
The Law School Admission
Test is prepared and administered
four times a year, in November,
February, April and August by
Educational Testing Service,
date.

annual midwinter
on February 19-20. About 35 Council members are expected to attend the
busy two day conclave.
The session starts at 2 p.m. on
Friday with a meeting of the Fund.
Council in Massachusetts Hall, at
George Rowland Walker
which time the different Council
The college received word last
Committees will make their re- week of the death in New York
ports. This will take up Friday on February 4 of George Rowland
afternoon. The Council will have Walker of the Class of 1902, a
dinner at the Moulton Union, at member of the Board of Overseers
which time Dean Nathaniel C. of the College from 1919 until'
Kendrick will speak.
June of 1953, when he resigned and
At 9:15 the group will return to became an Overseer Emeritus.
Mass. Hall to listen to Vice-PresiFrom 1939 until 1943 'Mr. Walker
dent Bela W. Norton speak on was President of the Board. He
"The Development Program to was a member of many important
Date and Some Physical Needs of committees and also served the
the College." After Mr. Norton's College on the Alumni Council
talk, the group will have an in- from 1917 until 1920.
formal gathering at Philip Wilder's
One of the most active and popuhome.
lar undergraduates of his college
The schedule for Saturday starts generation, he was 'elected to Phi
out at 8:00 a.m. with breakfast Beta Kappa and graduated with'
at the Union, and Chapel at 1,0:30. summa cum laude honors. As a
At 10:45 President Coles will ad- student he was greatly in demand
dress the Council, concluding the as orator on special occasions, such
business end of the gathering.
as the freshman banquet and Class
will hold their

re-

Office
desig-

cation, college seniors, juniors, and
in some instances sophomores are
eligible to take the tests. Each
applicant should find out as soon
as possible from the law schools in

and then treasurer, which office
he held until his death.
Received Masters Degree
Dana was given a Master of
Arts Degree in 1926. Bowdoin 's
President at the time, Kenneth
Morton Sills, presented Dana the
Degree with these words: "Philip
Whee
Dana, of the Class of 1896; TreaThe word is that students at surer of the College, who performs
Cornell, the college on the hills, the exacting duties and responsihave found a new means of snow bilities of that office to the comtransportation.
Aluminum trays plete satisfaction of everyone but
which disappear from college din- himself; a model captain of ining rooms are next seen spinning dustry whose dealings with his
down hill with class-bound stu- men and with his competitors are
dents driving them.
marked by the spirit of fair play;
listed

Alumni Council Meeting

College Degree
Fifteen men have completed

quirements for graduation accordof Bowdoin College has been
ing to an announcement made last
nated as a testing center for the week by Dean Nathaniel C. Kennation-wide administration of the drick.
Law School Admission Test oh
The Governing Boards of the
February 20 and April 10, Dr. College voted at their regular
David L. Russell, Director of Stu- winter meetings this weekend to
dent Counseling announced today. award the men the Bachelor of
Depending upon the law school Arts degree. Eight of them have
to which they wish to make appli- decided
wait until June and

land February 5. He was a Bowdoin graduate, and long associated with the college.
After graduating from Bowdoin
in 1896, Dana went two years to
the Philadelphia Textile School.
have already come to the defense He then joined his father in the
of the "Red and Black" editors. family business, the Dana Warp

Censorship

The right to question is ours,
means are not always so in-

the

Charlie Jordan Voted

He

also participated in

num-

erous debates and prize speaking

White Key President

items.

Elected

'55

committee

[Continued from Page 1]
News Editors for the spring semester are Caroll E. Pennell '56,

George

I.

Rockwood

'56

and Thom-

as L. Spence '57. Holding the position of Assistant News Editor are
Catalan^ '55 and C.
Richard
William Cooke '57/ John W. Al-

M

H: Edward Born '57 and
Richard B. Lyinan, Jr. '57 have
been appointor Copy Editors.
bert

'57,

The new
staff is

^editor of the

sports

Joseph Y. Rogers '56 who

comes from Portland, Maine. Ho
replaces Rdbert M. Hurst '54 who
has been editor for the past two
business

in

drawing up

this list

may

ORIENT Editor

department

include several suggestions
which, although of interest to students, could not be easily studied
by such a student group.
Reports prepared by the committee which was
established
one
year ago, include those concerning
the science requirement, the final
examination period the typing
course the five course requirement
of the Sophomore year, the language requirement, and a possible
course in ancient history.
Representatives to the committee by fraternities are: Alpha Delta Phi. Edward F. Spicer '54; Psi
Upsilon, Loring G. Pratt '55; Chi
Psi, (to be elected): Delta Kappa
Epsilon, William L. Kimball '55;
Theta Delta Chi, Lewis P. Welch
'54; Zeta Psi. Henry J. Starr '55;
Kappa Sigma, Joseph J. Tecce '55;
Beta Theta Pi, Andrew W. Williamson, III '55; Sigma Nu, (to be
elected
Alpha Tau Omega, (to be
elected
Alpha Rho Upsilon, Howard S. Levin '54; Delta Sigma,
ChCarlos Ranlett '54; Independents
Miguel E. de la Fe '54.
I

;

>

;

Today's Chesterfield is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made!
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Me!
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The cigarette tested and approved by 30
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years of scientific tobacco research.
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"Chesterfields for Me!"
The cigarette with a proven g ood record
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Campus Agent

GEORGE W. GRAHAM

John B. Goodrich

contests.
Bruce N. Cooper '54 will continue
Continuing on to Harvard Law
Charlie Jordan, Delta Sigma, as Business Manager until the end
School, he received his LL.B. de- was elected president of the White of the current volume. James A.
gree in 1905. Since his graduation Key in a recent meeting. Parker Cook '54 and C. Richard Thurston
he had been engaged in the prac- McLaren, ATO, is the new vice- '54 are the Assistant Business mantice of law and in the profession of president, while Ron JGnglish, Psi agers. Peter M. Pirnie '55 will conbanking in New York City. His U, was chosen secretary.
tinue as Advertising manager and
undergraduate fraternity was DelOther recent topics of discus- Harold R. Beachem, Jr. '56 will
ta Kappa Epsilon.
sion are the planning of the annual retain his position as Circulation
Mr. Walker is survived by his White Key-sponsored basketball Manager,
Under
favorable
conditions,
wife, Ruth S. Walker, and by two game, tentatively scheduled as an
daughters and a son, George Jr., interfraternity all star versus be held next fall on a football bacteria multiply so rapidly that
who attended Bowdoin in the Class ' freshmen tilt, and also the work- weekend under White Key aus- a single individual can develop into
'
one billion individuals in 15 hours.
of 1945.
ing out of the details of a dance topices.

least that's what election officials
said. It was not until a humble

Consult Your

Committee Chairman

.

semesters.
In the

In Recent Elections

Voted New Curriculum

the Hockey Team.
Filling other positions are: DonElected chairman of the Student
ald E. Guida '57, Recording Secre- Curriculum Committee
for the
tary; John E. O'Brien '55, Trea- Spring Semester at the group's
surer; Frederick O. Smith '56, Re- first meeting of the term
was Erporter; Frank D. Bevepdge '56, ward F. Spicer "54 who
succeeds
Sentinel; Harlan I. Prater '56. David B.
Starkweather '55.
Marshall; Donald E. Roux, '59
Spicer, a member of the Alpha
Steward. George J. Mitchell '54. Delta Phi fraternity and
a former
Peter J. O'Rourke '56, and Fred ORIENT News Editor, is a resiCoukos '55, are the representa- dent of Darien Connecticut.
tives to the Student Council, StuNamed by the committee at the
dent Union Committee, and White same time as Secretary-Treasurer
Key, respectively.
was Charles Ranlett '54, former
The only two houses which have ORIENT Editor and a member of
not yet held their Spring Semester "fjpj^"^sierm
elections are Alpha Tau Omega
The first project of the new semand Theta Delta Chi. The ATO's ester for the Student Curriculum
will choose their new officers to- Committee
will be a list of topics
night, while Theta Delt will wait or questions which
it is felt the
until their first meeting in March. Faculty Committee
for Self-Study
should cover in their report. The

violable.

Crimson ambassadors to Harry
Truman, citizen, at his suite at the
Waldorf Towers. Crimson editors
are already calling them collector's
Bridge Tournament
The following announcements
appeared in the Mt. Holyokc and
VVHlesley newspapers respectively:
"Mount Holyoke is one of more
ihart 600 colleges and universities
throughout the United States invited to compete in the 1954 Nafional Intercollegiate Bridge Tour"Wellesley College is
nament."
|me of more than 600 colleges and
Universities throughout the United
States invited to compete in the
1954 National Intercollegiate
Bridge. Tournament ..." Wonder
if I could find some 600 more of
these announcements if I looked in
the right places?
Ring For a Day
.Robert Luckie was the president
of the Wcsleyan junior class, or at

"

the line we
the trait of ncn-acceptance. We have reached the point
where we are taking too much for
granted. I have not heard a single
voice question the idea of tru? Godabandoned universe which is frequently mentioned in classroom
discussions
about
the
modern
writers. Nor have I heard any objections expressed to the occasion.

have

Philip Dana, a prominent industrialist, died at his home in Port-

Edward F.Spicer '54

[Continued from Page 7]

other things, has been a
mainstay of the baseball team,
and Coe is now first defense on

Requirements For

For Law School Test

Early In February

Bouse Elections

Fifteen Complete

'55

with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

About Life Insurance
Provident Mutual Of
Philadelphia^

Deborah

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

took a class reunion
show Ed Mabler, '50,
first jobs are
not alike. He tells us whf.

Kerr. stars in »he

Broadway

Hit

"Tea and Sympathy"

It

to

Brunswick, Maine-

that all

Wed.

Feb. 17-18,

- Thurs.

HELL'S

'Chesterfields for

Me!"

(Reading time: 33 seconds)

HALF ACRE
with

WENDELL COREY
EVELYN KEYES
also

Short Subjects

Feb. 19-20

SAADIA
with

WENDELL COREY
MEL FERRER
also

Short Subjects

News

Feb. 21-22-23

Son.-Mon.-Tues.

PARATROOPER
with

ALAN LADD

-

LEO GENN

also

Short Subject

News
Wed.

The

class reunion at his alma mater,
Swarthmore College, was an eye-opener

for Ed Mahler. The talk among the
Class of "."><) switched to jobs. Ed had
taken it for granted that everybody was

happy with his work.
Then he found that some of his class*
mates had had two or three jobs since
leaving school. Others had kept the
same one hut weren't satisfied. By sticking with his first job and intending to
it a lifetime career, Ed suddenly
discovered he had a head start.

make

After being graduated with a B.A. in
Economics, he went to work for Bell
Telephone Company of Pennsylvania in
1950. He reports he chose the Telephone
Company because it seemed to offer the
best chance for a career.

After a year of training in which he
worked in each of the departments
installing telephones, handling business
contacts with customers — Ed felt he
had a good look at the entire company.

—

-

Feb. 24-25

Thurs.

WALT DISNEY*
PINOCCHIO

He was

assigned to the Traffic Department, which has the responsibility for
seeing that customers' calls are handled
efficiently. The job included personnel
work in addition to developing better
operating methods and practices. He
was quickly put on his own.

The cigarette that gives you proof of
highest quality— low nicotine— the taste

you

want— the
*rfri™ w

Now Ed has been transferred to the
job of estimating the amount and type
of new equipment which will be needed
in central offices as their customers

fc

increase.

Ed points out that projecting himself
into the future isn't anything new. That's
precisely what he attempted to do when

°Cftj0r\&

Short Subjects

«M>
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2 -Way

Cigarette

he chose his first— and only—job.

Ed

Mahler's job

pany of the

is

,H

with an operating com-

Bell System.
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But there arc
and science

m

also jobs for engineers, arts

and business administration graduates with
Western Electric, Saadia Corporation, and
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
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Keynote Speaker

Government
Campus Chest Week End To Maine's
Of Address
Sub
Be Held On March 12-13 By Governor Cross

FEBRUARY

On Tuesday

Committee Head

16,

for the week end,
year netted over $2400,
include a Faculty-Student "Battle
of Wits", a basketball game between the Interfraternity All-Stars
and the Faculty "Flashes", a Student Union Committee movie, a
jazz concert, the annual Glee Club
Activities

which

Campus

Concert,

and

finally

i

r

Michael

j

I

Batal

Of Alumni Council

"Zany Committee" com-

posed of Ralph 'Tex" Heavens '55,
Alden E. Ringquist '54 and Donald
C. Westman '54, all DKE, has made
plans for a series of spot activities
which will keep the entire week
end moving at a fast pace.
Competition between fraternities
will again be encouraged with a
first prize of $70 and a second prize
of $30 being given to those two
houses which compile the best records for contributions to the Campus Chest. The contributions are
based on raffle and general admission tickets sold and on booth receipts. Since four houses had 100%
of their members buying general
admission tickets last year and
with more houses likely to reach
that mark this year, the edgeAisually comes in booth receipts and in

College.

I

announced at the drawing during
the booth dance, Saturday night of
the week end. Raffle tickets will be
.

.

administration

education program. The fund was what joy there is to be found in the world. Over our radios and
given by the Fund for the Ad- in our newspapers we constantly hear news of disaster and strife.
vancement of Education.
seem to have a perverse taste for bad tidings.
are
Several Sub-Committees
always more anxious to learn of the troubles in the world. BeUpon recommendation of the
Faculty Committee on Self-Study, cause of this preverse taste we cannot blame our news gatheran Advisory Committee, consist- ing agencies for these tales of woe. They are merely telling us
ing of the members of the Faculty
what we want to hear. "If one of the flags in the chapel were

s

We

Dr. Ronald Bridges

is

Congress.
'Question Period
After his talk the Governor
turned the rest of the evening over
to a question period. First, "Is

PROF.

VAN CLEVE, HISTORY

EXPERT, TO RETIRE SOON

Professor Thomas Curtis Van Reed Professorship of History and
Maine offering any incentive to Cleve, oldest member of the facul- Political Science.
textile mills to remain in the state, ty in
point of service, will retire
As a mediaevalist his chief reand if such mills do leave is there at the end of the current academic
any incentive given to bring new year in June, President James S. search activities have been concerned with the German Empire
industries into Maine," was asked. Coles
announced today. He is the of the twelfth and thirteenth cenIn answer Governor Cross said only member of present
teaching turies. His publications in that
that under Maine's constitution
faculty to have been selected by
"no inducements can be made by President William DeWitt Hyde, field include "Markward of Anweiler and the Sicilian Regency,"
the state government to regulate who
died in 1917. He came to Bow- a study of the Papal-Imperial Conindustry." However, he said that
the lack of a state corporation income tax has been a great boon to
Maine industry. Also new industries are encouraged to come into
the state by going into partership
on the cost of constructing buildings with the towns to which they

1

I

The evening session in Massachusetts Hall was devoted to a
discussion of admissions at Bowdoin. Admissions Director Hubert
Shaw and Paul Hazelton outlined
how alumni can participate effectively in interesting outstanding high school boys in coming to
Bowdoin. In the final part of Friday's program Vice-President Bela
W. Norton spoke on the development program and some physical
needs of the College.
Coles Address Saturday
On Saturday morning President
James S. Coles spoke to the Alumni Council and in the afternoon all
were guests of the College at various athletic events.
The Council was started in 1914
and in its 40-year history has done
much for the College, including
the establishment of the Place-

i

doin in 1915 as Instructor in History and except for leaves of absence in both World Wars he has
taught here ever since.
Professor Van Cleve was born

May

1,

188b, in Maiden, Misisouri,

t

of philosophy degree in 1921. Since

He also noted that 1919 also, save for the war years,
(Continued on Page 4)
he has pursued his research activities during summers and sabbatical leaves in the archives and liProf.
R.
braries of France, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy.
Presents School

Brown
And
College Talk In New York
Herbert

Professor Herbert R. Brown
spoke on "Some Implications of the
Report of the School and College
Study of Admission with Advanced
Standing" at the School and College Conference on English at Barnard College.
The meeting was held February
19 and 20 in the College Parlor of
Barnard Hall at Broadway and
117th Street The theme of this
year's conference was "The Teaching of Literature." Nearly 150

Frank Munsey Professor
After coming to Bowdoin at
President

Hyde's

invitation,

Beta, will be in charge of the
Those attending the sessions inother arrangements for this quiz.
cluded Charles L. Hildreth '25.
The Interfraternity All-Stars- Portland; Gilbert M. Elliott. Jr.,
Faculty contest will follow at 9:15 *25, Portland; Daniel F. Mahoney
p.m. in the Sargent Gym. This '19, South Portland; John Mclnnes
(Continued on Page 4)
'27, Portland.

Twenty-Two Students
Receive Straight 'A'

Grades For Fall Term
Twenty-two

students

_

received

straight "A" grades for the fall
semester, Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick announced Feb. 16.
Fourteen of the men come from

Maine, five from

Massachusetts,

and one each from

New Hampand New Jer-

shire,
sey.

Connecticut,

Those from Maine include Harold W. Anthony '55, South Portland; Lloyd O. Bishqp '55, Portland; Paul P. Brountas '54. Bangor; Richard O. Card '54, Bath;
Norman P. Cohen '56, South Portland; Angelo J. Eraklis '54, Portland; Elliot S. Palais '55, Brunswick; John Ranlett '57, Bangor;
Ridlon '54, Bangor;
Herrick
Henry D. Shaw '56, Presque Isle;
Roland G. Ware, Jr., '54, Rockland;
Lewis P. Welch '54. Westbrook;

C

Andrew W. Williamson, III, '55,
Jefferson; and Wayne M. Wright
'56,

Sanford.

From Massachusetts
Alter

'55,

Gracey

Winthrop;

'55,

Pearson, Jr..
W. Pillsbury

arc

Neil
Jerome B.

'54,

Karl M.
Haverhill; Robert

'54,

South Weymouth;

Needham;

and James J. Stagnone '55, Lowell.
Others are Todd H. Callihan '54.
Hamden. Conn.; William F. Hoffmann, '54. Manchester, N.H.;and
Gordon B. Small, Jr., '55. Glen
Ridge, N. J.
Dean Kendrick also announced
that 144 undergraduates have been
named to the Dean's List for maintaining at least a "B" average^ in
their courses.

attended.
A business meeting opened the
conference with Professor Caroline
Mercer of Vassar College presidtalk was given at 8:15 p.m.
ing.
on "The English Composition Test:
Also Edward Humphrey '17, Present Problems and New AtBoston, Mass.; William H. Gulliv- tempts at Solutions" by Edward S.
er. Jr.. '25, Boston; Herbert W. Noyes of Yale University, chairChalmers '30. Bridgton, Maine; W. man of examiners in English of the
Howard Niblock '35, Pittsfield, College Entrance Examination
Maine; Paul Sibley '25, Worcester, Board. Hugh King Wright of the
Mass.; George S. Willard "30, San- Lawrenceville School, chief examford, Maine; Leonard D. Bell '47, iner in English of the College Enr Continued on tage 4
[ Continued on Page 4 )
}
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NELL TANGEMAN CONCERT B APPLAUDED
BY CRITIC; PRESENTS VARIED PROGRAM
By Gerard

L.

Dube

Nell Tangemart, mezzo-soprano,
presented a varied and highly successful recital at Memorial Hall
last Wednesday evening. Accompanied by Henry Jackson, Miss
Tangeman not only proved that she
could sing anything, but that she
could sing anything well. Purcell,
Str&uss (Richard), Mozart, Strauss
(Johann), Debussy, and Copland
were represented in her performance, and were sung excitingly and
appreciatively.
Hampered by a slight case of sore
throat. Miss Tangeman really did
not hit her peak until her singing
of Strauss' "Wiegenlied." The Purcell was somewhat inaccurate in
time, and the tones showed some
forcing. The cradle song seemed
to restore a warmth and facility
which keynoted the remainder of
the program.

Vocal High Spots

'55

During the second part of the
program, a group of Debussy chansons, "Proses Lyriques," was sung
with vitality and effectiveness.
Miss Tangeman's French diction
left something to be desired, but
what she failed to convey artistically through the lyrics she accomplished in her emotional verve and
variety.

Trifling Program Item
Aaron Copland's set of Ame; ican
folk-songs seemed a rather trifling
program item to cap the recital.
Giving Miss Tangeman an oppor-

tunity to display her ability to
range over a diversified field of material, the material in this last set
neverthelss seemed shallow and unpromising after the variety and
richness of Strauss, Debussy and

Mozart.

The program

follows:

"Music for awhile." "Turn then
bperatjc selections were the
vocal high spots of the evening. thine eyes," "Man is for woman
Flexibility of voice, good tone, and made," and "Recitative and La"
skillful presentation of dramatic ment, from 'Dido and Aeneas,'
moods and emotions pervaded the by Henry Purcell.
three Mozart arias and her encore,
••Standchen," "Die Nacht" "Wie-

The

thoroughly amusing selection genlied,"
from "Die Fliedermaus" of Johann Strauss.
a

Strauss.

iMM|aiMaaM

ft

""Cecilie,"

by

Richard

[Continued on Page 2]
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he

was promoted

to Assistant Professor of History in 1916, and to
Professor in 1920. Me was named

contrbutor

to
'Speculum,"
the
scholarly periodical of that organization. He is a member of The
American Historical Association
a fellow of the Royal Historical
Society, London; and a member of
the Council on Foreign Relations.
War Service
During World War I Professor
Van Cleve was granted leave of
absence and entered the service in
April of 1917. On August 14 he

was commissioned a second

lieu-

Frank Munsey Professor of His- tenant in the cavalry. Within six
tory in 1925, and after Professor weeks he was in France, where
H.
F. Bell had accepted a pro- he was first assigned to the 1st
fessorship at Wesleyan University, Division of the American ExpediProfessor Van Cleve was trans- tionary Forces. He later served as

C

ment Bureau and an expanded
program of admissions. The Council was also active in
providing
ferred to the Thomas
Bowdoin with a. Public Relations
party
quiz,
masquerade
television
program. It meets on the Bowthe event will feature Faculty doin campus three times a year
members disguised under make-up on Alumni Day in the fall, in FebQuill
and costumes by Professor George ruary, and at Commencement in English teachers from 100 schools
H. Quinby. Frederick G. Wilkins June.
and colleges cast of the Mississippi
'56,

flict for the control of Sicily during the minority of Frederick II
of Hohenstaufen. At present he is
one of a group, of mediaevalists,
including representatives of seven
countries, engaged in the writing
of a five volume "History of the
Crusades," now in process of editing and to be published in successive volumes by the University of
Pennsylvania Press. In this work
Professor Van Cleve has contributed chapters on the later Crusades,
particularly those involving the
activities of Pope Innocent IH and

and received his bachelor of arts
degree from the University of Miscome.
souri in 1911. He remained there
Explaining the low appropriaas a graduate student and as an
tion for education by the state
assistant in history the following
government in comparison to year and received
his master of
many other states, the Governor arts degree in 1912. After one
said that the size of the appropriamore year at Missouri as Instruo
tion is misleading. In Maine the
tor in History, he became an asgovernment spends much more on sistant at the University
of Wis- the' Emperor Frederick II. As a
aid to the poor and aged than do
consin, where he carried on grad- member of The Mediaeval Acadmany states, leaving the towns uate study which
led to the doctor emy of America, he is a regular
with sufficients revenue to use
on education.

wonder

several aspects of their liberal arts

striving to obtain the solvency and
sound fiscal policy which has been
present in Maine for over one hundred years."
Finally the governor reviewed
the Passamaquoddy Power Project, stating that the construction
is possible from' an engineering
standpoint. Whether it is wise

from aR economic standpoint

The Bowdoin Alumni Council
held its annual midwinter sessions
on the campus Friday and Saturday, February 18 and 20. About
thirty men attended, including
alumni from New York, New JerWashingsey, Pennsylvania, and
ton, D. C.
The meetings began Friday afternoon with a business meeting,at which committee reports were
heaijd. Professor Frederic
Tillotson spoke on the Music Department
and Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of
Music. Professor Athern P. Daggett explained the self-survey of
Bowdoin's liberal arts program
to be undertaken for a year beginning next fall. This is being financed by the Fund for the Advancement of Education.
Dinner was in the Moulton Union, and Meddiebempsters provided the entertainment; Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick spoke for the

As the ORIENT reported editorially last year, "The week end's importance as a social event has rapidly approached that of the Ivy and
Winter Houseparties," and committee members arc confident that an
increased number of dates will aid
in the success of the week end. The

"Eisenhower

Committees

President James S. Coles has an-

nounced the appointments to the
various committees relating to the socially, economically, and spiritually than it has ever been.
Bowdoin Self-Study Program.
However, the people of the world are now more aware of what
These appointments are the re- is occurring all over
the world.
sult of a large grant given to BowThe theme of the responsive reading which was read in
doin and fifteen other colleges and
universities, so that these institu- chapel was that of joy.
The peoples of the world were to raise
tions could make a self-survey of a
joyful noise unto God.
But there are many who

eral fund level, a unique situation
in the nation. He added that the

to be settled by an impending investigation approved recently by

Attended By Thirty

Important Social Event

priced at $.25 or five for $1.00.
Schedule of Events
Opening event for the week end
will be the Faculty-Student "Battle of Wits" which will be held in
Memorial Hall. Friday night at
7:30. Patterned after the form of a

J.

|

Midwinter Sessions

events.

the sale of raffle tickets.
First prize in the raffle will be
a $65 suit from Benoit's. Awarded
as a second prize will be a movie
pass while additional awards including three booby prizes will be

Makeup Of Various
Self-Study

The Governor said that the government of Maine is economically
strong, having no debt on the gen]

By Edward H. Born
For the second time in four years Dr. Ronald Bridge* '30,
visiting Tallman professor of religion, delivered the keynote
address for the Bowdoin Religious Forum.
In his address commencing a three day discussion of religion and world unrest, he stated that the world is no worse off

President Announces

derstanding of Maine's problems.

a

booth dance in the Sargent Gym.
Patterned on the idea of a community chest, the Campus Chest,
according to Michael J. Batal Jr.
'54, DS, Campus Chest Commit"one
tee, Chairman, constitutes
united drive for charity by the students from the students." This
single drive eliminates? the necessity of having individual charities
constantly soliciting the student
body which otherwise would be the
case. The Student Council for this
reason and in order to eliminate
diffusion of student interest away
from the Campus Chest Weekend
has banned all other charity drives
on campus.
Admission for week-end activities including the Campus Concert
will be by $2.50 ticket which will
admit a student and his date to all

special

Keynote Of Forum Success

evening, February

The Honorable Governor Bur-

government of Maine in which he
outlined the different departments
of the state government and desscribed the prime uses of the funds
collected by the state. His talk was
in a very confidential manner
and he seemed to have a deep un-

last

20

Of Man'

'Responsibilities

ton M. Cross spoke under the auspices of the Young Republican
Club.
His talk, to a large audience of
faculty, students, and townspeople
was a general description of the

End, sponsored annually by the
Student Council, will be held this
year on Friday and Saturday,
March 12 and 13.

NUMBER

1954

24,

Of Forum

ject

With the keynote slogan of "more
money with more fun and lew
pain," the Campus Chest Week

^

m
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Brackett

(Continued on Page 4)

Reviewer Sees Many Faults;

Praises Goddard, Hill Selections

By Robert L. Happ '53
The editorial board of the QUTLL cism is the best way to describe
has put together what I believe Mr. Packard's ".Velvet and Flour
is an extremely unusual and in Sacks".
This is an attempt to
some ways successful issue this give a critical analysis of the charFebruary. Its failures
and fail- acter of Lucas Beauchamp in
ures are the peculiar right of ex- Faulkner's "Intruder In The Dust."
perimental magazines
are even As far as this kind of explication
different from the general run of can go, this piece is fairly successmaterial in former editions of the ful. There is a mantrap in this kind
periodical.
of cross between parody and critiIn examining, briefly as must be cism that very often gives up
the case, the material printed this nothing but poor parody and poor
winter I shall try to criticize the criticism, but Mr. Packard has
work from the standpoint of a for- rather dexterously sidestepped it.
mer editor rather than a profes- In order to give the effect of
sional critic. I have some qualifi- Faulkner's prose, Mr. Packard has
cations for the former role, but ab- fallen once or twice into the modIt is true
solutely none for the latter.
el's own weaknesses.
The first thing that we notice that Faulkner can achieve a very
about the magazine is the relative convincing and meaningful effect
dearth of fiction. The first, sketch, by the use of chiaroscuro lan"Clarence of Navarre ", is the only guage, but under the hand of a less
piece of straight fiction published. mature talent, the meaning is ofI was delighted to see that Mr. ten lost, leaving only the dapple.
Trask's Clarence had finally got- This sort of thing is always fun to
ten some space in the magazine and work with and certainly has its
was equally pleased to renew my place in an experimental magazine.
acquaintance with this character A beautiful example of the tech(Clarence). He has been removed nique with a slightly different twist
from his more or less modern farm- can be seen in Edmond Wilson's
stead to the middle ages; a remov- Johnsonian "A Letter To Elinor
al which has given Clarence more Wylie" in "The Shores of Light."
wit and craft. There is some diffiTwo straight critical articles
culty, however, in the anecdote
proper.
The nonsense becomes round out the prose of this issue of
rather tortured as Mr. Trask at- the QUILL. Mr. MacKay's "Prophtempts to visualize for us the ma- et Out Of Place" exhibits the
get
chinations by which the father re- straits into which a critic can
ceives his come-uppance. I felt when he attempts to discuss too
that this very attempt to depict, large a subject in too short a
somewhat in the manner of an ani- space. I shall not try to paraphrase
mated cartoon, hurt the later por- the article, but I must submit that
is
tion of the fantasy. The best part it is itself a paraphrase. There
of the carefully thought out non- just too much attempted. Blake's
sense is the type of *?uppyesque visionary progressions are not realaside tells us that perhaps a non- ly described or analyzed. They are
swallowing cow could develop a highly .complex affairs which resystem of philosophy that would! ceive little more than titles. With
make Plato seem like skimmed \^cse sins °f omission, Mr. Mac8^ 5 original contention that
/
milk.

—
—
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A cross between fiction and criti

(Continued on Page 2)

We

Committee on Curriculum and Educational Policy, the Committee to fail on my head while speaking", said Dr. Bridges, "you
on Self-Study, the Director of Ath- would tell your friends of the incident much more vividly than
letics, the Director
or Assistant if I were
to deliver a great message telling of the goodness of
Director of Admissions, and Professor Norman L. Munn, is being God."
appointed along with Consultants
Still Much To Be Thankful For
to the Advisory Committee, and
On the other hand, we must reFour One-Act Plays
several sub-committees.
member that there is much to be
joyful for in the world. There are
things for which we should
be thankful, and our religion, if it
is to be of any value, should point
The 20th annual One Act Play out these things.
Contest will be held in Memorial
At the
Council of
Hall on March 8, at 8:15 pjn. The Churches meeting in Amesterdarri,
four plays which were chosen for Holland, matters were treated in a
production in this contest are more intelligent and civilized man"The Man Who Was out to ner than at the Council of Nicea
Lunch" and "Dark Ladies", both in 325. People opposed to the Reby William Beeson '56, "But of vised Standard Version of the BiThese Three" by Donald Brewer ble merely burned the book. Four
'55,
and "The Sign" by Allen or five hundred years ago the men
Hetherington '54.
{who wrote such a revision might
Beeson and Brewer will direct have been burned instead of just
their own plays. Hetherington, their books. Although the advance
however, has turned the director- man has made spiritually might
ial job over to Peter Powell '54.
not be as great as he has made

Members of the Advisory Committee will be: President Coles,
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor Herbert R. Brown, Assistant
Professor Jeffrey J. Carre, Associate Professor Nathan Dane II,
Professor Reinhard L. Korgen,
Professor Noel C. Little, Professor
Charles H. Livingston, Assistant
Professor Edward Pols, Professor
W. Taylor, Professor
Burton
Thomas C. Van Cleve, Professor
William N. Cromwell. Professor
Edward C. Kirkland, Professor Alton H. Gustafson, Professor Albert
Abrahamson, Mr. Hubert S. Shaw,
Mr. Malcolm E. Morrell, and Professor

Be Presented On
March 8; Two By Beeson

Will

World

'

Munn.

Students Will Participate
Consultants to the Advisory
Committee will be, for the Student
Body, the Chairman of the Student Curriculum committee, the
immediate past chairman; ind one;
other. Also, three to be appointed
by the President of the Alumm
Council will represent the Alumni.
Th'e following sub-committees
are appointed to study various aspects of the present requirements,
and to suggest topics of study to
the central Committee
The Language Requirement: Professor Carre (chairman), Professors Jean L. Darbelnet, Fritz A.
Koelln, Eaton Leith, Charles H.
(Continued on Page 4)
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The plays have already been
In Beeson's "Dark Ladies"
the players are .Robert Keay '56,
Louis DuPlessis '56, Lynn Towle,
Deana Sweet, and Connie Aldrich.
his otner Pla y. "The
«" Who
Was out to Lunch". Beeson has
<*** Frederick Wilkins '56, Wil-

cast:

M

^

ham

Beckett

'57,

and Nancy Mc-

Keen-

The actors

"But of These
Three" will be James Dewsnap '57,
in

Don Rayment

'54,

John LaCasce

and Janet Hall. In "The Sign"
Powell has cast Albert Farrington '54, George Packard '54, Maureen Routhier, and Ann Merrill;
The judges for the contest will
be Mrs. Benson, Professor Solmitz,
and Dr. Schoenwald. They will
award the prizes for first and secGeneral Burress
ond places which are respectively
$25 and $15. There will also be
Assures This Year's
two $10 prizes given, one for the
best actor and the other
the
Grads Commissions best director. The money isforgiven
In a recent communication to the by the sponsor of the contest, The
college it was announced that all Masque and Gown. The winning
of this year's ROTC graduates will playwright will also receive the
receive reserve commissions.
Masque and Gown "Oscar", a
This announcement, which dis- wood carving donated for the conpelled many undergraduate fears, test by the late Harold T. Pulsifwas received in an official notifica- er in 1937, on which the winner's
tion from Lieutenant General W. name will be inscribed.
A. Burress, U.S.A., Commanding Comedies and Studies of Religion
General of the First Army Head"The Sign" is a study of a conquarters on Governors Island, New flict between rationalism and a
York.
very orthodox sort of Roman
General Burress' letter to Presi- Catholicism. In this play Heatherdent Coles stated that the policy ington shows the effects of these
for ordering this year's
ROTC two creeds upon the character of
graduates to active military service a man who is torn between them.
was not yet determined. Upon re- "But of These Three" also deals
ceipt of definite information from with religion. It is, as Brewer
the Department of the Army, how- calls it, "an imaginative play conever, these graduates will be noti- cerned with a conflict of religious
fied.
(Continued on Page 4)
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RESULTS OF BRADBURY PRIZE DEBATE
TRIALS ANNOUNCED BY PROF. THAYER
Results of the Bradbury Prize

Debate

trials

were

announced

Feb. 16 by Professor Albert R.
Thayer. The finals will be held on

February 25.
"Winners in the trials were Paul
Brountas '54, William C. Hays
"55, William W. Hale, Jr. '56, WarGreene, Jr., '56, Roger E.
ren
Gordon '54, and Elliot S. Palais
'55. Selected as alternates
were
Stanford A. Kowal '56, and Stanton L. Black '54.
The Bradbury Debating Prize
P.

H

was established in 1901. The annual income of a fund of $2,000,
given by the Honorable James
Ware Bradbury of the Class of
1825, is awarded for excellence in
debating. Each of the best three
debaters receives a cash award,
as does each speaker on the winning team.
Brountas, Hays, and Hale will
uphold the affirmative regarding
a national policy of Free Trade,
while the negative will be defended by Greene, Gordon, and Palais.
Phi Beta Kappa
son of Mrs.

Brountas,

Peter

scientifically,

he

has, nevertheless,

advanced.

Man Has World

Responsibilities

With the advance of man spiritually and intellectually has come
the awareness of his responsibility
for all of mankind. Our grandfathers did not have to worry about
happenings because they heard of
them after they had occurred,
when there was not much they
could do about them if they wanted
to. Today we hear about things
while they are happening. Therefore, it up to us to do something
about misfortune and disaster if it
occurring.
"In dealing with the unrest and
plights of the world," said Dr.
Bridges, "we must remember the
important role that religion can
play. Religion is a way of strengthis

ening our

beliefs,

of people

who have

and it is because
stood up for
believed that we have
advanced through troubled times
in the past"
On Monday night every one of
the fraternity houses had a professor or clergyman leading those interested in a discussion on the particular phase of religion that the
group was interested in.

what they

Favorable Response
Although your reporter did not
get to every house on campus, he
observed a very favorable response
at the houses he did attend. At
the Psi Upsilon House Father
George Lawler, a Roman Catholic
Jesuit, was questioned about ccr(Continued on Page 4)

Robert Beckwith Leads
Annual Musical Concert
Held At King Chapel
Last night at 8:15 pjn. in the

King Chapel, the Music Club and

various persons from outside the
Bowdoin Scholar, and was elected college performed the annual Muto Phi Beta Kappa last June. He sic Club Concert under the direcis enrolled in the ROTC, and will tion of Robert Kingdon Beckwith,
be commissioned in June.
M.S., Assistant Professor of Music.
Hays, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Those who participated in the conliam E. Hays of 455 Lexington cert included members of the ChaStreet, Waltham, Mass., is a mem- pel Choir, women from Brunswick
ber of Zeta Psi fraternity. He is in the Music Club Chorus and musiactive in the Glee Club and is on cians from Portland, Augusta and
the Dean's List He is enrolled in Waterville, as well as from Brunsthe ROTC.
wick and the College.
Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. WilThe program was composed of
liam W. Hale of 219 Katahdin the following numbers:
Avenue, Millinocket, Maine, is alMagnificat Mari-Antoine (Charso a member of the Alpha Delta pentier. 1634-1704), The Bowdoin
Phi fraternity. He is enrolled in College Chapel Choir. String Trio
the ROTC.
and Organ; Trio Sonata in E Minor
Greene, son of Mr. and Mrs. (Jean-Baptiste Loeillet 1653-1728),
Warren H. Greene of 56 Beacon Laura Neuhaus, flute, Joel HupStreet, Concord, New Hampshire, per '54, flute, David Holmes "56,
is a member of Alpha Rho Upsilon organ;
Die Gerechten Werden
fraternity. He is active in the Weggerafft (Johann Philipp KrieBand and Debating Council and ger, 1649-1725), The Bowdoin Muis on the Dean's List He is en- sic Club Chorus and Orchestra.
rolled in the ROTC.
Three Motets: Virginis Maria;
Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Salve Gemma Virginium (AnonyGeorge
Gordon of 609 Beacon mous); Puellare Gremium; PurisStreet, Newton Centre, Mass., is shnan Virgo (Anonymous); S'il
a member of Alpho Rho Upsikm estoit nulz; S'amours (Guillaume
fraternity. He has been active in Machault 1300-c, 1370); Cantata
the Debating Council, Student No. 38 (Johann Sebastian Bach,
Council, and the Bowdoin Chris- 1685-1750); In My Despair cry I
tian Association. He is enrolled in to thee; The Bowdoin Music Club

E

Brountas of 294 Main Street,
Bangor, Maine, is a member of
the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity.
He has served as Secretary-Trea- tlie ROTC.
surer of the Student Council. EdPalais, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
itor-in-Chief of the Bugle, and Palais of 908 East WiHeta Street
manager of the Debating Council. Phoenix, Arizona, is a member of
(Continued on Page 2)
He is on the Dean's List, a James
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and Orchestra, Mary
ODonnell soprano, Ruth Powers

Chorus

soprano, Catherine
tralto,

Daggett con-

and Donald Hayward

baritone.

'54,
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Edltor-in-ChiPf

John B. Goodrich

Blake was a prophet hoe
back it up.

'55

Mana^injf Editors

David R. Anderson 55

James Anwyii

News

The Young Republican dub of the utilization of mineral resources
Of Loneliness" elicits admiration Bowdoin College draws up a plat- with particular reference to Mantempered with objection. The gen- form Cor the Young Republican ganese deposits.

Jr. 'SB

Aslfseriagton

little

to

eral tone of seriousness without State Convention this weekend at
great pretension is moving, but I Portland.
We, the Young Republican Club
found myself desiring a fresh image
every now and again. There is a of Bowdoin College, present the
limp quality to the language that following proposals for the Young
does not fit the large dimensions of GOP Platform of Maine in Febthe poem. The poet's rhyming, for ruary, 1954:
1. The lowering of the voting age
instance, is fairly regular, but there
is little relief from the monosyllab- to 18 years in both State and Na-

R* turns

Editor*

Mr. Hetherington returns to the
Carroll E. Pennell '56
George I. Rockwood '56
pages of the QUILL with two short
Thomas L. Spence *57
poems. "Prayer" strikes a more
Assistant News Editors
Richard M. Catalano '55
C. William Cooke -57 major note than "Revelation", but
both poems seem to be minor exerCopy Editors
John W. Albert '57
Richard B. Lyman Jr. *57 cises. "Prayer" is a metrically in'57
teresting plea for life, but unforH. Edward Born
Feature Writers
tunately breaks up in the last ic line endings. Because of this the tional elections.
John M. Belka '54
Donald W. Blodgett '54 stanza with these grammatically poem seems a little monotonous.
2. An annual meeting of the legFranklin G. Davis '54
confusing lines:
The poet probes fairly deeply into islature without any time limit.
Herard l. Dube 55
Benjamin G. M. Priest *55
3. A four year term of office for
"and I mere man, believe
the nature of loneliness, but insists
Photographer
that in the natural struggle
on a pedestrian technique
a the Governor with the provision
James P. Gastno '54
of birth and Living
technique, or lack of technique, that he may not succeed himself.
Sport* Editor
That the Ninety-seventh Ses4.
of pursuing my spirit then it
that can only slow down or atrophy
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
Sports Staff
to its Maker giving
the reader's appreciation of the sion of Legislature take definite acRussell B. Crowell '55
tion on the problem of water polJames L. Doherty '55 man has no right to my life unless peom as a whole.,
William E. Clark II 54
Robert H. Glover '56
lution in* Maine.
I give k."
Hlil Succeeds
iv-leour S. Potter Jr. '57
Gerald M. Werksman '57
5. That the State election dates
In a poem as short as "Prayer",
As the article on Blake fails, Mr.
Reporters
concision is of maximum import- Hill's essay on Irving's 'The Al- not be changed.
Howard C. Jacobson '57
Francis M. Kinnely '57,
ft That the next session of legisCharles Jan3on-LaPalme '55
Thomas R. Merrill '57 ance. The inversion beginning with hambra" succeeds. The prose style lature take definite action on the
Herbert A. Miller '57
Edward P. Parsons '57 "then it" overthrows the delicate is spare and telling and the subject
John Ranlett '57
Peter Schmalzer Jr. '57 balance of the poem, and much of & contained nicely in the essay's long over-due re-apportionment of
Robert A. Wagg Jr. '57
John R. Withers '57 the effect is lost. In "Revelation", length. Mr. Hill has expressed a state representatives, as discussed
Business Manager
a clear, hard image is set up, sus- desire to show the circumstances in the Ninety-sixth Legislature.
7. That the State investigate the
Bruce N. Cooper '54
tained and concluded with not a that gave rise to the creation
of
Assistant Business Managers
possibility of undiscovered mineral
single wasted word. The poem ac-fthis 'novel' and has also
tried to
James A. Cooke '54
C. Richard Thurston '54 compbshes what the title suggests;
resources in Maine, and investigate
place the work in its proper relaAdvertising Manager
the brief revelation of paradise is tionship to the Romantic tradition
Peter M. Pirnie '55
ment
stopped in the matchlight of the Both of these things he has
Circulation Manager
done
This sort of thing can only hurt
poem.
Harold R. Beacham Jr. '56
with clarity and intelligence. The the whole effect of the poem. The
Mr. Goddard has achieved a sim- insights into the ambiguous nature
Business Assistants
opening quatrain in English kj
Harry G. Carpenter '57
David H. Dott '57 ilar success in his six-lined vision of Irving's social and intellectual
pictoral. The resolving'
Peter F. Gass '5 7
Paul J. O'Meil '57 of the Prince of Darkness, "The maturity are sound. Mr. Hill has sound and
quatrain punctuates the idea of the
Anti-Christ". The stolid, black and captured, too, the romantic
flavor hellishness of dying love.
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
The
Professor Athern P. Daggett. Professor James A. Storer, Bruce N white assuredness of the poet is of "The Alhambra" with his careful reader wishes that the poet had
Cooper '54. Albert F. Lilley '54. Wallace R. Harper Jr. '55, John B.' extremely refreshing and the little use of quotations.
been able to sustain the tone all
Goodrich '55
poem states dearly that Old Nick
The cockroach drawings by Mr. of the way through.
is a prince and that he has a pow**J1Ut»lNTEl> It!* NATIONAL WVUTDINO SY
Bruzs are as cheerful as anything
In his second contribution, "Epierful army. The Calvinistic quality
(National Advertising Service, lnc^
in the magazine. Although the taph For A Prodigal", Mr. Beeson
of "The Anti-Christ" and its very
College Publisher! Representative:
medium seems to hold its limita- addresses the ghost of Thomas
MADISON AVfc.
NFW YORK, N. V.
directness make the poem almost
tions fairly firmly within itself, the Chatterton. The rhetorical excessC;Hir.»no
Boston Los Anoej-»s - San Francisco
perfect.
I
four examples capture with the es and the jittery metrical setup
,,, •
w «««lr when classes are held daring the Fall and Sprint- S
! ';"
at
tv
"Poem" by Mr. Goakley and "A
» students of Bowdoin tolls**. Address news communications to the Editor
utmost economy of line the hu- of the poem suggest rather well the
and suhsenption communications to the Business Manager of
Much Of A Which Of A Meeting"
the Bowdoin PaSlUh
P«ny at the ORIENT Office in Moor. Hall. Bowdoin CoHera.
15
mours of the four types. I have addled individual who took down
BnsZwWu
by Mr. Werksman complement one
as second clasa matter at the
post office at Brunswick. Maine. The
some doubts about the editorial the arsenic bottle almost tworate
lor one year is three
another. Mr. Werksman, although
<M) dollars.
assumption that the little fellows hundred years ago. This poem on
he is talking about Cummings and
are "originally and peculiarly
the whole seems to be inferior to
Eliot, might have been commentGallic", but "Le Snob" is certainly the more carefully thought out
ing on Mr. Coakley's contribution
peculiarly and originally snobbish. "The Nature Of Hell". The third
when he mentions "blank verse
The QULLLL gives poetry a apostrophe of the Chatterton poem
code." "Poem", for all of its arthree-to-two preference over prose tells us that the poet should have
resting imagery, makes little sense
in this issue. It is a preference lived in the Nineteen-Twenties and
to me. On the other hand, Mr.
Last December the college announced that Bowdoin was one
which surprises me very much be- young Tom's paradoxical nature is
Werksman's rather barbed attack
cause in many ways the poetry stated in this manner:
of 16 colleges and universities to receive a grant totalling
$280,- on Eliot and Cummings seems to does not live up to
the promise of
"Jazz would' ve slayed him,
000 from the Fund for the Advancement of Education to make spring from an imperfect sympa- the 'Table
of Contents ". In the
thy, if not an imperfect underBathtub gin seduced him.
a self-survey of the curriculum. At the same time
the composi- standing, of the two poets. Mr. most general way, I believe that
Flappers amused him,
the difficulty, or at least the most
tion of the then Self -study Committee, recently
In his fitful, trembling way."
renamed the Werksman forgets the garlic and glaring difficulty, lies in
the fact
Pages 18 and 19 of the QUILL
Committee on Self Study, was released. The committee, headed sapphires and Mallarme in "Burnt that free verse adherants
very selby Professor Daggett, includes Professors Abrahamson, H. R. Norton" when he says:
dom recognize the fact that the contain four poems; two by Mr.
"Clot the bedded axle-tree,
Slesinger and two by Mr. Carhart.
form
grew
from
the
tradition
of
Brown, Gustafson and Kirkland and Assistant Professor Carre.
Was stern advice from Mr. E." English
prosody and is not an un- These pages are very good. Mr.
In a similarly satirical mood, Mr.
Dean Kendrick "will serve in a consultative capacity".
precedented phenomenon, peculiar- Slesinger is evidently greatly inThere is no doubt in our minds that the members of this com- Trask invokes the muse of sleep or ly "modem". It may be nothing fluenced by the Imagist school, but
poetry or whatever in "Invocation
has, within this framework, producmittee include some of the outstanding members of the faculty. To The Muse". This poem parodies more than carping on my part, but
in almost every free verse poem ed two fine little poems. "Follow
Da^ett, Brown, and Gustafson are chairmen of the GovernMe" is a nearly perfect recapturing
of the moment of dawn and the
ment, English and Biology departments, respectively.
itch in a young man to move. The
But unfortunately for the student body, because of the time
poem forms an exact circle. From
required to carry out the curriculum evaluation, all the committhe last line, we return immediately to the title and the impression
tee members except Professor Daggett will be teaching
only part ( ?) and "in a sob" - "charley cob" appropriate in some cases heTe. becomes
one and self-contained.
Although it can indeed be dull
time. Daggett will not teach at all.
Tone of Seriousness
work, study of the sonnet would aid The word "sough", a jarringly arMr. Rose's "Tell Me The Color
Although we recognize the importance of such a study, parseveral of the poets printed in the chaic word, calls unfortunate attention to its own wit by its referQUILL.
ticularly with the recent change in the college
administration,
ence to the first two words of the
Beeson Ambitious
Prof. Gross
we don't see why so many professors of such merit should be Letter
By far the most ambitious of the third line of the first stanza. With
January 17, 1954 men who have written
taken away from their teaching duties at the same time.
poems for some reworking of this minor
It is
Editor of the Orient
this number is Mr. Beeson, contrib- point, the poem would stand solidly
true that such a study requires men who are familiar
with both Bowdoin College
uting two rather long works. The in any professional publication Mr.
its advantages and disadvantages. The
members of the Com- Brunswick, Maine
second poem, "Profirst "The Nature Of Hell", opens Slesinger's
Dear Sir:
mittee on Self Study certainly meet this qualification.
with a quatrain in French. The gression", is an interesting exerBut why
dove motif struck in this opening is cise in the two line image usually
do so many students have to suffer because the curriculum is
associated with Ezra Pound* A nod
being reviewed?
to the master is always present in
Let us look ahead to next year. In History, with Professor Lebanon, which may be of inter the bird. The flight suggestions are two line poems, but as imitation,
this couplet must certainly stand
Van Cleve retiring and Professor Kirkland teaching only half
d
n
rta' n
«r
the rether lush nature of Hell in favorable comparison to the
J by David C. Gordon.
written
time, the present personnel will provide only half the
is
CA1JUStu
The
ine poem is directed model.
teaching
"" exposed.
m-. n-~,~ „...* t h
u
***nt * *> ***«* individual and at times
strength that they have in past years. In Government the
Mr. Carhart's poems show an
r
only month at the American University
the poet shuts the reader out with originality that sets them considerfull professor will not teach at all. The same situation
exists to and we are greatly impressed with such distressingly topical
lines as: ably above most of the other poems
a lesser extent in the Economics, English, Biology and French the institution and what it is doing
"You have not forgotten,
in this issue. There is a hint,
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Students Will Suffer From
Self Study Requirements

Cubes On Toast

Ice

Quill

Critic hi

fep
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Young Republicans Announce The
Platform For Portland Convention

Of Prose Fiction Pointed Out
THE BOWlUN ORIENT Lack
Publication
By
Last

Vo»-

FEBRUARY

By Benjamin O. at. Priest 'M
"Men seldom make passes at the porch of her dorm swapping
who wear glasses."
the usual lies about how nice it

girts

i

Increased efforts to eneowrage
Like hell they don't Dorothy,
and assist industries now operatin g Well, at least this men doss. OK,
in the state, and increased efforts so I'm odd, but I think glasses, the
to attract new industries to the right kind of glasses, axe real handstate.
some on a gal. They can be pert
9. Consolidation of Tuberculosis
and perky, or they can even be alSanitariums at Fairfield, Maine luring. Snort, snort. Of csurse a
provided such consolidation will lot depends on the little girl under
to
not lessen individual attention
the eheeters too. Beauty is only
patients.
skin deep. So is dirt.
10. The following improvements
This brings up the old problem.
in Education:
How the very devil can you subtly
(a) Higher salaries for teachers. get a gal to take off her glasses
(b> More adequate teacher train- when you want to kiss her goading programs and schools, (c) night or something? Oh I realise
More state aid. both financial and that sometimes it doesn't matter
advisory to cities and towns.
if you know the gal well enough
11. That the National Govern- and been through it all before.
ment appropriate the funds which Then it becomes a sort of an amusCongress has designated for inves- ing ritual. But what if it is a first
tigation of the International Pas- or second date type of thing and
you daren't goof?
samaquoddy Tidal Project.
8.

12. That Maine seeks to more
extensively publicize its vacationland advantages, and that it increase facilities such as state
parks, campsites, and other attractive areas for the tourist trade.

era Bred Me", but after the first
three or four lines, the poet takes
on his own singular identity and

the experience is completed with
great originality and feeling. "Folk
Song", too, shows a sincere new
talent. There is none of the pretentiousness that so often hurts
the poetry of young poets and in
its simplicity and depth of feeling,
it gives the reader a much deeper
insight into the nature of friendship than many professional poets
could boast.
Succeeded And Failed
In a general way, then, this issue
of the QUILL has both succeeded
and failed. The contents are varied
and are certainly not dull. The editorial board is to be complimented
for its wide selection and tho contributors should feel the excite-

ment

of their first flights.

It
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dam

and
time

I

near blinded me. By the
could see again, she'd shak-

en my hand, muttered goodnight
and scuttled off into the dorm
leaving me standing there in mid
pucker. Not too peeved.
On the other paw, and somewhat
,

.

.
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Announced For

Bradbury Debate

Student

is

only through trial and experiment
that good writing develops and too
it is only through publication and
discussion of published works that
a new writer can develop his technique. The QUILL has had, and
will continue to have, an important
place in the life of the Bowdoin

Patronage
Solicited

man.

Notice

First National

j

;

A

incongrously I guess, it rather anv
noys me when the Girl on the
Porch assumes the initiative and
very deuverately reaches up and
whips the glasses off the bridge of
hep nose, squints, closes her eyes,
"You must be hot, having to and puckers expectantly. Makes
me
feel like asking for a receipt,
wear those heavy glasses around
Here, let me held or something. Oh well.
all evening
them for you." Thats subtle all
right. Like a steam shovel it's subResults
tle. How about "May I
look at
your eyes a moment? X collect
Trial
pretty
eyes." That's
good, slipping
[Continued from Page 7}
them off under the pretense that
Alpha Rho Upsilon fraternity. Ho
you are a roving eye-coUeeter
has been active on the Debating
looking over a new and rare piece
Council and is on the Dean's List.
of goods. Yeah. Subtle.
Kowal, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Of course you could always Leon J. Kowal of 23 Stafford
snatch the damn things oft* her Road, Newton Centre, Mass., is a
beezer, kiss, and run like hell.
member of Alpha Delta Phi fraMight give her traumas or some- ternity. He has been active in
thing that way though. Besides its football and hockey. He is enrolled
crude. Yeah.
in the ROTC.
I remember once I had a blindy
Black, son of Mr. and Mrs.
from somewhere who wore glasses Manuel Black of 48 Clarendon
about an inch thick. Magnificent Street, Maiden, Mass., is a member
pierce ... of optical work that is. of Alpha Rho Upsilon fraternity.
Well, she and I were standing on He is enrolled in the ROTC.

.

1

was to have met each other and

want a gra.»d time we'd had and
stuff like that, when Oliver sudden
I made a Vague. Movement in her
direction.
Vague Movement
mind you. Quick as a flash she
moved her head, caught the reflection of the porch light on her
glasses, bounced it into my eyes

Bank

Dean Kendrick announced today
that due to an administrative error. there was a mistake in the list
of major warnings published by
the ORIENT last week. The
ORIENT listed the Zetes with
seven major warnings and the
Sigma Nus with five. This order
should have been reversed.

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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for the young men and women of
the Middle East. It now has more
It simply means that than 3000 students representing 47
countries and 19 religious groups.
take courses with the professors on
The faculty now numbers 340. The
the committee must either rearrange their schedules or follow teaching and
research work of the
Biology Department with which I
their original plan and hope they get a good replacement.
In any
case it will be pretty difficult to find adequate replacements for am now most familiar, is excel-

you

and

The boundaries round one mo-

only a hint, of indebtedness to Dylan Thomas in "Burning, My Fath-

departments. _

What does this mean for
many who have planned to

some

the students?

lent.

of the professors in question.

Next year's seniors

will

be particularly affected.

Many

stu-

•

The more than 30 buildings of
the University cover a area of 70
acres overlooking the Mediterran-

have transgressed

"Matchless Service":

dents are unable to take many elective courses until their senior
ean The major university buildings
year. When they do, they usually try tc^ choose courses in which stretch in a long,
irregular line
the professor has a good reputation. Next year, however, their surrounded by towering trees.
There are beautiful shaded walks
range of selectivity will be seriously limited.
and semi-tropical gardens.
We strongly urge the administration to consider this side of Athletics are popular and facithe question if it is not too late. Since we have reason to believe lities are provided for soccer, football, basketball, volleyball, tennis,
that this complaint is supported by the students, we feel that
track, and swimming.
our duty
it

to register

is

it

now.

We

at Bell Laboratories.

ing

Skill

And

Selections

House representatives in charge
'Continued from Page /")
of interfraternity singing should
piu, cosa son, cosa facturn in their selections for the
Marriage
"The
of
Figcio," from
sing to Mr. Beckwith as soon as
aro," "Voi che sapete," from "The
possible. The list of songs will
Marriage of Figaro," "Smanie imthen
be posted on the bulletin
placacili, "Cosi fan tutte," by Moboard.

"Non so

|

Consult Tour

Sales

Campus Agent

GEORGE W. GRAHAM

and

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

"But
gave
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assignment was the

elec-

design of a variolosser for the com-

in the terminals.

"The

and
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College Edition

discoveries continually turned'

out by the Labs.

"Now, I'm in the Communication Development Training Program, continuing

my technical education and learning what
ail

the Laboratories sections do and

their

work

fast.

pressor and for the expandor to be located

Complete Front End

$2.45

« year

I

covered that
as

much

had were
I

tops. I quickly dis-

had to rely on my ingenuity

as on the college courses

I

had

taken. Perhaps that's one reason for the

will retail for

W

be back working with

the group with which

Ami—leg

I started."

00
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responsibility last

experience

how

it integrated.

among the

ical science, arts

and

is

a

common

engineering, physsocial science,

and

business administration graduates who join

supervision I received and the

equipment
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Bob Wilson went with

Bell Laboratories.

There

also are job op-
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Western

Electric

and Sandia

Corporation.
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awed beThey

right to work.

me responsibility

systems.

Body Repair and Paint Shop
i

Regular
Pteaa

me

great

mental application of transistors to carrier

Maine's Most Modern Auio

Specialties

Italian Spaghetti

didn't have time to be

"My group was working on the experi-

Modern

why

a "breadboard" circuit, study,
of a carrier system.

**In

"Proses Lyriques. De reve, De
Greve, De flours, De soir," by De-

Telephone 8- 19

I

cause they put

USED CARS

Philadelphia

zart.

Old American Folk Songs, "The
Boatman's Dance," "The Dodger,"
"Long Time Ago," "Simple Gifts,"
"I Bought Me a Cat," arranged by
Aaron Copland.

explains

awed.

properties

sity of Delaware in June, 1953, and a
week later I was working in the worldfamous Bell Laboratories.

Service
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About Life Insurance
Provident Mutual Of

the electrical

"In some ways it was hard to believe. I
had received my B.E.E. at the Univer-

Sincerely yours,
Alfred O. Gross
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He

to be

.{Reading Time: 39 seconds)

Bob Wilson works on

trust all is going well at
usual.
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Fresh out o{ school. Bob Wilson, '53,
was put to work on a Transistor project

he never bad time
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POLAR BEARS fftWttfKE OftftST GUARD;
DROP GAMES TO BRANDEIS AND TUFTS

POLAR

By Russell B. Creweil '55
basketball team, wasn't until almost eight minutes
difficulty of playing time had elapsed befinish of fore John Libby scored Bowdoin's
exams, experienced more trouble first field goal on a jump shot from
this week as they lc«t to Brandeis behind the keyhole.
John's five
and Tufts and were able to beat goals in the first half kept the
only the hapless Coast Guard White within striking distance durAcademy who haven't won a game ing this time. Tufts' "Chubby"
yet this season. The Coombsmen O'Brien, the best back court man
weren't figured to beat highly rat- we've seen this year, and tricky
ed Brandeis last Tuesday night but center John Henegan were doing
their loss to MIT the night before most of the work for the Jumbos.
came as a blow to some of the fans Although Bowdoin was hustling to
here. Bowdoin played fairly well at the final buzzer, they could not
Walt ham and the fact that they match the tremendous accuracy
lost by 15 points cannot be called rebounding of the opposition. The
a disappointment.
visitors hit on 51 per cent of their
After a two-day rest, the Polar shots from the floor in the second
Bears entertained the Coast Guard half. The final score was Tufts 76
Academy here Friday night. It and Bowdoin 67. Henegan was the
was this game that saw two scor- high scorer for the evening, with
ing records fall: total points for a total of 26 points. John Libby
one game (both teams) and most once again was high for Bowdoin,
points scored by one team. The winding up with 21.
White won it 94-89. The previous
Next week the White will go into
high was set in the New Hampshire the final round of State Series play.
game this year when the Wildcats The Coombsmen will meet Colby
won: 92-90. It was a scrappy game up at Waterville on Wednesday.
as is indicated in the fact that the After playing Maine at Orono, the
whistle blowers had their work cut club will return where they will
out for them. Referees Crozier and face Bates in their season's finale
Lee called a total of 49 fouls next Saturday night.
throughout the game. Bowdoin
jumped off to an early lead and
was never threatened. Coach Beezer Coombs played the first five
most of the game until the fourth
quarter when most of the bench
made an appearance. In the scoring department it was John Libby,
who has been one of the few bright
spots in the gloomy period since
exams, with ten field goals and six
fouls for a total of 26 points. He
was followed by Bowdoin's Ronnie
Golz who hit for 22. Ernie Allen
with 18 was high for the visitors.

Th* Bowdoin

BEARINGS

which has been having
winning games since the

R«|m

'55, ORIENT Sport. Editor
By JoMpk T.
The 1953-54 hockey team has' just completed ite most successful
season to date, winning" six, losing two, and tying one. The season
opened with a loss to Norwich, 5-3, after Bowdoin had registered the
Next came a win over UNH, 7-5, followed by a 7-3
first three goals.
MIT was next to fall before the
victory at the expense of Colby.
White, losing 7-3, Bowdoin then lost their second and last game of
the season to Amherst 3-2, and in a second encounter with UNH, held
them to a 8-6 tie. They then romped over Colby, 10-5, and playing

Tufts in their final two games, won them both, 5-2 and 4-3.
This in itself speaks exceptionally well for the team; but when
consideration is taken that only about a dozen practices were held all
.season, and only five before the first game, it becomes all the more
deserving of praise.
Due to adverse weather conditions, the team
was forced to forgo many practices which would otherwise have been
On three occasions the players spent all night flooding the
held.
Some of the pracrink so that it would be ia » playable condition.
tices were held at Lewiston and Hebron because of the lack of ice.
These are some of the disadvantages which arise when natural ice

must be relied upon.

Roftnon Spark* Club
led by Capt. Dave Rogerson, who finished as high
with 30 points on 13 goals and 17 assists. Coach Danny MaeFayden states that "he could make any big college team, and the offensive load was on his shoulders, along with Dick McCusker." They did
most of the scoring, getting between them 29 of the 51 goals scored.
"Dave is one of the finest captains I've had since I've been here
Mac[•ooperative, and sets a good example for the rest of the team."
Fayden compares him with Stubby King and Jim Fife, past stars of
Bowdoin hockey teams, saying that Rogerson is as good as either

The team was

man

—

of them.

Dick McCusker and Dave Melincoff, along with Rogerson, comdue to their outstanding offensive play. McCusker
had 16 goals and 12 assists for 28 points, while Melincoff finished with
15 points on eight goals and seven assists. The second line of Butch
Mc-Cabe, Paul Doherty, and Bob Hazzard turned in fine; performances
defensively, while the third line of Jack'Swenson, Bill! Freeman, and
Pete Pirnie, which concentrated mainly on defense wpile giving the
other lines a breather, did more than a creditable job in holding their
own.
The difficult task of playing goalie was well done by Skip Howard
and Pete Rigby. Howard gave up 13 goals combined with 119 saves,
while Rigby was scored upon 19 times and turned away 171 shots.
Howard and Rigby, along with Larry D wight, were the mainstays on
defense.
The goalie position will be well fortified next year with
Rigby and Paul Testa, who played that spot some this year and should
see plenty of action in the future.
Others who starred for the most
part one defense were Denny King, Frank Metz, Dave Coe, and Sandy
Kowal.
There is no freshman hockey team, but four first-year men
practiced throughout the season with the varsity and should be a big
help in the next few years.
Linemen Dave Ham, Art Perry, Fred
Thome, and defenseman George Crane have been getting valuable
experience although seeing no action.
Spirit, Determination Pay Dividends
One thing which, should be noted is the way in which the team
won many of their games. In four games they rallied to win in the
closing minutes. In the MIT contest, they broke a tie going into the
final quarter and won by three goals.
Against UNH they scored four
goals in the final period to win 7-5.
In both contests with Tufts,
scores in the last quarter accounted for the victories. MacFayden attributes this to the spirit and determination of the team, and says that
"while they didn't have the ability some of the other teams had they
really did a terrific job in the final periods to win or tie in most cases.
The fact that they showed hustle and determination although they
were outskated in every game shows they're a bunch of good competitors
you can't say enough for them." They may have been outskated but they certainly weren't outplayed.
Danny MacFayden deserves a lot of credit for the work he has
done with the players. Faced with many difficulties, such as lack of
ice and consequently a lack of practice, he has completed one of his
most successful years. It is true that his players had the spirit and
determination to win, but it's the coach who gives them this attitude.
prise the first line

.

—

Skiers Compete In Two Contests;
Marshall Sets State Meet Record

Coombs

up a

built

sizeable

before the starters

—

In the State meet Maine started off
by taking the first four places in
this event, picking up a 20 point
lead. Although, we topped them in
jumping their Nordic, their combined score still exceeded ours by
eight points. Thus, their cross counlead
try gave them a 28 point
which we were able to cut to only
14 even though we won four out
of six events.
In the divisional meet, captain

Dick Marshall supported the team
with our only really commendable
results, taking second in the jump
third in the Nordic combined, fifth
in downhill and.fif th in Alpine combined.

Despite our rout In the

cross

country, the state meet provided
some pleasant surprises and a
touch of humor. Wind swept and
frozen,

ment over
Likewise

Clark has shown

Bill

considerable improvement this year
by taking third in slalom, fifth in
downhill and third in the Alpine

was much like
commonly called "boiler

—

Keeping our inexperienced In Volleyball
record nearly perfect, we used the
wrong wax in th* cross country ARU
with made it almost impossible to Beta

plate."

go uphill. The Umil was net w*l Kappa Sigma
marked, and several competitors, AD
taking a wrong turn, were later
bewildered to meet up with the*
competitors coming the other way.
A few of the better racers were
confused by passing th* same men
twice on different parts of the trail.
Shut out by the Maine erase
country team, Marshall nevsrtha-
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Werksmao

day.

put, Al Farrington making a winning toss of little more than 41
feet, 6 inches. In the high jump
the Polar Bears picked up six

Bowdoin took a

the shot

first in

points on a three-way tie between

Kurt and Urweider of Bowdoin and
Barwise of Bates.
Roger Schmutz helped the Bobcat totals with a first in the 600yard run. Tired from his efforts in
the 600 Schmutz could do no more
than third in the 1000. Fred Beck
of Bates captured the broad jump
in the last event of the afternoon.
Cubs Defeat Bobkittens
The frosh squad displayed depth
and balance, copping nine firsts and

The Polar Bears showed well in
the track events. Carl Knight turnin firsts in both the 45 low and
high hurdles. His 5.6 effort in the
low hurdles equalled a meet record. The final in the 40-yard dash
was captured by Dave Wies after
Jim Upton of Bates had equalled
the 4.7 record in the trials. Wies
copped a second in the 300-yard nine Seconds in thirteen events to
run.
easily beat Bates.
By placing in two events apiece
McWilliams of Bowdoin
Bill
Hugh Huleatt, Ed Trecartin and broke the old meet record of 51
Frank Cameron contributed 22 feet 8 inches with a toss of 54 feet
points apiece to the Bowdoin cause.
inches. Minutes before McHuleatt won the 1000-yard run and Williams'
record-breaking
toss,
ed

I

'57

took third in the 600. Trecartin
won the mile and placed second in
the 1000, while Cameron captured
the two-mile event and placed second in the mile.

pole vault.

1

1954

By Gerald M.
Bowdoin's varsity track squad
'won a narrow victory over Bates,
65-61, while the frosh romped to a
78-39 win over the Bates juniors in
a simultaneously-run meet at the
Bowdoin indoor track last SaturBates took an early lead capturing the first two places in three
field events. Ed Holmes won both
the 35-pound weight and the discus. Billy Kent and John Land
placed one-two for Bates in the

\

24,

.

'

period

tied

score

the

twice.

L. Doherty "SS
second frame, after
Last Saturday night Bowdoin's early in the
hockey team overcame a strong "the Polar Bears had tied the score
Tufts sextet in Lynn to bring to a Larry Dwight put one in from the
the hone farce*
close one of the most successful blue llw to gh»
seasons in recent years. The club a lead which they never relinwas fortunate in having good ice quished. Before the game was
Melincoff tallied twice
for most of the season and only over, Dave
one game had to be cancelled be- while Dave Rogerson and Paul
Doherty added one apiece. Pete
cause of poor playing conditions.
once again turned in a fine
Tuesday afternoon a spirited Rigby
performance in the nets turning
Bowdoin team completely outback 33 shots.
classed a scrappy Colby six up at
Th> White pueksters traveled to
St. Dom's Arena The White jumped to an early lead and were never Lynn to play their season finale
threatened as they went on to win with the Jumbos of Tufts. It was
10-5. Dick McCusker turned in the here that Captain Dave Rogerson
outstanding performance of the turned one of the finest performafternoon scoring five goals and ances of his career to give the
two assists. Also figuring in the White a hard fought 4-3 victory.

Bowdoin scoring were Dave MelinDick McCabe, and Sandy
Kowal. Larry Dwight and Dave
Coe turned in fine efforts on the
defense while Pete Rigby turned
back a host of Colby shots in the

The home team

goal.

first period.

coff,

doin opened the
and-home series

of a

with Tufts at 3-2 advantage. Spang's goal folLewiston. Bowdoin came out on lowed a score by Bob Hazzard of
top 5-2. The visitors tallied first, Bowdoin.
A stiff Bowdoin defense held the
Jumbos scoreless in the third. Rogte<»m-mate Bop Philippe had also erson assisted McCusker after the
broken the old record. His heave period was two minutes old and
was 52 feet 8 finches. McWilliams made good on a solo shot for the
clincher. Skip Howard turned in
also won the 35-pound weight.
Bates had one double winner in his best game for quite some time
Paul Kimball who turned in ad- and was credited with 34 saves.
mirable performances in winning
both the 45-yard high and low
hurdles. Kimball's 5.5 seconds in
the lows cut one-tenth off the old
First In Bowling
record. His 6.2 in the high's was
equal to the winning time inrthe Standings;
Psi
varsity meet.
Dick Bell, John Herrick, Les Follow Close Behind
Leonetti and Mike Coster all turned in stand-out performances for
A well balanced Beta bowling
the Polar Cubs. Bell won the pole team took over the'top spot in the
vault and shared first place in the hotly contested Interfraternity
high jump with Coster. Besides the Bowling League. The ARU's, who
tie for first in the high jump Cos- held the lead last week, dropped
ter placed second in the high to second place, while the Psi U's
hurdles and third in the low's. Her- maintained the third place posirick took first in both the mile and tion. The TD's are pressing the
1000- yard runs. Leonetti won the Chi Psi's ferine cellar.
forty-yard dash and tied for first
26
6
Beta
in the 300-yard run.
24
8
Bates had double placers in Bob ARU
23
t
Kenney and Al MacDonald. Ken- Psi U
21
11
ney won the broad jump and plac- Kappa Sig

ed second in the 40-yard dash, AD
while MacDonald captured the Zetes
discus and placed third in the shot Delta Sig

Upsets Portland Y,

18
17

ATO

Speeding on U.S. streets and Sigma Nu
CoortMy Portland Press Herald highways injured nearly 600,000 TD
Second is Jim Upton of men, women and children. •
| Chi Psi

Dave Weis of Bowdoin winning 40 yard dash in Saturday's meet with Bates.
the Bobcats.

Loses To Exeter By 2

U

15
14
13

Dekes

Splits;

11

7
3

ers had trouble getting started and

Wednesday evening the before they got going they found
Freshmen overcame a themselves trailing 40-27 at the
strong Portland Y quintet 71-69 at
Russ Washburn opened an
half.
Brunswick. The Polar Cubs ended offensive in the third stanza
which
Last

Bowdoin

a nineteen-game winning streak for
the visitors. The outstanding performer of the evening was little
Bobby Johnson of Bowdoin who
collected nine field goals and thirteen foul tries for a total of 31

The ex-Deering High School
was particularly effective with

clipped four points off Bowdoin's
Portland rallied in the
lead.
fourth and came Within five points
but once again the hustling John(Continued on Page 4)

points.

ace

an overhead set shot. He was aided in the scoring department by
Tom Fraser and Jack Eaton who
had ten points apiece. The visitors,
loaded with ex-schoolboy and former college stars, were behind
most of the game and when they
did threaten the Polar Cubs, the

Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma,
TD, Delta Sigma Lead

Way In

I-F Basketball

TEAM STANDINGS

W

Sigma Nu

break was most effective. For Kappa Sigma
Portland it was Jim Curtin and TD
Ray Bicknell who had 13 each.
Delta Sigma
The home team, sparked by AD
Johnson and Fraser, jumped out ARU
to a 22-15 advantage at the close Beta
of the first period. The Portland- DKE

U

Psi

Notice
Bowdoin's Thirty-Second Annual
Interfraternity track meet will be
held in the cage on the evening
of Friday, March 5. This event, one
of the highlights of interfraternity competition, is mainly an
intrasquad meet. This year's freshmen squad is very well balanced
and should give the varsity performers trouble in some events.
Other members of the college may
participate if they comply with
the following regulations. All men
will be issued uniforms through
the track office and must report
to ten practices before the meet.
Each man will also have to undergo a brief physical at the infirm-

Zete
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of the night

— high above a sleeping American

unidentified aircraft

is

spotted. In a matter of

seconds a lightning-like jet interceptor takes to the air.

Bombardment Officer ... in full control of the plane
over the target area ... the Air Force Officer who "lower*
He's a
the

Unerringly, with an Aircraft Observer showing the way, the
Air Force F-94 Night Fighter speeds to intercept the

— Gifts

stranger.

The

Aircraft Observer

is

the

man behind

the pilot

—the officer who keeps America's planes flying on course
and on target. Without him the Air Force couldn't do its job.

boom" on
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it
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and save you money.

Whmtk

seeing eye that

He's aa Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer
ing everythiag there is to know about his plane . .
it fit for the skies and ready for action.

.

.
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.

know-

keeping

He's a Narigatioa Officer . plotting his plane's course
. . . with an entire crew depending on him for a safe flight.
.
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in time
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They mark him as the
and brains of America's Number One flying team.

bars of an Air Force Lieutenant

Aircraft Observer?

He's a Radar Officer . employing an
penetrates where human sight fails.

the Aircraft Observer gets

earns over $5,000 a year. His silver Aircraft Observer
wings give him prestige and distinction, and he wears the

He
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the enemy.
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first

ARU,

It

Free Gift Wrapping
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In the second frame both clubs
home- exchanged scores giving Tufts a

The following afternoon Bow-

put.

Freshman Team

scored first but
minutes later Bowdoin's Rogerson tied the score on passes from
Melincoff and McCusker. But the
Jumbos scored again to .move
ahead just before the end of the
five

Beta

trouble scoring in the first few
minutes as Tufts jumped out in
front; they were never behind although a Bowdoin rally in the third

The Aircraft Observer must be sound of limb, keen of mind,
and above all, must have the determination to be the bnt.
qualify as an Aircraft Observer you must be single,
between 19 and 26 Vi years old, and a high school graduate.
However, it will be better for you and the Air Force if you
stay in college and graduate before you apply. Then you,

To

too, can be

one of the best ... a* an Aircraft Observer.
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White Loses To Tufts 76-47
On Saturday night a fair crowd
turned out to see what had promised to be a thriller between the
Jumbos of Tufts and Bowdoin. The
White looked a little tired and had

L

OAVES TAILOR SHOP
-

I

five.

TICKETS

Alterations

.

Curt Webber, Dick Kurtz, Ken
Miller, Jim Flaker and Phil Day.
this five didn't do much

League

W

M

scoring they were able to preserve
the victory and Bowdoin won by

—

AMI Remains

i

Although

combined. Paul Dubrule and Barry
Nichols backed up the team with
respectable scores in the Nordic
and Alpine events respectively. Tim
Greene and Charlie Christie specialized in cross country helping
to gain the points which gave us
a safe margin over Colby.
Special mention should be made ary.
of our manager Harvey Stephens
who at the Lyndonville meet was
ever on the go waking us up,
helping wax skis, and putting
warm coats on the exhausted cross
country runners.

the snow

rough ice

last year.

'",

for

fast

Over the past two weekends the, less beat the rest of the field to
fcki team has competed in its two finish fifth in this event. Though
most important meets of the year he took first in slalom, second in
The class B divisional champion- downhill, first in Alpine combined
ships at Lyndonville, and the State and second in Nordic Combined,
meet at Colby. Although a few in- Marshall deserves greatest acdividual
accomplishments were claim for winning the jump and
gratifying, the over all picture re- setting a new hill record of 117
of last feet.
flected our loss of some
Skip Larcom, who learned to
year's best material. We placed
seventh out of nine in the divisional jump only a week ago floated off
meet and second out of three in the the trestle for a ninth place. His
state meet. As usual cross country fifth place in slalom and in Alpine
proved our downfall in both meets. combined are also a great improve-

I

margin

made way

"•^^•aaj^a
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Trackmen In Double Win; Pueksters End Winning Season
With Victories Ot*r Colby, TufU
Defeat Bates Varsity, Frosh
By Jams
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Industrial Finns

Behind The Ivy Curtain

Exeter Beats Jayvees,

Cubs Defeat Brunswick
The Uniivcrsity of Connecticut
posted a 53-30 win over the Bowdoin varsity swimming squad at
the Polar Bear pool last Saturday.
Bruce Maxwell and Jeff Beckingham turned in standout performances for the U Conns. Maxwell, highly touted in New England swimming circles, won both
the 50 and 100 yard freestyle
races. He was anchor-man on the
winning 400 yard relay. Buckingham captured a first in the 200
backstroke and paced the 300 yard
medley team to a victory.
Captain Bob Arwezon of Bowdoin was his team's lone double
winner. Arwezon took firsts in the
150 medley and the 440 freestyle.
Team-mate Bob Glover placed first
in the 220 freestyle and took a second in the 100.
Jayvees Split in Two Meets
The jayvee swimming squad
played host, to Brunswick High
School and Phillips Exeter Academy last week, edging the former
team and bowing to the latter.

Tom Merrill and John Collier
each took two firsts to help the
Bowdoin cause against Brunswick. Merrill won the 150 medley
swim and did a repeat in the 100
yard backstroke. Collier scored ten
points with firsts in the 50 and 100
yard freestyles.
Exeter posted a 40-35 win,
sweeping both the diving and
breaststroke events. Bowdoin won
both relay races, the medley by
disqualification. Merrilf posted wins

in the medley swim and the backstroke, the Cubs' only double winner. Collieir captured the 50 freestyle for the only other Bowdoin
first.

Freshman Team Splits;
Beats Y; Bows To Exeter
(Continued from Page 3)
son contributed eight points in the
closing minutes to give Bowdoin a
well-earned 71-64 triumph.
Exeter Wins Thriller, 77-75
Tom Bernheim's tap of a shot by
John Bitzer gave Exeter Academy
77-75
victory over the Bowdoin
a

Freshmen Saturday in the Sargent
Gymnasium.
A large week-end crowd was on
hand to witness what was probably the most thrilling sporting
event of the week end. This is indicated by the fact that the score

was
went

Exeter
tied sixteen times.
into the game with a 6-5
record while the Polar Cubs had
lost only to Westbrook.
A field goal by Eaton and a foul
shot by Harry Carpenter enabled
the Cubs to post a one-point margin at the end of the first period of
play. Johnson did most of the scoring in that period having three field
goals and a foul for seven. He was
helped considerably by the rebounding and scoring of Tom Frascr. Both clubs slowed down in the
second frame as Louie Audet's
charges could only score four goals
from the floor while Brud Stover,
former star at Morse High, scored
seven to give the visitors a 35-35
tie at halftime.

the third quarter got under-

As

way, Exeter's Stan Wilkens, a capable sub for first stringer Tom
Bcrnheim, combined with Stover
to score 13 between them to give
Exeter a 55-53 edge as that period
ended. Eaton and Fraser were also
scoring to keep Bowdoin within

Continued from Page 1
Interested Seniors
The Placement Bureau announc- tain beliefs which the Catholic
.Church held which are not in aces that during the past two weeks
those of Protestant
a number of industrial firms have cord with
Churches. Father Lawler explained
visited the campus including the
Catholic Church felt it
Albany Felt Company, Albany, why the
necessary to ban certain books and
N.Y.; Esao Laboratories, Linden,
movies. In the interests of learnN.J.; Smith, Kline and French Lab:

oratories, Philadelphia;
tional City Bank of

The Na-

New

York,
N.Y.; General Canle Corporation,
Perth Amboy, NJ.; The Equitable
Life Assurance Society, Portland,
Me.; Sears, Roebuck and Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. (Eastern Division); Aetna life Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn. (Group Division
and the International Business Machines Corporation, New
York. NJf. (Eastern Division).
During the week of February 22,
who sported cigars, high-flung colRichard R. Bowman will be interlars, and an irrepressible tendency
viewing for the Goodyear Tire and
keep
time
to
to the music by beatRubber Company, Eastern Diviing dishes on the table and by
sion, New York, N.Y.: Richard
shouting "yahoo" in a desperately
grown up way. The band leader ef- Boyd, representing the Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company,
fectively squelched them, after a
will discuss career opportunities
Princeton grad failed, by indicatwith insurance-minded seniors on
ing that they might play the next

number.
Requirement Changed
Earlier this year the faculty of

Dartmouth College voted to replace the required freshman hygiene course with a course known
as the Individual and the College
class. The new addition will help
accomplish three objectives: 1) to
communicate to freshmen as clearly and as effectively as possible at
least the elementary concepts of
the purposes, opportunities, and
meaning of a liberal education; 2)
to provide information that will be
useful to students in maintaining
normal health; 3) to relate what is
known about the development of
proper adjustment to the problems
that confront students in their
early college years.

The class will meet two hours
a week for the first semester Dartmouth undergraduate and will replace the 55 year old hygiene requirement The change has been
discussed at meetings of Dartmouth's Academic Committee of
the Undergraduate Council since
1948, but did not gain sufficient
support for adoption until this
year. This idea has not been discussed here, to my knowledge, but
might supply our Student Curriculum Committee with some inter-

) ;

ing, pointed out

but dropped in the second to
apiece. Exeter
tie the game at .75
went into a
took the ball out and
take the last
freeze waiting to
the game almost
shot Then with
rebound gave the
over Bernheim's
ht victory.
visitors a hard-foug

Father

Lawler,

certain banned book* could be read
by Catholic students if they could
give sufficient reason why they felt
that they should receive permission
to read them. Father Lawler also
explained the Catholic belief on the
theory of the evolution of man and
the relation of the Pope to the
people of the Catholic Church.
DKE, Zete Discussions
At the Delta Kappa Epsilon

Makeup Of Various
Self -Study

our missionary activity in China.
It was agreed that the role of the
missionary in the Far East is as
t as that of an ambassae missionary is an imporin world politics and
formation of our foreign

sion in how religion plays a role
in the life of a college student. Also discussed was the apparent failure of our missionaries in stopping
the Red Chinese in China. At the'
Zeta Psi House the Reverend
February 25; physicists and science Charles McFachern, Green Street
majors will be interviewed by H. K. Baptist Church, Melrose, Mass.,
Weidemann of the Naval Research also led a discussion concerning
Labarotory, Washington, D.C; Ernest A. Wood, representing the Third Subfrosh
Weather Bureau, U. S. Department
of Commerce, Washington, D. C, 'Very Successful' Says
will be on the campus for interviews on February 26. On March Admissions
Smith, Armstrong Cork
1, J.
Bowdoin* College's third and
Company, Lancaster. Pennsylvan- final sub-freshman weekend, Febia, will be at the Placement Buruary 20 and 21, was "very sucof
reau to be followed on the 3rd
cessful" according to Director of
March by representatives of Ford Admissions Hubert S. Shaw.

The Christian missionaries
are the greatest ambassadors of
good will the United States has.
Sigms Nu
Schellhase, Evan-

and Reformed Chaplain for
the Brunswick Air Base, led a discussion at the Sigma Nu House on
"What Does God Mean to Me in
gelical

j

My Personal

Life?" Lt. Schellhase
wanted to know where we are as

individuals.

tant role of religion in one's personal life.

At all of these houses there was
a healthy response to the questions
asked by both the discussion leaders and the students. It would appear from this enthusiasm that
Bowdoin has concluded another

.

International and Mercantile
About 75 men, divided among
Stores Company of New York. On the
for
fraternities
guidance

March 4 the Connecticut General around campus,

visited

Bowdoin

Life Insurance Company of Hart- during this period. Many men
ford, Connecticut, will
interview were here on invitations from the
seniors to be followed on the 5th. by individual fraternities, notably
the
H. E. Brewer of the Vice Chemical Beta and
houses.

TD

Company.

Shaw Lauds Uodergrads

"The houses handled things
very well and we heard good reports from the visitors about the
courtesy and friendliness of stuTopic Of Talk
dents," says Mr. Shaw. "We ap[Continued from. Ptge /]
preciate the time and the arrangthe last legislature passed a. $2400,
ments of the fraternities."
minimum wage for teachers with
The athletic department cooperdegrees.
ated as usual by letting the subFederal Power Project*
freshmen into all athletic events
Asked to give his views on Fedwithout charge during the course
eral
power projects, Governor of the weekend. These included
Cross stated that power companies
three basketball games, one track
should be built by the states or
meet and two swimming meets.
esting research.
private companies rather than by
Bang Bang Bang
the National Government. The
The Maine Campus, student only time the latter is justified in' 4 One-Act Plays Will
newspaper at the University of construction power companies is
Maine, "features a roving reporter when they're on an international, Be Presented
8
column titled, "Opinionettes." The basis such as arises under the
[Continued From Page 7]
issue of January 28 contained sev- Passamaquoddy
Project, "which problems." It is
interesting to
eral answers to this question: concerns Canada and the U-S.
note that all of the characters in
"What would you do if Estabrooke
The Governor further went on this play are ghosts.
Hall (that's one of the women's to say that he believes the prob-.
Both of Beeson's plays are com*
dorms) were snowed in and com- lem of pollution of Maine rivers, edies. "The Man Who Was out to,.
pletely isolated from the outside will be taken care of in the next Lunch", a tragic comedy, is the
world for a week?" Barb Ross, a legislature. Asked his opinion on story of a man who is too wrap*
sophomore, had it all figured out. a four year term of governor in ped up in himself and his career,
"I'd sit in my room and shoot mice Maine, he said it was a growing to pay any attention to his wife:
with my .22," she said, (hmm . .) trend with the only opposition to The theme of "Dark Ladies" re*
it
being political. The Governor yolves around two ladles of conalso explained the potato situation trasting character who fight for
Activities
Include
in Aroostook County and the rea- ;the love of a young poet.
son for the poor economic condiHeatherington and Brewer were,
Concerts, Dance,
tion of Washington County,
'both participants in last year's
Finally Governor Cross said thai Otoe Act Play Contest. HeatheringFeature Cage Battle
he was one of tweftty-iune govern-, ton won the contest with his play
*
[Continued from Page 1]
ore in favor of lowering the voting "Twenty Minutes to Go". Beeson,
game should equal the success age to eighteen.
besides having two of his one act
which the hilarious battle two years
plays chosen for production, has
ago achieved. The "Zany CommitThe week end will be climaxed, collaborated with Wilkins in a
tee." meeting at SV> Elm Street by the Campus Chest ixjom dance ful length musical which will
be
recently completed arrangements in the Sargent Gym at 9:30. Fea- produced by The Masque
and
for a special entertainment during tured by at least 12 booths and by Gown at Ivy.
the half time ceremonies. Robert a dance band, the evening waji inThe One Act Play Contest,
M. Hurst '54, Zetc, has charge of clude the drawing of the raffle. which was originated by The
other arrangements for this event. The Student Council fraternity Masque and Gown in 1933 to enOpening scheduled event for Sat- representatives will coordinate ac* courage the writing of plays by
urday will be a Student Union tivities and iarrangements for this •undergraduates,
has
produced
Committee movie at 1:30 in the highlight event.
two important results: first, nearSmith Auditorium.
Robert F.
Working under the general ly all of tfie ful length plays which
Hinckley '55, DS, is in charge of chairman, BataJ. is a flexible com- were given their premiere by The
arrangements.
mittee set up with additional men 'Masque and Gown have been
The Polar Bear Five, Bowdoin's to he added. In addition to those written by former participants in
internationally-minded
Dixieland previously mentioned, those as- Hhe contest; second, the faculty
jazz band, will give a concert at sisting include: Charles Ranlett was so impressed by the quality
the Delta Sigma house at 3:30 p.m. '54, DS, publicity chairman; and of plays submitted that in 1949
J. Ward Kennedy '55, DKE, is Frank A. MacDonald -54, Chi Psi,
they instituted a course in playhandling this event.
Leonidas B. Southerland
'55, writing.
With Connecticut College
DKE, and Richard, W. Loughry
The annual Glee Club Campus '56, DS, posters.
Concert will take place at 8:00 p.m.
Public Invited
in Memorial Hall with the combinThe general public is invited to
ed glee clubs of Bowdoin and Con- all events with tickets being $.50
necticut College taking part. Pro- for each individual event except
Brunswick, Maine
fessor Frederic E. T. Tillotson will for
the Campus Concert which
lead the group in the Brahms Re- will be $1.20.
Wednesday-Thursday
quiem. Gordon W. Stearns Jr. '54,
February 24-25
DS, is acting as student coordina-|
Comdr. Robert E. Peary disW.lt Disney's
tor for this event.
covered the North Pole on April

Maine Government

[Continued from > Page /")
Chief of the 2nd Brigade Intelligence Section; as assistant to the
Chief of Intelligence of the 1st
Ivy, Walter M. Solnitz, Richard L. Division; and as Acting Chief of
C h i 1 1 i m, Associate Professoi the Intelligence Section. He partiThomas A. Riley, Mr. Kenneth p. cipated in the Battles of Cantigny,
Ainsworth, and Mr. Charles E. Soisons, Saizerzis, and St. Mihiel.
Huntington.
On August 25 he was promoted
Tripartite Choice
to the rank of first lieutenant and
The Tripartite Choice: Dean less than a month later to that of
Kendrick (Chairman), Professor captain in the Infantry. After the
Philip M. Brown, Associate Profes- Armistice he served with the InT. telligence Section of the General
sor Dane, Professor Cecil
Holmes, Mr. Frangcon L. Jones, Staff of the A. E. F., as Chief of
Professor Samuel E. Kamerling, the German-Austrian Section of
Professor Reinhard L. Korgen.
Press Review. In August of 1919
The Freshman Elective: Profes- he returned to the United States.
sor Gustafson (Chairman), AssisHe was personally cited for "distant Professor John P. Day, Mr. tinguished, efficient and meritoriWilliam S. Flash, Professor Ernst ous service in the Cantigny, SoisC. Helmreich, Professor Myron A. sons, and Saizerzis sectors."
Jeppeson, Assistant Professor ErnIn 1942 Professor Van Cleve
est P. Johnson, Professor William again left his teaching duties. As
C. Root. Mr. Carl N. Schmaltz, As- a major he was recalled to active
sistant Professor James A. Storer, duty and assigned to the Office of
Professor Taylor, and Profes- Strategic Services in Washington.
sor Perley S. Turner.
D. C, but shortly afterwards he
Reading, Writing, Speaking: was attached to the AC of S-G-2
(Chair- War Department In the following
Professor
R. Brown
man), Assistant Professor Charles year he was promoted to the rank
S.
Benson, Professor Ronald of lieutenant colonel and in 1946
Bridges, Associate Professor Law- to colonel. He saw overseas service
rence S. Hall, Professor Edward S. with Allied Force Headquarters in

H

successful religious forum.

Weekend H. Brown Gives School
And College Address
[Continued from Page 1]
Head Shaw trance Examination Board, spoke

E

Committees

[Continued from Page /}
Livingston, Thomas C. Van Cleve,
Assistant Professors Robert H.

policy.

Lt Richard T.

Van Cleve, History Professor,
Announces Retirement In June

President Announces

When we have settled
our own personal problems we will
House the Reverend J. Arthur
be more equipped to settle world
Samuelson, First Congregational
problems. He stressed the imporChurch, Brunswick, led a discus-

Cleve has urged wholehearted acceptance of Universal Military
Training, fearing that we may yet
have another Pearl Harbor if we
let our guard down and relax our
vigilance. He aiso has frequently
warned against too much reliance
on the atom bomb.

Always interested in town afProfessor Van Cleve is at
present a member of the Brunsfairs,

wick Finance Committee.
A most valuable member of the
Bowdoin Faculty, he has served on

many committees,

including, this
year, those on Curriculum and Educational Policy, Military Affairs,
and the Library.
most stimulating lecturer, he is primarily a
mediaevalist as a historian. This
year he is giving courses in the
Political, Cultural, and Intellectual
History of Europe in the Middle
Ages, and the History of Political

A

Thought

in

the West from Greek

Antiquity to the Present Day. In
alternate years, also. Professor
Van Cleve gives a course in the
History of England, emphasizing
especially the Constitutional de-

velopment.

Alumni Gathering

Hammond. Mr. David L. Russell, Egypt, North Africa, Italy,
Mr. Richard L. Schoenwald. As- France, Germany and Luxem- Attended
Thirty
sistant Professor John S. Sweet, bourg. He was the recipient of a
[Continued From Page i]
Thayer.
and Professor Albert
War Department Citation and a Lewiston, Maine; Nathaniel BarDistribution
Commendation Ribbon for meritor- ker '29, Presque Isle, Maine;
on 'The General Composition Test;
The Distribution Requirement: ious and exceptional service to the Charles M.- Barbour. Jr., *33, West
Report on Progress." John Ciardi,
Professor Abrahamson (Chair- Military Intelligence Service. He Hartford, Conn.
poet and English professor at Rutman), Assistant Professor Robert was retired from the military serEdward A. Richards, Jr., '44,
gers University, spoke on "No Fun,
K. Beckwith, Professor H. R. vice in 1950 and listed in the "Offi- Augusta, Maine;
Frederick H.
No Poetry."
Brown, Mr. Charles W. Carruthers, cial Army Register" as Colonel M. Bird 30, Rockland, Maine; Frank
The program opened Saturday Assistant Professor Walter I. MerA. St. Clair '21, Millburn, N. J.;
morning at 9:30 with a talk on rill, Mr. James M. Moulton, Pro- I. in the Officers' Honorary Re- Arthur E. Fischer '38, Upper
List
'The New Criticism and the New- fessor. Munn, Mr. Ira L. Reiss, tired
Montclair, N. J.; Leland W. Hovey
For UMT
est Medium" by Delmore Schwartz, Professor Root, Associate ProfesSince the war Professor Van '26, Cynwyd, Penna.; Elmer E.
writer, editor of The Partisan Re- sor Henry G. Russell, Mr. James
Tufts "13. Providence.
I.; S.
view and member of the Princeton F. Tierney, and Assistant Profes- Livingston, ' Assistant Professor Kirby Hight '38, Skowhegan,
University faculty, followed by sor William B. Whiteside.
Pols, Professor Frederic E. T. Til- Maine;
Vincent B. Welch '38.
Professor Brown's speech. James
Major Requirements and Honors lotson, and Professor Van Cleves. Washington. D. C; Cloyd E.
B. McGuire of the Classical High Work: Professor Daggett (ChairAdmissions: Mr. Shaw (Chair- Small '20, Worcester, Mass.
School of Springfield, Mass., led the man) Professor Beam, Assistant man), Mr. Arthur L. Greason, ProFrom Brunswick Seward J.
concluding discussion.
Professor Edwin B. Benjamin, As- fessor Hammond, Mr. Paul V. Ha- Marsh '12, Glenn R. Mclntire '25,
Miss Lucyle C. Hook, associate sistant Professor Raymond Bour- zelton, Professor Helmreich, Mr. George H. Quinby '23. From Topsprofessor of English at Barnard nique, Professor Morgan B. Cush- Morrell,
Professor
George H. ham, Bela W. Norton '18.
was in charge of arrangements.
ing.
Professor Little. Professor Quinby, and Professor Turner.

By
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Chesterfield is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made!
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Chesterfields for

Me
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To

The cigarette tested and approved by 30
years of scientific tobacco research.

Two

"Chesterfields for

"

Me !"

'',

The cigarette with a proven g ood record
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
t

adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses

from smoking Chesterfield.

m

Deborah Kerr

stars in the

Broadway

Hit

"Tea and Sympathy"

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

reach.

The fourth was really a thriller.
Bowdoin was trailing by one with
about thjrty seconds to go when
Harry Carpenter drew two foul
center missed the
shots. The rangy

24, 1954

Prof. Bridges Speaks; Students
React Favorably To Discussions

On

Campus To Interview

By David R. Anderson '55
In spite of curfew restrictions, were the girl's equivalent of our
over zealous house mothers, and Interfraternity sing, the formal
campus cops, girls colleges still dance with Ralph Stuart's orchescome up with tra playing the music, and a three
some pretty hour jazz concert Sunday aftergood weekends. noon. Another standout was the
The point in young man in a immaculate sweatcase this week shirt which was decorated with
is Mt. Holyoke's four bright blue letters, "YALE."
Snowball which The Tiger Paws, a six-piece group
provided good from Princeton featuring an elecentertain- tric mandolin, two banjos, guitar,
ment without a piano and drums, provided their
bit
of snow. own type of unique entertainment.
Most everyone agreed that the House dances, off campus cocktail
Prematurely spring-like weather parties, and beer on a bridge kept
was an excellent substitute.
the weekend moving. Very noticeAmong the parties highlights able at the jazz concert were seven
or eight local high school children

Bowdoin Mermen Lose;

FEBRUARY
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The cigarette that gives you proof of
highest quality—-low nicotine— the taste
you want— the mildness you want.

Friday-Saturday
February 26-27
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President Talks On Alumni
Participation In College
"How the Alumni
Can Participate in
ment" was the topic

of
Its

BowdolnJ
Govern-

Two High Schools

Speaks In Chapel

—

—

unusual of all our clubs," said
the president, "because, with the
exception of one member from the
class of '46, the youngest member
,
is from the class of '14."
The president of the club is
Charles F. S. Lincoln '91 who is
himself. Be-

fore his

Preliminary Round

Of Interfraternity
Debating Completed
The preliminary round of the
Interfraternity Debating Program
for the Wilmont Brookings MitTrophy has been completed,
all twelve Fraternity Houses
and the Independents competing.
chell

with

The quarter finals will begin towith a debate between Alpha Tau Omega and Alpha Delta
Phi. Alpha Tau Omega will act as
host. The remainder of the schednight,

ule is as follows: March 4, Kappa
Sigma vs. Independents; March 9,
Beta Theta Pi vs. Chi Psi; March
10, Zeta Psi vs. Alpha Tau Omega.
The first house in each case will
be the host.
Semi-finals will be held on March
15 and 17, between the four winners of the above debates, and the
final two winners will compete for
the Mitchell Trophy at 8:15 P.M.,
March 23, in Smith Auditorium.
Thus far the program has been
highly successful, and has given

valuable experience to twentyeight men who were new to debating, plus an additional seven
men who undertook the moderating duties. Attendance at the preliminaries has ranged from twenty
to thirty men, and it seems likely
that the quarter-finals, semi-finals, and finals will enjoy even
larger audiences.

At

the

Panama

Pacific Ocean
Atlantic.

is

Canal
east

of

the
the

'

I

President Coles

Team To Compete
On TV Against 9 Units
Drill

teams led by Master
Sergeant Frank L. Doggett from

Three

the

drill

ROTC

unit are in competition

on television with nine other drill
teams from military units in the
state.

—

Teams from the 103rd RegimenCombat Team, National Guard;

tal

Marine Corps Training Center, Marine Reserve; U. S. Naval
Reserve Training Center. Naval
Reserve; and the Bowdoin College
ROTC appear for a three minute drill session on the 6 p.m. telecast over WCSH-TV (Channel 6)
Portland Wednesdays on a 13weeks program intended to emphajU.

S.

size Civil Defense.

The

first

From

doin team appeared February i0, Mrs. Adriel U. Bird
and the other teams from the college will be telecast March 10
Mrs. Adriel U. Bird of Boston
and April 7. Four of the competing has presented the library three
teams will be chosen, on the com- valuable Charles Dickens items,
bined recommendation of the Com- Librarian Kenneth J. Boyer anpetition and Trophy Committee, nounced today. Already framed,
headed by Major John Silver, and they will be hung in the office of
votes received as a result of pub- Professor Herbert P^ss Brown on
lic response, to appear on follow- the second floor of the library.
ing programs and compete for
One note, signed by Dickens, was
first, second, and third places. The written from the Parker House in
award of" trophies will be made Boston, when he was in this counMay 13 by the Honorable Burton try on a speaking tour ,late in his
M. Cross, Maine's governor.
life. A second note, written in 1843,
Sergeant Doggett, who only re- when Dickens was a young man,
cently joined the military staff, declined an invitation to an anniand the twelve men who are par- versary dinner. The third item,
ticipating in the program, have written in 1854, suggests
to a
worked out a drill sequence in 18 friend that she "kill a calf in my
main divisions which take up exactly the allotted three minutes. for I fr?
ESJSJt^ prodigal
In important
am an
Included in the sequence are many
different types of fancy and spedied
cialized manuals which can be ex- in April of 1950. was one of the
ecuted in the small space covered most loyal and devoted of Bowdoin
stationary
by a
television camera. alumni. He was the president oi La
The twelve participants, who ac -Touraine Coffee Company and
cording to Sergeant Doggett are Kennedy & Company, well known
much more susceptible to drill grocery
Mr. Bird
team training than are many men was a i wa ys ready to help a deservin the army, spent approximately ing student through college, and
fifteen hours preparing for the first it is fitting that today there is an
three minute drill session. Since Adriel U. Bird Scholarship given
February 10 they have been put- each year to an entering freshman.
ting in regular practice sessions
One of the better known exam
for the next performances.
good w,l \«««nri
his ZZJT-m
pies off ui
toward his felMembers of the first team were low men was h^aUguration of
John D. Gardner '56, drill master, and cooperation with flights along
Robert P. Bergman '55, Herbert T. the New England coast at ChristCaverly II '56, Roswell Moore Jr. mas time, dropping gifts to light'54, and Wallace A. Stoneman '55.
house-keepers and their families at
The remaining two drill teams will isolated spots. In the earlier flights
include John W. Albert '57, Peter he supplied his own plane and his
T. C. Bramhall '56, Chester M. pilot, and contributed in
major
Day Jr. '56. Henry H. Haskell '56, part to the gifts which were dropRussell H. Longyear '57, Benjamin ped.
G. M. Priest '56, and Robert P.
(Continued on Page 2)
'56.
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honk of the big blue bus.
The T. D.'s, aided and abetted by
P
c
a large group of neighbors, their
^
leader distinguished by his maroon
McKeen
ft
A «*med to mulUply
multiDlv bathrobe and polka-dot pajamas,
^-^and.seemed^to
combined in bidding fond fareThe Deke, Psi U, Kappa Sigma, well to the familiar melancholy
Zete, Sigma Nu, A. D, and the strains of "Old Black Joe."
resentatives

from

all

corner's of
tQ

^^
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Faculty Play To Be Presented;
One-Act Plays To Be Held Soon
will

'57

As described by the speaker, the lege in Alabama.
four lectures are on the difficulTwo Divinity Degrees
encountered by the plain perAlthough he has never formally
son in his effort to live as a good studied religion. Dr. Bridges has
Christian. The lectures are each received Doctor of Divinity decomplete in themselves.
grees from Grinnell College, Iowa,
President Of Seminary
and the Pacific School of Divinity,
From 1945 to 1950 Dr. Bridges California.
The current president of the
was President of the Pacific School
of Religion in California, the old- American Board of Commissioners
est thelogical seminary west of the for Foreign Missions, Dr. Bridges
Mississippi River. At this school he is the fifth layman to head it in
was also the Carl Patton Profes- its more than 140 year history. He
sor of Homiletics, the art of has also served as Executive DirecBefore holding this tor of the Central Department of
preaching.
position in California, he was an Broadcasting and Films of the NaAssociate Professor of English at tional Council of Churches, with
headquarters in New York.
Arizona State College.
A brother of Senator Styles Dr. Bridges is the fourth AmerBridges, R., of New Hampshire, he ican and the second Bowdoin
for
Conalumnus to teach here on the Tailcandidate
was in 1936 a
man Foundation. The Tallman
gress.
ties

,

,

The One-Act Play Contest which
celebrate its 200th anniversary on March 8 at* 8:15 p.m. in
Memorial Hall was begun by a
group of undergraduates in the
Masque and Gown to create inter-

To Start Tallman Lectures;
One To Be Given This Evening
Richard B.

*

£»

d^rSKKu

Warren

John M. Belka '54
Last weekend the local charge A.RU. houses, all sent full teams
fraternity
to be entered into the competition.
Chi
Delta
Theta
of the
invited thirty-eieht students from These entrants plus the Hosts and
Bradford Junior College as Guests an occasional Beta or A.T.O. comfor their annual "Blind Date" par- posed a very cosmopolitan gathering. Truely, this event is rapidty.
The girls arrived in the early af- ly approaching the great heights
ternoon and soon after the festivi- of the Interfraternity Sing conties began. A large number of the test in regards to active participayoung ladies were soon to be found tion.
Musical Chairs
in the cage. Here they enjoyed
Saturday night Ralph Flanagan.
watching the Bowdoin tractmen
defeat the Colby Mules by a very Red Foley and sundry other name
substantial margin. Most of the bands were featured in the Theta
female spectators left after Bow- Delt rumpus room. A variety of
**» hadlmassed the sum total entertainment included Paul Joneses and Musical Chairs were to
not even wait to see the be heard all through the evening.
«*
The following morning found the
P°le vault which was the next
T.. D.'s recouperating from a tryev nt
^ cocktail party and dinner fol- ing night sipping black coflee while
A
...
.
r .,
„__*.,
their dates with energy yet unm
«Jj
spent could be found in the foyer
^thered
playing bridge or on the sun porch
-•
from the fiascos of the two pre- engaging in ping pong. As the
the
hands of the clock ever so slowly
vious years. It seems that
home team changed the rules this crept to the bewitching hour of
year which, as a result, turned the three, many female figures could
third annual Bird-Dogging Meet be seen scurrying from fraternity
into a more wide open affair. Rep- room to answer the Pied Piper

»%*

f
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BRADFORD PARTY

T.D.

CAMPUS-WIDE SUCCESS
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Beginning this evening. Dr. RonHe has been a teacher at all levald Bridges. '30, Visiting Professor
els of education from the district
of Religion on the Tallman Founto college and theological
school
dation for the Spring Semester,
school. Since 1950. he has been on
will deliver a series of four lectures
the faculty of the Union Theologiin the Moulton Union each Wedcal Seminary of New York.
nesday this month.
Although born In West PernThe subject of Dr. Bridges' first broke. Maine, Dr. Bridges has been
Con"Loyalty
lecture will be
a resident of Sanford for 28 years.
founded." The final three, to be He has received a Master of Arts
held March 10, 17, and 24, will be degree from Harvard, Doctor of
on "Brotherhood Confusion," "Pris- Humane Letters from Pacific Unand "Common iversity in Oregon, Doctor of Litoner's
Coffer,"
Creation." The lectures, beginning erature' from Elon College in
at 8:15. will be open to the public. North Carolina and Talledega Col-

IL

—

Rare

Dickens Items

Bow-

Dr. Bridges
First

School Stan

Slated For Saturday's Scholastics

^

President Coles met with the

est in dramatic writing.

Lecture Fund was given to BowIt has always been held early in
doin by Frank G. Tallman of Wil- the second semester and with this
n gton, Delaware in 1928 as a contest will have seen 70 Orte-Act
memorial to the Bowdoin members plays in production. Since the plays
of ms family. The income is "to produced represent only a fraction
be expended annually upon a series of the manuscripts submitted, it
f lectures to be delivered by men
is safe to say that over 150 plays
selected by the Faculty either in have been written for the contest.
this country or abroad."
Shortly after the war 18 scripts
Teaches Religion 10
were submitted for one contest,
In addition to offering a course but never more than four are profor undergraduates, the Visiting duced at one time.
Professors on the Foundation give
The history of the contestants
a series of public lectures on the whose plays have been shown indi-

m

j

subjects of their special interest.
Dr. Bridges is teaching Religion
Contemporary Christianity,
10,
which is "an examination of the
Christian Church as a factor in
shaping the American pattern."
Two of the previous 21 lectureships have been on religion. Seven
of the Tallman professors have
been Englishmen, and four of these
have been from Oxford University.

France, Italy. Germany, Vienna,
Ireland, Chile, Canada, and China
have been represented by professors on the fund.
Commander Donald B. MacMillan,

recently

'98,

Bowdoin

on

1932-33.

About

awarded

the

under the
Anthropology in

Prize, lectured

foundation

cates something of the value of the

work. The

1934

first writer in
in charge of all
publicity at the Japanese surrender at the Big Mo, in Yokahama

James Bassett was

Harbor and was publicity manager
for Richard Nixon in his campaign
for the Vice-Presidency. He has recently been appointed to a top
position in Washington as a publisher for the Republican Party.
The writer in 1935, John Schaeffer, had his poetry published in
New York City. Another contestant that year, Arthur Stratton
has had a novel published and was
for several years on the faculty
of the college
The writer in 1936, Paul Welch,
is now a Professor of Philosophy
at Duke University. The writer
in 1937 and 1938, Edwin Vergason

^

United States
people are killed each year in home is a teacher in St Christopher
accidents.
School in Richmond, Virginia and
28,000

^^^^^

-

NUMBER

1954

H. Edward Bora '57
Phil Reavis, the lone title holder land, Kennebunk, Lisbon, Morse of
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick an- ,in the Bowdoin Interscholastie Bath Portland, Rockland, Sanford,
High
Beverly
today
that
nounced
Skowhegan, South Portland, SteTrm6k Meet may again rteal
School and Weston High School in
spotlight at the 38th annual in- phens of Rumford, Thornton of
Massachusetts finished in a tie for door meet this Saturday.
Saco, Waterville and Wells.
Abraxas Cup
first place in the
New Hampshire
Dover, PortsNational AAU Champ
standing, each with an average of
Reavis has won the National mouth.
2.500.
Rhode Island
Hope and Mount
State
Graduates of Beverly now fresh- AAU and Massachusetts
Pleasant of Providence, Barringmen here are Edward Williams, championships vyrth identical
He ton.
David Roundy, and David Katz. jumps of 6 feet 374 inches.
Prep schools include Exeter,
event
Arthur Perry, Kent Hobby, and holds the state mark in that
ree Fryeburg, Governor Dummer,
Kevin Sullivan come from Weston and bfrely missed the national
of 6 feet 4*4 inches. Last year Huntington, St. John's and Tabor.
ord
High.
Indoor Emphasis
Reavis won the high jump at BowFinishing third was Hebron
Because of the emphasis placed
Academy 2.375, followed by Mont- doin with a jump of 5 feet 10 on
indoor track in Massachusetts
way
inches
and
has
come
long
a
clair Academy (New Jersey) 2.333,
high schools the last few years,
Riverdale Country Day School since.
Right behind him in this event they are expected to dominate the
(New York), Fryeburg Academy,
entire meet. The high schools in
Reading High School (Massachu- will be Charlie Stead of Rindge
Portland area have also begun
Shady Side Academy Tech, who placed second in the the
estts),
to emphasize indoor track but are
(Pennsylvania), and Mount Her- State Meet at 6 feet 2K. inches.
Either is capable of bettering the not up to the level of the Massamon School (Massachusetts).
chusetts high schools.
This cup is awarded each year existing Bowdoin meet and cage
Deering's best chances for honrecord held by Pescosolido of Newto the school whose graduates
ors are Haskell and Penza who
have attained the best rapk at ton at 6 feet 2\ inches.
may
break into the scoring in the
Prep
Six
Schools
semester
Bowdoin during the first
The meet, which promises to be sprints of hurdles. Portland has
of their freshman year. To be
one of the best in years, has at- John Pistolis, a sprinter. Wells has
eligible, a school must have at
tracted 38 high and six prep a good high jumper in Carl Chick,
least three representatives.
second a year ago.
The Abraxas Club was founded schools. Rindge Tech, winner of who tied for
the Massachusetts Class A title is Portland's Greely should be in the
in 1913 as an Interfraternity sogenerally expected to replace Med- running in the 300. There are no
ciety for Sophomores. It had a hisstandouts in the mile, broad jump
tory of less than ten years, end- ford as team winner in the high
school division, and Exeter and or shot put.
ing in 1922. Its members donated
All Standouts
a cup to be adorned with the colors Governor Dummer will vie for the
In the dash entries the 65 entries
prep school honors.
of the school whose graduates
The following teams are en- include Don Seegar of Arlington,
achieved the best grades as freshJoe Elder, Rindge
Class
B
champ;
men. Last year, the Cup was won tered:
Massachusetts
Arlington, Tech, Class A champ; Fred Irons,
by Fryeburg Academy with South
Sommerville, fourth place winner
DedBrookline,
Cambridge
Latin,
second
Portland High School in
ham, Lawrence, Lowell, Maiden, last year; Willis Rose, Maiden, Bill
place. The winning school in 1952
Luce, Milton, Ralph, Manchester,
was Portland High School,, and in Maiden Catholic, Medford, Milton,
Needham, New Bedford Vocation- Oliver Ames High, all standouts.
1951, Bangor High School.
The 300 depends largely on whq
al, Newton, North Quincy, Oliver
Ames of North Easton, Rindge grabs the pole on the first turn,
but speed counts too and Bob
Tech, Somerville, Watertown.
College Receives
Maine
Cheverus of Portland, Murphy. Rindge has been clocked
Cony of Augusta, Deering of Port- at 33.2 for the State championship.

Bowdoin Club of St. Petersburg a
few weeks ago. "This group of
Bowdoin men is perhaps the most

man

3,

For Abraxas Trophy

of President

retirement Mr. Lincoln
was a medical missionary in the
Orient. Until two years ago he
still rode his bicycle and played
baseball for the Three-Quarter
Century Club in St. Petersburg.
This is a baseball club restricted to
men 75 years of age and older.
After talking with these men the
president began to think how unusual these men were in their devotion to Bowdoin College. Even
though they have been out of
school many years, they are still
interested in what Bowdoin is doing to become a better school.
The President went on to describe the operating bodies which
govern Bowdoin. Bowdoin has both
a Board of Trustees 'and a Board
of Overseers. Currently there are
13 men on- the Board of Trustees
and 41 on the Board of Overseers.
Most of the members of both
boards were on the Dean's List
while at Bowdoin. On the Board of
Trustees two men graduated Summa Cum Laude, 12 Cum Laude,
and six men were members of Phi
Beta Kappa. Also eight of these
men hold advanced degrees. On
the Board of Overseers there are
nine men who graduated Summa
Cum Laude, six Magna Cum
(Continued on Page 4)

Many New England

Tie

In Scholastic Effort

Coles' chapel speech Monday.

a very unusual

ORIENT
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Jazz,

Fraternity Booths,

Charities Await Socialites

On Campus Chest Week End
Charity Drive Week End
Set To Top Former Mark

ARU Frosh Top Others;
ARlf s Edge ATO's For
Student Council Cup
Winning the

Student

lompc V DdiH
Rooooft
JMl
Bii
*•

Council

Cup

for excellence in scholarship
for the third consecutive semes-

Zeta

Psi,

«*

Will Direct Publicity

ter, the Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity compiled an average of 2.480
to nose out its most persistent rival, Alpha Tau Omega. Actually,
according to Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, the non-fraternity men
had the highest scholastic average
of any group on the campus, but
they are not eligible for the award.
Other fraternities finished in the
following order: Theta Delta Chi,
Delta Sigma, Kappa Sigma, Psi
Upsilon, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Chi
Psi, Alpha Delta Phi. Beta Theta
Pi.

'^J.

For Republican Party
Jn another major move to prepare for the 1954 Compaign. Leonard W. Hall, Chairman of the Republican National Committee, recently announced the appointment
of James Bassett of the Class of
1934 as Director of Public Relations.

Bassett was born in Glendalc,
California, and subsequently lived
in New York and Chicago before
returning to California. He gradu-

Sigma Nu.

Grades are figured on the basis ated from Bowdoin
as a member
of 4 for an "A", 3 for a "B". 2 for
of Phi Beta Kappa, and was a
a "C", 1 for a "D", and
for an member of Psi Upsilon.

"E".
Political Editor Of Mirror
Results of Fraternity Scholastic
After leaving Bowdoin, he joined
Standings:
the Los Angeles Times in 1934
Members and was transferred to the Los
Independents
2.489
50
Angeles Mirror where he became
Alpha Rho Upsilon 2.480
65
Political Editor in 1948. In 1952
Alpha Tau Omega
2.360
48
he directed Vice-President Nixon's
Theta Delta Chi
2.282
54
campaign.
Delta Sigma
2.274
59
Served "Bull" Halsey

Kappa Sigma

2.232
Psi Upsilon
2.217
Delta Kappa Epsilon 2.198
Chi Psi
2.190
Alpha Delta Phi
2.113
Beta Theta Pi
2.077
Zeta Psi
2.052
Sigma Nu
1.971
All Fraternity Average
All College Average

58
62

The goal of a 100%
among the students of the

record
college

the purchase of the general
Campus Chest Week End admission tickets has been set by the
sponsor of the annual two day
event, the Student Council.
The week end, which combines
a charity drive with one of the
biggest social events of the year
for the college, will be held this
year on Friday and Saturday,
March 12 and 13.
Speaking of the effort to compile a perfect record among the
students for the purchase of the
$2.50 general admission ticket, Michael J. Batal, Jr. '54, chairman
of the Campus Chest Committee
for the Student Council, said that
he would "consider the week end
a success without additional receipts if- this goar were accomfor

plished." It is hoped that receipts

from the raffle and from the booth
dance in addition to the 6ale of
tickets would send the total for
the week end past last year's record total of $2400.
"Zany"
Activities for the week end include a Faculty-Student "Battle
of Wits." the Interfraternity AllStars-Faculty baasketball game
with special and "zany" half time
ceremonies, a Student Union Committee movie, a jazz concert, the
annual Glee Club Campus Concert,
and a booth dance in the Sargent

During World War II Bassett
was Public Relations Officer for
Fleet Admiral William F. Halsey,
Commander of the South Pacific
Area, and also of the Third Fleet.
61
Prior to the Japanese surrender
70
he was promoted to the rank of
64
Commander, and holds the Bronze
2.197 Star with the Combat "V".
Gym.
2.217
Those houses with 25 or more
Bassett is married and has one
student dates will be allowed to
daughter, Cynthia, age six.
Results of Freshman Fraternity
remain open for the housing of
Standings:
these dates. This arrangement
Members
committee members feel, should
Speakers
Apha Rho Upsilon
2.326
24
encourage a larger number of stuAlpha Tau Omega
2.233
15
dents to obtain dates.
Theta Delta Chi
2.125
14
Fraternity competition, won last
Delta Sigma
2.111
9
year by Delta Sigma and Theta
'68
Prize
Independents
2.104
12
Delta Chi, will again be encourOn the evening of March 8 aged with a first prize of $70 and
Alpha Delta Phi
2.097
18
speakers will be chosen for the a second prize of $30 being given
17
Chi Psi
2.059
finals of the Class of 1868 Prize to those two houses which compile
Sigma Nu
2.000
21
Speaking Contest and for the Stan- the best records tor contributions
Beta Theta Pi
1.944
18
ley Plummer Prize Speaking Con- to the Campus Chest.
Psi Upsilon
1.905
21
test.
Delta Kappa Epsilon 1.806
9
Raffle tickets wiil be priced at
The former contest is open for $25 each or five for $1.00. First
Zeta Psi
1.772
23
Seniors and the latter to Juniors. prize for this popular feature of
Kappa Sigma
1.771
12
The
Stanley
Plummer
Prize the week end will be a $65 suit
AlliFraternity Fresh. Average
2.020 Speaking Contest was established from Benoit's, while the second
All College Fresh. Average
2.025 by Stanley Plummer '67 "for ex- prize will be a movie pass.
Icellence in original and spoken
The general public is invited to
composition in the English lan- all events with tickets being $.50
guage on the part of the members for each individual event except
of the Junior Class."
for the Campus Concert which will
Polar
Five
The Prizes are $50 and $45 res- be $1.20 for the public. Students
pectively. The finals for the senior and their dates will be admitted to
competition will be held on April all events on the $2.50 general ad'
26 and for the junior contest on missions ticket.
Spring Vacation
April 15.
Opening Events
Professor Thayer urges all who
The Polar Bear Five will again
The opening event for the week
travel to Bermuda with the same are interested in entering the com- end, the Faculty-Student "Battle
entertainment group with which petition this year to confer with of Wits," scheduled for Memorial
they performed for U. S. Air Force- either him or Professor Sweet in Hall, Friday night at 7:30, will
personnel at the base there during 166 Sills Hall. At the trials can- be followed, by the Interfraternity
Christmas, -this time over the didates will read a manuscript of All-Stars-Faculty "Flashes" confrom 1300 to 1500 words.
spring vacation.
test at 9:15 in the Sargent Gym.
The Lockwood Fairbanks Prize Two years ago the Faculty team,
The tour, which starts March
21 and lasts for thirteen days, will be awarded to the outstanding lead by Dean Nathaniel "Goose'"
will take the group to the Azore speaker in English 4 on May 25. Kendrick
and Nathan "SweetIslands, as well as to Bermuda. There will be two prizes of $15 water" Dane, battled to a 32-32 tie.
The group is virtually the same as and $10. The fund was originally With many of the same players
established
by
Captain Henry Na- back and additional talent added
the Christmas tour with only two
or three exceptions, and the show thaniel Fairbanks. Instructors in the faculty should make this year's
itself will be identical with the English 4 will designate those stu- contest equally entertaining. The
dents who will compete.
ones given at Christmas.
All-Stars are being picked by the
Leave From Westover
White Key this week.
BAND NOTICE
Under the direction of Dr. Clem"The Adventuress," a British
All members of the Band will re- movie
ent Schuler of Amherst High
with Deborah Kerr and
School's Music Department, the port to the cage at 7:00 p.m. Fri- Trevor Howard, will be shown at
the tour will begin at Westover Air day night for the interfraternity 1:30, Saturday afternoon, in the
Force Base in Chicopee, Mass. track meet. Do not wear your uni- Smith Auditorium.
From there the group will be forms.
[Continued on Page 2}
flown by the military to Bermuda
and then to the Azores. The tour
should be over by April 2nd or
52

48
66

To Be Chosen
ForHnalsOfPlummer
And
Speaking

•

;

,

Bear
To
Go To Bermuda Over
The

-

has had three full length plays
tried out by the Masque and Gown.
studied*aT the Yale Department
of Drama under Professor Walter
Pritchard Eaton. Carl De Suze,
who has long been a familiar name
in radio and television over WBZ
in Boston and who is now a member of the Alumni Council was a
contestant in 1937.
^One of the contestants in 1938
and 1939 was William H. Brown 3rd.
The Bowdoin group, only a small
who has written, produced and directed television and shows in New unit of the whole show, will play
York and on the coast since the about three numbers in each twowar. The writer in 1939, Charles hour show. Other entertainers inPresident James S. Coles today
Margendahl, had two full length clude a baton twirler, a dancer, announced the appointment of Dr.
plays produced while an under- several vocalists, the Smith Col- George Donham Bearce, Jr. as
Asgraduate, has had four novels and lege Octavians, and a full orchesas many short stories published tra made up of Amherst, Smith
History Professor
and
University of Massachusetts
and is now in charge of television
script editing for a N. Y. advertis- students.
Although directing the rehearing company.
sals,
and
making all necessary arThe writer in 1940, Lawrence
Spingaon, is a Professor at UCLA rangements for the tour. Dr. Schuand is editor of the California Re- ler will not be making the trip
himself. A Mr. Peter Mathews will
view.
be in charge of the group during
Vince Bourjardy, who had been
the actual travelling.
runnerup to Mergendahl in 1941,
The Polar Bears are looking
won the 1942 contest. A successful
forward to a second trip to Bermua play
has

He

21

Dr. George Bearce To Become
Asst. Professor Of History

;

New

also had
especially after the reception
New York and is cur- da,
with which they, in particular,
rently editor of the magazine "Diswere greeted at Christmas.
covery."

he
produced in

writer,

In 1943 Douglas Carmichael won
the contest, besides having a full
Jadaloon Notice
length play produced. He returned
Will all Hunters who have volfrom the war to win the contest
for a second time in 1947 and is unteered to assist at the Jadaloon
now doing graduate work in phil- Mother's Alliance Club Rummage
Sale please report to Mrs. Navelby
osophy at Indiana.
student in the army unit at in the rear of the Club House at
the college was winner in 1944. six Friday evening. Bring any
John MacMatton who finished sec- Rummage that you may have.
[Please Turn To Page 2]
There will be supper.
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Dr. George D. Bearce, Jr.

MMB

sistant Professor of History. Professor Bearce will join the faculty
upon the retirement of Professor
Thomas C. Van Cleve in June.
native of Bucksport, Maine,
where he was born November 5,
1922, Professor Bearce received
his A. B. degree at the University

A

Maine in 1943. As an undergraduate he was active in debating,
dramatics and music and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and Phi
Kappa Phi. During World War II
he served in the Army.
In 1947-48 he was Instructor in
English at the College of William
and Mary and in 1948 went to the
University of Wisconsin as a
Teaching Assistant in History. He
received his A.M. there in 1949, remaining to receive his Ph.D. in
1952. In the summer of that year
he taught at New Mexico Highland
University and since the fall of
1952 has taught European History
of

at Kalamazoo College.
Professor Bearce has travelled
extensively in Europe, spending the
year 1950-51 doing research in

Great Britain.
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Jr. "55

Editors

George L Rockwood

Carroll E. Pennell '56

Thomas
Richard M. Cataiano

Assistant

L.

'56

*57

Spence

News

Editors

William Cooke

C.

'55

'57

Copy Editors

John W. Albert

Richard B.

'57

H.

Edward Born

Lyman

Jr. '57

'57

Feature Writers

John M. Beika

Donald W. Blodgett

'54

Benjamin G. M. Priest

"55

"54

Franklin G. Davis "54

Gerard

L.

Dube

'55

Charles N. Janson LaPalme '55

Photographer
P. Gaston

'54

James

Sport* Editor
•Joseph Y. Rogers. '55
Sports Staff
Russell B. Crowell '55
William E. Clark n '54
Deleour S. Potter Jr. '57

James L. Doherty
Robert H. Glover
Gerald M. Werksman
Saul H. Cohen
Reporters

Howard

'55
"56
'57

Francis M. Kinnely -57

Thomas

'55

R. Merrill '57

Edward P. Parsons '57
Peter Schmalzer Jr. '57
John R. Withers '57
Business Manager

Bruce N. Cooper
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'54
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'54
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'54
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Student Complacency Continue
To Harass Student Activities
#

In reviewing the events of last semester,
their nature stimulated student interest,

we

some

still

of which by
have to come to

been discussed before here in past issues without results. But
feel it is important enough to keep reminding the student
that such a situation does exist.
Student organizations do not hold the prestige they would
if they would if they were properly
supported. It is indeed a

we

letter
in

ORIENT

office

when we

received a

from a student concerning student affairs or die college
The Student Council seldom receives proposals

a contestant, after having his play
"It's a Fact" produced for the
Winter Houseparty.
Last year's winner was Allen
Hetherington with Horace Hildrell, as runnerup and with Jay
Carson, Don Brewer and Jim Fic-

performance with a rather hollow

kett as other contestants.
All former contestants have
been invited to attend the 20th anniversary and although many of
them are too distant to join us
for the final showing of one-act
plays on the old Memorial Hall
stage, they have sent greetings to
the few who must represent tnem.
At least one of the plays originally
presented in the contest received
much wide attention when it was
produced and directed by its author W. H. Brown as part of the Paul

growth by a series of disturbances
caused by the performers and the

Mrs.

general.

Edmund Coombs,

feeling instead of the joyous feeling
that was to be expected from a
combination of fine music and good
talent. This wonderful effect that

can be created by sacred music
was repeatedly cheated of its

staging.

before the Student Judiciary ComProfessor Richard Chittim of the Brountas, '54, defeated the negaaction has ever been initiated by Math Department, Professor Bur- tive team of Elliot S. Palais. '55,
a student or a group of students.
ton Taylor and Mr. Ira Reiss of Warren H. Greene, '56, and Roger
The results of the hazing dispute of last fall only prove the Sociology Department, Profes- E. Gordon. '54, in the Bradbury
sors Lawrence Hall, Edwin Benja- Prize Debate on Thursday. Febthat the faith placed in student government is woefully
inade- min and Roy Greason of the Eng- ruary 25.
quate.
The Bradbury Debating Prize,
The inability of the students to do nothing but reject lish Department, Mr. Berkley Peais awarded to
in the hazing discussion only emphasizes the negative attitude body of the Classics Department, established in 1901,
and Professor Raymond Bqurnique each of the best three debaters, as
which prevails among the students.
of the Chemistry Department and well as to each man on the winPart of the difficulty arises from the fact that the student Professor Noel Little of the Phy- ning team.
The topic was: "Resolved, that
sics Department who is also stage
has a dual obligation in his extra-curricular activities.
He has managing the production.
the United States should adopt
a responsibility towards his college and his fraternity. The latThese actors will be appearing a policy of Free Trade." The main
ter seer-s more important because it is closer.
Therefore, the as the fops and wits in the time reasoning of the winners lay in
student devotes v ceh of his spare time to fraternity and little of Charles II and will be represent- the point that the political and
ing the characters made famous economic policies of the United
to college.
As a result a student thinks in terms of his house for modern readers by "Forever States need to be joined together,
rather than in terms of the college.
wiw snuff
sunn implying that they are not joined
The hazing problem was Amber." Complete with
boxes and ruffles for the men and now. The negative team based
an excellent examp'e of this.
with fans and kerchiefs
the their arguments on the idea that
What can be done to stimulate interest in student activities, women. They will tread theforformU. S. economy would be hurt by
to eliminate this stagnation in the student body?
There is no al pace of that elegant period in a free trade policy,
contrast to its outspoken concern
list of proposals that can be drawn up to solve such a
problem. with the affairs of the Heart.
The
The answer lies with the students themselves. It must come story they will tell deals basically
from a few enterprising students who are willing to get the ball with the pursuit of a handsome
heroine
by
a
gay
and improvident
rolling.
wit. To win her he is nearly forced
Certainly some of the so-called "bull-sessions," which go to give
up his birthright and he
on day and night some place on the campus, must produce a even pretends to go mad.
As important as the central coufew ideas and criticisms concerning the
Council.
its

No

inception.

who had
!

to keep the ensemble despite acoustical difficulties in the
chapel. The most pleasing selection on the program was the

,

'

J.

|

'

Jazz, Varied Activities

Set For

Campus Oiest

{Continued from fage

Three motets, two sacred and
one secular, were sung by the
women's chorus after an introductory commentary by conductor
Beckwith and flutist Hupper '54.
The audience was forewarned of
discordant harmonies in the motets, but the audience remained
mystified by a strange voice which
sang along with the woman, only
at a pitch an octave lower. Al-

!

Following win be a jan concert
in the Delta Sigma house at 3:30
pjn. by the J\>lar Bear Five. Bowdoin's dixieland jazz band.
Glee Club Concert
In the evening the Bowdoin and
Connecticut College glee clubs will
combine In the Brahms Requiem
under the direction of Professor
Frederic E. T. Tillotson. This
event, the annual appearance of
the Bowdoin Glee Club in Brunswick, will be in Memorial Hall at
8:00 p.m.

Climaxing the week end will be
the Campus Chest booth dance in
the Sargent Gym at 9:3a Featured
will be booths operated b> the
various iraternities, a dance band,
and the drawing of the raffle.
Booths are -being arranged alphabetically by fraternity, with the
individual Student Council representatives coordinating activities

Profs. ITiayer And Sweet

Will Present Various

Announce Debate Team
Schedule For Season

Dramatics Here Soon
Dr. and Mrs. Max Hirshler of
Lewiston, Maine, have given the
college an early portrait by William Merritt Chase (1849-19161.
American painter and teacher.
The picture represents one of the
very fine paintings in the Hirshler
collection and is a valuable addition to the college's group at
American portraits, not only because of its inherent value, but
also because it is a superior example of a period not well illustrated
previously.
The painting portrays a young
Munich art dealer named Fleischraann. It was probably painted in

\

Professor Thayer and Professor
Sweet have announced the sched-.
ale for the Debate team for the
rest of the season.

On March 6 Bowdoin

oppose the University of Connecticut
in a dual match. Debating for Bowdoin on the affirmative team will
will

be Sanford A. Kowal '56 and Morton L. Price '56; on the negative
team, William J. Beckett '57 and
George F. Howland '57.
On March 12 and 13 Bowdoin
will compete in the Brooklyn Tournament. Last year there were 65

colleges entered in this tournaabout 1875, while Chase, then a ment. Bowdoin will be represented
student in Germany, was absorbed by William W. Hale *56 and Morby the spontaneous style of Kreis ton L. Price '56 on the affirmative

von Wilhelm Liebl, and it shows team and Elliot S. Palais '55.
Then coming up on March 20
the flickering, dashing brushwork
on which Chase's later, better will be the Maine Intercolegiate
known style is based. In color, it is Varsity Debate at Bowdoin. There
tournarich, in the traditional manner, will be three rounds in this
with reds, whites, and ochres re- ment beginning at 11:00 a.m. Willieved against a dark background. liam C. Hayes '55 and Paul P.
The new portrait is being exhib- Brountas '54 will be on the affirmGreene, Jr.
ited in the Bowdoin Gallery of the ative team; Warren H.
'58 and Roger E. Gordon. '54 will
Walker Art Building.
team.
Dr. and Mrs. Hirshler's sob Eric be on the negative
The last varsity debate tournagraduated from Bowdoin with the
year for Bowdoin will
Class of 1946 and holds the degrees' ment of the
Tournament
of master of arts and doctor of be the New England

and arrangements for this event
Assisting Batal, in addition to
those mentioned in last
sue of the ORIENT, as
coordinating committee
ard D. Asdourian '54,

Faculty, Students

I~]

i

,

^

week's isa general
are Rich-

David W.
Donahue '54, and Denis W. King
though this distracting voice didn't •56.
contribute much, the motets were
Charities aided by the Campus
sung well and were consequently Chest, which is patterned on the
well-received. The final work was lines of a community chest, include
the "Cantata No. 38" by J. S. the Brunswick Chapter of the
Bach. This cantata began with a American Red Cross, the Pine
contrapunal setting of the melody Tree Society for Crippled Children,
and was followed by arias and reci- the World Student Service Fund,
tatives sung by Mary CDotmeil, the
American Friends Service
soprano, Ruth Powers, soprano, Committee, the American Heart
Catherine Daggett, contralto, and Association, the Brunswick ChapDonald Hayward '54, baritone. The ter of the Salvation Army, the
solos were handled well and at Brunswick Scouting Program, the
times lacked conviction. The can- National Scholarship Fund for
tata was then culminated in Bach's Negro Students, Athens College,
usual manner of singing and play- and the Cumberland County Tuing the choral tune by the com- berculosis and Health Association.
plete ensemble.
Other groups aided include the
March of Dimes, the Japan InterBeckwith Hard Worker
Christian University Foundation
In analyzing the performance as
Inc., the Save the Children Federaa whole, no strong criticisms can
tion, the Foster Parents' Plan for

Kings Points. Long Island.
philosophy from Yale University. held at
The U. S. Merchant Marine Academy will be host to the Eastern
Pastel In Union
Forensic Association. There will bo
both debates and extempore speakDr. K. Bridges
ing at this tournament which begins on April 29. The decisions of
Descendant the three rounds of debate will be
A new pastel being displayed in announced on May 1. Hays and
the Moulton Union is that of Dr. Brountas will again be on the afRonald Bridges of the Class of firmative team and Greene and
1930, the visiting Professor of Re- Henry D. Shaw '56 will take the
ligion on the Tallman Foundation. negative.

New

By

Of

Hawthorne

The

pastel

\

was done by Haw-

thorne L. Smyth of the Class of
1931, a direct descendant of Nathaniel Hawthorne, 1824, Bowdoin's
famed nineteenth century novelist.

Sailing Club Elects

Five

New

Officers,

be made of the choruses, orches- War Children, Inc., the Brunswick
Held Important Positions
tra, or conductor. The choruses
Humane Society, Inc., the Maine
Since his graduation from Bow- Plans Spring Slate
weren't polished, but they sang
Cancer Society, and the Cerebral doin, Dr. Bridges has held several
On February 18, the Sailing Club
satisfactorily
and the women Palsy Fund.
positions of great interest and im- met in Conference Room B in the
seemed to outshine the men. The
portance. He is the fifth layman Moulton Union to elect new officers
orchestra, with Madeleine Thomas
to head the American Board of for the coming year. Among those
as concertmistress, and organist, Mr.
Assistant Commissioners for Foreign Mis- elected were J. D. Gaixiner, ComGordon Stearns '54, all played very
sions in its more than 140-year his- modore; E. B. Clark, Vice-Commowell; the value of the orchestra Librarian
Bowdoin,
tory. He has also served as Execu- dore; E. C. Northrup, Rear-Comwas sometimes decreased, though,
Nason, SecretaryR.
tive Director of the Central De- modore;
by the length of time and the disGirl
partment of Broadcasting and Treasurer; R. Kurtz, Senior Memturbance that resulted from their
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Duclos Films of the National Council of ber-at-Large; and C. Leighton, Jugetting settled and tuned up. Mr. of Westbrook announced last SunChurches with headquarters in nior Member-at-large.
Beckwith obviously put much work day the engagement of their
In addition, the members discussNew York.
into this well-balanced program daughter.
Constance
M.
Miss
He has been a teacher at all ed a schedule for the spring acti- *
and presented the College com- Duclos to Mr. John R. McKenna,,
levels of education from the dis- vities, made arrangements for their/
munity a rare opportunity of lis- assistant librarian at Bowdoin.
trict school to college and theologi- next meeting which is to be hel«
tening to some of the world's finA late summer wedding is plan- cal school. From 1945 to 1950 he on March 4, and also talked about
est music.
ned.
was President of the Pacific School the conditions of the boats and
Miss Duclos was graduated of Religion in California.
other sailing facilities.
Westbrook High School and
Debate from
attended Boston University. She
advertisis office manager for the
Judges for ti»e debate were Mr.
ing firm of Simmonds Payson Co.,
J. Weston Walch, a former BowPortland.
doin debater, coach of debating,
Mr. McKenna received his Bachand publisher, Mr. Philmore Ross,
elor of Arts degree from Queen's
a former Bowdoin debater, and Mr.
Kingston, Ontario, and
University,
John Smith, of the Brunswick
of Library Science from
High School Faculty. Timekeeper Bachelor
McGill University, Montreal. Durwas Norman L. Levy, '57.
he served with
ing World War
Paul P. Brountas was presented the Royal Canadian Air Force.
first prize as the best speaker of
was
Greene
the debate; Warren H.
Dickens' Items
second, and William C. Hays,
[Continued from,. Page 7]
third. William W. Hale, Jr. also reMr. Bird was also a keen stu
ceived a prize as a member of the
dent of Charles Dickens and ownwinning team.
ed a valuable Dickens collection.
First National
Emeritus Sills once
President
characterized him as "warm-heartBrunswick,
Band Notice
ed, generous to a fault, with hosts
All members of the Band will
friends in many different walks
report to the cage at 7:00 p.m. of
life."
of
Friday night for the InterfraterHe was a valuable member of
nity Track Meet.
the Board of Overseers from 1939
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
until his death and also served as
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
A hippopotamus normally stays a member and president of the
under water three or four minutes. Alumni Council.

McKenna,

At

To Wed Westbrook

.

Paul P. Brountas '54 Wins Bradbury

Mrs. Athern

Daggett, Mrs. Myra Jeppesen,
from a student arising out of his interest in college affairs. Dean Mrs. Wolcott Hokansen, Mrs.
An affirmative team, composed
Kendrick pointed out in chapej yesterday that he has been the Frederic Tillotson. Mrs. Edward of William W. Hale, Jr., '56, WilPols. The men will be played by liam C. Hays, '55, and Paul P.
only person to bring action

mittee since

'56

"trauermusik" or funeral music by
K. Krieger, "Die Gerechten Werden Weggera/ft." This composition
» an excellent example of peJyphony appearing in the Basso Continuo Period and includes counterpoint in its harmonic texture. Its
beautiful and haunting melody was
exquisitely performed by the orWeggeeafft
Johann Krieger, 1849-1 775 chestra and chorus, and additional
compliments are due to the women
Three Motets
and conductor.
Cantata No. 38
Jobaim Sebastian Ba<*. 1658More Distractions

For

the conclusion that there is generally a disturbing amount
of
student apathy towards their own activities. Ufa problem has

rare occasion here in the

The Bowtoin College Music Club
presented a concert of music by
early European composers Toesday, Feb. 2S, in the College chapel.
The program, directed by Robert
K. Beckwith, consisted of:
Hagaifirat
Marc-Antotne Charpentter
1634-1704
Trie Sonata In E Minor
Jean-Bapriste Loeillet, 1653-1728
Die Gerechten Werden

Distractions
The weak entrance of the choir
singing the "Magnificat" was perhaps symbolic of these distractions,
which when combined with an uncertainty of notes lessened the
depth of beauty intended by its
composer, Charpentier. The staging disturbances alluded to earlier
were exemplified by the appearance of two soloists who appeared
Whiteman television show and was on the balcony at the head of the
written up in Life Magazine.
chapel and proceeded to blow air
through their instruments, and
tune them with the organ, and
'Lave
Love'
slam the balcony door. After this
Cargreve's famous Restoration prelude, the flutists, Joel Hupper
comedy "Love for Love," which is '95 and Laura Neuhaus, joined with
generally accepted by literary and the organist, David Holmes '56, to
dramatic critics as a peak in high play the "Trio Sonata in E Minor"
comedy, will be played and pro- by Jean-Baptiste Loeillet, a> Flemduced by the faculty of the college ish composer. The result was an
under the sponsorship of the Mas- exhibition of considerable talent,
que and Gown on Monday, March especially on the part of Holmes,
22 at 8:15 in Memorial Hall.
Appearing in the cast will be

to

Biuinni Mnn.r»r of ta« lUwfein PnMi.kin.ComI
"•»• Bo*»<»^ CoJU«. Bnt-^ckf»22^EnSr^l
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Janson-LaPalme

directed the. Ivy play. He has since 1760
directed and designed at the OgunThe Bowdoin Music Club emergquit Summer Theater, the Brattle
Theatre in Cambridge and in New ed from a semester of secluded preparation last week and presented
York.
In 1951. Don Carlo whose "Fid- an interesting, if not skillful, prodle and Bell" opened our season gram of early Eighteenth-Century
this year was the winner, before music. The Club continued its polhis departure for graduate work icy of performing seldom-heard
in the Drama Department at the works even to the point of singing
University of Texas. In 1952 Ed- two anonymously written motets.
ward Cogan who played Skylark Since much of the program consistlast June won the contest wit*, ed of sacred music, Mr. Beckwith
a play which later received a prize used the suitable facilities of our
in the nation wide competition or- chapel for the concert. But despite
ganized by Samuel French, the the quality of the music and the
New York play publisher. In that appropriate setting of the chapel,
same contest Ronald Lander was it seemed that the audience left the

'57

C. Jacobson '57

Charles Janson-LaPalme
Herbert A. Miller "57
John Ranlett '57
Robert A. Wagg Jr. *57

Cfcarles

«

"55

News

Next

-

1954

But Local Group Shows Talent

(Continued trmn Hage 1}
ond that same year
now the
headmaster at Laavitt Institute.
Another contestant that year was
Robert Bliss who has had paintings shown in leading New England galleries and now teaches at
Deerfleld Academy.
1846, the final year of the war,
was the only year that a contest
has been omitted.
In 1948, Mergandahl's younger
brother was the winner while in
1949. Bowdoin plan student, Jose
de Tejada won first prize.
In 1950 Peter Poor, who had
been runnerup the two preceeding
years, won the contest and also

Editor-in-Chief

John B. Goodrich '55
Managing Editors

3,

Distractions Disturb Music Critic,

One-Act Plays Will Be
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Student
The ple are two worldly sisters, a counStudent Curriculum Committee, the Student Union Committee try girl being introduced to city
other
various
activities.
ways, an amusing old nurse, a cyand
a dandy, a sailor fresh from
We cannot force the students to take an interest in their nic,
the sea and two old men. Like
own affairs but we can certainly encourage it. We shall be only most important Restoration comeprint
any
criticisms and suggestions, specific or dies there is a witty servant, astoo happy to
serted lawyers, and moneylenders.
otherwise, of anyone who is willing to take the
trouble to write

them.
In 1952, 37,600 Americans
killed in traffic accidents.

were

Notice
The Student Union movie

this

Saturday evening will be The
Brothers staring two English actors, Patricia Roc and Will Fyffe.
The plot of the movie revolves
around the fierce battle of two ancient Scottish families over a beaucomes to
tiful orphan girl who
work on their remote little island.
The first showing will begin at 6:45
at
9:00. All
p m. and the second
tickets will cost twenty-five cents
and may be obtained at the door.

The movie

will be

shown

in

Smith

Auditorium.
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White Drops In Series Play;
Varsity, Frosh Trackman
Easily Overpower Colby
leaser Sets Scoring Records
3,

,
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POLAR
BEARINGS
By Joieph Y. Ro|m 'S5, ORIENT Sport* Editor
The proposal of a Little Ivy League by Union College of Schenecis still being discussed, with no definite outcome as yet.

meeting of small college presidents held in Cincinnati disclosed
three distinct schools of thought concerning the league. First, there
were those who were against the formation of any sort of league
among the small colleges. A second group believed the establishment
of a league to be a good idea, but would place the emphasis on scholasWhile feeling that a union of the colleges would be
tic problems.

A

helpful, they did not feel that athletics should

assume too much im-

portance, but rather that scholastic problems be the main reason for
tho confederation. The third group was highly in favor of the league,
saying that it would not only make for better relations among the
schools involved but would also be good publicity for the colleges.
The league itself has been unofficially inaugurated with the presentation of the Winne Trophy (the Hederahelix Africanus Ivy plant),
and league members have competed in cross-country, basketball, and
debating. However, the success of a Little Ivy League is still highly

Amherst, which won the Winne Trophy, later stated they
wouldn't join this league, believing, among other things, that a league
would put undue pressure on the member teams, especially those near
the bottom of the league. Wesleyan, Williams, and Trinity have repeatedly turned down the idea of joining the league.
Bowdoin's place in the league appears doubtful, as this paper has
mentioned before: since we would meet only four of the teams in the
league due to our schedule, would we be legally or ethically justified,
in claiming the championship if we were to win those four games?
Also under consideration is the formation of a smaller league if
the proposed 13-team league doesn*t materialize, although this embraces a new host of problems. Since many of the schools involved
doubtful.

already have commitments with other schools, this would seriously
limit the number of colleges able to participate.
All in all, it seems that, although much has been said in its favor,
the difficulties to be solved before a Little Ivy League could become
a reality will prevent its inception at the present time. In the future
there will no doubt be a formation of a league somewhat similar to
that being discussed now.
While it is only a matter of time, it is
probably a little premature at present.
In any case, the publicity which the idea has received in the last
three months has certainly not hurt it, and though it may not reach
its finished form at this time, it has accomplished a few significant
achievements. First, the Potted Ivy Trophy was awarded to Amherst
in recognition of its fine season; second, the news and proposals of the
League, including pictures, have appeared in eleven college newspapers
since the beginning of November, which include Bowdoin, Amherst,
Middlebury, Hamilton, Haverford, Hobart, Swarthmore, Trinity, Wesleyan, Williams, and Union; and third, while not all the publicity has
been favorable, it at least has provoked a remarkable amount of discussion and interest in the small colleges.

By

L. Doheity '35

Both the Bowdoin track teams,
n Q U/in fsvnrf
VTCT iifia*
the varsity and the frosh, romped ^"l
to easy victories over their Colby
Fraser
rivals last Saturday afternoon at
the local gym.
Featuring the White triumph Clinch Fifth Period
was the performance of Hugh HuIn their most exciting game and
leatt, who turned in a 4:28 mile,
which was the best time he had only overtime tilt of the season
the
Bowdoin frosh wound up their
distance
indoor
in the
run this
over
track season. Ed Trecartin and schedule with an 88-84 victory
Frank Cameron were not pushed Bates at the Bowdoin gym. Their
final record is 10-4.
in their specialties, but both hit
Richie Drenzek sunk two foul
the wire in respectable times.
The score of the meet found the shots with nine seconds remaining
Polar Bears in complete domina- to throw the game into a 78-78
tion over the Mules 91Vi-34 ,,2. tie. In the five minute overtime
Bowdoin took nine first places Joe Welch and Dick Sullivan tosscompared to their opponents' four. ed in foulshots to give Bates a two
The two-time winners for Bowdoin point lead. Bob Wishart tied it up
were Trecartin, who captured both with a jump shot and Tom Fraser,
the 600 and the 1,000, and Dave who was sidelined by a bad ankle
Weis, who snared both the dashes. until the overtime, put the Cubs
Bob Jacobs sprinted and jumped ahead with a three point play,
well to take firsts for the Mules scoring a rebound and a foul.
the hurdles.
Practically all the races were
one-sided except for the 45 yard
low hurdles where Jacobs just
edged out Car! Knight. The long
runs more than, compensated for
the relative evenness between the
Mules and the Polar Bears in the
dashes and the weights.
Cobs Ka«dly Stop Colby 79-S8
The freshmen showed a great
deal of promise in their 79-38
triumph over the Young Mules. Bill
McWiuiams accounted for 15
points for the Cubs, out heaving all
his competitors
in
three field
events. John Herrick registered an
exceptionally fast time in the 1,000
breaking the tape at 2:24.3.
in

UMCj
And Gardner

Drenzek eaged a foul and Bill
Gardner added two set shots to
insure a Bowdoin victory.
Jack Hardleb of Bates took scor-

Gardner

By Gerald M. Werksman
The Amherst varsity swimming

'57

team scored an impressive 55-29 specialty. Helmreich captured the
Bowdoin at the 1st-, 200 ***& breaststroke, Hollister
placed first in the 200 backstroke
gym last Saturday.
The Lord Jeffs captured eight and_ Pra y won the 15° med lpy
out of a possible ten firsts and swim.
victory over
ter's

J

fourth period started.

U

Hebron. Once again

Beta bowlers still hold a narrow
margin over the second place
ARU's in the InterfraternityBowl-

U

ing League. Psi
and Kappa Sigma continue to hold third anjd
fourth
respectively, alplaces
though the AD's are making a determined bid for a play-off berth.
Scores:
3, Kappa Sig 1
Beta 3,
I

ARU

ATO

Delta Sig

AD 3,
Deke
Psi

U

Chi Psi

4,

Nu

Sigma

TD

3,
3.

it

Tom

ments not only safeguard the ena new Hebron pool record. trant's health,
but they improve
Seconds by Erik Lund, Al Head, the calibre of the performances
and Dick Davis plus a win in the in the meet.

final relay helped to enable the
According to track coach "Jack
Frosh to wind up the season with Magee, who inaugurated
the meet
a creditable record of 6 wins back in 1922, the
purposes of the
against only 3 defeats.
yearly event are to stimulate

29

ARU

27
26
22
21
19
18
16
15
12

AD
Delta Sigma
Zete

Deke

ATO
Nu

..VK)

Psi U.

.375
.375

t

.a.-.u

Xete

.222

ATO

.ill

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:

ATO

Mon..
Wed..

DKE
»KS

Thurg..
*

Gnme

vs. Zete:
vs.
Cfci
vs.
;

DS

ARU
Psi
Pi

of the week

Nietnan.
Vecella.

vs

U

Psi U
Kriedlander. Beta
Scull.

DS

similar events for

vs.

vs.

AD

toe

Tvvigg and Bill Toomey, the Mule
yearlings kept their 17 point lead
to the end of the third quarter,

IIS
117

7

68-51.

Bowdoin

rallied

briefly

in

IS. 7

12.0

I

<J

1

'

1

1

i.

Total*

were the other Bowdoin players

'I
r,

TotaU

3t!

DKE

(52)

Verella

19.1
17.5
14.7

liiX

Morant

the

Ave.

the final frame and closed the gap
by three points, 87-74.
Bowdoin's Harry Carpenter took
week
Verella. Sijrr.a Nu
individual scoring honors for both
Zete (32)
_
G F P teams with a 26 point fffort.
2 .Mammons
2
4
a Twigg and Toomey paced Colby
6 14iBelkna|>
2
2
4 Crowell
3
2
H with 22 and 14 points respectively.
5 Hazard
o e Three other players had
double
4 Herat ta
2
figures for Colby while Jack Eaton
S'lny-raham
2 12
1
with 15 and Tom .Frt.ser with 12
1
8

F P
2

3

2

1

:,

Say ward
Hamlin

I

Stearns

I

Dyer

IDoherty
21 It
(it)

I

G P
7

S
1

8
1

ABU

(42)

P|

ltlWerskman
Werner

12

6

1

Touts

n|

1

II

10 32

I,

Lanes

CI

Rodman

SfGoodfrieiul
2|

to

score over 10 points.
Frosh Lose Ctosp Game

To Maine
The Maine Freshmen went into

(47)

SfLadd
.TDabnev
Packard

4 2Cj

SiHezelton

in

Siirma

Beta

;

LEADING SCOBEBS:
G
P
AD
9
172
Sigma Nu
15X
9

Donahue.

AD

1

1

the last quarter of their tilt with
Bowdoin leading by two points,
55-53. A foul shot by Carpenter
and a push-shot by Gene Helsel
gave Bowdoin a temporary 56-55
lead. However, the Black Bears,
19 9 47
playing a possession game, scored
five consecutive points. Dick Libby
6 F P
2
2 « who paced Maine with 21 points
4
3 11
fouled out with two minutes left
1
2
Bowdoin behind by four
5
2 12 with
11
points, 64-60. Bob Jones netted
two fouls for Maine to give his
17 8 42 team a six point lead
and the ba.ll-

Russell B.

CroweD

*S5

Maine polled themselves back toThe Bowdoin basketball team*, gether and, ted by Saunders, opencontinued its unwinning ways as ed a scoring offensive that enabled
it entered the final round of State them to salvage a 36-36 tie at the
Series play.

The Colby Mule* over-

half.

came a five-point deficit at Che end
The third was a thriller, ending
of three periods and went on to wtih Ron Goiz's foul toss that gave
„edge the White last- Wednesday the White a one point advantage.
nlghtat Waterville.
Forwards Goix and Janetie were
John Libby opened
scoring scoring and along with the efforts
d the apart
for Bowdoin from, the
g fljMl -Mis fepTfesf^fcptaio Fraser did all the Bowlowed by John Kresaers set shot. doin scoring in this period, getting
Colby kept pace during the opening 20 points among-them.
minutes by virtue of Bob RayDaniels, Seavey, .and Dana kept
mond's hook shot and Cools by plugging away, holding Bowdoin to
Cross and Jabar. The Mutes man- 14 points in the final period while
aged to tie up Bill Fraser but Rol- getting 17 themselves. Bowdoin's
lie Janelle and tricky John Kreider loss dropped the Combsmen into
enabled the visitors to post a 19-12 second place in State Series
edge at the quarter.
petition. Bowdoin, sporting an enColby rallied in the second frame couraging 7-3 record before exams,
and it was only Bowdoin's accu-| nave wcm only one of seven since
racy from the foul line that gave that time and now stand 8-9. The
them a five-point bulge at the club will get their chance to even
half. Colby's Van Alien, 6'5" sopho- their record for the season when
more, proved to be a top replace- they will be host to Bates Tuesday
ment for Justin Cross, who injured night.

thumb in a previous encounter.
Getting a total of nine points in
this period, Van Allen kept the
Mules within striking distance.
Bowdoin was able to stretch
their advantage to as much as 12
points during this hectic period.
Janelle contributed six on a neks'
goal and four out of four from the
foul line. Van Allen got hot in the
closing minutes to cut Bowdoin's
lead back to five.
The fourth period found Bowdoin
in trouble. The Coombtunen could
only get four goals from the floor
while Colby got eight. Led by Ianky Van Allen the Mules Jiad a 51%
average from the floor in the third
and fourth quarters. Bowdoin was
game and fought hand all the way.
Van Allen registered on 10 out of
12 from the floor and Ave out of
six from the foul line for an eve-i
ning high of 25 points. John Kreider with 18 was high for Bowdoin^
his

j

Maine Edges White 72-70

1

Undefeated
Coirtinues

ARU Team

To Dominate

Volleyball League
By defeating the Betas this past
week, the unbeaten ARU's contin-

.

ue to lead the Interfraternity VolLeague by a wide margin.
As a result of their loss to ARU,
the Betas have dropped from second to fourth place. Although they
remained idle this past week, the
Kappa Sigmas moved fiom third
to second place and still maintain
a narrow margin over the AD's,
leyball

who won

their

means of a

game over

Totals

ARU

2,

Beta

1

over DKE (forfeit)
Delta Sigma 2, ATO
Zetes 2, TD
Sigma Nu 2, Chi Psi

doin

of points

amassed

in

TD

20
21
24
28
33

8
3

Chi Psi

U

I

•'I

the

meet. Having seventeen entries in
the meet, the Zetes are expected
to dominate the weight events. Bill
McWilliams and Al Farrington will
be their big guns in the weights,
while Les Leonetti in the dash,
Dick Bell in the pole vault and
high jump, and Phil Mostrom in
the 440, 880 or mile should gain
additional points for the Zetes. McWilliams has an excellent chance
of winning the Frank N. Whittier
cup; given to the athlete scoring
the most points in the meet, if he
enters in all the weight events.
The AD's will probably be strong
contenders for second place with
such strong entrants as Bill Copperthwaite in the pole vault, John
Herrick in the 880 and the mile,
and Dwight Eaton in the broad
jump.
[ Continued on Page 4 J

'TWatcMess Service"

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE
Brunswick, Maine
Wedsvwwlay-Ttuirsday

March

Telephone 6-1911

Our

8-4

WORLD FOR RANSOM

BILL'S

nidi

Dan Duryea

Specialties:

tieae Lockhart

Italian

stcnta

News

mm

Sales

Short Subjects

and

Service

REGULAR DINNERS
"Bowdoin Men's
Favorite Restaurant"
Beer and Ale on Draft and

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Friday-Saturday

March

.

5-6

RIDE CLEAR OF

USED CARS

DIABLO

•V4

MAINE

BRUNSWICK

with

Andto Murphy
Susan Cabot

i

Maine's Most Modern Auio

also

News

BOWL-MOR

Body Repair and Paint Shop

Cartoon

7-S-t

TRAILER

AUTOMATIC

with
LucUle Ball

Hot DofB
Saftdwkta

Italian

Cold Drinks

wear the wings of the U. S. Air Force

Complete Front End

THE LONG, LONG

Alleys
PIN SETTERS

For Fellowship... High Adventure... and a proud mission...

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

March

• in

man rules

Wednesday-Thursday
10-11

THE WILD ONE

Cream

greatest strength.
If you are single, between the ages of 19
and 26V£, you can join this select frying team
and serve with the finest. You will be given the
best jet training in the world and graduate as
an Air Force Lieutenant, earning S5,000ayear.
Your stiver wings will mark you as one of the

Mary Murphy

IVjkM
Al

Snort

N
snnss

—

Sky, the Aviation Cadets! They rule from on
high, in flashing silver-winged Air Force jets
... a gallant band that all America looks up
to! Like the Knights of old, they are few in
number, but they represent their Nation's

Coffee
lee

days cone by, young men in shining
ruled the age. Today, a new kind of
the age America's Knights of the

armor

News

Much

m*

mm*

1

1

Notice
Lost
There win be a meeting of all
7
Freshman baseball candidates
9
Monday, March 8 at 4:00 p.m. on
10
the Gym floor.
14
15
17
18

Lost

!

part of the students.
This year the Zetes are heavily
favored to win the KennethC. M.
Sills shield for the greatest' total

number

by

AD

After losing to Colby, the BowSTANDINGS
team moved to Orono on SatW«a
urday af terboon hoping to beat the
ATO (59) ^ ^ J 2** (41 >
game.
C F P
9
G
Black
Bears' and at least salvage a ARU
Libby played a standout game
Drake
2 2 6 Furk>nji
4
McLaren
for Maine on both offense and de- tie for State Series boners. But Kappa Sigma
2
4
KlKeeCe
Metxjrer
5
2 12iHazxard
6
here the Coombsmen found them- AD
fense.
He*
handled
the
well,
ball
Lanirhein
8
S HlOrcutt
5
Thurston
setting up several scores. His 21 selves in further difficulty. Bow- Beta
6
2 1"' Hammond*
6
Wilson
1
i| Crowell
4
Delta Sigma
points came on a variety of shots
Kushner
uPeratta
4
from different angles. Jones, who Rankin's club came up with a 72- Psi
•Bird
P.Smith
4
ATO
also played a fine floor game, ac- 70 victory ii\ the last quarter.
Totals
23 13 59,
Totals
is
5 41
3
Rollie Janelle was the key fac- Sigma Nu
counted for 15 points while ''enter
2
tor in giving the White a 23-18 Zete
Frank Smith tossed in 14.
1
Carpenter continued to pace the edge at the first quarter mark. He TD
Napoleon called England a "Na- Bowdoin frosh with 19
1
was aided in the scoring depart- Deke
points,
tion of Shopkeepers."
(Continued on Page 4)
ment by Fraser, Libby and Kreider.
Chi Psi
3
5 111
21 12 54!

DKE

forfeit.

Scores:

••••... ...•... •.•. .•<

1

Beta

PsiU

.:,r,r,

.565

5

2!

leading ancksuffering from the sud- lations proposition to track-minded
den tightening and soreness of long spectators from outside of the
dormant muscles. To the observant school by demonstrating the keen
upperdas3man this was the peren- interest and competition on the

have a physical checkup by the
college physician, and, second, they
must have credit for at least nine
days of practice before they can
enter the meet. These require-

4

4

in the

During the past two weeks sev- friendly rivalry among the houses,
eral loyal fraternity men were to help gain recognition for those
seen limping around campus, curs who are proficient in track and
ing the soft life they had been field, and to serve as a public re-

was Johnny quirements which must be
met by
who all competitors. First, they must

.*57
.777
.CG6

4

Chi Psi

Coach Lou Audet's team went
into the crucial games with nine
wins and two losses during season
competition.
Both games were
2
3
played as preliminaries to the var3
sity games.
Colby got off to a fast start and
were never headed. Th«?y led the
51
6
Polar Cubs 24-18 at the end of
the first quarter and held a 51-34
Nu lead at half-time. Paced by Charlie
TD

CB

Pet.
.h.v<

1
1

I

mile,

E. Simonds '57

set

Zete 1

Kappa Sigma

AD
AKU
Beta
DKE

Totals

Merrill

1

STANDINGS
Won

Sigma

and

Collier

sparked the Cubs. Collier won both
the 50 and 100 yard freestyle,
while Merrill was the winner of
the 150 yard medley and did a repeat in the 100 yard backstroke.
Merrill's victory in the backstroke

L

I
I

Sigma

Delta

Nieinon

varsity.

By Job*

W

Kappa Sirma

TD

Payne
Other wins for Bowdoin were
Man'irh'm
Clifford
garnered by Dwight Eaton with a
Boss
flight of 20 ft, 1.4 inches, Joe McLaw does not compel husband O'Rourke
Kapiloff
Daniel in the 600, Herrick in the and wife to live together.

Bowlers Lead

ARU,

-

TEAM STANDINGS

Nu

Siiona

L.Dyer
D.Dyer

elders

places.

87-74 loss to the Colby Frdsb
last Wednesday night and a 67-62
defeat at the hands of Maine on
Saturday eliminated the Bowdoin
Frosh from a chance for the state
freshman basketball crown.

LAST WEEK'S BESLLTS:

Bates held a 21-18 lead at the Gifrnac
first quarter and a one point lead Hathaway
36-35 at halftime. Bowdoin was
ahead by eleven, 58-47, when the

A

LMta Sijniia 45 - ATO *i
AJtU 51 . AD 4S
TD 39 - Zet? 32
AD 61 . DICE 47
Sigma Nu U - ARU 42
ATO 59
Z«t* 41

and Les Leonetti with a 4.8 Woodward
Slesinger
40 yard dash. Some of the Woodbury
Starring for Colby was Fritz feats turned in by the frosh
Knight, the brother of our hurdler, matched those of the varsity, as
Mc Williams, Eaton, and Herrick, Totals
Carl. He scored in both the hurall bettered the times set by their Sirraa
Nu
dles to gain half the Colby first

nial indication that the Indoor InBob Arwezon won both of Bow- terfratermty
took six out of eight seconds. BeaTrack Meet was not
ven tallied eight points for Am- doin's firsts and was the only un- far away.
herst with a first in the 50 yard disputed double winner of the day.
The finals of the thtrty-seeond
The
dependable
and
talented
Arfreestyle and a tie for first with
annual indoor meet will begin this
Ken Brigham in the 100 freestyle. wezon captured the 200 and 440 Friday evening at 7:30 in the cage
of Amherst of the athletic building. This year
Helmreich, Hollister, and Bray freestyles. Hanks
placed
second
both
events.
Brigin
paced the 300 yard medley relay
marks the largest turnout ever
and each turned in a first in his ham took Bowdoin's second in the with close to one-hundred entrants
50 yard freestyle.
in the meet. However, not all of
The Freshmen Mermen wound these will be
competing, for, alBeta
up a good swimming season Satur- though the meet is open
to all unday by defeating Hebron 39-35 at dergraduates,
there are two reLeague;
Psi

Remain Close Behind

In Basketball League;

Kappa Sig Following

Marshall
Tyler

15.

FROSH WIN OVERTIME,
BEATING BATI&S8-84;
BOW TO COLBY, MAINE

Sigma Nu Holds Lead

ing honors with 28 points, scoring Player of
eighteen in the third period. Sulli- TB (39)
van had 26 for Bates while Bob Paul
Johnson was high for Bowdoin Chapman
Koch
with 23. Jack Eaton had 21 and Gelinas

Mauy Students Training For Track Meet

Amherst 'Swimmers Defeat Varsity;
Frosh End Season With Hebron Win

1954

!'

^

By James

C U

tady. N. Y.,

T 1

MiMMM

chosen few, who ride the skies in Air Force jets.

As an Aviation Cadet, your kingdom is
space a jet is your charger and your mission
the highest. You are a key defender of the
American faith, with a guaranteed future
both in military and commercial aviation.

—

is

Join America's Knignts of the Sky, new
age. Be an Aviation Cadet!

men of a new

WHERE TO GET MOKE

DETAILS:

Contact your nearest Aviation Cadet Selection
Team, Air Force R.O.T.C. Unit or Air Font

Or write to: A viation Cadet,
Hq., U. S. Air Ftret, Wmikinetan 23. D. C.
Recruiting Officer.

UNITED
STATES
AIR

FORCE
mi

2
2

3
3

3
4

5
6
7
7
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By David

K.

One of an undergraduate's pet
Peeves is the unfamiliarity with or
the mispronunciation of the name
of his college

by the unenlightened.
The wrapper of one of the news-

Papers we received recently carried
the most glaring corruptions of the
of this fair school that I have
ever seen. The paper was addressed to the exchange editor of

name

BOLDWEEN

College.

Cell Block 11

The students at Shaw College,
Raleigh, N.C., staged a strike recently that temupset
porarily
the peace and
of
tranquility
that university.
The chairman of
the ten-student
strike

commit-

tee

reported
that only six or
less of the 508

Shaw

undergraduates

attended

classes following an early morning
meeting to "consider an administration ultimatum which said those
who failed to go to class would
place their 'academic and personal
records in jeopardy'."

Suspension of six students over
the past two weeks gave impetus
to the protest which began with a
demonstration at the president's
home. Four co-ed seniors were
dismissed for being off campus
without permission and riding in
the auto of a woman friend, a
graduate of Shaw. Two members
of

the school's basketball team
were suspended after they were

9:25
Director, Doug Reid,
9:30
has changannounces that
ed its face to meet the demand of 10:30
Anderson '55
more music, less gab. In an effort 11:00
Here and There
On March 8 the Hanover Bank to please its listeners, the previous 11:15
Yale University's drinking habits
of New York, represented by Mr. schedule has been altered from 11:30
have been considerably altered by
D. R. Howe, will confer with sen- five hours in the evening, to four
"Don't Drink Coffee" campaigns
iors interested in banking finance. hours, and in addition, a regular
reports the Yale DAILY NEWS.
afternoon show five days a week,
Numerous "Drink Tea" signs have On March 10. Mr. J. H. Hawes. featuring the latest records on ail 4:00
Eastern Division Personnel Mana5:00
already caused the discontinuation
ger, W. T. Grant Company, will the name discs has been added to
5:05
of lunchtime coffee. Coffee drinkbe visiting the Placement Bureau. meet the listeners' desire for more 5:45
ers are described as "disgruntled
"pop" music.
Maxon,
On
March'
11
G.
Mr.
D.
7:30
and bleary-eyed."
Two brand new shows have been 7:40
representing Montgomery Ward,
Students at Tomsk Polytechnical
will be recruiting seniors. Both the started on Sunday night. They
7:45
Institute are producing their own
Grant Company and Montgomery are two classical musical shows 8:00

television programs on a transmitWard plan to talk with candidates
ter they built themselves. Fifty
desirous of a career in merchanstudents worked 18 months to comdising. The Socony-Vacuum Oil
plete the apparatus.
Company, represented by Mr. P.
An editorial in a recent copy of W. Boynton, will be a visitor to
the Amherst STUDENT thought the Bureau on March 12. The Libthat two exam-time customs at erty Mutual Insurance Company
that school were outdated. Up un- of Boston, represented by Mr.
til now the Amherst undergraduLawrence Usher '32 and Mr. Rayate has been sporting a beard set mond Wilson, will interview canoff by a black bow tie and a "T"
didates for casualty and fire insurshirt during finals. The origin of ance fields.
the beard dates back to the days
of the old fashioned razor and its
Mr. Robert Hoskins, of the
hazards for nervous exam-takers. School Service Bureau, Windsor,
The bow tie custom started from a Connecticut, will confer with
"stock surplus."
teacher candidates on the 17th. On
It may have been just before March 18, the General Electric
exams that a disgruntled biology Company of Schenectady, New
professor at Michigan State pulled York, will interview candidates inthis trick. He was feeling blue be- tertited in the business training
cause students doubted the credi- program and advertising division
bility of the flying saucer stories and the health and safety division.
which make news from time to Mr. J. F. Flowers will represent
time. He told the class that he was the company. On the same day,
disgusted with their attitude and Mr. R. H. Kellogg, of the New
then reached into a sack and start- York office of S. S. Kresge Comed hurling plates across the lecture pany, will talk with merchandising-minded candidates. These inroom.
terviews to be held in Conference
"Green tip Time"
The following paragraph appear- Room A in Moulton Union. In the
ed in the Wheaton
in an Chemistry Conference Room the
article requesting the girls to keep Massachusetts Mutual Life Insuroff the grass.
ance Company, of Springfield, will
"Again this year members of the be represented by Mr. Harry L.
Student Council are equipped with Stuckenbruck and Richard (Dick)
little
blue and white whistles E. Waite '46.
which resemble the blasts of a refThe Bureau will have a repreeree's whistle
in
a basketball sentative on campus on March 19
game. These whistles are designed from the John Hancock Mutual
to keep the students off the grass. Life
Insurance Company of Bos-

ing and hot water as well as outregulations covering stu-

accepted at the studio.

leaflets distributed

throughout the dormitories stating Why she jumped two inches!
that the students on the strike Must be normal. Only an inch;
committee would be automatically rather slow. Less than an inch??
expelled if normal academic rou- She should be under the grass!"

were not resumed in 24 hours.
From Iowa
A newly appointed history professor at Wellesley was asked to
compare that school with the University of Iowa where he was formerly located. The professor stat-

Gong Gone-

tine

may sound heretical here at
Wellesley, but I feel mixed classes
give both boys and girls more advantages than separated classes.
Mixed classes present a more normal situation which will be found
in most careers after graduation
ed. "It

and moreover, mixed
classes arouse a stimulating competition which makes a class more
The professor also
interesting."
college,

stated that while knitting and the
casual attire of the Wellesley students didn't bother him; he was
concerned about the girls' tendency
to ask irrelevant questions and
questions designed principally to
demonstrate the knowledge of the
questioner.

and on the same day, in the
Chemistry Conference Room, W.
R. Grace and Company will be represented by Mr. Manton Copeland,
Jr. The American Insurance Group
of New York will send as their
representative on March 22, Mr. 'J.
J.
Leddy. The Chase National
Bank of New York will be represented on campus by Mr. W. B.
Bateman, Vice President. Mr. Leslie
Clyde of the Westinghouse
Manufacturing Company of Pittsburgh, will visit the campus on

"The most severe act of property
destruction during the present
school year" occurred recently at
Wheaton according to the president of student government. Someone picked the steeple door lock
and then stole the tongue of the
chapel bell. The gong will be expensive to replace due to the fact
that a new one would have to be March 23
to confer with science
molded especially to fit the Wheat- majors, especially those who maon bell. If anyone knows the jored in physics. On March 24 and
whereabouts of this gong they are 25, Mr. G. E. Brown of the Procrequested to leave it in the vesti- tor and Gamble Company, reprebule of the chapel at Wheaton.
senting the home office in CinCut System
cinnati and the Easter Sales DiviThiel College (your guess is as sion will hold interviews with qualgood as mine) has a new cut sys- ified seniors; Mr. Brown will contem which requires all students to duct a group seminar meeting on
attend regularly all college exer- the 24th. On March 25 the Royal
cises, their classes, the laboratory Liverpool Insurance Group, represessions, chapel exercises and con- sented by Mr. R.
Burke, will
vocations. All absences will de- confer with candidates interested
crease the student's chances of in the multiple line insurance field.
passing the course.
The majority of the interviews
And at Lawrence College officials will be held in the Faculty Room in

(iift of the Magi
have banned television from dormi- Massachusetts Hall unless otherstory goes that a student at
V s*
York State Teachers' College tory rooms. The ban followed a wise posted. •*
had a girl friend and no money to complaint that rooms with TV sets
buy her a Christmas present. So soon became clubrooms and that
"Veto" comes from ^he Latin
he charged fellow students 25 cents the poise disturbed those who wished to study.
meaning "I forbid."
to watch while he had all his hair
cut off. He wound up with plenty
of money and nothing to do but
Early mechanical pianos were
convince his girl that it was worth operated by pumping a handle.

The

7:30
7:40
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:25
9:30
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30

Pres. Coles Attends

all.

On Importance Of

Coles Speaks

Alumni Part In Bowdoin
[Continued from Page /]
Laude, eight Cum Laude, and 21
members of Phi Beta
were
men
Kappa. Of these men 21 of them
hold advanced degrees. "You can
sec by these facts," said the president, "that a student who is on the
Dean's List now has a better
chance to be on one of the two
governing boards later on. Also it
must be pointed out that the men
governing Bowdoin are as academically equipped as the faculty."

president then went on to
boards
explain that the governing

The

members of
are self-perpetual. The
are chosen
the Board of Trustees
Overseers and
from the Board of
members of the Board of Qver-

Govt.

seers are chosen by other members of the board with every other
man being nominated by the gen-

Annual Pentagonal
Conference At Wesley an
Wesleyan

was the

University

setting for a three day pentagonal
conference of New England colleges on February 23.

Those attending were Amherst,
"Every one who goes to Bowdoin Bowdoin, Dartmouth, Wesleyan,
becomes an alumnus whether he and Williams, all of whom were

eral alumni.

graduates or not," said the president. Each year, besides being asked for donations, the alumni of
Bowdoin are given a ballot. "I sincerely urge you all to use your
privilege of voting when you become alumni. Even if you do not
know the men who are on the ballot vote for the man closest to
your class, so that all classes are
on the governing
represented
boards."

represented either by their presidents, deans, or treasurers.

Topics on the agenda for the
session included administrative
practices, curriculum, scholarships, and student and faculty af-
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK

Dreams

8:30 Street of

8:15 Piano Portraits
Thursday, March 4
7:00 Brunswick High School
'

News Summary

Juliet

scoring

points to the fact that
they were feeding Fraser all night.
After Bill's high scoring first half

Monday, March 8
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Last year's champs, the TD's
Bates lost easily to the Polar
Bears last evening in a game in will be near the top this year if
which Bill Fraser, playing his last Hugh Huleatt and Eddie Trecartin
game for Bowdoin, broke two scor- both come through as expected in
ing records. The White won handi- the mile, 880, and 440 events, and
ly 97-63. Captain Bill scored 44 Herb Urweider continues his perpoints. The former record was held formances in the high jump.
The Psi U's have an outside
by Rod Simpson of Bates, who
scored 41 at the Bowdoin gym and chance of finishing in the higher
a former high of 42 in state series brackets this year. Mel Totman
play. Bill scored 32 points in the will be carrying most of the bu£
first half getting seven goals and den by competing in the hurdles,
four fouls in a ragged first quarter broad jump, high jump and the
giving Bowdoin a 26-12 lead. This discus. Mike Coster in the hurdles.
was also the final game for other Skip Pratt in the shot put, and
Bowdoin players. Jim Flaker. al- Keith Sturgeon in the dash are all
though not scoring, was a big help potential point winners.
The Betas with Dave Hurley in
in feeding Fraser and rebounding.
Hard working Ken Miller, who the dash, Bob Philippe in the
saw action with the varsity only weights, and Joe McDaniel in the
this year, did a commendable job middle distances; and the Dekes
with Carl Knight in the hurdles
also.
and Skip Howland in the broad
Bates, with several players lost
jump will in all probability round
for academic reasons and George
Schroeder in the Army, was only out the top six.
Other meet hopefuls include
able to bring an eight man squad
Frank Cameron of Sigma Nu, a
to Brunswick. The Bowdoin starttop heavy favorite in the two
ing five had little trouble in jumpmile, Dave Wies of ARU in the
ing to an early lead which they
were able to. build up throughout dash. Kappa Sig Steve McCabe in
the weights, and Maynard Wallace
the game. Most of the Bates playof the Delta Sigs in the Pole vault.
ers are relatively inexperienced.
Bob Dunn is perhaps the only highlight in the Bates roster. Bob, al- Painting
William
though only six feet tall, does a
splendid job in the pivot and on Merritt Chase Donated
defense. He's one of the best pasMr. Carl Schmalz, instructor in
sers we've seen this year. The fact
art, has announced the addition of
that the rest of Beezer Coombs'
a painting by the late William
starting five did not figure in the
Merritt Chase.

By

8:15 Percy Faith Performs
8:30 Pizzicato Overtures
9:30 Music Mausoleum

Dreams

The

the gift of Dr.
and Mrs. Max Hirshler of Lewiston. Their son, Carl Ernest Hirshthe Bobcats had Don Smith and
ler, was a member of the class of
one or two other players on him. '46.
He only got 12 of his 44 total in
William Chase was a well known
the second half. The game was
American teacher and portrait
poorly played and made interestpainter of the late 19th and earing only by Fraser's scoring feats.
ly 20th century. He studied in Munich during the early 1870s: The
picture itself was painted in 1875
Gardening is a matter of your when he was beginning to use the

was enthusiasm holding up
back gets used to

until

your

it.

portrait

is

citing place of learning

where real

prestige is enjoyed by those who
wish to learn and make their learn-

ing relevant to their needs."

Stating that no one "has ever
accused Columbia of complacency
or indifference," Professor Brown
recalled that it has contributed the
"Great Books" idea to the University of Chicago, the Plan of General
Education to Harvard, and its
course in Contemporary Civilization to

many

institutions.

Columbia, he stated, "has had
the effect of developing an intellectually tough student body who
spend most of their time reading,
talking and thinking energetically
about subjects that will affect
them for the rest of their lives. In
such a mature atmosphere there
are very few who are foolish enough to major in college life. They
find the life of the college more
rewarding."
Professor Brown, in^concluding
his tribute to Columbia,
from
which he holds the Doctor of Philosophy degree, termed it "a great
institution of learning which has
always remained close to the
throbbing heart of man. And in
its championing of man's right to
knowledge and the- free use there-

Bowdoin wishes

of,

it

Godspeed."

Frosh Win Overtime
[

Continued from Page j

j

Harry played an aggressive game,
taking rebounds off both boards.
With three minutes left in the first

quarter

Bowdoin

was down 11

points, 22-11. Sparked by Carpenter who scored seven points the

Polar Cubs closed the gap to four
points, 24-20 in
the remaining
time. Fraser was the only other
that was to characterize his later Bowdoin player to hit double fig-

loose,

spontaneous

brush

-

work

ures, scoring 11 points.

style.
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Speaking in recognition of the
Columbia University Bicentennial
on Feb. 15 Professor Herbert R.
Brown reminded Bowdoin College
students that "Columbia js an ex-
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dent conduct." Fighting fire with
fire
the college president had

WBOA

with Charles Janson-LaPalme as
host from 8:30 to 9:30, and Gerry
Dube carrying on till 10:30 with a
somewhat lighter type of music
than the first show. To accommodate these shows, the former
World of Opera has been changed
to the afternoon on Sunday and
taken on the new name of "Your
Seat at the Opera." Each week a
complete opera will be presented.
The big change is the adding of
afternoon D-Jing, and these shows
will be based on requests from the
listening audience. Cards may be
mailed to WBOA, Moulton Union,
or phone calls for requests will be

.

moded

from

Program

Be Represented At
Bowdoin For Interviews

NEWS

accused of setting off fire crackers
on campus. A student complaint
listed other grievances which included "inadequate heating, light-
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Allen Hetherington's 'The Sign
Awarded Three Different Prizes
By Gerard

L.

Dube

'55

His Second Straight

twentieth annual student-written
one-act play contest, held in Memorial Hall. $25 for the best play
went to the author of The Sign,
$10 for the best direction to Peter
Powell, director of The Sign, and
$10 for the best actor to Albert
Farrington, the father in 1*©
Sign. Bill Beeson's The Man Who
Was Out To Lunch won $15 for the
second best play. The Masque

&

William H. Freeman '56
Selected

As New Tenor

For Meddiebempsters

In their annual town meeting,
which was described as "one of rec-

require no

more of

bempsters.

Freeman graduated from. DeerAcademy in 1952, where he
active in track and the Glee
Club.
He makes his home in
Greenfield, Mass. Here at Bowfield

was

many

j

doin he has been active in other
activities besides the Glee Club.
He was a member of the Freshman Hockey and outdoor track
squads. This year he played Varsity Hockey and will probably participate in outdoor track this
spring. He is a member of the

females as Mrs. Sweet, Maureen*
Routhier, must be mentioned. Mrs.
Merrill and Mrs.
Aldrich, newcomers to the Bowdoin stage, proved their capacity to return for
more engagements with assurances of critical appreciation.
Don Brewer's play, But Of These
Three, the first play of the evening was extremely disturbing.
When the summoner tells the audience at the end of the prologue
that perhaps it will not understand
what the playwright is saying in
his work, note of mystery, of obscurity, if you will, is sounded.

Hubert

.

Shaw Gives

S.

The most

ToJohnT.Ubby'56
Mr. Hubert

S.

Shaw, Director

of Admissions, presented the Orren C. Hormell Award to John
T. Libby, '56 in chapel on Monday,

March 8.
The award, which was

establish-

ed in 1949 in honor of Professor
Orren Chalmer Hormell by the

"Wee Freem", as he is affectionately called in the A.D. House,
prefers rye and enjoys playing at
the piano.
As has been their practice in the
past few years, the Meddles hope
to be globetrotting again this summer. Tentative plans are being

will
lis-

the

drawn up which will see the Meddles on tour with the US.O. in
Europe this summer.

4 ROTC Juniors Picked

For Summer Instruction
In Military Intelligence
Four Bowdoin

ROTC

students

have received orders to report to
the Military Intelligence School at
Fort Riley, Kansas, for instruction

summer.
These four students, Thomas

this

Kane,

are now as pallid and commonplace as the imaginations of the
audience Mr. Brewer addresses
through his mouthpiece, the summoner. Deceiving bits of stage business in the form of violent crashings of clay statuettes and screens
draped obliquely with scarlet
sashes do not hide the essential
shallowness of the play. The technique of the
play is no longer
shocking. Sutton Vane's Outward
Rouna has people talking and
walking after death, and other
writers have pierced the thin fa(Continued on Page 4)

Jr., '55,

erland,

'55,

son HI,

'55,

J.

Leoniadas B. South-

Andrew W. Williamand Frank N. Camer-

'55, are among- the 44 outstanding ROTC students selected
from the 55 New England Col-

on,

leges which have ROTC units.
Only one student was selected
from Bowdoin last year.
Kane, Southerland and Cameron were selected because of their
knowledge of foreign languages,

particularly
Russian. Of these
three Kane was selcted for counter intelligence. Williamson was
selected because of his knowledge

(Continued on Page 4)

Professor Hormell came to Bowdoin in 1911, and in 1927 became
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of Government. He was long
the Sigma Nu Faculty Advisor, and
made significant contributions to
the Fraternity by his readyness
and willingness to help out anyone
with difficulties of any kind. Since
he always greatly admired the
well-rounded college man, the boy
who developed his body along with
his mind to the highest possible
degree, the brothers in Sigma Nu,
in recognition of those qualities, established an award to honor Professor Hormell.
Last year Libby, a member of
Psi Upsilon, was a James Bowdoin Scholar, in addition to being
a standout on the Freshman Football,
Basketball,
and Baseball
teams. His name will be inscribed
on a plaque to be hung in his Fraternity house for a year.
Past winners have been Donald
Carl Agostinelli, '53, for 1950, and

Last Wednesday Assistant Professor of English Edwin B. Benjamin gave a chapel talk on "Maturity: What It is and Its Various
!

By Richard
That the people of today need
to simplify their lives and regain
a strong central responsibility beside which all things are subordinate was the theme of "Loyalty
Confounded", a Tallman lecture
delivered by Dr. Ronald Bridges
'30, Visiting Professor of Religion,
last Wednesday in the Moulton
Union.
The second of the series, "Brotherhood Confusion" will be given
March 10, at the Union at
The lecture is open to the

tonight,
8:15.

public.

Dr. Bridges talked about ten
generations of the Fisher family
of the fictitious town of Springbay,
Maine. The latest generation of
the Fishers, related to the speaker
through his mother, has a common
but serious social disease, the confusion of their loyalty. By tracing
the history of the family, Dr.
Bridges sought to show what is
wrong with the Fishers today.

Simple Loyalties
Isiah Fisher landed in Boston
when he was 25, in 1635. He spent
his life in Hingham, Mass., and
died in 1675. Isiah was a man of
simple and plain loyalties. He had
four pillars in his life: God, country, family and work.
His work
was around his home, and his home
was under the aegis of God, so
really he had but two loyalties.
The first Fisher didn't know

'

B.

Lyman,

Jr. '57

tion of self-help literature."

some

of the

He was

not confused."
Joshua, six generations later, had
a greater number of loyalties.
They included God, country, the
community of Springbay, the State
of Maine, and the Republican party. He was a member of the First
Congregational
Church and a
member of the Grand Army of the
Republic, which gave him a place
of ennoblement and of high dignity
in the community. Joshua was also
a member of a lodge, the Good

Templars.

Another attachment had crept
into the life of the Fishers. All
previous men had just had "cows".
Joshua had Jersey cows. He didn't
plant seed; he planted Dunlap seed.
He had a Waltham' watch, and a

B
L

out

whether or not the student body
would agree to this change and the
report will be published next week.
Improved lighting along the
campus pathways was suggested
to the Administration, which promised to look into the matter.

A portion of the Independents
that their group should be
allowed to compete for the Student
Council Scholarship Cup in future
semesters. However, it was the
opinion of the Council that the Independents are not organized to
the extent that they can seriously
contend on an equal basis with the
fraternities. This is clearly shown
feel

in interfraternity athletics

where

Paul Brountas

1

the Independents no longer compete.

Paul Brountas One Of

School Boy Thefts
In some houses over the past
week end high school boys taking

[

WelVC

III

UJS.

10 (Jet

commonest words

today," said Professor
Benjamin, "is 'mature'." Formerly
it had been used largely in the
physical sense; now, however, it

—

perspective

historical

and

at

home

in intellectual

* i

*~i

* t

turity.

With all 12 fraternity houses reporting that they are expecting at
least the 25 student dates required to open them Saturday night
and with the general admission
ticket and raffle ticket sale going
well at most points on the campus,
the record total of $2400 in contributions set last year should be
reached or exceeded.
Since the Campus Chest constitutes the only drive for charity
among the student body, Michael
J. Batal, Jr. '54, chairman of the
Campus Chest Committee for the
Student Council, has stated that
he feels that each member of the
student body should be able to contribute at least the sum of the inFriday Evening

part in the Intenscholastic Track Marshall Scholarship
7:30
Meet did considerable damage and
Paul Brountas '54 has been apstole a considerable amount of
9:15
pointed
one
of
the
12
Marshall
clothing
and other valuables.
Charles Orcutt '54, President of Scholars in the country according
the Council, was asked to speak to notification received from Mr.
with Dean Kendrick and Mai Mor- J. F. Foster, secretary of the Mar- 1:30

ROTC Adds

award which entitles
to two years of study

its recipient
in a leading
university in the United Kingdom.
Brountas' selection came after the
committee in charge of making the
three awards allocated to the
states on the Eastern seaboard
sifted some three hundred applications.
Gordon Stearns, one of
Brountas' classmates, accompanied
him to New York fbr the deciding
interviews to which only 11 other
candidates from the 12 state area
were invited These other men represented many of the country's
leading colleges and universities
including John Hopkins, the Ivy
League schools, and the "Little

Army Ribbon Winner
The

ROTC

has recently added
to its staff, Sergeant First Class
Peter Frank DiVenere, of Bristol,
Conn.
Sergeant DiVenere enlisted in
the Air Force on May 18, 1942, going on in 1943 to be a cadet at St.

John

University,

Collegeville,

Minn.

He then left the Air Force to
enter the T.C. O.C.S. from which
he received his commission as 2nd
lieutenant in the reserve program.
In 1949 he was commissioned a Three".
Brountas, who plans to study
first lieutenant after service in
law, hopes to be admitted to one
Guam.
DiVenere has just returned from of the Colleges at Oxford Unia tour of duty in Germany and versity. His second choice is CamFrance with the T.C, where he bridge. The committee has already
served at
Headquarters in secured reservations for the 12
1951 and received his commission award winners on the September
as a reserve Captain while in Ger- 29th sailing of the Queen Mary
from New York. A number of remany in 1953.
•
Sergeant DiVenere is holder of ceptions and meetings with British
the Army Commendation Ribbon officials are scheduled for the
for his excellent work in th« move- group shortly after they arrive in
ment of dependents in the Seattle England
The qualifications for the award
port.
He will replace Sergeant Burns stress both scholarship and leadership in extracurricula activities.
as supply sergeant.
His wife, Irene and two children, In this respect the award is made
Tommie Jean, 11, and Peter Den- on approximately the same basis
nis, 7, are residing in Nashville, as the Rhodes Scholarships.
Brountas was able to present an
111., with Mrs. DiVenere's parents.
outstanding record to the interviewing committee. He is a memNobody fails. Everyone contrib- ber of Phi Beta Kappa and has
utes to the Campus Chest drive, held, among others,
the offices of
the one united drive for charity at Student Council President,
RegiBowdoin.
( Continued on Page 2)
'
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Faculty-student "Battle of

Wits"

in

Memorial

Hall.

Fraternity All-Star-Faculty
"Flashes" basketball game
in the Sargent Gym.
Saturday Afternoon
The film "The Adventuress" in Smith Auditorium.
3:00 A jazz concert by the Polar
Bear Five in the Delta Sigma House.
Saturday Evening
8:00 The Campus Concert featuring the combined Glee
Clubs of Bowdoin and Connecticut College in

Memo-

rial Hall.

9:30

The Campus Chest Booth
Dance hi the Sargent Gym.

dividual admission ticket which is
priced at $2.50. This single drive
eliminates the necessity of having
individual charities constantly soliciting the student body which
would otherwise be the case.

At Bill's
The complete list of

prizes for

the rafflle have been announced
with the top award being a $65
suit from Benoit's. Second prize
will consist of two ties from Ryan's

and a scarf from the Moulton
Union Bookstore. Other prizes are
two books from Palmer's, a raincoat from Phil's Surplus Store,
and two meals at Bill's. Raffle
tickets are priced at $.25 each or
five for $1.00.

Opening the week end will be
the Faculty - Student "Battle of
Wits," scheduled for Memorial
Hall, Friday evening at 7:30.
"Bevo" Kendrick
This will be followed at 9:15
by the Interfraternity All-Stars
and Faculty "Flashes'" clash at
Sargent Gymnasium. Directed by
Nathan "Sweetwater" Dane n, and
starring Philip "Rembrandt" Beam,
Dean Nathaniel "Bevo" Kendrick,

Luis "Halftrack" Ochoa and Alton
Gustafson with his famous fivepoint "amoeba" shot, the Faculty
team should come close to the studerit players. The Faculty is ex(Conlinued on Page

2)

Bowdoin's Uniqueness Main Impression

Of

First Applicants For State Of Maine Gained By Brown Forum Representatives
The second
Stu- point does not seem
be
comseparate and
dent Forum on student governthe hazing system
Prof. Bridges Scholarships Take Exam March 22 ment
mittees
the
held
Brown University
Intercollegiate

to

ble to

Prospective Bowdoin freshmen
of this Fisher than in the life of throughout the state will take the
25th annual competitive State of
Isiah.
His son, James A. Garfield Fisher, Maine Scholarship Examinations
inherited all the loyalties of his on Monday, March 22, Director of

and

added

many

James belonged to four
took

more.

and
Trade

lodges,

magazines.
into added prominsense of distinction divided the people into those, for instance, who smoked Dill's Best
tobacco, and those who didn't. The
defense of these idols took up idle
time and cut into time which
should have been used construcseveral

names came

ence.

tively.

A

God has gone down even

further in position
William Fisher was born in 1912,
went to Springbay High School

and graduated from Bowdoin
1933.

He

fought in the

World War Two.

Bill is

Navy

in

in

married

and has three children. His present
is as a distributor of oil, tires,
and other such goods. Bill has a

job

wagon He felt he was sense of guilt because of the numeli|e.
ber of commitments he is not disAmerican Hagiography
charging. He has a nominal memThe "American Hagiography" bership in two lodges, and is active
first conies in the life of this family. in the Rotary and Elks. He is the
Joshua had several idols, and cre- alumnus of two schools, and
ated myths and legends around doesn't contribute to -them as he
these people he admired Some of feels he should
these were James G.
Blane,
Professional Obligations
Thomas
Reed James A. GarProfessional obligations bother
field, John
Sullivan. These devo- him the most. Texaco keeps after
tions all took time, so God had to him to make sure he will not
[Continued on Page 2]
take a different place in the life
Studebaker

more

Common Word

we hear

t-

much, but he understood what he
knew. This gave him a "symmetry
of mind and soul, and a solidity of
character. He had a good ratio
between understanding and obliga- father
tions.

to discuss

"Like other comprehensive mor- the daily newspapers do not. "Yet
al terms maturity has many differ- the fact remains that if_we are
ent aspects to it." Professor Ben- to carry the world's libraries in
jamin pointed out that there are our pockets, the road ahead is
three aspects of maturity quickly endless, stretching like Wordsrecognizable to all of us. Firstly, worth's daffodils "in never-ending
there is social maturity, a certain line" the task only to be completsocial know-how which is some- ed with life itself."
times called sophistication. SecProfessor Benjamin acknowledg'55,
Harold W. Anthony,
for 1952.
ondly, there is emotional maturity ed that this type of maturity will
In 1951 there was no award.
"dear to the hearts of the inde- not give one peace of mind like
fatigable Overstreets and perhaps emotional maturity, savoire-faire
the most important, the key to all like social maturity, nor will it
Notice
others." Lastly there is a kind of solve the difficulties of earning a
Anyone interested in photopractical maturity and ability to Hiving as practical maturity will,
graphy and who would like to
take care of oneself in a practical "One might say that the point of
take pictures for the Sports DeUfOI/
lnt /\1 l/vr>4i nl
>vt n
i.*>An/«Uru1
way.
intellectual
maturity
is reached
partment of the BOWDOIN
Intellectual Maturity:
when scales fall from the eyes, and
ORIENT, see Joe Rogers, Delta
A Different Form
one suddenly realizes that he willSigma, Short hours, financial reBut Professor Benjamin went on never be bored again." By removimbursement, pleasant working
from here stating, "important as ing boredom from one's life and
conditions. Excellent opportunity
all these are, I should like to talk adding meaning to it, intellectual
to become Photography Editor
about a different kind of maturity, maturity possesses a deeper meannext fall.
the maturity of judgment that ing than the other forms of ma-

Life' Subject

Tallman Lecture Given By

an

ability

has taken on moral implications.
Many books are being written on
maturity every day, thus adding
to "the long and honorable tradi-

Forms."
Maturity a

makes one

To Simpler

situations,

almost anything with almost anybody, an acquaintance with the
world ideas."
This, of course, implies a very
rigorous program. "We can hardly take all knowledge for our province as Bacon did but we must
make some sort of approximation
of it." In deciding where to begin
and end such a task Professor
Benjamin suggested reading certain of the better weeklies, as the
New Statesman and Nation Today
weeklies which give events

"One

find

Plans for the annual Campus
Chest Week End to be held this
Friday and Saturday, March 12
and 13, are nearing completion under the direction of the sponsoring
Student Council.

First Class DiVenere,

Edwin Benjamin Talks In Chapel
On Different Kinds Of Maturity

tics.

quartet.

,*

tical.

Wednesday evening to

Record Intake Seen
Jazz, Movie Planned

rell about this problem which re- shall Aid Commemoration Commission.
occurs every year.
Brountas thus becomes the first
Bowdoin man and also the first
Maine, resident to receive this
Sergeant
sor Tillotson would like to post-

Sigma Nu Fraternity, goes to that
233-36.
In his fraternity Freeman is member of the Sophomore Class of
very active in musical affairs, be- who, during his Freshman year,
ing Choragus, on the music com- achieved high scholastic honors,
mittee, and a member of the A.D. besides displaying skill in athle-

ROTC.

author implies. Mr. Brewer's play
does not fulfill expectations. He
has overrated our stupidity. The
meaning, or meanings, blatant as
it is. fails to remain elusive behind
the screen of obscurantism. As Aldous Huxley would put it, Mr.
Brewer, in an. attempt to be portentous, has only succeeded in being pretentious. I am assured that
the place of the play is in the author's iimagination. I may perhaps
deduce from this information that
his imagination has been viewed
in one of those lapses when the
philosophy imbedded in the play,
and the penetrating observations
made by this apocalyptic author
have lost their pristine glow and

'Return

controversial article,

President and Mrs. Coles are
however, concerned an appropriation of $8,200 to be applied to a currently inviting one senior from
revised salary schedule submitted each house to tea each Sunday afThe Council strongly
to the local school committee by ternoon
the town's teachers. Both the town urges that seniors take advantage
finance committee and the school of these invitations and of the opcommittee believed that the raises portunity of becoming better acshould not be granted this year. quainted with the President and
However, after it was pointed out his wife.
that the present salary scale rankMay Postpone Sing
Because of away-from-home athed only 17th in Maine which ranks
44th in the nation the assembled letic events the night of the Intervoters passed the article by a vote fraternity Sing (April 19). Profes-

Orren Hormell Award

22

As All Houses Open;

The Student Council held its pone the Sing for one week, makweekly meeting Monday at 1 p.m. ing the date April 26. A poll will
in Conference A of the Moulton he taken in the individual houses

\

their professors

Wins Scholarship

Student Council Discusses Thefts,
Date Conflict For Ivy Week End

Union.
Michael Batal '54, chairman of
the Campus Chest Week End emtion which would insure each tax phasized the fact that booths may
payer that his property was being be erected in the gym starting at
justly assessed, the measure was 7 a.m. Saturday morning. A limited
passed by large majority. The re- amount of lumber will be available.
At the meeting last week (March
valuation will have the effect of increasing the evaluation of all town 1) it was suggested the date of Ivy
property from approximately $10,- weekend be changed from May 21
000,000 to $30,000,000. The tax and 22 to the previous weekend.
rate per thousand dollars will de- May 14 and 15, because of the fact
women's schools
crease proportionately from the that
present $60 tax to an estimated $20 throughout New England have
levy. One of the reasons advanced final exams during the last two
for this change was that ^he higher weeks of May. However, because
evaluation would allow the town of the conflict with major exams,
a higher debt limit which would athletic events, and party weekenable it to build a new elementary ends at other colleges, both the
Council and Dean Kendrick felt
school on its own credit.
that the change would be impracTeachers' Pay Hiked

tions, Kirkland felt that "whereas
our government legally provides
for 'standing on the fifth amendment', universities likewise should

NUMBER

1954

Glee Club Concert, Basketball, Dance,
Quiz Panel To Highlight Festivities

ord-breaking length, as oratory,
acrimony, and stupidity" prolonged the session, Brunswick citizens
last Wednesday voted to raise and
appropriate 1867,183 to finance
town affairs for the coming year.
The citizens, summoned by the
tolling of the bells in the town hall,
were concerned primarily with two
articles in the town warrant. The
first of these concerned the recommendation that $19,000 be raised to finance a complete revaluation of all property In town. After
considerable debate, which was
climaxed by Professor Ernst Hemv
reich's appeal for a new evalua-

William H. Freeman '56, an than obedience to a government of
A.D., has been recently chosen to of laws, not men."
6ing a tenor part for the Meddie-

and such faithful Bowdoin

keen,

Reprinted from the Brown Daily
Herald, March 2 issue.)
Dr. Edward C. Kirkland, professor of history at Bowdoin Colspeaking before an open
lege,
meeting of the Brown University
Chapter of the American University Professors last night criticized
both the method and the legality
of the investigating subcommittee
whose members he referred to as
"jailors of the unhampered spirit

tory- This procedure is a direct
violation of the Smith Act, which,
the speaker explained "explicitly
states that a person's membership
in the Communist Party per se, is
not reason enough for conviction."
With references to the dismissals of college professors accused
of not fulfilling their civic obliga-

wal^, instructor in history.
This year's productions were the
best in recent years. In point of
contrasting material, of polished
productions, and of good acting,
the plays contributed a great deal
of pleasurable theater and indecision as to the relative merits of
the four contributions. A bit of
esoteric metaphysics, a domestic
tragedy of faith, a domestic tragedy of love, and a sophisticated
twist of sex and art, followed one
another in swiftly shifting patterns
of the most intriguing kind. Production was generally good and in
very many spots excellent. Bowdoin students displayed some fine

psychically

At Local Town Meeting

Describing the investigations as
"three ring circuses crossed with
the third degree", Kirkland stated
that the investigators themselves
are not interested in a professor's
actual performance, only his his-

presented to Al
Hetherington for his authorship of
the best play. Other plays produced were Donald M. Brewer's But
Of These Three, and Bill Beeson's
Dark Ladies. Judges for this play
festival were Mrs. Dorothy Benson, Assistant Professor Walter
Solmitz of the German department, and Dr. Richard Schoen-

teners are

Revaluation Scheduled

of free inquiry."

Gown Oscar was

Deep and complex meanings
emerge from the work if the

Methods, Legality Of
Investigating Groups

10,

Campus Chest Week End Plans Ready;

Professor Kirkland Hits Teachers Obtain Raise,

Allen Hetherington's play, The
Sign, triumphantly captured three
Of the four" prizes awarded last
Monday evening at Bowdoin's

acting,

ORIENT

at

applica- tions,
here. It

that this

problem is solved
award of usually $800 for some boy last week end March 5 and 6, was implicity
because all the freshmen
preferably from rural Maine; for attended by representatives from
[face the same situation regarding
the Adriel U. Bird Scholarship, thirteen colleges
and universities hazing and thus are naturally
an award of $1,000 for a boy from throughout the East. Schools atNew England; for the Union Car- tending were: Bates, Bowdoin, drawn together.
The fourth point is perhaps not
bide Company Scholarship which Brandeis, Brown, Colby, Columbia,
especially important but is found
covers the cost of tuition, fees, and Dartmouth, M
le Uiy
T-'tor b; a part of most hazing
probooks; and for the Alumni Fund Pennsylvania, Providence
5
-JCollege-, grams.
Bowdoin's representatives
Scholarships which are awards of Tufts and Rhode Island.
at this discussion felt that subor$800 made annually to members of
The delegates from Bowdoin dination of freshmen
prevails more
the entering class regardless of were John W. Maloney '56, mem.

\& felt

'

Admissions Hubert S. Shaw. has
announced.
The examinations will be given
at centers in Bangor, Brunswick,
Dover-Foxcroft, Fryeburg, Newcastle,
Presque Isle, Rockland
Rum ford, Sanford and Skowhegan, their residence?
ber of the Student Council, and
and will be open to any Maine man
Members of this year's freshman John B, Goodrich '55, Editor of the
preparing for Bowdoin at Maine
class who are recipients of State ORIENT.
schools. Maine is divided into four
The uniqueness of Bowdoin's
of
Maine Scholarships include
districts for the purpose of awardCharles H. Abbott, Francis
Kin- position regarding student governing the $800 scholarships. In addinelly, Stanton I. Moody and Ray- ment was the main impression
tion to such evidence of ability as
gathered by the representatives.
mond A. Smith.
the examination affords, the State
Discussions covered six topics:
of Maine Scholarship Committee
Sophomores who won State of Importance of fraternities on camwill take into consideration for its Maine Scholarships are Richard W.
pus; Freshmen orientation, hazing,
final decisions the entire school and Brown, Raymond F. Kierstead Jr.,
and councilling; Student governcommunity records of the candi- Herbert E. Hammons Jr., and ment; Intellectual aspect; Honor
dates. Approximately twenty of Wayne M. Wright. Juniors are system; and Miscellaneous.
the top men on the examinations David R. Anderson, Philip W. Fraternities and Freshmen
Hazing
will be invited to the campus for Cummings, George L. Hinds and
Bowdoin was the one college
Paul D. Porter. In the senior class represented
interviews later in the spring.
where fraternity hazthe awards were won four years
Increasing Interest
ing takes the place of college or
"Since 1929," said Mr. Shaw in ago by Richard O. Card, Ronald B. university hazing. In the report of
announcing the examination date, Gray, Robert B. Sawyer and Ly- this discussion group, four reasons
Woodbury Jr. Woodbury for hazing were listed:
"interest in these scholarships has man
increased steadily and the College is now in the Armed Forces.
1. Orientation
has increased the amount of
2. Unification as a class
awards and the number of other
3. Realization of college tradifreshman scholarship opportunities
tions and spirit
Want to win a $65 suit or any
for candidates who do not win
4. Putting the freshmen in their
one of four other wonderful prizes ?
State of Maine Scholarships." Applaces
Take your chances -on the Campus
plicants for the State of Maine
In the opinion of Bowdoin's deleChest raffle. Tickets are five for
Scholarships are also eligible for
gates points one and three are
a $1.00.
the John Johnstoa Scholarship, an
essentially the same. The second

^

M

K

'

M

distinct

other schools.
point peculiar to Bowdoin is the method of electing the
Student Council. All other schools

at

A second

hold general elections with an at-

tempt made
i

to

represent extra-

curricular activities and athletic
groups in the council's personnel.
Student courts or judiciary committees were also considered but
in

most cases

those schools

which

have such organizations separate
here than at other schools repre- them from other student governsented.
ment committees.
Delayed rushing is in effect at
Intellectual Activitiea
all the other colleges which attendIn considering the question of
ed the forum. However, Bowdoin's how radical political organizations
representatives expressed the opin- on campuses should be, it was
ion that it is impractical here be- agreed by a bare majority that any
cause of the lack of physical facili- organization should be permitted
ties and the difficulty of regulating because it is essential to the intelillegal rushing since the student lectual freedom which must be
body is so small and the area of maintained on college campuses.
the campus so limited.
The ROTC program came under
Since Bowdoin and Middlebury considerable fire. Criticisms were
were the only two colleges repre- made of the low quality of instrucsented with more than ninety per tors and the fact that the amount
cent of the students fraternity of time which a student must demembers, discussion dealing with vote to the program is more than
the place of fraternities on campus it is worth. At Brown an ROTC
concerned those schools where fra- student must spend about a quarternities include less than a major- ter of his time on his ROTC
ity of the student body.
courses during his four years in
Student Government
college.
The student government conferHonor System
ence again impressed Bowdoin's
The main problems concerning
representatives with the unique- the success of an honor system as
ness of our situation Bowdoin's discussed at the Forum were the
Student Council combines the func- percentage of votes required to intions of Interfraternity Councils stitute such a system, whether
and student government organiza- accused should know his accuser,
(Continued on P«fi« 4)
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To Discuss Problems

Editor-in-Chief
'55

John B. Goodrich

March T. 1954
To the Editor:
I would like to know if the
other house treasurers would have

Managing; Editors

David R. Anderson

'55

News
Assistant

L. Spence

News

'57

any
C. William

Gooke

'57

consolidating policies for greater
bargaining power. Such an organH. Edward Born '57
ization as this was formed about
Feature Writers
Donald W. Blodgett '54 three years ago and was quite suc'54
cessful in obtaining a significant
Franklin G. Davis
Benjamin G. M. Priest '55 cut in the price of oil from local

Richard B.

'54

Dube

'55

Charles N. Janson LaPalme
Photographer

Jr. "5T

'55

distributors.

The

following questions could be
discussed:
a.
setting out combined contracts for competitive bidding for
major repairs, i. e. painting, resurfacing driveways, etc.;
b.
making reciprocal agree-

'55

Russell B. Crowell '55
John E. Simonds '57

Potter

Lyman

'54

James P. Gaston
Sport* Editor.
Joseph Y.. Rogers
Sports Staff
S.

interest in meeting as a group
once a month for the purpose of
discussing financial problems and

Editors

'55

'57

John M. Belka

Deleour

"56

I.

Copy Editors

John W. Albert

L.

'55

Rockwood

George

Thomas

Gerard

James Anwyll.Jr.
Editor*

Garroll E. Pennell '56

Richard M. Catalan©

House Tr«aaU*«l*

James L. Doherty
Robert H. Glover
Gerald
Werksman

M

Jr. '57

'55
*56
'57

Saul H. Cohen '57
Reporters

ments with

plumbers

local

and

electricians to secure better service within reasonable time limits
and at reduced prices;
'57
H. Erik Lund "57
c. buying in quantity in order to
secure better discounts; this may
Business Manager
be especially advantageous in buyBruce N. Cooper '54
Assistant Business Managers
.
ing furniture and house furnishJames A. Cooke '54
C. Richard Thurston '54 ings;

Howard

C. Jacobson
Herbert A. Miller '57

John W. Maloney
Edward P. Parsons

'57

'56
'57
Peter Schmalzer Jr. '57
Robert C. Shepherd, '57

John Ranlett

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Phnie '55
Circulation Manager

Harry G. Carpenter
Peter F. Gass '57
Professor

Harold R. Beacham Jr.
Business Assistants

d. improved houseparty entertainment by contact with entertainment booking agents and by
wholesale purchase of malt bev-

'56

'57

David H. Dott
Paul J. Q'Nea

P.

F

Albert

Go^drich^55

'

Daggett. Professor James A. Storer. Bruce
LUl6y ,54< WallaCe R Harper Jr '^ J °hn
-

«nu»«irmi
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The snbacription rate

Intellectual Sterility
Dead.

This three word elegy appeared in ministration.
ORIENT last semester introducing an editorial thai lamented It is hard to take an active interest in something which seems to
the passing of the old Bowdoin student, exuding
with school ignore what you have to say. In
spirit, "who emerged from the stands
exhausted and hoarse". the past I have made what I
thought were constructive critiIt occurred to us later that
the disappearance of such a Philistincisms of various facets of the Bowian type of college man might be a sign of maturity
and not a doin set-up. I got for my trouble
lack of spirit.
Perhaps Bowdoin men were beginning to tire of eitne r administrative invective or
ny silence
the prosaic and athletic society in which they existed.
this happens
?!°
Spirit

the

W^n

-

I

there

nothing for

it
D
Kecent
campus events have, however, made this conclu- up the ghost and seek but to give
your light
Enlightened and engulfed by the archaic in ashes. I have heard many good
.

i

,

is

i

sion rather idealistic.

\

and barbaric

^^

sessions but
traditions of their respective fraternities the stu- id^as voiced "»
when you ask a man whv he
-..j allii plans for
r
dents rejected
any changes in the hazing policy of doesn't write a letter or
see the
the college. Student interest has centered around the paving
of Student Council he says, "Aw it
won .'* ** *"*
the college paths and the acquisition of a hockey rink
Mass- Ha«
won
t
listen
to
j_•_
ya and what can the
...
l
.i
i
,
muchl discussion
has there been about improving the library Student Council
do anyway.
facilities?
Or how many students are concerned about BowIn order to dredge up student

j*

i

..

i

1

"*

How
'

interest
doin's comparatively low faculty salary rate>
need more tration around here the adminiswill have to delegate some
than new paths and buildings to attract and keep a top-flight real
power to the Student Council.
faculty.
The students are apathetic because
they
can
effect nothing substantial
The student body, as such, has more responsibility than
by themselves. As it now stands
ocassionally going to classes. There are lasting intellectual benethe Council is a dead letter as far
fits which can be gained from college if the
as
passing
a resolution and makindividual is willing
to work for them.
Our generation falls down when it comes to ing it stick is concerned. The administration possesses the power
work.
Unlike the "lost generation" we are not enough con- of veto
over any Student Council
cerned about our generation's place in society to even become decision. A good example of this

We

disillusioned.

We

1*1. .o c,..,. .

can

sit

back and

criticize

but

we do

I..«i„ g se , of value, tor

power was displayed

very.;

o„, «i«o„ce. R.l i(ri„ n
philosophy, literature have become abstract terms which

art,

.

j

dents, "Either you abolish hazing,
or we will do it for you." Granting
that no intelligent person is an advocate of hazing, the students still

tag certain vanishing cults.

But what are rho- causes of

this intellectual

and

in the recent

$££ 7n'e7™l«?,l ?£"sit

spiritual

sterility?

should have had more to say than
-i/
may be that many of our schools and they did about a proposal which
affected most of them so closely.
to provide us with the most essential of all things,
To get the "ball rolling", as you
an education. Our age is an age of specialization. Equipped say, I have two proposals; one con
with the education that many of our secondary schools provide CernS C a Pel the other the Reii

One

colleges

of these causes

fail

-

3?

The Orient
Moore Hall

Brunswick, Maine
Attention: Mr. John M. Belka

,

•

:

!
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Sight unseen,

Well, now, that ain't exactly the
gospel either when you examine all
the evidence. Look over the crowd
at any college dance. You can find
a fair percentage of shell rimmed,
thick lensed, anemic type little fel-

I got

this

quit school

and joined the army

about a week
1

later.

I

guess his

was broken, poor feller.
That girl was a real horror. She
was a natural stringy blonde with
a face to match. She was about
spirit

lers hopping around the fleer with fourteen years old, and stood alfairly passable looking young ani- most seven foot tall, soaking wet.

out loud. Ugh.
by each of the fraternities will be both of them.
Then there was the time I fixed
What about blind dates, though.
The drawing of the
Mebby that's a rather touchy sub- up another friend. Got him a great
President of her class, a
close to the end of the dance.
ject with some people around this gal
raffle is scheduled for 11:30 p.m.

.

Rodman, Alpha Rho Upsilon;
and David W. Donahue '54, Delta
Sigma.
The "Zany" Committee composed of-Alden E. Ringquist '54, Donald C. Westman '54, and Ralph
"Tex" Heavens '55 will be featured
in the half time ceremonies. The
game two years ago was considered probably the most successful
event of the week end, and this

The general

B.

public

is

invited to

all

'Return To Simpler Life' Theme
Of Dr. bridges' Talhnan Lecture
away before these
^tag
£
has been suffering from a
crises.

fell

Bill

-

confusion of mind and soul. He
has a great accumulation of responsibilities without the time to
understand them. His generation,
disorganized and confused, needs
to get back to a simple and central
power. Part of the answer lies in
a return to God, which is shown in
the very large return-to-church

school's out.

•movement in America today.
Joshua had a filial relationship
with God which has grown dimmer
through the generations. He had
a simplicity of soul, and a sense of
destiny.
Bill is

now

in the process of cur-

campus after the T.D. week end,

.

.

cheerleader, snappy, vivacious

the other ivy covered Escort we had our week end, and when it.
was over I asked the feller if he'd
of New England.
this girl.
fifty to sixty per- had a good time with
cent of all Blind Dates turn out "Nope", he said, "had an awful
"Why," I asked, "was
peachy corker for all parties con- time."
cerned. Mebby so, but like most there something wrong with her?"
doesn't
statistics and surveys, you hear a "Yeah," he growled, "she
coffeo
ski
. and she drinks her
lot about the results, although you
."
Oh well, you can't
.
never seem to know anybody who black
got interviewed on the subject. please everybody.
Men often make passes
Anyhoo, it isn't the ones that turn
At gals who drain glasses^ . .
out all right that you remember.
all

Bureaus

They say that

.

.

.

.

it's the grim ones
to stick in the craw of

Contrarywise
that

seem

your memory ....
Why, why, why does it always
seem that most of the half way
decent gals you know have idiots

Dartmouth Group To
Discuss

Human

Rights

or psychopaths or warmed over
April Conferences
zombies for room mates? I remember once I was in the process
The Dartmouth Human Rights
of being "fixed up" with a roomie Society will have a conference on
type blind date, and the dialogue "Human Rights and the College
want like this
.
Student" in Hanover. New HampMe: Well, what this Gal's name? shire on April 23rd to the 24th. BeFixer-Upper: Uh, Marilyn Mun- sides the discussion itself there
dane
She's a good kid!
will be many other activities. All
Me: Yeah, well what's she look those interested i n attending
like?
should sea Professor James MoulFixer-Upper: She's a good kid!
ton.
He
? Can she talk ?
This conference is one of sevFixer-Upper: She's a good kid! eral to be held this spring. For
She was a good kid all right, ex- more information the Treasurer of
cept she looked like somthing that the Bowdoin Christian Association,
ought to be living in a tree. I. George Harvey, should be seeii at
flinched for a month whenever an the Chi Psi Lodge.
Owl hooted within twenty miles of
Regarding the past religious forme. Her one abiding passion, from um that was held at the college
what I gather, was breeding mice. Professor Moulton had this to
I have no idea what for. She prob» Ay: "The officers and members of
ably ate them.
the BGA are very appreciative of
Then there are cousins. There's the members of the college in the
danger there too. I once got a date recent religious forum."

At

.

.

:

.

.

.

Hmmmm

"

of, the "Fisher Dishopes that he can place

ing himself
ease."

He

God and humanity

central in his

life and that everything else can
have its proper place. He is trying
to live simply as a son of God.
Dr, Bridges, an expert on contemporary religion, is teaching Re-

ligion 10, Contemporary Christianity, for the spring semester.
He
describes his Tallman series as
"dealing with four commonplace
problems afflicting the common
educated person today." Each lecture is complete in itself.

Brountas Gets Award

Student

Patronage
Solicited

First National

Bank

{Continued hrom Page 1]

mental Commander of the Bowdoin ROTC unit, Editor-in-Chief of
the Bugle, and President of his
chapter of Alpha Delta Phi. He is
a resident of Bangor and prepared
Bangor High
for Bowdoin at
School. His record there was also
outstanding.

Brunswick, Maine

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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to college

unaware of anything beside,

Once in college they
decide upon a major course for

existence, v

their

contemporary

I

i

o^X 32£ o7a Sstefa

'

How

are forced to specialize and to sermon, responsive reading, hymn
ngin *' choir sinS*ng and a benetheir further study before they J.
I

have gained the

intellectual

background

to

make such

a decision.
|

Following the trends set by their contemporaries, then, most of
these undergraduates become economists or scientists
Our society, no doubt, needs economist, and scientists but it need,
economist, and scientists who can think beyond the narrow confines of their vocation. As it i. now, if a physics professor mention, a Iago or an Arrowsmith. more than half the class doe.
not know what he i. talking about.
A. student., whether we are music or math majors, we
must attempt to understand all cultural levels if we are to un-

g^d^VaTgmglntack^

the stars got

tVe
It seems strange
that persons nowadays should be
forced to attend religious services.
My objections concern only the
religious parts. If the administration wants us to meet together 15
times a semester let them call it

organ keyboard.

Assembly and remove
gious material
In the 'past

all

the

started

reli-

there

Vaughn Monroe
says:

derstand the implications of the society in which we live.
society may require specialization but such specialization should by-laws and obtaining the consent
of two legislatures. This is so much
come from mature understanding and not from social neces- whitewash. The Dean
is empowersity.
ed to excuse any man from Chapel.
As adults our generation must put education back into the If he can excuse one man he can

some particular field
edge and not something he must do to get a degree.

of knowl- of

Dean
J. A., Jr.

^

Official
Synthetic

Our

my spare

I

lot to learn

could lead

I

before

my own band.

studied singing; eventually did
the vocals

— and found that

the colleges kind of liked

recordings.

Bowdoin College Ring

ever since!"

29.88

Ruby Stone
Federal Tax Included

Official

Bowdoin College Ring

Onyx Stone

Specialties

S^***"*,

establish

had a

Bowdoin Rings

I

BILL'S

therefore,

all

local bands.
I

The

one attendance per student every
seven years. If a man should grad-

spent

Been performing for 'em

with more fun and less pain."

Italian

could,

attendances.

I

time playing with

my

With the Campus Chest Week
this year it's "more money

End

Telephone 8-191

necessary

"In high school,

bj-i;

excuse every man in the college.
schools «o that specialization in college can be the result of the The
Dean can regulate the number

individual, desire to investigate

...

.

have been
vague mutterings from Mass. Hall
to the effect that to aboueh Chapel
would
necessitate
changing .the
This

26.90

An

REGULAR DINNERS

Assortment Of Sice*

"Bowdoin Men's

*~ -*£&£" —
Favorite Restaurant"

Tax Included

—

BMINSWICK

1

ohd Ftivor

Or Hand

MOULTON ONION BOOKSTORE

64 ELM STW5BT
MAINS

A Mikhess

^

Federal

Phoa

Hot PsstaNM
Steaks and Chops

Gamhs agree

with more people

TWAW ANY OTHER. CK&AWBTTK

^^^^

im^m

^^m^ Ll

amat

and

but, just the same, it's a subject warm, great sense of humor, drank
inthat's near to the heart of most of just enough, nice looking and
us cute folks here at Bowdoin and telligent to boot. Great gal. Well,

j

come

cousir?

type fixed up with a Dartmouth
buddy of mine. Strange, he hasn't
epeh en to me since. In fact, he

.

Men who wear specs
Go out with wieehs

featured.

>

-

with a gal who said that her cousin
visiting her and she wouldn't
go out unless the cousin did, and
wouldn't I find her cousin a date?

was

The week end will be climaxed mals for dates. Of course, most of She looked like nothing on earth.
by the Campus Chest booth dance these gals are more-than-likely When she walked, it was like she
planting her feet into two
in the Sargent Gym at 9:30. The Juniors or something from the
will
the creep's home town high, but what) foot holes in the ground dug five
"Stardusters"
supply
dance musk, and booths operated the heck. It's probably a thrill for feet apart. And she chewed gum

Chi Psi; James L. Ladd '54,
-Delta Kappa Epsilon; Peter A.
Chapman '56, Theta Delta Chi;
Russell B. Crowell '55, Zeta Psi;
John F. Cosgrove '54, Kappa Sigma; Walter J. Friedlander '54,
Beta Theta Pi; Frank J. Vecella
'54, Sigma Nu; H. Parker McLaren '54, Alpha Tau Omega; Richard
'56,

m

Cubes Oh Toast

Speaking, as we were the week
before last, of the girls whq. wore
glasses and supposedly got passed
at, I got to thinking about the
other side of the story. Isn't there
.*.
a thing that goes

;

Gentlemen:
In regard to an article on the
front page of the most recent issue
of our college newsrag we should
cSso* <Syea?watches
like to make the following brief switch
him to make sure he will not
remarks:
switch to Sieberling. His life is
1. In the first place, why do Psi
U's wear pink polka-dotted paja- controlled by others who are conmas at 3 p.m. on Sunday after- stantly working on him. A sense
noon?*TD*s* were at least suhably <* shame has been carefully cultihun ** ** example, he
attired for black coffee on the vated
cannot feel well dressed unless he
morning after.
2. Is it possible that the gentle- is wearing Arrow shirts, even if
men from the green garage on other brands look just as good.
Many societies also work on him.
Maine Street lack enough sex appeal to get 38 (Editor's note: blind) Charities force him to take a didates from Bradford on their own ? rect stand. If he will not contribute,
it
is implied that he is opposed to
3. How is it possible that dates
were playing Ping Pong on the TD the ends of that organization. His
sun porch when the Psi U's had health is good, but the diseases
previously and very deviously stol- have been organized against him
into a Medicinal Year. Fisher is
en our ping pong paddles ?
living in a weird sort of country
4. Is it possible that this article
was written in a spirit of ven- fair on the midway with the huckgeance by a member of a frater- sters and barkers after him all the
nity that was viciously massacred time.
Bill Fisher has about the same
in a recent snowball fight ?
amount of time as his ancestors
5. We should also like to ask
Mr. Belka if he considers his pre- but now has a vast series of oblioccupation with a certain numeri- gations. The influences of God and
cal configuration such as should country have all but disappeared
be a matter of public distribution from his life. His relations with
his family are confused and tense.
and interest.
Clear, Definite Call
6. Or can it be that this was
There are two recent experiwritten with some degree of rancor and frustration by one who ences of his which point the way
was forced to recognize that he towards the solution. During the
and his fraternity brothers were war, all else stood aside, when his
forced to spend last Saturday country's need had a clear and definite call for him. The other ocnight alone?
curred when his wife became ill
7. As a parting comment we
should like to state categorically, and almost died. He had a sinv
in spite of the fact that competi- pllcity and center in his life. Everytion from other sources than home
Sincerely and in a neighborly
was ineffectual and might as well spirit,
have been non-existent, that the
Ray Morant '55
Psi U's were resoundingly defeated
Payson Dowst '54
in the Third Annual Bird-dogging
Dick Salsman '54
Meet. That's just about what you'd Editor's note: All right kiddies,
expect.

^l^f^ft*^,,*

(an education that has neglected the arts and language,
substituted courses in merchandising, problems of democracy ice A * daily chapel, hymns are
and driver training) the average secondary school graduates !""!, and Pra yers *« Pronounced,

.

At

When I read

Ice

Being Completed

[Continued from Page /]
College for Women will present
pecting their version of the two {the ft-ahms Requiem at 8.08 pjn
platoon system to carry them far in Memorial. Hall. Conductor for
in the contest
the Connecticut College Glee Club
In order to increase interest in is Arthur Quknby, while Professor
the game one player from each of Frederic E. T. Tillotson is the Dithe 12 fraternity teams has been rector of the Bowdoin Glee Club
selected. Although this does not Soloists are Donald P. Hayward
necessarily mean that the best 12 '54, baritone, and Ruth Powers,
in terf raternity players have been soprano, of Topsham.
pickd, most of the league's top!
The glee clubs will be accomscorers and playmakers have been panied by an orchestra of forty
included. Members of the roster pieces conducted by Tillotson. Acare: William E. Nieman Jr. '55, companist for the concert will be
Alpha Delta Phi; John A. Scull Gordon W. Steams Jr. '54.
'54, Psi Upsilon; James W. Millard
Booth Dance

Of

To

the Editor of the ORIENT
last week's editorial
I found myself in agreement with
your statement that lack of student interest in college affairs is
deplorable, but I cannot agree with
your implied statement that the
reason for the disinterest lies in the
laziness of the student body. The
fault, I am sure, lies with the ad-

RapMy

events with tickets being $50
for each individual event except
for the Campus Concert which will
be $1.20 for the public. Students
and their dates will be admitted to
all events on the $2.50 general admissions ticket.
The houses are again competing
against each other for two prizes
of $70 and $30 which will go to
the two houses compiling the best
Charles Coakley '54 year's should be as entertaining.
Movie and Jazz
records for contributions to the
"Harvey", sponsored by the Stu- Campus Chest. Winners last year
dent Union Committee, will be were Delta Sigma and Theta DelBehavior
shown at 1 :30, Saturday afternoon, ta Chi.
in the Smith Auditorium. This will
Following them in order were
T.D. Party
be followed by the Polar Bear' Zeta Psi, Alpha Delta Phi, Sigma
March 3, 1954
Five jazz concert in the Delta Nu, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Psi Up5 McKeen Street Sigma house at 3:30 pjn.
silon, Beta Theta Pi, Alpha Tau
Brunswick, Maine
The annual Campus Concert Omega and Alpha Rho Upsilon
with the combined glee clubs of Trailing were Chi Psi, Kappa Sig'
Bowdoin College and Connecticut ma and the Independents.

Questions

Blasts Administration For Psi U's
Chapel, Religious Forum

B.'

Nation -l Advertising Service,

— CMUf*.
Brunawlrk. Ma

mester, there was no Chapel.
I object to the Religious Forum
because it is subsidized by the
Blanket Tax. The College taxes
each student for a religious purpose regardless of the fact that
this purpose may oppose his fundamental beliefs. I don't believe in
the Religious Forum but I am compelled to give 'money for its maintenance. To be consistent the College should tax us all for the support of the Young Democrats and
the Young Republicans.
To these arguments the administration is likely to say that we
knew the regulations of the College when we entered and if we
don't like them we can always
leave, I wonder though, how many
administrative officials would
move to Bath if Brunswick passed
a law requiring all residents to go
church 40 times a year and taxed
all residents a certain amount to
be divided among all the churches
in town.

'55

N

n

20 MAliijus
('hi«-«.v.

uate before the end of seven years
he would be excused from attending. This last is, I admit, a reductio
ad.absurdum, but it is necessary
to point out just what can be done
to alleviate the situation. Just as
a footnote I ought to add that
three summers ago, during the
summer session, except for a meeting at the beginning of each se-

erages.

'57
'57

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
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varsity basketball sea- .one five). Coombs said that the
son ending last Tuesday night, j Judges were so loaded with talent
Coach Beezer Coombs selected an that- it was difficult to pick one or
All-Opposition team. Tufts,
two players for all star ratings.
and Brandeis were the teams placThe second team is almost equaling two members on the team, the ly loaded with talent and we had
Jumbos placing two in tha first considerable difficulty separating
five. The players listed were not "some of niese performers from
judged by their overall season's those listed on the first five. Parrecord but only by their perform- ker of
and Houston of Branance against Bowdoin.
deis are the forwards. Parker, alAt the forwards are Billy Pappas ways dangerous in scoring and reof
and Johnny Henegan of bounding, had fifteen points beTufts. Pappas was instrumental fore he fouled out late in the third
in giving the Wildcats a 92-90 vic- stanza. Houston, the other fortory, as his jump shot with sec- ward, is another member of the
onds to go won the game a/ter Ron star studded Brandeis quintet. His
Gob; had tied the score with two hustle and all around playing abilfoul shots. Billy scored 14 of his ity were the chief factors in Coach
total 32 points in the final period. Coombs' selection.
The center slot is capably filled
He is alao high on the list of top
scorers in New England as rated by lanky Doug Hawkins of Amby the NAIB. The other forward herst. Amherst, listed as one of
is Johnny Henegan of Tufts. The the better defensive units in small
rangy forward had a good night at college basketball, definitely had

UNH

V. Raffers '6S, ORIENT Sparta Editor
One of the highlights of the Campus Chest Weekend will be the
basketball game Friday night at 9:15, bringing together the Bowdoin
faculty and a team composed of one player from each fraternity. Thus

By Joseph

not the Interfraternity All-Star team which will oppose the
faculty, but a representative from each House, the reason being to
create a greater amount of interest in the event. White Key President
Charlie Jordan announced that the All-Stars are in the process of
being chosen at the present time. On the subject of the game itself,
Jordan felt it "should be a good game if the faculty can last beyond
is

UNH

UNH

the first quarter."
The faculty is well represented this year by such scoring threats
as Nathaniel "Bevo" Kendrick, Alton "Gus" Gustafson, Nate "Sweetwater" Dane, Philip "Rembrandt" Ream, Luis "Halftrack" Ochoa,
and several others who should see plenty of action in the contest. It
has been definitely determined that the faculty players are in some
kind of physical condition, but whether it's good, bad, or indifferent
is not yet known.
Dean Kendrick, who is reportedly out to better the old scoring Brunswick both in scoring and re- •trouble here as the Polar Bears
record for the gym, had a few words to. say in regard to the coming bounding. Henegan wound up with heat them in what we feel must be
we haven't 26 points coming on nine out of 16 called one of Bowdoin '« most imgame. He said that "I'm very critical of our coaching
tries from the floor and eight out pressive victories of the year. Doug
also haven't had
been given much attention by. our management.
of 11 from the foul line.
had six field goals and eight fouls
any equipment issued to us. Several members of the faculty won't
At the center position, we've for 1? points.
play unless they have contact lenses
I understand the Athletic Deselected Ron Wilson of Williams.
The guards, Charlie Mazurek
partment issues them." He went on to say rather nonchalantly, "I The Ephmen, down eight at the of Trinity and Keith Mahaney of
assume that we will win. I haven't decided whether unlimited cuts half, played a brilliant second half Maine represent two top flight perwill be instituted if we win the game, or if the students win.
I'll
and went on to win 67-64. Wilson formers. Mazurek had 16 against
tied up in the first half, got 17 of Bowdoin down at Hartford and is
have to decide that after the game."
Professor Gustafson, amidst circulating rumors to the effect that f his 19 points total in the latter what Coombs calls an outstanding
he has secretly been practicing his famed amoeba shot, also had a two periods and hauled down 17 hall player. Mahaney of Maine is a
fine ball handler and hustler. His
few comments about the game. "It's a wonderful idea, and we had rebounds.
In the backcourt we have Fran- career was interrupted as he was
a grand time the last time we played the students," he said; "there are
O'Brien of Tufts and Bill Helm- called into the service in February.
ny
of course more athletes among the faculty than among the students,
rich of Brandeis. O'Brien was the
and more varsity letters have been won by the faculty. I think the best backcourt operator we
First Team
saw all
game will end 33-32 in our favor. I believed a last-second shot will season. Although not high in the
Pappas
come through for us." (It may be remembered that the last meeting scoring department, Franny provHenegan Tufts
between faculty and students on a basketball court occurred two years ed to be a clever ball handler and C' Wilson Williams
ago- which ended in a 32-32 stalemate. Last year the Interfraternity fine defensive player. These attri- G O'Brien Tufts
All-Stars played Brunswick High and trounced them easily in a game butes plus his tremendous hustle ,G Helmrich Brandeis
Second Team
which lacked any appreciable amount of excitement and enthusiasm.) and drive merit his being placed
among the first five. lielmrieh, al- F Parker
Gustafson added that "the students are trying to throw us off-balance
though not a guard, has the all F Houston Brandeis
by playing the game at such a late hour."
around playing ability and can't X2 Hawkins Amherst
The Athletic Department has offered to supply any equipment to be overlooked even
with players
Mahaney Maine
J
the faculty which they might need, including knee braces, rib pads, like Mahaney of
Maine in the sec- 1
Mazurek Trinity
ankle wraps, bandages, Mercurochrome, splints, and anything else
which will hold the members of the faculty together. They also announced that the Building and Grounds Department has offered the
Nu,
Sig,
Delta Chi In Playoffs;
use of one of their trucks as an ambulance for anyone who may need
Delta Sigma,
it at the game.
Upsilon Tied

—

We

—

F
F

UNH

UNH

G

(

Sigma

Kappa

Theta

Alpha Rho

Doherry

TD 46 — AD 33
ARU 61— Beta 36

victory over the Polar Bear swim- Interscholastics are scheduled for
mers at the college pool last Sat- this Saturday. Arwezon will bear
uiday afternoon, 50-34.
the brunt of the load for BowThe local swimmers got ahead of doin hopes to gain points in the
the Red men early in the meet competition.
The summary:
when Captain Bob Arwezon cap-

the

200-yard breaststroke
and 220- yard freestyle events, and
Ken Brigham took a first in the
50-yard dash. The diving turned
the tide for the U. of Mass., however, and the relay races widened
the score and crushed the hopes of
the Bowdoin team.
tured

The performance

Bob Arwe-

of

zon

in the breaststroke is exceptionas he was only one second off
the record in his time. He was

al,

pushed

race by a fine comthis accounts for his
unusually fast time.
in this

and

petitor,

—

300-yard medley
won by U-Mass. (Rogers. Bell, Jacobson). Time 3:Z«.y
220-yard Xrevatyla
1, Arwezon (B>. 2.
Kimball (M): 3. Campbell (M). Time

—

2 :24.5

— Chi Psi 36
Psi U 36 — AD 29
Kappa Sig 35 — Delta Sig 26
Team

Td
DeltaS igma.

ARU
AD
Beta

U
DKE

Psi

—

60-yard freestyle
Britrtuun (B): 2, Carson (M); S, Hanson <M). Time 24.9
ir,0-yard Individual medl«-y
Glover (B)
2. Weill (B); :!. Gibba (M). Time 1:44.7
Divinic
Won by Bianohi (M): 2, Ba!dasari (M): 3, Coleman (B). Winner's

—

:

—

point* T'l.iCl
100-yard freestyle
1,
Gibbs (M)^ 2,
Glover (B) 3. Carson (M). Time .16.0
200-yard backstroke — 1, Campbell (M)
2. Pyle (B); 3. Willy (B». Time 2:30.8
200-yard breaststroke
1. Arwezon
(B)
2. Bell (M): 3. Lyons (M). Time 2:33.1
440-yard freestyle - 1, Kimball (M): 2.
Nu-ll (B): 8. Jacobson <M). Time 5:29.5
40Q-yard relay
Woo by U-Mass. (Carson. Hanson, Rogers. Gibbs). Time 3:50.0

—

:

:

—

*TT>

medley to account for the fourth
place garnered by the natators. And not to be overlooked is

the fact that there finally appeared a diver on campus, versatile

game

Nieman,

Lead In

handyman

Volleyball;

Regains Top Berth

Donahue,

In Bowling; Psi U, Beta,

Kappa Sigma Follow
With two record-breaking performances, ARU beat
and regained the lead in inter-fraternity
bowling. The ARU's scored 1210
points in three strings and 417
points in a single string to better
the old marks. Psi U, which was
third last week, moved up a notch,
while Beta slid from first to third
place. Delta Sigma is making a determined effort to grab a playoff
berth, as they have now taken sixteen straight points and are challenging Kappa Sigma- for fourth

AD

place.

— AD
—
—
Nu
—
Kappa Sig 3 — ATO.l
Chi Psi 3 — TP 1
Won

ARU

31
30

U

Psi

Beta

Kappa Sigma
Delta Sigma

AD

Deke
Zete

ATO
Sigma

TD

Although

ARU

ing playoff positipns

Won

ARU

6
5
7

\

Nu

Chi Psi

*7

U

Zete

19

20
18
16
12
9
6

20.

15

22
24
28
31
34

To College
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ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Deliver

(Made with
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or salami)
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BKU Md OUT

1

2

1

1

3)
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2

1

r,.
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2
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1
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8
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1
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10 12 32
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Won Lost Pet. GB
Colby
2
.778
T
6
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1
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5
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4
9
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2
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Notice
The Second Tallman Lecture

J A*
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points. Team-mate Dwight Baton
tied for second in the pole vault
with Dick Bell of Zeta Psi.
Along with his tie for second in
the pole vault, Bell had a third in
the low hurdles, a fourth in the
broad jump, and a tie for fourth
in the high jump.

OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN

Speaking of Sport Coats
selection.

You'll, find patterns

in a

final record.

— as well as the boldest

scored

went to the Betas
twenty points. Joe

wide range

and

1

10 11 31
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Prices, too, will
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c
1
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3
1
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iKinx

2
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1
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1
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fit

your budget

a

26-95 to 52-50

"Matchless Service"

4 2S

Mansfield White Bucks

Afltrys
AUTOMATIC
PIN SBTTERS

Hot Dogs

Soles

Sandwiches

and

Service

Cold Drinks

8
9
9

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

Coffee

a

4a

Ice

Lefs make the headline read
"100% Contribution Record Set
By Bowdoin Students."

Cream

USED CARS

Operated by
Al Tobey, Class of

'80

.

ket us help you plan your printing

Maine's Most Modern Auto

Body Repair and Paint Shop

as well as produce

it

.

.

.

a

Complete Front End

producing the following and other
kinds of printing for- Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time- and save you money.

Perfect companions to 'your sport cost and slacks.

1

and

Frame Alignment

TICKETS
• POSTERS • STATIONERY
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Total,

Italian
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fabrics

— to suit the most conservative

dash,, also compiling a perfect pre-

Fifth place

.

There's no time like the present to see our brand

new spring
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1
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1

t/N*il
D. Dyer
SUmi nicer
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11

Stay here this week end. Frankgoing to be the greatest

1

Ends. Season 9-9

Bo

Zeta Psi with 54 points was the
outstanding fraternity and Mel
Totman with 27A points the ou*>
standing performer in the thirty- totalj
out of the eight remaining tilts tors with 20 points. The White
Won by W*is (AKU)
second
interfraternity 4,6-yar* daah
annual
and wound up with a mediocre »-9 rolled over, the Black Bears of
Zete)
Leonetti
S. H
luriey iBeta)
4,
.
track meet held at the Bowdoin
kni*fct iDfcK) 5. Ball (ZaU). Time 4.1 record. Although the final record is Maine in a game which saw John440-yard run — Woo by Hetlaniels (B*u.)
gym last Friday night.
not outstanding, this year's team ny. Kreider come into his own as
4
2. Wets (ARU); S. Huleatt (TD)
scorer. John tossThe Zetes scored in all but two
Treeartin (TT>U 4, Mostrom
(Zete). was a good one and easily the best a potential high
TiML UJ
of the fourteen events, do i na t ing
tZocambe ed in nine field goals and four fouls
Onesiuil* rvn
Woo hr Huleatt (TD) 2. in reoent years. Beezer
the weights and also winning- the
Herriek. Al» 3. MiRar (D» 4. Colod- worked hard to give the team fol- for a game high of 22 points.
ny (TIM; C. Ccdie* (OS). Tiat* 4.28.4
Bowdoin reopened play after a
relay.
Bill Mc Williams captured,
cheer about.
45-yard high hurdles -- Won by Totman lowers something to
layoff and were overfirsts
the 35-pound weight
in
(P«i U)« 2. Knurl* (DKB»; 3. Hardie With more talent on bend- than in (two week
(Zete); 4. Myers (Psi U)
C. Cuter
throw, the discus, and the 16the"lastTwo years, Coombs molded come bj^WiMams late in the see(Psi U). Tine t.O
pound shot, the discus throw of 4S-yard low hurdles — Woo by Totman the dub into a new. more effective ond half 67-64 before a large
(Psi U); 2. Kftieht U)K£); I. Bell
The Polar
132 feet, two inches, tieing the inoffensive unit which provided fan* houseparty crowd.
(Zete); 4. Wilder <KS). Time 5.C
terfraternity record. McWilliaras 880-yard mo -. Woo by Herriek AD) 2. with many thrilling instances of. Bears performed very well in the
(MelJa**sis (Bataii 3. GWnae ITU)
4.
Wlth 18> point* was high man for
first two. periods and left at the
basketball
good
Leiirhton (Zete). Time 2:01
the Zetes and second to Totman in Two-mile run — Won by Cameron (SN)
was a {half with an impressive seven point
The opener with
4.
3. Hiaekmer (DS)
2, Huieait (TD)
total points. Their team victory
thriller. With Billy Pappas lead- bulge. Had the game been played
Lerioe (AKU); 5, Millar (DS). Time
entitles the Zetes. to possession of
ing the way the Wildcats won a the night before we feel certain
MoM
the Kenneth C. M. Sills trophy Seiay — Wo» by Zata Plsi 2> TD 3. Sur- 92-90 decision in a game which th Ephmen could have been taken
ma Nit.; 4, Kappa Si*-mn S. Pai U.
which is given permanently every,
Time. 2:00.
saw two gym scoring records fall. but the effects of the weekend's
year to the fraternity scoring the Discus — Wan by MeWttlWow (Zete); 2. Ronnie Golz was the outstanding activities caught up with the White
Totman (Pat U) 3. Phillippe (Beta) 4.
most points. The relay win gained
Zete) < S. Hood (Zete). Dis- performer with
31 points. The and we lost. MIT, not one of the
Karrinjtton
tanea.l32'2>*
for the Zetes possession of the
team then left for a southern tour stronger teams in New England,
Broad Jomp — Won by Totman (Psi U)
Bowdoin Track Department cup.
and games with Clark and Trinity. administered a sound 73-58 thrash2. Howlaod (DKE); 3. Eaton (AD); 4.
Bell (Zete); 6, Wflder (K.S). Distance
The versatile Totman enabled
The White had trouble with Clark ing to Bowdoin in Boston. The foiS*
20'
Psi Upsilon to garner second place Shot net — Won by MeWiltianw (Zete) 2. and it was Ronnie Golz's foul shot ling evening the Coombsmen playPhilippe (Beta); 3, Karrin&oa (Zete)
with 34i points. Mel captured
with only seconds remaining that ed highly-rated Brandeis at.Walt. Totman (Psi U).
4. Pratt. (P«i V)
firsts in the high and low hurdles,
Distance 4C10*
gave the White a 70-69 victory tham. As was expected, the
the broad jump and shared a first Si-lb weight — Won by McWllUama (Zete)
there. The Trinity Hilltopers. al- Coombsmen encountered plenty of
Richter (SN)
2.
McCtabe (KS)
3.
4.
in the running high jump with
ways dangerous, led all the way •trouble here and went home on the
Mather (Zete); 5. Bond (Zete).
Jump — (three way tie for first)
Hans Wirth of A.T.O. and Howard Hitch
second short end of an 80-66 count.
Totman (Psi IJ/ Wirth (ATO). Stark and gave Bowdoin their
The Polar Bears then slapped
Stark of T.D. Competing in the
(TD)': (four-wjay tie. for fourth) Urwei- loss in three outings. Once again
weight events, Totman placed, sec- der (TD). Alport (AD). Bell (Zete). and Ron Golz was high for Bowdoin the Coast Guard Academy with
Kurtz (Zete). Winning height S'4"
ond in the discus and fifth in the PWe Vault - Won by Coperthwaite AD) with 17 points.
a 94+89 loss. The game was not as
2.'
Beil
Zete)
Eaton AD) .3.
« 4. Mcshot put. Totman's achievement
The White returned to Bruns- close as the score would indicate,
Adama (DS) 5, Wallace (DS), Wlnnin*
gains for him the Dr. Frank N.
wick for the first round of State as the White had a 73-56 margin
heijrbt 12'
Points
Whittier cup, presented for per- Slanair.ru
Series play. Bowdoin took two of at- the end. of three periods. JohnZeta Psi
54
athlete
manent possession to the
three games with relative ease and ny Libby dropped in 26 before
Pai U
scoring the greatest number of T.D.
looked to us like a logical choice Beezer Coombs cleared the bench.
A.D.
The next evening Bowdoin enpoints.
for Series honors. Bates only fell
20
Beta
Sigma Nu
15
Trecartin Wins Recognition
63-59, Maine was beaten 87-76. tertained a strong Tufts aggrega14
Midway in the meet track, coach ARU
then the White rallied in the final tion, as Tufts outplayed the home
12
9
Kappa Sigma
Jack Magee presented Ed Trecarperiod but lost a heartbreaking team and despite John Libby's 21
.
Delta Sterna
8
tin of T.D. with the Elmer L lATO
decision to Colby up at Waterville, point effort, Bowdoin lost 76-67.
4)
The Polar Bears were on the
Hutchinson Memorial Trophy. The rChi Pai
Bowdoin then knocked off Amherst
87-81 in one of their most impres- top of the heap as they went into
trophy, initiated in 1939 by Chi
Psi is inscribed annually with the
sive victories of the seasoon. Bill the final round of State Series comname of the track squad member Rindge Tech, Exeter
Fraser with 22 and Ron Golz with petition. After leading Colby
almost three periods,
21 were outstanding for Bowdoin. through
who is judged by his team-mates,
coach and the faculty to have the
The Coombsmen had little trouble Bowdoin faded and Colby's Dave
First Places In
Van Allen's 25 contributed to a
highest standards of character and
sportsmanship.
Massachusetts champion and was 70-65 victory for Lee Williams'
Infcerscholastic
charges. The team moved to OroT.D. gained third place in team
expected to win easily.
points
with 29'/a
competition
Rindge Tech and Phillips-Exeter
Exeter won by a large margin in no to face Rome Rankin's Black
for
T.D.,
Hugh Huleatt, top-scorer
•were the top teams in their re- the Prep School division, scoring Bears of Maine. Bowdoin played
was third in individual scoring spective classes in the 38th Bow- 43 points. Governor Dummer and well here but Maine edged them in
honors with 15. Hugh captured the doin interscholastic track meet Huntington tied for second place the final minutes, to grab a hard
mile run, placed second in the two held at the Bowdoin gym last Sat- with 24 points apiece. Exeter took fought 72-70 victory. In the final
mile, third in the 440 and ran on urday afternoon;
four firsts out of a possible ten. but game of the year the Coombsmen
the relay team which placed secIn a two team battle Rindge took showed depth and variety, placing walked all over Bates as Bill Fraond. He ran both first and anchor- the high school diadem from Bom- in all but one event. Hunter Cook ser's 44 points set a new gym and
man spots on the relay team after erville High by three points, 21-18. of Exeter won the broad jump with State Series scoring record.
We are optimistic over next
Trecartin tripped in the 880 and Ed Collymore of Rindge placed a record breaking leap of 22 feeti
was unable to compete in any fur- first in the 600 yard run while \\% inches. It was the only record year's prospects. Hon Golz, Rollie
Janelle. John Libby, and Johnny
th«r events.
team-mate Bob Murphy, state broken during the meet.
Frank Cameron set a new inter- champion in his field, copped the
Fretl Irons of Somerville won J Kreider will be hack aiong with
fraternity record in the two mile 300 yard run. Charlie Stead took the J. J. Magee trophy given an- veterans^Ted Kenney, Phil Day,
run. Cameron added six points to the other first for Rindge with an nually to the outstanding athlete Johnny Majr, and big Perry Althe Sigma Nu total with a winning outstanding upset in the high of the meet. Irons captured firs»ta len. Harry Carpenter and Bobby
time of lO minutes, 1 second, a jump. Steed beat Phil Reavis of in the 40 yard dash, 45 yard hur- Johnson^ freshmen stars, will also
little more than four seconds betSomerville at a height of 6 feet, 2 dles and broad jump. Fred, along be'onhand to give Beezer Coombs
added support.
inches. Reavis is the National and
ter than the old record.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
Bill Coperthwaite of A.D. won
the pole vault at 12 feet even. His
team came in fourth with 23V*

be delivered this evening at
8:15 in the Moulton Union by ProDave Wies paced the A.R.U.
fessor Ronald Bridges. The sub- team with a victory in the 40-yard
ject will be "Brotherhood Confu- dash and a second in the 440-yard
sion." The students and public are run. Wies won his heats in the
cordially invited to attend. Coffee elimination and semi-final before
will be served through the courtesy capturing the dash. Les Leonetti
of the Student Union Committee.
of Zeta Psi took second in the
will

11

1

11

Totals

G F P

4

Totals

1

2

Mai ion,

(hi Psi (3<>

(Sei

Payn«

•
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5
4
3

Our long experience

We

vs

[Kowal
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Lost Chi Psi

1?

.444
.375
.222
.222
.111

12
4

By Gerald M.

this

when all
games have been made up.
The standings
Delta Sigma
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10,
l

.

week's games involving Kappa Sig-

Psi

21

P

6

3

Totals

ma, ATO, AD, and Beta.
Two of these four teams will
find themselves in the two remain-

AD

29
25
23

C,

Tamilian

Wara

depend on the outcome of

2Vi

7

4

4|

Boss

ATO

10
10

ARU

1

and Delta Sigma Greenwood

Sigma Nu

9

5

9

2

Scull

are

virtually assured of playoff
berths, the other two positions will

1

3

13

5

1

i K P

.500
.444

5

G

3

Guleaian

of regular play.

Beta

10
U.

4
4
5

and AD. There are three Kanpa S*»»a (II) Delta Sujb »
G
games which have to be made up, Cosg-rove
3
1
TITrusael
this week, which is the last week Plasae
2 4 lu.'Ilouahue

ATO

«

U4
Beta
Delta Sig 4
Sigma
Deke 4
Zete
Psi

2

ATO

Kappa Sigma

Scores
ARU 4

7
6
6
5
4
4
3
2

4

2» 22 Tl!

GB*| Sicaa N«

1
1

l

4

3 10 161

PrutaaJis
TMtaJ*

Pet.
.888
.875
.777
.600
.600

1

10
10

DS

Werksman,

ord. Kappa Sigma is currently in
third place, although they are actually a half-game behind both

vs.

AD
SN
U

Dave Coleman.
He
ARU remains undefeated in the
Psr U (It)
had no trouble earning a third Interfraternity Volleyball
League
place in the diving, the first points with
a. string of ten consecutive Benoit
Newman
Bowdoin has won in this event this victories. Delta Sigma is
holding Cacaiaki
year.
the runner-up spot with an 8.2 rec- Auclish

ARU

1

2,

Cooufriend

of the week
Leading, Seerers:

Vecella,
Scull, Psi

Week Of Play

Weiner
KodutaD

F P

t;

Delta Sig

vs.

Chi Psi
*

ARU, Delta Sigma Hold
Final

L

8
7

Kappa Sig

Thurs.

Bob Glover won the 150-yard
first

Miller

5
4%
7
6
2 7
6
ATO
1 8
7
Next Week's Games:
Tues. ARU vs. DK3E; Beta vs Zete
Wed. Sigma' Nu vs. Psi U;

Zete
Chi Psi

:

—

W

WIGUcbrist
2 14 Randall
4jLuPlesai.s
4 lti Su-nbej-K
2
8iPairman

.

Goodman

Standings:

Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma

Beta (40)

!

Werksman,
"Lanes

Sigma Nu.58

The University of Massachusetts
The dual meet season is now
swimming team scored a decisive concluded, and the 'New England

(78)

V,

-

'55

For Fourth

ARU

Last Week's Results:

Swimmers Beaten By U MASS;
Arwezon Wins Two Events
L.

.

By Russell B. Crowell '55
st a rt -, With Bates in the first of 3 State
doin s basketball tea
ed off the season with severe* inv garics games before exams. On
pressive victories, andepeusing for January 16 Colby visited Bowdoin.
Werksman '57
the mid-semester exam period, The White. Mules found themselves
McDaniel captured the 440 and found themselves with a 7-3 rec- in hot water, as Lee Williams' club
took a second in the 880 to ac- ord. Then trouble set in and the dropped this one 72-61. Johnny
count, for nine paints of the Beta Coombsmen could only win two Libby wee outstanding for the vic-

With the
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Allen Hetherington's

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David

Mack suede

This combina-

shoes.

tion,

so unusual in local circles,
Provoked us to make a few inquiries. This cool cat willingly answered our many questions about the
clothes, jargon, and habits com-

mon

to his cult

The well dressed

cat at a quiet
function would

really

make

Awarded Three
Or

the cats wail.

per-

haps Shaggy Lewis and his band is
appearing at Broad Cove in Hingham, an occasion for some cool
dancing. The cats and kiddies dig
a "dirty boogy", or "shag". One of
their favorite "shag" steps is the
"freeze", which will probably be
banned in Boston before long.
If one cat spies a "Marilyn"
dumb, nice looking, broad
chances are he'll tell his companion to "light your lamps on that".

—
—

A "square"

is

"somebody who don't

have dig it"; a "cube" is "really the
pair of limits" of squaredom; and if a cat
leather lights hl» lamps on a square's
shoes set off by square he might say, "he's cuber
small suede han you guys". Flannels and
strips. His trou- *rhite bucks, incidentally, are "Joe
sers would be a Campus" trademarks and get a
light color with "square" rating. If a cat "pulls a
a deeper shade half dozen" on you, you're looking
running up the down the losing end of a six-inch

probably

a

on

black

seams.

good

A

15-inch peg would be in

Hi6 coat, which would

taste.

knife.

When we

ready to

finally got

match the pants, would probably leave the cool one he wanted to
hang within Ave or six inches of know if I were going to "die" so
his knees. One or tw hook but- early. "Yeh," I replied, "I gotta
tons in the vicinity of his belt line,
lapels sufficiently far apart to reveal lots of a black velvet shirt,

hit the lilly whites."

Back To College
At the University of Maine three

and puffed shoulders complete the houses charged with violating the
Accessories would include a school's regulations concerning the
slim jim tie, probably yellow to use of alcoholic beverages have
match the black shirt, and a blue been placed on social probation for
pork pie. Watch chains are on the the rest of the spring semester.
way out, we were told. The shirt, The violations did not occur at a
incidentally, would probably be a regularly
scheduled
party.
A
"Mr. B." This indicates a winged fourth house ended a term* of social
collar about ready to take off. If pro which began after Maine's
the weather demanded an over- homecoming week end. The group
coat the cat would appear in a "had committed violations with
light colored, (if it's almost white mixed groups at a regular social

coat.

really sharp) buttonless model
that is tied at the waist with a
cloth belt.
The orange and rust garb described above is saved for occasions
when the cats and kiddies are going to have a good wail. The pants
in this case would have an extreme
peg, 12 inches or less, or might even
have a "bottleneck peg." This
simply means that the trousers
have a full knee and are pegged
from there down. The kiddies
might also appear in pegged pants
and suedes, but our informer
claims that they're more likely to
it's

function."

Rushing

Open Season
underway

is

*

Amherst

Different Prizes

try from whose bourn no traveler
returns" excepting always the
lucky registrar of super-terrestrial
events, the author. May I suggest
that the plot is somewhat shaky
and contrived? The bit of offensive reconciliation at the protracted finale adds nothing (except action) to the lengthy, uninteresting, and sophomoric conversation which consumes most of
the play.
Given the play, the actors did as
much as could be expected. James
Dewsnap. as the right-hand man
of the "old man" is hardly impressive enough to be a courtier at the
,

celestial palace,

but his lines were

delivered effectively with that
aura of mystery conjured up by
the macabre music Mr. Brewer
composed for drum and piano. John
LaCasce, as the sophisticated scorner of less intelligent men than he,
talked the part with great ease
and suavity. He was rsponsible for
the only brilliant thing in the
play, a gesture of the hand as he
smoothly withdraws it from the
dreaded screen to the final abiding
•
place.

Janet Hall, as the Christian girl
who has been falsely accused of
leaving a knife in her employer's

who has been

back and

executed

plays

the part uninterestingly

I

have no doubt.
Donald Rayment brought an element of emotion badly needed to
contrast with the sophistication of
John LaCasce and the sterility of
the play. His part gave him little
opportunity to display any sort of
ability except that Of speaking
also

like

End. They're going places.

word for music is
The disc tossers with

cool

WBMS

—

—

"Landlord rung my front door bell.
Let it ring for a long, long spell.
I went to the window ^and peeked
through the blind.
And asked him what was on his
mind.
.... Money, Honey."
-or

—

"If

you don't
honey.

Why

like

my

peaches,

Rindge Tech, Phillips
Exeter Finish First
Inlnterscholastics
(Continued from Page 3)
with Reavis, accounted for all of
Somerville's points.

my

Deering High ran the fastest
time for Maine teams in the relays
Guess who? Be sure to attend to win the highly coveted Portland
the "Battle of Wits."
Evening Express trophy. Running
in the foursome for coach Buck
Russell Hits Hypocrites Harvcll were Phil Haskell, Tommy
Baggs, Johnny Baggs and Jim
Chapel Talk; Penza.
In
Dick Destcfano of Barrington
won
the shot put throw in the high
Should Act Ourselves
school division with a heave of
On March 7 Professor Henry G. 49 feet, 5>4 inches. Ed Boynton of
Russell, Associate Professor of Re- Governor Dummcr won the prep'
ligion, spoke at the chapel service. school competition with a toss of
The subject of Professor Rus- 50 feet, l'i inches.
"Hypocrites and
Larry Fawcett of Huntington
sell's talk was
Hypocrisy." He pointed out that was a double winner in the prep
Jesus condemned hypocrites more school division. Fawcett won the
than ho did murderers and thieves. 1000 yard rim and also the mile.
This condemnation of hypocrisy His time in the mile was 4:48.2. His
has been true of all religious lead- team-mate Don McCarron was resfor Huntington's other
ers, moralists, and philosophers. So ponsible
universal has been this denuncia- first with a win in the 600 yard
tion of hypocrisy that one might run. McCarron turned in a time of
easily sympathize with a hypocrite 2:18.6.
Bill Colby of Medford captured
The speaker indicated that we
arc all hypocrites in some form or the mile run in the high school
another and though we hate hypo- division with a time of 4 and 173
crisy, arc really not free from it. minutes. Baker of Dedham won
He defined hyprocrisy as an act of the 1,000 yard run edging Smith
feigning to be what one is not. Fur- of Rindge.
The team of Mellini, Romas, Dcthermore he stated that there are
two kinds of hypocrites— those who vegh and Benson won the relay for
give a false appearance of good and Exeter with a 2:13.3 time. Huntacthan
they
ington did not finish the relay
those who act worse
as it may against Exeter. Governor Dummer
tually are. Surprising
toward a self- had the second best time for the
seem, the tendency
is more pre- prep school meet with a time of
hypocrisy
derogatory
than the other 2:15.2. Tabor was behind Dummer,
valent in our age
a half of a second slower.
form of hypocrisy.
As a panacea for this hypocritiHelp your house take the top
Professor Russell sugcal nature,
trying to act prize of $70. It's worth it.
gests that we cease
evil, but instead act
better or more
ourselves
He
natural and be
is a hard thing
'Harvey'
aerees that this
but attributes it
for people to do;
"Harvey," a Pulitzer Prize play
we do not know
to the fact that
enough. Through made into an entertaining movie,
or trust ourselves
experimentation, trial and error, is the title of the film to be shown
we will be able in Sills Auditorium on Saturday
and slow growth
afternoon, March 13.
ourselves better.
to eet to know
The story concerns Elwood P.
Professor Russell feels that duryears we will have Dowd and his friend, Harvey, a
college
ing our
to learn to know six foot rabbit, who is nearly comthat opportunity
Many avenues mitted to an asylum by Elwood's
ourselves better.
to us for investiga- sobersided family. But Elwood and
will be opened
innate selves. If we Harvey turn the tables, with avention of our
of these oppor- gence, while bringing friendship
take advantage
to accept our- in
into the lives of all around them
Unities and learn
then we will be fat the same time
as we are,
%
more frankly
The movie stars James Stewart,
judged
dv to be
Peggy Dow, and Josephine Hull.

do you shake

tree?"

Sunday

To Be Shown

to us, with a power derived from
the great conflict within himself.
The technique of the play is an interesting one, for the father is
fully developed before he appears
on the stage through the ideaconflict of the mother and son. As
in classical drama, the soul of the
protagonist is seen only in fhe crisis. The exposition is developed at
great length; the father appears
and resolves the problem by exemplifying the conflict in a primary
rejection of the hold of a grasping
faith and then through a really
tragic submission to a force he
cannot overcome. The denouement
must not be seen as an affirmation
of faith in faith. It must be seen
as the surrender of a weak man
who has not the courage to renew

[Continued from rage 1]
and what kind of a tribunal should
be established to insure the system's success.
In the miscellaneous discussion
group the question of the important of athletics in the college program was spoken* of at some
length. The problem of alumni
pressure to admit good athletes
was considered to be one of the
main aspects of the general athlet-

Four ROTC Students
To Join Intelligence
of photo interpretation and will
concentrate his work on soil con-

ic situation.

Counselling was also discussed in
the miscellaneous section. Many
schools have student counselling
organizations as well as similar
faculty groups.
Conclusion
In conclusion it must be said
that because of the uniqueness of
the Bowdoin situation the delegates do not feel that too much

was gained from attending the
Brown Forum. The delegates would
like to see a smaller conference,
including colleges whose enroll-

Tourney

her own powers. The conflict is
presented concretely through the
mother's faith in the sign she has
received as a presage of her husband's success in being awarded a
business position of some importance, the consequent disillusion
and rejection of heavenly guidance
by the unsuccessful father and
husband, and the ultimate inability
and weakness of the father to escape from the vassalage he has
given to a faith which assumes the
responsibility of his destiny unto
itself,

and

takes'

away whatever

dignity man may have in deciding
for himself his destiny.
This, essentially, is the problem.
It is presented with a great deal of.
vividness and exactitude. But, too
often, for the. sake of an
over-

whelming

effect, the author has
allowed exaggeration to ovcrsway
other elements present in a character and to produce one-sided people. This is particularly true of the
mother and of the son .who present
antipodal attitudes. iNothing redeems the mother frdm her monomania. Driven home again and
again with sledge-hammer accuracy, the mother becomes more and
more one of Joyce's mad nuns crying out in her insanity to her bridegroom, Christ. The scientific denial of the religious, of the supernatural, is equally drawn to an exteme in the son. Nothing ties the
son to his mother. The pregnant
daughter is clearly her mother's
daughter, who exemplifies clearly
the hold her mother's fanaticism
exercises. Nevertheless, the complete lack of influence of the mother on the son remains inexplicable.
Admitting these exaggerated, although effective types which give
a sharpness to the conflict at the
expense of a certain subtlety, it is
yet remarkable to see side by side
a balanced, "believeable portrait
given to us in the father. He is the
protagonist of the play around
whom the antithetical forces, represented outwardly by the fanaticism of the mother and the rugged
individualism of the son, and inwardly by the struggle of a man
to make himself responsible for his
life and the temptation to dispose

a tremendous counter in Mr. March 1. The winning team was
Hetherington's exposition of a ba- comprised of Dennis King and
John Brewer who each received as
This is a fine morality play, done first prize purchases at the Union
with a great deal of clarity of Store equivalent to the sum of
characterization of protagonist and' $3.00.
the forces of good and evil strugThe runner-up team was made
gling for his soul. Factors which up of Ted Lazo and Bill Gardner
no doubt influenced the decision of each of whom were awarded $2.00
the judges w,ere the clearness of in purchases at the Union Store
sic conflict.

and extreme clearness of
sympathethic person. Both parts
play was con- came through well, and as long

The acting in this
sistently high. Ann Merrill, as the as these two held the stage alone,
religiously obsessed mother, skill- the tension of personalities in attifully played the strongly emotion- tudes and in lines was maintained
al nature which finally causes the The play was marred at the very
tragic results. Gesture, line, and end by the intrusion of the young
emotion were integrated into a author and his latest lady who
highly distinct and strong person- added little to the value of the
ality. Albert Farrington, as the play and did considerable damage
father whose being is torn in the to the otherwise scintillating proconflict between individual respon- uction. Beeson showed in his two

and dependence on an easy plays, and particularly, in the latdeserved the award given ter, a talent for drama at a sophhim. To be sure, the part was the isticated level, trenchant language,
best-written bit of the evening, and a sense for the psychology of
but a good deal of contrast was an artificial, veneered, level of sobrought out by the action in the ciety. Contrasted with the violent
climax where a spontaneous asser- emotionalism and stark intensity
tion of the father's own strength of Hetherington's play, Beeson
is immediately followed by a re- gave his audience mannered emolapse into weakness of courage. tion and conflict toned down
As the only believably human per- throughout by the right work and
son in the play Al brought a great the right gesture. The intensity of
deal of sympathy to the conflict he his play concealed itself in a nonembodies. Maureen Routhier was chalant technique. Coming as it
well-contrasted to her brother, did after xttte exaggerated and
played by George Packard, who clear-cut examination of conflict
evoked the fanaticism of the scien- in The Sign, Beeson's plays gained their effect through subtlety
tific skeptic convincingly.
Bill Beeson's two plays. The and sophistication what HetherMan Who Was Out To Lunch, and ington achieved by violent simpliDark Ladies tied up the evening city and strong emotionalism.
The plays were judged on the
delightfully. Following the highly
emotional winner, the sophisticat- basis of best production, best dired sparkle of Beeson's duo made a ector, best actor. Confusion must
great hit. The first play combined continue to reign in the judges'
wit and feeling to produce a tender chambers if these criteria are foldomestic piece of pathos. Concern- lowed. Does not the effectiveness
ed with the failure of a successful of a play which determines whethliterary man to respond to a love er it is best or not depend largely
offered him, Fred Wilkins as the on the effectiveness of production?
man 'out to lunch' performed the Does not the best production of a
smoothest performance.
Nancy play necessarily entail the best
McKecn >as the disappointed wife' direction? Does not the best actor
whose love is refused and who,, primarily depend on the best play ?
turns for affection to a young au- A poor play will hardly give the
thor portrayed sympathetically a best actOr a chance to display his
typical role.
William
Beckett talents. I should like to suggest
rounded out the eternal triangle that the awards of prizes depend
with a somewhat indistinct enun- too much on circumstances beyond
ciation although with appropriate the control of the individual contestant. The Masque & Gown could
warmth and sincerity.
Dark Ladies, the better of Bee- perhaps find a more equitable
son's two plays in my opinion, was scheme which would allow for
an ultra-sophisticated study of the less circumstantial factors and
women in a young author's past. more rigid evaluation of individuar
The play devotes itself for the achievements.
most part to the meeting of Jared
Turner's literary discovery. Sylvia
Trahernc, a possessive woman, collector of promising young artists,
with Judith Lowery, a critical
friend of the young artist, who interests herself in the young man
Brunswick, Maine
sibility

faith,

'

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

and becomes

his spiritual

and ar-

tistic adviser. Connie Aldrich as
the catty and grasping Sylvia Trahernc brought to the part self
jealousy, and grasping egocentri-

city

effectively
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with

contrasting with

Mary Murphy
also
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Varsity Debaters Split
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March

with
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with
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Lumber Co.

Brunswick, Maine

Himalayan Mountains

Shown In

Clea veland

An exhibit of prominent Himalayan mountains composed of photographs, charts, maps and articles is now on display in the front
hall of the Parker Cleaveland
Chemistry Building.
Dr. William C. Root, Professor
of Chemistry, and Leroy D. Cross,
Faculty Secretary, collected and
set up the display from materials
on permanent file at the library
and from their own collections.
Prominent in the display is a
large map of northern India; Pakistan, Burma, Nepal, northeastern
Afghanistan, Bhutan and Tibet.
Mountains labeled on this map are
Everest, 29.141 feet; K2, 28,250;
Annapurna, 26,658; and Gashcr-

brum

II,

26,362.

Annapurna and

Everest have been conquered in
1950 and 1953 respectively.
World's Highest Mountain
Two of the most striking pictures, showing sunrise on Everest
from the Kharta Glacier,, and sunset from Rongbuk Valley, are in
color. Other pictures of Everest
show the north face and northeast
spur, and an aerial view of the
summit.
K2 is shown from the Godwin-

Austen glacier

in

two panoramic

April Fool's Day they will sing in pictures. Another
picture is of
Memorial Hall in commemoration Mustagh Tower, a monolith with
The Student Recital group, fea- of the 100th anniversary of the dis- no spurs or ridges. Nearby Kangturing the same lineup as that covery of the North Pole. At this chenjunga, third highest mountain
which performed at the Union in time Commander MacMillan will in the world, is shown in several
January, traveled to Hebron on receive the Bowdoin Prize.
12 by 18 black and white photoT.V. Too
Sunday, March 7, where they put
graphs.
The Meddies, besides appearing
on a concert under the leadership
of Robert Beckwith. In the spot- at most of the Glee Club concerts,
Watch "Halftrack" Ochoa, and
light were Dan Hayward, baritone will appear on television twice. On
soloist, and Dave Starkweather, March 21 they will be on NBC-TV "Sweetwater''
Dane, and other
clarinet soloist. Also included were in New York. This program will great hoop stars mix up in the
a recorder duet and a six-man be carried by 78 T.V. stations Campus Chest basketball tilt Frithroughout the country. On April day evening.
brass ensemble.

Concert At Hebron

MEET YOURSELFlO YEARS FROM NOW
Ever wonder what you'll be like when the class of '54 holds
its 10th reunion? If you started to work for one of the
Bell System companies after graduation, here's a pretty
good idea.
INTERESTING, RESPONSIBLE WORK: Perhaps a Commercial
Manager, the company's representative and spokesman to as
many as fifty thousand customers. Or a Transmission Engineer, helping to provide the telephone needs of an entire

Or a Supervisor

in the Traffic Department, responsible

for the speed and quality of local and long distance service
in several cities and for the personnel relations of a large
of employees.

ME

WE MAKE

SURE THESE
PUCES TO 00: The number
men hired is related to the number of administraand technical positions expected to be available in the
next 10 or 15 years. It is our policy to fill these positions from

Brunswick Branch

—

tive

within our organization!

ARTS, SCIENCE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND
ENGINEERING GRADUATES are among our particular needs.

The

specific degree

your college

James Stewart
June Allyson

News

BUILDING SUPPLIES

will

Exhibit Of Prominent

of college

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday
Wednesday-Thursday

Welcomed

FUEL

Philip Stewart '57.

program will feature the Brahms
Four varsity debaters of Bow- Requiem and a Meddiebempster
doin split two debates with the medley. Before leaving the Bay
University of Connecticut on the State the club will give a solo-type
topic of a national policy of free^ concert in Quincy on March 20.
trade here at the college March 6. Then, to complete the home-andEach institution upheld both the home series with Conn. College, the
affirmative and the negative. Bow- club will appear in New London
doin's affirmative team of Sanford March 21 to again jointly sing the
Kowal ,"56, and Morton L. Price Requiem, this time conducted by
'56, won their debate. William J.
the Chairman of the Music DepartBockett '57 and George Howland ment at Connecticut College, Ar'57 lost the negative. All but Price
thur Quimby.
were new to Bowdoin debating.
Spring Tour
Price has represented Bowdoin in
The annual Spring Tour will
numerous contests.
open this year on March 25, in ConThe debates were judged by cord, Mass., where the club will
Kenneth G. Ainsworth, Instructor give a solo concert. On the followin Economics, and Warren B. Cat- ing night the singing group will
lin, Daniel B. Fayerweather, Pro- be in Rye, N.Y., for another solo
fessor of Economics and Sociology, performance. One day later they
Emeritus.
will be in New York City as guest
The debating council will send of Hunter College for a combined
two teams to a Brooklyn tourna- Requiem sing. On March 29 the
ment on March 12 and March 13. Club will be in Hyattsville, Md.,
It will also enter two teams in the where they will present a solo
New England Forensic Tourna- concert. Back in New York State
ment held at King's Point, Long the following day the group will
Island, April 29-May 1.
sing for the ladies of Centenary
College. The tour will end in East
Orange, N.J., at the Suburban Hotel where the club will again sing
Recital Group Gives
alone.
Back in Brunswick on

number
Cartoon

>"ew»

others.

&

Pops

To commence the Ivy Houseparty festivities the local singers
will appear with the Boston Pops
on Bowdoin Night, May 20. The
club's solosists for the current season are: Fredrick Wilkins '56,
James Wilson '54, Albert S. Farrington '54, Dennis King '55 and

its first tour of the season at
Lasell Junior College where the

state.

12-1S

MAJESTY CKEEFE

HIS

assuring faith, rage. Whereas the

i

Brunswick Coal

1 as visitors of this girls' school.

open

.

by

'

Return Engagement
On March 10 the Glee Club will
sing again with Hunter College,
this time in Massachusetts, before
the people at Brandeis College. The
Club will sing Brahms Requiem for
the last time of the current season
with Colby Junior College on May

be Donald P. Hayward '55, baritone; and Ruth Powers of the
Brunswick Choral Society.

Baby Tour
On March 19 the Glee Club

WCSH-TV in

Portland.

Marlon Brando

Deana Sweet's portrayal of a more
human, more charitable and more
Consult Your

10-11

7 they will appear on

Last October
along with six

King

intent

In preparations for things to
come the Glee Club has presented
several concerts in nearby townthese students,
ships before enthusiastic but someother Bowdoin
select audiences.
ROTC students, sent in applica- what
The club opened the 1953-54 seations and letters of recommendason in Saco on February 19. On
tion to the Military Intelligence
February 26 they sang at YarSchool. Selections were based upon
mouth in a solo performance.
scholastic work, both in ROTC and
Westbrook Junior College was host
in regular college courses. Kane,
and to the dub last week end for a
Southetiand,
Williamson,
dance.
Cameron will be commissioned as joint concert and
Campus Chest
Second Lieutenants, Military InIn the first major concert of the
telligence, U.S.A.R.
season Connecticut College for
Col. G. H. McManus, who issued
Women will appear with the local
the orders for the New England
group Saturday evening to higharea expressed his regret that
Campus Chest Week End
many students equally able were light
Professor Tillotson will direct the
turned down because of the limitcombined talents of the two clubs
ed quota in the Military Intelliand a 40-piece orchestra in this
gence ROTC program.
concert. The featured soloists will
servation.

himself in his old manhood. The
father sold himself to his wife's re- ments are comparable to Bowligious fanaticism in a moment of doin's .which could discuss probweakness. Drink is his weak flaw. lems pertinent to small colleges
Once his wife has taken advan- in place of a larger conference
tage of his weakness, Mr. Hether- representing so many divergent
ington realistically condemns him problems of colleges varying in
to bondage.
size.
If the play is seen as a polemic
against Roman Catholicism, the
Capture
play will be misunderstood. Any Brewer,
set of pressures would have done*
as well. The tightly-knit organiza- Recent Bridge
tion of the church abused by the
Bowdoin's first bridge tourna
fanaticism of the highly-emotional ment of the year was staged by
nature of a woman becomes, how- the Student Union Committee on

result.

Glee Club Begins Baby Tour
Soon; Spring Trip To Follow

Continued from Page 1

unjustly, fails to get our sympathy.
That she plays the part of a 'good'
girl, I have no doubt; that she ever,

"sounds".
the largest cat following are Art
Tacher, WBMS, Boston; Symphony
Sid,
and WCOP, Boston;
and Dick Outlaw
"it takes a
good radio to get him". These
boys play cool sounds, that is, lots
of jazz, rhythm, and blues. Lyrics

clothes.

Sounds

The

1964

Bowdoin's Uniqueness

Sign'

[Continued from Page J)
other characters are mainly elicitbrie of this life to record what ed to expose the two sides of the
happens in "the undiscovered coun- father's struggle, the father comes

and, in spite of last ye 's trouble
with the 100 per cent bidding program. 93 per cent of the freshmen
polled by the Amherst Student lines well.
The production of the play was
favored total rushing. Under this
year's rushing rules fraternities interesting enough, but again, the
and members may not pay for paucity of the subject matter was
freshman entertainment and beer hardly appropriate for the lavishexcept during formal smokers. ness on the part of director spent
Frosh are not permitted to enter on mood music, stage properties,
the houses, although upperclass- and glass beakers.
Allen Hetherington's 1*e Sign,
men may visit the freshmen in the
dorms. Rushing, which was sched- the signal success of the evening
uled to begin on February 11, ac- had a trinity of good drama, solid
tually as been going on for some acting, and expert production. The
time, according to the Amherst play centers about an extreme case
newspaper. "Ride offers, fix-ups, of conflict between the pressures
movie invitations, room visits, of an organization, in this case exdrinks and dinner groups." have emplified in the fanatic delusions of
been the means of pre-season rush- a woman, who sees in the tremors
of a statue a sign of heavenly ining the paper claimed.
tervention in the events of her
Watch the "Zany" Committee family's life, and. the essential need
during the Campus Chest Week for a man to rely ultimately on

wear "square"

The

10,

Impresses Delegates

B. Anderson '05

Hep Cat* sad

Kiddles
of the high school athletes
***> stayed at the house this week
end appeared in an orange coat,
fust colored pants, and a pair of

One

wm

—

—^———————

is

not as important as the total effect of

training.

NO MATTE! WHAT YOUR
Placement Officer soon for

employment with the

MILITARY STATUS, contact your
details on the opportunities for

Bell System.

Friday-Saturday

FIRST-AUBTO TRUST COMPANY
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

March

19-20

YANKEE PASHA
with
Jeff Chandler

Rhonda Fleming
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TALLMAN LECTURE EXAMINES

Commander MacHillan

PREJUDICE, PARTISANSHIP
B. Lyman Jr. '57
An analysis of the anatomy of "Do unto others as ye would that
prejudice and irrational partisan- they should do unto your children."
Brother Relationship
ship was the major content of the
The worst crime, as shown in
second Tallman Foundation lecture
given last Wednesday evening by Genesis, is fratricide, the killing of
Ronald Bridges '30, Visiting Pro- a brother. The brother relationship has been treasured through
fessor of Religion.
"Prisoner's Coffer" is the title the ages, so that there is a holiof the third lecture, to be delivered ness about brother and sonship. All
at 8:15 tonight, March 17, in the men are children and *ons of God,
Moulton Union lounge.
so each of us is everyone's brother.
Prejudice is much more intricate
In Genesis, after Cain has killed
and important than it originally Abel, God asks "Where is Abel thy
Describing
it
as
seems.
"piecemeal brother?" Cain answers, "I know
murder", Dr.' Bridges called it the not; am I my brother's keeper?"
closest to murder of all sins. There Judging from the punishment givis no cleancut conclusion, and the en, God's answer was "Yes".
Dr.
"dying" continues indefinitely.
Bridges thinks the real answer to
An idea which has come into the that question is "No, you are not
world recently is that we must be your brother's keeper; you are your
brothers to the whole world.
brother's brother."
are contemporary with everyone's
In the first lecture, the speaker
crises, and so their problems im- discussed the mounting complicamediately become ours. But this tions of loyalty and how they
brotherhood must start at home, work on men, and how God has
for if we cannot love our own gone down the net of loyalties to
brothers, we cannot love all the a position of fragmentary importworld. If we profess to do that, we ance.
arc just practicing a form of esDr. Bridges, a member of the
capism.
faculty of the Union Theological
Sports Biases
Seminary in New York, is teaching
The irrelevancies and inconsis- at Bowdoin for the spring semestencies of loyalties can be seen in ter on a fund started in 1928 which
sports, where they are not so dan- has
brought 21 distinguished
gerous.
We identify ourselves teachers from al' over the world
with teams, and we think the men to the faculty. Dr. Bridges, holder
on those teams can do no wrong. of seven degrees, has been active
Sometimes, people have so many in religious circles, politics, and
different biases, that they don't education.
really know how to be prejudiced.
To illustrate this point. Dr. Bridges
told a story about a Roman Cath- Finalists Picked
olic priest at a football game beContest
tween Southern Methodist Univer-

Six

i

finalists

E. Orcutt Jr.

'54, Yonkers, N. Y.;
President-Emeritus.
Donald W. Payment '54, Taunton,
Mass.; Robert N. Thurston '54,
Westwood, Mass.; Christian B. von l HI til III llOG OireSS6U
Huene '54, Brunswick, Maine; Don-

ments in life.
According to the speaker, the
most widespread and deepseated
prejudice is between man and woman. In professions and in society,
and even in church work, there is

Westman

'54.

Braintree,

Mass. Alternate is John C. Newman '54, New York. N. Y.
a great -limiting "of women's priviOld Award
leges. Often a woman as well qualThis prize is the second oldest
ified for a position as her male
undergraduate award in the hiscompetitor will be passed over be- tory of Bowdoin. It is given ancause she is a woman. No joke is nually 'to that member of the Senso amusing to another man as one ior Class who shall write and deinvolving a woman. For instance, liver the best oration." This year
an automobile accident involving the winner will receive an award
men is serious, but if a woman is of $50.
involved, the situation becomes
Two of the contestants have pre*
funny.
pared parts dealing with Bowdoin
Ridicule of Otherness
graduates. Davis' "A Senator in
Present-day man has a curious the Making" deals with the underpattern of laughing at "otherness" graduate days of Senator Paul H.
of religion, of physical character- Douglass of the Class of 1913, now
istics and the like. A person who representing Illinois in the United
is excluded from a prediliction in States Senate. Orcutt has made a
a light manner because, as an ex- study of Sergeant Prentiss of the
ample, he is fat, might just as well Class of 1826, who was born in
be heavily prejudiced against, be- Portland, Maine, and represented
cause often these small biases cut Mississippi in Congress from 1837
just as deep as more serious ones. to 1839.
Intolerance of other people and
Von Huene, elected to Phi Beta

drive all other sins, but society has
created laws to curb all these othMurder of course is illegal,
but this partial murder is often not

ers.

Omega.

even frowned upon.
Dr. Bridges uses this device to
remind himself to judge others objectively. He says all of us have
certain areas in which our judgment is nearly pure and that we
should project problems into that
area of purest motives. He feels he
is nearly unbiased with his children, so he judges others in terms
of his children. He asks himself,
I

be treated?"

want my children
His golden rule

Davis is a member of Psi Upsilon
fraternity and prepared at Saugus
High School. At college he is a
member of the staff of the undergraduate newspaper.
Rayment has served as publicity

manager of the Masque and Gown
and as station manager of WBOA.

He also

sings in the Glee Club. His
fraternity is Theta Delta Chi.

Thurston has been on the Dean's

to List, served last spring on the Stuis
r Continued on Page 2"|

Coles Reports 242 Students Benefit
From College Financial Assistance
Nearly one-third of the students
at college this year are receiving
financial aid from the College, according to President James S.
Coles who described the College's
program of financial assistance in
Chapel last Wednesday.
The total amount of such aid in

and part-time
employment exceeds $210,000.
"During the current year," he
said,
"scholarship awards have
scholarships, loans,

been designated for 242 different
undergraduates. This number is
31.6 per cent of the ma'cimum registration of 768 students which
occurred at the opening of the college year. Almost one out of three
students here at the College received an award of financial assistance in terms of scholarships
or tuition remissions, such as those
made to Bowdoin Plan students.

"The total amount of aid made
available for scholarships or tuition remissions to undergraduates
for the year totaled $112,617. The
average size of the award granted
was $466. In terms of all of the
students in College this amounts
to about $147 per student. These
are outright grants, with no obligation assumed by the recipient
except to do his best
68 Students
"In the freshman class 68 students were granted some form of
scholarship assistance during the
year, almost a third of the class."
Dr. Coles stated that scholar-

Adam And Dean Guard

In Sunday Chapel Talk

Donald Hayward, baritone, was

serving as Master of Calhoun soloist in two sections, and was
particularly adroit in his interpreCollege at Yale University.
He commenced his speech by tation of his second solo. Ruth
reading the passage from Eccle- Powers, a newcomer to musical
siastes which starts "To everything circles at Bowdoin, displayed a fine
is

—

there is a season A time to be
born, and a time to die" etc. Mr.
Schroeder believes
that the
Preacher, who wrote the passage,
must have been a gentle cynic who
had no sense of life's scrabble of
letters and arranged them as rationally as he could. He considered
the device utitlized in the passage
useful for resolving tensions between "work and* play." Actually
he feels that there is no sense in
either; the passage might lead to
the development of a social schizophrenia. Mankind has always tried

A record
sum $500

good tone,
interpretation.

voice,

and sympathetic

j

j

>
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Faculty Booth
All but three houses showed improvement and the success of the
weekend was aided greatly by
faculty aid and cooperation. The

Bursar Offers Sage
Photo by Gaston

Advice To Fraternities

A

luckless student is shown above attempting to knock down photographic reproductions of faculty visages at the faculty booth in the
Observing this action is Coach Adam Walsh and
athletic structure.
Dean Nathaniel Kendrick.

faculty booth at the dance SaturIn his talk given in King Chapel day night was an added feature
which proved to be one of the eve-

last Thursday, Mr. Glenn R. McIntire, Bursar of the College, of-

fered

A. L. Greason Receives
Ph.D.

From Harvard

S.

C Meeting Short;

Week End Clears $2900

i

ning's highlights.
Compiling a perfect 100% record for general admission tickets
in addition to the top three houses

some advice which could be

followed by the officers of the various fraternities and clubs on the
j

campus.

were Delta Kappa Epsilon, Chi
and Alpha Delta Phi. ARU,
Deke, and Chi Psi all made noticeable improvements over last year's

Psi.

,

totals.

j

Activities for the week end included a "battle of wits" between
the Faculty and the students, a
Faculty-student basketball game,
a jazz concert, the annual Campus
Concert with the Bowdoin and
Connecticut College Glee Clubs
singing Brahms Requiem, and a
booth dance.

!

;

j

I

j

]

|
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Steady Growth

The

final total of

$2900 contin-

ued the record of steady improve-

ment in receipts over the years.
The 1953 sum was $2400, the 1952
total was $1700, and the 1951 figure was $1100. Also encouraging
was the total of 632 general admission tickets sold. This was an
improvement over last year's to-

j

,

tal of 584.

/

The week end opened with the
M.cffvwf&i- littii presentation of the
Faculty-Student "Battle of Wits."
,

Ehs^° ve d
_
was that/^

du

'

m?

*?• 0™?!***

r
Dean Nathanial
C. Ken-

|

in

lowing

them

which were used to keep the camp
in good running order. Instead of

the interscholastics advising
of the feeling of the students
here and what steps can be taken
to improve campus opinion towards this yearly event.
Sing Moved
The Interfratemity Sing, by
vote of the student body, has been
moved back from April 19 to April

the

i

drick's secret ambition was to be
the college doctor, while Daniel F.

Hanley's ambition was the reverse,
to be dean.
Following this in the Sargent
Gym. the Interfratemity All-Stars
and lhe Faculty "Flashes" battled
to another 32-32 tie. The "Zany"
Committee featured 6y Ralph
"Tex" Heaven's half time show
kept the events moving as close to
a full house looked on.
Featured Saturday afternoon
was the movie "Harvey" and the
jazz concert by the Polar Bear

essence of the rules

fire wood the out-going officers of
each campus organization could

Five.

Directing the Brahms Requiem
in the evening was Professor Frederic E. T. Tlllotson. The glee chibs

Seven Houses Announce

were accompanied by a 40 piece
orchestra. Conductor for the Connecticut College Glee Club was Arthur Quimby.

Of Songs For

Pie Throwing
Climaxing the week end was the
booth dance which followed the
concert Penny pitching and pie
The contest was begun in 1935
throwing contests featured the
by Professor Albert Brinkler who
~_i ,.
. ,_.
.
Only
through higher productivity boo^ while imny stu dents paestablished the Wass Cup in honor
can we increase our own standard tronized
of his predecessor, Professor Wass.
the faculty booth where
Q I living.
(Continued on Page 4)
To acquire the cup, a fraternity
must win the contest three times,
not particularly in succession.
Having received the cup, the fraternity must supply a new one.
President Sills instituted the PresI

.

Topic

Newest 'Alumnus' Features Reports

Auditorium

Photo By Gaston

Colby,

Faculty Wives Design Scenery

i

Of Three Recent College Deaths

By John R.
The February issue of the "Bowdoin Alumnus" was recently released. On the cover, there is a
photograph of the late Roscoe J.
Ham, Professor Emeritus, who died
Pi was awarded the President's on December 26. President EmeriCup. Judgement is primarily based tus Sills is the author of the aron Enthusiasm, Diction and the tide which honors the memory of
Genera! Effect
the late Dr. Ham and his wife,
The following selections have Mary, who died less than a month
been officially posted: Psi Upsilon; earlier than he did.
Shadrack, Meshack. and Abednigo
There are two other articles in
Sunset on the Bowdoin Pines. The- the "Bowdoin Alumnus" concernta Delta Chi; Meadowlands, Stars ing the passing away of prominent
Ablaze. Alpha Tau Omega; I Wish members of the college. Philip
I Were Single Again, Old Alpha. Dana '96, formerly a Trustee, OvDelta Sigma; Hanover Winter erseer, and Treasurer of the ColSong, Fraternity Song. Sigma Nu; lege, is the subject of the first.
Halls of Ivy. Delta Kappa Epsilon; George Roland Walker '02,' formLouisiana Hayride, Deke Marching erly a member of the Alumni CounSong. Zeta Psi; Listen to the cil and the Board of Overseers, is
Lambs.
the subject of the second. Both of
these articles give these men cred
it and praise for having been loyal
Bates Choir
Sing
and honorable "sons of Bowdoin."
The Bates forty voice choir will
Other features in February's issing during the Sunday evening sue of this magazine are "The New
chapel service on March 21 in Art Building Reading Room" by
keeping with a well-established the curator, Carl N. Schmaltz jr.
custom of inviting them down here and "Not All Eternal Sophomores"
to sing when the Bowdoin Glee by President Coles.
Harvard v» Bowdoin
Club is on tour.
1864
They will sing "Salvation Is
The "Looking Backward" colCreated" under the able leadership umn, always of interest to graduof Mr. D. Robert Smith. This hymn ates as well as undergraduates,
was composed by Tschesnekov, and contains many interesting bits of
is typical of many great" Russian information, a good deal of them
liturgical hymns which are meant taken from past issues of the
to be (and will be by the Bates ORIENT. The years 1884. 1904.
choir) sung a cappela.
and 1929 are all written up. Of

ident's Cup which is awarded to
the house that shows the greatest
improvement.
Last year as well as many times
O. Davis '54
mdles, to carry the heavy scenery in the past, Alpha Delta Phi won
from spot to spot as it's being pre- the Wass Cup, whereas Beta Theta

For Play On Monday, March 22

'

in receipts, the T.D.'s

J. Batal, Jr. '54.

leave enough money in their fraternity or club's treasury to get
things underway next fall. In place
of the matches this year's officers
could give next year's officers ad26.
vice on how to start next year's
program off on the right foot.
By doing this the graduating
officers will have the satisfaction
Choice
of knowing that they have contributed substantially to what will be
Interfratemity Sing
an unusually successful financial
The interfratemity singing con- year next fall from the point of
test is planned for April 19, 20 and view of the fraternities as well as
the college.
22.

Bates, Maine, and Bowdoin will
awarded on the basis of discuss the question of Free Trade.
The event, which consists of
need and ability. The fact that almost a third of the students cur- three rounds, will begin at 11:00
By Franklin
rently enrolled at Bowdoin need a.m. with four individual debates.
With a loving care that* only faand receive financial assistance in- At 1:30 p.m. the winners of the culty wives can bestow, the scedicates the domocratic cross-sec- first round will meet, and at 3 nery for the faculty play has been
pjn. the finalists will vie for top
tion of the student body.
coddled into perfection in the dust"In addition to the one hundred honors. College affiliation will not iest part of the entire campus, the
and twelve odd thousand dollars be disclosed and the debaters will "loft" of Memorial Hall.
of scholarship assistance and tui- be represented by letters.
Treating each paintbrush as tenBowdoin will be represented by
tion remissions provided by the
derly as the youngest child's
College for the current year," Paul P. Brountas '54 and William bottle, the unsung heroes of the
Hays '55 on the affirmative.
President Coles continued, "it is
college, the women behind the men
presently estimated that more than Taking the negative stand will be behind the college, quietly splat'54 and Warren
$40,000 will be provided in the Roger E. Gordon
ter paint onto canvas in a manner
form of loans to undergraduates H. Greene '56. Although Bowdoin so nonchalant, yet so expert, as
during this year. Thus in terms of was victorious in last year's event, to amaze old Rudolf Bing himself.
Bates
is
considered
to
be
"the
scholarship assistance and student
Patience and Genius
loans, more than $150,000 is being team to beat".
The scenery, designed by Mr.
The judges in Saturday's debate
made available to the students. .
and Mrs. Carl N. Schmalz of the
are
Attorney
Robert
Donovan
of
If we add to this the amount stuArt Department, will steal the
dents earn either working for the Portland, Waldo Pray of the Portshow if these talented artists have
College or for their fraternities in land Press Herald, Attorney Hertheir way. The sets are made so
bert
R.
Sawyer,
John
Jaques
of
part-time jobs during the year, we
that they can be reversed to
will add an estimated additional Portland Jr. College, and Bowdoin
change the scene and this caused
$60,000, bringing the total amount Professors Athern P. Daggett and
the girls quite a headache a week
of financial help available to stu- Cecil T. Holmes. Many of the judago. The paint on one side of the
dents to well over $210,000. This is ges are former debaters.
6et soaked through to the other
roughly $275 per student in college,
side so clearly that it would have
and it might be as much as $500
Jadaloon Notice
easily been seen from the farthest
per student who is receiving asMembers of the Clear-eyed & row in the balcony. However, with
sistance through part-time employment, loans, or scholarships." Pres- Steady-Handed Jadaloon Hunters great patience and genius this was
ident Coles also pointed out that of America and their Families are cleverly concealed, and the worscholarship assistance is available invited to the home of Mr. and ries were over.
The faculty husbands—or, rato graduates who have gone on to Mrs. Winton Navelby Thursday
ther, the Faculty—haven't been
medical school or graduate school. next to view
EASTER EGGS
entirely excluded from these actiThirty-seven students in medical
Nothing will be served.
vities. Instead the wives have put
school are receiving scholarship
Informal.
(Continued on Page 4)
them to work in the roles of pack

C

$315.35

in

with their smaller membership took the first prise of $70 with
a record of $301.10. The second prize of $30 went to Delta
Sigma with a total of $292.05. All three houses compiled a
perfect 100% record for general a dmi ssio n tickets with the

man Michael

The annual State Varsity Debate Event will take place this

when student debaters from

a
a

and booth receipts. The announcement of the awards was made by Student Council President Charles E. Orcutt '54 and Campus Chest Week End Chair-

In State Debate Event;

Saturday

receipts,

for charity as

jTjD.'s gaining the edge in raffle

Team To Beat'
Is

Although Zeta Psi took

I

•

will

grow

Campus Chest Week End.

,

Notice

The dormitories

in

was received

The final total was swelled by die top contribution records
of Theta Delta Chi and Delta Sigma.

that she is really not too oad looking and that he himself really isn't
such a bad sort of person. Finally
the boy concludes that since she
is as good as he can get and since
he is as good as she can get, maybe
[Please Turn To Page 4]

Tree Trade'

smashing total of $2,901.80

greater than last year,

result of the successful

to find time to

Bates

TD Outbnys DS; Zete In Battle
For Highest Contribution Prize

board.

acoustical conditions.

The chapel speaker on March 15
was John C Schroeder, D.D. who

ships are

i

Faculty Booth
j

do one -thing and
time to do another.
These schemes or formulas have
Kappa last June, is consistently on been sought all through history
the Dean's List and is a James and though good, are not good enBowdoin Scholar. He sings with ough. They seem to be unnatural.
the Glee Club and the Chapel He sites as
an example, the boy
Choir. His fraternity is Alpha Tau and his best girl. The boy decides

their actions springs from as normal an influence as those which

."How would

Sum Of $2900 Goes To Charity
From Campus Chest Week End Receipts

March

the tendency was towards a domination of the choruses, but this
may have been due to the bad

\

23

Record

be closed
from 8:00 pm. Friday, March 26
to 8:00 ajn. Monday, April 5, 1954.
If it is necessary to remain on
campus during the Easter vacation, see William K. Hall, Assistant
Bursar, on or before Tuesday,

in the introductory preludes which
set the moods for the choral entrances. In their accompaniment,

1

ald C.

NUMBER

1954

Mr. Mclntire started his talk by
The agenda for the Student
Harvard University has recently Council meeting Monday was quite telling the story of two men who,
conferred the degree of Doctor of short. Michael Batal '54, chairman fifty-five years ago, bought a small
Arthur LeRoy of the Campus Chest week end, re- camp in the country. They furPhilosophy on
nished it with a few essentials and
Greason, Instructor in English.
ported to the Council on the proused it for hunting and fishing
The PHD. culminates almost ceeds of the week end.
trips as well as family outings and
nine years of post-graduate study
Totals receipts amounted to
Dr. Greason received his B.A. De- $2901.80 and will be dispersed to picnics.
Nearly five generations of the
gree at Wesleyan College with the the various charities immediately
class of 1945. Following graduation after spring vacation. (A complete families of the two men who first
Dr. Greason worked a year at breakdown of receipts by individ- bought the shack have since used
Wesleyan as lan assistant to the U al house is contained elsewhere it. Numerous relatives, in-laws,
and friends, have also taken adDean. After a year's study at Har- m this weeks ORIENT.)
vantage of its facilities. A dozen
vard, he was awarded his Masters
100% Necessary
Degree in 1947. For the next four
it was decided that in future or more Bowdoin alumni have used
years Dr. Greason again returned years in order to be considered for the camp on one or more occasions.
fellow.
teaching
Harvard
as
a
to
g rs t or second place prize a house
While there he also worked 6n his mus t have 100% sale of general
Two Boles
Doctorate. Dr. Greason's Doctoral admission tickets. The prizes will
The original owners of the shack
Thesis, on the political journals of be then awarded on the basis of established two rules to be followHenry Fielding, was completed the total amount from the sale of ed by all who used the shack. They
this past summer and presented raffel tickets plus boothmoney.
were (1) always leave enough fire
early in the fall. An article from
President Charles Orcutt '54 wood for two fires when leaving,
his thesis will be published this spoke to Dean Kendrick and Mai and (2) leave a box of matches in
summer.
Morrell about the problems which a can placed on a shelf for that
To qualify for his PH.D. Dr. arise from the annual interscholas- purpose.
Greason made extensive studies in tic track meet Mr. Morrell wishes
The majority of the users have
many of the world's modern and to make clear the fact that the followed the rule assiduously. But
Besides athletic department will fully com- last fall when two members of the
ancient languages.
his Doctoral Thesis, the length of pensate the houses for damage younger generation of the owners
which excedes that of many books, done and goods stolen by these of the shack returned, they found
Dr. Greason successfully comple- high and prep school boys. Begin- neither, matches nor wood
ted his four hour oral examination ning next year the Student Council
The officers and members of
on the various aspects of language will send strongly worded letters every fraternity and student orgiven by, a six man examining to the various schools participating ganization can well profit by fol-

—

and an alternate
proceedings, so after about three were announced today for the
Class of 1868 Prize Speaking Conquarters, an excited spectator next
to him asked, "Father, aren't you test, The finals will be held April
26.
interested in football? This is a
Those selected were Franklin G.
very good game."
The priest
answered, "Suh, ahm from Texas." Davis '54. Saugus, Mass.; Charles
This rather harmless bias in sports
carries over to more serious judg-

17,

|

1868 Speaking

didn't
in the

Glee Club In Concert

By Gerard L. Dube '55
The Bowdoin Prize, one of the
College's important awards, will be
The Campus Chest Week end's
presented to Commander Donald cultural event was held in MemBaxter MacMillan of the Class of orial Hall on Saturday evening.
1898 at a special convocation in The massed voices of the Bowdoin
Memorial Hall on Tuesday, April 6, College glee club and the ConnecPresident James S. Coles announc- ticut College Choir, Donald Hayed recently.
ward and Ruth Powers, soloists.
the presentation. Professor Frederic Tillotson, conFollowing
Commander MacMillan will lecture ductor and an orchestra of forty
on his Arctic explorations. At the pieces, presented Brahms' German
conclusion of the program in Me- Requiem to an unusually large and
morial Hall, members of the Eta appreciative audience.
Charge of Theta Delta Chi, ComIn general, the performance *t&
mander MacMillan's fraternity, good, in many spots, inspiring. To
will entertain at a reception in Brahms' difficult work, the chorhonor of Commander and Mrs. uses and orchestra brought a good
MacMillan.
deal of solid interpretation and
The Bowdoin Prize was estab- performance. The soloists were
lished as a memorial to William J. consistently skillful. To admit that
Curtis, I J ..P., of the Class of 1875 there were salient flaws in the perby Mrs. Curtis and their children. formance is not to deny the cuIt is awarded not oftener than mulative excellence of the presenonce in five years to a graduate or tation. Tilly' has shown courage
former member of the College or in his willingness to choose any
a member of its Faculty "who shall work by Brahms! The complexity
have made during the period the of musical structure present In
most distinctive contribution in Brahms demands much more effoi t
any field of human endeavor." The than a work such as Handel's
Committee, consisting of the Presi- Messiah. Listening to the difficult
dents of Harvard and Yale Univer- orchestral accompaniment and the
sities and the Chief Justice of the lush Romantic complexity and inSupreme Judicial Court of Maine, terweaving of the vocal parts offer,
selected Commander MacMillan for one must give an extra 'Bravo to
the 1953 award in recognition of the performers.
his achievements in Arctic explorAlthough the choruses were at a
ation.
disadvantage in being pushed to
Commander MacMillan is the the rear of the stage and in havfifth graduate of the College to re- ing to sing through the curtitn
ceive this prize, previous recipients supporting the stage lights, they
having been the late Dr. Fred H. sang solidly and convincingly evokAlbee of the Class of 1899, an out- ing, some the solemnity and powstanding orthopedic surgeon; the er of Brahms' moving music. Only
late Harvey Dow Gibson of the in the last chorus did chaos rule
Class of 1902, a New York banker when a lack of integration among
and for many years a Trustee of the respective parts and the orthe College; Paul Howard Douglas chestra unfortunately spoiled what
of the Class of 1913, United States was otherwise a stirring work.
Senator from Illinois, and Kenneth
The orchestra, unusually large,
C. M. Sills of the Class of 1901, produced some beautiful solo work

For

and Notre Dame. He
seem to be very interested

Choir Joins Bowdoin

Prize Early In April

We

sity

Connecticut College

Bowdoin

Will Receive

By Richard

wmmm

pared and to undertake any other
back-breaking task that a good
husband should do. Faithful to the
core of their acting souls, the
menfolk have put themselves at
the disposal of the

women and

many a sweaty professorial brow
has been wiped by striped paint
cloths in that dustiest of all dusty
spots.

Wondrous

Women

Here are the names of some of
the wondrous women who, although they may not enjoy the audience's applause from the stage,
will be able to look up there and
know that they played a big part
in the production.

The Production Manager

is

Mrs.

Claire Taylor. The Scene Painters
for the performance next Monday
night are Mesdames Martha Coles,
Elizabeth Darblenet, Louise Helmreich, Margaret Norton. Clarice
Quinby, Lisl Riley and Elly Solmitz. The girls handling the properties are Mesdames Jane Benjamin, Marguerite Little, Barbara
Stern, Constance Thayer and Madeleine Tierney.
In charge of costumes arc Mesdames Erika Beckwith, Francoise
Livingston and Virginia Whiteside,

To

—

Mackay
1

j

|

;

j

'56

particular interest

is

an excerpt

from the Portland "Daily Press*
of July 6, 1864. in which an aecount of a baseball match between
the Harvards and the Bowdoins
is

given.

We

regret to report that
lost the game, 40 to

the Bowdoins
13.

This most recent issue of the
"Bowdoin Alumnus" is rounded out
by such articles as "On the Campus," "Books," "Alumni Clubs,"
"Necrology," and "News of. the
Classes."

,v

Alumna.
"Bowdoin Alumnus"

First Issue Of

The first
was published
tin

in June of 1927. AusH. MacCormick '15 was then
The magazine wag much

editor.

the same as it
Cormick wrote
sue, it "was a

is

today.

in the

As Mac-

May

1952

is-

nice little publication: pretty picture on the cover,

good news inside, syntax and prosody strictly kosher, advertisements showing that the young
Bowdoin gentleman who was in the
mode rented his tuxedo from Leclair and Gervais, bought his books
at Chandler's and his clams at
New Meadows, and could while
away his idle hours with Dr. Louis
Hatch's new history of Bowdoin.;*
The February issue of the "Bowdoin
it*

Alumnus" certainly fulfills
keeps Bowdoin
it

purpose:

alumni at" home and abroad in
touch with the College, their
friends and classmates.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmam
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Campus Chest ticket is getting to be a real stinker. He's lethouse down in the pinch. If he doesn't buy a ticket,

M ^W
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Rude Students Demonstrate
Disrespect In Sunday Chapel
,

If

the

on

his

We

cannot tolerate such high pressure tactics as these,
even for the sake of charity. Our evidence that such tactics
have been used is not hearsay; we witnessed several incidents
of this kind with our own eyes.
Some will argue that there must be some incentive to encourage people to contribute to charity.
But here again We
maintain that there is a limit on how far one may go. In community chest drives of various cities and towns there is usually
a goal set as to the amount which should be raised. Publicity
in all its many forms is used extensively to encourage contributions. But there is no competition among towns or cities in the
same geographical area for a monetary prize. No stipulation
is set as to the minimum each individual should contribute. Nor
do community chest workers go from door to door using high
pressure tactics to get contributions.
If the situation does not
exist in towns and cities, why should it exist on a college
campus? Does the incentive have to be so strong to make peo-

We

ple contribute?

NEW YORK,

MADISON AVE

Cricaoo

also his

is

for not contributing, such as financial dif-

and most important, the amount which he

ting his

Bruce N. Cooper '54
Assistant Business Managers

.

it is

It is for the above reasons that we strongly disapprove of
the current situation on campus.
The fellow who doesn't buy

Robert C. Shepherd '57
Business Manager

James A. Cooke

gives

a

John W. Maloney
Edward P. Parsons
Peter Schmalzer Jr.
Richard W. Greene
John R. MacKay

John Ranlett
r.

fine;

Jai.ies L. Doherty '55 the house won't have a chance of winning the prize.
Robert H. Glover '58
Gerald M. Werksman *57 house loses, a part of the responsibility will fall directly
shoulders.

C. Jacobson '57
Herbert A. Miller '57

Werner

'55

'54

Simonds '57
S. Potter Jr. '57

Finally

ficulties.

Charles S. Christie '55
Sport* Editor
Joseph Y. Rogers '55
Sport* Staff

Russell B. Crowell '55

John

Jr. '57

'54

Charles N. Janson LaPalme

Delcour

Lyman

is

think not.

We have some suggestions to make which we feel would
improve the present situation. First, we would eliminate the
monetary prizes. We can't see why a fraternity should be reimbursed just because it contributed the highest percentage of
any house on campus.
Secondly, to preserve the

week end, we would

Campus Chest Week End

like to see a little

nality as regards the activities offered.

as a

more ingenuity and origiThe quiz panel and the

After the shameful exhibition which occurred in chapel
basketball game were both successful the first time they were
last Sunday a period of reflective thought
should be devoted to
presented, but the novelty has worn off.
our chapel system here at Bowdoin. More important than this,
We are writing this now because we feel that the present
however, is the fact that such rudeness and poor taste should
situation can grow progressively worse in future years.
It is a
be brought ro the attention of the guilty persons involved
problem which warrants the attention of every student 01^ this
most of whom were of the freshman and sophomore class.
campus.
Any visitor to the college must have been shocked and
dismayed by the gross display of bad manners presented by a
small faction of unthinking underclassmen. It seems quite in- Silent Synchronization
Finalists Picked For
credulous to think that a harmless, misbehaving puppy could
Sets Student Success
1868 Speaking Contest
cause such a commotion among the students sitting in the last
[Continued hrom Page J]
The ROTC Drill Teams have
two sections of chapel. Any student sitting near the dog could
done exceedingly well in their ap- dent Council, and is
a member of
have easily taken him out before the whole assembly had cen- pearances on WCSH-TV in Portthe band. Last year he was the
land.
tered its attention on him.
winner of the Stanley Plummer
On
the basis of their perform- Prize Speaking
Contest. He is a
Herein an apology to Dr. Schroeder, President Coles, and
ances, the teams have a very good
member of Alpha Tau Omega fratto any visitors attending Sunday chapel in order to hear
Dr. chance to qualify for the final com- ernity.
Schroeder's fine message.
Not all Bowdoin students, only a petition when the best four teams
Westman, a member of Delta
very small part of them, are as rude as one would suspect after will qualify for first, second, and Kappa Epsilon, prepared for Bowthird places.
doin at Thayer Academy.
witnessing the unfortunate occurrence. However, it is too bad
The College has already sent two
Orcutt has participated in many
that such a small group can give the college an unfavorable teams to the educational program debates and speech contests while
which WCSH-TV sponsors to ac- at college. He has been
name.

—

-,

quaint viewers with the functions

rhe incident itself might have gone unnoticed by the of the military and civilian defense
ORIENT had it been the only one of its nature to occur this units in the state. Other teams
from Bowdoin will appear on
year.
But the problem of poor manners in chapel has become
March 17 and April 7.
worse and worse each week. To be sure, many chapel talks are
The members of the second team
anything but inspiring; and many times it is very difficult to hear to participate were Drill-Master
John D. Gardner, '56, and squad
in the last two sections of the chapel.
But that is no license for members Benjamin G. M. Priest,
ungentlemanly conduct.
'56, John W. Albert, '57, Peter T.
The problem of poor chapel talks is something which the C. Bramhall, '56, and Robert P.
Warren, '56. The team members
students cannot correct directly.
Perhaps, however, if we are chosen from the ROTC Drill
showed more interest the speakers might try to be better. On Platoon which practices twice a
the other hand, Dr. Schroeder's talk was very good; it was week to perfect difficult maneuvers which are not contained in
something worth /listening to. Yet, even with a good speaker
the basic drill formations. One of
the students weraf deprived of hearing him because of a few un- the outstanding features of the
team which acquired considerable
thinking students.
at Portland was tie fact
Maybe there is much to be said for the underclassmen who notice
that the team synchronized their
believe that they should not be forced to attend chapel. Many movements by silent count, rather
than
by
the regular shouted comcomplain that it is too religious for the secular and too secular
mands.
But the fact remains that whether or not we
for the religious.
consider the chapel as a House of God, certain respects should
be paid to the speaker no matter how good or bad he is. Any
student at Bowdoin should possess enough self-restraint to sit
for twenty minutes each

still

pleted his required

number
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Batal Delivers Thanks;

Junior Wants Changes

!
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'
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THE EASTER BUNNY ISSUE
or

A LETTER TO LARRY

Week End

President
of the Debating Council and this
semester is President of the Student Council.
Newman is a member of Psi Upsilon fraternity, and prepared for

Bowdoin
School

at

in

Marblehead

The man who won't
often

won't

is"

High

Massachusetts.

married to a

act his age

woman who

Government

—
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Student

Patronage
Solicited

Bank
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Whiteside, and others."

Michael

J. Batal, Jr.

.

\

.,

A careful
driving to court to answer a sumfor speeding.

Member

of

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

mons

tell hers.
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Jon* Groer soys:

"I

was

a band singer when a picture
magazine asked me to pose
in the

new

WAC

uniforms.

Hollywood saw my picture,
liked it and overnight I was
in movies.
it

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE

chapel until he has com-

funny ears, and a pink wiggly nose,
and the cutest little puff of a cotton tail ever. He was wearing a
derby hat and a flower pot. There
was a begonia in it.
He said that he had come up
here to see a moving picture about
one of hfe relatives. Harvey it was

Success
(Not too long ago, a letter came
In Student
to us here. at the Orient, office.
Michael J. Batal, Jr. '54, chairIt was a letter which was to bring
Sir:
Dear
man of the Campus Chest Committears to the steely eyes of even the
tee for the Student Council issued
In light of the recent contro- most cynical and hard-bitten news
the following statement of acthe hound on the stall. Lying there so called.
in
versial issues discussed
knowledgment for publication in
He said that we human beings
Orient on student apathy and the demurely among the press releases,
the ORIENT:
relative unimportance of the Stu- sheafs of foreign dispatches, gum Wave no idea what he, as an Eas"I wish to thank each member dent Council on this campus as wrappers/flies, and pencil ends on ter Bunny First Class, must go
of the student body/ the Faculty, compared with others, I would like the editor's old oaken desk, who
through. Why, some of those fancy
and the administration for their to suggest that one of two changes who pray?
could have guessed eggs with the tulips inside which
part in making the Campus Chest be adopted:
that this small little wee gray en- he is called upon to lay simply exWeek End the great financial, and
velope and its contents would so haust the poor thing.
1) The present Student Council
social success that it was. The toOh, what awful friends you must
being no more than a weekly inter- change the lives, renew the faith,
tal receipts of $2901.80 which tophave, Larry, telling you a thing
fraternity meeting, it would seem touch the hearts, and raffle off
ped last year's total by $500 is
sleeve of care from like there is no Easter BUnny.
that a strong house Presidents the knitted
only one indication that the objecdisenchantCouncil could best satisfy this around the furrowed brow* of They are disillusioned,
tives and purposes of the week end
these men-of-iron, cynical and ed, warped and bitter souls, your
need. This would enable the Stuhave been met. It is impossible to
neudent Council to be composed of hard-bitten as they were? Who playmates. They are hatching
personally, thank each person who
roses hand over teakettle. Of
representatives from the athletic would have thought that this letaided in the endeavor. However, I
simple mind of course there is an Easter Bunny,
teams, the Presidents Council, the ter, product of the
would like ,to acknowledge individand
U.N.
written
and
simple
child,
simply
and
a
Santa
Claus,
and
a
a
various activities covered by the
ually my thanks in this statement
Just
all those things like, that.
blanket tax and the student body in simple language, would have
to a number of people, realizing
news
wrung
sobs
from
editor, Keep believing and all your dreams
a
give
as a whole. This would then
full well that
I have probably
I've alus a strong body to meet and deal tears from a sports writer who will come true. Take me,
omitted the names of others whose
in, moans from a copy ways believed
in storks. Mother
with student-administration mat- happened
help was indispensable.
boy, and an anguished wail arising said the stork brought me, and who
ters.
from the lowest depths of the soul could be more right .than a feller's
"I would like to thank Barry
2) If it is felt that (1) is not
own mother. I mean gosh, Larry.
of this columnist?'
Nichols whose experience and adstrongly recommend
feasible,
I
I remember once I beat the bejeepOh, who indeed?
vice based on last year's Campus
that the election structure of the
Well, anyway, here is the. pre- ers out of another kid when he
Chest was of great help. Vice-Presvarious fraternities be changed so cious thing printed much as we tried to tell
me babies came under
ident Bela Norton of the College
that the Student Council represenreceived it. It was written pains- cabbages. Indeed ?
and Gerald. Lewis of Station
be the first man elected af- takingly in a heavy childish hand
So I say again, there is an EasWCSH in Portland aided in the tative
ter the house president. As I unand liberally sprinkled with blots ier Bunny. There is, there is, there
publicity of the week end to peoderstand the system to work in of that dear old rust brown public is. (By Harvey out of Flopsy, I
ple outside the college community.
most houses, every officer, from school ink so dear to our own believe his pedigree runs, if you
"Aiding me in the actual arpresident through sergeant-atrangements and program and tak- arms, is elected first, and then the stained childhood. That ink made should care to look him up in
.)
"Rabbits
That
us cry too
Anonymous".)
ing care of the thousand and one
student council representative is
should satisfy you and your daddy
Larry's Little Letter
little details were Dennis King,
chosen from the remanents. This is The Editor
and all your warped little playFrederick Wilkins, Robert Hurst,
not the means for the selection of
mates ....
The Bowdin Orient
Charles Ranlett, Julius Emmert,
a strong student government
Good bye for now, Larry, until
Moor Hall
David Donahue. Richard Asdour- which
can meet with determina- Dear Editor (blot)
the next crisis in your little life, I
ian, Gregory Abbott, Richard Taytion and student backing the ocMy friends tell me (tear stain) remain etc.
lor,
and Charles Orcutt, Those
casional unreasonable demands of
that there is no (blot) Easter J*.S. Say, you didn't happen to
dates who helped -in the successthe administration!
Bumy (blot and/or period) My have a sister name of Virginia, did
ful coat check Saturday night
In the interest of a STRONG dady says that if you
See it in the you, boy?. And another thing, you
should not be forgotten.
student government,
orient
it (blot) Must b(blot)eso.
signed yourself Larry H. What the
"The 'Zany' Committee of Ralph
Pleas dear editor is there a Eas- Hall is "H" for, huh ? ?
Heavens, Alden Ringquist, and
Wallace A. Stoneman '55
ter Buney
(Um. Oh dear, I feel so hypoDonald Westman deserves special
Sinserly
critical. I think I'll go wash my
thanks for their- part as does the
Larry H.
mouth out with Rye.)
Poster Committee of Richard To
the Editor:
(Notes & Errarata:
Loughry and Lon Sou therland.
In line S above, for Bumy - read
In the storeroom at the British
"Each member of the Student
Notwithstanding the fact that it
camp, the sergeant and lieutenant
Council aided me no end by mak- was the end of a great party week Bunny
In line 7 above, for Buney - read in charge were debating what to
ing the week end a cooperative ef- end, and the seats had their usual
do with the latest addition to their
fort of- the entire campus with uncomfortable stiffness, and the Bunny, too.)
A Letter To Larry
staff.
each group contributing their murals on the opposite wall had
"Blimy, if 'e ain't as thin; as a
share of funds and work.
not been changed recently, Bow- Dear Larry,
Yes, Larry, there is an Easter ramrod," the sergeant complained.
"Special thanks should go to doin students at last Sunday's
those members of the Faculty and chapel lacked anything even faint- Bunny (Buny, Bumy. Bunnie, Bun- "Wot can 'e do here?"
In
ey,
eta).
fact,
wa*
he
seen right
"Let him clean the rifles," the
the administration who willingly ly resembling courtesy, respect, or
subjected themselves to the 'Bat- common decency, just to get a here on the Bowdoin campus just lieutenant suggested.
"Clean the rifles!" shrilled the
tle of Wits' and. the basketball little amusement from the service. last week end* It, was. I, indeed,
him,
who
saw
Larry,
I
sergeant. "And 'oo's a-goin' to
and
talked
.the
game. Included should be Professor
We all know that a dog is a
Quinby whose work with, the col- man's best friend; but really boys, with him. Oh, he. has such long puU.'im through?"
lege architects all; day Friday is chapel the place to prove it ? Alforced his absence from the 'Batr though many of us do not think the
tie of Wits.'
service should be religious in na"Finally I would like to thank ture, or conducted by a minister
Donovan Lancaster who .headed (who, generally does not care to
the Faculty Booth Committee- of compete with dogs for attention)
John Sweet, Adam Walsh, and it obviously is not the place for our
Walter Szumowski. Gross receipts canine brethren, however devout
1
of this booth were $54.46 with all, they may be.
'.
prizes - being, contributed by the
To eliminiate such "funny" sitMoulton Union Dining Service. Mr. uations in the future, (contrary to
I
•
Lancaster has asked me.. to include what has not been done many
1
the names of the booth attendants times in the past) it is to be hoped
who aided in the success of the that those sitting near the enbooth Saturday night. They, are trance, will expel our four-footed
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrjck, Rob- friends with expedience, without
ert Beckwith, Edwin Benjamin, !fear of being hissed by the stuCharles Benson, Raymond Bourni- dent body.
|
First National
que, Arthur Greason, Dr. Daniel
but
"When I was a child
Hanley, Charles Huntington, Park- when I became a man, I put away
1
Brunswick,
er Johnson, Donovan Lancaster, childish things."
Eaton Leith, Walter Merrill, James
Richard Loughry '56
Moulton, Edward Pols, Ira Reiss,
David Russell, Carl Schmalz, John
Sweet,
Adam Walsh. William
Member of the Federal Reserve System and
motorist is one who is
Calls

.

'54

Dube 55

the several' fraternities in singing, athletics, debating or

On Toast

Ice Cubes

A competitive- spirit!

proper sphere.

'55

Richard B.

Franklin G. DavLs

its-

Benjamin G. M. Priest

Editors*

'57

'Feature Writer*

John M. Belka
Gerctrd L.

'57

1954

the]

'55

'56

17,

of competition but

'54

Jr. '55

Rockwood

I.

Carroll E. Pennell '56
Copy Editors

John W. Albert

among

relegated to

condone the idea

Donald W. Blodgett

George
L.

if it is

to

first

Richard M. Catalano

James AnwyU

'55

'57

Thomas

only

be the

will

something which should be
encouraged. But the competitive spirit which now exists in the
Campus Chest drive is getting a little out of hand.
Charity in our opinion, is something which should be left
to the individual.
If be wants to give money, we all appreciate
his gift because we know for what purpose it will be used and
we know that it was given in a voluntary spirit. If he does not
want to give money, that is his own concern. He may have

News FMHors

Bom

We

scholastic achievement

John B. Goodrich '55
Managing Editors

David R. Anderson

among

various houses.

No. 2i

Editor-in-Chief

acute with considerable rivalry developing
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Prom

then on,

was hard work and

perseverance."

Brunswick, Maine

of attendances.

Let us hope that no more such events

will

happen

in the

future.

H. E. B.

Wednesday-Thursday

March

17-18

THE GLENN MILLER
STORY
wit*

Charity At Bowdoin:

We

James Stewart

Like

June Allyson
also

The End But Not The Means

News

from the Campus Chest drive exceeded
record total by approximately $500, a fact which is
most gratifying. Congratulations are in order to Mike Batal
and his committee for the competent job they did in promoting
the week end into the success that it was.
But the proportions of our annual campus charity drive
have become so great in such a short period of time that certain

The

total receipts

Friday-Saturday

Match

last year's

problems have arisen which disturb us considerably.

Some

19-20

YANKEE PASHA
with
Jeff Chandler

Rhonda Fleming

News

Short Subject

of

the consequences of this successful charity drive are not as
pleasant as the results which have been achieved.

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday

The Campus Chest Week Find was originally organized so
that the college community could raise money for charity in one
lump sum over one week end. This eliminated the headache

AT HOME

which had harassed the individual fraternities of being solicited
by the various charities at different times throughout the college
year.
toto.

has also increased the contributions to the charities in
The ORIENT supported this idea then and continues to

March

with
Marjorie Mains
Percy Kilbride

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF!
find out why

Smoke only Camels for 30 days and

also

News

Camel* are America's moat popular cigarette.
See bow mild and flavorful a cigarette can be!

Short Subjects

It

support

it

Wednesday-Thursday

March 24-25

now.

JUBILEE TRAIL

years ago the Student Council instituted a plan for
to stimulate the drive for more charinterfraternity competition
prire of $70 was offered to the house which

Two

ity

31-22-28

MA & PA KETTLE

money.

Forrest Tucker

A

money in proportion to its members. The runraised the most
$30. Since then the competition has bener-up would receive

SrMtkbess

with
Vera. Balaton
also.

News

Short Subjects

&*/ flavor
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Discussion, Group,

With Faculty Flashes, 32-32

BEARINGS

By Gerald M. Werksman

'57

partment went in late in the first
Holy Cross may have won the
quarter as a (tank) unit. Captain
N.I.T. and the Knickerbockers mny
"Halftrack" Ochoa sparked a team
have won the eastern division of which included Sergeants Doggett
the -N.B.A., but the really imporand Devnier and Lieutenants
tant news in basketball circles
Wright and Cooper.
this week was made on the BowStarting the second quarter for
t

,

By.

Jowph

Y.

Rogers

'56,

ORIEXT

Sport• Editor

The efforts of Danny MacFayden to increase the amount of interfew weeks
est in college baseball are now beginning to crystallize.
ago MacFayden had sent out questionnaires to coaches of 34 colleges

A

gym floor last Friday night
the Faculty Flashes and the
Fraternity All-Stars battled to a
dramatic 32-32 draw before a
packed house.
doin

.

answered below.

The average number of games played during the season is- about
Bowdoin's schedule lists 16 games, in addition to a pair of exhibition games. Ten of the 21 teams reported no spring training trip be13 of
fore the regular season began; Bowdoin is one of these ten.
the clubs play in some sort of league, while 17 play non-league games.
Ten of the 21 teams have both league and non-league games on their
schedules, and included in this group is Bowdoin. A publicity director
for baseball is found in 14 of the schools, Bowdoin being one of those
which doesn't have one. Nine teams listed their attendance as "good",
while six clubs gave an answer of "poor" in regard to attendance
Attendance at Bowdoin games are classified as poor.
figures.
Teams which follow the American League rulings numbered 14,
and those who went by the.rules of the National League totalled four.
Nine of the 21 teams answered either that they used the rules of both
major leagues, or made no reply to the question. The American
League rules are followed by Bowdoin. 12 clubs included on their
scoreboards both innings played and runs scored as well as the number of balls and strikes on a batter. The scoreboard at Bowdoin has
only the number of innings plus runs scored. On the question of hullpeas, only seven coaches reported haying them for their own teams,
and only three have them for visiting clubs. Bowdoin has a bull-pen
for visitors as well as for their own team.
The question on whether umpires hired by a school should be required to attend a clinic conducted by the NEBCA was answered in
the affirmative in 75'^ of the questionnaires. Approval of a clinic for
the coaches was found in 14 of the replies. Both of these suggestions
have been favored by Bowdoin. On the question of holding monthly
luncheons with -representatives of newspapers and radio stations
similar to those held in basketball, football, and hockey, 16 coaches
favored the proposals, one rejected the idea, and four were undecided.
Bowdoin was one of the majority who felt it would be a good idea.
These are some of the questions to which MacFayden was intertosted in finding answers, which ranged from queries on what types of
transportation were used for away games to the number of balls
used during the season. MacFayden also encouraged suggestions on
shortening the length of baseball games. Some of the proposals which
he received were: (1) speed up the process of changing pitchers; (2)
reduce amount of time wasted by players arguing with the umpire on
first and second called strikes; (3) pitchers be forced to accept the
Catcher's choice of pitch without wasting time by shaking off several
signs; and (5) less throwing of the ball around the infield after a bat18;

ter has

made an

out.

There appears to be a difference of opinion being voiced above. Number 16 with the derby is Jack Cosgrove, Kappa Sigma representative.
The referee in the center is Harlan Prater, while Bevo" Kendrick is
presenting the argument for the faculty. The other official, who looks
like he's trying to thumb a ride, is Ron Golz.

Tufts

Whumps White

Varsity;

Frosh Trackmen Fare Better

son. Charlie Lauer,

Parker Johnson, Charlie Huntington, and Ken Ainsworth. John McKenna, Bob Cross, Ira Reiss, Ray
The faculty was coached by Nate Bournique, Bill Whiteside and Doc
"Sweetwater" Dane of the Classics Moult on led a late second period
Department. Dane made a stirring drive which sent the faculty ahead
pre-game pep talk to his players at half-time 17-12.
complete with a quote from that
In the second half the students
famous Greek General Xentee- abandoned the boxing gloves they
means.
were wearing in the first part of
Individual scoring honors went the game but were stymied hy a
to "Bevo" Kendrick of the Flashes, modified ten-man zone. With five
dean of Bowdoin in the off-season. men covering each half of the
Kendrick, playing in a highly ir- court the Flashes were able to use
regular manner netted thirty-five a shifting zone and fast break. By
-twenty-one shots missed and employing this fast break and confourteen fouls committed.
stantly feeding Kendrick the facRefereeing the game were Ron- ulty was able to retain a three
nie Golz and 'Bama Praeter. Golz point lead, 25-22, at the close of the
and Praeter jokingly officiated in third period. Highlights of the
a style remirftScent of Maine ref- third canto were a three foot foul
erees, calling imaginary fouls and shot by player-coach Dane and
letting the obvious ones go by.
two consecutive amoeba shots by
Starting for the faculty were Pat Al Gustafson. This highly specialQuinby,
Hubert Shaw, Walter ized shot which was perfected by
Szumowski, Al Gustafson and Gustafson is a combination of a
Dean Kendrick. Lou Audet wa3 two-handed set and one handed

By John E. SimoruU '57
The varsity trackmen were Wilkoy and Calkin. Wilkey cut the
soundly beaten 73-35 by Tufts on cord at 1:19.5.
Monday afternoon at the Cousens
In the 1000 yard run Wilkey
Cage in Medford, Mass. The churned the cinders for a 2:20.5
Freshman squad fared better, as triumph while Hugh Huleatt and
named as a sixth starter for the
they squeaked past the Junior Trecartin trailed him across -the
Flashes to add age and experience.
Jumboes 50-49.
finish in second and third spots
The students were represented
Tufts, in winning
its
sixth respectively. Cameron and Harvey
by one player from each house.
straight meet and completing its Levine grabbed place and show
Starting were Dick Rodman of
fifteenth consecutive unblemished points as they followed Tufts'
A.R.U.; "Moose" Friedlander of
indoor season, took firsts in nine Stengel who plodded around the
Beta; Frank Vecella of Sigma Nu;
of the twelve scheduled events and oval in a slow 4:51 mile. Cameron
Bill Nieman, AD; and Jack Costied for first in another. Brooks along with Willis Goodman gathgrove, KE.
Johnson won the 50 and 300 yard ered a first and third for the
Seeing an equal amount of action
dashes for Tufts and shared a first White in the two mile.
throughout the game were Jim
in the high jump, while Steve WilSteve McCabe picked up two Millard,
Chi Psi; Ed Langbein,
key gave them ten more points seconds in weight events for BowATO; Jack Dabney, DKE; Russ
with wins in the 600 and 1,000 doin. He came in second to teamCrowell,
Zete;
Dave Donahue,
yard runs.
mate Farrington in the shot and D.S.;
Pete Chapman, TD; Jack
Bowdoin managed to salvage was outdone only by Cogliano's
Skull, Psi U.
victories in the two mile and the 43 feet 4 inches toss of the hamThe faculty, taking full advanshot put and a tie in the pole vault. mer. Tufts swept the broad jump,
tage of a star-studded bench, subFrank Cameron took second for and Jim McAdams third place stituted freely. The R.O.T.C. Deonly
point
Bowdoin's
jump
was
in
the Polar Bears in the mile and
turned in a 10:42.5 clocking in the the high jump.
Is
This was Bowdoin's second dual
two mile which was fast enough
to give him his usual victory in meet loss this year the other bethat event. Al Farrington took the ing against MIT as against an
The volleyball season ended with
shot put with a heave of 42 feet 4 equal number of dual meet wins.
The Summary:
the A.R.U. team in first place, the
inches,
and Maynard Wallace
2, Delta
hiifh hurdles — 1. Grueffer (T)
Sigma and Kappa Sigma
vaulted over the bar at 11 feet 3 45-yard
Totman (B) 3. Collier (T). Time 6.1 sec.
inches to deadlock Collier of Tufts 50-yard .la.-h — 1, Johnson (T) 2. Wies squads tied for second and A.T.OB): 3, Alleyn* <T). Time 5.6 sec.
in fourth. A flip of the coin gave
for first place in the pole vault.
300-yard run — 1, Johnson (T) 2, CaJkin
Kappa
Sigma second place in the
In the 45 yard high hurdles Mel
<T)
3. Alleyne (T). Time 33.9 see.
run — 1, Wilkey (T) 2. Calkin records. They play A.T.O. in
Totman was relegated to second 600-yaril
the
:1».5
(T)
t, Trecartin (B). Time
place by Grueger of the home team 1.000-yard run — 1. Wilkey (T) 2. Hule- first game Wednesday night while
att (B)
B). Time 2 :20.5
3. Trecartin
A.R.U. takes on Delta Sigma in
who skipped over the barriers in One-mile
Gimrun
1. Stentrel
<T)
2
the second game.
6.1. Dave Wies took second in the
eron (B) 3. Levine (B). Time 4:51
run — 1. Cameron (B) 2, NooA.R.U., undefeated throughout
50 yard dash behind Johnson who Two-mile
nan (T) 3. Goodman IB). Time 10:42.5
the regular season, boasts a wellwent from block to tape in 5.6 35-lb. hummer
1. Cotrliano (T)
2. McIB) 3. Calahan (T). Distance 4:t'4" balanced team led
Cabe
seconds.
by Jerry Gold1.
FarrinKlon (B): 2, McCabe
Shot put
(B); 3. Callahan (T). Distance 42'4" stein, Al Werksman and Jerry SolThe Pachyderms swept all three Broad
jump
Kaucon (T) 2. Schuler omon.
1,
places in the 300 and the first two
(T)
3. Collier (T). Distance 20'llJ"
Kappa
Sigma is also strong this
slots in the 600. Bowdoin managed Hiirh jump — 1. Tie between Johnson and
BoweritiK both (T); S, McAdams (B). year with four players
returning
to squeeze a point out of the latHeixht 5' 111"
last
year's championship
ter event by virtue of Eddie Tre- Pole Vault — 1, Tie between Collier (T) from
and Wallace (B) 3. Puller (T). Hei K ht team. Jack Cosgrove and Hank
cartin's third place finish behind
a"
Shaw pace the squad with Dan

.

-

ARU

—

DS, KS,

—

:

;

J

:

also arranged for several outstanding coaches to sit

any questions or problems that might arise in
After the business meeting of the NEBCA the panel
baseball.
answered questions by the other coaches for about an hour. On the
panel were Jack Barry of Holy Cross, who was once a player on Conin as a panel to discuss

;

;

1

;

:

I

:

:

;

:

:

nie Mack's "$1,000,000 infield"

for the Athletics;

Bob Shawkey

of

;

Dartmouth, who played for the Yankees and later managed them for
a year or two; Stuffy McGuiness, who played with Barry in the Philadelphia Athletics' infield; and Ethan Allen of Yale, former player for
the St. Louis Browns.
MacFayden has carried his interest in baseball a long way; in
attempting to improve the sport of college baseball not only from the
si>ectator's point of view, but also from the players', he has gotten off
to an excellent start. With this mounting emphasis on increased inVARSITY BASEBALL
SCHEDULE
terest in the sport, college baseball in Maine and New England will
undoubtedly receive much more attention and attendance than it has April
Home 3:00
Bates
in the past.
14

ARU, BETA, PSI U,

(Exhibition)
17 Maine
(Exhibition)

KAPPA SIGMA

By

Saul H. Cohen '57

By

clinching the first four posi- championship, t>ut whether they
Bowl- can match the consistently high
ing League, ARU, Beta, Psi U and scores of either
or Beta is
Kappa Sigma have won the right doubtful.
to enter the playoffs.
&-11
March
SCORES
ARU, Beta and Psi
had al3, Zete 1
ready iced their playoff positions
Beta 4, Sigma Nu
before their final matches. Never2, Deke 2
theless, the first-place ARU's took
3, Delta Sigma 1
three points from the Zetes and
Kappa Sig 4, Chi Psi
the second-place. Betas won four
tions in the lnterfraternity

ARU

U

ARU

ATO

AD

from the Sigma Nus.| Psi U
not bowled its final match
TD; however, the outcome
would have little effect on the Psi
Us playoff standing. Kappa Sigma
needed only three points to clinch
fourth place going into their final
match and they did even better by
taking four points from the last-

STANDINGS
Won Lost

points

has

against

ARU

10
11
10
15
20
20
22
23
26
32
31
38

30
33
30
29
24
24
22

Beta
Psi U*
Kappa Sigma

AD

Delta Sigma
Deke,
2L
place Chi Psi's in their final match. Zete
18
ATO
Playoff Tram WHI-Balant<<l
12
All four playoff teams have ex- Sigma .Nu
9
tremely well-balanced squads. The TD*
6
ARU's are paced by Howie Levine, Chi Psi
Roger Gordon and Bob Bernson, all One match to be made up.
of whom are among the league's
top ten bowlers, and Arnold GoldSEASON'S RECORDS
man, the fourth member of the
team, is also among the league's
Fraternity Records
better bowlers. The Betas will provide rugged competition in the
playoffs if Sam Hibbard and Brace

Young continue to bowl as they
have been throughout the season.
Psi U finished the season with a
strong surge at the end and may
be troublesome in the playoffs.
The Kappa Sigmas have three very
capable bowlers in Joe Tecce, Jack
Cosgrove and Bill Boyle and are
much stronger than their fourthplace standing might imply.
ARU and Beta are Teams to Watch
Most of the competition for first
place may well be between ARU
and Beta. However, the Beta's
have not been able to find an equal
replacement for Al Hall who was
the league's top bowler- Psi U's
late season showing might make
them a dark horse choice for the

High single game

3:00

!

;

l

(

:

'

Arwezon Takes Two
Fourths In Meet

This tended to instill slight frustrations in the players when their shots
which otherwise would, have been good came bouncing back on the
floor.
Tex also entertained the large crowd at half-time with his
various antics.

TD's,

ARU's Banned From

lelta Sigs

j

UNH

ft.

<

49
82
65

35
34
36
32
4

4

.182

14

I

5 .263

7
2

3 .429
1
.500
.000
.000

4
4
2

2

t;

2

1

401 498
337 453

3
2

355 £36 358
338 658 401

fa

seas

ft.

19

4

3

fa

T.

260 95 .365 74
256 101 .394 145
265 98 .370 128
193
.378 72
133
.399
57
90 25 .278 62
85 24 .282 51
8 .229
7
ft
30
8 .267
I

!i

E

e

= S

3

1130

Ave.
1103
1103
1077
1091
1085
1057
1028
1048
1021
May
1010
5 Hebron
1023
11 Bates Frosh
964
15 Exeter

19
21
25

New Hampton
Colby Frosh
Maine Frosh

ARU
ARU

324, Tecce,

w

,

a big factor under the boards.
Delta Sjgma are picked for third
after their victory over the AD's
and their comeback during regular
season play. The Delta Sigs got off
to a poor start during regular
league competition but came on
fast down the stretch and ended
up with a seven and four record.
Lack of height and a dependable
scorer hindered the Delta Sigs, but
constant hustle keep them in the
ball game most of the time.

The Betas, who literally backed
into the finals, are seeded fourth.
John Friedlander does most of the
rebounding and scoring for the
Betas who lack the talent to compete with the other three teams.
Barry Gilchrist and Louie LuPlessis could help the Betas pull one
out.

.662 163 9.05
.566 254 14.1
.508 71
3.9
.486 220 12.2
.596 26 1.4
.581

.627
.571
.444
.571
.750
.500
.000
.333
.000
.564 925
.609 840

2.1
1.2
1.4
1.0

2.2
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.1
1.0

M
E

e
•A

Q

62
65
62
67
43
37
28

I

14

2S9 13.2
284 15.7
261 14.5

4

181

1
1
'

a

10.0

140
86
80
20
20
16

i

13

I

4
2

10
7
2

e

fa

2

6

17
11
7

=

x.ft>

8

5.

i

4.4
2.0

Sure as the tortoise...

fast as the hare...

:

1.6
1.3

0.9
1.0
0.4
0.2
0.0

422 16 1354 75.2
406 17 1307 72.6

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home

wick Golf Club

last fall.

•

and going Greyhoundj

-*

/jfl/ save on

fare!

The own-

2:30 er may reclaim them at the athle3:00 tic office.
3:00
3:00
See your county agent of the
3:00 Maine Extension Service for help
3:00 in regard to farming problems.

&

Sales

Lumber Co.

and

Service

FUEL

-

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

BUILDING SUPPLIES

Brunswick, Maine

Home

USED CABS

by

Kappa Sigma

Top T«a Bowlers

•

Nus

"Matchless Service"

Brunswick Coal

127. Ellison, Zete
total

AD

The Sigma
are a tall team with Payne,
Manningham, Clifford, and Boss all
around the six foot mark. Backing
up these boys is freshman Ted
Kapiloff another six-footer who is
excellent ball-handler.

ARU, Beta

High three string

Gordon, ARU
Tecce, KS
Hibbard, Beta
Bernson, ARU
Cosgrove, Kap

Second seeded are the Sigma
Nus with Frank Vecella, one of
the leagues leading scorers and an

'••••••••••••••••.••.

Individual Records
High single string

Levine, ARU
L. Dyer,
Boyle, Kap Sig

are favored to

season. The Kappa Sigs base their
attacks around Jack Cosgrove who
does most of the backcourt work
and ball handling. With Cosgrove
will be Dan Gulezian, Len Plasse,
Rollie Ware, and Rae Greenwood.
Gulezian and Ware represent the
height for. the Kappa Sigs and
Plasse and Greenwood are excellent from the outside.

°.

•

IS

UNH

417

Ellison, Zete

The Kappa Sigs

win the tourney by their win over
the Sigma Nu's during the regular

Free Throw.

5

%
Player

'54.

The Delta Sigmas edged, the foul on Nieman and Rogers. Rogers
AD's 44 to 42 in an overture to made his, Nieman didn't.. and that
win the playoff game for fourth was the ball game.

hook.
place in the interfraternity finals
Half-time entertainment was
after the White Keyhad ruled the
provided by comedians Tex HeavTD's and the ARU's had violated
ens, Nemo Westman, and Al Ringan eligibility rule and could not
quist. Heavens performed humorplay in the finals.
ous parodies on a bank robbery radio style and the hen-pecked husIn a special meeting of the White
band who takes to drinking. His Key on Tuesday afternoon it was
colleagues gave a stirring rendi- ruled by a vote of 7-5 that Frank
"Indian Love Call," Paul of the TD house and Phil
tion of the
which ended the show.
Weiner of the ARU house, alThe only casualty of the game though obtaining releases from
was the faculty member who re- varsity basketball coach Beezer
marked to his team-mates in the Coombs to play in the interfradressing room after the game that ternity league, had not presented
the two teams ought to meet more these releases to the White Key
often. When he gets out of the for consideration as provided for
hospital he will be looking for a in the White Key constitution. It
new job.
definitely states that players must
obtain a release from his coach,
present it to the White Key for
consideration and a vote and a
twenty-four hour period must
elapse before the player is eligible
Gulezian and Ted Kenney playing to compete in the interfraternity
league. Thus the TD's and the
steady and effective ball.
ARU's were forced to forfeit all
Captain Mike Batal, Chuck Jorgames in which these two boys
dan and Dave Donahue are the
played.
stalwarts of the Delta Sigma team,
which is also a very strong conIn the playoff game Tuesday
tender.
night the Delta Sigma's, who were
trailing
by as many as 15 points
The dark-horse cluh of this
year's contest has been A.T.O. and couldn't score a field goal unParker McLaren
and George til more than three minutes had
Hulme have played outstanding elapsed in the second period, came
volleyball and their squad could back in the final period to tie up
the game and then went on tp win
pull an upset in the play-offs.
A.D. missed the playoffs by vir- in the thrilling overtime. Most of
tue of one loss too many. They the credit for the winners must go
were the only other team besides to Joe Rogers who led the Delta
the top four to compile a record Sig scoring with 17 big points and
of more wins than losses, with a personally controlled the boards
both offensively and defensively.
7-4 record.
The score was tied into the final
seconds of the overtime when
referee Gilchrist called a double

Fi«ld Goals

New

h Playoff

Robert. N, Hurst

By

Finals;

total

High match total— 1210
High average pinfall

A. Hall, Beta

Tate Aff s

Final Basketball Averages

Bob Arwezon gained two fourths
England Interin the 35th
collegiate Swimming Association
championships to give Bowdoin .a
total of six points and a tie for
sixth place.

Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

Colby

!

;

3:00
fee
Ronald A. Golz T>6
IS
MIT
3:30
William J. Fraser *34
is
22 Williams
4:00
John T. Libby '56
IS
Roland H. Janelle *'>6
18
3:15
23 Amherst
'56
John
A.
Kriiikr
IS
swimThe Springfield College
24 Tufts
2:00
Philip S. Day '55
15
is
3:00 mers walked off with the honors Edward M. Kenney '56
27 Bates
I. Prater '56
10
and were followed by Williams. Harlan
May
John S. Marr '56
12
12
1 Bates
Home 2:30 The meet was held in the MIT pool, Perrin A. Allen '56
'54
James
R.
Flaker
14
3
Away 4:00 and Arwezon was the only student Georire R. Mitchell '54
8
Home 3:00 from Bowdoin to enter the compe- Richard W. Kurtz '56
5 Maine
9
S. Curtis Webber '55
7
8 MIT
Home 2:30 tition.
Kenneth B. Miller '54
2
The Bowdoin captain garnered Own team totals and averages IS
13
Home 3:00
15 Colby
Away 2:30 fourths in the 150 yd. individual Opponents' totals and averaues IS
18 Maine
Away 3:00 medley and the 200 yd. backstroke.
20 Colby
Home 3:00 This marked the last time that
Away 3:00 Arwezon would represent the
25 Bates
Home 3:00 White as a swimmer, as this is
28 Maine
JUNIOR VARSITY BASEBALL his last year. The holder of three
pool records, his loss will be sorely
SCHEDULE
felt by the college swimming team. I
April
15 Westbrook
Hbme 3:00
20 Deering
Home 3:00
NOTICE
23 Edward Little
Home 3:00
24 South Portland
Home 2:30
A set of golf clubs and a pair of
28 Portland
Home 3:00 golf shoes were left at the Bruns19
21

TEAMS IN BOWLING LEAGUE PLAYOFFS

Home

,

:

j i

Watching play going on is Tex Heavens, attired in his Sunday best,
who had an uncontrollable habit. of catching the ball or deflecting it.

Undefeated In League Play;
ATO Also Finish In Playoff

•

PANEL DISCUSSION
MacFayden

the Flashes were Walry HokanRoy Greason,

when

New

England. The results of those questionnaires returned have been compiled and reported at the meeting of
the New England Baseball Coaches Association held last Sunday,
March 14, of which MacFayden is president. The NEBCA, which was
formed through his efforts, also came up with some suggestions for
speeding up the time of the games. 21 of the 34 questionnaires have
come back at present. Some of the results of these questions are
universities throughout

and

Pinfall Stgs Ave.
1915 20 95.62
2960 31 95.47
2951 31 95.19
3132 33 94.98
3096 33 93.82
2529 27 93.67
2512 27 93.03

3062
2210
Si] ;2752

33
24
30

Maine's Most Modern Auio

Modern

92.78
92.08
91.73

Library

Giant Edition

2.45

Complete Front End

Regular Edition

1.25

and

College Edition

.65

Boston

&

e

_

City

3.50
8.0Q

Hartford, Ct
Albany, N. Y.

6.35
„....

„

New Haven

7.75

6.85

Philadelphia,

Frame Alignment

.75

j^

,

New York

Body Repair and Paint Shop

foe Easier...

GREYHOUND

/

Providence

..

10.1Q
...

4.65

NOTE

Merrymeeting
185 Park

Gift
Row

Shop

On

April

$1.45.

1,

Now

Owen's Taxi

1954 the Regular Edition price will be increased to
is the time to add a few more titles to your library

at the old price of $1.25.
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Greeting Cards ™ Gifts
Free Gift Wrapping
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PAGE FOUR
New Essay

Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David B.
In spite of the spread of the
McCarthy myth and the occasional
bans placed on college newspapers
by over-anxious administrations,
meat undergraduate papers in this
country have a high degree of editorial freedom. This is quite evident when the U.S. situation is
compared to the plight of the ataff
of a Brazilian college paper. They
went on strike for three days after
•Omeone murdered

their editor.

Hie Second

'56

and the town." Bowdoin, which is
still more remote in terms of miles
from any place south, west, and
north west of Springfield, Mass.,
than Williams, might well profit by
adopting the movie idea of selling
the school to prospective students
outside the greater New England
area.

Another idea which sounded
good is the share-a-ride agency
which was recently established at
Purdue. Students who want rides

Dr. Yates
home or to colleges in the vicinity
national spotlight focused
on the University of New Hamp- register their requests as do the
student drivers who want additionweek
last
shire
when it was dis- al passengers. Three-hundred students made use of the service for
covered that
.rides home for Christmas. Perhaps
one Marvin
Jackie wouldn't foe too enthused
Hewitt, alias
about the extra bookkeeping, but
Associate Proa ride registry would save many
fessor Yates,
last minute phone calls and the
misreprehad
cut desk seems like a good spot to
sented himself
have it. Or, maybe the service
and his records
could be handled by the Student
order to sein

cure a position in the University Union Committee.
Oosters and Roosters
New Hampshire physics departs

went.

The

University received a
large quantity of mail following
the announcement of Hewitt's resignation. Most of the letters questioned the propriety of releasing
the teacher who had self-educated
himself after his father had denied
him the chance to go to college.
Hewitt forged his transcripts because of an "overpowering compulsion" to teach.

A

—

An award of $100, given to the
By Jobs M. Bellca 'M
college in honor of Brigadier General Robert Henry Dunlap, USMC,
Bowdoin's annual Campus Chest The basketball game also was
distinguished member of a family week end again proved itself to be received leas favorably than in the
closely connected with the College both a financial and social success. past One of the difficulties seemand the town of Brunswick, will The credit for this accomplish- ed to be that the gym was too
be made to the undergraduate who ment goes to the Student Council, stuffy and uncomfortable to make
writes the best essay on some sub- Michael Batal and his committee. the long half-time break tolerable.
ject selected by himself and re- The preparations for an event of The contest, which is fun in itself,
lated to the theme of "Service.'*
this nature involve as much work, suffers from this lag. Perhaps a
Essays in competition for this if not more, than the usual week shorter game played with only
award must be submitted to the end.
three two-minute breaks would be
Office of the Dean not later than
Realizing this fact, we thought more entertaining. Even if this is
May 30th. They must be written it might be wise to offer a few sug- not possible, each team seemed to
11"
and
in type on S%" x
paper
gestions for next year's program have sufficient depth to warrant a
should be between 3,500 and 5,000 while the recent event is still, fresh faster game.
words in length. The theme of in mind.
great number of dates were
"Service" is to be interpreted
Friday evening's entertainment to be found on campus Friday
broadly and developed or illustrat- could be improved on, we feel, if night, and by the time the 7:56
ed in the manner felt to be most the Battle of Wits and the faculty- train made Ha entrance it appeareffective by the student.
student basketball game were ed that the week end was sure to
Essays will be read by three either modified or replaced. The be a success. Since the great disjudges and the form, the content, once-humorous Battle of Wits was tances which separate Bowdoin
and the effectiveness of the essay in several aspects a disappoint- from a large percentage of the
in illustrating the ideal of "Ser- ment this year. The necessity of popular women's colleges result in
vice" will be considered. The award making last-minute substitutions either a two-day week end or none
may be withheld if no essay of suf- in the Wits lineup undoubtedly at all for many students, the posficient merit is submitted.
contributed to this let down. How- sibility of opening a few houses
General Dunlap (1879 - 1931) ever, this part of the program has Friday night might be more seriserved in the Marine Corps in lost much of its novelty by the fact ously considered by the administramany campaigns in the Philippines, of its yearly repetition. Perhaps a tion. Perhaps, that $3 that was
China, World War 1, and Central faculty skit or a restaging of the paid to some obliging landlady for
j

A

hundred loyal "oosters" fans
of the Ray Ostling coached Trinity
basketball team
recently pulled America. While accomplishing the winning one-act play would
be good
a "Cousy" at the Trinity-Yale successful rescue of a French woalternates for the Battle of Wits.
game played in New Haven. man caught in' a landslide. Gen-* The need for such a change
was
Twelve of the "oosters" carried eral Dunlap was himself killed in pointed
to by many undergradu
small canvas satchels into the gym. France in May of 1931. He received
ates following what they consider'
After Trinity scored its first bas- many awards in recognition of his
ed a highly irregular

—

ket the bags were opened and the distinguished services and these
dozen bantam roosters which were medals are exhibited in the Alumni
hidden
inside
flapped
happily Room of Hubbard Hall. A brief biaround the floor. The game was de- ographical sketch of General DunFor the past ten years Hewitt layed five minutes
while befuddled lap is at the Reserve Desk at the
has been teaching under assumed officials
scurried about after the Library
names at colleges and universities roosters. A Yalie
was claimed to
throughout the country- He served have
remarked, "No one, absoluteas a full professor "at a state unily no one, has ever done anything Pres.
S. Coles
versity in the west." His record at like
this before."
these colleges was good according
Bucknell University (co-ed) stu- Appointed Civilian
to students and faculty members dents
auction personal services to
who attended his lectures.
help in their fund-raising campaign Aide
Secretary
Hewitt, taught for a year at for'
the World United Service orPresident James S. Coles has reU.N.H. under the alias of Dr. Ken- ganization.
On the block during cently accepted an appointment as
neth P. Yates, before a student the
recent campus chest type Civilian
Aide to the Secretary of
discovered that there were two week
end were; bat girls and water the Army for the state of
Maine,
Dr. Yates. The undergraduate begirls for the highest bidding interfor a two year term.
gan an investigation after he dis- fraternity
softball team; girls to do
Notice of the appointment came
covered the professor's "lack of laundry,
rides to eight o'clock in a January 16 letter signed by
knowledge in certain very special- classes,
free spaghetti dinners; and Secretary of
the Army Robert
ized areas and his seeming lack of
an evening for two at one of the Stevens.
training in foreign languages"
professor's homes
unchaperoned.
Civilian Aides, chosen from leadwhich are required of every Ph.D.
ers
and authorities in their comcandidate. The student reported
munities, are located in all the
his findings to the administration President lists
Benefits forty-eight states, and serve to cowhere they were again confirmed.
ordinate
the various programs of
Quota. Qualms
In Chapel Address
the Army with the general public;
Williams College students are
[Continued from Page 1]
they are the "eyes, ears and concurrently discussing a new rushassistance aggregating $9,900 from science" of the Secretary of the
ing problem which seems to have
stemmed from changes made in the the Garcelon-Merritt Fund. Six Army.
men in graduate school are receivAlthough the form of the strucrushing system in the past two
ing a total of $3,300 to assist them ture of the Civilian Aide system
years. Following the completion
with their expenses from other has been lately changed, the proof a new student dining room secendowed funds of the College.
gram actually began in the preond semester sophomore rushing
President Coles mentioned his World War 1 Plattsburg movereplaced first week freshmen rushconcern for students having dem- ment. After the war, Secretary
ing, the system still favored here.
financial need and who John W. Weeks authorized apAn alumni committee which onstrable
have ability but do not demon- pointment of one Civilian Aide to
studied the problem prepared a
strate this ability in terms of their the Secretary of War from each
majority report which advocated
work in class. "It might take as state. The group of aides performdoing away with the present quota
little as five extra hours of study ed many important missions in
system. Under this system each
a week to bring their achievement World War n, and served as a neuhouse could pledge a maximum of
up to scholarship average," he said, cleus for a new organization of
one-fourteenth of the sophomore
"but for some reason or other, this civilian liaison men under Frank
This limit assured each
class.
extra five hours a week arc not Pace.
house that it at least have an op- given
to study."
The American system of governportunity to pledge enough men to
In conclusion President Coles ment emphasizes the authority of
keep the house sufficiently solvent stressed
"the fine and dignified civilians over that of tha military,
to continue operation. Among othmanner in which assistance is giv- and these aides are greatly helper things the alumni committee en and
received at Bowdoin. One ing the Army to appreciate the
suggested was that membership in
might think that the College could needs of civilians, and to avoid
fraternities be limited to 657c of
give aid in a magnanimous fashion "possible repercussions of contemthe enrollment of the three upper as a handout
to undergraduates. plated programs and activities."
classes. One of the reasons given
This is not so. Neither is it so that
for this recommendation was that scholarship
assistance is accepted
it would strengthen the non-affiliConsort Your Campus Agent
by students pusillanimously, nor
ate group at Williams which is is it accepted
as an expected and
'55
W.
very weak in comparison with the foregone
right, perhaps with some
other
hand
fraternities. On the
About life Insurance
resentment. On the contrary, such
the move would probably reduce assistance is given by
Provident Mutual Of
the College
the size of the average fraternity as
Philadelphia
a part of its obligation to mainfrom 60 to 40 men and thus force tain the basic American concept
of
the financially unstable houses out equality of
opportunity for all, and
of business. For this reason sever- the continuance of
the freedom of
al students interviewed by the Wil- our
land deriving from education
liams RECORD objected to any for all. It is accepted by
Bowdoin
change in the present quota sys- students as an opportunity
for
tem.
them to achieve for themselves the
/"

James

To Army

—

Sounds Good
full reward of their own effort, and
A movie which will show the thus go on to a life of freedom,
year round activities of the Wil- courage, and service."
liams College undergraduate has
Telephone 8-1911
been contracted for by the admissions office there to assist in the
attracting prospective
freshmen to Williams. The new
film will replace the 1940 "Sons of

which has been shown
throughout the country to subfreshmen unable to travel to Williamstown to see the college for
themselves. The movie, to be completed by 1955, "will try to present
a complete year of college life, in-

Our

cluding classes,

athletics,

activi-

and in general convey' the atmosphere of the college
ties, social life

Many of his reflavor of personal

jibes, ill-tinied,

and unappreciated

faculty panel.

by the audience. Certainly, this
type of humor is not suited to the
occasion.

Sunday's Chapel Talk
Stresses Faith In God
[Continued From Page /]
they had better get married. The
speaker considers this a neat plan
but not very accurate, since life
does not submit to such catorization. Experience is not that tidy;
in reality there is no right time to
do anything.
Mr. Schroeder goes on to say
that a good deed is good because
the claim made on it is made at the
right time. It is said that people
meet vexing problems at convenient times, but this is not true
since there is really not a time for
one thing or another.
Comradeship with God involves
contradictory things: joy and pain,
fellowship and alienation. He advises that we adopt a fundamental
naturalness that will bring compunction and faith. Life is not

meant
If

we

to be tidy, neat, and precise.
devote ourselves to God and
jn him
in which

have faith

way

the

"He

a room Friday night would have
found

its

way

to charity.

,

The dance Saturday evening (if
the term .'dance' is applicable)
seemed to be interfering with the
general carnival atmosphere prevalent in the gym. Any attempt to
dance was continually hampered
by the wandering nomads who
made the rounds of the midway.
The last two booths should be
abolished in favor of some semblance of a dance floor. It is also
suggested that the customary 'thin
dime' be universal in regards to
tbe booths. There were some cases
where the charitable end did not

Union Exhibition Soon

C

Charles

will

they attempted to "floor" a picture

This season marks the 24th annual tour of colleges by the eminent cue artist, whose trade mark

The following table shows the
contribution records by fraternities
for. 1953 and 1954 with the houses

is—"Show

fcle

"Billiards,"

A

Billiard

of their "favorite" professor.

listed

Shot I

Can't Make."
Peterson, holder of the World's

Delta Sigma
Zeta Psi

available for instruction from 2:00
p.m. until 10 p.m. Exhibition at
3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
His exhibition will include not
only his wizardry of the trickiest
shots in the Ivory Sport, but a
demonstration of world famous
shots of other stars past and present, fundamentals of the game,
playing lecture and group teaching
to students.
Peterson's missionary work for
the game he loves has extended
into every part of the country. He

finish:

1954

TD

Fancy Shot Billiard Title, will appear at Moulton Union on Monday,
March 22. Mr. Peterson will be

Deke
Chi Psi

ARU
AD
PsiU
Beta

Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Faculty and
Independents

1853

$310.10 $288.35
292.05 284.25
315.35 277.15
244.95 166.15
231.00 110.77
230.65 144.65
207.81 221.54
186.16 165.90
166.16 156.50
161.80 172.60
134.00 100.91
90.45 149.06
143.52

Additional receipts were obtain-

Mrs. James S. Coles, wife of the
ed from coat checks and coke conundoubtedly has taught the funda- president of the College, tries her' cessions at the dance and from the
mentals of the game to more per- putting skill at the Alpha Delt sale of tickets to the general pubSaturday
Night's
booth
Charity
in
lic for individual events.
sons than any other man in the

Penny Carnival.

world.

He has made it his business
while on tour to include in his exhibitions a lecture on the theory
and practice of the game, illustrating the various fundamentals
so clearly that even one who never
has had a cue in his hand can
grasp the ideas advanced.
Ranked among the greatest bilall
time, Peterson
liardists of
comes to Moulton Union under the
auspices of the Association of College Unions, who have sponsored
his tours since their inauguration
at the University of Wisconsin in

Union Committee Says

SEBPNAJ

Notice

Dr. Wyn Storms, ret., song leader and traveling agitator for the
Society for the Extension and Benevolence to and Protection of the
Native American Jadaloon, will appear on the Art Building dome a
week from Saturday night under
the auspices of the local SEBPNAJ
(rhymes with Priest) encampment.

1931.

The former doctor will exhibit
He will show the most daring
shots played in championship com- the pitifully mangled corpses of a
number of atrociously slaughtered
petition. His repertoire of fancy
Jadaloons
during his reknowned
shots include the greatest in appeal and numbers in cue history. discourse oh the "Preservation and
Notice
Moreover, Peterson customarily Protection of the American JadaSemi-final games for the inter- gives individual instructions for loon, J. Vulgaris Americanus."
fraternity basketball champion- an hour or more a day at the This speech contains his oft quoted
ship will be played Thursday night. rooms where he entertains to any- phrase. After the talk Storms has
Winners will meet in a single de- one interested in improving his promised to show a wax effigy of
Ben G. M. Priest, a local hunter.
ciding game next Tuesday night.
game.
justify the

by their 1954

Group

means.

I*.

'Bright Victory'

Coming

The moving

picture "Bright Victory" will be presented at 6:45 and
9.00 pjn. on Saturday, March 20.
by the Student Union Committee.
With a timely and provocative
theme, that of a blinded war veteran and his heroic fight to return to
a normal life, it is played against
a background of quiet courage,
hope, and the love of a veteran for

an understanding

girl.

Blinded in the Tunisian campaign of World War II, he returns
to society as an embittered man.
His toughest job is to tell his mother and father and his childhood
sweetheart that he is blind.
Through his sweeteart's great
devotion and real love, he acquires
a new outlook on life and enters
school to become a lawyer.

Today's Chesterfield is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made!
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BOWL-MOR

"Chesterfields for Me!"
"Th« Cain*

Startiaf la

Mutiny Ctwrt Martial"

Alleys
AUTOMATIC
PIN SETTERS

The cigarette tested and approved by 30
years of scientific tobacco research.

^

Hot Dogs
Sandwiches
Cold Drinks

Italian

Coffee
Ice

Cream

Operated by
Al Tobey, Class of *0

"Chesterfields for Mel"

M

with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

The cigarette with a proven

fl

ood record

n

Pizza

Hot Pastromi
Steaks and Chops

WEEK-END GOLFER... OR

HOLDER

TITLE

REGULAR DINNERS
"Bowdoin Men's
Favorite Restaurant"
Beer and Ale on Draft and

THESE CLUBS

'Chesterfields for

Me!"

in Bottles

ELM STREET
BRUNSWICK
MAINE

Stniational 3rd

6>/2

— Milwovkta

WILL SAVE YOU STROKES!
Shooting to break 100 ... 90 ... 80

NON-STOP SERVICE
-New York

Portland

For Airline Reservations
H. B. STOWE

AGENCY

Reason? Try a few swings

now has

freer,

Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce

for

it

.

.

.

a

... or to take

title?

Spalding's sensational advance in clubs — new '54 SynchroDyned woods and irons — can do more to save you strokes
than any other clubs you ever played!

iron

more

— and

see.

identical contact feel.

improve timing

... get the ball

The

cigarette that gives

•ataman
Braves

you proof of

highest quality— low nicotine— the taste

you want— the mildness you want.

Every wood, every
naturally swing

You

away

straighter

and

distance.

Will'you shoot better golf consistently? Ask any golfer who
owns a Spalding Synchro- Dyned Top-Flite set . . and then
have your professional fit you.

/?M0l(C America's Most Popular
&
2-Way Cigarette

.

Our long experience in producing the following and other
for Bowdoin men can show you short cuta
kinds of printing
in time and save you money.

•
POSTERS
•
STATIONERY
TICKETS
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS

The Record
Paul K. Niven

[Continued frotn Page 1}

Peterson, Father of

Intercollegiate
soon be here.

our feet shall

go."

FLY NORTHEAST

Phone 1163-J

TD Outbuys DS; Zete In Battle
For Highest Contribution Prize

ti

Specialties:

Italian Spaghetti

Eph"

marks had the
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BILL'S

of

performance

by one of the professors on the

GRAHAM

GEORGE

work

1954

Suggestions To Improve Charity Billiard Wizard Starts
Week End Seek Several Changes On 24th Annual Tour;

To

Honor General Dunlap

The
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Prize

17,
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Office
Jerry Wilkes
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'Prisoner^ Coffer Theme For
9
Third Of Dr. Bridges Lectures

Katheirine Porter

To Visit Bowdoin

Richard B.

Early In April

Lyman

"Prisoner's Coffer," an examinaof intellectual and literary
treasures which may aerve their
Stories
Discuss
possessor in any circumstance, was
Katherino Anne Porter, guest the third of four Tallman Fund
lecturer at the University of Michi- Lectures given by Dr. Ronald
gan, will give the biennial lecture Bridges '30, visiting Professor of
sponsored by the Society of Bow- Religion, last Wednesday in

Author Of Many Short

To

tion

One

doin Women, President James S. Moulton Union.
Coles announced today. The proThe title of the fourth of- the
gram will be held in Smith Audi- series, to be delivered tonight,
torium Thursday evening, April 8, March 24, is "Common Creation."
at 8:15.
It will deal with another commonMiss Porter will select one of place problem which affects the
her better-known short stories and educated citizen of today. In "Loydiscuss it with special reference alty Confounded," the first in the
to the critical problems implicit series. Dr. Bridges told about the
mounting complications of loyalty
in this form of creative writing.
and the dwindling status of God in
Born in Texas, educated in priour lives. A discussion of prejuvate schools and awarded an hondices and biases composed "Brothorary degree of Doctor of Literaerhood Confusion," number two in
ture from the Women's College of
the series.
the University of North Carolina,
In his talk last week, Dr.
Miss Porter holds a position of
Bridges showed that modern edudistinction in short story writing.
cation techniques and equipment
In recent years she has been a
leave out some of the finest parts
guest lecturer at Leland Stanford
of learning, especially in elemenUniversity and at the University
tary schooling, and thus hamper a
of Chicago before accepting her
really complete schooling.
current appointment at the UniThe consideration of death has
versity of Michigan. Twice the rebeen avoided as a morbid, neurocipient of a Guggenheim fellowship for creative writing, she also

won an award from the Book-ofthe-month Club and in 1940 received the first annual gold medal
for Literature by the Society for
Libraries of New York University.
In 1950 she won the annual prize
for literary work at the Texas Institute of Literature in Dallas.
Among her published works are
Flowering Judaa, Hacienda, Noon
Wine, Pale Hone, Pale Rider,
Preface to Fiesta in November,
and The Leaning Tower, a Book
of Short Stories.

tic subject. "Blood and Thunder"
have been eliminated because they

provided "unnice, traumatic" materials for readers. There is a diminuation of emphasis on the cemetary and deathbed, both of which
were previously extensively written and talked about. This is characteristic of those of the Lost
Generation who wrote the books,
but it also has considerable influence on the readers.
Emotions Eliminated
Weeping and sadness are also

shunned in modern readers. Reading bf such works as the "pathetic
pieces" of Lowell is an occasion

Plan For Getting
Financial Help

Jr. '57

read translations of the "llliad"
and "Horatio at the Bridge."
Applications Divided
Lack Of Memorization
Soon
Parts;
One of the great losses in mod- In
ern education is of memorization.
Assistant to the President, Philip
memorThe speaker recalled the
S. Wilder, speaking in chapel Monized and chorally recited "pieces" day as Secretary of the Committee
which were spoken on every occa- on Student Aid, outlined the profrom prominent citizens' cedure which must be followed by
sion,
birthdays to changes in the weath- those men applying for financial
er such as the arrival of the first aid at the college next year.
snow or signs of spring. It was
Mr. Wilder stated that applica"rather ridiculous" t o eliminate tion forms for scholarship aid for
these things from education be- the college year 1954-1955 are now
cause of their many practical and available in his office and are due
aesthetic rvalues.
on or before Monday, April 12. This
Unfortunately, many students schedule was set up to enable men
memorize only for the sake of to take forms home over the spring
the literature. There are other mo- vacation and discuss them with
tivations, however, such as existed their families. Awards will be votin Dr. Bridges' son who, at the age ed soon after Commencement and
of three, liked and learned the candidates will be notified some
story of the Good Samaritan. time during the summer.
What appealed to him was the
The new application form which
part about the hotel, because one has been put into use this year was
of his early pleasant experiences based on studies made in anticipahad concerned a hotel.
tion of establishment of a clearing
Dr. Bridges dislikes those people house for family financial data for
who sneer at the story of Washing- use by colleges in award of scholarton and the cherry tree, because ships. This has been developed in
whether the story is entirely part by Dr. William Fels of the
true or not, the people got some College
Entrance
Examination
benefit from the tale. That story Board with the help of John U.
is true in the respect that millions Monro,
Director of the Harvard
of Americans are truthful and College Financial Aid Center. Mr.
wanted their first president to be Wilder has met with these men and
a symbol of truth. The American also with the Student Aid -Direcpeople will have their myths, whe- tors at Yale, Brown and Amherst
ther they have to form them
Two Parts
around Joe
Marilyn

Two

DiMaggio and

Monroe, the Washingtons, or

re-

ligion.

In the present day world, one of
the most horrible phenomena is
that of brainwashing. The speaker
(Continued on Page 2)

Select Six Juniors

for a "gushing forth" of tears, desPrize
cribed as a "useful exercise." Such
lively parts of literature as stories
Final
of violence, shooting and killing,
and descriptions of blood and gore
Six Bowdoin College Juniors
are all cut to some extent. Today's have been selected for the finals
young people have to go to televi- of the Stanley Plummer Prize
sion to get their excitement, but Speaking Contest, to be held April

Speaking Contest

Meet In Union; Topic
To Be High Fuel Cost
There will be a meeting of all
the interested house treasurers this
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in Conference A of the Moulton Union. The
topic which will be considered by
the treasurers will be the present
high cost of fuel. It is hoped that
by an association of fraternity
treasurers fuel, as well as many
other esseentials, can be purchased
at a considerable discount. The following is an excerpt from a letter
sent to the ORIENT by James Williams of the Chi Psi Lodge which
may further clarify the aims of a
treasurers association:
setting out combined cona.
tracts for competitive bidding for
repairs,

i.

e.

surfacing driveways,

painting, reetc.;

making reciprocal agreeb.
ments with local plumbers and

what they get there

is only Grade
D, while they could get Grade A by
reading writings of the masters of
violence. Even the Old Testament
has some rather strong reading.
The arrangement now used in preparing an educational program is
similar to the preparation of flour,
in that a refining process in which
many good parts are removed is
used, after which it is rejuvenated.
However, the end product is not
nearly as good as the original.
Dr. Bridges began his education
before the popular acceptance of
the Palmer system of writing, so
he learned to write by copying the
"bromides" of Pope, etc. However,
fix this process he also came into
much contact with really good literature. As well as less serious selections, they memorized the gentler pieces of English literature
such as "Thanatopsis," and "To a

15. They will compete for a prize
of $45, awarded annually "for excellence in original and spoken
composition in the English language on the part of the members
of the Junior Class."
The finalists are Philip S. Day of
Brewer, Maine; G. Curtis Webber,
2nd, of Auburn, Maine; James L.

Doherty, Longmeadow, Mass.;
Denis W. King, Lowell, Mass.;
Camille F. Sarrauf, North Adams,
Mass.; and Chester
Towne, Waltham, Mass.
This prize was established in
1919 by Stanley Plummer of the

L

Bowdoin Class

of 1867,

who was

postmaster for the United States
Senate from 1889 to 1893. He was
later a prominent lawyer in Dexter, Maine.
Day has played varsity football

j

i

j

i

|
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Critic Calls 'Love For Love
Dramatic Success Of Season

Retells Biblical

Says Bible Venerable

And Contemporary
"The Bible is both venerable and
contemporary" was the theme of
Rev. Daniel W. Fenner. Vice Presi-

ChapeL
Reverend Fenner, who attended
Hamilton College, was born at Utica. New York, and holds degrees
from Colby College and the Bangor Theological Seminary- Before
entering the clergy, Reverend Fenner was a businessman in the Mid-

west
In pointing out

how modern

the

Bible is Reverend Fenner compared the short story of Christ's entering Jerico and becoming the
guest. of the tax collector, Zaccheus, (Luke: 19:1-10) to a short
story which might be written today. "In writing a modern short
story the author might rely on

on the applicant.
and secondly, he was a hated man
Mr.: Wilder stressed the fact that who would
be ridiculed by the Jews
all candidates must still, as in the
if he attempted to talk with Jesus.
past, be interviewed by member*
Zaccheus, because he was a small
of the faculty committee on Stuman, climbed a tree so that he
dent Aid.
might see Jesus as he passed by.
Mr. Wilder also made it plain Jesus saw him in
the tree and
that awards of student aid are not commanded
him to come down, as
student honors and should be Jesus was going to
stay at his
sought only by students of good house that night.
This was more
rank who cannot, unless so aided, than Zaccheus had hoped for;
not
meet the expenses of a college, edu- only did he see Jesus, he also
cation. Individual awards are made talked with
him.
,
each college year. The committee,
As in all good short stories,
however, reviews the record of there was a change
of character.
each scholarship holder periodical- For after talking with Jesus Zacly and may withhold payment of cheus was
made a new man. He
successive installments
of
the repaid all from whom he took unaward if the holder's academic justly and endeavored to lead a
record should fall below the re- better and more honest
life from
quired level.
then on.

Of P-Time

Hawthorne,

WBOA

Club Completes 'Baby

tively.

At Lasell the Glee Club sang excerpts from Brahms' "Requiem"
and also Beethoven's Alleluia
Chorus;" both in conjunction with
the Lasell Glee Club.
The Hingham concert on Saturday night was a solo stand, and
the Glee Club moved on to pay a
return visit to the Connecticut College for Women Glee Club on Sunday.
The program at Connecticut College was essentially the same as
that here Campus Chest Weekend. The Glee Clubs of the two
schools joined in Brahm's "Re-

quiem," with solo work by Donald

Hayward.

The Glee Club has taken the
"Baby Tour" for several years,
and the concerts arc usually given

places in New Engat different
land in successive years.
Choral Society To Perform
The Brunswick Choral Society

vrill

perform Haydn's mastcrwork,

the "Creation." in the First Parish
12, at

Church on Monday, April
8:15 P m
-

Admission

for

students

and

of the Armed Forces will
50 cents. General admission will
$1-00. The performance will last

members
be
be

slightly

more than two

concert will

hours.

The

be virtually a complete

^i^MMIMM

NCAA

Meet

periment has been going on at the
"Pastime" where for the past several weeks such outstanding films
as "Little Fugitive", "Annapurna",
"The Little World of Dom Camil-

and "The Man in the White
Suit" have been shown on Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
lo",

Films of Special Interest

week's presentation,

in the

White

"ThcMan

Suit," indicates mat
may prove success-

the experiment
ful.

After

all.

why

shouldn't it?
to be very
he able

As students we tend
critical.

to

We can, or should,

distinguish

between

inferior

Hoffmann

'54

Awarded

'55

By James

Deplores Lies, Deceit,

sparkle and glitter rapid repartee

Discussing the current controversy between the Army and Senator Joseph R, McCarthy in his
Chapel talk of Thursday, March 18,
President James S. Coles urged
that the truth be sought unemo-

,

Ed Benjamin,

a $1400 National Science Foundation Fellowship for the year 195455, Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick

announced today. Approximately
250 college seniors in the country
i

I

i

were recipients this year.
Hoffmann, an outstanding

_

,

Blows Below The Belt

tionally, objectively

public" he

moods
feigned

'Do

this question in our own minds.
This must be done unemotionally

objectively and critically. The evidence must be carefully weighed,
for experience has shown us that
mere statements or accusations

!

j

j

cannot be accepted at face value."
President Coles indicated the necessity of careful attention and
study of the case which will be presented and pointed out that it will
not be before an impartial body.
"The technique of the big lie is
effective," he continued, "for it is
easy for unscrupulous persons to
issue statements that bear little or
no relation to the facts. Such
statements can be made as fast as

one can

talk. For sincere and conscientious men to refute such false
statements, with proper documentation, requires careful research

and much time.
"As Americans, we admire truth,
honesty, loyalty and fair play. We
deplore lies, deceit and blows below

the belt. We live with our neighbors in love, charity, kindliness and
faith. We have confidence in them
as in all honorable men. When we
abandon these simple principles our
democracy will be lost."

_
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Last Sunday, March 21, the Meddiebempsters, Bowdoin's augmented double quartet, appeared with
poet Robert Frost and Dr. Ronald
Bridges of the faculty on the national program, Frontier* of Faith-

on NBS-TV.
The program was telecast at
1:30 p.m. by NBC from the RKO
Pathe Studios in New York City.
It is a weekly show which has a

play,

at Bowdoin, will use the
award at Princeton University for
graduate studies in theoretical
physics. Selection was based on
academic records and recommendations regarding each candidate's
abilities. Evaluation of each can-

critically.

said, "is essentially

you believe the Army or do you
believe me?' During the next few
weeks it is urgent that we answer

Hero Of Play
Richard Chittim, the hero of the
the lover who has run
through his money and finds himself incapable of winning Angelica's love, played with varying

stu-

dent

and

"The question which Senator
McCarthy has asked the American

the petulant astrologer, acquitted himself with an
adept portrayal of the eccentric
cuckold. Especially well done was
the scene in which Foresight becomes violently ill through the
suggestion of the man who is
cuckolding him and who makes
love to Foresight's wife to the accompaniment of Foresight's crescendo of hypochondria.

William F. Hoffmann '54 of Manchester, N. H, has been awarded

Coles

in large part to

poor memorization of lines,' and a
certain limpness of dialoque which
detracted a good deal from the

the evening.

$1400 National Science
Foundation Fellowship

coast-to-coast audience in thirty-

of flippancy, despair, and
madness his role with

two

states.

The Meddies opened the program with the singing of "Jesus
Walked the Lonesome Valley," a

conviction.

Larry Hall provided badly-needdidate's qualifications was made by
panels of scientists chosen by the ed action. As the violent and white spiritual which was approNational Academy of Sciences, blustering Sir Sampson Legend, priate since the show is of a reliwith the final choice made by the bent on curbing his son's will to gious theme.
his father's, Mr. Hall swaggered
The main part of the telecast
National Science Foundation.
Since his entrance in the fall of and stormed through the scenes featured nationally known poet,
1950, Hoffmann has maintained a with a bluster and emphasis verg- Robert Frost in a reading of some
straight "A" record in all of his ing at times on what is called of his poetry, and Dr. Bridges decourses. He was the winner of a "overplaying", but always with livering a commentary entitled
pre-matriculation Bowdoin Schol- the tremendous gusto and lusti- The Forgiveness of Sin- The Med|

the
diebempsters,
featured in
was elected to Phi Beta ness the character demands.
Ray Bournique bow-leggedly musical section of the broadcast,
which time he
Almon Goodwin Phi Kap- strode through his nautical role sang two New England gospel balTerry
his
delivered
long
series
of
Meddle
lads arranged by
pa Prize. He has been a James and

arship and

Kappa

won

last June, at

.

the

1

Bowdoin Scholar for three consec- nautical double-entendres with an
energy and awkwardness of moveHoffmann is majoring in physics ment contrasting dramatically to
and minoring in mathematics. A the grace of the Restoration salon.
member of the Bowdoin Band, he The incongruity of Ben in a mi(Continued on Page 2)
is a past president of the Masque
and Gown. He is a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity which Maine State Scholarship
utive years.

he has served as treasurer.
Hoffmann has also been the recipient of the Kling Scholarship
while at Bowdoin. This comes from
worse the movie, the more hissing a fund established in 1934 by beand jeering I hear. But when it's quest of Charles Potter Kling of
a good one, they tell me so and I Augusta for "needy and worthy
like it."
male students of Colonial or Revolutionary Ancestry." This is one
J. Arthur Rank
of the largest single awards made
Bowdoin undergraduates as
If you are planning to go to the to
"fuckers" this evening, 'you may scholarship aid.
enjoy seeing the "Crash of Silence",
now at the Pastime. This film is a
Maine Educators
J. Arthur Rank presentation and
is directed by Alexander Mackend-

In his experiment, Mr. Peabody,
who is manager of the theater, has
tried to bring films which would be
rick, who also directed "The Man
of special interest and amusement
in the White Suit". Briefly, "Crash
to the undergraduates and faculty
of Silence" is an adult emotional
of the College. The theory behind
drama of conflicting parental love.
the experiment: since there is so
The principal roles are very caplittle in the way of entertainment
ably played by Jack Hawkins,
in Brunswick, we have little to
Phyllis Calvert and Terence Morchoose from when we decide to go
gan. "Crash of Silence" deals with
to a movie. Even if we have to
a young married couple who disdrive nine miles to Bath in order to
cover that their infant daughter is
see a half-decent film, we'll do it
congenitaUy deaf. The father inrather than see the other trash in
sists that the child needs protectown. But wouldn't the situation
tion from the outside world bebe better if there were films more
cause of her affliction, while the
in line with our tastes wh'ich were
mother recognizes that she must
at the same time closer to the cambe given every opportunity to lead
pus? Mr. Peabody thinks so; and
as normal a life as possible. The
that is why he is willing to show
conflict resolves itself about the
American and foreign films, "art proposition
of which love is greatfilms", as they are called, every
er, maternal or marital.
Wednesday and Thursday evening
In the future we can look forfor our enjoyment and conveniward to "Fan Fan the Tulip''
ence.
(which ran several months in Boston). "Lure of Syla", and "I BeExperiment Successful?
lieve in You". The Pastime may
The enthusiasm that students
and faculty - members showed for not rival in dignity with Boston's
last

Dab*
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McCarthy's Battle
With Army Scored

can reflect. Too much fumbling
and hesitancy was noticeable. In
some cases, lines were spoken
love intrigue, gay badinage, and loudly enough but bad diction did
Restoration smut to the applause not shape the volume of sound,
of a highly delighted audience.
and did not get through to the auAbetted by a superb stage set- dience. Slurring, dropping of voicting, a vigorous faculty cast, and es at the end of phrases, and lack
the prompter, this production of of volume also made for some slipLove For Love was without a shod dialogue.
doubt this year's dramatic success
Male Play
at Bowdoin.
The top per forma nces of the eveToo futile for me to attempt to
ning were given by Berkley Peasummarize the plot! It is enough body
as Tattle, Roy Greason as the
to know that the entanglement of
servant, Jeremy, and Edward Benamours, the intrigues of the lovjamin as Foresight Rivalling these
ers, and the happy denouement
three were Richard Chittim as
are all in this play.
Valentine, Larry Hall as ValenAs usual, G. H. Q.'s casting was
tine's father, arid Raymond Bourperfect. Berkley Peabody as Tatnique as Ben. The ladies did some
tle, Larry Hall as Sir Sampson Lefine acting, but this was definitegend, Edwin Benjamin as Forely a play made for the male parts.
sight, and Ray Boumique as Ben,
The ladies had to depend on their
were evidence efficient that the
charm, and fans for their effectivedirector had done full justice to
ness. Mrs. Daggett and Frances
Congreve's depictions of the fop,
Hokanson were especially lively,
the irate father, the prognosticaThe latter had a good comic part
tor, and the sailor home from the
and made the most of it.
sea. An admirable casting of the
Berkley Peabody stole the show,
lovers and the servants completGesture, voice, and mincing step
ed the choice of dramatic personae.
were at one in his portrayal of this
Restoration London
dandy who knows the secrets of
Carl Schmalz and his assistants
the fair sex, swears by his fidelity
deserve a large part of the credit
to their trust, and yet yields his
for the success of the play, as do
secrecy to his vanity. In spots, the
Mrs. Beckwith and her aides. The
lines drawled into a laziness of
settings of the gentlemen, and the
delivery, but the general excellence
costuming of the ladies, recreated
easily overcame this occasional
vividly and colorfully the atmoslapse.
phere of late Restoration London
Clever Interpretation
in its Gallicized and highly polishRoy Greason as the servant, Jeed heyday.
In spite of excellent casting and remy, had a minor part, but did it
enthusiastic acting, the production with a clarity of diction added to
must answer the charge of too a clever interpretation of the
witty servant type, which made
him a solid, if minor, success of

dent of the Bangor Theological
Seminary, in his talk to Bowdoin's
students and faculty at Sunday

Director John Peabody

King, also a Dean's list man, is
original parts will be omitted.
Soloists are to be Ruth Powers a soloist in the Glee Club, a deand Mary CDonnell, sopranos; fenseman for the fiockey squad,
Mary Wilson, contralto; William and a James Bowdoin Scholar.
At Bowdoin, Camille Sarrauf has
Moonan, tenor; and Donald Hayward '54, bass. There will be a taken part in many dramatic pro35-Diece orchestra accompanying ductions and speech contests. Durthe Choral Society and soloists. ing the present semester he is servMembers of the college in the or- ing as President of both the Maschestra are David Holmes '56 and que and Gown, and Beta Theta
Ronald Straight '54, violinists; clar- Pi fraternity. He is also active in
inetists David Starkweather '55 WBOA. Sarrauf is a member of
and William Hoffmann '54; flutists the advanced course of the transJoel Hupper '54 and Friedrich von portation Corps ROTC unit.
Towne, a member of Delta SigHuene '54; trumpeters Donald
Coleman '54 and James Kushner ma fraternity, is a member of the
'57; trombonists James Prutsalis Glee Club and is on the Dean's list,
'55 and Ernest Flint '56 and organ- besides being enrolled in the ROTC
ist, Gordon Stearns '54. Frangcon advanced course.
Jones of the faculty will play first
violin.
Mrs. Rebecca Dulfer of
Dick Marshall Cops
Brunswick will be the concertmistress. Several students will sing
Seventh Spot In
in the chorus.
Tells Story of Earth's Creation
Nation-wide Ski
The text of Haydn's "Creation"
tells the biblical story of the creatDick Marshall, the only Bowdoin
ing of the earth. Milton's "Para- man competing in the NCAA skidise Lost" and the King James ing meet, finished seventh in the
Version of "The Holy Bible" were mile and three-quarters downhill
used as sources for the text
race with a time of 1.58. He was
The entire work is divided into only twelve seconds off the winning
three parts. The first two tell the time of 1.46 registered by the UniBiblical version of the creation of versity of Nevada's Pat Myers.
the world. The third part is of Daryll Robison of the 1952 OlymAdam and Eve and is in praise of pic team finished second, losing by
God's work in creating the earth.
only one tenth of a second.
The "Creation" i. one of Haydn's
Fifteen schools entered sixty
greatest compositions. It is equal men in the meet which took place
to, and in many instances excels in Reno, Nev., on March 1.
By takHandel's "Messiah" and Brahms' ing first place, the University of
"Requiem." It is unusually inter- Denver became the NCAA skiing
esting to listen to because of this.
champions. Another local entry,
The original text of the work Wesley Scrone of the University
was written in English by Haydn of Maine, finished ninth in the
and then translated into German. cross-country.

wives proved last Monday evening
in Memorial Hall that their talents
were not exclusively of an academic turn. In a three-hour production
of William Congreve's Love For
Love, the professorial, if not professional, stars romped through

characterization as the basis of his
work. Then again, he might rely
on a strong plot or setting."
The Bible story relied on a
strong setting. The setting was
fabulous Jerico, the meeting place
of rich caravans from the East,
the city which Joshua and the Israelite army conquered with the
sound of their trumpets, the city
which Anthony gave to Cleopatra.
Jerico exemplified the best and
The new form is in two distinct worst of the Near East.
sections, the upper to be filled in
Must Be Different
by the applicant and the lower by
In order for a good short story
his parents or guardian. The apto sell it must be different; the
plicant must total his savings to
character must not be an ordinary
the close of the present college dashing
hero. Again the story of
year, his estimated summer earn?
Zaccheus meets this requirement.
ings, and money from other sources
Zaccheus was an unsympathetic
that could be applied to college
character because he was a tax
expenses next year. The parent or collector,
a
representative
of
guardian is to supply information Rome.
He wss a man hated and
on income, expenses, number of de- feared by all. But
he was also a
pendents, dependents in college,
man who wanted to change his
and amount which he can contrib- life, and he thought
this would be
ute to the applicant's expenses for possible
if he could talk with, or
the next college year. The reverse just
see, Jesus.
side includes a brief letter from the
Now there were certain obstaPresident explaining the form, and cles
preventing him from doing
space for names of two references this. In
the first place, there was
who can give further information a large crowd waiting
to see Jesus;

To Perform

L.

Bowdoin faculty members and slow a pace due

In Dramatic Movie Experiment

Club, under
lotson. started on the annual New
England "Baby Tour," the preliminary to the Spring Tour during
spring vacation.
Concerts were given at Lasell
Junior College; at Hmgham, Massachusetts; and at Connecticut
College for Women, at New London, on the nineteenth, twentieth,
and twenty-first of March respec-

By Gerard

Short Narrative

electricians to secure better serand basketball at Bowdoin for two
vice within reasonable time limits
years, besides being a James BowWaterfowl " by William Cullen doin Scholar and on the Dean's
and at reduced prices;
buying in quantity in order Bryant, or the "Psalm of Life" by list consistently. Winner of a prec.
matriculation Alumni Fund Scholto secure better discounts; this H. W. Longfellow.
In early readers, school children ship, he is Vice President of the
may be especially advantageous in
buying furniture and house fur- were exposed to such literature as Junior Class. He is a member of
"The
Village
Blacksmith,"
selecPsi Upsilon Fraternity.
nishings;
By Charles Janson-LaPaune '55
improved houseparty enter- tions from the Grimm fairy tales
Curt Webber is also a Dean's list
d.
Unknown to many of us in this movies and those which are skilltainment by contact with enter- and the Bible, and works of such student and a James Bowdoin
tainment booking agents and by writers as Hans Christian Ander- Scholar, as well, as a member of college community, a pleasant fully acted and produced, The
the Varsity Basketball squad. He man by the name of Peabody, John word "art" is correctly applied to
wholesale purchase of malt bev- sen, Shakespeare,
Peabody to be exact, has been con- such films. And it is these art films
Tennyson, and Browning. They is also an announcer for
erages.
and a member of the ORIENT ducting an experiment in which that provide a good evening's entertainment. Mr. Peabody says he
staff. His fraternity is Kappa Sig- all of us are involved. Although
Tour';
Glee
this experiment won't be published knows this because of the number
ma.
Doherty is Corresponding Secre- in any scientific journal, it may of compliments he receives from
Society
bring
results
which
would
be
of
undergraduates.
tary for his fraternity. Delta KapHe went on to
great service and pleasure to those say; "I can tell what the' boys
Friday the Bowdoin College Glee performance of the original text pa Epsilon. He is also on the sports
of us here in Brunswick. The ex- think of a movie all right. The
Doctor Frederic Til- since only four of the thirty-two staff of the ORIENT.

Town Choral
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Hold Conference Here
The State

Principals' Association will hold its third annual conference here on March 27. Participants in the conference will be
high school principals and representatives from institutions of
higher learning in Maine.

The main speaker is Dr. Arthur
E. Bestor, professor of history at
the University of Illinois and author of the book "Educational Wastelands." Dr. Bestor is an outstanding critic of public secondary
school education, and principals
will be able to meet with him to
ask questions.
Saturday's program will begin
at 9:30 a.m. with registration and
a coffee hour in the Moulton Union, followed by Dr. Bestor's address at 10:30 a.m. At 12:30 p.m.
luncheon will be served in the
Union and from 1:30 to 3:30 group
meetings will be held. Immediately
following the group discussions
will be the general meeting which
will bring the conference to a

!

j

Stenberg, and a number entitled
"Songs and the Young Men" words
by Poet Robert P. Tristram Coffin,
Sing New England Gospel Ballads
The two New England gospel
(Continued on Page 4)

Exams

Administered To Sub-Freshmen
Approximately 60 prospective
Bowdoin freshmen took the State
of Maine Scholarship examinations
on Monday at eleven examination
centers throughout the state.
About sixteen of the men showing the most ability on the examinations given Monday will be invited to the campus for the week
end of April 9 and 10, and will be
interviewed by a board of faculty
members including Dean Nathaniel
Kendrick, Professor Edward S.
Hammond, Professor Eaton Leith,
Professor Albert Rudolph Thayer,
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, Mr. Hubert
S. Shaw, Professor Nathan Dane
and Mr. Paul V. Hazelton. The
information obtained at the interviews will be used in awarding the
State of Maine Scholarships and
also in the awarding of other scholarships usually given to top State
of Maine Scholarship candidates.
The five-hour examination was
divided as in the past into three
sections. Candidates were given
their choice of a two-hour mathematics or Latin examination, and
all candidates took the one and a
half hour English examination and
the one and a half hour examination on general information.

C

n

I

derson '55 in Presque Isle; John
'56, in Rockland; Director of
Student Counseling David L- Russell, in Rumford; Basketball Coach
Edmund L. Coombs, in Sanford;
of
and Professor Nathan Dane
the Classics Department, in Skowhegan. Elroy O. LaCasce '14, headmaster of Fryeburg Academy, sdministered the examinations in
Fryeburg, and the principal of Foxcroft Academy was the administrator in Dover-Foxcroft.
The value of each of the four
State ot Maine Scholarships to be

Ware

,

i

j

j

j

j

!
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awarded is eight hundred dollars.
Last year awards went to Charles
Kinnelly,
H. Abbott, Francis
Stanton I. Moody and Raymond A.
Smith.

M

'Salvation Is Created'

Sung By Bates Choir
With the members of the BowChapel Choir on the New
England "Baby Tour" with the

doin

College Glee Club, the Bates College Choir, under the direction of
Mr. D. Robert Smith, sang the an-

them at the March twenty-first
Sunday Chapel Service.
Interest
For the past several years the
In order to create more interest forty member Bates Choir has
in the examinations they are ad- sung at Sunday chapel when the
ministered by Bowdoin professors Glee Club has been on tour.
or undergraduates in as many of
The choir sang "Salvation is
the examination centers as pos- Created" by Tschesnekov and were
sible. Ronald B. Gray '54 adminis- accompanied by Mr. Peabody at
staid old Exeter Theater: the tictered the examination in Bangor; the organ.
Director of Admissions Hubert S.
ket-taker still wears his Mackinaw close.
After the service, under the ausDirector of Admsisions Hubert Shaw, in Brunswick; Assistant Di- pices of custom and Bowdoin hoson cold nights and youthful
S. Shaw wishes to extend an invi- rector of Admissions Paul V. Haz- pitality, two or three members of
"townies" continue to slam the
tation to the faculty and staff to elton, in Ellsworth; Charles W. the Bates Choir were invited to
side door . - . It's the quality of the attend Dr. Bestor's address at Carruthers of the Psysics
Depart- each of the fraternity houses for
movies that has changed.
10:30.
ment, in Newcastle; David R. An- dinner.

^MMM^MMM

To Create
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David R. Anderson 5&
H.

C. William

Cooke

J*. '55

Editors

George I. Rockwood
Thomas L. Spence '57
AMMUtaat News Editors
v
Richard B. Lyman Jr.

'57

'57

'56

The

Copy Editors

Gerard

Richard M. Oataiano *55

'37

Feature Writers

John M. Belka

'54

Donald W. Blodgett

'54

C M. Priest

'35

Franklin G. Devi* '54
L.

Dube

Benjamin

'55

Charles N. Janson LaPalme '55
Photographer

James

P. Gaston '54

Charles S. Christi*- 55
Sport* Editor
Joseph T. Rogers '55

_

Sport** Stsff

Russell B. Crowell '55

John

E.

Deloour

James L. Doherty '55
Robert it Gloyer 5fl
Gerald M. Werksman '57

almonds '57
S. Potter Jr. '57
Saul

Howard

P.

Cohen

'57

Reporters

John W. Maloney

C. Jaeohson '57

Herbert A. Milter
John Ranlett '57

Werner

II.

*57

the Editor
of the Bowdoin Orient

"56

editorial in the Orient issue

March 10 by James Anwyli, Jr.
on "Our Intellectual Sterility" is
not only timely but an intelligent
and^in some respects a brilliant-

observation of conditions existing, not only at Bowdoin but generally in undergraduates throughout the country.
In my humble opinion this is a
serious indictment on the type of
education received by graduates of
public and private schools, where
the emphasis appears to be placed
on practical courses rather than
on those that develop the mind
and spirit, course that would prepare the student for higher education. The break down of Latin
.and the emphasis on applied music
in pre-college education are cases

conceived

Edward P. Parsons "57
Peter Schmalaer Jr. '57 in point.
Bowdoin has its share of seriRichard W. Greene '57
John- R. MacKay '56 ous minded students, but it would
be gratifying if w» could have
Robert C. Shepherd '57
BaalnesA Manager
thinking on the high level of this
Bruce N. Cooper '54
editorial.

F. Fischer Jr. '57

Jay Howard-

Jr. '57

James A. Cooke

Assistant Business
'54

Managers
C.

Richard Thurston

Harry G. Carpenter
Peter F. Gass '87

'57

Sincerely yours,
Frederic Tillotson
Professor of Music

'54

Advertising Manager
Peter M. Pirnie '55
Circulation Manager
Harold R. Beacham Jr. '56
Business Assistants
"57
'57

BOWDOrN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor James A. Storer, Bruce
Cooper '54 Albert F. Lilley 54. Wallace R. Harper Jr. '55, John
Goodrich '55

To Consider
Scholarship Merge

Colleges

N

A scholarship clearing house
plan is seriously being considered
for use in the near future at Bowdoin and a number of other eastService, lac
ern colleges including Williams,
Call*** Pubiiihtrs Rtprtitmfliv*
4» MADISON AVE.
NEWTOMt, N. T.
Amherst, and Wesleyan.
•
Chat— Boston Los Anobl~.<i Sam Pk*NCiaoo
The plan, first proposed by HarPaMiafcat w—klr whan rln in are kcU d»Hn» taa Fall ana" Sarin*
'it by
the _•t»o»BU of Bowdoin Uhn. AadrcM new* communication, to the Editor and aak» vard
Director of Financial Aid
arriptlon
"tlon _
Manafw
Min
aaaa _
of tho Bowwoln Pahiiaaaas Com_§*
.'"JKS" nlaattana to taa Baaineaa
John U. Monro, would provide for
pany at a
the
ORIENT OaTUe in
». »—*» Hall. Bowdoin Call*** Bronawiak. Main*, n
y.-—
a. aaeaa* rlaaa matter at tfc* post office at Bmnawiek. Main*. Tha labwriation rats
a central organization to deterfor one year la
<»>
mine the financial need of scholarship applicants. The purpose of
this program would be to eliminate
Union Object Of Pride
the abusive bidding for exceptional students which is carried or»
Recently, a large number of new lamps and lighting fix- between some colleges at the prestures have been installed throughout the first floor of the Moul- ent time.

HMHtn
National Advertising
KOH NATIONAL

I
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$50,000 Granted
ton Union to afford students, faculty, and guests of the college
A preliminary plan of this debetter light for reading and studying.
sign has already been devised by
New three-way bulbs have been inserted in the reading the College Entrance Examination
Board and will be voted on at an
lamps found in the main lounge. Mr. Lancaster secured lightApril 7 meeting. It has granted
ing engineers to design the new lampshade which can now be $50,000 for a study of the scholarseen in. the lounge.
These changes greatly improve the light ship problem. It was felt by many
authorities that colleges were not
available for both day time and night use.
Mr. Lancaster is making financial need the paraalso planning to install small flood lights in the main lounge mount factor in granting scholarwhich will better illuminate the piano and the lecture stand. ships. The new plan will probably
Students will also notice siimilar improvements in the small be effected by a standard questionaire designed to determine the
lounge.
students relative financial need.
The dining room has also undergone various lighting im- The questionaire would be geared
to some ma'thmatical formula that
provements.
Indirect lighting fixtures have been installed in
would inable scholarship funds to
the ceiling, giviag more light but lessening the glare.
limited be used fairer and in the most usenumber of tabltr lamps placed in the dining room have given it ful manner.

A

a more intimate atmosphere.
Also, the lamp over the main
Tallman Lecturer Talks
entrance to the Union has been replaced and. improved.
All of these changes may not be readily noticeable to the
About Mental Treasures
Bowdoin student as he comes dashing in between classes for that
[Continued from Page iy
morning cup of coffee or while engaging in one of the never disliked minimizing the suffering
ending "bull sessions" which prevail until the closing hours. of those who have undergone this
torture, but he was interested why
Nevertheless, the changes have been made, and they have been
some people were able to successmade in the interest of the students.
fully resist and why others sucWhen we really begin to think about it, most of us will cumbed. He thinks our ability to
resist and to maintain sanity in
agree that our Union is something to which we can always point
such positions depends on deep inwith pride whenever we are entertaining guests an the campus. tellectual training.

An underclassman can go into the Union at any hour and he
find it just as clean as the minute it opened early in the
morning. We just naturally expect the Union to be clean and
neat, but when you begin to think about the large number of
students who use it* services, you begin to realize that it must be
quite a job to keep so clean.
Our union is not a clean and efficient place by accident.
The many people on the union staff work endlessly in making
it a place which we can be proud of.
In turn, we should be very
proud of this staff. Much praise should be given fro all of them.
right from Mr. Lancaster, the director, to the students who
proctor the recreation room. Mr. Lancaster is constantly striving to make the Union an even better place for us; and who
could replace Steve and the ladies behind the cafeteria counter
will

with

more

efficient

and

friendly help?
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Comdr. MacMillan '98

Faculty^Show Enjoyed;

Write lusieal For

To Receive Bowdoin

Love Intriques, Acting,

For Business School

Animal Spring Play

Prize At Convocation

Scenery All Praised

Candidates Scheduled

On Editorial

[Continued from Page 1}

faculty, and the residents
wick will have the opportunity to doin Prize in December, 1953, will
1954 see an original musical revue by come to Brunswick on Tuesday,
Bowdoin students this spring.
April 6, to receive the prize and to
Mr. James Anwyli, Jr.
The Bowdoin Orient
Entirely the work of two sopho- deliver a lecture.
Brunswick, Maine.
mores, Fred Wilkins '56 and WilThe convocation, to be held in
Dear Mr. Anwyli:
liam Beeson '56, this musical is his honor, will be in Memorial Hall
I want to take a moment to con- apart from the usual college com- at four o'clock.
President Cotes.
gratulate you on the fine editorial edies, satires on college Mfe. It is will preside and will be assisted by
that you wrote for the March 10th an intimate and' lively revue cut Professor Reinhard Korgen, who
issue of the Bowdoin Orient. A from the partem of "Lend An Ear" will present a brief biographical
number of other people also prais- and "New Faces."
sketch of Commander MacMillan.
ed it in my hearing. So long as
The idea for the show, "While The Bowdoin Glee Club will sing
there are students like yourself
Grieg's "Discovery."
.", had its bethe Cat's Away
here who are able to write such
An academic procession, composginning in the fall of this school
editorials we are not entirely lost.
year. Beeson and Wilkins worked ed of Faculty members and the
In fact, I know of a number of
on it (words and music) until its Glee Club, will form at 3:45- p.m.
students who think as you do and
in February- Sponsor- in anticipation of the convocation.
who deserve any encouragement completion
ed by the Masque and Gown for The participants of the procession
that you and I can give them.
performances on the 3rd and 5th of will be seated on the main floor of
Please keep up the good work
May and Ivy Weekend, the revue Memorial Hall in seats reserved for
and don't give up hope. The voice
will go into production right after them.
in the wilderness is not a new pheFollowing the convocation, from
spring vacation. Bill Beeson will
nomenon in civilization and it can
direct the show, Wilkins will have 5:30 to 6:30 p.m., Theta Delta Chi
do much good if it is strong and
charge, of the orchestra, and Miss will hold a reception in honor of
clear and courageous.
Jo-Ann Prince of Lewiston will do Commander MacMillan and his
Sincerely yours,
wife. Later, the MaeMillans will
the choreography.
Philip C. Beam,
There is a comparatively small be guests for dinner at the PresiDirector..
cast for this production since the dent's House.
Invitations to the convocation
show is written without plot, rather with songs and sketches. Six have been sent to the Faculty, govClassical Association
women and nine men make up the erning boards, subscribers to the
cast:
Naney McKeen, Deana Bowdoin College Calendar, and a
Of
England
Sweet, Connie Aldrich, Marjorie selected list. A block of tickets will
Tillotson,
Jo-Ann Prince, Sally be made available to each fraterConvene
Higgins,
Barry Gilchrist "57, nity for distribution. Tickets will
The Classical Association of New Charles Janson-LaPalme '55, Allan also be available upon request at
England, with 100 members from Wright '54\ Warren Slesinger '56, Mr. Wilder" s office on the morning
prep schools, high schools, and col- Robert Keay '56, Ben Priest '56, of thje lecture.
leges, will hold their annual meet- Bill Kimball '55, Herb Miller '57
ing here on April 2 and 3.
and John Nungesser '54.
The outstanding activity of the
Televise
week end will be the presentation
of a play, the "Medea of Seneca,"
Fraser
All-Maine Five 3rd Drill
by the Bowdoin Classics Club at
8:15 Friday evening in the CleaveWednesday, April 7
land Science Building. The cast
will include Mrs. Athern Daggett,
The last of three Bowdoin ROTC
Maine, Bates
.Mildred Thalheimer, Director of
drill teams will perform in PortDramatics at Brunswick High
The coaches of the Maine Col- land on WCSH-TV, Wednesday,
School, Professor of Dramatics lege basketball
teams selected an April 7, at about 6:20 p.m.
George H. Quinby, Vice-President All-Maine club a week ago.
This team will have John D.
Bela W. Norton, Harlan B. PeaThe
first five is composed of two Gardner '56 as Drill-Master. Membody, Instructor of Greek, and Edbers of the team will be Chester M.
win B. Benjamin, Assistant Profes- Colby hoopsters, and one each
from the remainder of the colleges. Day '56, Henry M. Haskell '56, Alsor of English. Associate ProfesBill Fraser, who broke the state len F. Wright '56 and Russell
sor of Classics Nathan Dane will
scoring record with 44 points in a Longyear '57. All of the members
direct the play. In 1936, when the
game with Bates, was the lone were chosen from the ROTC" Drill
Classical Association last met here,
Polar Bear choice, getting the cen- Platoon which practices twice a
Professors Dane and Benjamin apter slot. The forwards were Bob week to perfect difficult drills not
peared in the play as undergraduRaymond of the Mules and George included in the basic drill formaates and Professor Quinby was the
Schroeder of the Bates Bobcats. In tions.
play's director.
The two teams which preceded
The members of the Association the backcourt are Keith Mahaney
of Maine and Lou Zambello of this one have both performed very
will be formally welcomed to the
well. Both of the two units have
Colby.
College by President James S.
Mahaney and Schroeder both an excellent chance to be chosen to
Coles on Friday morning. On Fritheir clubs late in the season. take part in the final competition.
day afternoon an organ concert left
Only one player on the- elite quin- At that time the best four of the
will be given by Mr. Peabody, and
tet is a senior, that being Fraser. thirteen teams which have taken
David W. Holmes '56 will play the
Mahaney, Zambello, and Schroeder part in the weekly telecasts will
chapel chimes at noon on Friday
are juniors, while Raymond is a compete for first, second and third
and Saturday.
place.
sophomore.
15,

.

New

Gradliate stl|dy Tests

of polish and manners was
Bowdoin College has been desigBournique's winning point in nated
a test in g center for the
the evening.
nationwide administration of the
Admission
Test
for
Graduate
Burton Taylor was impressive Study in Business of May 13. 1954,
as Scandal, but a haniteney in Dr. David" L. Russell, Director of
lines and a blurred enunciation Student Counselling, has announcproved to be a serious, defect. His ed.
scene with Mrs. Foresight was,
The test, administered by the
however, gracefully bandied. Ira
Educational Testing Service of
Reiss had- two roles. Both- were

Commander Donald B. MacMillan lieu
of Bruns- '99, who was awarded the Bow- !».

and their dates, the

.

To

At Bowdoin

Bowdoin, Little Three
David H. Dott
Paul J. CNeil

Received

March

of
'57

Carroll E. Pennell '56

John W. Albert

15 March 1954

To

24,

Two Bowdoin Students

Students

Editorial Praised
James Anwytt

New*

Edward Born

Ettor

Further Compliments

Editor-in-Chief

John B. Goodrich "55
Managing Editors

m
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WCSH To

.

Team Show

On
WithxVoCo%Cagers,
Two From

H

^
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Princeton, N.J.,

required

is
for adperformed adequately.
mission at the graduate business
Mrs. Daggett performed with
schools of Columbia University,
grace and inimitable charm. Her
Harvard University, Northwestern
lines were spoken with, an ease
University,
Rutgers University,
and with, clarity and precision. Seton
Hall University, University
Shirley Coombs as the heroine,
at Chicago, University of MichiAngelica came through with cogan, University of Pennsylvania,
quetry and dalliance in abundance.
and! Washington University of St.
Her interpretation was fine, but Louis.
Applicants to other schools
somewhat lessened by a rather
should check with that school as
weak voice.
little more volume
soon as possible to see whether it
was really needed. Madeleine Jep- now requires
the test. Application
pesen as Mrs. Foresight moved
blanks, which should be mailed so
through her world of intrigue
as to be received at the Princeton
with a display of shrewdness evokoffice no later than April 29. and
ed clearly in the interpretation of
a Bulletin of Information describthe part.
ing registration procedures and
Country Girt
containing sample test questions
Frances Hokanson, the silly may
be obtained from Dr. Russell.
country Girl provided some- of the
test will be the last for this acaproduction's
most amusing, mo- demic year.
ments in conjunction with. Mr.
The Admission Test for GraduTattle. The seduction scene was
Study in Business will not be
played with a convincing innocence ate
designed
to test specific knowledge
on her part, and render her pop*
of any academic subject. Anyone
trayal a diverting piece of acting
A word of praise goes to Mrs. with normal undergraduate training should be able to do a good
Tillotson as the waddling, matronjob on the test.
ly nurse, to Mr. Little, the servant
who looked remarkably like Ben
Franklin, and to Eileen Pols, the
and Prue delivered these to an
maid.
The prologue and epilogue were amused audience which was w« IIpleased at the topicality of Mr.
especially written for this per
foTmanw by H."£ Brown. Tattle Browns tw° Pieces.

A

1

Student

Patronage
Solicited

First National

Bank

Brunswick,

Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The week

end's activities will
also include illustrated talks, panel
discussions, exhibits in the Library

and Art Building, and a banquet
preceding the play on Friday
night. Professors Dane and Peabody will make reports on the
"Ford Foundation" and "Epic Tra-

Merrymeeting
185 Park

dition" respectively.

Gift
Row

Greeting Cards

Members of the Association will
be housed in Moore, Hyde and
Appleton Halls, and the Moulton
Union will serve as headquarters

Shop

— Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping

After Vacation Will

Too

Late

Take Advantage Of The Old Price Now

MODERN LIBRARY

for the conference.

Be

—

1.25

(tegular Edities)

Notice
There

meeting of all
treasurers this
Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in Conferwhen ence Room A of the Moulton UnWhat
the guards take away everything? ion. Topic for special consideration
Some people can take and keep will be the present high cost of
great riches with them in prison, fuel.
and have friends on call who can
visit. Others
are forever lonely
and alone. Dr. Bridges' grandmother was a prisoner for forty
years a prisoner of blindness, but
will be a

interested

Brunswick Coal

&

Lumber 60.

Effective April 1. 1954, the

new

price will be $1.45

house

Prisoner's ColPer
has a prisoner left

FUEL

-

BUILDING SUPPLIES

Brunswick, Maine

MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE

—

she was never really confined. She
had visits from people she had
never seen, but knew well. They included men such as Robert Burns,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and
Jesus of Nazareth.
#
"It is something to have these
friends, to be able to remember a
good poem or story. It is a protection against the adversities of our
time ... It is great to be able

summon the Twenty-third
Psalm, or to remember a hymn
such as 'Abide With Me*
You
have a company of good companto go with you always, comThe ORIENT this week has prepared what we believe is ions
panions who have known roughan appropriate sketch of the life and times of Thomas Means. ness as well as less violent experJoseph E. Merrill Professor of Greek Language and Literature. iences, and who can speak to you
beauty and truth.**
Professor Means, who has devoted 33 years of his life to in joy,
Dr. Bridges is here for the
Bowdoin and the cornrnunity, contributed much to the Classics spring semester on a fund whose
Department as we now know it and to various other Bowdoin income "is to be expended annually
to

The Professor Means Story

.

.

.

upon a series of lectures to be de\
livered by men selected by the
His story appears on page four of this issue, h is botn a Faculty whether in this country or
abroad." Dr. Bridges, is the fourth
record of and a tribute to a great Bowdoin personality.
American and second Bowdoin
alumnus in 21 years to be selected.
activities.
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POLAR

Y. Rogers

'55,

ORIENT

Clement

varsity- letters, with seven more
winning their numerals. Twenty
freshmen also received numerals.

Sports Editor

There has been much discussion on the quantity and quality of
The varsity team, headed by
Bowdoin athletes during recent years. Many wonder why every sport Captain Bob Arwezon, finished in
a
isn't equipped with top-flight stars, and those sports which do have tie
for sixth place among fourteen
one or two star athletes are questioned as to why there aren't more of colleges at the 35th annual New
them. The majority of the students here at Bowdoin sit by and England Intercollegiate Swimming
criticize a coach if. a winning season is not realized, fervently holding Association championship held at
to the belief that if the coach were replaced there would immediately Storrs, Conn., two weeks ago.
be no more worries as far as producing consistently winning teams. Coach Bob Miller was unable to
The source of the trouble, however, is not found in the coach but in travel with the team because of ill
health. With all but two members
For the students
the
apathetic attitude of the students themselves.

V

Sqimd Appears Weft Balanced

;Of this year's

(-11

Wilson, Brunswick.
Me.; H. Erik Lund. Augusta, Me.;
Whitney R, Lyon, Lake Forest, HI.;
Thomas R. Merrill, Raymond, Me.;
Herbert A. Miller, Chestnut Hill,
Mass.; Ralph L. Miller. Melrose,
Mass.; Charles G. Nicolls. Parksley,
Va.; James H. Simon, Marblehead,
Mass.; James R. B. Stockham Jr.,
Short Hill* M.J.; and Henry C.
Thomas, Belmont, Mass.
Bowdoin College Athletic Director Mai Morrell announced last
.Saturday the awarding of varsity

Bowdoin College Athletic Direc'tor Mai Mbrrelt announced last
Saturday ttw award of swimming
letters and numerals fop the past
season. Seven men were awarded

lean upcits units;

tmseoatt

GIVEN IN 4 SPORTS

BEARINGS
By Joaeph

NUMERALS

HH5

S:

CbmmU.

'55

t

third.
hockey letters and numerals for best lead-off hitters the school has
Barry Nichols is the only sure
had for many years, and hardthe past season.
starter in the outfield. MacFayden
Coach Danny MacFayden direct- hitting Fred Fh?mming pose prob- said the other two vacancies will be
lems
for
field of
the
Deacon
in
the
ed, the Polar Bears to a successful
capable replacements. At any rate, filled by those who do the best hitsix win, two loss, one tie season.
ting in practice. Hal Anthony,
Bowdoin won the unofficial Maine here is a quick run-down on the

varsity back, with

have wide opportunities to interest athletes in Bowdoin.
some solid reinforcements from the
The coaches cannot campaign actively for high school athletes; freshman ranks, and with Miller College title by defeating Colby
they also cannot be expected to know of all the athletes who would be fully, recovered, the Polar Bear twice. Captain. Dave Rogenson of
interested in coming to Bowdoin, if they knew something about it. mermen should have a better sea- Brookline,
Mass.,
and Richard
"Mucker" McCusker of Braintnee,
The initial contact must be made by the student, whether he's on a son next year.
scorvarsity sport or not. Those who were active in sports before coming
Varsity letters were awarded to Mass., were the season's high
to Bowdoin must know some of the athletes in their respective schools. the following: Robert K. G. Arwe- ers.
Fifteen varsity letters, a manaAfter all, it's the athletes who know the athletes, and as such it is zon. Providence, R.I.; Kenneth G.
Brigham, Brewer, Me. Theo A. de- ger's letter, and seven varsity nutheir job to do their share in interesting- their former athletic schoolWinter, Hurlingham, Argentina; merals were awarded. Letters were
mates in coming to Bowdoin.
awarded to the following: David F.
The students, whenever possible, should invite athletes from their Robert H. Glover, Brockton, Mass.; Coe, Wellesley, Mass.; Paul S.
Stephen R. Morse, Newton Centre,
former schools who have the necessary scholastic standings up here
Mass.
Longmeadow,
Mass.; Clark H. Neill, Cape Ned- Doherty,
and show them around; explain what scholarships are available to
Lawrence E. Dwight, Newtonville,
dick. M*.; David A. Pyle, Plythem and how they can help work their way through college, if they mouth, Mass. William G. Thal^ N.X.. William H. Freeman, Greenare in need of help financially. By introducing these fellows to the heimer of Wilmington, Del., was field, Mass.; Robert P. Hazzard 3rd,
coaches of their sports, the coach can then keep in touch with them awarded a varsity manager's let- Gardiner. Me.; Charles W. Howard
.II, Concord, N.H.; Denis W. King,
and do his best to increase their interest in what Bowdoin has to offer. ter.
Lowell. Mass.; Richard T. McCabe,
Bowdoin's biggest selling point is Bowdoin itself; by taking on interest
Those awarded varsity numerals Wellesley
Hills, Mass.; Richard P.
in these athletes who are undecided as to where to continue their were Hugh Courteol, Evanston,
McCusker, Braintree, Mass.; David
education and by showing them around the college, much can be done 111.; Ernest G. Flint Jr., Beverly, R. Melincoff, Boston, Mass. Frank
Mass.;
Philip
W.
Gilman,
Plain- A. Metz Jr., Winthrop, Mass.;
in bringing more athletes to Bowdoin.
How well such a system could work can be exemplified by the ef- field, N.J.; Kurt Herman, Cam- Peter M. Pirnje, Concord, Mass.;
bridge, Mass.; Lawrence Johnston, David
S.
Rogerson, Brookline,
forts of the swimming team. Bob McGrath, Gil Wishart, and Larry
Bar
Harbor,
Me.;
Lloyd
E.
Willey,
Mass.; Peter J. Rigby, Newton
Boyle came to Bowdoin due to work by previous members of the
Bangor, Me., and H. James Wil- Center, Mass.;
John W. Swenson,
team. Bob Arwezon "found" Bowdoin through McGrath; Arwezon, in liams, Braintree,
Mass.
Walpole, Mass.; Bruce N. Cooper,
turn, interested Bob Glover in the advantages of Bowdoin. John Collier
Freshman numerals went to Noroton Heights, Conn., manager.
and Tom Merrill were influenced by the efforts of Glover in their de» John W. Albert, East Orange, N.J.;
Numerals were awarded as folcision to come here. At present there are at least six outstanding swim- Richard W. Chase, Milford, Conn.;
lows: Paul E. Testa, Medford,
mainly through the work John F.
Collier,
mers who are interested in coming here
Charlestown, Mass.; Sanford A. Kowal, Newton
Mass.;
is
Alfred
them
one
of
C.
Darrow
Incidentally,
Jr.,
Cam- Center, Mass.; Edward F. Parsons,
of the members of the swimming team.
one of the better backstrokers in the country, and a well-known den, Me.; Richard G. Davis, Pitts- Shaker Heights, Ohio; Charles R,
Winchester,
Eastern university has offered him an extremely large scholarship; burgh, Penna.; James W. Dewsnap, Herrmann,
Mass.
West
Long
Branch,
NIJ.;
Arnold
Stephen A. Land, Reading, Mass.;
yet after seeing Coach Miller and Bowdoin, it is believed he may end
L. Freedland, Manchester, N.H.;
James F. Leary, Lowell, Mass.; Edup here. Thus we have a "chain reaction" existing, where everyone Marvin P.
Frogel, Quincy, Mass.; ward D. McDonough, New Salem,
on the team does a little to keep a steady flow of material coming to Alden L. Head, Bangor,
Me.; Wil- Mass
Bowdoin for the swimming team.
liam S. Howard, Wollaston, Mass.;
(Continued on Page 4)
it
is
also
varsity
sports;
However, it is not up to just those on the
the job of anyone who knows of any athletes from his own area who
Wins
hrterf
Bawling
Crown;
something
about
it
knew
only
would like to come to Bowdoin if they
Many of them would prefer a small college and its advantages over a ?si Upsilon,
Sigma, Betas Fottow
large university. There are many who would rather come to Bowdoin
By Saul H Cohen 'S3
and work their way through than coast along on large scholarships
Last Wednesday, a high-scoring ARU held a scant eight-point lead.
at bigger educational institutions.
ARU team overwhelmed the Psi U At this point the Psi U's made
It should be emphasized that the scholastic standards of the col- bowlers to win the Interfraternity
their bid for the match. Led by
lege should' not be lowered; athletes who haven't the marks to enter Bowling Championship.
Ronnie English who bowled 110 for
The Psi U*s continued to bowl the second string, Psi U rolled up
Bowdoin should receive no favored treatment, any more than those
who do enter. Also, it should be remembered that all of these poten- the high scores which have marked a total pinfall of 404 for that string
their mid-season drive and they as three men topped the century
tial entrants to Bowdoin are under pressure from other colleges and
proved even stronger than expect
mark. As a result Psi U gained
universities; it's a competitive system. Since many athletes come to
ed. Particular credit for this fine fifteen pins to command a sevenBowdoin when they could get better scholarships somewhere else showing
should go to Nate Cush- pin lead.
shows Bowdoin must have something. Our job is to show them what man, who averaged
;

team as

—

.

I

raten&y
Kappa

when not pitching, will probably
see some service as will Fred Cou-

looks to us.

it

The pitching department

kos. Other candidates are Pete
be as strong as
Chapman, Fred Ferber, Ron HarLefthanders include veteran ris, Wayne Orsie, Len Plasse and
Paul Clifford and Lee Dyer. Hal Bill Berkey.
Anthony will probably be the only
The Athletic Office announced
regular right-handed chucker. In that the team woud play two
the relief department MacFayden warm-up games before beginning
can call on Barry Nichols and Fred the regular season. Bates will be
Coukos. Also trying for the open here either tbe 14th or 15th of
spot are Gracey, Al Marshall, Dick April and Maine will appear in
Little and Ted Holdredge.
The Brunswick on the 17th. State
catchers are even stronger. Dick Series competition will begin en
Marshall is back along with Paul the 19th.

certainly

will
last

year's.

KS Wins
Stops

Psi Upsilon Holding

Volleyball;

ARU

In 2 Games; Intrafraterraty Meet

Cosgrove Leads

;

ARU

B.

a recent interview. Danny Hezelton. a fine receiver up from
MacFayden reported that about 60 last year's freshman team.
The infield looms up as a sound
candidates had reported for varsity
and freshman baseball practice. Of defensive unit and with some^ hitcourse, little is known about fresh- ting could be the strongest asset to
man prospects but we were able to the team. Veteran Jack Cosgrove
uncover some facts about the var- will be holding down the initial
sity. MacFayden said the club, al- sack while Tim Stearns and Johnthough relatively strong in some ny Kreider will battle Capt. Frank
departments, would probably not Vecella for his second baseman's
be as good as Bowdoin teams in job. Johnny Libby is a sure, bet to
the last four or five years. The start at shortstop and either Pete
loss of Wally Bartlett, one o'f the Rigby or Phil Trussell wuT be at
In

Way

For the second year

in

This Evening In Cage

a row,

WIN 5&S7
BASKETBALL FINAL

KAPPA
IN

SIGS

By Robert N. Hurst

The Kappa Sigs
Sigma Nu's 56-37

fourth straight interfrarermty basketball crown at the Sargent Gym

Tuesday

night.

The Kappa

Sigs.

'54

ing into a man to man the ftappa
Sigs were held to three from the
floor, but the Sigma Nus hampered by the loss of starters and
the injury which forced high scoring Frank Vecella to leave the
game, continued to play a ragged
game committing personal fouls.
The Kappa Sigs took advantage of
this and did most of their scoring
from the foul line.
Leading the scoring parade for
the Kappa. Sigs was Lenny Plasse
and Rollie Ware, each with 13
points, Plasse had five from the
floor and three from the foul line
while Ware had six from the floor
and one from the foul line. Danny
Gulezian also shared scoring honors with Plasse and Ware as he
also scored- 13 on three from the
floor and seven from the foul line.
For the Sigma Nus Frank Vecella
and Jack Manningham were nigh

annihilated, the
win their
to

led by Lenny

Plasse and Jack Cosgrove, scored
nine points in the first period- before the Sigma Uus could cut the
cords and were never in danger of
losing the lead from that time on.
Danny Gulezian started" the scoring as he pumped in. two quick baskets. Rollie Ware hit for two more
points and then Cosgrove and Gul*
ezian sank two foul shots to make
it 9-0 before Mark Kapiloff put in
a foul shot for the Sigma Nus.
Lenny Plasse then dunked in five
straight points to make it 15-1 before the Sigma Nus knew what
happened. At the end of the first
period the Kappa Sigs had a commanding 21-8 lead. In that first
with eight.
period the Sigma Nus could only
It was not expected to be such
score two field goals, one by Gus
a wide open game as was played,
Boss and another by Kapiloff.
for the Kappa Sigs had just
Kappa
In the second period the
squeaked by the Sigma Nus
Sigs scored only two from the| Temlar season plav tor their only
floor, but managed to boost thenteams had finished in a
loss
lead to 14 points. The Kappa Sigs ^ad heat for first place with ten
scored most of their points in this wins and only one loss. However,
period on foul shots as the Sig- the Sigma Nus never did get
ma ^us offensive and defensive their- high powered offense moving
continued to be ragged.
and from the opening whistle were
The third period spelled disaster never in the game. Miich of the
for the Sigma Nu's as starters Kappa Sigs effectiveness can be
Paul Clifford and Greg Payne left attributed to Danny Gulezian's
via the five foul rule and Mark domination of both boards as he
Kapiloff, sixth man on the team, hauled down a tremendous numquickly followed. At the end-of the ber of rebounds.
third period the Kappa Sigs had
As the White Key has abolished
extended their lead to 19 points, "the Interfraternity Point Cup Troand when the buzzer sounded lead phy the Kappa Sigs will receive

m

^^

j

The Psi U's have announced that
the K.S. won the volleyball cham- an Intrafraternity Track
Meet will
pionship, beating the ARU's in 2 be held tonight between the varistraight games. Sparked by Jack ous classes. An estimated 35 partiCosgrove and Bob Thompson who cipants will be entered in the vari- 47-28.
subbed brilliantly for the injured ous events, which include a broad
With the
Hank Shaw, the K.S. romped 15-8, jump, high jump, and dashes of

just

Sigma

Al Werksman and Gerry various lengths. The reward for
Goldstein shone for the losers, with winning this meet is a case of beer.
Werksman playing perhaps the There will also be a Fat Man's
finest volleyball game that this
Race, with about seven or eight enwriter has ever seen.
tries. The meet may turn into an
The K.S. defeated the ATO's and annual event, depending on wheththe ARU beat the DS in the semi- er the meet is won by the Seniors
finals.
Both matches were won or not.
in 2 straight games. The ATO's
forfeited to the DS in the conso- Shaw of the KS, and Mute Batal
lation game.
and Dave Donahue of the D.S.
Outstanding
players
in
the These players comprise the All
league this year were Al Werks- Star team along with Ken Miller
man and Gerry Goldstein of the of the Beta's and Parker McLaren
ARU's, Jack Cosgrove and Hank of the ATO's.

Nu

a trophy for their champion-

defense go- ship in basketball

15-12.

Complete and Friendly

Banking Services
Student Accounts

Welcomed
Brunswick Branch

FLY NORTHEAST

FIRST-AUBURN TRUST COMPANY

NON-STOP SERVICE
Portland - New York

Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

For Airline Reservations

Phone 1163-J

H.

B.

STOWE AGENCY
'

j

I

103 for three

it is.

I

strings.

Going into the second

string,

I

As the third string progressed,
the tide began to turn in favor of
(Continued on Page 4)

Your Wings are
your Passport

Freshmen Edge Tufts
Track Sfpad, 5<M9;
>'

McWilliams Sets Mark
By John E. Simonds '57
The Freshman Track squad

A CAMPUS -TO -CAREER CASE HISTORY

fin-

ished up a successful season recently with a 50-49 triumph over
the Tufts first-year men on the

Tufts track.
Bill McWilliams highlighted the
events of the meet by throwing the shot put 49 feet and onehalf inch setting a new meet record. He also took second in the 35pound weight and tied with Dwight
Eaton for first in the pole vault
with a height of 10 feet 9 inches.
Outstanding in the running
events was the 300-yard dash, in
which the first three men crossed
the finish line with only one-half
of a second separating the winner
from the third man. Wells of Tufts
shattered the tape in 35.2. Bowdoin's Les Leonetti was second

field

with a 35.4 time, and Coviello of
the home team came home third in
35.7 seconds.

Long-legged Phil Meyers skimover the 45-yard high hurdles

med

(Continued on Page 4)

Emmett Smith,

CUMBERLAND
THEATRE
Brunswick, Maine

E. E., '50, never

heard of telephone

traffic

work, but

what he saw of the job intrigued him.
He explains how it worked out.

(Reading time: 40 seconds)

Emmett Smith supervises operation of this training
switchboard, which he originally helped to design.

Thursday

Match 25

JUBILEE TRAIL
wMh
Vera Katoton
Tucker

Forreftt

Stmt

News

Snhject

Friday-

March

2*-27

CREATURE OF THE
BLACK LAGOON
with
KJchard Carlson
Julia Adams
also

News

Short Subjects

Sund*y»M«o<la.y-Tue»d»y

March

28-29-40

SASKATCHEWAN
with

Alan Ladd
Shelley Winters

Cartoon

Wednesday-Thursday

March

their headquarters to talk about a job.

"In Detroit
at a

number

I

had a chance

to look

of departments, including

one I'd never heard of before, the Traffic
Department. I found that, in addition to
the engineering of switchboards, its
work involved the supervision and the
actual handling of customer calls, tt
struck me like m wonderful opportunity
to combine staff engineering and field
management.

"My

first

impression was right, too,

my work covered both. First, I
had on-the-job training assignments in
because

also
.Nm»-»

"Communications nave always been one
of my main interests — in the Navy and
at the University of Michigan. So I
was very happy when the Michigan Bell
Telephone Company invited me to visit

Sl-Aprll I

several different kinds of offices

Long Distance,

dial

— local,

and manual. Then

I

worked

in engineering, translating esti-

mates of future growth into the actual
number of circuits and switchboard
positions required.

"Now

I'm supervising the operation
I helped engineer.
job is to see that my district
gets the kind of equipment it needs and
of one of the boards
Briefly,

my

what we have is functioning propWorking with people is another
major part of my job, too, because I
that

erly.

Long Distance

visors of the

operators.

"Needless to say, I'm happy with my
job. A job I didn't even know existed."
•

•

•

Emmett Smith's job is with a Bell Telephone Company. Tbetw ase sifBtlar op-

News

are your

an Air Force Lieutenant and

personal passport to universal re-

earnings of over $5,000 a year!

spect and admiration. They're a

They come complete with the

sign

— recognized

everywhere

that mark you as one of America's

To wear

them, you must win
them ... as an Aviation Cadet.

They come with the

with

Dewey Martin

Your Air Force wings

finest

portunities for college people witk Bati

Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric
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TENNESSEE CHAMP
Shelley Winters

wherever you go...

serve in an advisory capacity to the super-

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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gold bars of

admiration of a grateful Nation.
If you're single, between 19 and
26H, prepare to win this passport
to success. Join the Aviation
Cadets! For further information,
fill out this coupon today.
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Cubes On Toast

Ice

By Benjamin
Well, Hunters, Here
big, all

new, Spring

issue of

JADALOON PERSPECTIVE
Jadaloon Perspective, a comprehensive and rather sincere little
magazine, occupies a somewhat
unique position in the publishing
world by virtue of its being the
only national quarterly to be issued but once a year. There just
isn't that much you could say
about Jadaloons that would fill
up four issues. Give us credit for
one anyway, won't you. And stop
that continual grousing. Nag, nag,
nag. Honestly!

empty cabs down

in

New York city.

rare hunter who, when
in the big city, has not felt the
slithering brush against his legs
of an escaping 'Loon. We understand that one hunter so far recovered from his surprise at being
brushed that he was able to take
a lusty swipe at the retreading creature with the handle of his umbrella. Well done.
It is the

any rate, Spring is here
again, and once more the Jada-

At

to move
North. There is no direct cause
for alarm as yet. A typical Jadastands
about
seven
feet
three
loon
I* Bugbee McNabb
inches tall and has a wing-span of
Lancelot Bugbee McNabb, foun- somewhere around three inches.
der of the Clear Eyed and Steady This makes it a bit difficult for
Handed Jadaloon Hunters of Am- him to get about, but they are
erica and co-discoverer of water, plucky beasts and should be given
would have celebrated his two credit.
hundred and seventeenth birthday
There will be a slight reward oflast Monday, had he lived. The an- fered for the Hunter sighting the
nual McNabb Day Parade held in first Jadaloon of the season.
honor of the memory of this great
Sporting Tips
Pioneer was a miserable flop. NoHunters, be sure of your Jadabody came. Head Hunter for the loon. We here on the staff of JaNational council Christopher Med- daloon Perspective went out to inics shed a few very appropriate terview Coonskin McCafferty, by
words and went home to sulk.
far the oldest living Hunter. He
Immediately
this gave us some tips which we here
following
year's signal effort, the Jadaloon pass on to you.
Festivities committee got
right
try for the head,"
1. Never
down to work planning next year's wheezed Coonskin, "dern thing's
Parade. "It should be a corker!" too small for a good shot and, bethe committee divulged.
sides, them scales shed bullets like
Poetry Contest Winner
water."
Young, three and a half month
2. A shoulder shot Ls best,
if
old, poet Attaberry Fluke Jr. of you can get it."
Sippiwissit Mississippi wrote the.'
3. Never trust a wounded 'Loon.
following prize winning poem.
They'd just as soon charge as look
The Nature of an Epitaph for a at yuh. Mean devils.'.'
Prodigal
4. "Surest way to get em though
(Oeil de boeuf
is to have five or six guys sneak up
Lux ct Veritas
on one when it's feeding, form a

Himmel Herr Gott

E

Birdy with a Ycller
Clumb upon my winder

beginning

and about

circle all around it
feet away
then,

sompre L'ora)

A

are

loons

We

Bill

five

wham!"

Coon

left old

skin chuckling

to himself.

sill.

It was a Jadaloon.
Oh, well done Attaberry. The
judges were overjoyed to award
you the prize. Unfortunately, it
looked so good, they ate it them-

junk that

selves.

out.

Jadaloon Migrations
As many of you folks who follow the Jadaloon in his (or her)
wanderings about the country
know, our most familiar species, J.
Vulgaris Americanus, spends most
of its leisure winter months in

Letters

Address any queiries or comments to Ice Cubes, The Orient.
We have lots of pamphlets and

we

are dying to send

Jadaloon Notice.

Program for Meetings
Month of April
Meeting 1: Discuss March
Meeting 2: Plan for Meeting 3
Meeting 3: Discuss Meeting 2
Meeting 4: Rain

ARU Wins Bowling Play-offs
£ Continued from Page j

j

ARU.

After Bob Bernson opened
the string for-ARU with a strike,
ARU gained points steadily and
finally clinched the match in an
excitingly tight finish as Harvey

Levine gained nine points on the
final pinfall.
The match ended
with ARU on the long end of an
1147-1135 score.

The

records strongly
affirm ARU's claim to the championship. ARU definitely did not
back into the playoffs but, on the
contrary', has proved itself to be
the outstanding team in the league.
finished first in the regular
season's standings; compiled the
season's high team average, two
high match totals, and the high
single string total. Three men on
the team, Bob Bernson, Roger Gordon and Harvey Levine, averaged
over 90 to stand well up among the
league's top ten bowlers and the
fourth man on the squad, Arnie
Goldman, was not far behind with
an 89 average. Harvey Levine has
been particularly outstanding
throughout the season as he rolled
up the second highest average in
the league, and proved to be the
season's best clutch bowler.
In the consolation match, Joe
Tecce, with a 91 average for three
strings, led the Kappa Sigmas to a
1055-1032 victory over the luckless
Betas. As a result Kappa Sigma
finished in third place, behind Psi
to whom they lost in Ihe semifinals; the Betas, who lost to ARU
in the semi-finals, ended in fourth
season's

ARU

U

Varsity Debating Team

Tigers' Spring Training

Visits

cap caused by the
Al Hall.

loss of

Ed and

Fred "Flapper" Flemming, recent Bowdoin athletic star, is making a determined bid to remain on
the Detroit Tigers' roster. Fred is
at the Detroit spring training camp
at Lakeland, Fla., along with 50
or 60 other recruits.
Brunswick, Can., where his father,
is Premier.
While at Bowdoin "Flapper was a
star athlete, competing in football
and baseball. He played end on the
'52 championship football team and
was appointed to the intercollegiate All-American baseball team.
Before signing with the Tigers,
Flemming was sought by eleven
other major league clubs.
In the four games so far that he
has appeared in Fred has been able
to get a single hit in each one". As
a pinch hitter in the eighth against
the Pittsburgh Pirates he came
through with a sharp single. In his
first full game, Flemming blasted a
single and was robbed of another
hit by Red Schoendinst while playing against the St. Louis Cardinals.
Joe Gordon and Johnny Hoop,
Tiger batting and fielding coaches,
are pleased with his progress to
date and while making no definite
statements, admit to the possibility
that Flemming could stick with the

Hugh John Flemming,

Tigers this year.

(Continued from Page 3)
,

with teammate Mike Coster
right behind him, and Leonetti
whisked over the 50-yard dash in
5.7 to give the Polar Cubs thirteen
in 6.5

points in the short sprint events.

In the middle distances Joe McDaniels won the 600 in a 1:20
clocking; John Herrick grabbed
the runner-up slot behind Tufts'
Da hi in a 4:37 mile and also placed
third in the 1000-yard run.
Skip Howland outleaped all
competitors in the broad jump
with a distance of 20 feet one inch,
while Dwight Eaton took a third in
«<hat event, a first place tie in the
pole vault, and deadlocked for second in the high jump with Reece
of Tufts. Pepper of the Jumbo
Freshmen heaved the 35-pound
weight 41 feet 11 inches for first
place honors. McWilliams with a
toss of 39 feet 9 and one-half inches
and Bob Philippe garnered second
and third tallies for Bowdoin.

The summary:

—

1.

Meyer* (B)

:

2.

final standings in the bowlOuter (B) 3. Watson (T). Time 6.5 sec.
league carry point awards 5o-yard dash — 1, Laonetti (B): 2. Wells
<T) 3. Coviello (T). Time 5.7 se<-.
which are utilized in determining Mile run — 1. Dahl (T) 2. Herrick tB)
3. Swonirer (T). Time 4:37
the winner of the sports total point
600-yard nin — 1. MeDaniel (B) 2, Covicup at the end of the school year.
ello (T)
3, Bye (T). Time 1 :20
1000-yard run
2. Brad1. Lanfflois (T)
Final Standings
ley IT): 3. Herrick (B). Time 2:27.5
ARU
5 pts.
300-yard dash — 1. Well* IT) 2. l>*onetti
(B) 3. Coviello (T). Time 35.2 aec
Psi U
3 pts.
;

ing

;

;

;

:

—

;

—
—

—2

Kappa Sigma
BetaV- 1 pt.

35-lb.

pts.

—

weight

liams (B)
41*11*

Pepper (T)

1,

Philippe

3,

;

—

:

2,

McWil-

Distance

(B).

2.
McWilliams <B)
Gliek (T). Distance
49' J" (new meet record)
Broad jump
1, Howland IB) ; 2. Wells
if): 3. Eaton (B). Distance 20'1"
Polfc vault 1, Tie between Baton and McWiliama both (8) ; S. NaT (T). Height
10'9"
Hich jump
1. Keran <T) : 2. Tie between Recce (T) and Eaton (B). Height
5'o"

16-lh shot put

Pepper

(T)

:

1.

:

3.

—

1868 Speaking Contest
Scheduled April 26;
Six

:

;

;

—

Men To Compete

and an alternate
were announced today for the
Class of 1868 Prize Speaking Con- Mass. Alternate
Six finalists

test.

The

finals will be held April

man

'54,

is

New York.

John C. NewN. Y.

Old Award

26.

Those selected were Franklin G.
Davis

Saugus, Mass.; Charles
'54, Yonkers, N. Y.;
Donald W. Rayment '54, Taunton,
Mass.; Robert N. Thurston '54,
Westwood, Mass. Christian B. von
Huene '54, Brunswick, Maine; Don'54,

E. Orcutt Jr.

;

ald

C.

Westman

Braintree,

'54,

This prize is the second oldest
undergraduate award in the history of Bowdoin. It is given annually "to that member of the Senior Class

who

Brooklyn College

By Richard

12 and 13 the debating
team travelled to Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, N.Y., to compete in
an intercollegiate debate attended
by 59 colleges. On the trip down
the team stopped at the American
International College of Springfield, Mass. This debate was a nondecision meet.
The students representing Bowdoin in the debate on Free-trade
were: for the affirmative
William Hale '56, Morton Price '56;
Elliot Palais
for the negative

—

—

'55

and Roger Gordon

'54.

The negative won three

of its
five rounds beating Amherst, St.
Peters, and the American International College of Springfield. The
affirmative defeated the U.S. Naval

Academy.
That evening

at the banquet Dr.

Howard

Piquet and Congressman
Jacob Javits spoke on liberalizing
the present tariff policy and answered questions from the 300 debaters present.

B.

shall write

liver the best oration."

\

Jr. '87

Thomas Means, Joseph

E. Mer- club went far out of their way to
get a good cross-section of memrill, Professor of Greek Language
and Literature, who will complete bership.
over 33 years of teaching at BowWhile at Yale, Professor Means
next
September,
doin
has followed became a member of Sigma Delta
a policy he calls "participation in Psi, the intercollegiate athletic
life," which has acquired happi- Phi Beta Kappa.
ness for him.
- Although
he styles himself a
Among the areas of participation "poor" player, the Rhodes Scholar
he includes are those of war and did represent Oxford against Campeace, and in social, academic and bridge in ice hockey. The Oxford
political activities.
student Means also rowed on the
series of classical plays in the Merton College eight, not to be
original and in English produced confused with the university varby Professor Means at Bowdoin sity.
has been called his "most glorious
When he was American Interachievement" by Associate Profes- collegiate Gymnastic Champion,
sor of Classics Nathan Dane II.Be- Professor Means was invited to
ginning in 1922 with the produc- compete in the eequivalent of the
tion of Mastellaria by Platus the Olympics, but says he couldn't
series was completed in 1953. This have made the team even had he
long range plan, believed to be entered. Physically vigorous, Prounique, produced at least one play fessor Means has climbed over 70
of every classical dramatist with mountains up to 8,000 feet high in
works extant, from Aeschylus to his lifetime, and is now a member
Hrotsvitha. His "most striking suc- of the Appalachian Mountain Club.
cesses"
according to Professor
Professor
In World
I,
Dane occurred with the production Means, who was studying at Harof Oedipus Tyrannus in Professor vard at the time, volunteered for
Means' own translation in the '30's, the American Field Service and
and The Seven Against Thebes in fought in three battles. As a Secmore recent years. Also memor- ond Lieutenant in the Motor
able was the production of Aristo- Transport Corps, he was mentioned
phanes in the Cumberland Theater in French company dispatches and
about 15 years ago.
was honorably discharged at the
end of the war.
Building Classics Department

This arrangement made it more
possible for teachers training the
mind and body to work together,
another important feature of the

Of Merimee

Featured

nevertheless only two persons are In Hubbard Hall.
The exhibition, originally planchosen each year.
ned for 1953, was not able to be
Faculty Committees
housed in the library before this
Professor Means has served on semester. Enclosed in the two
many faculty committees includ- show cases are several of Meriing such as athletic, curriculum, mee's books from the collection of
educational policy, library, major the Bowdoin College Library, beexaminations, outing club, and sides many autographed letters,
Tallman professorship. He has Merimee's originals, which were
served on several Rhodes Scholar- loaned by Professor and Mrs. Livship committees. He has been the ingston.
Prosper Merimee was born on
Bowdoin chairman, secretary of
the Maine State committee, and a September 28, 180$ and since both

War

[ Continued from Page j ]
Yar*ity Basketball Letters: Perry Allen, Phil Day, Jim Flaker, Bill
Fraser, Ronnie Golz, Roland Janelle, Ed,
Kenney, John Kreider,
John Libby, John Marr, and Dave

During World War II, he was
One of Professor Means' great
manager for varsity; contributions to Bowdoin has been thanked and complimented for his
Dave Donahue, manager for frosh. the building of the classical de- contribution to the work of the
Varsity Basketball Numerals: partment. During the past one- American Field Service in a letter
Dick Kurtz, Ken Miller and Curt third of a century and under the from "His Majesty's representative
tutelage of some 15 to 20 instruc- in the United States," Lord HaliWebber.
Freshman Basketball .Numerals: tors, Bowdoin has developed more fax.
By 1920, Professor Means had
Don Bennett, Dick Drenzek, John classical Doctors in Philosophy
Eaton, Harry Carpenter, Dick Fic- than any other similar New Eng- three college degrees, had been in
the armed services, and had taught
kett, Tom Fraser, John Grinold, land College.
William 'Gardner, Gene Helsel,
Some of his former pupils now at the Hotchkiss and Roxbury
Dave Hunter, Bob Johnson, Norman on the Bowdoin faculty include the Schools, both preparatory acadeLevy, Paul McGoldrick, Bob Wish- following men: Professors Daggett mies in Connecticut. In 1921, he
joined the Bowdoin faculty as an
art and John Finn.
and Quinby; Associate Professors
William Hale was elected varsity Riley, Russell. Hall and Dane; As- Assistant Professor of Language.
manager in basketball for '54-'55; sistant Professors Carre, Chittim A year later he became an AssisKurt Volk was elected Frosh man- and Benjamin; and Messrs.. Lan- tant Professor of Greek and Latin,
and in 1926, became a Full Proager for '54-'55.
caster, Mclntire and Peabody.
fessor. Three years later he was
Varsity Skiing Letters:
The five

former colleagues, now
Bill
Clark, Skip Larcom, Charles Chris- no longer on active duty here, to
tie, Tim Greene, Barry Nichols, whom Professor Means gives credPaul DuBrule and Dick Marshall. it for the strength of the department are Professors F. E. Woodruff, K. C. M. Sills, P. Nixon, H.
In
B. Dewing, and S. B. Smith, all
former professors of classics or
Students
chair holders in the department.
Now considered an outstanding
Light, Less Strain authority on Aristotle and CatulMany new lamps and lighting lus, Professor Means has taught
fixtures have recently been in- athletics, dramatics, English,
stalled on the first floor of the French, Greek and Latin in his
Moulton Union to afford students career.
Much of the Professor's work
better light for reading and studyhas been in writing scholarly and
ing.
In the main lounge new three- literary papers. He has read papers
way bulbs have been inserted in at all classical organizations from
the reading lamps. To improve the local to national groups, and has
every day light and provide a bet- published in most of the classical
ter light for lectures, the Moufton Journals in the country with severUnion, under the direction of Mr. al articles pending.
Rhodes Scholar
Donovan Lancaster, has engaged
Professor Means, a member of
lighting engineers who have designed the new lampshades which the class of 1910 received his colcan be seen there now. The 'Union lege education at Yale University,
is also planning to install small from which he received two deflood lights in the main lounge grees and, at Harvard, where he
which will better illuminate the earned a second Master of Arts
piano and the lecture stand. Simi- degree. From 1911-14 he reprelar improvements have been made sented Connecticut on a Rhodes
Scholarship at Merton College, Oxin the smaller lounge.
The dining room has also had ford, which now being 690 years
lighting
improvements. Indirect old, may possibly be the oldest
lighting fixtures have been in- English-speaking college in the
stalled in the ceiling, giving more world.
light but cutting down the glare. A
At Yale, Professor Means was a
limited number of table lamps member of Mory's Club in which
have given the dining room a more he holds a life membership. Money
intimate atmosphere.
and decency were the only requireFinally, the lamp over the main ments for entrance into this group,
entrance has been replaced and which was an intellectual and fratimproved.
ernal organization. The men in the

New Lamps

Union

Guarantee

More

and de-

award

appointed to the Merrill chair, of

which he

is

the third and longest

holder.

Athletic Coach

While at Bowdoin, his interest in
athletics continued, and he coached
until what he calls a "real coach"
could be gotten. He has also served as graduate manager of athletics, and as gym team coach.
Professor Means was chiefly instrumental in the dissolution of the
Athletic Council and the locating
of all athletic coaches on the faculty. At the beginning of his teaching career at Bowdoin, the three

—

of the New England Discommittee.

member
trict

belongs
Societies to which he
are many, including the American
Association of University Professors, the Oxford Society, the Town
I and College Club. He has served as
President of the Classical Association of New England. Professor
Means has been an active participant in town-faculty clubs of an
intellectual character. He has been
the chairman of the classical deI

i

partment

of

the

Maine

State

Teachers' Association.
At presidential inaugurations of
New England Colleges, Professor
Means has represented groups to
which he belongs. He has represented the American Association of
Rhodes Scholars at Bowdoin; the
Classical Association of New England at Tufts, and Yale University at Bates.
The "Percolators," a small faculty club with one common denominator a sense of humor included Thomas Means among its
numbers. Bringing each other intellectual and witty fun in a
friendly spirit, the members subject each other to a merciless
roasting on all suitable occasions.
One activity is the writing by each
man each year of a paper on any
topic, which is then discussed rather critically. Others in this informal club at present include Pro-

—

—

main teams
football,
baseball,
and track
were governed by an
athletic council and a student man- fessors Hammond, Brown, Holmes,
ager. When any of the major teams Koelln, Korgen, Kammerling, and
neeeded support, the managers Quinby.
canvassed the students for support.
Professor Means has participatAn alumni council actually con- ed actively in politics and local

—

as adjutant to the Commanding
Officer in the atrcraf t observers,
as chairman of the Democratic
town committee, of the Greek War
Relief committee both for money
and clothes, and of the War Memorial committee for all service men
and women as well as for casual*

150th Anniversary

!

Numerals
Given In 4 Sports
Letters,

civic organizations. In connection
with these functions, he has acted

athletic training and participation
available to all, and not just to the ties.
Although he generally supports
outstanding players. He says the
present system is "as clean an the Democratic party, Professor
athletic and physical education Means has voted for the federal
setup as I know of in New Eng- Republican and Socialistic electors
in different years.
land."
In 1933, as the Visiting Professor and Vice Director for the
American School of Classical
Studies in Athens, he taught a litExhibition
erature course. Professor Means
was part of a regular core of woIn library
men and men who go to Athens
An exhibit commemorating the
each year to teach for one year.
Although he claims he wouldn't 150th anniversary of Prosper Merihave been chosen if he hadn't been mee, one of France's greatest literthe representative of Bowdoin, ary figures, is currently on display

A

This year

the winner will receive an

whole setup, so the*
physical education of students was
run by non-educational people. After a long battle, every coach was
admitted to a seat on the faculty.
trolled the

Mitchell,

Freshmen Edge Tufts
Track Squad, 50-49

45-yard hiith hurdle*

The

New

from

comes

Flemming

THOMAS MEANS, GREEK PROFESSOR,
PRODUCED PLAYS, BUILT DEPARTMENT

On March

Camp In Florida

G. M. Priest '56

...The

is

it

'Flapper ' Flemming At

24, 1954

Outfitters to

his parents were painters, he inherited a great deal of artistic abilas is shown in his many water
colors, a few of which are part of
the exhibit. However, his interests,
were far from being confined to
painting; architecture also occu*
pied much of his time. Two letters},
one of which asserts that the architecture of Venice is the "work of
tradesmen, not artists", shows this

ity,

interest.

Merimee was

an archaeolowas the "InspecMonuments His-

also

and in 1834
teur General des

gist,

which position he saved many valuable monuments and
old relics from neglect, destruction, faulty restoration, and remov
al from their original places.
But it is his writing which Merimee is most famous for; the success of his novel, "Chronique du
Temps de Charles DC", was probably responsible for his being a writer instead of a dramatist. His
greatest novels were "Colomba"
and "Carmen", a story set in
Spain. Among his prominent short
stories is "Mateo Falcone", a story
of Corsica, which Merimee wrote
before he had been to Corsica.
toriques," in

Altogether, the exhibition is
quite interesting for anyone interested in seeing some of the original letters of one of the greatest
writers of Europe.

A

The ladies in these U. S.
use
enough lipstick every year to paint
40,000 barns. And some old-fashioned cynics think it would look
better on the barns.

Bowdoin Men

Unusually^Fine

GREY FLANNEL SLACKS

of $50.

"Matchless Service"

place.

Brace Young paced Beta with a
very respectable 101 average, but
he could not overcome the handi-

13

.95

Meddies On TV
[Continued /resn Page 7]
ballads which the group sang were
"Light Upon the Shore," and

To

Beulah Land."
The entire program will be rcbroadcast on Bostons WBZ-TV on
Sunday, April 4 at 10:00 a.m. View"Dwelling

in

ers in this area will be better able
to see the show when it is telecast by WCSH-TV of Portland,
Sunday, April Hv at 10:00 ajn.
kincoscope of the entire broadcast
will be exhibited throughout the

Sales

ASK ANY GOLFER WHO OWNS
A SET OF SYNCHRO-DYNED CLUBS!

and

during

next

the

Hundreds

Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed

tell

the

USED CARS

You'll see
clubs.

Consult Your Campus Agent
'55

GEORGE W. GRAHAM
About Life Insurance
Provident Mutual Of

of unsolicited testimonials

same

story on Spalding

of

this

fine

for $22.50.

from amateur golfers

Synchro-Dyned woods and

irons — golf's more fun now and a lower-scoring game,

six

slacks

quality flannel generally sell

Service

A

country
months.

the best of our knowl-

edge,

Maine's Most Modern Auto

why the first time you play

Your

too!

these advance-design

shots are easier to control, your swing is freer,

your timing more uniform

— because

The pure wool Hannel is the

every wood, every

iron has the identical contact feel!

finest

made in

this country.

Frankly, these slacks represent the best slack value

Body Repair and Paint Shop
Have your Spalding dealer fit you now.

we've ever presented.

Philadelphia

In Oxford and Cambridge gray.

Complete Front End
Telephone 8-1911

and

BILL'S

Frame Alignment

Our

Specialties:

Pizza

Italian Spaghetti

Hot Pastromi
Steaks and Chops

SpaldinG
Synchm-Dyned

REGULAR DINNERS

h

"Bowdoin Men's
Favorite Restaurant"
Beer and Ale on Draft and

BOBBY JONES*
WOODS &

in Bottles

6",

m HI AS AWT ftTtSIT* MVMtMrldLMaiMl

ELM STREET

BRUNSWICK

MAIXE
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m

MM*

JIMMY THOMSON*
WOODS

IRONS

MAINE STREET

BRUNSWICK
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